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Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
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partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:
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(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 



proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

http://albertpeia.com/manchurian-mobster-trump.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4 

http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
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“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
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AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
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ZEROHEDGE I HEARD A SILLY RUMOR – THIS IS THE END 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-08-18/i-heard-silly-rumor-end 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eqgXGMAS__M 

What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 
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The Saturday Report

Saturday Report 8/13/22 - What starts in
the Arctic doesn’t stay in the Arctic...

The Best of the Rest of the News 

 
Thom Hartmann

https://substack.com/profile/1100619-thom-hartmann
https://hartmannreport.com/s/the-saturday-report/?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=menu
https://substack.com/profile/1100619-thom-hartmann?utm_source=author-byline-face
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— Did America have a true “Manchurian Candidate” in the White House for four years? A literal 
agent for one or more foreign governments and/or international organized crime figures? According to 
numerous reporters and authors, Donald Trump had gone from doing business with the American Mafia in
the 70s and 80s to laundering money for Russian oligarchs in the 90s and early 2000s. Reporter Tim 
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Robbins’ A Brief History of Donald Trump and the Mafia published in 2016 by Vice News gives insight into 
Trump’s mobbed-up early years, and Jeff Stein’s 2019 Donald Trump's Mafia Connections: Decades Later, 
Is He Still Linked to the Mob? for Newsweek raises even more questions, leading into his laundering money 
for Russian oligarchs and other international organized crime figures. 
As David Cay Johnston wrote for Politico, “[H]e’d hired mobbed-up firms to erect Trump Tower and his 
Trump Plaza apartment building in Manhattan, including buying ostensibly overpriced concrete from a 
company controlled by mafia chieftains Anthony ‘Fat Tony’ Salerno and Paul Castellano. That story 
eventually came out in a federal investigation, which also concluded that in a construction industry saturated
with mob influence, the Trump Plaza apartment building most likely benefited from connections to 
racketeering. Trump also failed to disclose that he was under investigation by a grand jury directed by the 
U.S. attorney in Brooklyn…” 
Johnston adds, “Within a few years Donald J. Trump had made friends with the city’s most notorious fixer, 
lawyer Roy Cohn... Among other things Cohn was now a mob consigliere, with clients including ‘Fat 
Tony’ Salerno, boss of the Genovese crime family, the most powerful Mafia group in New York, and 
Paul Castellano, head of what was said to be the second largest family, the Gambinos.” (all emphasis 
mine) 
After his multiple bankruptcies and the failure of his casinos in the late 1990s, some reports indicate Trump 
was largely bailed out by Russian oligarchs running money through his real estate operation, and today the 
government of Scotland is looking into possible secret and illegal Russian money-laundered financing of one 
of his golf courses there. 
The Mueller Report documented both the multiple ways Putin and his government worked to get Trump 
elected president, and identifies ten specific instances of Trump himself committing the federal crime of 
“obstruction of justice” while trying to cover up his involvement with the Russians. 
Now we find that he left the White House with documents that could be worth billions to foreign 
governments and, just a few months later, the government of Saudi Arabia gifted $2 billion to the 
Trump family (and nobody is saying how many millions or even billions they gave Trump himself to use 
Bedminister to feature their sportswashing LIV golf tournament). 
Yesterday we learned that the FBI is investigating Trump for possible violations of the Espionage Act, which
could land him in prison for decades. Watch this space. 

— Are death threats now a normal tool of politics for Republicans? Prior to Donald Trump’s arrival on 
the political scene in the 2015 Republican primary, threats of political violence were largely confined to the 
fringes of rightwing conspiracy fever swamps and among white supremacists like members of the Klan and 
radicals like Tim McVeigh. But one of the hallmarks of fascist politics is the use of violence and threats of 
violence to intimidate political opposition and cow the public, and, in this regard, Trump has delivered in 
spades. From telling ralliers that he’ll pay their lawyer fees when they assault protestors, to telling police to 
be “rough” with suspects, to now provoking threats against a judge and an attack on the FBI office in 
Cincinnati, violence has followed Trump throughout his political career. 
With fascist politicians, this is normal. When Hitler began his political career he was accompanied by 
violent brawler gangs who eventually came together under the umbrella of the civilian volunteer 
Brownshirts; Mussolini had his own militia groups who he whipped together into his volunteer civilian 
Blackshirts; Orbán’s Hungarian partisans regularly threaten violence against Roma people and refugees; 
Bolsonaro’s thugs gleefully beat up Lula supporters in Brazil; Duterte bragged about his rogue Philippine 
police loyalists murdering thousands of “criminals” and opposition figures; Pinochet’s goons threw liberals 
out of helicopters. Trump is running the same playbook with Trump-aligned white supremacist gangs like the
Proud Boys, Three Percenters, Oathkeepers, etc. The big question today is whether political violence will 
continue after Trump leaves the political scene, or if the Republican Party will come to its senses and return 
to simply shilling for billionaire tax cuts and more air and water pollution. Can the political violence genie be
put back in the bottle? Listening to this guy isn’t encouraging: 

   Rep. Eric Swalwell @RepSwalwell  

LISTEN to this death threat against my children. Since the FBI search of 

https://twitter.com/RepSwalwell/status/1557428889902895104
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Mar-a-Lago, Trump, McCarthy, and MAGA Republicans are stoking violent 
rhetoric against lawmakers and law enforcement. Someone is going to 
get killed. 

ANOTHER DAY IN PARADISE  
https://twitter.com/i/status/1560577407995756550 
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ZEROHEDGE Putin Will Attend G20 Summit In Indonesia, Despite US 
Demands To Exclude Russian Leader    DRUDGEREPORT 
Russia, Ukraine spar over fighting near nuke facility…     Drone Strikes 
Moscow's Black Sea Fleet...  YAHOO Politics Fox News host wonders 
aloud if Trump could have tried to sell highly classified material to the 
Russians or Saudi Arabians https://www.yahoo.com/news/fox-news-host-
wonders-aloud-064434447.html [ DUH! Why do you think ‘no-read trump’ 
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had them … to trump, they were just dollar signs and easily tradable with 
and through existing contacts including underworld. ]

ZEROHEDGE FBI Raid Has Solidified Trump's Clout In GOP Ahead Of 
Expected 2024 Run, Conservative Observers Say [ TRUMP’S DONE! That’s
truly the way it is, beyond his mob’s wishin’, hopin’! RIP GOP! ]
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BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER
https://secure.sjuggerudtruewealth.com/?
cid=MKT650099&eid=MKT657482&channel=102120d0fc4158ded364c744
bc11a4&assetId=AST254109&page=1&fbclid=IwAR2cc1ZhOIn7xUGfA1Iv
sHne3IQnWX1wMlYBnvJoJ1PDtHOCHo1uykpJDJ4 
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Reasons to be incrementally more bearish 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/morebearish What comes 
after the systematics finished the buying 

Target Slumps Amid Growing Inventory Glut As Consumer Spending 
Continues To Shrink

A Winter Of Anger https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/winter-anger

Economic Slowdown Now, Recession Coming In 2023

China Starts More Military Drills Responding to Latest US Delegation To 
Taiwan

YAHOO Politics Kissinger says U.S. is aimlessly heading toward edge of 
war against Russia and China https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/f2de0bf6-
16a2-39f9-b0ed-0485cc90c0ce/kissinger-says-u-s-is.html 

RT Poland wants Ukraine to admit genocide 
Ukraine issues new ban on Russian language 
Ukraine bombs nuclear waste storage site – official 
US may ‘sleepwalk’ into war with China – Asian leader 
Russia accuses UK of ‘deliberate provocation’ 

As risk of nuclear war grows, study warns even limited exchange would 
doom billions… 
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DRUDGEREPORT Monkeypox cases double in LA…   New study suggests 
covid increases risks of brain disorders…  https://news.yahoo.com/study-
suggests-covid-increases-risks-204156621.html  Most Long-COVID 
Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths near 2021 numbers]
96,642 AUG 19 2022
144,169 AUG 19 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
451 AUG 19 2022
911 AUG 19 2021 
How Pandemic Changed Americans' Health for Worse… 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-covid-19-pandemic-changed-
americans-health-for-the-worse-11659260165 Heart disease and drug 
overdoses are among afflictions exacting a higher toll than before [ More 
than 1 million; 350 per day ]  
How many animal species (including people) have caught Covid? 
https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2022/08/05/1114357154/how-
many-animal-species-have-caught-covid-first-global-tracker-has-partial-
answe 

More cities mull indoor masking… Indoor mask rules expected next week 
as L.A. virus wave worsens... Fauci Annual Pension Payout Exceeds 
POTUS Salary… Republicans plot Fauci probe… [Incompetent, greedy 
guinea] Covid Rises Across USA Amid Muted Warnings and Murky Data… 

https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/18/covid-rises-across-u-s-amid-muted-warnings-and-murky-data/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3571232-gop-plots-fauci-probe-after-midterms/
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WHO: Covid triples across Europe; Hospitalizations double…  
MONKEYPOX PANDEMIC? WHO TO RECONVENE Most Americans Now in 
Areas With High Virus Levels… Deaths in LA rising as ultra-contagious 
subva  riants spread…   https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-
13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 
'Several hundred thousand' new covid cases a day NOT reported; 
Hospitalizations climbing... https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-
hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-
hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622 

DALLAS TURNS HOTSPOT... 
New variant 'Centaurus' detected... 
Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 20% effective 
after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at 
Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as 
Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... Ultra-
contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 

UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 
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https://www.studyfinds.org/covid-19-meat-in-freezer-weeks/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/08/ba5-become-this-summers-subvariant
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/macao-shutter-casinos-week-covid-19-outbreak-86545719
https://news.yahoo.com/macau-locks-down-landmark-lisboa-011323085.html
https://news.yahoo.com/macau-locks-down-landmark-lisboa-011323085.html
https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says
https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/nyc-neighborhoods-top-25-covid-positivity-as-new-cases-surge-again/3764698/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/as-the-ba5-variant-spreads-the-risk-of-coronavirus-reinfection-grows/ar-AAZpFDy
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5814174/new-covid-variant-centaurus-detected-uk/
https://www.dallasnews.com/news/2022/07/19/three-things-to-know-about-the-highly-contagious-covid-19-variant-spreading-right-now/
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month
https://www.wsj.com/articles/most-of-u-s-population-now-in-areas-with-high-covid-19-levels-as-ba-5-subvariant-spreads-11657923100
https://www.wsj.com/articles/most-of-u-s-population-now-in-areas-with-high-covid-19-levels-as-ba-5-subvariant-spreads-11657923100
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220714-who-to-reconvene-monkeypox-emergency-panel-on-july-21
https://news.yahoo.com/shocking-monkeypox-screw-means-admit-030643200.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-united-nations-world-organization-06bccc307fa13d428e59babf4b9d8403


http://albertpeia.com/manchurian-mobster-trump.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4 

http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

ZEROHEDGE  Tribe: The Criminal Case Against Trump Is Another "Slam 
Dunk"  https://www.zerohedge.com/political/tribe-criminal-case-against-
trump-another-slam-dunk   ...another in the litany of “slam dunk” crimes 
that the Harvard Law prof has declared against Trump, none of which 
have been actually charged.   YAHOO Daily Beast Putin World Declares 
‘Agent Trump’ Is Irreversibly Screwed Tue, August 16, 2022 The Last 
Word Tribe: Merrick Garland has a 'slam dunk case' against Trump 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/tribe-merrick-garland-has-a-
slam-dunk-case-against-trump-146341957900 MSNBC Prosecutors 
‘looking to indict’ Giuliani in GA election probe, says fmr. Prosecutor 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/prosecutors-looking-to-
indict-giuliani-in-ga-election-probe-says-fmr-prosecutor-146253893996 

DRUDGEREPORT WEISSELBERG SENTENCED TO RIKERS 
FLIPPED Trump CFO wiill admit to 15 felonies! FLIGHT RISK? THE DON'S 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11113825/Trump-claims-FBI-agents-seized-three-PASSPORTS-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/17/plea-deal-requires-weisselberg-to-testify-at-trump-organization-trial/
https://apnews.com/article/new-york-city-donald-trump-government-and-politics-9317548b043f89fc276c046fe1f336e6
https://apnews.com/article/allen-weisselberg-trump-cfo-plea-deal-e36dbd47ee3b0323e1fa102117718011
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/prosecutors-looking-to-indict-giuliani-in-ga-election-probe-says-fmr-prosecutor-146253893996
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/prosecutors-looking-to-indict-giuliani-in-ga-election-probe-says-fmr-prosecutor-146253893996
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/tribe-merrick-garland-has-a-slam-dunk-case-against-trump-146341957900
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/tribe-merrick-garland-has-a-slam-dunk-case-against-trump-146341957900
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/tribe-merrick-garland-has-a-slam-dunk-case-against-trump-146341957900
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word
https://www.thedailybeast.com/russian-state-media-declares-our-agent-donald-trump-is-irreversibly-screwed?ref=home
https://www.thedailybeast.com/russian-state-media-declares-our-agent-donald-trump-is-irreversibly-screwed?ref=home
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/tribe-criminal-case-against-trump-another-slam-dunk
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/tribe-criminal-case-against-trump-another-slam-dunk
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/tribe-criminal-case-against-trump-another-slam-dunk
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/tribe-criminal-case-against-trump-another-slam-dunk
https://twitter.com/alpeia
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf
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PASSPORTS SEIZED… (RETURNED)
Speculation about informant intensifies...
DOJ: Releasing affidavit could harm other high-profile investigations… 

Garland Raid Only 'First Inning'...
Trump warns 'terrible things going to happen'...
You Don't Have to be a Spy to Violate Espionage Act… FEDS HUNT 
STOLEN NUKE DOCS GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS 
FIFTH https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS 
TRUMP [ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is 
being painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal 
that he is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists, put 
them together, and you have trump. The pathological liar whose lies 
know no bounds. Without empathy or decency this malignant narcissist 
trump is embraced by the greater fools/criminals/mentally ill as some 
kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He spits on them and theirs … privately. 
Even military men seem duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts 
and reality reveal a different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose 
time to pay the piper has finally arrived.] 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw [ trump’s done! ]
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]

Trump CFO admits to 15 felonies... Developing… 
Judge unseals DOJ's application for search warrant: 'Evidence of crime'...
Inclined to make parts of affidavit unsealed...
Probe of top secret docs in 'early stages'...
Ex-officials say claim of 'standing order' to declassify is nonsense...
The Don's dominance over Republican Party comes into focus...
Rakes in millions off Mar-a-Lago search...
Warns of Revenge...
MAGA threats to judge spur democracy concerns...
FBI now conservative evil demon...
CARVILLE: Could be 'biggest story since 9/11'... 

INDICTMENT REAL POSSIBILITY
PUNISHMENTS HE COULD FACE
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO

https://apnews.com/article/florida-donald-trump-mar-a-lago-merrick-garland-government-and-politics-f63c018b600e1539ff3660a896a132d0
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/justice/fbi-raid-trump-could-face-under-espionage-act
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-indictment-over-mishandling-classified-222107255.html
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/3605025-james-carville-trump-scandal-could-be-biggest-story-since-9-11/
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220818-once-hated-by-the-left-fbi-is-now-us-conservatives-evil-demon
https://apnews.com/article/donald-trump-mar-a-lago-democracy-congress-government-and-politics-3e957660956399da07b59808bd9c8a71
https://www.vice.com/en/article/g5vy7y/trump-revenge-fbi-search-mar-a-lago
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-rakes-in-millions-off-fbi-search-at-mar-a-lago/ar-AA10Md2Q
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-s-dominance-in-gop-comes-into-focus-worrying-some-in-the-party/ar-AA10MxkY
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/18/politics/trump-claim-standing-order-declassify-nonsense-patently-false-former-officials/index.html
https://apnews.com/article/florida-donald-trump-west-palm-beach-bf4bd77e66e22d0b089a2a56c4ffc9a7
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/judge-orders-portions-mar-lago-search-affidavit-unsealed-rcna43688
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11124613/Huge-security-outside-federal-courthouse-ahead-decision-unsealing-Mar-Lago-raid-affidavit.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/allen-weisselberg-longtime-trump-executive-pleads-guilty-to-tax-scheme/ar-AA10O8ag
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11093449/FBI-agents-raid-Mar-Lago-Trump-says-home-siege-agents.html
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/aug/8/mar-lago-raided-fbi-agents-donald-trump-says/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-says-mar-lago-home-was-raided-large-group-fbi-agents-rcna42133
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-says-mar-lago-home-was-raided-large-group-fbi-agents-rcna42133
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/10/trump-says-he-refused-to-answer-ny-attorney-generals-questions-in-probe-of-his-business.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/10/trump-says-he-refused-to-answer-ny-attorney-generals-questions-in-probe-of-his-business.html
https://theintercept.com/2022/08/09/trump-fbi-raid-al-capone/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fbi-searched-trump-s-home-to-look-for-nuclear-documents-and-other-items-sources-say/ar-AA10zmiO
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fbi-searched-trump-s-home-to-look-for-nuclear-documents-and-other-items-sources-say/ar-AA10zmiO
https://www.nextgov.com/ideas/2022/08/you-dont-have-be-spy-violate-espionage-act/375883/
https://nypost.com/2022/08/15/trump-vows-hell-help-us-after-sneak-attack-fbi-raid/
https://news.yahoo.com/viper-merrick-garland-trump-fbi-083914602.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/15/politics/justice-department-mar-a-lago-search-affidavit/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/15/politics/justice-department-mar-a-lago-search-affidavit/index.html
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2022/aug/15/donald-trump-mar-a-lago-search-justice-department
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11113825/Trump-claims-FBI-agents-seized-three-PASSPORTS-Mar-Lago-raid.html
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FEDS HUNT STOLEN NUKE DOCS 
SEARCH WARRANT TEXT 
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS 
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE 
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO 
'TOP SECRET' 

Trump Lawyer Told Justice Dept. That Classified Material Had Been 
Returned... 
Ex-CIA chief endorses executing leakers of secrets after raid bombshell...

Saudi Nuke Probe Resurfaces... 
Search prompts big question: Who snitched? 
Mar-A-Lago Security 'Nightmare'... 
The Don Sics Republicans on FBI... Unprecedented threats... 
Armed MAGA protests outside office in Phoenix... 
BREITBART Publishes Names of Agents Serving Warrant... 
Florida judge menaced... 
Americans Too Pampered and Neurotic to Fight Civil War? 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/americans-are-too-pampered-and-neurotic-to-fight-a-civil-war/ar-AA10BUHx
https://www.axios.com/2022/08/13/florida-judge-fbi-search-trump-mar-a-lago
https://www.mediaite.com/online/breitbart-publishes-names-of-fbi-agents-involved-in-mar-a-lago-raid-that-doj-sought-to-keep-hidden/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/armed-trump-supporters-protest-outside-fbi-office-in-phoenix-following-mar-a-lago-raid-reports/ar-AA10DOP8?cvid=9529a1f90a984e51a26564770b40283a
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/12/politics/fbi-threats-maralago-trump-search/index.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/13/trump-sics-the-g-o-p-on-the-f-b-i/
https://www.usnews.com/news/us/articles/2022-08-13/trumps-mar-a-lago-a-security-nightmare-that-housed-classified-documents
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2022/aug/13/mar-a-lago-search-ivanka-trump-week-in-patriarchy
https://www.newsweek.com/donald-trump-saudi-arabia-nuclear-mar-lago-raid-washington-post-1733182
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/cia-michael-hayden-executing-nuclear-secrets-leakers-trump-raid
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-lawyer-told-justice-dept-that-classified-material-had-been-returned/ar-AA10D16E
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-lawyer-told-justice-dept-that-classified-material-had-been-returned/ar-AA10D16E
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-nuclear-weapons-issue-122108215.html
https://apnews.com/article/florida-donald-trump-mar-a-lago-merrick-garland-government-and-politics-f63c018b600e1539ff3660a896a132d0
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://humanevents.com/2022/08/12/exclusive-warrant-and-property-receipt-from-mar-a-lago-raid/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fbi-searched-trump-s-home-to-look-for-nuclear-documents-and-other-items-sources-say/ar-AA10zmiO
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-nuclear-weapons-issue-122108215.html


FBI search of Mar-a-Lago helps show how probe of Trump documents has 
changed The Washington Post

HUFFPOST TRUMP TOOK THE FIFTH MORE THAN   *400 TIMES*   

[ Hillary Clinton promotes 'But Her Emails' merch after FBI search of 
Trump's Mar-a-Lago Yahoo News Let’s not forget the clintons, bush, et 
als; but, that’s no get out of jail free card for trump. 
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm obama/holder/biden ... Remember 
those guys? 
[To be fair and balanced, there’s also the bush/cheney/paulsen axis of 
evildoing/war crimes/fraud in the factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at 
its most despicable. Eric Holder spent six years as attorney general, and 
failed to prosecute banks for their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank 
executives behind bars. Now, he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar 
criminal defense firm, making millions each year helping Wall Street 
bankers avoid criminal consequences. Worse, it was just reported that 
the firm, Covington & Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor corner office 
for Holder awaiting his return. Combined with Holder’s purchase a year 
ago of a $1.5 million condo just 300 feet from his new office raises 
serious questions about how long Holder knew he would be getting a 
major payday from his old firm even while it continued to represent 
companies under Department of Justice investigation. If the firm and 
Holder agreed on a future job offer, that alone could violate criminal laws.
...”] NY Times Finds Obama's "Most Precise Air Campaign In History" 
Killed Thousands Of Civilians Previously hidden Pentagon documents 
show thousands of civilian deaths in Iraq & Syria, including children.] 

Google search: 'A Brief History of Donald Trump and the Mafia'
About 1,180,000 results (0.58 seconds)

A Brief History of Donald Trump and the Mafia - VICE

https://www.vice.com › article › a-brief-history-of-dona...
Apr 28, 2016 — Tom Robbins was a 2016 Pulitzer Prize finalist for his reporting on brutality in New York 
prisons, a collaboration between the Marshall Project…

Saturday Report 8/13/22 - What starts in the Arctic doesn't stay ...

https://hartmannreport.com › saturday-report-81322-what...
3 days ago — Reporter Tim Robbins' A Brief History of Donald Trump and the Mafia published in 2016 by 
Vice News gives insight into Trump's mobbed-up…

https://hartmannreport.com/p/saturday-report-81322-what-starts
https://hartmannreport.com/p/saturday-report-81322-what-starts
https://www.vice.com/en/article/ppx7b9/a-brief-history-of-donald-trump-and-the-mafia
https://www.vice.com/en/article/ppx7b9/a-brief-history-of-donald-trump-and-the-mafia
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMJ7zkwswh46pAw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEKXRpfQvgSN5P1-iz9Wbsi4qGQgEKhAIACoHCAownvOTCzCHjqkDMLa6lAc?uo=CAUiYmh0dHBzOi8vbmV3cy55YWhvby5jb20vaGlsbGFyeS1jbGludG9uLXRydW1wLWZiaS1yYWlkLW1hci1hLWxhZ28tYnV0LWhlci1lbWFpbHMtaGF0LTE4MzczMTAzNi5odG1s0gEA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEKXRpfQvgSN5P1-iz9Wbsi4qGQgEKhAIACoHCAownvOTCzCHjqkDMLa6lAc?uo=CAUiYmh0dHBzOi8vbmV3cy55YWhvby5jb20vaGlsbGFyeS1jbGludG9uLXRydW1wLWZiaS1yYWlkLW1hci1hLWxhZ28tYnV0LWhlci1lbWFpbHMtaGF0LTE4MzczMTAzNi5odG1s0gEA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-set-testify-new-york-investigation_n_62f34924e4b0f9d8c021b2de
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The Truth About Trump and the Mob - Newsweek

https://www.newsweek.com › ... › Truth › Trump
May 1, 2016 — Tom Robbins was a 2016 Pulitzer Prize finalist for his reporting on brutality in New York 
prisons, a collaboration between the Marshall Project…

Tim Robbins Looks Back at Bob Roberts, 25 Years Later

https://ew.com › Movies
Sep 2, 2017 — Bob Roberts was not Donald Trump. But in Tim Robbins' 1992 political mockumentary — in 
hindsight, it feels like a shockumentary — Roberts is…

The Untold Story of Donald Trump and the Russian Mafia

https://eddierockerz.files.wordpress.com › 2020/11
PDF
This book tells the story of one of the greatest intelligence operations in history, an undertaking decades in 
the making, through which the Russian Mafia and.

Tim Robbins Says America's Living a Bad Version of 'Back to ...

https://www.thewrap.com › tim-robbins-says-americas-l...
Tim Robbins used an American movie classic to criticize President Trump as a ... corruption and election 
tampering investigations are not in short supply.

House of Trump, House of Putin: The Untold Story of Donald ...

https://books.google.com › books
Craig Unger · 2019 · Political Science
Tom Winter , “ DOJ : Ex - Manafort Associate Firtash Is Top - Tier Comrade of ... Tom Robbins , “ A Brief 
History of Donald Trump and the Mafia , " Vice ...

Tim Robbins on satirizing Trump, and the time he turned him ...

https://www.cbc.ca › radio › thecurrent › tim-robbins-o...
Oct 21, 2020 — Tim Robbins new satirical podcast Bobbo Supreme follows a fictional, tyrannical U.S. 
president in frantic re-election bid.
Missing: Mafia' | Must include: Mafia'

From 'nut job' to 'slimeball': A timeline of Trump's insults aimed ...
https://www.latimes.com › politics › la-na-pol-trump-co...
Apr 15, 2018 — James B. Comey, the ousted FBI chief, has released a blockbuster tell-all book. And 
President Trump, the commander in chief, is not happy.
Missing: tim Robbins' ,
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ZEROHEDGE Putin Warns Macron "Large-Scale Catastrophe" Looms At 
Ukraine Nuclear Plant https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-
warns-macron-large-scale-catastrophe-looms-ukraine-nuclear-plant Only 
two of six reactors at Zaporizhzhia are working after repeated shelling... 

DRUDGE Zelensky faces unprecedented criticism over war warnings… 
NUKE DISASTER FEARS GROW
PUTIN WARNS 'CATASTROPHE' 
FAMILIES FLEE
FALLOUT MAP 

RT US military expert backs Putin’s claims 
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ZEROHEDGE The Dangerous Assumption Embedded In Today's P/E Ratios 
...if profit margins fall, it will quickly become apparent that earnings were
over-inflated and thus price-to-earnings ratios were misleadingly low.   
Wall Street's Biggest Bear: Nobody Is Afraid Of The Fed Any More... 
Everyone Is Bearish But No One Has Sold Stocks   Bank Of 
America...Predicting New Lows For Stocks   Wall Street's Most Accurate 
Strategist Says Start Shorting S&P Now 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/mood-no-longer-apocalyptic-wall-
streets-most-accurate-strategist-says-start-shorting-sp-now BofA's 
Michael Hartnett, the most accurate strategist on Wall Street who one 
month ago called the meltup, has a simple message: fade SPX …
 
Stocks Extend Losses, Yields Spike After "Recession" Comments From 
Fed's Barkin "The Fed must curb inflation even if this causes a 
recession," Inflation Is Stripping Us Of Our Private Property Rights DR 

Turkey inflation near 80%! Housing market slides into a recession... ZH 
Nomura Warns "Apocalyptic" German PPI Triggers "Unclench" From 
"Gamma Gravity" Into OpEx Simply-put, inflation is not going to roll-over 
in a smooth, linear-fashion…and likely stays “sticky higher” above target,

keeping CB’s in the uncomfortable “restrictive for longer” territory 

required Rational or "suckers" rally? did you get "sucked" in? Stocks, 
Bonds, Real Estate & The Dollar About To Get "Vaporized" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-08-17/stocks-bonds-real-estate-
dollar-about-get-vaporized "Mood No Longer Apocalyptic"( as hopes rise 
that inflation & rates shocks end in coming quarters... ):  Inflation Makes 
Everybody Poorer (And It's Government's Fault)

Housing Starts Crater In July As Bottom Falls Out Of The Market 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/housing-starts-crater-july-bottom-
falls-out-market FACEBOOK NEWS Peter Schiff Warns US Faces a 
‘Massive Financial Crisis,' Economist Expects Much Larger Problems 
Than 2008 ‘When the Defaults Start’ https://news.bitcoin.com/peter-schiff-
warns-us-faces-a-massive-financial-crisis-economist-expects-much-larger-
problems-than-2008-when-the-defaults-start/?fbclid=IwAR11na8Ij-
i6u9fFE19_IM1qBjKLJGolO7C9-EkccdTjQEeKfAYLj3qaUwE The Real 
Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A Humiliated 
Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In Stocks In The 
Past Four Quarters https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-
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goldman-sachs-has-quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The 
world's most powerful trading floor has been unable to make money 
trading and investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

ZEROHEDGE Futures Tumble After UK Double-Digit Inflation Shock 
Sparks Surge In Yields

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 

News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 

chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 

guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-

house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 

to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 

ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 

back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans'
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 

surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time

for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 

MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 

ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 

with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
htt  ps://www.zerohedge.com/m  arkets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-  
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 

cryptocurrencies Elon Musk Quietly Dumps A Massive $6.9 Billion In 
Tesla     

YAHOO Business     ‘  Free speech absolutist’ Elon Musk pursues 'like-  
minded Chinese partners' in column for China's online censor [ musk is 
testament to the fact: It’s a bulls**t world! ]
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"Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos Ensure More Chaos Coming 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-
ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to the man that knows the 
industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As Fed Hikes Rates 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-coming-fed-
hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase which makes 
risk management in portfolios a key priority for now

ZEROHEDGE Ralph Nader Says Tesla's Autopilot "Malfunctions Every 
Eight Minutes", Calls For NHTSA To "Remove" And "Recall" Feature 
[ ‘Unsafe At Any Speed’ was in vogue at one point in time. Indeed, I had a 
plaintiff’s case which led me to Clarence Ditlow’s Center for Auto Safety 
and ultimately a trip to Detroit for deposition, a document request, an 
inculpatory in-house message/correspondence implying coverup (front 
pivot-bar support plate defect); my threat for media exposure (they had 
previously insulted me by not settling at settlement conference for a 
pittance), counter-threat by Chrysler defense counsel to “dry up defense 
work” at the firm where I was associated, a call to me from a partner to 
settle for less than possible. That’s the way such things “work“ , or not, 
in america. Updating Nader’s famed work, to encompass evermore 
complex electronics [ ‘Automotive EMR, Unsafe at any Speed’ By James 
D. Honeycutt, PhD, July 2013 Published in 1965, Unsafe at Any Speed: 
The Designed-In Dangers of the American Automobile detailed the 
reluctance of American automakers to spend money on improving safety 
and made Ralph Nader a household name. In the nearly 50 years since its
publication automobiles have become more complex, replacing 
mechanical systems with a myriad of microcomputers and increasing the 
amount of ElectroMagnetic Radiation (EMR) for the occupants. Current 
automobile designs have nearly 100 microprocessors and this number is 
expected to double in 5 years. A typical automobile contains about 5 
miles of wiring to connect and control the engine, transmission, 
suspension, braking, steering, entertainment, navigation, emissions, 
safety, security, communications and comfort components, to name only 
a few. 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/251571132_Automotive_EMR_U
nsafe_at_any_Speed . My personal “money pit” ford explorer experience 
with unending electrical/wiring/connectivity problems and a permanent 
anti-ford predisposition therefore.
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http://albertpeia.com/manchurian-mobster-trump.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4 

http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

https://healthydebate.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/four-horsemen-of-
the-apocalypse-digital-remastered-edition-viktor-mikhaylovich-
vasnetsov.jpg 

What Will You Say When Millions Of People Starve To Death? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-will-you-say-when-millions-of-
people-starve-to-death/ The Book of Revelations in the New Testament 
lists the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse as conquest, war, famine and 
death, while in the Old Testament’s Book of Ezekiel they are sword, 
famine, wild beasts and pestilence or plague. 
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Is Monkeypox A Plague Of The End Times? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/is-monkeypox-a-plague-of-the-end-
times/ ...far worse than most of the experts originally anticipated. The 
number of confirmed cases has continued to rise at an exponential rate, 
and many victims have experienced extreme agony for weeks after 
contracting the virus. So could it be possible that monkeypox is a plague 
of the end times? The Bible does tell us that “pestilences” will be one of 
the signs of the end times, and we have certainly seen multiple 
“pestilences” erupt over the past couple of years. 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Matthew%2024&version=KJV
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More Nightmarish Pestilences Continue To Erupt All Over The World 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-nightmarish-pestilences-
continue-to-erupt-all-over-the-world/ 

Now They Are Telling Us That The Rain That Falls From The Sky Is 
Extremely Dangerous And Can Cause Cancer 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/now-they-are-telling-us-that-the-rain-
that-falls-from-the-sky-is-extremely-dangerous-and-can-cause-cancer/ 

The Earth Just Started Spinning Faster Than Ever Before And Scientists 
Don't Know Why https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/earth-just-
started-spinning-faster-ever-and-scientists-dont-know-why Experts fear 
the consequences could be "devastating"... 

DRUDGEREPORT ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK 
National Security Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ] 

Will Nuclear War Be The End Of Our Civilization? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/will-nuclear-war-be-the-end-of-our-
civilization/ 

RT Taiwan independence means war, Chinese envoy warns 
https://www.rt.com/news/561065-china-taiwan-independence-war/ 
Ukraine conflict could end Western hegemony – Hungary 
Child among civilians killed by Ukrainian shelling – officials 
Yuan trounces dollar on Moscow Exchange 

https://www.rt.com/business/561100-yuan-beats-dollar-moscow-exchange/
https://www.rt.com/russia/561111-ukraine-shelling-child-killed/
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Eurozone inflation hits all-time high 

ZEROHEDGE Russia, China And India To Hold Massive "Vostok" War 
Games In Two Weeks

DRUDGEREPORT China to send troops to Russia for joint military 
exercise... 
Warns USA Against Sailing Warships Through Strait...
Westerners sponsoring slogans written on bombs... 
Putin Plotting to Unleash Hell on Independence Day?
Return of 'rasputitsa'...
Kremlin Launches Missile After Fishing Dispute... 
Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the 
Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, 
Slower And Dumber http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-
the-midst-of-a-mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-
slower-and-dumber/

Ranchers Are Selling Off Their Cattle In Unprecedented Numbers Due To 
The Drought, And That Has Enormous Implications For 2023

Microplastics Are Literally Everywhere, And They Are An Existential 
Threat To The Future Of The Human Race 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/microplastics-are-literally-
everywhere-and-they-are-an-existential-threat-to-the-future-of-the-human-
race/ 

https://youtu.be/PSxihhBzCjk 
AP NEWS BIG STORIES APNews.com 

https://youtu.be/PSxihhBzCjk
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https://news.yahoo.com/the-return-of-rasputitsa-and-what-it-means-for-russias-war-in-ukraine-183138153.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/is-putin-plotting-to-unleash-hell-on-this-holiday/ar-AA10M5jV
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/westerners-are-sponsoring-slogans-written-on-bombs-aimed-at-russians/ar-AA10Lg42
https://time.com/6206686/china-us-navy-warships-taiwan-strait/
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/china-send-troops-russia-joint-military-exercise-rcna43460
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• Floods strike new blow in place that has known hardship   
JACKSON, Ky. (AP) — Evelyn Smith lost everything in the floods that
devastated eastern Kentucky, saving only her grandson's muddy 
tricycle. But she's not planning to leave the mountains that have 
been...Read More

• Wildfires in West explode in size amid hot, windy conditions   
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Wildfires in California and Montana exploded in 
size overnight amid windy, hot conditions and were quickly 
encroaching on neighborhoods, forcing evacuation orders for over 
100 homes...Read More

• New York City declares monkeypox a public health emergency   
NEW YORK (AP) — Officials in New York City declared a public 
health emergency due to the spread of the monkeypox virus 
Saturday, calling the city “the epicenter” of the outbreak....Read 
More 

http://albertpeia.com/manchurian-mobster-trump.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4 

http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---
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DRUDGEREPORT GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP 
[ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is being 
painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal that he 
is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists and you have 
trump. The pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without empathy
or decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the greater 
fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He 
spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 
duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]
AGENTS CRACK SAFE
WAS THERE A RAT? 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-
says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html MSNBC 
This search wasn't run by Democrats — the head of the FBI was 
appointed by Trump

INDICTMENT REAL POSSIBILITY
PUNISHMENTS HE COULD FACE
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO
'TOP SECRET'

FEDS HUNT STOLEN NUKE DOCS 
SEARCH WARRANT TEXT 
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS 
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE 
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO 
'TOP SECRET' 

The Don Under Intense Legal Scrutiny...

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-under-intense-legal-scrutiny-after-fbi-searches-mar-a-lago/ar-AA10sx88
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-nuclear-weapons-issue-122108215.html
https://apnews.com/article/florida-donald-trump-mar-a-lago-merrick-garland-government-and-politics-f63c018b600e1539ff3660a896a132d0
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://humanevents.com/2022/08/12/exclusive-warrant-and-property-receipt-from-mar-a-lago-raid/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fbi-searched-trump-s-home-to-look-for-nuclear-documents-and-other-items-sources-say/ar-AA10zmiO
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https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/justice/fbi-raid-trump-could-face-under-espionage-act
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-indictment-over-mishandling-classified-222107255.html
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/search-unprecedented-but-all-legal-all-lawful-and-it-s-not-a-raid-former-u-s-attorney-145780293822
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11093449/FBI-agents-raid-Mar-Lago-Trump-says-home-siege-agents.html
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/aug/8/mar-lago-raided-fbi-agents-donald-trump-says/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
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https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-says-mar-lago-home-was-raided-large-group-fbi-agents-rcna42133
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https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/10/trump-says-he-refused-to-answer-ny-attorney-generals-questions-in-probe-of-his-business.html
https://theintercept.com/2022/08/09/trump-fbi-raid-al-capone/


WAS THERE A RAT?
Padlocked basement full of documents...
10 BOXES TAKEN… 
Judge linked to Jeffrey Epstein...
Disqualified from holding office ever again? Code on records could bar 
him...
MCCARTHY: It's about Jan. 6...
CHRISTIE: 'Fair game'...
Biden Learned of It From Media, White House Says...
Republicans vow revenge on FBI, Garland...
Supporters Call for Civil War...
Push for police to be defunded...
Kerik Predicts Trump Assassination... 

Agent With Machine Gun Outside Of Compound...

Supporters Call for Civil War... 

Last crisis, Beijing outmatched. Not now… 
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-
crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560 

White House summons Chinese ambassador as crisis escalates...
Simulating Attack on Island... 'Sinking American warships'...
Tells USA: Can't 'treat countries like George Floyd'...
Xi Builds Security Fortress...
Does Beijing Have Own Space Plane?
Pentagon chiefs calls go unanswered...
Top Taiwan Missile Official Found Dead in Hotel Room...
Fears Japan on front line...
UN chief warns in Hiroshima… 
APPLE Bends Knee on Label Demands…

China conducts missile strikes in Taiwan Strait... Smoke trails fill sky...
Carrier group moved towards island...
'Western powers can no longer run amok'...
Pentagon delays another test...
USS Ronald Reagan remains in region...
Expert warns 'Pearl Harbor-style attack'... 
How Far Will Xi Go?

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/pelosi-taiwan-visit-china-united-states-relationship-future-rcna41098
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5935484/china-pearl-harbor-attack-taiwan/
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/04/china-taiwan-missile-aircraft-00049925
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11081935/Pentagon-DELAYS-intercontinental-ballistic-missile-test-avoid-angering-China.html
https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-08-04/ugly-shameless-evil-china-blasts-g-7-eu-attempts-to-deescalate-taiwan-crisis
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5929070/china-taiwan-airspace-aircraft-missiles/
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/all-out-war-fears-as-china-launches-missiles-directly-over-taiwan-smoke-trails-fill-sky/ar-AA10ipb2
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-asia-navy-china-air-force-4bd08ab9ecd2a9f7d450cf61618d28af
https://www.mediaite.com/tech/apple-bends-the-knee-warning-suppliers-shipping-from-taiwan-to-strictly-obey-chinas-label-demands-after-pelosi-visit/
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/asia/nuclear-weapons-loaded-gun-un-chief-warns-hiroshima-2863491
https://www.npr.org/2022/08/05/1115384641/japan-taiwan-china-yonaguni-island
https://www.newsweek.com/taiwan-missile-official-found-dead-hotel-room-after-heart-attack-ou-yang-li-hsing-1731492
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/05/pentagon-china-calls-taiwan-00050175
https://www.19fortyfive.com/2022/08/the-air-force-would-freak-out-does-china-have-its-very-own-x-37b-space-plane/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/06/in-turbulent-times-xi-builds-a-security-fortress-for-china-and-himself/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11083987/China-SANCTIONS-Nancy-Pelosi-family-vicious-provocative-visit-Taiwan.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5942632/china-sink-us-aircraft-carriers-hypersonic/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/taiwan-says-china-simulating-attack-035002189.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/white-house-summons-chinese-ambassador-as-crisis-escalates/ar-AA10kAmc
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https://www.vice.com/en/article/5d39zq/trump-supporters-civil-war-fbi-search-mar-a-lago
https://radaronline.com/p/donald-trump-mar-a-lago-first-photo-fbi-raid-agent-machine-gun/
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/bernard-kerik-says-democrats-may-try-to-orchestrate-trumps-assassination-after-fbi-raid/
https://www.vice.com/en/article/xgywzd/republicans-defund-the-fbi
https://www.vice.com/en/article/5d39zq/trump-supporters-civil-war-fbi-search-mar-a-lago
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11093665/Republicans-vow-revenge-FBI-response-rogue-behavior-raids-Trumps-Mar-Lago.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/biden-learned-of-trump-raid-from-media-reports-white-house-says/ar-AA10ulUb
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/09/christie-calls-mar-a-lago-search-fair-game-00050518
https://nypost.com/2022/08/09/trump-raid-not-about-classified-documents-its-about-jan-6/
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-disqualified-holding-office-lawyer-us-code-fbi-raid
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-disqualified-holding-office-lawyer-us-code-fbi-raid
https://nypost.com/2022/08/09/judge-who-approved-fbi-raid-on-mar-a-lago-once-linked-to-jeffrey-epstein/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/fbi-search-of-trumps-florida-home-mar-a-lago-is-criticized-by-republicans-11660049490
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095261/Trump-fbi-raid-records-timeline.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html


Cuts ties with USA...
The Coming War...
Taipei Urgent Fighter Pilot Shortage...
Battle or Surrender: Generational Divide on Threat... 

JULY JOBS BLOWOUT: PAYROLLS INCREASE 528K… 
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE FALLS TO 3.5%...  'It is WHOPPER!'   
Gas prices drop 50 straight days... 
Musk Declares Inflation Past Peak...Sees 'mild recession' for 18 months… 

Powell pummeled from all sides... Home Sellers Cut Prices... 

BUST: More Americans Going Hungry…
Household Debt Surpasses $16 Trillion… 
RECESSION 2022: Americans Buying More Essentials at Dollar Stores... 
Dollar-Store Dinners and Vats of Shampoo… 
61% now living paycheck to paycheck... 
Inflation Everywhere -- Even Commercials... 
Home prices cooling at record pace...
ORACLE layoffs... 

UN warns humanity 'one miscalculation away from nuclear annihilation'…
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-
danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html 
US Aircraft Carrier, Amphibious Assault Ships Operating Near Taiwan... 
PUTIN: USA MAIN THREAT TO RUSSIA [ Truth be told, USA MAIN THREAT
TO RUSSIA, CHINA, USA, WORLD ] 
CNN: SHE'S GOING 
CHINA MILITARY WARNING 
TAIWAN READIES FOR CONFLICT 
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-
leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war 

Midterm Misery for Biden? Key Economy Gauge Flags 30-Seat Loss... 
Corporations on front lines say cracks forming... https://www.msn.com/en-
us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-
cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc In Silicon Valley, profits at tech 
companies like Google and Apple generally beat expectations, but 
executives said there are signs of some niche slowing in consumer 
spending. Consumer products giant Procter & Gamble said it is expecting
a tougher 2023, although it’s still raising prices. Mastercard said 

https://www.pginvestor.com/financial-reporting/press-releases/news-details/2022/PG-Announces-Fourth-Quarter-and-Fiscal-Year-2022-Results/default.aspx
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/midterm-misery-biden-key-economy-111529922.html
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://news.yahoo.com/china-warns-military-not-sit-075623828.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/01/politics/nancy-pelosi-taiwan-visit/index.html
https://www.yahoo.com/video/putin-says-russian-navy-hypersonic-084124580.html
https://news.usni.org/2022/08/01/carrier-uss-ronald-reagan-two-f-35b-big-decks-operating-near-taiwan-as-pelosi-arrives-in-singapore-china-renews-threats
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/oracle-starts-job-cuts-in-u.s.-the-information
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/home-prices-cooled-at-record-pace-in-june-according-to-housing-data-firm.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/inflation-is-everywhereeven-in-tv-commercials-11659351601
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/as-inflation-surges-more-americans-are-living-paycheck-to-paycheck.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/us-household-debt-surpasses-16-150000549.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/04/more-americans-are-going-hungry-and-it-costs-more-to-feed-them/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/home-sellers-cut-prices-as-housing-market-cools-11659671674
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/05/fed-powell-rate-hikes-00049561
https://news.yahoo.com/elon-musk-predicts-us-mild-234254035.html
https://news.yahoo.com/elon-musk-predicts-us-mild-234254035.html
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/gas-prices-tumble-at-fastest-rate-in-over-a-decade
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/it-is-a-whopper-cnbcs-rick-santelli-stunned-by-july-jobs-report-that-more-than-doubled-expectations/
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-united-states-economy-unemployment-4895f1aa41fbe904400df8261446b737
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/05/jobs-report-july-2022-528000.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/05/fight-or-surrender-taiwans-generational-divide-on-chinas-threats/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/taiwan-faces-urgent-fighter-pilot-123340764.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-coming-war-over-taiwan-11659614417
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-china-asia-beijing-b252479810add6a225fa1e4a6d441983


spending was steady among the wealthy, but slowing among lower-
income customers 

Reply: Here..one of your guys/trumpsters/patriots on the horn:

http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4 

trumpster/mobster/mental case

http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4 

DRUDGEREPORT World's biggest cat a 'gentle giant'… 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-
tall-27707476 Top 10 best places to live in world…USA not on list... 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-
worst-places-to-live.html Here’s the rest of the top 10 best places to live

1.Vienna, Austria
2.Copenhagen, Denmark
3.Zurich, Switzerland
4.Calgary, Canada
5.Vancouver, Canada
6.Geneva, Switzerland
7.Frankfurt, Germany
8.Toronto, Canada
9.Amsterdam, Netherlands
10.Osaka, Japan and Melbourne, Australia (tie)

Danger ahead...Economy has yet to face biggest recession challenge... 
‘The 2-year Treasury note yield exceeded that of the 10-year note by the 
highest margin in about 22 years Friday afternoon. That phenomenon, 
known as an inverted yield curve, has been a telltale recession sign 
particularly when it goes on for an extended period of time. In the present
case, the inversion has been in place since early July’ 

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/05/danger-ahead-the-us-economy-has-yet-to-face-its-biggest-recession-challenge.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-tall-27707476
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-tall-27707476
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-tall-27707476
http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4
http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4


Restaurants, Bars, Hotels STILL Don't Have Enough Workers... 
Credit-card debt soaring... 

INFLATION NOW HIGHEST SINCE 1982...
Retail's 'Dark Side': Inventory Piles Up... 
White House insists economy strong as allies grow uneasy about Fed...
Yellen denies recession...
Inflation highest since 1982... 
Big Tech Results Spotlight Breadth of Upheaval... 
RECESSION 2022 
GDP 2ND STRAIGHT QUARTERLY DROP 
Yield curve flashing more warning signs of risks ahead...
FED HIKES AGAIN... MORE TO COME...
VOX layoffs; Tech firms tighten belts...
FACEBOOK First Ever Revenue Drop...
COMCAST Broadband Growth Grinds to Halt...
BEST BUY latest retailer to cut outlook...
100 Wealthiest Americans Lose $622 Billion Since November... 

WORLD'S BIGGEST CONSUMER NAMES ANNOUNCE SOARING PRICE 
INCREASES... 
Inflation hits bodega favorite: Bacon, egg and cheese... 
Half Americans fall deeper in debt...
SHOPIFY cuts staff; Tech firms tighten belts ...
GOOGLE Growth Slows as Pressures Mount on Ad Market...
$9.4 Trillion Results Day Looms in Test for Stock Market...
Pending home sales fall 20%... 
Economist: Prices to Plunge… 
Fed Readies Largest Rate Hikes Since Volcker... Developing... 

Difficulty Paying Bills Tops Pandemic High...
Inflation Altering Shopping Habits...
Fed set for ANOTHER big rate hike...
WALMART cuts outlook...
ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms... 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

2 Americans dead in Donbas… Apocalyptic vision behind Putin 'golden 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://thehill.com/policy/international/russia/3571651-two-americans-dead-in-donbas-region-of-ukraine/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://news.yahoo.com/walmart-cuts-profit-outlook-inflation-204311068.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fed-inflict-more-pain-economy-130000297.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/26/more-signs-emerge-that-inflation-is-altering-shopping-habits/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/difficulty-paying-bills-tops-pandemic-191151129.html
https://ca.news.yahoo.com/fed-readies-largest-rate-hikes-100116313.html
https://nypost.com/2022/07/26/us-home-prices-to-plunge-substantially-on-cratering-demand/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/pending-home-sales-fell-20percent-in-june-versus-a-year-earlier-as-mortgage-rates-soared.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/9-4-trillion-results-day-075131597.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-alphabet-googl-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658802135
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/shopify-sinks-12percent-after-company-plans-to-lay-off-10percent-of-workers.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/nearly-half-of-americans-fall-deeper-in-debt-as-inflation-boosts-costs.html
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-new-york-prices-bd26a709a13cbccce503b2e986301edb
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://bnanews102.bna.com/daily-tax-report/the-100-wealthiest-americans-lost-622-billion-since-november
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/best-buys-shares-fall-10percent-as-it-cuts-its-forecast-for-second-quarter-cites-weaker-demand.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/comcast-earnings-2q-2022.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/meta-facebook-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658883684
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/27/vox-media-layoffs-economic-uncertainty
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11054989/Fed-rate-hike-Central-bank-raises-key-rate-0-75-points.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/fed-decision-july-2022-.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/analysis-u-yield-curve-flashing-211417380.html
https://apnews.com/article/united-states-economy-economic-growth-government-and-politics-4ffd93331422cb131a974223dad5825f
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/gdp-q2-.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/from-apple-to-microsoft-big-tech-results-spotlight-breadth-of-economic-upheaval-11659094604
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/yellen-says-the-economy-is-not-in-a-recession-despite-gdp-slump.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/white-house-insists-economy-is-strong-as-allies-grow-uneasy-about-fed/ar-AA105XbV
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/30/retails-dark-side-as-inventory-piles-up-liquidation-warehouses-are-busy/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.axios.com/2022/08/06/inflation-recession-credit-card-debt
https://www.wsj.com/articles/restaurants-bars-and-hotels-keep-hiring-and-say-they-still-dont-have-enough-people-11659734572


billion' argument… [ From my direct observation and experience, 
pervasively mentally ill, corrupt, criminal america is indisputably the 
globally destructive bad guy. That is so ab initio! ]
U.S., allies weigh providing Ukraine fighter jets to counter Russia… 
Putin 'too healthy' says CIA chief... https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-
putin-health/ “Ukrainian, US, and British would-be media professionals 
have been spreading bogus stories about the president’s health condition
in recent months. This is all hoax,” he said. 
Ukraine graft concerns resurface as war goes on... China threatens 
'strong measures' if Pelosi visits Taiwan… Looming Gas Crunch Poses 
'Historic Test' for Europe, IEA Says… Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With 
Iran, Turkey in Rare Trip Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More 
Aggressive Phase of Ukraine War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... 
China satellite swarms hunt down and destroy enemy targets… Russia 
building laser weapon to disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke
attack preparedness PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts 
photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as 
pipeline from Russia shuts off… Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to 
citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   
Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 

https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/russian-doomsday-submarine-armed-nuclear-drones-service
https://news.yahoo.com/relentless-russian-shelling-east-ukraine-073615708.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-pleads-weapons-war-spotlight-043837619.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/07/16/russia-ukraine-war-putin-news-live-updates/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-zelenskyy-government-and-politics-494af1bc0145fb2d16c76b0abf3f5cda
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.euronews.com/2022/07/21/vladimir-putin-entirely-too-healthy-says-cia-chief
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/us-allies-weigh-providing-ukraine-fighter-jets-to-counter-russia/ar-AAZNC4L
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs


https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...

https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
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10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/abortion-ruling-highlights-diverging-paths-of-justices-john-roberts-samuel-alito-11656149400
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
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https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
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https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/


LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/stimulus-checks-rewired-how-some-americans-see-money.html
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https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
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https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
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https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
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Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

HISTORY Here are notable past Taiwan Headlines 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-
headlines ...news in the extremely fluid Taiwan theater of pre-war. 

SOME POSTED REACTIONS TO PELOSI TAIWAN VISIT:

the ho is in taiwan china bluffed.... 

D o n 't  a l l o w  t h a t  h a g  t o  i n t e r f e r e  w i t h  y o u r  s o v e r e i g n t y . 

T h e s e  w e s t e r n  b a s t a r d s  M U S T  b e  p u t  i n  t h e i r  p l a c e . 

Let her land, then arrest her. That should wipe the smirk off of the 
Democrats, and Republican's faces. 

Neocons are mad dogs 

I'm sure they booked her a room with a broom closet. 

Pelosi looks like a witch from hades. Set a couple dozen drones against 
her plane path and see if they collide. If successful call it a good day. 

American gangsters do not stop their bullying, they must be stopped at 
all costs. 

Hope the old wrinkle gets it. One says that wisdom grows with age but 
there seem to be exceptions. Mainly in the USA. 

USA would very much like to start another proxy war without any risk for 
their people and military.
But will the Taiwanese prove foolish enough to sacrifice themselves by 
doing a favour to the puppet master? 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/07/04/recession-talk-surges-in-washington-00043818


Will she be handing out cookies? 

I hope that China blows her plane out the sky. 

really wish china follows through with shooting down this thing's plane 

She looks like Vomit 

Who said Medusah was a fantasy, one look at Pelosi and you will be 
vaporized or wish you had !

this is just being done by a power hungry very old senile hag, saying Look
at Me! 

Yes, I'll go with Pelosi is grandstanding to draw attention away from her 
personal corruption scandal. 

witch 

Crazy , corrupt Nancy is not worth a war in any way, shape, or form . This
is insane! 

This isn't going to end well... 

China accuses US of provocation 

Russia stands in 'absolute solidarity' with China – Kremlin 

https://www.rt.com/news/560065-russia-pelosi-taiwan-visit/
https://www.rt.com/news/560075-china-us-taiwan-provocation/


The New Age Of Orwellianism https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-
age-orwellianism Remarkably, it is the same ideologues who are eager to
change the well-accepted definitions of “recession” and “inflation” who 
remain perplexed as to what exactly a “woman” is.

DRUDGEREPORT US-China ties on precipice after Pelosi visit to Taiwan...
'AMERICAN WITCH'...
On Internet, Fury Turns to Frustration...
Beijing fires missiles, encircles island...
Demonstrates ability to blockade in war... 

ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security 
Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]

ZELENSKY DRAGGED OVER VOGUE SHOOT... Russia To Quit Space 
Station… Will build rival… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-
to-quit-international-space-station-2024/ Kremlin to keep up gas squeeze 
on Europe... 

USA Leads Globally in Known Monkeypox Cases… More than 85% of 
Americans experience temps above 90… Extinction threat may be 
greater than previously thought, new global study finds… 
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-
greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/ The global 
extinction crisis underway may be more intense than previously thought 
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https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/asia/china-taiwan-military-exercises-intl-hnk-ml/index.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/on-chinas-internet-fury-at-pelosis-visit-to-taiwan-turns-to-frustration-11659610844
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/how-taiwan-reacted-to-pelosi-s-visit-from-welcome-to-american-witch/ar-AA10gHee
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-asia-beijing-china-taipei-430ee6c9e64c2695057bfcbab4ba3bc4
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-age-orwellianism
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-age-orwellianism
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-age-orwellianism


as humans continue to tear up land, overuse certain resources and heat 
up the planet...Nearly one in three species of all kinds — 30% — face 
global extinction or have been driven to extinction since the year 1500, 
according to the new survey published in the journal "Frontiers in Ecology
and the Environment."

DRUDGE Earth records shortest day ever; Planet 'spinning faster'... 

GOOGLE NEWS *Scientists baffled as Earth spins faster than usual New 
York Post 
*Gravitas: Earth just completed a rotation in less than 24 hours! WION 
*NASA warns of horrific solar flares! Earth will be impacted HT Tech
*NASA Records Huge Flare From New, Active Region Emerging on Sun's 
Surface Newsweek

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 
ROGAN CALLS TRUMP MAN BABY; SAYS WAS ON DRUGS IN WHITE 
HOUSE...  FLASHBACK: THE HIGHEST OFFICE; ADDERALL JUNKIE...   
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office [trump the 
adderall/blow man baby] NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 
9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS
JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
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https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/economy/inflation-producer-index-june-near-highest-record
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https://www.fox5ny.com/news/nyc-monkeypox-new-vaccination-sites-opening
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https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEEwlougLPG8qLN49d1DippIqGQgEKhAIACoHCAow77zbCjDiq8wBMKiCsgU?uo=CAUiS2h0dHBzOi8vd3d3Lm5ld3N3ZWVrLmNvbS9uYXNhLXNvbGFyLWZsYXJlLWVydXB0cy1zdW4tc291cmNlLXN1bnNwb3QtMTcyOTcwNtIBAA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 

https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2022/06/alex-holder-trump-was-utterly-irrational-after-january-6.html
https://www.mediaite.com/news/liz-cheney-blasts-trump-over-jan-6-in-blistering-reagan-library-speech-praises-courage-of-bombshell-witness-cassidy-hutchinson/
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https://www.mediaite.com/news/mitt-romney-calls-out-americas-national-malady-of-denial-warns-that-a-return-to-trump-would-render-it-incurable/
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2022/07/mitt-romney-republican-denial-biden-election/661468/
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https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/twitter-announces-mass-layoffs-17291249.php
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/12/half-of-g-o-p-voters-ready-to-leave-trump-behind-poll-finds/
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Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/experts-say-there-are-mounting-signs-that-the-kremlin-is-purging-its-top-generals-in-ukraine-the-latest-hint-of-deep-dysfunction-in-putin-s-army/ar-AAYKxsd
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/22/russian-novoshakhtinsk-oil-refinery-struck-drone-possible-attack-inside-borders
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/germany-trigger-phase-two-three-065910268.html
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/justice-department-raids-home-of-former-doj-official-at-center-of-jan-6-panel-s-investigation/ar-AAYNmvR
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/jan-6-committee-doj-seek-footage-of-roger-stone-from-danish-filmmakers/ar-AAYOQgG
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/jan-6-panel-to-hone-in-on-trumps-efforts-to-meddle-at-doj-00041708
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/bill-barr-suggests-trump-came-very-close-to-staying-in-power-im-not-sure-we-would-have-had-a-transition-at-all/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/23/politics/trump-jan-6-documentary-footage-pence-25th-amendment/index.html
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https://finance.yahoo.com/news/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-230100860.html
https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-06-27/pentagon-blasts-putins-cavalier-nuclear-saber-rattling-as-russia-seeks-new-advantages-in-ukraine
https://thehill.com/homenews/house/3539911-aide-says-trump-knew-jan-6-attendees-had-weapons-theyre-not-here-to-hurt-me/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-threw-dishes-and-flipped-tablecloths-when-he-was-angry-ex-aide-testifies-2022-6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10962011/Meadows-told-aide-Cassidy-Hutchinson-January-6-read-real-bad-just-days-riot.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/joe-biden
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https://www.mirror.co.uk/film/cats-review-musical-leave-you-21122229
https://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/donald-trump
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/us-news/donald-trump-played-song-cats-27355368
https://www.mediaite.com/news/secret-service-is-reportedly-prepared-to-testify-trump-didnt-try-to-commandeer-limo-on-jan-6-despite-hutchinson-account/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/secret-service-is-reportedly-prepared-to-testify-trump-didnt-try-to-commandeer-limo-on-jan-6-despite-hutchinson-account/
https://www.nationalreview.com/2022/06/cassidy-hutchinsons-testimony-against-trump-is-devastating/
https://kdhnews.com/news/politics/explosive-jan-6-hearing-delivers-political-blow-to-trump-that-his-rivals-couldnt-land/article_dd6737d4-bad9-555b-a613-97c29f9c9b81.html
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https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/30/gop-megadonors-turn-on-trump-look-for-2024-alternatives-after-jan-6-hearings.html


Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-house-2024-00041704
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-house-2024-00041704
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/gov-gavin-newsom-wins-big-in-california-could-he-be-president/ar-AAYgUlw
https://www.wsj.com/articles/january-6-trump-voters-election-fraud-lies-2024-presidential-candidate-hillary-clinton-11655415629
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https://www.sfgate.com/politics/article/The-Atlantic-dreams-about-Newsom-replacing-Biden-17249234.php
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3529645-watergate-prosecutor-georgia-case-could-send-donald-trump-to-prison/
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/trump-asked-if-he-expects-to-be-taken-out-of-mar-a-lago-in-shackles/ar-AAYE04i
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-poll/story?id=85482369
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-poll/story?id=85482369
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-poll/story?id=85482369
https://apnews.com/article/climate-science-health-and-environment-4f23d928ea637d239147c0e4adbad6dc
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10934571/Oregon-Citys-mayoral-candidate-says-homeless-Japanese-style-pods-overdoses-rise.html
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https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/putin-says-russia-building-new-27282336
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/putin-says-russia-building-new-27282336
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/netanyahu-prepares-for-a-comeback-in-israel-e2-80-99s-next-elections/ar-AAYHWpl
https://metro.co.uk/2022/06/22/russian-colonel-who-carried-putins-nuclear-codes-briefcase-found-shot-16873192/


An Attempt To Summarize The Current State Of Our Country In Just 12 
Tweets http://endoftheamericandream.com/an-attempt-to-summarize-the-
current-state-of-our-country-in-just-12-tweets/ 

1. President Biden struggles to put on his blazer before dropping his 
trademark Aviators 

2. This Is The Speaker Of The House… PELOSI: “When I was a little girl, I 
was told at the beach if I dug a hole deep enough we would reach China. 
So, we’ve always felt a connection there.” 

3. This Is The Majority Leader Of The Senate… @SenSchumer on 
negotiating the Inflation Reduction Act: "[Sen. Joe Manchin] said we have
to do this in secret, you and I only, and we did. [...] Under Joe Manchin's 
request, which I honored, the White House didn't know any of the details 
until everybody else did." 

4. This Is Our Economy… "Biden administration tried to redefine 
recession.We are in a recession. The economy has been shrinking all 
year. Real wages are at an all—time low, and at the same time inflation is
the highest in the lifetime of most Americans," Carlson said. 

5. The Solution That Our Leaders Have Come Up With To Fix Inflation Will
Actually Make Inflation Even Worse… Kevin "Mr. Wonderful" O'Leary on 
the Bidenflation Scam: "Naming it 'anti-inflation' is a joke. This is gonna 
be very inflationary almost immediately because we're printing billions of
dollars." 

6. These Are Our Streets… “It’s not safe to do anything no more...Not 
even hang out on your porch.” 

7. This Is Our System Of Education… Elementary teacher in @AustinISD 
played a video for students to teach them about drag which also 
encourages kids to be drag performers

8. This Is The New Disease That Is Going Around… Houston man with 
monkeypox says pain, stigma, isolation are the hardest ... 

https://twitter.com/AustinISD
https://twitter.com/SenSchumer
http://endoftheamericandream.com/an-attempt-to-summarize-the-current-state-of-our-country-in-just-12-tweets/
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9. The Biden Administration Decided That It Would Be A Good Idea To 
Fight A Proxy War With Russia. It Isn’t Going Particularly Well… 

10. As If A Proxy War With Russia Wasn’t Enough, Now The Biden 
Administration Has Us Dangerously Close To A War With China… 

11. For Some Reason, Very Few Young Adults Are Eager To Join The 
Military… 

12. This Is Our Culture… Drag king makes audience “pledge allegiance” 
to drag shows at a “family-friendly” pride festival in Iowa 

Every 11 Seconds… http://endoftheamericandream.com/every-11-seconds/
even more children will have died from acute malnutrition 

ZEROHEDGE Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg
China Has Established A “Blockade” Around Taiwan And Plans To Shoot 
Missiles Directly Over The Island     
http://endoftheamericandream.com/china-has-established-a-blockade-
around-taiwan-and-plans-to-shoot-missiles-directly-over-the-island/     

Insiders Are Dumping The Most Stocks Since January As Retail Buying-
Panic Re-Emerges
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/insiders-are-dumping-most-stocks-
january-retail-buying-panic-re-emerges     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   

https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-january-6-ccntv/index.html
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could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[Of course that’s true; but, that would be nothing new for criminal 
america. 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

ANALYSIS
From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

YAHOO Politics Former FBI official likens Matt Gaetz, Roger Stone, and 
Trump to the Mafia: 'It's a criminal organization' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-fbi-official-likens-matt-
045920601.html 
BUT WAIT: “There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
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DRUDGEREPORT China threatens 'strong measures' if Pelosi visits 
Taiwan...
Kissinger Warns Biden Against Endless Confrontation... 
Beijing Dumps $100 Billion Worth Of Treasuries... 

ZEROHEDGE These Are All The Countries Capable Of Launching Space 
Rockets https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-are-all-countries-
capable-launching-space-rockets 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 

YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
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driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 

https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMJ_NqAswkdjAAw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' After US 
Lawmaker Slams Zelensky

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
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One dead in Ukrainian shelling of city hosting nuclear plant 

Three killed in Israeli airstrikes, Syria says 

Ivan Timofeev: Beijing and Moscow can lead resistance against West 
dictating to rest of world   https://www.rt.com/news/560353-west-world-  
hegemony-lesson/ [ Resistance is the proper word. From direct 
observation an experience, america is hardly a paragon of perfection; but
rather, an egregious example of concentrated criminality, as purveyors of
which is the american nightmare wrought for gain by whatever means, 
toward whatever target. ]

The US keeps reneging on arms control agreements, so why should 
Russia trust Joe Biden’s latest overtures? [They shouldn’t; you can’t trust
america, that’s my direct observation and experience.]

Amnesty fully ‘stands by’ report on Ukraine 

China ignores phone calls from Pentagon – Politico 
Medvedev makes prediction about Zelensky 
https://www.rt.com/russia/560727-medvedev-prediction-zelensky-future/ 
Russia sent troops into Ukraine on February 24, citing Kiev’s failure to 
implement the Minsk agreements … called Zelensky “an unshaved fellow 
wearing a green shirt” and compared him to Adolf Hitler after the 
Ukrainian president urged Western countries to close their borders to all 
Russian nationals. 
Before becoming president of Ukraine, Zelensky was a comedian and 
actor. From 2015 to 2019, he played a high-school history teacher who 
unexpectedly became president of Ukraine in a TV series called ‘Servant 
of the People...only two options in the end “[It will be either] a court 
martial or a return to supporting roles in comedy shows

Israeli troops fatally shoot two Palestinian teens – health ministry 

Ivan Timofeev: Beijing and Moscow can lead resistance against West 
dictating to rest of world   https://www.rt.com/news/560353-west-world-  
hegemony-lesson/ [ Resistance is the proper word. From direct 
observation an experience, america is hardly a paragon of perfection; but
rather, an egregious example of concentrated criminality, as purveyors of
which is the american nightmare wrought for gain by whatever means, 
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toward whatever target. ]

The US keeps reneging on arms control agreements, so why should 
Russia trust Joe Biden’s latest overtures? [They shouldn’t; you can’t trust
america, that’s my direct observation and experience.]

Amnesty fully ‘stands by’ report on Ukraine 

China ignores phone calls from Pentagon – Politico 

Zelensky accuses Amnesty International of supporting terrorism 

Today, Ukraine bombed a Donetsk hotel full of journalists – here’s what it 
felt like to be there 

US ‘artificially’ stokes tensions – Kremlin 

From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

The US is in a recession and it’s worse than you think 
https://www.rt.com/business/560011-us-recession-fed-inflation/ 

Zelensky and US to blame for ‘bloodbath’ in Donbass – Russia 

Wall Street is collapsing – NYC mayor 

FBI manipulating domestic terror stats – whistleblowers 

US plunges into recession 

EU ban on Russian gas ‘impossible’ – Austria 

Kremlin comments on claims about Russian military casualties 

Zelensky’s Vogue photoshoot raises eyebrows 

Biden met with 14 of his son’s business associates – media 
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NATO’s arsonist-in-chief Jens Stoltenberg wants the Western public to 
pay for a Ukrainian fire he helped to ignite 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

Russia to quit International Space Station after 2024 

Russia issues rebuke to Israel 

Grain deal won’t affect military op in Ukraine – Moscow 

UK candidates’ militancy and imperialism threaten to bring Britain down 

Kiev confirms arrival of heavy weapons from Germany 

US sends more weapons to Ukraine 

Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the fallout 
from their failed Russia policy 

EU eases sanctions on Russian oil exports 

Russia’s Lavrov talks Ukraine, sanctions and nuclear war with RT (FULL 
VIDEO) 

• Putin suggests motive behind Canada’s gas turbine delay   
• UN chief ‘under huge pressure’ over Ukraine – Russian FM   
• Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the   

fallout from their failed Russia policy Op-ed
• Zaporozhye Nuclear Power Plant attacked by Ukrainian drones   

Putin tells US to stop ‘looting’ Syria 

Former Russian president lists ‘Western sins’ 

Russian warns of ‘tougher’ terms for talks with Ukraine 

Dmitri Trenin: How a smart Middle East strategy can help Russia play a 
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significant role in shaping the new world order 

Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 

IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 

Iran issues warning to US and Israel 

Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
industrial complex war monster’]

Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
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cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

HUFFPOST SUSPICIOUS: SECRET SERVICE CAN’T FIND JAN. 6 TEXTS! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/national-archives-deleted-secret-service-
texts_n_62d6c6bbe4b008a2d03f1ac4 [ Ooooh … the mystery of it all … 
magical disappearance of text messages … could be ghosts … or 
gremlins … or salem witchcraft … WAKE UP! … AMERICA IS A TOTAL 
FRAUD! … AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 
MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). ]

The most intelligent, rational legal position:

Laurence Tribe, a Harvard law professor, argued that not holding Trump 
accountable would be equally harmful.

"I certainly recognize that indicting a former president would generate 
lots of social heat, perhaps violence," Tribe said. "But not indicting him 
would invite another violent insurrection."

Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All Incredibly Depressed. 
Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" Some very concerning 
market observations from Goldman trader John Flood discussing the real 
rot below the market surface: Monday was the lightest volume session of
the year with 9.32b shares trading across all US equity exchanges 
breaking previous low mark of 9.4b back on 7/11/22. YTD daily avg for 
shares traded across all US equity exchanges sits @ 12.5b. Monday was 
also the lightest notional trading session of the year w/ $392b trading vs 
ytd daily avg of $638b. Our desk was a 3 on 1 – 10 scale in terms of 
overall activity levels. I am personally taken aback by how resilient mkt 
has been over the past few weeks. I don’t see L/Os putting their ~$210b 
of cash to work. I am seeing them use pockets of strength to sell lower 
conviction more illiquid names in block form and raise even more cash. 
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Trump comic-con-show 
https://www.facebook.com/reel/523496502845404/?
s=single_unit&__cft__[0]=AZWPFQ3WczUIfIkH48JzeY46IoAd31UE03J6BK
gdB2FnhC4ZMwHrSlFnIZRzSdcm0iOvj82iS31DRdv7o07VE1dKwlJ-
o8PrhTfe_ujCAUFuOSNPQHEmqhCXpuyaLM_w2FExUX2P3sub6YXf8JZ_JO
SnUwrv6N77_T472Z5wMAIl1mh2SytZjOOe004Qi410SWP8G3HBHdMEgTY
aaiWHeOxK&__tn__=H-R 

ZEROHEDGE As Taiwan Warns Chinese "Maritime & Aerial Blockade" 
Ensuing, Pelosi Says Real Issue Is 'I'm A Woman' [Riiight!] Pelosi Departs
Taiwan After Whirlwind Tour As China Declares "Median Line" No Longer 
Exists Global Markets Slump With Terrified Traders Tracking Pelosi's 
Next Move Forget inflation, stagflation, recession, depression, earnings, 
Biden locked up in the basement with covid, and everything else: today's 
it all about whether Nancy Pelosi will start World War 3 when she lands 
in Taiwan in 3 hours. https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/taiwans-
independence-worth-war Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just 
purely on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant 
Fed policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls 
off a miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 

Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 
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The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE Garland Says He 'Personally Approved' Trump Search 
Warrant [BRAVO!] https://www.zerohedge.com/political/watch-live-ag-
merrick-garland-makes-statement-following-trump-raid "There has to be 
a(prosecution)n investigation..." Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

DRUDGEREPORT 
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OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE 
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"Without Any Doubt, Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": 

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-nuclear-weapons-issue-122108215.html
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https://humanevents.com/2022/08/12/exclusive-warrant-and-property-receipt-from-mar-a-lago-raid/
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Tribe Declares Trump Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump 

DRUDGEREPORT GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP 
[ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is being 
painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal that he 
is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists and you have 
trump. The pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without empathy
or decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the greater 
fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He 
spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 
duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]
AGENTS CRACK SAFE
WAS THERE A RAT? 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-
says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html MSNBC 
This search wasn't run by Democrats — the head of the FBI was 
appointed by Trump

https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/search-unprecedented-but-all-legal-all-lawful-and-it-s-not-a-raid-former-u-s-attorney-145780293822
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https://apnews.com/article/donald-trump-mar-a-lago-government-and-politics-9e8d683afe87389407950af7ccfdbdd6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11093449/FBI-agents-raid-Mar-Lago-Trump-says-home-siege-agents.html
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/aug/8/mar-lago-raided-fbi-agents-donald-trump-says/
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THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg

As Taiwan Warns Chinese "Maritime & Aerial Blockade" Ensuing, Pelosi 
Says Real Issue Is 'I'm A Woman' [Riiight!] Pelosi Departs Taiwan After 
Whirlwind Tour As China Declares "Median Line" No Longer Exists Global 
Markets Slump With Terrified Traders Tracking Pelosi's Next Move Forget
inflation, stagflation, recession, depression, earnings, Biden locked up in 
the basement with covid, and everything else: today's it all about 
whether Nancy Pelosi will start World War 3 when she lands in Taiwan in 
3 hours. https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/taiwans-independence-
worth-war Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just purely
on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant Fed 
policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls off a 
miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 

Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
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And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
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Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
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massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE UMich Sentiment Jumps But Long-Term Inflation 
Expectations Unexpectedly Rise 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/umich-sentiment-jumps-long-term-
inflation-expectations-unexpectedly-rise Jerome Powell's closely 
watched inflation indicator just returned to the danger zone The Price Of 
Eggs Is Up 47% As Food Costs In The US Spiral Out Of Control Turkey 
Agrees To Pay For Russian Gas With Rubles India ditches US dollar in 
Russia trade – Reuters   Credit Suisse Set To Slash Thousands Of Jobs   
Despite Handing Out Hundreds Of Millions To Retain Top Talent 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/credit-suisse-set-slash-thousands-
jobs-despite-handing-out-hundreds-millions-retain-top The bank is looking 
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to cut its overall cost base by $1 billion... 

"I Don't Feel The Pain Of Inflation Anymore" Says Wealthy SF Fed Chair 
From Ivory Tower YAHOO Business 'The market is not the economy' and 
the July rally in the stock market was premature, top economist 
Mohamed El-Erian says https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/market-not-
economy-july-rally-174829466.html El-Erian said a comment by Powell led
investors to believe rate hikes would likely slow, but that's at odds with 
what the data shows. Weak Manufacturing Surveys Signal 'Peak 
Inflation'; Plunge in Orders, Production, & Jobs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/weak-manufacturing-surveys-
signal-peak-inflation-plunge-orders-production-jobs "With the exception of
pandemic lockdown periods, July saw US manufacturers report the 
toughest business conditions since 2009..." 

Biden's America: Too Broke To Bet?   Chicago PMI Unexpectedly Plunges   
To 2-Year Lows https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/chicago-pmi-
unexpectedly-plunges-2-year-lows ...stagflation signals as prices paid 
jumped and production and new orders fell... "Expert" Narratives Are 
Collapsing The house of cards continues to fall apart Yellen: "Recession"
Doesn't Mean What You Think It Means [ Riiight! ] Sentiment sours amid 
Kremlin updates, EU Energy deal & US-earnings in focus -   Delusional   
Biden Admin Front-Runs Recessionary GDP Print... By Redefining 
Recession https://www.zerohedge.com/political/delusional-biden-admin-
front-runs-recessionary-gdp-print-redefining-recession It's not a recession
until the White House gives economists on its payroll permission to 
declare it a recession... [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!] US PMI Crashes 
Into Contraction In July: "A Worrying Deterioration In The Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-pmi-crashes-contraction-july-
worrying-deterioration-economy "Excluding pandemic lockdown months, 
output is falling at a rate not seen since 2009 amid the global financial 
crisis..." There's An Amazing Glut Of Office Space In Every Major Metro 
Area https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/theres-amazing-glut-office-
space-every-major-metro-area Occupancy is an engine of local 
economies. But there's a huge glut of space available... US Existing 
Home Sales Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses US Homebuilders 
Abandon Single-Families In June As They Brace For Rate Shock 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-builders-abandon-single-
family-home-startspermits-june-anticipating-renter ...multi-family starts 
and permits surged double-digits in June as single-family plunged... 
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Homebuilder Confidence Collapses In July 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-confidence-
collapses-july ...the largest MoM drop (ex-COVID-lockdown) in history... 
Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
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Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
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Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER

https://secure.sjuggerudtruewealth.com/?
cid=MKT650099&eid=MKT657482&channel=102120d0fc4158ded364c744
bc11a4&assetId=AST254109&page=1&fbclid=IwAR2cc1ZhOIn7xUGfA1Iv
sHne3IQnWX1wMlYBnvJoJ1PDtHOCHo1uykpJDJ4 

A Winter Of Anger https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/winter-anger
... if you’d ask most citizens of whichever EU country if they are willing to
risk being unable to feed and heat their children in order to support 
Ukraine and Zelensky, they would say NO. Hell no! "Revolution Has 
Begun": 75,000 Brits To Stop Paying Power Bills Amid Inflation Storm 
German Electricity Prices Hit Record High As Heatwave Curbs Power 
Generation ... and it's not even winter yet. "Widespread Civil Unrest" 
Looming In UK Over Cost-Of-Living Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/widespread-civil-unrest-
looming-uk-over-cost-living-crisis Movement to stop paying bills 

snowballs... 

Pound Crashes After BOE Hikes By Most Since 1995, Starts Gilt Sales Yet
Warns Of Crushing Stagflationary Recession Germany's Uniper Warns Of 
Possible "Irregular Operation" At Major Power Plant As Rhine River Runs 
Dry "You Can't Switch Off Death": German Crematoriums Warn Of Energy 
Crisis German Barge Traffic Slumps As Rhine Water Levels Near Record 
Lows "Miserable" German Retail Sales Crash The Most On Record As 
Europe Slumps Into Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/miserable-german-retail-sales-crash-
most-record-europe-slumps-recession Germany is "sinking into an 
increasingly steep downturn, adding to the region’s recession risks”. Gas
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Levy Could Triple Household Heating Bills In Germany EU Consumer 
Confidence Crashes To Record Lows As German CPI Unexpectedly Re-
Accelerates "We Are In A Very Critical Moment": IMF Cuts Global GDP, 
Raises Inflation Outlook, Warns "World Teetering On Edge Of Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-are-very-critical-moment-imf-
cuts-global-gdp-raises-inflation-outlook-warns-world "It’s easy to cool off 
the economy when the economy is running hot. It’s much harder to 
reduce inflation when the economy is close to a recession." Germans 
Taking Fewer Showers In Response To Cost Of Living Crisis China And 
Japan Hold The Keys To Euro Recovery 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/china-and-japan-hold-keys-euro-
recovery While the direction of Europe’s economy continues to be a 
hostage to Russian energy -- as today’s dispiriting PMI numbers attest -- it
is the Asian nations of China and Japan who are in a position to alleviate 
Europe’s capital-outflow problem and stabilize the euro. PMIs Signal 
Eurozone Recession Day After First ECB Rate-Hike In 11 Years 

19% Of The World's Population Lives In 'Chindia' (& Buys Russian Oil) 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/19-worlds-population-lives-
chindia-buys-russian-oil India is expected to become the most populous 
nation on Earth by mid-2023, surpassing China whose population growth 
has all but stopped.. Oil Surges After Biden Fails To Win Saudi Pledge To 
Pump More Crude These Are The Countries With The Highest Default Risk
The Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial Production Unexpectedly 
Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker month since September 
2021... David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
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Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 
Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE Garland Says He 'Personally Approved' Trump Search 
Warrant [BRAVO] https://www.zerohedge.com/political/watch-live-ag-
merrick-garland-makes-statement-following-trump-raid "There has to be 
a(prosecution)n investigation..." Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

"Without Any Doubt, Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": 
Tribe Declares Trump Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump 
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DRUDGEREPORT GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP 
[ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is being 
painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal that he 
is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists and you have 
trump. The pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without empathy
or decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the greater 
fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He 
spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 
duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]
AGENTS CRACK SAFE
WAS THERE A RAT? 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-
says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html MSNBC 
This search wasn't run by Democrats — the head of the FBI was 
appointed by Trump

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

Fascism watch Trump wished his military officials were more like Nazi 
'German generals' https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/trump-
wished-his-military-officials-were-more-german-generals-nazi-n1297784?
icid=msd_topgrid 

The Last Word Mary Trump: Trump is 'panicked' after FBI search of Mar-a-
Lago
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ZEROHEDGE The State Of Unemployment In Europe     Initial Jobless Claims  
Surge To Highest Since November https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-
finance/initial-jobless-claims-surge-highest-november ...and continuing 
claims are at 4-month highs... A Most Peculiar Recession The 
Government is Hiding a Dark Secret About the Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-08-09/government-hiding-dark-
secret-about-economy About those supposedly fantastic July jobs 
numbers... Nvidia Plunges After Preannouncing Terrible Q2 Results, 
Slashes Guidance, Blames "Macroeconomic Headwinds" Something 
Snaps In The Job Market: Multiple Jobholders Hit All Time High As 
Unexplained 1.8 Million Jobs Gap Emerges 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/something-snaps-job-market-
multiple-jobholders-hit-all-time-high-unexplained-18-million ‘...So what's 
going on here? The simple answer: Fewer people working, but more 
people working more than one job, a rotation which picked up in earnest 
some time in March and which has only been captured by the Household 
survey. And since the Establishment survey is far slower to pick up on 
the nuances in employment composition, while the Household Survey has
gone nowhere since March, the BLS data engineers have been busy 
goalseeking the Establishment Survey (perhaps with the occasional 
nudge from the White House especially now that the economy is in a 
technical recession) to make it appear as if the economy is growing 
strongly, when in reality all they are doing is applying the same erroneous
seasonal adjustment factor that gave such a wrong perspective of the 
labor market in the aftermath of the covid pandemic (until it was all 
adjusted away a year ago). In other words, while the labor market is 
already cracking, it will take the BLS several months of veering away 
from reality before the government bureaucrats accept and admit what is
truly taking place...’

July Payrolls Smash Expectations Soaring To 528K, Wages Come In Red 
Hot As Unemployment Rate Drops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/july-payrolls-smash-expectations-
soaring-528k-wages-come-red-hot We are now well and truly in bizarro 
world. 

Futures Flat As Crushing 37bps Curve Inversion Screams Recession The 
Misery Index Is At Recession Levels Lying About The Economy Will Only 
Make The Coming Crash Worse Senior Economist 'Fact Checked' By 
Facebook For Saying US Is In Recession 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/political/senior-economist-fact-checked-
facebook-saying-us-recession “We live in an Orwellian hell-scape.” [Yes, 
we do!] Here’s why you shouldn’t invest in ETFs. UMich Inflation 
Expectations Rose Intra-Month, Democrats' Confidence Drops Further 
Inflation, Recession Or Both? Reporter Exposes White House's Blatant 
Redefining Of "Recession" Yellen: "Recession" Doesn't Mean What You 
Think It Means Gold & The Upcoming Recession Luongo: None Dare Call 
It A Recession Lest The Democrats Lose The Mid-Terms Democrats 
Prepare To Unleash Hell On Fed Chair Powell For The Coming Recession 
"2023 Will Be A Year From Hell" - Martin Armstrong Warns Of Inflation-
Driven Civil-Unrest https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/2023-will-be-
year-hell-martin-armstrong-warns-inflation-driven-civil-unrest "...you are 
looking at revolutions... The euro looks like death warmed over... This is 
just not over yet." "Japanese Economy Continues To Crater "- Another 
Casualty Of The Energy Crisis The Danger Of Drought In Europe 
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/danger-drought-europe ...the current 
heatwave is bound to further exacerbate water shortages in Southern and
Southeast Europe... Record-Breaking Heat In Europe Meanwhile, 
Southern Europe is also experiencing extreme heat that has caused 
wildfires... UK Records Hottest Day Ever Amid Heat Apocalypse   "Heat   
Apocalypse" Blasts Europe As UK And France Brace For Hottest Days On 
Record   https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/heat-apocalypse-blasts-  
europe-uk-and-france-brace-hottest-days-record "Today and tomorrow will
be one of the worst, if not the worst heatwave events in the modern 
history of western Europe." The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 
2022 http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In 
Government Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 
4Chan Found After Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
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protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

ZEROHEDGE Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 
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CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE The Trigger For The Next Great Depression 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-08-12/trigger-next-great-
depression Future generations will mark this week as the start of the 
"Second Great Depression" in America It's Game-Over For The Fed - 
Expect A Monetary "Rug Pull" Soon... Where are we in this squeeze...are 
we "there yet"? - part VII 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/shortcovering short covering 
mania... One Bank Warns U.S. Econ Data Make Little Sense, "Until You 
Recall Midterm Elections Are Coming Up" "They pretend it’s real data, we
pretend to trade it." 5-Year Down Market Coming 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/5-year-down-market-coming 
Market Wizard who predicted all indexes would be negative in 2022 
shares shocking new forecast Iran Arranges First Import Using 
Cryptocurrency By chasing sanctioned countries out of dollars, the USA 
stokes demand for alternatives India ditches US dollar in Russia trade – 
Reuters   Recession is "crashing"   closer to a complacency point where 
one actually could start shorting the market again.. The Great Recession:
Facts Vs Denials https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/great-recession-
facts-vs-denials Once again, the US is facing a recession which Main 
Street feels, Wall Street whistles past, and DC simply denies... 

"Deteriorating Situation" Shows Rent Growth "Collapsing" In Sunbelt 
Markets https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/deteriorating-situation-
shows-rent-growth-collapsing-sunbelt-markets Rogan Slams Biden Admin 
For "Gaslighting" Americans About Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/rogan-slams-biden-admin-
gaslighting-americans-about-recession "...they’re literally changing the 
definition...and it should be pushed back against in a big way. It should 
be something that people get angry about..." 'Great News' Jobs Reports 
Sparks Selloff In Bonds, Stocks, & Gold 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/great-news-jobs-reports-sparks-
selloff-bonds-stocks-gold ...good news is really bad news... 

Initial Jobless Claims Hit 8 Month Highs, Continuing Claims Jump Ahead 
Of Payrolls Print https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-
jobless-claims-hit-8-month-highs-continuing-claims-jump-ahead-payrolls 
Jobless claims are now completely decoupled from the headlines payrolls
data... Pay Attention; This Is Not The '70s 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/pay-attention-not-70s In the late 
70s, P/Es on stocks were in the single digits, and debt levels were 
negligible. Today, valuations are nearly four times those levels, and debt 
as a percentage of GDP is at levels considered unthinkable not that long 
ago... Chinese Jets Buzz Taiwan Strait, Govt Websites Hit By 
Cyberattack With Pelosi Plane En Route War on China: the real target are 
the American people China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off Taiwan With US 
Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia Nuclear War 
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Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security Advisor China's 
Army Posts "Get Ready For War!" Message On Social Media, State 
Mouthpiece Says PLA Has "Right" To Intercept Pelosi's Plane Inflation, 
Recession Or Both? [BOTH!] Welcome To The Biden Recession: Q2 GDP 
"Unexpectedly" Shrinks 0.9%, 2nd Consecutive Decline Peter Schiff: The 
White House Recession Denial https://www.zerohedge.com/political/peter-
schiff-white-house-recession-denial "When you’re losing, just change the 
rules of the game, then declare victory.” Recession? All Of A Sudden 
Yield Spreads Are Collapsing https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/no-
recession-all-sudden-yield-spreads-are-collapsing … we suggest 
continuing to follow risk management protocols until indicators indicate 
a reversal of that economic risk.

1. Tighten up stop-loss levels to current support levels for each position. 

2. Hedge portfolios against significant market declines. 

3. Take profits in positions that have been big winners 

4. Sell laggards and losers. 

5. Raise cash and rebalance portfolios to target weightings.

Peter Schiff: It's Getting Harder To Deny Recession Reality 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-schiff-its-getting-harder-deny-
recession-reality "This should be obvious, but people have been in denial 
about the weakness in the economy..." Wall Street's Biggest Bear: One 
Down, But Two More Things Must Happen Before Stocks Bottom 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/wall-streets-biggest-bear-one-down-
two-more-things-must-happen-stocks-bottom Recession reflections 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/everyoneknows [ Recession 
is coming but everyone knows it ] The Number Of Americans Filing For 
First-Time Unemployment Claims Soared To 8-Month-Highs Last Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/number-americans-filing-
first-time-unemployment-claims-soared-8-month-highs-last ...and 
continuing claims are the highest since April... US Existing Home Sales 
Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses Sinkhole 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sinkhole "At present, the 2s10s 
spread is –18 bps. This is indicative of a recession 12-18 months ahead, 
which means the second half of 2023. Note that we have been 
forecasting a recession for 2023H2 since April." Recession Already Here 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-may-already-be-here The 
debate about recession risk is pointless.We are already in a recession... 
The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
an odd beast in any case. 

Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 

idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 
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Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
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The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE Taiwanese Officials Trounce Pelosi After Son's Huge 
Holdings In China Tech Exposed You can't make this shit up... Russia 
Says It May Sever US Relations If Declared Terrorism Sponsor Diplomat 
says designation would bring Washington to "the point of no return" Ex-
President Medvedev Warns Europe Of "Possible Incidents" At Nuclear 
Facilities https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ex-president-
medvedev-warns-europe-possible-incidents-nuclear-facilities Ukraine & 
Western backers"...ready to orchestrate a new Chernobyl." RT UN issues
nuclear appeal to Russia and Ukraine   West would fight Russia ‘to the last  
Ukrainian’ – Moscow ZH Russia Suspends US Inspections Of Its Nuclear 
Arsenal Under New START Treaty China Extends Taiwan Drills Past 
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Sunday Deadline, Says Training Under "Real War Conditions" Which 
Nations Face The Biggest Disruption From China's Taiwan-Trade-
Blockade? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/which-nations-face-
biggest-disruption-chinas-taiwan-trade-blockade China's export stop on 
sand, a resource essential for the manufacturing of semiconductors, 
could prove devastating for countries like the United States... The 
Growing Threat From North Korea Taiwan Says China's Drills Are 
Simulating A Full Attack On The Island 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/taiwan-says-chinas-drills-are-
simulating-full-attack-island Following Pelosi's visit, Chinese media said 
the military will demonstration the "mainland's absolute control over the 
Taiwan question." Anger From Ukraine's Backers After Damning Amnesty
Report Spotlights 'Human Shields'

China Sanctions Pelosi, Halts US Talks Including Military Ties, As Jets 
Breach Taiwan Median Line 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/china-sanctions-pelosi-halts-us-
talks-including-military-ties-jets-breach-taiwan China has begun its 
retaliation against Washington by announcing Friday the cancellation of a
series of meetings with the United States 

Ballistic Missiles Soar Over Taiwan, "Hundreds" Of PLA Fighters Breach 
Airspace, As 5-Day Drills Commence 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ballistic-missiles-soar-over-
taiwan-hundreds-pla-fighters-breach-airspace-5-day-drills China Summons
US Ambassador Overnight, Says Washington "Must Pay The Price" EOAD 
Are Chinese Tanks Massing On The Shores Of Fujian Because An Invasion
Is Imminent? 8-2-22 We Were Specifically Warned About This Coming War
With China All The Way Back In The 1990 ZH Here Are All The Latest 
Taiwan Headlines https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-
latest-taiwan-headlines All the latest news in the extremely fluid Taiwan 
theater of pre-war. 'US Military Moving Assets', Markets Stall On Reports 
Pelosi To Visit Taiwan Tuesday 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-sink-pelosi-taiwan-headlines 
Pelosi is reportedly expected to land in Taiwan on Tuesday night, and 
meet lawmakers on Wednesday. China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off 
Taiwan With US Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia
Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security 
Advisor China Is Issuing The Same "Red Line" Warnings About Taiwan 
That Russia Issued About Ukraine THE SUN AI predicts last selfie on 
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Earth… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-
earth-prediction-tiktok/ EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To 
Absolutely Love It When War With China Erupts 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-industrial-complex-is-
going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-erupts/ ZH Russia Unveils
Large-Scale Military Exercises In East, Signaling Force Strength 
'Unaffected' By Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-
unveils-large-scale-eastern-military-exercises-signaling-force-strength-
unaffected Prior "Vostok" (East) drills included sizable Chinese PLA 
military participation... If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End 
Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm

How A Russian Gas Freeze Would Curtail European GDPs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/how-russian-gas-freeze-would-
curtail-european-gdps ...a complete shut-off from the Russian side would 
have disastrous effects for European economies... Ukraine Moves To 
Criminalize Russian Passport Application there is a lot of Ukrainian blood 
on the red Russian passport [What?] Russia Boasts It's Already Taken 
Out 4 US-Supplied Long Range Rocket Systems Russia Informs Turkey It 
Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa Port Attack It's Official: Russia And 
China Announce "New Global Reserve Currency" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-22/its-official-russia-and-china-
announce-new-global-reserve-currency And once again no one has 
noticed and no one seems to care. [ Yes, it’s official; NEW WORLD 
ORDER! ]

Pelosi: Pentagon Might Be Worried China Would Shoot Down Her Plane If 
She Visits Taiwan AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant 
Corruption' After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky US "Started" The Ukraine
Crisis, China Says, In Fiercest Official Criticism Yet 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-started-ukraine-crisis-china-
says-fiercest-official-criticism-yet "As the one who started the Ukraine 
crisis & the biggest factor fueling it..." [ Yes...Sadly, that is indisputably 
true; it’s the american way.] Russia Plans 'Annexation Votes' For 
Captured Ukraine Territories By Mid-September: Report Russia Resumes 
Nord Stream Natural Gas Deliveries To Europe "...likely to lead to a 
collective sigh of relief from not just the European gas market, but from 
the wider economy," Russia Declares War Goals Have Expanded After 
West Pumped More Arms Into Ukraine Strengthening Ties With Iran, Putin
Meets With Supreme Leader In Tehran 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/strengthening-ties-iran-putin-
meets-supreme-leader-tehran “Our relations are developing at a good 
pace,” said Putin 

Putin Says Russia Will Honor Gas Commitment But Flows Will Drop As 
Much As 20% Of Capacity Vladimir Putin warned that flows via the Nord 
Stream pipeline could be curbed soon if sanctions prevent additional 
maintenance on its components Russian Military Given Formal Order To 
Target Ukraine's Long-Range Weapons From US 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-issues-formal-order-military-
target-ukraines-long-range-weapons-us Ukraine officials called the 
HIMARS a "game-changer"... [Riiight] Gazprom Declares Force Majeure, 
Will Halt Gas Flows To Germany Indefinitely "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”

Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
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from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
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Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
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According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
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(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
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markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22
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DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---

[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

https://www.facebook.com/michele.carmichael.94?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyMjA1MjAyMDgyOTcwMTg2XzIxMDM5MDI3Mjk3ODIwMjA%3D&__tn__=R*F
https://www.facebook.com/elain.mm?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyMjA1MjAyMDgyOTcwMTg2XzU3NzQ0ODcwMDUzMTE2Mw%3D%3D&__tn__=R*F
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POST: FIRST MOON LANDING
NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 
Fake-NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv

http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm     

Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake Dutch     
'  moon rock  ' revealed   Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon rock 

given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of 
petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon Rock  ' in   
Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at 
Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

Al Peia

Riiight...and they haven't been back because...oh yeah, they got rid of 
their Saturn rockets ... and, they were in the past but not in the 
present/future impervious to radiation; ie., van allen belt, etc.. Oh, they 
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probably could do it now, arguably; they're working on it. But, of course, 
Mars is quite another thing. The amounts of money for these 
boondoggles/frauds are staggering; yet, pale in comparison to the frauds 
on wall street. YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand 
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act... ].

albertpeia.com 

Michael W. Lurie
Shame on me. I believed this fraud for most of my life and I should have 
known better in 1969.
Other than Kodak film (and Hasselblad cameras) that could not function 
at lunar temperatures (not to mention the radiation or outgassing in a 
vacuum)
or the total lack of any blast crater
or the lack of rockets on lift-off from the moon
or the sounds heard while on the "lunar" suface
or the laser-ranging which started in 1962
or the waving flags
or the improbable "pressure [space] suits"
or the violations of Newton's 2nd law
or the ridiculously inadequate guidance systems
or the relatively poor special effects (not even CGI)
or the lack of telemetry
or the lack of radiation protection
or the utter quiet of a 140+ decibel engine
or the ludicrous lack of computer power
or the "moon rocks" from....well, petrified wood?

https://www.facebook.com/mlurie?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0MjEzNjA4MjMzNjA2NjVfNDMyMzA3NTAyMTc4ODU4&__cft__[0]=AZVR4z65mJ87Hh2I9XUxsaGNY99PIlENsQVFx-NB14NiEoVGNdkGWHorCZB0dFL_in4G5VR0ra3GVRgD9-m6vMUxU2tRR0JMp-zGes9W8e65-EOXMo2Q_NpZiHFaOejPu-JRyiK6kewHcxruOYl5HGvA&__tn__=R]-R
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-house-trading-2021-9?fbclid=IwAR09dFVyNoZm5AbSc6RvuLX7_txNfPp6HYV8SBSjQeJPd8_JdRMongZa5Og


or the "astronauts" dangling from wires
or the Lunar Rover which looks like a Mattel model
....but they did make a full-scale model for 60 million bucks
or the billions in additional funds for "Paperclip"
or the total lack of stars or photos of the sky
or the very suspicious look to the front-screen filming
or the clues in "Eyes Wide Shut" and elsewhere (etc.)
or the incredible effort by NASA and JTRIG to shut down discussion of 
the fraud, and mock those who would expose it....
or (for bonus points) the lack of an airlock on the LEM
Other than that, maybe we really went? The TV told me so.
Al Peia
Michael W. Lurie BRAVO!
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ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

YAHOO Nearly one in three Americans say it may soon be necessary to 
take up arms against the government

https://www.yahoo.com/news/nearly-one-three-americans-may-
202408076.html A majority of Americans say the U.S. government is 
corrupt and almost a third say it may soon be necessary to take up arms 
against it, according to a new poll from the University of Chicago’s 
Institute of Politics. 

DRUDGEREPORT ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms… 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

*Hopes for a mild recession are "delusional," said Nouriel Roubini, the 
economist who called the 2008 financial crisis. 

*He said debt ratios are historically high, while bailouts during the 
pandemic have resulted in "zombie corporations." 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
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mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It 
When War With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-
military-industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-
china-erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]

ZEROHEDGE FBI Likely Did 'Intentionally Undermine' A Congressional 
Probe On Hunter Biden: Senator https://www.zerohedge.com/political/fbi-
likely-did-intentionally-undermine-congressional-probe-hunter-biden-
senator "The FBI can no longer be trusted 

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
The US is in a recession and it’s worse than you think 
https://www.rt.com/business/560011-us-recession-fed-inflation/ 
DRUDGEREPORT 
UN warns humanity 'one miscalculation away from nuclear annihilation'…
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-
danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html 

YAHOO Business 'The market is not the economy' and the July rally in the
stock market was premature, top economist Mohamed El-Erian says 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/market-not-economy-july-rally-
174829466.html El-Erian said a comment by Powell led investors to 
believe rate hikes would likely slow, but that's at odds with what the data
shows.

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]
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ANALYSIS
From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

YAHOO Politics Former FBI official likens Matt Gaetz, Roger Stone, and 
Trump to the Mafia: 'It's a criminal organization' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-fbi-official-likens-matt-
045920601.html 
BUT WAIT: “There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

China Has Established A “Blockade” Around Taiwan And Plans To Shoot 
Missiles Directly Over The Island     
http://endoftheamericandream.com/china-has-established-a-blockade-
around-taiwan-and-plans-to-shoot-missiles-directly-over-the-island/     

Insiders Are Dumping The Most Stocks Since January As Retail Buying-
Panic Re-Emerges
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/insiders-are-dumping-most-stocks-
january-retail-buying-panic-re-emerges     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[DUH! Of course that’s true; but, that’s the reality of criminal america.] 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]
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'All the data points currently align with a cover-up' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-pentagon-secret-service-texts-
deleted-cover-up-accusations-170030306.html The House Jan. 6 
committee is scrutinizing evidence of information erased, wiped, deleted 
and otherwise obscured by former members of the Trump administration. 

SOP Standard Operating Procedure-That’s my experience 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[DUH! Of course that’s true; but, that’s the reality of criminal america.] 
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AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-ukraine-war
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10934571/Oregon-Citys-mayoral-candidate-says-homeless-Japanese-style-pods-overdoses-rise.html
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Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/07/03/supreme-court-trust/?itid=hp-top-table-main
https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248
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https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2022/jun/30/poll-americans-guns-against-government
https://apnews.com/article/climate-science-health-and-environment-4f23d928ea637d239147c0e4adbad6dc


and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg


the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

Al Peia
DRUDGEREPORT Top 10 best places to live in world…USA not on list... 
https://www.cnbc.com/.../global-liveability-index-2022... Here’s the rest of 
the top 10 best places to live
1. Vienna, Austria
2. Copenhagen, Denmark
3. Zurich, Switzerland
4. Calgary, Canada
5. Vancouver, Canada
6. Geneva, Switzerland
7. Frankfurt, Germany
8. Toronto, Canada
9. Amsterdam, Netherlands
10. Osaka, Japan and Melbourne, Australia (tie)

Susan Edelman Blank
Al Peia I’ll take any one of those!

Al Peia
Even just a decade ago, who would have thought america would have 
fallen so far, so fast. Careful what you say, we're getting near the 

https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDIyNTI0NjY0NTY2NTcyNl82MDI0MjMzNjc5MTUyNDI%3D&__cft__[0]=AZVj-jqkpOIB01XXAA2BQYWt9vKEliE6drRDrPmWW6rN7b0WhqCkEMN2xzq3fIhjX-WOaEFFySfPOZss6DGT7E3OtmluxrZV8R4vbDyDGwu0rFxeTPbeHoYmYbaHBWWBQjs&__tn__=R]-R
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https://www.facebook.com/susan.blank?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDIyNTI0NjY0NTY2NTcyNl8yMjYyODUzOTc3MjIyMTM0&__cft__[0]=AZVj-jqkpOIB01XXAA2BQYWt9vKEliE6drRDrPmWW6rN7b0WhqCkEMN2xzq3fIhjX-WOaEFFySfPOZss6DGT7E3OtmluxrZV8R4vbDyDGwu0rFxeTPbeHoYmYbaHBWWBQjs&__tn__=R]-R
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html?fbclid=IwAR0QDJah0eA6YGtglfNJSdOFv-t3U9GIAyUmjlopDQaOVWw1la6wrpUY6pY
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDIyNTI0NjY0NTY2NTcyNl81NzkyNDQyNDM2OTg3NzE%3D&__cft__[0]=AZVj-jqkpOIB01XXAA2BQYWt9vKEliE6drRDrPmWW6rN7b0WhqCkEMN2xzq3fIhjX-WOaEFFySfPOZss6DGT7E3OtmluxrZV8R4vbDyDGwu0rFxeTPbeHoYmYbaHBWWBQjs&__tn__=R]-R


desperate phase (not worth it - ask the Kennedy's). Doctor Peter referred 
to you as "a warrior". A compliment, to be sure; but, for you and your 
family, not worth it. This guy's really good, worth a look 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=crCGYeo0PBE

YOUTUBE.COM
BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER https://secure.sjuggerudtruewealth.com/?
cid=MKT650099&eid=MKT657482&channel=102120d0fc4158ded364c744
bc11a4&assetId=AST254109&page=1&fbclid=IwAR0pC2C2-J2V-
ZloWSAW8WX2VLqM3fha3zWL-69BnuumFAH72QortG6rbEY 

BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 
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https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

CNN Murdoch's New York Post dumps Trump, calling him 'unworthy to be 
chief executive again'

MSNBC Joe: Trump's biggest enablers were begging him to stop. How is 
he not already in jail? Morning Joe

Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
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https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing


States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 
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EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
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harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”
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CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky [ america’s kind of 
place! ]

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
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be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
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post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
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gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
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running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
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such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It When War 
With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-
industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-
erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]
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THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 

https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/10/fired-fox-news-editor-chris-stirewalt-to-testify-at-jan-6-riot-committee-hearing.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/media/3519284-nearly-20m-watched-jan-6-hearing-nielsen
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UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 
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ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 

https://www.facebook.com/susan.blank?__cft__[0]=AZVGvhjiSxGnjWz-LN1hLrt-aZERuH0PnG03UnsNEqhUcmu8tji41KXA8gSPX1OdMtaxPYgX5zHqHLdFB47IYBha_VhuUIONFV7lhrhbMfxB3fUSiPJAMdbT-Ekkqx2RcIH6jVbHjnRdnwyLewnxvu_HCG_Le8GADYmNiVTogj9heg&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
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AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
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DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
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https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10962011/Meadows-told-aide-Cassidy-Hutchinson-January-6-read-real-bad-just-days-riot.html
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

YAHOO We are seeing evidence that Donald Trump committed treason. 
Where is Merrick Garland? https://www.yahoo.com/news/seeing-evidence-
donald-trump-committed-100000305.html How many more Republican 
former officials have to come forward for the attorney general to act? 

http://albertpeia.com/manchurian-mobster-trump.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
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AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

8-19-22
Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a
https://twitter.com/alpeia
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/


https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
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proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 



organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

http://albertpeia.com/manchurian-mobster-trump.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4 

http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
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“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
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AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
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ZEROHEDGE I HEARD A SILLY RUMOR – THIS IS THE END 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-08-18/i-heard-silly-rumor-end 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eqgXGMAS__M 

What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 
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The Saturday Report

Saturday Report 8/13/22 - What starts in
the Arctic doesn’t stay in the Arctic...

The Best of the Rest of the News 

 
Thom Hartmann

https://substack.com/profile/1100619-thom-hartmann
https://hartmannreport.com/s/the-saturday-report/?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=menu
https://substack.com/profile/1100619-thom-hartmann?utm_source=author-byline-face


Image by Myriams-Fotos from Pixabay

— Did America have a true “Manchurian Candidate” in the White House for four years? A literal 
agent for one or more foreign governments and/or international organized crime figures? According to 
numerous reporters and authors, Donald Trump had gone from doing business with the American Mafia in
the 70s and 80s to laundering money for Russian oligarchs in the 90s and early 2000s. Reporter Tim 

https://pixabay.com//?utm_source=link-attribution&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=image&utm_content=2733791
https://pixabay.com/users/myriams-fotos-1627417/?utm_source=link-attribution&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=image&utm_content=2733791
https://substackcdn.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3A%2F%2Fbucketeer-e05bbc84-baa3-437e-9518-adb32be77984.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2Ff2c3a77a-cd0e-4c99-941b-6d4fe8469dd3_1280x853.jpeg


Robbins’ A Brief History of Donald Trump and the Mafia published in 2016 by Vice News gives insight into 
Trump’s mobbed-up early years, and Jeff Stein’s 2019 Donald Trump's Mafia Connections: Decades Later, 
Is He Still Linked to the Mob? for Newsweek raises even more questions, leading into his laundering money 
for Russian oligarchs and other international organized crime figures. 
As David Cay Johnston wrote for Politico, “[H]e’d hired mobbed-up firms to erect Trump Tower and his 
Trump Plaza apartment building in Manhattan, including buying ostensibly overpriced concrete from a 
company controlled by mafia chieftains Anthony ‘Fat Tony’ Salerno and Paul Castellano. That story 
eventually came out in a federal investigation, which also concluded that in a construction industry saturated
with mob influence, the Trump Plaza apartment building most likely benefited from connections to 
racketeering. Trump also failed to disclose that he was under investigation by a grand jury directed by the 
U.S. attorney in Brooklyn…” 
Johnston adds, “Within a few years Donald J. Trump had made friends with the city’s most notorious fixer, 
lawyer Roy Cohn... Among other things Cohn was now a mob consigliere, with clients including ‘Fat 
Tony’ Salerno, boss of the Genovese crime family, the most powerful Mafia group in New York, and 
Paul Castellano, head of what was said to be the second largest family, the Gambinos.” (all emphasis 
mine) 
After his multiple bankruptcies and the failure of his casinos in the late 1990s, some reports indicate Trump 
was largely bailed out by Russian oligarchs running money through his real estate operation, and today the 
government of Scotland is looking into possible secret and illegal Russian money-laundered financing of one 
of his golf courses there. 
The Mueller Report documented both the multiple ways Putin and his government worked to get Trump 
elected president, and identifies ten specific instances of Trump himself committing the federal crime of 
“obstruction of justice” while trying to cover up his involvement with the Russians. 
Now we find that he left the White House with documents that could be worth billions to foreign 
governments and, just a few months later, the government of Saudi Arabia gifted $2 billion to the 
Trump family (and nobody is saying how many millions or even billions they gave Trump himself to use 
Bedminister to feature their sportswashing LIV golf tournament). 
Yesterday we learned that the FBI is investigating Trump for possible violations of the Espionage Act, which
could land him in prison for decades. Watch this space. 

— Are death threats now a normal tool of politics for Republicans? Prior to Donald Trump’s arrival on 
the political scene in the 2015 Republican primary, threats of political violence were largely confined to the 
fringes of rightwing conspiracy fever swamps and among white supremacists like members of the Klan and 
radicals like Tim McVeigh. But one of the hallmarks of fascist politics is the use of violence and threats of 
violence to intimidate political opposition and cow the public, and, in this regard, Trump has delivered in 
spades. From telling ralliers that he’ll pay their lawyer fees when they assault protestors, to telling police to 
be “rough” with suspects, to now provoking threats against a judge and an attack on the FBI office in 
Cincinnati, violence has followed Trump throughout his political career. 
With fascist politicians, this is normal. When Hitler began his political career he was accompanied by 
violent brawler gangs who eventually came together under the umbrella of the civilian volunteer 
Brownshirts; Mussolini had his own militia groups who he whipped together into his volunteer civilian 
Blackshirts; Orbán’s Hungarian partisans regularly threaten violence against Roma people and refugees; 
Bolsonaro’s thugs gleefully beat up Lula supporters in Brazil; Duterte bragged about his rogue Philippine 
police loyalists murdering thousands of “criminals” and opposition figures; Pinochet’s goons threw liberals 
out of helicopters. Trump is running the same playbook with Trump-aligned white supremacist gangs like the
Proud Boys, Three Percenters, Oathkeepers, etc. The big question today is whether political violence will 
continue after Trump leaves the political scene, or if the Republican Party will come to its senses and return 
to simply shilling for billionaire tax cuts and more air and water pollution. Can the political violence genie be
put back in the bottle? Listening to this guy isn’t encouraging: 

   Rep. Eric Swalwell @RepSwalwell  

LISTEN to this death threat against my children. Since the FBI search of 

https://twitter.com/RepSwalwell/status/1557428889902895104
https://twitter.com/RepSwalwell/status/1557428889902895104
https://www.rawstory.com/fbi-fox-news/
https://www.rawstory.com/trump-supporters-violently-threaten-judge/
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2022/8/12/2116198/-Search-warrant-reportedly-shows-Trump-under-investigation-for-Espionage-Act-violations
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-politics/donald-trump-golf-course-scotland-laundering-b1964454.html
https://foreignpolicy.com/2018/12/21/how-russian-money-helped-save-trumps-business/
https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/05/donald-trump-2016-mob-organized-crime-213910/
https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/05/donald-trump-2016-mob-organized-crime-213910/
https://www.newsweek.com/2019/01/18/donald-trump-mafia-connections-decades-later-linked-mob-1285771.html
https://www.newsweek.com/2019/01/18/donald-trump-mafia-connections-decades-later-linked-mob-1285771.html
https://www.vice.com/en/article/ppx7b9/a-brief-history-of-donald-trump-and-the-mafia
https://twitter.com/RepSwalwell/status/1557428889902895104


Mar-a-Lago, Trump, McCarthy, and MAGA Republicans are stoking violent 
rhetoric against lawmakers and law enforcement. Someone is going to 
get killed. 
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ZEROHEDGE Putin Will Attend G20 Summit In Indonesia, Despite US 
Demands To Exclude Russian Leader YAHOO Politics Fox News host 
wonders aloud if Trump could have tried to sell highly classified material 
to the Russians or Saudi Arabians https://www.yahoo.com/news/fox-news-
host-wonders-aloud-064434447.html [ DUH! Why do you think ‘no-read 
trump’ had them … to trump, they were just dollar signs and easily 
tradable with and through existing contacts including underworld. ]

ZEROHEDGE FBI Raid Has Solidified Trump's Clout In GOP Ahead Of 
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Expected 2024 Run, Conservative Observers Say [ TRUMP’S DONE! That’s
truly the way it is, beyond his mob’s wishin’, hopin’! RIP GOP! ]
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BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER
https://secure.sjuggerudtruewealth.com/?
cid=MKT650099&eid=MKT657482&channel=102120d0fc4158ded364c744
bc11a4&assetId=AST254109&page=1&fbclid=IwAR2cc1ZhOIn7xUGfA1Iv
sHne3IQnWX1wMlYBnvJoJ1PDtHOCHo1uykpJDJ4 
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Reasons to be incrementally more bearish 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/morebearish What comes 
after the systematics finished the buying 

Target Slumps Amid Growing Inventory Glut As Consumer Spending 
Continues To Shrink

A Winter Of Anger https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/winter-anger

Economic Slowdown Now, Recession Coming In 2023

China Starts More Military Drills Responding to Latest US Delegation To 
Taiwan

YAHOO Politics Kissinger says U.S. is aimlessly heading toward edge of 
war against Russia and China https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/f2de0bf6-
16a2-39f9-b0ed-0485cc90c0ce/kissinger-says-u-s-is.html 

RT Poland wants Ukraine to admit genocide 
Ukraine issues new ban on Russian language 
Ukraine bombs nuclear waste storage site – official 
US may ‘sleepwalk’ into war with China – Asian leader 
Russia accuses UK of ‘deliberate provocation’ 

As risk of nuclear war grows, study warns even limited exchange would 
doom billions… 
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https://www.rt.com/news/560956-russian-defense-ministry-uk-provocation/
https://www.rt.com/news/560975-singapore-warns-of-us-china-war-risk/
https://www.rt.com/russia/560971-ukraine-bombs-waste-containers-zaporozhye/
https://www.rt.com/russia/560957-ukraine-schools-russian-courses/
https://www.rt.com/news/560961-poland-ukraine-genocide-bandera/
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DRUDGEREPORT How many animal species (including people)     have   
caught Covid? 

https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2022/08/05/1114357154/how-
many-animal-species-have-caught-covid-first-global-tracker-has-partial-
answe 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths near 2021 numbers]
96,539 AUG 18 2022
141,162 AUG 18 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
471 AUG 18 2022
809 AUG 18 2021 
How Pandemic Changed Americans' Health for Worse… 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-covid-19-pandemic-changed-
americans-health-for-the-worse-11659260165 Heart disease and drug 
overdoses are among afflictions exacting a higher toll than before [ More 
than 1 million; 350 per day ]
More cities mull indoor masking… Indoor mask rules expected next week 
as L.A. virus wave worsens... Fauci Annual Pension Payout Exceeds 
POTUS Salary… Republicans plot Fauci probe… [Incompetent, greedy 
guinea] Covid Rises Across USA Amid Muted Warnings and Murky Data… 
WHO: Covid triples across Europe; Hospitalizations double… 

MONKEYPOX PANDEMIC? WHO TO RECONVENE Most Americans Now in 
Areas With High Virus Levels… Deaths in LA rising as ultra-contagious 
subva  riants spread…   https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-
13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/most-of-u-s-population-now-in-areas-with-high-covid-19-levels-as-ba-5-subvariant-spreads-11657923100
https://www.wsj.com/articles/most-of-u-s-population-now-in-areas-with-high-covid-19-levels-as-ba-5-subvariant-spreads-11657923100
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220714-who-to-reconvene-monkeypox-emergency-panel-on-july-21
https://news.yahoo.com/shocking-monkeypox-screw-means-admit-030643200.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-united-nations-world-organization-06bccc307fa13d428e59babf4b9d8403
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/18/covid-rises-across-u-s-amid-muted-warnings-and-murky-data/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3571232-gop-plots-fauci-probe-after-midterms/
https://openthebooks.substack.com/p/dr-faucis-retirement-pension-414667
https://openthebooks.substack.com/p/dr-faucis-retirement-pension-414667
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/la-county-mask-mandate-likely-a-week-away-as-covid-cases-keep-climbing/ar-AAZPrHB
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'Several hundred thousand' new covid cases a day NOT reported; 
Hospitalizations climbing... https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-
hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-
hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622 

DALLAS TURNS HOTSPOT... 
New variant 'Centaurus' detected... 
Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 20% effective 
after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at 
Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as 
Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... Ultra-
contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 

UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

http://albertpeia.com/manchurian-mobster-trump.pdf 
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https://www.fox5ny.com/news/monkeypox-town-hall-new-york
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5674230/uk-covid-cases-heading-for-record-high-zoe/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.yahoo.com/now/covid-could-screw-worse-reinfection-084337273.html
https://www.studyfinds.org/covid-19-meat-in-freezer-weeks/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
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https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
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https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/nyc-neighborhoods-top-25-covid-positivity-as-new-cases-surge-again/3764698/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/as-the-ba5-variant-spreads-the-risk-of-coronavirus-reinfection-grows/ar-AAZpFDy
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5814174/new-covid-variant-centaurus-detected-uk/
https://www.dallasnews.com/news/2022/07/19/three-things-to-know-about-the-highly-contagious-covid-19-variant-spreading-right-now/
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http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

YAHOO Daily Beast Putin World Declares ‘Agent Trump’ Is Irreversibly 
Screwed Tue, August 16, 2022 The Last Word Tribe: Merrick Garland has 
a 'slam dunk case' against Trump https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-
word/watch/tribe-merrick-garland-has-a-slam-dunk-case-against-trump-
146341957900 MSNBC Prosecutors ‘looking to indict’ Giuliani in GA 
election probe, says fmr. Prosecutor https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-
word/watch/prosecutors-looking-to-indict-giuliani-in-ga-election-probe-
says-fmr-prosecutor-146253893996 

DRUDGEREPORT WEISSELBERG SENTENCED TO RIKERS 
FLIPPED Trump CFO wiill admit to 15 felonies! FLIGHT RISK? THE DON'S 
PASSPORTS SEIZED… (RETURNED)
Speculation about informant intensifies...
DOJ: Releasing affidavit could harm other high-profile investigations… 

Garland Raid Only 'First Inning'...
Trump warns 'terrible things going to happen'...

https://nypost.com/2022/08/15/trump-vows-hell-help-us-after-sneak-attack-fbi-raid/
https://news.yahoo.com/viper-merrick-garland-trump-fbi-083914602.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/15/politics/justice-department-mar-a-lago-search-affidavit/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/15/politics/justice-department-mar-a-lago-search-affidavit/index.html
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2022/aug/15/donald-trump-mar-a-lago-search-justice-department
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11113825/Trump-claims-FBI-agents-seized-three-PASSPORTS-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11113825/Trump-claims-FBI-agents-seized-three-PASSPORTS-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/17/plea-deal-requires-weisselberg-to-testify-at-trump-organization-trial/
https://apnews.com/article/new-york-city-donald-trump-government-and-politics-9317548b043f89fc276c046fe1f336e6
https://apnews.com/article/allen-weisselberg-trump-cfo-plea-deal-e36dbd47ee3b0323e1fa102117718011
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You Don't Have to be a Spy to Violate Espionage Act… FEDS HUNT 
STOLEN NUKE DOCS GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS 
FIFTH https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS 
TRUMP [ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is 
being painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal 
that he is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists, put 
them together, and you have trump. The pathological liar whose lies 
know no bounds. Without empathy or decency this malignant narcissist 
trump is embraced by the greater fools/criminals/mentally ill as some 
kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He spits on them and theirs … privately. 
Even military men seem duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts 
and reality reveal a different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose 
time to pay the piper has finally arrived.] 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw [ trump’s done! ]
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]

Trump CFO admits to 15 felonies... Developing… 
Judge unseals DOJ's application for search warrant: 'Evidence of crime'...
Inclined to make parts of affidavit unsealed...
Probe of top secret docs in 'early stages'...
Ex-officials say claim of 'standing order' to declassify is nonsense...
The Don's dominance over Republican Party comes into focus...
Rakes in millions off Mar-a-Lago search...
Warns of Revenge...
MAGA threats to judge spur democracy concerns...
FBI now conservative evil demon...
CARVILLE: Could be 'biggest story since 9/11'... 

INDICTMENT REAL POSSIBILITY
PUNISHMENTS HE COULD FACE
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO
'TOP SECRET' 

FEDS HUNT STOLEN NUKE DOCS 
SEARCH WARRANT TEXT 
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS 

https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://humanevents.com/2022/08/12/exclusive-warrant-and-property-receipt-from-mar-a-lago-raid/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fbi-searched-trump-s-home-to-look-for-nuclear-documents-and-other-items-sources-say/ar-AA10zmiO
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-nuclear-weapons-issue-122108215.html
https://apnews.com/article/florida-donald-trump-mar-a-lago-merrick-garland-government-and-politics-f63c018b600e1539ff3660a896a132d0
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
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OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE 
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO 
'TOP SECRET' 

Trump Lawyer Told Justice Dept. That Classified Material Had Been 
Returned... 
Ex-CIA chief endorses executing leakers of secrets after raid bombshell...

Saudi Nuke Probe Resurfaces... 
Search prompts big question: Who snitched? 
Mar-A-Lago Security 'Nightmare'... 
The Don Sics Republicans on FBI... Unprecedented threats... 
Armed MAGA protests outside office in Phoenix... 
BREITBART Publishes Names of Agents Serving Warrant... 
Florida judge menaced... 
Americans Too Pampered and Neurotic to Fight Civil War? 
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FBI search of Mar-a-Lago helps show how probe of Trump documents has 
changed The Washington Post

HUFFPOST TRUMP TOOK THE FIFTH MORE THAN   *400 TIMES*   

[ Hillary Clinton promotes 'But Her Emails' merch after FBI search of 
Trump's Mar-a-Lago Yahoo News Let’s not forget the clintons, bush, et 
als; but, that’s no get out of jail free card for trump. 
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm obama/holder/biden ... Remember 
those guys? 
[To be fair and balanced, there’s also the bush/cheney/paulsen axis of 
evildoing/war crimes/fraud in the factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at 
its most despicable. Eric Holder spent six years as attorney general, and 
failed to prosecute banks for their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank 
executives behind bars. Now, he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar 
criminal defense firm, making millions each year helping Wall Street 
bankers avoid criminal consequences. Worse, it was just reported that 
the firm, Covington & Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor corner office 
for Holder awaiting his return. Combined with Holder’s purchase a year 
ago of a $1.5 million condo just 300 feet from his new office raises 
serious questions about how long Holder knew he would be getting a 
major payday from his old firm even while it continued to represent 
companies under Department of Justice investigation. If the firm and 
Holder agreed on a future job offer, that alone could violate criminal laws.
...”] NY Times Finds Obama's "Most Precise Air Campaign In History" 
Killed Thousands Of Civilians Previously hidden Pentagon documents 
show thousands of civilian deaths in Iraq & Syria, including children.] 

Google search: Tim Robbins , 'A Brief History of Donald Trump and the 
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About 1,180,000 results (0.58 seconds)

A Brief History of Donald Trump and the Mafia - VICE

https://www.vice.com › article › a-brief-history-of-dona...
Apr 28, 2016 — Tom Robbins was a 2016 Pulitzer Prize finalist for his reporting on brutality in New York 
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prisons, a collaboration between the Marshall Project ...

Saturday Report 8/13/22 - What starts in the Arctic doesn't stay ...

https://hartmannreport.com › saturday-report-81322-what...
3 days ago — Reporter Tim Robbins' A Brief History of Donald Trump and the Mafia published in 2016 by 
Vice News gives insight into Trump's mobbed-up ...

The Truth About Trump and the Mob - Newsweek

https://www.newsweek.com › ... › Truth › Trump
May 1, 2016 — Tom Robbins was a 2016 Pulitzer Prize finalist for his reporting on brutality in New York 
prisons, a collaboration between the Marshall Project ...

Tim Robbins Looks Back at Bob Roberts, 25 Years Later

https://ew.com › Movies
Sep 2, 2017 — Bob Roberts was not Donald Trump. But in Tim Robbins' 1992 political mockumentary — in 
hindsight, it feels like a shockumentary — Roberts is ...

The Untold Story of Donald Trump and the Russian Mafia

https://eddierockerz.files.wordpress.com › 2020/11
PDF
This book tells the story of one of the greatest intelligence operations in history, an undertaking decades in 
the making, through which the Russian Mafia and.
378 pages

Tim Robbins Says America's Living a Bad Version of 'Back to ...

https://www.thewrap.com › tim-robbins-says-americas-l...
Tim Robbins used an American movie classic to criticize President Trump as a ... corruption and election 
tampering investigations are not in short supply.

House of Trump, House of Putin: The Untold Story of Donald ...

https://books.google.com › books
Craig Unger · 2019 · Political Science
Tom Winter , “ DOJ : Ex - Manafort Associate Firtash Is Top - Tier Comrade of ... Tom Robbins , “ A Brief 
History of Donald Trump and the Mafia , " Vice ...
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Tim Robbins on satirizing Trump, and the time he turned him ...

https://www.cbc.ca › radio › thecurrent › tim-robbins-o...
Oct 21, 2020 — Tim Robbins new satirical podcast Bobbo Supreme follows a fictional, tyrannical U.S. 
president in frantic re-election bid.
Missing: Mafia' | Must include: Mafia'

From 'nut job' to 'slimeball': A timeline of Trump's insults aimed ...

https://www.latimes.com › politics › la-na-pol-trump-co...
Apr 15, 2018 — James B. Comey, the ousted FBI chief, has released a blockbuster tell-all book. And 
President Trump, the commander in chief, is not happy.
Missing: tim Robbins' ,
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ZEROHEDGE Putin Warns Macron "Large-Scale Catastrophe" Looms At 
Ukraine Nuclear Plant https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-
warns-macron-large-scale-catastrophe-looms-ukraine-nuclear-plant Only 
two of six reactors at Zaporizhzhia are working after repeated shelling... 

DRUDGE Zelensky faces unprecedented criticism over war warnings… 
NUKE DISASTER FEARS GROW
PUTIN WARNS 'CATASTROPHE' 
FAMILIES FLEE
FALLOUT MAP 

RT US military expert backs Putin’s claims 
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ZEROHEDGE Stocks Extend Losses, Yields Spike After "Recession" 
Comments From Fed's Barkin "The Fed must curb inflation even if this 
causes a recession," Inflation Is Stripping Us Of Our Private Property 
Rights DR Turkey inflation near 80%! Housing market slides into a 

recession... ZH Nomura Warns "Apocalyptic" German PPI Triggers 
"Unclench" From "Gamma Gravity" Into OpEx Simply-put, inflation is not 
going to roll-over in a smooth, linear-fashion…and likely stays “sticky 

higher” above target, keeping CB’s in the uncomfortable “restrictive for 

longer” territory required Rational or "suckers" rally? did you get 
"sucked" in? Stocks, Bonds, Real Estate & The Dollar About To Get 
"Vaporized" https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-08-17/stocks-bonds-
real-estate-dollar-about-get-vaporized "Mood No Longer Apocalyptic"( as 
hopes rise that inflation & rates shocks end in coming quarters... ): Wall 
Street's Most Accurate Strategist Says Start Shorting S&P Now 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/mood-no-longer-apocalyptic-wall-
streets-most-accurate-strategist-says-start-shorting-sp-now BofA's 
Michael Hartnett, the most accurate strategist on Wall Street who one 
month ago called the meltup, has a simple message: fade SPX … Inflation
Makes Everybody Poorer (And It's Government's Fault)

Housing Starts Crater In July As Bottom Falls Out Of The Market 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/housing-starts-crater-july-bottom-
falls-out-market FACEBOOK NEWS Peter Schiff Warns US Faces a 
‘Massive Financial Crisis,' Economist Expects Much Larger Problems 
Than 2008 ‘When the Defaults Start’ https://news.bitcoin.com/peter-schiff-
warns-us-faces-a-massive-financial-crisis-economist-expects-much-larger-
problems-than-2008-when-the-defaults-start/?fbclid=IwAR11na8Ij-
i6u9fFE19_IM1qBjKLJGolO7C9-EkccdTjQEeKfAYLj3qaUwE The Real 
Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A Humiliated 
Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In Stocks In The 
Past Four Quarters https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-
goldman-sachs-has-quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The 
world's most powerful trading floor has been unable to make money 
trading and investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

ZEROHEDGE Futures Tumble After UK Double-Digit Inflation Shock 
Sparks Surge In Yields
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Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 

News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 

chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 

guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-

house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 

to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 

ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 

back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans'
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 

surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time

for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]

https://www.yahoo.com/news/musk-says-time-trump-sail-181049723.html
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DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 

MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 

ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 

with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
htt  ps://www.zerohedge.com/m  arkets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-  
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 

cryptocurrencies Elon Musk Quietly Dumps A Massive $6.9 Billion In 
Tesla     

YAHOO Business     ‘  Free speech absolutist’ Elon Musk pursues 'like-  
minded Chinese partners' in column for China's online censor [ musk is 
testament to the fact: It’s a bulls**t world! ]

"Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos Ensure More Chaos Coming 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-
ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to the man that knows the 
industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As Fed Hikes Rates 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-coming-fed-
hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase which makes 
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risk management in portfolios a key priority for now

ZEROHEDGE Ralph Nader Says Tesla's Autopilot "Malfunctions Every 
Eight Minutes", Calls For NHTSA To "Remove" And "Recall" Feature 
[ ‘Unsafe At Any Speed’ was in vogue at one point in time. Indeed, I had a 
plaintiff’s case which led me to Clarence Ditlow’s Center for Auto Safety 
and ultimately a trip to Detroit for deposition, a document request, an 
inculpatory in-house message/correspondence implying coverup (front 
pivot-bar support plate defect); my threat for media exposure (they had 
previously insulted me by not settling at settlement conference for a 
pittance), counter-threat by Chrysler defense counsel to “dry up defense 
work” at the firm where I was associated, a call to me from a partner to 
settle for less than possible. That’s the way such things “work“ , or not, 
in america. Updating Nader’s famed work, to encompass evermore 
complex electronics [ ‘Automotive EMR, Unsafe at any Speed’ By James 
D. Honeycutt, PhD, July 2013 Published in 1965, Unsafe at Any Speed: 
The Designed-In Dangers of the American Automobile detailed the 
reluctance of American automakers to spend money on improving safety 
and made Ralph Nader a household name. In the nearly 50 years since its
publication automobiles have become more complex, replacing 
mechanical systems with a myriad of microcomputers and increasing the 
amount of ElectroMagnetic Radiation (EMR) for the occupants. Current 
automobile designs have nearly 100 microprocessors and this number is 
expected to double in 5 years. A typical automobile contains about 5 
miles of wiring to connect and control the engine, transmission, 
suspension, braking, steering, entertainment, navigation, emissions, 
safety, security, communications and comfort components, to name only 
a few. 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/251571132_Automotive_EMR_U
nsafe_at_any_Speed . My personal “money pit” ford explorer experience 
with unending electrical/wiring/connectivity problems and a permanent 
anti-ford predisposition therefore.
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The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
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Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

https://healthydebate.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/four-horsemen-of-
the-apocalypse-digital-remastered-edition-viktor-mikhaylovich-
vasnetsov.jpg 

What Will You Say When Millions Of People Starve To Death? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-will-you-say-when-millions-of-
people-starve-to-death/ The Book of Revelations in the New Testament 
lists the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse as conquest, war, famine and 
death, while in the Old Testament’s Book of Ezekiel they are sword, 
famine, wild beasts and pestilence or plague. 

Is Monkeypox A Plague Of The End Times? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/is-monkeypox-a-plague-of-the-end-
times/ ...far worse than most of the experts originally anticipated. The 
number of confirmed cases has continued to rise at an exponential rate, 
and many victims have experienced extreme agony for weeks after 
contracting the virus. So could it be possible that monkeypox is a plague 
of the end times? The Bible does tell us that “pestilences” will be one of 
the signs of the end times, and we have certainly seen multiple 
“pestilences” erupt over the past couple of years. 
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More Nightmarish Pestilences Continue To Erupt All Over The World 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-nightmarish-pestilences-
continue-to-erupt-all-over-the-world/ 

Now They Are Telling Us That The Rain That Falls From The Sky Is 
Extremely Dangerous And Can Cause Cancer 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/now-they-are-telling-us-that-the-rain-
that-falls-from-the-sky-is-extremely-dangerous-and-can-cause-cancer/ 

The Earth Just Started Spinning Faster Than Ever Before And Scientists 
Don't Know Why https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/earth-just-
started-spinning-faster-ever-and-scientists-dont-know-why Experts fear 
the consequences could be "devastating"... 

DRUDGEREPORT ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK 
National Security Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ] 

Will Nuclear War Be The End Of Our Civilization? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/will-nuclear-war-be-the-end-of-our-
civilization/ 

RT Taiwan independence means war, Chinese envoy warns 
https://www.rt.com/news/561065-china-taiwan-independence-war/ 
Ukraine conflict could end Western hegemony – Hungary 
Child among civilians killed by Ukrainian shelling – officials 
Yuan trounces dollar on Moscow Exchange 

https://www.rt.com/business/561100-yuan-beats-dollar-moscow-exchange/
https://www.rt.com/russia/561111-ukraine-shelling-child-killed/
https://www.rt.com/news/561108-orban-ukraine-conflict-end-western-hegemony/
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Eurozone inflation hits all-time high 

ZEROHEDGE Russia, China And India To Hold Massive "Vostok" War 
Games In Two Weeks

DRUDGEREPORT China to send troops to Russia for joint military 
exercise... 
Warns USA Against Sailing Warships Through Strait...
Westerners sponsoring slogans written on bombs... 
Putin Plotting to Unleash Hell on Independence Day?
Return of 'rasputitsa'...
Kremlin Launches Missile After Fishing Dispute... 
Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the 
Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, 
Slower And Dumber http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-
the-midst-of-a-mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-
slower-and-dumber/

Ranchers Are Selling Off Their Cattle In Unprecedented Numbers Due To 
The Drought, And That Has Enormous Implications For 2023

Microplastics Are Literally Everywhere, And They Are An Existential 
Threat To The Future Of The Human Race 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/microplastics-are-literally-
everywhere-and-they-are-an-existential-threat-to-the-future-of-the-human-
race/ 

https://youtu.be/PSxihhBzCjk 
AP NEWS BIG STORIES APNews.com 

https://youtu.be/PSxihhBzCjk
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/is-putin-plotting-to-unleash-hell-on-this-holiday/ar-AA10M5jV
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/westerners-are-sponsoring-slogans-written-on-bombs-aimed-at-russians/ar-AA10Lg42
https://time.com/6206686/china-us-navy-warships-taiwan-strait/
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• Floods strike new blow in place that has known hardship   
JACKSON, Ky. (AP) — Evelyn Smith lost everything in the floods that
devastated eastern Kentucky, saving only her grandson's muddy 
tricycle. But she's not planning to leave the mountains that have 
been...Read More

• Wildfires in West explode in size amid hot, windy conditions   
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Wildfires in California and Montana exploded in 
size overnight amid windy, hot conditions and were quickly 
encroaching on neighborhoods, forcing evacuation orders for over 
100 homes...Read More

• New York City declares monkeypox a public health emergency   
NEW YORK (AP) — Officials in New York City declared a public 
health emergency due to the spread of the monkeypox virus 
Saturday, calling the city “the epicenter” of the outbreak....Read 
More 

http://albertpeia.com/manchurian-mobster-trump.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4 

http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---
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DRUDGEREPORT GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP 
[ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is being 
painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal that he 
is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists and you have 
trump. The pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without empathy
or decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the greater 
fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He 
spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 
duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]
AGENTS CRACK SAFE
WAS THERE A RAT? 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-
says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html MSNBC 
This search wasn't run by Democrats — the head of the FBI was 
appointed by Trump

INDICTMENT REAL POSSIBILITY
PUNISHMENTS HE COULD FACE
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO
'TOP SECRET'

FEDS HUNT STOLEN NUKE DOCS 
SEARCH WARRANT TEXT 
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS 
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE 
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO 
'TOP SECRET' 

The Don Under Intense Legal Scrutiny...

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-under-intense-legal-scrutiny-after-fbi-searches-mar-a-lago/ar-AA10sx88
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-nuclear-weapons-issue-122108215.html
https://apnews.com/article/florida-donald-trump-mar-a-lago-merrick-garland-government-and-politics-f63c018b600e1539ff3660a896a132d0
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://humanevents.com/2022/08/12/exclusive-warrant-and-property-receipt-from-mar-a-lago-raid/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fbi-searched-trump-s-home-to-look-for-nuclear-documents-and-other-items-sources-say/ar-AA10zmiO
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https://news.yahoo.com/trump-indictment-over-mishandling-classified-222107255.html
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/search-unprecedented-but-all-legal-all-lawful-and-it-s-not-a-raid-former-u-s-attorney-145780293822
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https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/10/trump-says-he-refused-to-answer-ny-attorney-generals-questions-in-probe-of-his-business.html
https://theintercept.com/2022/08/09/trump-fbi-raid-al-capone/


WAS THERE A RAT?
Padlocked basement full of documents...
10 BOXES TAKEN… 
Judge linked to Jeffrey Epstein...
Disqualified from holding office ever again? Code on records could bar 
him...
MCCARTHY: It's about Jan. 6...
CHRISTIE: 'Fair game'...
Biden Learned of It From Media, White House Says...
Republicans vow revenge on FBI, Garland...
Supporters Call for Civil War...
Push for police to be defunded...
Kerik Predicts Trump Assassination... 

Agent With Machine Gun Outside Of Compound...

Supporters Call for Civil War... 

Last crisis, Beijing outmatched. Not now… 
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-
crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560 

White House summons Chinese ambassador as crisis escalates...
Simulating Attack on Island... 'Sinking American warships'...
Tells USA: Can't 'treat countries like George Floyd'...
Xi Builds Security Fortress...
Does Beijing Have Own Space Plane?
Pentagon chiefs calls go unanswered...
Top Taiwan Missile Official Found Dead in Hotel Room...
Fears Japan on front line...
UN chief warns in Hiroshima… 
APPLE Bends Knee on Label Demands…

China conducts missile strikes in Taiwan Strait... Smoke trails fill sky...
Carrier group moved towards island...
'Western powers can no longer run amok'...
Pentagon delays another test...
USS Ronald Reagan remains in region...
Expert warns 'Pearl Harbor-style attack'... 
How Far Will Xi Go?

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/pelosi-taiwan-visit-china-united-states-relationship-future-rcna41098
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5935484/china-pearl-harbor-attack-taiwan/
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/04/china-taiwan-missile-aircraft-00049925
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11081935/Pentagon-DELAYS-intercontinental-ballistic-missile-test-avoid-angering-China.html
https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-08-04/ugly-shameless-evil-china-blasts-g-7-eu-attempts-to-deescalate-taiwan-crisis
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5929070/china-taiwan-airspace-aircraft-missiles/
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/all-out-war-fears-as-china-launches-missiles-directly-over-taiwan-smoke-trails-fill-sky/ar-AA10ipb2
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-asia-navy-china-air-force-4bd08ab9ecd2a9f7d450cf61618d28af
https://www.mediaite.com/tech/apple-bends-the-knee-warning-suppliers-shipping-from-taiwan-to-strictly-obey-chinas-label-demands-after-pelosi-visit/
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/asia/nuclear-weapons-loaded-gun-un-chief-warns-hiroshima-2863491
https://www.npr.org/2022/08/05/1115384641/japan-taiwan-china-yonaguni-island
https://www.newsweek.com/taiwan-missile-official-found-dead-hotel-room-after-heart-attack-ou-yang-li-hsing-1731492
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/05/pentagon-china-calls-taiwan-00050175
https://www.19fortyfive.com/2022/08/the-air-force-would-freak-out-does-china-have-its-very-own-x-37b-space-plane/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/06/in-turbulent-times-xi-builds-a-security-fortress-for-china-and-himself/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11083987/China-SANCTIONS-Nancy-Pelosi-family-vicious-provocative-visit-Taiwan.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5942632/china-sink-us-aircraft-carriers-hypersonic/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/taiwan-says-china-simulating-attack-035002189.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/white-house-summons-chinese-ambassador-as-crisis-escalates/ar-AA10kAmc
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560
https://www.vice.com/en/article/5d39zq/trump-supporters-civil-war-fbi-search-mar-a-lago
https://radaronline.com/p/donald-trump-mar-a-lago-first-photo-fbi-raid-agent-machine-gun/
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/bernard-kerik-says-democrats-may-try-to-orchestrate-trumps-assassination-after-fbi-raid/
https://www.vice.com/en/article/xgywzd/republicans-defund-the-fbi
https://www.vice.com/en/article/5d39zq/trump-supporters-civil-war-fbi-search-mar-a-lago
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11093665/Republicans-vow-revenge-FBI-response-rogue-behavior-raids-Trumps-Mar-Lago.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/biden-learned-of-trump-raid-from-media-reports-white-house-says/ar-AA10ulUb
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/09/christie-calls-mar-a-lago-search-fair-game-00050518
https://nypost.com/2022/08/09/trump-raid-not-about-classified-documents-its-about-jan-6/
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-disqualified-holding-office-lawyer-us-code-fbi-raid
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-disqualified-holding-office-lawyer-us-code-fbi-raid
https://nypost.com/2022/08/09/judge-who-approved-fbi-raid-on-mar-a-lago-once-linked-to-jeffrey-epstein/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/fbi-search-of-trumps-florida-home-mar-a-lago-is-criticized-by-republicans-11660049490
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095261/Trump-fbi-raid-records-timeline.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html


Cuts ties with USA...
The Coming War...
Taipei Urgent Fighter Pilot Shortage...
Battle or Surrender: Generational Divide on Threat... 

JULY JOBS BLOWOUT: PAYROLLS INCREASE 528K… 
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE FALLS TO 3.5%...  'It is WHOPPER!'   
Gas prices drop 50 straight days... 
Musk Declares Inflation Past Peak...Sees 'mild recession' for 18 months… 

Powell pummeled from all sides... Home Sellers Cut Prices... 

BUST: More Americans Going Hungry…
Household Debt Surpasses $16 Trillion… 
RECESSION 2022: Americans Buying More Essentials at Dollar Stores... 
Dollar-Store Dinners and Vats of Shampoo… 
61% now living paycheck to paycheck... 
Inflation Everywhere -- Even Commercials... 
Home prices cooling at record pace...
ORACLE layoffs... 

UN warns humanity 'one miscalculation away from nuclear annihilation'…
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-
danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html 
US Aircraft Carrier, Amphibious Assault Ships Operating Near Taiwan... 
PUTIN: USA MAIN THREAT TO RUSSIA [ Truth be told, USA MAIN THREAT
TO RUSSIA, CHINA, USA, WORLD ] 
CNN: SHE'S GOING 
CHINA MILITARY WARNING 
TAIWAN READIES FOR CONFLICT 
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-
leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war 

Midterm Misery for Biden? Key Economy Gauge Flags 30-Seat Loss... 
Corporations on front lines say cracks forming... https://www.msn.com/en-
us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-
cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc In Silicon Valley, profits at tech 
companies like Google and Apple generally beat expectations, but 
executives said there are signs of some niche slowing in consumer 
spending. Consumer products giant Procter & Gamble said it is expecting
a tougher 2023, although it’s still raising prices. Mastercard said 

https://www.pginvestor.com/financial-reporting/press-releases/news-details/2022/PG-Announces-Fourth-Quarter-and-Fiscal-Year-2022-Results/default.aspx
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/midterm-misery-biden-key-economy-111529922.html
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://news.yahoo.com/china-warns-military-not-sit-075623828.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/01/politics/nancy-pelosi-taiwan-visit/index.html
https://www.yahoo.com/video/putin-says-russian-navy-hypersonic-084124580.html
https://news.usni.org/2022/08/01/carrier-uss-ronald-reagan-two-f-35b-big-decks-operating-near-taiwan-as-pelosi-arrives-in-singapore-china-renews-threats
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/oracle-starts-job-cuts-in-u.s.-the-information
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/home-prices-cooled-at-record-pace-in-june-according-to-housing-data-firm.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/inflation-is-everywhereeven-in-tv-commercials-11659351601
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/as-inflation-surges-more-americans-are-living-paycheck-to-paycheck.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/us-household-debt-surpasses-16-150000549.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/04/more-americans-are-going-hungry-and-it-costs-more-to-feed-them/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/home-sellers-cut-prices-as-housing-market-cools-11659671674
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/05/fed-powell-rate-hikes-00049561
https://news.yahoo.com/elon-musk-predicts-us-mild-234254035.html
https://news.yahoo.com/elon-musk-predicts-us-mild-234254035.html
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/gas-prices-tumble-at-fastest-rate-in-over-a-decade
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/it-is-a-whopper-cnbcs-rick-santelli-stunned-by-july-jobs-report-that-more-than-doubled-expectations/
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-united-states-economy-unemployment-4895f1aa41fbe904400df8261446b737
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/05/jobs-report-july-2022-528000.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/05/fight-or-surrender-taiwans-generational-divide-on-chinas-threats/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/taiwan-faces-urgent-fighter-pilot-123340764.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-coming-war-over-taiwan-11659614417
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-china-asia-beijing-b252479810add6a225fa1e4a6d441983


spending was steady among the wealthy, but slowing among lower-
income customers 

Reply: Here..one of your guys/trumpsters/patriots on the horn:

http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4 

trumpster/mobster/mental case

http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4 

DRUDGEREPORT World's biggest cat a 'gentle giant'… 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-
tall-27707476 Top 10 best places to live in world…USA not on list... 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-
worst-places-to-live.html Here’s the rest of the top 10 best places to live

1.Vienna, Austria
2.Copenhagen, Denmark
3.Zurich, Switzerland
4.Calgary, Canada
5.Vancouver, Canada
6.Geneva, Switzerland
7.Frankfurt, Germany
8.Toronto, Canada
9.Amsterdam, Netherlands
10.Osaka, Japan and Melbourne, Australia (tie)

Danger ahead...Economy has yet to face biggest recession challenge... 
‘The 2-year Treasury note yield exceeded that of the 10-year note by the 
highest margin in about 22 years Friday afternoon. That phenomenon, 
known as an inverted yield curve, has been a telltale recession sign 
particularly when it goes on for an extended period of time. In the present
case, the inversion has been in place since early July’ 

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/05/danger-ahead-the-us-economy-has-yet-to-face-its-biggest-recession-challenge.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-tall-27707476
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-tall-27707476
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-tall-27707476
http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4
http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4


Restaurants, Bars, Hotels STILL Don't Have Enough Workers... 
Credit-card debt soaring... 

INFLATION NOW HIGHEST SINCE 1982...
Retail's 'Dark Side': Inventory Piles Up... 
White House insists economy strong as allies grow uneasy about Fed...
Yellen denies recession...
Inflation highest since 1982... 
Big Tech Results Spotlight Breadth of Upheaval... 
RECESSION 2022 
GDP 2ND STRAIGHT QUARTERLY DROP 
Yield curve flashing more warning signs of risks ahead...
FED HIKES AGAIN... MORE TO COME...
VOX layoffs; Tech firms tighten belts...
FACEBOOK First Ever Revenue Drop...
COMCAST Broadband Growth Grinds to Halt...
BEST BUY latest retailer to cut outlook...
100 Wealthiest Americans Lose $622 Billion Since November... 

WORLD'S BIGGEST CONSUMER NAMES ANNOUNCE SOARING PRICE 
INCREASES... 
Inflation hits bodega favorite: Bacon, egg and cheese... 
Half Americans fall deeper in debt...
SHOPIFY cuts staff; Tech firms tighten belts ...
GOOGLE Growth Slows as Pressures Mount on Ad Market...
$9.4 Trillion Results Day Looms in Test for Stock Market...
Pending home sales fall 20%... 
Economist: Prices to Plunge… 
Fed Readies Largest Rate Hikes Since Volcker... Developing... 

Difficulty Paying Bills Tops Pandemic High...
Inflation Altering Shopping Habits...
Fed set for ANOTHER big rate hike...
WALMART cuts outlook...
ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms... 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

2 Americans dead in Donbas… Apocalyptic vision behind Putin 'golden 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://thehill.com/policy/international/russia/3571651-two-americans-dead-in-donbas-region-of-ukraine/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://news.yahoo.com/walmart-cuts-profit-outlook-inflation-204311068.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fed-inflict-more-pain-economy-130000297.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/26/more-signs-emerge-that-inflation-is-altering-shopping-habits/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/difficulty-paying-bills-tops-pandemic-191151129.html
https://ca.news.yahoo.com/fed-readies-largest-rate-hikes-100116313.html
https://nypost.com/2022/07/26/us-home-prices-to-plunge-substantially-on-cratering-demand/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/pending-home-sales-fell-20percent-in-june-versus-a-year-earlier-as-mortgage-rates-soared.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/9-4-trillion-results-day-075131597.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-alphabet-googl-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658802135
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/shopify-sinks-12percent-after-company-plans-to-lay-off-10percent-of-workers.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/nearly-half-of-americans-fall-deeper-in-debt-as-inflation-boosts-costs.html
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-new-york-prices-bd26a709a13cbccce503b2e986301edb
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://bnanews102.bna.com/daily-tax-report/the-100-wealthiest-americans-lost-622-billion-since-november
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/best-buys-shares-fall-10percent-as-it-cuts-its-forecast-for-second-quarter-cites-weaker-demand.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/comcast-earnings-2q-2022.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/meta-facebook-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658883684
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/27/vox-media-layoffs-economic-uncertainty
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11054989/Fed-rate-hike-Central-bank-raises-key-rate-0-75-points.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/fed-decision-july-2022-.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/analysis-u-yield-curve-flashing-211417380.html
https://apnews.com/article/united-states-economy-economic-growth-government-and-politics-4ffd93331422cb131a974223dad5825f
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/gdp-q2-.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/from-apple-to-microsoft-big-tech-results-spotlight-breadth-of-economic-upheaval-11659094604
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/yellen-says-the-economy-is-not-in-a-recession-despite-gdp-slump.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/white-house-insists-economy-is-strong-as-allies-grow-uneasy-about-fed/ar-AA105XbV
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/30/retails-dark-side-as-inventory-piles-up-liquidation-warehouses-are-busy/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.axios.com/2022/08/06/inflation-recession-credit-card-debt
https://www.wsj.com/articles/restaurants-bars-and-hotels-keep-hiring-and-say-they-still-dont-have-enough-people-11659734572


billion' argument… [ From my direct observation and experience, 
pervasively mentally ill, corrupt, criminal america is indisputably the 
globally destructive bad guy. That is so ab initio! ]
U.S., allies weigh providing Ukraine fighter jets to counter Russia… 
Putin 'too healthy' says CIA chief... https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-
putin-health/ “Ukrainian, US, and British would-be media professionals 
have been spreading bogus stories about the president’s health condition
in recent months. This is all hoax,” he said. 
Ukraine graft concerns resurface as war goes on... China threatens 
'strong measures' if Pelosi visits Taiwan… Looming Gas Crunch Poses 
'Historic Test' for Europe, IEA Says… Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With 
Iran, Turkey in Rare Trip Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More 
Aggressive Phase of Ukraine War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... 
China satellite swarms hunt down and destroy enemy targets… Russia 
building laser weapon to disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke
attack preparedness PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts 
photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as 
pipeline from Russia shuts off… Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to 
citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   
Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 

https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/russian-doomsday-submarine-armed-nuclear-drones-service
https://news.yahoo.com/relentless-russian-shelling-east-ukraine-073615708.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-pleads-weapons-war-spotlight-043837619.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/07/16/russia-ukraine-war-putin-news-live-updates/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-zelenskyy-government-and-politics-494af1bc0145fb2d16c76b0abf3f5cda
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.euronews.com/2022/07/21/vladimir-putin-entirely-too-healthy-says-cia-chief
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/us-allies-weigh-providing-ukraine-fighter-jets-to-counter-russia/ar-AAZNC4L
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs


https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...

https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine


10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/abortion-ruling-highlights-diverging-paths-of-justices-john-roberts-samuel-alito-11656149400
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/


LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/stimulus-checks-rewired-how-some-americans-see-money.html
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2022/06/17/bidens-america-sriracha-peanut-butter-latest-items-short-supply/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/travel/news/americans-are-starting-to-pull-back-on-travel-and-restaurants/ar-AAYBEka
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-sinks-below-20000-as-crypto-meltdown-intensifies.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-price-drops-below-18600-as-sell-off-accelerates.html
https://theankler.com/p/pod-hollywoods-economic-armageddon#details
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/once-feted-for-pandemic-heroics-worlds-central-banks-now-face-an-uneasy-crowd-0
https://news.yahoo.com/shock-swiss-rate-hike-sets-015937838.html
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/20/politics/supreme-court-june-preview/index.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-companies-start-to-rescind-job-offers-11655865283
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
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Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

HISTORY Here are notable past Taiwan Headlines 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-
headlines ...news in the extremely fluid Taiwan theater of pre-war. 

SOME POSTED REACTIONS TO PELOSI TAIWAN VISIT:

the ho is in taiwan china bluffed.... 

D o n 't  a l l o w  t h a t  h a g  t o  i n t e r f e r e  w i t h  y o u r  s o v e r e i g n t y . 

T h e s e  w e s t e r n  b a s t a r d s  M U S T  b e  p u t  i n  t h e i r  p l a c e . 

Let her land, then arrest her. That should wipe the smirk off of the 
Democrats, and Republican's faces. 

Neocons are mad dogs 

I'm sure they booked her a room with a broom closet. 

Pelosi looks like a witch from hades. Set a couple dozen drones against 
her plane path and see if they collide. If successful call it a good day. 

American gangsters do not stop their bullying, they must be stopped at 
all costs. 

Hope the old wrinkle gets it. One says that wisdom grows with age but 
there seem to be exceptions. Mainly in the USA. 

USA would very much like to start another proxy war without any risk for 
their people and military.
But will the Taiwanese prove foolish enough to sacrifice themselves by 
doing a favour to the puppet master? 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/07/04/recession-talk-surges-in-washington-00043818


Will she be handing out cookies? 

I hope that China blows her plane out the sky. 

really wish china follows through with shooting down this thing's plane 

She looks like Vomit 

Who said Medusah was a fantasy, one look at Pelosi and you will be 
vaporized or wish you had !

this is just being done by a power hungry very old senile hag, saying Look
at Me! 

Yes, I'll go with Pelosi is grandstanding to draw attention away from her 
personal corruption scandal. 

witch 

Crazy , corrupt Nancy is not worth a war in any way, shape, or form . This
is insane! 

This isn't going to end well... 

China accuses US of provocation 

Russia stands in 'absolute solidarity' with China – Kremlin 

https://www.rt.com/news/560065-russia-pelosi-taiwan-visit/
https://www.rt.com/news/560075-china-us-taiwan-provocation/


The New Age Of Orwellianism https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-
age-orwellianism Remarkably, it is the same ideologues who are eager to
change the well-accepted definitions of “recession” and “inflation” who 
remain perplexed as to what exactly a “woman” is.

DRUDGEREPORT US-China ties on precipice after Pelosi visit to Taiwan...
'AMERICAN WITCH'...
On Internet, Fury Turns to Frustration...
Beijing fires missiles, encircles island...
Demonstrates ability to blockade in war... 

ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security 
Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]

ZELENSKY DRAGGED OVER VOGUE SHOOT... Russia To Quit Space 
Station… Will build rival… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-
to-quit-international-space-station-2024/ Kremlin to keep up gas squeeze 
on Europe... 

USA Leads Globally in Known Monkeypox Cases… More than 85% of 
Americans experience temps above 90… Extinction threat may be 
greater than previously thought, new global study finds… 
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-
greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/ The global 
extinction crisis underway may be more intense than previously thought 
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https://openai.com/blog/dall-e/
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https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/asia/china-taiwan-military-exercises-intl-hnk-ml/index.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/on-chinas-internet-fury-at-pelosis-visit-to-taiwan-turns-to-frustration-11659610844
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as humans continue to tear up land, overuse certain resources and heat 
up the planet...Nearly one in three species of all kinds — 30% — face 
global extinction or have been driven to extinction since the year 1500, 
according to the new survey published in the journal "Frontiers in Ecology
and the Environment."

DRUDGE Earth records shortest day ever; Planet 'spinning faster'... 

GOOGLE NEWS *Scientists baffled as Earth spins faster than usual New 
York Post 
*Gravitas: Earth just completed a rotation in less than 24 hours! WION 
*NASA warns of horrific solar flares! Earth will be impacted HT Tech
*NASA Records Huge Flare From New, Active Region Emerging on Sun's 
Surface Newsweek

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 
ROGAN CALLS TRUMP MAN BABY; SAYS WAS ON DRUGS IN WHITE 
HOUSE...  FLASHBACK: THE HIGHEST OFFICE; ADDERALL JUNKIE...   
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office [trump the 
adderall/blow man baby] NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 
9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS
JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
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infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 

https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2022/06/alex-holder-trump-was-utterly-irrational-after-january-6.html
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https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.mediaite.com/news/mitt-romney-calls-out-americas-national-malady-of-denial-warns-that-a-return-to-trump-would-render-it-incurable/
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2022/07/mitt-romney-republican-denial-biden-election/661468/
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2022/jun/30/poll-americans-guns-against-government
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2022/jun/30/poll-americans-guns-against-government
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-s-new-money-maker-political-speeches-to-fans/ar-AAZjhDL
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/07/07/former-fbi-leaders-who-drew-trumps-ire-were-both-subject-to-unusual-irs-audits/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/07/07/former-fbi-leaders-who-drew-trumps-ire-were-both-subject-to-unusual-irs-audits/
https://thehill.com/opinion/white-house/3549217-what-if-we-did-as-the-brits-do-and-expected-our-presidents-to-resign/
https://thehill.com/opinion/white-house/3549217-what-if-we-did-as-the-brits-do-and-expected-our-presidents-to-resign/
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2022/07/09/trump_elon_musk_is_a_bullshit_artist.html
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2022/07/09/trump_elon_musk_is_a_bullshit_artist.html
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5739130/elon-musk-twitter-sun-valley/
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/twitter-announces-mass-layoffs-17291249.php
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/12/half-of-g-o-p-voters-ready-to-leave-trump-behind-poll-finds/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/12/half-of-g-o-p-voters-ready-to-leave-trump-behind-poll-finds/
https://www.yahoo.com/news/musk-says-time-trump-sail-181049723.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/musk-says-time-trump-sail-181049723.html
https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/


Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/experts-say-there-are-mounting-signs-that-the-kremlin-is-purging-its-top-generals-in-ukraine-the-latest-hint-of-deep-dysfunction-in-putin-s-army/ar-AAYKxsd
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/22/russian-novoshakhtinsk-oil-refinery-struck-drone-possible-attack-inside-borders
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/germany-trigger-phase-two-three-065910268.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/germany-looks-at-rationing-natural-gas-after-russia-cuts-supply-11655978153
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/23/russia-crimps-gas-flows-just-as-europe-races-to-stock-up-for-winter/
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel
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https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel
https://www.ajc.com/politics/breaking-kemp-to-testify-in-fulton-co-trump-probe/PXZ4ZEMJRJCSTCJJBYVU6IK7EU/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/justice-department-raids-home-of-former-doj-official-at-center-of-jan-6-panel-s-investigation/ar-AAYNmvR
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/jan-6-committee-doj-seek-footage-of-roger-stone-from-danish-filmmakers/ar-AAYOQgG
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/jan-6-panel-to-hone-in-on-trumps-efforts-to-meddle-at-doj-00041708
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/bill-barr-suggests-trump-came-very-close-to-staying-in-power-im-not-sure-we-would-have-had-a-transition-at-all/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/23/politics/trump-jan-6-documentary-footage-pence-25th-amendment/index.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-holder-jan-6-documentarian-says-trump-had-secret-air-force-one-call-with-putin-just-before-election
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-holder-jan-6-documentarian-says-trump-had-secret-air-force-one-call-with-putin-just-before-election
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-middle-east-africa-56399743fe9ad28692c88c007bb901d6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602
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https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-230100860.html
https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-06-27/pentagon-blasts-putins-cavalier-nuclear-saber-rattling-as-russia-seeks-new-advantages-in-ukraine
https://thehill.com/homenews/house/3539911-aide-says-trump-knew-jan-6-attendees-had-weapons-theyre-not-here-to-hurt-me/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-threw-dishes-and-flipped-tablecloths-when-he-was-angry-ex-aide-testifies-2022-6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10962011/Meadows-told-aide-Cassidy-Hutchinson-January-6-read-real-bad-just-days-riot.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/joe-biden
https://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/joe-biden
https://www.mirror.co.uk/film/cats-review-musical-leave-you-21122229
https://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/donald-trump
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/us-news/donald-trump-played-song-cats-27355368
https://www.mediaite.com/news/secret-service-is-reportedly-prepared-to-testify-trump-didnt-try-to-commandeer-limo-on-jan-6-despite-hutchinson-account/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/secret-service-is-reportedly-prepared-to-testify-trump-didnt-try-to-commandeer-limo-on-jan-6-despite-hutchinson-account/
https://www.nationalreview.com/2022/06/cassidy-hutchinsons-testimony-against-trump-is-devastating/
https://kdhnews.com/news/politics/explosive-jan-6-hearing-delivers-political-blow-to-trump-that-his-rivals-couldnt-land/article_dd6737d4-bad9-555b-a613-97c29f9c9b81.html
https://kdhnews.com/news/politics/explosive-jan-6-hearing-delivers-political-blow-to-trump-that-his-rivals-couldnt-land/article_dd6737d4-bad9-555b-a613-97c29f9c9b81.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/30/gop-megadonors-turn-on-trump-look-for-2024-alternatives-after-jan-6-hearings.html


Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-house-2024-00041704
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-house-2024-00041704
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/gov-gavin-newsom-wins-big-in-california-could-he-be-president/ar-AAYgUlw
https://www.wsj.com/articles/january-6-trump-voters-election-fraud-lies-2024-presidential-candidate-hillary-clinton-11655415629
https://www.wsj.com/articles/january-6-trump-voters-election-fraud-lies-2024-presidential-candidate-hillary-clinton-11655415629
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https://www.sfgate.com/politics/article/The-Atlantic-dreams-about-Newsom-replacing-Biden-17249234.php
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3529645-watergate-prosecutor-georgia-case-could-send-donald-trump-to-prison/
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/trump-asked-if-he-expects-to-be-taken-out-of-mar-a-lago-in-shackles/ar-AAYE04i
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-poll/story?id=85482369
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-poll/story?id=85482369
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-poll/story?id=85482369
https://apnews.com/article/climate-science-health-and-environment-4f23d928ea637d239147c0e4adbad6dc
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10934571/Oregon-Citys-mayoral-candidate-says-homeless-Japanese-style-pods-overdoses-rise.html
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-2021-homicide-totals/
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https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/putin-says-russia-building-new-27282336
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/putin-says-russia-building-new-27282336
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/netanyahu-prepares-for-a-comeback-in-israel-e2-80-99s-next-elections/ar-AAYHWpl
https://metro.co.uk/2022/06/22/russian-colonel-who-carried-putins-nuclear-codes-briefcase-found-shot-16873192/


An Attempt To Summarize The Current State Of Our Country In Just 12 
Tweets http://endoftheamericandream.com/an-attempt-to-summarize-the-
current-state-of-our-country-in-just-12-tweets/ 

1. President Biden struggles to put on his blazer before dropping his 
trademark Aviators 

2. This Is The Speaker Of The House… PELOSI: “When I was a little girl, I 
was told at the beach if I dug a hole deep enough we would reach China. 
So, we’ve always felt a connection there.” 

3. This Is The Majority Leader Of The Senate… @SenSchumer on 
negotiating the Inflation Reduction Act: "[Sen. Joe Manchin] said we have
to do this in secret, you and I only, and we did. [...] Under Joe Manchin's 
request, which I honored, the White House didn't know any of the details 
until everybody else did." 

4. This Is Our Economy… "Biden administration tried to redefine 
recession.We are in a recession. The economy has been shrinking all 
year. Real wages are at an all—time low, and at the same time inflation is
the highest in the lifetime of most Americans," Carlson said. 

5. The Solution That Our Leaders Have Come Up With To Fix Inflation Will
Actually Make Inflation Even Worse… Kevin "Mr. Wonderful" O'Leary on 
the Bidenflation Scam: "Naming it 'anti-inflation' is a joke. This is gonna 
be very inflationary almost immediately because we're printing billions of
dollars." 

6. These Are Our Streets… “It’s not safe to do anything no more...Not 
even hang out on your porch.” 

7. This Is Our System Of Education… Elementary teacher in @AustinISD 
played a video for students to teach them about drag which also 
encourages kids to be drag performers

8. This Is The New Disease That Is Going Around… Houston man with 
monkeypox says pain, stigma, isolation are the hardest ... 

https://twitter.com/AustinISD
https://twitter.com/SenSchumer
http://endoftheamericandream.com/an-attempt-to-summarize-the-current-state-of-our-country-in-just-12-tweets/
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9. The Biden Administration Decided That It Would Be A Good Idea To 
Fight A Proxy War With Russia. It Isn’t Going Particularly Well… 

10. As If A Proxy War With Russia Wasn’t Enough, Now The Biden 
Administration Has Us Dangerously Close To A War With China… 

11. For Some Reason, Very Few Young Adults Are Eager To Join The 
Military… 

12. This Is Our Culture… Drag king makes audience “pledge allegiance” 
to drag shows at a “family-friendly” pride festival in Iowa 

Every 11 Seconds… http://endoftheamericandream.com/every-11-seconds/
even more children will have died from acute malnutrition 

ZEROHEDGE Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg
China Has Established A “Blockade” Around Taiwan And Plans To Shoot 
Missiles Directly Over The Island     
http://endoftheamericandream.com/china-has-established-a-blockade-
around-taiwan-and-plans-to-shoot-missiles-directly-over-the-island/     

Insiders Are Dumping The Most Stocks Since January As Retail Buying-
Panic Re-Emerges
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/insiders-are-dumping-most-stocks-
january-retail-buying-panic-re-emerges     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   

https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-january-6-ccntv/index.html
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could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[Of course that’s true; but, that would be nothing new for criminal 
america. 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

ANALYSIS
From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

YAHOO Politics Former FBI official likens Matt Gaetz, Roger Stone, and 
Trump to the Mafia: 'It's a criminal organization' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-fbi-official-likens-matt-
045920601.html 
BUT WAIT: “There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
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DRUDGEREPORT China threatens 'strong measures' if Pelosi visits 
Taiwan...
Kissinger Warns Biden Against Endless Confrontation... 
Beijing Dumps $100 Billion Worth Of Treasuries... 

ZEROHEDGE These Are All The Countries Capable Of Launching Space 
Rockets https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-are-all-countries-
capable-launching-space-rockets 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 

YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
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driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 

https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMJ_NqAswkdjAAw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' After US 
Lawmaker Slams Zelensky

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
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One dead in Ukrainian shelling of city hosting nuclear plant 

Three killed in Israeli airstrikes, Syria says 

Ivan Timofeev: Beijing and Moscow can lead resistance against West 
dictating to rest of world   https://www.rt.com/news/560353-west-world-  
hegemony-lesson/ [ Resistance is the proper word. From direct 
observation an experience, america is hardly a paragon of perfection; but
rather, an egregious example of concentrated criminality, as purveyors of
which is the american nightmare wrought for gain by whatever means, 
toward whatever target. ]

The US keeps reneging on arms control agreements, so why should 
Russia trust Joe Biden’s latest overtures? [They shouldn’t; you can’t trust
america, that’s my direct observation and experience.]

Amnesty fully ‘stands by’ report on Ukraine 

China ignores phone calls from Pentagon – Politico 
Medvedev makes prediction about Zelensky 
https://www.rt.com/russia/560727-medvedev-prediction-zelensky-future/ 
Russia sent troops into Ukraine on February 24, citing Kiev’s failure to 
implement the Minsk agreements … called Zelensky “an unshaved fellow 
wearing a green shirt” and compared him to Adolf Hitler after the 
Ukrainian president urged Western countries to close their borders to all 
Russian nationals. 
Before becoming president of Ukraine, Zelensky was a comedian and 
actor. From 2015 to 2019, he played a high-school history teacher who 
unexpectedly became president of Ukraine in a TV series called ‘Servant 
of the People...only two options in the end “[It will be either] a court 
martial or a return to supporting roles in comedy shows

Israeli troops fatally shoot two Palestinian teens – health ministry 

Ivan Timofeev: Beijing and Moscow can lead resistance against West 
dictating to rest of world   https://www.rt.com/news/560353-west-world-  
hegemony-lesson/ [ Resistance is the proper word. From direct 
observation an experience, america is hardly a paragon of perfection; but
rather, an egregious example of concentrated criminality, as purveyors of
which is the american nightmare wrought for gain by whatever means, 
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toward whatever target. ]

The US keeps reneging on arms control agreements, so why should 
Russia trust Joe Biden’s latest overtures? [They shouldn’t; you can’t trust
america, that’s my direct observation and experience.]

Amnesty fully ‘stands by’ report on Ukraine 

China ignores phone calls from Pentagon – Politico 

Zelensky accuses Amnesty International of supporting terrorism 

Today, Ukraine bombed a Donetsk hotel full of journalists – here’s what it 
felt like to be there 

US ‘artificially’ stokes tensions – Kremlin 

From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

The US is in a recession and it’s worse than you think 
https://www.rt.com/business/560011-us-recession-fed-inflation/ 

Zelensky and US to blame for ‘bloodbath’ in Donbass – Russia 

Wall Street is collapsing – NYC mayor 

FBI manipulating domestic terror stats – whistleblowers 

US plunges into recession 

EU ban on Russian gas ‘impossible’ – Austria 

Kremlin comments on claims about Russian military casualties 

Zelensky’s Vogue photoshoot raises eyebrows 

Biden met with 14 of his son’s business associates – media 
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NATO’s arsonist-in-chief Jens Stoltenberg wants the Western public to 
pay for a Ukrainian fire he helped to ignite 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

Russia to quit International Space Station after 2024 

Russia issues rebuke to Israel 

Grain deal won’t affect military op in Ukraine – Moscow 

UK candidates’ militancy and imperialism threaten to bring Britain down 

Kiev confirms arrival of heavy weapons from Germany 

US sends more weapons to Ukraine 

Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the fallout 
from their failed Russia policy 

EU eases sanctions on Russian oil exports 

Russia’s Lavrov talks Ukraine, sanctions and nuclear war with RT (FULL 
VIDEO) 

• Putin suggests motive behind Canada’s gas turbine delay   
• UN chief ‘under huge pressure’ over Ukraine – Russian FM   
• Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the   

fallout from their failed Russia policy Op-ed
• Zaporozhye Nuclear Power Plant attacked by Ukrainian drones   

Putin tells US to stop ‘looting’ Syria 

Former Russian president lists ‘Western sins’ 

Russian warns of ‘tougher’ terms for talks with Ukraine 

Dmitri Trenin: How a smart Middle East strategy can help Russia play a 
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significant role in shaping the new world order 

Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 

IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 

Iran issues warning to US and Israel 

Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
industrial complex war monster’]

Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
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cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

HUFFPOST SUSPICIOUS: SECRET SERVICE CAN’T FIND JAN. 6 TEXTS! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/national-archives-deleted-secret-service-
texts_n_62d6c6bbe4b008a2d03f1ac4 [ Ooooh … the mystery of it all … 
magical disappearance of text messages … could be ghosts … or 
gremlins … or salem witchcraft … WAKE UP! … AMERICA IS A TOTAL 
FRAUD! … AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 
MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). ]

The most intelligent, rational legal position:

Laurence Tribe, a Harvard law professor, argued that not holding Trump 
accountable would be equally harmful.

"I certainly recognize that indicting a former president would generate 
lots of social heat, perhaps violence," Tribe said. "But not indicting him 
would invite another violent insurrection."

Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All Incredibly Depressed. 
Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" Some very concerning 
market observations from Goldman trader John Flood discussing the real 
rot below the market surface: Monday was the lightest volume session of
the year with 9.32b shares trading across all US equity exchanges 
breaking previous low mark of 9.4b back on 7/11/22. YTD daily avg for 
shares traded across all US equity exchanges sits @ 12.5b. Monday was 
also the lightest notional trading session of the year w/ $392b trading vs 
ytd daily avg of $638b. Our desk was a 3 on 1 – 10 scale in terms of 
overall activity levels. I am personally taken aback by how resilient mkt 
has been over the past few weeks. I don’t see L/Os putting their ~$210b 
of cash to work. I am seeing them use pockets of strength to sell lower 
conviction more illiquid names in block form and raise even more cash. 
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Trump comic-con-show 
https://www.facebook.com/reel/523496502845404/?
s=single_unit&__cft__[0]=AZWPFQ3WczUIfIkH48JzeY46IoAd31UE03J6BK
gdB2FnhC4ZMwHrSlFnIZRzSdcm0iOvj82iS31DRdv7o07VE1dKwlJ-
o8PrhTfe_ujCAUFuOSNPQHEmqhCXpuyaLM_w2FExUX2P3sub6YXf8JZ_JO
SnUwrv6N77_T472Z5wMAIl1mh2SytZjOOe004Qi410SWP8G3HBHdMEgTY
aaiWHeOxK&__tn__=H-R 

ZEROHEDGE As Taiwan Warns Chinese "Maritime & Aerial Blockade" 
Ensuing, Pelosi Says Real Issue Is 'I'm A Woman' [Riiight!] Pelosi Departs
Taiwan After Whirlwind Tour As China Declares "Median Line" No Longer 
Exists Global Markets Slump With Terrified Traders Tracking Pelosi's 
Next Move Forget inflation, stagflation, recession, depression, earnings, 
Biden locked up in the basement with covid, and everything else: today's 
it all about whether Nancy Pelosi will start World War 3 when she lands 
in Taiwan in 3 hours. https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/taiwans-
independence-worth-war Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just 
purely on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant 
Fed policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls 
off a miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 

Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 
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The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE Garland Says He 'Personally Approved' Trump Search 
Warrant [BRAVO!] https://www.zerohedge.com/political/watch-live-ag-
merrick-garland-makes-statement-following-trump-raid "There has to be 
a(prosecution)n investigation..." Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

DRUDGEREPORT 

FEDS HUNT STOLEN NUKE DOCS 
SEARCH WARRANT TEXT 
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS 
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE 
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO 
'TOP SECRET' 

"Without Any Doubt, Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": 

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-nuclear-weapons-issue-122108215.html
https://apnews.com/article/florida-donald-trump-mar-a-lago-merrick-garland-government-and-politics-f63c018b600e1539ff3660a896a132d0
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://humanevents.com/2022/08/12/exclusive-warrant-and-property-receipt-from-mar-a-lago-raid/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fbi-searched-trump-s-home-to-look-for-nuclear-documents-and-other-items-sources-say/ar-AA10zmiO
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Tribe Declares Trump Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump 

DRUDGEREPORT GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP 
[ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is being 
painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal that he 
is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists and you have 
trump. The pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without empathy
or decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the greater 
fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He 
spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 
duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]
AGENTS CRACK SAFE
WAS THERE A RAT? 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-
says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html MSNBC 
This search wasn't run by Democrats — the head of the FBI was 
appointed by Trump
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THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg

As Taiwan Warns Chinese "Maritime & Aerial Blockade" Ensuing, Pelosi 
Says Real Issue Is 'I'm A Woman' [Riiight!] Pelosi Departs Taiwan After 
Whirlwind Tour As China Declares "Median Line" No Longer Exists Global 
Markets Slump With Terrified Traders Tracking Pelosi's Next Move Forget
inflation, stagflation, recession, depression, earnings, Biden locked up in 
the basement with covid, and everything else: today's it all about 
whether Nancy Pelosi will start World War 3 when she lands in Taiwan in 
3 hours. https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/taiwans-independence-
worth-war Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just purely
on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant Fed 
policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls off a 
miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 

Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
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https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-nuclear-weapons-issue-122108215.html
https://apnews.com/article/florida-donald-trump-mar-a-lago-merrick-garland-government-and-politics-f63c018b600e1539ff3660a896a132d0
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://humanevents.com/2022/08/12/exclusive-warrant-and-property-receipt-from-mar-a-lago-raid/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fbi-searched-trump-s-home-to-look-for-nuclear-documents-and-other-items-sources-say/ar-AA10zmiO
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-nuclear-weapons-issue-122108215.html
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https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/justice/fbi-raid-trump-could-face-under-espionage-act
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-indictment-over-mishandling-classified-222107255.html


And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
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Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
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massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE UMich Sentiment Jumps But Long-Term Inflation 
Expectations Unexpectedly Rise 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/umich-sentiment-jumps-long-term-
inflation-expectations-unexpectedly-rise Jerome Powell's closely 
watched inflation indicator just returned to the danger zone The Price Of 
Eggs Is Up 47% As Food Costs In The US Spiral Out Of Control Turkey 
Agrees To Pay For Russian Gas With Rubles India ditches US dollar in 
Russia trade – Reuters   Credit Suisse Set To Slash Thousands Of Jobs   
Despite Handing Out Hundreds Of Millions To Retain Top Talent 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/credit-suisse-set-slash-thousands-
jobs-despite-handing-out-hundreds-millions-retain-top The bank is looking 
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to cut its overall cost base by $1 billion... 

"I Don't Feel The Pain Of Inflation Anymore" Says Wealthy SF Fed Chair 
From Ivory Tower YAHOO Business 'The market is not the economy' and 
the July rally in the stock market was premature, top economist 
Mohamed El-Erian says https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/market-not-
economy-july-rally-174829466.html El-Erian said a comment by Powell led
investors to believe rate hikes would likely slow, but that's at odds with 
what the data shows. Weak Manufacturing Surveys Signal 'Peak 
Inflation'; Plunge in Orders, Production, & Jobs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/weak-manufacturing-surveys-
signal-peak-inflation-plunge-orders-production-jobs "With the exception of
pandemic lockdown periods, July saw US manufacturers report the 
toughest business conditions since 2009..." 

Biden's America: Too Broke To Bet?   Chicago PMI Unexpectedly Plunges   
To 2-Year Lows https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/chicago-pmi-
unexpectedly-plunges-2-year-lows ...stagflation signals as prices paid 
jumped and production and new orders fell... "Expert" Narratives Are 
Collapsing The house of cards continues to fall apart Yellen: "Recession"
Doesn't Mean What You Think It Means [ Riiight! ] Sentiment sours amid 
Kremlin updates, EU Energy deal & US-earnings in focus -   Delusional   
Biden Admin Front-Runs Recessionary GDP Print... By Redefining 
Recession https://www.zerohedge.com/political/delusional-biden-admin-
front-runs-recessionary-gdp-print-redefining-recession It's not a recession
until the White House gives economists on its payroll permission to 
declare it a recession... [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!] US PMI Crashes 
Into Contraction In July: "A Worrying Deterioration In The Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-pmi-crashes-contraction-july-
worrying-deterioration-economy "Excluding pandemic lockdown months, 
output is falling at a rate not seen since 2009 amid the global financial 
crisis..." There's An Amazing Glut Of Office Space In Every Major Metro 
Area https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/theres-amazing-glut-office-
space-every-major-metro-area Occupancy is an engine of local 
economies. But there's a huge glut of space available... US Existing 
Home Sales Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses US Homebuilders 
Abandon Single-Families In June As They Brace For Rate Shock 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-builders-abandon-single-
family-home-startspermits-june-anticipating-renter ...multi-family starts 
and permits surged double-digits in June as single-family plunged... 
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Homebuilder Confidence Collapses In July 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-confidence-
collapses-july ...the largest MoM drop (ex-COVID-lockdown) in history... 
Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
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Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
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Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER

https://secure.sjuggerudtruewealth.com/?
cid=MKT650099&eid=MKT657482&channel=102120d0fc4158ded364c744
bc11a4&assetId=AST254109&page=1&fbclid=IwAR2cc1ZhOIn7xUGfA1Iv
sHne3IQnWX1wMlYBnvJoJ1PDtHOCHo1uykpJDJ4 

A Winter Of Anger https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/winter-anger
... if you’d ask most citizens of whichever EU country if they are willing to
risk being unable to feed and heat their children in order to support 
Ukraine and Zelensky, they would say NO. Hell no! "Revolution Has 
Begun": 75,000 Brits To Stop Paying Power Bills Amid Inflation Storm 
German Electricity Prices Hit Record High As Heatwave Curbs Power 
Generation ... and it's not even winter yet. "Widespread Civil Unrest" 
Looming In UK Over Cost-Of-Living Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/widespread-civil-unrest-
looming-uk-over-cost-living-crisis Movement to stop paying bills 

snowballs... 

Pound Crashes After BOE Hikes By Most Since 1995, Starts Gilt Sales Yet
Warns Of Crushing Stagflationary Recession Germany's Uniper Warns Of 
Possible "Irregular Operation" At Major Power Plant As Rhine River Runs 
Dry "You Can't Switch Off Death": German Crematoriums Warn Of Energy 
Crisis German Barge Traffic Slumps As Rhine Water Levels Near Record 
Lows "Miserable" German Retail Sales Crash The Most On Record As 
Europe Slumps Into Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/miserable-german-retail-sales-crash-
most-record-europe-slumps-recession Germany is "sinking into an 
increasingly steep downturn, adding to the region’s recession risks”. Gas
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Levy Could Triple Household Heating Bills In Germany EU Consumer 
Confidence Crashes To Record Lows As German CPI Unexpectedly Re-
Accelerates "We Are In A Very Critical Moment": IMF Cuts Global GDP, 
Raises Inflation Outlook, Warns "World Teetering On Edge Of Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-are-very-critical-moment-imf-
cuts-global-gdp-raises-inflation-outlook-warns-world "It’s easy to cool off 
the economy when the economy is running hot. It’s much harder to 
reduce inflation when the economy is close to a recession." Germans 
Taking Fewer Showers In Response To Cost Of Living Crisis China And 
Japan Hold The Keys To Euro Recovery 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/china-and-japan-hold-keys-euro-
recovery While the direction of Europe’s economy continues to be a 
hostage to Russian energy -- as today’s dispiriting PMI numbers attest -- it
is the Asian nations of China and Japan who are in a position to alleviate 
Europe’s capital-outflow problem and stabilize the euro. PMIs Signal 
Eurozone Recession Day After First ECB Rate-Hike In 11 Years 

19% Of The World's Population Lives In 'Chindia' (& Buys Russian Oil) 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/19-worlds-population-lives-
chindia-buys-russian-oil India is expected to become the most populous 
nation on Earth by mid-2023, surpassing China whose population growth 
has all but stopped.. Oil Surges After Biden Fails To Win Saudi Pledge To 
Pump More Crude These Are The Countries With The Highest Default Risk
The Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial Production Unexpectedly 
Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker month since September 
2021... David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
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Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 
Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE Garland Says He 'Personally Approved' Trump Search 
Warrant [BRAVO] https://www.zerohedge.com/political/watch-live-ag-
merrick-garland-makes-statement-following-trump-raid "There has to be 
a(prosecution)n investigation..." Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

"Without Any Doubt, Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": 
Tribe Declares Trump Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump 
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DRUDGEREPORT GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP 
[ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is being 
painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal that he 
is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists and you have 
trump. The pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without empathy
or decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the greater 
fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He 
spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 
duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]
AGENTS CRACK SAFE
WAS THERE A RAT? 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-
says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html MSNBC 
This search wasn't run by Democrats — the head of the FBI was 
appointed by Trump

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

Fascism watch Trump wished his military officials were more like Nazi 
'German generals' https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/trump-
wished-his-military-officials-were-more-german-generals-nazi-n1297784?
icid=msd_topgrid 

The Last Word Mary Trump: Trump is 'panicked' after FBI search of Mar-a-
Lago
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ZEROHEDGE The State Of Unemployment In Europe     Initial Jobless Claims  
Surge To Highest Since November https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-
finance/initial-jobless-claims-surge-highest-november ...and continuing 
claims are at 4-month highs... A Most Peculiar Recession The 
Government is Hiding a Dark Secret About the Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-08-09/government-hiding-dark-
secret-about-economy About those supposedly fantastic July jobs 
numbers... Nvidia Plunges After Preannouncing Terrible Q2 Results, 
Slashes Guidance, Blames "Macroeconomic Headwinds" Something 
Snaps In The Job Market: Multiple Jobholders Hit All Time High As 
Unexplained 1.8 Million Jobs Gap Emerges 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/something-snaps-job-market-
multiple-jobholders-hit-all-time-high-unexplained-18-million ‘...So what's 
going on here? The simple answer: Fewer people working, but more 
people working more than one job, a rotation which picked up in earnest 
some time in March and which has only been captured by the Household 
survey. And since the Establishment survey is far slower to pick up on 
the nuances in employment composition, while the Household Survey has
gone nowhere since March, the BLS data engineers have been busy 
goalseeking the Establishment Survey (perhaps with the occasional 
nudge from the White House especially now that the economy is in a 
technical recession) to make it appear as if the economy is growing 
strongly, when in reality all they are doing is applying the same erroneous
seasonal adjustment factor that gave such a wrong perspective of the 
labor market in the aftermath of the covid pandemic (until it was all 
adjusted away a year ago). In other words, while the labor market is 
already cracking, it will take the BLS several months of veering away 
from reality before the government bureaucrats accept and admit what is
truly taking place...’

July Payrolls Smash Expectations Soaring To 528K, Wages Come In Red 
Hot As Unemployment Rate Drops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/july-payrolls-smash-expectations-
soaring-528k-wages-come-red-hot We are now well and truly in bizarro 
world. 

Futures Flat As Crushing 37bps Curve Inversion Screams Recession The 
Misery Index Is At Recession Levels Lying About The Economy Will Only 
Make The Coming Crash Worse Senior Economist 'Fact Checked' By 
Facebook For Saying US Is In Recession 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/political/senior-economist-fact-checked-
facebook-saying-us-recession “We live in an Orwellian hell-scape.” [Yes, 
we do!] Here’s why you shouldn’t invest in ETFs. UMich Inflation 
Expectations Rose Intra-Month, Democrats' Confidence Drops Further 
Inflation, Recession Or Both? Reporter Exposes White House's Blatant 
Redefining Of "Recession" Yellen: "Recession" Doesn't Mean What You 
Think It Means Gold & The Upcoming Recession Luongo: None Dare Call 
It A Recession Lest The Democrats Lose The Mid-Terms Democrats 
Prepare To Unleash Hell On Fed Chair Powell For The Coming Recession 
"2023 Will Be A Year From Hell" - Martin Armstrong Warns Of Inflation-
Driven Civil-Unrest https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/2023-will-be-
year-hell-martin-armstrong-warns-inflation-driven-civil-unrest "...you are 
looking at revolutions... The euro looks like death warmed over... This is 
just not over yet." "Japanese Economy Continues To Crater "- Another 
Casualty Of The Energy Crisis The Danger Of Drought In Europe 
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/danger-drought-europe ...the current 
heatwave is bound to further exacerbate water shortages in Southern and
Southeast Europe... Record-Breaking Heat In Europe Meanwhile, 
Southern Europe is also experiencing extreme heat that has caused 
wildfires... UK Records Hottest Day Ever Amid Heat Apocalypse   "Heat   
Apocalypse" Blasts Europe As UK And France Brace For Hottest Days On 
Record   https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/heat-apocalypse-blasts-  
europe-uk-and-france-brace-hottest-days-record "Today and tomorrow will
be one of the worst, if not the worst heatwave events in the modern 
history of western Europe." The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 
2022 http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In 
Government Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 
4Chan Found After Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
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protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

ZEROHEDGE Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 
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CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE The Trigger For The Next Great Depression 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-08-12/trigger-next-great-
depression Future generations will mark this week as the start of the 
"Second Great Depression" in America It's Game-Over For The Fed - 
Expect A Monetary "Rug Pull" Soon... Where are we in this squeeze...are 
we "there yet"? - part VII 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/shortcovering short covering 
mania... One Bank Warns U.S. Econ Data Make Little Sense, "Until You 
Recall Midterm Elections Are Coming Up" "They pretend it’s real data, we
pretend to trade it." 5-Year Down Market Coming 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/5-year-down-market-coming 
Market Wizard who predicted all indexes would be negative in 2022 
shares shocking new forecast Iran Arranges First Import Using 
Cryptocurrency By chasing sanctioned countries out of dollars, the USA 
stokes demand for alternatives India ditches US dollar in Russia trade – 
Reuters   Recession is "crashing"   closer to a complacency point where 
one actually could start shorting the market again.. The Great Recession:
Facts Vs Denials https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/great-recession-
facts-vs-denials Once again, the US is facing a recession which Main 
Street feels, Wall Street whistles past, and DC simply denies... 

"Deteriorating Situation" Shows Rent Growth "Collapsing" In Sunbelt 
Markets https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/deteriorating-situation-
shows-rent-growth-collapsing-sunbelt-markets Rogan Slams Biden Admin 
For "Gaslighting" Americans About Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/rogan-slams-biden-admin-
gaslighting-americans-about-recession "...they’re literally changing the 
definition...and it should be pushed back against in a big way. It should 
be something that people get angry about..." 'Great News' Jobs Reports 
Sparks Selloff In Bonds, Stocks, & Gold 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/great-news-jobs-reports-sparks-
selloff-bonds-stocks-gold ...good news is really bad news... 

Initial Jobless Claims Hit 8 Month Highs, Continuing Claims Jump Ahead 
Of Payrolls Print https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-
jobless-claims-hit-8-month-highs-continuing-claims-jump-ahead-payrolls 
Jobless claims are now completely decoupled from the headlines payrolls
data... Pay Attention; This Is Not The '70s 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/pay-attention-not-70s In the late 
70s, P/Es on stocks were in the single digits, and debt levels were 
negligible. Today, valuations are nearly four times those levels, and debt 
as a percentage of GDP is at levels considered unthinkable not that long 
ago... Chinese Jets Buzz Taiwan Strait, Govt Websites Hit By 
Cyberattack With Pelosi Plane En Route War on China: the real target are 
the American people China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off Taiwan With US 
Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia Nuclear War 
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Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security Advisor China's 
Army Posts "Get Ready For War!" Message On Social Media, State 
Mouthpiece Says PLA Has "Right" To Intercept Pelosi's Plane Inflation, 
Recession Or Both? [BOTH!] Welcome To The Biden Recession: Q2 GDP 
"Unexpectedly" Shrinks 0.9%, 2nd Consecutive Decline Peter Schiff: The 
White House Recession Denial https://www.zerohedge.com/political/peter-
schiff-white-house-recession-denial "When you’re losing, just change the 
rules of the game, then declare victory.” Recession? All Of A Sudden 
Yield Spreads Are Collapsing https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/no-
recession-all-sudden-yield-spreads-are-collapsing … we suggest 
continuing to follow risk management protocols until indicators indicate 
a reversal of that economic risk.

1. Tighten up stop-loss levels to current support levels for each position. 

2. Hedge portfolios against significant market declines. 

3. Take profits in positions that have been big winners 

4. Sell laggards and losers. 

5. Raise cash and rebalance portfolios to target weightings.

Peter Schiff: It's Getting Harder To Deny Recession Reality 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-schiff-its-getting-harder-deny-
recession-reality "This should be obvious, but people have been in denial 
about the weakness in the economy..." Wall Street's Biggest Bear: One 
Down, But Two More Things Must Happen Before Stocks Bottom 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/wall-streets-biggest-bear-one-down-
two-more-things-must-happen-stocks-bottom Recession reflections 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/everyoneknows [ Recession 
is coming but everyone knows it ] The Number Of Americans Filing For 
First-Time Unemployment Claims Soared To 8-Month-Highs Last Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/number-americans-filing-
first-time-unemployment-claims-soared-8-month-highs-last ...and 
continuing claims are the highest since April... US Existing Home Sales 
Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses Sinkhole 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sinkhole "At present, the 2s10s 
spread is –18 bps. This is indicative of a recession 12-18 months ahead, 
which means the second half of 2023. Note that we have been 
forecasting a recession for 2023H2 since April." Recession Already Here 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-may-already-be-here The 
debate about recession risk is pointless.We are already in a recession... 
The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
an odd beast in any case. 

Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 

idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 
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Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
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The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE Taiwanese Officials Trounce Pelosi After Son's Huge 
Holdings In China Tech Exposed You can't make this shit up... Russia 
Says It May Sever US Relations If Declared Terrorism Sponsor Diplomat 
says designation would bring Washington to "the point of no return" Ex-
President Medvedev Warns Europe Of "Possible Incidents" At Nuclear 
Facilities https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ex-president-
medvedev-warns-europe-possible-incidents-nuclear-facilities Ukraine & 
Western backers"...ready to orchestrate a new Chernobyl." RT UN issues
nuclear appeal to Russia and Ukraine   West would fight Russia ‘to the last  
Ukrainian’ – Moscow ZH Russia Suspends US Inspections Of Its Nuclear 
Arsenal Under New START Treaty China Extends Taiwan Drills Past 
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Sunday Deadline, Says Training Under "Real War Conditions" Which 
Nations Face The Biggest Disruption From China's Taiwan-Trade-
Blockade? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/which-nations-face-
biggest-disruption-chinas-taiwan-trade-blockade China's export stop on 
sand, a resource essential for the manufacturing of semiconductors, 
could prove devastating for countries like the United States... The 
Growing Threat From North Korea Taiwan Says China's Drills Are 
Simulating A Full Attack On The Island 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/taiwan-says-chinas-drills-are-
simulating-full-attack-island Following Pelosi's visit, Chinese media said 
the military will demonstration the "mainland's absolute control over the 
Taiwan question." Anger From Ukraine's Backers After Damning Amnesty
Report Spotlights 'Human Shields'

China Sanctions Pelosi, Halts US Talks Including Military Ties, As Jets 
Breach Taiwan Median Line 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/china-sanctions-pelosi-halts-us-
talks-including-military-ties-jets-breach-taiwan China has begun its 
retaliation against Washington by announcing Friday the cancellation of a
series of meetings with the United States 

Ballistic Missiles Soar Over Taiwan, "Hundreds" Of PLA Fighters Breach 
Airspace, As 5-Day Drills Commence 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ballistic-missiles-soar-over-
taiwan-hundreds-pla-fighters-breach-airspace-5-day-drills China Summons
US Ambassador Overnight, Says Washington "Must Pay The Price" EOAD 
Are Chinese Tanks Massing On The Shores Of Fujian Because An Invasion
Is Imminent? 8-2-22 We Were Specifically Warned About This Coming War
With China All The Way Back In The 1990 ZH Here Are All The Latest 
Taiwan Headlines https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-
latest-taiwan-headlines All the latest news in the extremely fluid Taiwan 
theater of pre-war. 'US Military Moving Assets', Markets Stall On Reports 
Pelosi To Visit Taiwan Tuesday 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-sink-pelosi-taiwan-headlines 
Pelosi is reportedly expected to land in Taiwan on Tuesday night, and 
meet lawmakers on Wednesday. China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off 
Taiwan With US Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia
Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security 
Advisor China Is Issuing The Same "Red Line" Warnings About Taiwan 
That Russia Issued About Ukraine THE SUN AI predicts last selfie on 
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Earth… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-
earth-prediction-tiktok/ EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To 
Absolutely Love It When War With China Erupts 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-industrial-complex-is-
going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-erupts/ ZH Russia Unveils
Large-Scale Military Exercises In East, Signaling Force Strength 
'Unaffected' By Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-
unveils-large-scale-eastern-military-exercises-signaling-force-strength-
unaffected Prior "Vostok" (East) drills included sizable Chinese PLA 
military participation... If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End 
Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm

How A Russian Gas Freeze Would Curtail European GDPs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/how-russian-gas-freeze-would-
curtail-european-gdps ...a complete shut-off from the Russian side would 
have disastrous effects for European economies... Ukraine Moves To 
Criminalize Russian Passport Application there is a lot of Ukrainian blood 
on the red Russian passport [What?] Russia Boasts It's Already Taken 
Out 4 US-Supplied Long Range Rocket Systems Russia Informs Turkey It 
Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa Port Attack It's Official: Russia And 
China Announce "New Global Reserve Currency" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-22/its-official-russia-and-china-
announce-new-global-reserve-currency And once again no one has 
noticed and no one seems to care. [ Yes, it’s official; NEW WORLD 
ORDER! ]

Pelosi: Pentagon Might Be Worried China Would Shoot Down Her Plane If 
She Visits Taiwan AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant 
Corruption' After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky US "Started" The Ukraine
Crisis, China Says, In Fiercest Official Criticism Yet 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-started-ukraine-crisis-china-
says-fiercest-official-criticism-yet "As the one who started the Ukraine 
crisis & the biggest factor fueling it..." [ Yes...Sadly, that is indisputably 
true; it’s the american way.] Russia Plans 'Annexation Votes' For 
Captured Ukraine Territories By Mid-September: Report Russia Resumes 
Nord Stream Natural Gas Deliveries To Europe "...likely to lead to a 
collective sigh of relief from not just the European gas market, but from 
the wider economy," Russia Declares War Goals Have Expanded After 
West Pumped More Arms Into Ukraine Strengthening Ties With Iran, Putin
Meets With Supreme Leader In Tehran 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/strengthening-ties-iran-putin-
meets-supreme-leader-tehran “Our relations are developing at a good 
pace,” said Putin 

Putin Says Russia Will Honor Gas Commitment But Flows Will Drop As 
Much As 20% Of Capacity Vladimir Putin warned that flows via the Nord 
Stream pipeline could be curbed soon if sanctions prevent additional 
maintenance on its components Russian Military Given Formal Order To 
Target Ukraine's Long-Range Weapons From US 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-issues-formal-order-military-
target-ukraines-long-range-weapons-us Ukraine officials called the 
HIMARS a "game-changer"... [Riiight] Gazprom Declares Force Majeure, 
Will Halt Gas Flows To Germany Indefinitely "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”

Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
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from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
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Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
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According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
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(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
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markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22
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DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---

[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

https://www.facebook.com/michele.carmichael.94?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyMjA1MjAyMDgyOTcwMTg2XzIxMDM5MDI3Mjk3ODIwMjA%3D&__tn__=R*F
https://www.facebook.com/elain.mm?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyMjA1MjAyMDgyOTcwMTg2XzU3NzQ0ODcwMDUzMTE2Mw%3D%3D&__tn__=R*F
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POST: FIRST MOON LANDING
NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 
Fake-NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv

http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm     

Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake Dutch     
'  moon rock  ' revealed   Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon rock 

given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of 
petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon Rock  ' in   
Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at 
Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

Al Peia

Riiight...and they haven't been back because...oh yeah, they got rid of 
their Saturn rockets ... and, they were in the past but not in the 
present/future impervious to radiation; ie., van allen belt, etc.. Oh, they 
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probably could do it now, arguably; they're working on it. But, of course, 
Mars is quite another thing. The amounts of money for these 
boondoggles/frauds are staggering; yet, pale in comparison to the frauds 
on wall street. YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand 
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act... ].

albertpeia.com 

Michael W. Lurie
Shame on me. I believed this fraud for most of my life and I should have 
known better in 1969.
Other than Kodak film (and Hasselblad cameras) that could not function 
at lunar temperatures (not to mention the radiation or outgassing in a 
vacuum)
or the total lack of any blast crater
or the lack of rockets on lift-off from the moon
or the sounds heard while on the "lunar" suface
or the laser-ranging which started in 1962
or the waving flags
or the improbable "pressure [space] suits"
or the violations of Newton's 2nd law
or the ridiculously inadequate guidance systems
or the relatively poor special effects (not even CGI)
or the lack of telemetry
or the lack of radiation protection
or the utter quiet of a 140+ decibel engine
or the ludicrous lack of computer power
or the "moon rocks" from....well, petrified wood?

https://www.facebook.com/mlurie?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0MjEzNjA4MjMzNjA2NjVfNDMyMzA3NTAyMTc4ODU4&__cft__[0]=AZVR4z65mJ87Hh2I9XUxsaGNY99PIlENsQVFx-NB14NiEoVGNdkGWHorCZB0dFL_in4G5VR0ra3GVRgD9-m6vMUxU2tRR0JMp-zGes9W8e65-EOXMo2Q_NpZiHFaOejPu-JRyiK6kewHcxruOYl5HGvA&__tn__=R]-R
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or the "astronauts" dangling from wires
or the Lunar Rover which looks like a Mattel model
....but they did make a full-scale model for 60 million bucks
or the billions in additional funds for "Paperclip"
or the total lack of stars or photos of the sky
or the very suspicious look to the front-screen filming
or the clues in "Eyes Wide Shut" and elsewhere (etc.)
or the incredible effort by NASA and JTRIG to shut down discussion of 
the fraud, and mock those who would expose it....
or (for bonus points) the lack of an airlock on the LEM
Other than that, maybe we really went? The TV told me so.
Al Peia
Michael W. Lurie BRAVO!
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ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

YAHOO Nearly one in three Americans say it may soon be necessary to 
take up arms against the government

https://www.yahoo.com/news/nearly-one-three-americans-may-
202408076.html A majority of Americans say the U.S. government is 
corrupt and almost a third say it may soon be necessary to take up arms 
against it, according to a new poll from the University of Chicago’s 
Institute of Politics. 

DRUDGEREPORT ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms… 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

*Hopes for a mild recession are "delusional," said Nouriel Roubini, the 
economist who called the 2008 financial crisis. 

*He said debt ratios are historically high, while bailouts during the 
pandemic have resulted in "zombie corporations." 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
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mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It 
When War With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-
military-industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-
china-erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]

ZEROHEDGE FBI Likely Did 'Intentionally Undermine' A Congressional 
Probe On Hunter Biden: Senator https://www.zerohedge.com/political/fbi-
likely-did-intentionally-undermine-congressional-probe-hunter-biden-
senator "The FBI can no longer be trusted 

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
The US is in a recession and it’s worse than you think 
https://www.rt.com/business/560011-us-recession-fed-inflation/ 
DRUDGEREPORT 
UN warns humanity 'one miscalculation away from nuclear annihilation'…
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-
danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html 

YAHOO Business 'The market is not the economy' and the July rally in the
stock market was premature, top economist Mohamed El-Erian says 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/market-not-economy-july-rally-
174829466.html El-Erian said a comment by Powell led investors to 
believe rate hikes would likely slow, but that's at odds with what the data
shows.

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]
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ANALYSIS
From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

YAHOO Politics Former FBI official likens Matt Gaetz, Roger Stone, and 
Trump to the Mafia: 'It's a criminal organization' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-fbi-official-likens-matt-
045920601.html 
BUT WAIT: “There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

China Has Established A “Blockade” Around Taiwan And Plans To Shoot 
Missiles Directly Over The Island     
http://endoftheamericandream.com/china-has-established-a-blockade-
around-taiwan-and-plans-to-shoot-missiles-directly-over-the-island/     

Insiders Are Dumping The Most Stocks Since January As Retail Buying-
Panic Re-Emerges
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/insiders-are-dumping-most-stocks-
january-retail-buying-panic-re-emerges     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[DUH! Of course that’s true; but, that’s the reality of criminal america.] 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]
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'All the data points currently align with a cover-up' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-pentagon-secret-service-texts-
deleted-cover-up-accusations-170030306.html The House Jan. 6 
committee is scrutinizing evidence of information erased, wiped, deleted 
and otherwise obscured by former members of the Trump administration. 

SOP Standard Operating Procedure-That’s my experience 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[DUH! Of course that’s true; but, that’s the reality of criminal america.] 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
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Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
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and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg


the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

Al Peia
DRUDGEREPORT Top 10 best places to live in world…USA not on list... 
https://www.cnbc.com/.../global-liveability-index-2022... Here’s the rest of 
the top 10 best places to live
1. Vienna, Austria
2. Copenhagen, Denmark
3. Zurich, Switzerland
4. Calgary, Canada
5. Vancouver, Canada
6. Geneva, Switzerland
7. Frankfurt, Germany
8. Toronto, Canada
9. Amsterdam, Netherlands
10. Osaka, Japan and Melbourne, Australia (tie)

Susan Edelman Blank
Al Peia I’ll take any one of those!

Al Peia
Even just a decade ago, who would have thought america would have 
fallen so far, so fast. Careful what you say, we're getting near the 
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desperate phase (not worth it - ask the Kennedy's). Doctor Peter referred 
to you as "a warrior". A compliment, to be sure; but, for you and your 
family, not worth it. This guy's really good, worth a look 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=crCGYeo0PBE

YOUTUBE.COM
BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER https://secure.sjuggerudtruewealth.com/?
cid=MKT650099&eid=MKT657482&channel=102120d0fc4158ded364c744
bc11a4&assetId=AST254109&page=1&fbclid=IwAR0pC2C2-J2V-
ZloWSAW8WX2VLqM3fha3zWL-69BnuumFAH72QortG6rbEY 

BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 
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https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

CNN Murdoch's New York Post dumps Trump, calling him 'unworthy to be 
chief executive again'

MSNBC Joe: Trump's biggest enablers were begging him to stop. How is 
he not already in jail? Morning Joe

Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
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States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 
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EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
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harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”
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CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky [ america’s kind of 
place! ]

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
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be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
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post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
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gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
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running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
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such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/ukrainian-troops-struggle-to-hold-back-russian-advance-in-east/ar-AAYqeGu


US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It When War 
With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-
industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-
erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]
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THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 

https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/10/fired-fox-news-editor-chris-stirewalt-to-testify-at-jan-6-riot-committee-hearing.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/media/3519284-nearly-20m-watched-jan-6-hearing-nielsen
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-calls-deadly-insurrection-greatest-193328621.html
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UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 
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https://www.msn.com/en-xl/news/other/china-will-not-hesitate-to-start-war-over-taiwan-beijing-tells-us/ar-AAYisrt
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10901419/McCarthy-says-country-responsible-Jan-6-pressed-Trumps-fault.html
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-and-unreleased-video-expected-to-be-focus-of-first-jan-6-hearing/ar-AAYfFly
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 
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ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 

https://www.facebook.com/susan.blank?__cft__[0]=AZVGvhjiSxGnjWz-LN1hLrt-aZERuH0PnG03UnsNEqhUcmu8tji41KXA8gSPX1OdMtaxPYgX5zHqHLdFB47IYBha_VhuUIONFV7lhrhbMfxB3fUSiPJAMdbT-Ekkqx2RcIH6jVbHjnRdnwyLewnxvu_HCG_Le8GADYmNiVTogj9heg&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
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AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-

https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4
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DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

YAHOO We are seeing evidence that Donald Trump committed treason. 
Where is Merrick Garland? https://www.yahoo.com/news/seeing-evidence-
donald-trump-committed-100000305.html How many more Republican 
former officials have to come forward for the attorney general to act? 

http://albertpeia.com/manchurian-mobster-trump.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
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AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

8-18-22
Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

https://twitter.com/alpeia
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/


FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
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interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 



organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 
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The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
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The Saturday Report

Saturday Report 8/13/22 - What starts in
the Arctic doesn’t stay in the Arctic...

The Best of the Rest of the News 

 
Thom Hartmann

https://substack.com/profile/1100619-thom-hartmann
https://hartmannreport.com/s/the-saturday-report/?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=menu
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— Did America have a true “Manchurian Candidate” in the White House for four years? A literal 
agent for one or more foreign governments and/or international organized crime figures? According to 
numerous reporters and authors, Donald Trump had gone from doing business with the American Mafia in
the 70s and 80s to laundering money for Russian oligarchs in the 90s and early 2000s. Reporter Tim 

https://pixabay.com//?utm_source=link-attribution&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=image&utm_content=2733791
https://pixabay.com/users/myriams-fotos-1627417/?utm_source=link-attribution&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=image&utm_content=2733791
https://substackcdn.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3A%2F%2Fbucketeer-e05bbc84-baa3-437e-9518-adb32be77984.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2Ff2c3a77a-cd0e-4c99-941b-6d4fe8469dd3_1280x853.jpeg


Robbins’ A Brief History of Donald Trump and the Mafia published in 2016 by Vice News gives insight into 
Trump’s mobbed-up early years, and Jeff Stein’s 2019 Donald Trump's Mafia Connections: Decades Later, 
Is He Still Linked to the Mob? for Newsweek raises even more questions, leading into his laundering money 
for Russian oligarchs and other international organized crime figures. 
As David Cay Johnston wrote for Politico, “[H]e’d hired mobbed-up firms to erect Trump Tower and his 
Trump Plaza apartment building in Manhattan, including buying ostensibly overpriced concrete from a 
company controlled by mafia chieftains Anthony ‘Fat Tony’ Salerno and Paul Castellano. That story 
eventually came out in a federal investigation, which also concluded that in a construction industry saturated
with mob influence, the Trump Plaza apartment building most likely benefited from connections to 
racketeering. Trump also failed to disclose that he was under investigation by a grand jury directed by the 
U.S. attorney in Brooklyn…” 
Johnston adds, “Within a few years Donald J. Trump had made friends with the city’s most notorious fixer, 
lawyer Roy Cohn... Among other things Cohn was now a mob consigliere, with clients including ‘Fat 
Tony’ Salerno, boss of the Genovese crime family, the most powerful Mafia group in New York, and 
Paul Castellano, head of what was said to be the second largest family, the Gambinos.” (all emphasis 
mine) 
After his multiple bankruptcies and the failure of his casinos in the late 1990s, some reports indicate Trump 
was largely bailed out by Russian oligarchs running money through his real estate operation, and today the 
government of Scotland is looking into possible secret and illegal Russian money-laundered financing of one 
of his golf courses there. 
The Mueller Report documented both the multiple ways Putin and his government worked to get Trump 
elected president, and identifies ten specific instances of Trump himself committing the federal crime of 
“obstruction of justice” while trying to cover up his involvement with the Russians. 
Now we find that he left the White House with documents that could be worth billions to foreign 
governments and, just a few months later, the government of Saudi Arabia gifted $2 billion to the 
Trump family (and nobody is saying how many millions or even billions they gave Trump himself to use 
Bedminister to feature their sportswashing LIV golf tournament). 
Yesterday we learned that the FBI is investigating Trump for possible violations of the Espionage Act, which
could land him in prison for decades. Watch this space. 

— Are death threats now a normal tool of politics for Republicans? Prior to Donald Trump’s arrival on 
the political scene in the 2015 Republican primary, threats of political violence were largely confined to the 
fringes of rightwing conspiracy fever swamps and among white supremacists like members of the Klan and 
radicals like Tim McVeigh. But one of the hallmarks of fascist politics is the use of violence and threats of 
violence to intimidate political opposition and cow the public, and, in this regard, Trump has delivered in 
spades. From telling ralliers that he’ll pay their lawyer fees when they assault protestors, to telling police to 
be “rough” with suspects, to now provoking threats against a judge and an attack on the FBI office in 
Cincinnati, violence has followed Trump throughout his political career. 
With fascist politicians, this is normal. When Hitler began his political career he was accompanied by 
violent brawler gangs who eventually came together under the umbrella of the civilian volunteer 
Brownshirts; Mussolini had his own militia groups who he whipped together into his volunteer civilian 
Blackshirts; Orbán’s Hungarian partisans regularly threaten violence against Roma people and refugees; 
Bolsonaro’s thugs gleefully beat up Lula supporters in Brazil; Duterte bragged about his rogue Philippine 
police loyalists murdering thousands of “criminals” and opposition figures; Pinochet’s goons threw liberals 
out of helicopters. Trump is running the same playbook with Trump-aligned white supremacist gangs like the
Proud Boys, Three Percenters, Oathkeepers, etc. The big question today is whether political violence will 
continue after Trump leaves the political scene, or if the Republican Party will come to its senses and return 
to simply shilling for billionaire tax cuts and more air and water pollution. Can the political violence genie be
put back in the bottle? Listening to this guy isn’t encouraging: 

   Rep. Eric Swalwell @RepSwalwell  

LISTEN to this death threat against my children. Since the FBI search of 

https://twitter.com/RepSwalwell/status/1557428889902895104
https://twitter.com/RepSwalwell/status/1557428889902895104
https://www.rawstory.com/fbi-fox-news/
https://www.rawstory.com/trump-supporters-violently-threaten-judge/
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2022/8/12/2116198/-Search-warrant-reportedly-shows-Trump-under-investigation-for-Espionage-Act-violations
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Mar-a-Lago, Trump, McCarthy, and MAGA Republicans are stoking violent 
rhetoric against lawmakers and law enforcement. Someone is going to 
get killed. 
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YAHOO Politics Fox News host wonders aloud if Trump could have tried 
to sell highly classified material to the Russians or Saudi Arabians 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/fox-news-host-wonders-aloud-
064434447.html [ DUH! Why do you think ‘no-read trump’ had them … to 
trump, they were just dollar signs and easily tradable with and through 
existing contacts including underworld. ]

ZEROHEDGE FBI Raid Has Solidified Trump's Clout In GOP Ahead Of 
Expected 2024 Run, Conservative Observers Say [ TRUMP’S DONE! That’s
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truly the way it is, beyond his mob’s wishin’, hopin’! RIP GOP! ]
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BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER
https://secure.sjuggerudtruewealth.com/?
cid=MKT650099&eid=MKT657482&channel=102120d0fc4158ded364c744
bc11a4&assetId=AST254109&page=1&fbclid=IwAR2cc1ZhOIn7xUGfA1Iv
sHne3IQnWX1wMlYBnvJoJ1PDtHOCHo1uykpJDJ4 
Reasons to be incrementally more bearish 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/morebearish What comes 
after the systematics finished the buying 

Target Slumps Amid Growing Inventory Glut As Consumer Spending 
Continues To Shrink

A Winter Of Anger https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/winter-anger
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Economic Slowdown Now, Recession Coming In 2023

China Starts More Military Drills Responding to Latest US Delegation To 
Taiwan

YAHOO Politics Kissinger says U.S. is aimlessly heading toward edge of 
war against Russia and China https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/f2de0bf6-
16a2-39f9-b0ed-0485cc90c0ce/kissinger-says-u-s-is.html 

RT Poland wants Ukraine to admit genocide 
Ukraine issues new ban on Russian language 
Ukraine bombs nuclear waste storage site – official 
US may ‘sleepwalk’ into war with China – Asian leader 
Russia accuses UK of ‘deliberate provocation’ 

As risk of nuclear war grows, study warns even limited exchange would 
doom billions… 
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The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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DRUDGEREPORT How many animal species (including people)     have   
caught Covid? 

https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2022/08/05/1114357154/how-
many-animal-species-have-caught-covid-first-global-tracker-has-partial-
answe 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths near 2021 numbers]
98,142 AUG 17 2022
139,872 AUG 17 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
484 AUG 17 2022
696 AUG 17 2021 
How Pandemic Changed Americans' Health for Worse… 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-covid-19-pandemic-changed-
americans-health-for-the-worse-11659260165 Heart disease and drug 
overdoses are among afflictions exacting a higher toll than before [ More 
than 1 million; 350 per day ]
More cities mull indoor masking… Indoor mask rules expected next week 
as L.A. virus wave worsens... Fauci Annual Pension Payout Exceeds 
POTUS Salary… Republicans plot Fauci probe… [Incompetent, greedy 
guinea] Covid Rises Across USA Amid Muted Warnings and Murky Data… 
WHO: Covid triples across Europe; Hospitalizations double… 

MONKEYPOX PANDEMIC? WHO TO RECONVENE Most Americans Now in 
Areas With High Virus Levels… Deaths in LA rising as ultra-contagious 
subva  riants spread…   https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-
13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 
'Several hundred thousand' new covid cases a day NOT reported; 
Hospitalizations climbing... https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-
hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-
hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622 

DALLAS TURNS HOTSPOT... 
New variant 'Centaurus' detected... 
Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 20% effective 

https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/as-the-ba5-variant-spreads-the-risk-of-coronavirus-reinfection-grows/ar-AAZpFDy
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5814174/new-covid-variant-centaurus-detected-uk/
https://www.dallasnews.com/news/2022/07/19/three-things-to-know-about-the-highly-contagious-covid-19-variant-spreading-right-now/
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https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220714-who-to-reconvene-monkeypox-emergency-panel-on-july-21
https://news.yahoo.com/shocking-monkeypox-screw-means-admit-030643200.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-united-nations-world-organization-06bccc307fa13d428e59babf4b9d8403
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/18/covid-rises-across-u-s-amid-muted-warnings-and-murky-data/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3571232-gop-plots-fauci-probe-after-midterms/
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after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at 
Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as 
Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... Ultra-
contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 

UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 
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The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
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imagine/ 
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YAHOO Daily Beast Putin World Declares ‘Agent Trump’ Is Irreversibly 
Screwed Tue, August 16, 2022 The Last Word Tribe: Merrick Garland has 
a 'slam dunk case' against Trump https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-
word/watch/tribe-merrick-garland-has-a-slam-dunk-case-against-trump-
146341957900 MSNBC Prosecutors ‘looking to indict’ Giuliani in GA 
election probe, says fmr. Prosecutor https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-
word/watch/prosecutors-looking-to-indict-giuliani-in-ga-election-probe-
says-fmr-prosecutor-146253893996 

DRUDGEREPORT WEISSELBERG SENTENCED TO RIKERS 
FLIPPED Trump CFO wiill admit to 15 felonies! FLIGHT RISK? THE DON'S 
PASSPORTS SEIZED… (RETURNED)
Speculation about informant intensifies...
DOJ: Releasing affidavit could harm other high-profile investigations… 

Garland Raid Only 'First Inning'...
Trump warns 'terrible things going to happen'...
You Don't Have to be a Spy to Violate Espionage Act… FEDS HUNT 
STOLEN NUKE DOCS GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS 
FIFTH https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS 
TRUMP [ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is 
being painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal 
that he is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists, put 
them together, and you have trump. The pathological liar whose lies 
know no bounds. Without empathy or decency this malignant narcissist 
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trump is embraced by the greater fools/criminals/mentally ill as some 
kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He spits on them and theirs … privately. 
Even military men seem duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts 
and reality reveal a different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose 
time to pay the piper has finally arrived.] 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]

INDICTMENT REAL POSSIBILITY
PUNISHMENTS HE COULD FACE
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO
'TOP SECRET' 

FEDS HUNT STOLEN NUKE DOCS 
SEARCH WARRANT TEXT 
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS 
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE 
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO 
'TOP SECRET' 

Trump Lawyer Told Justice Dept. That Classified Material Had Been 
Returned... 
Ex-CIA chief endorses executing leakers of secrets after raid bombshell...

Saudi Nuke Probe Resurfaces... 
Search prompts big question: Who snitched? 
Mar-A-Lago Security 'Nightmare'... 
The Don Sics Republicans on FBI... Unprecedented threats... 
Armed MAGA protests outside office in Phoenix... 
BREITBART Publishes Names of Agents Serving Warrant... 
Florida judge menaced... 
Americans Too Pampered and Neurotic to Fight Civil War? 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/americans-are-too-pampered-and-neurotic-to-fight-a-civil-war/ar-AA10BUHx
https://www.axios.com/2022/08/13/florida-judge-fbi-search-trump-mar-a-lago
https://www.mediaite.com/online/breitbart-publishes-names-of-fbi-agents-involved-in-mar-a-lago-raid-that-doj-sought-to-keep-hidden/
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FBI search of Mar-a-Lago helps show how probe of Trump documents has 
changed The Washington Post

HUFFPOST TRUMP TOOK THE FIFTH MORE THAN   *400 TIMES*   

[ Hillary Clinton promotes 'But Her Emails' merch after FBI search of 
Trump's Mar-a-Lago Yahoo News Let’s not forget the clintons, bush, et 
als; but, that’s no get out of jail free card for trump. 
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm obama/holder/biden ... Remember 
those guys? 
[To be fair and balanced, there’s also the bush/cheney/paulsen axis of 
evildoing/war crimes/fraud in the factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at 
its most despicable. Eric Holder spent six years as attorney general, and 
failed to prosecute banks for their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank 
executives behind bars. Now, he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar 
criminal defense firm, making millions each year helping Wall Street 
bankers avoid criminal consequences. Worse, it was just reported that 
the firm, Covington & Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor corner office 
for Holder awaiting his return. Combined with Holder’s purchase a year 
ago of a $1.5 million condo just 300 feet from his new office raises 
serious questions about how long Holder knew he would be getting a 
major payday from his old firm even while it continued to represent 
companies under Department of Justice investigation. If the firm and 
Holder agreed on a future job offer, that alone could violate criminal laws.
...”] NY Times Finds Obama's "Most Precise Air Campaign In History" 
Killed Thousands Of Civilians Previously hidden Pentagon documents 
show thousands of civilian deaths in Iraq & Syria, including children.] 

Google search: Tim Robbins , 'A Brief History of Donald Trump and the 
Mafia'

About 1,180,000 results (0.58 seconds)

A Brief History of Donald Trump and the Mafia - VICE

https://www.vice.com › article › a-brief-history-of-dona...
Apr 28, 2016 — Tom Robbins was a 2016 Pulitzer Prize finalist for his reporting on brutality in New York 

https://www.vice.com/en/article/ppx7b9/a-brief-history-of-donald-trump-and-the-mafia
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prisons, a collaboration between the Marshall Project ...

Saturday Report 8/13/22 - What starts in the Arctic doesn't stay ...

https://hartmannreport.com › saturday-report-81322-what...
3 days ago — Reporter Tim Robbins' A Brief History of Donald Trump and the Mafia published in 2016 by 
Vice News gives insight into Trump's mobbed-up ...

The Truth About Trump and the Mob - Newsweek

https://www.newsweek.com › ... › Truth › Trump
May 1, 2016 — Tom Robbins was a 2016 Pulitzer Prize finalist for his reporting on brutality in New York 
prisons, a collaboration between the Marshall Project ...

Tim Robbins Looks Back at Bob Roberts, 25 Years Later

https://ew.com › Movies
Sep 2, 2017 — Bob Roberts was not Donald Trump. But in Tim Robbins' 1992 political mockumentary — in 
hindsight, it feels like a shockumentary — Roberts is ...

The Untold Story of Donald Trump and the Russian Mafia

https://eddierockerz.files.wordpress.com › 2020/11
PDF
This book tells the story of one of the greatest intelligence operations in history, an undertaking decades in 
the making, through which the Russian Mafia and.
378 pages

Tim Robbins Says America's Living a Bad Version of 'Back to ...

https://www.thewrap.com › tim-robbins-says-americas-l...
Tim Robbins used an American movie classic to criticize President Trump as a ... corruption and election 
tampering investigations are not in short supply.

House of Trump, House of Putin: The Untold Story of Donald ...

https://books.google.com › books
Craig Unger · 2019 · Political Science
Tom Winter , “ DOJ : Ex - Manafort Associate Firtash Is Top - Tier Comrade of ... Tom Robbins , “ A Brief 
History of Donald Trump and the Mafia , " Vice ...

https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-1-d&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22Craig+Unger%22&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwikzb_Dqsz5AhWEIEQIHRcnCIEQ9Ah6BAgXEAY
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Tim Robbins on satirizing Trump, and the time he turned him ...

https://www.cbc.ca › radio › thecurrent › tim-robbins-o...
Oct 21, 2020 — Tim Robbins new satirical podcast Bobbo Supreme follows a fictional, tyrannical U.S. 
president in frantic re-election bid.
Missing: Mafia' | Must include: Mafia'

From 'nut job' to 'slimeball': A timeline of Trump's insults aimed ...

https://www.latimes.com › politics › la-na-pol-trump-co...
Apr 15, 2018 — James B. Comey, the ousted FBI chief, has released a blockbuster tell-all book. And 
President Trump, the commander in chief, is not happy.
Missing: tim Robbins' ,
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AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY 
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ZEROHEDGE DR Housing market slides into a recession... ZH Rational or
"suckers" rally? did you get "sucked" in? Stocks, Bonds, Real Estate & 
The Dollar About To Get "Vaporized" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-08-17/stocks-bonds-real-estate-
dollar-about-get-vaporized "Mood No Longer Apocalyptic"( as hopes rise 
that inflation & rates shocks end in coming quarters... ): Wall Street's 
Most Accurate Strategist Says Start Shorting S&P Now 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/mood-no-longer-apocalyptic-wall-
streets-most-accurate-strategist-says-start-shorting-sp-now BofA's 
Michael Hartnett, the most accurate strategist on Wall Street who one 
month ago called the meltup, has a simple message: fade SPX … Inflation
Makes Everybody Poorer (And It's Government's Fault)

Housing Starts Crater In July As Bottom Falls Out Of The Market 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/housing-starts-crater-july-bottom-
falls-out-market FACEBOOK NEWS Peter Schiff Warns US Faces a 
‘Massive Financial Crisis,' Economist Expects Much Larger Problems 
Than 2008 ‘When the Defaults Start’ https://news.bitcoin.com/peter-schiff-
warns-us-faces-a-massive-financial-crisis-economist-expects-much-larger-
problems-than-2008-when-the-defaults-start/?fbclid=IwAR11na8Ij-
i6u9fFE19_IM1qBjKLJGolO7C9-EkccdTjQEeKfAYLj3qaUwE The Real 
Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A Humiliated 
Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In Stocks In The 
Past Four Quarters https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-
goldman-sachs-has-quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The 
world's most powerful trading floor has been unable to make money 
trading and investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

ZEROHEDGE Futures Tumble After UK Double-Digit Inflation Shock 
Sparks Surge In Yields

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 

News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 

chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing
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behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 

guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-

house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 

to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 

ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 

back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans'
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 

surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time

for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 

MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 

ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 

https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2022/07/09/trump_elon_musk_is_a_bullshit_artist.html
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2022/07/09/trump_elon_musk_is_a_bullshit_artist.html
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with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
htt  ps://www.zerohedge.com/m  arkets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-  
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 

cryptocurrencies Elon Musk Quietly Dumps A Massive $6.9 Billion In 
Tesla     

YAHOO Business     ‘  Free speech absolutist’ Elon Musk pursues 'like-  
minded Chinese partners' in column for China's online censor [ musk is 
testament to the fact: It’s a bulls**t world! ]

"Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos Ensure More Chaos Coming 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-
ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to the man that knows the 
industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As Fed Hikes Rates 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-coming-fed-
hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase which makes 
risk management in portfolios a key priority for now

ZEROHEDGE Ralph Nader Says Tesla's Autopilot "Malfunctions Every 
Eight Minutes", Calls For NHTSA To "Remove" And "Recall" Feature 
[ ‘Unsafe At Any Speed’ was in vogue at one point in time. Indeed, I had a 
plaintiff’s case which led me to Clarence Ditlow’s Center for Auto Safety 
and ultimately a trip to Detroit for deposition, a document request, an 
inculpatory in-house message/correspondence implying coverup (front 

http://www.autosafety.org/
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pivot-bar support plate defect); my threat for media exposure (they had 
previously insulted me by not settling at settlement conference for a 
pittance), counter-threat by Chrysler defense counsel to “dry up defense 
work” at the firm where I was associated, a call to me from a partner to 
settle for less than possible. That’s the way such things “work“ , or not, 
in america. Updating Nader’s famed work, to encompass evermore 
complex electronics [ ‘Automotive EMR, Unsafe at any Speed’ By James 
D. Honeycutt, PhD, July 2013 Published in 1965, Unsafe at Any Speed: 
The Designed-In Dangers of the American Automobile detailed the 
reluctance of American automakers to spend money on improving safety 
and made Ralph Nader a household name. In the nearly 50 years since its
publication automobiles have become more complex, replacing 
mechanical systems with a myriad of microcomputers and increasing the 
amount of ElectroMagnetic Radiation (EMR) for the occupants. Current 
automobile designs have nearly 100 microprocessors and this number is 
expected to double in 5 years. A typical automobile contains about 5 
miles of wiring to connect and control the engine, transmission, 
suspension, braking, steering, entertainment, navigation, emissions, 
safety, security, communications and comfort components, to name only 
a few. 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/251571132_Automotive_EMR_U
nsafe_at_any_Speed . My personal “money pit” ford explorer experience 
with unending electrical/wiring/connectivity problems and a permanent 
anti-ford predisposition therefore.

http://albertpeia.com/manchurian-mobster-trump.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4 

http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
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https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

Is Monkeypox A Plague Of The End Times? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/is-monkeypox-a-plague-of-the-end-
times/ ...far worse than most of the experts originally anticipated. The 
number of confirmed cases has continued to rise at an exponential rate, 
and many victims have experienced extreme agony for weeks after 
contracting the virus. So could it be possible that monkeypox is a plague 
of the end times? The Bible does tell us that “pestilences” will be one of 
the signs of the end times, and we have certainly seen multiple 
“pestilences” erupt over the past couple of years. 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Matthew%2024&version=KJV
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More Nightmarish Pestilences Continue To Erupt All Over The World 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-nightmarish-pestilences-
continue-to-erupt-all-over-the-world/ 

Now They Are Telling Us That The Rain That Falls From The Sky Is 
Extremely Dangerous And Can Cause Cancer 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/now-they-are-telling-us-that-the-rain-
that-falls-from-the-sky-is-extremely-dangerous-and-can-cause-cancer/ 

The Earth Just Started Spinning Faster Than Ever Before And Scientists 
Don't Know Why https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/earth-just-
started-spinning-faster-ever-and-scientists-dont-know-why Experts fear 
the consequences could be "devastating"... 

DRUDGEREPORT ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK 
National Security Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ] 

Will Nuclear War Be The End Of Our Civilization? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/will-nuclear-war-be-the-end-of-our-
civilization/ 

RT Taiwan independence means war, Chinese envoy warns 
https://www.rt.com/news/561065-china-taiwan-independence-war/ 

ZEROHEDGE Russia, China And India To Hold Massive "Vostok" War 
Games In Two Weeks
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DRUDGEREPORT China to send troops to Russia for joint military 
exercise... 
Warns USA Against Sailing Warships Through Strait...
Westerners sponsoring slogans written on bombs... 
Putin Plotting to Unleash Hell on Independence Day?
Return of 'rasputitsa'...
Kremlin Launches Missile After Fishing Dispute... 
Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the 
Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, 
Slower And Dumber http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-
the-midst-of-a-mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-
slower-and-dumber/

Ranchers Are Selling Off Their Cattle In Unprecedented Numbers Due To 
The Drought, And That Has Enormous Implications For 2023

Microplastics Are Literally Everywhere, And They Are An Existential 
Threat To The Future Of The Human Race 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/microplastics-are-literally-
everywhere-and-they-are-an-existential-threat-to-the-future-of-the-human-
race/ 

https://youtu.be/PSxihhBzCjk 
AP NEWS BIG STORIES APNews.com 

• Floods strike new blow in place that has known hardship   
JACKSON, Ky. (AP) — Evelyn Smith lost everything in the floods that
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https://www.tmz.com/2022/08/17/deadliest-catch-crew-russian-missile-dispute-fishing/
https://news.yahoo.com/the-return-of-rasputitsa-and-what-it-means-for-russias-war-in-ukraine-183138153.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/is-putin-plotting-to-unleash-hell-on-this-holiday/ar-AA10M5jV
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/westerners-are-sponsoring-slogans-written-on-bombs-aimed-at-russians/ar-AA10Lg42
https://time.com/6206686/china-us-navy-warships-taiwan-strait/
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devastated eastern Kentucky, saving only her grandson's muddy 
tricycle. But she's not planning to leave the mountains that have 
been...Read More

• Wildfires in West explode in size amid hot, windy conditions   
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Wildfires in California and Montana exploded in 
size overnight amid windy, hot conditions and were quickly 
encroaching on neighborhoods, forcing evacuation orders for over 
100 homes...Read More

• New York City declares monkeypox a public health emergency   
NEW YORK (AP) — Officials in New York City declared a public 
health emergency due to the spread of the monkeypox virus 
Saturday, calling the city “the epicenter” of the outbreak....Read 
More 

http://albertpeia.com/manchurian-mobster-trump.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4 

http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---
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DRUDGEREPORT GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP 
[ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is being 
painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal that he 
is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists and you have 
trump. The pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without empathy
or decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the greater 
fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He 
spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 
duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]
AGENTS CRACK SAFE
WAS THERE A RAT? 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-
says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html MSNBC 
This search wasn't run by Democrats — the head of the FBI was 
appointed by Trump

INDICTMENT REAL POSSIBILITY
PUNISHMENTS HE COULD FACE
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO
'TOP SECRET'

FEDS HUNT STOLEN NUKE DOCS 
SEARCH WARRANT TEXT 
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS 
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE 
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO 
'TOP SECRET' 

The Don Under Intense Legal Scrutiny...
WAS THERE A RAT?
Padlocked basement full of documents...

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095261/Trump-fbi-raid-records-timeline.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-under-intense-legal-scrutiny-after-fbi-searches-mar-a-lago/ar-AA10sx88
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-nuclear-weapons-issue-122108215.html
https://apnews.com/article/florida-donald-trump-mar-a-lago-merrick-garland-government-and-politics-f63c018b600e1539ff3660a896a132d0
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://humanevents.com/2022/08/12/exclusive-warrant-and-property-receipt-from-mar-a-lago-raid/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fbi-searched-trump-s-home-to-look-for-nuclear-documents-and-other-items-sources-say/ar-AA10zmiO
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https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/justice/fbi-raid-trump-could-face-under-espionage-act
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-indictment-over-mishandling-classified-222107255.html
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/search-unprecedented-but-all-legal-all-lawful-and-it-s-not-a-raid-former-u-s-attorney-145780293822
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11093449/FBI-agents-raid-Mar-Lago-Trump-says-home-siege-agents.html
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/aug/8/mar-lago-raided-fbi-agents-donald-trump-says/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
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https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-says-mar-lago-home-was-raided-large-group-fbi-agents-rcna42133
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/10/trump-says-he-refused-to-answer-ny-attorney-generals-questions-in-probe-of-his-business.html
https://theintercept.com/2022/08/09/trump-fbi-raid-al-capone/


10 BOXES TAKEN… 
Judge linked to Jeffrey Epstein...
Disqualified from holding office ever again? Code on records could bar 
him...
MCCARTHY: It's about Jan. 6...
CHRISTIE: 'Fair game'...
Biden Learned of It From Media, White House Says...
Republicans vow revenge on FBI, Garland...
Supporters Call for Civil War...
Push for police to be defunded...
Kerik Predicts Trump Assassination... 

Agent With Machine Gun Outside Of Compound...

Supporters Call for Civil War... 

Last crisis, Beijing outmatched. Not now… 
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-
crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560 

White House summons Chinese ambassador as crisis escalates...
Simulating Attack on Island... 'Sinking American warships'...
Tells USA: Can't 'treat countries like George Floyd'...
Xi Builds Security Fortress...
Does Beijing Have Own Space Plane?
Pentagon chiefs calls go unanswered...
Top Taiwan Missile Official Found Dead in Hotel Room...
Fears Japan on front line...
UN chief warns in Hiroshima… 
APPLE Bends Knee on Label Demands…

China conducts missile strikes in Taiwan Strait... Smoke trails fill sky...
Carrier group moved towards island...
'Western powers can no longer run amok'...
Pentagon delays another test...
USS Ronald Reagan remains in region...
Expert warns 'Pearl Harbor-style attack'... 
How Far Will Xi Go?
Cuts ties with USA...
The Coming War...

https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-coming-war-over-taiwan-11659614417
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-china-asia-beijing-b252479810add6a225fa1e4a6d441983
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/pelosi-taiwan-visit-china-united-states-relationship-future-rcna41098
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5935484/china-pearl-harbor-attack-taiwan/
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/04/china-taiwan-missile-aircraft-00049925
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11081935/Pentagon-DELAYS-intercontinental-ballistic-missile-test-avoid-angering-China.html
https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-08-04/ugly-shameless-evil-china-blasts-g-7-eu-attempts-to-deescalate-taiwan-crisis
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5929070/china-taiwan-airspace-aircraft-missiles/
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/all-out-war-fears-as-china-launches-missiles-directly-over-taiwan-smoke-trails-fill-sky/ar-AA10ipb2
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-asia-navy-china-air-force-4bd08ab9ecd2a9f7d450cf61618d28af
https://www.mediaite.com/tech/apple-bends-the-knee-warning-suppliers-shipping-from-taiwan-to-strictly-obey-chinas-label-demands-after-pelosi-visit/
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/asia/nuclear-weapons-loaded-gun-un-chief-warns-hiroshima-2863491
https://www.npr.org/2022/08/05/1115384641/japan-taiwan-china-yonaguni-island
https://www.newsweek.com/taiwan-missile-official-found-dead-hotel-room-after-heart-attack-ou-yang-li-hsing-1731492
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/05/pentagon-china-calls-taiwan-00050175
https://www.19fortyfive.com/2022/08/the-air-force-would-freak-out-does-china-have-its-very-own-x-37b-space-plane/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/06/in-turbulent-times-xi-builds-a-security-fortress-for-china-and-himself/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11083987/China-SANCTIONS-Nancy-Pelosi-family-vicious-provocative-visit-Taiwan.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5942632/china-sink-us-aircraft-carriers-hypersonic/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/taiwan-says-china-simulating-attack-035002189.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/white-house-summons-chinese-ambassador-as-crisis-escalates/ar-AA10kAmc
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https://www.vice.com/en/article/5d39zq/trump-supporters-civil-war-fbi-search-mar-a-lago
https://radaronline.com/p/donald-trump-mar-a-lago-first-photo-fbi-raid-agent-machine-gun/
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/bernard-kerik-says-democrats-may-try-to-orchestrate-trumps-assassination-after-fbi-raid/
https://www.vice.com/en/article/xgywzd/republicans-defund-the-fbi
https://www.vice.com/en/article/5d39zq/trump-supporters-civil-war-fbi-search-mar-a-lago
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11093665/Republicans-vow-revenge-FBI-response-rogue-behavior-raids-Trumps-Mar-Lago.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/biden-learned-of-trump-raid-from-media-reports-white-house-says/ar-AA10ulUb
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/09/christie-calls-mar-a-lago-search-fair-game-00050518
https://nypost.com/2022/08/09/trump-raid-not-about-classified-documents-its-about-jan-6/
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-disqualified-holding-office-lawyer-us-code-fbi-raid
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-disqualified-holding-office-lawyer-us-code-fbi-raid
https://nypost.com/2022/08/09/judge-who-approved-fbi-raid-on-mar-a-lago-once-linked-to-jeffrey-epstein/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/fbi-search-of-trumps-florida-home-mar-a-lago-is-criticized-by-republicans-11660049490


Taipei Urgent Fighter Pilot Shortage...
Battle or Surrender: Generational Divide on Threat... 

JULY JOBS BLOWOUT: PAYROLLS INCREASE 528K… 
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE FALLS TO 3.5%...  'It is WHOPPER!'   
Gas prices drop 50 straight days... 
Musk Declares Inflation Past Peak...Sees 'mild recession' for 18 months… 

Powell pummeled from all sides... Home Sellers Cut Prices... 

BUST: More Americans Going Hungry…
Household Debt Surpasses $16 Trillion… 
RECESSION 2022: Americans Buying More Essentials at Dollar Stores... 
Dollar-Store Dinners and Vats of Shampoo… 
61% now living paycheck to paycheck... 
Inflation Everywhere -- Even Commercials... 
Home prices cooling at record pace...
ORACLE layoffs... 

UN warns humanity 'one miscalculation away from nuclear annihilation'…
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-
danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html 
US Aircraft Carrier, Amphibious Assault Ships Operating Near Taiwan... 
PUTIN: USA MAIN THREAT TO RUSSIA [ Truth be told, USA MAIN THREAT
TO RUSSIA, CHINA, USA, WORLD ] 
CNN: SHE'S GOING 
CHINA MILITARY WARNING 
TAIWAN READIES FOR CONFLICT 
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-
leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war 

Midterm Misery for Biden? Key Economy Gauge Flags 30-Seat Loss... 
Corporations on front lines say cracks forming... https://www.msn.com/en-
us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-
cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc In Silicon Valley, profits at tech 
companies like Google and Apple generally beat expectations, but 
executives said there are signs of some niche slowing in consumer 
spending. Consumer products giant Procter & Gamble said it is expecting
a tougher 2023, although it’s still raising prices. Mastercard said 
spending was steady among the wealthy, but slowing among lower-
income customers 

https://www.pginvestor.com/financial-reporting/press-releases/news-details/2022/PG-Announces-Fourth-Quarter-and-Fiscal-Year-2022-Results/default.aspx
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/midterm-misery-biden-key-economy-111529922.html
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://news.yahoo.com/china-warns-military-not-sit-075623828.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/01/politics/nancy-pelosi-taiwan-visit/index.html
https://www.yahoo.com/video/putin-says-russian-navy-hypersonic-084124580.html
https://news.usni.org/2022/08/01/carrier-uss-ronald-reagan-two-f-35b-big-decks-operating-near-taiwan-as-pelosi-arrives-in-singapore-china-renews-threats
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/oracle-starts-job-cuts-in-u.s.-the-information
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/home-prices-cooled-at-record-pace-in-june-according-to-housing-data-firm.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/inflation-is-everywhereeven-in-tv-commercials-11659351601
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/as-inflation-surges-more-americans-are-living-paycheck-to-paycheck.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/us-household-debt-surpasses-16-150000549.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/04/more-americans-are-going-hungry-and-it-costs-more-to-feed-them/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/home-sellers-cut-prices-as-housing-market-cools-11659671674
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/05/fed-powell-rate-hikes-00049561
https://news.yahoo.com/elon-musk-predicts-us-mild-234254035.html
https://news.yahoo.com/elon-musk-predicts-us-mild-234254035.html
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/gas-prices-tumble-at-fastest-rate-in-over-a-decade
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/it-is-a-whopper-cnbcs-rick-santelli-stunned-by-july-jobs-report-that-more-than-doubled-expectations/
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-united-states-economy-unemployment-4895f1aa41fbe904400df8261446b737
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/05/jobs-report-july-2022-528000.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/05/fight-or-surrender-taiwans-generational-divide-on-chinas-threats/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/taiwan-faces-urgent-fighter-pilot-123340764.html


Reply: Here..one of your guys/trumpsters/patriots on the horn:

http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4 

trumpster/mobster/mental case

http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4 

DRUDGEREPORT World's biggest cat a 'gentle giant'… 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-
tall-27707476 Top 10 best places to live in world…USA not on list... 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-
worst-places-to-live.html Here’s the rest of the top 10 best places to live

1.Vienna, Austria
2.Copenhagen, Denmark
3.Zurich, Switzerland
4.Calgary, Canada
5.Vancouver, Canada
6.Geneva, Switzerland
7.Frankfurt, Germany
8.Toronto, Canada
9.Amsterdam, Netherlands
10.Osaka, Japan and Melbourne, Australia (tie)

Danger ahead...Economy has yet to face biggest recession challenge... 
‘The 2-year Treasury note yield exceeded that of the 10-year note by the 
highest margin in about 22 years Friday afternoon. That phenomenon, 
known as an inverted yield curve, has been a telltale recession sign 
particularly when it goes on for an extended period of time. In the present
case, the inversion has been in place since early July’ 
Restaurants, Bars, Hotels STILL Don't Have Enough Workers... 
Credit-card debt soaring... 

https://www.axios.com/2022/08/06/inflation-recession-credit-card-debt
https://www.wsj.com/articles/restaurants-bars-and-hotels-keep-hiring-and-say-they-still-dont-have-enough-people-11659734572
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/05/danger-ahead-the-us-economy-has-yet-to-face-its-biggest-recession-challenge.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-tall-27707476
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-tall-27707476
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-tall-27707476
http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4
http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4


INFLATION NOW HIGHEST SINCE 1982...
Retail's 'Dark Side': Inventory Piles Up... 
White House insists economy strong as allies grow uneasy about Fed...
Yellen denies recession...
Inflation highest since 1982... 
Big Tech Results Spotlight Breadth of Upheaval... 
RECESSION 2022 
GDP 2ND STRAIGHT QUARTERLY DROP 
Yield curve flashing more warning signs of risks ahead...
FED HIKES AGAIN... MORE TO COME...
VOX layoffs; Tech firms tighten belts...
FACEBOOK First Ever Revenue Drop...
COMCAST Broadband Growth Grinds to Halt...
BEST BUY latest retailer to cut outlook...
100 Wealthiest Americans Lose $622 Billion Since November... 

WORLD'S BIGGEST CONSUMER NAMES ANNOUNCE SOARING PRICE 
INCREASES... 
Inflation hits bodega favorite: Bacon, egg and cheese... 
Half Americans fall deeper in debt...
SHOPIFY cuts staff; Tech firms tighten belts ...
GOOGLE Growth Slows as Pressures Mount on Ad Market...
$9.4 Trillion Results Day Looms in Test for Stock Market...
Pending home sales fall 20%... 
Economist: Prices to Plunge… 
Fed Readies Largest Rate Hikes Since Volcker... Developing... 

Difficulty Paying Bills Tops Pandemic High...
Inflation Altering Shopping Habits...
Fed set for ANOTHER big rate hike...
WALMART cuts outlook...
ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms... 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

2 Americans dead in Donbas… Apocalyptic vision behind Putin 'golden 
billion' argument… [ From my direct observation and experience, 
pervasively mentally ill, corrupt, criminal america is indisputably the 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://thehill.com/policy/international/russia/3571651-two-americans-dead-in-donbas-region-of-ukraine/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://news.yahoo.com/walmart-cuts-profit-outlook-inflation-204311068.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fed-inflict-more-pain-economy-130000297.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/26/more-signs-emerge-that-inflation-is-altering-shopping-habits/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/difficulty-paying-bills-tops-pandemic-191151129.html
https://ca.news.yahoo.com/fed-readies-largest-rate-hikes-100116313.html
https://nypost.com/2022/07/26/us-home-prices-to-plunge-substantially-on-cratering-demand/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/pending-home-sales-fell-20percent-in-june-versus-a-year-earlier-as-mortgage-rates-soared.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/9-4-trillion-results-day-075131597.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-alphabet-googl-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658802135
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/shopify-sinks-12percent-after-company-plans-to-lay-off-10percent-of-workers.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/nearly-half-of-americans-fall-deeper-in-debt-as-inflation-boosts-costs.html
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-new-york-prices-bd26a709a13cbccce503b2e986301edb
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://bnanews102.bna.com/daily-tax-report/the-100-wealthiest-americans-lost-622-billion-since-november
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/best-buys-shares-fall-10percent-as-it-cuts-its-forecast-for-second-quarter-cites-weaker-demand.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/comcast-earnings-2q-2022.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/meta-facebook-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658883684
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/27/vox-media-layoffs-economic-uncertainty
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11054989/Fed-rate-hike-Central-bank-raises-key-rate-0-75-points.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/fed-decision-july-2022-.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/analysis-u-yield-curve-flashing-211417380.html
https://apnews.com/article/united-states-economy-economic-growth-government-and-politics-4ffd93331422cb131a974223dad5825f
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/gdp-q2-.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/from-apple-to-microsoft-big-tech-results-spotlight-breadth-of-economic-upheaval-11659094604
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/yellen-says-the-economy-is-not-in-a-recession-despite-gdp-slump.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/white-house-insists-economy-is-strong-as-allies-grow-uneasy-about-fed/ar-AA105XbV
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/30/retails-dark-side-as-inventory-piles-up-liquidation-warehouses-are-busy/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html


globally destructive bad guy. That is so ab initio! ]
U.S., allies weigh providing Ukraine fighter jets to counter Russia… 
Putin 'too healthy' says CIA chief... https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-
putin-health/ “Ukrainian, US, and British would-be media professionals 
have been spreading bogus stories about the president’s health condition
in recent months. This is all hoax,” he said. 
Ukraine graft concerns resurface as war goes on... China threatens 
'strong measures' if Pelosi visits Taiwan… Looming Gas Crunch Poses 
'Historic Test' for Europe, IEA Says… Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With 
Iran, Turkey in Rare Trip Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More 
Aggressive Phase of Ukraine War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... 
China satellite swarms hunt down and destroy enemy targets… Russia 
building laser weapon to disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke
attack preparedness PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts 
photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as 
pipeline from Russia shuts off… Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to 
citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   
Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/russian-doomsday-submarine-armed-nuclear-drones-service
https://news.yahoo.com/relentless-russian-shelling-east-ukraine-073615708.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-pleads-weapons-war-spotlight-043837619.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/07/16/russia-ukraine-war-putin-news-live-updates/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-zelenskyy-government-and-politics-494af1bc0145fb2d16c76b0abf3f5cda
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.euronews.com/2022/07/21/vladimir-putin-entirely-too-healthy-says-cia-chief
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/us-allies-weigh-providing-ukraine-fighter-jets-to-counter-russia/ar-AAZNC4L


NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5


'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...

https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/abortion-ruling-highlights-diverging-paths-of-justices-john-roberts-samuel-alito-11656149400
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/


Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

https://www.politico.com/news/2022/07/04/recession-talk-surges-in-washington-00043818
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/stimulus-checks-rewired-how-some-americans-see-money.html
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2022/06/17/bidens-america-sriracha-peanut-butter-latest-items-short-supply/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/travel/news/americans-are-starting-to-pull-back-on-travel-and-restaurants/ar-AAYBEka
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-sinks-below-20000-as-crypto-meltdown-intensifies.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-price-drops-below-18600-as-sell-off-accelerates.html
https://theankler.com/p/pod-hollywoods-economic-armageddon#details
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/once-feted-for-pandemic-heroics-worlds-central-banks-now-face-an-uneasy-crowd-0
https://news.yahoo.com/shock-swiss-rate-hike-sets-015937838.html
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/20/politics/supreme-court-june-preview/index.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-companies-start-to-rescind-job-offers-11655865283
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/


HISTORY Here are notable past Taiwan Headlines 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-
headlines ...news in the extremely fluid Taiwan theater of pre-war. 

SOME POSTED REACTIONS TO PELOSI TAIWAN VISIT:

the ho is in taiwan china bluffed.... 

D o n 't  a l l o w  t h a t  h a g  t o  i n t e r f e r e  w i t h  y o u r  s o v e r e i g n t y . 

T h e s e  w e s t e r n  b a s t a r d s  M U S T  b e  p u t  i n  t h e i r  p l a c e . 

Let her land, then arrest her. That should wipe the smirk off of the 
Democrats, and Republican's faces. 

Neocons are mad dogs 

I'm sure they booked her a room with a broom closet. 

Pelosi looks like a witch from hades. Set a couple dozen drones against 
her plane path and see if they collide. If successful call it a good day. 

American gangsters do not stop their bullying, they must be stopped at 
all costs. 

Hope the old wrinkle gets it. One says that wisdom grows with age but 
there seem to be exceptions. Mainly in the USA. 

USA would very much like to start another proxy war without any risk for 
their people and military.
But will the Taiwanese prove foolish enough to sacrifice themselves by 
doing a favour to the puppet master? 

Will she be handing out cookies? 

I hope that China blows her plane out the sky. 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines


really wish china follows through with shooting down this thing's plane 

She looks like Vomit 

Who said Medusah was a fantasy, one look at Pelosi and you will be 
vaporized or wish you had !

this is just being done by a power hungry very old senile hag, saying Look
at Me! 

Yes, I'll go with Pelosi is grandstanding to draw attention away from her 
personal corruption scandal. 

witch 

Crazy , corrupt Nancy is not worth a war in any way, shape, or form . This
is insane! 

This isn't going to end well... 

China accuses US of provocation 

Russia stands in 'absolute solidarity' with China – Kremlin 

https://www.rt.com/news/560065-russia-pelosi-taiwan-visit/
https://www.rt.com/news/560075-china-us-taiwan-provocation/


The New Age Of Orwellianism https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-
age-orwellianism Remarkably, it is the same ideologues who are eager to
change the well-accepted definitions of “recession” and “inflation” who 
remain perplexed as to what exactly a “woman” is.

DRUDGEREPORT US-China ties on precipice after Pelosi visit to Taiwan...
'AMERICAN WITCH'...
On Internet, Fury Turns to Frustration...
Beijing fires missiles, encircles island...
Demonstrates ability to blockade in war... 

ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security 
Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]

ZELENSKY DRAGGED OVER VOGUE SHOOT... Russia To Quit Space 
Station… Will build rival… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-
to-quit-international-space-station-2024/ Kremlin to keep up gas squeeze 
on Europe... 

USA Leads Globally in Known Monkeypox Cases… More than 85% of 
Americans experience temps above 90… Extinction threat may be 
greater than previously thought, new global study finds… 
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-
greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/ The global 
extinction crisis underway may be more intense than previously thought 
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https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/asia/china-taiwan-military-exercises-intl-hnk-ml/index.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/on-chinas-internet-fury-at-pelosis-visit-to-taiwan-turns-to-frustration-11659610844
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/how-taiwan-reacted-to-pelosi-s-visit-from-welcome-to-american-witch/ar-AA10gHee
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as humans continue to tear up land, overuse certain resources and heat 
up the planet...Nearly one in three species of all kinds — 30% — face 
global extinction or have been driven to extinction since the year 1500, 
according to the new survey published in the journal "Frontiers in Ecology
and the Environment."

DRUDGE Earth records shortest day ever; Planet 'spinning faster'... 

GOOGLE NEWS *Scientists baffled as Earth spins faster than usual New 
York Post 
*Gravitas: Earth just completed a rotation in less than 24 hours! WION 
*NASA warns of horrific solar flares! Earth will be impacted HT Tech
*NASA Records Huge Flare From New, Active Region Emerging on Sun's 
Surface Newsweek

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 
ROGAN CALLS TRUMP MAN BABY; SAYS WAS ON DRUGS IN WHITE 
HOUSE...  FLASHBACK: THE HIGHEST OFFICE; ADDERALL JUNKIE...   
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office [trump the 
adderall/blow man baby] NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 
9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS
JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
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infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
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Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/experts-say-there-are-mounting-signs-that-the-kremlin-is-purging-its-top-generals-in-ukraine-the-latest-hint-of-deep-dysfunction-in-putin-s-army/ar-AAYKxsd
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/22/russian-novoshakhtinsk-oil-refinery-struck-drone-possible-attack-inside-borders
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/germany-trigger-phase-two-three-065910268.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/germany-looks-at-rationing-natural-gas-after-russia-cuts-supply-11655978153
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/23/russia-crimps-gas-flows-just-as-europe-races-to-stock-up-for-winter/
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel
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https://www.ajc.com/politics/breaking-kemp-to-testify-in-fulton-co-trump-probe/PXZ4ZEMJRJCSTCJJBYVU6IK7EU/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/justice-department-raids-home-of-former-doj-official-at-center-of-jan-6-panel-s-investigation/ar-AAYNmvR
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/jan-6-committee-doj-seek-footage-of-roger-stone-from-danish-filmmakers/ar-AAYOQgG
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/jan-6-panel-to-hone-in-on-trumps-efforts-to-meddle-at-doj-00041708
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/bill-barr-suggests-trump-came-very-close-to-staying-in-power-im-not-sure-we-would-have-had-a-transition-at-all/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/23/politics/trump-jan-6-documentary-footage-pence-25th-amendment/index.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-holder-jan-6-documentarian-says-trump-had-secret-air-force-one-call-with-putin-just-before-election
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-holder-jan-6-documentarian-says-trump-had-secret-air-force-one-call-with-putin-just-before-election
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-middle-east-africa-56399743fe9ad28692c88c007bb901d6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602
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https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396
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https://finance.yahoo.com/news/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-230100860.html
https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-06-27/pentagon-blasts-putins-cavalier-nuclear-saber-rattling-as-russia-seeks-new-advantages-in-ukraine
https://thehill.com/homenews/house/3539911-aide-says-trump-knew-jan-6-attendees-had-weapons-theyre-not-here-to-hurt-me/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-threw-dishes-and-flipped-tablecloths-when-he-was-angry-ex-aide-testifies-2022-6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10962011/Meadows-told-aide-Cassidy-Hutchinson-January-6-read-real-bad-just-days-riot.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/joe-biden
https://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/joe-biden
https://www.mirror.co.uk/film/cats-review-musical-leave-you-21122229
https://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/donald-trump
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/us-news/donald-trump-played-song-cats-27355368
https://www.mediaite.com/news/secret-service-is-reportedly-prepared-to-testify-trump-didnt-try-to-commandeer-limo-on-jan-6-despite-hutchinson-account/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/secret-service-is-reportedly-prepared-to-testify-trump-didnt-try-to-commandeer-limo-on-jan-6-despite-hutchinson-account/
https://www.nationalreview.com/2022/06/cassidy-hutchinsons-testimony-against-trump-is-devastating/
https://kdhnews.com/news/politics/explosive-jan-6-hearing-delivers-political-blow-to-trump-that-his-rivals-couldnt-land/article_dd6737d4-bad9-555b-a613-97c29f9c9b81.html
https://kdhnews.com/news/politics/explosive-jan-6-hearing-delivers-political-blow-to-trump-that-his-rivals-couldnt-land/article_dd6737d4-bad9-555b-a613-97c29f9c9b81.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/30/gop-megadonors-turn-on-trump-look-for-2024-alternatives-after-jan-6-hearings.html


Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-house-2024-00041704
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-house-2024-00041704
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/gov-gavin-newsom-wins-big-in-california-could-he-be-president/ar-AAYgUlw
https://www.wsj.com/articles/january-6-trump-voters-election-fraud-lies-2024-presidential-candidate-hillary-clinton-11655415629
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https://www.sfgate.com/politics/article/The-Atlantic-dreams-about-Newsom-replacing-Biden-17249234.php
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3529645-watergate-prosecutor-georgia-case-could-send-donald-trump-to-prison/
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/trump-asked-if-he-expects-to-be-taken-out-of-mar-a-lago-in-shackles/ar-AAYE04i
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-poll/story?id=85482369
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-poll/story?id=85482369
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-poll/story?id=85482369
https://apnews.com/article/climate-science-health-and-environment-4f23d928ea637d239147c0e4adbad6dc
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10934571/Oregon-Citys-mayoral-candidate-says-homeless-Japanese-style-pods-overdoses-rise.html
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-2021-homicide-totals/
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https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/putin-says-russia-building-new-27282336
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/putin-says-russia-building-new-27282336
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/netanyahu-prepares-for-a-comeback-in-israel-e2-80-99s-next-elections/ar-AAYHWpl
https://metro.co.uk/2022/06/22/russian-colonel-who-carried-putins-nuclear-codes-briefcase-found-shot-16873192/


An Attempt To Summarize The Current State Of Our Country In Just 12 
Tweets http://endoftheamericandream.com/an-attempt-to-summarize-the-
current-state-of-our-country-in-just-12-tweets/ 

1. President Biden struggles to put on his blazer before dropping his 
trademark Aviators 

2. This Is The Speaker Of The House… PELOSI: “When I was a little girl, I 
was told at the beach if I dug a hole deep enough we would reach China. 
So, we’ve always felt a connection there.” 

3. This Is The Majority Leader Of The Senate… @SenSchumer on 
negotiating the Inflation Reduction Act: "[Sen. Joe Manchin] said we have
to do this in secret, you and I only, and we did. [...] Under Joe Manchin's 
request, which I honored, the White House didn't know any of the details 
until everybody else did." 

4. This Is Our Economy… "Biden administration tried to redefine 
recession.We are in a recession. The economy has been shrinking all 
year. Real wages are at an all—time low, and at the same time inflation is
the highest in the lifetime of most Americans," Carlson said. 

5. The Solution That Our Leaders Have Come Up With To Fix Inflation Will
Actually Make Inflation Even Worse… Kevin "Mr. Wonderful" O'Leary on 
the Bidenflation Scam: "Naming it 'anti-inflation' is a joke. This is gonna 
be very inflationary almost immediately because we're printing billions of
dollars." 

6. These Are Our Streets… “It’s not safe to do anything no more...Not 
even hang out on your porch.” 

7. This Is Our System Of Education… Elementary teacher in @AustinISD 
played a video for students to teach them about drag which also 
encourages kids to be drag performers

8. This Is The New Disease That Is Going Around… Houston man with 
monkeypox says pain, stigma, isolation are the hardest ... 

https://twitter.com/AustinISD
https://twitter.com/SenSchumer
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9. The Biden Administration Decided That It Would Be A Good Idea To 
Fight A Proxy War With Russia. It Isn’t Going Particularly Well… 

10. As If A Proxy War With Russia Wasn’t Enough, Now The Biden 
Administration Has Us Dangerously Close To A War With China… 

11. For Some Reason, Very Few Young Adults Are Eager To Join The 
Military… 

12. This Is Our Culture… Drag king makes audience “pledge allegiance” 
to drag shows at a “family-friendly” pride festival in Iowa 

Every 11 Seconds… http://endoftheamericandream.com/every-11-seconds/
even more children will have died from acute malnutrition 

ZEROHEDGE Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg
China Has Established A “Blockade” Around Taiwan And Plans To Shoot 
Missiles Directly Over The Island     
http://endoftheamericandream.com/china-has-established-a-blockade-
around-taiwan-and-plans-to-shoot-missiles-directly-over-the-island/     

Insiders Are Dumping The Most Stocks Since January As Retail Buying-
Panic Re-Emerges
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/insiders-are-dumping-most-stocks-
january-retail-buying-panic-re-emerges     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   

https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-january-6-ccntv/index.html
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could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[Of course that’s true; but, that would be nothing new for criminal 
america. 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

ANALYSIS
From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

YAHOO Politics Former FBI official likens Matt Gaetz, Roger Stone, and 
Trump to the Mafia: 'It's a criminal organization' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-fbi-official-likens-matt-
045920601.html 
BUT WAIT: “There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
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DRUDGEREPORT China threatens 'strong measures' if Pelosi visits 
Taiwan...
Kissinger Warns Biden Against Endless Confrontation... 
Beijing Dumps $100 Billion Worth Of Treasuries... 

ZEROHEDGE These Are All The Countries Capable Of Launching Space 
Rockets https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-are-all-countries-
capable-launching-space-rockets 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 

YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
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driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 
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5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' After US 
Lawmaker Slams Zelensky

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
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One dead in Ukrainian shelling of city hosting nuclear plant 

Three killed in Israeli airstrikes, Syria says 

Ivan Timofeev: Beijing and Moscow can lead resistance against West 
dictating to rest of world   https://www.rt.com/news/560353-west-world-  
hegemony-lesson/ [ Resistance is the proper word. From direct 
observation an experience, america is hardly a paragon of perfection; but
rather, an egregious example of concentrated criminality, as purveyors of
which is the american nightmare wrought for gain by whatever means, 
toward whatever target. ]

The US keeps reneging on arms control agreements, so why should 
Russia trust Joe Biden’s latest overtures? [They shouldn’t; you can’t trust
america, that’s my direct observation and experience.]

Amnesty fully ‘stands by’ report on Ukraine 

China ignores phone calls from Pentagon – Politico 
Medvedev makes prediction about Zelensky 
https://www.rt.com/russia/560727-medvedev-prediction-zelensky-future/ 
Russia sent troops into Ukraine on February 24, citing Kiev’s failure to 
implement the Minsk agreements … called Zelensky “an unshaved fellow 
wearing a green shirt” and compared him to Adolf Hitler after the 
Ukrainian president urged Western countries to close their borders to all 
Russian nationals. 
Before becoming president of Ukraine, Zelensky was a comedian and 
actor. From 2015 to 2019, he played a high-school history teacher who 
unexpectedly became president of Ukraine in a TV series called ‘Servant 
of the People...only two options in the end “[It will be either] a court 
martial or a return to supporting roles in comedy shows

Israeli troops fatally shoot two Palestinian teens – health ministry 

Ivan Timofeev: Beijing and Moscow can lead resistance against West 
dictating to rest of world   https://www.rt.com/news/560353-west-world-  
hegemony-lesson/ [ Resistance is the proper word. From direct 
observation an experience, america is hardly a paragon of perfection; but
rather, an egregious example of concentrated criminality, as purveyors of
which is the american nightmare wrought for gain by whatever means, 
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toward whatever target. ]

The US keeps reneging on arms control agreements, so why should 
Russia trust Joe Biden’s latest overtures? [They shouldn’t; you can’t trust
america, that’s my direct observation and experience.]

Amnesty fully ‘stands by’ report on Ukraine 

China ignores phone calls from Pentagon – Politico 

Zelensky accuses Amnesty International of supporting terrorism 

Today, Ukraine bombed a Donetsk hotel full of journalists – here’s what it 
felt like to be there 

US ‘artificially’ stokes tensions – Kremlin 

From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

The US is in a recession and it’s worse than you think 
https://www.rt.com/business/560011-us-recession-fed-inflation/ 

Zelensky and US to blame for ‘bloodbath’ in Donbass – Russia 

Wall Street is collapsing – NYC mayor 

FBI manipulating domestic terror stats – whistleblowers 

US plunges into recession 

EU ban on Russian gas ‘impossible’ – Austria 

Kremlin comments on claims about Russian military casualties 

Zelensky’s Vogue photoshoot raises eyebrows 

Biden met with 14 of his son’s business associates – media 
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NATO’s arsonist-in-chief Jens Stoltenberg wants the Western public to 
pay for a Ukrainian fire he helped to ignite 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

Russia to quit International Space Station after 2024 

Russia issues rebuke to Israel 

Grain deal won’t affect military op in Ukraine – Moscow 

UK candidates’ militancy and imperialism threaten to bring Britain down 

Kiev confirms arrival of heavy weapons from Germany 

US sends more weapons to Ukraine 

Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the fallout 
from their failed Russia policy 

EU eases sanctions on Russian oil exports 

Russia’s Lavrov talks Ukraine, sanctions and nuclear war with RT (FULL 
VIDEO) 

• Putin suggests motive behind Canada’s gas turbine delay   
• UN chief ‘under huge pressure’ over Ukraine – Russian FM   
• Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the   

fallout from their failed Russia policy Op-ed
• Zaporozhye Nuclear Power Plant attacked by Ukrainian drones   

Putin tells US to stop ‘looting’ Syria 

Former Russian president lists ‘Western sins’ 

Russian warns of ‘tougher’ terms for talks with Ukraine 

Dmitri Trenin: How a smart Middle East strategy can help Russia play a 
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significant role in shaping the new world order 

Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 

IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 

Iran issues warning to US and Israel 

Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
industrial complex war monster’]

Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
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cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

HUFFPOST SUSPICIOUS: SECRET SERVICE CAN’T FIND JAN. 6 TEXTS! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/national-archives-deleted-secret-service-
texts_n_62d6c6bbe4b008a2d03f1ac4 [ Ooooh … the mystery of it all … 
magical disappearance of text messages … could be ghosts … or 
gremlins … or salem witchcraft … WAKE UP! … AMERICA IS A TOTAL 
FRAUD! … AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 
MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). ]

The most intelligent, rational legal position:

Laurence Tribe, a Harvard law professor, argued that not holding Trump 
accountable would be equally harmful.

"I certainly recognize that indicting a former president would generate 
lots of social heat, perhaps violence," Tribe said. "But not indicting him 
would invite another violent insurrection."

Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All Incredibly Depressed. 
Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" Some very concerning 
market observations from Goldman trader John Flood discussing the real 
rot below the market surface: Monday was the lightest volume session of
the year with 9.32b shares trading across all US equity exchanges 
breaking previous low mark of 9.4b back on 7/11/22. YTD daily avg for 
shares traded across all US equity exchanges sits @ 12.5b. Monday was 
also the lightest notional trading session of the year w/ $392b trading vs 
ytd daily avg of $638b. Our desk was a 3 on 1 – 10 scale in terms of 
overall activity levels. I am personally taken aback by how resilient mkt 
has been over the past few weeks. I don’t see L/Os putting their ~$210b 
of cash to work. I am seeing them use pockets of strength to sell lower 
conviction more illiquid names in block form and raise even more cash. 
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Trump comic-con-show 
https://www.facebook.com/reel/523496502845404/?
s=single_unit&__cft__[0]=AZWPFQ3WczUIfIkH48JzeY46IoAd31UE03J6BK
gdB2FnhC4ZMwHrSlFnIZRzSdcm0iOvj82iS31DRdv7o07VE1dKwlJ-
o8PrhTfe_ujCAUFuOSNPQHEmqhCXpuyaLM_w2FExUX2P3sub6YXf8JZ_JO
SnUwrv6N77_T472Z5wMAIl1mh2SytZjOOe004Qi410SWP8G3HBHdMEgTY
aaiWHeOxK&__tn__=H-R 

ZEROHEDGE As Taiwan Warns Chinese "Maritime & Aerial Blockade" 
Ensuing, Pelosi Says Real Issue Is 'I'm A Woman' [Riiight!] Pelosi Departs
Taiwan After Whirlwind Tour As China Declares "Median Line" No Longer 
Exists Global Markets Slump With Terrified Traders Tracking Pelosi's 
Next Move Forget inflation, stagflation, recession, depression, earnings, 
Biden locked up in the basement with covid, and everything else: today's 
it all about whether Nancy Pelosi will start World War 3 when she lands 
in Taiwan in 3 hours. https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/taiwans-
independence-worth-war Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just 
purely on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant 
Fed policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls 
off a miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 

Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 
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The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE Garland Says He 'Personally Approved' Trump Search 
Warrant [BRAVO!] https://www.zerohedge.com/political/watch-live-ag-
merrick-garland-makes-statement-following-trump-raid "There has to be 
a(prosecution)n investigation..." Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

DRUDGEREPORT 

FEDS HUNT STOLEN NUKE DOCS 
SEARCH WARRANT TEXT 
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS 
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE 
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO 
'TOP SECRET' 

"Without Any Doubt, Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": 

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-nuclear-weapons-issue-122108215.html
https://apnews.com/article/florida-donald-trump-mar-a-lago-merrick-garland-government-and-politics-f63c018b600e1539ff3660a896a132d0
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://humanevents.com/2022/08/12/exclusive-warrant-and-property-receipt-from-mar-a-lago-raid/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fbi-searched-trump-s-home-to-look-for-nuclear-documents-and-other-items-sources-say/ar-AA10zmiO
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Tribe Declares Trump Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump 

DRUDGEREPORT GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP 
[ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is being 
painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal that he 
is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists and you have 
trump. The pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without empathy
or decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the greater 
fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He 
spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 
duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]
AGENTS CRACK SAFE
WAS THERE A RAT? 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-
says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html MSNBC 
This search wasn't run by Democrats — the head of the FBI was 
appointed by Trump

https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/search-unprecedented-but-all-legal-all-lawful-and-it-s-not-a-raid-former-u-s-attorney-145780293822
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https://apnews.com/article/donald-trump-mar-a-lago-government-and-politics-9e8d683afe87389407950af7ccfdbdd6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11093449/FBI-agents-raid-Mar-Lago-Trump-says-home-siege-agents.html
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/aug/8/mar-lago-raided-fbi-agents-donald-trump-says/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
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https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-says-mar-lago-home-was-raided-large-group-fbi-agents-rcna42133
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https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/10/trump-says-he-refused-to-answer-ny-attorney-generals-questions-in-probe-of-his-business.html
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THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg

As Taiwan Warns Chinese "Maritime & Aerial Blockade" Ensuing, Pelosi 
Says Real Issue Is 'I'm A Woman' [Riiight!] Pelosi Departs Taiwan After 
Whirlwind Tour As China Declares "Median Line" No Longer Exists Global 
Markets Slump With Terrified Traders Tracking Pelosi's Next Move Forget
inflation, stagflation, recession, depression, earnings, Biden locked up in 
the basement with covid, and everything else: today's it all about 
whether Nancy Pelosi will start World War 3 when she lands in Taiwan in 
3 hours. https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/taiwans-independence-
worth-war Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just purely
on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant Fed 
policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls off a 
miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 

Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
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And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
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Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
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massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE UMich Sentiment Jumps But Long-Term Inflation 
Expectations Unexpectedly Rise 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/umich-sentiment-jumps-long-term-
inflation-expectations-unexpectedly-rise Jerome Powell's closely 
watched inflation indicator just returned to the danger zone The Price Of 
Eggs Is Up 47% As Food Costs In The US Spiral Out Of Control Turkey 
Agrees To Pay For Russian Gas With Rubles India ditches US dollar in 
Russia trade – Reuters   Credit Suisse Set To Slash Thousands Of Jobs   
Despite Handing Out Hundreds Of Millions To Retain Top Talent 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/credit-suisse-set-slash-thousands-
jobs-despite-handing-out-hundreds-millions-retain-top The bank is looking 
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to cut its overall cost base by $1 billion... 

"I Don't Feel The Pain Of Inflation Anymore" Says Wealthy SF Fed Chair 
From Ivory Tower YAHOO Business 'The market is not the economy' and 
the July rally in the stock market was premature, top economist 
Mohamed El-Erian says https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/market-not-
economy-july-rally-174829466.html El-Erian said a comment by Powell led
investors to believe rate hikes would likely slow, but that's at odds with 
what the data shows. Weak Manufacturing Surveys Signal 'Peak 
Inflation'; Plunge in Orders, Production, & Jobs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/weak-manufacturing-surveys-
signal-peak-inflation-plunge-orders-production-jobs "With the exception of
pandemic lockdown periods, July saw US manufacturers report the 
toughest business conditions since 2009..." 

Biden's America: Too Broke To Bet?   Chicago PMI Unexpectedly Plunges   
To 2-Year Lows https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/chicago-pmi-
unexpectedly-plunges-2-year-lows ...stagflation signals as prices paid 
jumped and production and new orders fell... "Expert" Narratives Are 
Collapsing The house of cards continues to fall apart Yellen: "Recession"
Doesn't Mean What You Think It Means [ Riiight! ] Sentiment sours amid 
Kremlin updates, EU Energy deal & US-earnings in focus -   Delusional   
Biden Admin Front-Runs Recessionary GDP Print... By Redefining 
Recession https://www.zerohedge.com/political/delusional-biden-admin-
front-runs-recessionary-gdp-print-redefining-recession It's not a recession
until the White House gives economists on its payroll permission to 
declare it a recession... [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!] US PMI Crashes 
Into Contraction In July: "A Worrying Deterioration In The Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-pmi-crashes-contraction-july-
worrying-deterioration-economy "Excluding pandemic lockdown months, 
output is falling at a rate not seen since 2009 amid the global financial 
crisis..." There's An Amazing Glut Of Office Space In Every Major Metro 
Area https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/theres-amazing-glut-office-
space-every-major-metro-area Occupancy is an engine of local 
economies. But there's a huge glut of space available... US Existing 
Home Sales Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses US Homebuilders 
Abandon Single-Families In June As They Brace For Rate Shock 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-builders-abandon-single-
family-home-startspermits-june-anticipating-renter ...multi-family starts 
and permits surged double-digits in June as single-family plunged... 
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Homebuilder Confidence Collapses In July 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-confidence-
collapses-july ...the largest MoM drop (ex-COVID-lockdown) in history... 
Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
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Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
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Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER

https://secure.sjuggerudtruewealth.com/?
cid=MKT650099&eid=MKT657482&channel=102120d0fc4158ded364c744
bc11a4&assetId=AST254109&page=1&fbclid=IwAR2cc1ZhOIn7xUGfA1Iv
sHne3IQnWX1wMlYBnvJoJ1PDtHOCHo1uykpJDJ4 

A Winter Of Anger https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/winter-anger
... if you’d ask most citizens of whichever EU country if they are willing to
risk being unable to feed and heat their children in order to support 
Ukraine and Zelensky, they would say NO. Hell no! "Revolution Has 
Begun": 75,000 Brits To Stop Paying Power Bills Amid Inflation Storm 
German Electricity Prices Hit Record High As Heatwave Curbs Power 
Generation ... and it's not even winter yet. "Widespread Civil Unrest" 
Looming In UK Over Cost-Of-Living Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/widespread-civil-unrest-
looming-uk-over-cost-living-crisis Movement to stop paying bills 

snowballs... 

Pound Crashes After BOE Hikes By Most Since 1995, Starts Gilt Sales Yet
Warns Of Crushing Stagflationary Recession Germany's Uniper Warns Of 
Possible "Irregular Operation" At Major Power Plant As Rhine River Runs 
Dry "You Can't Switch Off Death": German Crematoriums Warn Of Energy 
Crisis German Barge Traffic Slumps As Rhine Water Levels Near Record 
Lows "Miserable" German Retail Sales Crash The Most On Record As 
Europe Slumps Into Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/miserable-german-retail-sales-crash-
most-record-europe-slumps-recession Germany is "sinking into an 
increasingly steep downturn, adding to the region’s recession risks”. Gas
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Levy Could Triple Household Heating Bills In Germany EU Consumer 
Confidence Crashes To Record Lows As German CPI Unexpectedly Re-
Accelerates "We Are In A Very Critical Moment": IMF Cuts Global GDP, 
Raises Inflation Outlook, Warns "World Teetering On Edge Of Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-are-very-critical-moment-imf-
cuts-global-gdp-raises-inflation-outlook-warns-world "It’s easy to cool off 
the economy when the economy is running hot. It’s much harder to 
reduce inflation when the economy is close to a recession." Germans 
Taking Fewer Showers In Response To Cost Of Living Crisis China And 
Japan Hold The Keys To Euro Recovery 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/china-and-japan-hold-keys-euro-
recovery While the direction of Europe’s economy continues to be a 
hostage to Russian energy -- as today’s dispiriting PMI numbers attest -- it
is the Asian nations of China and Japan who are in a position to alleviate 
Europe’s capital-outflow problem and stabilize the euro. PMIs Signal 
Eurozone Recession Day After First ECB Rate-Hike In 11 Years 

19% Of The World's Population Lives In 'Chindia' (& Buys Russian Oil) 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/19-worlds-population-lives-
chindia-buys-russian-oil India is expected to become the most populous 
nation on Earth by mid-2023, surpassing China whose population growth 
has all but stopped.. Oil Surges After Biden Fails To Win Saudi Pledge To 
Pump More Crude These Are The Countries With The Highest Default Risk
The Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial Production Unexpectedly 
Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker month since September 
2021... David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
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Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 
Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE Garland Says He 'Personally Approved' Trump Search 
Warrant [BRAVO] https://www.zerohedge.com/political/watch-live-ag-
merrick-garland-makes-statement-following-trump-raid "There has to be 
a(prosecution)n investigation..." Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

"Without Any Doubt, Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": 
Tribe Declares Trump Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump 
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DRUDGEREPORT GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP 
[ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is being 
painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal that he 
is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists and you have 
trump. The pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without empathy
or decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the greater 
fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He 
spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 
duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]
AGENTS CRACK SAFE
WAS THERE A RAT? 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-
says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html MSNBC 
This search wasn't run by Democrats — the head of the FBI was 
appointed by Trump

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

Fascism watch Trump wished his military officials were more like Nazi 
'German generals' https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/trump-
wished-his-military-officials-were-more-german-generals-nazi-n1297784?
icid=msd_topgrid 

The Last Word Mary Trump: Trump is 'panicked' after FBI search of Mar-a-
Lago

https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/mary-trump-trump-is-panicked-after-fbi-search-of-mar-a-lago-145767493768
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ZEROHEDGE The State Of Unemployment In Europe     Initial Jobless Claims  
Surge To Highest Since November https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-
finance/initial-jobless-claims-surge-highest-november ...and continuing 
claims are at 4-month highs... A Most Peculiar Recession The 
Government is Hiding a Dark Secret About the Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-08-09/government-hiding-dark-
secret-about-economy About those supposedly fantastic July jobs 
numbers... Nvidia Plunges After Preannouncing Terrible Q2 Results, 
Slashes Guidance, Blames "Macroeconomic Headwinds" Something 
Snaps In The Job Market: Multiple Jobholders Hit All Time High As 
Unexplained 1.8 Million Jobs Gap Emerges 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/something-snaps-job-market-
multiple-jobholders-hit-all-time-high-unexplained-18-million ‘...So what's 
going on here? The simple answer: Fewer people working, but more 
people working more than one job, a rotation which picked up in earnest 
some time in March and which has only been captured by the Household 
survey. And since the Establishment survey is far slower to pick up on 
the nuances in employment composition, while the Household Survey has
gone nowhere since March, the BLS data engineers have been busy 
goalseeking the Establishment Survey (perhaps with the occasional 
nudge from the White House especially now that the economy is in a 
technical recession) to make it appear as if the economy is growing 
strongly, when in reality all they are doing is applying the same erroneous
seasonal adjustment factor that gave such a wrong perspective of the 
labor market in the aftermath of the covid pandemic (until it was all 
adjusted away a year ago). In other words, while the labor market is 
already cracking, it will take the BLS several months of veering away 
from reality before the government bureaucrats accept and admit what is
truly taking place...’

July Payrolls Smash Expectations Soaring To 528K, Wages Come In Red 
Hot As Unemployment Rate Drops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/july-payrolls-smash-expectations-
soaring-528k-wages-come-red-hot We are now well and truly in bizarro 
world. 

Futures Flat As Crushing 37bps Curve Inversion Screams Recession The 
Misery Index Is At Recession Levels Lying About The Economy Will Only 
Make The Coming Crash Worse Senior Economist 'Fact Checked' By 
Facebook For Saying US Is In Recession 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/political/senior-economist-fact-checked-
facebook-saying-us-recession “We live in an Orwellian hell-scape.” [Yes, 
we do!] Here’s why you shouldn’t invest in ETFs. UMich Inflation 
Expectations Rose Intra-Month, Democrats' Confidence Drops Further 
Inflation, Recession Or Both? Reporter Exposes White House's Blatant 
Redefining Of "Recession" Yellen: "Recession" Doesn't Mean What You 
Think It Means Gold & The Upcoming Recession Luongo: None Dare Call 
It A Recession Lest The Democrats Lose The Mid-Terms Democrats 
Prepare To Unleash Hell On Fed Chair Powell For The Coming Recession 
"2023 Will Be A Year From Hell" - Martin Armstrong Warns Of Inflation-
Driven Civil-Unrest https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/2023-will-be-
year-hell-martin-armstrong-warns-inflation-driven-civil-unrest "...you are 
looking at revolutions... The euro looks like death warmed over... This is 
just not over yet." "Japanese Economy Continues To Crater "- Another 
Casualty Of The Energy Crisis The Danger Of Drought In Europe 
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/danger-drought-europe ...the current 
heatwave is bound to further exacerbate water shortages in Southern and
Southeast Europe... Record-Breaking Heat In Europe Meanwhile, 
Southern Europe is also experiencing extreme heat that has caused 
wildfires... UK Records Hottest Day Ever Amid Heat Apocalypse   "Heat   
Apocalypse" Blasts Europe As UK And France Brace For Hottest Days On 
Record   https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/heat-apocalypse-blasts-  
europe-uk-and-france-brace-hottest-days-record "Today and tomorrow will
be one of the worst, if not the worst heatwave events in the modern 
history of western Europe." The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 
2022 http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In 
Government Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 
4Chan Found After Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
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protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

ZEROHEDGE Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 
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CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE The Trigger For The Next Great Depression 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-08-12/trigger-next-great-
depression Future generations will mark this week as the start of the 
"Second Great Depression" in America It's Game-Over For The Fed - 
Expect A Monetary "Rug Pull" Soon... Where are we in this squeeze...are 
we "there yet"? - part VII 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/shortcovering short covering 
mania... One Bank Warns U.S. Econ Data Make Little Sense, "Until You 
Recall Midterm Elections Are Coming Up" "They pretend it’s real data, we
pretend to trade it." 5-Year Down Market Coming 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/5-year-down-market-coming 
Market Wizard who predicted all indexes would be negative in 2022 
shares shocking new forecast Iran Arranges First Import Using 
Cryptocurrency By chasing sanctioned countries out of dollars, the USA 
stokes demand for alternatives India ditches US dollar in Russia trade – 
Reuters   Recession is "crashing"   closer to a complacency point where 
one actually could start shorting the market again.. The Great Recession:
Facts Vs Denials https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/great-recession-
facts-vs-denials Once again, the US is facing a recession which Main 
Street feels, Wall Street whistles past, and DC simply denies... 

"Deteriorating Situation" Shows Rent Growth "Collapsing" In Sunbelt 
Markets https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/deteriorating-situation-
shows-rent-growth-collapsing-sunbelt-markets Rogan Slams Biden Admin 
For "Gaslighting" Americans About Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/rogan-slams-biden-admin-
gaslighting-americans-about-recession "...they’re literally changing the 
definition...and it should be pushed back against in a big way. It should 
be something that people get angry about..." 'Great News' Jobs Reports 
Sparks Selloff In Bonds, Stocks, & Gold 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/great-news-jobs-reports-sparks-
selloff-bonds-stocks-gold ...good news is really bad news... 

Initial Jobless Claims Hit 8 Month Highs, Continuing Claims Jump Ahead 
Of Payrolls Print https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-
jobless-claims-hit-8-month-highs-continuing-claims-jump-ahead-payrolls 
Jobless claims are now completely decoupled from the headlines payrolls
data... Pay Attention; This Is Not The '70s 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/pay-attention-not-70s In the late 
70s, P/Es on stocks were in the single digits, and debt levels were 
negligible. Today, valuations are nearly four times those levels, and debt 
as a percentage of GDP is at levels considered unthinkable not that long 
ago... Chinese Jets Buzz Taiwan Strait, Govt Websites Hit By 
Cyberattack With Pelosi Plane En Route War on China: the real target are 
the American people China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off Taiwan With US 
Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia Nuclear War 
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Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security Advisor China's 
Army Posts "Get Ready For War!" Message On Social Media, State 
Mouthpiece Says PLA Has "Right" To Intercept Pelosi's Plane Inflation, 
Recession Or Both? [BOTH!] Welcome To The Biden Recession: Q2 GDP 
"Unexpectedly" Shrinks 0.9%, 2nd Consecutive Decline Peter Schiff: The 
White House Recession Denial https://www.zerohedge.com/political/peter-
schiff-white-house-recession-denial "When you’re losing, just change the 
rules of the game, then declare victory.” Recession? All Of A Sudden 
Yield Spreads Are Collapsing https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/no-
recession-all-sudden-yield-spreads-are-collapsing … we suggest 
continuing to follow risk management protocols until indicators indicate 
a reversal of that economic risk.

1. Tighten up stop-loss levels to current support levels for each position. 

2. Hedge portfolios against significant market declines. 

3. Take profits in positions that have been big winners 

4. Sell laggards and losers. 

5. Raise cash and rebalance portfolios to target weightings.

Peter Schiff: It's Getting Harder To Deny Recession Reality 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-schiff-its-getting-harder-deny-
recession-reality "This should be obvious, but people have been in denial 
about the weakness in the economy..." Wall Street's Biggest Bear: One 
Down, But Two More Things Must Happen Before Stocks Bottom 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/wall-streets-biggest-bear-one-down-
two-more-things-must-happen-stocks-bottom Recession reflections 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/everyoneknows [ Recession 
is coming but everyone knows it ] The Number Of Americans Filing For 
First-Time Unemployment Claims Soared To 8-Month-Highs Last Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/number-americans-filing-
first-time-unemployment-claims-soared-8-month-highs-last ...and 
continuing claims are the highest since April... US Existing Home Sales 
Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses Sinkhole 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sinkhole "At present, the 2s10s 
spread is –18 bps. This is indicative of a recession 12-18 months ahead, 
which means the second half of 2023. Note that we have been 
forecasting a recession for 2023H2 since April." Recession Already Here 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-may-already-be-here The 
debate about recession risk is pointless.We are already in a recession... 
The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
an odd beast in any case. 

Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 

idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 
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Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
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The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE Taiwanese Officials Trounce Pelosi After Son's Huge 
Holdings In China Tech Exposed You can't make this shit up... Russia 
Says It May Sever US Relations If Declared Terrorism Sponsor Diplomat 
says designation would bring Washington to "the point of no return" Ex-
President Medvedev Warns Europe Of "Possible Incidents" At Nuclear 
Facilities https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ex-president-
medvedev-warns-europe-possible-incidents-nuclear-facilities Ukraine & 
Western backers"...ready to orchestrate a new Chernobyl." RT UN issues
nuclear appeal to Russia and Ukraine   West would fight Russia ‘to the last  
Ukrainian’ – Moscow ZH Russia Suspends US Inspections Of Its Nuclear 
Arsenal Under New START Treaty China Extends Taiwan Drills Past 

https://www.rt.com/russia/560655-un-nuclear-power-plant/
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Sunday Deadline, Says Training Under "Real War Conditions" Which 
Nations Face The Biggest Disruption From China's Taiwan-Trade-
Blockade? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/which-nations-face-
biggest-disruption-chinas-taiwan-trade-blockade China's export stop on 
sand, a resource essential for the manufacturing of semiconductors, 
could prove devastating for countries like the United States... The 
Growing Threat From North Korea Taiwan Says China's Drills Are 
Simulating A Full Attack On The Island 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/taiwan-says-chinas-drills-are-
simulating-full-attack-island Following Pelosi's visit, Chinese media said 
the military will demonstration the "mainland's absolute control over the 
Taiwan question." Anger From Ukraine's Backers After Damning Amnesty
Report Spotlights 'Human Shields'

China Sanctions Pelosi, Halts US Talks Including Military Ties, As Jets 
Breach Taiwan Median Line 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/china-sanctions-pelosi-halts-us-
talks-including-military-ties-jets-breach-taiwan China has begun its 
retaliation against Washington by announcing Friday the cancellation of a
series of meetings with the United States 

Ballistic Missiles Soar Over Taiwan, "Hundreds" Of PLA Fighters Breach 
Airspace, As 5-Day Drills Commence 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ballistic-missiles-soar-over-
taiwan-hundreds-pla-fighters-breach-airspace-5-day-drills China Summons
US Ambassador Overnight, Says Washington "Must Pay The Price" EOAD 
Are Chinese Tanks Massing On The Shores Of Fujian Because An Invasion
Is Imminent? 8-2-22 We Were Specifically Warned About This Coming War
With China All The Way Back In The 1990 ZH Here Are All The Latest 
Taiwan Headlines https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-
latest-taiwan-headlines All the latest news in the extremely fluid Taiwan 
theater of pre-war. 'US Military Moving Assets', Markets Stall On Reports 
Pelosi To Visit Taiwan Tuesday 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-sink-pelosi-taiwan-headlines 
Pelosi is reportedly expected to land in Taiwan on Tuesday night, and 
meet lawmakers on Wednesday. China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off 
Taiwan With US Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia
Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security 
Advisor China Is Issuing The Same "Red Line" Warnings About Taiwan 
That Russia Issued About Ukraine THE SUN AI predicts last selfie on 
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Earth… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-
earth-prediction-tiktok/ EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To 
Absolutely Love It When War With China Erupts 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-industrial-complex-is-
going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-erupts/ ZH Russia Unveils
Large-Scale Military Exercises In East, Signaling Force Strength 
'Unaffected' By Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-
unveils-large-scale-eastern-military-exercises-signaling-force-strength-
unaffected Prior "Vostok" (East) drills included sizable Chinese PLA 
military participation... If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End 
Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm

How A Russian Gas Freeze Would Curtail European GDPs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/how-russian-gas-freeze-would-
curtail-european-gdps ...a complete shut-off from the Russian side would 
have disastrous effects for European economies... Ukraine Moves To 
Criminalize Russian Passport Application there is a lot of Ukrainian blood 
on the red Russian passport [What?] Russia Boasts It's Already Taken 
Out 4 US-Supplied Long Range Rocket Systems Russia Informs Turkey It 
Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa Port Attack It's Official: Russia And 
China Announce "New Global Reserve Currency" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-22/its-official-russia-and-china-
announce-new-global-reserve-currency And once again no one has 
noticed and no one seems to care. [ Yes, it’s official; NEW WORLD 
ORDER! ]

Pelosi: Pentagon Might Be Worried China Would Shoot Down Her Plane If 
She Visits Taiwan AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant 
Corruption' After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky US "Started" The Ukraine
Crisis, China Says, In Fiercest Official Criticism Yet 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-started-ukraine-crisis-china-
says-fiercest-official-criticism-yet "As the one who started the Ukraine 
crisis & the biggest factor fueling it..." [ Yes...Sadly, that is indisputably 
true; it’s the american way.] Russia Plans 'Annexation Votes' For 
Captured Ukraine Territories By Mid-September: Report Russia Resumes 
Nord Stream Natural Gas Deliveries To Europe "...likely to lead to a 
collective sigh of relief from not just the European gas market, but from 
the wider economy," Russia Declares War Goals Have Expanded After 
West Pumped More Arms Into Ukraine Strengthening Ties With Iran, Putin
Meets With Supreme Leader In Tehran 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/strengthening-ties-iran-putin-
meets-supreme-leader-tehran “Our relations are developing at a good 
pace,” said Putin 

Putin Says Russia Will Honor Gas Commitment But Flows Will Drop As 
Much As 20% Of Capacity Vladimir Putin warned that flows via the Nord 
Stream pipeline could be curbed soon if sanctions prevent additional 
maintenance on its components Russian Military Given Formal Order To 
Target Ukraine's Long-Range Weapons From US 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-issues-formal-order-military-
target-ukraines-long-range-weapons-us Ukraine officials called the 
HIMARS a "game-changer"... [Riiight] Gazprom Declares Force Majeure, 
Will Halt Gas Flows To Germany Indefinitely "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”

Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
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from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
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Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
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According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
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(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
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markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22
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DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---

[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

https://www.facebook.com/michele.carmichael.94?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyMjA1MjAyMDgyOTcwMTg2XzIxMDM5MDI3Mjk3ODIwMjA%3D&__tn__=R*F
https://www.facebook.com/elain.mm?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyMjA1MjAyMDgyOTcwMTg2XzU3NzQ0ODcwMDUzMTE2Mw%3D%3D&__tn__=R*F
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POST: FIRST MOON LANDING
NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 
Fake-NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv

http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm     

Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake Dutch     
'  moon rock  ' revealed   Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon rock 

given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of 
petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon Rock  ' in   
Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at 
Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

Al Peia

Riiight...and they haven't been back because...oh yeah, they got rid of 
their Saturn rockets ... and, they were in the past but not in the 
present/future impervious to radiation; ie., van allen belt, etc.. Oh, they 
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probably could do it now, arguably; they're working on it. But, of course, 
Mars is quite another thing. The amounts of money for these 
boondoggles/frauds are staggering; yet, pale in comparison to the frauds 
on wall street. YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand 
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act... ].

albertpeia.com 

Michael W. Lurie
Shame on me. I believed this fraud for most of my life and I should have 
known better in 1969.
Other than Kodak film (and Hasselblad cameras) that could not function 
at lunar temperatures (not to mention the radiation or outgassing in a 
vacuum)
or the total lack of any blast crater
or the lack of rockets on lift-off from the moon
or the sounds heard while on the "lunar" suface
or the laser-ranging which started in 1962
or the waving flags
or the improbable "pressure [space] suits"
or the violations of Newton's 2nd law
or the ridiculously inadequate guidance systems
or the relatively poor special effects (not even CGI)
or the lack of telemetry
or the lack of radiation protection
or the utter quiet of a 140+ decibel engine
or the ludicrous lack of computer power
or the "moon rocks" from....well, petrified wood?

https://www.facebook.com/mlurie?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0MjEzNjA4MjMzNjA2NjVfNDMyMzA3NTAyMTc4ODU4&__cft__[0]=AZVR4z65mJ87Hh2I9XUxsaGNY99PIlENsQVFx-NB14NiEoVGNdkGWHorCZB0dFL_in4G5VR0ra3GVRgD9-m6vMUxU2tRR0JMp-zGes9W8e65-EOXMo2Q_NpZiHFaOejPu-JRyiK6kewHcxruOYl5HGvA&__tn__=R]-R
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or the "astronauts" dangling from wires
or the Lunar Rover which looks like a Mattel model
....but they did make a full-scale model for 60 million bucks
or the billions in additional funds for "Paperclip"
or the total lack of stars or photos of the sky
or the very suspicious look to the front-screen filming
or the clues in "Eyes Wide Shut" and elsewhere (etc.)
or the incredible effort by NASA and JTRIG to shut down discussion of 
the fraud, and mock those who would expose it....
or (for bonus points) the lack of an airlock on the LEM
Other than that, maybe we really went? The TV told me so.
Al Peia
Michael W. Lurie BRAVO!
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ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

YAHOO Nearly one in three Americans say it may soon be necessary to 
take up arms against the government

https://www.yahoo.com/news/nearly-one-three-americans-may-
202408076.html A majority of Americans say the U.S. government is 
corrupt and almost a third say it may soon be necessary to take up arms 
against it, according to a new poll from the University of Chicago’s 
Institute of Politics. 

DRUDGEREPORT ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms… 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

*Hopes for a mild recession are "delusional," said Nouriel Roubini, the 
economist who called the 2008 financial crisis. 

*He said debt ratios are historically high, while bailouts during the 
pandemic have resulted in "zombie corporations." 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
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mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It 
When War With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-
military-industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-
china-erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]

ZEROHEDGE FBI Likely Did 'Intentionally Undermine' A Congressional 
Probe On Hunter Biden: Senator https://www.zerohedge.com/political/fbi-
likely-did-intentionally-undermine-congressional-probe-hunter-biden-
senator "The FBI can no longer be trusted 

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
The US is in a recession and it’s worse than you think 
https://www.rt.com/business/560011-us-recession-fed-inflation/ 
DRUDGEREPORT 
UN warns humanity 'one miscalculation away from nuclear annihilation'…
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-
danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html 

YAHOO Business 'The market is not the economy' and the July rally in the
stock market was premature, top economist Mohamed El-Erian says 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/market-not-economy-july-rally-
174829466.html El-Erian said a comment by Powell led investors to 
believe rate hikes would likely slow, but that's at odds with what the data
shows.

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]
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ANALYSIS
From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

YAHOO Politics Former FBI official likens Matt Gaetz, Roger Stone, and 
Trump to the Mafia: 'It's a criminal organization' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-fbi-official-likens-matt-
045920601.html 
BUT WAIT: “There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

China Has Established A “Blockade” Around Taiwan And Plans To Shoot 
Missiles Directly Over The Island     
http://endoftheamericandream.com/china-has-established-a-blockade-
around-taiwan-and-plans-to-shoot-missiles-directly-over-the-island/     

Insiders Are Dumping The Most Stocks Since January As Retail Buying-
Panic Re-Emerges
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/insiders-are-dumping-most-stocks-
january-retail-buying-panic-re-emerges     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[DUH! Of course that’s true; but, that’s the reality of criminal america.] 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]
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'All the data points currently align with a cover-up' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-pentagon-secret-service-texts-
deleted-cover-up-accusations-170030306.html The House Jan. 6 
committee is scrutinizing evidence of information erased, wiped, deleted 
and otherwise obscured by former members of the Trump administration. 

SOP Standard Operating Procedure-That’s my experience 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[DUH! Of course that’s true; but, that’s the reality of criminal america.] 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-ukraine-war
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
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Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
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and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg


the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

Al Peia
DRUDGEREPORT Top 10 best places to live in world…USA not on list... 
https://www.cnbc.com/.../global-liveability-index-2022... Here’s the rest of 
the top 10 best places to live
1. Vienna, Austria
2. Copenhagen, Denmark
3. Zurich, Switzerland
4. Calgary, Canada
5. Vancouver, Canada
6. Geneva, Switzerland
7. Frankfurt, Germany
8. Toronto, Canada
9. Amsterdam, Netherlands
10. Osaka, Japan and Melbourne, Australia (tie)

Susan Edelman Blank
Al Peia I’ll take any one of those!

Al Peia
Even just a decade ago, who would have thought america would have 
fallen so far, so fast. Careful what you say, we're getting near the 

https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDIyNTI0NjY0NTY2NTcyNl82MDI0MjMzNjc5MTUyNDI%3D&__cft__[0]=AZVj-jqkpOIB01XXAA2BQYWt9vKEliE6drRDrPmWW6rN7b0WhqCkEMN2xzq3fIhjX-WOaEFFySfPOZss6DGT7E3OtmluxrZV8R4vbDyDGwu0rFxeTPbeHoYmYbaHBWWBQjs&__tn__=R]-R
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https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDIyNTI0NjY0NTY2NTcyNl81NzkyNDQyNDM2OTg3NzE%3D&__cft__[0]=AZVj-jqkpOIB01XXAA2BQYWt9vKEliE6drRDrPmWW6rN7b0WhqCkEMN2xzq3fIhjX-WOaEFFySfPOZss6DGT7E3OtmluxrZV8R4vbDyDGwu0rFxeTPbeHoYmYbaHBWWBQjs&__tn__=R]-R


desperate phase (not worth it - ask the Kennedy's). Doctor Peter referred 
to you as "a warrior". A compliment, to be sure; but, for you and your 
family, not worth it. This guy's really good, worth a look 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=crCGYeo0PBE

YOUTUBE.COM
BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER https://secure.sjuggerudtruewealth.com/?
cid=MKT650099&eid=MKT657482&channel=102120d0fc4158ded364c744
bc11a4&assetId=AST254109&page=1&fbclid=IwAR0pC2C2-J2V-
ZloWSAW8WX2VLqM3fha3zWL-69BnuumFAH72QortG6rbEY 

BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 
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https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

CNN Murdoch's New York Post dumps Trump, calling him 'unworthy to be 
chief executive again'

MSNBC Joe: Trump's biggest enablers were begging him to stop. How is 
he not already in jail? Morning Joe

Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
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https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing


States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 
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EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
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harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”
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CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky [ america’s kind of 
place! ]

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
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be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
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post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
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gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
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running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
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such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It When War 
With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-
industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-
erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]
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THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 

https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/10/fired-fox-news-editor-chris-stirewalt-to-testify-at-jan-6-riot-committee-hearing.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/media/3519284-nearly-20m-watched-jan-6-hearing-nielsen
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-calls-deadly-insurrection-greatest-193328621.html
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/breaking-trumps-shocking-comments-that-pence-deserved-to-be-hanged-on-jan-6-revealed-at-hearing/
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UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-08/times-these-second-passport-makes-lot-sense
https://www.msn.com/en-xl/news/other/china-will-not-hesitate-to-start-war-over-taiwan-beijing-tells-us/ar-AAYisrt
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10901419/McCarthy-says-country-responsible-Jan-6-pressed-Trumps-fault.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
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https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-and-unreleased-video-expected-to-be-focus-of-first-jan-6-hearing/ar-AAYfFly
https://apnews.com/article/jan-6-capitol-riot-hearings-live-updates-eefb79f2cffb705f04bf43ea164db20f


ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 
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ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 

https://www.facebook.com/susan.blank?__cft__[0]=AZVGvhjiSxGnjWz-LN1hLrt-aZERuH0PnG03UnsNEqhUcmu8tji41KXA8gSPX1OdMtaxPYgX5zHqHLdFB47IYBha_VhuUIONFV7lhrhbMfxB3fUSiPJAMdbT-Ekkqx2RcIH6jVbHjnRdnwyLewnxvu_HCG_Le8GADYmNiVTogj9heg&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
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AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-

https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMITuzgEw4fQo?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/
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https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

YAHOO We are seeing evidence that Donald Trump committed treason. 
Where is Merrick Garland? https://www.yahoo.com/news/seeing-evidence-
donald-trump-committed-100000305.html How many more Republican 
former officials have to come forward for the attorney general to act? 

http://albertpeia.com/manchurian-mobster-trump.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
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AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com
8-17-22
Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a
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6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;
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(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;



(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

http://albertpeia.com/manchurian-mobster-trump.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4 

http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
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The Saturday Report

Saturday Report 8/13/22 - What starts in
the Arctic doesn’t stay in the Arctic...

The Best of the Rest of the News 

 
Thom Hartmann
9 hr ago

https://substack.com/profile/1100619-thom-hartmann
https://hartmannreport.com/s/the-saturday-report/?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=menu
https://substack.com/profile/1100619-thom-hartmann?utm_source=author-byline-face
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— Did America have a true “Manchurian Candidate” in the White House for four years? A literal 
agent for one or more foreign governments and/or international organized crime figures? According to 
numerous reporters and authors, Donald Trump had gone from doing business with the American Mafia in
the 70s and 80s to laundering money for Russian oligarchs in the 90s and early 2000s. Reporter Tim 

https://pixabay.com//?utm_source=link-attribution&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=image&utm_content=2733791
https://pixabay.com/users/myriams-fotos-1627417/?utm_source=link-attribution&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=image&utm_content=2733791
https://substackcdn.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3A%2F%2Fbucketeer-e05bbc84-baa3-437e-9518-adb32be77984.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2Ff2c3a77a-cd0e-4c99-941b-6d4fe8469dd3_1280x853.jpeg


Robbins’ A Brief History of Donald Trump and the Mafia published in 2016 by Vice News gives insight into 
Trump’s mobbed-up early years, and Jeff Stein’s 2019 Donald Trump's Mafia Connections: Decades Later, 
Is He Still Linked to the Mob? for Newsweek raises even more questions, leading into his laundering money 
for Russian oligarchs and other international organized crime figures. 
As David Cay Johnston wrote for Politico, “[H]e’d hired mobbed-up firms to erect Trump Tower and his 
Trump Plaza apartment building in Manhattan, including buying ostensibly overpriced concrete from a 
company controlled by mafia chieftains Anthony ‘Fat Tony’ Salerno and Paul Castellano. That story 
eventually came out in a federal investigation, which also concluded that in a construction industry saturated
with mob influence, the Trump Plaza apartment building most likely benefited from connections to 
racketeering. Trump also failed to disclose that he was under investigation by a grand jury directed by the 
U.S. attorney in Brooklyn…” 
Johnston adds, “Within a few years Donald J. Trump had made friends with the city’s most notorious fixer, 
lawyer Roy Cohn... Among other things Cohn was now a mob consigliere, with clients including ‘Fat 
Tony’ Salerno, boss of the Genovese crime family, the most powerful Mafia group in New York, and 
Paul Castellano, head of what was said to be the second largest family, the Gambinos.” (all emphasis 
mine) 
After his multiple bankruptcies and the failure of his casinos in the late 1990s, some reports indicate Trump 
was largely bailed out by Russian oligarchs running money through his real estate operation, and today the 
government of Scotland is looking into possible secret and illegal Russian money-laundered financing of one 
of his golf courses there. 
The Mueller Report documented both the multiple ways Putin and his government worked to get Trump 
elected president, and identifies ten specific instances of Trump himself committing the federal crime of 
“obstruction of justice” while trying to cover up his involvement with the Russians. 
Now we find that he left the White House with documents that could be worth billions to foreign 
governments and, just a few months later, the government of Saudi Arabia gifted $2 billion to the 
Trump family (and nobody is saying how many millions or even billions they gave Trump himself to use 
Bedminister to feature their sportswashing LIV golf tournament). 
Yesterday we learned that the FBI is investigating Trump for possible violations of the Espionage Act, which
could land him in prison for decades. Watch this space. 

— Are death threats now a normal tool of politics for Republicans? Prior to Donald Trump’s arrival on 
the political scene in the 2015 Republican primary, threats of political violence were largely confined to the 
fringes of rightwing conspiracy fever swamps and among white supremacists like members of the Klan and 
radicals like Tim McVeigh. But one of the hallmarks of fascist politics is the use of violence and threats of 
violence to intimidate political opposition and cow the public, and, in this regard, Trump has delivered in 
spades. From telling ralliers that he’ll pay their lawyer fees when they assault protestors, to telling police to 
be “rough” with suspects, to now provoking threats against a judge and an attack on the FBI office in 
Cincinnati, violence has followed Trump throughout his political career. 
With fascist politicians, this is normal. When Hitler began his political career he was accompanied by 
violent brawler gangs who eventually came together under the umbrella of the civilian volunteer 
Brownshirts; Mussolini had his own militia groups who he whipped together into his volunteer civilian 
Blackshirts; Orbán’s Hungarian partisans regularly threaten violence against Roma people and refugees; 
Bolsonaro’s thugs gleefully beat up Lula supporters in Brazil; Duterte bragged about his rogue Philippine 
police loyalists murdering thousands of “criminals” and opposition figures; Pinochet’s goons threw liberals 
out of helicopters. Trump is running the same playbook with Trump-aligned white supremacist gangs like the
Proud Boys, Three Percenters, Oathkeepers, etc. The big question today is whether political violence will 
continue after Trump leaves the political scene, or if the Republican Party will come to its senses and return 
to simply shilling for billionaire tax cuts and more air and water pollution. Can the political violence genie be
put back in the bottle? Listening to this guy isn’t encouraging: 

   Rep. Eric Swalwell @RepSwalwell  

LISTEN to this death threat against my children. Since the FBI search of 

https://twitter.com/RepSwalwell/status/1557428889902895104
https://twitter.com/RepSwalwell/status/1557428889902895104
https://www.rawstory.com/fbi-fox-news/
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https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2022/8/12/2116198/-Search-warrant-reportedly-shows-Trump-under-investigation-for-Espionage-Act-violations
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-politics/donald-trump-golf-course-scotland-laundering-b1964454.html
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Mar-a-Lago, Trump, McCarthy, and MAGA Republicans are stoking violent 
rhetoric against lawmakers and law enforcement. Someone is going to 
get killed. 
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YAHOO Politics Fox News host wonders aloud if Trump could have tried 
to sell highly classified material to the Russians or Saudi Arabians 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/fox-news-host-wonders-aloud-
064434447.html [ Why do you think ‘no-read trump’ had them … to trump, 
they were just dollar signs and easily tradable with and through existing 
contacts including underworld. ]

ZEROHEDGE FBI Raid Has Solidified Trump's Clout In GOP Ahead Of 
Expected 2024 Run, Conservative Observers Say [ TRUMP’S DONE! That’s
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truly the way it is, beyond his mob’s wishin’, hopin’! RIP GOP! ]
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BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER
https://secure.sjuggerudtruewealth.com/?
cid=MKT650099&eid=MKT657482&channel=102120d0fc4158ded364c744
bc11a4&assetId=AST254109&page=1&fbclid=IwAR2cc1ZhOIn7xUGfA1Iv
sHne3IQnWX1wMlYBnvJoJ1PDtHOCHo1uykpJDJ4 
Reasons to be incrementally more bearish 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/morebearish What comes 
after the systematics finished the buying 

Target Slumps Amid Growing Inventory Glut As Consumer Spending 
Continues To Shrink

A Winter Of Anger https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/winter-anger
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Economic Slowdown Now, Recession Coming In 2023

China Starts More Military Drills Responding to Latest US Delegation To 
Taiwan

YAHOO Politics Kissinger says U.S. is aimlessly heading toward edge of 
war against Russia and China https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/f2de0bf6-
16a2-39f9-b0ed-0485cc90c0ce/kissinger-says-u-s-is.html 

RT Poland wants Ukraine to admit genocide 
Ukraine issues new ban on Russian language 
Ukraine bombs nuclear waste storage site – official 
US may ‘sleepwalk’ into war with China – Asian leader 
Russia accuses UK of ‘deliberate provocation’ 

As risk of nuclear war grows, study warns even limited exchange would 
doom billions… 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/economic-slowdown-now-recession-coming-2023


DRUDGEREPORT How many animal species (including people)     have   
caught Covid? 

https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2022/08/05/1114357154/how-
many-animal-species-have-caught-covid-first-global-tracker-has-partial-
answe 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths near 2021 numbers]
100,206 AUG 16 2022
142,414 AUG 16 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
472 AUG 16 2022
704 AUG 16 2021 
How Pandemic Changed Americans' Health for Worse… 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-covid-19-pandemic-changed-
americans-health-for-the-worse-11659260165 Heart disease and drug 
overdoses are among afflictions exacting a higher toll than before [ More 
than 1 million; 350 per day ]
More cities mull indoor masking… Indoor mask rules expected next week 
as L.A. virus wave worsens... Fauci Annual Pension Payout Exceeds 
POTUS Salary… Republicans plot Fauci probe… [Incompetent, greedy 
guinea] Covid Rises Across USA Amid Muted Warnings and Murky Data… 
WHO: Covid triples across Europe; Hospitalizations double... 
MONKEYPOX PANDEMIC? WHO TO RECONVENE Most Americans Now in 
Areas With High Virus Levels… Deaths in LA rising as ultra-contagious 
subva  riants spread…   https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-
13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 
'Several hundred thousand' new covid cases a day NOT reported; 
Hospitalizations climbing... https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-
hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-
hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622 

DALLAS TURNS HOTSPOT... 
New variant 'Centaurus' detected... 
Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 20% effective 

https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/as-the-ba5-variant-spreads-the-risk-of-coronavirus-reinfection-grows/ar-AAZpFDy
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5814174/new-covid-variant-centaurus-detected-uk/
https://www.dallasnews.com/news/2022/07/19/three-things-to-know-about-the-highly-contagious-covid-19-variant-spreading-right-now/
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month
https://www.wsj.com/articles/most-of-u-s-population-now-in-areas-with-high-covid-19-levels-as-ba-5-subvariant-spreads-11657923100
https://www.wsj.com/articles/most-of-u-s-population-now-in-areas-with-high-covid-19-levels-as-ba-5-subvariant-spreads-11657923100
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220714-who-to-reconvene-monkeypox-emergency-panel-on-july-21
https://news.yahoo.com/shocking-monkeypox-screw-means-admit-030643200.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-united-nations-world-organization-06bccc307fa13d428e59babf4b9d8403
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/18/covid-rises-across-u-s-amid-muted-warnings-and-murky-data/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3571232-gop-plots-fauci-probe-after-midterms/
https://openthebooks.substack.com/p/dr-faucis-retirement-pension-414667
https://openthebooks.substack.com/p/dr-faucis-retirement-pension-414667
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/la-county-mask-mandate-likely-a-week-away-as-covid-cases-keep-climbing/ar-AAZPrHB
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/la-county-mask-mandate-likely-a-week-away-as-covid-cases-keep-climbing/ar-AAZPrHB
https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/25/politics/covid-19-mask-mandates/index.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-covid-19-pandemic-changed-americans-health-for-the-worse-11659260165
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-covid-19-pandemic-changed-americans-health-for-the-worse-11659260165
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-covid-19-pandemic-changed-americans-health-for-the-worse-11659260165
https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2022/08/05/1114357154/how-many-animal-species-have-caught-covid-first-global-tracker-has-partial-answe
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after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at 
Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as 
Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... Ultra-
contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 

UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

http://albertpeia.com/manchurian-mobster-trump.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4 

http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 

http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-imagine/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-imagine/
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http://albertpeia.com/manchurian-mobster-trump.pdf
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10929687/Germany-considers-making-mask-wearing-COMPULSORY-October-March-public-places.html
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-709799
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5682058/urgent-warning-anyone-attending-mass-gatherings-weekend/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/monkeypox-town-hall-new-york
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5674230/uk-covid-cases-heading-for-record-high-zoe/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.yahoo.com/now/covid-could-screw-worse-reinfection-084337273.html
https://www.studyfinds.org/covid-19-meat-in-freezer-weeks/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/08/ba5-become-this-summers-subvariant
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/macao-shutter-casinos-week-covid-19-outbreak-86545719
https://news.yahoo.com/macau-locks-down-landmark-lisboa-011323085.html
https://news.yahoo.com/macau-locks-down-landmark-lisboa-011323085.html
https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says
https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/nyc-neighborhoods-top-25-covid-positivity-as-new-cases-surge-again/3764698/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/


“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

YAHOO Daily Beast Putin World Declares ‘Agent Trump’ Is Irreversibly 
Screwed Tue, August 16, 2022 The Last Word Tribe: Merrick Garland has 
a 'slam dunk case' against Trump https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-
word/watch/tribe-merrick-garland-has-a-slam-dunk-case-against-trump-
146341957900 MSNBC Prosecutors ‘looking to indict’ Giuliani in GA 
election probe, says fmr. Prosecutor https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-
word/watch/prosecutors-looking-to-indict-giuliani-in-ga-election-probe-
says-fmr-prosecutor-146253893996 

DRUDGEREPORT FLIGHT RISK? THE DON'S PASSPORTS SEIZED… 
(RETURNED)
Speculation about informant intensifies...
DOJ: Releasing affidavit could harm other high-profile investigations… 

Garland Raid Only 'First Inning'...
Trump warns 'terrible things going to happen'...
You Don't Have to be a Spy to Violate Espionage Act… FEDS HUNT 
STOLEN NUKE DOCS GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS 
FIFTH https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS 
TRUMP [ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is 
being painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal 
that he is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists, put 
them together, and you have trump. The pathological liar whose lies 
know no bounds. Without empathy or decency this malignant narcissist 
trump is embraced by the greater fools/criminals/mentally ill as some 

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-says-mar-lago-home-was-raided-large-group-fbi-agents-rcna42133
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-says-mar-lago-home-was-raided-large-group-fbi-agents-rcna42133
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/10/trump-says-he-refused-to-answer-ny-attorney-generals-questions-in-probe-of-his-business.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/10/trump-says-he-refused-to-answer-ny-attorney-generals-questions-in-probe-of-his-business.html
https://theintercept.com/2022/08/09/trump-fbi-raid-al-capone/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fbi-searched-trump-s-home-to-look-for-nuclear-documents-and-other-items-sources-say/ar-AA10zmiO
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fbi-searched-trump-s-home-to-look-for-nuclear-documents-and-other-items-sources-say/ar-AA10zmiO
https://www.nextgov.com/ideas/2022/08/you-dont-have-be-spy-violate-espionage-act/375883/
https://nypost.com/2022/08/15/trump-vows-hell-help-us-after-sneak-attack-fbi-raid/
https://news.yahoo.com/viper-merrick-garland-trump-fbi-083914602.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/15/politics/justice-department-mar-a-lago-search-affidavit/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/15/politics/justice-department-mar-a-lago-search-affidavit/index.html
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2022/aug/15/donald-trump-mar-a-lago-search-justice-department
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11113825/Trump-claims-FBI-agents-seized-three-PASSPORTS-Mar-Lago-raid.html
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kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He spits on them and theirs … privately. 
Even military men seem duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts 
and reality reveal a different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose 
time to pay the piper has finally arrived.] 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]

INDICTMENT REAL POSSIBILITY
PUNISHMENTS HE COULD FACE
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO
'TOP SECRET' 

FEDS HUNT STOLEN NUKE DOCS 
SEARCH WARRANT TEXT 
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS 
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE 
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO 
'TOP SECRET' 

Trump Lawyer Told Justice Dept. That Classified Material Had Been 
Returned... 
Ex-CIA chief endorses executing leakers of secrets after raid bombshell...

Saudi Nuke Probe Resurfaces... 
Search prompts big question: Who snitched? 
Mar-A-Lago Security 'Nightmare'... 
The Don Sics Republicans on FBI... Unprecedented threats... 
Armed MAGA protests outside office in Phoenix... 
BREITBART Publishes Names of Agents Serving Warrant... 
Florida judge menaced... 
Americans Too Pampered and Neurotic to Fight Civil War? 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/americans-are-too-pampered-and-neurotic-to-fight-a-civil-war/ar-AA10BUHx
https://www.axios.com/2022/08/13/florida-judge-fbi-search-trump-mar-a-lago
https://www.mediaite.com/online/breitbart-publishes-names-of-fbi-agents-involved-in-mar-a-lago-raid-that-doj-sought-to-keep-hidden/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/armed-trump-supporters-protest-outside-fbi-office-in-phoenix-following-mar-a-lago-raid-reports/ar-AA10DOP8?cvid=9529a1f90a984e51a26564770b40283a
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/12/politics/fbi-threats-maralago-trump-search/index.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/13/trump-sics-the-g-o-p-on-the-f-b-i/
https://www.usnews.com/news/us/articles/2022-08-13/trumps-mar-a-lago-a-security-nightmare-that-housed-classified-documents
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2022/aug/13/mar-a-lago-search-ivanka-trump-week-in-patriarchy
https://www.newsweek.com/donald-trump-saudi-arabia-nuclear-mar-lago-raid-washington-post-1733182
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/cia-michael-hayden-executing-nuclear-secrets-leakers-trump-raid
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-lawyer-told-justice-dept-that-classified-material-had-been-returned/ar-AA10D16E
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-lawyer-told-justice-dept-that-classified-material-had-been-returned/ar-AA10D16E
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-nuclear-weapons-issue-122108215.html
https://apnews.com/article/florida-donald-trump-mar-a-lago-merrick-garland-government-and-politics-f63c018b600e1539ff3660a896a132d0
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://humanevents.com/2022/08/12/exclusive-warrant-and-property-receipt-from-mar-a-lago-raid/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fbi-searched-trump-s-home-to-look-for-nuclear-documents-and-other-items-sources-say/ar-AA10zmiO
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-nuclear-weapons-issue-122108215.html
https://apnews.com/article/florida-donald-trump-mar-a-lago-merrick-garland-government-and-politics-f63c018b600e1539ff3660a896a132d0
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw


FBI search of Mar-a-Lago helps show how probe of Trump documents has 
changed The Washington Post

HUFFPOST TRUMP TOOK THE FIFTH MORE THAN   *400 TIMES*   

[ Hillary Clinton promotes 'But Her Emails' merch after FBI search of 
Trump's Mar-a-Lago Yahoo News Let’s not forget the clintons, bush, et 
als; but, that’s no get out of jail free card for trump. 
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm obama/holder/biden ... Remember 
those guys? 
[To be fair and balanced, there’s also the bush/cheney/paulsen axis of 
evildoing/war crimes/fraud in the factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at 
its most despicable. Eric Holder spent six years as attorney general, and 
failed to prosecute banks for their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank 
executives behind bars. Now, he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar 
criminal defense firm, making millions each year helping Wall Street 
bankers avoid criminal consequences. Worse, it was just reported that 
the firm, Covington & Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor corner office 
for Holder awaiting his return. Combined with Holder’s purchase a year 
ago of a $1.5 million condo just 300 feet from his new office raises 
serious questions about how long Holder knew he would be getting a 
major payday from his old firm even while it continued to represent 
companies under Department of Justice investigation. If the firm and 
Holder agreed on a future job offer, that alone could violate criminal laws.
...”] NY Times Finds Obama's "Most Precise Air Campaign In History" 
Killed Thousands Of Civilians Previously hidden Pentagon documents 
show thousands of civilian deaths in Iraq & Syria, including children.] 

Google search: Tim Robbins , 'A Brief History of Donald Trump and the 
Mafia'

About 1,180,000 results (0.58 seconds)

A Brief History of Donald Trump and the Mafia - VICE

https://www.vice.com › article › a-brief-history-of-dona...
Apr 28, 2016 — Tom Robbins was a 2016 Pulitzer Prize finalist for his reporting on brutality in New York 

https://www.vice.com/en/article/ppx7b9/a-brief-history-of-donald-trump-and-the-mafia
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prisons, a collaboration between the Marshall Project ...

Saturday Report 8/13/22 - What starts in the Arctic doesn't stay ...

https://hartmannreport.com › saturday-report-81322-what...
3 days ago — Reporter Tim Robbins' A Brief History of Donald Trump and the Mafia published in 2016 by 
Vice News gives insight into Trump's mobbed-up ...

The Truth About Trump and the Mob - Newsweek

https://www.newsweek.com › ... › Truth › Trump
May 1, 2016 — Tom Robbins was a 2016 Pulitzer Prize finalist for his reporting on brutality in New York 
prisons, a collaboration between the Marshall Project ...

Tim Robbins Looks Back at Bob Roberts, 25 Years Later

https://ew.com › Movies
Sep 2, 2017 — Bob Roberts was not Donald Trump. But in Tim Robbins' 1992 political mockumentary — in 
hindsight, it feels like a shockumentary — Roberts is ...

The Untold Story of Donald Trump and the Russian Mafia

https://eddierockerz.files.wordpress.com › 2020/11
PDF
This book tells the story of one of the greatest intelligence operations in history, an undertaking decades in 
the making, through which the Russian Mafia and.
378 pages

Tim Robbins Says America's Living a Bad Version of 'Back to ...

https://www.thewrap.com › tim-robbins-says-americas-l...
Tim Robbins used an American movie classic to criticize President Trump as a ... corruption and election 
tampering investigations are not in short supply.

House of Trump, House of Putin: The Untold Story of Donald ...

https://books.google.com › books
Craig Unger · 2019 · Political Science
Tom Winter , “ DOJ : Ex - Manafort Associate Firtash Is Top - Tier Comrade of ... Tom Robbins , “ A Brief 
History of Donald Trump and the Mafia , " Vice ...

https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-1-d&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22Craig+Unger%22&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwikzb_Dqsz5AhWEIEQIHRcnCIEQ9Ah6BAgXEAY
https://books.google.com/books?id=q7qnDwAAQBAJ&pg=PA300&lpg=PA300&dq=tim+Robbins%E2%80%99+,+'A+Brief+History+of+Donald+Trump+and+the+Mafia'&source=bl&ots=GPqGI2iG3h&sig=ACfU3U0YnIesC7gnYgL6mJ2cl3pFS36ITA&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwikzb_Dqsz5AhWEIEQIHRcnCIEQ6AF6BAgXEAM
https://books.google.com/books?id=q7qnDwAAQBAJ&pg=PA300&lpg=PA300&dq=tim+Robbins%E2%80%99+,+'A+Brief+History+of+Donald+Trump+and+the+Mafia'&source=bl&ots=GPqGI2iG3h&sig=ACfU3U0YnIesC7gnYgL6mJ2cl3pFS36ITA&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwikzb_Dqsz5AhWEIEQIHRcnCIEQ6AF6BAgXEAM
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Tim Robbins on satirizing Trump, and the time he turned him ...

https://www.cbc.ca › radio › thecurrent › tim-robbins-o...
Oct 21, 2020 — Tim Robbins new satirical podcast Bobbo Supreme follows a fictional, tyrannical U.S. 
president in frantic re-election bid.
Missing: Mafia' | Must include: Mafia'

From 'nut job' to 'slimeball': A timeline of Trump's insults aimed ...

https://www.latimes.com › politics › la-na-pol-trump-co...
Apr 15, 2018 — James B. Comey, the ousted FBI chief, has released a blockbuster tell-all book. And 
President Trump, the commander in chief, is not happy.
Missing: tim Robbins' ,
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The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
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“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
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AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY 
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
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ZEROHEDGE "Mood No Longer Apocalyptic"( as hopes rise that inflation 
& rates shocks end in coming quarters... ): Wall Street's Most Accurate 
Strategist Says Start Shorting S&P Now 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/mood-no-longer-apocalyptic-wall-
streets-most-accurate-strategist-says-start-shorting-sp-now BofA's 
Michael Hartnett, the most accurate strategist on Wall Street who one 
month ago called the meltup, has a simple message: fade SPX … Inflation
Makes Everybody Poorer (And It's Government's Fault)

Housing Starts Crater In July As Bottom Falls Out Of The Market 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/housing-starts-crater-july-bottom-
falls-out-market FACEBOOK NEWS Peter Schiff Warns US Faces a 
‘Massive Financial Crisis,' Economist Expects Much Larger Problems 
Than 2008 ‘When the Defaults Start’ https://news.bitcoin.com/peter-schiff-
warns-us-faces-a-massive-financial-crisis-economist-expects-much-larger-
problems-than-2008-when-the-defaults-start/?fbclid=IwAR11na8Ij-
i6u9fFE19_IM1qBjKLJGolO7C9-EkccdTjQEeKfAYLj3qaUwE The Real 
Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A Humiliated 
Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In Stocks In The 
Past Four Quarters https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-
goldman-sachs-has-quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The 
world's most powerful trading floor has been unable to make money 
trading and investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

ZEROHEDGE Futures Tumble After UK Double-Digit Inflation Shock 
Sparks Surge In Yields

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 

News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 

chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 

guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-

https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-house-trading-2021-9
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-house-trading-2021-9
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house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 

to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 

ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 

back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans'
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 

surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time

for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 

MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 

ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 

with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
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horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
htt  ps://www.zerohedge.com/m  arkets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-  
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 

cryptocurrencies Elon Musk Quietly Dumps A Massive $6.9 Billion In 
Tesla     

YAHOO Business     ‘  Free speech absolutist’ Elon Musk pursues 'like-  
minded Chinese partners' in column for China's online censor [ musk is 
testament to the fact: It’s a bulls**t world! ]

"Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos Ensure More Chaos Coming 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-
ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to the man that knows the 
industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As Fed Hikes Rates 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-coming-fed-
hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase which makes 
risk management in portfolios a key priority for now

ZEROHEDGE Ralph Nader Says Tesla's Autopilot "Malfunctions Every 
Eight Minutes", Calls For NHTSA To "Remove" And "Recall" Feature 
[ ‘Unsafe At Any Speed’ was in vogue at one point in time. Indeed, I had a 
plaintiff’s case which led me to Clarence Ditlow’s Center for Auto Safety 
and ultimately a trip to Detroit for deposition, a document request, an 
inculpatory in-house message/correspondence implying coverup (front 
pivot-bar support plate defect); my threat for media exposure (they had 
previously insulted me by not settling at settlement conference for a 
pittance), counter-threat by Chrysler defense counsel to “dry up defense 
work” at the firm where I was associated, a call to me from a partner to 
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settle for less than possible. That’s the way such things “work“ , or not, 
in america. Updating Nader’s famed work, to encompass evermore 
complex electronics [ ‘Automotive EMR, Unsafe at any Speed’ By James 
D. Honeycutt, PhD, July 2013 Published in 1965, Unsafe at Any Speed: 
The Designed-In Dangers of the American Automobile detailed the 
reluctance of American automakers to spend money on improving safety 
and made Ralph Nader a household name. In the nearly 50 years since its
publication automobiles have become more complex, replacing 
mechanical systems with a myriad of microcomputers and increasing the 
amount of ElectroMagnetic Radiation (EMR) for the occupants. Current 
automobile designs have nearly 100 microprocessors and this number is 
expected to double in 5 years. A typical automobile contains about 5 
miles of wiring to connect and control the engine, transmission, 
suspension, braking, steering, entertainment, navigation, emissions, 
safety, security, communications and comfort components, to name only 
a few. 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/251571132_Automotive_EMR_U
nsafe_at_any_Speed . My personal “money pit” ford explorer experience 
with unending electrical/wiring/connectivity problems and a permanent 
anti-ford predisposition therefore.
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The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
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AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
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More Nightmarish Pestilences Continue To Erupt All Over The World 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-nightmarish-pestilences-
continue-to-erupt-all-over-the-world/ 

Now They Are Telling Us That The Rain That Falls From The Sky Is 
Extremely Dangerous And Can Cause Cancer 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/now-they-are-telling-us-that-the-rain-
that-falls-from-the-sky-is-extremely-dangerous-and-can-cause-cancer/ 

The Earth Just Started Spinning Faster Than Ever Before And Scientists 
Don't Know Why https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/earth-just-
started-spinning-faster-ever-and-scientists-dont-know-why Experts fear 
the consequences could be "devastating"... 

DRUDGEREPORT ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK 
National Security Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]
Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
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the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the 
Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, 
Slower And Dumber http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-
the-midst-of-a-mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-
slower-and-dumber/

Ranchers Are Selling Off Their Cattle In Unprecedented Numbers Due To 
The Drought, And That Has Enormous Implications For 2023

Microplastics Are Literally Everywhere, And They Are An Existential 
Threat To The Future Of The Human Race 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/microplastics-are-literally-
everywhere-and-they-are-an-existential-threat-to-the-future-of-the-human-
race/ 

https://youtu.be/PSxihhBzCjk 
AP NEWS BIG STORIES APNews.com 

• Floods strike new blow in place that has known hardship   
JACKSON, Ky. (AP) — Evelyn Smith lost everything in the floods that
devastated eastern Kentucky, saving only her grandson's muddy 
tricycle. But she's not planning to leave the mountains that have 
been...Read More

• Wildfires in West explode in size amid hot, windy conditions   
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Wildfires in California and Montana exploded in 
size overnight amid windy, hot conditions and were quickly 
encroaching on neighborhoods, forcing evacuation orders for over 
100 homes...Read More

• New York City declares monkeypox a public health emergency   
NEW YORK (AP) — Officials in New York City declared a public 
health emergency due to the spread of the monkeypox virus 
Saturday, calling the city “the epicenter” of the outbreak....Read 
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http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---

DRUDGEREPORT GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP 
[ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is being 
painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal that he 
is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists and you have 
trump. The pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without empathy
or decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the greater 
fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He 
spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 
duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-says-mar-lago-home-was-raided-large-group-fbi-agents-rcna42133
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/10/trump-says-he-refused-to-answer-ny-attorney-generals-questions-in-probe-of-his-business.html
https://theintercept.com/2022/08/09/trump-fbi-raid-al-capone/
https://twitter.com/alpeia
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-imagine/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-imagine/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-imagine/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-imagine/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-imagine/
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg
http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4
http://albertpeia.com/manchurian-mobster-trump.pdf


v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]
AGENTS CRACK SAFE
WAS THERE A RAT? 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-
says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html MSNBC 
This search wasn't run by Democrats — the head of the FBI was 
appointed by Trump

INDICTMENT REAL POSSIBILITY
PUNISHMENTS HE COULD FACE
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO
'TOP SECRET'

FEDS HUNT STOLEN NUKE DOCS 
SEARCH WARRANT TEXT 
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS 
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE 
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO 
'TOP SECRET' 

The Don Under Intense Legal Scrutiny...
WAS THERE A RAT?
Padlocked basement full of documents...
10 BOXES TAKEN… 
Judge linked to Jeffrey Epstein...
Disqualified from holding office ever again? Code on records could bar 
him...
MCCARTHY: It's about Jan. 6...
CHRISTIE: 'Fair game'...
Biden Learned of It From Media, White House Says...
Republicans vow revenge on FBI, Garland...
Supporters Call for Civil War...
Push for police to be defunded...
Kerik Predicts Trump Assassination... 

https://www.mediaite.com/tv/bernard-kerik-says-democrats-may-try-to-orchestrate-trumps-assassination-after-fbi-raid/
https://www.vice.com/en/article/xgywzd/republicans-defund-the-fbi
https://www.vice.com/en/article/5d39zq/trump-supporters-civil-war-fbi-search-mar-a-lago
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11093665/Republicans-vow-revenge-FBI-response-rogue-behavior-raids-Trumps-Mar-Lago.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/biden-learned-of-trump-raid-from-media-reports-white-house-says/ar-AA10ulUb
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/09/christie-calls-mar-a-lago-search-fair-game-00050518
https://nypost.com/2022/08/09/trump-raid-not-about-classified-documents-its-about-jan-6/
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-disqualified-holding-office-lawyer-us-code-fbi-raid
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-disqualified-holding-office-lawyer-us-code-fbi-raid
https://nypost.com/2022/08/09/judge-who-approved-fbi-raid-on-mar-a-lago-once-linked-to-jeffrey-epstein/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/fbi-search-of-trumps-florida-home-mar-a-lago-is-criticized-by-republicans-11660049490
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095261/Trump-fbi-raid-records-timeline.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-under-intense-legal-scrutiny-after-fbi-searches-mar-a-lago/ar-AA10sx88
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-nuclear-weapons-issue-122108215.html
https://apnews.com/article/florida-donald-trump-mar-a-lago-merrick-garland-government-and-politics-f63c018b600e1539ff3660a896a132d0
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://humanevents.com/2022/08/12/exclusive-warrant-and-property-receipt-from-mar-a-lago-raid/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fbi-searched-trump-s-home-to-look-for-nuclear-documents-and-other-items-sources-say/ar-AA10zmiO
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-nuclear-weapons-issue-122108215.html
https://apnews.com/article/florida-donald-trump-mar-a-lago-merrick-garland-government-and-politics-f63c018b600e1539ff3660a896a132d0
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/justice/fbi-raid-trump-could-face-under-espionage-act
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-indictment-over-mishandling-classified-222107255.html
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/search-unprecedented-but-all-legal-all-lawful-and-it-s-not-a-raid-former-u-s-attorney-145780293822
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/search-unprecedented-but-all-legal-all-lawful-and-it-s-not-a-raid-former-u-s-attorney-145780293822
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://apnews.com/article/donald-trump-mar-a-lago-government-and-politics-9e8d683afe87389407950af7ccfdbdd6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11093449/FBI-agents-raid-Mar-Lago-Trump-says-home-siege-agents.html
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/aug/8/mar-lago-raided-fbi-agents-donald-trump-says/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw


Agent With Machine Gun Outside Of Compound...

Supporters Call for Civil War... 

Last crisis, Beijing outmatched. Not now… 
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-
crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560 

White House summons Chinese ambassador as crisis escalates...
Simulating Attack on Island... 'Sinking American warships'...
Tells USA: Can't 'treat countries like George Floyd'...
Xi Builds Security Fortress...
Does Beijing Have Own Space Plane?
Pentagon chiefs calls go unanswered...
Top Taiwan Missile Official Found Dead in Hotel Room...
Fears Japan on front line...
UN chief warns in Hiroshima… 
APPLE Bends Knee on Label Demands…

China conducts missile strikes in Taiwan Strait... Smoke trails fill sky...
Carrier group moved towards island...
'Western powers can no longer run amok'...
Pentagon delays another test...
USS Ronald Reagan remains in region...
Expert warns 'Pearl Harbor-style attack'... 
How Far Will Xi Go?
Cuts ties with USA...
The Coming War...
Taipei Urgent Fighter Pilot Shortage...
Battle or Surrender: Generational Divide on Threat... 

JULY JOBS BLOWOUT: PAYROLLS INCREASE 528K… 
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE FALLS TO 3.5%...  'It is WHOPPER!'   
Gas prices drop 50 straight days... 
Musk Declares Inflation Past Peak...Sees 'mild recession' for 18 months… 

Powell pummeled from all sides... Home Sellers Cut Prices... 

BUST: More Americans Going Hungry…
Household Debt Surpasses $16 Trillion… 
RECESSION 2022: Americans Buying More Essentials at Dollar Stores... 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/us-household-debt-surpasses-16-150000549.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/04/more-americans-are-going-hungry-and-it-costs-more-to-feed-them/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/home-sellers-cut-prices-as-housing-market-cools-11659671674
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/05/fed-powell-rate-hikes-00049561
https://news.yahoo.com/elon-musk-predicts-us-mild-234254035.html
https://news.yahoo.com/elon-musk-predicts-us-mild-234254035.html
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/gas-prices-tumble-at-fastest-rate-in-over-a-decade
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/it-is-a-whopper-cnbcs-rick-santelli-stunned-by-july-jobs-report-that-more-than-doubled-expectations/
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-united-states-economy-unemployment-4895f1aa41fbe904400df8261446b737
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/05/jobs-report-july-2022-528000.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/05/fight-or-surrender-taiwans-generational-divide-on-chinas-threats/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/taiwan-faces-urgent-fighter-pilot-123340764.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-coming-war-over-taiwan-11659614417
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-china-asia-beijing-b252479810add6a225fa1e4a6d441983
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/pelosi-taiwan-visit-china-united-states-relationship-future-rcna41098
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5935484/china-pearl-harbor-attack-taiwan/
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/04/china-taiwan-missile-aircraft-00049925
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11081935/Pentagon-DELAYS-intercontinental-ballistic-missile-test-avoid-angering-China.html
https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-08-04/ugly-shameless-evil-china-blasts-g-7-eu-attempts-to-deescalate-taiwan-crisis
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5929070/china-taiwan-airspace-aircraft-missiles/
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/all-out-war-fears-as-china-launches-missiles-directly-over-taiwan-smoke-trails-fill-sky/ar-AA10ipb2
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-asia-navy-china-air-force-4bd08ab9ecd2a9f7d450cf61618d28af
https://www.mediaite.com/tech/apple-bends-the-knee-warning-suppliers-shipping-from-taiwan-to-strictly-obey-chinas-label-demands-after-pelosi-visit/
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/asia/nuclear-weapons-loaded-gun-un-chief-warns-hiroshima-2863491
https://www.npr.org/2022/08/05/1115384641/japan-taiwan-china-yonaguni-island
https://www.newsweek.com/taiwan-missile-official-found-dead-hotel-room-after-heart-attack-ou-yang-li-hsing-1731492
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/05/pentagon-china-calls-taiwan-00050175
https://www.19fortyfive.com/2022/08/the-air-force-would-freak-out-does-china-have-its-very-own-x-37b-space-plane/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/06/in-turbulent-times-xi-builds-a-security-fortress-for-china-and-himself/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11083987/China-SANCTIONS-Nancy-Pelosi-family-vicious-provocative-visit-Taiwan.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5942632/china-sink-us-aircraft-carriers-hypersonic/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/taiwan-says-china-simulating-attack-035002189.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/white-house-summons-chinese-ambassador-as-crisis-escalates/ar-AA10kAmc
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560
https://www.vice.com/en/article/5d39zq/trump-supporters-civil-war-fbi-search-mar-a-lago
https://radaronline.com/p/donald-trump-mar-a-lago-first-photo-fbi-raid-agent-machine-gun/


Dollar-Store Dinners and Vats of Shampoo… 
61% now living paycheck to paycheck... 
Inflation Everywhere -- Even Commercials... 
Home prices cooling at record pace...
ORACLE layoffs... 

UN warns humanity 'one miscalculation away from nuclear annihilation'…
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-
danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html 
US Aircraft Carrier, Amphibious Assault Ships Operating Near Taiwan... 
PUTIN: USA MAIN THREAT TO RUSSIA [ Truth be told, USA MAIN THREAT
TO RUSSIA, CHINA, USA, WORLD ] 
CNN: SHE'S GOING 
CHINA MILITARY WARNING 
TAIWAN READIES FOR CONFLICT 
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-
leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war 

Midterm Misery for Biden? Key Economy Gauge Flags 30-Seat Loss... 
Corporations on front lines say cracks forming... https://www.msn.com/en-
us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-
cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc In Silicon Valley, profits at tech 
companies like Google and Apple generally beat expectations, but 
executives said there are signs of some niche slowing in consumer 
spending. Consumer products giant Procter & Gamble said it is expecting
a tougher 2023, although it’s still raising prices. Mastercard said 
spending was steady among the wealthy, but slowing among lower-
income customers 

Reply: Here..one of your guys/trumpsters/patriots on the horn:

http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4 

trumpster/mobster/mental case

http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4 

http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4
http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4
https://www.pginvestor.com/financial-reporting/press-releases/news-details/2022/PG-Announces-Fourth-Quarter-and-Fiscal-Year-2022-Results/default.aspx
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/midterm-misery-biden-key-economy-111529922.html
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://news.yahoo.com/china-warns-military-not-sit-075623828.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/01/politics/nancy-pelosi-taiwan-visit/index.html
https://www.yahoo.com/video/putin-says-russian-navy-hypersonic-084124580.html
https://news.usni.org/2022/08/01/carrier-uss-ronald-reagan-two-f-35b-big-decks-operating-near-taiwan-as-pelosi-arrives-in-singapore-china-renews-threats
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/oracle-starts-job-cuts-in-u.s.-the-information
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/home-prices-cooled-at-record-pace-in-june-according-to-housing-data-firm.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/inflation-is-everywhereeven-in-tv-commercials-11659351601
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/as-inflation-surges-more-americans-are-living-paycheck-to-paycheck.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735


DRUDGEREPORT World's biggest cat a 'gentle giant'… 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-
tall-27707476 Top 10 best places to live in world…USA not on list... 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-
worst-places-to-live.html Here’s the rest of the top 10 best places to live

1.Vienna, Austria
2.Copenhagen, Denmark
3.Zurich, Switzerland
4.Calgary, Canada
5.Vancouver, Canada
6.Geneva, Switzerland
7.Frankfurt, Germany
8.Toronto, Canada
9.Amsterdam, Netherlands
10.Osaka, Japan and Melbourne, Australia (tie)

Danger ahead...Economy has yet to face biggest recession challenge... 
‘The 2-year Treasury note yield exceeded that of the 10-year note by the 
highest margin in about 22 years Friday afternoon. That phenomenon, 
known as an inverted yield curve, has been a telltale recession sign 
particularly when it goes on for an extended period of time. In the present
case, the inversion has been in place since early July’ 
Restaurants, Bars, Hotels STILL Don't Have Enough Workers... 
Credit-card debt soaring... 

INFLATION NOW HIGHEST SINCE 1982...
Retail's 'Dark Side': Inventory Piles Up... 
White House insists economy strong as allies grow uneasy about Fed...
Yellen denies recession...
Inflation highest since 1982... 
Big Tech Results Spotlight Breadth of Upheaval... 
RECESSION 2022 
GDP 2ND STRAIGHT QUARTERLY DROP 
Yield curve flashing more warning signs of risks ahead...
FED HIKES AGAIN... MORE TO COME...
VOX layoffs; Tech firms tighten belts...

https://www.axios.com/2022/07/27/vox-media-layoffs-economic-uncertainty
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11054989/Fed-rate-hike-Central-bank-raises-key-rate-0-75-points.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/fed-decision-july-2022-.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/analysis-u-yield-curve-flashing-211417380.html
https://apnews.com/article/united-states-economy-economic-growth-government-and-politics-4ffd93331422cb131a974223dad5825f
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/gdp-q2-.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/from-apple-to-microsoft-big-tech-results-spotlight-breadth-of-economic-upheaval-11659094604
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/yellen-says-the-economy-is-not-in-a-recession-despite-gdp-slump.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/white-house-insists-economy-is-strong-as-allies-grow-uneasy-about-fed/ar-AA105XbV
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/30/retails-dark-side-as-inventory-piles-up-liquidation-warehouses-are-busy/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.axios.com/2022/08/06/inflation-recession-credit-card-debt
https://www.wsj.com/articles/restaurants-bars-and-hotels-keep-hiring-and-say-they-still-dont-have-enough-people-11659734572
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/05/danger-ahead-the-us-economy-has-yet-to-face-its-biggest-recession-challenge.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-tall-27707476
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-tall-27707476
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-tall-27707476


FACEBOOK First Ever Revenue Drop...
COMCAST Broadband Growth Grinds to Halt...
BEST BUY latest retailer to cut outlook...
100 Wealthiest Americans Lose $622 Billion Since November... 

WORLD'S BIGGEST CONSUMER NAMES ANNOUNCE SOARING PRICE 
INCREASES... 
Inflation hits bodega favorite: Bacon, egg and cheese... 
Half Americans fall deeper in debt...
SHOPIFY cuts staff; Tech firms tighten belts ...
GOOGLE Growth Slows as Pressures Mount on Ad Market...
$9.4 Trillion Results Day Looms in Test for Stock Market...
Pending home sales fall 20%... 
Economist: Prices to Plunge… 
Fed Readies Largest Rate Hikes Since Volcker... Developing... 

Difficulty Paying Bills Tops Pandemic High...
Inflation Altering Shopping Habits...
Fed set for ANOTHER big rate hike...
WALMART cuts outlook...
ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms... 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

2 Americans dead in Donbas… Apocalyptic vision behind Putin 'golden 
billion' argument… [ From my direct observation and experience, 
pervasively mentally ill, corrupt, criminal america is indisputably the 
globally destructive bad guy. That is so ab initio! ]
U.S., allies weigh providing Ukraine fighter jets to counter Russia… 
Putin 'too healthy' says CIA chief... https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-
putin-health/ “Ukrainian, US, and British would-be media professionals 
have been spreading bogus stories about the president’s health condition
in recent months. This is all hoax,” he said. 
Ukraine graft concerns resurface as war goes on... China threatens 
'strong measures' if Pelosi visits Taiwan… Looming Gas Crunch Poses 
'Historic Test' for Europe, IEA Says… Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With 
Iran, Turkey in Rare Trip Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More 
Aggressive Phase of Ukraine War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... 
China satellite swarms hunt down and destroy enemy targets… Russia 

https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/07/16/russia-ukraine-war-putin-news-live-updates/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-zelenskyy-government-and-politics-494af1bc0145fb2d16c76b0abf3f5cda
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.euronews.com/2022/07/21/vladimir-putin-entirely-too-healthy-says-cia-chief
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/us-allies-weigh-providing-ukraine-fighter-jets-to-counter-russia/ar-AAZNC4L
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://thehill.com/policy/international/russia/3571651-two-americans-dead-in-donbas-region-of-ukraine/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://news.yahoo.com/walmart-cuts-profit-outlook-inflation-204311068.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fed-inflict-more-pain-economy-130000297.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/26/more-signs-emerge-that-inflation-is-altering-shopping-habits/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/difficulty-paying-bills-tops-pandemic-191151129.html
https://ca.news.yahoo.com/fed-readies-largest-rate-hikes-100116313.html
https://nypost.com/2022/07/26/us-home-prices-to-plunge-substantially-on-cratering-demand/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/pending-home-sales-fell-20percent-in-june-versus-a-year-earlier-as-mortgage-rates-soared.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/9-4-trillion-results-day-075131597.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-alphabet-googl-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658802135
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/shopify-sinks-12percent-after-company-plans-to-lay-off-10percent-of-workers.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/nearly-half-of-americans-fall-deeper-in-debt-as-inflation-boosts-costs.html
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-new-york-prices-bd26a709a13cbccce503b2e986301edb
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://bnanews102.bna.com/daily-tax-report/the-100-wealthiest-americans-lost-622-billion-since-november
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/best-buys-shares-fall-10percent-as-it-cuts-its-forecast-for-second-quarter-cites-weaker-demand.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/comcast-earnings-2q-2022.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/meta-facebook-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658883684


building laser weapon to disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke
attack preparedness PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts 
photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as 
pipeline from Russia shuts off… Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to 
citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   
Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 

https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/russian-doomsday-submarine-armed-nuclear-drones-service
https://news.yahoo.com/relentless-russian-shelling-east-ukraine-073615708.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-pleads-weapons-war-spotlight-043837619.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858


crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 

https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html


Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...

https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
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CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

HISTORY Here are notable past Taiwan Headlines 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-
headlines ...news in the extremely fluid Taiwan theater of pre-war. 

SOME POSTED REACTIONS TO PELOSI TAIWAN VISIT:

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
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https://theankler.com/p/pod-hollywoods-economic-armageddon#details
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/once-feted-for-pandemic-heroics-worlds-central-banks-now-face-an-uneasy-crowd-0
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https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
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the ho is in taiwan china bluffed.... 

D o n 't  a l l o w  t h a t  h a g  t o  i n t e r f e r e  w i t h  y o u r  s o v e r e i g n t y . 

T h e s e  w e s t e r n  b a s t a r d s  M U S T  b e  p u t  i n  t h e i r  p l a c e . 

Let her land, then arrest her. That should wipe the smirk off of the 
Democrats, and Republican's faces. 

Neocons are mad dogs 

I'm sure they booked her a room with a broom closet. 

Pelosi looks like a witch from hades. Set a couple dozen drones against 
her plane path and see if they collide. If successful call it a good day. 

American gangsters do not stop their bullying, they must be stopped at 
all costs. 

Hope the old wrinkle gets it. One says that wisdom grows with age but 
there seem to be exceptions. Mainly in the USA. 

USA would very much like to start another proxy war without any risk for 
their people and military.
But will the Taiwanese prove foolish enough to sacrifice themselves by 
doing a favour to the puppet master? 

Will she be handing out cookies? 

I hope that China blows her plane out the sky. 

really wish china follows through with shooting down this thing's plane 

She looks like Vomit 

Who said Medusah was a fantasy, one look at Pelosi and you will be 
vaporized or wish you had !

this is just being done by a power hungry very old senile hag, saying Look
at Me! 



Yes, I'll go with Pelosi is grandstanding to draw attention away from her 
personal corruption scandal. 

witch 

Crazy , corrupt Nancy is not worth a war in any way, shape, or form . This
is insane! 

This isn't going to end well... 

China accuses US of provocation 

Russia stands in 'absolute solidarity' with China – Kremlin 

https://www.rt.com/news/560065-russia-pelosi-taiwan-visit/
https://www.rt.com/news/560075-china-us-taiwan-provocation/


The New Age Of Orwellianism https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-
age-orwellianism Remarkably, it is the same ideologues who are eager to
change the well-accepted definitions of “recession” and “inflation” who 
remain perplexed as to what exactly a “woman” is.

DRUDGEREPORT US-China ties on precipice after Pelosi visit to Taiwan...
'AMERICAN WITCH'...
On Internet, Fury Turns to Frustration...
Beijing fires missiles, encircles island...
Demonstrates ability to blockade in war... 

ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security 
Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]

ZELENSKY DRAGGED OVER VOGUE SHOOT... Russia To Quit Space 
Station… Will build rival… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-
to-quit-international-space-station-2024/ Kremlin to keep up gas squeeze 
on Europe... 

USA Leads Globally in Known Monkeypox Cases… More than 85% of 
Americans experience temps above 90… Extinction threat may be 
greater than previously thought, new global study finds… 
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-
greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/ The global 
extinction crisis underway may be more intense than previously thought 
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as humans continue to tear up land, overuse certain resources and heat 
up the planet...Nearly one in three species of all kinds — 30% — face 
global extinction or have been driven to extinction since the year 1500, 
according to the new survey published in the journal "Frontiers in Ecology
and the Environment."

DRUDGE Earth records shortest day ever; Planet 'spinning faster'... 

GOOGLE NEWS *Scientists baffled as Earth spins faster than usual New 
York Post 
*Gravitas: Earth just completed a rotation in less than 24 hours! WION 
*NASA warns of horrific solar flares! Earth will be impacted HT Tech
*NASA Records Huge Flare From New, Active Region Emerging on Sun's 
Surface Newsweek

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 
ROGAN CALLS TRUMP MAN BABY; SAYS WAS ON DRUGS IN WHITE 
HOUSE...  FLASHBACK: THE HIGHEST OFFICE; ADDERALL JUNKIE...   
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office [trump the 
adderall/blow man baby] NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 
9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS
JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
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https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiENIvLS6mC4NCOM99I0ypemcqGQgEKhAIACoHCAowkr-dCzCjybUDMISBlgc?uo=CAUieGh0dHBzOi8vdGVjaC5oaW5kdXN0YW50aW1lcy5jb20vdGVjaC9uZXdzL25hc2Etd2FybnMtb2YtaG9ycmlmaWMtc29sYXItZmxhcmVzLWVhcnRoLXdpbGwtYmUtaW1wYWN0ZWQtNzE2NTkyNzY1NTU2MDEuaHRtbNIBAA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CCAiC0QyclV0cDdnM21zmAEB?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMISviwIw-Mks?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMISviwIw-Mks?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEP8p2r3urbAK6lTOd9b1UPEqGAgEKg8IACoHCAowhK-LAjD4ySwwu9a0BQ?uo=CAUiUmh0dHBzOi8vbnlwb3N0LmNvbS8yMDIyLzA4LzAxL3NjaWVudGlzdHMtYmFmZmxlZC1hcy1lYXJ0aC1zcGlucy1mYXN0ZXItdGhhbi11c3VhbC_SAQA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5903038/earth-shortest-day-spinning-fast/


infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 

https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2022/06/alex-holder-trump-was-utterly-irrational-after-january-6.html
https://www.mediaite.com/news/liz-cheney-blasts-trump-over-jan-6-in-blistering-reagan-library-speech-praises-courage-of-bombshell-witness-cassidy-hutchinson/
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/editorials/trump-proven-unfit-for-power-again
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/editorials/trump-proven-unfit-for-power-again
https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/biden-approval-rating/
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/3543867-71-percent-dont-want-biden-to-run-for-reelection-poll/
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/3543867-71-percent-dont-want-biden-to-run-for-reelection-poll/
https://www.bnnbloomberg.ca/biden-s-planned-nomination-of-anti-abortion-judge-outrages-left-1.1786795
https://news.yahoo.com/pressure-builds-biden-turn-executive-110034433.html
https://news.yahoo.com/pressure-builds-biden-turn-executive-110034433.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMiXWh0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmNubi5jb20vMjAyMi8wNy8wOS91cy9jaGljYWdvLXJlc2lkZW50cy1ob2xpZGF5LXdlZWtlbmQtc2hvb3RpbmdzLXJlYWovaW5kZXguaHRtbNIBYWh0dHBzOi8vYW1wLmNubi5jb20vY25uLzIwMjIvMDcvMDkvdXMvY2hpY2Fnby1yZXNpZGVudHMtaG9saWRheS13ZWVrZW5kLXNob290aW5ncy1yZWFqL2luZGV4Lmh0bWw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMiXWh0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmNubi5jb20vMjAyMi8wNy8wOS91cy9jaGljYWdvLXJlc2lkZW50cy1ob2xpZGF5LXdlZWtlbmQtc2hvb3RpbmdzLXJlYWovaW5kZXguaHRtbNIBYWh0dHBzOi8vYW1wLmNubi5jb20vY25uLzIwMjIvMDcvMDkvdXMvY2hpY2Fnby1yZXNpZGVudHMtaG9saWRheS13ZWVrZW5kLXNob290aW5ncy1yZWFqL2luZGV4Lmh0bWw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMiXWh0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmNubi5jb20vMjAyMi8wNy8wOS91cy9jaGljYWdvLXJlc2lkZW50cy1ob2xpZGF5LXdlZWtlbmQtc2hvb3RpbmdzLXJlYWovaW5kZXguaHRtbNIBYWh0dHBzOi8vYW1wLmNubi5jb20vY25uLzIwMjIvMDcvMDkvdXMvY2hpY2Fnby1yZXNpZGVudHMtaG9saWRheS13ZWVrZW5kLXNob290aW5ncy1yZWFqL2luZGV4Lmh0bWw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.mediaite.com/news/mitt-romney-calls-out-americas-national-malady-of-denial-warns-that-a-return-to-trump-would-render-it-incurable/
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2022/07/mitt-romney-republican-denial-biden-election/661468/
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2022/jun/30/poll-americans-guns-against-government
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2022/jun/30/poll-americans-guns-against-government
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-s-new-money-maker-political-speeches-to-fans/ar-AAZjhDL
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/07/07/former-fbi-leaders-who-drew-trumps-ire-were-both-subject-to-unusual-irs-audits/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/07/07/former-fbi-leaders-who-drew-trumps-ire-were-both-subject-to-unusual-irs-audits/
https://thehill.com/opinion/white-house/3549217-what-if-we-did-as-the-brits-do-and-expected-our-presidents-to-resign/
https://thehill.com/opinion/white-house/3549217-what-if-we-did-as-the-brits-do-and-expected-our-presidents-to-resign/
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2022/07/09/trump_elon_musk_is_a_bullshit_artist.html
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2022/07/09/trump_elon_musk_is_a_bullshit_artist.html
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5739130/elon-musk-twitter-sun-valley/
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/twitter-announces-mass-layoffs-17291249.php
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/12/half-of-g-o-p-voters-ready-to-leave-trump-behind-poll-finds/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/12/half-of-g-o-p-voters-ready-to-leave-trump-behind-poll-finds/
https://www.yahoo.com/news/musk-says-time-trump-sail-181049723.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/musk-says-time-trump-sail-181049723.html
https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/


Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/experts-say-there-are-mounting-signs-that-the-kremlin-is-purging-its-top-generals-in-ukraine-the-latest-hint-of-deep-dysfunction-in-putin-s-army/ar-AAYKxsd
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/22/russian-novoshakhtinsk-oil-refinery-struck-drone-possible-attack-inside-borders
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/germany-trigger-phase-two-three-065910268.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/germany-looks-at-rationing-natural-gas-after-russia-cuts-supply-11655978153
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/23/russia-crimps-gas-flows-just-as-europe-races-to-stock-up-for-winter/
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel
https://www.ajc.com/politics/breaking-kemp-to-testify-in-fulton-co-trump-probe/PXZ4ZEMJRJCSTCJJBYVU6IK7EU/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/justice-department-raids-home-of-former-doj-official-at-center-of-jan-6-panel-s-investigation/ar-AAYNmvR
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/jan-6-committee-doj-seek-footage-of-roger-stone-from-danish-filmmakers/ar-AAYOQgG
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/jan-6-panel-to-hone-in-on-trumps-efforts-to-meddle-at-doj-00041708
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/bill-barr-suggests-trump-came-very-close-to-staying-in-power-im-not-sure-we-would-have-had-a-transition-at-all/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/23/politics/trump-jan-6-documentary-footage-pence-25th-amendment/index.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-holder-jan-6-documentarian-says-trump-had-secret-air-force-one-call-with-putin-just-before-election
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-holder-jan-6-documentarian-says-trump-had-secret-air-force-one-call-with-putin-just-before-election
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-middle-east-africa-56399743fe9ad28692c88c007bb901d6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-230100860.html
https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-06-27/pentagon-blasts-putins-cavalier-nuclear-saber-rattling-as-russia-seeks-new-advantages-in-ukraine
https://thehill.com/homenews/house/3539911-aide-says-trump-knew-jan-6-attendees-had-weapons-theyre-not-here-to-hurt-me/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-threw-dishes-and-flipped-tablecloths-when-he-was-angry-ex-aide-testifies-2022-6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10962011/Meadows-told-aide-Cassidy-Hutchinson-January-6-read-real-bad-just-days-riot.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/joe-biden
https://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/joe-biden
https://www.mirror.co.uk/film/cats-review-musical-leave-you-21122229
https://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/donald-trump
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/us-news/donald-trump-played-song-cats-27355368
https://www.mediaite.com/news/secret-service-is-reportedly-prepared-to-testify-trump-didnt-try-to-commandeer-limo-on-jan-6-despite-hutchinson-account/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/secret-service-is-reportedly-prepared-to-testify-trump-didnt-try-to-commandeer-limo-on-jan-6-despite-hutchinson-account/
https://www.nationalreview.com/2022/06/cassidy-hutchinsons-testimony-against-trump-is-devastating/
https://kdhnews.com/news/politics/explosive-jan-6-hearing-delivers-political-blow-to-trump-that-his-rivals-couldnt-land/article_dd6737d4-bad9-555b-a613-97c29f9c9b81.html
https://kdhnews.com/news/politics/explosive-jan-6-hearing-delivers-political-blow-to-trump-that-his-rivals-couldnt-land/article_dd6737d4-bad9-555b-a613-97c29f9c9b81.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/30/gop-megadonors-turn-on-trump-look-for-2024-alternatives-after-jan-6-hearings.html


Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-house-2024-00041704
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-house-2024-00041704
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/gov-gavin-newsom-wins-big-in-california-could-he-be-president/ar-AAYgUlw
https://www.wsj.com/articles/january-6-trump-voters-election-fraud-lies-2024-presidential-candidate-hillary-clinton-11655415629
https://www.wsj.com/articles/january-6-trump-voters-election-fraud-lies-2024-presidential-candidate-hillary-clinton-11655415629
https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/
https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/
https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/
https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-california-democratic-party/661313/
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-california-democratic-party/661313/
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-california-democratic-party/661313/
https://www.sfgate.com/politics/article/The-Atlantic-dreams-about-Newsom-replacing-Biden-17249234.php
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3529645-watergate-prosecutor-georgia-case-could-send-donald-trump-to-prison/
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/trump-asked-if-he-expects-to-be-taken-out-of-mar-a-lago-in-shackles/ar-AAYE04i
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-poll/story?id=85482369
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-poll/story?id=85482369
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-poll/story?id=85482369
https://apnews.com/article/climate-science-health-and-environment-4f23d928ea637d239147c0e4adbad6dc
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10934571/Oregon-Citys-mayoral-candidate-says-homeless-Japanese-style-pods-overdoses-rise.html
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-2021-homicide-totals/
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/netanyahu-prepares-for-a-comeback-in-israel-e2-80-99s-next-elections/ar-AAYHWpl
https://metro.co.uk/2022/06/22/russian-colonel-who-carried-putins-nuclear-codes-briefcase-found-shot-16873192/


An Attempt To Summarize The Current State Of Our Country In Just 12 
Tweets http://endoftheamericandream.com/an-attempt-to-summarize-the-
current-state-of-our-country-in-just-12-tweets/ 

1. President Biden struggles to put on his blazer before dropping his 
trademark Aviators 

2. This Is The Speaker Of The House… PELOSI: “When I was a little girl, I 
was told at the beach if I dug a hole deep enough we would reach China. 
So, we’ve always felt a connection there.” 

3. This Is The Majority Leader Of The Senate… @SenSchumer on 
negotiating the Inflation Reduction Act: "[Sen. Joe Manchin] said we have
to do this in secret, you and I only, and we did. [...] Under Joe Manchin's 
request, which I honored, the White House didn't know any of the details 
until everybody else did." 

4. This Is Our Economy… "Biden administration tried to redefine 
recession.We are in a recession. The economy has been shrinking all 
year. Real wages are at an all—time low, and at the same time inflation is
the highest in the lifetime of most Americans," Carlson said. 

5. The Solution That Our Leaders Have Come Up With To Fix Inflation Will
Actually Make Inflation Even Worse… Kevin "Mr. Wonderful" O'Leary on 
the Bidenflation Scam: "Naming it 'anti-inflation' is a joke. This is gonna 
be very inflationary almost immediately because we're printing billions of
dollars." 

6. These Are Our Streets… “It’s not safe to do anything no more...Not 
even hang out on your porch.” 

7. This Is Our System Of Education… Elementary teacher in @AustinISD 
played a video for students to teach them about drag which also 
encourages kids to be drag performers

8. This Is The New Disease That Is Going Around… Houston man with 
monkeypox says pain, stigma, isolation are the hardest ... 

https://twitter.com/AustinISD
https://twitter.com/SenSchumer
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9. The Biden Administration Decided That It Would Be A Good Idea To 
Fight A Proxy War With Russia. It Isn’t Going Particularly Well… 

10. As If A Proxy War With Russia Wasn’t Enough, Now The Biden 
Administration Has Us Dangerously Close To A War With China… 

11. For Some Reason, Very Few Young Adults Are Eager To Join The 
Military… 

12. This Is Our Culture… Drag king makes audience “pledge allegiance” 
to drag shows at a “family-friendly” pride festival in Iowa 

Every 11 Seconds… http://endoftheamericandream.com/every-11-seconds/
even more children will have died from acute malnutrition 

ZEROHEDGE Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg
China Has Established A “Blockade” Around Taiwan And Plans To Shoot 
Missiles Directly Over The Island     
http://endoftheamericandream.com/china-has-established-a-blockade-
around-taiwan-and-plans-to-shoot-missiles-directly-over-the-island/     

Insiders Are Dumping The Most Stocks Since January As Retail Buying-
Panic Re-Emerges
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/insiders-are-dumping-most-stocks-
january-retail-buying-panic-re-emerges     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   

https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-january-6-ccntv/index.html
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could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[Of course that’s true; but, that would be nothing new for criminal 
america. 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

ANALYSIS
From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

YAHOO Politics Former FBI official likens Matt Gaetz, Roger Stone, and 
Trump to the Mafia: 'It's a criminal organization' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-fbi-official-likens-matt-
045920601.html 
BUT WAIT: “There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
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DRUDGEREPORT China threatens 'strong measures' if Pelosi visits 
Taiwan...
Kissinger Warns Biden Against Endless Confrontation... 
Beijing Dumps $100 Billion Worth Of Treasuries... 

ZEROHEDGE These Are All The Countries Capable Of Launching Space 
Rockets https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-are-all-countries-
capable-launching-space-rockets 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 

YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-vogue-11657925530?cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s
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driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 

https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMJ_NqAswkdjAAw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' After US 
Lawmaker Slams Zelensky

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
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One dead in Ukrainian shelling of city hosting nuclear plant 

Three killed in Israeli airstrikes, Syria says 

Ivan Timofeev: Beijing and Moscow can lead resistance against West 
dictating to rest of world   https://www.rt.com/news/560353-west-world-  
hegemony-lesson/ [ Resistance is the proper word. From direct 
observation an experience, america is hardly a paragon of perfection; but
rather, an egregious example of concentrated criminality, as purveyors of
which is the american nightmare wrought for gain by whatever means, 
toward whatever target. ]

The US keeps reneging on arms control agreements, so why should 
Russia trust Joe Biden’s latest overtures? [They shouldn’t; you can’t trust
america, that’s my direct observation and experience.]

Amnesty fully ‘stands by’ report on Ukraine 

China ignores phone calls from Pentagon – Politico 
Medvedev makes prediction about Zelensky 
https://www.rt.com/russia/560727-medvedev-prediction-zelensky-future/ 
Russia sent troops into Ukraine on February 24, citing Kiev’s failure to 
implement the Minsk agreements … called Zelensky “an unshaved fellow 
wearing a green shirt” and compared him to Adolf Hitler after the 
Ukrainian president urged Western countries to close their borders to all 
Russian nationals. 
Before becoming president of Ukraine, Zelensky was a comedian and 
actor. From 2015 to 2019, he played a high-school history teacher who 
unexpectedly became president of Ukraine in a TV series called ‘Servant 
of the People...only two options in the end “[It will be either] a court 
martial or a return to supporting roles in comedy shows

Israeli troops fatally shoot two Palestinian teens – health ministry 

Ivan Timofeev: Beijing and Moscow can lead resistance against West 
dictating to rest of world   https://www.rt.com/news/560353-west-world-  
hegemony-lesson/ [ Resistance is the proper word. From direct 
observation an experience, america is hardly a paragon of perfection; but
rather, an egregious example of concentrated criminality, as purveyors of
which is the american nightmare wrought for gain by whatever means, 
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toward whatever target. ]

The US keeps reneging on arms control agreements, so why should 
Russia trust Joe Biden’s latest overtures? [They shouldn’t; you can’t trust
america, that’s my direct observation and experience.]

Amnesty fully ‘stands by’ report on Ukraine 

China ignores phone calls from Pentagon – Politico 

Zelensky accuses Amnesty International of supporting terrorism 

Today, Ukraine bombed a Donetsk hotel full of journalists – here’s what it 
felt like to be there 

US ‘artificially’ stokes tensions – Kremlin 

From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

The US is in a recession and it’s worse than you think 
https://www.rt.com/business/560011-us-recession-fed-inflation/ 

Zelensky and US to blame for ‘bloodbath’ in Donbass – Russia 

Wall Street is collapsing – NYC mayor 

FBI manipulating domestic terror stats – whistleblowers 

US plunges into recession 

EU ban on Russian gas ‘impossible’ – Austria 

Kremlin comments on claims about Russian military casualties 

Zelensky’s Vogue photoshoot raises eyebrows 

Biden met with 14 of his son’s business associates – media 

https://www.rt.com/news/559778-hunter-biden-joe-meetings/
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NATO’s arsonist-in-chief Jens Stoltenberg wants the Western public to 
pay for a Ukrainian fire he helped to ignite 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

Russia to quit International Space Station after 2024 

Russia issues rebuke to Israel 

Grain deal won’t affect military op in Ukraine – Moscow 

UK candidates’ militancy and imperialism threaten to bring Britain down 

Kiev confirms arrival of heavy weapons from Germany 

US sends more weapons to Ukraine 

Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the fallout 
from their failed Russia policy 

EU eases sanctions on Russian oil exports 

Russia’s Lavrov talks Ukraine, sanctions and nuclear war with RT (FULL 
VIDEO) 

• Putin suggests motive behind Canada’s gas turbine delay   
• UN chief ‘under huge pressure’ over Ukraine – Russian FM   
• Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the   

fallout from their failed Russia policy Op-ed
• Zaporozhye Nuclear Power Plant attacked by Ukrainian drones   

Putin tells US to stop ‘looting’ Syria 

Former Russian president lists ‘Western sins’ 

Russian warns of ‘tougher’ terms for talks with Ukraine 

Dmitri Trenin: How a smart Middle East strategy can help Russia play a 

https://www.rt.com/russia/559139-russia-middle-east-strategy/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559242-ukraine-peace-talks-conditions/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559378-medvedev-west-sins-list/
https://www.rt.com/news/559279-putin-iran-turkey-syria/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559319-zaporozhye-nuclear-power-plant-attacked/
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significant role in shaping the new world order 

Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 

IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 

Iran issues warning to US and Israel 

Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
industrial complex war monster’]

Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
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cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

HUFFPOST SUSPICIOUS: SECRET SERVICE CAN’T FIND JAN. 6 TEXTS! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/national-archives-deleted-secret-service-
texts_n_62d6c6bbe4b008a2d03f1ac4 [ Ooooh … the mystery of it all … 
magical disappearance of text messages … could be ghosts … or 
gremlins … or salem witchcraft … WAKE UP! … AMERICA IS A TOTAL 
FRAUD! … AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 
MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). ]

The most intelligent, rational legal position:

Laurence Tribe, a Harvard law professor, argued that not holding Trump 
accountable would be equally harmful.

"I certainly recognize that indicting a former president would generate 
lots of social heat, perhaps violence," Tribe said. "But not indicting him 
would invite another violent insurrection."

Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All Incredibly Depressed. 
Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" Some very concerning 
market observations from Goldman trader John Flood discussing the real 
rot below the market surface: Monday was the lightest volume session of
the year with 9.32b shares trading across all US equity exchanges 
breaking previous low mark of 9.4b back on 7/11/22. YTD daily avg for 
shares traded across all US equity exchanges sits @ 12.5b. Monday was 
also the lightest notional trading session of the year w/ $392b trading vs 
ytd daily avg of $638b. Our desk was a 3 on 1 – 10 scale in terms of 
overall activity levels. I am personally taken aback by how resilient mkt 
has been over the past few weeks. I don’t see L/Os putting their ~$210b 
of cash to work. I am seeing them use pockets of strength to sell lower 
conviction more illiquid names in block form and raise even more cash. 
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Trump comic-con-show 
https://www.facebook.com/reel/523496502845404/?
s=single_unit&__cft__[0]=AZWPFQ3WczUIfIkH48JzeY46IoAd31UE03J6BK
gdB2FnhC4ZMwHrSlFnIZRzSdcm0iOvj82iS31DRdv7o07VE1dKwlJ-
o8PrhTfe_ujCAUFuOSNPQHEmqhCXpuyaLM_w2FExUX2P3sub6YXf8JZ_JO
SnUwrv6N77_T472Z5wMAIl1mh2SytZjOOe004Qi410SWP8G3HBHdMEgTY
aaiWHeOxK&__tn__=H-R 

ZEROHEDGE As Taiwan Warns Chinese "Maritime & Aerial Blockade" 
Ensuing, Pelosi Says Real Issue Is 'I'm A Woman' [Riiight!] Pelosi Departs
Taiwan After Whirlwind Tour As China Declares "Median Line" No Longer 
Exists Global Markets Slump With Terrified Traders Tracking Pelosi's 
Next Move Forget inflation, stagflation, recession, depression, earnings, 
Biden locked up in the basement with covid, and everything else: today's 
it all about whether Nancy Pelosi will start World War 3 when she lands 
in Taiwan in 3 hours. https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/taiwans-
independence-worth-war Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just 
purely on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant 
Fed policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls 
off a miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 

Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 
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The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE Garland Says He 'Personally Approved' Trump Search 
Warrant [BRAVO!] https://www.zerohedge.com/political/watch-live-ag-
merrick-garland-makes-statement-following-trump-raid "There has to be 
a(prosecution)n investigation..." Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

DRUDGEREPORT 

FEDS HUNT STOLEN NUKE DOCS 
SEARCH WARRANT TEXT 
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS 
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE 
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO 
'TOP SECRET' 

"Without Any Doubt, Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": 

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-nuclear-weapons-issue-122108215.html
https://apnews.com/article/florida-donald-trump-mar-a-lago-merrick-garland-government-and-politics-f63c018b600e1539ff3660a896a132d0
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://humanevents.com/2022/08/12/exclusive-warrant-and-property-receipt-from-mar-a-lago-raid/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fbi-searched-trump-s-home-to-look-for-nuclear-documents-and-other-items-sources-say/ar-AA10zmiO
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Tribe Declares Trump Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump 

DRUDGEREPORT GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP 
[ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is being 
painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal that he 
is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists and you have 
trump. The pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without empathy
or decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the greater 
fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He 
spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 
duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]
AGENTS CRACK SAFE
WAS THERE A RAT? 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-
says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html MSNBC 
This search wasn't run by Democrats — the head of the FBI was 
appointed by Trump
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INDICTMENT REAL POSSIBILITY
PUNISHMENTS HE COULD FACE
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO
'TOP SECRET'

FEDS HUNT STOLEN NUKE DOCS 
SEARCH WARRANT TEXT 
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS 
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE 
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO 
'TOP SECRET' 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg

As Taiwan Warns Chinese "Maritime & Aerial Blockade" Ensuing, Pelosi 
Says Real Issue Is 'I'm A Woman' [Riiight!] Pelosi Departs Taiwan After 
Whirlwind Tour As China Declares "Median Line" No Longer Exists Global 
Markets Slump With Terrified Traders Tracking Pelosi's Next Move Forget
inflation, stagflation, recession, depression, earnings, Biden locked up in 
the basement with covid, and everything else: today's it all about 
whether Nancy Pelosi will start World War 3 when she lands in Taiwan in 
3 hours. https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/taiwans-independence-
worth-war Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just purely
on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant Fed 
policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls off a 
miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 

Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
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And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
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Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
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massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE UMich Sentiment Jumps But Long-Term Inflation 
Expectations Unexpectedly Rise 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/umich-sentiment-jumps-long-term-
inflation-expectations-unexpectedly-rise Jerome Powell's closely 
watched inflation indicator just returned to the danger zone The Price Of 
Eggs Is Up 47% As Food Costs In The US Spiral Out Of Control Turkey 
Agrees To Pay For Russian Gas With Rubles India ditches US dollar in 
Russia trade – Reuters   Credit Suisse Set To Slash Thousands Of Jobs   
Despite Handing Out Hundreds Of Millions To Retain Top Talent 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/credit-suisse-set-slash-thousands-
jobs-despite-handing-out-hundreds-millions-retain-top The bank is looking 
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to cut its overall cost base by $1 billion... 

"I Don't Feel The Pain Of Inflation Anymore" Says Wealthy SF Fed Chair 
From Ivory Tower YAHOO Business 'The market is not the economy' and 
the July rally in the stock market was premature, top economist 
Mohamed El-Erian says https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/market-not-
economy-july-rally-174829466.html El-Erian said a comment by Powell led
investors to believe rate hikes would likely slow, but that's at odds with 
what the data shows. Weak Manufacturing Surveys Signal 'Peak 
Inflation'; Plunge in Orders, Production, & Jobs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/weak-manufacturing-surveys-
signal-peak-inflation-plunge-orders-production-jobs "With the exception of
pandemic lockdown periods, July saw US manufacturers report the 
toughest business conditions since 2009..." 

Biden's America: Too Broke To Bet?   Chicago PMI Unexpectedly Plunges   
To 2-Year Lows https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/chicago-pmi-
unexpectedly-plunges-2-year-lows ...stagflation signals as prices paid 
jumped and production and new orders fell... "Expert" Narratives Are 
Collapsing The house of cards continues to fall apart Yellen: "Recession"
Doesn't Mean What You Think It Means [ Riiight! ] Sentiment sours amid 
Kremlin updates, EU Energy deal & US-earnings in focus -   Delusional   
Biden Admin Front-Runs Recessionary GDP Print... By Redefining 
Recession https://www.zerohedge.com/political/delusional-biden-admin-
front-runs-recessionary-gdp-print-redefining-recession It's not a recession
until the White House gives economists on its payroll permission to 
declare it a recession... [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!] US PMI Crashes 
Into Contraction In July: "A Worrying Deterioration In The Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-pmi-crashes-contraction-july-
worrying-deterioration-economy "Excluding pandemic lockdown months, 
output is falling at a rate not seen since 2009 amid the global financial 
crisis..." There's An Amazing Glut Of Office Space In Every Major Metro 
Area https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/theres-amazing-glut-office-
space-every-major-metro-area Occupancy is an engine of local 
economies. But there's a huge glut of space available... US Existing 
Home Sales Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses US Homebuilders 
Abandon Single-Families In June As They Brace For Rate Shock 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-builders-abandon-single-
family-home-startspermits-june-anticipating-renter ...multi-family starts 
and permits surged double-digits in June as single-family plunged... 
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Homebuilder Confidence Collapses In July 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-confidence-
collapses-july ...the largest MoM drop (ex-COVID-lockdown) in history... 
Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
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Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
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Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER

https://secure.sjuggerudtruewealth.com/?
cid=MKT650099&eid=MKT657482&channel=102120d0fc4158ded364c744
bc11a4&assetId=AST254109&page=1&fbclid=IwAR2cc1ZhOIn7xUGfA1Iv
sHne3IQnWX1wMlYBnvJoJ1PDtHOCHo1uykpJDJ4 

A Winter Of Anger https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/winter-anger
... if you’d ask most citizens of whichever EU country if they are willing to
risk being unable to feed and heat their children in order to support 
Ukraine and Zelensky, they would say NO. Hell no! "Revolution Has 
Begun": 75,000 Brits To Stop Paying Power Bills Amid Inflation Storm 
German Electricity Prices Hit Record High As Heatwave Curbs Power 
Generation ... and it's not even winter yet. "Widespread Civil Unrest" 
Looming In UK Over Cost-Of-Living Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/widespread-civil-unrest-
looming-uk-over-cost-living-crisis Movement to stop paying bills 

snowballs... 

Pound Crashes After BOE Hikes By Most Since 1995, Starts Gilt Sales Yet
Warns Of Crushing Stagflationary Recession Germany's Uniper Warns Of 
Possible "Irregular Operation" At Major Power Plant As Rhine River Runs 
Dry "You Can't Switch Off Death": German Crematoriums Warn Of Energy 
Crisis German Barge Traffic Slumps As Rhine Water Levels Near Record 
Lows "Miserable" German Retail Sales Crash The Most On Record As 
Europe Slumps Into Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/miserable-german-retail-sales-crash-
most-record-europe-slumps-recession Germany is "sinking into an 
increasingly steep downturn, adding to the region’s recession risks”. Gas
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Levy Could Triple Household Heating Bills In Germany EU Consumer 
Confidence Crashes To Record Lows As German CPI Unexpectedly Re-
Accelerates "We Are In A Very Critical Moment": IMF Cuts Global GDP, 
Raises Inflation Outlook, Warns "World Teetering On Edge Of Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-are-very-critical-moment-imf-
cuts-global-gdp-raises-inflation-outlook-warns-world "It’s easy to cool off 
the economy when the economy is running hot. It’s much harder to 
reduce inflation when the economy is close to a recession." Germans 
Taking Fewer Showers In Response To Cost Of Living Crisis China And 
Japan Hold The Keys To Euro Recovery 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/china-and-japan-hold-keys-euro-
recovery While the direction of Europe’s economy continues to be a 
hostage to Russian energy -- as today’s dispiriting PMI numbers attest -- it
is the Asian nations of China and Japan who are in a position to alleviate 
Europe’s capital-outflow problem and stabilize the euro. PMIs Signal 
Eurozone Recession Day After First ECB Rate-Hike In 11 Years 

19% Of The World's Population Lives In 'Chindia' (& Buys Russian Oil) 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/19-worlds-population-lives-
chindia-buys-russian-oil India is expected to become the most populous 
nation on Earth by mid-2023, surpassing China whose population growth 
has all but stopped.. Oil Surges After Biden Fails To Win Saudi Pledge To 
Pump More Crude These Are The Countries With The Highest Default Risk
The Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial Production Unexpectedly 
Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker month since September 
2021... David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
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Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 
Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE Garland Says He 'Personally Approved' Trump Search 
Warrant [BRAVO] https://www.zerohedge.com/political/watch-live-ag-
merrick-garland-makes-statement-following-trump-raid "There has to be 
a(prosecution)n investigation..." Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

"Without Any Doubt, Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": 
Tribe Declares Trump Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump 
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DRUDGEREPORT GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP 
[ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is being 
painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal that he 
is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists and you have 
trump. The pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without empathy
or decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the greater 
fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He 
spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 
duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]
AGENTS CRACK SAFE
WAS THERE A RAT? 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-
says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html MSNBC 
This search wasn't run by Democrats — the head of the FBI was 
appointed by Trump

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

Fascism watch Trump wished his military officials were more like Nazi 
'German generals' https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/trump-
wished-his-military-officials-were-more-german-generals-nazi-n1297784?
icid=msd_topgrid 

The Last Word Mary Trump: Trump is 'panicked' after FBI search of Mar-a-
Lago
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ZEROHEDGE The State Of Unemployment In Europe     Initial Jobless Claims  
Surge To Highest Since November https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-
finance/initial-jobless-claims-surge-highest-november ...and continuing 
claims are at 4-month highs... A Most Peculiar Recession The 
Government is Hiding a Dark Secret About the Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-08-09/government-hiding-dark-
secret-about-economy About those supposedly fantastic July jobs 
numbers... Nvidia Plunges After Preannouncing Terrible Q2 Results, 
Slashes Guidance, Blames "Macroeconomic Headwinds" Something 
Snaps In The Job Market: Multiple Jobholders Hit All Time High As 
Unexplained 1.8 Million Jobs Gap Emerges 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/something-snaps-job-market-
multiple-jobholders-hit-all-time-high-unexplained-18-million ‘...So what's 
going on here? The simple answer: Fewer people working, but more 
people working more than one job, a rotation which picked up in earnest 
some time in March and which has only been captured by the Household 
survey. And since the Establishment survey is far slower to pick up on 
the nuances in employment composition, while the Household Survey has
gone nowhere since March, the BLS data engineers have been busy 
goalseeking the Establishment Survey (perhaps with the occasional 
nudge from the White House especially now that the economy is in a 
technical recession) to make it appear as if the economy is growing 
strongly, when in reality all they are doing is applying the same erroneous
seasonal adjustment factor that gave such a wrong perspective of the 
labor market in the aftermath of the covid pandemic (until it was all 
adjusted away a year ago). In other words, while the labor market is 
already cracking, it will take the BLS several months of veering away 
from reality before the government bureaucrats accept and admit what is
truly taking place...’

July Payrolls Smash Expectations Soaring To 528K, Wages Come In Red 
Hot As Unemployment Rate Drops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/july-payrolls-smash-expectations-
soaring-528k-wages-come-red-hot We are now well and truly in bizarro 
world. 

Futures Flat As Crushing 37bps Curve Inversion Screams Recession The 
Misery Index Is At Recession Levels Lying About The Economy Will Only 
Make The Coming Crash Worse Senior Economist 'Fact Checked' By 
Facebook For Saying US Is In Recession 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/political/senior-economist-fact-checked-
facebook-saying-us-recession “We live in an Orwellian hell-scape.” [Yes, 
we do!] Here’s why you shouldn’t invest in ETFs. UMich Inflation 
Expectations Rose Intra-Month, Democrats' Confidence Drops Further 
Inflation, Recession Or Both? Reporter Exposes White House's Blatant 
Redefining Of "Recession" Yellen: "Recession" Doesn't Mean What You 
Think It Means Gold & The Upcoming Recession Luongo: None Dare Call 
It A Recession Lest The Democrats Lose The Mid-Terms Democrats 
Prepare To Unleash Hell On Fed Chair Powell For The Coming Recession 
"2023 Will Be A Year From Hell" - Martin Armstrong Warns Of Inflation-
Driven Civil-Unrest https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/2023-will-be-
year-hell-martin-armstrong-warns-inflation-driven-civil-unrest "...you are 
looking at revolutions... The euro looks like death warmed over... This is 
just not over yet." "Japanese Economy Continues To Crater "- Another 
Casualty Of The Energy Crisis The Danger Of Drought In Europe 
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/danger-drought-europe ...the current 
heatwave is bound to further exacerbate water shortages in Southern and
Southeast Europe... Record-Breaking Heat In Europe Meanwhile, 
Southern Europe is also experiencing extreme heat that has caused 
wildfires... UK Records Hottest Day Ever Amid Heat Apocalypse   "Heat   
Apocalypse" Blasts Europe As UK And France Brace For Hottest Days On 
Record   https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/heat-apocalypse-blasts-  
europe-uk-and-france-brace-hottest-days-record "Today and tomorrow will
be one of the worst, if not the worst heatwave events in the modern 
history of western Europe." The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 
2022 http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In 
Government Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 
4Chan Found After Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
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protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

ZEROHEDGE Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 
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CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
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YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE The Trigger For The Next Great Depression 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-08-12/trigger-next-great-
depression Future generations will mark this week as the start of the 
"Second Great Depression" in America It's Game-Over For The Fed - 
Expect A Monetary "Rug Pull" Soon... Where are we in this squeeze...are 
we "there yet"? - part VII 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/shortcovering short covering 
mania... One Bank Warns U.S. Econ Data Make Little Sense, "Until You 
Recall Midterm Elections Are Coming Up" "They pretend it’s real data, we
pretend to trade it." 5-Year Down Market Coming 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/5-year-down-market-coming 
Market Wizard who predicted all indexes would be negative in 2022 
shares shocking new forecast Iran Arranges First Import Using 
Cryptocurrency By chasing sanctioned countries out of dollars, the USA 
stokes demand for alternatives India ditches US dollar in Russia trade – 
Reuters   Recession is "crashing"   closer to a complacency point where 
one actually could start shorting the market again.. The Great Recession:
Facts Vs Denials https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/great-recession-
facts-vs-denials Once again, the US is facing a recession which Main 
Street feels, Wall Street whistles past, and DC simply denies... 

"Deteriorating Situation" Shows Rent Growth "Collapsing" In Sunbelt 
Markets https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/deteriorating-situation-
shows-rent-growth-collapsing-sunbelt-markets Rogan Slams Biden Admin 
For "Gaslighting" Americans About Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/rogan-slams-biden-admin-
gaslighting-americans-about-recession "...they’re literally changing the 
definition...and it should be pushed back against in a big way. It should 
be something that people get angry about..." 'Great News' Jobs Reports 
Sparks Selloff In Bonds, Stocks, & Gold 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/great-news-jobs-reports-sparks-
selloff-bonds-stocks-gold ...good news is really bad news... 

Initial Jobless Claims Hit 8 Month Highs, Continuing Claims Jump Ahead 
Of Payrolls Print https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-
jobless-claims-hit-8-month-highs-continuing-claims-jump-ahead-payrolls 
Jobless claims are now completely decoupled from the headlines payrolls
data... Pay Attention; This Is Not The '70s 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/pay-attention-not-70s In the late 
70s, P/Es on stocks were in the single digits, and debt levels were 
negligible. Today, valuations are nearly four times those levels, and debt 
as a percentage of GDP is at levels considered unthinkable not that long 
ago... Chinese Jets Buzz Taiwan Strait, Govt Websites Hit By 
Cyberattack With Pelosi Plane En Route War on China: the real target are 
the American people China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off Taiwan With US 
Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia Nuclear War 
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Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security Advisor China's 
Army Posts "Get Ready For War!" Message On Social Media, State 
Mouthpiece Says PLA Has "Right" To Intercept Pelosi's Plane Inflation, 
Recession Or Both? [BOTH!] Welcome To The Biden Recession: Q2 GDP 
"Unexpectedly" Shrinks 0.9%, 2nd Consecutive Decline Peter Schiff: The 
White House Recession Denial https://www.zerohedge.com/political/peter-
schiff-white-house-recession-denial "When you’re losing, just change the 
rules of the game, then declare victory.” Recession? All Of A Sudden 
Yield Spreads Are Collapsing https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/no-
recession-all-sudden-yield-spreads-are-collapsing … we suggest 
continuing to follow risk management protocols until indicators indicate 
a reversal of that economic risk.

1. Tighten up stop-loss levels to current support levels for each position. 

2. Hedge portfolios against significant market declines. 

3. Take profits in positions that have been big winners 

4. Sell laggards and losers. 

5. Raise cash and rebalance portfolios to target weightings.

Peter Schiff: It's Getting Harder To Deny Recession Reality 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-schiff-its-getting-harder-deny-
recession-reality "This should be obvious, but people have been in denial 
about the weakness in the economy..." Wall Street's Biggest Bear: One 
Down, But Two More Things Must Happen Before Stocks Bottom 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/wall-streets-biggest-bear-one-down-
two-more-things-must-happen-stocks-bottom Recession reflections 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/everyoneknows [ Recession 
is coming but everyone knows it ] The Number Of Americans Filing For 
First-Time Unemployment Claims Soared To 8-Month-Highs Last Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/number-americans-filing-
first-time-unemployment-claims-soared-8-month-highs-last ...and 
continuing claims are the highest since April... US Existing Home Sales 
Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses Sinkhole 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sinkhole "At present, the 2s10s 
spread is –18 bps. This is indicative of a recession 12-18 months ahead, 
which means the second half of 2023. Note that we have been 
forecasting a recession for 2023H2 since April." Recession Already Here 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-may-already-be-here The 
debate about recession risk is pointless.We are already in a recession... 
The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
an odd beast in any case. 

Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 

idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 
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Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
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The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE Taiwanese Officials Trounce Pelosi After Son's Huge 
Holdings In China Tech Exposed You can't make this shit up... Russia 
Says It May Sever US Relations If Declared Terrorism Sponsor Diplomat 
says designation would bring Washington to "the point of no return" Ex-
President Medvedev Warns Europe Of "Possible Incidents" At Nuclear 
Facilities https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ex-president-
medvedev-warns-europe-possible-incidents-nuclear-facilities Ukraine & 
Western backers"...ready to orchestrate a new Chernobyl." RT UN issues
nuclear appeal to Russia and Ukraine   West would fight Russia ‘to the last  
Ukrainian’ – Moscow ZH Russia Suspends US Inspections Of Its Nuclear 
Arsenal Under New START Treaty China Extends Taiwan Drills Past 
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Sunday Deadline, Says Training Under "Real War Conditions" Which 
Nations Face The Biggest Disruption From China's Taiwan-Trade-
Blockade? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/which-nations-face-
biggest-disruption-chinas-taiwan-trade-blockade China's export stop on 
sand, a resource essential for the manufacturing of semiconductors, 
could prove devastating for countries like the United States... The 
Growing Threat From North Korea Taiwan Says China's Drills Are 
Simulating A Full Attack On The Island 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/taiwan-says-chinas-drills-are-
simulating-full-attack-island Following Pelosi's visit, Chinese media said 
the military will demonstration the "mainland's absolute control over the 
Taiwan question." Anger From Ukraine's Backers After Damning Amnesty
Report Spotlights 'Human Shields'

China Sanctions Pelosi, Halts US Talks Including Military Ties, As Jets 
Breach Taiwan Median Line 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/china-sanctions-pelosi-halts-us-
talks-including-military-ties-jets-breach-taiwan China has begun its 
retaliation against Washington by announcing Friday the cancellation of a
series of meetings with the United States 

Ballistic Missiles Soar Over Taiwan, "Hundreds" Of PLA Fighters Breach 
Airspace, As 5-Day Drills Commence 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ballistic-missiles-soar-over-
taiwan-hundreds-pla-fighters-breach-airspace-5-day-drills China Summons
US Ambassador Overnight, Says Washington "Must Pay The Price" EOAD 
Are Chinese Tanks Massing On The Shores Of Fujian Because An Invasion
Is Imminent? 8-2-22 We Were Specifically Warned About This Coming War
With China All The Way Back In The 1990 ZH Here Are All The Latest 
Taiwan Headlines https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-
latest-taiwan-headlines All the latest news in the extremely fluid Taiwan 
theater of pre-war. 'US Military Moving Assets', Markets Stall On Reports 
Pelosi To Visit Taiwan Tuesday 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-sink-pelosi-taiwan-headlines 
Pelosi is reportedly expected to land in Taiwan on Tuesday night, and 
meet lawmakers on Wednesday. China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off 
Taiwan With US Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia
Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security 
Advisor China Is Issuing The Same "Red Line" Warnings About Taiwan 
That Russia Issued About Ukraine THE SUN AI predicts last selfie on 
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Earth… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-
earth-prediction-tiktok/ EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To 
Absolutely Love It When War With China Erupts 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-industrial-complex-is-
going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-erupts/ ZH Russia Unveils
Large-Scale Military Exercises In East, Signaling Force Strength 
'Unaffected' By Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-
unveils-large-scale-eastern-military-exercises-signaling-force-strength-
unaffected Prior "Vostok" (East) drills included sizable Chinese PLA 
military participation... If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End 
Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm

How A Russian Gas Freeze Would Curtail European GDPs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/how-russian-gas-freeze-would-
curtail-european-gdps ...a complete shut-off from the Russian side would 
have disastrous effects for European economies... Ukraine Moves To 
Criminalize Russian Passport Application there is a lot of Ukrainian blood 
on the red Russian passport [What?] Russia Boasts It's Already Taken 
Out 4 US-Supplied Long Range Rocket Systems Russia Informs Turkey It 
Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa Port Attack It's Official: Russia And 
China Announce "New Global Reserve Currency" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-22/its-official-russia-and-china-
announce-new-global-reserve-currency And once again no one has 
noticed and no one seems to care. [ Yes, it’s official; NEW WORLD 
ORDER! ]

Pelosi: Pentagon Might Be Worried China Would Shoot Down Her Plane If 
She Visits Taiwan AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant 
Corruption' After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky US "Started" The Ukraine
Crisis, China Says, In Fiercest Official Criticism Yet 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-started-ukraine-crisis-china-
says-fiercest-official-criticism-yet "As the one who started the Ukraine 
crisis & the biggest factor fueling it..." [ Yes...Sadly, that is indisputably 
true; it’s the american way.] Russia Plans 'Annexation Votes' For 
Captured Ukraine Territories By Mid-September: Report Russia Resumes 
Nord Stream Natural Gas Deliveries To Europe "...likely to lead to a 
collective sigh of relief from not just the European gas market, but from 
the wider economy," Russia Declares War Goals Have Expanded After 
West Pumped More Arms Into Ukraine Strengthening Ties With Iran, Putin
Meets With Supreme Leader In Tehran 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/strengthening-ties-iran-putin-
meets-supreme-leader-tehran “Our relations are developing at a good 
pace,” said Putin 

Putin Says Russia Will Honor Gas Commitment But Flows Will Drop As 
Much As 20% Of Capacity Vladimir Putin warned that flows via the Nord 
Stream pipeline could be curbed soon if sanctions prevent additional 
maintenance on its components Russian Military Given Formal Order To 
Target Ukraine's Long-Range Weapons From US 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-issues-formal-order-military-
target-ukraines-long-range-weapons-us Ukraine officials called the 
HIMARS a "game-changer"... [Riiight] Gazprom Declares Force Majeure, 
Will Halt Gas Flows To Germany Indefinitely "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”

Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
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from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
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Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
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According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
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(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
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markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
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https://www.axios.com/local/seattle/2022/06/02/stretched-thin-seattle-cops-failing-to-take-reports-rape-victims


DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---

[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

https://www.facebook.com/michele.carmichael.94?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyMjA1MjAyMDgyOTcwMTg2XzIxMDM5MDI3Mjk3ODIwMjA%3D&__tn__=R*F
https://www.facebook.com/elain.mm?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyMjA1MjAyMDgyOTcwMTg2XzU3NzQ0ODcwMDUzMTE2Mw%3D%3D&__tn__=R*F
https://twitter.com/alpeia
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/


POST: FIRST MOON LANDING
NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 
Fake-NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv

http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm     

Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake Dutch     
'  moon rock  ' revealed   Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon rock 

given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of 
petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon Rock  ' in   
Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at 
Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

Al Peia

Riiight...and they haven't been back because...oh yeah, they got rid of 
their Saturn rockets ... and, they were in the past but not in the 
present/future impervious to radiation; ie., van allen belt, etc.. Oh, they 

https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1MzAzNTEyODAzMDY0NDU1XzQ2MjE1NjU2MTk2NTI3OA%3D%3D&__cft__[0]=AZUzCnIb-wZD4OBiRKgibKfqoanC5KXYUOyiE5ihDrzOlvkm7oasBYNz6UFGdx1qg7jGhOOkuzE50zBoUg0SKlxeo7XSnmbdp6XaFGF7zvKJdgLfy1_8zmY04O-FruT1VNfAsw-YnxfMtAJlgHw1mgfZPXMEyEA70ySt3zLU_ZWivHxL7_QKMte-9tS6m4bIXp4&__tn__=R]-R
http://albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm
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probably could do it now, arguably; they're working on it. But, of course, 
Mars is quite another thing. The amounts of money for these 
boondoggles/frauds are staggering; yet, pale in comparison to the frauds 
on wall street. YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand 
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act... ].

albertpeia.com 

Michael W. Lurie
Shame on me. I believed this fraud for most of my life and I should have 
known better in 1969.
Other than Kodak film (and Hasselblad cameras) that could not function 
at lunar temperatures (not to mention the radiation or outgassing in a 
vacuum)
or the total lack of any blast crater
or the lack of rockets on lift-off from the moon
or the sounds heard while on the "lunar" suface
or the laser-ranging which started in 1962
or the waving flags
or the improbable "pressure [space] suits"
or the violations of Newton's 2nd law
or the ridiculously inadequate guidance systems
or the relatively poor special effects (not even CGI)
or the lack of telemetry
or the lack of radiation protection
or the utter quiet of a 140+ decibel engine
or the ludicrous lack of computer power
or the "moon rocks" from....well, petrified wood?

https://www.facebook.com/mlurie?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0MjEzNjA4MjMzNjA2NjVfNDMyMzA3NTAyMTc4ODU4&__cft__[0]=AZVR4z65mJ87Hh2I9XUxsaGNY99PIlENsQVFx-NB14NiEoVGNdkGWHorCZB0dFL_in4G5VR0ra3GVRgD9-m6vMUxU2tRR0JMp-zGes9W8e65-EOXMo2Q_NpZiHFaOejPu-JRyiK6kewHcxruOYl5HGvA&__tn__=R]-R
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-house-trading-2021-9?fbclid=IwAR09dFVyNoZm5AbSc6RvuLX7_txNfPp6HYV8SBSjQeJPd8_JdRMongZa5Og


or the "astronauts" dangling from wires
or the Lunar Rover which looks like a Mattel model
....but they did make a full-scale model for 60 million bucks
or the billions in additional funds for "Paperclip"
or the total lack of stars or photos of the sky
or the very suspicious look to the front-screen filming
or the clues in "Eyes Wide Shut" and elsewhere (etc.)
or the incredible effort by NASA and JTRIG to shut down discussion of 
the fraud, and mock those who would expose it....
or (for bonus points) the lack of an airlock on the LEM
Other than that, maybe we really went? The TV told me so.
Al Peia
Michael W. Lurie BRAVO!

https://www.facebook.com/mlurie?__cft__[0]=AZVR4z65mJ87Hh2I9XUxsaGNY99PIlENsQVFx-NB14NiEoVGNdkGWHorCZB0dFL_in4G5VR0ra3GVRgD9-m6vMUxU2tRR0JMp-zGes9W8e65-EOXMo2Q_NpZiHFaOejPu-JRyiK6kewHcxruOYl5HGvA&__tn__=R]-R
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0MjEzNjA4MjMzNjA2NjVfNDMzNDAyNDYyMDY2NjY5&__cft__[0]=AZVR4z65mJ87Hh2I9XUxsaGNY99PIlENsQVFx-NB14NiEoVGNdkGWHorCZB0dFL_in4G5VR0ra3GVRgD9-m6vMUxU2tRR0JMp-zGes9W8e65-EOXMo2Q_NpZiHFaOejPu-JRyiK6kewHcxruOYl5HGvA&__tn__=R]-R


ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

YAHOO Nearly one in three Americans say it may soon be necessary to 
take up arms against the government

https://www.yahoo.com/news/nearly-one-three-americans-may-
202408076.html A majority of Americans say the U.S. government is 
corrupt and almost a third say it may soon be necessary to take up arms 
against it, according to a new poll from the University of Chicago’s 
Institute of Politics. 

DRUDGEREPORT ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms… 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

*Hopes for a mild recession are "delusional," said Nouriel Roubini, the 
economist who called the 2008 financial crisis. 

*He said debt ratios are historically high, while bailouts during the 
pandemic have resulted in "zombie corporations." 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
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mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It 
When War With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-
military-industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-
china-erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]

ZEROHEDGE FBI Likely Did 'Intentionally Undermine' A Congressional 
Probe On Hunter Biden: Senator https://www.zerohedge.com/political/fbi-
likely-did-intentionally-undermine-congressional-probe-hunter-biden-
senator "The FBI can no longer be trusted 

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
The US is in a recession and it’s worse than you think 
https://www.rt.com/business/560011-us-recession-fed-inflation/ 
DRUDGEREPORT 
UN warns humanity 'one miscalculation away from nuclear annihilation'…
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-
danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html 

YAHOO Business 'The market is not the economy' and the July rally in the
stock market was premature, top economist Mohamed El-Erian says 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/market-not-economy-july-rally-
174829466.html El-Erian said a comment by Powell led investors to 
believe rate hikes would likely slow, but that's at odds with what the data
shows.

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]
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ANALYSIS
From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

YAHOO Politics Former FBI official likens Matt Gaetz, Roger Stone, and 
Trump to the Mafia: 'It's a criminal organization' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-fbi-official-likens-matt-
045920601.html 
BUT WAIT: “There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

China Has Established A “Blockade” Around Taiwan And Plans To Shoot 
Missiles Directly Over The Island     
http://endoftheamericandream.com/china-has-established-a-blockade-
around-taiwan-and-plans-to-shoot-missiles-directly-over-the-island/     

Insiders Are Dumping The Most Stocks Since January As Retail Buying-
Panic Re-Emerges
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/insiders-are-dumping-most-stocks-
january-retail-buying-panic-re-emerges     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[DUH! Of course that’s true; but, that’s the reality of criminal america.] 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]
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'All the data points currently align with a cover-up' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-pentagon-secret-service-texts-
deleted-cover-up-accusations-170030306.html The House Jan. 6 
committee is scrutinizing evidence of information erased, wiped, deleted 
and otherwise obscured by former members of the Trump administration. 

SOP Standard Operating Procedure-That’s my experience 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[DUH! Of course that’s true; but, that’s the reality of criminal america.] 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-ukraine-war
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10934571/Oregon-Citys-mayoral-candidate-says-homeless-Japanese-style-pods-overdoses-rise.html
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Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
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and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg


the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

Al Peia
DRUDGEREPORT Top 10 best places to live in world…USA not on list... 
https://www.cnbc.com/.../global-liveability-index-2022... Here’s the rest of 
the top 10 best places to live
1. Vienna, Austria
2. Copenhagen, Denmark
3. Zurich, Switzerland
4. Calgary, Canada
5. Vancouver, Canada
6. Geneva, Switzerland
7. Frankfurt, Germany
8. Toronto, Canada
9. Amsterdam, Netherlands
10. Osaka, Japan and Melbourne, Australia (tie)

Susan Edelman Blank
Al Peia I’ll take any one of those!

Al Peia
Even just a decade ago, who would have thought america would have 
fallen so far, so fast. Careful what you say, we're getting near the 
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desperate phase (not worth it - ask the Kennedy's). Doctor Peter referred 
to you as "a warrior". A compliment, to be sure; but, for you and your 
family, not worth it. This guy's really good, worth a look 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=crCGYeo0PBE

YOUTUBE.COM
BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER https://secure.sjuggerudtruewealth.com/?
cid=MKT650099&eid=MKT657482&channel=102120d0fc4158ded364c744
bc11a4&assetId=AST254109&page=1&fbclid=IwAR0pC2C2-J2V-
ZloWSAW8WX2VLqM3fha3zWL-69BnuumFAH72QortG6rbEY 

BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 
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https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

CNN Murdoch's New York Post dumps Trump, calling him 'unworthy to be 
chief executive again'

MSNBC Joe: Trump's biggest enablers were begging him to stop. How is 
he not already in jail? Morning Joe

Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
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States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 
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EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
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harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”
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CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky [ america’s kind of 
place! ]

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
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be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
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post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
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gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/gov-gavin-newsom-wins-big-in-california-could-he-be-president/ar-AAYgUlw
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running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/spx
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/comp
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/djia
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/bear-market-stocks-whats-next-51655150790?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-panel-says-evidence-173305500.html


such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/ukrainian-troops-struggle-to-hold-back-russian-advance-in-east/ar-AAYqeGu


US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It When War 
With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-
industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-
erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]
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THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 

https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/10/fired-fox-news-editor-chris-stirewalt-to-testify-at-jan-6-riot-committee-hearing.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/media/3519284-nearly-20m-watched-jan-6-hearing-nielsen
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-calls-deadly-insurrection-greatest-193328621.html
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UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 
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https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-and-unreleased-video-expected-to-be-focus-of-first-jan-6-hearing/ar-AAYfFly
https://apnews.com/article/jan-6-capitol-riot-hearings-live-updates-eefb79f2cffb705f04bf43ea164db20f


ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 
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ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 

https://www.facebook.com/susan.blank?__cft__[0]=AZVGvhjiSxGnjWz-LN1hLrt-aZERuH0PnG03UnsNEqhUcmu8tji41KXA8gSPX1OdMtaxPYgX5zHqHLdFB47IYBha_VhuUIONFV7lhrhbMfxB3fUSiPJAMdbT-Ekkqx2RcIH6jVbHjnRdnwyLewnxvu_HCG_Le8GADYmNiVTogj9heg&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
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AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
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DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

YAHOO We are seeing evidence that Donald Trump committed treason. 
Where is Merrick Garland? https://www.yahoo.com/news/seeing-evidence-
donald-trump-committed-100000305.html How many more Republican 
former officials have to come forward for the attorney general to act? 

http://albertpeia.com/manchurian-mobster-trump.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
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AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

8-16-22
Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

https://twitter.com/alpeia
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/


FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
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interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 



organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

http://albertpeia.com/manchurian-mobster-trump.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4 
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The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
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The Saturday Report

Saturday Report 8/13/22 - What starts in
the Arctic doesn’t stay in the Arctic...

The Best of the Rest of the News 

 
Thom Hartmann
9 hr ago

https://substack.com/profile/1100619-thom-hartmann
https://hartmannreport.com/s/the-saturday-report/?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=menu
https://substack.com/profile/1100619-thom-hartmann?utm_source=author-byline-face
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— Did America have a true “Manchurian Candidate” in the White House for four years? A literal 
agent for one or more foreign governments and/or international organized crime figures? According to 
numerous reporters and authors, Donald Trump had gone from doing business with the American Mafia in
the 70s and 80s to laundering money for Russian oligarchs in the 90s and early 2000s. Reporter Tim 

https://pixabay.com//?utm_source=link-attribution&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=image&utm_content=2733791
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Robbins’ A Brief History of Donald Trump and the Mafia published in 2016 by Vice News gives insight into 
Trump’s mobbed-up early years, and Jeff Stein’s 2019 Donald Trump's Mafia Connections: Decades Later, 
Is He Still Linked to the Mob? for Newsweek raises even more questions, leading into his laundering money 
for Russian oligarchs and other international organized crime figures. 
As David Cay Johnston wrote for Politico, “[H]e’d hired mobbed-up firms to erect Trump Tower and his 
Trump Plaza apartment building in Manhattan, including buying ostensibly overpriced concrete from a 
company controlled by mafia chieftains Anthony ‘Fat Tony’ Salerno and Paul Castellano. That story 
eventually came out in a federal investigation, which also concluded that in a construction industry saturated
with mob influence, the Trump Plaza apartment building most likely benefited from connections to 
racketeering. Trump also failed to disclose that he was under investigation by a grand jury directed by the 
U.S. attorney in Brooklyn…” 
Johnston adds, “Within a few years Donald J. Trump had made friends with the city’s most notorious fixer, 
lawyer Roy Cohn... Among other things Cohn was now a mob consigliere, with clients including ‘Fat 
Tony’ Salerno, boss of the Genovese crime family, the most powerful Mafia group in New York, and 
Paul Castellano, head of what was said to be the second largest family, the Gambinos.” (all emphasis 
mine) 
After his multiple bankruptcies and the failure of his casinos in the late 1990s, some reports indicate Trump 
was largely bailed out by Russian oligarchs running money through his real estate operation, and today the 
government of Scotland is looking into possible secret and illegal Russian money-laundered financing of one 
of his golf courses there. 
The Mueller Report documented both the multiple ways Putin and his government worked to get Trump 
elected president, and identifies ten specific instances of Trump himself committing the federal crime of 
“obstruction of justice” while trying to cover up his involvement with the Russians. 
Now we find that he left the White House with documents that could be worth billions to foreign 
governments and, just a few months later, the government of Saudi Arabia gifted $2 billion to the 
Trump family (and nobody is saying how many millions or even billions they gave Trump himself to use 
Bedminister to feature their sportswashing LIV golf tournament). 
Yesterday we learned that the FBI is investigating Trump for possible violations of the Espionage Act, which
could land him in prison for decades. Watch this space. 

— Are death threats now a normal tool of politics for Republicans? Prior to Donald Trump’s arrival on 
the political scene in the 2015 Republican primary, threats of political violence were largely confined to the 
fringes of rightwing conspiracy fever swamps and among white supremacists like members of the Klan and 
radicals like Tim McVeigh. But one of the hallmarks of fascist politics is the use of violence and threats of 
violence to intimidate political opposition and cow the public, and, in this regard, Trump has delivered in 
spades. From telling ralliers that he’ll pay their lawyer fees when they assault protestors, to telling police to 
be “rough” with suspects, to now provoking threats against a judge and an attack on the FBI office in 
Cincinnati, violence has followed Trump throughout his political career. 
With fascist politicians, this is normal. When Hitler began his political career he was accompanied by 
violent brawler gangs who eventually came together under the umbrella of the civilian volunteer 
Brownshirts; Mussolini had his own militia groups who he whipped together into his volunteer civilian 
Blackshirts; Orbán’s Hungarian partisans regularly threaten violence against Roma people and refugees; 
Bolsonaro’s thugs gleefully beat up Lula supporters in Brazil; Duterte bragged about his rogue Philippine 
police loyalists murdering thousands of “criminals” and opposition figures; Pinochet’s goons threw liberals 
out of helicopters. Trump is running the same playbook with Trump-aligned white supremacist gangs like the
Proud Boys, Three Percenters, Oathkeepers, etc. The big question today is whether political violence will 
continue after Trump leaves the political scene, or if the Republican Party will come to its senses and return 
to simply shilling for billionaire tax cuts and more air and water pollution. Can the political violence genie be
put back in the bottle? Listening to this guy isn’t encouraging: 

   Rep. Eric Swalwell @RepSwalwell  

LISTEN to this death threat against my children. Since the FBI search of 

https://twitter.com/RepSwalwell/status/1557428889902895104
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Mar-a-Lago, Trump, McCarthy, and MAGA Republicans are stoking violent 
rhetoric against lawmakers and law enforcement. Someone is going to 
get killed. 
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YAHOO Politics Fox News host wonders aloud if Trump could have tried 
to sell highly classified material to the Russians or Saudi Arabians 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/fox-news-host-wonders-aloud-
064434447.html [ Why do you think ‘no-read trump’ had them … to trump, 
they were just dollar signs and easily tradable with and through existing 
contacts including underworld. ]
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BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER
https://secure.sjuggerudtruewealth.com/?
cid=MKT650099&eid=MKT657482&channel=102120d0fc4158ded364c744
bc11a4&assetId=AST254109&page=1&fbclid=IwAR2cc1ZhOIn7xUGfA1Iv
sHne3IQnWX1wMlYBnvJoJ1PDtHOCHo1uykpJDJ4 

A Winter Of Anger https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/winter-anger

Economic Slowdown Now, Recession Coming In 2023

China Starts More Military Drills Responding to Latest US Delegation To 
Taiwan

YAHOO Politics Kissinger says U.S. is aimlessly heading toward edge of 
war against Russia and China https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/f2de0bf6-
16a2-39f9-b0ed-0485cc90c0ce/kissinger-says-u-s-is.html 

As risk of nuclear war grows, study warns even limited exchange would 
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doom billions… 
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DRUDGEREPORT How many animal species (including people)     have   
caught Covid? 

https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2022/08/05/1114357154/how-
many-animal-species-have-caught-covid-first-global-tracker-has-partial-
answe 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths near 2021 numbers]
101,455 AUG 15 2022
130,871 AUG 15 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
484 AUG 15 2022
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662 AUG 15 2021 
How Pandemic Changed Americans' Health for Worse… 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-covid-19-pandemic-changed-
americans-health-for-the-worse-11659260165 Heart disease and drug 
overdoses are among afflictions exacting a higher toll than before [ More 
than 1 million; 350 per day ]
More cities mull indoor masking… Indoor mask rules expected next week 
as L.A. virus wave worsens... Fauci Annual Pension Payout Exceeds 
POTUS Salary… Republicans plot Fauci probe… [Incompetent, greedy 
guinea] Covid Rises Across USA Amid Muted Warnings and Murky Data… 
WHO: Covid triples across Europe; Hospitalizations double... 
MONKEYPOX PANDEMIC? WHO TO RECONVENE Most Americans Now in 
Areas With High Virus Levels… Deaths in LA rising as ultra-contagious 
subva  riants spread…   https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-
13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 
'Several hundred thousand' new covid cases a day NOT reported; 
Hospitalizations climbing... https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-
hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-
hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622 

DALLAS TURNS HOTSPOT... 
New variant 'Centaurus' detected... 
Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 20% effective 
after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at 
Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as 
Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... Ultra-
contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 

UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
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Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 
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DRUDGEREPORT FLIGHT RISK? THE DON'S PASSPORTS SEIZED...
Speculation about informant intensifies...

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2022/aug/15/donald-trump-mar-a-lago-search-justice-department
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11113825/Trump-claims-FBI-agents-seized-three-PASSPORTS-Mar-Lago-raid.html
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10929687/Germany-considers-making-mask-wearing-COMPULSORY-October-March-public-places.html
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DOJ: Releasing affidavit could harm other high-profile investigations… 

Garland Raid Only 'First Inning'...
Trump warns 'terrible things going to happen'...
You Don't Have to be a Spy to Violate Espionage Act… FEDS HUNT 
STOLEN NUKE DOCS GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS 
FIFTH https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS 
TRUMP [ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is 
being painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal 
that he is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists, put 
them together, and you have trump. The pathological liar whose lies 
know no bounds. Without empathy or decency this malignant narcissist 
trump is embraced by the greater fools/criminals/mentally ill as some 
kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He spits on them and theirs … privately. 
Even military men seem duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts 
and reality reveal a different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose 
time to pay the piper has finally arrived.] 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]

INDICTMENT REAL POSSIBILITY
PUNISHMENTS HE COULD FACE
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO
'TOP SECRET' 

FEDS HUNT STOLEN NUKE DOCS 
SEARCH WARRANT TEXT 
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS 
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE 
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO 
'TOP SECRET' 

Trump Lawyer Told Justice Dept. That Classified Material Had Been 
Returned... 
Ex-CIA chief endorses executing leakers of secrets after raid bombshell...

Saudi Nuke Probe Resurfaces... 

https://www.newsweek.com/donald-trump-saudi-arabia-nuclear-mar-lago-raid-washington-post-1733182
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/cia-michael-hayden-executing-nuclear-secrets-leakers-trump-raid
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-lawyer-told-justice-dept-that-classified-material-had-been-returned/ar-AA10D16E
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-lawyer-told-justice-dept-that-classified-material-had-been-returned/ar-AA10D16E
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-nuclear-weapons-issue-122108215.html
https://apnews.com/article/florida-donald-trump-mar-a-lago-merrick-garland-government-and-politics-f63c018b600e1539ff3660a896a132d0
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://humanevents.com/2022/08/12/exclusive-warrant-and-property-receipt-from-mar-a-lago-raid/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fbi-searched-trump-s-home-to-look-for-nuclear-documents-and-other-items-sources-say/ar-AA10zmiO
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https://news.yahoo.com/trump-indictment-over-mishandling-classified-222107255.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11093449/FBI-agents-raid-Mar-Lago-Trump-says-home-siege-agents.html
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/aug/8/mar-lago-raided-fbi-agents-donald-trump-says/
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Search prompts big question: Who snitched? 
Mar-A-Lago Security 'Nightmare'... 
The Don Sics Republicans on FBI... Unprecedented threats... 
Armed MAGA protests outside office in Phoenix... 
BREITBART Publishes Names of Agents Serving Warrant... 
Florida judge menaced... 
Americans Too Pampered and Neurotic to Fight Civil War? 

FBI search of Mar-a-Lago helps show how probe of Trump documents has 
changed The Washington Post

HUFFPOST TRUMP TOOK THE FIFTH MORE THAN   *400 TIMES*   

[ Hillary Clinton promotes 'But Her Emails' merch after FBI search of 
Trump's Mar-a-Lago Yahoo News Let’s not forget the clintons, bush, et 
als; but, that’s no get out of jail free card for trump. 
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm obama/holder/biden ... Remember 
those guys? 
[To be fair and balanced, there’s also the bush/cheney/paulsen axis of 
evildoing/war crimes/fraud in the factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at 
its most despicable. Eric Holder spent six years as attorney general, and 
failed to prosecute banks for their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank 
executives behind bars. Now, he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar 
criminal defense firm, making millions each year helping Wall Street 
bankers avoid criminal consequences. Worse, it was just reported that 
the firm, Covington & Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor corner office 
for Holder awaiting his return. Combined with Holder’s purchase a year 
ago of a $1.5 million condo just 300 feet from his new office raises 
serious questions about how long Holder knew he would be getting a 
major payday from his old firm even while it continued to represent 
companies under Department of Justice investigation. If the firm and 
Holder agreed on a future job offer, that alone could violate criminal laws.
...”] NY Times Finds Obama's "Most Precise Air Campaign In History" 
Killed Thousands Of Civilians Previously hidden Pentagon documents 
show thousands of civilian deaths in Iraq & Syria, including children.] 
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https://www.axios.com/2022/08/13/florida-judge-fbi-search-trump-mar-a-lago
https://www.mediaite.com/online/breitbart-publishes-names-of-fbi-agents-involved-in-mar-a-lago-raid-that-doj-sought-to-keep-hidden/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/armed-trump-supporters-protest-outside-fbi-office-in-phoenix-following-mar-a-lago-raid-reports/ar-AA10DOP8?cvid=9529a1f90a984e51a26564770b40283a
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/12/politics/fbi-threats-maralago-trump-search/index.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/13/trump-sics-the-g-o-p-on-the-f-b-i/
https://www.usnews.com/news/us/articles/2022-08-13/trumps-mar-a-lago-a-security-nightmare-that-housed-classified-documents
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2022/aug/13/mar-a-lago-search-ivanka-trump-week-in-patriarchy
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http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com
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ZEROHEDGE Housing Starts Crater In July As Bottom Falls Out Of The 
Market https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/housing-starts-crater-july-
bottom-falls-out-market FACEBOOK NEWS Peter Schiff Warns US Faces a 
‘Massive Financial Crisis,' Economist Expects Much Larger Problems 
Than 2008 ‘When the Defaults Start’ https://news.bitcoin.com/peter-schiff-
warns-us-faces-a-massive-financial-crisis-economist-expects-much-
larger-problems-than-2008-when-the-defaults-start/?fbclid=IwAR11na8Ij-
i6u9fFE19_IM1qBjKLJGolO7C9-EkccdTjQEeKfAYLj3qaUwE The Real 
Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A Humiliated 
Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In Stocks In The 
Past Four Quarters https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-
goldman-sachs-has-quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The 
world's most powerful trading floor has been unable to make money 
trading and investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 

News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 

chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 

guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-

house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 

to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
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authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 

ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 

back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, 
Americans' Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 

surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time

for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 

MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 

ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 

with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
htt  ps://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-  
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dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 

cryptocurrencies Elon Musk Quietly Dumps A Massive $6.9 Billion In 
Tesla Shares     

"Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos Ensure More Chaos Coming 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-
ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to the man that knows the 
industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As Fed Hikes Rates 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-coming-fed-
hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase which makes
risk management in portfolios a key priority for now

ZEROHEDGE Ralph Nader Says Tesla's Autopilot "Malfunctions Every 
Eight Minutes", Calls For NHTSA To "Remove" And "Recall" Feature 
[ ‘Unsafe At Any Speed’ was in vogue at one point in time. Indeed, I had a 
plaintiff’s case which led me to Clarence Ditlow’s Center for Auto Safety 
and ultimately a trip to Detroit for deposition, a document request, an 
inculpatory in-house message/correspondence implying coverup (front 
pivot-bar support plate defect); my threat for media exposure (they had 
previously insulted me by not settling at settlement conference for a 
pittance), counter-threat by Chrysler defense counsel to “dry up defense 
work” at the firm where I was associated, a call to me from a partner to 
settle for less than possible. That’s the way such things “work“ , or not, 
in america. Updating Nader’s famed work, to encompass evermore 
complex electronics [ ‘Automotive EMR, Unsafe at any Speed’ By James 
D. Honeycutt, PhD, July 2013 Published in 1965, Unsafe at Any Speed: 
The Designed-In Dangers of the American Automobile detailed the 
reluctance of American automakers to spend money on improving safety 
and made Ralph Nader a household name. In the nearly 50 years since its
publication automobiles have become more complex, replacing 
mechanical systems with a myriad of microcomputers and increasing the
amount of ElectroMagnetic Radiation (EMR) for the occupants. Current 
automobile designs have nearly 100 microprocessors and this number is 
expected to double in 5 years. A typical automobile contains about 5 
miles of wiring to connect and control the engine, transmission, 
suspension, braking, steering, entertainment, navigation, emissions, 
safety, security, communications and comfort components, to name only 
a few. 
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https://www.researchgate.net/publication/251571132_Automotive_EMR_U
nsafe_at_any_Speed . My personal “money pit” ford explorer experience 
with unending electrical/wiring/connectivity problems and a permanent 
anti-ford predisposition therefore.
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http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com
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More Nightmarish Pestilences Continue To Erupt All Over The World 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-nightmarish-pestilences-
continue-to-erupt-all-over-the-world/ 

Now They Are Telling Us That The Rain That Falls From The Sky Is 
Extremely Dangerous And Can Cause Cancer 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/now-they-are-telling-us-that-the-rain-
that-falls-from-the-sky-is-extremely-dangerous-and-can-cause-cancer/ 

The Earth Just Started Spinning Faster Than Ever Before And Scientists 
Don't Know Why https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/earth-just-
started-spinning-faster-ever-and-scientists-dont-know-why Experts fear 
the consequences could be "devastating"... 

DRUDGEREPORT ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK 
National Security Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]
Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
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place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the 
Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, 
Slower And Dumber http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-
the-midst-of-a-mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-
slower-and-dumber/

Ranchers Are Selling Off Their Cattle In Unprecedented Numbers Due To 
The Drought, And That Has Enormous Implications For 2023

Microplastics Are Literally Everywhere, And They Are An Existential 
Threat To The Future Of The Human Race 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/microplastics-are-literally-
everywhere-and-they-are-an-existential-threat-to-the-future-of-the-human-
race/ 

https://youtu.be/PSxihhBzCjk 
AP NEWS BIG STORIES APNews.com 

• Floods strike new blow in place that has known hardship   
JACKSON, Ky. (AP) — Evelyn Smith lost everything in the floods that
devastated eastern Kentucky, saving only her grandson's muddy 
tricycle. But she's not planning to leave the mountains that have 
been...Read More

• Wildfires in West explode in size amid hot, windy conditions   
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Wildfires in California and Montana exploded in 
size overnight amid windy, hot conditions and were quickly 
encroaching on neighborhoods, forcing evacuation orders for over 
100 homes...Read More

• New York City declares monkeypox a public health emergency   
NEW YORK (AP) — Officials in New York City declared a public 
health emergency due to the spread of the monkeypox virus 
Saturday, calling the city “the epicenter” of the outbreak....Read 
More 
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-dumber/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-dumber/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-dumber/
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/


http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---

DRUDGEREPORT GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP 
[ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is being 
painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal that he 
is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists and you have 
trump. The pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without empathy
or decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the greater 
fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He 
spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 
duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]
AGENTS CRACK SAFE
WAS THERE A RAT? 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://apnews.com/article/donald-trump-mar-a-lago-government-and-politics-9e8d683afe87389407950af7ccfdbdd6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11093449/FBI-agents-raid-Mar-Lago-Trump-says-home-siege-agents.html
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/aug/8/mar-lago-raided-fbi-agents-donald-trump-says/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-says-mar-lago-home-was-raided-large-group-fbi-agents-rcna42133
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/10/trump-says-he-refused-to-answer-ny-attorney-generals-questions-in-probe-of-his-business.html
https://theintercept.com/2022/08/09/trump-fbi-raid-al-capone/
https://twitter.com/alpeia
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-imagine/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-imagine/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-imagine/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-imagine/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-imagine/
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg


https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-
says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html MSNBC 
This search wasn't run by Democrats — the head of the FBI was 
appointed by Trump

INDICTMENT REAL POSSIBILITY
PUNISHMENTS HE COULD FACE
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO
'TOP SECRET'

FEDS HUNT STOLEN NUKE DOCS 
SEARCH WARRANT TEXT 
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS 
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE 
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO 
'TOP SECRET' 

The Don Under Intense Legal Scrutiny...
WAS THERE A RAT?
Padlocked basement full of documents...
10 BOXES TAKEN… 
Judge linked to Jeffrey Epstein...
Disqualified from holding office ever again? Code on records could bar 
him...
MCCARTHY: It's about Jan. 6...
CHRISTIE: 'Fair game'...
Biden Learned of It From Media, White House Says...
Republicans vow revenge on FBI, Garland...
Supporters Call for Civil War...
Push for police to be defunded...
Kerik Predicts Trump Assassination... 

Agent With Machine Gun Outside Of Compound...

Supporters Call for Civil War... 

Last crisis, Beijing outmatched. Not now… 
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560
https://www.vice.com/en/article/5d39zq/trump-supporters-civil-war-fbi-search-mar-a-lago
https://radaronline.com/p/donald-trump-mar-a-lago-first-photo-fbi-raid-agent-machine-gun/
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/bernard-kerik-says-democrats-may-try-to-orchestrate-trumps-assassination-after-fbi-raid/
https://www.vice.com/en/article/xgywzd/republicans-defund-the-fbi
https://www.vice.com/en/article/5d39zq/trump-supporters-civil-war-fbi-search-mar-a-lago
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11093665/Republicans-vow-revenge-FBI-response-rogue-behavior-raids-Trumps-Mar-Lago.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/biden-learned-of-trump-raid-from-media-reports-white-house-says/ar-AA10ulUb
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/09/christie-calls-mar-a-lago-search-fair-game-00050518
https://nypost.com/2022/08/09/trump-raid-not-about-classified-documents-its-about-jan-6/
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-disqualified-holding-office-lawyer-us-code-fbi-raid
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-disqualified-holding-office-lawyer-us-code-fbi-raid
https://nypost.com/2022/08/09/judge-who-approved-fbi-raid-on-mar-a-lago-once-linked-to-jeffrey-epstein/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/fbi-search-of-trumps-florida-home-mar-a-lago-is-criticized-by-republicans-11660049490
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095261/Trump-fbi-raid-records-timeline.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-under-intense-legal-scrutiny-after-fbi-searches-mar-a-lago/ar-AA10sx88
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-nuclear-weapons-issue-122108215.html
https://apnews.com/article/florida-donald-trump-mar-a-lago-merrick-garland-government-and-politics-f63c018b600e1539ff3660a896a132d0
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://humanevents.com/2022/08/12/exclusive-warrant-and-property-receipt-from-mar-a-lago-raid/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fbi-searched-trump-s-home-to-look-for-nuclear-documents-and-other-items-sources-say/ar-AA10zmiO
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-nuclear-weapons-issue-122108215.html
https://apnews.com/article/florida-donald-trump-mar-a-lago-merrick-garland-government-and-politics-f63c018b600e1539ff3660a896a132d0
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/justice/fbi-raid-trump-could-face-under-espionage-act
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-indictment-over-mishandling-classified-222107255.html
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/search-unprecedented-but-all-legal-all-lawful-and-it-s-not-a-raid-former-u-s-attorney-145780293822
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/search-unprecedented-but-all-legal-all-lawful-and-it-s-not-a-raid-former-u-s-attorney-145780293822
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html


crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560 

White House summons Chinese ambassador as crisis escalates...
Simulating Attack on Island... 'Sinking American warships'...
Tells USA: Can't 'treat countries like George Floyd'...
Xi Builds Security Fortress...
Does Beijing Have Own Space Plane?
Pentagon chiefs calls go unanswered...
Top Taiwan Missile Official Found Dead in Hotel Room...
Fears Japan on front line...
UN chief warns in Hiroshima… 
APPLE Bends Knee on Label Demands…

China conducts missile strikes in Taiwan Strait... Smoke trails fill sky...
Carrier group moved towards island...
'Western powers can no longer run amok'...
Pentagon delays another test...
USS Ronald Reagan remains in region...
Expert warns 'Pearl Harbor-style attack'... 
How Far Will Xi Go?
Cuts ties with USA...
The Coming War...
Taipei Urgent Fighter Pilot Shortage...
Battle or Surrender: Generational Divide on Threat... 

JULY JOBS BLOWOUT: PAYROLLS INCREASE 528K… 
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE FALLS TO 3.5%...  'It is WHOPPER!'   
Gas prices drop 50 straight days... 
Musk Declares Inflation Past Peak...Sees 'mild recession' for 18 months… 

Powell pummeled from all sides... Home Sellers Cut Prices... 

BUST: More Americans Going Hungry…
Household Debt Surpasses $16 Trillion… 
RECESSION 2022: Americans Buying More Essentials at Dollar Stores... 
Dollar-Store Dinners and Vats of Shampoo… 
61% now living paycheck to paycheck... 
Inflation Everywhere -- Even Commercials... 
Home prices cooling at record pace...
ORACLE layoffs... 

https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/oracle-starts-job-cuts-in-u.s.-the-information
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/home-prices-cooled-at-record-pace-in-june-according-to-housing-data-firm.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/inflation-is-everywhereeven-in-tv-commercials-11659351601
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/as-inflation-surges-more-americans-are-living-paycheck-to-paycheck.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/us-household-debt-surpasses-16-150000549.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/04/more-americans-are-going-hungry-and-it-costs-more-to-feed-them/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/home-sellers-cut-prices-as-housing-market-cools-11659671674
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/05/fed-powell-rate-hikes-00049561
https://news.yahoo.com/elon-musk-predicts-us-mild-234254035.html
https://news.yahoo.com/elon-musk-predicts-us-mild-234254035.html
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/gas-prices-tumble-at-fastest-rate-in-over-a-decade
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/it-is-a-whopper-cnbcs-rick-santelli-stunned-by-july-jobs-report-that-more-than-doubled-expectations/
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-united-states-economy-unemployment-4895f1aa41fbe904400df8261446b737
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/05/jobs-report-july-2022-528000.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/05/fight-or-surrender-taiwans-generational-divide-on-chinas-threats/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/taiwan-faces-urgent-fighter-pilot-123340764.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-coming-war-over-taiwan-11659614417
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-china-asia-beijing-b252479810add6a225fa1e4a6d441983
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/pelosi-taiwan-visit-china-united-states-relationship-future-rcna41098
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5935484/china-pearl-harbor-attack-taiwan/
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/04/china-taiwan-missile-aircraft-00049925
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11081935/Pentagon-DELAYS-intercontinental-ballistic-missile-test-avoid-angering-China.html
https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-08-04/ugly-shameless-evil-china-blasts-g-7-eu-attempts-to-deescalate-taiwan-crisis
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5929070/china-taiwan-airspace-aircraft-missiles/
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/all-out-war-fears-as-china-launches-missiles-directly-over-taiwan-smoke-trails-fill-sky/ar-AA10ipb2
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-asia-navy-china-air-force-4bd08ab9ecd2a9f7d450cf61618d28af
https://www.mediaite.com/tech/apple-bends-the-knee-warning-suppliers-shipping-from-taiwan-to-strictly-obey-chinas-label-demands-after-pelosi-visit/
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/asia/nuclear-weapons-loaded-gun-un-chief-warns-hiroshima-2863491
https://www.npr.org/2022/08/05/1115384641/japan-taiwan-china-yonaguni-island
https://www.newsweek.com/taiwan-missile-official-found-dead-hotel-room-after-heart-attack-ou-yang-li-hsing-1731492
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/05/pentagon-china-calls-taiwan-00050175
https://www.19fortyfive.com/2022/08/the-air-force-would-freak-out-does-china-have-its-very-own-x-37b-space-plane/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/06/in-turbulent-times-xi-builds-a-security-fortress-for-china-and-himself/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11083987/China-SANCTIONS-Nancy-Pelosi-family-vicious-provocative-visit-Taiwan.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5942632/china-sink-us-aircraft-carriers-hypersonic/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/taiwan-says-china-simulating-attack-035002189.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/white-house-summons-chinese-ambassador-as-crisis-escalates/ar-AA10kAmc
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560


UN warns humanity 'one miscalculation away from nuclear annihilation'…
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-
danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html 
US Aircraft Carrier, Amphibious Assault Ships Operating Near Taiwan... 
PUTIN: USA MAIN THREAT TO RUSSIA [ Truth be told, USA MAIN THREAT
TO RUSSIA, CHINA, USA, WORLD ] 
CNN: SHE'S GOING 
CHINA MILITARY WARNING 
TAIWAN READIES FOR CONFLICT 
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-
leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war 

Midterm Misery for Biden? Key Economy Gauge Flags 30-Seat Loss... 
Corporations on front lines say cracks forming... https://www.msn.com/en-
us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-
cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc In Silicon Valley, profits at tech 
companies like Google and Apple generally beat expectations, but 
executives said there are signs of some niche slowing in consumer 
spending. Consumer products giant Procter & Gamble said it is expecting
a tougher 2023, although it’s still raising prices. Mastercard said 
spending was steady among the wealthy, but slowing among lower-
income customers 

Reply: Here..one of your guys/trumpsters/patriots on the horn:

http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4 

trumpster/mobster/mental case

http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4 

DRUDGEREPORT World's biggest cat a 'gentle giant'… 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-
tall-27707476 Top 10 best places to live in world…USA not on list... 

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-tall-27707476
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-tall-27707476
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-tall-27707476
http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4
http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4
https://www.pginvestor.com/financial-reporting/press-releases/news-details/2022/PG-Announces-Fourth-Quarter-and-Fiscal-Year-2022-Results/default.aspx
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/midterm-misery-biden-key-economy-111529922.html
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://news.yahoo.com/china-warns-military-not-sit-075623828.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/01/politics/nancy-pelosi-taiwan-visit/index.html
https://www.yahoo.com/video/putin-says-russian-navy-hypersonic-084124580.html
https://news.usni.org/2022/08/01/carrier-uss-ronald-reagan-two-f-35b-big-decks-operating-near-taiwan-as-pelosi-arrives-in-singapore-china-renews-threats
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html


https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-
worst-places-to-live.html Here’s the rest of the top 10 best places to live

1.Vienna, Austria
2.Copenhagen, Denmark
3.Zurich, Switzerland
4.Calgary, Canada
5.Vancouver, Canada
6.Geneva, Switzerland
7.Frankfurt, Germany
8.Toronto, Canada
9.Amsterdam, Netherlands
10.Osaka, Japan and Melbourne, Australia (tie)

Danger ahead...Economy has yet to face biggest recession challenge... 
‘The 2-year Treasury note yield exceeded that of the 10-year note by the 
highest margin in about 22 years Friday afternoon. That phenomenon, 
known as an inverted yield curve, has been a telltale recession sign 
particularly when it goes on for an extended period of time. In the present
case, the inversion has been in place since early July’ 
Restaurants, Bars, Hotels STILL Don't Have Enough Workers... 
Credit-card debt soaring... 

INFLATION NOW HIGHEST SINCE 1982...
Retail's 'Dark Side': Inventory Piles Up... 
White House insists economy strong as allies grow uneasy about Fed...
Yellen denies recession...
Inflation highest since 1982... 
Big Tech Results Spotlight Breadth of Upheaval... 
RECESSION 2022 
GDP 2ND STRAIGHT QUARTERLY DROP 
Yield curve flashing more warning signs of risks ahead...
FED HIKES AGAIN... MORE TO COME...
VOX layoffs; Tech firms tighten belts...
FACEBOOK First Ever Revenue Drop...
COMCAST Broadband Growth Grinds to Halt...
BEST BUY latest retailer to cut outlook...
100 Wealthiest Americans Lose $622 Billion Since November... 

WORLD'S BIGGEST CONSUMER NAMES ANNOUNCE SOARING PRICE 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://bnanews102.bna.com/daily-tax-report/the-100-wealthiest-americans-lost-622-billion-since-november
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/best-buys-shares-fall-10percent-as-it-cuts-its-forecast-for-second-quarter-cites-weaker-demand.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/comcast-earnings-2q-2022.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/meta-facebook-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658883684
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/27/vox-media-layoffs-economic-uncertainty
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11054989/Fed-rate-hike-Central-bank-raises-key-rate-0-75-points.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/fed-decision-july-2022-.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/analysis-u-yield-curve-flashing-211417380.html
https://apnews.com/article/united-states-economy-economic-growth-government-and-politics-4ffd93331422cb131a974223dad5825f
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/gdp-q2-.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/from-apple-to-microsoft-big-tech-results-spotlight-breadth-of-economic-upheaval-11659094604
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/yellen-says-the-economy-is-not-in-a-recession-despite-gdp-slump.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/white-house-insists-economy-is-strong-as-allies-grow-uneasy-about-fed/ar-AA105XbV
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/30/retails-dark-side-as-inventory-piles-up-liquidation-warehouses-are-busy/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.axios.com/2022/08/06/inflation-recession-credit-card-debt
https://www.wsj.com/articles/restaurants-bars-and-hotels-keep-hiring-and-say-they-still-dont-have-enough-people-11659734572
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/05/danger-ahead-the-us-economy-has-yet-to-face-its-biggest-recession-challenge.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html


INCREASES... 
Inflation hits bodega favorite: Bacon, egg and cheese... 
Half Americans fall deeper in debt...
SHOPIFY cuts staff; Tech firms tighten belts ...
GOOGLE Growth Slows as Pressures Mount on Ad Market...
$9.4 Trillion Results Day Looms in Test for Stock Market...
Pending home sales fall 20%... 
Economist: Prices to Plunge… 
Fed Readies Largest Rate Hikes Since Volcker... Developing... 

Difficulty Paying Bills Tops Pandemic High...
Inflation Altering Shopping Habits...
Fed set for ANOTHER big rate hike...
WALMART cuts outlook...
ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms... 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

2 Americans dead in Donbas… Apocalyptic vision behind Putin 'golden 
billion' argument… [ From my direct observation and experience, 
pervasively mentally ill, corrupt, criminal america is indisputably the 
globally destructive bad guy. That is so ab initio! ]
U.S., allies weigh providing Ukraine fighter jets to counter Russia… 
Putin 'too healthy' says CIA chief... https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-
putin-health/ “Ukrainian, US, and British would-be media professionals 
have been spreading bogus stories about the president’s health condition
in recent months. This is all hoax,” he said. 
Ukraine graft concerns resurface as war goes on... China threatens 
'strong measures' if Pelosi visits Taiwan… Looming Gas Crunch Poses 
'Historic Test' for Europe, IEA Says… Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With 
Iran, Turkey in Rare Trip Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More 
Aggressive Phase of Ukraine War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... 
China satellite swarms hunt down and destroy enemy targets… Russia 
building laser weapon to disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke
attack preparedness PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts 
photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as 
pipeline from Russia shuts off… Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to 
citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 

https://news.yahoo.com/relentless-russian-shelling-east-ukraine-073615708.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-pleads-weapons-war-spotlight-043837619.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/07/16/russia-ukraine-war-putin-news-live-updates/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-zelenskyy-government-and-politics-494af1bc0145fb2d16c76b0abf3f5cda
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.euronews.com/2022/07/21/vladimir-putin-entirely-too-healthy-says-cia-chief
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/us-allies-weigh-providing-ukraine-fighter-jets-to-counter-russia/ar-AAZNC4L
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://thehill.com/policy/international/russia/3571651-two-americans-dead-in-donbas-region-of-ukraine/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://news.yahoo.com/walmart-cuts-profit-outlook-inflation-204311068.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fed-inflict-more-pain-economy-130000297.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/26/more-signs-emerge-that-inflation-is-altering-shopping-habits/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/difficulty-paying-bills-tops-pandemic-191151129.html
https://ca.news.yahoo.com/fed-readies-largest-rate-hikes-100116313.html
https://nypost.com/2022/07/26/us-home-prices-to-plunge-substantially-on-cratering-demand/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/pending-home-sales-fell-20percent-in-june-versus-a-year-earlier-as-mortgage-rates-soared.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/9-4-trillion-results-day-075131597.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-alphabet-googl-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658802135
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/shopify-sinks-12percent-after-company-plans-to-lay-off-10percent-of-workers.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/nearly-half-of-americans-fall-deeper-in-debt-as-inflation-boosts-costs.html
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-new-york-prices-bd26a709a13cbccce503b2e986301edb
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815


PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   
Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/russian-doomsday-submarine-armed-nuclear-drones-service


SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...

https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa


ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/abortion-ruling-highlights-diverging-paths-of-justices-john-roberts-samuel-alito-11656149400
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
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'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

HISTORY Here are notable past Taiwan Headlines 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-
headlines ...news in the extremely fluid Taiwan theater of pre-war. 

SOME POSTED REACTIONS TO PELOSI TAIWAN VISIT:

the ho is in taiwan china bluffed.... 

D o n 't  a l l o w  t h a t  h a g  t o  i n t e r f e r e  w i t h  y o u r  s o v e r e i g n t y . 

T h e s e  w e s t e r n  b a s t a r d s  M U S T  b e  p u t  i n  t h e i r  p l a c e . 

Let her land, then arrest her. That should wipe the smirk off of the 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/07/04/recession-talk-surges-in-washington-00043818
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/stimulus-checks-rewired-how-some-americans-see-money.html
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2022/06/17/bidens-america-sriracha-peanut-butter-latest-items-short-supply/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/travel/news/americans-are-starting-to-pull-back-on-travel-and-restaurants/ar-AAYBEka
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-sinks-below-20000-as-crypto-meltdown-intensifies.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-price-drops-below-18600-as-sell-off-accelerates.html
https://theankler.com/p/pod-hollywoods-economic-armageddon#details
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/once-feted-for-pandemic-heroics-worlds-central-banks-now-face-an-uneasy-crowd-0
https://news.yahoo.com/shock-swiss-rate-hike-sets-015937838.html
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/20/politics/supreme-court-june-preview/index.html
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-companies-start-to-rescind-job-offers-11655865283
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms


Democrats, and Republican's faces. 

Neocons are mad dogs 

I'm sure they booked her a room with a broom closet. 

Pelosi looks like a witch from hades. Set a couple dozen drones against 
her plane path and see if they collide. If successful call it a good day. 

American gangsters do not stop their bullying, they must be stopped at 
all costs. 

Hope the old wrinkle gets it. One says that wisdom grows with age but 
there seem to be exceptions. Mainly in the USA. 

USA would very much like to start another proxy war without any risk for 
their people and military.
But will the Taiwanese prove foolish enough to sacrifice themselves by 
doing a favour to the puppet master? 

Will she be handing out cookies? 

I hope that China blows her plane out the sky. 

really wish china follows through with shooting down this thing's plane 

She looks like Vomit 

Who said Medusah was a fantasy, one look at Pelosi and you will be 
vaporized or wish you had !

this is just being done by a power hungry very old senile hag, saying Look
at Me! 

Yes, I'll go with Pelosi is grandstanding to draw attention away from her 
personal corruption scandal. 

witch 

Crazy , corrupt Nancy is not worth a war in any way, shape, or form . This



is insane! 

This isn't going to end well... 

China accuses US of provocation 

Russia stands in 'absolute solidarity' with China – Kremlin 

The New Age Of Orwellianism https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-
age-orwellianism Remarkably, it is the same ideologues who are eager to
change the well-accepted definitions of “recession” and “inflation” who 
remain perplexed as to what exactly a “woman” is.

DRUDGEREPORT US-China ties on precipice after Pelosi visit to Taiwan...
'AMERICAN WITCH'...
On Internet, Fury Turns to Frustration...
Beijing fires missiles, encircles island...
Demonstrates ability to blockade in war... 

ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security 
Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]

ZELENSKY DRAGGED OVER VOGUE SHOOT... Russia To Quit Space 
Station… Will build rival… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-
to-quit-international-space-station-2024/ Kremlin to keep up gas squeeze 
on Europe... 

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/kremlin-keep-gas-squeeze-europe-130034112.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/kremlin-keep-gas-squeeze-europe-130034112.html
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https://www.ndtv.com/world-news/russia-to-quit-international-space-station-after-2024-news-agency-afp-quoting-official-3195166
https://www.ndtv.com/world-news/russia-to-quit-international-space-station-after-2024-news-agency-afp-quoting-official-3195166
https://www.tmz.com/2022/07/27/ukraine-president-volodymyr-zelensky-dragged-vogue-cover-shoot/
https://openai.com/blog/dall-e/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-prediction-tiktok/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-prediction-tiktok/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-prediction-tiktok/
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/nuclear-war-threat-higher-cold-war-uk-national-security-advisor
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/nuclear-war-threat-higher-cold-war-uk-national-security-advisor
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/defense-national-security/surrounded-in-live-fire-exercises-china-demonstrates-the-ability-to-blockade-taiwan-in-the-event-of-war
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/asia/china-taiwan-military-exercises-intl-hnk-ml/index.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/on-chinas-internet-fury-at-pelosis-visit-to-taiwan-turns-to-frustration-11659610844
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/how-taiwan-reacted-to-pelosi-s-visit-from-welcome-to-american-witch/ar-AA10gHee
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-asia-beijing-china-taipei-430ee6c9e64c2695057bfcbab4ba3bc4
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-age-orwellianism
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https://www.rt.com/news/560065-russia-pelosi-taiwan-visit/
https://www.rt.com/news/560075-china-us-taiwan-provocation/


USA Leads Globally in Known Monkeypox Cases… More than 85% of 
Americans experience temps above 90… Extinction threat may be 
greater than previously thought, new global study finds… 
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-
greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/ The global 
extinction crisis underway may be more intense than previously thought 
as humans continue to tear up land, overuse certain resources and heat 
up the planet...Nearly one in three species of all kinds — 30% — face 
global extinction or have been driven to extinction since the year 1500, 
according to the new survey published in the journal "Frontiers in Ecology
and the Environment."

DRUDGE Earth records shortest day ever; Planet 'spinning faster'... 

GOOGLE NEWS *Scientists baffled as Earth spins faster than usual New 
York Post 
*Gravitas: Earth just completed a rotation in less than 24 hours! WION 
*NASA warns of horrific solar flares! Earth will be impacted HT Tech
*NASA Records Huge Flare From New, Active Region Emerging on Sun's 
Surface Newsweek

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 
ROGAN CALLS TRUMP MAN BABY; SAYS WAS ON DRUGS IN WHITE 
HOUSE...  FLASHBACK: THE HIGHEST OFFICE; ADDERALL JUNKIE...   
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office [trump the 
adderall/blow man baby] NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 
9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html
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https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5903038/earth-shortest-day-spinning-fast/
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/23/weather/us-extreme-heat-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/23/weather/us-extreme-heat-saturday/index.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-leads-globally-in-most-known-monkeypox-cases-cdc-says-11658835623


even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS
JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 

https://news.yahoo.com/pressure-builds-biden-turn-executive-110034433.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMiXWh0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmNubi5jb20vMjAyMi8wNy8wOS91cy9jaGljYWdvLXJlc2lkZW50cy1ob2xpZGF5LXdlZWtlbmQtc2hvb3RpbmdzLXJlYWovaW5kZXguaHRtbNIBYWh0dHBzOi8vYW1wLmNubi5jb20vY25uLzIwMjIvMDcvMDkvdXMvY2hpY2Fnby1yZXNpZGVudHMtaG9saWRheS13ZWVrZW5kLXNob290aW5ncy1yZWFqL2luZGV4Lmh0bWw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMiXWh0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmNubi5jb20vMjAyMi8wNy8wOS91cy9jaGljYWdvLXJlc2lkZW50cy1ob2xpZGF5LXdlZWtlbmQtc2hvb3RpbmdzLXJlYWovaW5kZXguaHRtbNIBYWh0dHBzOi8vYW1wLmNubi5jb20vY25uLzIwMjIvMDcvMDkvdXMvY2hpY2Fnby1yZXNpZGVudHMtaG9saWRheS13ZWVrZW5kLXNob290aW5ncy1yZWFqL2luZGV4Lmh0bWw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMiXWh0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmNubi5jb20vMjAyMi8wNy8wOS91cy9jaGljYWdvLXJlc2lkZW50cy1ob2xpZGF5LXdlZWtlbmQtc2hvb3RpbmdzLXJlYWovaW5kZXguaHRtbNIBYWh0dHBzOi8vYW1wLmNubi5jb20vY25uLzIwMjIvMDcvMDkvdXMvY2hpY2Fnby1yZXNpZGVudHMtaG9saWRheS13ZWVrZW5kLXNob290aW5ncy1yZWFqL2luZGV4Lmh0bWw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.mediaite.com/news/mitt-romney-calls-out-americas-national-malady-of-denial-warns-that-a-return-to-trump-would-render-it-incurable/
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2022/07/mitt-romney-republican-denial-biden-election/661468/
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2022/jun/30/poll-americans-guns-against-government
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2022/jun/30/poll-americans-guns-against-government
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-s-new-money-maker-political-speeches-to-fans/ar-AAZjhDL
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/07/07/former-fbi-leaders-who-drew-trumps-ire-were-both-subject-to-unusual-irs-audits/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/07/07/former-fbi-leaders-who-drew-trumps-ire-were-both-subject-to-unusual-irs-audits/
https://thehill.com/opinion/white-house/3549217-what-if-we-did-as-the-brits-do-and-expected-our-presidents-to-resign/
https://thehill.com/opinion/white-house/3549217-what-if-we-did-as-the-brits-do-and-expected-our-presidents-to-resign/
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2022/07/09/trump_elon_musk_is_a_bullshit_artist.html
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2022/07/09/trump_elon_musk_is_a_bullshit_artist.html
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5739130/elon-musk-twitter-sun-valley/
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/twitter-announces-mass-layoffs-17291249.php
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/12/half-of-g-o-p-voters-ready-to-leave-trump-behind-poll-finds/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/12/half-of-g-o-p-voters-ready-to-leave-trump-behind-poll-finds/
https://www.yahoo.com/news/musk-says-time-trump-sail-181049723.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/musk-says-time-trump-sail-181049723.html
https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/bonds-slump-inflation-surge-fuels-130720879.html
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-prices-consumer-74e1a5c9bced40460e4079f62e980095
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/economy/inflation-producer-index-june-near-highest-record
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html


risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-

https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel
https://www.ajc.com/politics/breaking-kemp-to-testify-in-fulton-co-trump-probe/PXZ4ZEMJRJCSTCJJBYVU6IK7EU/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/justice-department-raids-home-of-former-doj-official-at-center-of-jan-6-panel-s-investigation/ar-AAYNmvR
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/jan-6-committee-doj-seek-footage-of-roger-stone-from-danish-filmmakers/ar-AAYOQgG
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/jan-6-panel-to-hone-in-on-trumps-efforts-to-meddle-at-doj-00041708
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/bill-barr-suggests-trump-came-very-close-to-staying-in-power-im-not-sure-we-would-have-had-a-transition-at-all/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/23/politics/trump-jan-6-documentary-footage-pence-25th-amendment/index.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-holder-jan-6-documentarian-says-trump-had-secret-air-force-one-call-with-putin-just-before-election
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-holder-jan-6-documentarian-says-trump-had-secret-air-force-one-call-with-putin-just-before-election
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-middle-east-africa-56399743fe9ad28692c88c007bb901d6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-230100860.html
https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-06-27/pentagon-blasts-putins-cavalier-nuclear-saber-rattling-as-russia-seeks-new-advantages-in-ukraine
https://thehill.com/homenews/house/3539911-aide-says-trump-knew-jan-6-attendees-had-weapons-theyre-not-here-to-hurt-me/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-threw-dishes-and-flipped-tablecloths-when-he-was-angry-ex-aide-testifies-2022-6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10962011/Meadows-told-aide-Cassidy-Hutchinson-January-6-read-real-bad-just-days-riot.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/joe-biden
https://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/joe-biden
https://www.mirror.co.uk/film/cats-review-musical-leave-you-21122229
https://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/donald-trump
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/us-news/donald-trump-played-song-cats-27355368
https://www.mediaite.com/news/secret-service-is-reportedly-prepared-to-testify-trump-didnt-try-to-commandeer-limo-on-jan-6-despite-hutchinson-account/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/secret-service-is-reportedly-prepared-to-testify-trump-didnt-try-to-commandeer-limo-on-jan-6-despite-hutchinson-account/
https://www.nationalreview.com/2022/06/cassidy-hutchinsons-testimony-against-trump-is-devastating/
https://kdhnews.com/news/politics/explosive-jan-6-hearing-delivers-political-blow-to-trump-that-his-rivals-couldnt-land/article_dd6737d4-bad9-555b-a613-97c29f9c9b81.html
https://kdhnews.com/news/politics/explosive-jan-6-hearing-delivers-political-blow-to-trump-that-his-rivals-couldnt-land/article_dd6737d4-bad9-555b-a613-97c29f9c9b81.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/30/gop-megadonors-turn-on-trump-look-for-2024-alternatives-after-jan-6-hearings.html
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2022/06/alex-holder-trump-was-utterly-irrational-after-january-6.html
https://www.mediaite.com/news/liz-cheney-blasts-trump-over-jan-6-in-blistering-reagan-library-speech-praises-courage-of-bombshell-witness-cassidy-hutchinson/
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/editorials/trump-proven-unfit-for-power-again
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/editorials/trump-proven-unfit-for-power-again
https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/biden-approval-rating/
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/3543867-71-percent-dont-want-biden-to-run-for-reelection-poll/
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/3543867-71-percent-dont-want-biden-to-run-for-reelection-poll/
https://www.bnnbloomberg.ca/biden-s-planned-nomination-of-anti-abortion-judge-outrages-left-1.1786795
https://news.yahoo.com/pressure-builds-biden-turn-executive-110034433.html


nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-house-2024-00041704
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-house-2024-00041704
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/gov-gavin-newsom-wins-big-in-california-could-he-be-president/ar-AAYgUlw
https://www.wsj.com/articles/january-6-trump-voters-election-fraud-lies-2024-presidential-candidate-hillary-clinton-11655415629
https://www.wsj.com/articles/january-6-trump-voters-election-fraud-lies-2024-presidential-candidate-hillary-clinton-11655415629
https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/
https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/
https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/
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https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-california-democratic-party/661313/
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-california-democratic-party/661313/
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-california-democratic-party/661313/
https://www.sfgate.com/politics/article/The-Atlantic-dreams-about-Newsom-replacing-Biden-17249234.php
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3529645-watergate-prosecutor-georgia-case-could-send-donald-trump-to-prison/
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/trump-asked-if-he-expects-to-be-taken-out-of-mar-a-lago-in-shackles/ar-AAYE04i
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-poll/story?id=85482369
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-poll/story?id=85482369
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-poll/story?id=85482369
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/netanyahu-prepares-for-a-comeback-in-israel-e2-80-99s-next-elections/ar-AAYHWpl
https://metro.co.uk/2022/06/22/russian-colonel-who-carried-putins-nuclear-codes-briefcase-found-shot-16873192/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/experts-say-there-are-mounting-signs-that-the-kremlin-is-purging-its-top-generals-in-ukraine-the-latest-hint-of-deep-dysfunction-in-putin-s-army/ar-AAYKxsd
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/22/russian-novoshakhtinsk-oil-refinery-struck-drone-possible-attack-inside-borders
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/germany-trigger-phase-two-three-065910268.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/germany-looks-at-rationing-natural-gas-after-russia-cuts-supply-11655978153
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/23/russia-crimps-gas-flows-just-as-europe-races-to-stock-up-for-winter/
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel


An Attempt To Summarize The Current State Of Our Country In Just 12 
Tweets http://endoftheamericandream.com/an-attempt-to-summarize-the-
current-state-of-our-country-in-just-12-tweets/ 

1. President Biden struggles to put on his blazer before dropping his 
trademark Aviators 

2. This Is The Speaker Of The House… PELOSI: “When I was a little girl, I 
was told at the beach if I dug a hole deep enough we would reach China. 
So, we’ve always felt a connection there.” 

3. This Is The Majority Leader Of The Senate… @SenSchumer on 
negotiating the Inflation Reduction Act: "[Sen. Joe Manchin] said we have
to do this in secret, you and I only, and we did. [...] Under Joe Manchin's 
request, which I honored, the White House didn't know any of the details 
until everybody else did." 

4. This Is Our Economy… "Biden administration tried to redefine 
recession.We are in a recession. The economy has been shrinking all 
year. Real wages are at an all—time low, and at the same time inflation is
the highest in the lifetime of most Americans," Carlson said. 

5. The Solution That Our Leaders Have Come Up With To Fix Inflation Will
Actually Make Inflation Even Worse… Kevin "Mr. Wonderful" O'Leary on 
the Bidenflation Scam: "Naming it 'anti-inflation' is a joke. This is gonna 
be very inflationary almost immediately because we're printing billions of
dollars." 

6. These Are Our Streets… “It’s not safe to do anything no more...Not 
even hang out on your porch.” 

https://twitter.com/SenSchumer
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7. This Is Our System Of Education… Elementary teacher in @AustinISD 
played a video for students to teach them about drag which also 
encourages kids to be drag performers

8. This Is The New Disease That Is Going Around… Houston man with 
monkeypox says pain, stigma, isolation are the hardest ... 

9. The Biden Administration Decided That It Would Be A Good Idea To 
Fight A Proxy War With Russia. It Isn’t Going Particularly Well… 

10. As If A Proxy War With Russia Wasn’t Enough, Now The Biden 
Administration Has Us Dangerously Close To A War With China… 

11. For Some Reason, Very Few Young Adults Are Eager To Join The 
Military… 

12. This Is Our Culture… Drag king makes audience “pledge allegiance” 
to drag shows at a “family-friendly” pride festival in Iowa 

Every 11 Seconds… http://endoftheamericandream.com/every-11-seconds/
even more children will have died from acute malnutrition 

ZEROHEDGE Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg
China Has Established A “Blockade” Around Taiwan And Plans To Shoot 
Missiles Directly Over The Island     
http://endoftheamericandream.com/china-has-established-a-blockade-
around-taiwan-and-plans-to-shoot-missiles-directly-over-the-island/     

Insiders Are Dumping The Most Stocks Since January As Retail Buying-
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Panic Re-Emerges
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/insiders-are-dumping-most-stocks-
january-retail-buying-panic-re-emerges     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[Of course that’s true; but, that would be nothing new for criminal 
america. 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

ANALYSIS
From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 
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YAHOO Politics Former FBI official likens Matt Gaetz, Roger Stone, and 
Trump to the Mafia: 'It's a criminal organization' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-fbi-official-likens-matt-
045920601.html 
BUT WAIT: “There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

DRUDGEREPORT China threatens 'strong measures' if Pelosi visits 
Taiwan...
Kissinger Warns Biden Against Endless Confrontation... 
Beijing Dumps $100 Billion Worth Of Treasuries... 

ZEROHEDGE These Are All The Countries Capable Of Launching Space 
Rockets https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-are-all-countries-
capable-launching-space-rockets 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 

YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
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White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 

https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMJ_NqAswkdjAAw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' After US 
Lawmaker Slams Zelensky

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
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One dead in Ukrainian shelling of city hosting nuclear plant 

Three killed in Israeli airstrikes, Syria says 

Ivan Timofeev: Beijing and Moscow can lead resistance against West 
dictating to rest of world   https://www.rt.com/news/560353-west-world-  
hegemony-lesson/ [ Resistance is the proper word. From direct 
observation an experience, america is hardly a paragon of perfection; but
rather, an egregious example of concentrated criminality, as purveyors of
which is the american nightmare wrought for gain by whatever means, 
toward whatever target. ]

The US keeps reneging on arms control agreements, so why should 
Russia trust Joe Biden’s latest overtures? [They shouldn’t; you can’t trust
america, that’s my direct observation and experience.]

Amnesty fully ‘stands by’ report on Ukraine 

China ignores phone calls from Pentagon – Politico 
Medvedev makes prediction about Zelensky 
https://www.rt.com/russia/560727-medvedev-prediction-zelensky-future/ 
Russia sent troops into Ukraine on February 24, citing Kiev’s failure to 
implement the Minsk agreements … called Zelensky “an unshaved fellow 
wearing a green shirt” and compared him to Adolf Hitler after the 
Ukrainian president urged Western countries to close their borders to all 
Russian nationals. 
Before becoming president of Ukraine, Zelensky was a comedian and 
actor. From 2015 to 2019, he played a high-school history teacher who 
unexpectedly became president of Ukraine in a TV series called ‘Servant 
of the People...only two options in the end “[It will be either] a court 
martial or a return to supporting roles in comedy shows

Israeli troops fatally shoot two Palestinian teens – health ministry 

Ivan Timofeev: Beijing and Moscow can lead resistance against West 
dictating to rest of world   https://www.rt.com/news/560353-west-world-  
hegemony-lesson/ [ Resistance is the proper word. From direct 
observation an experience, america is hardly a paragon of perfection; but
rather, an egregious example of concentrated criminality, as purveyors of
which is the american nightmare wrought for gain by whatever means, 
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toward whatever target. ]

The US keeps reneging on arms control agreements, so why should 
Russia trust Joe Biden’s latest overtures? [They shouldn’t; you can’t trust
america, that’s my direct observation and experience.]

Amnesty fully ‘stands by’ report on Ukraine 

China ignores phone calls from Pentagon – Politico 

Zelensky accuses Amnesty International of supporting terrorism 

Today, Ukraine bombed a Donetsk hotel full of journalists – here’s what it 
felt like to be there 

US ‘artificially’ stokes tensions – Kremlin 

From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

The US is in a recession and it’s worse than you think 
https://www.rt.com/business/560011-us-recession-fed-inflation/ 

Zelensky and US to blame for ‘bloodbath’ in Donbass – Russia 

Wall Street is collapsing – NYC mayor 

FBI manipulating domestic terror stats – whistleblowers 

US plunges into recession 

EU ban on Russian gas ‘impossible’ – Austria 

Kremlin comments on claims about Russian military casualties 

Zelensky’s Vogue photoshoot raises eyebrows 

Biden met with 14 of his son’s business associates – media 

https://www.rt.com/news/559778-hunter-biden-joe-meetings/
https://www.rt.com/pop-culture/559771-zelensky-photoshoot-vogue-reactions/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559770-peskov-russia-losses-ukraine/
https://www.rt.com/business/559774-eu-ban-russian-gas-impossible/
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NATO’s arsonist-in-chief Jens Stoltenberg wants the Western public to 
pay for a Ukrainian fire he helped to ignite 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

Russia to quit International Space Station after 2024 

Russia issues rebuke to Israel 

Grain deal won’t affect military op in Ukraine – Moscow 

UK candidates’ militancy and imperialism threaten to bring Britain down 

Kiev confirms arrival of heavy weapons from Germany 

US sends more weapons to Ukraine 

Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the fallout 
from their failed Russia policy 

EU eases sanctions on Russian oil exports 

Russia’s Lavrov talks Ukraine, sanctions and nuclear war with RT (FULL 
VIDEO) 

• Putin suggests motive behind Canada’s gas turbine delay   
• UN chief ‘under huge pressure’ over Ukraine – Russian FM   
• Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the   

fallout from their failed Russia policy Op-ed
• Zaporozhye Nuclear Power Plant attacked by Ukrainian drones   

Putin tells US to stop ‘looting’ Syria 

Former Russian president lists ‘Western sins’ 

Russian warns of ‘tougher’ terms for talks with Ukraine 

Dmitri Trenin: How a smart Middle East strategy can help Russia play a 

https://www.rt.com/russia/559139-russia-middle-east-strategy/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559242-ukraine-peace-talks-conditions/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559378-medvedev-west-sins-list/
https://www.rt.com/news/559279-putin-iran-turkey-syria/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559319-zaporozhye-nuclear-power-plant-attacked/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559196-eu-citizens-pay-war-ukraine/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559196-eu-citizens-pay-war-ukraine/
https://www.rt.com/news/559315-lavrov-ukraine-grain-us/
https://www.rt.com/business/559322-putin-motive-canada-turbine-delay/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559308-lavrov-full-interview-rt/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559308-lavrov-full-interview-rt/
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https://www.rt.com/news/559485-himars-drones-ukraine-pentagon/
https://www.rt.com/news/559605-ukraine-germany-gepard-delivery/
https://www.rt.com/news/559592-rishi-sunak-liz-truss-candidates/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559606-lavrov-grain-deal-operation/
https://www.rt.com/news/559651-israel-russia-stance-unconstructive/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559652-space-station-quit-timeframe/
https://www.rt.com/news/559665-austria-lawmaker-sanctions-ukrainian-oligarchs/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559662-ukraine-plane-hijacking-peskov/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559598-jens-stoltenberg-calls-allies-pay/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559598-jens-stoltenberg-calls-allies-pay/


significant role in shaping the new world order 

Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 

IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 

Iran issues warning to US and Israel 

Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
industrial complex war monster’]

Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 

https://www.rt.com/russia/558497-european-industry-future-deficit/
https://www.rt.com/russia/558510-us-investigation-shireen-abu-akleh/
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cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

HUFFPOST SUSPICIOUS: SECRET SERVICE CAN’T FIND JAN. 6 TEXTS! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/national-archives-deleted-secret-service-
texts_n_62d6c6bbe4b008a2d03f1ac4 [ Ooooh … the mystery of it all … 
magical disappearance of text messages … could be ghosts … or 
gremlins … or salem witchcraft … WAKE UP! … AMERICA IS A TOTAL 
FRAUD! … AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 
MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). ]

The most intelligent, rational legal position:

Laurence Tribe, a Harvard law professor, argued that not holding Trump 
accountable would be equally harmful.

"I certainly recognize that indicting a former president would generate 
lots of social heat, perhaps violence," Tribe said. "But not indicting him 
would invite another violent insurrection."

Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All Incredibly Depressed. 
Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" Some very concerning 
market observations from Goldman trader John Flood discussing the real 
rot below the market surface: Monday was the lightest volume session of
the year with 9.32b shares trading across all US equity exchanges 
breaking previous low mark of 9.4b back on 7/11/22. YTD daily avg for 
shares traded across all US equity exchanges sits @ 12.5b. Monday was 
also the lightest notional trading session of the year w/ $392b trading vs 
ytd daily avg of $638b. Our desk was a 3 on 1 – 10 scale in terms of 
overall activity levels. I am personally taken aback by how resilient mkt 
has been over the past few weeks. I don’t see L/Os putting their ~$210b 
of cash to work. I am seeing them use pockets of strength to sell lower 
conviction more illiquid names in block form and raise even more cash. 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real
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Trump comic-con-show 
https://www.facebook.com/reel/523496502845404/?
s=single_unit&__cft__[0]=AZWPFQ3WczUIfIkH48JzeY46IoAd31UE03J6BK
gdB2FnhC4ZMwHrSlFnIZRzSdcm0iOvj82iS31DRdv7o07VE1dKwlJ-
o8PrhTfe_ujCAUFuOSNPQHEmqhCXpuyaLM_w2FExUX2P3sub6YXf8JZ_JO
SnUwrv6N77_T472Z5wMAIl1mh2SytZjOOe004Qi410SWP8G3HBHdMEgTY
aaiWHeOxK&__tn__=H-R 

ZEROHEDGE As Taiwan Warns Chinese "Maritime & Aerial Blockade" 
Ensuing, Pelosi Says Real Issue Is 'I'm A Woman' [Riiight!] Pelosi Departs
Taiwan After Whirlwind Tour As China Declares "Median Line" No Longer 
Exists Global Markets Slump With Terrified Traders Tracking Pelosi's 
Next Move Forget inflation, stagflation, recession, depression, earnings, 
Biden locked up in the basement with covid, and everything else: today's 
it all about whether Nancy Pelosi will start World War 3 when she lands 
in Taiwan in 3 hours. https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/taiwans-
independence-worth-war Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just 
purely on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant 
Fed policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls 
off a miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 

Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 
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The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE Garland Says He 'Personally Approved' Trump Search 
Warrant [BRAVO!] https://www.zerohedge.com/political/watch-live-ag-
merrick-garland-makes-statement-following-trump-raid "There has to be 
a(prosecution)n investigation..." Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

DRUDGEREPORT 

FEDS HUNT STOLEN NUKE DOCS 
SEARCH WARRANT TEXT 
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS 
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE 
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO 
'TOP SECRET' 

"Without Any Doubt, Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": 

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-nuclear-weapons-issue-122108215.html
https://apnews.com/article/florida-donald-trump-mar-a-lago-merrick-garland-government-and-politics-f63c018b600e1539ff3660a896a132d0
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://humanevents.com/2022/08/12/exclusive-warrant-and-property-receipt-from-mar-a-lago-raid/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fbi-searched-trump-s-home-to-look-for-nuclear-documents-and-other-items-sources-say/ar-AA10zmiO
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Tribe Declares Trump Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump 

DRUDGEREPORT GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP 
[ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is being 
painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal that he 
is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists and you have 
trump. The pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without empathy
or decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the greater 
fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He 
spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 
duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]
AGENTS CRACK SAFE
WAS THERE A RAT? 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-
says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html MSNBC 
This search wasn't run by Democrats — the head of the FBI was 
appointed by Trump
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INDICTMENT REAL POSSIBILITY
PUNISHMENTS HE COULD FACE
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO
'TOP SECRET'

FEDS HUNT STOLEN NUKE DOCS 
SEARCH WARRANT TEXT 
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS 
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE 
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO 
'TOP SECRET' 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg

As Taiwan Warns Chinese "Maritime & Aerial Blockade" Ensuing, Pelosi 
Says Real Issue Is 'I'm A Woman' [Riiight!] Pelosi Departs Taiwan After 
Whirlwind Tour As China Declares "Median Line" No Longer Exists Global 
Markets Slump With Terrified Traders Tracking Pelosi's Next Move Forget
inflation, stagflation, recession, depression, earnings, Biden locked up in 
the basement with covid, and everything else: today's it all about 
whether Nancy Pelosi will start World War 3 when she lands in Taiwan in 
3 hours. https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/taiwans-independence-
worth-war Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just purely
on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant Fed 
policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls off a 
miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 

Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
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And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
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Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
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massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE UMich Sentiment Jumps But Long-Term Inflation 
Expectations Unexpectedly Rise 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/umich-sentiment-jumps-long-term-
inflation-expectations-unexpectedly-rise Jerome Powell's closely 
watched inflation indicator just returned to the danger zone The Price Of 
Eggs Is Up 47% As Food Costs In The US Spiral Out Of Control Turkey 
Agrees To Pay For Russian Gas With Rubles India ditches US dollar in 
Russia trade – Reuters   Credit Suisse Set To Slash Thousands Of Jobs   
Despite Handing Out Hundreds Of Millions To Retain Top Talent 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/credit-suisse-set-slash-thousands-
jobs-despite-handing-out-hundreds-millions-retain-top The bank is looking 
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to cut its overall cost base by $1 billion... 

"I Don't Feel The Pain Of Inflation Anymore" Says Wealthy SF Fed Chair 
From Ivory Tower YAHOO Business 'The market is not the economy' and 
the July rally in the stock market was premature, top economist 
Mohamed El-Erian says https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/market-not-
economy-july-rally-174829466.html El-Erian said a comment by Powell led
investors to believe rate hikes would likely slow, but that's at odds with 
what the data shows. Weak Manufacturing Surveys Signal 'Peak 
Inflation'; Plunge in Orders, Production, & Jobs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/weak-manufacturing-surveys-
signal-peak-inflation-plunge-orders-production-jobs "With the exception of
pandemic lockdown periods, July saw US manufacturers report the 
toughest business conditions since 2009..." 

Biden's America: Too Broke To Bet?   Chicago PMI Unexpectedly Plunges   
To 2-Year Lows https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/chicago-pmi-
unexpectedly-plunges-2-year-lows ...stagflation signals as prices paid 
jumped and production and new orders fell... "Expert" Narratives Are 
Collapsing The house of cards continues to fall apart Yellen: "Recession"
Doesn't Mean What You Think It Means [ Riiight! ] Sentiment sours amid 
Kremlin updates, EU Energy deal & US-earnings in focus -   Delusional   
Biden Admin Front-Runs Recessionary GDP Print... By Redefining 
Recession https://www.zerohedge.com/political/delusional-biden-admin-
front-runs-recessionary-gdp-print-redefining-recession It's not a recession
until the White House gives economists on its payroll permission to 
declare it a recession... [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!] US PMI Crashes 
Into Contraction In July: "A Worrying Deterioration In The Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-pmi-crashes-contraction-july-
worrying-deterioration-economy "Excluding pandemic lockdown months, 
output is falling at a rate not seen since 2009 amid the global financial 
crisis..." There's An Amazing Glut Of Office Space In Every Major Metro 
Area https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/theres-amazing-glut-office-
space-every-major-metro-area Occupancy is an engine of local 
economies. But there's a huge glut of space available... US Existing 
Home Sales Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses US Homebuilders 
Abandon Single-Families In June As They Brace For Rate Shock 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-builders-abandon-single-
family-home-startspermits-june-anticipating-renter ...multi-family starts 
and permits surged double-digits in June as single-family plunged... 
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Homebuilder Confidence Collapses In July 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-confidence-
collapses-july ...the largest MoM drop (ex-COVID-lockdown) in history... 
Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
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Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
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Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER

https://secure.sjuggerudtruewealth.com/?
cid=MKT650099&eid=MKT657482&channel=102120d0fc4158ded364c744
bc11a4&assetId=AST254109&page=1&fbclid=IwAR2cc1ZhOIn7xUGfA1Iv
sHne3IQnWX1wMlYBnvJoJ1PDtHOCHo1uykpJDJ4 

A Winter Of Anger https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/winter-anger
... if you’d ask most citizens of whichever EU country if they are willing to
risk being unable to feed and heat their children in order to support 
Ukraine and Zelensky, they would say NO. Hell no! "Revolution Has 
Begun": 75,000 Brits To Stop Paying Power Bills Amid Inflation Storm 
German Electricity Prices Hit Record High As Heatwave Curbs Power 
Generation ... and it's not even winter yet. "Widespread Civil Unrest" 
Looming In UK Over Cost-Of-Living Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/widespread-civil-unrest-
looming-uk-over-cost-living-crisis Movement to stop paying bills 

snowballs... 

Pound Crashes After BOE Hikes By Most Since 1995, Starts Gilt Sales Yet
Warns Of Crushing Stagflationary Recession Germany's Uniper Warns Of 
Possible "Irregular Operation" At Major Power Plant As Rhine River Runs 
Dry "You Can't Switch Off Death": German Crematoriums Warn Of Energy 
Crisis German Barge Traffic Slumps As Rhine Water Levels Near Record 
Lows "Miserable" German Retail Sales Crash The Most On Record As 
Europe Slumps Into Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/miserable-german-retail-sales-crash-
most-record-europe-slumps-recession Germany is "sinking into an 
increasingly steep downturn, adding to the region’s recession risks”. Gas
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Levy Could Triple Household Heating Bills In Germany EU Consumer 
Confidence Crashes To Record Lows As German CPI Unexpectedly Re-
Accelerates "We Are In A Very Critical Moment": IMF Cuts Global GDP, 
Raises Inflation Outlook, Warns "World Teetering On Edge Of Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-are-very-critical-moment-imf-
cuts-global-gdp-raises-inflation-outlook-warns-world "It’s easy to cool off 
the economy when the economy is running hot. It’s much harder to 
reduce inflation when the economy is close to a recession." Germans 
Taking Fewer Showers In Response To Cost Of Living Crisis China And 
Japan Hold The Keys To Euro Recovery 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/china-and-japan-hold-keys-euro-
recovery While the direction of Europe’s economy continues to be a 
hostage to Russian energy -- as today’s dispiriting PMI numbers attest -- it
is the Asian nations of China and Japan who are in a position to alleviate 
Europe’s capital-outflow problem and stabilize the euro. PMIs Signal 
Eurozone Recession Day After First ECB Rate-Hike In 11 Years 

19% Of The World's Population Lives In 'Chindia' (& Buys Russian Oil) 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/19-worlds-population-lives-
chindia-buys-russian-oil India is expected to become the most populous 
nation on Earth by mid-2023, surpassing China whose population growth 
has all but stopped.. Oil Surges After Biden Fails To Win Saudi Pledge To 
Pump More Crude These Are The Countries With The Highest Default Risk
The Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial Production Unexpectedly 
Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker month since September 
2021... David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
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Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 
Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE Garland Says He 'Personally Approved' Trump Search 
Warrant [BRAVO] https://www.zerohedge.com/political/watch-live-ag-
merrick-garland-makes-statement-following-trump-raid "There has to be 
a(prosecution)n investigation..." Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

"Without Any Doubt, Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": 
Tribe Declares Trump Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump 
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DRUDGEREPORT GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP 
[ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is being 
painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal that he 
is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists and you have 
trump. The pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without empathy
or decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the greater 
fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He 
spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 
duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]
AGENTS CRACK SAFE
WAS THERE A RAT? 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-
says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html MSNBC 
This search wasn't run by Democrats — the head of the FBI was 
appointed by Trump

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

Fascism watch Trump wished his military officials were more like Nazi 
'German generals' https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/trump-
wished-his-military-officials-were-more-german-generals-nazi-n1297784?
icid=msd_topgrid 

The Last Word Mary Trump: Trump is 'panicked' after FBI search of Mar-a-
Lago
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ZEROHEDGE The State Of Unemployment In Europe     Initial Jobless Claims  
Surge To Highest Since November https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-
finance/initial-jobless-claims-surge-highest-november ...and continuing 
claims are at 4-month highs... A Most Peculiar Recession The 
Government is Hiding a Dark Secret About the Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-08-09/government-hiding-dark-
secret-about-economy About those supposedly fantastic July jobs 
numbers... Nvidia Plunges After Preannouncing Terrible Q2 Results, 
Slashes Guidance, Blames "Macroeconomic Headwinds" Something 
Snaps In The Job Market: Multiple Jobholders Hit All Time High As 
Unexplained 1.8 Million Jobs Gap Emerges 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/something-snaps-job-market-
multiple-jobholders-hit-all-time-high-unexplained-18-million ‘...So what's 
going on here? The simple answer: Fewer people working, but more 
people working more than one job, a rotation which picked up in earnest 
some time in March and which has only been captured by the Household 
survey. And since the Establishment survey is far slower to pick up on 
the nuances in employment composition, while the Household Survey has
gone nowhere since March, the BLS data engineers have been busy 
goalseeking the Establishment Survey (perhaps with the occasional 
nudge from the White House especially now that the economy is in a 
technical recession) to make it appear as if the economy is growing 
strongly, when in reality all they are doing is applying the same erroneous
seasonal adjustment factor that gave such a wrong perspective of the 
labor market in the aftermath of the covid pandemic (until it was all 
adjusted away a year ago). In other words, while the labor market is 
already cracking, it will take the BLS several months of veering away 
from reality before the government bureaucrats accept and admit what is
truly taking place...’

July Payrolls Smash Expectations Soaring To 528K, Wages Come In Red 
Hot As Unemployment Rate Drops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/july-payrolls-smash-expectations-
soaring-528k-wages-come-red-hot We are now well and truly in bizarro 
world. 

Futures Flat As Crushing 37bps Curve Inversion Screams Recession The 
Misery Index Is At Recession Levels Lying About The Economy Will Only 
Make The Coming Crash Worse Senior Economist 'Fact Checked' By 
Facebook For Saying US Is In Recession 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/political/senior-economist-fact-checked-
facebook-saying-us-recession “We live in an Orwellian hell-scape.” [Yes, 
we do!] Here’s why you shouldn’t invest in ETFs. UMich Inflation 
Expectations Rose Intra-Month, Democrats' Confidence Drops Further 
Inflation, Recession Or Both? Reporter Exposes White House's Blatant 
Redefining Of "Recession" Yellen: "Recession" Doesn't Mean What You 
Think It Means Gold & The Upcoming Recession Luongo: None Dare Call 
It A Recession Lest The Democrats Lose The Mid-Terms Democrats 
Prepare To Unleash Hell On Fed Chair Powell For The Coming Recession 
"2023 Will Be A Year From Hell" - Martin Armstrong Warns Of Inflation-
Driven Civil-Unrest https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/2023-will-be-
year-hell-martin-armstrong-warns-inflation-driven-civil-unrest "...you are 
looking at revolutions... The euro looks like death warmed over... This is 
just not over yet." "Japanese Economy Continues To Crater "- Another 
Casualty Of The Energy Crisis The Danger Of Drought In Europe 
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/danger-drought-europe ...the current 
heatwave is bound to further exacerbate water shortages in Southern and
Southeast Europe... Record-Breaking Heat In Europe Meanwhile, 
Southern Europe is also experiencing extreme heat that has caused 
wildfires... UK Records Hottest Day Ever Amid Heat Apocalypse   "Heat   
Apocalypse" Blasts Europe As UK And France Brace For Hottest Days On 
Record   https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/heat-apocalypse-blasts-  
europe-uk-and-france-brace-hottest-days-record "Today and tomorrow will
be one of the worst, if not the worst heatwave events in the modern 
history of western Europe." The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 
2022 http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In 
Government Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 
4Chan Found After Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
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protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

ZEROHEDGE Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 
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CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE The Trigger For The Next Great Depression 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-08-12/trigger-next-great-
depression Future generations will mark this week as the start of the 
"Second Great Depression" in America It's Game-Over For The Fed - 
Expect A Monetary "Rug Pull" Soon... Where are we in this squeeze...are 
we "there yet"? - part VII 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/shortcovering short covering 
mania... One Bank Warns U.S. Econ Data Make Little Sense, "Until You 
Recall Midterm Elections Are Coming Up" "They pretend it’s real data, we
pretend to trade it." 5-Year Down Market Coming 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/5-year-down-market-coming 
Market Wizard who predicted all indexes would be negative in 2022 
shares shocking new forecast Iran Arranges First Import Using 
Cryptocurrency By chasing sanctioned countries out of dollars, the USA 
stokes demand for alternatives India ditches US dollar in Russia trade – 
Reuters   Recession is "crashing"   closer to a complacency point where 
one actually could start shorting the market again.. The Great Recession:
Facts Vs Denials https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/great-recession-
facts-vs-denials Once again, the US is facing a recession which Main 
Street feels, Wall Street whistles past, and DC simply denies... 

"Deteriorating Situation" Shows Rent Growth "Collapsing" In Sunbelt 
Markets https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/deteriorating-situation-
shows-rent-growth-collapsing-sunbelt-markets Rogan Slams Biden Admin 
For "Gaslighting" Americans About Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/rogan-slams-biden-admin-
gaslighting-americans-about-recession "...they’re literally changing the 
definition...and it should be pushed back against in a big way. It should 
be something that people get angry about..." 'Great News' Jobs Reports 
Sparks Selloff In Bonds, Stocks, & Gold 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/great-news-jobs-reports-sparks-
selloff-bonds-stocks-gold ...good news is really bad news... 

Initial Jobless Claims Hit 8 Month Highs, Continuing Claims Jump Ahead 
Of Payrolls Print https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-
jobless-claims-hit-8-month-highs-continuing-claims-jump-ahead-payrolls 
Jobless claims are now completely decoupled from the headlines payrolls
data... Pay Attention; This Is Not The '70s 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/pay-attention-not-70s In the late 
70s, P/Es on stocks were in the single digits, and debt levels were 
negligible. Today, valuations are nearly four times those levels, and debt 
as a percentage of GDP is at levels considered unthinkable not that long 
ago... Chinese Jets Buzz Taiwan Strait, Govt Websites Hit By 
Cyberattack With Pelosi Plane En Route War on China: the real target are 
the American people China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off Taiwan With US 
Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia Nuclear War 
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Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security Advisor China's 
Army Posts "Get Ready For War!" Message On Social Media, State 
Mouthpiece Says PLA Has "Right" To Intercept Pelosi's Plane Inflation, 
Recession Or Both? [BOTH!] Welcome To The Biden Recession: Q2 GDP 
"Unexpectedly" Shrinks 0.9%, 2nd Consecutive Decline Peter Schiff: The 
White House Recession Denial https://www.zerohedge.com/political/peter-
schiff-white-house-recession-denial "When you’re losing, just change the 
rules of the game, then declare victory.” Recession? All Of A Sudden 
Yield Spreads Are Collapsing https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/no-
recession-all-sudden-yield-spreads-are-collapsing … we suggest 
continuing to follow risk management protocols until indicators indicate 
a reversal of that economic risk.

1. Tighten up stop-loss levels to current support levels for each position. 

2. Hedge portfolios against significant market declines. 

3. Take profits in positions that have been big winners 

4. Sell laggards and losers. 

5. Raise cash and rebalance portfolios to target weightings.

Peter Schiff: It's Getting Harder To Deny Recession Reality 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-schiff-its-getting-harder-deny-
recession-reality "This should be obvious, but people have been in denial 
about the weakness in the economy..." Wall Street's Biggest Bear: One 
Down, But Two More Things Must Happen Before Stocks Bottom 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/wall-streets-biggest-bear-one-down-
two-more-things-must-happen-stocks-bottom Recession reflections 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/everyoneknows [ Recession 
is coming but everyone knows it ] The Number Of Americans Filing For 
First-Time Unemployment Claims Soared To 8-Month-Highs Last Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/number-americans-filing-
first-time-unemployment-claims-soared-8-month-highs-last ...and 
continuing claims are the highest since April... US Existing Home Sales 
Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses Sinkhole 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sinkhole "At present, the 2s10s 
spread is –18 bps. This is indicative of a recession 12-18 months ahead, 
which means the second half of 2023. Note that we have been 
forecasting a recession for 2023H2 since April." Recession Already Here 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-may-already-be-here The 
debate about recession risk is pointless.We are already in a recession... 
The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
an odd beast in any case. 

Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 

idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 
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Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
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The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE Taiwanese Officials Trounce Pelosi After Son's Huge 
Holdings In China Tech Exposed You can't make this shit up... Russia 
Says It May Sever US Relations If Declared Terrorism Sponsor Diplomat 
says designation would bring Washington to "the point of no return" Ex-
President Medvedev Warns Europe Of "Possible Incidents" At Nuclear 
Facilities https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ex-president-
medvedev-warns-europe-possible-incidents-nuclear-facilities Ukraine & 
Western backers"...ready to orchestrate a new Chernobyl." RT UN issues
nuclear appeal to Russia and Ukraine   West would fight Russia ‘to the last  
Ukrainian’ – Moscow ZH Russia Suspends US Inspections Of Its Nuclear 
Arsenal Under New START Treaty China Extends Taiwan Drills Past 
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Sunday Deadline, Says Training Under "Real War Conditions" Which 
Nations Face The Biggest Disruption From China's Taiwan-Trade-
Blockade? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/which-nations-face-
biggest-disruption-chinas-taiwan-trade-blockade China's export stop on 
sand, a resource essential for the manufacturing of semiconductors, 
could prove devastating for countries like the United States... The 
Growing Threat From North Korea Taiwan Says China's Drills Are 
Simulating A Full Attack On The Island 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/taiwan-says-chinas-drills-are-
simulating-full-attack-island Following Pelosi's visit, Chinese media said 
the military will demonstration the "mainland's absolute control over the 
Taiwan question." Anger From Ukraine's Backers After Damning Amnesty
Report Spotlights 'Human Shields'

China Sanctions Pelosi, Halts US Talks Including Military Ties, As Jets 
Breach Taiwan Median Line 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/china-sanctions-pelosi-halts-us-
talks-including-military-ties-jets-breach-taiwan China has begun its 
retaliation against Washington by announcing Friday the cancellation of a
series of meetings with the United States 

Ballistic Missiles Soar Over Taiwan, "Hundreds" Of PLA Fighters Breach 
Airspace, As 5-Day Drills Commence 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ballistic-missiles-soar-over-
taiwan-hundreds-pla-fighters-breach-airspace-5-day-drills China Summons
US Ambassador Overnight, Says Washington "Must Pay The Price" EOAD 
Are Chinese Tanks Massing On The Shores Of Fujian Because An Invasion
Is Imminent? 8-2-22 We Were Specifically Warned About This Coming War
With China All The Way Back In The 1990 ZH Here Are All The Latest 
Taiwan Headlines https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-
latest-taiwan-headlines All the latest news in the extremely fluid Taiwan 
theater of pre-war. 'US Military Moving Assets', Markets Stall On Reports 
Pelosi To Visit Taiwan Tuesday 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-sink-pelosi-taiwan-headlines 
Pelosi is reportedly expected to land in Taiwan on Tuesday night, and 
meet lawmakers on Wednesday. China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off 
Taiwan With US Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia
Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security 
Advisor China Is Issuing The Same "Red Line" Warnings About Taiwan 
That Russia Issued About Ukraine THE SUN AI predicts last selfie on 
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Earth… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-
earth-prediction-tiktok/ EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To 
Absolutely Love It When War With China Erupts 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-industrial-complex-is-
going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-erupts/ ZH Russia Unveils
Large-Scale Military Exercises In East, Signaling Force Strength 
'Unaffected' By Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-
unveils-large-scale-eastern-military-exercises-signaling-force-strength-
unaffected Prior "Vostok" (East) drills included sizable Chinese PLA 
military participation... If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End 
Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm

How A Russian Gas Freeze Would Curtail European GDPs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/how-russian-gas-freeze-would-
curtail-european-gdps ...a complete shut-off from the Russian side would 
have disastrous effects for European economies... Ukraine Moves To 
Criminalize Russian Passport Application there is a lot of Ukrainian blood 
on the red Russian passport [What?] Russia Boasts It's Already Taken 
Out 4 US-Supplied Long Range Rocket Systems Russia Informs Turkey It 
Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa Port Attack It's Official: Russia And 
China Announce "New Global Reserve Currency" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-22/its-official-russia-and-china-
announce-new-global-reserve-currency And once again no one has 
noticed and no one seems to care. [ Yes, it’s official; NEW WORLD 
ORDER! ]

Pelosi: Pentagon Might Be Worried China Would Shoot Down Her Plane If 
She Visits Taiwan AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant 
Corruption' After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky US "Started" The Ukraine
Crisis, China Says, In Fiercest Official Criticism Yet 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-started-ukraine-crisis-china-
says-fiercest-official-criticism-yet "As the one who started the Ukraine 
crisis & the biggest factor fueling it..." [ Yes...Sadly, that is indisputably 
true; it’s the american way.] Russia Plans 'Annexation Votes' For 
Captured Ukraine Territories By Mid-September: Report Russia Resumes 
Nord Stream Natural Gas Deliveries To Europe "...likely to lead to a 
collective sigh of relief from not just the European gas market, but from 
the wider economy," Russia Declares War Goals Have Expanded After 
West Pumped More Arms Into Ukraine Strengthening Ties With Iran, Putin
Meets With Supreme Leader In Tehran 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/strengthening-ties-iran-putin-
meets-supreme-leader-tehran “Our relations are developing at a good 
pace,” said Putin 

Putin Says Russia Will Honor Gas Commitment But Flows Will Drop As 
Much As 20% Of Capacity Vladimir Putin warned that flows via the Nord 
Stream pipeline could be curbed soon if sanctions prevent additional 
maintenance on its components Russian Military Given Formal Order To 
Target Ukraine's Long-Range Weapons From US 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-issues-formal-order-military-
target-ukraines-long-range-weapons-us Ukraine officials called the 
HIMARS a "game-changer"... [Riiight] Gazprom Declares Force Majeure, 
Will Halt Gas Flows To Germany Indefinitely "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”

Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
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from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
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Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
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According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
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(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
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markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22
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DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---

[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

https://www.facebook.com/michele.carmichael.94?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyMjA1MjAyMDgyOTcwMTg2XzIxMDM5MDI3Mjk3ODIwMjA%3D&__tn__=R*F
https://www.facebook.com/elain.mm?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyMjA1MjAyMDgyOTcwMTg2XzU3NzQ0ODcwMDUzMTE2Mw%3D%3D&__tn__=R*F
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POST: FIRST MOON LANDING
NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 
Fake-NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv

http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm     

Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake Dutch     
'  moon rock  ' revealed   Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon rock 

given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of 
petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon Rock  ' in   
Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at 
Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

Al Peia

Riiight...and they haven't been back because...oh yeah, they got rid of 
their Saturn rockets ... and, they were in the past but not in the 
present/future impervious to radiation; ie., van allen belt, etc.. Oh, they 

https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1MzAzNTEyODAzMDY0NDU1XzQ2MjE1NjU2MTk2NTI3OA%3D%3D&__cft__[0]=AZUzCnIb-wZD4OBiRKgibKfqoanC5KXYUOyiE5ihDrzOlvkm7oasBYNz6UFGdx1qg7jGhOOkuzE50zBoUg0SKlxeo7XSnmbdp6XaFGF7zvKJdgLfy1_8zmY04O-FruT1VNfAsw-YnxfMtAJlgHw1mgfZPXMEyEA70ySt3zLU_ZWivHxL7_QKMte-9tS6m4bIXp4&__tn__=R]-R
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probably could do it now, arguably; they're working on it. But, of course, 
Mars is quite another thing. The amounts of money for these 
boondoggles/frauds are staggering; yet, pale in comparison to the frauds 
on wall street. YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand 
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act... ].

albertpeia.com 

Michael W. Lurie
Shame on me. I believed this fraud for most of my life and I should have 
known better in 1969.
Other than Kodak film (and Hasselblad cameras) that could not function 
at lunar temperatures (not to mention the radiation or outgassing in a 
vacuum)
or the total lack of any blast crater
or the lack of rockets on lift-off from the moon
or the sounds heard while on the "lunar" suface
or the laser-ranging which started in 1962
or the waving flags
or the improbable "pressure [space] suits"
or the violations of Newton's 2nd law
or the ridiculously inadequate guidance systems
or the relatively poor special effects (not even CGI)
or the lack of telemetry
or the lack of radiation protection
or the utter quiet of a 140+ decibel engine
or the ludicrous lack of computer power
or the "moon rocks" from....well, petrified wood?

https://www.facebook.com/mlurie?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0MjEzNjA4MjMzNjA2NjVfNDMyMzA3NTAyMTc4ODU4&__cft__[0]=AZVR4z65mJ87Hh2I9XUxsaGNY99PIlENsQVFx-NB14NiEoVGNdkGWHorCZB0dFL_in4G5VR0ra3GVRgD9-m6vMUxU2tRR0JMp-zGes9W8e65-EOXMo2Q_NpZiHFaOejPu-JRyiK6kewHcxruOYl5HGvA&__tn__=R]-R
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-house-trading-2021-9?fbclid=IwAR09dFVyNoZm5AbSc6RvuLX7_txNfPp6HYV8SBSjQeJPd8_JdRMongZa5Og


or the "astronauts" dangling from wires
or the Lunar Rover which looks like a Mattel model
....but they did make a full-scale model for 60 million bucks
or the billions in additional funds for "Paperclip"
or the total lack of stars or photos of the sky
or the very suspicious look to the front-screen filming
or the clues in "Eyes Wide Shut" and elsewhere (etc.)
or the incredible effort by NASA and JTRIG to shut down discussion of 
the fraud, and mock those who would expose it....
or (for bonus points) the lack of an airlock on the LEM
Other than that, maybe we really went? The TV told me so.
Al Peia
Michael W. Lurie BRAVO!

https://www.facebook.com/mlurie?__cft__[0]=AZVR4z65mJ87Hh2I9XUxsaGNY99PIlENsQVFx-NB14NiEoVGNdkGWHorCZB0dFL_in4G5VR0ra3GVRgD9-m6vMUxU2tRR0JMp-zGes9W8e65-EOXMo2Q_NpZiHFaOejPu-JRyiK6kewHcxruOYl5HGvA&__tn__=R]-R
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0MjEzNjA4MjMzNjA2NjVfNDMzNDAyNDYyMDY2NjY5&__cft__[0]=AZVR4z65mJ87Hh2I9XUxsaGNY99PIlENsQVFx-NB14NiEoVGNdkGWHorCZB0dFL_in4G5VR0ra3GVRgD9-m6vMUxU2tRR0JMp-zGes9W8e65-EOXMo2Q_NpZiHFaOejPu-JRyiK6kewHcxruOYl5HGvA&__tn__=R]-R


ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

YAHOO Nearly one in three Americans say it may soon be necessary to 
take up arms against the government

https://www.yahoo.com/news/nearly-one-three-americans-may-
202408076.html A majority of Americans say the U.S. government is 
corrupt and almost a third say it may soon be necessary to take up arms 
against it, according to a new poll from the University of Chicago’s 
Institute of Politics. 

DRUDGEREPORT ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms… 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

*Hopes for a mild recession are "delusional," said Nouriel Roubini, the 
economist who called the 2008 financial crisis. 

*He said debt ratios are historically high, while bailouts during the 
pandemic have resulted in "zombie corporations." 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
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mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It 
When War With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-
military-industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-
china-erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]

ZEROHEDGE FBI Likely Did 'Intentionally Undermine' A Congressional 
Probe On Hunter Biden: Senator https://www.zerohedge.com/political/fbi-
likely-did-intentionally-undermine-congressional-probe-hunter-biden-
senator "The FBI can no longer be trusted 

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
The US is in a recession and it’s worse than you think 
https://www.rt.com/business/560011-us-recession-fed-inflation/ 
DRUDGEREPORT 
UN warns humanity 'one miscalculation away from nuclear annihilation'…
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-
danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html 

YAHOO Business 'The market is not the economy' and the July rally in the
stock market was premature, top economist Mohamed El-Erian says 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/market-not-economy-july-rally-
174829466.html El-Erian said a comment by Powell led investors to 
believe rate hikes would likely slow, but that's at odds with what the data
shows.

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]
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ANALYSIS
From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

YAHOO Politics Former FBI official likens Matt Gaetz, Roger Stone, and 
Trump to the Mafia: 'It's a criminal organization' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-fbi-official-likens-matt-
045920601.html 
BUT WAIT: “There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

China Has Established A “Blockade” Around Taiwan And Plans To Shoot 
Missiles Directly Over The Island     
http://endoftheamericandream.com/china-has-established-a-blockade-
around-taiwan-and-plans-to-shoot-missiles-directly-over-the-island/     

Insiders Are Dumping The Most Stocks Since January As Retail Buying-
Panic Re-Emerges
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/insiders-are-dumping-most-stocks-
january-retail-buying-panic-re-emerges     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[DUH! Of course that’s true; but, that’s the reality of criminal america.] 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]
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'All the data points currently align with a cover-up' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-pentagon-secret-service-texts-
deleted-cover-up-accusations-170030306.html The House Jan. 6 
committee is scrutinizing evidence of information erased, wiped, deleted 
and otherwise obscured by former members of the Trump administration. 

SOP Standard Operating Procedure-That’s my experience 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[DUH! Of course that’s true; but, that’s the reality of criminal america.] 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-ukraine-war
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10934571/Oregon-Citys-mayoral-candidate-says-homeless-Japanese-style-pods-overdoses-rise.html
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Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
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and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896
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the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

Al Peia
DRUDGEREPORT Top 10 best places to live in world…USA not on list... 
https://www.cnbc.com/.../global-liveability-index-2022... Here’s the rest of 
the top 10 best places to live
1. Vienna, Austria
2. Copenhagen, Denmark
3. Zurich, Switzerland
4. Calgary, Canada
5. Vancouver, Canada
6. Geneva, Switzerland
7. Frankfurt, Germany
8. Toronto, Canada
9. Amsterdam, Netherlands
10. Osaka, Japan and Melbourne, Australia (tie)

Susan Edelman Blank
Al Peia I’ll take any one of those!

Al Peia
Even just a decade ago, who would have thought america would have 
fallen so far, so fast. Careful what you say, we're getting near the 
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desperate phase (not worth it - ask the Kennedy's). Doctor Peter referred 
to you as "a warrior". A compliment, to be sure; but, for you and your 
family, not worth it. This guy's really good, worth a look 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=crCGYeo0PBE

YOUTUBE.COM
BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER https://secure.sjuggerudtruewealth.com/?
cid=MKT650099&eid=MKT657482&channel=102120d0fc4158ded364c744
bc11a4&assetId=AST254109&page=1&fbclid=IwAR0pC2C2-J2V-
ZloWSAW8WX2VLqM3fha3zWL-69BnuumFAH72QortG6rbEY 

BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 
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https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

CNN Murdoch's New York Post dumps Trump, calling him 'unworthy to be 
chief executive again'

MSNBC Joe: Trump's biggest enablers were begging him to stop. How is 
he not already in jail? Morning Joe

Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
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States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 
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EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
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harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”
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CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky [ america’s kind of 
place! ]

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
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be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
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post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
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gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/gov-gavin-newsom-wins-big-in-california-could-he-be-president/ar-AAYgUlw
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/4358923
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running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/spx
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/comp
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/djia
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/bear-market-stocks-whats-next-51655150790?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-panel-says-evidence-173305500.html


such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/ukrainian-troops-struggle-to-hold-back-russian-advance-in-east/ar-AAYqeGu


US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It When War 
With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-
industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-
erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]
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THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 

https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/10/fired-fox-news-editor-chris-stirewalt-to-testify-at-jan-6-riot-committee-hearing.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/media/3519284-nearly-20m-watched-jan-6-hearing-nielsen
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-calls-deadly-insurrection-greatest-193328621.html
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UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 
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https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-and-unreleased-video-expected-to-be-focus-of-first-jan-6-hearing/ar-AAYfFly
https://apnews.com/article/jan-6-capitol-riot-hearings-live-updates-eefb79f2cffb705f04bf43ea164db20f


ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 
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ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 

https://www.facebook.com/susan.blank?__cft__[0]=AZVGvhjiSxGnjWz-LN1hLrt-aZERuH0PnG03UnsNEqhUcmu8tji41KXA8gSPX1OdMtaxPYgX5zHqHLdFB47IYBha_VhuUIONFV7lhrhbMfxB3fUSiPJAMdbT-Ekkqx2RcIH6jVbHjnRdnwyLewnxvu_HCG_Le8GADYmNiVTogj9heg&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
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AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
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DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

YAHOO We are seeing evidence that Donald Trump committed treason. 
Where is Merrick Garland? https://www.yahoo.com/news/seeing-evidence-
donald-trump-committed-100000305.html How many more Republican 
former officials have to come forward for the attorney general to act? 

http://albertpeia.com/manchurian-mobster-trump.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
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imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

8-15-22
Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a
https://twitter.com/alpeia
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/


https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
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proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 



organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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The Saturday Report

Saturday Report 8/13/22 - What starts in
the Arctic doesn’t stay in the Arctic...

The Best of the Rest of the News 

 
Thom Hartmann
9 hr ago

https://substack.com/profile/1100619-thom-hartmann
https://hartmannreport.com/s/the-saturday-report/?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=menu
https://substack.com/profile/1100619-thom-hartmann?utm_source=author-byline-face


Image by Myriams-Fotos from Pixabay

— Did America have a true “Manchurian Candidate” in the White House for four years? A literal 
agent for one or more foreign governments and/or international organized crime figures? According to 
numerous reporters and authors, Donald Trump had gone from doing business with the American Mafia in
the 70s and 80s to laundering money for Russian oligarchs in the 90s and early 2000s. Reporter Tim 
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Robbins’ A Brief History of Donald Trump and the Mafia published in 2016 by Vice News gives insight into 
Trump’s mobbed-up early years, and Jeff Stein’s 2019 Donald Trump's Mafia Connections: Decades Later, 
Is He Still Linked to the Mob? for Newsweek raises even more questions, leading into his laundering money 
for Russian oligarchs and other international organized crime figures. 
As David Cay Johnston wrote for Politico, “[H]e’d hired mobbed-up firms to erect Trump Tower and his 
Trump Plaza apartment building in Manhattan, including buying ostensibly overpriced concrete from a 
company controlled by mafia chieftains Anthony ‘Fat Tony’ Salerno and Paul Castellano. That story 
eventually came out in a federal investigation, which also concluded that in a construction industry saturated
with mob influence, the Trump Plaza apartment building most likely benefited from connections to 
racketeering. Trump also failed to disclose that he was under investigation by a grand jury directed by the 
U.S. attorney in Brooklyn…” 
Johnston adds, “Within a few years Donald J. Trump had made friends with the city’s most notorious fixer, 
lawyer Roy Cohn... Among other things Cohn was now a mob consigliere, with clients including ‘Fat 
Tony’ Salerno, boss of the Genovese crime family, the most powerful Mafia group in New York, and 
Paul Castellano, head of what was said to be the second largest family, the Gambinos.” (all emphasis 
mine) 
After his multiple bankruptcies and the failure of his casinos in the late 1990s, some reports indicate Trump 
was largely bailed out by Russian oligarchs running money through his real estate operation, and today the 
government of Scotland is looking into possible secret and illegal Russian money-laundered financing of one 
of his golf courses there. 
The Mueller Report documented both the multiple ways Putin and his government worked to get Trump 
elected president, and identifies ten specific instances of Trump himself committing the federal crime of 
“obstruction of justice” while trying to cover up his involvement with the Russians. 
Now we find that he left the White House with documents that could be worth billions to foreign 
governments and, just a few months later, the government of Saudi Arabia gifted $2 billion to the 
Trump family (and nobody is saying how many millions or even billions they gave Trump himself to use 
Bedminister to feature their sportswashing LIV golf tournament). 
Yesterday we learned that the FBI is investigating Trump for possible violations of the Espionage Act, which
could land him in prison for decades. Watch this space. 

— Are death threats now a normal tool of politics for Republicans? Prior to Donald Trump’s arrival on 
the political scene in the 2015 Republican primary, threats of political violence were largely confined to the 
fringes of rightwing conspiracy fever swamps and among white supremacists like members of the Klan and 
radicals like Tim McVeigh. But one of the hallmarks of fascist politics is the use of violence and threats of 
violence to intimidate political opposition and cow the public, and, in this regard, Trump has delivered in 
spades. From telling ralliers that he’ll pay their lawyer fees when they assault protestors, to telling police to 
be “rough” with suspects, to now provoking threats against a judge and an attack on the FBI office in 
Cincinnati, violence has followed Trump throughout his political career. 
With fascist politicians, this is normal. When Hitler began his political career he was accompanied by 
violent brawler gangs who eventually came together under the umbrella of the civilian volunteer 
Brownshirts; Mussolini had his own militia groups who he whipped together into his volunteer civilian 
Blackshirts; Orbán’s Hungarian partisans regularly threaten violence against Roma people and refugees; 
Bolsonaro’s thugs gleefully beat up Lula supporters in Brazil; Duterte bragged about his rogue Philippine 
police loyalists murdering thousands of “criminals” and opposition figures; Pinochet’s goons threw liberals 
out of helicopters. Trump is running the same playbook with Trump-aligned white supremacist gangs like the
Proud Boys, Three Percenters, Oathkeepers, etc. The big question today is whether political violence will 
continue after Trump leaves the political scene, or if the Republican Party will come to its senses and return 
to simply shilling for billionaire tax cuts and more air and water pollution. Can the political violence genie be
put back in the bottle? Listening to this guy isn’t encouraging: 

   Rep. Eric Swalwell @RepSwalwell  

LISTEN to this death threat against my children. Since the FBI search of 
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Mar-a-Lago, Trump, McCarthy, and MAGA Republicans are stoking violent 
rhetoric against lawmakers and law enforcement. Someone is going to 
get killed. 
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YAHOO Politics Fox News host wonders aloud if Trump could have tried 
to sell highly classified material to the Russians or Saudi Arabians 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/fox-news-host-wonders-aloud-
064434447.html [ Why do you think ‘no-read trump’ had them … to trump, 
they were just dollar signs and easily tradable with and through existing 
contacts including underworld. ]
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YAHOO Politics Kissinger says U.S. is aimlessly heading toward edge of 
war against Russia and China https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/f2de0bf6-
16a2-39f9-b0ed-0485cc90c0ce/kissinger-says-u-s-is.html 
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caught Covid? 

https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2022/08/05/1114357154/how-
many-animal-species-have-caught-covid-first-global-tracker-has-partial-
answe 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths near 2021 numbers]
103,738 AUG 14 2022
129,764 AUG 14 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
486 AUG 14 2022
655 AUG 14 2021 
How Pandemic Changed Americans' Health for Worse… 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-covid-19-pandemic-changed-
americans-health-for-the-worse-11659260165 Heart disease and drug 
overdoses are among afflictions exacting a higher toll than before [ More 
than 1 million; 350 per day ]
More cities mull indoor masking… Indoor mask rules expected next week 
as L.A. virus wave worsens... Fauci Annual Pension Payout Exceeds 
POTUS Salary… Republicans plot Fauci probe… [Incompetent, greedy 
guinea] Covid Rises Across USA Amid Muted Warnings and Murky Data… 
WHO: Covid triples across Europe; Hospitalizations double... 
MONKEYPOX PANDEMIC? WHO TO RECONVENE Most Americans Now in 
Areas With High Virus Levels… Deaths in LA rising as ultra-contagious 
subva  riants spread…   https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-
13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 
'Several hundred thousand' new covid cases a day NOT reported; 
Hospitalizations climbing... https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-
hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-
hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622 

DALLAS TURNS HOTSPOT... 
New variant 'Centaurus' detected... 
Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 20% effective 
after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at 
Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as 
Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... Ultra-
contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
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Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 

UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
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“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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DRUDGEREPORT FEDS HUNT STOLEN NUKE DOCS GOING DOWN LIKE 
CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP [ Better late than never! ] [It truly is 
amazing to me that trump is being painted as something other than the 
mentally ill mobster/criminal that he is. Take every stereotypical 
mobster/mindset that exists, put them together, and you have trump. The
pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without empathy or 
decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the greater 
fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He 
spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 
duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]

INDICTMENT REAL POSSIBILITY
PUNISHMENTS HE COULD FACE
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO
'TOP SECRET' 

FEDS HUNT STOLEN NUKE DOCS 
SEARCH WARRANT TEXT 
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS 
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE 
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO 
'TOP SECRET' 

Trump Lawyer Told Justice Dept. That Classified Material Had Been 
Returned... 
Ex-CIA chief endorses executing leakers of secrets after raid bombshell...

Saudi Nuke Probe Resurfaces... 
Search prompts big question: Who snitched? 
Mar-A-Lago Security 'Nightmare'... 
The Don Sics Republicans on FBI... Unprecedented threats... 

https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/12/politics/fbi-threats-maralago-trump-search/index.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/13/trump-sics-the-g-o-p-on-the-f-b-i/
https://www.usnews.com/news/us/articles/2022-08-13/trumps-mar-a-lago-a-security-nightmare-that-housed-classified-documents
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2022/aug/13/mar-a-lago-search-ivanka-trump-week-in-patriarchy
https://www.newsweek.com/donald-trump-saudi-arabia-nuclear-mar-lago-raid-washington-post-1733182
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/cia-michael-hayden-executing-nuclear-secrets-leakers-trump-raid
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-lawyer-told-justice-dept-that-classified-material-had-been-returned/ar-AA10D16E
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-lawyer-told-justice-dept-that-classified-material-had-been-returned/ar-AA10D16E
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-nuclear-weapons-issue-122108215.html
https://apnews.com/article/florida-donald-trump-mar-a-lago-merrick-garland-government-and-politics-f63c018b600e1539ff3660a896a132d0
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://humanevents.com/2022/08/12/exclusive-warrant-and-property-receipt-from-mar-a-lago-raid/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fbi-searched-trump-s-home-to-look-for-nuclear-documents-and-other-items-sources-say/ar-AA10zmiO
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-nuclear-weapons-issue-122108215.html
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https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/justice/fbi-raid-trump-could-face-under-espionage-act
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-indictment-over-mishandling-classified-222107255.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11093449/FBI-agents-raid-Mar-Lago-Trump-says-home-siege-agents.html
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/aug/8/mar-lago-raided-fbi-agents-donald-trump-says/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
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https://theintercept.com/2022/08/09/trump-fbi-raid-al-capone/
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fbi-searched-trump-s-home-to-look-for-nuclear-documents-and-other-items-sources-say/ar-AA10zmiO


Armed MAGA protests outside office in Phoenix... 
BREITBART Publishes Names of Agents Serving Warrant... 
Florida judge menaced... 
Americans Too Pampered and Neurotic to Fight Civil War? 

FBI search of Mar-a-Lago helps show how probe of Trump documents has 
changed The Washington Post

HUFFPOST TRUMP TOOK THE FIFTH MORE THAN   *400 TIMES*   

Hillary Clinton promotes 'But Her Emails' merch after FBI search of 
Trump's Mar-a-Lago Yahoo News Let’s not forget the clintons, bush, et 
als; but, that’s no get out of jail free card for trump. 
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm obama/holder/biden ... Remember 
those guys? [To be fair and balanced, there’s also the 
bush/cheney/paulsen axis of evildoing/war
crimes/fraud in the factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at its most
despicable. Eric Holder spent six years as attorney general, and failed to
prosecute banks for their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank executives
behind bars. Now, he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar criminal defense
firm, making millions each year helping Wall Street bankers avoid
criminal consequences. Worse, it was just reported that the firm,

Covington & Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor corner office for Holder
awaiting his return. Combined with Holder’s purchase a year ago of a $1.5
million condo just 300 feet from his new office raises serious questions
about how long Holder knew he would be getting a major payday from his
old firm even while it continued to represent companies under
Department of Justice investigation. If the firm and Holder agreed on a
future job offer, that alone could violate criminal laws. ...”] NY Times
Finds Obama's "Most Precise Air Campaign In History" Killed Thousands
Of Civilians Previously hidden Pentagon documents show thousands of
civilian deaths in Iraq & Syria, including children.

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-set-testify-new-york-investigation_n_62f34924e4b0f9d8c021b2de
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMI7UlAowt9F0?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/americans-are-too-pampered-and-neurotic-to-fight-a-civil-war/ar-AA10BUHx
https://www.axios.com/2022/08/13/florida-judge-fbi-search-trump-mar-a-lago
https://www.mediaite.com/online/breitbart-publishes-names-of-fbi-agents-involved-in-mar-a-lago-raid-that-doj-sought-to-keep-hidden/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/armed-trump-supporters-protest-outside-fbi-office-in-phoenix-following-mar-a-lago-raid-reports/ar-AA10DOP8?cvid=9529a1f90a984e51a26564770b40283a


http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com
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More Nightmarish Pestilences Continue To Erupt All Over The World 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-nightmarish-pestilences-
continue-to-erupt-all-over-the-world/ 

Now They Are Telling Us That The Rain That Falls From The Sky Is 
Extremely Dangerous And Can Cause Cancer 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/now-they-are-telling-us-that-the-rain-
that-falls-from-the-sky-is-extremely-dangerous-and-can-cause-cancer/ 

The Earth Just Started Spinning Faster Than Ever Before And Scientists 
Don't Know Why https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/earth-just-
started-spinning-faster-ever-and-scientists-dont-know-why Experts fear 
the consequences could be "devastating"... 

DRUDGEREPORT ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK 
National Security Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]
Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
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place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the 
Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, 
Slower And Dumber http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-
the-midst-of-a-mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-
slower-and-dumber/

Ranchers Are Selling Off Their Cattle In Unprecedented Numbers Due To 
The Drought, And That Has Enormous Implications For 2023

Microplastics Are Literally Everywhere, And They Are An Existential 
Threat To The Future Of The Human Race 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/microplastics-are-literally-
everywhere-and-they-are-an-existential-threat-to-the-future-of-the-human-
race/ 

https://youtu.be/PSxihhBzCjk 
AP NEWS BIG STORIES APNews.com 

• Floods strike new blow in place that has known hardship   
JACKSON, Ky. (AP) — Evelyn Smith lost everything in the floods that
devastated eastern Kentucky, saving only her grandson's muddy 
tricycle. But she's not planning to leave the mountains that have 
been...Read More

• Wildfires in West explode in size amid hot, windy conditions   
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Wildfires in California and Montana exploded in 
size overnight amid windy, hot conditions and were quickly 
encroaching on neighborhoods, forcing evacuation orders for over 
100 homes...Read More

• New York City declares monkeypox a public health emergency   
NEW YORK (AP) — Officials in New York City declared a public 
health emergency due to the spread of the monkeypox virus 
Saturday, calling the city “the epicenter” of the outbreak....Read 
More 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-dumber/
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/


imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

DRUDGEREPORT GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP 
[ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is being 
painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal that he 
is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists and you have 
trump. The pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without empathy
or decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the greater 
fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He 
spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 
duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]
AGENTS CRACK SAFE
WAS THERE A RAT? 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-
says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html MSNBC 
This search wasn't run by Democrats — the head of the FBI was 
appointed by Trump

https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/search-unprecedented-but-all-legal-all-lawful-and-it-s-not-a-raid-former-u-s-attorney-145780293822
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/search-unprecedented-but-all-legal-all-lawful-and-it-s-not-a-raid-former-u-s-attorney-145780293822
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://apnews.com/article/donald-trump-mar-a-lago-government-and-politics-9e8d683afe87389407950af7ccfdbdd6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11093449/FBI-agents-raid-Mar-Lago-Trump-says-home-siege-agents.html
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/aug/8/mar-lago-raided-fbi-agents-donald-trump-says/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-says-mar-lago-home-was-raided-large-group-fbi-agents-rcna42133
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/10/trump-says-he-refused-to-answer-ny-attorney-generals-questions-in-probe-of-his-business.html
https://theintercept.com/2022/08/09/trump-fbi-raid-al-capone/
https://twitter.com/alpeia
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-imagine/


INDICTMENT REAL POSSIBILITY
PUNISHMENTS HE COULD FACE
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO
'TOP SECRET'

FEDS HUNT STOLEN NUKE DOCS 
SEARCH WARRANT TEXT 
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS 
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE 
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO 
'TOP SECRET' 

The Don Under Intense Legal Scrutiny...
WAS THERE A RAT?
Padlocked basement full of documents...
10 BOXES TAKEN… 
Judge linked to Jeffrey Epstein...
Disqualified from holding office ever again? Code on records could bar 
him...
MCCARTHY: It's about Jan. 6...
CHRISTIE: 'Fair game'...
Biden Learned of It From Media, White House Says...
Republicans vow revenge on FBI, Garland...
Supporters Call for Civil War...
Push for police to be defunded...
Kerik Predicts Trump Assassination... 

Agent With Machine Gun Outside Of Compound...

Supporters Call for Civil War... 

Last crisis, Beijing outmatched. Not now… 
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-
crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560 

White House summons Chinese ambassador as crisis escalates...
Simulating Attack on Island... 'Sinking American warships'...
Tells USA: Can't 'treat countries like George Floyd'...

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11083987/China-SANCTIONS-Nancy-Pelosi-family-vicious-provocative-visit-Taiwan.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5942632/china-sink-us-aircraft-carriers-hypersonic/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/taiwan-says-china-simulating-attack-035002189.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/white-house-summons-chinese-ambassador-as-crisis-escalates/ar-AA10kAmc
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560
https://www.vice.com/en/article/5d39zq/trump-supporters-civil-war-fbi-search-mar-a-lago
https://radaronline.com/p/donald-trump-mar-a-lago-first-photo-fbi-raid-agent-machine-gun/
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/bernard-kerik-says-democrats-may-try-to-orchestrate-trumps-assassination-after-fbi-raid/
https://www.vice.com/en/article/xgywzd/republicans-defund-the-fbi
https://www.vice.com/en/article/5d39zq/trump-supporters-civil-war-fbi-search-mar-a-lago
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11093665/Republicans-vow-revenge-FBI-response-rogue-behavior-raids-Trumps-Mar-Lago.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/biden-learned-of-trump-raid-from-media-reports-white-house-says/ar-AA10ulUb
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/09/christie-calls-mar-a-lago-search-fair-game-00050518
https://nypost.com/2022/08/09/trump-raid-not-about-classified-documents-its-about-jan-6/
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-disqualified-holding-office-lawyer-us-code-fbi-raid
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-disqualified-holding-office-lawyer-us-code-fbi-raid
https://nypost.com/2022/08/09/judge-who-approved-fbi-raid-on-mar-a-lago-once-linked-to-jeffrey-epstein/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/fbi-search-of-trumps-florida-home-mar-a-lago-is-criticized-by-republicans-11660049490
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095261/Trump-fbi-raid-records-timeline.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-under-intense-legal-scrutiny-after-fbi-searches-mar-a-lago/ar-AA10sx88
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-nuclear-weapons-issue-122108215.html
https://apnews.com/article/florida-donald-trump-mar-a-lago-merrick-garland-government-and-politics-f63c018b600e1539ff3660a896a132d0
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://humanevents.com/2022/08/12/exclusive-warrant-and-property-receipt-from-mar-a-lago-raid/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fbi-searched-trump-s-home-to-look-for-nuclear-documents-and-other-items-sources-say/ar-AA10zmiO
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-nuclear-weapons-issue-122108215.html
https://apnews.com/article/florida-donald-trump-mar-a-lago-merrick-garland-government-and-politics-f63c018b600e1539ff3660a896a132d0
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/justice/fbi-raid-trump-could-face-under-espionage-act
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-indictment-over-mishandling-classified-222107255.html


Xi Builds Security Fortress...
Does Beijing Have Own Space Plane?
Pentagon chiefs calls go unanswered...
Top Taiwan Missile Official Found Dead in Hotel Room...
Fears Japan on front line...
UN chief warns in Hiroshima… 
APPLE Bends Knee on Label Demands…

China conducts missile strikes in Taiwan Strait... Smoke trails fill sky...
Carrier group moved towards island...
'Western powers can no longer run amok'...
Pentagon delays another test...
USS Ronald Reagan remains in region...
Expert warns 'Pearl Harbor-style attack'... 
How Far Will Xi Go?
Cuts ties with USA...
The Coming War...
Taipei Urgent Fighter Pilot Shortage...
Battle or Surrender: Generational Divide on Threat... 

JULY JOBS BLOWOUT: PAYROLLS INCREASE 528K… 
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE FALLS TO 3.5%...  'It is WHOPPER!'   
Gas prices drop 50 straight days... 
Musk Declares Inflation Past Peak...Sees 'mild recession' for 18 months… 

Powell pummeled from all sides... Home Sellers Cut Prices... 

BUST: More Americans Going Hungry…
Household Debt Surpasses $16 Trillion… 
RECESSION 2022: Americans Buying More Essentials at Dollar Stores... 
Dollar-Store Dinners and Vats of Shampoo… 
61% now living paycheck to paycheck... 
Inflation Everywhere -- Even Commercials... 
Home prices cooling at record pace...
ORACLE layoffs... 

UN warns humanity 'one miscalculation away from nuclear annihilation'…
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-
danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html 
US Aircraft Carrier, Amphibious Assault Ships Operating Near Taiwan... 
PUTIN: USA MAIN THREAT TO RUSSIA [ Truth be told, USA MAIN THREAT

https://www.yahoo.com/video/putin-says-russian-navy-hypersonic-084124580.html
https://news.usni.org/2022/08/01/carrier-uss-ronald-reagan-two-f-35b-big-decks-operating-near-taiwan-as-pelosi-arrives-in-singapore-china-renews-threats
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/oracle-starts-job-cuts-in-u.s.-the-information
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/home-prices-cooled-at-record-pace-in-june-according-to-housing-data-firm.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/inflation-is-everywhereeven-in-tv-commercials-11659351601
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/as-inflation-surges-more-americans-are-living-paycheck-to-paycheck.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/us-household-debt-surpasses-16-150000549.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/04/more-americans-are-going-hungry-and-it-costs-more-to-feed-them/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/home-sellers-cut-prices-as-housing-market-cools-11659671674
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/05/fed-powell-rate-hikes-00049561
https://news.yahoo.com/elon-musk-predicts-us-mild-234254035.html
https://news.yahoo.com/elon-musk-predicts-us-mild-234254035.html
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/gas-prices-tumble-at-fastest-rate-in-over-a-decade
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/it-is-a-whopper-cnbcs-rick-santelli-stunned-by-july-jobs-report-that-more-than-doubled-expectations/
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-united-states-economy-unemployment-4895f1aa41fbe904400df8261446b737
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/05/jobs-report-july-2022-528000.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/05/fight-or-surrender-taiwans-generational-divide-on-chinas-threats/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/taiwan-faces-urgent-fighter-pilot-123340764.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-coming-war-over-taiwan-11659614417
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-china-asia-beijing-b252479810add6a225fa1e4a6d441983
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/pelosi-taiwan-visit-china-united-states-relationship-future-rcna41098
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5935484/china-pearl-harbor-attack-taiwan/
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/04/china-taiwan-missile-aircraft-00049925
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11081935/Pentagon-DELAYS-intercontinental-ballistic-missile-test-avoid-angering-China.html
https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-08-04/ugly-shameless-evil-china-blasts-g-7-eu-attempts-to-deescalate-taiwan-crisis
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5929070/china-taiwan-airspace-aircraft-missiles/
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/all-out-war-fears-as-china-launches-missiles-directly-over-taiwan-smoke-trails-fill-sky/ar-AA10ipb2
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-asia-navy-china-air-force-4bd08ab9ecd2a9f7d450cf61618d28af
https://www.mediaite.com/tech/apple-bends-the-knee-warning-suppliers-shipping-from-taiwan-to-strictly-obey-chinas-label-demands-after-pelosi-visit/
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/asia/nuclear-weapons-loaded-gun-un-chief-warns-hiroshima-2863491
https://www.npr.org/2022/08/05/1115384641/japan-taiwan-china-yonaguni-island
https://www.newsweek.com/taiwan-missile-official-found-dead-hotel-room-after-heart-attack-ou-yang-li-hsing-1731492
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/05/pentagon-china-calls-taiwan-00050175
https://www.19fortyfive.com/2022/08/the-air-force-would-freak-out-does-china-have-its-very-own-x-37b-space-plane/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/06/in-turbulent-times-xi-builds-a-security-fortress-for-china-and-himself/


TO RUSSIA, CHINA, USA, WORLD ] 
CNN: SHE'S GOING 
CHINA MILITARY WARNING 
TAIWAN READIES FOR CONFLICT 
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-
leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war 

Midterm Misery for Biden? Key Economy Gauge Flags 30-Seat Loss... 
Corporations on front lines say cracks forming... https://www.msn.com/en-
us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-
cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc In Silicon Valley, profits at tech 
companies like Google and Apple generally beat expectations, but 
executives said there are signs of some niche slowing in consumer 
spending. Consumer products giant Procter & Gamble said it is expecting
a tougher 2023, although it’s still raising prices. Mastercard said 
spending was steady among the wealthy, but slowing among lower-
income customers 

Reply: Here..one of your guys/trumpsters/patriots on the horn:

http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4 

trumpster/mobster/mental case

http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4 

DRUDGEREPORT World's biggest cat a 'gentle giant'… 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-
tall-27707476 Top 10 best places to live in world…USA not on list... 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-
worst-places-to-live.html Here’s the rest of the top 10 best places to live

1.Vienna, Austria
2.Copenhagen, Denmark

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-tall-27707476
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-tall-27707476
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-tall-27707476
http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4
http://albertpeia.com/trumpster-murder-threat.mp4
https://www.pginvestor.com/financial-reporting/press-releases/news-details/2022/PG-Announces-Fourth-Quarter-and-Fiscal-Year-2022-Results/default.aspx
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/midterm-misery-biden-key-economy-111529922.html
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://news.yahoo.com/china-warns-military-not-sit-075623828.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/01/politics/nancy-pelosi-taiwan-visit/index.html


3.Zurich, Switzerland
4.Calgary, Canada
5.Vancouver, Canada
6.Geneva, Switzerland
7.Frankfurt, Germany
8.Toronto, Canada
9.Amsterdam, Netherlands
10.Osaka, Japan and Melbourne, Australia (tie)

Danger ahead...Economy has yet to face biggest recession challenge... 
‘The 2-year Treasury note yield exceeded that of the 10-year note by the 
highest margin in about 22 years Friday afternoon. That phenomenon, 
known as an inverted yield curve, has been a telltale recession sign 
particularly when it goes on for an extended period of time. In the present
case, the inversion has been in place since early July’ 
Restaurants, Bars, Hotels STILL Don't Have Enough Workers... 
Credit-card debt soaring... 

INFLATION NOW HIGHEST SINCE 1982...
Retail's 'Dark Side': Inventory Piles Up... 
White House insists economy strong as allies grow uneasy about Fed...
Yellen denies recession...
Inflation highest since 1982... 
Big Tech Results Spotlight Breadth of Upheaval... 
RECESSION 2022 
GDP 2ND STRAIGHT QUARTERLY DROP 
Yield curve flashing more warning signs of risks ahead...
FED HIKES AGAIN... MORE TO COME...
VOX layoffs; Tech firms tighten belts...
FACEBOOK First Ever Revenue Drop...
COMCAST Broadband Growth Grinds to Halt...
BEST BUY latest retailer to cut outlook...
100 Wealthiest Americans Lose $622 Billion Since November... 

WORLD'S BIGGEST CONSUMER NAMES ANNOUNCE SOARING PRICE 
INCREASES... 
Inflation hits bodega favorite: Bacon, egg and cheese... 
Half Americans fall deeper in debt...
SHOPIFY cuts staff; Tech firms tighten belts ...
GOOGLE Growth Slows as Pressures Mount on Ad Market...

https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-alphabet-googl-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658802135
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/shopify-sinks-12percent-after-company-plans-to-lay-off-10percent-of-workers.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/nearly-half-of-americans-fall-deeper-in-debt-as-inflation-boosts-costs.html
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-new-york-prices-bd26a709a13cbccce503b2e986301edb
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://bnanews102.bna.com/daily-tax-report/the-100-wealthiest-americans-lost-622-billion-since-november
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/best-buys-shares-fall-10percent-as-it-cuts-its-forecast-for-second-quarter-cites-weaker-demand.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/comcast-earnings-2q-2022.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/meta-facebook-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658883684
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/27/vox-media-layoffs-economic-uncertainty
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11054989/Fed-rate-hike-Central-bank-raises-key-rate-0-75-points.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/fed-decision-july-2022-.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/analysis-u-yield-curve-flashing-211417380.html
https://apnews.com/article/united-states-economy-economic-growth-government-and-politics-4ffd93331422cb131a974223dad5825f
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/gdp-q2-.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/from-apple-to-microsoft-big-tech-results-spotlight-breadth-of-economic-upheaval-11659094604
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/yellen-says-the-economy-is-not-in-a-recession-despite-gdp-slump.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/white-house-insists-economy-is-strong-as-allies-grow-uneasy-about-fed/ar-AA105XbV
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/30/retails-dark-side-as-inventory-piles-up-liquidation-warehouses-are-busy/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.axios.com/2022/08/06/inflation-recession-credit-card-debt
https://www.wsj.com/articles/restaurants-bars-and-hotels-keep-hiring-and-say-they-still-dont-have-enough-people-11659734572
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/05/danger-ahead-the-us-economy-has-yet-to-face-its-biggest-recession-challenge.html


$9.4 Trillion Results Day Looms in Test for Stock Market...
Pending home sales fall 20%... 
Economist: Prices to Plunge… 
Fed Readies Largest Rate Hikes Since Volcker... Developing... 

Difficulty Paying Bills Tops Pandemic High...
Inflation Altering Shopping Habits...
Fed set for ANOTHER big rate hike...
WALMART cuts outlook...
ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms... 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

2 Americans dead in Donbas… Apocalyptic vision behind Putin 'golden 
billion' argument… [ From my direct observation and experience, 
pervasively mentally ill, corrupt, criminal america is indisputably the 
globally destructive bad guy. That is so ab initio! ]
U.S., allies weigh providing Ukraine fighter jets to counter Russia… 
Putin 'too healthy' says CIA chief... https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-
putin-health/ “Ukrainian, US, and British would-be media professionals 
have been spreading bogus stories about the president’s health condition
in recent months. This is all hoax,” he said. 
Ukraine graft concerns resurface as war goes on... China threatens 
'strong measures' if Pelosi visits Taiwan… Looming Gas Crunch Poses 
'Historic Test' for Europe, IEA Says… Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With 
Iran, Turkey in Rare Trip Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More 
Aggressive Phase of Ukraine War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... 
China satellite swarms hunt down and destroy enemy targets… Russia 
building laser weapon to disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke
attack preparedness PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts 
photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as 
pipeline from Russia shuts off… Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to 
citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   
Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/russian-doomsday-submarine-armed-nuclear-drones-service
https://news.yahoo.com/relentless-russian-shelling-east-ukraine-073615708.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-pleads-weapons-war-spotlight-043837619.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/07/16/russia-ukraine-war-putin-news-live-updates/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-zelenskyy-government-and-politics-494af1bc0145fb2d16c76b0abf3f5cda
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.euronews.com/2022/07/21/vladimir-putin-entirely-too-healthy-says-cia-chief
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/us-allies-weigh-providing-ukraine-fighter-jets-to-counter-russia/ar-AAZNC4L
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://thehill.com/policy/international/russia/3571651-two-americans-dead-in-donbas-region-of-ukraine/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://news.yahoo.com/walmart-cuts-profit-outlook-inflation-204311068.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fed-inflict-more-pain-economy-130000297.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/26/more-signs-emerge-that-inflation-is-altering-shopping-habits/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/difficulty-paying-bills-tops-pandemic-191151129.html
https://ca.news.yahoo.com/fed-readies-largest-rate-hikes-100116313.html
https://nypost.com/2022/07/26/us-home-prices-to-plunge-substantially-on-cratering-demand/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/pending-home-sales-fell-20percent-in-june-versus-a-year-earlier-as-mortgage-rates-soared.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/9-4-trillion-results-day-075131597.html


american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx


The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...

https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8


NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-companies-start-to-rescind-job-offers-11655865283
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
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https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
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https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
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v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

HISTORY Here are notable past Taiwan Headlines 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-
headlines ...news in the extremely fluid Taiwan theater of pre-war. 

SOME POSTED REACTIONS TO PELOSI TAIWAN VISIT:

the ho is in taiwan china bluffed.... 

D o n 't  a l l o w  t h a t  h a g  t o  i n t e r f e r e  w i t h  y o u r  s o v e r e i g n t y . 

T h e s e  w e s t e r n  b a s t a r d s  M U S T  b e  p u t  i n  t h e i r  p l a c e . 

Let her land, then arrest her. That should wipe the smirk off of the 
Democrats, and Republican's faces. 

Neocons are mad dogs 

I'm sure they booked her a room with a broom closet. 
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Pelosi looks like a witch from hades. Set a couple dozen drones against 
her plane path and see if they collide. If successful call it a good day. 

American gangsters do not stop their bullying, they must be stopped at 
all costs. 

Hope the old wrinkle gets it. One says that wisdom grows with age but 
there seem to be exceptions. Mainly in the USA. 

USA would very much like to start another proxy war without any risk for 
their people and military.
But will the Taiwanese prove foolish enough to sacrifice themselves by 
doing a favour to the puppet master? 

Will she be handing out cookies? 

I hope that China blows her plane out the sky. 

really wish china follows through with shooting down this thing's plane 

She looks like Vomit 

Who said Medusah was a fantasy, one look at Pelosi and you will be 
vaporized or wish you had !

this is just being done by a power hungry very old senile hag, saying Look
at Me! 

Yes, I'll go with Pelosi is grandstanding to draw attention away from her 
personal corruption scandal. 

witch 

Crazy , corrupt Nancy is not worth a war in any way, shape, or form . This
is insane! 

This isn't going to end well... 

China accuses US of provocation 

https://www.rt.com/news/560075-china-us-taiwan-provocation/


Russia stands in 'absolute solidarity' with China – Kremlin 

The New Age Of Orwellianism https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-
age-orwellianism Remarkably, it is the same ideologues who are eager to
change the well-accepted definitions of “recession” and “inflation” who 
remain perplexed as to what exactly a “woman” is.

DRUDGEREPORT US-China ties on precipice after Pelosi visit to Taiwan...
'AMERICAN WITCH'...
On Internet, Fury Turns to Frustration...
Beijing fires missiles, encircles island...
Demonstrates ability to blockade in war... 

ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security 
Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]

ZELENSKY DRAGGED OVER VOGUE SHOOT... Russia To Quit Space 
Station… Will build rival… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-
to-quit-international-space-station-2024/ Kremlin to keep up gas squeeze 
on Europe... 

USA Leads Globally in Known Monkeypox Cases… More than 85% of 
Americans experience temps above 90… Extinction threat may be 
greater than previously thought, new global study finds… 
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-
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greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/ The global 
extinction crisis underway may be more intense than previously thought 
as humans continue to tear up land, overuse certain resources and heat 
up the planet...Nearly one in three species of all kinds — 30% — face 
global extinction or have been driven to extinction since the year 1500, 
according to the new survey published in the journal "Frontiers in Ecology
and the Environment."

DRUDGE Earth records shortest day ever; Planet 'spinning faster'... 

GOOGLE NEWS *Scientists baffled as Earth spins faster than usual New 
York Post 
*Gravitas: Earth just completed a rotation in less than 24 hours! WION 
*NASA warns of horrific solar flares! Earth will be impacted HT Tech
*NASA Records Huge Flare From New, Active Region Emerging on Sun's 
Surface Newsweek

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 
ROGAN CALLS TRUMP MAN BABY; SAYS WAS ON DRUGS IN WHITE 
HOUSE...  FLASHBACK: THE HIGHEST OFFICE; ADDERALL JUNKIE...   
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office [trump the 
adderall/blow man baby] NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 
9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS
JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 

https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/bonds-slump-inflation-surge-fuels-130720879.html
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https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEP8p2r3urbAK6lTOd9b1UPEqGAgEKg8IACoHCAowhK-LAjD4ySwwu9a0BQ?uo=CAUiUmh0dHBzOi8vbnlwb3N0LmNvbS8yMDIyLzA4LzAxL3NjaWVudGlzdHMtYmFmZmxlZC1hcy1lYXJ0aC1zcGlucy1mYXN0ZXItdGhhbi11c3VhbC_SAQA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5903038/earth-shortest-day-spinning-fast/
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/


MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
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https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.mediaite.com/news/mitt-romney-calls-out-americas-national-malady-of-denial-warns-that-a-return-to-trump-would-render-it-incurable/
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2022/07/mitt-romney-republican-denial-biden-election/661468/
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2022/jun/30/poll-americans-guns-against-government
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-s-new-money-maker-political-speeches-to-fans/ar-AAZjhDL
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/07/07/former-fbi-leaders-who-drew-trumps-ire-were-both-subject-to-unusual-irs-audits/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/07/07/former-fbi-leaders-who-drew-trumps-ire-were-both-subject-to-unusual-irs-audits/
https://thehill.com/opinion/white-house/3549217-what-if-we-did-as-the-brits-do-and-expected-our-presidents-to-resign/
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https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2022/07/09/trump_elon_musk_is_a_bullshit_artist.html
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Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 

https://uk.news.yahoo.com/germany-trigger-phase-two-three-065910268.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/germany-looks-at-rationing-natural-gas-after-russia-cuts-supply-11655978153
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/23/russia-crimps-gas-flows-just-as-europe-races-to-stock-up-for-winter/
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https://www.ajc.com/politics/breaking-kemp-to-testify-in-fulton-co-trump-probe/PXZ4ZEMJRJCSTCJJBYVU6IK7EU/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/justice-department-raids-home-of-former-doj-official-at-center-of-jan-6-panel-s-investigation/ar-AAYNmvR
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/jan-6-committee-doj-seek-footage-of-roger-stone-from-danish-filmmakers/ar-AAYOQgG
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/jan-6-panel-to-hone-in-on-trumps-efforts-to-meddle-at-doj-00041708
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/bill-barr-suggests-trump-came-very-close-to-staying-in-power-im-not-sure-we-would-have-had-a-transition-at-all/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/23/politics/trump-jan-6-documentary-footage-pence-25th-amendment/index.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-holder-jan-6-documentarian-says-trump-had-secret-air-force-one-call-with-putin-just-before-election
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-holder-jan-6-documentarian-says-trump-had-secret-air-force-one-call-with-putin-just-before-election
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-middle-east-africa-56399743fe9ad28692c88c007bb901d6
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https://finance.yahoo.com/news/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-230100860.html
https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-06-27/pentagon-blasts-putins-cavalier-nuclear-saber-rattling-as-russia-seeks-new-advantages-in-ukraine
https://thehill.com/homenews/house/3539911-aide-says-trump-knew-jan-6-attendees-had-weapons-theyre-not-here-to-hurt-me/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-threw-dishes-and-flipped-tablecloths-when-he-was-angry-ex-aide-testifies-2022-6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10962011/Meadows-told-aide-Cassidy-Hutchinson-January-6-read-real-bad-just-days-riot.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
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https://www.mirror.co.uk/film/cats-review-musical-leave-you-21122229
https://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/donald-trump
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/us-news/donald-trump-played-song-cats-27355368
https://www.mediaite.com/news/secret-service-is-reportedly-prepared-to-testify-trump-didnt-try-to-commandeer-limo-on-jan-6-despite-hutchinson-account/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/secret-service-is-reportedly-prepared-to-testify-trump-didnt-try-to-commandeer-limo-on-jan-6-despite-hutchinson-account/
https://www.nationalreview.com/2022/06/cassidy-hutchinsons-testimony-against-trump-is-devastating/
https://kdhnews.com/news/politics/explosive-jan-6-hearing-delivers-political-blow-to-trump-that-his-rivals-couldnt-land/article_dd6737d4-bad9-555b-a613-97c29f9c9b81.html
https://kdhnews.com/news/politics/explosive-jan-6-hearing-delivers-political-blow-to-trump-that-his-rivals-couldnt-land/article_dd6737d4-bad9-555b-a613-97c29f9c9b81.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/30/gop-megadonors-turn-on-trump-look-for-2024-alternatives-after-jan-6-hearings.html
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2022/06/alex-holder-trump-was-utterly-irrational-after-january-6.html
https://www.mediaite.com/news/liz-cheney-blasts-trump-over-jan-6-in-blistering-reagan-library-speech-praises-courage-of-bombshell-witness-cassidy-hutchinson/


Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]
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https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3529645-watergate-prosecutor-georgia-case-could-send-donald-trump-to-prison/
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https://metro.co.uk/2022/06/22/russian-colonel-who-carried-putins-nuclear-codes-briefcase-found-shot-16873192/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/experts-say-there-are-mounting-signs-that-the-kremlin-is-purging-its-top-generals-in-ukraine-the-latest-hint-of-deep-dysfunction-in-putin-s-army/ar-AAYKxsd
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/22/russian-novoshakhtinsk-oil-refinery-struck-drone-possible-attack-inside-borders


An Attempt To Summarize The Current State Of Our Country In Just 12 
Tweets http://endoftheamericandream.com/an-attempt-to-summarize-the-
current-state-of-our-country-in-just-12-tweets/ 

1. President Biden struggles to put on his blazer before dropping his 
trademark Aviators 

2. This Is The Speaker Of The House… PELOSI: “When I was a little girl, I 
was told at the beach if I dug a hole deep enough we would reach China. 
So, we’ve always felt a connection there.” 

3. This Is The Majority Leader Of The Senate… @SenSchumer on 
negotiating the Inflation Reduction Act: "[Sen. Joe Manchin] said we have
to do this in secret, you and I only, and we did. [...] Under Joe Manchin's 
request, which I honored, the White House didn't know any of the details 
until everybody else did." 

4. This Is Our Economy… "Biden administration tried to redefine 
recession.We are in a recession. The economy has been shrinking all 
year. Real wages are at an all—time low, and at the same time inflation is
the highest in the lifetime of most Americans," Carlson said. 

5. The Solution That Our Leaders Have Come Up With To Fix Inflation Will
Actually Make Inflation Even Worse… Kevin "Mr. Wonderful" O'Leary on 
the Bidenflation Scam: "Naming it 'anti-inflation' is a joke. This is gonna 
be very inflationary almost immediately because we're printing billions of
dollars." 

6. These Are Our Streets… “It’s not safe to do anything no more...Not 
even hang out on your porch.” 

7. This Is Our System Of Education… Elementary teacher in @AustinISD 
played a video for students to teach them about drag which also 
encourages kids to be drag performers

https://twitter.com/AustinISD
https://twitter.com/SenSchumer
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8. This Is The New Disease That Is Going Around… Houston man with 
monkeypox says pain, stigma, isolation are the hardest ... 

9. The Biden Administration Decided That It Would Be A Good Idea To 
Fight A Proxy War With Russia. It Isn’t Going Particularly Well… 

10. As If A Proxy War With Russia Wasn’t Enough, Now The Biden 
Administration Has Us Dangerously Close To A War With China… 

11. For Some Reason, Very Few Young Adults Are Eager To Join The 
Military… 

12. This Is Our Culture… Drag king makes audience “pledge allegiance” 
to drag shows at a “family-friendly” pride festival in Iowa 

Every 11 Seconds… http://endoftheamericandream.com/every-11-seconds/
even more children will have died from acute malnutrition 

ZEROHEDGE Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg
China Has Established A “Blockade” Around Taiwan And Plans To Shoot 
Missiles Directly Over The Island     
http://endoftheamericandream.com/china-has-established-a-blockade-
around-taiwan-and-plans-to-shoot-missiles-directly-over-the-island/     

Insiders Are Dumping The Most Stocks Since January As Retail Buying-
Panic Re-Emerges
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/insiders-are-dumping-most-stocks-
january-retail-buying-panic-re-emerges     
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CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[Of course that’s true; but, that would be nothing new for criminal 
america. 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

ANALYSIS
From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

YAHOO Politics Former FBI official likens Matt Gaetz, Roger Stone, and 
Trump to the Mafia: 'It's a criminal organization' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-fbi-official-likens-matt-
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045920601.html 
BUT WAIT: “There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

DRUDGEREPORT China threatens 'strong measures' if Pelosi visits 
Taiwan...
Kissinger Warns Biden Against Endless Confrontation... 
Beijing Dumps $100 Billion Worth Of Treasuries... 

ZEROHEDGE These Are All The Countries Capable Of Launching Space 
Rockets https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-are-all-countries-
capable-launching-space-rockets 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 

YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
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worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 

https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMJ_NqAswkdjAAw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' After US 
Lawmaker Slams Zelensky

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
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One dead in Ukrainian shelling of city hosting nuclear plant 

Three killed in Israeli airstrikes, Syria says 

Ivan Timofeev: Beijing and Moscow can lead resistance against West 
dictating to rest of world   https://www.rt.com/news/560353-west-world-  
hegemony-lesson/ [ Resistance is the proper word. From direct 
observation an experience, america is hardly a paragon of perfection; but
rather, an egregious example of concentrated criminality, as purveyors of
which is the american nightmare wrought for gain by whatever means, 
toward whatever target. ]

The US keeps reneging on arms control agreements, so why should 
Russia trust Joe Biden’s latest overtures? [They shouldn’t; you can’t trust
america, that’s my direct observation and experience.]

Amnesty fully ‘stands by’ report on Ukraine 

China ignores phone calls from Pentagon – Politico 
Medvedev makes prediction about Zelensky 
https://www.rt.com/russia/560727-medvedev-prediction-zelensky-future/ 
Russia sent troops into Ukraine on February 24, citing Kiev’s failure to 
implement the Minsk agreements … called Zelensky “an unshaved fellow 
wearing a green shirt” and compared him to Adolf Hitler after the 
Ukrainian president urged Western countries to close their borders to all 
Russian nationals. 
Before becoming president of Ukraine, Zelensky was a comedian and 
actor. From 2015 to 2019, he played a high-school history teacher who 
unexpectedly became president of Ukraine in a TV series called ‘Servant 
of the People...only two options in the end “[It will be either] a court 
martial or a return to supporting roles in comedy shows

Israeli troops fatally shoot two Palestinian teens – health ministry 

Ivan Timofeev: Beijing and Moscow can lead resistance against West 
dictating to rest of world   https://www.rt.com/news/560353-west-world-  
hegemony-lesson/ [ Resistance is the proper word. From direct 
observation an experience, america is hardly a paragon of perfection; but
rather, an egregious example of concentrated criminality, as purveyors of
which is the american nightmare wrought for gain by whatever means, 
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toward whatever target. ]

The US keeps reneging on arms control agreements, so why should 
Russia trust Joe Biden’s latest overtures? [They shouldn’t; you can’t trust
america, that’s my direct observation and experience.]

Amnesty fully ‘stands by’ report on Ukraine 

China ignores phone calls from Pentagon – Politico 

Zelensky accuses Amnesty International of supporting terrorism 

Today, Ukraine bombed a Donetsk hotel full of journalists – here’s what it 
felt like to be there 

US ‘artificially’ stokes tensions – Kremlin 

From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

The US is in a recession and it’s worse than you think 
https://www.rt.com/business/560011-us-recession-fed-inflation/ 

Zelensky and US to blame for ‘bloodbath’ in Donbass – Russia 

Wall Street is collapsing – NYC mayor 

FBI manipulating domestic terror stats – whistleblowers 

US plunges into recession 

EU ban on Russian gas ‘impossible’ – Austria 

Kremlin comments on claims about Russian military casualties 

Zelensky’s Vogue photoshoot raises eyebrows 

Biden met with 14 of his son’s business associates – media 
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NATO’s arsonist-in-chief Jens Stoltenberg wants the Western public to 
pay for a Ukrainian fire he helped to ignite 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

Russia to quit International Space Station after 2024 

Russia issues rebuke to Israel 

Grain deal won’t affect military op in Ukraine – Moscow 

UK candidates’ militancy and imperialism threaten to bring Britain down 

Kiev confirms arrival of heavy weapons from Germany 

US sends more weapons to Ukraine 

Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the fallout 
from their failed Russia policy 

EU eases sanctions on Russian oil exports 

Russia’s Lavrov talks Ukraine, sanctions and nuclear war with RT (FULL 
VIDEO) 

• Putin suggests motive behind Canada’s gas turbine delay   
• UN chief ‘under huge pressure’ over Ukraine – Russian FM   
• Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the   

fallout from their failed Russia policy Op-ed
• Zaporozhye Nuclear Power Plant attacked by Ukrainian drones   

Putin tells US to stop ‘looting’ Syria 

Former Russian president lists ‘Western sins’ 

Russian warns of ‘tougher’ terms for talks with Ukraine 

Dmitri Trenin: How a smart Middle East strategy can help Russia play a 
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significant role in shaping the new world order 

Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 

IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 

Iran issues warning to US and Israel 

Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
industrial complex war monster’]

Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
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cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

HUFFPOST SUSPICIOUS: SECRET SERVICE CAN’T FIND JAN. 6 TEXTS! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/national-archives-deleted-secret-service-
texts_n_62d6c6bbe4b008a2d03f1ac4 [ Ooooh … the mystery of it all … 
magical disappearance of text messages … could be ghosts … or 
gremlins … or salem witchcraft … WAKE UP! … AMERICA IS A TOTAL 
FRAUD! … AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 
MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). ]

The most intelligent, rational legal position:

Laurence Tribe, a Harvard law professor, argued that not holding Trump 
accountable would be equally harmful.

"I certainly recognize that indicting a former president would generate 
lots of social heat, perhaps violence," Tribe said. "But not indicting him 
would invite another violent insurrection."

Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All Incredibly Depressed. 
Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" Some very concerning 
market observations from Goldman trader John Flood discussing the real 
rot below the market surface: Monday was the lightest volume session of
the year with 9.32b shares trading across all US equity exchanges 
breaking previous low mark of 9.4b back on 7/11/22. YTD daily avg for 
shares traded across all US equity exchanges sits @ 12.5b. Monday was 
also the lightest notional trading session of the year w/ $392b trading vs 
ytd daily avg of $638b. Our desk was a 3 on 1 – 10 scale in terms of 
overall activity levels. I am personally taken aback by how resilient mkt 
has been over the past few weeks. I don’t see L/Os putting their ~$210b 
of cash to work. I am seeing them use pockets of strength to sell lower 
conviction more illiquid names in block form and raise even more cash. 
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Trump comic-con-show 
https://www.facebook.com/reel/523496502845404/?
s=single_unit&__cft__[0]=AZWPFQ3WczUIfIkH48JzeY46IoAd31UE03J6BK
gdB2FnhC4ZMwHrSlFnIZRzSdcm0iOvj82iS31DRdv7o07VE1dKwlJ-
o8PrhTfe_ujCAUFuOSNPQHEmqhCXpuyaLM_w2FExUX2P3sub6YXf8JZ_JO
SnUwrv6N77_T472Z5wMAIl1mh2SytZjOOe004Qi410SWP8G3HBHdMEgTY
aaiWHeOxK&__tn__=H-R 

ZEROHEDGE As Taiwan Warns Chinese "Maritime & Aerial Blockade" 
Ensuing, Pelosi Says Real Issue Is 'I'm A Woman' [Riiight!] Pelosi Departs
Taiwan After Whirlwind Tour As China Declares "Median Line" No Longer 
Exists Global Markets Slump With Terrified Traders Tracking Pelosi's 
Next Move Forget inflation, stagflation, recession, depression, earnings, 
Biden locked up in the basement with covid, and everything else: today's 
it all about whether Nancy Pelosi will start World War 3 when she lands 
in Taiwan in 3 hours. https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/taiwans-
independence-worth-war Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just 
purely on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant 
Fed policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls 
off a miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 

Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
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DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
htt  ps://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-  
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies Elon Musk Quietly Dumps A Massive $6.9 Billion In 
Tesla Shares     

YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale 
and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
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ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on
Stock Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-
violations-senate-house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why 
Earnings & The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook 
Worsens Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign 
Buyers Flee https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-
highest-yield-2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y 
auction which was somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp 
concession today which saw yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million 
Americans Priced-Out As Home Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan 
Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As 
Layoffs Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-
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jobless-claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished 
Mr.Powell? Forget the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Ralph Nader Says Tesla's Autopilot "Malfunctions Every 
Eight Minutes", Calls For NHTSA To "Remove" And "Recall" Feature 
[ ‘Unsafe At Any Speed’ was in vogue at one point in time. Indeed, I had a 
plaintiff’s case which led me to Clarence Ditlow’s Center for Auto Safety 
and ultimately a trip to Detroit for deposition, a document request, an 
inculpatory in-house message/correspondence implying coverup (front 
pivot-bar support plate defect); my threat for media exposure (they had 
previously insulted me by not settling at settlement conference for a 
pittance), counter-threat by Chrysler defense counsel to “dry up defense 
work” at the firm where I was associated, a call to me from a partner to 
settle for less than possible. That’s the way such things “work“ , or not, 
in america. Updating Nader’s famed work, to encompass evermore 
complex electronics [ ‘Automotive EMR, Unsafe at any Speed’ By James 
D. Honeycutt, PhD, July 2013 Published in 1965, Unsafe at Any Speed: 
The Designed-In Dangers of the American Automobile detailed the 
reluctance of American automakers to spend money on improving safety 
and made Ralph Nader a household name. In the nearly 50 years since its
publication automobiles have become more complex, replacing 
mechanical systems with a myriad of microcomputers and increasing the
amount of ElectroMagnetic Radiation (EMR) for the occupants. Current 
automobile designs have nearly 100 microprocessors and this number is 
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expected to double in 5 years. A typical automobile contains about 5 
miles of wiring to connect and control the engine, transmission, 
suspension, braking, steering, entertainment, navigation, emissions, 
safety, security, communications and comfort components, to name only 
a few. 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/251571132_Automotive_EMR_U
nsafe_at_any_Speed . My personal “money pit” ford explorer experience 
with unending electrical/wiring/connectivity problems and a permanent 
anti-ford predisposition therefore.

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE Garland Says He 'Personally Approved' Trump Search 
Warrant [BRAVO!] https://www.zerohedge.com/political/watch-live-ag-
merrick-garland-makes-statement-following-trump-raid "There has to be 
a(prosecution)n investigation..." Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]
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FEDS HUNT STOLEN NUKE DOCS 
SEARCH WARRANT TEXT 
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS 
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE 
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO 
'TOP SECRET' 

"Without Any Doubt, Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": 
Tribe Declares Trump Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump 

DRUDGEREPORT GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP 
[ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is being 
painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal that he 
is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists and you have 
trump. The pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without empathy
or decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the greater 
fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He 
spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 
duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fbi-searched-trump-s-home-to-look-for-nuclear-documents-and-other-items-sources-say/ar-AA10zmiO


v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]
AGENTS CRACK SAFE
WAS THERE A RAT? 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-
says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html MSNBC 
This search wasn't run by Democrats — the head of the FBI was 
appointed by Trump

INDICTMENT REAL POSSIBILITY
PUNISHMENTS HE COULD FACE
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO
'TOP SECRET'

FEDS HUNT STOLEN NUKE DOCS 
SEARCH WARRANT TEXT 
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS 
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE 
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO 
'TOP SECRET' 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg

As Taiwan Warns Chinese "Maritime & Aerial Blockade" Ensuing, Pelosi 
Says Real Issue Is 'I'm A Woman' [Riiight!] Pelosi Departs Taiwan After 
Whirlwind Tour As China Declares "Median Line" No Longer Exists Global 
Markets Slump With Terrified Traders Tracking Pelosi's Next Move Forget
inflation, stagflation, recession, depression, earnings, Biden locked up in 
the basement with covid, and everything else: today's it all about 
whether Nancy Pelosi will start World War 3 when she lands in Taiwan in 
3 hours. https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/taiwans-independence-
worth-war Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
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"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just purely
on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant Fed 
policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls off a 
miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 

Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
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big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
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lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
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world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 
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ZEROHEDGE UMich Sentiment Jumps But Long-Term Inflation 
Expectations Unexpectedly Rise 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/umich-sentiment-jumps-long-term-
inflation-expectations-unexpectedly-rise Jerome Powell's closely 
watched inflation indicator just returned to the danger zone The Price Of 
Eggs Is Up 47% As Food Costs In The US Spiral Out Of Control Turkey 
Agrees To Pay For Russian Gas With Rubles India ditches US dollar in 
Russia trade – Reuters   Credit Suisse Set To Slash Thousands Of Jobs   
Despite Handing Out Hundreds Of Millions To Retain Top Talent 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/credit-suisse-set-slash-thousands-
jobs-despite-handing-out-hundreds-millions-retain-top The bank is looking 
to cut its overall cost base by $1 billion... 

"I Don't Feel The Pain Of Inflation Anymore" Says Wealthy SF Fed Chair 
From Ivory Tower YAHOO Business 'The market is not the economy' and 
the July rally in the stock market was premature, top economist 
Mohamed El-Erian says https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/market-not-
economy-july-rally-174829466.html El-Erian said a comment by Powell led
investors to believe rate hikes would likely slow, but that's at odds with 
what the data shows. Weak Manufacturing Surveys Signal 'Peak 
Inflation'; Plunge in Orders, Production, & Jobs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/weak-manufacturing-surveys-
signal-peak-inflation-plunge-orders-production-jobs "With the exception of
pandemic lockdown periods, July saw US manufacturers report the 
toughest business conditions since 2009..." 

Biden's America: Too Broke To Bet?   Chicago PMI Unexpectedly Plunges   
To 2-Year Lows https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/chicago-pmi-
unexpectedly-plunges-2-year-lows ...stagflation signals as prices paid 
jumped and production and new orders fell... "Expert" Narratives Are 
Collapsing The house of cards continues to fall apart Yellen: "Recession"
Doesn't Mean What You Think It Means [ Riiight! ] Sentiment sours amid 
Kremlin updates, EU Energy deal & US-earnings in focus -   Delusional   
Biden Admin Front-Runs Recessionary GDP Print... By Redefining 
Recession https://www.zerohedge.com/political/delusional-biden-admin-
front-runs-recessionary-gdp-print-redefining-recession It's not a recession
until the White House gives economists on its payroll permission to 
declare it a recession... [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!] US PMI Crashes 
Into Contraction In July: "A Worrying Deterioration In The Economy 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-pmi-crashes-contraction-july-
worrying-deterioration-economy "Excluding pandemic lockdown months, 
output is falling at a rate not seen since 2009 amid the global financial 
crisis..." There's An Amazing Glut Of Office Space In Every Major Metro 
Area https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/theres-amazing-glut-office-
space-every-major-metro-area Occupancy is an engine of local 
economies. But there's a huge glut of space available... US Existing 
Home Sales Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses US Homebuilders 
Abandon Single-Families In June As They Brace For Rate Shock 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-builders-abandon-single-
family-home-startspermits-june-anticipating-renter ...multi-family starts 
and permits surged double-digits in June as single-family plunged... 
Homebuilder Confidence Collapses In July 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-confidence-
collapses-july ...the largest MoM drop (ex-COVID-lockdown) in history... 
Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
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ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
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treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER

https://secure.sjuggerudtruewealth.com/?
cid=MKT650099&eid=MKT657482&channel=102120d0fc4158ded364c744
bc11a4&assetId=AST254109&page=1&fbclid=IwAR2cc1ZhOIn7xUGfA1Iv
sHne3IQnWX1wMlYBnvJoJ1PDtHOCHo1uykpJDJ4 

A Winter Of Anger https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/winter-anger
... if you’d ask most citizens of whichever EU country if they are willing to
risk being unable to feed and heat their children in order to support 
Ukraine and Zelensky, they would say NO. Hell no! "Revolution Has 
Begun": 75,000 Brits To Stop Paying Power Bills Amid Inflation Storm 
German Electricity Prices Hit Record High As Heatwave Curbs Power 
Generation ... and it's not even winter yet. "Widespread Civil Unrest" 
Looming In UK Over Cost-Of-Living Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/widespread-civil-unrest-
looming-uk-over-cost-living-crisis Movement to stop paying bills 
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snowballs... 

Pound Crashes After BOE Hikes By Most Since 1995, Starts Gilt Sales Yet
Warns Of Crushing Stagflationary Recession Germany's Uniper Warns Of 
Possible "Irregular Operation" At Major Power Plant As Rhine River Runs 
Dry "You Can't Switch Off Death": German Crematoriums Warn Of Energy 
Crisis German Barge Traffic Slumps As Rhine Water Levels Near Record 
Lows "Miserable" German Retail Sales Crash The Most On Record As 
Europe Slumps Into Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/miserable-german-retail-sales-crash-
most-record-europe-slumps-recession Germany is "sinking into an 
increasingly steep downturn, adding to the region’s recession risks”. Gas
Levy Could Triple Household Heating Bills In Germany EU Consumer 
Confidence Crashes To Record Lows As German CPI Unexpectedly Re-
Accelerates "We Are In A Very Critical Moment": IMF Cuts Global GDP, 
Raises Inflation Outlook, Warns "World Teetering On Edge Of Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-are-very-critical-moment-imf-
cuts-global-gdp-raises-inflation-outlook-warns-world "It’s easy to cool off 
the economy when the economy is running hot. It’s much harder to 
reduce inflation when the economy is close to a recession." Germans 
Taking Fewer Showers In Response To Cost Of Living Crisis China And 
Japan Hold The Keys To Euro Recovery 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/china-and-japan-hold-keys-euro-
recovery While the direction of Europe’s economy continues to be a 
hostage to Russian energy -- as today’s dispiriting PMI numbers attest -- it
is the Asian nations of China and Japan who are in a position to alleviate 
Europe’s capital-outflow problem and stabilize the euro. PMIs Signal 
Eurozone Recession Day After First ECB Rate-Hike In 11 Years 

19% Of The World's Population Lives In 'Chindia' (& Buys Russian Oil) 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/19-worlds-population-lives-
chindia-buys-russian-oil India is expected to become the most populous 
nation on Earth by mid-2023, surpassing China whose population growth 
has all but stopped.. Oil Surges After Biden Fails To Win Saudi Pledge To 
Pump More Crude These Are The Countries With The Highest Default Risk
The Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial Production Unexpectedly 
Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker month since September 
2021... David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
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more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 
Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
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policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE Garland Says He 'Personally Approved' Trump Search 
Warrant [BRAVO] https://www.zerohedge.com/political/watch-live-ag-
merrick-garland-makes-statement-following-trump-raid "There has to be 
a(prosecution)n investigation..." Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

"Without Any Doubt, Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": 
Tribe Declares Trump Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 

https://jonathanturley.org/2022/05/13/laurence-tribe-claims-trump-could-be-charged-with-espionage/
http://www.businessinsider.com/trump-joe-scarborough-mika-brzezinski-national-enquirer-laurence-tribe-crime-2017-6
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2016/7/28/1553756/-Benedict-Donald-is-likely-in-violation-of-the-Logan-Act
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treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump 

DRUDGEREPORT GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP 
[ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is being 
painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal that he 
is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists and you have 
trump. The pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without empathy
or decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the greater 
fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He 
spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 
duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]
AGENTS CRACK SAFE
WAS THERE A RAT? 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-
says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html MSNBC 
This search wasn't run by Democrats — the head of the FBI was 
appointed by Trump

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

Fascism watch Trump wished his military officials were more like Nazi 

https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/trump-wished-his-military-officials-were-more-german-generals-nazi-n1297784?icid=msd_topgrid
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'German generals' https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/trump-
wished-his-military-officials-were-more-german-generals-nazi-n1297784?
icid=msd_topgrid 

The Last Word Mary Trump: Trump is 'panicked' after FBI search of Mar-a-
Lago

ZEROHEDGE The State Of Unemployment In Europe     Initial Jobless Claims  
Surge To Highest Since November https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-
finance/initial-jobless-claims-surge-highest-november ...and continuing 
claims are at 4-month highs... A Most Peculiar Recession The 
Government is Hiding a Dark Secret About the Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-08-09/government-hiding-dark-
secret-about-economy About those supposedly fantastic July jobs 
numbers... Nvidia Plunges After Preannouncing Terrible Q2 Results, 
Slashes Guidance, Blames "Macroeconomic Headwinds" Something 
Snaps In The Job Market: Multiple Jobholders Hit All Time High As 
Unexplained 1.8 Million Jobs Gap Emerges 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/something-snaps-job-market-
multiple-jobholders-hit-all-time-high-unexplained-18-million ‘...So what's 
going on here? The simple answer: Fewer people working, but more 
people working more than one job, a rotation which picked up in earnest 
some time in March and which has only been captured by the Household 
survey. And since the Establishment survey is far slower to pick up on 
the nuances in employment composition, while the Household Survey has
gone nowhere since March, the BLS data engineers have been busy 
goalseeking the Establishment Survey (perhaps with the occasional 
nudge from the White House especially now that the economy is in a 
technical recession) to make it appear as if the economy is growing 
strongly, when in reality all they are doing is applying the same erroneous
seasonal adjustment factor that gave such a wrong perspective of the 
labor market in the aftermath of the covid pandemic (until it was all 
adjusted away a year ago). In other words, while the labor market is 
already cracking, it will take the BLS several months of veering away 
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from reality before the government bureaucrats accept and admit what is
truly taking place...’

July Payrolls Smash Expectations Soaring To 528K, Wages Come In Red 
Hot As Unemployment Rate Drops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/july-payrolls-smash-expectations-
soaring-528k-wages-come-red-hot We are now well and truly in bizarro 
world. 

Futures Flat As Crushing 37bps Curve Inversion Screams Recession The 
Misery Index Is At Recession Levels Lying About The Economy Will Only 
Make The Coming Crash Worse Senior Economist 'Fact Checked' By 
Facebook For Saying US Is In Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/senior-economist-fact-checked-
facebook-saying-us-recession “We live in an Orwellian hell-scape.” [Yes, 
we do!] Here’s why you shouldn’t invest in ETFs. UMich Inflation 
Expectations Rose Intra-Month, Democrats' Confidence Drops Further 
Inflation, Recession Or Both? Reporter Exposes White House's Blatant 
Redefining Of "Recession" Yellen: "Recession" Doesn't Mean What You 
Think It Means Gold & The Upcoming Recession Luongo: None Dare Call 
It A Recession Lest The Democrats Lose The Mid-Terms Democrats 
Prepare To Unleash Hell On Fed Chair Powell For The Coming Recession 
"2023 Will Be A Year From Hell" - Martin Armstrong Warns Of Inflation-
Driven Civil-Unrest https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/2023-will-be-
year-hell-martin-armstrong-warns-inflation-driven-civil-unrest "...you are 
looking at revolutions... The euro looks like death warmed over... This is 
just not over yet." "Japanese Economy Continues To Crater "- Another 
Casualty Of The Energy Crisis The Danger Of Drought In Europe 
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/danger-drought-europe ...the current 
heatwave is bound to further exacerbate water shortages in Southern and
Southeast Europe... Record-Breaking Heat In Europe Meanwhile, 
Southern Europe is also experiencing extreme heat that has caused 
wildfires... UK Records Hottest Day Ever Amid Heat Apocalypse   "Heat   
Apocalypse" Blasts Europe As UK And France Brace For Hottest Days On 
Record   https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/heat-apocalypse-blasts-  
europe-uk-and-france-brace-hottest-days-record "Today and tomorrow will
be one of the worst, if not the worst heatwave events in the modern 
history of western Europe." The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 
2022 http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In 
Government Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 
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4Chan Found After Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
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economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
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than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

ZEROHEDGE Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report
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Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE The Trigger For The Next Great Depression 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-08-12/trigger-next-great-
depression Future generations will mark this week as the start of the 
"Second Great Depression" in America It's Game-Over For The Fed - 
Expect A Monetary "Rug Pull" Soon... Where are we in this squeeze...are 
we "there yet"? - part VII 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/shortcovering short covering 
mania... One Bank Warns U.S. Econ Data Make Little Sense, "Until You 
Recall Midterm Elections Are Coming Up" "They pretend it’s real data, we
pretend to trade it." 5-Year Down Market Coming 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/5-year-down-market-coming 
Market Wizard who predicted all indexes would be negative in 2022 
shares shocking new forecast Iran Arranges First Import Using 
Cryptocurrency By chasing sanctioned countries out of dollars, the USA 
stokes demand for alternatives India ditches US dollar in Russia trade – 
Reuters   Recession is "crashing"   closer to a complacency point where 
one actually could start shorting the market again.. The Great Recession:
Facts Vs Denials https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/great-recession-
facts-vs-denials Once again, the US is facing a recession which Main 
Street feels, Wall Street whistles past, and DC simply denies... 

"Deteriorating Situation" Shows Rent Growth "Collapsing" In Sunbelt 
Markets https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/deteriorating-situation-
shows-rent-growth-collapsing-sunbelt-markets Rogan Slams Biden Admin 
For "Gaslighting" Americans About Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/rogan-slams-biden-admin-
gaslighting-americans-about-recession "...they’re literally changing the 
definition...and it should be pushed back against in a big way. It should 
be something that people get angry about..." 'Great News' Jobs Reports 
Sparks Selloff In Bonds, Stocks, & Gold 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/great-news-jobs-reports-sparks-
selloff-bonds-stocks-gold ...good news is really bad news... 
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Initial Jobless Claims Hit 8 Month Highs, Continuing Claims Jump Ahead 
Of Payrolls Print https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-
jobless-claims-hit-8-month-highs-continuing-claims-jump-ahead-payrolls 
Jobless claims are now completely decoupled from the headlines payrolls
data... Pay Attention; This Is Not The '70s 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/pay-attention-not-70s In the late 
70s, P/Es on stocks were in the single digits, and debt levels were 
negligible. Today, valuations are nearly four times those levels, and debt 
as a percentage of GDP is at levels considered unthinkable not that long 
ago... Chinese Jets Buzz Taiwan Strait, Govt Websites Hit By 
Cyberattack With Pelosi Plane En Route War on China: the real target are 
the American people China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off Taiwan With US 
Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia Nuclear War 
Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security Advisor China's 
Army Posts "Get Ready For War!" Message On Social Media, State 
Mouthpiece Says PLA Has "Right" To Intercept Pelosi's Plane Inflation, 
Recession Or Both? [BOTH!] Welcome To The Biden Recession: Q2 GDP 
"Unexpectedly" Shrinks 0.9%, 2nd Consecutive Decline Peter Schiff: The 
White House Recession Denial https://www.zerohedge.com/political/peter-
schiff-white-house-recession-denial "When you’re losing, just change the 
rules of the game, then declare victory.” Recession? All Of A Sudden 
Yield Spreads Are Collapsing https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/no-
recession-all-sudden-yield-spreads-are-collapsing … we suggest 
continuing to follow risk management protocols until indicators indicate 
a reversal of that economic risk.

1. Tighten up stop-loss levels to current support levels for each position. 

2. Hedge portfolios against significant market declines. 

3. Take profits in positions that have been big winners 

4. Sell laggards and losers. 

5. Raise cash and rebalance portfolios to target weightings.

Peter Schiff: It's Getting Harder To Deny Recession Reality 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-schiff-its-getting-harder-deny-
recession-reality "This should be obvious, but people have been in denial 
about the weakness in the economy..." Wall Street's Biggest Bear: One 
Down, But Two More Things Must Happen Before Stocks Bottom 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/wall-streets-biggest-bear-one-down-
two-more-things-must-happen-stocks-bottom Recession reflections 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/everyoneknows [ Recession 
is coming but everyone knows it ] The Number Of Americans Filing For 
First-Time Unemployment Claims Soared To 8-Month-Highs Last Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/number-americans-filing-
first-time-unemployment-claims-soared-8-month-highs-last ...and 
continuing claims are the highest since April... US Existing Home Sales 
Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses Sinkhole 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sinkhole "At present, the 2s10s 
spread is –18 bps. This is indicative of a recession 12-18 months ahead, 
which means the second half of 2023. Note that we have been 
forecasting a recession for 2023H2 since April." Recession Already Here 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-may-already-be-here The 
debate about recession risk is pointless.We are already in a recession... 
The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
an odd beast in any case. 

Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 

idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
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changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
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Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 
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ZEROHEDGE Taiwanese Officials Trounce Pelosi After Son's Huge 
Holdings In China Tech Exposed You can't make this shit up... Russia 
Says It May Sever US Relations If Declared Terrorism Sponsor Diplomat 
says designation would bring Washington to "the point of no return" Ex-
President Medvedev Warns Europe Of "Possible Incidents" At Nuclear 
Facilities https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ex-president-
medvedev-warns-europe-possible-incidents-nuclear-facilities Ukraine & 
Western backers"...ready to orchestrate a new Chernobyl." RT UN issues
nuclear appeal to Russia and Ukraine   West would fight Russia ‘to the last  
Ukrainian’ – Moscow ZH Russia Suspends US Inspections Of Its Nuclear 
Arsenal Under New START Treaty China Extends Taiwan Drills Past 
Sunday Deadline, Says Training Under "Real War Conditions" Which 
Nations Face The Biggest Disruption From China's Taiwan-Trade-
Blockade? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/which-nations-face-
biggest-disruption-chinas-taiwan-trade-blockade China's export stop on 
sand, a resource essential for the manufacturing of semiconductors, 
could prove devastating for countries like the United States... The 
Growing Threat From North Korea Taiwan Says China's Drills Are 
Simulating A Full Attack On The Island 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/taiwan-says-chinas-drills-are-
simulating-full-attack-island Following Pelosi's visit, Chinese media said 
the military will demonstration the "mainland's absolute control over the 
Taiwan question." Anger From Ukraine's Backers After Damning Amnesty
Report Spotlights 'Human Shields'

China Sanctions Pelosi, Halts US Talks Including Military Ties, As Jets 
Breach Taiwan Median Line 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/china-sanctions-pelosi-halts-us-
talks-including-military-ties-jets-breach-taiwan China has begun its 
retaliation against Washington by announcing Friday the cancellation of a
series of meetings with the United States 

Ballistic Missiles Soar Over Taiwan, "Hundreds" Of PLA Fighters Breach 
Airspace, As 5-Day Drills Commence 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ballistic-missiles-soar-over-
taiwan-hundreds-pla-fighters-breach-airspace-5-day-drills China Summons
US Ambassador Overnight, Says Washington "Must Pay The Price" EOAD 
Are Chinese Tanks Massing On The Shores Of Fujian Because An Invasion
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Is Imminent? 8-2-22 We Were Specifically Warned About This Coming War
With China All The Way Back In The 1990 ZH Here Are All The Latest 
Taiwan Headlines https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-
latest-taiwan-headlines All the latest news in the extremely fluid Taiwan 
theater of pre-war. 'US Military Moving Assets', Markets Stall On Reports 
Pelosi To Visit Taiwan Tuesday 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-sink-pelosi-taiwan-headlines 
Pelosi is reportedly expected to land in Taiwan on Tuesday night, and 
meet lawmakers on Wednesday. China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off 
Taiwan With US Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia
Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security 
Advisor China Is Issuing The Same "Red Line" Warnings About Taiwan 
That Russia Issued About Ukraine THE SUN AI predicts last selfie on 
Earth… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-
earth-prediction-tiktok/ EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To 
Absolutely Love It When War With China Erupts 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-industrial-complex-is-
going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-erupts/ ZH Russia Unveils
Large-Scale Military Exercises In East, Signaling Force Strength 
'Unaffected' By Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-
unveils-large-scale-eastern-military-exercises-signaling-force-strength-
unaffected Prior "Vostok" (East) drills included sizable Chinese PLA 
military participation... If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End 
Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm

How A Russian Gas Freeze Would Curtail European GDPs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/how-russian-gas-freeze-would-
curtail-european-gdps ...a complete shut-off from the Russian side would 
have disastrous effects for European economies... Ukraine Moves To 
Criminalize Russian Passport Application there is a lot of Ukrainian blood 
on the red Russian passport [What?] Russia Boasts It's Already Taken 
Out 4 US-Supplied Long Range Rocket Systems Russia Informs Turkey It 
Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa Port Attack It's Official: Russia And 
China Announce "New Global Reserve Currency" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-22/its-official-russia-and-china-
announce-new-global-reserve-currency And once again no one has 
noticed and no one seems to care. [ Yes, it’s official; NEW WORLD 
ORDER! ]

Pelosi: Pentagon Might Be Worried China Would Shoot Down Her Plane If 
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She Visits Taiwan AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant 
Corruption' After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky US "Started" The Ukraine
Crisis, China Says, In Fiercest Official Criticism Yet 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-started-ukraine-crisis-china-
says-fiercest-official-criticism-yet "As the one who started the Ukraine 
crisis & the biggest factor fueling it..." [ Yes...Sadly, that is indisputably 
true; it’s the american way.] Russia Plans 'Annexation Votes' For 
Captured Ukraine Territories By Mid-September: Report Russia Resumes 
Nord Stream Natural Gas Deliveries To Europe "...likely to lead to a 
collective sigh of relief from not just the European gas market, but from 
the wider economy," Russia Declares War Goals Have Expanded After 
West Pumped More Arms Into Ukraine Strengthening Ties With Iran, Putin
Meets With Supreme Leader In Tehran 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/strengthening-ties-iran-putin-
meets-supreme-leader-tehran “Our relations are developing at a good 
pace,” said Putin 

Putin Says Russia Will Honor Gas Commitment But Flows Will Drop As 
Much As 20% Of Capacity Vladimir Putin warned that flows via the Nord 
Stream pipeline could be curbed soon if sanctions prevent additional 
maintenance on its components Russian Military Given Formal Order To 
Target Ukraine's Long-Range Weapons From US 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-issues-formal-order-military-
target-ukraines-long-range-weapons-us Ukraine officials called the 
HIMARS a "game-changer"... [Riiight] Gazprom Declares Force Majeure, 
Will Halt Gas Flows To Germany Indefinitely "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”

Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
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helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
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for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
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Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
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bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
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makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---
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[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

POST: FIRST MOON LANDING
NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 
Fake-NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv

http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm     

Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake Dutch     
'  moon rock  ' revealed   Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon rock 

given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of 
petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon Rock  ' in   
Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at 
Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 

http://albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm
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yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

Al Peia

Riiight...and they haven't been back because...oh yeah, they got rid of 
their Saturn rockets ... and, they were in the past but not in the 
present/future impervious to radiation; ie., van allen belt, etc.. Oh, they 
probably could do it now, arguably; they're working on it. But, of course, 
Mars is quite another thing. The amounts of money for these 
boondoggles/frauds are staggering; yet, pale in comparison to the frauds 
on wall street. YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand 
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act... ].

albertpeia.com 

Michael W. Lurie
Shame on me. I believed this fraud for most of my life and I should have 
known better in 1969.
Other than Kodak film (and Hasselblad cameras) that could not function 
at lunar temperatures (not to mention the radiation or outgassing in a 
vacuum)

https://www.facebook.com/mlurie?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0MjEzNjA4MjMzNjA2NjVfNDMyMzA3NTAyMTc4ODU4&__cft__[0]=AZVR4z65mJ87Hh2I9XUxsaGNY99PIlENsQVFx-NB14NiEoVGNdkGWHorCZB0dFL_in4G5VR0ra3GVRgD9-m6vMUxU2tRR0JMp-zGes9W8e65-EOXMo2Q_NpZiHFaOejPu-JRyiK6kewHcxruOYl5HGvA&__tn__=R]-R
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-house-trading-2021-9?fbclid=IwAR09dFVyNoZm5AbSc6RvuLX7_txNfPp6HYV8SBSjQeJPd8_JdRMongZa5Og
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1MzAzNTEyODAzMDY0NDU1XzQ2MjE1NjU2MTk2NTI3OA%3D%3D&__cft__[0]=AZUzCnIb-wZD4OBiRKgibKfqoanC5KXYUOyiE5ihDrzOlvkm7oasBYNz6UFGdx1qg7jGhOOkuzE50zBoUg0SKlxeo7XSnmbdp6XaFGF7zvKJdgLfy1_8zmY04O-FruT1VNfAsw-YnxfMtAJlgHw1mgfZPXMEyEA70ySt3zLU_ZWivHxL7_QKMte-9tS6m4bIXp4&__tn__=R]-R


or the total lack of any blast crater
or the lack of rockets on lift-off from the moon
or the sounds heard while on the "lunar" suface
or the laser-ranging which started in 1962
or the waving flags
or the improbable "pressure [space] suits"
or the violations of Newton's 2nd law
or the ridiculously inadequate guidance systems
or the relatively poor special effects (not even CGI)
or the lack of telemetry
or the lack of radiation protection
or the utter quiet of a 140+ decibel engine
or the ludicrous lack of computer power
or the "moon rocks" from....well, petrified wood?
or the "astronauts" dangling from wires
or the Lunar Rover which looks like a Mattel model
....but they did make a full-scale model for 60 million bucks
or the billions in additional funds for "Paperclip"
or the total lack of stars or photos of the sky
or the very suspicious look to the front-screen filming
or the clues in "Eyes Wide Shut" and elsewhere (etc.)
or the incredible effort by NASA and JTRIG to shut down discussion of 
the fraud, and mock those who would expose it....
or (for bonus points) the lack of an airlock on the LEM
Other than that, maybe we really went? The TV told me so.
Al Peia
Michael W. Lurie BRAVO!
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ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

YAHOO Nearly one in three Americans say it may soon be necessary to 
take up arms against the government

https://www.yahoo.com/news/nearly-one-three-americans-may-
202408076.html A majority of Americans say the U.S. government is 
corrupt and almost a third say it may soon be necessary to take up arms 
against it, according to a new poll from the University of Chicago’s 
Institute of Politics. 

DRUDGEREPORT ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms… 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

*Hopes for a mild recession are "delusional," said Nouriel Roubini, the 
economist who called the 2008 financial crisis. 

*He said debt ratios are historically high, while bailouts during the 
pandemic have resulted in "zombie corporations." 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
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mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It 
When War With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-
military-industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-
china-erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]

ZEROHEDGE FBI Likely Did 'Intentionally Undermine' A Congressional 
Probe On Hunter Biden: Senator https://www.zerohedge.com/political/fbi-
likely-did-intentionally-undermine-congressional-probe-hunter-biden-
senator "The FBI can no longer be trusted 

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
The US is in a recession and it’s worse than you think 
https://www.rt.com/business/560011-us-recession-fed-inflation/ 
DRUDGEREPORT 
UN warns humanity 'one miscalculation away from nuclear annihilation'…
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-
danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html 

YAHOO Business 'The market is not the economy' and the July rally in the
stock market was premature, top economist Mohamed El-Erian says 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/market-not-economy-july-rally-
174829466.html El-Erian said a comment by Powell led investors to 
believe rate hikes would likely slow, but that's at odds with what the data
shows.

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]
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ANALYSIS
From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

YAHOO Politics Former FBI official likens Matt Gaetz, Roger Stone, and 
Trump to the Mafia: 'It's a criminal organization' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-fbi-official-likens-matt-
045920601.html 
BUT WAIT: “There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

China Has Established A “Blockade” Around Taiwan And Plans To Shoot 
Missiles Directly Over The Island     
http://endoftheamericandream.com/china-has-established-a-blockade-
around-taiwan-and-plans-to-shoot-missiles-directly-over-the-island/     

Insiders Are Dumping The Most Stocks Since January As Retail Buying-
Panic Re-Emerges
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/insiders-are-dumping-most-stocks-
january-retail-buying-panic-re-emerges     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[DUH! Of course that’s true; but, that’s the reality of criminal america.] 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]
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'All the data points currently align with a cover-up' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-pentagon-secret-service-texts-
deleted-cover-up-accusations-170030306.html The House Jan. 6 
committee is scrutinizing evidence of information erased, wiped, deleted 
and otherwise obscured by former members of the Trump administration. 

SOP Standard Operating Procedure-That’s my experience 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[DUH! Of course that’s true; but, that’s the reality of criminal america.] 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-ukraine-war
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10934571/Oregon-Citys-mayoral-candidate-says-homeless-Japanese-style-pods-overdoses-rise.html
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Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
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and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg


the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

Al Peia
DRUDGEREPORT Top 10 best places to live in world…USA not on list... 
https://www.cnbc.com/.../global-liveability-index-2022... Here’s the rest of 
the top 10 best places to live
1. Vienna, Austria
2. Copenhagen, Denmark
3. Zurich, Switzerland
4. Calgary, Canada
5. Vancouver, Canada
6. Geneva, Switzerland
7. Frankfurt, Germany
8. Toronto, Canada
9. Amsterdam, Netherlands
10. Osaka, Japan and Melbourne, Australia (tie)

Susan Edelman Blank
Al Peia I’ll take any one of those!

Al Peia
Even just a decade ago, who would have thought america would have 
fallen so far, so fast. Careful what you say, we're getting near the 
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desperate phase (not worth it - ask the Kennedy's). Doctor Peter referred 
to you as "a warrior". A compliment, to be sure; but, for you and your 
family, not worth it. This guy's really good, worth a look 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=crCGYeo0PBE

YOUTUBE.COM
BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER https://secure.sjuggerudtruewealth.com/?
cid=MKT650099&eid=MKT657482&channel=102120d0fc4158ded364c744
bc11a4&assetId=AST254109&page=1&fbclid=IwAR0pC2C2-J2V-
ZloWSAW8WX2VLqM3fha3zWL-69BnuumFAH72QortG6rbEY 

BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 
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https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

CNN Murdoch's New York Post dumps Trump, calling him 'unworthy to be 
chief executive again'

MSNBC Joe: Trump's biggest enablers were begging him to stop. How is 
he not already in jail? Morning Joe

Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
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States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 
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EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
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harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”
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CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky [ america’s kind of 
place! ]

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
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be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
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post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
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gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/gov-gavin-newsom-wins-big-in-california-could-he-be-president/ar-AAYgUlw
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/4358923
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running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/spx
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/comp
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/djia
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/bear-market-stocks-whats-next-51655150790?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-panel-says-evidence-173305500.html


such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-forces-destroy-last-bridge-to-key-eastern-ukrainian-city-11655202739
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/ukrainian-troops-struggle-to-hold-back-russian-advance-in-east/ar-AAYqeGu


US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It When War 
With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-
industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-
erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]
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THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 

https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/10/fired-fox-news-editor-chris-stirewalt-to-testify-at-jan-6-riot-committee-hearing.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/media/3519284-nearly-20m-watched-jan-6-hearing-nielsen
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-calls-deadly-insurrection-greatest-193328621.html
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UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 
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https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-and-unreleased-video-expected-to-be-focus-of-first-jan-6-hearing/ar-AAYfFly
https://apnews.com/article/jan-6-capitol-riot-hearings-live-updates-eefb79f2cffb705f04bf43ea164db20f


ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 
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ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 

https://www.facebook.com/susan.blank?__cft__[0]=AZVGvhjiSxGnjWz-LN1hLrt-aZERuH0PnG03UnsNEqhUcmu8tji41KXA8gSPX1OdMtaxPYgX5zHqHLdFB47IYBha_VhuUIONFV7lhrhbMfxB3fUSiPJAMdbT-Ekkqx2RcIH6jVbHjnRdnwyLewnxvu_HCG_Le8GADYmNiVTogj9heg&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
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AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
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DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

YAHOO We are seeing evidence that Donald Trump committed treason. 
Where is Merrick Garland? https://www.yahoo.com/news/seeing-evidence-
donald-trump-committed-100000305.html How many more Republican 
former officials have to come forward for the attorney general to act? 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
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8-14-22
Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
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lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
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(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 



proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
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The Saturday Report

Saturday Report 8/13/22 - What starts in
the Arctic doesn’t stay in the Arctic...

The Best of the Rest of the News 

 
Thom Hartmann
9 hr ago

https://substack.com/profile/1100619-thom-hartmann
https://hartmannreport.com/s/the-saturday-report/?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=menu
https://substack.com/profile/1100619-thom-hartmann?utm_source=author-byline-face


Image by Myriams-Fotos from Pixabay

— Did America have a true “Manchurian Candidate” in the White House for four years? A literal 
agent for one or more foreign governments and/or international organized crime figures? According to 
numerous reporters and authors, Donald Trump had gone from doing business with the American Mafia in
the 70s and 80s to laundering money for Russian oligarchs in the 90s and early 2000s. Reporter Tim 
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Robbins’ A Brief History of Donald Trump and the Mafia published in 2016 by Vice News gives insight into 
Trump’s mobbed-up early years, and Jeff Stein’s 2019 Donald Trump's Mafia Connections: Decades Later, 
Is He Still Linked to the Mob? for Newsweek raises even more questions, leading into his laundering money 
for Russian oligarchs and other international organized crime figures. 
As David Cay Johnston wrote for Politico, “[H]e’d hired mobbed-up firms to erect Trump Tower and his 
Trump Plaza apartment building in Manhattan, including buying ostensibly overpriced concrete from a 
company controlled by mafia chieftains Anthony ‘Fat Tony’ Salerno and Paul Castellano. That story 
eventually came out in a federal investigation, which also concluded that in a construction industry saturated
with mob influence, the Trump Plaza apartment building most likely benefited from connections to 
racketeering. Trump also failed to disclose that he was under investigation by a grand jury directed by the 
U.S. attorney in Brooklyn…” 
Johnston adds, “Within a few years Donald J. Trump had made friends with the city’s most notorious fixer, 
lawyer Roy Cohn... Among other things Cohn was now a mob consigliere, with clients including ‘Fat 
Tony’ Salerno, boss of the Genovese crime family, the most powerful Mafia group in New York, and 
Paul Castellano, head of what was said to be the second largest family, the Gambinos.” (all emphasis 
mine) 
After his multiple bankruptcies and the failure of his casinos in the late 1990s, some reports indicate Trump 
was largely bailed out by Russian oligarchs running money through his real estate operation, and today the 
government of Scotland is looking into possible secret and illegal Russian money-laundered financing of one 
of his golf courses there. 
The Mueller Report documented both the multiple ways Putin and his government worked to get Trump 
elected president, and identifies ten specific instances of Trump himself committing the federal crime of 
“obstruction of justice” while trying to cover up his involvement with the Russians. 
Now we find that he left the White House with documents that could be worth billions to foreign 
governments and, just a few months later, the government of Saudi Arabia gifted $2 billion to the 
Trump family (and nobody is saying how many millions or even billions they gave Trump himself to use 
Bedminister to feature their sportswashing LIV golf tournament). 
Yesterday we learned that the FBI is investigating Trump for possible violations of the Espionage Act, which
could land him in prison for decades. Watch this space. 

— Are death threats now a normal tool of politics for Republicans? Prior to Donald Trump’s arrival on 
the political scene in the 2015 Republican primary, threats of political violence were largely confined to the 
fringes of rightwing conspiracy fever swamps and among white supremacists like members of the Klan and 
radicals like Tim McVeigh. But one of the hallmarks of fascist politics is the use of violence and threats of 
violence to intimidate political opposition and cow the public, and, in this regard, Trump has delivered in 
spades. From telling ralliers that he’ll pay their lawyer fees when they assault protestors, to telling police to 
be “rough” with suspects, to now provoking threats against a judge and an attack on the FBI office in 
Cincinnati, violence has followed Trump throughout his political career. 
With fascist politicians, this is normal. When Hitler began his political career he was accompanied by 
violent brawler gangs who eventually came together under the umbrella of the civilian volunteer 
Brownshirts; Mussolini had his own militia groups who he whipped together into his volunteer civilian 
Blackshirts; Orbán’s Hungarian partisans regularly threaten violence against Roma people and refugees; 
Bolsonaro’s thugs gleefully beat up Lula supporters in Brazil; Duterte bragged about his rogue Philippine 
police loyalists murdering thousands of “criminals” and opposition figures; Pinochet’s goons threw liberals 
out of helicopters. Trump is running the same playbook with Trump-aligned white supremacist gangs like the
Proud Boys, Three Percenters, Oathkeepers, etc. The big question today is whether political violence will 
continue after Trump leaves the political scene, or if the Republican Party will come to its senses and return 
to simply shilling for billionaire tax cuts and more air and water pollution. Can the political violence genie be
put back in the bottle? Listening to this guy isn’t encouraging: 

   Rep. Eric Swalwell @RepSwalwell  

LISTEN to this death threat against my children. Since the FBI search of 
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Mar-a-Lago, Trump, McCarthy, and MAGA Republicans are stoking violent 
rhetoric against lawmakers and law enforcement. Someone is going to 
get killed. 

ZEROHEDGE Goldman Jumps As Traders Spark Q2 Revenue Beat But 
Total Earnings Plunge 47% Amid Major Investment Losses 
DRUDGE Hope for depositors dwindles as crypto lender files for 
bankruptcy... Crypto Takes New Hit as Thousands of SOLANA Wallets 
Hacked… YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-
senate-house-trading-2021-9 ]. Pelosi 'Appears To Have Taken Advantage'
Of Inside Information: Former Dallas Fed Chief Fisher Artificial Wealth Vs 
GDP: Why Earnings & The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-hold-your-seats
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
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happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT How many animal species (including people)     have   
caught Covid? 

https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2022/08/05/1114357154/how-
many-animal-species-have-caught-covid-first-global-tracker-has-partial-
answe 

COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths near 2021 numbers]
103,649 AUG 13 2022
128,663 AUG 13 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
485 AUG 13 2022
655 AUG 13 2021 
How Pandemic Changed Americans' Health for Worse… 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-covid-19-pandemic-changed-
americans-health-for-the-worse-11659260165 Heart disease and drug 
overdoses are among afflictions exacting a higher toll than before [ More 
than 1 million; 350 per day ]
More cities mull indoor masking… Indoor mask rules expected next week 
as L.A. virus wave worsens... Fauci Annual Pension Payout Exceeds 
POTUS Salary… Republicans plot Fauci probe… [Incompetent, greedy 
guinea] Covid Rises Across USA Amid Muted Warnings and Murky Data… 
WHO: Covid triples across Europe; Hospitalizations double... 
MONKEYPOX PANDEMIC? WHO TO RECONVENE Most Americans Now in 
Areas With High Virus Levels… Deaths in LA rising as ultra-contagious 
subva  riants spread…   https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-
13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 
'Several hundred thousand' new covid cases a day NOT reported; 
Hospitalizations climbing... https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-
hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-
hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622 

DALLAS TURNS HOTSPOT... 
New variant 'Centaurus' detected... 
Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 20% effective 

https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/as-the-ba5-variant-spreads-the-risk-of-coronavirus-reinfection-grows/ar-AAZpFDy
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5814174/new-covid-variant-centaurus-detected-uk/
https://www.dallasnews.com/news/2022/07/19/three-things-to-know-about-the-highly-contagious-covid-19-variant-spreading-right-now/
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https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220714-who-to-reconvene-monkeypox-emergency-panel-on-july-21
https://news.yahoo.com/shocking-monkeypox-screw-means-admit-030643200.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-united-nations-world-organization-06bccc307fa13d428e59babf4b9d8403
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/18/covid-rises-across-u-s-amid-muted-warnings-and-murky-data/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3571232-gop-plots-fauci-probe-after-midterms/
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after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at 
Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as 
Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... Ultra-
contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 

UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

DRUDGEREPORT FEDS HUNT STOLEN NUKE DOCS GOING DOWN LIKE 
CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP [ Better late than never! ] [It truly is 
amazing to me that trump is being painted as something other than the 
mentally ill mobster/criminal that he is. Take every stereotypical 
mobster/mindset that exists, put them together, and you have trump. The
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https://www.the-sun.com/health/5674230/uk-covid-cases-heading-for-record-high-zoe/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
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https://www.yahoo.com/now/covid-could-screw-worse-reinfection-084337273.html
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https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
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https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/nyc-neighborhoods-top-25-covid-positivity-as-new-cases-surge-again/3764698/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/


pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without empathy or 
decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the greater 
fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He 
spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 
duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]

INDICTMENT REAL POSSIBILITY
PUNISHMENTS HE COULD FACE
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO
'TOP SECRET' 

FEDS HUNT STOLEN NUKE DOCS 
SEARCH WARRANT TEXT 
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS 
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE 
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO 
'TOP SECRET' 

Trump Lawyer Told Justice Dept. That Classified Material Had Been 
Returned... 
Ex-CIA chief endorses executing leakers of secrets after raid bombshell...

Saudi Nuke Probe Resurfaces... 
Search prompts big question: Who snitched? 
Mar-A-Lago Security 'Nightmare'... 
The Don Sics Republicans on FBI... Unprecedented threats... 
Armed MAGA protests outside office in Phoenix... 
BREITBART Publishes Names of Agents Serving Warrant... 
Florida judge menaced... 
Americans Too Pampered and Neurotic to Fight Civil War? 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/americans-are-too-pampered-and-neurotic-to-fight-a-civil-war/ar-AA10BUHx
https://www.axios.com/2022/08/13/florida-judge-fbi-search-trump-mar-a-lago
https://www.mediaite.com/online/breitbart-publishes-names-of-fbi-agents-involved-in-mar-a-lago-raid-that-doj-sought-to-keep-hidden/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/armed-trump-supporters-protest-outside-fbi-office-in-phoenix-following-mar-a-lago-raid-reports/ar-AA10DOP8?cvid=9529a1f90a984e51a26564770b40283a
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/12/politics/fbi-threats-maralago-trump-search/index.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/13/trump-sics-the-g-o-p-on-the-f-b-i/
https://www.usnews.com/news/us/articles/2022-08-13/trumps-mar-a-lago-a-security-nightmare-that-housed-classified-documents
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2022/aug/13/mar-a-lago-search-ivanka-trump-week-in-patriarchy
https://www.newsweek.com/donald-trump-saudi-arabia-nuclear-mar-lago-raid-washington-post-1733182
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/cia-michael-hayden-executing-nuclear-secrets-leakers-trump-raid
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-lawyer-told-justice-dept-that-classified-material-had-been-returned/ar-AA10D16E
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-lawyer-told-justice-dept-that-classified-material-had-been-returned/ar-AA10D16E
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-nuclear-weapons-issue-122108215.html
https://apnews.com/article/florida-donald-trump-mar-a-lago-merrick-garland-government-and-politics-f63c018b600e1539ff3660a896a132d0
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://humanevents.com/2022/08/12/exclusive-warrant-and-property-receipt-from-mar-a-lago-raid/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fbi-searched-trump-s-home-to-look-for-nuclear-documents-and-other-items-sources-say/ar-AA10zmiO
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-nuclear-weapons-issue-122108215.html
https://apnews.com/article/florida-donald-trump-mar-a-lago-merrick-garland-government-and-politics-f63c018b600e1539ff3660a896a132d0
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/justice/fbi-raid-trump-could-face-under-espionage-act
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-indictment-over-mishandling-classified-222107255.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11093449/FBI-agents-raid-Mar-Lago-Trump-says-home-siege-agents.html
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/aug/8/mar-lago-raided-fbi-agents-donald-trump-says/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw


FBI search of Mar-a-Lago helps show how probe of Trump documents has 
changed The Washington Post

HUFFPOST TRUMP TOOK THE FIFTH MORE THAN   *400 TIMES*   

Hillary Clinton promotes 'But Her Emails' merch after FBI search of 
Trump's Mar-a-Lago Yahoo News Let’s not forget the clintons, bush, et 
als; but, that’s no get out of jail free card for trump. 
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm obama/holder/biden ... Remember 
those guys? [To be fair and balanced, there’s also the 
bush/cheney/paulsen axis of evildoing/war
crimes/fraud in the factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at its most
despicable. Eric Holder spent six years as attorney general, and failed to
prosecute banks for their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank executives
behind bars. Now, he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar criminal defense
firm, making millions each year helping Wall Street bankers avoid
criminal consequences. Worse, it was just reported that the firm,

Covington & Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor corner office for Holder
awaiting his return. Combined with Holder’s purchase a year ago of a $1.5
million condo just 300 feet from his new office raises serious questions
about how long Holder knew he would be getting a major payday from his
old firm even while it continued to represent companies under
Department of Justice investigation. If the firm and Holder agreed on a
future job offer, that alone could violate criminal laws. ...”] NY Times
Finds Obama's "Most Precise Air Campaign In History" Killed Thousands
Of Civilians Previously hidden Pentagon documents show thousands of
civilian deaths in Iraq & Syria, including children.

DRUDGEREPORT GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP 
[ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is being 
painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal that he 
is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists and you have 
trump. The pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without empathy
or decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the greater 
fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He 

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-says-mar-lago-home-was-raided-large-group-fbi-agents-rcna42133
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/10/trump-says-he-refused-to-answer-ny-attorney-generals-questions-in-probe-of-his-business.html
https://theintercept.com/2022/08/09/trump-fbi-raid-al-capone/
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMJ7zkwswh46pAw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEKXRpfQvgSN5P1-iz9Wbsi4qGQgEKhAIACoHCAownvOTCzCHjqkDMLa6lAc?uo=CAUiYmh0dHBzOi8vbmV3cy55YWhvby5jb20vaGlsbGFyeS1jbGludG9uLXRydW1wLWZiaS1yYWlkLW1hci1hLWxhZ28tYnV0LWhlci1lbWFpbHMtaGF0LTE4MzczMTAzNi5odG1s0gEA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEKXRpfQvgSN5P1-iz9Wbsi4qGQgEKhAIACoHCAownvOTCzCHjqkDMLa6lAc?uo=CAUiYmh0dHBzOi8vbmV3cy55YWhvby5jb20vaGlsbGFyeS1jbGludG9uLXRydW1wLWZiaS1yYWlkLW1hci1hLWxhZ28tYnV0LWhlci1lbWFpbHMtaGF0LTE4MzczMTAzNi5odG1s0gEA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-set-testify-new-york-investigation_n_62f34924e4b0f9d8c021b2de
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMI7UlAowt9F0?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEAGnVAMpVk_shlrOiNpQf5cqGAgEKg8IACoHCAowjtSUCjC30XQwzqe5AQ?uo=CAUiWGh0dHBzOi8vd3d3Lndhc2hpbmd0b25wb3N0LmNvbS9uYXRpb25hbC1zZWN1cml0eS8yMDIyLzA4LzA5L3RydW1wLWZiaS1zZWFyY2gtbWFyLWEtbGFnby_SAQA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEAGnVAMpVk_shlrOiNpQf5cqGAgEKg8IACoHCAowjtSUCjC30XQwzqe5AQ?uo=CAUiWGh0dHBzOi8vd3d3Lndhc2hpbmd0b25wb3N0LmNvbS9uYXRpb25hbC1zZWN1cml0eS8yMDIyLzA4LzA5L3RydW1wLWZiaS1zZWFyY2gtbWFyLWEtbGFnby_SAQA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen


spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 
duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]
AGENTS CRACK SAFE
WAS THERE A RAT? 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-
says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html MSNBC 
This search wasn't run by Democrats — the head of the FBI was 
appointed by Trump

INDICTMENT REAL POSSIBILITY
PUNISHMENTS HE COULD FACE
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO
'TOP SECRET'

FEDS HUNT STOLEN NUKE DOCS 
SEARCH WARRANT TEXT 
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS 
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE 
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO 
'TOP SECRET' 

The Don Under Intense Legal Scrutiny...
WAS THERE A RAT?
Padlocked basement full of documents...
10 BOXES TAKEN… 
Judge linked to Jeffrey Epstein...
Disqualified from holding office ever again? Code on records could bar 
him...
MCCARTHY: It's about Jan. 6...
CHRISTIE: 'Fair game'...
Biden Learned of It From Media, White House Says...
Republicans vow revenge on FBI, Garland...

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11093665/Republicans-vow-revenge-FBI-response-rogue-behavior-raids-Trumps-Mar-Lago.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/biden-learned-of-trump-raid-from-media-reports-white-house-says/ar-AA10ulUb
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/09/christie-calls-mar-a-lago-search-fair-game-00050518
https://nypost.com/2022/08/09/trump-raid-not-about-classified-documents-its-about-jan-6/
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-disqualified-holding-office-lawyer-us-code-fbi-raid
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-disqualified-holding-office-lawyer-us-code-fbi-raid
https://nypost.com/2022/08/09/judge-who-approved-fbi-raid-on-mar-a-lago-once-linked-to-jeffrey-epstein/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/fbi-search-of-trumps-florida-home-mar-a-lago-is-criticized-by-republicans-11660049490
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095261/Trump-fbi-raid-records-timeline.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-under-intense-legal-scrutiny-after-fbi-searches-mar-a-lago/ar-AA10sx88
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-nuclear-weapons-issue-122108215.html
https://apnews.com/article/florida-donald-trump-mar-a-lago-merrick-garland-government-and-politics-f63c018b600e1539ff3660a896a132d0
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://humanevents.com/2022/08/12/exclusive-warrant-and-property-receipt-from-mar-a-lago-raid/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fbi-searched-trump-s-home-to-look-for-nuclear-documents-and-other-items-sources-say/ar-AA10zmiO
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-nuclear-weapons-issue-122108215.html
https://apnews.com/article/florida-donald-trump-mar-a-lago-merrick-garland-government-and-politics-f63c018b600e1539ff3660a896a132d0
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/justice/fbi-raid-trump-could-face-under-espionage-act
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-indictment-over-mishandling-classified-222107255.html
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/search-unprecedented-but-all-legal-all-lawful-and-it-s-not-a-raid-former-u-s-attorney-145780293822
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/search-unprecedented-but-all-legal-all-lawful-and-it-s-not-a-raid-former-u-s-attorney-145780293822
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://apnews.com/article/donald-trump-mar-a-lago-government-and-politics-9e8d683afe87389407950af7ccfdbdd6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11093449/FBI-agents-raid-Mar-Lago-Trump-says-home-siege-agents.html
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/aug/8/mar-lago-raided-fbi-agents-donald-trump-says/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw


Supporters Call for Civil War...
Push for police to be defunded...
Kerik Predicts Trump Assassination... 

Agent With Machine Gun Outside Of Compound...

Supporters Call for Civil War... 

Last crisis, Beijing outmatched. Not now… 
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-
crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560 

White House summons Chinese ambassador as crisis escalates...
Simulating Attack on Island... 'Sinking American warships'...
Tells USA: Can't 'treat countries like George Floyd'...
Xi Builds Security Fortress...
Does Beijing Have Own Space Plane?
Pentagon chiefs calls go unanswered...
Top Taiwan Missile Official Found Dead in Hotel Room...
Fears Japan on front line...
UN chief warns in Hiroshima… 
APPLE Bends Knee on Label Demands…

China conducts missile strikes in Taiwan Strait... Smoke trails fill sky...
Carrier group moved towards island...
'Western powers can no longer run amok'...
Pentagon delays another test...
USS Ronald Reagan remains in region...
Expert warns 'Pearl Harbor-style attack'... 
How Far Will Xi Go?
Cuts ties with USA...
The Coming War...
Taipei Urgent Fighter Pilot Shortage...
Battle or Surrender: Generational Divide on Threat... 

JULY JOBS BLOWOUT: PAYROLLS INCREASE 528K… 
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE FALLS TO 3.5%...  'It is WHOPPER!'   
Gas prices drop 50 straight days... 
Musk Declares Inflation Past Peak...Sees 'mild recession' for 18 months… 

Powell pummeled from all sides... Home Sellers Cut Prices... 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/home-sellers-cut-prices-as-housing-market-cools-11659671674
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/05/fed-powell-rate-hikes-00049561
https://news.yahoo.com/elon-musk-predicts-us-mild-234254035.html
https://news.yahoo.com/elon-musk-predicts-us-mild-234254035.html
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/gas-prices-tumble-at-fastest-rate-in-over-a-decade
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/it-is-a-whopper-cnbcs-rick-santelli-stunned-by-july-jobs-report-that-more-than-doubled-expectations/
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-united-states-economy-unemployment-4895f1aa41fbe904400df8261446b737
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/05/jobs-report-july-2022-528000.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/05/fight-or-surrender-taiwans-generational-divide-on-chinas-threats/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/taiwan-faces-urgent-fighter-pilot-123340764.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-coming-war-over-taiwan-11659614417
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-china-asia-beijing-b252479810add6a225fa1e4a6d441983
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/pelosi-taiwan-visit-china-united-states-relationship-future-rcna41098
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5935484/china-pearl-harbor-attack-taiwan/
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/04/china-taiwan-missile-aircraft-00049925
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11081935/Pentagon-DELAYS-intercontinental-ballistic-missile-test-avoid-angering-China.html
https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-08-04/ugly-shameless-evil-china-blasts-g-7-eu-attempts-to-deescalate-taiwan-crisis
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5929070/china-taiwan-airspace-aircraft-missiles/
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/all-out-war-fears-as-china-launches-missiles-directly-over-taiwan-smoke-trails-fill-sky/ar-AA10ipb2
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-asia-navy-china-air-force-4bd08ab9ecd2a9f7d450cf61618d28af
https://www.mediaite.com/tech/apple-bends-the-knee-warning-suppliers-shipping-from-taiwan-to-strictly-obey-chinas-label-demands-after-pelosi-visit/
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/asia/nuclear-weapons-loaded-gun-un-chief-warns-hiroshima-2863491
https://www.npr.org/2022/08/05/1115384641/japan-taiwan-china-yonaguni-island
https://www.newsweek.com/taiwan-missile-official-found-dead-hotel-room-after-heart-attack-ou-yang-li-hsing-1731492
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/05/pentagon-china-calls-taiwan-00050175
https://www.19fortyfive.com/2022/08/the-air-force-would-freak-out-does-china-have-its-very-own-x-37b-space-plane/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/06/in-turbulent-times-xi-builds-a-security-fortress-for-china-and-himself/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11083987/China-SANCTIONS-Nancy-Pelosi-family-vicious-provocative-visit-Taiwan.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5942632/china-sink-us-aircraft-carriers-hypersonic/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/taiwan-says-china-simulating-attack-035002189.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/white-house-summons-chinese-ambassador-as-crisis-escalates/ar-AA10kAmc
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560
https://www.vice.com/en/article/5d39zq/trump-supporters-civil-war-fbi-search-mar-a-lago
https://radaronline.com/p/donald-trump-mar-a-lago-first-photo-fbi-raid-agent-machine-gun/
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/bernard-kerik-says-democrats-may-try-to-orchestrate-trumps-assassination-after-fbi-raid/
https://www.vice.com/en/article/xgywzd/republicans-defund-the-fbi
https://www.vice.com/en/article/5d39zq/trump-supporters-civil-war-fbi-search-mar-a-lago


BUST: More Americans Going Hungry…
Household Debt Surpasses $16 Trillion… 
RECESSION 2022: Americans Buying More Essentials at Dollar Stores... 
Dollar-Store Dinners and Vats of Shampoo… 
61% now living paycheck to paycheck... 
Inflation Everywhere -- Even Commercials... 
Home prices cooling at record pace...
ORACLE layoffs... 

UN warns humanity 'one miscalculation away from nuclear annihilation'…
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-
danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html 
US Aircraft Carrier, Amphibious Assault Ships Operating Near Taiwan... 
PUTIN: USA MAIN THREAT TO RUSSIA [ Truth be told, USA MAIN THREAT
TO RUSSIA, CHINA, USA, WORLD ] 
CNN: SHE'S GOING 
CHINA MILITARY WARNING 
TAIWAN READIES FOR CONFLICT 
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-
leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war 

Midterm Misery for Biden? Key Economy Gauge Flags 30-Seat Loss... 
Corporations on front lines say cracks forming... https://www.msn.com/en-
us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-
cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc In Silicon Valley, profits at tech 
companies like Google and Apple generally beat expectations, but 
executives said there are signs of some niche slowing in consumer 
spending. Consumer products giant Procter & Gamble said it is expecting
a tougher 2023, although it’s still raising prices. Mastercard said 
spending was steady among the wealthy, but slowing among lower-
income customers 

DRUDGEREPORT World's biggest cat a 'gentle giant'… 

https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-tall-27707476
https://www.pginvestor.com/financial-reporting/press-releases/news-details/2022/PG-Announces-Fourth-Quarter-and-Fiscal-Year-2022-Results/default.aspx
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/midterm-misery-biden-key-economy-111529922.html
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://news.yahoo.com/china-warns-military-not-sit-075623828.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/01/politics/nancy-pelosi-taiwan-visit/index.html
https://www.yahoo.com/video/putin-says-russian-navy-hypersonic-084124580.html
https://news.usni.org/2022/08/01/carrier-uss-ronald-reagan-two-f-35b-big-decks-operating-near-taiwan-as-pelosi-arrives-in-singapore-china-renews-threats
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/oracle-starts-job-cuts-in-u.s.-the-information
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/home-prices-cooled-at-record-pace-in-june-according-to-housing-data-firm.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/inflation-is-everywhereeven-in-tv-commercials-11659351601
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/as-inflation-surges-more-americans-are-living-paycheck-to-paycheck.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/us-household-debt-surpasses-16-150000549.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/04/more-americans-are-going-hungry-and-it-costs-more-to-feed-them/


https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-
tall-27707476 Top 10 best places to live in world…USA not on list... 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-
worst-places-to-live.html Here’s the rest of the top 10 best places to live

1.Vienna, Austria
2.Copenhagen, Denmark
3.Zurich, Switzerland
4.Calgary, Canada
5.Vancouver, Canada
6.Geneva, Switzerland
7.Frankfurt, Germany
8.Toronto, Canada
9.Amsterdam, Netherlands
10.Osaka, Japan and Melbourne, Australia (tie)

Danger ahead...Economy has yet to face biggest recession challenge... 
‘The 2-year Treasury note yield exceeded that of the 10-year note by the 
highest margin in about 22 years Friday afternoon. That phenomenon, 
known as an inverted yield curve, has been a telltale recession sign 
particularly when it goes on for an extended period of time. In the present
case, the inversion has been in place since early July’ 
Restaurants, Bars, Hotels STILL Don't Have Enough Workers... 
Credit-card debt soaring... 

INFLATION NOW HIGHEST SINCE 1982...
Retail's 'Dark Side': Inventory Piles Up... 
White House insists economy strong as allies grow uneasy about Fed...
Yellen denies recession...
Inflation highest since 1982... 
Big Tech Results Spotlight Breadth of Upheaval... 
RECESSION 2022 
GDP 2ND STRAIGHT QUARTERLY DROP 
Yield curve flashing more warning signs of risks ahead...
FED HIKES AGAIN... MORE TO COME...
VOX layoffs; Tech firms tighten belts...
FACEBOOK First Ever Revenue Drop...
COMCAST Broadband Growth Grinds to Halt...
BEST BUY latest retailer to cut outlook...
100 Wealthiest Americans Lose $622 Billion Since November... 

https://bnanews102.bna.com/daily-tax-report/the-100-wealthiest-americans-lost-622-billion-since-november
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/best-buys-shares-fall-10percent-as-it-cuts-its-forecast-for-second-quarter-cites-weaker-demand.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/comcast-earnings-2q-2022.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/meta-facebook-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658883684
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/27/vox-media-layoffs-economic-uncertainty
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11054989/Fed-rate-hike-Central-bank-raises-key-rate-0-75-points.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/fed-decision-july-2022-.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/analysis-u-yield-curve-flashing-211417380.html
https://apnews.com/article/united-states-economy-economic-growth-government-and-politics-4ffd93331422cb131a974223dad5825f
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/gdp-q2-.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/from-apple-to-microsoft-big-tech-results-spotlight-breadth-of-economic-upheaval-11659094604
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/yellen-says-the-economy-is-not-in-a-recession-despite-gdp-slump.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/white-house-insists-economy-is-strong-as-allies-grow-uneasy-about-fed/ar-AA105XbV
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/30/retails-dark-side-as-inventory-piles-up-liquidation-warehouses-are-busy/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.axios.com/2022/08/06/inflation-recession-credit-card-debt
https://www.wsj.com/articles/restaurants-bars-and-hotels-keep-hiring-and-say-they-still-dont-have-enough-people-11659734572
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/05/danger-ahead-the-us-economy-has-yet-to-face-its-biggest-recession-challenge.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-tall-27707476
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-tall-27707476


WORLD'S BIGGEST CONSUMER NAMES ANNOUNCE SOARING PRICE 
INCREASES... 
Inflation hits bodega favorite: Bacon, egg and cheese... 
Half Americans fall deeper in debt...
SHOPIFY cuts staff; Tech firms tighten belts ...
GOOGLE Growth Slows as Pressures Mount on Ad Market...
$9.4 Trillion Results Day Looms in Test for Stock Market...
Pending home sales fall 20%... 
Economist: Prices to Plunge… 
Fed Readies Largest Rate Hikes Since Volcker... Developing... 

Difficulty Paying Bills Tops Pandemic High...
Inflation Altering Shopping Habits...
Fed set for ANOTHER big rate hike...
WALMART cuts outlook...
ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms... 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

2 Americans dead in Donbas… Apocalyptic vision behind Putin 'golden 
billion' argument… [ From my direct observation and experience, 
pervasively mentally ill, corrupt, criminal america is indisputably the 
globally destructive bad guy. That is so ab initio! ]
U.S., allies weigh providing Ukraine fighter jets to counter Russia… 
Putin 'too healthy' says CIA chief... https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-
putin-health/ “Ukrainian, US, and British would-be media professionals 
have been spreading bogus stories about the president’s health condition
in recent months. This is all hoax,” he said. 
Ukraine graft concerns resurface as war goes on... China threatens 
'strong measures' if Pelosi visits Taiwan… Looming Gas Crunch Poses 
'Historic Test' for Europe, IEA Says… Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With 
Iran, Turkey in Rare Trip Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More 
Aggressive Phase of Ukraine War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... 
China satellite swarms hunt down and destroy enemy targets… Russia 
building laser weapon to disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke
attack preparedness PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts 
photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as 
pipeline from Russia shuts off… Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to 

https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/07/16/russia-ukraine-war-putin-news-live-updates/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-zelenskyy-government-and-politics-494af1bc0145fb2d16c76b0abf3f5cda
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.euronews.com/2022/07/21/vladimir-putin-entirely-too-healthy-says-cia-chief
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/us-allies-weigh-providing-ukraine-fighter-jets-to-counter-russia/ar-AAZNC4L
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://thehill.com/policy/international/russia/3571651-two-americans-dead-in-donbas-region-of-ukraine/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://news.yahoo.com/walmart-cuts-profit-outlook-inflation-204311068.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fed-inflict-more-pain-economy-130000297.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/26/more-signs-emerge-that-inflation-is-altering-shopping-habits/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/difficulty-paying-bills-tops-pandemic-191151129.html
https://ca.news.yahoo.com/fed-readies-largest-rate-hikes-100116313.html
https://nypost.com/2022/07/26/us-home-prices-to-plunge-substantially-on-cratering-demand/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/pending-home-sales-fell-20percent-in-june-versus-a-year-earlier-as-mortgage-rates-soared.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/9-4-trillion-results-day-075131597.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-alphabet-googl-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658802135
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/shopify-sinks-12percent-after-company-plans-to-lay-off-10percent-of-workers.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/nearly-half-of-americans-fall-deeper-in-debt-as-inflation-boosts-costs.html
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-new-york-prices-bd26a709a13cbccce503b2e986301edb
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815


citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   
Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 

https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/russian-doomsday-submarine-armed-nuclear-drones-service
https://news.yahoo.com/relentless-russian-shelling-east-ukraine-073615708.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-pleads-weapons-war-spotlight-043837619.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html


1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035


Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/abortion-ruling-highlights-diverging-paths-of-justices-john-roberts-samuel-alito-11656149400
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445


billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

HISTORY Here are notable past Taiwan Headlines 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-
headlines ...news in the extremely fluid Taiwan theater of pre-war. 

SOME POSTED REACTIONS TO PELOSI TAIWAN VISIT:

the ho is in taiwan china bluffed.... 

D o n 't  a l l o w  t h a t  h a g  t o  i n t e r f e r e  w i t h  y o u r  s o v e r e i g n t y . 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/07/04/recession-talk-surges-in-washington-00043818
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/stimulus-checks-rewired-how-some-americans-see-money.html
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2022/06/17/bidens-america-sriracha-peanut-butter-latest-items-short-supply/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/travel/news/americans-are-starting-to-pull-back-on-travel-and-restaurants/ar-AAYBEka
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-sinks-below-20000-as-crypto-meltdown-intensifies.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-price-drops-below-18600-as-sell-off-accelerates.html
https://theankler.com/p/pod-hollywoods-economic-armageddon#details
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/once-feted-for-pandemic-heroics-worlds-central-banks-now-face-an-uneasy-crowd-0
https://news.yahoo.com/shock-swiss-rate-hike-sets-015937838.html
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/20/politics/supreme-court-june-preview/index.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-companies-start-to-rescind-job-offers-11655865283
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g


T h e s e  w e s t e r n  b a s t a r d s  M U S T  b e  p u t  i n  t h e i r  p l a c e . 

Let her land, then arrest her. That should wipe the smirk off of the 
Democrats, and Republican's faces. 

Neocons are mad dogs 

I'm sure they booked her a room with a broom closet. 

Pelosi looks like a witch from hades. Set a couple dozen drones against 
her plane path and see if they collide. If successful call it a good day. 

American gangsters do not stop their bullying, they must be stopped at 
all costs. 

Hope the old wrinkle gets it. One says that wisdom grows with age but 
there seem to be exceptions. Mainly in the USA. 

USA would very much like to start another proxy war without any risk for 
their people and military.
But will the Taiwanese prove foolish enough to sacrifice themselves by 
doing a favour to the puppet master? 

Will she be handing out cookies? 

I hope that China blows her plane out the sky. 

really wish china follows through with shooting down this thing's plane 

She looks like Vomit 

Who said Medusah was a fantasy, one look at Pelosi and you will be 
vaporized or wish you had !

this is just being done by a power hungry very old senile hag, saying Look
at Me! 

Yes, I'll go with Pelosi is grandstanding to draw attention away from her 
personal corruption scandal. 



witch 

Crazy , corrupt Nancy is not worth a war in any way, shape, or form . This
is insane! 

This isn't going to end well... 

China accuses US of provocation 

Russia stands in 'absolute solidarity' with China – Kremlin 

The New Age Of Orwellianism https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-
age-orwellianism Remarkably, it is the same ideologues who are eager to
change the well-accepted definitions of “recession” and “inflation” who 
remain perplexed as to what exactly a “woman” is.

DRUDGEREPORT US-China ties on precipice after Pelosi visit to Taiwan...
'AMERICAN WITCH'...
On Internet, Fury Turns to Frustration...
Beijing fires missiles, encircles island...
Demonstrates ability to blockade in war... 

ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security 
Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]

ZELENSKY DRAGGED OVER VOGUE SHOOT... Russia To Quit Space 

https://www.ndtv.com/world-news/russia-to-quit-international-space-station-after-2024-news-agency-afp-quoting-official-3195166
https://www.tmz.com/2022/07/27/ukraine-president-volodymyr-zelensky-dragged-vogue-cover-shoot/
https://openai.com/blog/dall-e/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-prediction-tiktok/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-prediction-tiktok/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-prediction-tiktok/
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/nuclear-war-threat-higher-cold-war-uk-national-security-advisor
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/nuclear-war-threat-higher-cold-war-uk-national-security-advisor
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/defense-national-security/surrounded-in-live-fire-exercises-china-demonstrates-the-ability-to-blockade-taiwan-in-the-event-of-war
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/asia/china-taiwan-military-exercises-intl-hnk-ml/index.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/on-chinas-internet-fury-at-pelosis-visit-to-taiwan-turns-to-frustration-11659610844
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/how-taiwan-reacted-to-pelosi-s-visit-from-welcome-to-american-witch/ar-AA10gHee
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-asia-beijing-china-taipei-430ee6c9e64c2695057bfcbab4ba3bc4
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-age-orwellianism
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-age-orwellianism
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-age-orwellianism
https://www.rt.com/news/560065-russia-pelosi-taiwan-visit/
https://www.rt.com/news/560075-china-us-taiwan-provocation/


Station… Will build rival… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-
to-quit-international-space-station-2024/ Kremlin to keep up gas squeeze 
on Europe... 

USA Leads Globally in Known Monkeypox Cases… More than 85% of 
Americans experience temps above 90… Extinction threat may be 
greater than previously thought, new global study finds… 
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-
greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/ The global 
extinction crisis underway may be more intense than previously thought 
as humans continue to tear up land, overuse certain resources and heat 
up the planet...Nearly one in three species of all kinds — 30% — face 
global extinction or have been driven to extinction since the year 1500, 
according to the new survey published in the journal "Frontiers in Ecology
and the Environment."

DRUDGE Earth records shortest day ever; Planet 'spinning faster'... 

GOOGLE NEWS *Scientists baffled as Earth spins faster than usual New 
York Post 
*Gravitas: Earth just completed a rotation in less than 24 hours! WION 
*NASA warns of horrific solar flares! Earth will be impacted HT Tech
*NASA Records Huge Flare From New, Active Region Emerging on Sun's 
Surface Newsweek

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 
ROGAN CALLS TRUMP MAN BABY; SAYS WAS ON DRUGS IN WHITE 
HOUSE...  FLASHBACK: THE HIGHEST OFFICE; ADDERALL JUNKIE...   
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office [trump the 
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adderall/blow man baby] NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 
9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS
JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
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shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
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https://www.mediaite.com/news/liz-cheney-blasts-trump-over-jan-6-in-blistering-reagan-library-speech-praises-courage-of-bombshell-witness-cassidy-hutchinson/
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X


KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/gov-gavin-newsom-wins-big-in-california-could-he-be-president/ar-AAYgUlw
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10934571/Oregon-Citys-mayoral-candidate-says-homeless-Japanese-style-pods-overdoses-rise.html
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/netanyahu-prepares-for-a-comeback-in-israel-e2-80-99s-next-elections/ar-AAYHWpl
https://metro.co.uk/2022/06/22/russian-colonel-who-carried-putins-nuclear-codes-briefcase-found-shot-16873192/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/experts-say-there-are-mounting-signs-that-the-kremlin-is-purging-its-top-generals-in-ukraine-the-latest-hint-of-deep-dysfunction-in-putin-s-army/ar-AAYKxsd
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/22/russian-novoshakhtinsk-oil-refinery-struck-drone-possible-attack-inside-borders
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/germany-trigger-phase-two-three-065910268.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/germany-looks-at-rationing-natural-gas-after-russia-cuts-supply-11655978153
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/23/russia-crimps-gas-flows-just-as-europe-races-to-stock-up-for-winter/
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USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

More Nightmarish Pestilences Continue To Erupt All Over The World 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-nightmarish-pestilences-
continue-to-erupt-all-over-the-world/ 

Now They Are Telling Us That The Rain That Falls From The Sky Is 
Extremely Dangerous And Can Cause Cancer 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/now-they-are-telling-us-that-the-rain-
that-falls-from-the-sky-is-extremely-dangerous-and-can-cause-cancer/ 

The Earth Just Started Spinning Faster Than Ever Before And Scientists 
Don't Know Why https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/earth-just-
started-spinning-faster-ever-and-scientists-dont-know-why Experts fear 
the consequences could be "devastating"... 

DRUDGEREPORT ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK 
National Security Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]
Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
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Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the 
Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, 
Slower And Dumber http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-
the-midst-of-a-mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-
slower-and-dumber/

Ranchers Are Selling Off Their Cattle In Unprecedented Numbers Due To 
The Drought, And That Has Enormous Implications For 2023

Microplastics Are Literally Everywhere, And They Are An Existential 
Threat To The Future Of The Human Race 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/microplastics-are-literally-
everywhere-and-they-are-an-existential-threat-to-the-future-of-the-human-
race/ 

https://youtu.be/PSxihhBzCjk 
AP NEWS BIG STORIES APNews.com 

• Floods strike new blow in place that has known hardship   
JACKSON, Ky. (AP) — Evelyn Smith lost everything in the floods that
devastated eastern Kentucky, saving only her grandson's muddy 
tricycle. But she's not planning to leave the mountains that have 
been...Read More

• Wildfires in West explode in size amid hot, windy conditions   
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Wildfires in California and Montana exploded in 
size overnight amid windy, hot conditions and were quickly 
encroaching on neighborhoods, forcing evacuation orders for over 
100 homes...Read More

• New York City declares monkeypox a public health emergency   
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NEW YORK (AP) — Officials in New York City declared a public 
health emergency due to the spread of the monkeypox virus 
Saturday, calling the city “the epicenter” of the outbreak....Read 
More 

An Attempt To Summarize The Current State Of Our Country In Just 12 
Tweets http://endoftheamericandream.com/an-attempt-to-summarize-the-
current-state-of-our-country-in-just-12-tweets/ 

1. President Biden struggles to put on his blazer before dropping his 
trademark Aviators 

2. This Is The Speaker Of The House… PELOSI: “When I was a little girl, I 
was told at the beach if I dug a hole deep enough we would reach China. 
So, we’ve always felt a connection there.” 

3. This Is The Majority Leader Of The Senate… @SenSchumer on 
negotiating the Inflation Reduction Act: "[Sen. Joe Manchin] said we have
to do this in secret, you and I only, and we did. [...] Under Joe Manchin's 
request, which I honored, the White House didn't know any of the details 
until everybody else did." 

4. This Is Our Economy… "Biden administration tried to redefine 
recession.We are in a recession. The economy has been shrinking all 
year. Real wages are at an all—time low, and at the same time inflation is
the highest in the lifetime of most Americans," Carlson said. 

5. The Solution That Our Leaders Have Come Up With To Fix Inflation Will
Actually Make Inflation Even Worse… Kevin "Mr. Wonderful" O'Leary on 
the Bidenflation Scam: "Naming it 'anti-inflation' is a joke. This is gonna 
be very inflationary almost immediately because we're printing billions of
dollars." 

6. These Are Our Streets… “It’s not safe to do anything no more...Not 

https://twitter.com/SenSchumer
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even hang out on your porch.” 

7. This Is Our System Of Education… Elementary teacher in @AustinISD 
played a video for students to teach them about drag which also 
encourages kids to be drag performers

8. This Is The New Disease That Is Going Around… Houston man with 
monkeypox says pain, stigma, isolation are the hardest ... 

9. The Biden Administration Decided That It Would Be A Good Idea To 
Fight A Proxy War With Russia. It Isn’t Going Particularly Well… 

10. As If A Proxy War With Russia Wasn’t Enough, Now The Biden 
Administration Has Us Dangerously Close To A War With China… 

11. For Some Reason, Very Few Young Adults Are Eager To Join The 
Military… 

12. This Is Our Culture… Drag king makes audience “pledge allegiance” 
to drag shows at a “family-friendly” pride festival in Iowa 

Every 11 Seconds… http://endoftheamericandream.com/every-11-seconds/
even more children will have died from acute malnutrition 

ZEROHEDGE Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg
China Has Established A “Blockade” Around Taiwan And Plans To Shoot 
Missiles Directly Over The Island     
http://endoftheamericandream.com/china-has-established-a-blockade-
around-taiwan-and-plans-to-shoot-missiles-directly-over-the-island/     
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Insiders Are Dumping The Most Stocks Since January As Retail Buying-
Panic Re-Emerges
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/insiders-are-dumping-most-stocks-
january-retail-buying-panic-re-emerges     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[Of course that’s true; but, that would be nothing new for criminal 
america. 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

ANALYSIS
From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  

https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-washingtons-chaos/
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washingtons-chaos/ 

YAHOO Politics Former FBI official likens Matt Gaetz, Roger Stone, and 
Trump to the Mafia: 'It's a criminal organization' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-fbi-official-likens-matt-
045920601.html 
BUT WAIT: “There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

DRUDGEREPORT China threatens 'strong measures' if Pelosi visits 
Taiwan...
Kissinger Warns Biden Against Endless Confrontation... 
Beijing Dumps $100 Billion Worth Of Treasuries... 

ZEROHEDGE These Are All The Countries Capable Of Launching Space 
Rockets https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-are-all-countries-
capable-launching-space-rockets 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 
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YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 

https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMJ_NqAswkdjAAw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' After US 
Lawmaker Slams Zelensky

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
Medvedev makes prediction about Zelensky 

https://www.rt.com/russia/560727-medvedev-prediction-zelensky-future/
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https://www.rt.com/russia/560727-medvedev-prediction-zelensky-future/ 
Russia sent troops into Ukraine on February 24, citing Kiev’s failure to 
implement the Minsk agreements … called Zelensky “an unshaved fellow 
wearing a green shirt” and compared him to Adolf Hitler after the 
Ukrainian president urged Western countries to close their borders to all 
Russian nationals. 
Before becoming president of Ukraine, Zelensky was a comedian and 
actor. From 2015 to 2019, he played a high-school history teacher who 
unexpectedly became president of Ukraine in a TV series called ‘Servant 
of the People...only two options in the end “[It will be either] a court 
martial or a return to supporting roles in comedy shows

Israeli troops fatally shoot two Palestinian teens – health ministry 

Ivan Timofeev: Beijing and Moscow can lead resistance against West 
dictating to rest of world   https://www.rt.com/news/560353-west-world-  
hegemony-lesson/ [ Resistance is the proper word. From direct 
observation an experience, america is hardly a paragon of perfection; but
rather, an egregious example of concentrated criminality, as purveyors of
which is the american nightmare wrought for gain by whatever means, 
toward whatever target. ]

The US keeps reneging on arms control agreements, so why should 
Russia trust Joe Biden’s latest overtures? [They shouldn’t; you can’t trust
america, that’s my direct observation and experience.]

Amnesty fully ‘stands by’ report on Ukraine 

China ignores phone calls from Pentagon – Politico 

Zelensky accuses Amnesty International of supporting terrorism 

Today, Ukraine bombed a Donetsk hotel full of journalists – here’s what it 
felt like to be there 

US ‘artificially’ stokes tensions – Kremlin 

From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
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washingtons-chaos/ 

The US is in a recession and it’s worse than you think 
https://www.rt.com/business/560011-us-recession-fed-inflation/ 

Zelensky and US to blame for ‘bloodbath’ in Donbass – Russia 

Wall Street is collapsing – NYC mayor 

FBI manipulating domestic terror stats – whistleblowers 

US plunges into recession 

EU ban on Russian gas ‘impossible’ – Austria 

Kremlin comments on claims about Russian military casualties 

Zelensky’s Vogue photoshoot raises eyebrows 

Biden met with 14 of his son’s business associates – media 

NATO’s arsonist-in-chief Jens Stoltenberg wants the Western public to 
pay for a Ukrainian fire he helped to ignite 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

Russia to quit International Space Station after 2024 

Russia issues rebuke to Israel 

Grain deal won’t affect military op in Ukraine – Moscow 

UK candidates’ militancy and imperialism threaten to bring Britain down 

Kiev confirms arrival of heavy weapons from Germany 

US sends more weapons to Ukraine 

https://www.rt.com/news/559485-himars-drones-ukraine-pentagon/
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Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the fallout 
from their failed Russia policy 

EU eases sanctions on Russian oil exports 

Russia’s Lavrov talks Ukraine, sanctions and nuclear war with RT (FULL 
VIDEO) 

• Putin suggests motive behind Canada’s gas turbine delay   
• UN chief ‘under huge pressure’ over Ukraine – Russian FM   
• Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the   

fallout from their failed Russia policy Op-ed
• Zaporozhye Nuclear Power Plant attacked by Ukrainian drones   

Putin tells US to stop ‘looting’ Syria 

Former Russian president lists ‘Western sins’ 

Russian warns of ‘tougher’ terms for talks with Ukraine 

Dmitri Trenin: How a smart Middle East strategy can help Russia play a 
significant role in shaping the new world order 

Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 

IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 

Iran issues warning to US and Israel 

Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
industrial complex war monster’]
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Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

HUFFPOST SUSPICIOUS: SECRET SERVICE CAN’T FIND JAN. 6 TEXTS! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/national-archives-deleted-secret-service-
texts_n_62d6c6bbe4b008a2d03f1ac4 [ Ooooh … the mystery of it all … 
magical disappearance of text messages … could be ghosts … or 
gremlins … or salem witchcraft … WAKE UP! … AMERICA IS A TOTAL 
FRAUD! … AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 
MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). ]

The most intelligent, rational legal position:

Laurence Tribe, a Harvard law professor, argued that not holding Trump 
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accountable would be equally harmful.

"I certainly recognize that indicting a former president would generate 
lots of social heat, perhaps violence," Tribe said. "But not indicting him 
would invite another violent insurrection."

Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All Incredibly Depressed. 
Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" Some very concerning 
market observations from Goldman trader John Flood discussing the real 
rot below the market surface: Monday was the lightest volume session of
the year with 9.32b shares trading across all US equity exchanges 
breaking previous low mark of 9.4b back on 7/11/22. YTD daily avg for 
shares traded across all US equity exchanges sits @ 12.5b. Monday was 
also the lightest notional trading session of the year w/ $392b trading vs 
ytd daily avg of $638b. Our desk was a 3 on 1 – 10 scale in terms of 
overall activity levels. I am personally taken aback by how resilient mkt 
has been over the past few weeks. I don’t see L/Os putting their ~$210b 
of cash to work. I am seeing them use pockets of strength to sell lower 
conviction more illiquid names in block form and raise even more cash. 

Trump comic-con-show 
https://www.facebook.com/reel/523496502845404/?
s=single_unit&__cft__[0]=AZWPFQ3WczUIfIkH48JzeY46IoAd31UE03J6BK
gdB2FnhC4ZMwHrSlFnIZRzSdcm0iOvj82iS31DRdv7o07VE1dKwlJ-
o8PrhTfe_ujCAUFuOSNPQHEmqhCXpuyaLM_w2FExUX2P3sub6YXf8JZ_JO
SnUwrv6N77_T472Z5wMAIl1mh2SytZjOOe004Qi410SWP8G3HBHdMEgTY
aaiWHeOxK&__tn__=H-R 

ZEROHEDGE As Taiwan Warns Chinese "Maritime & Aerial Blockade" 
Ensuing, Pelosi Says Real Issue Is 'I'm A Woman' [Riiight!] Pelosi Departs
Taiwan After Whirlwind Tour As China Declares "Median Line" No Longer 
Exists Global Markets Slump With Terrified Traders Tracking Pelosi's 
Next Move Forget inflation, stagflation, recession, depression, earnings, 
Biden locked up in the basement with covid, and everything else: today's 
it all about whether Nancy Pelosi will start World War 3 when she lands 
in Taiwan in 3 hours. https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/taiwans-
independence-worth-war Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just 
purely on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant 
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Fed policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls 
off a miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 

Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
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my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
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markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
htt  ps://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-  
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies Elon Musk Quietly Dumps A Massive $6.9 Billion In 
Tesla Shares     

YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale 
and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on
Stock Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-
violations-senate-house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why 
Earnings & The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
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purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook 
Worsens Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign 
Buyers Flee https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-
highest-yield-2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y 
auction which was somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp 
concession today which saw yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million 
Americans Priced-Out As Home Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan 
Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As 
Layoffs Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-
jobless-claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished 
Mr.Powell? Forget the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Ralph Nader Says Tesla's Autopilot "Malfunctions Every 
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Eight Minutes", Calls For NHTSA To "Remove" And "Recall" Feature 
[ ‘Unsafe At Any Speed’ was in vogue at one point in time. Indeed, I had a 
plaintiff’s case which led me to Clarence Ditlow’s Center for Auto Safety 
and ultimately a trip to Detroit for deposition, a document request, an 
inculpatory in-house message/correspondence implying coverup (front 
pivot-bar support plate defect); my threat for media exposure (they had 
previously insulted me by not settling at settlement conference for a 
pittance), counter-threat by Chrysler defense counsel to “dry up defense 
work” at the firm where I was associated, a call to me from a partner to 
settle for less than possible. That’s the way such things “work“ , or not, 
in america. Updating Nader’s famed work, to encompass evermore 
complex electronics [ ‘Automotive EMR, Unsafe at any Speed’ By James 
D. Honeycutt, PhD, July 2013 Published in 1965, Unsafe at Any Speed: 
The Designed-In Dangers of the American Automobile detailed the 
reluctance of American automakers to spend money on improving safety 
and made Ralph Nader a household name. In the nearly 50 years since its
publication automobiles have become more complex, replacing 
mechanical systems with a myriad of microcomputers and increasing the
amount of ElectroMagnetic Radiation (EMR) for the occupants. Current 
automobile designs have nearly 100 microprocessors and this number is 
expected to double in 5 years. A typical automobile contains about 5 
miles of wiring to connect and control the engine, transmission, 
suspension, braking, steering, entertainment, navigation, emissions, 
safety, security, communications and comfort components, to name only 
a few. 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/251571132_Automotive_EMR_U
nsafe_at_any_Speed . My personal “money pit” ford explorer experience 
with unending electrical/wiring/connectivity problems and a permanent 
anti-ford predisposition therefore.

ZEROHEDGE Garland Says He 'Personally Approved' Trump Search 
Warrant [BRAVO!] https://www.zerohedge.com/political/watch-live-ag-
merrick-garland-makes-statement-following-trump-raid "There has to be 
a(prosecution)n investigation..." Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
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believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

DRUDGEREPORT 
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"Without Any Doubt, Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": 
Tribe Declares Trump Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump 

DRUDGEREPORT GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP 
[ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is being 
painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal that he 
is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists and you have 
trump. The pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without empathy
or decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the greater 
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fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He 
spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 
duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]
AGENTS CRACK SAFE
WAS THERE A RAT? 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-
says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html MSNBC 
This search wasn't run by Democrats — the head of the FBI was 
appointed by Trump
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THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg

As Taiwan Warns Chinese "Maritime & Aerial Blockade" Ensuing, Pelosi 
Says Real Issue Is 'I'm A Woman' [Riiight!] Pelosi Departs Taiwan After 
Whirlwind Tour As China Declares "Median Line" No Longer Exists Global 
Markets Slump With Terrified Traders Tracking Pelosi's Next Move Forget
inflation, stagflation, recession, depression, earnings, Biden locked up in 
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the basement with covid, and everything else: today's it all about 
whether Nancy Pelosi will start World War 3 when she lands in Taiwan in 
3 hours. https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/taiwans-independence-
worth-war Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just purely
on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant Fed 
policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls off a 
miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 

Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
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guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
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He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
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won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 
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ZEROHEDGE UMich Sentiment Jumps But Long-Term Inflation 
Expectations Unexpectedly Rise 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/umich-sentiment-jumps-long-term-
inflation-expectations-unexpectedly-rise Jerome Powell's closely 
watched inflation indicator just returned to the danger zone The Price Of 
Eggs Is Up 47% As Food Costs In The US Spiral Out Of Control Turkey 
Agrees To Pay For Russian Gas With Rubles India ditches US dollar in 
Russia trade – Reuters   Credit Suisse Set To Slash Thousands Of Jobs   
Despite Handing Out Hundreds Of Millions To Retain Top Talent 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/credit-suisse-set-slash-thousands-
jobs-despite-handing-out-hundreds-millions-retain-top The bank is looking 
to cut its overall cost base by $1 billion... 

"I Don't Feel The Pain Of Inflation Anymore" Says Wealthy SF Fed Chair 
From Ivory Tower YAHOO Business 'The market is not the economy' and 
the July rally in the stock market was premature, top economist 
Mohamed El-Erian says https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/market-not-
economy-july-rally-174829466.html El-Erian said a comment by Powell led
investors to believe rate hikes would likely slow, but that's at odds with 
what the data shows. Weak Manufacturing Surveys Signal 'Peak 
Inflation'; Plunge in Orders, Production, & Jobs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/weak-manufacturing-surveys-
signal-peak-inflation-plunge-orders-production-jobs "With the exception of
pandemic lockdown periods, July saw US manufacturers report the 
toughest business conditions since 2009..." 

Biden's America: Too Broke To Bet?   Chicago PMI Unexpectedly Plunges   
To 2-Year Lows https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/chicago-pmi-
unexpectedly-plunges-2-year-lows ...stagflation signals as prices paid 
jumped and production and new orders fell... "Expert" Narratives Are 
Collapsing The house of cards continues to fall apart Yellen: "Recession"
Doesn't Mean What You Think It Means [ Riiight! ] Sentiment sours amid 
Kremlin updates, EU Energy deal & US-earnings in focus -   Delusional   
Biden Admin Front-Runs Recessionary GDP Print... By Redefining 
Recession https://www.zerohedge.com/political/delusional-biden-admin-
front-runs-recessionary-gdp-print-redefining-recession It's not a recession
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until the White House gives economists on its payroll permission to 
declare it a recession... [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!] US PMI Crashes 
Into Contraction In July: "A Worrying Deterioration In The Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-pmi-crashes-contraction-july-
worrying-deterioration-economy "Excluding pandemic lockdown months, 
output is falling at a rate not seen since 2009 amid the global financial 
crisis..." There's An Amazing Glut Of Office Space In Every Major Metro 
Area https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/theres-amazing-glut-office-
space-every-major-metro-area Occupancy is an engine of local 
economies. But there's a huge glut of space available... US Existing 
Home Sales Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses US Homebuilders 
Abandon Single-Families In June As They Brace For Rate Shock 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-builders-abandon-single-
family-home-startspermits-june-anticipating-renter ...multi-family starts 
and permits surged double-digits in June as single-family plunged... 
Homebuilder Confidence Collapses In July 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-confidence-
collapses-july ...the largest MoM drop (ex-COVID-lockdown) in history... 
Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
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Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
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for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER

https://secure.sjuggerudtruewealth.com/?
cid=MKT650099&eid=MKT657482&channel=102120d0fc4158ded364c744
bc11a4&assetId=AST254109&page=1&fbclid=IwAR2cc1ZhOIn7xUGfA1Iv
sHne3IQnWX1wMlYBnvJoJ1PDtHOCHo1uykpJDJ4 

A Winter Of Anger https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/winter-anger
... if you’d ask most citizens of whichever EU country if they are willing to
risk being unable to feed and heat their children in order to support 
Ukraine and Zelensky, they would say NO. Hell no! "Revolution Has 
Begun": 75,000 Brits To Stop Paying Power Bills Amid Inflation Storm 
German Electricity Prices Hit Record High As Heatwave Curbs Power 
Generation ... and it's not even winter yet. "Widespread Civil Unrest" 
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Looming In UK Over Cost-Of-Living Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/widespread-civil-unrest-
looming-uk-over-cost-living-crisis Movement to stop paying bills 

snowballs... 

Pound Crashes After BOE Hikes By Most Since 1995, Starts Gilt Sales Yet
Warns Of Crushing Stagflationary Recession Germany's Uniper Warns Of 
Possible "Irregular Operation" At Major Power Plant As Rhine River Runs 
Dry "You Can't Switch Off Death": German Crematoriums Warn Of Energy 
Crisis German Barge Traffic Slumps As Rhine Water Levels Near Record 
Lows "Miserable" German Retail Sales Crash The Most On Record As 
Europe Slumps Into Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/miserable-german-retail-sales-crash-
most-record-europe-slumps-recession Germany is "sinking into an 
increasingly steep downturn, adding to the region’s recession risks”. Gas
Levy Could Triple Household Heating Bills In Germany EU Consumer 
Confidence Crashes To Record Lows As German CPI Unexpectedly Re-
Accelerates "We Are In A Very Critical Moment": IMF Cuts Global GDP, 
Raises Inflation Outlook, Warns "World Teetering On Edge Of Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-are-very-critical-moment-imf-
cuts-global-gdp-raises-inflation-outlook-warns-world "It’s easy to cool off 
the economy when the economy is running hot. It’s much harder to 
reduce inflation when the economy is close to a recession." Germans 
Taking Fewer Showers In Response To Cost Of Living Crisis China And 
Japan Hold The Keys To Euro Recovery 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/china-and-japan-hold-keys-euro-
recovery While the direction of Europe’s economy continues to be a 
hostage to Russian energy -- as today’s dispiriting PMI numbers attest -- it
is the Asian nations of China and Japan who are in a position to alleviate 
Europe’s capital-outflow problem and stabilize the euro. PMIs Signal 
Eurozone Recession Day After First ECB Rate-Hike In 11 Years 

19% Of The World's Population Lives In 'Chindia' (& Buys Russian Oil) 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/19-worlds-population-lives-
chindia-buys-russian-oil India is expected to become the most populous 
nation on Earth by mid-2023, surpassing China whose population growth 
has all but stopped.. Oil Surges After Biden Fails To Win Saudi Pledge To 
Pump More Crude These Are The Countries With The Highest Default Risk
The Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial Production Unexpectedly 
Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker month since September 
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2021... David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 
Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE Garland Says He 'Personally Approved' Trump Search 
Warrant [BRAVO] https://www.zerohedge.com/political/watch-live-ag-
merrick-garland-makes-statement-following-trump-raid "There has to be 
a(prosecution)n investigation..." Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

"Without Any Doubt, Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": 
Tribe Declares Trump Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
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for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump 

DRUDGEREPORT GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP 
[ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is being 
painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal that he 
is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists and you have 
trump. The pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without empathy
or decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the greater 
fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He 
spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 
duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]
AGENTS CRACK SAFE
WAS THERE A RAT? 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-
says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html MSNBC 
This search wasn't run by Democrats — the head of the FBI was 
appointed by Trump

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
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Fascism watch Trump wished his military officials were more like Nazi 
'German generals' https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/trump-
wished-his-military-officials-were-more-german-generals-nazi-n1297784?
icid=msd_topgrid 

The Last Word Mary Trump: Trump is 'panicked' after FBI search of Mar-a-
Lago

ZEROHEDGE The State Of Unemployment In Europe     Initial Jobless Claims  
Surge To Highest Since November https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-
finance/initial-jobless-claims-surge-highest-november ...and continuing 
claims are at 4-month highs... A Most Peculiar Recession The 
Government is Hiding a Dark Secret About the Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-08-09/government-hiding-dark-
secret-about-economy About those supposedly fantastic July jobs 
numbers... Nvidia Plunges After Preannouncing Terrible Q2 Results, 
Slashes Guidance, Blames "Macroeconomic Headwinds" Something 
Snaps In The Job Market: Multiple Jobholders Hit All Time High As 
Unexplained 1.8 Million Jobs Gap Emerges 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/something-snaps-job-market-
multiple-jobholders-hit-all-time-high-unexplained-18-million ‘...So what's 
going on here? The simple answer: Fewer people working, but more 
people working more than one job, a rotation which picked up in earnest 
some time in March and which has only been captured by the Household 
survey. And since the Establishment survey is far slower to pick up on 
the nuances in employment composition, while the Household Survey has
gone nowhere since March, the BLS data engineers have been busy 
goalseeking the Establishment Survey (perhaps with the occasional 
nudge from the White House especially now that the economy is in a 
technical recession) to make it appear as if the economy is growing 
strongly, when in reality all they are doing is applying the same erroneous
seasonal adjustment factor that gave such a wrong perspective of the 
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labor market in the aftermath of the covid pandemic (until it was all 
adjusted away a year ago). In other words, while the labor market is 
already cracking, it will take the BLS several months of veering away 
from reality before the government bureaucrats accept and admit what is
truly taking place...’

July Payrolls Smash Expectations Soaring To 528K, Wages Come In Red 
Hot As Unemployment Rate Drops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/july-payrolls-smash-expectations-
soaring-528k-wages-come-red-hot We are now well and truly in bizarro 
world. 

Futures Flat As Crushing 37bps Curve Inversion Screams Recession The 
Misery Index Is At Recession Levels Lying About The Economy Will Only 
Make The Coming Crash Worse Senior Economist 'Fact Checked' By 
Facebook For Saying US Is In Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/senior-economist-fact-checked-
facebook-saying-us-recession “We live in an Orwellian hell-scape.” [Yes, 
we do!] Here’s why you shouldn’t invest in ETFs. UMich Inflation 
Expectations Rose Intra-Month, Democrats' Confidence Drops Further 
Inflation, Recession Or Both? Reporter Exposes White House's Blatant 
Redefining Of "Recession" Yellen: "Recession" Doesn't Mean What You 
Think It Means Gold & The Upcoming Recession Luongo: None Dare Call 
It A Recession Lest The Democrats Lose The Mid-Terms Democrats 
Prepare To Unleash Hell On Fed Chair Powell For The Coming Recession 
"2023 Will Be A Year From Hell" - Martin Armstrong Warns Of Inflation-
Driven Civil-Unrest https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/2023-will-be-
year-hell-martin-armstrong-warns-inflation-driven-civil-unrest "...you are 
looking at revolutions... The euro looks like death warmed over... This is 
just not over yet." "Japanese Economy Continues To Crater "- Another 
Casualty Of The Energy Crisis The Danger Of Drought In Europe 
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/danger-drought-europe ...the current 
heatwave is bound to further exacerbate water shortages in Southern and
Southeast Europe... Record-Breaking Heat In Europe Meanwhile, 
Southern Europe is also experiencing extreme heat that has caused 
wildfires... UK Records Hottest Day Ever Amid Heat Apocalypse   "Heat   
Apocalypse" Blasts Europe As UK And France Brace For Hottest Days On 
Record   https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/heat-apocalypse-blasts-  
europe-uk-and-france-brace-hottest-days-record "Today and tomorrow will
be one of the worst, if not the worst heatwave events in the modern 
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history of western Europe." The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 
2022 http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In 
Government Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 
4Chan Found After Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
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small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 
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CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

ZEROHEDGE Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 
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Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE The Trigger For The Next Great Depression 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-08-12/trigger-next-great-
depression Future generations will mark this week as the start of the 
"Second Great Depression" in America It's Game-Over For The Fed - 
Expect A Monetary "Rug Pull" Soon... Where are we in this squeeze...are 
we "there yet"? - part VII 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/shortcovering short covering 
mania... One Bank Warns U.S. Econ Data Make Little Sense, "Until You 
Recall Midterm Elections Are Coming Up" "They pretend it’s real data, we
pretend to trade it." 5-Year Down Market Coming 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/5-year-down-market-coming 
Market Wizard who predicted all indexes would be negative in 2022 
shares shocking new forecast Iran Arranges First Import Using 
Cryptocurrency By chasing sanctioned countries out of dollars, the USA 
stokes demand for alternatives India ditches US dollar in Russia trade – 
Reuters   Recession is "crashing"   closer to a complacency point where 
one actually could start shorting the market again.. The Great Recession:
Facts Vs Denials https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/great-recession-
facts-vs-denials Once again, the US is facing a recession which Main 
Street feels, Wall Street whistles past, and DC simply denies... 

"Deteriorating Situation" Shows Rent Growth "Collapsing" In Sunbelt 
Markets https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/deteriorating-situation-
shows-rent-growth-collapsing-sunbelt-markets Rogan Slams Biden Admin 
For "Gaslighting" Americans About Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/rogan-slams-biden-admin-
gaslighting-americans-about-recession "...they’re literally changing the 
definition...and it should be pushed back against in a big way. It should 
be something that people get angry about..." 'Great News' Jobs Reports 
Sparks Selloff In Bonds, Stocks, & Gold 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/great-news-jobs-reports-sparks-
selloff-bonds-stocks-gold ...good news is really bad news... 

Initial Jobless Claims Hit 8 Month Highs, Continuing Claims Jump Ahead 
Of Payrolls Print https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-
jobless-claims-hit-8-month-highs-continuing-claims-jump-ahead-payrolls 
Jobless claims are now completely decoupled from the headlines payrolls
data... Pay Attention; This Is Not The '70s 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/pay-attention-not-70s In the late 
70s, P/Es on stocks were in the single digits, and debt levels were 
negligible. Today, valuations are nearly four times those levels, and debt 
as a percentage of GDP is at levels considered unthinkable not that long 
ago... Chinese Jets Buzz Taiwan Strait, Govt Websites Hit By 
Cyberattack With Pelosi Plane En Route War on China: the real target are 
the American people China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off Taiwan With US 
Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia Nuclear War 
Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security Advisor China's 
Army Posts "Get Ready For War!" Message On Social Media, State 
Mouthpiece Says PLA Has "Right" To Intercept Pelosi's Plane Inflation, 
Recession Or Both? [BOTH!] Welcome To The Biden Recession: Q2 GDP 
"Unexpectedly" Shrinks 0.9%, 2nd Consecutive Decline Peter Schiff: The 
White House Recession Denial https://www.zerohedge.com/political/peter-
schiff-white-house-recession-denial "When you’re losing, just change the 
rules of the game, then declare victory.” Recession? All Of A Sudden 
Yield Spreads Are Collapsing https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/no-
recession-all-sudden-yield-spreads-are-collapsing … we suggest 
continuing to follow risk management protocols until indicators indicate 
a reversal of that economic risk.

1. Tighten up stop-loss levels to current support levels for each position. 

2. Hedge portfolios against significant market declines. 

3. Take profits in positions that have been big winners 

4. Sell laggards and losers. 

5. Raise cash and rebalance portfolios to target weightings.

Peter Schiff: It's Getting Harder To Deny Recession Reality 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-schiff-its-getting-harder-deny-
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recession-reality "This should be obvious, but people have been in denial 
about the weakness in the economy..." Wall Street's Biggest Bear: One 
Down, But Two More Things Must Happen Before Stocks Bottom 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/wall-streets-biggest-bear-one-down-
two-more-things-must-happen-stocks-bottom Recession reflections 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/everyoneknows [ Recession 
is coming but everyone knows it ] The Number Of Americans Filing For 
First-Time Unemployment Claims Soared To 8-Month-Highs Last Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/number-americans-filing-
first-time-unemployment-claims-soared-8-month-highs-last ...and 
continuing claims are the highest since April... US Existing Home Sales 
Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses Sinkhole 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sinkhole "At present, the 2s10s 
spread is –18 bps. This is indicative of a recession 12-18 months ahead, 
which means the second half of 2023. Note that we have been 
forecasting a recession for 2023H2 since April." Recession Already Here 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-may-already-be-here The 
debate about recession risk is pointless.We are already in a recession... 
The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
an odd beast in any case. 

Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 

idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
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have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 
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ZEROHEDGE Russia Says It May Sever US Relations If Declared Terrorism
Sponsor Diplomat says designation would bring Washington to "the point 
of no return" Ex-President Medvedev Warns Europe Of "Possible 
Incidents" At Nuclear Facilities 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ex-president-medvedev-warns-
europe-possible-incidents-nuclear-facilities Ukraine & Western 
backers"...ready to orchestrate a new Chernobyl." RT UN issues nuclear 
appeal to Russia and Ukraine   West would fight Russia ‘to the last   
Ukrainian’ – Moscow ZH Russia Suspends US Inspections Of Its Nuclear 
Arsenal Under New START Treaty China Extends Taiwan Drills Past 
Sunday Deadline, Says Training Under "Real War Conditions" Which 
Nations Face The Biggest Disruption From China's Taiwan-Trade-
Blockade? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/which-nations-face-
biggest-disruption-chinas-taiwan-trade-blockade China's export stop on 
sand, a resource essential for the manufacturing of semiconductors, 
could prove devastating for countries like the United States... The 
Growing Threat From North Korea Taiwan Says China's Drills Are 
Simulating A Full Attack On The Island 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/taiwan-says-chinas-drills-are-
simulating-full-attack-island Following Pelosi's visit, Chinese media said 
the military will demonstration the "mainland's absolute control over the 
Taiwan question." Anger From Ukraine's Backers After Damning Amnesty
Report Spotlights 'Human Shields'

China Sanctions Pelosi, Halts US Talks Including Military Ties, As Jets 
Breach Taiwan Median Line 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/china-sanctions-pelosi-halts-us-
talks-including-military-ties-jets-breach-taiwan China has begun its 
retaliation against Washington by announcing Friday the cancellation of a
series of meetings with the United States 

Ballistic Missiles Soar Over Taiwan, "Hundreds" Of PLA Fighters Breach 
Airspace, As 5-Day Drills Commence 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ballistic-missiles-soar-over-
taiwan-hundreds-pla-fighters-breach-airspace-5-day-drills China Summons
US Ambassador Overnight, Says Washington "Must Pay The Price" EOAD 
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Are Chinese Tanks Massing On The Shores Of Fujian Because An Invasion
Is Imminent? 8-2-22 We Were Specifically Warned About This Coming War
With China All The Way Back In The 1990 ZH Here Are All The Latest 
Taiwan Headlines https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-
latest-taiwan-headlines All the latest news in the extremely fluid Taiwan 
theater of pre-war. 'US Military Moving Assets', Markets Stall On Reports 
Pelosi To Visit Taiwan Tuesday 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-sink-pelosi-taiwan-headlines 
Pelosi is reportedly expected to land in Taiwan on Tuesday night, and 
meet lawmakers on Wednesday. China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off 
Taiwan With US Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia
Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security 
Advisor China Is Issuing The Same "Red Line" Warnings About Taiwan 
That Russia Issued About Ukraine THE SUN AI predicts last selfie on 
Earth… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-
earth-prediction-tiktok/ EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To 
Absolutely Love It When War With China Erupts 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-industrial-complex-is-
going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-erupts/ ZH Russia Unveils
Large-Scale Military Exercises In East, Signaling Force Strength 
'Unaffected' By Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-
unveils-large-scale-eastern-military-exercises-signaling-force-strength-
unaffected Prior "Vostok" (East) drills included sizable Chinese PLA 
military participation... If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End 
Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm

How A Russian Gas Freeze Would Curtail European GDPs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/how-russian-gas-freeze-would-
curtail-european-gdps ...a complete shut-off from the Russian side would 
have disastrous effects for European economies... Ukraine Moves To 
Criminalize Russian Passport Application there is a lot of Ukrainian blood 
on the red Russian passport [What?] Russia Boasts It's Already Taken 
Out 4 US-Supplied Long Range Rocket Systems Russia Informs Turkey It 
Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa Port Attack It's Official: Russia And 
China Announce "New Global Reserve Currency" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-22/its-official-russia-and-china-
announce-new-global-reserve-currency And once again no one has 
noticed and no one seems to care. [ Yes, it’s official; NEW WORLD 
ORDER! ]
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Pelosi: Pentagon Might Be Worried China Would Shoot Down Her Plane If 
She Visits Taiwan AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant 
Corruption' After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky US "Started" The Ukraine
Crisis, China Says, In Fiercest Official Criticism Yet 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-started-ukraine-crisis-china-
says-fiercest-official-criticism-yet "As the one who started the Ukraine 
crisis & the biggest factor fueling it..." [ Yes...Sadly, that is indisputably 
true; it’s the american way.] Russia Plans 'Annexation Votes' For 
Captured Ukraine Territories By Mid-September: Report Russia Resumes 
Nord Stream Natural Gas Deliveries To Europe "...likely to lead to a 
collective sigh of relief from not just the European gas market, but from 
the wider economy," Russia Declares War Goals Have Expanded After 
West Pumped More Arms Into Ukraine Strengthening Ties With Iran, Putin
Meets With Supreme Leader In Tehran 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/strengthening-ties-iran-putin-
meets-supreme-leader-tehran “Our relations are developing at a good 
pace,” said Putin 

Putin Says Russia Will Honor Gas Commitment But Flows Will Drop As 
Much As 20% Of Capacity Vladimir Putin warned that flows via the Nord 
Stream pipeline could be curbed soon if sanctions prevent additional 
maintenance on its components Russian Military Given Formal Order To 
Target Ukraine's Long-Range Weapons From US 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-issues-formal-order-military-
target-ukraines-long-range-weapons-us Ukraine officials called the 
HIMARS a "game-changer"... [Riiight] Gazprom Declares Force Majeure, 
Will Halt Gas Flows To Germany Indefinitely "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”

Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
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Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification
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Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
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diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
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be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
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happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---
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[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

POST: FIRST MOON LANDING
NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 
Fake-NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv

http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm     

Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake Dutch     
'  moon rock  ' revealed   Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon rock 

given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of 
petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon Rock  ' in   
Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at 
Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
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yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

Al Peia

Riiight...and they haven't been back because...oh yeah, they got rid of 
their Saturn rockets ... and, they were in the past but not in the 
present/future impervious to radiation; ie., van allen belt, etc.. Oh, they 
probably could do it now, arguably; they're working on it. But, of course, 
Mars is quite another thing. The amounts of money for these 
boondoggles/frauds are staggering; yet, pale in comparison to the frauds 
on wall street. YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand 
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act... ].

albertpeia.com 

Michael W. Lurie
Shame on me. I believed this fraud for most of my life and I should have 
known better in 1969.
Other than Kodak film (and Hasselblad cameras) that could not function 
at lunar temperatures (not to mention the radiation or outgassing in a 
vacuum)
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or the total lack of any blast crater
or the lack of rockets on lift-off from the moon
or the sounds heard while on the "lunar" suface
or the laser-ranging which started in 1962
or the waving flags
or the improbable "pressure [space] suits"
or the violations of Newton's 2nd law
or the ridiculously inadequate guidance systems
or the relatively poor special effects (not even CGI)
or the lack of telemetry
or the lack of radiation protection
or the utter quiet of a 140+ decibel engine
or the ludicrous lack of computer power
or the "moon rocks" from....well, petrified wood?
or the "astronauts" dangling from wires
or the Lunar Rover which looks like a Mattel model
....but they did make a full-scale model for 60 million bucks
or the billions in additional funds for "Paperclip"
or the total lack of stars or photos of the sky
or the very suspicious look to the front-screen filming
or the clues in "Eyes Wide Shut" and elsewhere (etc.)
or the incredible effort by NASA and JTRIG to shut down discussion of 
the fraud, and mock those who would expose it....
or (for bonus points) the lack of an airlock on the LEM
Other than that, maybe we really went? The TV told me so.
Al Peia
Michael W. Lurie BRAVO!
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ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

YAHOO Nearly one in three Americans say it may soon be necessary to 
take up arms against the government

https://www.yahoo.com/news/nearly-one-three-americans-may-
202408076.html A majority of Americans say the U.S. government is 
corrupt and almost a third say it may soon be necessary to take up arms 
against it, according to a new poll from the University of Chicago’s 
Institute of Politics. 

DRUDGEREPORT ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms… 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

*Hopes for a mild recession are "delusional," said Nouriel Roubini, the 
economist who called the 2008 financial crisis. 

*He said debt ratios are historically high, while bailouts during the 
pandemic have resulted in "zombie corporations." 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber
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mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It 
When War With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-
military-industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-
china-erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]

ZEROHEDGE FBI Likely Did 'Intentionally Undermine' A Congressional 
Probe On Hunter Biden: Senator https://www.zerohedge.com/political/fbi-
likely-did-intentionally-undermine-congressional-probe-hunter-biden-
senator "The FBI can no longer be trusted 

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
The US is in a recession and it’s worse than you think 
https://www.rt.com/business/560011-us-recession-fed-inflation/ 
DRUDGEREPORT 
UN warns humanity 'one miscalculation away from nuclear annihilation'…
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-
danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html 

YAHOO Business 'The market is not the economy' and the July rally in the
stock market was premature, top economist Mohamed El-Erian says 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/market-not-economy-july-rally-
174829466.html El-Erian said a comment by Powell led investors to 
believe rate hikes would likely slow, but that's at odds with what the data
shows.

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]
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ANALYSIS
From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

YAHOO Politics Former FBI official likens Matt Gaetz, Roger Stone, and 
Trump to the Mafia: 'It's a criminal organization' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-fbi-official-likens-matt-
045920601.html 
BUT WAIT: “There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

China Has Established A “Blockade” Around Taiwan And Plans To Shoot 
Missiles Directly Over The Island     
http://endoftheamericandream.com/china-has-established-a-blockade-
around-taiwan-and-plans-to-shoot-missiles-directly-over-the-island/     

Insiders Are Dumping The Most Stocks Since January As Retail Buying-
Panic Re-Emerges
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/insiders-are-dumping-most-stocks-
january-retail-buying-panic-re-emerges     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[DUH! Of course that’s true; but, that’s the reality of criminal america.] 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]
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'All the data points currently align with a cover-up' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-pentagon-secret-service-texts-
deleted-cover-up-accusations-170030306.html The House Jan. 6 
committee is scrutinizing evidence of information erased, wiped, deleted 
and otherwise obscured by former members of the Trump administration. 

SOP Standard Operating Procedure-That’s my experience 
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CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[DUH! Of course that’s true; but, that’s the reality of criminal america.] 
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AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
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Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
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and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg


the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

Al Peia
DRUDGEREPORT Top 10 best places to live in world…USA not on list... 
https://www.cnbc.com/.../global-liveability-index-2022... Here’s the rest of 
the top 10 best places to live
1. Vienna, Austria
2. Copenhagen, Denmark
3. Zurich, Switzerland
4. Calgary, Canada
5. Vancouver, Canada
6. Geneva, Switzerland
7. Frankfurt, Germany
8. Toronto, Canada
9. Amsterdam, Netherlands
10. Osaka, Japan and Melbourne, Australia (tie)

Susan Edelman Blank
Al Peia I’ll take any one of those!

Al Peia
Even just a decade ago, who would have thought america would have 
fallen so far, so fast. Careful what you say, we're getting near the 
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desperate phase (not worth it - ask the Kennedy's). Doctor Peter referred 
to you as "a warrior". A compliment, to be sure; but, for you and your 
family, not worth it. This guy's really good, worth a look 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=crCGYeo0PBE

YOUTUBE.COM
BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER https://secure.sjuggerudtruewealth.com/?
cid=MKT650099&eid=MKT657482&channel=102120d0fc4158ded364c744
bc11a4&assetId=AST254109&page=1&fbclid=IwAR0pC2C2-J2V-
ZloWSAW8WX2VLqM3fha3zWL-69BnuumFAH72QortG6rbEY 

BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 
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https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

CNN Murdoch's New York Post dumps Trump, calling him 'unworthy to be 
chief executive again'

MSNBC Joe: Trump's biggest enablers were begging him to stop. How is 
he not already in jail? Morning Joe

Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
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States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 
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EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
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harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”
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CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky [ america’s kind of 
place! ]

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
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be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
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post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
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gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
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running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
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such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It When War 
With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-
industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-
erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]
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THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 

https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/10/fired-fox-news-editor-chris-stirewalt-to-testify-at-jan-6-riot-committee-hearing.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/media/3519284-nearly-20m-watched-jan-6-hearing-nielsen
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-calls-deadly-insurrection-greatest-193328621.html
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UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 
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https://www.msn.com/en-xl/news/other/china-will-not-hesitate-to-start-war-over-taiwan-beijing-tells-us/ar-AAYisrt
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10901419/McCarthy-says-country-responsible-Jan-6-pressed-Trumps-fault.html
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 
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ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 

https://www.facebook.com/susan.blank?__cft__[0]=AZVGvhjiSxGnjWz-LN1hLrt-aZERuH0PnG03UnsNEqhUcmu8tji41KXA8gSPX1OdMtaxPYgX5zHqHLdFB47IYBha_VhuUIONFV7lhrhbMfxB3fUSiPJAMdbT-Ekkqx2RcIH6jVbHjnRdnwyLewnxvu_HCG_Le8GADYmNiVTogj9heg&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
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AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-

https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4
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DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

YAHOO We are seeing evidence that Donald Trump committed treason. 
Where is Merrick Garland? https://www.yahoo.com/news/seeing-evidence-
donald-trump-committed-100000305.html How many more Republican 
former officials have to come forward for the attorney general to act? 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com
8-13-22
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Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy 
in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because 
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the
RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh
Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard 
declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
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Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
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(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;



(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
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AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE Goldman Jumps As Traders Spark Q2 Revenue Beat But 
Total Earnings Plunge 47% Amid Major Investment Losses 
DRUDGE Hope for depositors dwindles as crypto lender files for 
bankruptcy... Crypto Takes New Hit as Thousands of SOLANA Wallets 
Hacked… YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-
senate-house-trading-2021-9 ]. Pelosi 'Appears To Have Taken Advantage'
Of Inside Information: Former Dallas Fed Chief Fisher Artificial Wealth Vs 
GDP: Why Earnings & The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
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hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
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official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT How many animal species (including people)     have   
caught Covid? 

https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2022/08/05/1114357154/how-
many-animal-species-have-caught-covid-first-global-tracker-has-partial-
answe 

COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths near 2021 numbers]
104,211 AUG 12 2022
125,943 AUG 12 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
487 AUG 12 2022
616 AUG 12 2021 
How Pandemic Changed Americans' Health for Worse… 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-covid-19-pandemic-changed-
americans-health-for-the-worse-11659260165 Heart disease and drug 
overdoses are among afflictions exacting a higher toll than before [ More 
than 1 million; 350 per day ]
More cities mull indoor masking… Indoor mask rules expected next week 
as L.A. virus wave worsens... Fauci Annual Pension Payout Exceeds 
POTUS Salary… Republicans plot Fauci probe… [Incompetent, greedy 
guinea] Covid Rises Across USA Amid Muted Warnings and Murky Data… 
WHO: Covid triples across Europe; Hospitalizations double... 
MONKEYPOX PANDEMIC? WHO TO RECONVENE Most Americans Now in 
Areas With High Virus Levels… Deaths in LA rising as ultra-contagious 
subva  riants spread…   https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-
13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 
'Several hundred thousand' new covid cases a day NOT reported; 
Hospitalizations climbing... https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-
hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-
hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622 

DALLAS TURNS HOTSPOT... 
New variant 'Centaurus' detected... 
Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 20% effective 
after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at 

https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says
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https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month
https://www.wsj.com/articles/most-of-u-s-population-now-in-areas-with-high-covid-19-levels-as-ba-5-subvariant-spreads-11657923100
https://www.wsj.com/articles/most-of-u-s-population-now-in-areas-with-high-covid-19-levels-as-ba-5-subvariant-spreads-11657923100
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220714-who-to-reconvene-monkeypox-emergency-panel-on-july-21
https://news.yahoo.com/shocking-monkeypox-screw-means-admit-030643200.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-united-nations-world-organization-06bccc307fa13d428e59babf4b9d8403
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/18/covid-rises-across-u-s-amid-muted-warnings-and-murky-data/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3571232-gop-plots-fauci-probe-after-midterms/
https://openthebooks.substack.com/p/dr-faucis-retirement-pension-414667
https://openthebooks.substack.com/p/dr-faucis-retirement-pension-414667
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/la-county-mask-mandate-likely-a-week-away-as-covid-cases-keep-climbing/ar-AAZPrHB
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/la-county-mask-mandate-likely-a-week-away-as-covid-cases-keep-climbing/ar-AAZPrHB
https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/25/politics/covid-19-mask-mandates/index.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-covid-19-pandemic-changed-americans-health-for-the-worse-11659260165
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-covid-19-pandemic-changed-americans-health-for-the-worse-11659260165
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-covid-19-pandemic-changed-americans-health-for-the-worse-11659260165
https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2022/08/05/1114357154/how-many-animal-species-have-caught-covid-first-global-tracker-has-partial-answe
https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2022/08/05/1114357154/how-many-animal-species-have-caught-covid-first-global-tracker-has-partial-answe
https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2022/08/05/1114357154/how-many-animal-species-have-caught-covid-first-global-tracker-has-partial-answe
https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2022/08/05/1114357154/how-many-animal-species-have-caught-covid-first-global-tracker-has-partial-answe
https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2022/08/05/1114357154/how-many-animal-species-have-caught-covid-first-global-tracker-has-partial-answe


Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as 
Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... Ultra-
contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 

UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

DRUDGEREPORT FEDS HUNT STOLEN NUKE DOCS GOING DOWN LIKE 
CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP [ Better late than never! ] [It truly is 
amazing to me that trump is being painted as something other than the 
mentally ill mobster/criminal that he is. Take every stereotypical 
mobster/mindset that exists, put them together, and you have trump. The

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-says-mar-lago-home-was-raided-large-group-fbi-agents-rcna42133
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/10/trump-says-he-refused-to-answer-ny-attorney-generals-questions-in-probe-of-his-business.html
https://theintercept.com/2022/08/09/trump-fbi-raid-al-capone/
https://theintercept.com/2022/08/09/trump-fbi-raid-al-capone/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fbi-searched-trump-s-home-to-look-for-nuclear-documents-and-other-items-sources-say/ar-AA10zmiO
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10929687/Germany-considers-making-mask-wearing-COMPULSORY-October-March-public-places.html
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-709799
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5682058/urgent-warning-anyone-attending-mass-gatherings-weekend/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/monkeypox-town-hall-new-york
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5674230/uk-covid-cases-heading-for-record-high-zoe/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.yahoo.com/now/covid-could-screw-worse-reinfection-084337273.html
https://www.studyfinds.org/covid-19-meat-in-freezer-weeks/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/08/ba5-become-this-summers-subvariant
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/macao-shutter-casinos-week-covid-19-outbreak-86545719
https://news.yahoo.com/macau-locks-down-landmark-lisboa-011323085.html
https://news.yahoo.com/macau-locks-down-landmark-lisboa-011323085.html
https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says


pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without empathy or 
decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the greater 
fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He 
spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 
duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]

INDICTMENT REAL POSSIBILITY
PUNISHMENTS HE COULD FACE
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO
'TOP SECRET' 

FEDS HUNT STOLEN NUKE DOCS 
SEARCH WARRANT TEXT 
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS 
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE 
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO 
'TOP SECRET' 

https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-nuclear-weapons-issue-122108215.html
https://apnews.com/article/florida-donald-trump-mar-a-lago-merrick-garland-government-and-politics-f63c018b600e1539ff3660a896a132d0
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://humanevents.com/2022/08/12/exclusive-warrant-and-property-receipt-from-mar-a-lago-raid/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fbi-searched-trump-s-home-to-look-for-nuclear-documents-and-other-items-sources-say/ar-AA10zmiO
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-nuclear-weapons-issue-122108215.html
https://apnews.com/article/florida-donald-trump-mar-a-lago-merrick-garland-government-and-politics-f63c018b600e1539ff3660a896a132d0
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/justice/fbi-raid-trump-could-face-under-espionage-act
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-indictment-over-mishandling-classified-222107255.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11093449/FBI-agents-raid-Mar-Lago-Trump-says-home-siege-agents.html
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/aug/8/mar-lago-raided-fbi-agents-donald-trump-says/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw


FBI search of Mar-a-Lago helps show how probe of Trump documents has
changed The Washington Post

HUFFPOST TRUMP TOOK THE FIFTH MORE THAN   *400 TIMES*   

Hillary Clinton promotes 'But Her Emails' merch after FBI search of 
Trump's Mar-a-Lago Yahoo News Let’s not forget the clintons, bush, et 
als; but, that’s no get out of jail free card for trump. 
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm obama/holder/biden ... Remember 
those guys? [To be fair and balanced, there’s also the 
bush/cheney/paulsen axis of evildoing/war
crimes/fraud in the factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at its most
despicable. Eric Holder spent six years as attorney general, and failed to
prosecute banks for their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank executives
behind bars. Now, he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar criminal defense
firm, making millions each year helping Wall Street bankers avoid
criminal consequences. Worse, it was just reported that the firm,

Covington & Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor corner office for Holder
awaiting his return. Combined with Holder’s purchase a year ago of a $1.5
million condo just 300 feet from his new office raises serious questions
about how long Holder knew he would be getting a major payday from his
old firm even while it continued to represent companies under
Department of Justice investigation. If the firm and Holder agreed on a
future job offer, that alone could violate criminal laws. ...”] NY Times
Finds Obama's "Most Precise Air Campaign In History" Killed Thousands
Of Civilians Previously hidden Pentagon documents show thousands of
civilian deaths in Iraq & Syria, including children.

DRUDGEREPORT GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP 
[ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is being 
painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal that he 
is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists and you have 
trump. The pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without empathy
or decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the greater 

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-says-mar-lago-home-was-raided-large-group-fbi-agents-rcna42133
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/10/trump-says-he-refused-to-answer-ny-attorney-generals-questions-in-probe-of-his-business.html
https://theintercept.com/2022/08/09/trump-fbi-raid-al-capone/
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMJ7zkwswh46pAw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEKXRpfQvgSN5P1-iz9Wbsi4qGQgEKhAIACoHCAownvOTCzCHjqkDMLa6lAc?uo=CAUiYmh0dHBzOi8vbmV3cy55YWhvby5jb20vaGlsbGFyeS1jbGludG9uLXRydW1wLWZiaS1yYWlkLW1hci1hLWxhZ28tYnV0LWhlci1lbWFpbHMtaGF0LTE4MzczMTAzNi5odG1s0gEA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEKXRpfQvgSN5P1-iz9Wbsi4qGQgEKhAIACoHCAownvOTCzCHjqkDMLa6lAc?uo=CAUiYmh0dHBzOi8vbmV3cy55YWhvby5jb20vaGlsbGFyeS1jbGludG9uLXRydW1wLWZiaS1yYWlkLW1hci1hLWxhZ28tYnV0LWhlci1lbWFpbHMtaGF0LTE4MzczMTAzNi5odG1s0gEA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-set-testify-new-york-investigation_n_62f34924e4b0f9d8c021b2de
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMI7UlAowt9F0?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEAGnVAMpVk_shlrOiNpQf5cqGAgEKg8IACoHCAowjtSUCjC30XQwzqe5AQ?uo=CAUiWGh0dHBzOi8vd3d3Lndhc2hpbmd0b25wb3N0LmNvbS9uYXRpb25hbC1zZWN1cml0eS8yMDIyLzA4LzA5L3RydW1wLWZiaS1zZWFyY2gtbWFyLWEtbGFnby_SAQA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEAGnVAMpVk_shlrOiNpQf5cqGAgEKg8IACoHCAowjtSUCjC30XQwzqe5AQ?uo=CAUiWGh0dHBzOi8vd3d3Lndhc2hpbmd0b25wb3N0LmNvbS9uYXRpb25hbC1zZWN1cml0eS8yMDIyLzA4LzA5L3RydW1wLWZiaS1zZWFyY2gtbWFyLWEtbGFnby_SAQA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen


fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He 
spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 
duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]
AGENTS CRACK SAFE
WAS THERE A RAT? 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-
says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html MSNBC 
This search wasn't run by Democrats — the head of the FBI was 
appointed by Trump

INDICTMENT REAL POSSIBILITY
PUNISHMENTS HE COULD FACE
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO
'TOP SECRET'

FEDS HUNT STOLEN NUKE DOCS 
SEARCH WARRANT TEXT 
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS 
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE 
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO 
'TOP SECRET' 

The Don Under Intense Legal Scrutiny...
WAS THERE A RAT?
Padlocked basement full of documents...
10 BOXES TAKEN… 
Judge linked to Jeffrey Epstein...
Disqualified from holding office ever again? Code on records could bar 
him...
MCCARTHY: It's about Jan. 6...
CHRISTIE: 'Fair game'...
Biden Learned of It From Media, White House Says...

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/biden-learned-of-trump-raid-from-media-reports-white-house-says/ar-AA10ulUb
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/09/christie-calls-mar-a-lago-search-fair-game-00050518
https://nypost.com/2022/08/09/trump-raid-not-about-classified-documents-its-about-jan-6/
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-disqualified-holding-office-lawyer-us-code-fbi-raid
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-disqualified-holding-office-lawyer-us-code-fbi-raid
https://nypost.com/2022/08/09/judge-who-approved-fbi-raid-on-mar-a-lago-once-linked-to-jeffrey-epstein/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/fbi-search-of-trumps-florida-home-mar-a-lago-is-criticized-by-republicans-11660049490
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095261/Trump-fbi-raid-records-timeline.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-under-intense-legal-scrutiny-after-fbi-searches-mar-a-lago/ar-AA10sx88
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-nuclear-weapons-issue-122108215.html
https://apnews.com/article/florida-donald-trump-mar-a-lago-merrick-garland-government-and-politics-f63c018b600e1539ff3660a896a132d0
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://humanevents.com/2022/08/12/exclusive-warrant-and-property-receipt-from-mar-a-lago-raid/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fbi-searched-trump-s-home-to-look-for-nuclear-documents-and-other-items-sources-say/ar-AA10zmiO
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-nuclear-weapons-issue-122108215.html
https://apnews.com/article/florida-donald-trump-mar-a-lago-merrick-garland-government-and-politics-f63c018b600e1539ff3660a896a132d0
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/12/search-warrant-shows-trump-under-investigation-for-potential-obstruction-of-justice-espionage-act-violations-00051507
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/justice/fbi-raid-trump-could-face-under-espionage-act
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-indictment-over-mishandling-classified-222107255.html
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/search-unprecedented-but-all-legal-all-lawful-and-it-s-not-a-raid-former-u-s-attorney-145780293822
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/search-unprecedented-but-all-legal-all-lawful-and-it-s-not-a-raid-former-u-s-attorney-145780293822
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://apnews.com/article/donald-trump-mar-a-lago-government-and-politics-9e8d683afe87389407950af7ccfdbdd6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11093449/FBI-agents-raid-Mar-Lago-Trump-says-home-siege-agents.html
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/aug/8/mar-lago-raided-fbi-agents-donald-trump-says/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw


Republicans vow revenge on FBI, Garland...
Supporters Call for Civil War...
Push for police to be defunded...
Kerik Predicts Trump Assassination... 

Agent With Machine Gun Outside Of Compound...

Supporters Call for Civil War... 

Last crisis, Beijing outmatched. Not now… 
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-
crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560 

White House summons Chinese ambassador as crisis escalates...
Simulating Attack on Island... 'Sinking American warships'...
Tells USA: Can't 'treat countries like George Floyd'...
Xi Builds Security Fortress...
Does Beijing Have Own Space Plane?
Pentagon chiefs calls go unanswered...
Top Taiwan Missile Official Found Dead in Hotel Room...
Fears Japan on front line...
UN chief warns in Hiroshima… 
APPLE Bends Knee on Label Demands…

China conducts missile strikes in Taiwan Strait... Smoke trails fill sky...
Carrier group moved towards island...
'Western powers can no longer run amok'...
Pentagon delays another test...
USS Ronald Reagan remains in region...
Expert warns 'Pearl Harbor-style attack'... 
How Far Will Xi Go?
Cuts ties with USA...
The Coming War...
Taipei Urgent Fighter Pilot Shortage...
Battle or Surrender: Generational Divide on Threat... 

JULY JOBS BLOWOUT: PAYROLLS INCREASE 528K… 
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE FALLS TO 3.5%...  'It is WHOPPER!'   
Gas prices drop 50 straight days... 
Musk Declares Inflation Past Peak...Sees 'mild recession' for 18 months… 

https://news.yahoo.com/elon-musk-predicts-us-mild-234254035.html
https://news.yahoo.com/elon-musk-predicts-us-mild-234254035.html
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/gas-prices-tumble-at-fastest-rate-in-over-a-decade
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/it-is-a-whopper-cnbcs-rick-santelli-stunned-by-july-jobs-report-that-more-than-doubled-expectations/
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-united-states-economy-unemployment-4895f1aa41fbe904400df8261446b737
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/05/jobs-report-july-2022-528000.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/05/fight-or-surrender-taiwans-generational-divide-on-chinas-threats/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/taiwan-faces-urgent-fighter-pilot-123340764.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-coming-war-over-taiwan-11659614417
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-china-asia-beijing-b252479810add6a225fa1e4a6d441983
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/pelosi-taiwan-visit-china-united-states-relationship-future-rcna41098
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5935484/china-pearl-harbor-attack-taiwan/
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/04/china-taiwan-missile-aircraft-00049925
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11081935/Pentagon-DELAYS-intercontinental-ballistic-missile-test-avoid-angering-China.html
https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-08-04/ugly-shameless-evil-china-blasts-g-7-eu-attempts-to-deescalate-taiwan-crisis
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5929070/china-taiwan-airspace-aircraft-missiles/
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/all-out-war-fears-as-china-launches-missiles-directly-over-taiwan-smoke-trails-fill-sky/ar-AA10ipb2
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-asia-navy-china-air-force-4bd08ab9ecd2a9f7d450cf61618d28af
https://www.mediaite.com/tech/apple-bends-the-knee-warning-suppliers-shipping-from-taiwan-to-strictly-obey-chinas-label-demands-after-pelosi-visit/
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/asia/nuclear-weapons-loaded-gun-un-chief-warns-hiroshima-2863491
https://www.npr.org/2022/08/05/1115384641/japan-taiwan-china-yonaguni-island
https://www.newsweek.com/taiwan-missile-official-found-dead-hotel-room-after-heart-attack-ou-yang-li-hsing-1731492
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/05/pentagon-china-calls-taiwan-00050175
https://www.19fortyfive.com/2022/08/the-air-force-would-freak-out-does-china-have-its-very-own-x-37b-space-plane/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/06/in-turbulent-times-xi-builds-a-security-fortress-for-china-and-himself/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11083987/China-SANCTIONS-Nancy-Pelosi-family-vicious-provocative-visit-Taiwan.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5942632/china-sink-us-aircraft-carriers-hypersonic/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/taiwan-says-china-simulating-attack-035002189.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/white-house-summons-chinese-ambassador-as-crisis-escalates/ar-AA10kAmc
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560
https://www.vice.com/en/article/5d39zq/trump-supporters-civil-war-fbi-search-mar-a-lago
https://radaronline.com/p/donald-trump-mar-a-lago-first-photo-fbi-raid-agent-machine-gun/
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/bernard-kerik-says-democrats-may-try-to-orchestrate-trumps-assassination-after-fbi-raid/
https://www.vice.com/en/article/xgywzd/republicans-defund-the-fbi
https://www.vice.com/en/article/5d39zq/trump-supporters-civil-war-fbi-search-mar-a-lago
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11093665/Republicans-vow-revenge-FBI-response-rogue-behavior-raids-Trumps-Mar-Lago.html


Powell pummeled from all sides... Home Sellers Cut Prices... 

BUST: More Americans Going Hungry…
Household Debt Surpasses $16 Trillion… 
RECESSION 2022: Americans Buying More Essentials at Dollar Stores... 
Dollar-Store Dinners and Vats of Shampoo… 
61% now living paycheck to paycheck... 
Inflation Everywhere -- Even Commercials... 
Home prices cooling at record pace...
ORACLE layoffs... 

UN warns humanity 'one miscalculation away from nuclear annihilation'…
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-
danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html 
US Aircraft Carrier, Amphibious Assault Ships Operating Near Taiwan... 
PUTIN: USA MAIN THREAT TO RUSSIA [ Truth be told, USA MAIN THREAT
TO RUSSIA, CHINA, USA, WORLD ] 
CNN: SHE'S GOING 
CHINA MILITARY WARNING 
TAIWAN READIES FOR CONFLICT 
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-
leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war 

Midterm Misery for Biden? Key Economy Gauge Flags 30-Seat Loss... 
Corporations on front lines say cracks forming... https://www.msn.com/en-
us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-
cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc In Silicon Valley, profits at tech 
companies like Google and Apple generally beat expectations, but 
executives said there are signs of some niche slowing in consumer 
spending. Consumer products giant Procter & Gamble said it is expecting
a tougher 2023, although it’s still raising prices. Mastercard said 
spending was steady among the wealthy, but slowing among lower-
income customers 

https://www.pginvestor.com/financial-reporting/press-releases/news-details/2022/PG-Announces-Fourth-Quarter-and-Fiscal-Year-2022-Results/default.aspx
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/midterm-misery-biden-key-economy-111529922.html
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://news.yahoo.com/china-warns-military-not-sit-075623828.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/01/politics/nancy-pelosi-taiwan-visit/index.html
https://www.yahoo.com/video/putin-says-russian-navy-hypersonic-084124580.html
https://news.usni.org/2022/08/01/carrier-uss-ronald-reagan-two-f-35b-big-decks-operating-near-taiwan-as-pelosi-arrives-in-singapore-china-renews-threats
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/oracle-starts-job-cuts-in-u.s.-the-information
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/home-prices-cooled-at-record-pace-in-june-according-to-housing-data-firm.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/inflation-is-everywhereeven-in-tv-commercials-11659351601
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/as-inflation-surges-more-americans-are-living-paycheck-to-paycheck.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/us-household-debt-surpasses-16-150000549.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/04/more-americans-are-going-hungry-and-it-costs-more-to-feed-them/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/home-sellers-cut-prices-as-housing-market-cools-11659671674
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/05/fed-powell-rate-hikes-00049561


DRUDGEREPORT World's biggest cat a 'gentle giant'… 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-
tall-27707476 Top 10 best places to live in world…USA not on list... 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-
worst-places-to-live.html Here’s the rest of the top 10 best places to live

11.Vienna, Austria
12.Copenhagen, Denmark
13.Zurich, Switzerland
14.Calgary, Canada
15.Vancouver, Canada
16.Geneva, Switzerland
17.Frankfurt, Germany
18.Toronto, Canada
19.Amsterdam, Netherlands
20.Osaka, Japan and Melbourne, Australia (tie)

Danger ahead...Economy has yet to face biggest recession challenge... 
‘The 2-year Treasury note yield exceeded that of the 10-year note by the 
highest margin in about 22 years Friday afternoon. That phenomenon, 
known as an inverted yield curve, has been a telltale recession sign 
particularly when it goes on for an extended period of time. In the present
case, the inversion has been in place since early July’ 
Restaurants, Bars, Hotels STILL Don't Have Enough Workers... 
Credit-card debt soaring... 

INFLATION NOW HIGHEST SINCE 1982...
Retail's 'Dark Side': Inventory Piles Up... 
White House insists economy strong as allies grow uneasy about Fed...
Yellen denies recession...
Inflation highest since 1982... 
Big Tech Results Spotlight Breadth of Upheaval... 
RECESSION 2022 
GDP 2ND STRAIGHT QUARTERLY DROP 
Yield curve flashing more warning signs of risks ahead...
FED HIKES AGAIN... MORE TO COME...
VOX layoffs; Tech firms tighten belts...
FACEBOOK First Ever Revenue Drop...
COMCAST Broadband Growth Grinds to Halt...
BEST BUY latest retailer to cut outlook...

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/best-buys-shares-fall-10percent-as-it-cuts-its-forecast-for-second-quarter-cites-weaker-demand.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/comcast-earnings-2q-2022.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/meta-facebook-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658883684
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/27/vox-media-layoffs-economic-uncertainty
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11054989/Fed-rate-hike-Central-bank-raises-key-rate-0-75-points.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/fed-decision-july-2022-.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/analysis-u-yield-curve-flashing-211417380.html
https://apnews.com/article/united-states-economy-economic-growth-government-and-politics-4ffd93331422cb131a974223dad5825f
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/gdp-q2-.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/from-apple-to-microsoft-big-tech-results-spotlight-breadth-of-economic-upheaval-11659094604
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/yellen-says-the-economy-is-not-in-a-recession-despite-gdp-slump.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/white-house-insists-economy-is-strong-as-allies-grow-uneasy-about-fed/ar-AA105XbV
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/30/retails-dark-side-as-inventory-piles-up-liquidation-warehouses-are-busy/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.axios.com/2022/08/06/inflation-recession-credit-card-debt
https://www.wsj.com/articles/restaurants-bars-and-hotels-keep-hiring-and-say-they-still-dont-have-enough-people-11659734572
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/05/danger-ahead-the-us-economy-has-yet-to-face-its-biggest-recession-challenge.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-tall-27707476
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-tall-27707476
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-tall-27707476


100 Wealthiest Americans Lose $622 Billion Since November... 

WORLD'S BIGGEST CONSUMER NAMES ANNOUNCE SOARING PRICE 
INCREASES... 
Inflation hits bodega favorite: Bacon, egg and cheese... 
Half Americans fall deeper in debt...
SHOPIFY cuts staff; Tech firms tighten belts ...
GOOGLE Growth Slows as Pressures Mount on Ad Market...
$9.4 Trillion Results Day Looms in Test for Stock Market...
Pending home sales fall 20%... 
Economist: Prices to Plunge… 
Fed Readies Largest Rate Hikes Since Volcker... Developing... 

Difficulty Paying Bills Tops Pandemic High...
Inflation Altering Shopping Habits...
Fed set for ANOTHER big rate hike...
WALMART cuts outlook...
ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms... 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

2 Americans dead in Donbas… Apocalyptic vision behind Putin 'golden 
billion' argument… [ From my direct observation and experience, 
pervasively mentally ill, corrupt, criminal america is indisputably the 
globally destructive bad guy. That is so ab initio! ]
U.S., allies weigh providing Ukraine fighter jets to counter Russia… 
Putin 'too healthy' says CIA chief... https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-
putin-health/ “Ukrainian, US, and British would-be media professionals 
have been spreading bogus stories about the president’s health condition
in recent months. This is all hoax,” he said. 
Ukraine graft concerns resurface as war goes on... China threatens 
'strong measures' if Pelosi visits Taiwan… Looming Gas Crunch Poses 
'Historic Test' for Europe, IEA Says… Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With 
Iran, Turkey in Rare Trip Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More 
Aggressive Phase of Ukraine War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... 
China satellite swarms hunt down and destroy enemy targets… Russia 
building laser weapon to disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke
attack preparedness PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts 
photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/07/16/russia-ukraine-war-putin-news-live-updates/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-zelenskyy-government-and-politics-494af1bc0145fb2d16c76b0abf3f5cda
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.euronews.com/2022/07/21/vladimir-putin-entirely-too-healthy-says-cia-chief
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/us-allies-weigh-providing-ukraine-fighter-jets-to-counter-russia/ar-AAZNC4L
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://thehill.com/policy/international/russia/3571651-two-americans-dead-in-donbas-region-of-ukraine/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://news.yahoo.com/walmart-cuts-profit-outlook-inflation-204311068.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fed-inflict-more-pain-economy-130000297.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/26/more-signs-emerge-that-inflation-is-altering-shopping-habits/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/difficulty-paying-bills-tops-pandemic-191151129.html
https://ca.news.yahoo.com/fed-readies-largest-rate-hikes-100116313.html
https://nypost.com/2022/07/26/us-home-prices-to-plunge-substantially-on-cratering-demand/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/pending-home-sales-fell-20percent-in-june-versus-a-year-earlier-as-mortgage-rates-soared.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/9-4-trillion-results-day-075131597.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-alphabet-googl-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658802135
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/shopify-sinks-12percent-after-company-plans-to-lay-off-10percent-of-workers.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/nearly-half-of-americans-fall-deeper-in-debt-as-inflation-boosts-costs.html
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-new-york-prices-bd26a709a13cbccce503b2e986301edb
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://bnanews102.bna.com/daily-tax-report/the-100-wealthiest-americans-lost-622-billion-since-november


pipeline from Russia shuts off… Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to 
citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   
Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/russian-doomsday-submarine-armed-nuclear-drones-service
https://news.yahoo.com/relentless-russian-shelling-east-ukraine-073615708.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-pleads-weapons-war-spotlight-043837619.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC


MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42


High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 

https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/abortion-ruling-highlights-diverging-paths-of-justices-john-roberts-samuel-alito-11656149400
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html


Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

HISTORY Here are notable past Taiwan Headlines 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-
headlines ...news in the extremely fluid Taiwan theater of pre-war. 

SOME POSTED REACTIONS TO PELOSI TAIWAN VISIT:

the ho is in taiwan china bluffed.... 

D o n 't  a l l o w  t h a t  h a g  t o  i n t e r f e r e  w i t h  y o u r  s o v e r e i g n t y . 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/07/04/recession-talk-surges-in-washington-00043818
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/stimulus-checks-rewired-how-some-americans-see-money.html
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2022/06/17/bidens-america-sriracha-peanut-butter-latest-items-short-supply/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/travel/news/americans-are-starting-to-pull-back-on-travel-and-restaurants/ar-AAYBEka
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-sinks-below-20000-as-crypto-meltdown-intensifies.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-price-drops-below-18600-as-sell-off-accelerates.html
https://theankler.com/p/pod-hollywoods-economic-armageddon#details
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/once-feted-for-pandemic-heroics-worlds-central-banks-now-face-an-uneasy-crowd-0
https://news.yahoo.com/shock-swiss-rate-hike-sets-015937838.html
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
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T h e s e  w e s t e r n  b a s t a r d s  M U S T  b e  p u t  i n  t h e i r  p l a c e . 

Let her land, then arrest her. That should wipe the smirk off of the 
Democrats, and Republican's faces. 

Neocons are mad dogs 

I'm sure they booked her a room with a broom closet. 

Pelosi looks like a witch from hades. Set a couple dozen drones against 
her plane path and see if they collide. If successful call it a good day. 

American gangsters do not stop their bullying, they must be stopped at 
all costs. 

Hope the old wrinkle gets it. One says that wisdom grows with age but 
there seem to be exceptions. Mainly in the USA. 

USA would very much like to start another proxy war without any risk for 
their people and military.
But will the Taiwanese prove foolish enough to sacrifice themselves by 
doing a favour to the puppet master? 

Will she be handing out cookies? 

I hope that China blows her plane out the sky. 

really wish china follows through with shooting down this thing's plane 

She looks like Vomit 

Who said Medusah was a fantasy, one look at Pelosi and you will be 
vaporized or wish you had !

this is just being done by a power hungry very old senile hag, saying Look
at Me! 

Yes, I'll go with Pelosi is grandstanding to draw attention away from her 
personal corruption scandal. 



witch 

Crazy , corrupt Nancy is not worth a war in any way, shape, or form . This
is insane! 

This isn't going to end well... 

China accuses US of provocation 

Russia stands in 'absolute solidarity' with China – Kremlin 

The New Age Of Orwellianism https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-
age-orwellianism Remarkably, it is the same ideologues who are eager to
change the well-accepted definitions of “recession” and “inflation” who 
remain perplexed as to what exactly a “woman” is.

DRUDGEREPORT US-China ties on precipice after Pelosi visit to Taiwan...
'AMERICAN WITCH'...
On Internet, Fury Turns to Frustration...
Beijing fires missiles, encircles island...
Demonstrates ability to blockade in war... 

ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security 
Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]

https://openai.com/blog/dall-e/
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ZELENSKY DRAGGED OVER VOGUE SHOOT... Russia To Quit Space 
Station… Will build rival… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-
to-quit-international-space-station-2024/ Kremlin to keep up gas squeeze 
on Europe... 

USA Leads Globally in Known Monkeypox Cases… More than 85% of 
Americans experience temps above 90… Extinction threat may be 
greater than previously thought, new global study finds… 
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-
greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/ The global 
extinction crisis underway may be more intense than previously thought 
as humans continue to tear up land, overuse certain resources and heat 
up the planet...Nearly one in three species of all kinds — 30% — face 
global extinction or have been driven to extinction since the year 1500, 
according to the new survey published in the journal "Frontiers in Ecology
and the Environment."

DRUDGE Earth records shortest day ever; Planet 'spinning faster'... 

GOOGLE NEWS *Scientists baffled as Earth spins faster than usual New 
York Post 
*Gravitas: Earth just completed a rotation in less than 24 hours! WION 
*NASA warns of horrific solar flares! Earth will be impacted HT Tech
*NASA Records Huge Flare From New, Active Region Emerging on Sun's 
Surface Newsweek

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 
ROGAN CALLS TRUMP MAN BABY; SAYS WAS ON DRUGS IN WHITE 
HOUSE...  FLASHBACK: THE HIGHEST OFFICE; ADDERALL JUNKIE...   
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https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office [trump the 
adderall/blow man baby] NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 
9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS
JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/jan-6-committee-doj-seek-footage-of-roger-stone-from-danish-filmmakers/ar-AAYOQgG
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/jan-6-panel-to-hone-in-on-trumps-efforts-to-meddle-at-doj-00041708
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/bill-barr-suggests-trump-came-very-close-to-staying-in-power-im-not-sure-we-would-have-had-a-transition-at-all/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/23/politics/trump-jan-6-documentary-footage-pence-25th-amendment/index.html
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https://finance.yahoo.com/news/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-230100860.html
https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-06-27/pentagon-blasts-putins-cavalier-nuclear-saber-rattling-as-russia-seeks-new-advantages-in-ukraine
https://thehill.com/homenews/house/3539911-aide-says-trump-knew-jan-6-attendees-had-weapons-theyre-not-here-to-hurt-me/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-threw-dishes-and-flipped-tablecloths-when-he-was-angry-ex-aide-testifies-2022-6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10962011/Meadows-told-aide-Cassidy-Hutchinson-January-6-read-real-bad-just-days-riot.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
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https://www.nationalreview.com/2022/06/cassidy-hutchinsons-testimony-against-trump-is-devastating/
https://kdhnews.com/news/politics/explosive-jan-6-hearing-delivers-political-blow-to-trump-that-his-rivals-couldnt-land/article_dd6737d4-bad9-555b-a613-97c29f9c9b81.html
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https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/30/gop-megadonors-turn-on-trump-look-for-2024-alternatives-after-jan-6-hearings.html
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2022/06/alex-holder-trump-was-utterly-irrational-after-january-6.html
https://www.mediaite.com/news/liz-cheney-blasts-trump-over-jan-6-in-blistering-reagan-library-speech-praises-courage-of-bombshell-witness-cassidy-hutchinson/
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/editorials/trump-proven-unfit-for-power-again
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/editorials/trump-proven-unfit-for-power-again
https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/biden-approval-rating/
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Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/gov-gavin-newsom-wins-big-in-california-could-he-be-president/ar-AAYgUlw
https://www.wsj.com/articles/january-6-trump-voters-election-fraud-lies-2024-presidential-candidate-hillary-clinton-11655415629
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https://www.sfgate.com/politics/article/The-Atlantic-dreams-about-Newsom-replacing-Biden-17249234.php
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3529645-watergate-prosecutor-georgia-case-could-send-donald-trump-to-prison/
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https://apnews.com/article/climate-science-health-and-environment-4f23d928ea637d239147c0e4adbad6dc
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10934571/Oregon-Citys-mayoral-candidate-says-homeless-Japanese-style-pods-overdoses-rise.html
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/netanyahu-prepares-for-a-comeback-in-israel-e2-80-99s-next-elections/ar-AAYHWpl
https://metro.co.uk/2022/06/22/russian-colonel-who-carried-putins-nuclear-codes-briefcase-found-shot-16873192/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/experts-say-there-are-mounting-signs-that-the-kremlin-is-purging-its-top-generals-in-ukraine-the-latest-hint-of-deep-dysfunction-in-putin-s-army/ar-AAYKxsd
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/22/russian-novoshakhtinsk-oil-refinery-struck-drone-possible-attack-inside-borders
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/germany-trigger-phase-two-three-065910268.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/germany-looks-at-rationing-natural-gas-after-russia-cuts-supply-11655978153
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/23/russia-crimps-gas-flows-just-as-europe-races-to-stock-up-for-winter/
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel
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https://www.ajc.com/politics/breaking-kemp-to-testify-in-fulton-co-trump-probe/PXZ4ZEMJRJCSTCJJBYVU6IK7EU/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/justice-department-raids-home-of-former-doj-official-at-center-of-jan-6-panel-s-investigation/ar-AAYNmvR


Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

More Nightmarish Pestilences Continue To Erupt All Over The World 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-nightmarish-pestilences-
continue-to-erupt-all-over-the-world/ 

Now They Are Telling Us That The Rain That Falls From The Sky Is 
Extremely Dangerous And Can Cause Cancer 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/now-they-are-telling-us-that-the-rain-
that-falls-from-the-sky-is-extremely-dangerous-and-can-cause-cancer/ 

The Earth Just Started Spinning Faster Than Ever Before And Scientists 
Don't Know Why https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/earth-just-
started-spinning-faster-ever-and-scientists-dont-know-why Experts fear 
the consequences could be "devastating"... 

DRUDGEREPORT ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK 
National Security Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]
Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 

http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-dont-understand-what-is-happening/
https://openai.com/blog/dall-e/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/
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Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the 
Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, 
Slower And Dumber http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-
the-midst-of-a-mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-
slower-and-dumber/

Ranchers Are Selling Off Their Cattle In Unprecedented Numbers Due To 
The Drought, And That Has Enormous Implications For 2023

Microplastics Are Literally Everywhere, And They Are An Existential 
Threat To The Future Of The Human Race 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/microplastics-are-literally-
everywhere-and-they-are-an-existential-threat-to-the-future-of-the-human-
race/ 

https://youtu.be/PSxihhBzCjk 
AP NEWS BIG STORIES APNews.com 

• Floods strike new blow in place that has known hardship   
JACKSON, Ky. (AP) — Evelyn Smith lost everything in the floods that
devastated eastern Kentucky, saving only her grandson's muddy 
tricycle. But she's not planning to leave the mountains that have 
been...Read More

• Wildfires in West explode in size amid hot, windy conditions   
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Wildfires in California and Montana exploded in 
size overnight amid windy, hot conditions and were quickly 
encroaching on neighborhoods, forcing evacuation orders for over 
100 homes...Read More
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• New York City declares monkeypox a public health emergency   
NEW YORK (AP) — Officials in New York City declared a public 
health emergency due to the spread of the monkeypox virus 
Saturday, calling the city “the epicenter” of the outbreak....Read 
More 

An Attempt To Summarize The Current State Of Our Country In Just 12 
Tweets http://endoftheamericandream.com/an-attempt-to-summarize-the-
current-state-of-our-country-in-just-12-tweets/ 

1. President Biden struggles to put on his blazer before dropping his 
trademark Aviators 

2. This Is The Speaker Of The House… PELOSI: “When I was a little girl, I 
was told at the beach if I dug a hole deep enough we would reach China. 
So, we’ve always felt a connection there.” 

3. This Is The Majority Leader Of The Senate… @SenSchumer on 
negotiating the Inflation Reduction Act: "[Sen. Joe Manchin] said we have
to do this in secret, you and I only, and we did. [...] Under Joe Manchin's 
request, which I honored, the White House didn't know any of the details 
until everybody else did." 

4. This Is Our Economy… "Biden administration tried to redefine 
recession.We are in a recession. The economy has been shrinking all 
year. Real wages are at an all—time low, and at the same time inflation is
the highest in the lifetime of most Americans," Carlson said. 

5. The Solution That Our Leaders Have Come Up With To Fix Inflation Will
Actually Make Inflation Even Worse… Kevin "Mr. Wonderful" O'Leary on 
the Bidenflation Scam: "Naming it 'anti-inflation' is a joke. This is gonna 
be very inflationary almost immediately because we're printing billions of
dollars." 

https://twitter.com/SenSchumer
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6. These Are Our Streets… “It’s not safe to do anything no more...Not 
even hang out on your porch.” 

7. This Is Our System Of Education… Elementary teacher in @AustinISD 
played a video for students to teach them about drag which also 
encourages kids to be drag performers

8. This Is The New Disease That Is Going Around… Houston man with 
monkeypox says pain, stigma, isolation are the hardest ... 

9. The Biden Administration Decided That It Would Be A Good Idea To 
Fight A Proxy War With Russia. It Isn’t Going Particularly Well… 

10. As If A Proxy War With Russia Wasn’t Enough, Now The Biden 
Administration Has Us Dangerously Close To A War With China… 

11. For Some Reason, Very Few Young Adults Are Eager To Join The 
Military… 

12. This Is Our Culture… Drag king makes audience “pledge allegiance” 
to drag shows at a “family-friendly” pride festival in Iowa 

Every 11 Seconds… http://endoftheamericandream.com/every-11-seconds/
even more children will have died from acute malnutrition 

ZEROHEDGE Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg
China Has Established A “Blockade” Around Taiwan And Plans To Shoot 
Missiles Directly Over The Island     
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/china-has-established-a-blockade-
around-taiwan-and-plans-to-shoot-missiles-directly-over-the-island/     

Insiders Are Dumping The Most Stocks Since January As Retail Buying-
Panic Re-Emerges
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/insiders-are-dumping-most-stocks-
january-retail-buying-panic-re-emerges     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[Of course that’s true; but, that would be nothing new for criminal 
america. 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

ANALYSIS
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From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

YAHOO Politics Former FBI official likens Matt Gaetz, Roger Stone, and 
Trump to the Mafia: 'It's a criminal organization' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-fbi-official-likens-matt-
045920601.html 
BUT WAIT: “There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

DRUDGEREPORT China threatens 'strong measures' if Pelosi visits 
Taiwan...
Kissinger Warns Biden Against Endless Confrontation... 
Beijing Dumps $100 Billion Worth Of Treasuries... 

ZEROHEDGE These Are All The Countries Capable Of Launching Space 
Rockets https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-are-all-countries-
capable-launching-space-rockets 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 
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YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 

https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMJ_NqAswkdjAAw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' After US 
Lawmaker Slams Zelensky

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
Medvedev makes prediction about Zelensky 
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https://www.rt.com/russia/560727-medvedev-prediction-zelensky-future/ 
Russia sent troops into Ukraine on February 24, citing Kiev’s failure to 
implement the Minsk agreements … called Zelensky “an unshaved fellow 
wearing a green shirt” and compared him to Adolf Hitler after the 
Ukrainian president urged Western countries to close their borders to all 
Russian nationals. 
Before becoming president of Ukraine, Zelensky was a comedian and 
actor. From 2015 to 2019, he played a high-school history teacher who 
unexpectedly became president of Ukraine in a TV series called ‘Servant 
of the People...only two options in the end “[It will be either] a court 
martial or a return to supporting roles in comedy shows

Israeli troops fatally shoot two Palestinian teens – health ministry 

Ivan Timofeev: Beijing and Moscow can lead resistance against West 
dictating to rest of world   https://www.rt.com/news/560353-west-world-  
hegemony-lesson/ [ Resistance is the proper word. From direct 
observation an experience, america is hardly a paragon of perfection; but
rather, an egregious example of concentrated criminality, as purveyors of
which is the american nightmare wrought for gain by whatever means, 
toward whatever target. ]

The US keeps reneging on arms control agreements, so why should 
Russia trust Joe Biden’s latest overtures? [They shouldn’t; you can’t trust
america, that’s my direct observation and experience.]

Amnesty fully ‘stands by’ report on Ukraine 

China ignores phone calls from Pentagon – Politico 

Zelensky accuses Amnesty International of supporting terrorism 

Today, Ukraine bombed a Donetsk hotel full of journalists – here’s what it 
felt like to be there 

US ‘artificially’ stokes tensions – Kremlin 

From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
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washingtons-chaos/ 

The US is in a recession and it’s worse than you think 
https://www.rt.com/business/560011-us-recession-fed-inflation/ 

Zelensky and US to blame for ‘bloodbath’ in Donbass – Russia 

Wall Street is collapsing – NYC mayor 

FBI manipulating domestic terror stats – whistleblowers 

US plunges into recession 

EU ban on Russian gas ‘impossible’ – Austria 

Kremlin comments on claims about Russian military casualties 

Zelensky’s Vogue photoshoot raises eyebrows 

Biden met with 14 of his son’s business associates – media 

NATO’s arsonist-in-chief Jens Stoltenberg wants the Western public to 
pay for a Ukrainian fire he helped to ignite 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

Russia to quit International Space Station after 2024 

Russia issues rebuke to Israel 

Grain deal won’t affect military op in Ukraine – Moscow 

UK candidates’ militancy and imperialism threaten to bring Britain down 

Kiev confirms arrival of heavy weapons from Germany 

US sends more weapons to Ukraine 
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Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the fallout 
from their failed Russia policy 

EU eases sanctions on Russian oil exports 

Russia’s Lavrov talks Ukraine, sanctions and nuclear war with RT (FULL 
VIDEO) 

• Putin suggests motive behind Canada’s gas turbine delay   
• UN chief ‘under huge pressure’ over Ukraine – Russian FM   
• Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the   

fallout from their failed Russia policy Op-ed
• Zaporozhye Nuclear Power Plant attacked by Ukrainian drones   

Putin tells US to stop ‘looting’ Syria 

Former Russian president lists ‘Western sins’ 

Russian warns of ‘tougher’ terms for talks with Ukraine 

Dmitri Trenin: How a smart Middle East strategy can help Russia play a 
significant role in shaping the new world order 

Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 

IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 

Iran issues warning to US and Israel 

Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
industrial complex war monster’]
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Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

HUFFPOST SUSPICIOUS: SECRET SERVICE CAN’T FIND JAN. 6 TEXTS! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/national-archives-deleted-secret-service-
texts_n_62d6c6bbe4b008a2d03f1ac4 [ Ooooh … the mystery of it all … 
magical disappearance of text messages … could be ghosts … or 
gremlins … or salem witchcraft … WAKE UP! … AMERICA IS A TOTAL 
FRAUD! … AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 
MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). ]

The most intelligent, rational legal position:

Laurence Tribe, a Harvard law professor, argued that not holding Trump 
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accountable would be equally harmful.

"I certainly recognize that indicting a former president would generate 
lots of social heat, perhaps violence," Tribe said. "But not indicting him 
would invite another violent insurrection."

Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All Incredibly Depressed. 
Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" Some very concerning 
market observations from Goldman trader John Flood discussing the real 
rot below the market surface: Monday was the lightest volume session of
the year with 9.32b shares trading across all US equity exchanges 
breaking previous low mark of 9.4b back on 7/11/22. YTD daily avg for 
shares traded across all US equity exchanges sits @ 12.5b. Monday was 
also the lightest notional trading session of the year w/ $392b trading vs 
ytd daily avg of $638b. Our desk was a 3 on 1 – 10 scale in terms of 
overall activity levels. I am personally taken aback by how resilient mkt 
has been over the past few weeks. I don’t see L/Os putting their ~$210b 
of cash to work. I am seeing them use pockets of strength to sell lower 
conviction more illiquid names in block form and raise even more cash. 

Trump comic-con-show 
https://www.facebook.com/reel/523496502845404/?
s=single_unit&__cft__[0]=AZWPFQ3WczUIfIkH48JzeY46IoAd31UE03J6BK
gdB2FnhC4ZMwHrSlFnIZRzSdcm0iOvj82iS31DRdv7o07VE1dKwlJ-
o8PrhTfe_ujCAUFuOSNPQHEmqhCXpuyaLM_w2FExUX2P3sub6YXf8JZ_JO
SnUwrv6N77_T472Z5wMAIl1mh2SytZjOOe004Qi410SWP8G3HBHdMEgTY
aaiWHeOxK&__tn__=H-R 

ZEROHEDGE As Taiwan Warns Chinese "Maritime & Aerial Blockade" 
Ensuing, Pelosi Says Real Issue Is 'I'm A Woman' [Riiight!] Pelosi Departs
Taiwan After Whirlwind Tour As China Declares "Median Line" No Longer 
Exists Global Markets Slump With Terrified Traders Tracking Pelosi's 
Next Move Forget inflation, stagflation, recession, depression, earnings, 
Biden locked up in the basement with covid, and everything else: today's 
it all about whether Nancy Pelosi will start World War 3 when she lands 
in Taiwan in 3 hours. https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/taiwans-
independence-worth-war Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just 
purely on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant 
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Fed policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls 
off a miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 

Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
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my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
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markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
htt  ps://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-  
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies Elon Musk Quietly Dumps A Massive $6.9 Billion In 
Tesla Shares     

YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale 
and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on
Stock Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-
violations-senate-house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why 
Earnings & The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
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purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook 
Worsens Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign 
Buyers Flee https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-
highest-yield-2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y 
auction which was somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp 
concession today which saw yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million 
Americans Priced-Out As Home Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan 
Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As 
Layoffs Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-
jobless-claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished 
Mr.Powell? Forget the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Ralph Nader Says Tesla's Autopilot "Malfunctions Every 
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Eight Minutes", Calls For NHTSA To "Remove" And "Recall" Feature 
‘Unsafe At Any Speed’ was in vogue at one point in time. Indeed, I had a 
plaintiff’s case which led me to Clarence Ditlow’s Center for Auto Safety 
and ultimately a trip to Detroit for deposition, a document request, an 
inculpatory in-house message/correspondence implying coverup (front 
pivot-bar support plate defect); my threat for media exposure (they had 
previously insulted me by not settling at settlement conference for a 
pittance), counter-threat by Chrysler defense counsel to “dry up defense 
work” at the firm where I was associated, a call to me from a partner to 
settle for less than possible. That’s the way such things “work“ , or not, 
in america. Updating Nader’s famed work, to encompass evermore 
complex electronics [ ‘Automotive EMR, Unsafe at any Speed’ By James 
D. Honeycutt, PhD, July 2013 Published in 1965, Unsafe at Any Speed: 
The Designed-In Dangers of the American Automobile detailed the 
reluctance of American automakers to spend money on improving safety 
and made Ralph Nader a household name. In the nearly 50 years since its
publication automobiles have become more complex, replacing 
mechanical systems with a myriad of microcomputers and increasing the
amount of ElectroMagnetic Radiation (EMR) for the occupants. Current 
automobile designs have nearly 100 microprocessors and this number is 
expected to double in 5 years. A typical automobile contains about 5 
miles of wiring to connect and control the engine, transmission, 
suspension, braking, steering, entertainment, navigation, emissions, 
safety, security, communications and comfort components, to name only 
a few. 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/251571132_Automotive_EMR_U
nsafe_at_any_Speed . My personal “money pit” ford explorer experience 
with unending electrical/wiring/connectivity problems and a permanent 
anti-ford predisposition therefore.

ZEROHEDGE Garland Says He 'Personally Approved' Trump Search 
Warrant [BRAVO!] https://www.zerohedge.com/political/watch-live-ag-
merrick-garland-makes-statement-following-trump-raid "There has to be 
a(prosecution)n investigation..." Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
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believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

DRUDGEREPORT 

FEDS HUNT STOLEN NUKE DOCS 
SEARCH WARRANT TEXT 
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS 
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE 
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO 
'TOP SECRET' 

"Without Any Doubt, Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": 
Tribe Declares Trump Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump 

DRUDGEREPORT GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP 
[ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is being 
painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal that he 
is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists and you have 
trump. The pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without empathy
or decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the greater 

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-says-mar-lago-home-was-raided-large-group-fbi-agents-rcna42133
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/10/trump-says-he-refused-to-answer-ny-attorney-generals-questions-in-probe-of-his-business.html
https://theintercept.com/2022/08/09/trump-fbi-raid-al-capone/
https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-trump-handed-down-death-110420973.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-trump-handed-down-death-110420973.html
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http://www.businessinsider.com/trump-joe-scarborough-mika-brzezinski-national-enquirer-laurence-tribe-crime-2017-6
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2016/7/28/1553756/-Benedict-Donald-is-likely-in-violation-of-the-Logan-Act
http://www.newsmax.com/Politics/laurence-tribe-smoking-gun-trump-jr/2017/07/11/id/800965/
http://www.newsmax.com/Politics/laurence-tribe-smoking-gun-trump-jr/2017/07/11/id/800965/
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/jun/07/james-comey-statement-trump-russia-analysis
https://jonathanturley.org/2021/02/08/why-has-trump-not-been-charged-with-criminal-incitement/
https://jonathanturley.org/2017/08/03/gambino-lite-accusing-trump-of-a-half-truth-does-not-constitute-a-whole-crime/
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https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-nuclear-weapons-issue-122108215.html
https://apnews.com/article/florida-donald-trump-mar-a-lago-merrick-garland-government-and-politics-f63c018b600e1539ff3660a896a132d0
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https://humanevents.com/2022/08/12/exclusive-warrant-and-property-receipt-from-mar-a-lago-raid/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fbi-searched-trump-s-home-to-look-for-nuclear-documents-and-other-items-sources-say/ar-AA10zmiO


fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He 
spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 
duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]
AGENTS CRACK SAFE
WAS THERE A RAT? 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-
says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html MSNBC 
This search wasn't run by Democrats — the head of the FBI was 
appointed by Trump

INDICTMENT REAL POSSIBILITY
PUNISHMENTS HE COULD FACE
ESPIONAGE ACT VIOLATIONS
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE
STASH SEIZED FROM MAR-A-LAGO
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THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg

As Taiwan Warns Chinese "Maritime & Aerial Blockade" Ensuing, Pelosi 
Says Real Issue Is 'I'm A Woman' [Riiight!] Pelosi Departs Taiwan After 
Whirlwind Tour As China Declares "Median Line" No Longer Exists Global 
Markets Slump With Terrified Traders Tracking Pelosi's Next Move Forget
inflation, stagflation, recession, depression, earnings, Biden locked up in 
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the basement with covid, and everything else: today's it all about 
whether Nancy Pelosi will start World War 3 when she lands in Taiwan in 
3 hours. https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/taiwans-independence-
worth-war Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just purely
on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant Fed 
policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls off a 
miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 

Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
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guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
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He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
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won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 
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ZEROHEDGE UMich Sentiment Jumps But Long-Term Inflation 
Expectations Unexpectedly Rise 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/umich-sentiment-jumps-long-term-
inflation-expectations-unexpectedly-rise Jerome Powell's closely 
watched inflation indicator just returned to the danger zone The Price Of 
Eggs Is Up 47% As Food Costs In The US Spiral Out Of Control Turkey 
Agrees To Pay For Russian Gas With Rubles India ditches US dollar in 
Russia trade – Reuters   Credit Suisse Set To Slash Thousands Of Jobs   
Despite Handing Out Hundreds Of Millions To Retain Top Talent 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/credit-suisse-set-slash-thousands-
jobs-despite-handing-out-hundreds-millions-retain-top The bank is looking 
to cut its overall cost base by $1 billion... 

"I Don't Feel The Pain Of Inflation Anymore" Says Wealthy SF Fed Chair 
From Ivory Tower YAHOO Business 'The market is not the economy' and 
the July rally in the stock market was premature, top economist 
Mohamed El-Erian says https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/market-not-
economy-july-rally-174829466.html El-Erian said a comment by Powell led
investors to believe rate hikes would likely slow, but that's at odds with 
what the data shows. Weak Manufacturing Surveys Signal 'Peak 
Inflation'; Plunge in Orders, Production, & Jobs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/weak-manufacturing-surveys-
signal-peak-inflation-plunge-orders-production-jobs "With the exception of
pandemic lockdown periods, July saw US manufacturers report the 
toughest business conditions since 2009..." 

Biden's America: Too Broke To Bet?   Chicago PMI Unexpectedly Plunges   
To 2-Year Lows https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/chicago-pmi-
unexpectedly-plunges-2-year-lows ...stagflation signals as prices paid 
jumped and production and new orders fell... "Expert" Narratives Are 
Collapsing The house of cards continues to fall apart Yellen: "Recession"
Doesn't Mean What You Think It Means [ Riiight! ] Sentiment sours amid 
Kremlin updates, EU Energy deal & US-earnings in focus -   Delusional   
Biden Admin Front-Runs Recessionary GDP Print... By Redefining 
Recession https://www.zerohedge.com/political/delusional-biden-admin-
front-runs-recessionary-gdp-print-redefining-recession It's not a recession
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until the White House gives economists on its payroll permission to 
declare it a recession... [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!] US PMI Crashes 
Into Contraction In July: "A Worrying Deterioration In The Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-pmi-crashes-contraction-july-
worrying-deterioration-economy "Excluding pandemic lockdown months, 
output is falling at a rate not seen since 2009 amid the global financial 
crisis..." There's An Amazing Glut Of Office Space In Every Major Metro 
Area https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/theres-amazing-glut-office-
space-every-major-metro-area Occupancy is an engine of local 
economies. But there's a huge glut of space available... US Existing 
Home Sales Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses US Homebuilders 
Abandon Single-Families In June As They Brace For Rate Shock 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-builders-abandon-single-
family-home-startspermits-june-anticipating-renter ...multi-family starts 
and permits surged double-digits in June as single-family plunged... 
Homebuilder Confidence Collapses In July 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-confidence-
collapses-july ...the largest MoM drop (ex-COVID-lockdown) in history... 
Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
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Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
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for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER

https://secure.sjuggerudtruewealth.com/?
cid=MKT650099&eid=MKT657482&channel=102120d0fc4158ded364c744
bc11a4&assetId=AST254109&page=1&fbclid=IwAR2cc1ZhOIn7xUGfA1Iv
sHne3IQnWX1wMlYBnvJoJ1PDtHOCHo1uykpJDJ4 

A Winter Of Anger https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/winter-anger
... if you’d ask most citizens of whichever EU country if they are willing to
risk being unable to feed and heat their children in order to support 
Ukraine and Zelensky, they would say NO. Hell no! "Revolution Has 
Begun": 75,000 Brits To Stop Paying Power Bills Amid Inflation Storm 
German Electricity Prices Hit Record High As Heatwave Curbs Power 
Generation ... and it's not even winter yet. "Widespread Civil Unrest" 
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Looming In UK Over Cost-Of-Living Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/widespread-civil-unrest-
looming-uk-over-cost-living-crisis Movement to stop paying bills 

snowballs... 

Pound Crashes After BOE Hikes By Most Since 1995, Starts Gilt Sales Yet
Warns Of Crushing Stagflationary Recession Germany's Uniper Warns Of 
Possible "Irregular Operation" At Major Power Plant As Rhine River Runs 
Dry "You Can't Switch Off Death": German Crematoriums Warn Of Energy 
Crisis German Barge Traffic Slumps As Rhine Water Levels Near Record 
Lows "Miserable" German Retail Sales Crash The Most On Record As 
Europe Slumps Into Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/miserable-german-retail-sales-crash-
most-record-europe-slumps-recession Germany is "sinking into an 
increasingly steep downturn, adding to the region’s recession risks”. Gas
Levy Could Triple Household Heating Bills In Germany EU Consumer 
Confidence Crashes To Record Lows As German CPI Unexpectedly Re-
Accelerates "We Are In A Very Critical Moment": IMF Cuts Global GDP, 
Raises Inflation Outlook, Warns "World Teetering On Edge Of Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-are-very-critical-moment-imf-
cuts-global-gdp-raises-inflation-outlook-warns-world "It’s easy to cool off 
the economy when the economy is running hot. It’s much harder to 
reduce inflation when the economy is close to a recession." Germans 
Taking Fewer Showers In Response To Cost Of Living Crisis China And 
Japan Hold The Keys To Euro Recovery 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/china-and-japan-hold-keys-euro-
recovery While the direction of Europe’s economy continues to be a 
hostage to Russian energy -- as today’s dispiriting PMI numbers attest -- it
is the Asian nations of China and Japan who are in a position to alleviate 
Europe’s capital-outflow problem and stabilize the euro. PMIs Signal 
Eurozone Recession Day After First ECB Rate-Hike In 11 Years 

19% Of The World's Population Lives In 'Chindia' (& Buys Russian Oil) 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/19-worlds-population-lives-
chindia-buys-russian-oil India is expected to become the most populous 
nation on Earth by mid-2023, surpassing China whose population growth 
has all but stopped.. Oil Surges After Biden Fails To Win Saudi Pledge To 
Pump More Crude These Are The Countries With The Highest Default Risk
The Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial Production Unexpectedly 
Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker month since September 
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2021... David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 
Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE Garland Says He 'Personally Approved' Trump Search 
Warrant [BRAVO] https://www.zerohedge.com/political/watch-live-ag-
merrick-garland-makes-statement-following-trump-raid "There has to be 
a(prosecution)n investigation..." Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

"Without Any Doubt, Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": 
Tribe Declares Trump Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
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reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump 

DRUDGEREPORT GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP 
[ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is being 
painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal that he 
is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists and you have 
trump. The pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without empathy
or decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the greater 
fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He 
spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 
duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]
AGENTS CRACK SAFE
WAS THERE A RAT? 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-
says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html MSNBC 
This search wasn't run by Democrats — the head of the FBI was 
appointed by Trump

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
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INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

Fascism watch Trump wished his military officials were more like Nazi 
'German generals' https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/trump-
wished-his-military-officials-were-more-german-generals-nazi-n1297784?
icid=msd_topgrid 

The Last Word Mary Trump: Trump is 'panicked' after FBI search of Mar-a-
Lago

ZEROHEDGE Initial Jobless Claims Surge To Highest Since November 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-surge-
highest-november ...and continuing claims are at 4-month highs... A Most 
Peculiar Recession The Government is Hiding a Dark Secret About the 
Economy https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-08-09/government-
hiding-dark-secret-about-economy About those supposedly fantastic July 
jobs numbers... Nvidia Plunges After Preannouncing Terrible Q2 Results, 
Slashes Guidance, Blames "Macroeconomic Headwinds" Something 
Snaps In The Job Market: Multiple Jobholders Hit All Time High As 
Unexplained 1.8 Million Jobs Gap Emerges 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/something-snaps-job-market-
multiple-jobholders-hit-all-time-high-unexplained-18-million ‘...So what's 
going on here? The simple answer: Fewer people working, but more 
people working more than one job, a rotation which picked up in earnest 
some time in March and which has only been captured by the Household 
survey. And since the Establishment survey is far slower to pick up on 
the nuances in employment composition, while the Household Survey has
gone nowhere since March, the BLS data engineers have been busy 
goalseeking the Establishment Survey (perhaps with the occasional 
nudge from the White House especially now that the economy is in a 
technical recession) to make it appear as if the economy is growing 
strongly, when in reality all they are doing is applying the same erroneous
seasonal adjustment factor that gave such a wrong perspective of the 
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labor market in the aftermath of the covid pandemic (until it was all 
adjusted away a year ago). In other words, while the labor market is 
already cracking, it will take the BLS several months of veering away 
from reality before the government bureaucrats accept and admit what is
truly taking place...’

July Payrolls Smash Expectations Soaring To 528K, Wages Come In Red 
Hot As Unemployment Rate Drops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/july-payrolls-smash-expectations-
soaring-528k-wages-come-red-hot We are now well and truly in bizarro 
world. 

Futures Flat As Crushing 37bps Curve Inversion Screams Recession The 
Misery Index Is At Recession Levels Lying About The Economy Will Only 
Make The Coming Crash Worse Senior Economist 'Fact Checked' By 
Facebook For Saying US Is In Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/senior-economist-fact-checked-
facebook-saying-us-recession “We live in an Orwellian hell-scape.” [Yes, 
we do!] Here’s why you shouldn’t invest in ETFs. UMich Inflation 
Expectations Rose Intra-Month, Democrats' Confidence Drops Further 
Inflation, Recession Or Both? Reporter Exposes White House's Blatant 
Redefining Of "Recession" Yellen: "Recession" Doesn't Mean What You 
Think It Means Gold & The Upcoming Recession Luongo: None Dare Call 
It A Recession Lest The Democrats Lose The Mid-Terms Democrats 
Prepare To Unleash Hell On Fed Chair Powell For The Coming Recession 
"2023 Will Be A Year From Hell" - Martin Armstrong Warns Of Inflation-
Driven Civil-Unrest https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/2023-will-be-
year-hell-martin-armstrong-warns-inflation-driven-civil-unrest "...you are 
looking at revolutions... The euro looks like death warmed over... This is 
just not over yet." "Japanese Economy Continues To Crater "- Another 
Casualty Of The Energy Crisis The Danger Of Drought In Europe 
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/danger-drought-europe ...the current 
heatwave is bound to further exacerbate water shortages in Southern and
Southeast Europe... Record-Breaking Heat In Europe Meanwhile, 
Southern Europe is also experiencing extreme heat that has caused 
wildfires... UK Records Hottest Day Ever Amid Heat Apocalypse   "Heat   
Apocalypse" Blasts Europe As UK And France Brace For Hottest Days On 
Record   https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/heat-apocalypse-blasts-  
europe-uk-and-france-brace-hottest-days-record "Today and tomorrow will
be one of the worst, if not the worst heatwave events in the modern 
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history of western Europe." The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 
2022 http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In 
Government Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 
4Chan Found After Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
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small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 
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CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

ZEROHEDGE Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 
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Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE It's Game-Over For The Fed - Expect A Monetary "Rug Pull" 
Soon... Where are we in this squeeze...are we "there yet"? - part VII 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/shortcovering short covering 
mania... One Bank Warns U.S. Econ Data Make Little Sense, "Until You 
Recall Midterm Elections Are Coming Up" "They pretend it’s real data, we
pretend to trade it." 5-Year Down Market Coming 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/5-year-down-market-coming 
Market Wizard who predicted all indexes would be negative in 2022 
shares shocking new forecast Iran Arranges First Import Using 
Cryptocurrency By chasing sanctioned countries out of dollars, the USA 
stokes demand for alternatives India ditches US dollar in Russia trade – 
Reuters   Recession is "crashing"   closer to a complacency point where 
one actually could start shorting the market again.. The Great Recession:
Facts Vs Denials https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/great-recession-
facts-vs-denials Once again, the US is facing a recession which Main 
Street feels, Wall Street whistles past, and DC simply denies... 

"Deteriorating Situation" Shows Rent Growth "Collapsing" In Sunbelt 
Markets https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/deteriorating-situation-
shows-rent-growth-collapsing-sunbelt-markets Rogan Slams Biden Admin 
For "Gaslighting" Americans About Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/rogan-slams-biden-admin-
gaslighting-americans-about-recession "...they’re literally changing the 
definition...and it should be pushed back against in a big way. It should 
be something that people get angry about..." 'Great News' Jobs Reports 
Sparks Selloff In Bonds, Stocks, & Gold 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/great-news-jobs-reports-sparks-
selloff-bonds-stocks-gold ...good news is really bad news... 

Initial Jobless Claims Hit 8 Month Highs, Continuing Claims Jump Ahead 
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Of Payrolls Print https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-
jobless-claims-hit-8-month-highs-continuing-claims-jump-ahead-payrolls 
Jobless claims are now completely decoupled from the headlines payrolls
data... Pay Attention; This Is Not The '70s 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/pay-attention-not-70s In the late 
70s, P/Es on stocks were in the single digits, and debt levels were 
negligible. Today, valuations are nearly four times those levels, and debt 
as a percentage of GDP is at levels considered unthinkable not that long 
ago... Chinese Jets Buzz Taiwan Strait, Govt Websites Hit By 
Cyberattack With Pelosi Plane En Route War on China: the real target are 
the American people China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off Taiwan With US 
Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia Nuclear War 
Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security Advisor China's 
Army Posts "Get Ready For War!" Message On Social Media, State 
Mouthpiece Says PLA Has "Right" To Intercept Pelosi's Plane Inflation, 
Recession Or Both? [BOTH!] Welcome To The Biden Recession: Q2 GDP 
"Unexpectedly" Shrinks 0.9%, 2nd Consecutive Decline Peter Schiff: The 
White House Recession Denial https://www.zerohedge.com/political/peter-
schiff-white-house-recession-denial "When you’re losing, just change the 
rules of the game, then declare victory.” Recession? All Of A Sudden 
Yield Spreads Are Collapsing https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/no-
recession-all-sudden-yield-spreads-are-collapsing … we suggest 
continuing to follow risk management protocols until indicators indicate 
a reversal of that economic risk.

1. Tighten up stop-loss levels to current support levels for each position. 

2. Hedge portfolios against significant market declines. 

3. Take profits in positions that have been big winners 

4. Sell laggards and losers. 

5. Raise cash and rebalance portfolios to target weightings.

Peter Schiff: It's Getting Harder To Deny Recession Reality 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-schiff-its-getting-harder-deny-
recession-reality "This should be obvious, but people have been in denial 
about the weakness in the economy..." Wall Street's Biggest Bear: One 
Down, But Two More Things Must Happen Before Stocks Bottom 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/wall-streets-biggest-bear-one-down-
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two-more-things-must-happen-stocks-bottom Recession reflections 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/everyoneknows [ Recession 
is coming but everyone knows it ] The Number Of Americans Filing For 
First-Time Unemployment Claims Soared To 8-Month-Highs Last Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/number-americans-filing-
first-time-unemployment-claims-soared-8-month-highs-last ...and 
continuing claims are the highest since April... US Existing Home Sales 
Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses Sinkhole 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sinkhole "At present, the 2s10s 
spread is –18 bps. This is indicative of a recession 12-18 months ahead, 
which means the second half of 2023. Note that we have been 
forecasting a recession for 2023H2 since April." Recession Already Here 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-may-already-be-here The 
debate about recession risk is pointless.We are already in a recession... 
The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
an odd beast in any case. 

Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 

idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
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A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
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sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 
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ZEROHEDGE Russia Says It May Sever US Relations If Declared Terrorism
Sponsor Diplomat says designation would bring Washington to "the point 
of no return" Ex-President Medvedev Warns Europe Of "Possible 
Incidents" At Nuclear Facilities 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ex-president-medvedev-warns-
europe-possible-incidents-nuclear-facilities Ukraine & Western 
backers"...ready to orchestrate a new Chernobyl." RT UN issues nuclear 
appeal to Russia and Ukraine   West would fight Russia ‘to the last   
Ukrainian’ – Moscow ZH Russia Suspends US Inspections Of Its Nuclear 
Arsenal Under New START Treaty China Extends Taiwan Drills Past 
Sunday Deadline, Says Training Under "Real War Conditions" Which 
Nations Face The Biggest Disruption From China's Taiwan-Trade-
Blockade? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/which-nations-face-
biggest-disruption-chinas-taiwan-trade-blockade China's export stop on 
sand, a resource essential for the manufacturing of semiconductors, 
could prove devastating for countries like the United States... The 
Growing Threat From North Korea Taiwan Says China's Drills Are 
Simulating A Full Attack On The Island 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/taiwan-says-chinas-drills-are-
simulating-full-attack-island Following Pelosi's visit, Chinese media said 
the military will demonstration the "mainland's absolute control over the 
Taiwan question." Anger From Ukraine's Backers After Damning Amnesty
Report Spotlights 'Human Shields'

China Sanctions Pelosi, Halts US Talks Including Military Ties, As Jets 
Breach Taiwan Median Line 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/china-sanctions-pelosi-halts-us-
talks-including-military-ties-jets-breach-taiwan China has begun its 
retaliation against Washington by announcing Friday the cancellation of a
series of meetings with the United States 

Ballistic Missiles Soar Over Taiwan, "Hundreds" Of PLA Fighters Breach 
Airspace, As 5-Day Drills Commence 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ballistic-missiles-soar-over-
taiwan-hundreds-pla-fighters-breach-airspace-5-day-drills China Summons
US Ambassador Overnight, Says Washington "Must Pay The Price" EOAD 
Are Chinese Tanks Massing On The Shores Of Fujian Because An Invasion
Is Imminent? 8-2-22 We Were Specifically Warned About This Coming War
With China All The Way Back In The 1990 ZH Here Are All The Latest 
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Taiwan Headlines https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-
latest-taiwan-headlines All the latest news in the extremely fluid Taiwan 
theater of pre-war. 'US Military Moving Assets', Markets Stall On Reports 
Pelosi To Visit Taiwan Tuesday 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-sink-pelosi-taiwan-headlines 
Pelosi is reportedly expected to land in Taiwan on Tuesday night, and 
meet lawmakers on Wednesday. China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off 
Taiwan With US Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia
Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security 
Advisor China Is Issuing The Same "Red Line" Warnings About Taiwan 
That Russia Issued About Ukraine THE SUN AI predicts last selfie on 
Earth… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-
earth-prediction-tiktok/ EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To 
Absolutely Love It When War With China Erupts 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-industrial-complex-is-
going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-erupts/ ZH Russia Unveils
Large-Scale Military Exercises In East, Signaling Force Strength 
'Unaffected' By Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-
unveils-large-scale-eastern-military-exercises-signaling-force-strength-
unaffected Prior "Vostok" (East) drills included sizable Chinese PLA 
military participation... If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End 
Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm

How A Russian Gas Freeze Would Curtail European GDPs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/how-russian-gas-freeze-would-
curtail-european-gdps ...a complete shut-off from the Russian side would 
have disastrous effects for European economies... Ukraine Moves To 
Criminalize Russian Passport Application there is a lot of Ukrainian blood 
on the red Russian passport [What?] Russia Boasts It's Already Taken 
Out 4 US-Supplied Long Range Rocket Systems Russia Informs Turkey It 
Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa Port Attack It's Official: Russia And 
China Announce "New Global Reserve Currency" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-22/its-official-russia-and-china-
announce-new-global-reserve-currency And once again no one has 
noticed and no one seems to care. [ Yes, it’s official; NEW WORLD 
ORDER! ]

Pelosi: Pentagon Might Be Worried China Would Shoot Down Her Plane If 
She Visits Taiwan AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant 
Corruption' After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky US "Started" The Ukraine
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Crisis, China Says, In Fiercest Official Criticism Yet 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-started-ukraine-crisis-china-
says-fiercest-official-criticism-yet "As the one who started the Ukraine 
crisis & the biggest factor fueling it..." [ Yes...Sadly, that is indisputably 
true; it’s the american way.] Russia Plans 'Annexation Votes' For 
Captured Ukraine Territories By Mid-September: Report Russia Resumes 
Nord Stream Natural Gas Deliveries To Europe "...likely to lead to a 
collective sigh of relief from not just the European gas market, but from 
the wider economy," Russia Declares War Goals Have Expanded After 
West Pumped More Arms Into Ukraine Strengthening Ties With Iran, Putin
Meets With Supreme Leader In Tehran 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/strengthening-ties-iran-putin-
meets-supreme-leader-tehran “Our relations are developing at a good 
pace,” said Putin 

Putin Says Russia Will Honor Gas Commitment But Flows Will Drop As 
Much As 20% Of Capacity Vladimir Putin warned that flows via the Nord 
Stream pipeline could be curbed soon if sanctions prevent additional 
maintenance on its components Russian Military Given Formal Order To 
Target Ukraine's Long-Range Weapons From US 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-issues-formal-order-military-
target-ukraines-long-range-weapons-us Ukraine officials called the 
HIMARS a "game-changer"... [Riiight] Gazprom Declares Force Majeure, 
Will Halt Gas Flows To Germany Indefinitely "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”

Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
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coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
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restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
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familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
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divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 
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THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---
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[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

POST: FIRST MOON LANDING
NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 
Fake-NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv

http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm     

Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake Dutch     
'  moon rock  ' revealed   Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon rock 

given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of 
petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon Rock  ' in   
Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at 
Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 

http://albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm
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yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

Al Peia

Riiight...and they haven't been back because...oh yeah, they got rid of 
their Saturn rockets ... and, they were in the past but not in the 
present/future impervious to radiation; ie., van allen belt, etc.. Oh, they 
probably could do it now, arguably; they're working on it. But, of course, 
Mars is quite another thing. The amounts of money for these 
boondoggles/frauds are staggering; yet, pale in comparison to the frauds 
on wall street. YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand 
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act... ].

albertpeia.com 

Michael W. Lurie
Shame on me. I believed this fraud for most of my life and I should have 
known better in 1969.
Other than Kodak film (and Hasselblad cameras) that could not function 
at lunar temperatures (not to mention the radiation or outgassing in a 
vacuum)

https://www.facebook.com/mlurie?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0MjEzNjA4MjMzNjA2NjVfNDMyMzA3NTAyMTc4ODU4&__cft__[0]=AZVR4z65mJ87Hh2I9XUxsaGNY99PIlENsQVFx-NB14NiEoVGNdkGWHorCZB0dFL_in4G5VR0ra3GVRgD9-m6vMUxU2tRR0JMp-zGes9W8e65-EOXMo2Q_NpZiHFaOejPu-JRyiK6kewHcxruOYl5HGvA&__tn__=R]-R
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-house-trading-2021-9?fbclid=IwAR09dFVyNoZm5AbSc6RvuLX7_txNfPp6HYV8SBSjQeJPd8_JdRMongZa5Og
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1MzAzNTEyODAzMDY0NDU1XzQ2MjE1NjU2MTk2NTI3OA%3D%3D&__cft__[0]=AZUzCnIb-wZD4OBiRKgibKfqoanC5KXYUOyiE5ihDrzOlvkm7oasBYNz6UFGdx1qg7jGhOOkuzE50zBoUg0SKlxeo7XSnmbdp6XaFGF7zvKJdgLfy1_8zmY04O-FruT1VNfAsw-YnxfMtAJlgHw1mgfZPXMEyEA70ySt3zLU_ZWivHxL7_QKMte-9tS6m4bIXp4&__tn__=R]-R


or the total lack of any blast crater
or the lack of rockets on lift-off from the moon
or the sounds heard while on the "lunar" suface
or the laser-ranging which started in 1962
or the waving flags
or the improbable "pressure [space] suits"
or the violations of Newton's 2nd law
or the ridiculously inadequate guidance systems
or the relatively poor special effects (not even CGI)
or the lack of telemetry
or the lack of radiation protection
or the utter quiet of a 140+ decibel engine
or the ludicrous lack of computer power
or the "moon rocks" from....well, petrified wood?
or the "astronauts" dangling from wires
or the Lunar Rover which looks like a Mattel model
....but they did make a full-scale model for 60 million bucks
or the billions in additional funds for "Paperclip"
or the total lack of stars or photos of the sky
or the very suspicious look to the front-screen filming
or the clues in "Eyes Wide Shut" and elsewhere (etc.)
or the incredible effort by NASA and JTRIG to shut down discussion of 
the fraud, and mock those who would expose it....
or (for bonus points) the lack of an airlock on the LEM
Other than that, maybe we really went? The TV told me so.
Al Peia
Michael W. Lurie BRAVO!
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ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

YAHOO Nearly one in three Americans say it may soon be necessary to 
take up arms against the government

https://www.yahoo.com/news/nearly-one-three-americans-may-
202408076.html A majority of Americans say the U.S. government is 
corrupt and almost a third say it may soon be necessary to take up arms 
against it, according to a new poll from the University of Chicago’s 
Institute of Politics. 

DRUDGEREPORT ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms… 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

*Hopes for a mild recession are "delusional," said Nouriel Roubini, the 
economist who called the 2008 financial crisis. 

*He said debt ratios are historically high, while bailouts during the 
pandemic have resulted in "zombie corporations." 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
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mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It 
When War With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-
military-industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-
china-erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]

ZEROHEDGE FBI Likely Did 'Intentionally Undermine' A Congressional 
Probe On Hunter Biden: Senator https://www.zerohedge.com/political/fbi-
likely-did-intentionally-undermine-congressional-probe-hunter-biden-
senator "The FBI can no longer be trusted 

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
The US is in a recession and it’s worse than you think 
https://www.rt.com/business/560011-us-recession-fed-inflation/ 
DRUDGEREPORT 
UN warns humanity 'one miscalculation away from nuclear annihilation'…
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-
danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html 

YAHOO Business 'The market is not the economy' and the July rally in the
stock market was premature, top economist Mohamed El-Erian says 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/market-not-economy-july-rally-
174829466.html El-Erian said a comment by Powell led investors to 
believe rate hikes would likely slow, but that's at odds with what the data
shows.

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]
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ANALYSIS
From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

YAHOO Politics Former FBI official likens Matt Gaetz, Roger Stone, and 
Trump to the Mafia: 'It's a criminal organization' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-fbi-official-likens-matt-
045920601.html 
BUT WAIT: “There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

China Has Established A “Blockade” Around Taiwan And Plans To Shoot 
Missiles Directly Over The Island     
http://endoftheamericandream.com/china-has-established-a-blockade-
around-taiwan-and-plans-to-shoot-missiles-directly-over-the-island/     

Insiders Are Dumping The Most Stocks Since January As Retail Buying-
Panic Re-Emerges
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/insiders-are-dumping-most-stocks-
january-retail-buying-panic-re-emerges     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[DUH! Of course that’s true; but, that’s the reality of criminal america.] 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]
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'All the data points currently align with a cover-up' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-pentagon-secret-service-texts-
deleted-cover-up-accusations-170030306.html The House Jan. 6 
committee is scrutinizing evidence of information erased, wiped, deleted 
and otherwise obscured by former members of the Trump administration. 

SOP Standard Operating Procedure-That’s my experience 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[DUH! Of course that’s true; but, that’s the reality of criminal america.] 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-ukraine-war
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10934571/Oregon-Citys-mayoral-candidate-says-homeless-Japanese-style-pods-overdoses-rise.html
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Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
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and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896
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the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

Al Peia
DRUDGEREPORT Top 10 best places to live in world…USA not on list... 
https://www.cnbc.com/.../global-liveability-index-2022... Here’s the rest of 
the top 10 best places to live
1. Vienna, Austria
2. Copenhagen, Denmark
3. Zurich, Switzerland
4. Calgary, Canada
5. Vancouver, Canada
6. Geneva, Switzerland
7. Frankfurt, Germany
8. Toronto, Canada
9. Amsterdam, Netherlands
10. Osaka, Japan and Melbourne, Australia (tie)

Susan Edelman Blank
Al Peia I’ll take any one of those!

Al Peia
Even just a decade ago, who would have thought america would have 
fallen so far, so fast. Careful what you say, we're getting near the 
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desperate phase (not worth it - ask the Kennedy's). Doctor Peter referred 
to you as "a warrior". A compliment, to be sure; but, for you and your 
family, not worth it. This guy's really good, worth a look 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=crCGYeo0PBE

YOUTUBE.COM
BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER https://secure.sjuggerudtruewealth.com/?
cid=MKT650099&eid=MKT657482&channel=102120d0fc4158ded364c744
bc11a4&assetId=AST254109&page=1&fbclid=IwAR0pC2C2-J2V-
ZloWSAW8WX2VLqM3fha3zWL-69BnuumFAH72QortG6rbEY 

BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 
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https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

CNN Murdoch's New York Post dumps Trump, calling him 'unworthy to be 
chief executive again'

MSNBC Joe: Trump's biggest enablers were begging him to stop. How is 
he not already in jail? Morning Joe

Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
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States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 
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EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
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harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”
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CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky [ america’s kind of 
place! ]

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
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be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
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post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
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gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/gov-gavin-newsom-wins-big-in-california-could-he-be-president/ar-AAYgUlw
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/4358923
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running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/spx
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/comp
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/djia
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/bear-market-stocks-whats-next-51655150790?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-panel-says-evidence-173305500.html


such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-forces-destroy-last-bridge-to-key-eastern-ukrainian-city-11655202739
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/ukrainian-troops-struggle-to-hold-back-russian-advance-in-east/ar-AAYqeGu


US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It When War 
With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-
industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-
erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]
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THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 

https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/10/fired-fox-news-editor-chris-stirewalt-to-testify-at-jan-6-riot-committee-hearing.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/media/3519284-nearly-20m-watched-jan-6-hearing-nielsen
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-calls-deadly-insurrection-greatest-193328621.html
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UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 
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https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-and-unreleased-video-expected-to-be-focus-of-first-jan-6-hearing/ar-AAYfFly
https://apnews.com/article/jan-6-capitol-riot-hearings-live-updates-eefb79f2cffb705f04bf43ea164db20f


ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 
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ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 

https://www.facebook.com/susan.blank?__cft__[0]=AZVGvhjiSxGnjWz-LN1hLrt-aZERuH0PnG03UnsNEqhUcmu8tji41KXA8gSPX1OdMtaxPYgX5zHqHLdFB47IYBha_VhuUIONFV7lhrhbMfxB3fUSiPJAMdbT-Ekkqx2RcIH6jVbHjnRdnwyLewnxvu_HCG_Le8GADYmNiVTogj9heg&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
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AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
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DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

YAHOO We are seeing evidence that Donald Trump committed treason. 
Where is Merrick Garland? https://www.yahoo.com/news/seeing-evidence-
donald-trump-committed-100000305.html How many more Republican 
former officials have to come forward for the attorney general to act? 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com
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8-12-22
Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
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lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
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(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 



proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
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ZEROHEDGE Goldman Jumps As Traders Spark Q2 Revenue Beat But 
Total Earnings Plunge 47% Amid Major Investment Losses 
DRUDGE Hope for depositors dwindles as crypto lender files for 
bankruptcy... Crypto Takes New Hit as Thousands of SOLANA Wallets 
Hacked… YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-
senate-house-trading-2021-9 ]. Pelosi 'Appears To Have Taken Advantage'
Of Inside Information: Former Dallas Fed Chief Fisher Artificial Wealth Vs 
GDP: Why Earnings & The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
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hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
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official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT How many animal species (including people)     have   
caught Covid? 

https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2022/08/05/1114357154/how-
many-animal-species-have-caught-covid-first-global-tracker-has-partial-
answe 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths near 2021 numbers]
105,660 AUG 11 2022
124,266 AUG 11 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
485 AUG 11 2022
608 AUG 11 2021 
How Pandemic Changed Americans' Health for Worse… 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-covid-19-pandemic-changed-
americans-health-for-the-worse-11659260165 Heart disease and drug 
overdoses are among afflictions exacting a higher toll than before [ More 
than 1 million; 350 per day ]
More cities mull indoor masking… Indoor mask rules expected next week 
as L.A. virus wave worsens... Fauci Annual Pension Payout Exceeds 
POTUS Salary… Republicans plot Fauci probe… [Incompetent, greedy 
guinea] Covid Rises Across USA Amid Muted Warnings and Murky Data… 
WHO: Covid triples across Europe; Hospitalizations double... MONKEYPOX
PANDEMIC? WHO TO RECONVENE Most Americans Now in Areas With 
High Virus Levels… Deaths in LA rising as ultra-contagious subva  riants   
spread… https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-
covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 'Several hundred 
thousand' new covid cases a day NOT reported; Hospitalizations 
climbing... https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-
thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-
keep-climbing-11657298622 

DALLAS TURNS HOTSPOT... 
New variant 'Centaurus' detected... 
Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 20% effective 
after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at 

https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/nyc-neighborhoods-top-25-covid-positivity-as-new-cases-surge-again/3764698/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/as-the-ba5-variant-spreads-the-risk-of-coronavirus-reinfection-grows/ar-AAZpFDy
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5814174/new-covid-variant-centaurus-detected-uk/
https://www.dallasnews.com/news/2022/07/19/three-things-to-know-about-the-highly-contagious-covid-19-variant-spreading-right-now/
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https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220714-who-to-reconvene-monkeypox-emergency-panel-on-july-21
https://news.yahoo.com/shocking-monkeypox-screw-means-admit-030643200.html
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https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-united-nations-world-organization-06bccc307fa13d428e59babf4b9d8403
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/18/covid-rises-across-u-s-amid-muted-warnings-and-murky-data/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3571232-gop-plots-fauci-probe-after-midterms/
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Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as 
Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... Ultra-
contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 

UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

DRUDGEREPORT FEDS HUNT STOLEN NUKE DOCS GOING DOWN LIKE 
CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP [ Better late than never! ] [It truly is 
amazing to me that trump is being painted as something other than the 
mentally ill mobster/criminal that he is. Take every stereotypical 
mobster/mindset that exists, put them together, and you have trump. The
pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without empathy or 
decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the greater 

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-says-mar-lago-home-was-raided-large-group-fbi-agents-rcna42133
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/10/trump-says-he-refused-to-answer-ny-attorney-generals-questions-in-probe-of-his-business.html
https://theintercept.com/2022/08/09/trump-fbi-raid-al-capone/
https://theintercept.com/2022/08/09/trump-fbi-raid-al-capone/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fbi-searched-trump-s-home-to-look-for-nuclear-documents-and-other-items-sources-say/ar-AA10zmiO
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fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He 
spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 
duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]

FBI search of Mar-a-Lago helps show how probe of Trump documents has
changed The Washington Post

HUFFPOST TRUMP TOOK THE FIFTH MORE THAN   *400 TIMES*   

Hillary Clinton promotes 'But Her Emails' merch after FBI search of 
Trump's Mar-a-Lago Yahoo News Let’s not forget the clintons, bush, et 
als; but, that’s no get out of jail free card for trump. 
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm obama/holder/biden ... Remember 
those guys? [To be fair and balanced, there’s also the 
bush/cheney/paulsen axis of evildoing/war
crimes/fraud in the factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at its most
despicable. Eric Holder spent six years as attorney general, and failed to
prosecute banks for their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank executives
behind bars. Now, he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar criminal defense
firm, making millions each year helping Wall Street bankers avoid
criminal consequences. Worse, it was just reported that the firm,

Covington & Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor corner office for Holder
awaiting his return. Combined with Holder’s purchase a year ago of a $1.5
million condo just 300 feet from his new office raises serious questions
about how long Holder knew he would be getting a major payday from his
old firm even while it continued to represent companies under
Department of Justice investigation. If the firm and Holder agreed on a
future job offer, that alone could violate criminal laws. ...”] NY Times
Finds Obama's "Most Precise Air Campaign In History" Killed Thousands
Of Civilians Previously hidden Pentagon documents show thousands of
civilian deaths in Iraq & Syria, including children.

http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMJ7zkwswh46pAw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEKXRpfQvgSN5P1-iz9Wbsi4qGQgEKhAIACoHCAownvOTCzCHjqkDMLa6lAc?uo=CAUiYmh0dHBzOi8vbmV3cy55YWhvby5jb20vaGlsbGFyeS1jbGludG9uLXRydW1wLWZiaS1yYWlkLW1hci1hLWxhZ28tYnV0LWhlci1lbWFpbHMtaGF0LTE4MzczMTAzNi5odG1s0gEA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEKXRpfQvgSN5P1-iz9Wbsi4qGQgEKhAIACoHCAownvOTCzCHjqkDMLa6lAc?uo=CAUiYmh0dHBzOi8vbmV3cy55YWhvby5jb20vaGlsbGFyeS1jbGludG9uLXRydW1wLWZiaS1yYWlkLW1hci1hLWxhZ28tYnV0LWhlci1lbWFpbHMtaGF0LTE4MzczMTAzNi5odG1s0gEA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-set-testify-new-york-investigation_n_62f34924e4b0f9d8c021b2de
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMI7UlAowt9F0?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEAGnVAMpVk_shlrOiNpQf5cqGAgEKg8IACoHCAowjtSUCjC30XQwzqe5AQ?uo=CAUiWGh0dHBzOi8vd3d3Lndhc2hpbmd0b25wb3N0LmNvbS9uYXRpb25hbC1zZWN1cml0eS8yMDIyLzA4LzA5L3RydW1wLWZiaS1zZWFyY2gtbWFyLWEtbGFnby_SAQA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEAGnVAMpVk_shlrOiNpQf5cqGAgEKg8IACoHCAowjtSUCjC30XQwzqe5AQ?uo=CAUiWGh0dHBzOi8vd3d3Lndhc2hpbmd0b25wb3N0LmNvbS9uYXRpb25hbC1zZWN1cml0eS8yMDIyLzA4LzA5L3RydW1wLWZiaS1zZWFyY2gtbWFyLWEtbGFnby_SAQA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11093449/FBI-agents-raid-Mar-Lago-Trump-says-home-siege-agents.html
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/aug/8/mar-lago-raided-fbi-agents-donald-trump-says/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw


DRUDGEREPORT GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP 
[ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is being 
painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal that he 
is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists and you have 
trump. The pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without empathy
or decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the greater 
fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He 
spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 
duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]
AGENTS CRACK SAFE
WAS THERE A RAT? 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-
says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html MSNBC 
This search wasn't run by Democrats — the head of the FBI was 
appointed by Trump

The Don Under Intense Legal Scrutiny...
WAS THERE A RAT?
Padlocked basement full of documents...
10 BOXES TAKEN… 
Judge linked to Jeffrey Epstein...
Disqualified from holding office ever again? Code on records could bar 
him...
MCCARTHY: It's about Jan. 6...
CHRISTIE: 'Fair game'...
Biden Learned of It From Media, White House Says...
Republicans vow revenge on FBI, Garland...
Supporters Call for Civil War...
Push for police to be defunded...
Kerik Predicts Trump Assassination... 

https://www.mediaite.com/tv/bernard-kerik-says-democrats-may-try-to-orchestrate-trumps-assassination-after-fbi-raid/
https://www.vice.com/en/article/xgywzd/republicans-defund-the-fbi
https://www.vice.com/en/article/5d39zq/trump-supporters-civil-war-fbi-search-mar-a-lago
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11093665/Republicans-vow-revenge-FBI-response-rogue-behavior-raids-Trumps-Mar-Lago.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/biden-learned-of-trump-raid-from-media-reports-white-house-says/ar-AA10ulUb
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/09/christie-calls-mar-a-lago-search-fair-game-00050518
https://nypost.com/2022/08/09/trump-raid-not-about-classified-documents-its-about-jan-6/
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-disqualified-holding-office-lawyer-us-code-fbi-raid
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-disqualified-holding-office-lawyer-us-code-fbi-raid
https://nypost.com/2022/08/09/judge-who-approved-fbi-raid-on-mar-a-lago-once-linked-to-jeffrey-epstein/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/fbi-search-of-trumps-florida-home-mar-a-lago-is-criticized-by-republicans-11660049490
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095261/Trump-fbi-raid-records-timeline.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-under-intense-legal-scrutiny-after-fbi-searches-mar-a-lago/ar-AA10sx88
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/search-unprecedented-but-all-legal-all-lawful-and-it-s-not-a-raid-former-u-s-attorney-145780293822
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/search-unprecedented-but-all-legal-all-lawful-and-it-s-not-a-raid-former-u-s-attorney-145780293822
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://apnews.com/article/donald-trump-mar-a-lago-government-and-politics-9e8d683afe87389407950af7ccfdbdd6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11093449/FBI-agents-raid-Mar-Lago-Trump-says-home-siege-agents.html
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/aug/8/mar-lago-raided-fbi-agents-donald-trump-says/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-says-mar-lago-home-was-raided-large-group-fbi-agents-rcna42133
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/10/trump-says-he-refused-to-answer-ny-attorney-generals-questions-in-probe-of-his-business.html
https://theintercept.com/2022/08/09/trump-fbi-raid-al-capone/


Agent With Machine Gun Outside Of Compound...

Supporters Call for Civil War... 

Last crisis, Beijing outmatched. Not now… 
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-
crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560 

White House summons Chinese ambassador as crisis escalates...
Simulating Attack on Island... 'Sinking American warships'...
Tells USA: Can't 'treat countries like George Floyd'...
Xi Builds Security Fortress...
Does Beijing Have Own Space Plane?
Pentagon chiefs calls go unanswered...
Top Taiwan Missile Official Found Dead in Hotel Room...
Fears Japan on front line...
UN chief warns in Hiroshima… 
APPLE Bends Knee on Label Demands…

China conducts missile strikes in Taiwan Strait... Smoke trails fill sky...
Carrier group moved towards island...
'Western powers can no longer run amok'...
Pentagon delays another test...
USS Ronald Reagan remains in region...
Expert warns 'Pearl Harbor-style attack'... 
How Far Will Xi Go?
Cuts ties with USA...
The Coming War...
Taipei Urgent Fighter Pilot Shortage...
Battle or Surrender: Generational Divide on Threat... 

JULY JOBS BLOWOUT: PAYROLLS INCREASE 528K… 
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE FALLS TO 3.5%...  'It is WHOPPER!'   
Gas prices drop 50 straight days... 
Musk Declares Inflation Past Peak...Sees 'mild recession' for 18 months… 

Powell pummeled from all sides... Home Sellers Cut Prices... 

BUST: More Americans Going Hungry…
Household Debt Surpasses $16 Trillion… 
RECESSION 2022: Americans Buying More Essentials at Dollar Stores... 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/us-household-debt-surpasses-16-150000549.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/04/more-americans-are-going-hungry-and-it-costs-more-to-feed-them/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/home-sellers-cut-prices-as-housing-market-cools-11659671674
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/05/fed-powell-rate-hikes-00049561
https://news.yahoo.com/elon-musk-predicts-us-mild-234254035.html
https://news.yahoo.com/elon-musk-predicts-us-mild-234254035.html
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/gas-prices-tumble-at-fastest-rate-in-over-a-decade
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/it-is-a-whopper-cnbcs-rick-santelli-stunned-by-july-jobs-report-that-more-than-doubled-expectations/
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-united-states-economy-unemployment-4895f1aa41fbe904400df8261446b737
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/05/jobs-report-july-2022-528000.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/05/fight-or-surrender-taiwans-generational-divide-on-chinas-threats/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/taiwan-faces-urgent-fighter-pilot-123340764.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-coming-war-over-taiwan-11659614417
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-china-asia-beijing-b252479810add6a225fa1e4a6d441983
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/pelosi-taiwan-visit-china-united-states-relationship-future-rcna41098
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5935484/china-pearl-harbor-attack-taiwan/
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/04/china-taiwan-missile-aircraft-00049925
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11081935/Pentagon-DELAYS-intercontinental-ballistic-missile-test-avoid-angering-China.html
https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-08-04/ugly-shameless-evil-china-blasts-g-7-eu-attempts-to-deescalate-taiwan-crisis
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5929070/china-taiwan-airspace-aircraft-missiles/
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/all-out-war-fears-as-china-launches-missiles-directly-over-taiwan-smoke-trails-fill-sky/ar-AA10ipb2
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-asia-navy-china-air-force-4bd08ab9ecd2a9f7d450cf61618d28af
https://www.mediaite.com/tech/apple-bends-the-knee-warning-suppliers-shipping-from-taiwan-to-strictly-obey-chinas-label-demands-after-pelosi-visit/
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/asia/nuclear-weapons-loaded-gun-un-chief-warns-hiroshima-2863491
https://www.npr.org/2022/08/05/1115384641/japan-taiwan-china-yonaguni-island
https://www.newsweek.com/taiwan-missile-official-found-dead-hotel-room-after-heart-attack-ou-yang-li-hsing-1731492
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/05/pentagon-china-calls-taiwan-00050175
https://www.19fortyfive.com/2022/08/the-air-force-would-freak-out-does-china-have-its-very-own-x-37b-space-plane/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/06/in-turbulent-times-xi-builds-a-security-fortress-for-china-and-himself/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11083987/China-SANCTIONS-Nancy-Pelosi-family-vicious-provocative-visit-Taiwan.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5942632/china-sink-us-aircraft-carriers-hypersonic/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/taiwan-says-china-simulating-attack-035002189.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/white-house-summons-chinese-ambassador-as-crisis-escalates/ar-AA10kAmc
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560
https://www.vice.com/en/article/5d39zq/trump-supporters-civil-war-fbi-search-mar-a-lago
https://radaronline.com/p/donald-trump-mar-a-lago-first-photo-fbi-raid-agent-machine-gun/


Dollar-Store Dinners and Vats of Shampoo… 
61% now living paycheck to paycheck... 
Inflation Everywhere -- Even Commercials... 
Home prices cooling at record pace...
ORACLE layoffs... 

UN warns humanity 'one miscalculation away from nuclear annihilation'…
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-
danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html 
US Aircraft Carrier, Amphibious Assault Ships Operating Near Taiwan... 
PUTIN: USA MAIN THREAT TO RUSSIA [ Truth be told, USA MAIN THREAT
TO RUSSIA, CHINA, USA, WORLD ] 
CNN: SHE'S GOING 
CHINA MILITARY WARNING 
TAIWAN READIES FOR CONFLICT 
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-
leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war 

Midterm Misery for Biden? Key Economy Gauge Flags 30-Seat Loss... 
Corporations on front lines say cracks forming... https://www.msn.com/en-
us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-
cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc In Silicon Valley, profits at tech 
companies like Google and Apple generally beat expectations, but 
executives said there are signs of some niche slowing in consumer 
spending. Consumer products giant Procter & Gamble said it is expecting
a tougher 2023, although it’s still raising prices. Mastercard said 
spending was steady among the wealthy, but slowing among lower-
income customers 

DRUDGEREPORT World's biggest cat a 'gentle giant'… 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-
tall-27707476 Top 10 best places to live in world…USA not on list... 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-
worst-places-to-live.html Here’s the rest of the top 10 best places to live

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-tall-27707476
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-tall-27707476
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-tall-27707476
https://www.pginvestor.com/financial-reporting/press-releases/news-details/2022/PG-Announces-Fourth-Quarter-and-Fiscal-Year-2022-Results/default.aspx
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/midterm-misery-biden-key-economy-111529922.html
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://news.yahoo.com/china-warns-military-not-sit-075623828.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/01/politics/nancy-pelosi-taiwan-visit/index.html
https://www.yahoo.com/video/putin-says-russian-navy-hypersonic-084124580.html
https://news.usni.org/2022/08/01/carrier-uss-ronald-reagan-two-f-35b-big-decks-operating-near-taiwan-as-pelosi-arrives-in-singapore-china-renews-threats
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/oracle-starts-job-cuts-in-u.s.-the-information
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/home-prices-cooled-at-record-pace-in-june-according-to-housing-data-firm.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/inflation-is-everywhereeven-in-tv-commercials-11659351601
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/as-inflation-surges-more-americans-are-living-paycheck-to-paycheck.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735


21.Vienna, Austria
22.Copenhagen, Denmark
23.Zurich, Switzerland
24.Calgary, Canada
25.Vancouver, Canada
26.Geneva, Switzerland
27.Frankfurt, Germany
28.Toronto, Canada
29.Amsterdam, Netherlands
30.Osaka, Japan and Melbourne, Australia (tie)

Danger ahead...Economy has yet to face biggest recession challenge... 
‘The 2-year Treasury note yield exceeded that of the 10-year note by the 
highest margin in about 22 years Friday afternoon. That phenomenon, 
known as an inverted yield curve, has been a telltale recession sign 
particularly when it goes on for an extended period of time. In the present
case, the inversion has been in place since early July’ 
Restaurants, Bars, Hotels STILL Don't Have Enough Workers... 
Credit-card debt soaring... 

INFLATION NOW HIGHEST SINCE 1982...
Retail's 'Dark Side': Inventory Piles Up... 
White House insists economy strong as allies grow uneasy about Fed...
Yellen denies recession...
Inflation highest since 1982... 
Big Tech Results Spotlight Breadth of Upheaval... 
RECESSION 2022 
GDP 2ND STRAIGHT QUARTERLY DROP 
Yield curve flashing more warning signs of risks ahead...
FED HIKES AGAIN... MORE TO COME...
VOX layoffs; Tech firms tighten belts...
FACEBOOK First Ever Revenue Drop...
COMCAST Broadband Growth Grinds to Halt...
BEST BUY latest retailer to cut outlook...
100 Wealthiest Americans Lose $622 Billion Since November... 

WORLD'S BIGGEST CONSUMER NAMES ANNOUNCE SOARING PRICE 
INCREASES... 
Inflation hits bodega favorite: Bacon, egg and cheese... 
Half Americans fall deeper in debt...

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/nearly-half-of-americans-fall-deeper-in-debt-as-inflation-boosts-costs.html
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-new-york-prices-bd26a709a13cbccce503b2e986301edb
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://bnanews102.bna.com/daily-tax-report/the-100-wealthiest-americans-lost-622-billion-since-november
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/best-buys-shares-fall-10percent-as-it-cuts-its-forecast-for-second-quarter-cites-weaker-demand.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/comcast-earnings-2q-2022.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/meta-facebook-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658883684
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/27/vox-media-layoffs-economic-uncertainty
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11054989/Fed-rate-hike-Central-bank-raises-key-rate-0-75-points.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/fed-decision-july-2022-.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/analysis-u-yield-curve-flashing-211417380.html
https://apnews.com/article/united-states-economy-economic-growth-government-and-politics-4ffd93331422cb131a974223dad5825f
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/gdp-q2-.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/from-apple-to-microsoft-big-tech-results-spotlight-breadth-of-economic-upheaval-11659094604
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/yellen-says-the-economy-is-not-in-a-recession-despite-gdp-slump.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/white-house-insists-economy-is-strong-as-allies-grow-uneasy-about-fed/ar-AA105XbV
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/30/retails-dark-side-as-inventory-piles-up-liquidation-warehouses-are-busy/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.axios.com/2022/08/06/inflation-recession-credit-card-debt
https://www.wsj.com/articles/restaurants-bars-and-hotels-keep-hiring-and-say-they-still-dont-have-enough-people-11659734572
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/05/danger-ahead-the-us-economy-has-yet-to-face-its-biggest-recession-challenge.html


SHOPIFY cuts staff; Tech firms tighten belts ...
GOOGLE Growth Slows as Pressures Mount on Ad Market...
$9.4 Trillion Results Day Looms in Test for Stock Market...
Pending home sales fall 20%... 
Economist: Prices to Plunge… 
Fed Readies Largest Rate Hikes Since Volcker... Developing... 

Difficulty Paying Bills Tops Pandemic High...
Inflation Altering Shopping Habits...
Fed set for ANOTHER big rate hike...
WALMART cuts outlook...
ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms... 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

2 Americans dead in Donbas… Apocalyptic vision behind Putin 'golden 
billion' argument… [ From my direct observation and experience, 
pervasively mentally ill, corrupt, criminal america is indisputably the 
globally destructive bad guy. That is so ab initio! ]
U.S., allies weigh providing Ukraine fighter jets to counter Russia… 
Putin 'too healthy' says CIA chief... https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-
putin-health/ “Ukrainian, US, and British would-be media professionals 
have been spreading bogus stories about the president’s health condition
in recent months. This is all hoax,” he said. 
Ukraine graft concerns resurface as war goes on... China threatens 
'strong measures' if Pelosi visits Taiwan… Looming Gas Crunch Poses 
'Historic Test' for Europe, IEA Says… Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With 
Iran, Turkey in Rare Trip Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More 
Aggressive Phase of Ukraine War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... 
China satellite swarms hunt down and destroy enemy targets… Russia 
building laser weapon to disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke
attack preparedness PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts 
photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as 
pipeline from Russia shuts off… Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to 
citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/russian-doomsday-submarine-armed-nuclear-drones-service
https://news.yahoo.com/relentless-russian-shelling-east-ukraine-073615708.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-pleads-weapons-war-spotlight-043837619.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/07/16/russia-ukraine-war-putin-news-live-updates/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-zelenskyy-government-and-politics-494af1bc0145fb2d16c76b0abf3f5cda
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.euronews.com/2022/07/21/vladimir-putin-entirely-too-healthy-says-cia-chief
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/us-allies-weigh-providing-ukraine-fighter-jets-to-counter-russia/ar-AAZNC4L
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://thehill.com/policy/international/russia/3571651-two-americans-dead-in-donbas-region-of-ukraine/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://news.yahoo.com/walmart-cuts-profit-outlook-inflation-204311068.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fed-inflict-more-pain-economy-130000297.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/26/more-signs-emerge-that-inflation-is-altering-shopping-habits/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/difficulty-paying-bills-tops-pandemic-191151129.html
https://ca.news.yahoo.com/fed-readies-largest-rate-hikes-100116313.html
https://nypost.com/2022/07/26/us-home-prices-to-plunge-substantially-on-cratering-demand/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/pending-home-sales-fell-20percent-in-june-versus-a-year-earlier-as-mortgage-rates-soared.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/9-4-trillion-results-day-075131597.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-alphabet-googl-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658802135
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/shopify-sinks-12percent-after-company-plans-to-lay-off-10percent-of-workers.html


Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx


SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 

https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html


Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-

https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-companies-start-to-rescind-job-offers-11655865283
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/abortion-ruling-highlights-diverging-paths-of-justices-john-roberts-samuel-alito-11656149400
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237


strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

HISTORY Here are notable past Taiwan Headlines 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-
headlines ...news in the extremely fluid Taiwan theater of pre-war. 

SOME POSTED REACTIONS TO PELOSI TAIWAN VISIT:

the ho is in taiwan china bluffed.... 

D o n 't  a l l o w  t h a t  h a g  t o  i n t e r f e r e  w i t h  y o u r  s o v e r e i g n t y . 

T h e s e  w e s t e r n  b a s t a r d s  M U S T  b e  p u t  i n  t h e i r  p l a c e . 

Let her land, then arrest her. That should wipe the smirk off of the 
Democrats, and Republican's faces. 

Neocons are mad dogs 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/07/04/recession-talk-surges-in-washington-00043818
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/stimulus-checks-rewired-how-some-americans-see-money.html
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2022/06/17/bidens-america-sriracha-peanut-butter-latest-items-short-supply/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/travel/news/americans-are-starting-to-pull-back-on-travel-and-restaurants/ar-AAYBEka
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-sinks-below-20000-as-crypto-meltdown-intensifies.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-price-drops-below-18600-as-sell-off-accelerates.html
https://theankler.com/p/pod-hollywoods-economic-armageddon#details
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/once-feted-for-pandemic-heroics-worlds-central-banks-now-face-an-uneasy-crowd-0
https://news.yahoo.com/shock-swiss-rate-hike-sets-015937838.html
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/20/politics/supreme-court-june-preview/index.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html


I'm sure they booked her a room with a broom closet. 

Pelosi looks like a witch from hades. Set a couple dozen drones against 
her plane path and see if they collide. If successful call it a good day. 

American gangsters do not stop their bullying, they must be stopped at 
all costs. 

Hope the old wrinkle gets it. One says that wisdom grows with age but 
there seem to be exceptions. Mainly in the USA. 

USA would very much like to start another proxy war without any risk for 
their people and military.
But will the Taiwanese prove foolish enough to sacrifice themselves by 
doing a favour to the puppet master? 

Will she be handing out cookies? 

I hope that China blows her plane out the sky. 

really wish china follows through with shooting down this thing's plane 

She looks like Vomit 

Who said Medusah was a fantasy, one look at Pelosi and you will be 
vaporized or wish you had !

this is just being done by a power hungry very old senile hag, saying Look
at Me! 

Yes, I'll go with Pelosi is grandstanding to draw attention away from her 
personal corruption scandal. 

witch 

Crazy , corrupt Nancy is not worth a war in any way, shape, or form . This
is insane! 

This isn't going to end well... 



China accuses US of provocation 

Russia stands in 'absolute solidarity' with China – Kremlin 

The New Age Of Orwellianism https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-
age-orwellianism Remarkably, it is the same ideologues who are eager to
change the well-accepted definitions of “recession” and “inflation” who 
remain perplexed as to what exactly a “woman” is.

DRUDGEREPORT US-China ties on precipice after Pelosi visit to Taiwan...
'AMERICAN WITCH'...
On Internet, Fury Turns to Frustration...
Beijing fires missiles, encircles island...
Demonstrates ability to blockade in war... 

ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security 
Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]

ZELENSKY DRAGGED OVER VOGUE SHOOT... Russia To Quit Space 
Station… Will build rival… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-
to-quit-international-space-station-2024/ Kremlin to keep up gas squeeze 
on Europe... 

USA Leads Globally in Known Monkeypox Cases… More than 85% of 
Americans experience temps above 90… Extinction threat may be 

https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/23/weather/us-extreme-heat-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/23/weather/us-extreme-heat-saturday/index.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-leads-globally-in-most-known-monkeypox-cases-cdc-says-11658835623
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/kremlin-keep-gas-squeeze-europe-130034112.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/kremlin-keep-gas-squeeze-europe-130034112.html
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-to-quit-international-space-station-2024/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-to-quit-international-space-station-2024/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-to-quit-international-space-station-2024/
https://www.ndtv.com/world-news/russia-to-quit-international-space-station-after-2024-news-agency-afp-quoting-official-3195166
https://www.ndtv.com/world-news/russia-to-quit-international-space-station-after-2024-news-agency-afp-quoting-official-3195166
https://www.tmz.com/2022/07/27/ukraine-president-volodymyr-zelensky-dragged-vogue-cover-shoot/
https://openai.com/blog/dall-e/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-prediction-tiktok/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-prediction-tiktok/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-prediction-tiktok/
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/nuclear-war-threat-higher-cold-war-uk-national-security-advisor
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/nuclear-war-threat-higher-cold-war-uk-national-security-advisor
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/defense-national-security/surrounded-in-live-fire-exercises-china-demonstrates-the-ability-to-blockade-taiwan-in-the-event-of-war
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/asia/china-taiwan-military-exercises-intl-hnk-ml/index.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/on-chinas-internet-fury-at-pelosis-visit-to-taiwan-turns-to-frustration-11659610844
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/how-taiwan-reacted-to-pelosi-s-visit-from-welcome-to-american-witch/ar-AA10gHee
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-asia-beijing-china-taipei-430ee6c9e64c2695057bfcbab4ba3bc4
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-age-orwellianism
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-age-orwellianism
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-age-orwellianism
https://www.rt.com/news/560065-russia-pelosi-taiwan-visit/
https://www.rt.com/news/560075-china-us-taiwan-provocation/


greater than previously thought, new global study finds… 
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-
greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/ The global 
extinction crisis underway may be more intense than previously thought 
as humans continue to tear up land, overuse certain resources and heat 
up the planet...Nearly one in three species of all kinds — 30% — face 
global extinction or have been driven to extinction since the year 1500, 
according to the new survey published in the journal "Frontiers in Ecology
and the Environment."

DRUDGE Earth records shortest day ever; Planet 'spinning faster'... 

GOOGLE NEWS *Scientists baffled as Earth spins faster than usual New 
York Post 
*Gravitas: Earth just completed a rotation in less than 24 hours! WION 
*NASA warns of horrific solar flares! Earth will be impacted HT Tech
*NASA Records Huge Flare From New, Active Region Emerging on Sun's 
Surface Newsweek

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 
ROGAN CALLS TRUMP MAN BABY; SAYS WAS ON DRUGS IN WHITE 
HOUSE...  FLASHBACK: THE HIGHEST OFFICE; ADDERALL JUNKIE...   
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office [trump the 
adderall/blow man baby] NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 
9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS

https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-prices-consumer-74e1a5c9bced40460e4079f62e980095
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/economy/inflation-producer-index-june-near-highest-record
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JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/editorials/trump-proven-unfit-for-power-again
https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/biden-approval-rating/
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/3543867-71-percent-dont-want-biden-to-run-for-reelection-poll/
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SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…
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https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/jan-6-panel-to-hone-in-on-trumps-efforts-to-meddle-at-doj-00041708
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https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
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https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2022/06/alex-holder-trump-was-utterly-irrational-after-january-6.html
https://www.mediaite.com/news/liz-cheney-blasts-trump-over-jan-6-in-blistering-reagan-library-speech-praises-courage-of-bombshell-witness-cassidy-hutchinson/
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Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]
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https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3529645-watergate-prosecutor-georgia-case-could-send-donald-trump-to-prison/
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https://apnews.com/article/climate-science-health-and-environment-4f23d928ea637d239147c0e4adbad6dc
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10934571/Oregon-Citys-mayoral-candidate-says-homeless-Japanese-style-pods-overdoses-rise.html
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https://metro.co.uk/2022/06/22/russian-colonel-who-carried-putins-nuclear-codes-briefcase-found-shot-16873192/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/experts-say-there-are-mounting-signs-that-the-kremlin-is-purging-its-top-generals-in-ukraine-the-latest-hint-of-deep-dysfunction-in-putin-s-army/ar-AAYKxsd
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/22/russian-novoshakhtinsk-oil-refinery-struck-drone-possible-attack-inside-borders
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/germany-trigger-phase-two-three-065910268.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/germany-looks-at-rationing-natural-gas-after-russia-cuts-supply-11655978153


More Nightmarish Pestilences Continue To Erupt All Over The World 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-nightmarish-pestilences-
continue-to-erupt-all-over-the-world/ 

Now They Are Telling Us That The Rain That Falls From The Sky Is 
Extremely Dangerous And Can Cause Cancer 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/now-they-are-telling-us-that-the-rain-
that-falls-from-the-sky-is-extremely-dangerous-and-can-cause-cancer/ 

The Earth Just Started Spinning Faster Than Ever Before And Scientists 
Don't Know Why https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/earth-just-
started-spinning-faster-ever-and-scientists-dont-know-why Experts fear 
the consequences could be "devastating"... 

DRUDGEREPORT ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK 
National Security Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]
Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
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insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the 
Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, 
Slower And Dumber http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-
the-midst-of-a-mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-
slower-and-dumber/

Ranchers Are Selling Off Their Cattle In Unprecedented Numbers Due To 
The Drought, And That Has Enormous Implications For 2023

Microplastics Are Literally Everywhere, And They Are An Existential 
Threat To The Future Of The Human Race 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/microplastics-are-literally-
everywhere-and-they-are-an-existential-threat-to-the-future-of-the-human-
race/ 

https://youtu.be/PSxihhBzCjk 
AP NEWS BIG STORIES APNews.com 

• Floods strike new blow in place that has known hardship   
JACKSON, Ky. (AP) — Evelyn Smith lost everything in the floods that
devastated eastern Kentucky, saving only her grandson's muddy 
tricycle. But she's not planning to leave the mountains that have 
been...Read More

• Wildfires in West explode in size amid hot, windy conditions   
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Wildfires in California and Montana exploded in 
size overnight amid windy, hot conditions and were quickly 
encroaching on neighborhoods, forcing evacuation orders for over 
100 homes...Read More

• New York City declares monkeypox a public health emergency   
NEW YORK (AP) — Officials in New York City declared a public 
health emergency due to the spread of the monkeypox virus 
Saturday, calling the city “the epicenter” of the outbreak....Read 
More 
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An Attempt To Summarize The Current State Of Our Country In Just 12 
Tweets http://endoftheamericandream.com/an-attempt-to-summarize-the-
current-state-of-our-country-in-just-12-tweets/ 

1. President Biden struggles to put on his blazer before dropping his 
trademark Aviators 

2. This Is The Speaker Of The House… PELOSI: “When I was a little girl, I 
was told at the beach if I dug a hole deep enough we would reach China. 
So, we’ve always felt a connection there.” 

3. This Is The Majority Leader Of The Senate… @SenSchumer on 
negotiating the Inflation Reduction Act: "[Sen. Joe Manchin] said we have
to do this in secret, you and I only, and we did. [...] Under Joe Manchin's 
request, which I honored, the White House didn't know any of the details 
until everybody else did." 

4. This Is Our Economy… "Biden administration tried to redefine 
recession.We are in a recession. The economy has been shrinking all 
year. Real wages are at an all—time low, and at the same time inflation is
the highest in the lifetime of most Americans," Carlson said. 

5. The Solution That Our Leaders Have Come Up With To Fix Inflation Will
Actually Make Inflation Even Worse… Kevin "Mr. Wonderful" O'Leary on 
the Bidenflation Scam: "Naming it 'anti-inflation' is a joke. This is gonna 
be very inflationary almost immediately because we're printing billions of
dollars." 

6. These Are Our Streets… “It’s not safe to do anything no more...Not 
even hang out on your porch.” 

7. This Is Our System Of Education… Elementary teacher in @AustinISD 
played a video for students to teach them about drag which also 
encourages kids to be drag performers

8. This Is The New Disease That Is Going Around… Houston man with 

https://twitter.com/AustinISD
https://twitter.com/SenSchumer
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monkeypox says pain, stigma, isolation are the hardest ... 

9. The Biden Administration Decided That It Would Be A Good Idea To 
Fight A Proxy War With Russia. It Isn’t Going Particularly Well… 

10. As If A Proxy War With Russia Wasn’t Enough, Now The Biden 
Administration Has Us Dangerously Close To A War With China… 

11. For Some Reason, Very Few Young Adults Are Eager To Join The 
Military… 

12. This Is Our Culture… Drag king makes audience “pledge allegiance” 
to drag shows at a “family-friendly” pride festival in Iowa 

Every 11 Seconds… http://endoftheamericandream.com/every-11-seconds/
even more children will have died from acute malnutrition 

ZEROHEDGE Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg
China Has Established A “Blockade” Around Taiwan And Plans To Shoot 
Missiles Directly Over The Island     
http://endoftheamericandream.com/china-has-established-a-blockade-
around-taiwan-and-plans-to-shoot-missiles-directly-over-the-island/     

Insiders Are Dumping The Most Stocks Since January As Retail Buying-
Panic Re-Emerges
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/insiders-are-dumping-most-stocks-
january-retail-buying-panic-re-emerges     
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CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[Of course that’s true; but, that would be nothing new for criminal 
america. 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

ANALYSIS
From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

YAHOO Politics Former FBI official likens Matt Gaetz, Roger Stone, and 
Trump to the Mafia: 'It's a criminal organization' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-fbi-official-likens-matt-
045920601.html 
BUT WAIT: “There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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DRUDGEREPORT China threatens 'strong measures' if Pelosi visits 
Taiwan...
Kissinger Warns Biden Against Endless Confrontation... 
Beijing Dumps $100 Billion Worth Of Treasuries... 

ZEROHEDGE These Are All The Countries Capable Of Launching Space 
Rockets https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-are-all-countries-
capable-launching-space-rockets 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 

YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
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would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 

https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMJ_NqAswkdjAAw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' After US 
Lawmaker Slams Zelensky

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
Medvedev makes prediction about Zelensky 

https://www.rt.com/russia/560727-medvedev-prediction-zelensky-future/
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https://www.rt.com/russia/560727-medvedev-prediction-zelensky-future/ 
Russia sent troops into Ukraine on February 24, citing Kiev’s failure to 
implement the Minsk agreements … called Zelensky “an unshaved fellow 
wearing a green shirt” and compared him to Adolf Hitler after the 
Ukrainian president urged Western countries to close their borders to all 
Russian nationals. 
Before becoming president of Ukraine, Zelensky was a comedian and 
actor. From 2015 to 2019, he played a high-school history teacher who 
unexpectedly became president of Ukraine in a TV series called ‘Servant 
of the People...only two options in the end “[It will be either] a court 
martial or a return to supporting roles in comedy shows

Israeli troops fatally shoot two Palestinian teens – health ministry 

Ivan Timofeev: Beijing and Moscow can lead resistance against West 
dictating to rest of world   https://www.rt.com/news/560353-west-world-  
hegemony-lesson/ [ Resistance is the proper word. From direct 
observation an experience, america is hardly a paragon of perfection; but
rather, an egregious example of concentrated criminality, as purveyors of
which is the american nightmare wrought for gain by whatever means, 
toward whatever target. ]

The US keeps reneging on arms control agreements, so why should 
Russia trust Joe Biden’s latest overtures? [They shouldn’t; you can’t trust
america, that’s my direct observation and experience.]

Amnesty fully ‘stands by’ report on Ukraine 

China ignores phone calls from Pentagon – Politico 

Zelensky accuses Amnesty International of supporting terrorism 

Today, Ukraine bombed a Donetsk hotel full of journalists – here’s what it 
felt like to be there 

US ‘artificially’ stokes tensions – Kremlin 

From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
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washingtons-chaos/ 

The US is in a recession and it’s worse than you think 
https://www.rt.com/business/560011-us-recession-fed-inflation/ 

Zelensky and US to blame for ‘bloodbath’ in Donbass – Russia 

Wall Street is collapsing – NYC mayor 

FBI manipulating domestic terror stats – whistleblowers 

US plunges into recession 

EU ban on Russian gas ‘impossible’ – Austria 

Kremlin comments on claims about Russian military casualties 

Zelensky’s Vogue photoshoot raises eyebrows 

Biden met with 14 of his son’s business associates – media 

NATO’s arsonist-in-chief Jens Stoltenberg wants the Western public to 
pay for a Ukrainian fire he helped to ignite 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

Russia to quit International Space Station after 2024 

Russia issues rebuke to Israel 

Grain deal won’t affect military op in Ukraine – Moscow 

UK candidates’ militancy and imperialism threaten to bring Britain down 

Kiev confirms arrival of heavy weapons from Germany 

US sends more weapons to Ukraine 

https://www.rt.com/news/559485-himars-drones-ukraine-pentagon/
https://www.rt.com/news/559605-ukraine-germany-gepard-delivery/
https://www.rt.com/news/559592-rishi-sunak-liz-truss-candidates/
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Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the fallout 
from their failed Russia policy 

EU eases sanctions on Russian oil exports 

Russia’s Lavrov talks Ukraine, sanctions and nuclear war with RT (FULL 
VIDEO) 

• Putin suggests motive behind Canada’s gas turbine delay   
• UN chief ‘under huge pressure’ over Ukraine – Russian FM   
• Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the   

fallout from their failed Russia policy Op-ed
• Zaporozhye Nuclear Power Plant attacked by Ukrainian drones   

Putin tells US to stop ‘looting’ Syria 

Former Russian president lists ‘Western sins’ 

Russian warns of ‘tougher’ terms for talks with Ukraine 

Dmitri Trenin: How a smart Middle East strategy can help Russia play a 
significant role in shaping the new world order 

Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 

IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 

Iran issues warning to US and Israel 

Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
industrial complex war monster’]

https://www.rt.com/russia/559069-ukraine-mlrs-systems-delivered/
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Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

HUFFPOST SUSPICIOUS: SECRET SERVICE CAN’T FIND JAN. 6 TEXTS! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/national-archives-deleted-secret-service-
texts_n_62d6c6bbe4b008a2d03f1ac4 [ Ooooh … the mystery of it all … 
magical disappearance of text messages … could be ghosts … or 
gremlins … or salem witchcraft … WAKE UP! … AMERICA IS A TOTAL 
FRAUD! … AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 
MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). ]

The most intelligent, rational legal position:

Laurence Tribe, a Harvard law professor, argued that not holding Trump 
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accountable would be equally harmful.

"I certainly recognize that indicting a former president would generate 
lots of social heat, perhaps violence," Tribe said. "But not indicting him 
would invite another violent insurrection."

Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All Incredibly Depressed. 
Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" Some very concerning 
market observations from Goldman trader John Flood discussing the real 
rot below the market surface: Monday was the lightest volume session of
the year with 9.32b shares trading across all US equity exchanges 
breaking previous low mark of 9.4b back on 7/11/22. YTD daily avg for 
shares traded across all US equity exchanges sits @ 12.5b. Monday was 
also the lightest notional trading session of the year w/ $392b trading vs 
ytd daily avg of $638b. Our desk was a 3 on 1 – 10 scale in terms of 
overall activity levels. I am personally taken aback by how resilient mkt 
has been over the past few weeks. I don’t see L/Os putting their ~$210b 
of cash to work. I am seeing them use pockets of strength to sell lower 
conviction more illiquid names in block form and raise even more cash. 

Trump comic-con-show 
https://www.facebook.com/reel/523496502845404/?
s=single_unit&__cft__[0]=AZWPFQ3WczUIfIkH48JzeY46IoAd31UE03J6BK
gdB2FnhC4ZMwHrSlFnIZRzSdcm0iOvj82iS31DRdv7o07VE1dKwlJ-
o8PrhTfe_ujCAUFuOSNPQHEmqhCXpuyaLM_w2FExUX2P3sub6YXf8JZ_JO
SnUwrv6N77_T472Z5wMAIl1mh2SytZjOOe004Qi410SWP8G3HBHdMEgTY
aaiWHeOxK&__tn__=H-R 

ZEROHEDGE As Taiwan Warns Chinese "Maritime & Aerial Blockade" 
Ensuing, Pelosi Says Real Issue Is 'I'm A Woman' [Riiight!] Pelosi Departs
Taiwan After Whirlwind Tour As China Declares "Median Line" No Longer 
Exists Global Markets Slump With Terrified Traders Tracking Pelosi's 
Next Move Forget inflation, stagflation, recession, depression, earnings, 
Biden locked up in the basement with covid, and everything else: today's 
it all about whether Nancy Pelosi will start World War 3 when she lands 
in Taiwan in 3 hours. https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/taiwans-
independence-worth-war Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just 
purely on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant 
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Fed policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls 
off a miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 

Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
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my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
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markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
htt  ps://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-  
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies Elon Musk Quietly Dumps A Massive $6.9 Billion In 
Tesla Shares     

YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale 
and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on
Stock Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-
violations-senate-house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why 
Earnings & The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
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purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook 
Worsens Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign 
Buyers Flee https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-
highest-yield-2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y 
auction which was somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp 
concession today which saw yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million 
Americans Priced-Out As Home Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan 
Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As 
Layoffs Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-
jobless-claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished 
Mr.Powell? Forget the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 
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ZEROHEDGE Garland Says He 'Personally Approved' Trump Search 
Warrant [BRAVO!] https://www.zerohedge.com/political/watch-live-ag-
merrick-garland-makes-statement-following-trump-raid "There has to be 
a(prosecution)n investigation..." Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

"Without Any Doubt, Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": 
Tribe Declares Trump Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump 

DRUDGEREPORT GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP 
[ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is being 
painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal that he 
is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists and you have 
trump. The pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without empathy
or decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the greater 
fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He 
spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-says-mar-lago-home-was-raided-large-group-fbi-agents-rcna42133
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
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duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]
AGENTS CRACK SAFE
WAS THERE A RAT? 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-
says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html MSNBC 
This search wasn't run by Democrats — the head of the FBI was 
appointed by Trump

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg

As Taiwan Warns Chinese "Maritime & Aerial Blockade" Ensuing, Pelosi 
Says Real Issue Is 'I'm A Woman' [Riiight!] Pelosi Departs Taiwan After 
Whirlwind Tour As China Declares "Median Line" No Longer Exists Global 
Markets Slump With Terrified Traders Tracking Pelosi's Next Move Forget
inflation, stagflation, recession, depression, earnings, Biden locked up in 
the basement with covid, and everything else: today's it all about 
whether Nancy Pelosi will start World War 3 when she lands in Taiwan in 
3 hours. https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/taiwans-independence-
worth-war Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just purely
on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant Fed 
policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls off a 
miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 

Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/snap-crackle-and-poop-horrified-wall-street-reacts-snapchats-terrible-results
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And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
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Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
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massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE UMich Sentiment Jumps But Long-Term Inflation 
Expectations Unexpectedly Rise 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/umich-sentiment-jumps-long-term-
inflation-expectations-unexpectedly-rise Jerome Powell's closely 
watched inflation indicator just returned to the danger zone The Price Of 
Eggs Is Up 47% As Food Costs In The US Spiral Out Of Control Turkey 
Agrees To Pay For Russian Gas With Rubles India ditches US dollar in 
Russia trade – Reuters   Credit Suisse Set To Slash Thousands Of Jobs   
Despite Handing Out Hundreds Of Millions To Retain Top Talent 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/credit-suisse-set-slash-thousands-
jobs-despite-handing-out-hundreds-millions-retain-top The bank is looking 
to cut its overall cost base by $1 billion... 
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"I Don't Feel The Pain Of Inflation Anymore" Says Wealthy SF Fed Chair 
From Ivory Tower YAHOO Business 'The market is not the economy' and 
the July rally in the stock market was premature, top economist 
Mohamed El-Erian says https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/market-not-
economy-july-rally-174829466.html El-Erian said a comment by Powell led
investors to believe rate hikes would likely slow, but that's at odds with 
what the data shows. Weak Manufacturing Surveys Signal 'Peak 
Inflation'; Plunge in Orders, Production, & Jobs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/weak-manufacturing-surveys-
signal-peak-inflation-plunge-orders-production-jobs "With the exception of
pandemic lockdown periods, July saw US manufacturers report the 
toughest business conditions since 2009..." 

Biden's America: Too Broke To Bet?   Chicago PMI Unexpectedly Plunges   
To 2-Year Lows https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/chicago-pmi-
unexpectedly-plunges-2-year-lows ...stagflation signals as prices paid 
jumped and production and new orders fell... "Expert" Narratives Are 
Collapsing The house of cards continues to fall apart Yellen: "Recession"
Doesn't Mean What You Think It Means [ Riiight! ] Sentiment sours amid 
Kremlin updates, EU Energy deal & US-earnings in focus -   Delusional   
Biden Admin Front-Runs Recessionary GDP Print... By Redefining 
Recession https://www.zerohedge.com/political/delusional-biden-admin-
front-runs-recessionary-gdp-print-redefining-recession It's not a recession
until the White House gives economists on its payroll permission to 
declare it a recession... [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!] US PMI Crashes 
Into Contraction In July: "A Worrying Deterioration In The Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-pmi-crashes-contraction-july-
worrying-deterioration-economy "Excluding pandemic lockdown months, 
output is falling at a rate not seen since 2009 amid the global financial 
crisis..." There's An Amazing Glut Of Office Space In Every Major Metro 
Area https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/theres-amazing-glut-office-
space-every-major-metro-area Occupancy is an engine of local 
economies. But there's a huge glut of space available... US Existing 
Home Sales Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses US Homebuilders 
Abandon Single-Families In June As They Brace For Rate Shock 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-builders-abandon-single-
family-home-startspermits-june-anticipating-renter ...multi-family starts 
and permits surged double-digits in June as single-family plunged... 
Homebuilder Confidence Collapses In July 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-confidence-
collapses-july ...the largest MoM drop (ex-COVID-lockdown) in history... 
Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
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sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER

https://secure.sjuggerudtruewealth.com/?
cid=MKT650099&eid=MKT657482&channel=102120d0fc4158ded364c744
bc11a4&assetId=AST254109&page=1&fbclid=IwAR2cc1ZhOIn7xUGfA1Iv
sHne3IQnWX1wMlYBnvJoJ1PDtHOCHo1uykpJDJ4 

A Winter Of Anger https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/winter-anger
... if you’d ask most citizens of whichever EU country if they are willing to
risk being unable to feed and heat their children in order to support 
Ukraine and Zelensky, they would say NO. Hell no! "Revolution Has 
Begun": 75,000 Brits To Stop Paying Power Bills Amid Inflation Storm 
German Electricity Prices Hit Record High As Heatwave Curbs Power 
Generation ... and it's not even winter yet. "Widespread Civil Unrest" 
Looming In UK Over Cost-Of-Living Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/widespread-civil-unrest-
looming-uk-over-cost-living-crisis Movement to stop paying bills 

snowballs... 

Pound Crashes After BOE Hikes By Most Since 1995, Starts Gilt Sales Yet
Warns Of Crushing Stagflationary Recession Germany's Uniper Warns Of 
Possible "Irregular Operation" At Major Power Plant As Rhine River Runs 
Dry "You Can't Switch Off Death": German Crematoriums Warn Of Energy 
Crisis German Barge Traffic Slumps As Rhine Water Levels Near Record 
Lows "Miserable" German Retail Sales Crash The Most On Record As 
Europe Slumps Into Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/miserable-german-retail-sales-crash-
most-record-europe-slumps-recession Germany is "sinking into an 
increasingly steep downturn, adding to the region’s recession risks”. Gas
Levy Could Triple Household Heating Bills In Germany EU Consumer 
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Confidence Crashes To Record Lows As German CPI Unexpectedly Re-
Accelerates "We Are In A Very Critical Moment": IMF Cuts Global GDP, 
Raises Inflation Outlook, Warns "World Teetering On Edge Of Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-are-very-critical-moment-imf-
cuts-global-gdp-raises-inflation-outlook-warns-world "It’s easy to cool off 
the economy when the economy is running hot. It’s much harder to 
reduce inflation when the economy is close to a recession." Germans 
Taking Fewer Showers In Response To Cost Of Living Crisis China And 
Japan Hold The Keys To Euro Recovery 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/china-and-japan-hold-keys-euro-
recovery While the direction of Europe’s economy continues to be a 
hostage to Russian energy -- as today’s dispiriting PMI numbers attest -- it
is the Asian nations of China and Japan who are in a position to alleviate 
Europe’s capital-outflow problem and stabilize the euro. PMIs Signal 
Eurozone Recession Day After First ECB Rate-Hike In 11 Years 

19% Of The World's Population Lives In 'Chindia' (& Buys Russian Oil) 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/19-worlds-population-lives-
chindia-buys-russian-oil India is expected to become the most populous 
nation on Earth by mid-2023, surpassing China whose population growth 
has all but stopped.. Oil Surges After Biden Fails To Win Saudi Pledge To 
Pump More Crude These Are The Countries With The Highest Default Risk
The Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial Production Unexpectedly 
Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker month since September 
2021... David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
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Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 
Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
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mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE Garland Says He 'Personally Approved' Trump Search 
Warrant [BRAVO] https://www.zerohedge.com/political/watch-live-ag-
merrick-garland-makes-statement-following-trump-raid "There has to be 
a(prosecution)n investigation..." Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

"Without Any Doubt, Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": 
Tribe Declares Trump Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump 
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DRUDGEREPORT GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP 
[ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is being 
painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal that he 
is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists and you have 
trump. The pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without empathy
or decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the greater 
fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He 
spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 
duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]
AGENTS CRACK SAFE
WAS THERE A RAT? 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-
says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html MSNBC 
This search wasn't run by Democrats — the head of the FBI was 
appointed by Trump

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

Fascism watch Trump wished his military officials were more like Nazi 
'German generals' https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/trump-
wished-his-military-officials-were-more-german-generals-nazi-n1297784?
icid=msd_topgrid 

The Last Word Mary Trump: Trump is 'panicked' after FBI search of Mar-a-
Lago
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ZEROHEDGE Initial Jobless Claims Surge To Highest Since November 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-surge-
highest-november ...and continuing claims are at 4-month highs... A Most 
Peculiar Recession The Government is Hiding a Dark Secret About the 
Economy https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-08-09/government-
hiding-dark-secret-about-economy About those supposedly fantastic July 
jobs numbers... Nvidia Plunges After Preannouncing Terrible Q2 Results, 
Slashes Guidance, Blames "Macroeconomic Headwinds" Something 
Snaps In The Job Market: Multiple Jobholders Hit All Time High As 
Unexplained 1.8 Million Jobs Gap Emerges 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/something-snaps-job-market-
multiple-jobholders-hit-all-time-high-unexplained-18-million ‘...So what's 
going on here? The simple answer: Fewer people working, but more 
people working more than one job, a rotation which picked up in earnest 
some time in March and which has only been captured by the Household 
survey. And since the Establishment survey is far slower to pick up on 
the nuances in employment composition, while the Household Survey has
gone nowhere since March, the BLS data engineers have been busy 
goalseeking the Establishment Survey (perhaps with the occasional 
nudge from the White House especially now that the economy is in a 
technical recession) to make it appear as if the economy is growing 
strongly, when in reality all they are doing is applying the same erroneous
seasonal adjustment factor that gave such a wrong perspective of the 
labor market in the aftermath of the covid pandemic (until it was all 
adjusted away a year ago). In other words, while the labor market is 
already cracking, it will take the BLS several months of veering away 
from reality before the government bureaucrats accept and admit what is
truly taking place...’

July Payrolls Smash Expectations Soaring To 528K, Wages Come In Red 
Hot As Unemployment Rate Drops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/july-payrolls-smash-expectations-
soaring-528k-wages-come-red-hot We are now well and truly in bizarro 
world. 

Futures Flat As Crushing 37bps Curve Inversion Screams Recession The 
Misery Index Is At Recession Levels Lying About The Economy Will Only 
Make The Coming Crash Worse Senior Economist 'Fact Checked' By 
Facebook For Saying US Is In Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/senior-economist-fact-checked-
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facebook-saying-us-recession “We live in an Orwellian hell-scape.” [Yes, 
we do!] Here’s why you shouldn’t invest in ETFs. UMich Inflation 
Expectations Rose Intra-Month, Democrats' Confidence Drops Further 
Inflation, Recession Or Both? Reporter Exposes White House's Blatant 
Redefining Of "Recession" Yellen: "Recession" Doesn't Mean What You 
Think It Means Gold & The Upcoming Recession Luongo: None Dare Call 
It A Recession Lest The Democrats Lose The Mid-Terms Democrats 
Prepare To Unleash Hell On Fed Chair Powell For The Coming Recession 
"2023 Will Be A Year From Hell" - Martin Armstrong Warns Of Inflation-
Driven Civil-Unrest https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/2023-will-be-
year-hell-martin-armstrong-warns-inflation-driven-civil-unrest "...you are 
looking at revolutions... The euro looks like death warmed over... This is 
just not over yet." "Japanese Economy Continues To Crater "- Another 
Casualty Of The Energy Crisis The Danger Of Drought In Europe 
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/danger-drought-europe ...the current 
heatwave is bound to further exacerbate water shortages in Southern and
Southeast Europe... Record-Breaking Heat In Europe Meanwhile, 
Southern Europe is also experiencing extreme heat that has caused 
wildfires... UK Records Hottest Day Ever Amid Heat Apocalypse   "Heat   
Apocalypse" Blasts Europe As UK And France Brace For Hottest Days On 
Record   https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/heat-apocalypse-blasts-  
europe-uk-and-france-brace-hottest-days-record "Today and tomorrow will
be one of the worst, if not the worst heatwave events in the modern 
history of western Europe." The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 
2022 http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In 
Government Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 
4Chan Found After Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
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investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
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Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

ZEROHEDGE Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 
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CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE Where are we in this squeeze...are we "there yet"? - part VII 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/shortcovering short covering 
mania... One Bank Warns U.S. Econ Data Make Little Sense, "Until You 
Recall Midterm Elections Are Coming Up" "They pretend it’s real data, we
pretend to trade it." 5-Year Down Market Coming 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/5-year-down-market-coming 
Market Wizard who predicted all indexes would be negative in 2022 
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shares shocking new forecast Iran Arranges First Import Using 
Cryptocurrency By chasing sanctioned countries out of dollars, the USA 
stokes demand for alternatives India ditches US dollar in Russia trade – 
Reuters   Recession is "crashing"   closer to a complacency point where 
one actually could start shorting the market again.. The Great Recession:
Facts Vs Denials https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/great-recession-
facts-vs-denials Once again, the US is facing a recession which Main 
Street feels, Wall Street whistles past, and DC simply denies... 

"Deteriorating Situation" Shows Rent Growth "Collapsing" In Sunbelt 
Markets https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/deteriorating-situation-
shows-rent-growth-collapsing-sunbelt-markets Rogan Slams Biden Admin 
For "Gaslighting" Americans About Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/rogan-slams-biden-admin-
gaslighting-americans-about-recession "...they’re literally changing the 
definition...and it should be pushed back against in a big way. It should 
be something that people get angry about..." 'Great News' Jobs Reports 
Sparks Selloff In Bonds, Stocks, & Gold 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/great-news-jobs-reports-sparks-
selloff-bonds-stocks-gold ...good news is really bad news... 

Initial Jobless Claims Hit 8 Month Highs, Continuing Claims Jump Ahead 
Of Payrolls Print https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-
jobless-claims-hit-8-month-highs-continuing-claims-jump-ahead-payrolls 
Jobless claims are now completely decoupled from the headlines payrolls
data... Pay Attention; This Is Not The '70s 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/pay-attention-not-70s In the late 
70s, P/Es on stocks were in the single digits, and debt levels were 
negligible. Today, valuations are nearly four times those levels, and debt 
as a percentage of GDP is at levels considered unthinkable not that long 
ago... Chinese Jets Buzz Taiwan Strait, Govt Websites Hit By 
Cyberattack With Pelosi Plane En Route War on China: the real target are 
the American people China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off Taiwan With US 
Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia Nuclear War 
Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security Advisor China's 
Army Posts "Get Ready For War!" Message On Social Media, State 
Mouthpiece Says PLA Has "Right" To Intercept Pelosi's Plane Inflation, 
Recession Or Both? [BOTH!] Welcome To The Biden Recession: Q2 GDP 
"Unexpectedly" Shrinks 0.9%, 2nd Consecutive Decline Peter Schiff: The 
White House Recession Denial https://www.zerohedge.com/political/peter-
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schiff-white-house-recession-denial "When you’re losing, just change the 
rules of the game, then declare victory.” Recession? All Of A Sudden 
Yield Spreads Are Collapsing https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/no-
recession-all-sudden-yield-spreads-are-collapsing … we suggest 
continuing to follow risk management protocols until indicators indicate 
a reversal of that economic risk.

1. Tighten up stop-loss levels to current support levels for each position. 

2. Hedge portfolios against significant market declines. 

3. Take profits in positions that have been big winners 

4. Sell laggards and losers. 

5. Raise cash and rebalance portfolios to target weightings.

Peter Schiff: It's Getting Harder To Deny Recession Reality 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-schiff-its-getting-harder-deny-
recession-reality "This should be obvious, but people have been in denial 
about the weakness in the economy..." Wall Street's Biggest Bear: One 
Down, But Two More Things Must Happen Before Stocks Bottom 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/wall-streets-biggest-bear-one-down-
two-more-things-must-happen-stocks-bottom Recession reflections 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/everyoneknows [ Recession 
is coming but everyone knows it ] The Number Of Americans Filing For 
First-Time Unemployment Claims Soared To 8-Month-Highs Last Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/number-americans-filing-
first-time-unemployment-claims-soared-8-month-highs-last ...and 
continuing claims are the highest since April... US Existing Home Sales 
Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses Sinkhole 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sinkhole "At present, the 2s10s 
spread is –18 bps. This is indicative of a recession 12-18 months ahead, 
which means the second half of 2023. Note that we have been 
forecasting a recession for 2023H2 since April." Recession Already Here 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-may-already-be-here The 
debate about recession risk is pointless.We are already in a recession... 
The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
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an odd beast in any case. 

Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 

idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE Ex-President Medvedev Warns Europe Of "Possible 
Incidents" At Nuclear Facilities 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ex-president-medvedev-warns-
europe-possible-incidents-nuclear-facilities Ukraine & Western 
backers"...ready to orchestrate a new Chernobyl." RT UN issues nuclear 
appeal to Russia and Ukraine   West would fight Russia ‘to the last   
Ukrainian’ – Moscow ZH Russia Suspends US Inspections Of Its Nuclear 
Arsenal Under New START Treaty China Extends Taiwan Drills Past 
Sunday Deadline, Says Training Under "Real War Conditions" Which 
Nations Face The Biggest Disruption From China's Taiwan-Trade-
Blockade? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/which-nations-face-
biggest-disruption-chinas-taiwan-trade-blockade China's export stop on 
sand, a resource essential for the manufacturing of semiconductors, 
could prove devastating for countries like the United States... The 
Growing Threat From North Korea Taiwan Says China's Drills Are 
Simulating A Full Attack On The Island 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/taiwan-says-chinas-drills-are-
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simulating-full-attack-island Following Pelosi's visit, Chinese media said 
the military will demonstration the "mainland's absolute control over the 
Taiwan question." Anger From Ukraine's Backers After Damning Amnesty
Report Spotlights 'Human Shields'

China Sanctions Pelosi, Halts US Talks Including Military Ties, As Jets 
Breach Taiwan Median Line 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/china-sanctions-pelosi-halts-us-
talks-including-military-ties-jets-breach-taiwan China has begun its 
retaliation against Washington by announcing Friday the cancellation of a
series of meetings with the United States 

Ballistic Missiles Soar Over Taiwan, "Hundreds" Of PLA Fighters Breach 
Airspace, As 5-Day Drills Commence 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ballistic-missiles-soar-over-
taiwan-hundreds-pla-fighters-breach-airspace-5-day-drills China Summons
US Ambassador Overnight, Says Washington "Must Pay The Price" EOAD 
Are Chinese Tanks Massing On The Shores Of Fujian Because An Invasion
Is Imminent? 8-2-22 We Were Specifically Warned About This Coming War
With China All The Way Back In The 1990 ZH Here Are All The Latest 
Taiwan Headlines https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-
latest-taiwan-headlines All the latest news in the extremely fluid Taiwan 
theater of pre-war. 'US Military Moving Assets', Markets Stall On Reports 
Pelosi To Visit Taiwan Tuesday 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-sink-pelosi-taiwan-headlines 
Pelosi is reportedly expected to land in Taiwan on Tuesday night, and 
meet lawmakers on Wednesday. China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off 
Taiwan With US Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia
Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security 
Advisor China Is Issuing The Same "Red Line" Warnings About Taiwan 
That Russia Issued About Ukraine THE SUN AI predicts last selfie on 
Earth… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-
earth-prediction-tiktok/ EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To 
Absolutely Love It When War With China Erupts 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-industrial-complex-is-
going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-erupts/ ZH Russia Unveils
Large-Scale Military Exercises In East, Signaling Force Strength 
'Unaffected' By Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-
unveils-large-scale-eastern-military-exercises-signaling-force-strength-
unaffected Prior "Vostok" (East) drills included sizable Chinese PLA 
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military participation... If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End 
Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm

How A Russian Gas Freeze Would Curtail European GDPs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/how-russian-gas-freeze-would-
curtail-european-gdps ...a complete shut-off from the Russian side would 
have disastrous effects for European economies... Ukraine Moves To 
Criminalize Russian Passport Application there is a lot of Ukrainian blood 
on the red Russian passport [What?] Russia Boasts It's Already Taken 
Out 4 US-Supplied Long Range Rocket Systems Russia Informs Turkey It 
Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa Port Attack It's Official: Russia And 
China Announce "New Global Reserve Currency" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-22/its-official-russia-and-china-
announce-new-global-reserve-currency And once again no one has 
noticed and no one seems to care. [ Yes, it’s official; NEW WORLD 
ORDER! ]

Pelosi: Pentagon Might Be Worried China Would Shoot Down Her Plane If 
She Visits Taiwan AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant 
Corruption' After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky US "Started" The Ukraine
Crisis, China Says, In Fiercest Official Criticism Yet 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-started-ukraine-crisis-china-
says-fiercest-official-criticism-yet "As the one who started the Ukraine 
crisis & the biggest factor fueling it..." [ Yes...Sadly, that is indisputably 
true; it’s the american way.] Russia Plans 'Annexation Votes' For 
Captured Ukraine Territories By Mid-September: Report Russia Resumes 
Nord Stream Natural Gas Deliveries To Europe "...likely to lead to a 
collective sigh of relief from not just the European gas market, but from 
the wider economy," Russia Declares War Goals Have Expanded After 
West Pumped More Arms Into Ukraine Strengthening Ties With Iran, Putin
Meets With Supreme Leader In Tehran 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/strengthening-ties-iran-putin-
meets-supreme-leader-tehran “Our relations are developing at a good 
pace,” said Putin 

Putin Says Russia Will Honor Gas Commitment But Flows Will Drop As 
Much As 20% Of Capacity Vladimir Putin warned that flows via the Nord 
Stream pipeline could be curbed soon if sanctions prevent additional 
maintenance on its components Russian Military Given Formal Order To 
Target Ukraine's Long-Range Weapons From US 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-issues-formal-order-military-
target-ukraines-long-range-weapons-us Ukraine officials called the 
HIMARS a "game-changer"... [Riiight] Gazprom Declares Force Majeure, 
Will Halt Gas Flows To Germany Indefinitely "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”

Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
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Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
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"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
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nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
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“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
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case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
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in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---

[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

POST: FIRST MOON LANDING
NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 
Fake-NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8226075.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8226075.stm
https://www.facebook.com/michele.carmichael.94?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyMjA1MjAyMDgyOTcwMTg2XzIxMDM5MDI3Mjk3ODIwMjA%3D&__tn__=R*F
https://www.facebook.com/elain.mm?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyMjA1MjAyMDgyOTcwMTg2XzU3NzQ0ODcwMDUzMTE2Mw%3D%3D&__tn__=R*F
https://twitter.com/alpeia
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http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm     

Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake Dutch     
'  moon rock  ' revealed   Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon rock 

given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of 
petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon Rock  ' in   
Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at 
Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

Al Peia

Riiight...and they haven't been back because...oh yeah, they got rid of 
their Saturn rockets ... and, they were in the past but not in the 
present/future impervious to radiation; ie., van allen belt, etc.. Oh, they 
probably could do it now, arguably; they're working on it. But, of course, 
Mars is quite another thing. The amounts of money for these 
boondoggles/frauds are staggering; yet, pale in comparison to the frauds 
on wall street. YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 

https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1MzAzNTEyODAzMDY0NDU1XzQ2MjE1NjU2MTk2NTI3OA%3D%3D&__cft__[0]=AZUzCnIb-wZD4OBiRKgibKfqoanC5KXYUOyiE5ihDrzOlvkm7oasBYNz6UFGdx1qg7jGhOOkuzE50zBoUg0SKlxeo7XSnmbdp6XaFGF7zvKJdgLfy1_8zmY04O-FruT1VNfAsw-YnxfMtAJlgHw1mgfZPXMEyEA70ySt3zLU_ZWivHxL7_QKMte-9tS6m4bIXp4&__tn__=R]-R
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‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand 
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act... ].

albertpeia.com 

Michael W. Lurie
Shame on me. I believed this fraud for most of my life and I should have 
known better in 1969.
Other than Kodak film (and Hasselblad cameras) that could not function 
at lunar temperatures (not to mention the radiation or outgassing in a 
vacuum)
or the total lack of any blast crater
or the lack of rockets on lift-off from the moon
or the sounds heard while on the "lunar" suface
or the laser-ranging which started in 1962
or the waving flags
or the improbable "pressure [space] suits"
or the violations of Newton's 2nd law
or the ridiculously inadequate guidance systems
or the relatively poor special effects (not even CGI)
or the lack of telemetry
or the lack of radiation protection
or the utter quiet of a 140+ decibel engine
or the ludicrous lack of computer power
or the "moon rocks" from....well, petrified wood?
or the "astronauts" dangling from wires
or the Lunar Rover which looks like a Mattel model
....but they did make a full-scale model for 60 million bucks
or the billions in additional funds for "Paperclip"
or the total lack of stars or photos of the sky
or the very suspicious look to the front-screen filming
or the clues in "Eyes Wide Shut" and elsewhere (etc.)
or the incredible effort by NASA and JTRIG to shut down discussion of 
the fraud, and mock those who would expose it....

https://www.facebook.com/mlurie?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0MjEzNjA4MjMzNjA2NjVfNDMyMzA3NTAyMTc4ODU4&__cft__[0]=AZVR4z65mJ87Hh2I9XUxsaGNY99PIlENsQVFx-NB14NiEoVGNdkGWHorCZB0dFL_in4G5VR0ra3GVRgD9-m6vMUxU2tRR0JMp-zGes9W8e65-EOXMo2Q_NpZiHFaOejPu-JRyiK6kewHcxruOYl5HGvA&__tn__=R]-R
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-house-trading-2021-9?fbclid=IwAR09dFVyNoZm5AbSc6RvuLX7_txNfPp6HYV8SBSjQeJPd8_JdRMongZa5Og


or (for bonus points) the lack of an airlock on the LEM
Other than that, maybe we really went? The TV told me so.
Al Peia
Michael W. Lurie BRAVO!
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ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

YAHOO Nearly one in three Americans say it may soon be necessary to 
take up arms against the government

https://www.yahoo.com/news/nearly-one-three-americans-may-
202408076.html A majority of Americans say the U.S. government is 
corrupt and almost a third say it may soon be necessary to take up arms 
against it, according to a new poll from the University of Chicago’s 
Institute of Politics. 

DRUDGEREPORT ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms… 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

*Hopes for a mild recession are "delusional," said Nouriel Roubini, the 
economist who called the 2008 financial crisis. 

*He said debt ratios are historically high, while bailouts during the 
pandemic have resulted in "zombie corporations." 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
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mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It 
When War With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-
military-industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-
china-erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]

ZEROHEDGE FBI Likely Did 'Intentionally Undermine' A Congressional 
Probe On Hunter Biden: Senator https://www.zerohedge.com/political/fbi-
likely-did-intentionally-undermine-congressional-probe-hunter-biden-
senator "The FBI can no longer be trusted 

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
The US is in a recession and it’s worse than you think 
https://www.rt.com/business/560011-us-recession-fed-inflation/ 
DRUDGEREPORT 
UN warns humanity 'one miscalculation away from nuclear annihilation'…
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-
danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html 

YAHOO Business 'The market is not the economy' and the July rally in the
stock market was premature, top economist Mohamed El-Erian says 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/market-not-economy-july-rally-
174829466.html El-Erian said a comment by Powell led investors to 
believe rate hikes would likely slow, but that's at odds with what the data
shows.

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]
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ANALYSIS
From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

YAHOO Politics Former FBI official likens Matt Gaetz, Roger Stone, and 
Trump to the Mafia: 'It's a criminal organization' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-fbi-official-likens-matt-
045920601.html 
BUT WAIT: “There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

China Has Established A “Blockade” Around Taiwan And Plans To Shoot 
Missiles Directly Over The Island     
http://endoftheamericandream.com/china-has-established-a-blockade-
around-taiwan-and-plans-to-shoot-missiles-directly-over-the-island/     

Insiders Are Dumping The Most Stocks Since January As Retail Buying-
Panic Re-Emerges
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/insiders-are-dumping-most-stocks-
january-retail-buying-panic-re-emerges     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[DUH! Of course that’s true; but, that’s the reality of criminal america.] 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]
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'All the data points currently align with a cover-up' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-pentagon-secret-service-texts-
deleted-cover-up-accusations-170030306.html The House Jan. 6 
committee is scrutinizing evidence of information erased, wiped, deleted 
and otherwise obscured by former members of the Trump administration. 

SOP Standard Operating Procedure-That’s my experience 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[DUH! Of course that’s true; but, that’s the reality of criminal america.] 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-ukraine-war
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10934571/Oregon-Citys-mayoral-candidate-says-homeless-Japanese-style-pods-overdoses-rise.html
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Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
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and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg


the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

Al Peia
DRUDGEREPORT Top 10 best places to live in world…USA not on list... 
https://www.cnbc.com/.../global-liveability-index-2022... Here’s the rest of 
the top 10 best places to live
1. Vienna, Austria
2. Copenhagen, Denmark
3. Zurich, Switzerland
4. Calgary, Canada
5. Vancouver, Canada
6. Geneva, Switzerland
7. Frankfurt, Germany
8. Toronto, Canada
9. Amsterdam, Netherlands
10. Osaka, Japan and Melbourne, Australia (tie)

Susan Edelman Blank
Al Peia I’ll take any one of those!

Al Peia
Even just a decade ago, who would have thought america would have 
fallen so far, so fast. Careful what you say, we're getting near the 
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desperate phase (not worth it - ask the Kennedy's). Doctor Peter referred 
to you as "a warrior". A compliment, to be sure; but, for you and your 
family, not worth it. This guy's really good, worth a look 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=crCGYeo0PBE

YOUTUBE.COM
BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER https://secure.sjuggerudtruewealth.com/?
cid=MKT650099&eid=MKT657482&channel=102120d0fc4158ded364c744
bc11a4&assetId=AST254109&page=1&fbclid=IwAR0pC2C2-J2V-
ZloWSAW8WX2VLqM3fha3zWL-69BnuumFAH72QortG6rbEY 

BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 
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https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

CNN Murdoch's New York Post dumps Trump, calling him 'unworthy to be 
chief executive again'

MSNBC Joe: Trump's biggest enablers were begging him to stop. How is 
he not already in jail? Morning Joe

Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
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States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 
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EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
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harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”
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CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky [ america’s kind of 
place! ]

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
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be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
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post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
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gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
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running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/spx
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/comp
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/djia
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/bear-market-stocks-whats-next-51655150790?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-panel-says-evidence-173305500.html


such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-forces-destroy-last-bridge-to-key-eastern-ukrainian-city-11655202739
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/ukrainian-troops-struggle-to-hold-back-russian-advance-in-east/ar-AAYqeGu


US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It When War 
With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-
industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-
erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]
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THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 

https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/10/fired-fox-news-editor-chris-stirewalt-to-testify-at-jan-6-riot-committee-hearing.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/media/3519284-nearly-20m-watched-jan-6-hearing-nielsen
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-calls-deadly-insurrection-greatest-193328621.html
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UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 
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https://www.msn.com/en-xl/news/other/china-will-not-hesitate-to-start-war-over-taiwan-beijing-tells-us/ar-AAYisrt
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10901419/McCarthy-says-country-responsible-Jan-6-pressed-Trumps-fault.html
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https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-and-unreleased-video-expected-to-be-focus-of-first-jan-6-hearing/ar-AAYfFly
https://apnews.com/article/jan-6-capitol-riot-hearings-live-updates-eefb79f2cffb705f04bf43ea164db20f


ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 
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ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 

https://www.facebook.com/susan.blank?__cft__[0]=AZVGvhjiSxGnjWz-LN1hLrt-aZERuH0PnG03UnsNEqhUcmu8tji41KXA8gSPX1OdMtaxPYgX5zHqHLdFB47IYBha_VhuUIONFV7lhrhbMfxB3fUSiPJAMdbT-Ekkqx2RcIH6jVbHjnRdnwyLewnxvu_HCG_Le8GADYmNiVTogj9heg&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
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AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
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DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

YAHOO We are seeing evidence that Donald Trump committed treason. 
Where is Merrick Garland? https://www.yahoo.com/news/seeing-evidence-
donald-trump-committed-100000305.html How many more Republican 
former officials have to come forward for the attorney general to act? 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
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8-11-22
Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
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lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce


(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 



proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
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AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE Goldman Jumps As Traders Spark Q2 Revenue Beat But 
Total Earnings Plunge 47% Amid Major Investment Losses 
DRUDGE Hope for depositors dwindles as crypto lender files for 
bankruptcy... Crypto Takes New Hit as Thousands of SOLANA Wallets 
Hacked… YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-
senate-house-trading-2021-9 ]. Pelosi 'Appears To Have Taken Advantage'
Of Inside Information: Former Dallas Fed Chief Fisher Artificial Wealth Vs 
GDP: Why Earnings & The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
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hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-hold-your-seats


official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT How many animal species (including people)     have   
caught Covid? 

https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2022/08/05/1114357154/how-
many-animal-species-have-caught-covid-first-global-tracker-has-partial-
answe 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths near 2021 numbers]
109,538 AUG 10 2022
118,090 AUG 10 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
481 AUG 10 2022
608 AUG 10 2021 
How Pandemic Changed Americans' Health for Worse… 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-covid-19-pandemic-changed-
americans-health-for-the-worse-11659260165 Heart disease and drug 
overdoses are among afflictions exacting a higher toll than before [ More 
than 1 million; 350 per day ]
More cities mull indoor masking… Indoor mask rules expected next week 
as L.A. virus wave worsens... Fauci Annual Pension Payout Exceeds 
POTUS Salary… Republicans plot Fauci probe… [Incompetent, greedy 
guinea] Covid Rises Across USA Amid Muted Warnings and Murky Data… 
WHO: Covid triples across Europe; Hospitalizations double... MONKEYPOX
PANDEMIC? WHO TO RECONVENE Most Americans Now in Areas With 
High Virus Levels… Deaths in LA rising as ultra-contagious subva  riants   
spread… https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-
covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 'Several hundred 
thousand' new covid cases a day NOT reported; Hospitalizations 
climbing... https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-
thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-
keep-climbing-11657298622 

DALLAS TURNS HOTSPOT... 
New variant 'Centaurus' detected... 
Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 20% effective 
after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at 

https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/nyc-neighborhoods-top-25-covid-positivity-as-new-cases-surge-again/3764698/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/as-the-ba5-variant-spreads-the-risk-of-coronavirus-reinfection-grows/ar-AAZpFDy
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5814174/new-covid-variant-centaurus-detected-uk/
https://www.dallasnews.com/news/2022/07/19/three-things-to-know-about-the-highly-contagious-covid-19-variant-spreading-right-now/
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/most-of-u-s-population-now-in-areas-with-high-covid-19-levels-as-ba-5-subvariant-spreads-11657923100
https://www.wsj.com/articles/most-of-u-s-population-now-in-areas-with-high-covid-19-levels-as-ba-5-subvariant-spreads-11657923100
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220714-who-to-reconvene-monkeypox-emergency-panel-on-july-21
https://news.yahoo.com/shocking-monkeypox-screw-means-admit-030643200.html
https://news.yahoo.com/shocking-monkeypox-screw-means-admit-030643200.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-united-nations-world-organization-06bccc307fa13d428e59babf4b9d8403
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/18/covid-rises-across-u-s-amid-muted-warnings-and-murky-data/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3571232-gop-plots-fauci-probe-after-midterms/
https://openthebooks.substack.com/p/dr-faucis-retirement-pension-414667
https://openthebooks.substack.com/p/dr-faucis-retirement-pension-414667
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/la-county-mask-mandate-likely-a-week-away-as-covid-cases-keep-climbing/ar-AAZPrHB
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https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/25/politics/covid-19-mask-mandates/index.html
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Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as 
Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... Ultra-
contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 

UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

DRUDGEREPORT GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP 
[ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is being 
painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal that he 
is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists and you have 
trump. The pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without 
empathy or decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the 
greater fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk 

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-says-mar-lago-home-was-raided-large-group-fbi-agents-rcna42133
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/10/trump-says-he-refused-to-answer-ny-attorney-generals-questions-in-probe-of-his-business.html
https://theintercept.com/2022/08/09/trump-fbi-raid-al-capone/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10929687/Germany-considers-making-mask-wearing-COMPULSORY-October-March-public-places.html
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-709799
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
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https://www.the-sun.com/health/5682058/urgent-warning-anyone-attending-mass-gatherings-weekend/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/monkeypox-town-hall-new-york
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5674230/uk-covid-cases-heading-for-record-high-zoe/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.yahoo.com/now/covid-could-screw-worse-reinfection-084337273.html
https://www.studyfinds.org/covid-19-meat-in-freezer-weeks/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
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https://www.axios.com/2022/07/08/ba5-become-this-summers-subvariant
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/macao-shutter-casinos-week-covid-19-outbreak-86545719
https://news.yahoo.com/macau-locks-down-landmark-lisboa-011323085.html
https://news.yahoo.com/macau-locks-down-landmark-lisboa-011323085.html
https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says


hero. He spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 
duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]

FBI search of Mar-a-Lago helps show how probe of Trump documents has
changed The Washington Post

HUFFPOST TRUMP TOOK THE FIFTH MORE THAN   *400 TIMES*   

Hillary Clinton promotes 'But Her Emails' merch after FBI search of 
Trump's Mar-a-Lago Yahoo News Let’s not forget the clintons, bush, et 
als; but, that’s no get out of jail free card for trump. 
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm obama/holder/biden ... Remember 
those guys? [To be fair and balanced, there’s also the 
bush/cheney/paulsen axis of evildoing/war
crimes/fraud in the factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at its most
despicable. Eric Holder spent six years as attorney general, and failed to
prosecute banks for their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank executives
behind bars. Now, he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar criminal defense
firm, making millions each year helping Wall Street bankers avoid
criminal consequences. Worse, it was just reported that the firm,

Covington & Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor corner office for Holder
awaiting his return. Combined with Holder’s purchase a year ago of a $1.5
million condo just 300 feet from his new office raises serious questions
about how long Holder knew he would be getting a major payday from his
old firm even while it continued to represent companies under
Department of Justice investigation. If the firm and Holder agreed on a
future job offer, that alone could violate criminal laws. ...”] NY Times
Finds Obama's "Most Precise Air Campaign In History" Killed Thousands
Of Civilians Previously hidden Pentagon documents show thousands of
civilian deaths in Iraq & Syria, including children.

http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMJ7zkwswh46pAw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEKXRpfQvgSN5P1-iz9Wbsi4qGQgEKhAIACoHCAownvOTCzCHjqkDMLa6lAc?uo=CAUiYmh0dHBzOi8vbmV3cy55YWhvby5jb20vaGlsbGFyeS1jbGludG9uLXRydW1wLWZiaS1yYWlkLW1hci1hLWxhZ28tYnV0LWhlci1lbWFpbHMtaGF0LTE4MzczMTAzNi5odG1s0gEA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEKXRpfQvgSN5P1-iz9Wbsi4qGQgEKhAIACoHCAownvOTCzCHjqkDMLa6lAc?uo=CAUiYmh0dHBzOi8vbmV3cy55YWhvby5jb20vaGlsbGFyeS1jbGludG9uLXRydW1wLWZiaS1yYWlkLW1hci1hLWxhZ28tYnV0LWhlci1lbWFpbHMtaGF0LTE4MzczMTAzNi5odG1s0gEA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-set-testify-new-york-investigation_n_62f34924e4b0f9d8c021b2de
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMI7UlAowt9F0?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEAGnVAMpVk_shlrOiNpQf5cqGAgEKg8IACoHCAowjtSUCjC30XQwzqe5AQ?uo=CAUiWGh0dHBzOi8vd3d3Lndhc2hpbmd0b25wb3N0LmNvbS9uYXRpb25hbC1zZWN1cml0eS8yMDIyLzA4LzA5L3RydW1wLWZiaS1zZWFyY2gtbWFyLWEtbGFnby_SAQA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEAGnVAMpVk_shlrOiNpQf5cqGAgEKg8IACoHCAowjtSUCjC30XQwzqe5AQ?uo=CAUiWGh0dHBzOi8vd3d3Lndhc2hpbmd0b25wb3N0LmNvbS9uYXRpb25hbC1zZWN1cml0eS8yMDIyLzA4LzA5L3RydW1wLWZiaS1zZWFyY2gtbWFyLWEtbGFnby_SAQA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11093449/FBI-agents-raid-Mar-Lago-Trump-says-home-siege-agents.html
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/aug/8/mar-lago-raided-fbi-agents-donald-trump-says/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw


DRUDGEREPORT GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP 
[ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is being 
painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal that he 
is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists and you have 
trump. The pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without empathy
or decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the greater 
fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He 
spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 
duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]
AGENTS CRACK SAFE
WAS THERE A RAT? 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-
says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html MSNBC 
This search wasn't run by Democrats — the head of the FBI was 
appointed by Trump

The Don Under Intense Legal Scrutiny...
WAS THERE A RAT?
Padlocked basement full of documents...
10 BOXES TAKEN… 
Judge linked to Jeffrey Epstein...
Disqualified from holding office ever again? Code on records could bar 
him...
MCCARTHY: It's about Jan. 6...
CHRISTIE: 'Fair game'...
Biden Learned of It From Media, White House Says...
Republicans vow revenge on FBI, Garland...
Supporters Call for Civil War...
Push for police to be defunded...
Kerik Predicts Trump Assassination... 

https://www.mediaite.com/tv/bernard-kerik-says-democrats-may-try-to-orchestrate-trumps-assassination-after-fbi-raid/
https://www.vice.com/en/article/xgywzd/republicans-defund-the-fbi
https://www.vice.com/en/article/5d39zq/trump-supporters-civil-war-fbi-search-mar-a-lago
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11093665/Republicans-vow-revenge-FBI-response-rogue-behavior-raids-Trumps-Mar-Lago.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/biden-learned-of-trump-raid-from-media-reports-white-house-says/ar-AA10ulUb
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/09/christie-calls-mar-a-lago-search-fair-game-00050518
https://nypost.com/2022/08/09/trump-raid-not-about-classified-documents-its-about-jan-6/
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-disqualified-holding-office-lawyer-us-code-fbi-raid
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-disqualified-holding-office-lawyer-us-code-fbi-raid
https://nypost.com/2022/08/09/judge-who-approved-fbi-raid-on-mar-a-lago-once-linked-to-jeffrey-epstein/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/fbi-search-of-trumps-florida-home-mar-a-lago-is-criticized-by-republicans-11660049490
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095261/Trump-fbi-raid-records-timeline.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-under-intense-legal-scrutiny-after-fbi-searches-mar-a-lago/ar-AA10sx88
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/search-unprecedented-but-all-legal-all-lawful-and-it-s-not-a-raid-former-u-s-attorney-145780293822
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/search-unprecedented-but-all-legal-all-lawful-and-it-s-not-a-raid-former-u-s-attorney-145780293822
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://apnews.com/article/donald-trump-mar-a-lago-government-and-politics-9e8d683afe87389407950af7ccfdbdd6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11093449/FBI-agents-raid-Mar-Lago-Trump-says-home-siege-agents.html
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/aug/8/mar-lago-raided-fbi-agents-donald-trump-says/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-says-mar-lago-home-was-raided-large-group-fbi-agents-rcna42133
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/10/trump-says-he-refused-to-answer-ny-attorney-generals-questions-in-probe-of-his-business.html
https://theintercept.com/2022/08/09/trump-fbi-raid-al-capone/


Agent With Machine Gun Outside Of Compound...

Supporters Call for Civil War... 

Last crisis, Beijing outmatched. Not now… 
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-
crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560 

White House summons Chinese ambassador as crisis escalates...
Simulating Attack on Island... 'Sinking American warships'...
Tells USA: Can't 'treat countries like George Floyd'...
Xi Builds Security Fortress...
Does Beijing Have Own Space Plane?
Pentagon chiefs calls go unanswered...
Top Taiwan Missile Official Found Dead in Hotel Room...
Fears Japan on front line...
UN chief warns in Hiroshima… 
APPLE Bends Knee on Label Demands…

China conducts missile strikes in Taiwan Strait... Smoke trails fill sky...
Carrier group moved towards island...
'Western powers can no longer run amok'...
Pentagon delays another test...
USS Ronald Reagan remains in region...
Expert warns 'Pearl Harbor-style attack'... 
How Far Will Xi Go?
Cuts ties with USA...
The Coming War...
Taipei Urgent Fighter Pilot Shortage...
Battle or Surrender: Generational Divide on Threat... 

JULY JOBS BLOWOUT: PAYROLLS INCREASE 528K… 
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE FALLS TO 3.5%...  'It is WHOPPER!'   
Gas prices drop 50 straight days... 
Musk Declares Inflation Past Peak...Sees 'mild recession' for 18 months… 

Powell pummeled from all sides... Home Sellers Cut Prices... 

BUST: More Americans Going Hungry…
Household Debt Surpasses $16 Trillion… 
RECESSION 2022: Americans Buying More Essentials at Dollar Stores... 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/us-household-debt-surpasses-16-150000549.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/04/more-americans-are-going-hungry-and-it-costs-more-to-feed-them/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/home-sellers-cut-prices-as-housing-market-cools-11659671674
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/05/fed-powell-rate-hikes-00049561
https://news.yahoo.com/elon-musk-predicts-us-mild-234254035.html
https://news.yahoo.com/elon-musk-predicts-us-mild-234254035.html
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/gas-prices-tumble-at-fastest-rate-in-over-a-decade
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/it-is-a-whopper-cnbcs-rick-santelli-stunned-by-july-jobs-report-that-more-than-doubled-expectations/
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-united-states-economy-unemployment-4895f1aa41fbe904400df8261446b737
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/05/jobs-report-july-2022-528000.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/05/fight-or-surrender-taiwans-generational-divide-on-chinas-threats/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/taiwan-faces-urgent-fighter-pilot-123340764.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-coming-war-over-taiwan-11659614417
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-china-asia-beijing-b252479810add6a225fa1e4a6d441983
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/pelosi-taiwan-visit-china-united-states-relationship-future-rcna41098
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5935484/china-pearl-harbor-attack-taiwan/
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/04/china-taiwan-missile-aircraft-00049925
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11081935/Pentagon-DELAYS-intercontinental-ballistic-missile-test-avoid-angering-China.html
https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-08-04/ugly-shameless-evil-china-blasts-g-7-eu-attempts-to-deescalate-taiwan-crisis
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5929070/china-taiwan-airspace-aircraft-missiles/
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/all-out-war-fears-as-china-launches-missiles-directly-over-taiwan-smoke-trails-fill-sky/ar-AA10ipb2
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-asia-navy-china-air-force-4bd08ab9ecd2a9f7d450cf61618d28af
https://www.mediaite.com/tech/apple-bends-the-knee-warning-suppliers-shipping-from-taiwan-to-strictly-obey-chinas-label-demands-after-pelosi-visit/
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/asia/nuclear-weapons-loaded-gun-un-chief-warns-hiroshima-2863491
https://www.npr.org/2022/08/05/1115384641/japan-taiwan-china-yonaguni-island
https://www.newsweek.com/taiwan-missile-official-found-dead-hotel-room-after-heart-attack-ou-yang-li-hsing-1731492
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/05/pentagon-china-calls-taiwan-00050175
https://www.19fortyfive.com/2022/08/the-air-force-would-freak-out-does-china-have-its-very-own-x-37b-space-plane/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/06/in-turbulent-times-xi-builds-a-security-fortress-for-china-and-himself/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11083987/China-SANCTIONS-Nancy-Pelosi-family-vicious-provocative-visit-Taiwan.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5942632/china-sink-us-aircraft-carriers-hypersonic/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/taiwan-says-china-simulating-attack-035002189.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/white-house-summons-chinese-ambassador-as-crisis-escalates/ar-AA10kAmc
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560
https://www.vice.com/en/article/5d39zq/trump-supporters-civil-war-fbi-search-mar-a-lago
https://radaronline.com/p/donald-trump-mar-a-lago-first-photo-fbi-raid-agent-machine-gun/


Dollar-Store Dinners and Vats of Shampoo… 
61% now living paycheck to paycheck... 
Inflation Everywhere -- Even Commercials... 
Home prices cooling at record pace...
ORACLE layoffs... 

UN warns humanity 'one miscalculation away from nuclear annihilation'…
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-
danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html 
US Aircraft Carrier, Amphibious Assault Ships Operating Near Taiwan... 
PUTIN: USA MAIN THREAT TO RUSSIA [ Truth be told, USA MAIN THREAT
TO RUSSIA, CHINA, USA, WORLD ] 
CNN: SHE'S GOING 
CHINA MILITARY WARNING 
TAIWAN READIES FOR CONFLICT 
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-
leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war 

Midterm Misery for Biden? Key Economy Gauge Flags 30-Seat Loss... 
Corporations on front lines say cracks forming... https://www.msn.com/en-
us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-
cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc In Silicon Valley, profits at tech 
companies like Google and Apple generally beat expectations, but 
executives said there are signs of some niche slowing in consumer 
spending. Consumer products giant Procter & Gamble said it is expecting
a tougher 2023, although it’s still raising prices. Mastercard said 
spending was steady among the wealthy, but slowing among lower-
income customers 

DRUDGEREPORT World's biggest cat a 'gentle giant'… 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-
tall-27707476 Top 10 best places to live in world…USA not on list... 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-
worst-places-to-live.html Here’s the rest of the top 10 best places to live

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-tall-27707476
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-tall-27707476
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-tall-27707476
https://www.pginvestor.com/financial-reporting/press-releases/news-details/2022/PG-Announces-Fourth-Quarter-and-Fiscal-Year-2022-Results/default.aspx
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/midterm-misery-biden-key-economy-111529922.html
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://news.yahoo.com/china-warns-military-not-sit-075623828.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/01/politics/nancy-pelosi-taiwan-visit/index.html
https://www.yahoo.com/video/putin-says-russian-navy-hypersonic-084124580.html
https://news.usni.org/2022/08/01/carrier-uss-ronald-reagan-two-f-35b-big-decks-operating-near-taiwan-as-pelosi-arrives-in-singapore-china-renews-threats
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/oracle-starts-job-cuts-in-u.s.-the-information
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/home-prices-cooled-at-record-pace-in-june-according-to-housing-data-firm.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/inflation-is-everywhereeven-in-tv-commercials-11659351601
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/as-inflation-surges-more-americans-are-living-paycheck-to-paycheck.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735


31.Vienna, Austria
32.Copenhagen, Denmark
33.Zurich, Switzerland
34.Calgary, Canada
35.Vancouver, Canada
36.Geneva, Switzerland
37.Frankfurt, Germany
38.Toronto, Canada
39.Amsterdam, Netherlands
40.Osaka, Japan and Melbourne, Australia (tie)

Danger ahead...Economy has yet to face biggest recession challenge... 
‘The 2-year Treasury note yield exceeded that of the 10-year note by the 
highest margin in about 22 years Friday afternoon. That phenomenon, 
known as an inverted yield curve, has been a telltale recession sign 
particularly when it goes on for an extended period of time. In the present
case, the inversion has been in place since early July’ 
Restaurants, Bars, Hotels STILL Don't Have Enough Workers... 
Credit-card debt soaring... 

INFLATION NOW HIGHEST SINCE 1982...
Retail's 'Dark Side': Inventory Piles Up... 
White House insists economy strong as allies grow uneasy about Fed...
Yellen denies recession...
Inflation highest since 1982... 
Big Tech Results Spotlight Breadth of Upheaval... 
RECESSION 2022 
GDP 2ND STRAIGHT QUARTERLY DROP 
Yield curve flashing more warning signs of risks ahead...
FED HIKES AGAIN... MORE TO COME...
VOX layoffs; Tech firms tighten belts...
FACEBOOK First Ever Revenue Drop...
COMCAST Broadband Growth Grinds to Halt...
BEST BUY latest retailer to cut outlook...
100 Wealthiest Americans Lose $622 Billion Since November... 

WORLD'S BIGGEST CONSUMER NAMES ANNOUNCE SOARING PRICE 
INCREASES... 
Inflation hits bodega favorite: Bacon, egg and cheese... 
Half Americans fall deeper in debt...

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/nearly-half-of-americans-fall-deeper-in-debt-as-inflation-boosts-costs.html
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-new-york-prices-bd26a709a13cbccce503b2e986301edb
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://bnanews102.bna.com/daily-tax-report/the-100-wealthiest-americans-lost-622-billion-since-november
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/best-buys-shares-fall-10percent-as-it-cuts-its-forecast-for-second-quarter-cites-weaker-demand.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/comcast-earnings-2q-2022.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/meta-facebook-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658883684
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/27/vox-media-layoffs-economic-uncertainty
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11054989/Fed-rate-hike-Central-bank-raises-key-rate-0-75-points.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/fed-decision-july-2022-.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/analysis-u-yield-curve-flashing-211417380.html
https://apnews.com/article/united-states-economy-economic-growth-government-and-politics-4ffd93331422cb131a974223dad5825f
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/gdp-q2-.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/from-apple-to-microsoft-big-tech-results-spotlight-breadth-of-economic-upheaval-11659094604
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/yellen-says-the-economy-is-not-in-a-recession-despite-gdp-slump.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/white-house-insists-economy-is-strong-as-allies-grow-uneasy-about-fed/ar-AA105XbV
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/30/retails-dark-side-as-inventory-piles-up-liquidation-warehouses-are-busy/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.axios.com/2022/08/06/inflation-recession-credit-card-debt
https://www.wsj.com/articles/restaurants-bars-and-hotels-keep-hiring-and-say-they-still-dont-have-enough-people-11659734572
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/05/danger-ahead-the-us-economy-has-yet-to-face-its-biggest-recession-challenge.html


SHOPIFY cuts staff; Tech firms tighten belts ...
GOOGLE Growth Slows as Pressures Mount on Ad Market...
$9.4 Trillion Results Day Looms in Test for Stock Market...
Pending home sales fall 20%... 
Economist: Prices to Plunge… 
Fed Readies Largest Rate Hikes Since Volcker... Developing... 

Difficulty Paying Bills Tops Pandemic High...
Inflation Altering Shopping Habits...
Fed set for ANOTHER big rate hike...
WALMART cuts outlook...
ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms... 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

2 Americans dead in Donbas… Apocalyptic vision behind Putin 'golden 
billion' argument… [ From my direct observation and experience, 
pervasively mentally ill, corrupt, criminal america is indisputably the 
globally destructive bad guy. That is so ab initio! ]
U.S., allies weigh providing Ukraine fighter jets to counter Russia… 
Putin 'too healthy' says CIA chief... https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-
putin-health/ “Ukrainian, US, and British would-be media professionals 
have been spreading bogus stories about the president’s health condition
in recent months. This is all hoax,” he said. 
Ukraine graft concerns resurface as war goes on... China threatens 
'strong measures' if Pelosi visits Taiwan… Looming Gas Crunch Poses 
'Historic Test' for Europe, IEA Says… Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With 
Iran, Turkey in Rare Trip Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More 
Aggressive Phase of Ukraine War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... 
China satellite swarms hunt down and destroy enemy targets… Russia 
building laser weapon to disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke
attack preparedness PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts 
photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as 
pipeline from Russia shuts off… Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to 
citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/russian-doomsday-submarine-armed-nuclear-drones-service
https://news.yahoo.com/relentless-russian-shelling-east-ukraine-073615708.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-pleads-weapons-war-spotlight-043837619.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/07/16/russia-ukraine-war-putin-news-live-updates/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-zelenskyy-government-and-politics-494af1bc0145fb2d16c76b0abf3f5cda
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.euronews.com/2022/07/21/vladimir-putin-entirely-too-healthy-says-cia-chief
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/us-allies-weigh-providing-ukraine-fighter-jets-to-counter-russia/ar-AAZNC4L
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://thehill.com/policy/international/russia/3571651-two-americans-dead-in-donbas-region-of-ukraine/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://news.yahoo.com/walmart-cuts-profit-outlook-inflation-204311068.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fed-inflict-more-pain-economy-130000297.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/26/more-signs-emerge-that-inflation-is-altering-shopping-habits/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/difficulty-paying-bills-tops-pandemic-191151129.html
https://ca.news.yahoo.com/fed-readies-largest-rate-hikes-100116313.html
https://nypost.com/2022/07/26/us-home-prices-to-plunge-substantially-on-cratering-demand/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/pending-home-sales-fell-20percent-in-june-versus-a-year-earlier-as-mortgage-rates-soared.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/9-4-trillion-results-day-075131597.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-alphabet-googl-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658802135
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/shopify-sinks-12percent-after-company-plans-to-lay-off-10percent-of-workers.html


Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx


SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 

https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html


Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-

https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-companies-start-to-rescind-job-offers-11655865283
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/abortion-ruling-highlights-diverging-paths-of-justices-john-roberts-samuel-alito-11656149400
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237


strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

HISTORY Here are notable past Taiwan Headlines 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-
headlines ...news in the extremely fluid Taiwan theater of pre-war. 

SOME POSTED REACTIONS TO PELOSI TAIWAN VISIT:

the ho is in taiwan china bluffed.... 

D o n 't  a l l o w  t h a t  h a g  t o  i n t e r f e r e  w i t h  y o u r  s o v e r e i g n t y . 

T h e s e  w e s t e r n  b a s t a r d s  M U S T  b e  p u t  i n  t h e i r  p l a c e . 

Let her land, then arrest her. That should wipe the smirk off of the 
Democrats, and Republican's faces. 

Neocons are mad dogs 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/07/04/recession-talk-surges-in-washington-00043818
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/stimulus-checks-rewired-how-some-americans-see-money.html
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2022/06/17/bidens-america-sriracha-peanut-butter-latest-items-short-supply/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/travel/news/americans-are-starting-to-pull-back-on-travel-and-restaurants/ar-AAYBEka
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-sinks-below-20000-as-crypto-meltdown-intensifies.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-price-drops-below-18600-as-sell-off-accelerates.html
https://theankler.com/p/pod-hollywoods-economic-armageddon#details
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/once-feted-for-pandemic-heroics-worlds-central-banks-now-face-an-uneasy-crowd-0
https://news.yahoo.com/shock-swiss-rate-hike-sets-015937838.html
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/20/politics/supreme-court-june-preview/index.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html


I'm sure they booked her a room with a broom closet. 

Pelosi looks like a witch from hades. Set a couple dozen drones against 
her plane path and see if they collide. If successful call it a good day. 

American gangsters do not stop their bullying, they must be stopped at 
all costs. 

Hope the old wrinkle gets it. One says that wisdom grows with age but 
there seem to be exceptions. Mainly in the USA. 

USA would very much like to start another proxy war without any risk for 
their people and military.
But will the Taiwanese prove foolish enough to sacrifice themselves by 
doing a favour to the puppet master? 

Will she be handing out cookies? 

I hope that China blows her plane out the sky. 

really wish china follows through with shooting down this thing's plane 

She looks like Vomit 

Who said Medusah was a fantasy, one look at Pelosi and you will be 
vaporized or wish you had !

this is just being done by a power hungry very old senile hag, saying Look
at Me! 

Yes, I'll go with Pelosi is grandstanding to draw attention away from her 
personal corruption scandal. 

witch 

Crazy , corrupt Nancy is not worth a war in any way, shape, or form . This
is insane! 

This isn't going to end well... 



China accuses US of provocation 

Russia stands in 'absolute solidarity' with China – Kremlin 

The New Age Of Orwellianism https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-
age-orwellianism Remarkably, it is the same ideologues who are eager to
change the well-accepted definitions of “recession” and “inflation” who 
remain perplexed as to what exactly a “woman” is.

DRUDGEREPORT US-China ties on precipice after Pelosi visit to Taiwan...
'AMERICAN WITCH'...
On Internet, Fury Turns to Frustration...
Beijing fires missiles, encircles island...
Demonstrates ability to blockade in war... 

ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security 
Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]

ZELENSKY DRAGGED OVER VOGUE SHOOT... Russia To Quit Space 
Station… Will build rival… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-
to-quit-international-space-station-2024/ Kremlin to keep up gas squeeze 
on Europe... 

USA Leads Globally in Known Monkeypox Cases… More than 85% of 
Americans experience temps above 90… Extinction threat may be 

https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/23/weather/us-extreme-heat-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/23/weather/us-extreme-heat-saturday/index.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-leads-globally-in-most-known-monkeypox-cases-cdc-says-11658835623
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/kremlin-keep-gas-squeeze-europe-130034112.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/kremlin-keep-gas-squeeze-europe-130034112.html
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https://www.ndtv.com/world-news/russia-to-quit-international-space-station-after-2024-news-agency-afp-quoting-official-3195166
https://www.ndtv.com/world-news/russia-to-quit-international-space-station-after-2024-news-agency-afp-quoting-official-3195166
https://www.tmz.com/2022/07/27/ukraine-president-volodymyr-zelensky-dragged-vogue-cover-shoot/
https://openai.com/blog/dall-e/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-prediction-tiktok/
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https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/defense-national-security/surrounded-in-live-fire-exercises-china-demonstrates-the-ability-to-blockade-taiwan-in-the-event-of-war
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/asia/china-taiwan-military-exercises-intl-hnk-ml/index.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/on-chinas-internet-fury-at-pelosis-visit-to-taiwan-turns-to-frustration-11659610844
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/how-taiwan-reacted-to-pelosi-s-visit-from-welcome-to-american-witch/ar-AA10gHee
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-asia-beijing-china-taipei-430ee6c9e64c2695057bfcbab4ba3bc4
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-age-orwellianism
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-age-orwellianism
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-age-orwellianism
https://www.rt.com/news/560065-russia-pelosi-taiwan-visit/
https://www.rt.com/news/560075-china-us-taiwan-provocation/


greater than previously thought, new global study finds… 
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-
greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/ The global 
extinction crisis underway may be more intense than previously thought 
as humans continue to tear up land, overuse certain resources and heat 
up the planet...Nearly one in three species of all kinds — 30% — face 
global extinction or have been driven to extinction since the year 1500, 
according to the new survey published in the journal "Frontiers in Ecology
and the Environment."

DRUDGE Earth records shortest day ever; Planet 'spinning faster'... 

GOOGLE NEWS *Scientists baffled as Earth spins faster than usual New 
York Post 
*Gravitas: Earth just completed a rotation in less than 24 hours! WION 
*NASA warns of horrific solar flares! Earth will be impacted HT Tech
*NASA Records Huge Flare From New, Active Region Emerging on Sun's 
Surface Newsweek

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 
ROGAN CALLS TRUMP MAN BABY; SAYS WAS ON DRUGS IN WHITE 
HOUSE...  FLASHBACK: THE HIGHEST OFFICE; ADDERALL JUNKIE...   
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office [trump the 
adderall/blow man baby] NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 
9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS

https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-prices-consumer-74e1a5c9bced40460e4079f62e980095
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JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/editorials/trump-proven-unfit-for-power-again
https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/biden-approval-rating/
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/3543867-71-percent-dont-want-biden-to-run-for-reelection-poll/
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https://thehill.com/opinion/white-house/3549217-what-if-we-did-as-the-brits-do-and-expected-our-presidents-to-resign/
https://thehill.com/opinion/white-house/3549217-what-if-we-did-as-the-brits-do-and-expected-our-presidents-to-resign/
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2022/07/09/trump_elon_musk_is_a_bullshit_artist.html
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2022/07/09/trump_elon_musk_is_a_bullshit_artist.html
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5739130/elon-musk-twitter-sun-valley/
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/twitter-announces-mass-layoffs-17291249.php
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/12/half-of-g-o-p-voters-ready-to-leave-trump-behind-poll-finds/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/12/half-of-g-o-p-voters-ready-to-leave-trump-behind-poll-finds/
https://www.yahoo.com/news/musk-says-time-trump-sail-181049723.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/musk-says-time-trump-sail-181049723.html
https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/bonds-slump-inflation-surge-fuels-130720879.html


SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/23/russia-crimps-gas-flows-just-as-europe-races-to-stock-up-for-winter/
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel
https://www.ajc.com/politics/breaking-kemp-to-testify-in-fulton-co-trump-probe/PXZ4ZEMJRJCSTCJJBYVU6IK7EU/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/justice-department-raids-home-of-former-doj-official-at-center-of-jan-6-panel-s-investigation/ar-AAYNmvR
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/jan-6-committee-doj-seek-footage-of-roger-stone-from-danish-filmmakers/ar-AAYOQgG
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/jan-6-panel-to-hone-in-on-trumps-efforts-to-meddle-at-doj-00041708
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/bill-barr-suggests-trump-came-very-close-to-staying-in-power-im-not-sure-we-would-have-had-a-transition-at-all/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/23/politics/trump-jan-6-documentary-footage-pence-25th-amendment/index.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-holder-jan-6-documentarian-says-trump-had-secret-air-force-one-call-with-putin-just-before-election
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-holder-jan-6-documentarian-says-trump-had-secret-air-force-one-call-with-putin-just-before-election
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-middle-east-africa-56399743fe9ad28692c88c007bb901d6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-230100860.html
https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-06-27/pentagon-blasts-putins-cavalier-nuclear-saber-rattling-as-russia-seeks-new-advantages-in-ukraine
https://thehill.com/homenews/house/3539911-aide-says-trump-knew-jan-6-attendees-had-weapons-theyre-not-here-to-hurt-me/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-threw-dishes-and-flipped-tablecloths-when-he-was-angry-ex-aide-testifies-2022-6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10962011/Meadows-told-aide-Cassidy-Hutchinson-January-6-read-real-bad-just-days-riot.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/joe-biden
https://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/joe-biden
https://www.mirror.co.uk/film/cats-review-musical-leave-you-21122229
https://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/donald-trump
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/us-news/donald-trump-played-song-cats-27355368
https://www.mediaite.com/news/secret-service-is-reportedly-prepared-to-testify-trump-didnt-try-to-commandeer-limo-on-jan-6-despite-hutchinson-account/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/secret-service-is-reportedly-prepared-to-testify-trump-didnt-try-to-commandeer-limo-on-jan-6-despite-hutchinson-account/
https://www.nationalreview.com/2022/06/cassidy-hutchinsons-testimony-against-trump-is-devastating/
https://kdhnews.com/news/politics/explosive-jan-6-hearing-delivers-political-blow-to-trump-that-his-rivals-couldnt-land/article_dd6737d4-bad9-555b-a613-97c29f9c9b81.html
https://kdhnews.com/news/politics/explosive-jan-6-hearing-delivers-political-blow-to-trump-that-his-rivals-couldnt-land/article_dd6737d4-bad9-555b-a613-97c29f9c9b81.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/30/gop-megadonors-turn-on-trump-look-for-2024-alternatives-after-jan-6-hearings.html
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2022/06/alex-holder-trump-was-utterly-irrational-after-january-6.html
https://www.mediaite.com/news/liz-cheney-blasts-trump-over-jan-6-in-blistering-reagan-library-speech-praises-courage-of-bombshell-witness-cassidy-hutchinson/
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/editorials/trump-proven-unfit-for-power-again


Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-house-2024-00041704
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-house-2024-00041704
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/gov-gavin-newsom-wins-big-in-california-could-he-be-president/ar-AAYgUlw
https://www.wsj.com/articles/january-6-trump-voters-election-fraud-lies-2024-presidential-candidate-hillary-clinton-11655415629
https://www.wsj.com/articles/january-6-trump-voters-election-fraud-lies-2024-presidential-candidate-hillary-clinton-11655415629
https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/
https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/
https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/
https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-california-democratic-party/661313/
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-california-democratic-party/661313/
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-california-democratic-party/661313/
https://www.sfgate.com/politics/article/The-Atlantic-dreams-about-Newsom-replacing-Biden-17249234.php
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3529645-watergate-prosecutor-georgia-case-could-send-donald-trump-to-prison/
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/trump-asked-if-he-expects-to-be-taken-out-of-mar-a-lago-in-shackles/ar-AAYE04i
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-poll/story?id=85482369
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-poll/story?id=85482369
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-poll/story?id=85482369
https://apnews.com/article/climate-science-health-and-environment-4f23d928ea637d239147c0e4adbad6dc
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10934571/Oregon-Citys-mayoral-candidate-says-homeless-Japanese-style-pods-overdoses-rise.html
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-2021-homicide-totals/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-2021-homicide-totals/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-2021-homicide-totals/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-2021-homicide-totals/
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/putin-says-russia-building-new-27282336
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/putin-says-russia-building-new-27282336
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/netanyahu-prepares-for-a-comeback-in-israel-e2-80-99s-next-elections/ar-AAYHWpl
https://metro.co.uk/2022/06/22/russian-colonel-who-carried-putins-nuclear-codes-briefcase-found-shot-16873192/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/experts-say-there-are-mounting-signs-that-the-kremlin-is-purging-its-top-generals-in-ukraine-the-latest-hint-of-deep-dysfunction-in-putin-s-army/ar-AAYKxsd
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/22/russian-novoshakhtinsk-oil-refinery-struck-drone-possible-attack-inside-borders
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/germany-trigger-phase-two-three-065910268.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/germany-looks-at-rationing-natural-gas-after-russia-cuts-supply-11655978153


An Attempt To Summarize The Current State Of Our Country In Just 12 
Tweets http://endoftheamericandream.com/an-attempt-to-summarize-the-
current-state-of-our-country-in-just-12-tweets/ 

1. President Biden struggles to put on his blazer before dropping his 
trademark Aviators 

2. This Is The Speaker Of The House… PELOSI: “When I was a little girl, I 
was told at the beach if I dug a hole deep enough we would reach China. 
So, we’ve always felt a connection there.” 

3. This Is The Majority Leader Of The Senate… @SenSchumer on 
negotiating the Inflation Reduction Act: "[Sen. Joe Manchin] said we have
to do this in secret, you and I only, and we did. [...] Under Joe Manchin's 
request, which I honored, the White House didn't know any of the details 
until everybody else did." 

4. This Is Our Economy… "Biden administration tried to redefine 
recession.We are in a recession. The economy has been shrinking all 
year. Real wages are at an all—time low, and at the same time inflation is
the highest in the lifetime of most Americans," Carlson said. 

5. The Solution That Our Leaders Have Come Up With To Fix Inflation Will
Actually Make Inflation Even Worse… Kevin "Mr. Wonderful" O'Leary on 
the Bidenflation Scam: "Naming it 'anti-inflation' is a joke. This is gonna 
be very inflationary almost immediately because we're printing billions of
dollars." 

6. These Are Our Streets… “It’s not safe to do anything no more...Not 
even hang out on your porch.” 

7. This Is Our System Of Education… Elementary teacher in @AustinISD 
played a video for students to teach them about drag which also 
encourages kids to be drag performers

8. This Is The New Disease That Is Going Around… Houston man with 
monkeypox says pain, stigma, isolation are the hardest ... 

https://twitter.com/AustinISD
https://twitter.com/SenSchumer
http://endoftheamericandream.com/an-attempt-to-summarize-the-current-state-of-our-country-in-just-12-tweets/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/an-attempt-to-summarize-the-current-state-of-our-country-in-just-12-tweets/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/an-attempt-to-summarize-the-current-state-of-our-country-in-just-12-tweets/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/an-attempt-to-summarize-the-current-state-of-our-country-in-just-12-tweets/


9. The Biden Administration Decided That It Would Be A Good Idea To 
Fight A Proxy War With Russia. It Isn’t Going Particularly Well… 

10. As If A Proxy War With Russia Wasn’t Enough, Now The Biden 
Administration Has Us Dangerously Close To A War With China… 

11. For Some Reason, Very Few Young Adults Are Eager To Join The 
Military… 

12. This Is Our Culture… Drag king makes audience “pledge allegiance” 
to drag shows at a “family-friendly” pride festival in Iowa 

Every 11 Seconds… http://endoftheamericandream.com/every-11-seconds/
even more children will have died from acute malnutrition 

ZEROHEDGE Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg
China Has Established A “Blockade” Around Taiwan And Plans To Shoot 
Missiles Directly Over The Island     
http://endoftheamericandream.com/china-has-established-a-blockade-
around-taiwan-and-plans-to-shoot-missiles-directly-over-the-island/     

Insiders Are Dumping The Most Stocks Since January As Retail Buying-
Panic Re-Emerges
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/insiders-are-dumping-most-stocks-
january-retail-buying-panic-re-emerges     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   

https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-january-6-ccntv/index.html
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could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[Of course that’s true; but, that would be nothing new for criminal 
america. 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]
ZEROHEDGE The Earth Just Started Spinning Faster Than Ever Before 
And Scientists Don't Know Why 
https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/earth-just-started-spinning-faster-
ever-and-scientists-dont-know-why Experts fear the consequences could 
be "devastating"... 

AP NEWS BIG STORIES APNews.com 

• Floods strike new blow in place that has known hardship   
JACKSON, Ky. (AP) — Evelyn Smith lost everything in the floods that
devastated eastern Kentucky, saving only her grandson's muddy 
tricycle. But she's not planning to leave the mountains that have 
been...Read More

• Wildfires in West explode in size amid hot, windy conditions   
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Wildfires in California and Montana exploded in 
size overnight amid windy, hot conditions and were quickly 
encroaching on neighborhoods, forcing evacuation orders for over 
100 homes...Read More

• New York City declares monkeypox a public health emergency   
NEW YORK (AP) — Officials in New York City declared a public 
health emergency due to the spread of the monkeypox virus 
Saturday, calling the city “the epicenter” of the outbreak....Read 
More 

DRUDGEREPORT ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK 
National Security Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
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shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]
Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the 
Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, 
Slower And Dumber http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-
the-midst-of-a-mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-
slower-and-dumber/

Ranchers Are Selling Off Their Cattle In Unprecedented Numbers Due To 
The Drought, And That Has Enormous Implications For 2023

Microplastics Are Literally Everywhere, And They Are An Existential 
Threat To The Future Of The Human Race 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/microplastics-are-literally-
everywhere-and-they-are-an-existential-threat-to-the-future-of-the-human-
race/ 

https://youtu.be/PSxihhBzCjk 
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YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

ANALYSIS
From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

YAHOO Politics Former FBI official likens Matt Gaetz, Roger Stone, and 
Trump to the Mafia: 'It's a criminal organization' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-fbi-official-likens-matt-
045920601.html 
BUT WAIT: “There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

DRUDGEREPORT China threatens 'strong measures' if Pelosi visits 
Taiwan...
Kissinger Warns Biden Against Endless Confrontation... 
Beijing Dumps $100 Billion Worth Of Treasuries... 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/china-has-dumped-over-100-billion-usts-last-6-months
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/kissinger-warns-biden-against-endless-confrontation-with-china/ar-AAZL2VS
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
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ZEROHEDGE These Are All The Countries Capable Of Launching Space 
Rockets https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-are-all-countries-
capable-launching-space-rockets 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 

YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
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he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 

5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
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that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' After US 
Lawmaker Slams Zelensky

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS

Israeli troops fatally shoot two Palestinian teens – health ministry 

Ivan Timofeev: Beijing and Moscow can lead resistance against West 
dictating to rest of world   https://www.rt.com/news/560353-west-world-  
hegemony-lesson/ [ Resistance is the proper word. From direct 
observation an experience, america is hardly a paragon of perfection; but
rather, an egregious example of concentrated criminality, as purveyors of
which is the american nightmare wrought for gain by whatever means, 
toward whatever target. ]

The US keeps reneging on arms control agreements, so why should 
Russia trust Joe Biden’s latest overtures? [They shouldn’t; you can’t trust
america, that’s my direct observation and experience.]

Amnesty fully ‘stands by’ report on Ukraine 

China ignores phone calls from Pentagon – Politico 

Zelensky accuses Amnesty International of supporting terrorism 

Today, Ukraine bombed a Donetsk hotel full of journalists – here’s what it 
felt like to be there 

US ‘artificially’ stokes tensions – Kremlin 

From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
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washingtons-chaos/ 

The US is in a recession and it’s worse than you think 
https://www.rt.com/business/560011-us-recession-fed-inflation/ 

Zelensky and US to blame for ‘bloodbath’ in Donbass – Russia 

Wall Street is collapsing – NYC mayor 

FBI manipulating domestic terror stats – whistleblowers 

US plunges into recession 

EU ban on Russian gas ‘impossible’ – Austria 

Kremlin comments on claims about Russian military casualties 

Zelensky’s Vogue photoshoot raises eyebrows 

Biden met with 14 of his son’s business associates – media 

NATO’s arsonist-in-chief Jens Stoltenberg wants the Western public to 
pay for a Ukrainian fire he helped to ignite 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

Russia to quit International Space Station after 2024 

Russia issues rebuke to Israel 

Grain deal won’t affect military op in Ukraine – Moscow 

UK candidates’ militancy and imperialism threaten to bring Britain down 

Kiev confirms arrival of heavy weapons from Germany 

US sends more weapons to Ukraine 
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Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the fallout 
from their failed Russia policy 

EU eases sanctions on Russian oil exports 

Russia’s Lavrov talks Ukraine, sanctions and nuclear war with RT (FULL 
VIDEO) 

• Putin suggests motive behind Canada’s gas turbine delay   
• UN chief ‘under huge pressure’ over Ukraine – Russian FM   
• Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the   

fallout from their failed Russia policy Op-ed
• Zaporozhye Nuclear Power Plant attacked by Ukrainian drones   

Putin tells US to stop ‘looting’ Syria 

Former Russian president lists ‘Western sins’ 

Russian warns of ‘tougher’ terms for talks with Ukraine 

Dmitri Trenin: How a smart Middle East strategy can help Russia play a 
significant role in shaping the new world order 

Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 

IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 

Iran issues warning to US and Israel 

Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
industrial complex war monster’]
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Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

HUFFPOST SUSPICIOUS: SECRET SERVICE CAN’T FIND JAN. 6 TEXTS! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/national-archives-deleted-secret-service-
texts_n_62d6c6bbe4b008a2d03f1ac4 [ Ooooh … the mystery of it all … 
magical disappearance of text messages … could be ghosts … or 
gremlins … or salem witchcraft … WAKE UP! … AMERICA IS A TOTAL 
FRAUD! … AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 
MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). ]

The most intelligent, rational legal position:

Laurence Tribe, a Harvard law professor, argued that not holding Trump 
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accountable would be equally harmful.

"I certainly recognize that indicting a former president would generate 
lots of social heat, perhaps violence," Tribe said. "But not indicting him 
would invite another violent insurrection."

Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All Incredibly Depressed. 
Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" Some very concerning 
market observations from Goldman trader John Flood discussing the real 
rot below the market surface: Monday was the lightest volume session of
the year with 9.32b shares trading across all US equity exchanges 
breaking previous low mark of 9.4b back on 7/11/22. YTD daily avg for 
shares traded across all US equity exchanges sits @ 12.5b. Monday was 
also the lightest notional trading session of the year w/ $392b trading vs 
ytd daily avg of $638b. Our desk was a 3 on 1 – 10 scale in terms of 
overall activity levels. I am personally taken aback by how resilient mkt 
has been over the past few weeks. I don’t see L/Os putting their ~$210b 
of cash to work. I am seeing them use pockets of strength to sell lower 
conviction more illiquid names in block form and raise even more cash. 

Trump comic-con-show 
https://www.facebook.com/reel/523496502845404/?
s=single_unit&__cft__[0]=AZWPFQ3WczUIfIkH48JzeY46IoAd31UE03J6BK
gdB2FnhC4ZMwHrSlFnIZRzSdcm0iOvj82iS31DRdv7o07VE1dKwlJ-
o8PrhTfe_ujCAUFuOSNPQHEmqhCXpuyaLM_w2FExUX2P3sub6YXf8JZ_JO
SnUwrv6N77_T472Z5wMAIl1mh2SytZjOOe004Qi410SWP8G3HBHdMEgTY
aaiWHeOxK&__tn__=H-R 

ZEROHEDGE As Taiwan Warns Chinese "Maritime & Aerial Blockade" 
Ensuing, Pelosi Says Real Issue Is 'I'm A Woman' [Riiight!] Pelosi Departs
Taiwan After Whirlwind Tour As China Declares "Median Line" No Longer 
Exists Global Markets Slump With Terrified Traders Tracking Pelosi's 
Next Move Forget inflation, stagflation, recession, depression, earnings, 
Biden locked up in the basement with covid, and everything else: today's 
it all about whether Nancy Pelosi will start World War 3 when she lands 
in Taiwan in 3 hours. https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/taiwans-
independence-worth-war Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just 
purely on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant 
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Fed policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls 
off a miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 

Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
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my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
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markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
htt  ps://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-  
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies Elon Musk Quietly Dumps A Massive $6.9 Billion In 
Tesla Shares     

YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale 
and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on
Stock Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-
violations-senate-house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why 
Earnings & The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
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purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook 
Worsens Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign 
Buyers Flee https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-
highest-yield-2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y 
auction which was somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp 
concession today which saw yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million 
Americans Priced-Out As Home Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan 
Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As 
Layoffs Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-
jobless-claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished 
Mr.Powell? Forget the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 
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ZEROHEDGE Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg

As Taiwan Warns Chinese "Maritime & Aerial Blockade" Ensuing, Pelosi 
Says Real Issue Is 'I'm A Woman' [Riiight!] Pelosi Departs Taiwan After 
Whirlwind Tour As China Declares "Median Line" No Longer Exists Global 
Markets Slump With Terrified Traders Tracking Pelosi's Next Move Forget
inflation, stagflation, recession, depression, earnings, Biden locked up in 
the basement with covid, and everything else: today's it all about 
whether Nancy Pelosi will start World War 3 when she lands in Taiwan in 
3 hours. https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/taiwans-independence-
worth-war Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just purely
on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant Fed 
policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls off a 
miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 

Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
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competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
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june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
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magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
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Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE The Price Of Eggs Is Up 47% As Food Costs In The US Spiral
Out Of Control Turkey Agrees To Pay For Russian Gas With Rubles India 
ditches US dollar in Russia trade – Reuters   Credit Suisse Set To Slash   
Thousands Of Jobs Despite Handing Out Hundreds Of Millions To Retain 
Top Talent https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/credit-suisse-set-slash-
thousands-jobs-despite-handing-out-hundreds-millions-retain-top The bank
is looking to cut its overall cost base by $1 billion... 

"I Don't Feel The Pain Of Inflation Anymore" Says Wealthy SF Fed Chair 
From Ivory Tower YAHOO Business 'The market is not the economy' and 
the July rally in the stock market was premature, top economist 
Mohamed El-Erian says https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/market-not-
economy-july-rally-174829466.html El-Erian said a comment by Powell led
investors to believe rate hikes would likely slow, but that's at odds with 
what the data shows. Weak Manufacturing Surveys Signal 'Peak 
Inflation'; Plunge in Orders, Production, & Jobs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/weak-manufacturing-surveys-
signal-peak-inflation-plunge-orders-production-jobs "With the exception of
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pandemic lockdown periods, July saw US manufacturers report the 
toughest business conditions since 2009..." 

Biden's America: Too Broke To Bet?   Chicago PMI Unexpectedly Plunges   
To 2-Year Lows https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/chicago-pmi-
unexpectedly-plunges-2-year-lows ...stagflation signals as prices paid 
jumped and production and new orders fell... "Expert" Narratives Are 
Collapsing The house of cards continues to fall apart Yellen: "Recession"
Doesn't Mean What You Think It Means [ Riiight! ] Sentiment sours amid 
Kremlin updates, EU Energy deal & US-earnings in focus -   Delusional   
Biden Admin Front-Runs Recessionary GDP Print... By Redefining 
Recession https://www.zerohedge.com/political/delusional-biden-admin-
front-runs-recessionary-gdp-print-redefining-recession It's not a recession
until the White House gives economists on its payroll permission to 
declare it a recession... [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!] US PMI Crashes 
Into Contraction In July: "A Worrying Deterioration In The Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-pmi-crashes-contraction-july-
worrying-deterioration-economy "Excluding pandemic lockdown months, 
output is falling at a rate not seen since 2009 amid the global financial 
crisis..." There's An Amazing Glut Of Office Space In Every Major Metro 
Area https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/theres-amazing-glut-office-
space-every-major-metro-area Occupancy is an engine of local 
economies. But there's a huge glut of space available... US Existing 
Home Sales Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses US Homebuilders 
Abandon Single-Families In June As They Brace For Rate Shock 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-builders-abandon-single-
family-home-startspermits-june-anticipating-renter ...multi-family starts 
and permits surged double-digits in June as single-family plunged... 
Homebuilder Confidence Collapses In July 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-confidence-
collapses-july ...the largest MoM drop (ex-COVID-lockdown) in history... 
Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
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first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
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liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER
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A Winter Of Anger https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/winter-anger
... if you’d ask most citizens of whichever EU country if they are willing to
risk being unable to feed and heat their children in order to support 
Ukraine and Zelensky, they would say NO. Hell no! "Revolution Has 
Begun": 75,000 Brits To Stop Paying Power Bills Amid Inflation Storm 
German Electricity Prices Hit Record High As Heatwave Curbs Power 
Generation ... and it's not even winter yet. "Widespread Civil Unrest" 
Looming In UK Over Cost-Of-Living Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/widespread-civil-unrest-
looming-uk-over-cost-living-crisis Movement to stop paying bills 

snowballs... 

Pound Crashes After BOE Hikes By Most Since 1995, Starts Gilt Sales Yet
Warns Of Crushing Stagflationary Recession Germany's Uniper Warns Of 
Possible "Irregular Operation" At Major Power Plant As Rhine River Runs 
Dry "You Can't Switch Off Death": German Crematoriums Warn Of Energy 
Crisis German Barge Traffic Slumps As Rhine Water Levels Near Record 
Lows "Miserable" German Retail Sales Crash The Most On Record As 
Europe Slumps Into Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/miserable-german-retail-sales-crash-
most-record-europe-slumps-recession Germany is "sinking into an 
increasingly steep downturn, adding to the region’s recession risks”. Gas
Levy Could Triple Household Heating Bills In Germany EU Consumer 
Confidence Crashes To Record Lows As German CPI Unexpectedly Re-
Accelerates "We Are In A Very Critical Moment": IMF Cuts Global GDP, 
Raises Inflation Outlook, Warns "World Teetering On Edge Of Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-are-very-critical-moment-imf-
cuts-global-gdp-raises-inflation-outlook-warns-world "It’s easy to cool off 
the economy when the economy is running hot. It’s much harder to 
reduce inflation when the economy is close to a recession." Germans 
Taking Fewer Showers In Response To Cost Of Living Crisis China And 
Japan Hold The Keys To Euro Recovery 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/china-and-japan-hold-keys-euro-
recovery While the direction of Europe’s economy continues to be a 
hostage to Russian energy -- as today’s dispiriting PMI numbers attest -- it
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is the Asian nations of China and Japan who are in a position to alleviate 
Europe’s capital-outflow problem and stabilize the euro. PMIs Signal 
Eurozone Recession Day After First ECB Rate-Hike In 11 Years 

19% Of The World's Population Lives In 'Chindia' (& Buys Russian Oil) 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/19-worlds-population-lives-
chindia-buys-russian-oil India is expected to become the most populous 
nation on Earth by mid-2023, surpassing China whose population growth 
has all but stopped.. Oil Surges After Biden Fails To Win Saudi Pledge To 
Pump More Crude These Are The Countries With The Highest Default Risk
The Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial Production Unexpectedly 
Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker month since September 
2021... David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 
Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE Initial Jobless Claims Surge To Highest Since November 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-surge-
highest-november ...and continuing claims are at 4-month highs... A Most 
Peculiar Recession The Government is Hiding a Dark Secret About the 
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Economy https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-08-09/government-
hiding-dark-secret-about-economy About those supposedly fantastic July 
jobs numbers... Nvidia Plunges After Preannouncing Terrible Q2 Results, 
Slashes Guidance, Blames "Macroeconomic Headwinds" Something 
Snaps In The Job Market: Multiple Jobholders Hit All Time High As 
Unexplained 1.8 Million Jobs Gap Emerges 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/something-snaps-job-market-
multiple-jobholders-hit-all-time-high-unexplained-18-million ‘...So what's 
going on here? The simple answer: Fewer people working, but more 
people working more than one job, a rotation which picked up in earnest 
some time in March and which has only been captured by the Household 
survey. And since the Establishment survey is far slower to pick up on 
the nuances in employment composition, while the Household Survey has
gone nowhere since March, the BLS data engineers have been busy 
goalseeking the Establishment Survey (perhaps with the occasional 
nudge from the White House especially now that the economy is in a 
technical recession) to make it appear as if the economy is growing 
strongly, when in reality all they are doing is applying the same erroneous
seasonal adjustment factor that gave such a wrong perspective of the 
labor market in the aftermath of the covid pandemic (until it was all 
adjusted away a year ago). In other words, while the labor market is 
already cracking, it will take the BLS several months of veering away 
from reality before the government bureaucrats accept and admit what is
truly taking place...’

July Payrolls Smash Expectations Soaring To 528K, Wages Come In Red 
Hot As Unemployment Rate Drops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/july-payrolls-smash-expectations-
soaring-528k-wages-come-red-hot We are now well and truly in bizarro 
world. 

Futures Flat As Crushing 37bps Curve Inversion Screams Recession The 
Misery Index Is At Recession Levels Lying About The Economy Will Only 
Make The Coming Crash Worse Senior Economist 'Fact Checked' By 
Facebook For Saying US Is In Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/senior-economist-fact-checked-
facebook-saying-us-recession “We live in an Orwellian hell-scape.” [Yes, 
we do!] Here’s why you shouldn’t invest in ETFs. UMich Inflation 
Expectations Rose Intra-Month, Democrats' Confidence Drops Further 
Inflation, Recession Or Both? Reporter Exposes White House's Blatant 
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Redefining Of "Recession" Yellen: "Recession" Doesn't Mean What You 
Think It Means Gold & The Upcoming Recession Luongo: None Dare Call 
It A Recession Lest The Democrats Lose The Mid-Terms Democrats 
Prepare To Unleash Hell On Fed Chair Powell For The Coming Recession 
"2023 Will Be A Year From Hell" - Martin Armstrong Warns Of Inflation-
Driven Civil-Unrest https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/2023-will-be-
year-hell-martin-armstrong-warns-inflation-driven-civil-unrest "...you are 
looking at revolutions... The euro looks like death warmed over... This is 
just not over yet." "Japanese Economy Continues To Crater "- Another 
Casualty Of The Energy Crisis The Danger Of Drought In Europe 
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/danger-drought-europe ...the current 
heatwave is bound to further exacerbate water shortages in Southern and
Southeast Europe... Record-Breaking Heat In Europe Meanwhile, 
Southern Europe is also experiencing extreme heat that has caused 
wildfires... UK Records Hottest Day Ever Amid Heat Apocalypse   "Heat   
Apocalypse" Blasts Europe As UK And France Brace For Hottest Days On 
Record   https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/heat-apocalypse-blasts-  
europe-uk-and-france-brace-hottest-days-record "Today and tomorrow will
be one of the worst, if not the worst heatwave events in the modern 
history of western Europe." The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 
2022 http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In 
Government Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 
4Chan Found After Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
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own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
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golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

ZEROHEDGE Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
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committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE One Bank Warns U.S. Econ Data Make Little Sense, "Until 
You Recall Midterm Elections Are Coming Up" "They pretend it’s real 
data, we pretend to trade it." 5-Year Down Market Coming 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/5-year-down-market-coming 
Market Wizard who predicted all indexes would be negative in 2022 
shares shocking new forecast Iran Arranges First Import Using 
Cryptocurrency By chasing sanctioned countries out of dollars, the USA 
stokes demand for alternatives India ditches US dollar in Russia trade – 
Reuters   Recession is "crashing"   closer to a complacency point where 
one actually could start shorting the market again.. The Great Recession:
Facts Vs Denials https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/great-recession-
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facts-vs-denials Once again, the US is facing a recession which Main 
Street feels, Wall Street whistles past, and DC simply denies... 

"Deteriorating Situation" Shows Rent Growth "Collapsing" In Sunbelt 
Markets https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/deteriorating-situation-
shows-rent-growth-collapsing-sunbelt-markets Rogan Slams Biden Admin 
For "Gaslighting" Americans About Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/rogan-slams-biden-admin-
gaslighting-americans-about-recession "...they’re literally changing the 
definition...and it should be pushed back against in a big way. It should 
be something that people get angry about..." 'Great News' Jobs Reports 
Sparks Selloff In Bonds, Stocks, & Gold 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/great-news-jobs-reports-sparks-
selloff-bonds-stocks-gold ...good news is really bad news... 

Initial Jobless Claims Hit 8 Month Highs, Continuing Claims Jump Ahead 
Of Payrolls Print https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-
jobless-claims-hit-8-month-highs-continuing-claims-jump-ahead-payrolls 
Jobless claims are now completely decoupled from the headlines payrolls
data... Pay Attention; This Is Not The '70s 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/pay-attention-not-70s In the late 
70s, P/Es on stocks were in the single digits, and debt levels were 
negligible. Today, valuations are nearly four times those levels, and debt 
as a percentage of GDP is at levels considered unthinkable not that long 
ago... Chinese Jets Buzz Taiwan Strait, Govt Websites Hit By 
Cyberattack With Pelosi Plane En Route War on China: the real target are 
the American people China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off Taiwan With US 
Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia Nuclear War 
Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security Advisor China's 
Army Posts "Get Ready For War!" Message On Social Media, State 
Mouthpiece Says PLA Has "Right" To Intercept Pelosi's Plane Inflation, 
Recession Or Both? [BOTH!] Welcome To The Biden Recession: Q2 GDP 
"Unexpectedly" Shrinks 0.9%, 2nd Consecutive Decline Peter Schiff: The 
White House Recession Denial https://www.zerohedge.com/political/peter-
schiff-white-house-recession-denial "When you’re losing, just change the 
rules of the game, then declare victory.” Recession? All Of A Sudden 
Yield Spreads Are Collapsing https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/no-
recession-all-sudden-yield-spreads-are-collapsing … we suggest 
continuing to follow risk management protocols until indicators indicate 
a reversal of that economic risk.
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1. Tighten up stop-loss levels to current support levels for each position. 

2. Hedge portfolios against significant market declines. 

3. Take profits in positions that have been big winners 

4. Sell laggards and losers. 

5. Raise cash and rebalance portfolios to target weightings.

Peter Schiff: It's Getting Harder To Deny Recession Reality 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-schiff-its-getting-harder-deny-
recession-reality "This should be obvious, but people have been in denial 
about the weakness in the economy..." Wall Street's Biggest Bear: One 
Down, But Two More Things Must Happen Before Stocks Bottom 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/wall-streets-biggest-bear-one-down-
two-more-things-must-happen-stocks-bottom Recession reflections 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/everyoneknows [ Recession 
is coming but everyone knows it ] The Number Of Americans Filing For 
First-Time Unemployment Claims Soared To 8-Month-Highs Last Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/number-americans-filing-
first-time-unemployment-claims-soared-8-month-highs-last ...and 
continuing claims are the highest since April... US Existing Home Sales 
Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses Sinkhole 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sinkhole "At present, the 2s10s 
spread is –18 bps. This is indicative of a recession 12-18 months ahead, 
which means the second half of 2023. Note that we have been 
forecasting a recession for 2023H2 since April." Recession Already Here 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-may-already-be-here The 
debate about recession risk is pointless.We are already in a recession... 
The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
an odd beast in any case. 

Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 

idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
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Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
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CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
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percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE RT UN issues nuclear appeal to Russia and Ukraine   West   
would fight Russia ‘to the last Ukrainian’ – Moscow ZH Russia Suspends 
US Inspections Of Its Nuclear Arsenal Under New START Treaty China 
Extends Taiwan Drills Past Sunday Deadline, Says Training Under "Real 
War Conditions" Which Nations Face The Biggest Disruption From China's
Taiwan-Trade-Blockade? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/which-
nations-face-biggest-disruption-chinas-taiwan-trade-blockade China's 
export stop on sand, a resource essential for the manufacturing of 
semiconductors, could prove devastating for countries like the United 
States... The Growing Threat From North Korea Taiwan Says China's 
Drills Are Simulating A Full Attack On The Island 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/taiwan-says-chinas-drills-are-
simulating-full-attack-island Following Pelosi's visit, Chinese media said 
the military will demonstration the "mainland's absolute control over the 
Taiwan question." Anger From Ukraine's Backers After Damning Amnesty
Report Spotlights 'Human Shields'

China Sanctions Pelosi, Halts US Talks Including Military Ties, As Jets 
Breach Taiwan Median Line 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/china-sanctions-pelosi-halts-us-
talks-including-military-ties-jets-breach-taiwan China has begun its 
retaliation against Washington by announcing Friday the cancellation of a
series of meetings with the United States 
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Ballistic Missiles Soar Over Taiwan, "Hundreds" Of PLA Fighters Breach 
Airspace, As 5-Day Drills Commence 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ballistic-missiles-soar-over-
taiwan-hundreds-pla-fighters-breach-airspace-5-day-drills China Summons
US Ambassador Overnight, Says Washington "Must Pay The Price" EOAD 
Are Chinese Tanks Massing On The Shores Of Fujian Because An Invasion
Is Imminent? 8-2-22 We Were Specifically Warned About This Coming War
With China All The Way Back In The 1990 ZH Here Are All The Latest 
Taiwan Headlines https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-
latest-taiwan-headlines All the latest news in the extremely fluid Taiwan 
theater of pre-war. 'US Military Moving Assets', Markets Stall On Reports 
Pelosi To Visit Taiwan Tuesday 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-sink-pelosi-taiwan-headlines 
Pelosi is reportedly expected to land in Taiwan on Tuesday night, and 
meet lawmakers on Wednesday. China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off 
Taiwan With US Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia
Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security 
Advisor China Is Issuing The Same "Red Line" Warnings About Taiwan 
That Russia Issued About Ukraine THE SUN AI predicts last selfie on 
Earth… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-
earth-prediction-tiktok/ EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To 
Absolutely Love It When War With China Erupts 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-industrial-complex-is-
going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-erupts/ ZH Russia Unveils
Large-Scale Military Exercises In East, Signaling Force Strength 
'Unaffected' By Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-
unveils-large-scale-eastern-military-exercises-signaling-force-strength-
unaffected Prior "Vostok" (East) drills included sizable Chinese PLA 
military participation... If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End 
Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm

How A Russian Gas Freeze Would Curtail European GDPs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/how-russian-gas-freeze-would-
curtail-european-gdps ...a complete shut-off from the Russian side would 
have disastrous effects for European economies... Ukraine Moves To 
Criminalize Russian Passport Application there is a lot of Ukrainian blood 
on the red Russian passport [What?] Russia Boasts It's Already Taken 
Out 4 US-Supplied Long Range Rocket Systems Russia Informs Turkey It 
Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa Port Attack It's Official: Russia And 
China Announce "New Global Reserve Currency" 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-22/its-official-russia-and-china-
announce-new-global-reserve-currency And once again no one has 
noticed and no one seems to care. [ Yes, it’s official; NEW WORLD 
ORDER! ]

Pelosi: Pentagon Might Be Worried China Would Shoot Down Her Plane If 
She Visits Taiwan AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant 
Corruption' After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky US "Started" The Ukraine
Crisis, China Says, In Fiercest Official Criticism Yet 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-started-ukraine-crisis-china-
says-fiercest-official-criticism-yet "As the one who started the Ukraine 
crisis & the biggest factor fueling it..." [ Yes...Sadly, that is indisputably 
true; it’s the american way.] Russia Plans 'Annexation Votes' For 
Captured Ukraine Territories By Mid-September: Report Russia Resumes 
Nord Stream Natural Gas Deliveries To Europe "...likely to lead to a 
collective sigh of relief from not just the European gas market, but from 
the wider economy," Russia Declares War Goals Have Expanded After 
West Pumped More Arms Into Ukraine Strengthening Ties With Iran, Putin
Meets With Supreme Leader In Tehran 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/strengthening-ties-iran-putin-
meets-supreme-leader-tehran “Our relations are developing at a good 
pace,” said Putin 

Putin Says Russia Will Honor Gas Commitment But Flows Will Drop As 
Much As 20% Of Capacity Vladimir Putin warned that flows via the Nord 
Stream pipeline could be curbed soon if sanctions prevent additional 
maintenance on its components Russian Military Given Formal Order To 
Target Ukraine's Long-Range Weapons From US 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-issues-formal-order-military-
target-ukraines-long-range-weapons-us Ukraine officials called the 
HIMARS a "game-changer"... [Riiight] Gazprom Declares Force Majeure, 
Will Halt Gas Flows To Germany Indefinitely "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”
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Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
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Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
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like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-sold-120000-burgers-opening-day
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120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
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game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
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for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
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https://twitter.com/alpeia 
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[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

POST: FIRST MOON LANDING
NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 
Fake-NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv

http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm     

Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake Dutch     
'  moon rock  ' revealed   Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon rock 

given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of 
petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon Rock  ' in   
Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at 
Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 

http://news.aol.com/article/moon-rock-in-dutch-museum-is-just/642402
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http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

Al Peia

Riiight...and they haven't been back because...oh yeah, they got rid of 
their Saturn rockets ... and, they were in the past but not in the 
present/future impervious to radiation; ie., van allen belt, etc.. Oh, they 
probably could do it now, arguably; they're working on it. But, of course, 
Mars is quite another thing. The amounts of money for these 
boondoggles/frauds are staggering; yet, pale in comparison to the frauds 
on wall street. YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand 
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act... ].

albertpeia.com 

https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-house-trading-2021-9?fbclid=IwAR09dFVyNoZm5AbSc6RvuLX7_txNfPp6HYV8SBSjQeJPd8_JdRMongZa5Og
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1MzAzNTEyODAzMDY0NDU1XzQ2MjE1NjU2MTk2NTI3OA%3D%3D&__cft__[0]=AZUzCnIb-wZD4OBiRKgibKfqoanC5KXYUOyiE5ihDrzOlvkm7oasBYNz6UFGdx1qg7jGhOOkuzE50zBoUg0SKlxeo7XSnmbdp6XaFGF7zvKJdgLfy1_8zmY04O-FruT1VNfAsw-YnxfMtAJlgHw1mgfZPXMEyEA70ySt3zLU_ZWivHxL7_QKMte-9tS6m4bIXp4&__tn__=R]-R
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Michael W. Lurie
Shame on me. I believed this fraud for most of my life and I should have 
known better in 1969.
Other than Kodak film (and Hasselblad cameras) that could not function 
at lunar temperatures (not to mention the radiation or outgassing in a 
vacuum)
or the total lack of any blast crater
or the lack of rockets on lift-off from the moon
or the sounds heard while on the "lunar" suface
or the laser-ranging which started in 1962
or the waving flags
or the improbable "pressure [space] suits"
or the violations of Newton's 2nd law
or the ridiculously inadequate guidance systems
or the relatively poor special effects (not even CGI)
or the lack of telemetry
or the lack of radiation protection
or the utter quiet of a 140+ decibel engine
or the ludicrous lack of computer power
or the "moon rocks" from....well, petrified wood?
or the "astronauts" dangling from wires
or the Lunar Rover which looks like a Mattel model
....but they did make a full-scale model for 60 million bucks
or the billions in additional funds for "Paperclip"
or the total lack of stars or photos of the sky
or the very suspicious look to the front-screen filming
or the clues in "Eyes Wide Shut" and elsewhere (etc.)
or the incredible effort by NASA and JTRIG to shut down discussion of 
the fraud, and mock those who would expose it....
or (for bonus points) the lack of an airlock on the LEM
Other than that, maybe we really went? The TV told me so.
Al Peia
Michael W. Lurie BRAVO!
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ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

YAHOO Nearly one in three Americans say it may soon be necessary to 
take up arms against the government

https://www.yahoo.com/news/nearly-one-three-americans-may-
202408076.html A majority of Americans say the U.S. government is 
corrupt and almost a third say it may soon be necessary to take up arms 
against it, according to a new poll from the University of Chicago’s 
Institute of Politics. 

DRUDGEREPORT ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms… 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

*Hopes for a mild recession are "delusional," said Nouriel Roubini, the 
economist who called the 2008 financial crisis. 

*He said debt ratios are historically high, while bailouts during the 
pandemic have resulted in "zombie corporations." 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
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mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It 
When War With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-
military-industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-
china-erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]

ZEROHEDGE FBI Likely Did 'Intentionally Undermine' A Congressional 
Probe On Hunter Biden: Senator https://www.zerohedge.com/political/fbi-
likely-did-intentionally-undermine-congressional-probe-hunter-biden-
senator "The FBI can no longer be trusted 

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
The US is in a recession and it’s worse than you think 
https://www.rt.com/business/560011-us-recession-fed-inflation/ 
DRUDGEREPORT 
UN warns humanity 'one miscalculation away from nuclear annihilation'…
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-
danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html 

YAHOO Business 'The market is not the economy' and the July rally in the
stock market was premature, top economist Mohamed El-Erian says 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/market-not-economy-july-rally-
174829466.html El-Erian said a comment by Powell led investors to 
believe rate hikes would likely slow, but that's at odds with what the data
shows.

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]
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ANALYSIS
From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

YAHOO Politics Former FBI official likens Matt Gaetz, Roger Stone, and 
Trump to the Mafia: 'It's a criminal organization' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-fbi-official-likens-matt-
045920601.html 
BUT WAIT: “There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

China Has Established A “Blockade” Around Taiwan And Plans To Shoot 
Missiles Directly Over The Island     
http://endoftheamericandream.com/china-has-established-a-blockade-
around-taiwan-and-plans-to-shoot-missiles-directly-over-the-island/     

Insiders Are Dumping The Most Stocks Since January As Retail Buying-
Panic Re-Emerges
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/insiders-are-dumping-most-stocks-
january-retail-buying-panic-re-emerges     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[DUH! Of course that’s true; but, that’s the reality of criminal america.] 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]
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'All the data points currently align with a cover-up' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-pentagon-secret-service-texts-
deleted-cover-up-accusations-170030306.html The House Jan. 6 
committee is scrutinizing evidence of information erased, wiped, deleted 
and otherwise obscured by former members of the Trump administration. 

SOP Standard Operating Procedure-That’s my experience 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[DUH! Of course that’s true; but, that’s the reality of criminal america.] 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-ukraine-war
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10934571/Oregon-Citys-mayoral-candidate-says-homeless-Japanese-style-pods-overdoses-rise.html
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Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
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and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg


the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

Al Peia
DRUDGEREPORT Top 10 best places to live in world…USA not on list... 
https://www.cnbc.com/.../global-liveability-index-2022... Here’s the rest of 
the top 10 best places to live
1. Vienna, Austria
2. Copenhagen, Denmark
3. Zurich, Switzerland
4. Calgary, Canada
5. Vancouver, Canada
6. Geneva, Switzerland
7. Frankfurt, Germany
8. Toronto, Canada
9. Amsterdam, Netherlands
10. Osaka, Japan and Melbourne, Australia (tie)

Susan Edelman Blank
Al Peia I’ll take any one of those!

Al Peia
Even just a decade ago, who would have thought america would have 
fallen so far, so fast. Careful what you say, we're getting near the 
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desperate phase (not worth it - ask the Kennedy's). Doctor Peter referred 
to you as "a warrior". A compliment, to be sure; but, for you and your 
family, not worth it. This guy's really good, worth a look 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=crCGYeo0PBE

YOUTUBE.COM
BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER https://secure.sjuggerudtruewealth.com/?
cid=MKT650099&eid=MKT657482&channel=102120d0fc4158ded364c744
bc11a4&assetId=AST254109&page=1&fbclid=IwAR0pC2C2-J2V-
ZloWSAW8WX2VLqM3fha3zWL-69BnuumFAH72QortG6rbEY 

BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 
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https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

CNN Murdoch's New York Post dumps Trump, calling him 'unworthy to be 
chief executive again'

MSNBC Joe: Trump's biggest enablers were begging him to stop. How is 
he not already in jail? Morning Joe

Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
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States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 
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EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
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harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”
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CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky [ america’s kind of 
place! ]

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
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be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
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post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
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gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
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running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/spx
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/comp
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/djia
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/bear-market-stocks-whats-next-51655150790?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-panel-says-evidence-173305500.html


such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It When War 
With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-
industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-
erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]
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THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 

https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/10/fired-fox-news-editor-chris-stirewalt-to-testify-at-jan-6-riot-committee-hearing.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/media/3519284-nearly-20m-watched-jan-6-hearing-nielsen
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-calls-deadly-insurrection-greatest-193328621.html
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UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 
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https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 
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ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 

https://www.facebook.com/susan.blank?__cft__[0]=AZVGvhjiSxGnjWz-LN1hLrt-aZERuH0PnG03UnsNEqhUcmu8tji41KXA8gSPX1OdMtaxPYgX5zHqHLdFB47IYBha_VhuUIONFV7lhrhbMfxB3fUSiPJAMdbT-Ekkqx2RcIH6jVbHjnRdnwyLewnxvu_HCG_Le8GADYmNiVTogj9heg&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
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AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
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DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

YAHOO We are seeing evidence that Donald Trump committed treason. 
Where is Merrick Garland? https://www.yahoo.com/news/seeing-evidence-
donald-trump-committed-100000305.html How many more Republican 
former officials have to come forward for the attorney general to act? 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com
8-10-22
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Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy 
in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because 
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the
RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh
Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard 
declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
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Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
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(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;



(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
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AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE Goldman Jumps As Traders Spark Q2 Revenue Beat But 
Total Earnings Plunge 47% Amid Major Investment Losses 
DRUDGE Hope for depositors dwindles as crypto lender files for 
bankruptcy... Crypto Takes New Hit as Thousands of SOLANA Wallets 
Hacked… YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-
senate-house-trading-2021-9 ]. Pelosi 'Appears To Have Taken Advantage'
Of Inside Information: Former Dallas Fed Chief Fisher Artificial Wealth Vs 
GDP: Why Earnings & The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
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hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/4-million-americans-priced-out-home-rents-rise-significantly-home-loan
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/4-million-americans-priced-out-home-rents-rise-significantly-home-loan
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-2007-foreign-buyers-flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-2007-foreign-buyers-flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-2007-foreign-buyers-flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/funds-sell-oil-fastest-rate-15-weeks-economic-outlook-worsens
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-coming-fed-hikes-rates
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-hold-your-seats


official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT How many animal species (including people)     have   
caught Covid? 

https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2022/08/05/1114357154/how-
many-animal-species-have-caught-covid-first-global-tracker-has-partial-
answe 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths near/exceed 2021 
numbers]
115,635 AUG 09 2022
116,407 AUG 09 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
507 AUG 09 2022
553 AUG 09 2021 
How Pandemic Changed Americans' Health for Worse… 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-covid-19-pandemic-changed-
americans-health-for-the-worse-11659260165 Heart disease and drug 
overdoses are among afflictions exacting a higher toll than before [ More 
than 1 million; 350 per day ]
More cities mull indoor masking… Indoor mask rules expected next week 
as L.A. virus wave worsens... Fauci Annual Pension Payout Exceeds 
POTUS Salary… Republicans plot Fauci probe… [Incompetent, greedy 
guinea] Covid Rises Across USA Amid Muted Warnings and Murky Data… 
WHO: Covid triples across Europe; Hospitalizations double... MONKEYPOX
PANDEMIC? WHO TO RECONVENE Most Americans Now in Areas With 
High Virus Levels… Deaths in LA rising as ultra-contagious subva  riants   
spread… https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-
covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 'Several hundred 
thousand' new covid cases a day NOT reported; Hospitalizations 
climbing... https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-
thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-
keep-climbing-11657298622 

DALLAS TURNS HOTSPOT... 
New variant 'Centaurus' detected... 
Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 20% effective 

https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/as-the-ba5-variant-spreads-the-risk-of-coronavirus-reinfection-grows/ar-AAZpFDy
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5814174/new-covid-variant-centaurus-detected-uk/
https://www.dallasnews.com/news/2022/07/19/three-things-to-know-about-the-highly-contagious-covid-19-variant-spreading-right-now/
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/most-of-u-s-population-now-in-areas-with-high-covid-19-levels-as-ba-5-subvariant-spreads-11657923100
https://www.wsj.com/articles/most-of-u-s-population-now-in-areas-with-high-covid-19-levels-as-ba-5-subvariant-spreads-11657923100
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220714-who-to-reconvene-monkeypox-emergency-panel-on-july-21
https://news.yahoo.com/shocking-monkeypox-screw-means-admit-030643200.html
https://news.yahoo.com/shocking-monkeypox-screw-means-admit-030643200.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-united-nations-world-organization-06bccc307fa13d428e59babf4b9d8403
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/18/covid-rises-across-u-s-amid-muted-warnings-and-murky-data/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3571232-gop-plots-fauci-probe-after-midterms/
https://openthebooks.substack.com/p/dr-faucis-retirement-pension-414667
https://openthebooks.substack.com/p/dr-faucis-retirement-pension-414667
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/la-county-mask-mandate-likely-a-week-away-as-covid-cases-keep-climbing/ar-AAZPrHB
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/la-county-mask-mandate-likely-a-week-away-as-covid-cases-keep-climbing/ar-AAZPrHB
https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/25/politics/covid-19-mask-mandates/index.html
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after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at 
Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as 
Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... Ultra-
contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 

UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

DRUDGEREPORT GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP 
[ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is being 
painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal that he 
is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists and you have 
trump. The pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without 
empathy or decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the 

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-says-mar-lago-home-was-raided-large-group-fbi-agents-rcna42133
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/10/trump-says-he-refused-to-answer-ny-attorney-generals-questions-in-probe-of-his-business.html
https://theintercept.com/2022/08/09/trump-fbi-raid-al-capone/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10929687/Germany-considers-making-mask-wearing-COMPULSORY-October-March-public-places.html
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-709799
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
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https://www.the-sun.com/health/5682058/urgent-warning-anyone-attending-mass-gatherings-weekend/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/monkeypox-town-hall-new-york
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5674230/uk-covid-cases-heading-for-record-high-zoe/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.yahoo.com/now/covid-could-screw-worse-reinfection-084337273.html
https://www.studyfinds.org/covid-19-meat-in-freezer-weeks/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/08/ba5-become-this-summers-subvariant
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/macao-shutter-casinos-week-covid-19-outbreak-86545719
https://news.yahoo.com/macau-locks-down-landmark-lisboa-011323085.html
https://news.yahoo.com/macau-locks-down-landmark-lisboa-011323085.html
https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says
https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/nyc-neighborhoods-top-25-covid-positivity-as-new-cases-surge-again/3764698/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/


greater fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk 
hero. He spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 
duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]

FBI search of Mar-a-Lago helps show how probe of Trump documents has
changed The Washington Post

Hillary Clinton promotes 'But Her Emails' merch after FBI search of 
Trump's Mar-a-Lago Yahoo News Let’s not forget the clintons, bush, et 
als; but, that’s no get out of jail free card for trump. 
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm obama/holder/biden ... Remember 
those guys? [To be fair and balanced, there’s also the 
bush/cheney/paulsen axis of evildoing/war
crimes/fraud in the factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at its most
despicable. Eric Holder spent six years as attorney general, and failed to
prosecute banks for their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank executives
behind bars. Now, he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar criminal defense
firm, making millions each year helping Wall Street bankers avoid
criminal consequences. Worse, it was just reported that the firm,

Covington & Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor corner office for Holder
awaiting his return. Combined with Holder’s purchase a year ago of a $1.5
million condo just 300 feet from his new office raises serious questions
about how long Holder knew he would be getting a major payday from his
old firm even while it continued to represent companies under
Department of Justice investigation. If the firm and Holder agreed on a
future job offer, that alone could violate criminal laws. ...”] NY Times
Finds Obama's "Most Precise Air Campaign In History" Killed Thousands
Of Civilians Previously hidden Pentagon documents show thousands of
civilian deaths in Iraq & Syria, including children.

http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMJ7zkwswh46pAw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEKXRpfQvgSN5P1-iz9Wbsi4qGQgEKhAIACoHCAownvOTCzCHjqkDMLa6lAc?uo=CAUiYmh0dHBzOi8vbmV3cy55YWhvby5jb20vaGlsbGFyeS1jbGludG9uLXRydW1wLWZiaS1yYWlkLW1hci1hLWxhZ28tYnV0LWhlci1lbWFpbHMtaGF0LTE4MzczMTAzNi5odG1s0gEA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEKXRpfQvgSN5P1-iz9Wbsi4qGQgEKhAIACoHCAownvOTCzCHjqkDMLa6lAc?uo=CAUiYmh0dHBzOi8vbmV3cy55YWhvby5jb20vaGlsbGFyeS1jbGludG9uLXRydW1wLWZiaS1yYWlkLW1hci1hLWxhZ28tYnV0LWhlci1lbWFpbHMtaGF0LTE4MzczMTAzNi5odG1s0gEA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMI7UlAowt9F0?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEAGnVAMpVk_shlrOiNpQf5cqGAgEKg8IACoHCAowjtSUCjC30XQwzqe5AQ?uo=CAUiWGh0dHBzOi8vd3d3Lndhc2hpbmd0b25wb3N0LmNvbS9uYXRpb25hbC1zZWN1cml0eS8yMDIyLzA4LzA5L3RydW1wLWZiaS1zZWFyY2gtbWFyLWEtbGFnby_SAQA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEAGnVAMpVk_shlrOiNpQf5cqGAgEKg8IACoHCAowjtSUCjC30XQwzqe5AQ?uo=CAUiWGh0dHBzOi8vd3d3Lndhc2hpbmd0b25wb3N0LmNvbS9uYXRpb25hbC1zZWN1cml0eS8yMDIyLzA4LzA5L3RydW1wLWZiaS1zZWFyY2gtbWFyLWEtbGFnby_SAQA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11093449/FBI-agents-raid-Mar-Lago-Trump-says-home-siege-agents.html
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/aug/8/mar-lago-raided-fbi-agents-donald-trump-says/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw


DRUDGEREPORT GOING DOWN LIKE CAPONE? THE DON PLEADS FIFTH 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw FBI RAIDS TRUMP 
[ Better late than never! ] [It truly is amazing to me that trump is being 
painted as something other than the mentally ill mobster/criminal that he 
is. Take every stereotypical mobster/mindset that exists and you have 
trump. The pathological liar whose lies know no bounds. Without empathy
or decency this malignant narcissist trump is embraced by the greater 
fools/criminals/mentally ill as some kind of folksy f***d up folk hero. He 
spits on them and theirs … privately. Even military men seem 
duped/conned into believing he’s for them. Facts and reality reveal a 
different story for this criminal/conman/grifter whose time to pay the 
piper has finally arrived.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=K9ernOuKUOw 
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 
future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]
AGENTS CRACK SAFE
WAS THERE A RAT? 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-
says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html 

The Don Under Intense Legal Scrutiny...
WAS THERE A RAT?
Padlocked basement full of documents...
10 BOXES TAKEN… 
Judge linked to Jeffrey Epstein...
Disqualified from holding office ever again? Code on records could bar 
him...
MCCARTHY: It's about Jan. 6...
CHRISTIE: 'Fair game'...
Biden Learned of It From Media, White House Says...
Republicans vow revenge on FBI, Garland...
Supporters Call for Civil War...
Push for police to be defunded...
Kerik Predicts Trump Assassination... 

Agent With Machine Gun Outside Of Compound...

https://radaronline.com/p/donald-trump-mar-a-lago-first-photo-fbi-raid-agent-machine-gun/
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/bernard-kerik-says-democrats-may-try-to-orchestrate-trumps-assassination-after-fbi-raid/
https://www.vice.com/en/article/xgywzd/republicans-defund-the-fbi
https://www.vice.com/en/article/5d39zq/trump-supporters-civil-war-fbi-search-mar-a-lago
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11093665/Republicans-vow-revenge-FBI-response-rogue-behavior-raids-Trumps-Mar-Lago.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/biden-learned-of-trump-raid-from-media-reports-white-house-says/ar-AA10ulUb
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/09/christie-calls-mar-a-lago-search-fair-game-00050518
https://nypost.com/2022/08/09/trump-raid-not-about-classified-documents-its-about-jan-6/
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-disqualified-holding-office-lawyer-us-code-fbi-raid
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-disqualified-holding-office-lawyer-us-code-fbi-raid
https://nypost.com/2022/08/09/judge-who-approved-fbi-raid-on-mar-a-lago-once-linked-to-jeffrey-epstein/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/fbi-search-of-trumps-florida-home-mar-a-lago-is-criticized-by-republicans-11660049490
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095261/Trump-fbi-raid-records-timeline.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-under-intense-legal-scrutiny-after-fbi-searches-mar-a-lago/ar-AA10sx88
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://apnews.com/article/donald-trump-mar-a-lago-government-and-politics-9e8d683afe87389407950af7ccfdbdd6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11093449/FBI-agents-raid-Mar-Lago-Trump-says-home-siege-agents.html
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/aug/8/mar-lago-raided-fbi-agents-donald-trump-says/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-says-mar-lago-home-was-raided-large-group-fbi-agents-rcna42133
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ernOuKUOw
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/10/trump-says-he-refused-to-answer-ny-attorney-generals-questions-in-probe-of-his-business.html
https://theintercept.com/2022/08/09/trump-fbi-raid-al-capone/


Supporters Call for Civil War... 

Last crisis, Beijing outmatched. Not now… 
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-
crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560 

White House summons Chinese ambassador as crisis escalates...
Simulating Attack on Island... 'Sinking American warships'...
Tells USA: Can't 'treat countries like George Floyd'...
Xi Builds Security Fortress...
Does Beijing Have Own Space Plane?
Pentagon chiefs calls go unanswered...
Top Taiwan Missile Official Found Dead in Hotel Room...
Fears Japan on front line...
UN chief warns in Hiroshima… 
APPLE Bends Knee on Label Demands…

China conducts missile strikes in Taiwan Strait... Smoke trails fill sky...
Carrier group moved towards island...
'Western powers can no longer run amok'...
Pentagon delays another test...
USS Ronald Reagan remains in region...
Expert warns 'Pearl Harbor-style attack'... 
How Far Will Xi Go?
Cuts ties with USA...
The Coming War...
Taipei Urgent Fighter Pilot Shortage...
Battle or Surrender: Generational Divide on Threat... 

JULY JOBS BLOWOUT: PAYROLLS INCREASE 528K… 
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE FALLS TO 3.5%...  'It is WHOPPER!'   
Gas prices drop 50 straight days... 
Musk Declares Inflation Past Peak...Sees 'mild recession' for 18 months… 

Powell pummeled from all sides... Home Sellers Cut Prices... 

BUST: More Americans Going Hungry…
Household Debt Surpasses $16 Trillion… 
RECESSION 2022: Americans Buying More Essentials at Dollar Stores... 
Dollar-Store Dinners and Vats of Shampoo… 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/us-household-debt-surpasses-16-150000549.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/04/more-americans-are-going-hungry-and-it-costs-more-to-feed-them/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/home-sellers-cut-prices-as-housing-market-cools-11659671674
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/05/fed-powell-rate-hikes-00049561
https://news.yahoo.com/elon-musk-predicts-us-mild-234254035.html
https://news.yahoo.com/elon-musk-predicts-us-mild-234254035.html
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/gas-prices-tumble-at-fastest-rate-in-over-a-decade
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/it-is-a-whopper-cnbcs-rick-santelli-stunned-by-july-jobs-report-that-more-than-doubled-expectations/
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-united-states-economy-unemployment-4895f1aa41fbe904400df8261446b737
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/05/jobs-report-july-2022-528000.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/05/fight-or-surrender-taiwans-generational-divide-on-chinas-threats/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/taiwan-faces-urgent-fighter-pilot-123340764.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-coming-war-over-taiwan-11659614417
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-china-asia-beijing-b252479810add6a225fa1e4a6d441983
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/pelosi-taiwan-visit-china-united-states-relationship-future-rcna41098
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5935484/china-pearl-harbor-attack-taiwan/
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/04/china-taiwan-missile-aircraft-00049925
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11081935/Pentagon-DELAYS-intercontinental-ballistic-missile-test-avoid-angering-China.html
https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-08-04/ugly-shameless-evil-china-blasts-g-7-eu-attempts-to-deescalate-taiwan-crisis
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5929070/china-taiwan-airspace-aircraft-missiles/
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/all-out-war-fears-as-china-launches-missiles-directly-over-taiwan-smoke-trails-fill-sky/ar-AA10ipb2
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-asia-navy-china-air-force-4bd08ab9ecd2a9f7d450cf61618d28af
https://www.mediaite.com/tech/apple-bends-the-knee-warning-suppliers-shipping-from-taiwan-to-strictly-obey-chinas-label-demands-after-pelosi-visit/
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/asia/nuclear-weapons-loaded-gun-un-chief-warns-hiroshima-2863491
https://www.npr.org/2022/08/05/1115384641/japan-taiwan-china-yonaguni-island
https://www.newsweek.com/taiwan-missile-official-found-dead-hotel-room-after-heart-attack-ou-yang-li-hsing-1731492
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/05/pentagon-china-calls-taiwan-00050175
https://www.19fortyfive.com/2022/08/the-air-force-would-freak-out-does-china-have-its-very-own-x-37b-space-plane/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/06/in-turbulent-times-xi-builds-a-security-fortress-for-china-and-himself/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11083987/China-SANCTIONS-Nancy-Pelosi-family-vicious-provocative-visit-Taiwan.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5942632/china-sink-us-aircraft-carriers-hypersonic/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/taiwan-says-china-simulating-attack-035002189.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/white-house-summons-chinese-ambassador-as-crisis-escalates/ar-AA10kAmc
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560
https://www.vice.com/en/article/5d39zq/trump-supporters-civil-war-fbi-search-mar-a-lago


61% now living paycheck to paycheck... 
Inflation Everywhere -- Even Commercials... 
Home prices cooling at record pace...
ORACLE layoffs... 

UN warns humanity 'one miscalculation away from nuclear annihilation'…
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-
danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html 
US Aircraft Carrier, Amphibious Assault Ships Operating Near Taiwan... 
PUTIN: USA MAIN THREAT TO RUSSIA [ Truth be told, USA MAIN THREAT
TO RUSSIA, CHINA, USA, WORLD ] 
CNN: SHE'S GOING 
CHINA MILITARY WARNING 
TAIWAN READIES FOR CONFLICT 
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-
leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war 

Midterm Misery for Biden? Key Economy Gauge Flags 30-Seat Loss... 
Corporations on front lines say cracks forming... https://www.msn.com/en-
us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-
cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc In Silicon Valley, profits at tech 
companies like Google and Apple generally beat expectations, but 
executives said there are signs of some niche slowing in consumer 
spending. Consumer products giant Procter & Gamble said it is expecting
a tougher 2023, although it’s still raising prices. Mastercard said 
spending was steady among the wealthy, but slowing among lower-
income customers 

DRUDGEREPORT World's biggest cat a 'gentle giant'… 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-
tall-27707476 Top 10 best places to live in world…USA not on list... 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-
worst-places-to-live.html Here’s the rest of the top 10 best places to live

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-tall-27707476
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-tall-27707476
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-biggest-cat-stands-tall-27707476
https://www.pginvestor.com/financial-reporting/press-releases/news-details/2022/PG-Announces-Fourth-Quarter-and-Fiscal-Year-2022-Results/default.aspx
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/midterm-misery-biden-key-economy-111529922.html
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://news.yahoo.com/china-warns-military-not-sit-075623828.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/01/politics/nancy-pelosi-taiwan-visit/index.html
https://www.yahoo.com/video/putin-says-russian-navy-hypersonic-084124580.html
https://news.usni.org/2022/08/01/carrier-uss-ronald-reagan-two-f-35b-big-decks-operating-near-taiwan-as-pelosi-arrives-in-singapore-china-renews-threats
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/oracle-starts-job-cuts-in-u.s.-the-information
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/home-prices-cooled-at-record-pace-in-june-according-to-housing-data-firm.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/inflation-is-everywhereeven-in-tv-commercials-11659351601
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/as-inflation-surges-more-americans-are-living-paycheck-to-paycheck.html


41.Vienna, Austria
42.Copenhagen, Denmark
43.Zurich, Switzerland
44.Calgary, Canada
45.Vancouver, Canada
46.Geneva, Switzerland
47.Frankfurt, Germany
48.Toronto, Canada
49.Amsterdam, Netherlands
50.Osaka, Japan and Melbourne, Australia (tie)

Danger ahead...Economy has yet to face biggest recession challenge... 
‘The 2-year Treasury note yield exceeded that of the 10-year note by the 
highest margin in about 22 years Friday afternoon. That phenomenon, 
known as an inverted yield curve, has been a telltale recession sign 
particularly when it goes on for an extended period of time. In the present
case, the inversion has been in place since early July’ 
Restaurants, Bars, Hotels STILL Don't Have Enough Workers... 
Credit-card debt soaring... 

INFLATION NOW HIGHEST SINCE 1982...
Retail's 'Dark Side': Inventory Piles Up... 
White House insists economy strong as allies grow uneasy about Fed...
Yellen denies recession...
Inflation highest since 1982... 
Big Tech Results Spotlight Breadth of Upheaval... 
RECESSION 2022 
GDP 2ND STRAIGHT QUARTERLY DROP 
Yield curve flashing more warning signs of risks ahead...
FED HIKES AGAIN... MORE TO COME...
VOX layoffs; Tech firms tighten belts...
FACEBOOK First Ever Revenue Drop...
COMCAST Broadband Growth Grinds to Halt...
BEST BUY latest retailer to cut outlook...
100 Wealthiest Americans Lose $622 Billion Since November... 

WORLD'S BIGGEST CONSUMER NAMES ANNOUNCE SOARING PRICE 
INCREASES... 
Inflation hits bodega favorite: Bacon, egg and cheese... 
Half Americans fall deeper in debt...

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/nearly-half-of-americans-fall-deeper-in-debt-as-inflation-boosts-costs.html
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-new-york-prices-bd26a709a13cbccce503b2e986301edb
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://bnanews102.bna.com/daily-tax-report/the-100-wealthiest-americans-lost-622-billion-since-november
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/best-buys-shares-fall-10percent-as-it-cuts-its-forecast-for-second-quarter-cites-weaker-demand.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/comcast-earnings-2q-2022.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/meta-facebook-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658883684
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/27/vox-media-layoffs-economic-uncertainty
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11054989/Fed-rate-hike-Central-bank-raises-key-rate-0-75-points.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/fed-decision-july-2022-.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/analysis-u-yield-curve-flashing-211417380.html
https://apnews.com/article/united-states-economy-economic-growth-government-and-politics-4ffd93331422cb131a974223dad5825f
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/gdp-q2-.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/from-apple-to-microsoft-big-tech-results-spotlight-breadth-of-economic-upheaval-11659094604
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/yellen-says-the-economy-is-not-in-a-recession-despite-gdp-slump.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/white-house-insists-economy-is-strong-as-allies-grow-uneasy-about-fed/ar-AA105XbV
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/30/retails-dark-side-as-inventory-piles-up-liquidation-warehouses-are-busy/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.axios.com/2022/08/06/inflation-recession-credit-card-debt
https://www.wsj.com/articles/restaurants-bars-and-hotels-keep-hiring-and-say-they-still-dont-have-enough-people-11659734572
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/05/danger-ahead-the-us-economy-has-yet-to-face-its-biggest-recession-challenge.html


SHOPIFY cuts staff; Tech firms tighten belts ...
GOOGLE Growth Slows as Pressures Mount on Ad Market...
$9.4 Trillion Results Day Looms in Test for Stock Market...
Pending home sales fall 20%... 
Economist: Prices to Plunge… 
Fed Readies Largest Rate Hikes Since Volcker... Developing... 

Difficulty Paying Bills Tops Pandemic High...
Inflation Altering Shopping Habits...
Fed set for ANOTHER big rate hike...
WALMART cuts outlook...
ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms... 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

2 Americans dead in Donbas… Apocalyptic vision behind Putin 'golden 
billion' argument… [ From my direct observation and experience, 
pervasively mentally ill, corrupt, criminal america is indisputably the 
globally destructive bad guy. That is so ab initio! ]
U.S., allies weigh providing Ukraine fighter jets to counter Russia… 
Putin 'too healthy' says CIA chief... https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-
putin-health/ “Ukrainian, US, and British would-be media professionals 
have been spreading bogus stories about the president’s health condition
in recent months. This is all hoax,” he said. 
Ukraine graft concerns resurface as war goes on... China threatens 
'strong measures' if Pelosi visits Taiwan… Looming Gas Crunch Poses 
'Historic Test' for Europe, IEA Says… Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With 
Iran, Turkey in Rare Trip Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More 
Aggressive Phase of Ukraine War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... 
China satellite swarms hunt down and destroy enemy targets… Russia 
building laser weapon to disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke
attack preparedness PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts 
photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as 
pipeline from Russia shuts off… Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to 
citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/russian-doomsday-submarine-armed-nuclear-drones-service
https://news.yahoo.com/relentless-russian-shelling-east-ukraine-073615708.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-pleads-weapons-war-spotlight-043837619.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/07/16/russia-ukraine-war-putin-news-live-updates/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-zelenskyy-government-and-politics-494af1bc0145fb2d16c76b0abf3f5cda
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.euronews.com/2022/07/21/vladimir-putin-entirely-too-healthy-says-cia-chief
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/us-allies-weigh-providing-ukraine-fighter-jets-to-counter-russia/ar-AAZNC4L
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://thehill.com/policy/international/russia/3571651-two-americans-dead-in-donbas-region-of-ukraine/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://news.yahoo.com/walmart-cuts-profit-outlook-inflation-204311068.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fed-inflict-more-pain-economy-130000297.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/26/more-signs-emerge-that-inflation-is-altering-shopping-habits/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/difficulty-paying-bills-tops-pandemic-191151129.html
https://ca.news.yahoo.com/fed-readies-largest-rate-hikes-100116313.html
https://nypost.com/2022/07/26/us-home-prices-to-plunge-substantially-on-cratering-demand/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/pending-home-sales-fell-20percent-in-june-versus-a-year-earlier-as-mortgage-rates-soared.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/9-4-trillion-results-day-075131597.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-alphabet-googl-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658802135
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/shopify-sinks-12percent-after-company-plans-to-lay-off-10percent-of-workers.html


Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx


SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 

https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html


Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-

https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-companies-start-to-rescind-job-offers-11655865283
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/abortion-ruling-highlights-diverging-paths-of-justices-john-roberts-samuel-alito-11656149400
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237


strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

HISTORY Here are notable past Taiwan Headlines 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-
headlines ...news in the extremely fluid Taiwan theater of pre-war. 

SOME POSTED REACTIONS TO PELOSI TAIWAN VISIT:

the ho is in taiwan china bluffed.... 

D o n 't  a l l o w  t h a t  h a g  t o  i n t e r f e r e  w i t h  y o u r  s o v e r e i g n t y . 

T h e s e  w e s t e r n  b a s t a r d s  M U S T  b e  p u t  i n  t h e i r  p l a c e . 

Let her land, then arrest her. That should wipe the smirk off of the 
Democrats, and Republican's faces. 

Neocons are mad dogs 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/07/04/recession-talk-surges-in-washington-00043818
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/stimulus-checks-rewired-how-some-americans-see-money.html
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2022/06/17/bidens-america-sriracha-peanut-butter-latest-items-short-supply/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/travel/news/americans-are-starting-to-pull-back-on-travel-and-restaurants/ar-AAYBEka
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-sinks-below-20000-as-crypto-meltdown-intensifies.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-price-drops-below-18600-as-sell-off-accelerates.html
https://theankler.com/p/pod-hollywoods-economic-armageddon#details
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/once-feted-for-pandemic-heroics-worlds-central-banks-now-face-an-uneasy-crowd-0
https://news.yahoo.com/shock-swiss-rate-hike-sets-015937838.html
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/20/politics/supreme-court-june-preview/index.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html


I'm sure they booked her a room with a broom closet. 

Pelosi looks like a witch from hades. Set a couple dozen drones against 
her plane path and see if they collide. If successful call it a good day. 

American gangsters do not stop their bullying, they must be stopped at 
all costs. 

Hope the old wrinkle gets it. One says that wisdom grows with age but 
there seem to be exceptions. Mainly in the USA. 

USA would very much like to start another proxy war without any risk for 
their people and military.
But will the Taiwanese prove foolish enough to sacrifice themselves by 
doing a favour to the puppet master? 

Will she be handing out cookies? 

I hope that China blows her plane out the sky. 

really wish china follows through with shooting down this thing's plane 

She looks like Vomit 

Who said Medusah was a fantasy, one look at Pelosi and you will be 
vaporized or wish you had !

this is just being done by a power hungry very old senile hag, saying Look
at Me! 

Yes, I'll go with Pelosi is grandstanding to draw attention away from her 
personal corruption scandal. 

witch 

Crazy , corrupt Nancy is not worth a war in any way, shape, or form . This
is insane! 

This isn't going to end well... 



China accuses US of provocation 

Russia stands in 'absolute solidarity' with China – Kremlin 

The New Age Of Orwellianism https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-
age-orwellianism Remarkably, it is the same ideologues who are eager to
change the well-accepted definitions of “recession” and “inflation” who 
remain perplexed as to what exactly a “woman” is.

DRUDGEREPORT US-China ties on precipice after Pelosi visit to Taiwan...
'AMERICAN WITCH'...
On Internet, Fury Turns to Frustration...
Beijing fires missiles, encircles island...
Demonstrates ability to blockade in war... 

ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security 
Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]

ZELENSKY DRAGGED OVER VOGUE SHOOT... Russia To Quit Space 
Station… Will build rival… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-
to-quit-international-space-station-2024/ Kremlin to keep up gas squeeze 
on Europe... 

USA Leads Globally in Known Monkeypox Cases… More than 85% of 
Americans experience temps above 90… Extinction threat may be 

https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/23/weather/us-extreme-heat-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/23/weather/us-extreme-heat-saturday/index.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-leads-globally-in-most-known-monkeypox-cases-cdc-says-11658835623
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/kremlin-keep-gas-squeeze-europe-130034112.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/kremlin-keep-gas-squeeze-europe-130034112.html
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-to-quit-international-space-station-2024/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-to-quit-international-space-station-2024/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-to-quit-international-space-station-2024/
https://www.ndtv.com/world-news/russia-to-quit-international-space-station-after-2024-news-agency-afp-quoting-official-3195166
https://www.ndtv.com/world-news/russia-to-quit-international-space-station-after-2024-news-agency-afp-quoting-official-3195166
https://www.tmz.com/2022/07/27/ukraine-president-volodymyr-zelensky-dragged-vogue-cover-shoot/
https://openai.com/blog/dall-e/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-prediction-tiktok/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-prediction-tiktok/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-prediction-tiktok/
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/nuclear-war-threat-higher-cold-war-uk-national-security-advisor
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/nuclear-war-threat-higher-cold-war-uk-national-security-advisor
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/defense-national-security/surrounded-in-live-fire-exercises-china-demonstrates-the-ability-to-blockade-taiwan-in-the-event-of-war
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/asia/china-taiwan-military-exercises-intl-hnk-ml/index.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/on-chinas-internet-fury-at-pelosis-visit-to-taiwan-turns-to-frustration-11659610844
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/how-taiwan-reacted-to-pelosi-s-visit-from-welcome-to-american-witch/ar-AA10gHee
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-asia-beijing-china-taipei-430ee6c9e64c2695057bfcbab4ba3bc4
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-age-orwellianism
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-age-orwellianism
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-age-orwellianism
https://www.rt.com/news/560065-russia-pelosi-taiwan-visit/
https://www.rt.com/news/560075-china-us-taiwan-provocation/


greater than previously thought, new global study finds… 
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-
greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/ The global 
extinction crisis underway may be more intense than previously thought 
as humans continue to tear up land, overuse certain resources and heat 
up the planet...Nearly one in three species of all kinds — 30% — face 
global extinction or have been driven to extinction since the year 1500, 
according to the new survey published in the journal "Frontiers in Ecology
and the Environment."

DRUDGE Earth records shortest day ever; Planet 'spinning faster'... 

GOOGLE NEWS *Scientists baffled as Earth spins faster than usual New 
York Post 
*Gravitas: Earth just completed a rotation in less than 24 hours! WION 
*NASA warns of horrific solar flares! Earth will be impacted HT Tech
*NASA Records Huge Flare From New, Active Region Emerging on Sun's 
Surface Newsweek

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 
ROGAN CALLS TRUMP MAN BABY; SAYS WAS ON DRUGS IN WHITE 
HOUSE...  FLASHBACK: THE HIGHEST OFFICE; ADDERALL JUNKIE...   
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office [trump the 
adderall/blow man baby] NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 
9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS

https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-prices-consumer-74e1a5c9bced40460e4079f62e980095
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/economy/inflation-producer-index-june-near-highest-record
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https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMJK_nQswo8m1Aw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiENIvLS6mC4NCOM99I0ypemcqGQgEKhAIACoHCAowkr-dCzCjybUDMISBlgc?uo=CAUieGh0dHBzOi8vdGVjaC5oaW5kdXN0YW50aW1lcy5jb20vdGVjaC9uZXdzL25hc2Etd2FybnMtb2YtaG9ycmlmaWMtc29sYXItZmxhcmVzLWVhcnRoLXdpbGwtYmUtaW1wYWN0ZWQtNzE2NTkyNzY1NTU2MDEuaHRtbNIBAA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CCAiC0QyclV0cDdnM21zmAEB?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMISviwIw-Mks?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEP8p2r3urbAK6lTOd9b1UPEqGAgEKg8IACoHCAowhK-LAjD4ySwwu9a0BQ?uo=CAUiUmh0dHBzOi8vbnlwb3N0LmNvbS8yMDIyLzA4LzAxL3NjaWVudGlzdHMtYmFmZmxlZC1hcy1lYXJ0aC1zcGlucy1mYXN0ZXItdGhhbi11c3VhbC_SAQA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5903038/earth-shortest-day-spinning-fast/
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/
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JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/editorials/trump-proven-unfit-for-power-again
https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/biden-approval-rating/
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/3543867-71-percent-dont-want-biden-to-run-for-reelection-poll/
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https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.mediaite.com/news/mitt-romney-calls-out-americas-national-malady-of-denial-warns-that-a-return-to-trump-would-render-it-incurable/
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https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2022/07/09/trump_elon_musk_is_a_bullshit_artist.html
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2022/07/09/trump_elon_musk_is_a_bullshit_artist.html
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5739130/elon-musk-twitter-sun-valley/
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/twitter-announces-mass-layoffs-17291249.php
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/12/half-of-g-o-p-voters-ready-to-leave-trump-behind-poll-finds/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/12/half-of-g-o-p-voters-ready-to-leave-trump-behind-poll-finds/
https://www.yahoo.com/news/musk-says-time-trump-sail-181049723.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/musk-says-time-trump-sail-181049723.html
https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/
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https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/bonds-slump-inflation-surge-fuels-130720879.html


SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/23/russia-crimps-gas-flows-just-as-europe-races-to-stock-up-for-winter/
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel
https://www.ajc.com/politics/breaking-kemp-to-testify-in-fulton-co-trump-probe/PXZ4ZEMJRJCSTCJJBYVU6IK7EU/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/justice-department-raids-home-of-former-doj-official-at-center-of-jan-6-panel-s-investigation/ar-AAYNmvR
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/jan-6-committee-doj-seek-footage-of-roger-stone-from-danish-filmmakers/ar-AAYOQgG
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/jan-6-panel-to-hone-in-on-trumps-efforts-to-meddle-at-doj-00041708
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/bill-barr-suggests-trump-came-very-close-to-staying-in-power-im-not-sure-we-would-have-had-a-transition-at-all/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/23/politics/trump-jan-6-documentary-footage-pence-25th-amendment/index.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-holder-jan-6-documentarian-says-trump-had-secret-air-force-one-call-with-putin-just-before-election
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-holder-jan-6-documentarian-says-trump-had-secret-air-force-one-call-with-putin-just-before-election
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-middle-east-africa-56399743fe9ad28692c88c007bb901d6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-230100860.html
https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-06-27/pentagon-blasts-putins-cavalier-nuclear-saber-rattling-as-russia-seeks-new-advantages-in-ukraine
https://thehill.com/homenews/house/3539911-aide-says-trump-knew-jan-6-attendees-had-weapons-theyre-not-here-to-hurt-me/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-threw-dishes-and-flipped-tablecloths-when-he-was-angry-ex-aide-testifies-2022-6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10962011/Meadows-told-aide-Cassidy-Hutchinson-January-6-read-real-bad-just-days-riot.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/joe-biden
https://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/joe-biden
https://www.mirror.co.uk/film/cats-review-musical-leave-you-21122229
https://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/donald-trump
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/us-news/donald-trump-played-song-cats-27355368
https://www.mediaite.com/news/secret-service-is-reportedly-prepared-to-testify-trump-didnt-try-to-commandeer-limo-on-jan-6-despite-hutchinson-account/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/secret-service-is-reportedly-prepared-to-testify-trump-didnt-try-to-commandeer-limo-on-jan-6-despite-hutchinson-account/
https://www.nationalreview.com/2022/06/cassidy-hutchinsons-testimony-against-trump-is-devastating/
https://kdhnews.com/news/politics/explosive-jan-6-hearing-delivers-political-blow-to-trump-that-his-rivals-couldnt-land/article_dd6737d4-bad9-555b-a613-97c29f9c9b81.html
https://kdhnews.com/news/politics/explosive-jan-6-hearing-delivers-political-blow-to-trump-that-his-rivals-couldnt-land/article_dd6737d4-bad9-555b-a613-97c29f9c9b81.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/30/gop-megadonors-turn-on-trump-look-for-2024-alternatives-after-jan-6-hearings.html
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2022/06/alex-holder-trump-was-utterly-irrational-after-january-6.html
https://www.mediaite.com/news/liz-cheney-blasts-trump-over-jan-6-in-blistering-reagan-library-speech-praises-courage-of-bombshell-witness-cassidy-hutchinson/
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/editorials/trump-proven-unfit-for-power-again


Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-house-2024-00041704
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-house-2024-00041704
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/gov-gavin-newsom-wins-big-in-california-could-he-be-president/ar-AAYgUlw
https://www.wsj.com/articles/january-6-trump-voters-election-fraud-lies-2024-presidential-candidate-hillary-clinton-11655415629
https://www.wsj.com/articles/january-6-trump-voters-election-fraud-lies-2024-presidential-candidate-hillary-clinton-11655415629
https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/
https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/
https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/
https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-california-democratic-party/661313/
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-california-democratic-party/661313/
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-california-democratic-party/661313/
https://www.sfgate.com/politics/article/The-Atlantic-dreams-about-Newsom-replacing-Biden-17249234.php
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3529645-watergate-prosecutor-georgia-case-could-send-donald-trump-to-prison/
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/trump-asked-if-he-expects-to-be-taken-out-of-mar-a-lago-in-shackles/ar-AAYE04i
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-poll/story?id=85482369
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-poll/story?id=85482369
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-poll/story?id=85482369
https://apnews.com/article/climate-science-health-and-environment-4f23d928ea637d239147c0e4adbad6dc
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10934571/Oregon-Citys-mayoral-candidate-says-homeless-Japanese-style-pods-overdoses-rise.html
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-2021-homicide-totals/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-2021-homicide-totals/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-2021-homicide-totals/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-2021-homicide-totals/
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/putin-says-russia-building-new-27282336
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/putin-says-russia-building-new-27282336
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/netanyahu-prepares-for-a-comeback-in-israel-e2-80-99s-next-elections/ar-AAYHWpl
https://metro.co.uk/2022/06/22/russian-colonel-who-carried-putins-nuclear-codes-briefcase-found-shot-16873192/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/experts-say-there-are-mounting-signs-that-the-kremlin-is-purging-its-top-generals-in-ukraine-the-latest-hint-of-deep-dysfunction-in-putin-s-army/ar-AAYKxsd
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/22/russian-novoshakhtinsk-oil-refinery-struck-drone-possible-attack-inside-borders
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/germany-trigger-phase-two-three-065910268.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/germany-looks-at-rationing-natural-gas-after-russia-cuts-supply-11655978153


An Attempt To Summarize The Current State Of Our Country In Just 12 
Tweets http://endoftheamericandream.com/an-attempt-to-summarize-the-
current-state-of-our-country-in-just-12-tweets/ 

1. President Biden struggles to put on his blazer before dropping his 
trademark Aviators 

2. This Is The Speaker Of The House… PELOSI: “When I was a little girl, I 
was told at the beach if I dug a hole deep enough we would reach China. 
So, we’ve always felt a connection there.” 

3. This Is The Majority Leader Of The Senate… @SenSchumer on 
negotiating the Inflation Reduction Act: "[Sen. Joe Manchin] said we have
to do this in secret, you and I only, and we did. [...] Under Joe Manchin's 
request, which I honored, the White House didn't know any of the details 
until everybody else did." 

4. This Is Our Economy… "Biden administration tried to redefine 
recession.We are in a recession. The economy has been shrinking all 
year. Real wages are at an all—time low, and at the same time inflation is
the highest in the lifetime of most Americans," Carlson said. 

5. The Solution That Our Leaders Have Come Up With To Fix Inflation Will
Actually Make Inflation Even Worse… Kevin "Mr. Wonderful" O'Leary on 
the Bidenflation Scam: "Naming it 'anti-inflation' is a joke. This is gonna 
be very inflationary almost immediately because we're printing billions of
dollars." 

6. These Are Our Streets… “It’s not safe to do anything no more...Not 
even hang out on your porch.” 

7. This Is Our System Of Education… Elementary teacher in @AustinISD 
played a video for students to teach them about drag which also 
encourages kids to be drag performers

8. This Is The New Disease That Is Going Around… Houston man with 
monkeypox says pain, stigma, isolation are the hardest ... 

https://twitter.com/AustinISD
https://twitter.com/SenSchumer
http://endoftheamericandream.com/an-attempt-to-summarize-the-current-state-of-our-country-in-just-12-tweets/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/an-attempt-to-summarize-the-current-state-of-our-country-in-just-12-tweets/
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/an-attempt-to-summarize-the-current-state-of-our-country-in-just-12-tweets/


9. The Biden Administration Decided That It Would Be A Good Idea To 
Fight A Proxy War With Russia. It Isn’t Going Particularly Well… 

10. As If A Proxy War With Russia Wasn’t Enough, Now The Biden 
Administration Has Us Dangerously Close To A War With China… 

11. For Some Reason, Very Few Young Adults Are Eager To Join The 
Military… 

12. This Is Our Culture… Drag king makes audience “pledge allegiance” 
to drag shows at a “family-friendly” pride festival in Iowa 

Every 11 Seconds… http://endoftheamericandream.com/every-11-seconds/
even more children will have died from acute malnutrition 

ZEROHEDGE Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg
China Has Established A “Blockade” Around Taiwan And Plans To Shoot 
Missiles Directly Over The Island     
http://endoftheamericandream.com/china-has-established-a-blockade-
around-taiwan-and-plans-to-shoot-missiles-directly-over-the-island/     

Insiders Are Dumping The Most Stocks Since January As Retail Buying-
Panic Re-Emerges
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/insiders-are-dumping-most-stocks-
january-retail-buying-panic-re-emerges     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   

https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-january-6-ccntv/index.html
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could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[Of course that’s true; but, that would be nothing new for criminal 
america. 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]
ZEROHEDGE The Earth Just Started Spinning Faster Than Ever Before 
And Scientists Don't Know Why 
https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/earth-just-started-spinning-faster-
ever-and-scientists-dont-know-why Experts fear the consequences could 
be "devastating"... 

AP NEWS BIG STORIES APNews.com 

• Floods strike new blow in place that has known hardship   
JACKSON, Ky. (AP) — Evelyn Smith lost everything in the floods that
devastated eastern Kentucky, saving only her grandson's muddy 
tricycle. But she's not planning to leave the mountains that have 
been...Read More

• Wildfires in West explode in size amid hot, windy conditions   
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Wildfires in California and Montana exploded in 
size overnight amid windy, hot conditions and were quickly 
encroaching on neighborhoods, forcing evacuation orders for over 
100 homes...Read More

• New York City declares monkeypox a public health emergency   
NEW YORK (AP) — Officials in New York City declared a public 
health emergency due to the spread of the monkeypox virus 
Saturday, calling the city “the epicenter” of the outbreak....Read 
More 

DRUDGEREPORT ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK 
National Security Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
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shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]
Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the 
Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, 
Slower And Dumber http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-
the-midst-of-a-mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-
slower-and-dumber/

Ranchers Are Selling Off Their Cattle In Unprecedented Numbers Due To 
The Drought, And That Has Enormous Implications For 2023

Microplastics Are Literally Everywhere, And They Are An Existential 
Threat To The Future Of The Human Race 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/microplastics-are-literally-
everywhere-and-they-are-an-existential-threat-to-the-future-of-the-human-
race/ 

https://youtu.be/PSxihhBzCjk 
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YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

ANALYSIS
From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

YAHOO Politics Former FBI official likens Matt Gaetz, Roger Stone, and 
Trump to the Mafia: 'It's a criminal organization' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-fbi-official-likens-matt-
045920601.html 
BUT WAIT: “There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

DRUDGEREPORT China threatens 'strong measures' if Pelosi visits 
Taiwan...
Kissinger Warns Biden Against Endless Confrontation... 
Beijing Dumps $100 Billion Worth Of Treasuries... 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/china-has-dumped-over-100-billion-usts-last-6-months
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/kissinger-warns-biden-against-endless-confrontation-with-china/ar-AAZL2VS
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ZEROHEDGE These Are All The Countries Capable Of Launching Space 
Rockets https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-are-all-countries-
capable-launching-space-rockets 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 

YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
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he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 

5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
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that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' After US 
Lawmaker Slams Zelensky

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS

Israeli troops fatally shoot two Palestinian teens – health ministry 

Ivan Timofeev: Beijing and Moscow can lead resistance against West 
dictating to rest of world   https://www.rt.com/news/560353-west-world-  
hegemony-lesson/ [ Resistance is the proper word. From direct 
observation an experience, america is hardly a paragon of perfection; but
rather, an egregious example of concentrated criminality, as purveyors of
which is the american nightmare wrought for gain by whatever means, 
toward whatever target. ]

The US keeps reneging on arms control agreements, so why should 
Russia trust Joe Biden’s latest overtures? [They shouldn’t; you can’t trust
america, that’s my direct observation and experience.]

Amnesty fully ‘stands by’ report on Ukraine 

China ignores phone calls from Pentagon – Politico 

Zelensky accuses Amnesty International of supporting terrorism 

Today, Ukraine bombed a Donetsk hotel full of journalists – here’s what it 
felt like to be there 

US ‘artificially’ stokes tensions – Kremlin 

From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
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washingtons-chaos/ 

The US is in a recession and it’s worse than you think 
https://www.rt.com/business/560011-us-recession-fed-inflation/ 

Zelensky and US to blame for ‘bloodbath’ in Donbass – Russia 

Wall Street is collapsing – NYC mayor 

FBI manipulating domestic terror stats – whistleblowers 

US plunges into recession 

EU ban on Russian gas ‘impossible’ – Austria 

Kremlin comments on claims about Russian military casualties 

Zelensky’s Vogue photoshoot raises eyebrows 

Biden met with 14 of his son’s business associates – media 

NATO’s arsonist-in-chief Jens Stoltenberg wants the Western public to 
pay for a Ukrainian fire he helped to ignite 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

Russia to quit International Space Station after 2024 

Russia issues rebuke to Israel 

Grain deal won’t affect military op in Ukraine – Moscow 

UK candidates’ militancy and imperialism threaten to bring Britain down 

Kiev confirms arrival of heavy weapons from Germany 

US sends more weapons to Ukraine 

https://www.rt.com/news/559485-himars-drones-ukraine-pentagon/
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Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the fallout 
from their failed Russia policy 

EU eases sanctions on Russian oil exports 

Russia’s Lavrov talks Ukraine, sanctions and nuclear war with RT (FULL 
VIDEO) 

• Putin suggests motive behind Canada’s gas turbine delay   
• UN chief ‘under huge pressure’ over Ukraine – Russian FM   
• Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the   

fallout from their failed Russia policy Op-ed
• Zaporozhye Nuclear Power Plant attacked by Ukrainian drones   

Putin tells US to stop ‘looting’ Syria 

Former Russian president lists ‘Western sins’ 

Russian warns of ‘tougher’ terms for talks with Ukraine 

Dmitri Trenin: How a smart Middle East strategy can help Russia play a 
significant role in shaping the new world order 

Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 

IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 

Iran issues warning to US and Israel 

Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
industrial complex war monster’]
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Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

HUFFPOST SUSPICIOUS: SECRET SERVICE CAN’T FIND JAN. 6 TEXTS! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/national-archives-deleted-secret-service-
texts_n_62d6c6bbe4b008a2d03f1ac4 [ Ooooh … the mystery of it all … 
magical disappearance of text messages … could be ghosts … or 
gremlins … or salem witchcraft … WAKE UP! … AMERICA IS A TOTAL 
FRAUD! … AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 
MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). ]

The most intelligent, rational legal position:

Laurence Tribe, a Harvard law professor, argued that not holding Trump 
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accountable would be equally harmful.

"I certainly recognize that indicting a former president would generate 
lots of social heat, perhaps violence," Tribe said. "But not indicting him 
would invite another violent insurrection."

Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All Incredibly Depressed. 
Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" Some very concerning 
market observations from Goldman trader John Flood discussing the real 
rot below the market surface: Monday was the lightest volume session of
the year with 9.32b shares trading across all US equity exchanges 
breaking previous low mark of 9.4b back on 7/11/22. YTD daily avg for 
shares traded across all US equity exchanges sits @ 12.5b. Monday was 
also the lightest notional trading session of the year w/ $392b trading vs 
ytd daily avg of $638b. Our desk was a 3 on 1 – 10 scale in terms of 
overall activity levels. I am personally taken aback by how resilient mkt 
has been over the past few weeks. I don’t see L/Os putting their ~$210b 
of cash to work. I am seeing them use pockets of strength to sell lower 
conviction more illiquid names in block form and raise even more cash. 

Trump comic-con-show 
https://www.facebook.com/reel/523496502845404/?
s=single_unit&__cft__[0]=AZWPFQ3WczUIfIkH48JzeY46IoAd31UE03J6BK
gdB2FnhC4ZMwHrSlFnIZRzSdcm0iOvj82iS31DRdv7o07VE1dKwlJ-
o8PrhTfe_ujCAUFuOSNPQHEmqhCXpuyaLM_w2FExUX2P3sub6YXf8JZ_JO
SnUwrv6N77_T472Z5wMAIl1mh2SytZjOOe004Qi410SWP8G3HBHdMEgTY
aaiWHeOxK&__tn__=H-R 

ZEROHEDGE As Taiwan Warns Chinese "Maritime & Aerial Blockade" 
Ensuing, Pelosi Says Real Issue Is 'I'm A Woman' [Riiight!] Pelosi Departs
Taiwan After Whirlwind Tour As China Declares "Median Line" No Longer 
Exists Global Markets Slump With Terrified Traders Tracking Pelosi's 
Next Move Forget inflation, stagflation, recession, depression, earnings, 
Biden locked up in the basement with covid, and everything else: today's 
it all about whether Nancy Pelosi will start World War 3 when she lands 
in Taiwan in 3 hours. https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/taiwans-
independence-worth-war Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just 
purely on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant 
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Fed policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls 
off a miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 

Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
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my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
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markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
htt  ps://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-  
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies Elon Musk Quietly Dumps A Massive $6.9 Billion In 
Tesla Shares     

YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale 
and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on
Stock Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-
violations-senate-house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why 
Earnings & The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
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purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook 
Worsens Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign 
Buyers Flee https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-
highest-yield-2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y 
auction which was somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp 
concession today which saw yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million 
Americans Priced-Out As Home Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan 
Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As 
Layoffs Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-
jobless-claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished 
Mr.Powell? Forget the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 
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ZEROHEDGE Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg

As Taiwan Warns Chinese "Maritime & Aerial Blockade" Ensuing, Pelosi 
Says Real Issue Is 'I'm A Woman' [Riiight!] Pelosi Departs Taiwan After 
Whirlwind Tour As China Declares "Median Line" No Longer Exists Global 
Markets Slump With Terrified Traders Tracking Pelosi's Next Move Forget
inflation, stagflation, recession, depression, earnings, Biden locked up in 
the basement with covid, and everything else: today's it all about 
whether Nancy Pelosi will start World War 3 when she lands in Taiwan in 
3 hours. https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/taiwans-independence-
worth-war Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just purely
on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant Fed 
policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls off a 
miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 

Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
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competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
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june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
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magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
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Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Turkey Agrees To Pay For Russian Gas With Rubles India 
ditches US dollar in Russia trade – Reuters   Credit Suisse Set To Slash   
Thousands Of Jobs Despite Handing Out Hundreds Of Millions To Retain 
Top Talent https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/credit-suisse-set-slash-
thousands-jobs-despite-handing-out-hundreds-millions-retain-top The bank
is looking to cut its overall cost base by $1 billion... 

"I Don't Feel The Pain Of Inflation Anymore" Says Wealthy SF Fed Chair 
From Ivory Tower YAHOO Business 'The market is not the economy' and 
the July rally in the stock market was premature, top economist 
Mohamed El-Erian says https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/market-not-
economy-july-rally-174829466.html El-Erian said a comment by Powell led
investors to believe rate hikes would likely slow, but that's at odds with 
what the data shows. Weak Manufacturing Surveys Signal 'Peak 
Inflation'; Plunge in Orders, Production, & Jobs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/weak-manufacturing-surveys-
signal-peak-inflation-plunge-orders-production-jobs "With the exception of
pandemic lockdown periods, July saw US manufacturers report the 
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toughest business conditions since 2009..." 

Biden's America: Too Broke To Bet?   Chicago PMI Unexpectedly Plunges   
To 2-Year Lows https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/chicago-pmi-
unexpectedly-plunges-2-year-lows ...stagflation signals as prices paid 
jumped and production and new orders fell... "Expert" Narratives Are 
Collapsing The house of cards continues to fall apart Yellen: "Recession"
Doesn't Mean What You Think It Means [ Riiight! ] Sentiment sours amid 
Kremlin updates, EU Energy deal & US-earnings in focus -   Delusional   
Biden Admin Front-Runs Recessionary GDP Print... By Redefining 
Recession https://www.zerohedge.com/political/delusional-biden-admin-
front-runs-recessionary-gdp-print-redefining-recession It's not a recession
until the White House gives economists on its payroll permission to 
declare it a recession... [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!] US PMI Crashes 
Into Contraction In July: "A Worrying Deterioration In The Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-pmi-crashes-contraction-july-
worrying-deterioration-economy "Excluding pandemic lockdown months, 
output is falling at a rate not seen since 2009 amid the global financial 
crisis..." There's An Amazing Glut Of Office Space In Every Major Metro 
Area https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/theres-amazing-glut-office-
space-every-major-metro-area Occupancy is an engine of local 
economies. But there's a huge glut of space available... US Existing 
Home Sales Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses US Homebuilders 
Abandon Single-Families In June As They Brace For Rate Shock 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-builders-abandon-single-
family-home-startspermits-june-anticipating-renter ...multi-family starts 
and permits surged double-digits in June as single-family plunged... 
Homebuilder Confidence Collapses In July 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-confidence-
collapses-july ...the largest MoM drop (ex-COVID-lockdown) in history... 
Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
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Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
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liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER
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A Winter Of Anger https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/winter-anger
... if you’d ask most citizens of whichever EU country if they are willing to
risk being unable to feed and heat their children in order to support 
Ukraine and Zelensky, they would say NO. Hell no! "Revolution Has 
Begun": 75,000 Brits To Stop Paying Power Bills Amid Inflation Storm 
German Electricity Prices Hit Record High As Heatwave Curbs Power 
Generation ... and it's not even winter yet. "Widespread Civil Unrest" 
Looming In UK Over Cost-Of-Living Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/widespread-civil-unrest-
looming-uk-over-cost-living-crisis Movement to stop paying bills 

snowballs... 

Pound Crashes After BOE Hikes By Most Since 1995, Starts Gilt Sales Yet
Warns Of Crushing Stagflationary Recession Germany's Uniper Warns Of 
Possible "Irregular Operation" At Major Power Plant As Rhine River Runs 
Dry "You Can't Switch Off Death": German Crematoriums Warn Of Energy 
Crisis German Barge Traffic Slumps As Rhine Water Levels Near Record 
Lows "Miserable" German Retail Sales Crash The Most On Record As 
Europe Slumps Into Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/miserable-german-retail-sales-crash-
most-record-europe-slumps-recession Germany is "sinking into an 
increasingly steep downturn, adding to the region’s recession risks”. Gas
Levy Could Triple Household Heating Bills In Germany EU Consumer 
Confidence Crashes To Record Lows As German CPI Unexpectedly Re-
Accelerates "We Are In A Very Critical Moment": IMF Cuts Global GDP, 
Raises Inflation Outlook, Warns "World Teetering On Edge Of Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-are-very-critical-moment-imf-
cuts-global-gdp-raises-inflation-outlook-warns-world "It’s easy to cool off 
the economy when the economy is running hot. It’s much harder to 
reduce inflation when the economy is close to a recession." Germans 
Taking Fewer Showers In Response To Cost Of Living Crisis China And 
Japan Hold The Keys To Euro Recovery 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/china-and-japan-hold-keys-euro-
recovery While the direction of Europe’s economy continues to be a 
hostage to Russian energy -- as today’s dispiriting PMI numbers attest -- it
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is the Asian nations of China and Japan who are in a position to alleviate 
Europe’s capital-outflow problem and stabilize the euro. PMIs Signal 
Eurozone Recession Day After First ECB Rate-Hike In 11 Years 

19% Of The World's Population Lives In 'Chindia' (& Buys Russian Oil) 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/19-worlds-population-lives-
chindia-buys-russian-oil India is expected to become the most populous 
nation on Earth by mid-2023, surpassing China whose population growth 
has all but stopped.. Oil Surges After Biden Fails To Win Saudi Pledge To 
Pump More Crude These Are The Countries With The Highest Default Risk
The Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial Production Unexpectedly 
Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker month since September 
2021... David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 
Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE The Government is Hiding a Dark Secret About the Economy
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-08-09/government-hiding-dark-
secret-about-economy About those supposedly fantastic July jobs 
numbers... Nvidia Plunges After Preannouncing Terrible Q2 Results, 
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Slashes Guidance, Blames "Macroeconomic Headwinds" Something 
Snaps In The Job Market: Multiple Jobholders Hit All Time High As 
Unexplained 1.8 Million Jobs Gap Emerges 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/something-snaps-job-market-
multiple-jobholders-hit-all-time-high-unexplained-18-million ‘...So what's 
going on here? The simple answer: Fewer people working, but more 
people working more than one job, a rotation which picked up in earnest 
some time in March and which has only been captured by the Household 
survey. And since the Establishment survey is far slower to pick up on 
the nuances in employment composition, while the Household Survey has
gone nowhere since March, the BLS data engineers have been busy 
goalseeking the Establishment Survey (perhaps with the occasional 
nudge from the White House especially now that the economy is in a 
technical recession) to make it appear as if the economy is growing 
strongly, when in reality all they are doing is applying the same erroneous
seasonal adjustment factor that gave such a wrong perspective of the 
labor market in the aftermath of the covid pandemic (until it was all 
adjusted away a year ago). In other words, while the labor market is 
already cracking, it will take the BLS several months of veering away 
from reality before the government bureaucrats accept and admit what is
truly taking place...’

July Payrolls Smash Expectations Soaring To 528K, Wages Come In Red 
Hot As Unemployment Rate Drops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/july-payrolls-smash-expectations-
soaring-528k-wages-come-red-hot We are now well and truly in bizarro 
world. 

Futures Flat As Crushing 37bps Curve Inversion Screams Recession The 
Misery Index Is At Recession Levels Lying About The Economy Will Only 
Make The Coming Crash Worse Senior Economist 'Fact Checked' By 
Facebook For Saying US Is In Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/senior-economist-fact-checked-
facebook-saying-us-recession “We live in an Orwellian hell-scape.” [Yes, 
we do!] Here’s why you shouldn’t invest in ETFs. UMich Inflation 
Expectations Rose Intra-Month, Democrats' Confidence Drops Further 
Inflation, Recession Or Both? Reporter Exposes White House's Blatant 
Redefining Of "Recession" Yellen: "Recession" Doesn't Mean What You 
Think It Means Gold & The Upcoming Recession Luongo: None Dare Call 
It A Recession Lest The Democrats Lose The Mid-Terms Democrats 
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Prepare To Unleash Hell On Fed Chair Powell For The Coming Recession 
"2023 Will Be A Year From Hell" - Martin Armstrong Warns Of Inflation-
Driven Civil-Unrest https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/2023-will-be-
year-hell-martin-armstrong-warns-inflation-driven-civil-unrest "...you are 
looking at revolutions... The euro looks like death warmed over... This is 
just not over yet." "Japanese Economy Continues To Crater "- Another 
Casualty Of The Energy Crisis The Danger Of Drought In Europe 
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/danger-drought-europe ...the current 
heatwave is bound to further exacerbate water shortages in Southern and
Southeast Europe... Record-Breaking Heat In Europe Meanwhile, 
Southern Europe is also experiencing extreme heat that has caused 
wildfires... UK Records Hottest Day Ever Amid Heat Apocalypse   "Heat   
Apocalypse" Blasts Europe As UK And France Brace For Hottest Days On 
Record   https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/heat-apocalypse-blasts-  
europe-uk-and-france-brace-hottest-days-record "Today and tomorrow will
be one of the worst, if not the worst heatwave events in the modern 
history of western Europe." The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 
2022 http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In 
Government Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 
4Chan Found After Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 
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Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
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the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

ZEROHEDGE Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
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claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE India ditches US dollar in Russia trade – Reuters   Recession   
is "crashing" closer to a complacency point where one actually could 
start shorting the market again.. The Great Recession: Facts Vs Denials 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/great-recession-facts-vs-denials 
Once again, the US is facing a recession which Main Street feels, Wall 
Street whistles past, and DC simply denies... 

"Deteriorating Situation" Shows Rent Growth "Collapsing" In Sunbelt 
Markets https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/deteriorating-situation-
shows-rent-growth-collapsing-sunbelt-markets Rogan Slams Biden Admin 
For "Gaslighting" Americans About Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/rogan-slams-biden-admin-
gaslighting-americans-about-recession "...they’re literally changing the 
definition...and it should be pushed back against in a big way. It should 
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be something that people get angry about..." 'Great News' Jobs Reports 
Sparks Selloff In Bonds, Stocks, & Gold 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/great-news-jobs-reports-sparks-
selloff-bonds-stocks-gold ...good news is really bad news... 

Initial Jobless Claims Hit 8 Month Highs, Continuing Claims Jump Ahead 
Of Payrolls Print https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-
jobless-claims-hit-8-month-highs-continuing-claims-jump-ahead-payrolls 
Jobless claims are now completely decoupled from the headlines payrolls
data... Pay Attention; This Is Not The '70s 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/pay-attention-not-70s In the late 
70s, P/Es on stocks were in the single digits, and debt levels were 
negligible. Today, valuations are nearly four times those levels, and debt 
as a percentage of GDP is at levels considered unthinkable not that long 
ago... Chinese Jets Buzz Taiwan Strait, Govt Websites Hit By 
Cyberattack With Pelosi Plane En Route War on China: the real target are 
the American people China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off Taiwan With US 
Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia Nuclear War 
Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security Advisor China's 
Army Posts "Get Ready For War!" Message On Social Media, State 
Mouthpiece Says PLA Has "Right" To Intercept Pelosi's Plane Inflation, 
Recession Or Both? [BOTH!] Welcome To The Biden Recession: Q2 GDP 
"Unexpectedly" Shrinks 0.9%, 2nd Consecutive Decline Peter Schiff: The 
White House Recession Denial https://www.zerohedge.com/political/peter-
schiff-white-house-recession-denial "When you’re losing, just change the 
rules of the game, then declare victory.” Recession? All Of A Sudden 
Yield Spreads Are Collapsing https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/no-
recession-all-sudden-yield-spreads-are-collapsing … we suggest 
continuing to follow risk management protocols until indicators indicate 
a reversal of that economic risk.

1. Tighten up stop-loss levels to current support levels for each position. 

2. Hedge portfolios against significant market declines. 

3. Take profits in positions that have been big winners 

4. Sell laggards and losers. 

5. Raise cash and rebalance portfolios to target weightings.
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Peter Schiff: It's Getting Harder To Deny Recession Reality 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-schiff-its-getting-harder-deny-
recession-reality "This should be obvious, but people have been in denial 
about the weakness in the economy..." Wall Street's Biggest Bear: One 
Down, But Two More Things Must Happen Before Stocks Bottom 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/wall-streets-biggest-bear-one-down-
two-more-things-must-happen-stocks-bottom Recession reflections 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/everyoneknows [ Recession 
is coming but everyone knows it ] The Number Of Americans Filing For 
First-Time Unemployment Claims Soared To 8-Month-Highs Last Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/number-americans-filing-
first-time-unemployment-claims-soared-8-month-highs-last ...and 
continuing claims are the highest since April... US Existing Home Sales 
Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses Sinkhole 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sinkhole "At present, the 2s10s 
spread is –18 bps. This is indicative of a recession 12-18 months ahead, 
which means the second half of 2023. Note that we have been 
forecasting a recession for 2023H2 since April." Recession Already Here 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-may-already-be-here The 
debate about recession risk is pointless.We are already in a recession... 
The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
an odd beast in any case. 

Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 

idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
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collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
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Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 
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ZEROHEDGE RT West would fight Russia ‘to the last Ukrainian’ – Moscow
ZH Russia Suspends US Inspections Of Its Nuclear Arsenal Under New 
START Treaty China Extends Taiwan Drills Past Sunday Deadline, Says 
Training Under "Real War Conditions" Which Nations Face The Biggest 
Disruption From China's Taiwan-Trade-Blockade? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/which-nations-face-biggest-
disruption-chinas-taiwan-trade-blockade China's export stop on sand, a 
resource essential for the manufacturing of semiconductors, could prove 
devastating for countries like the United States... The Growing Threat 
From North Korea Taiwan Says China's Drills Are Simulating A Full Attack
On The Island https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/taiwan-says-chinas-
drills-are-simulating-full-attack-island Following Pelosi's visit, Chinese 
media said the military will demonstration the "mainland's absolute 
control over the Taiwan question." Anger From Ukraine's Backers After 
Damning Amnesty Report Spotlights 'Human Shields'

China Sanctions Pelosi, Halts US Talks Including Military Ties, As Jets 
Breach Taiwan Median Line 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/china-sanctions-pelosi-halts-us-
talks-including-military-ties-jets-breach-taiwan China has begun its 
retaliation against Washington by announcing Friday the cancellation of a
series of meetings with the United States 

Ballistic Missiles Soar Over Taiwan, "Hundreds" Of PLA Fighters Breach 
Airspace, As 5-Day Drills Commence 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ballistic-missiles-soar-over-
taiwan-hundreds-pla-fighters-breach-airspace-5-day-drills China Summons
US Ambassador Overnight, Says Washington "Must Pay The Price" EOAD 
Are Chinese Tanks Massing On The Shores Of Fujian Because An Invasion
Is Imminent? 8-2-22 We Were Specifically Warned About This Coming War
With China All The Way Back In The 1990 ZH Here Are All The Latest 
Taiwan Headlines https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-
latest-taiwan-headlines All the latest news in the extremely fluid Taiwan 
theater of pre-war. 'US Military Moving Assets', Markets Stall On Reports 
Pelosi To Visit Taiwan Tuesday 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-sink-pelosi-taiwan-headlines 
Pelosi is reportedly expected to land in Taiwan on Tuesday night, and 
meet lawmakers on Wednesday. China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off 
Taiwan With US Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia
Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security 
Advisor China Is Issuing The Same "Red Line" Warnings About Taiwan 
That Russia Issued About Ukraine THE SUN AI predicts last selfie on 
Earth… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-
earth-prediction-tiktok/ EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To 
Absolutely Love It When War With China Erupts 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-industrial-complex-is-
going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-erupts/ ZH Russia Unveils
Large-Scale Military Exercises In East, Signaling Force Strength 
'Unaffected' By Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-
unveils-large-scale-eastern-military-exercises-signaling-force-strength-
unaffected Prior "Vostok" (East) drills included sizable Chinese PLA 
military participation... If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End 
Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm

How A Russian Gas Freeze Would Curtail European GDPs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/how-russian-gas-freeze-would-
curtail-european-gdps ...a complete shut-off from the Russian side would 
have disastrous effects for European economies... Ukraine Moves To 
Criminalize Russian Passport Application there is a lot of Ukrainian blood 
on the red Russian passport [What?] Russia Boasts It's Already Taken 
Out 4 US-Supplied Long Range Rocket Systems Russia Informs Turkey It 
Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa Port Attack It's Official: Russia And 
China Announce "New Global Reserve Currency" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-22/its-official-russia-and-china-
announce-new-global-reserve-currency And once again no one has 
noticed and no one seems to care. [ Yes, it’s official; NEW WORLD 
ORDER! ]

Pelosi: Pentagon Might Be Worried China Would Shoot Down Her Plane If 
She Visits Taiwan AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant 
Corruption' After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky US "Started" The Ukraine
Crisis, China Says, In Fiercest Official Criticism Yet 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-started-ukraine-crisis-china-
says-fiercest-official-criticism-yet "As the one who started the Ukraine 
crisis & the biggest factor fueling it..." [ Yes...Sadly, that is indisputably 
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true; it’s the american way.] Russia Plans 'Annexation Votes' For 
Captured Ukraine Territories By Mid-September: Report Russia Resumes 
Nord Stream Natural Gas Deliveries To Europe "...likely to lead to a 
collective sigh of relief from not just the European gas market, but from 
the wider economy," Russia Declares War Goals Have Expanded After 
West Pumped More Arms Into Ukraine Strengthening Ties With Iran, Putin
Meets With Supreme Leader In Tehran 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/strengthening-ties-iran-putin-
meets-supreme-leader-tehran “Our relations are developing at a good 
pace,” said Putin 

Putin Says Russia Will Honor Gas Commitment But Flows Will Drop As 
Much As 20% Of Capacity Vladimir Putin warned that flows via the Nord 
Stream pipeline could be curbed soon if sanctions prevent additional 
maintenance on its components Russian Military Given Formal Order To 
Target Ukraine's Long-Range Weapons From US 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-issues-formal-order-military-
target-ukraines-long-range-weapons-us Ukraine officials called the 
HIMARS a "game-changer"... [Riiight] Gazprom Declares Force Majeure, 
Will Halt Gas Flows To Germany Indefinitely "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”

Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
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doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
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foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
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to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
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There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
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chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---
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[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

POST: FIRST MOON LANDING
NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 
Fake-NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv

http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm     

Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake Dutch     
'  moon rock  ' revealed   Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon rock 

given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of 
petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon Rock  ' in   
Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at 
Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
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yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

Al Peia

Riiight...and they haven't been back because...oh yeah, they got rid of 
their Saturn rockets ... and, they were in the past but not in the 
present/future impervious to radiation; ie., van allen belt, etc.. Oh, they 
probably could do it now, arguably; they're working on it. But, of course, 
Mars is quite another thing. The amounts of money for these 
boondoggles/frauds are staggering; yet, pale in comparison to the frauds 
on wall street. YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand 
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act... ].

albertpeia.com 

Michael W. Lurie
Shame on me. I believed this fraud for most of my life and I should have 
known better in 1969.
Other than Kodak film (and Hasselblad cameras) that could not function 
at lunar temperatures (not to mention the radiation or outgassing in a 
vacuum)

https://www.facebook.com/mlurie?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0MjEzNjA4MjMzNjA2NjVfNDMyMzA3NTAyMTc4ODU4&__cft__[0]=AZVR4z65mJ87Hh2I9XUxsaGNY99PIlENsQVFx-NB14NiEoVGNdkGWHorCZB0dFL_in4G5VR0ra3GVRgD9-m6vMUxU2tRR0JMp-zGes9W8e65-EOXMo2Q_NpZiHFaOejPu-JRyiK6kewHcxruOYl5HGvA&__tn__=R]-R
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https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1MzAzNTEyODAzMDY0NDU1XzQ2MjE1NjU2MTk2NTI3OA%3D%3D&__cft__[0]=AZUzCnIb-wZD4OBiRKgibKfqoanC5KXYUOyiE5ihDrzOlvkm7oasBYNz6UFGdx1qg7jGhOOkuzE50zBoUg0SKlxeo7XSnmbdp6XaFGF7zvKJdgLfy1_8zmY04O-FruT1VNfAsw-YnxfMtAJlgHw1mgfZPXMEyEA70ySt3zLU_ZWivHxL7_QKMte-9tS6m4bIXp4&__tn__=R]-R


or the total lack of any blast crater
or the lack of rockets on lift-off from the moon
or the sounds heard while on the "lunar" suface
or the laser-ranging which started in 1962
or the waving flags
or the improbable "pressure [space] suits"
or the violations of Newton's 2nd law
or the ridiculously inadequate guidance systems
or the relatively poor special effects (not even CGI)
or the lack of telemetry
or the lack of radiation protection
or the utter quiet of a 140+ decibel engine
or the ludicrous lack of computer power
or the "moon rocks" from....well, petrified wood?
or the "astronauts" dangling from wires
or the Lunar Rover which looks like a Mattel model
....but they did make a full-scale model for 60 million bucks
or the billions in additional funds for "Paperclip"
or the total lack of stars or photos of the sky
or the very suspicious look to the front-screen filming
or the clues in "Eyes Wide Shut" and elsewhere (etc.)
or the incredible effort by NASA and JTRIG to shut down discussion of 
the fraud, and mock those who would expose it....
or (for bonus points) the lack of an airlock on the LEM
Other than that, maybe we really went? The TV told me so.
Al Peia
Michael W. Lurie BRAVO!
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ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

YAHOO Nearly one in three Americans say it may soon be necessary to 
take up arms against the government

https://www.yahoo.com/news/nearly-one-three-americans-may-
202408076.html A majority of Americans say the U.S. government is 
corrupt and almost a third say it may soon be necessary to take up arms 
against it, according to a new poll from the University of Chicago’s 
Institute of Politics. 

DRUDGEREPORT ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms… 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

*Hopes for a mild recession are "delusional," said Nouriel Roubini, the 
economist who called the 2008 financial crisis. 

*He said debt ratios are historically high, while bailouts during the 
pandemic have resulted in "zombie corporations." 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
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mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It 
When War With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-
military-industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-
china-erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]

ZEROHEDGE FBI Likely Did 'Intentionally Undermine' A Congressional 
Probe On Hunter Biden: Senator https://www.zerohedge.com/political/fbi-
likely-did-intentionally-undermine-congressional-probe-hunter-biden-
senator "The FBI can no longer be trusted 

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
The US is in a recession and it’s worse than you think 
https://www.rt.com/business/560011-us-recession-fed-inflation/ 
DRUDGEREPORT 
UN warns humanity 'one miscalculation away from nuclear annihilation'…
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-
danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html 

YAHOO Business 'The market is not the economy' and the July rally in the
stock market was premature, top economist Mohamed El-Erian says 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/market-not-economy-july-rally-
174829466.html El-Erian said a comment by Powell led investors to 
believe rate hikes would likely slow, but that's at odds with what the data
shows.

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]
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ANALYSIS
From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

YAHOO Politics Former FBI official likens Matt Gaetz, Roger Stone, and 
Trump to the Mafia: 'It's a criminal organization' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-fbi-official-likens-matt-
045920601.html 
BUT WAIT: “There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

China Has Established A “Blockade” Around Taiwan And Plans To Shoot 
Missiles Directly Over The Island     
http://endoftheamericandream.com/china-has-established-a-blockade-
around-taiwan-and-plans-to-shoot-missiles-directly-over-the-island/     

Insiders Are Dumping The Most Stocks Since January As Retail Buying-
Panic Re-Emerges
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/insiders-are-dumping-most-stocks-
january-retail-buying-panic-re-emerges     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[DUH! Of course that’s true; but, that’s the reality of criminal america.] 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]
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'All the data points currently align with a cover-up' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-pentagon-secret-service-texts-
deleted-cover-up-accusations-170030306.html The House Jan. 6 
committee is scrutinizing evidence of information erased, wiped, deleted 
and otherwise obscured by former members of the Trump administration. 

SOP Standard Operating Procedure-That’s my experience 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[DUH! Of course that’s true; but, that’s the reality of criminal america.] 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
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Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
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and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg


the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

Al Peia
DRUDGEREPORT Top 10 best places to live in world…USA not on list... 
https://www.cnbc.com/.../global-liveability-index-2022... Here’s the rest of 
the top 10 best places to live
1. Vienna, Austria
2. Copenhagen, Denmark
3. Zurich, Switzerland
4. Calgary, Canada
5. Vancouver, Canada
6. Geneva, Switzerland
7. Frankfurt, Germany
8. Toronto, Canada
9. Amsterdam, Netherlands
10. Osaka, Japan and Melbourne, Australia (tie)

Susan Edelman Blank
Al Peia I’ll take any one of those!

Al Peia
Even just a decade ago, who would have thought america would have 
fallen so far, so fast. Careful what you say, we're getting near the 
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desperate phase (not worth it - ask the Kennedy's). Doctor Peter referred 
to you as "a warrior". A compliment, to be sure; but, for you and your 
family, not worth it. This guy's really good, worth a look 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=crCGYeo0PBE

YOUTUBE.COM
BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER https://secure.sjuggerudtruewealth.com/?
cid=MKT650099&eid=MKT657482&channel=102120d0fc4158ded364c744
bc11a4&assetId=AST254109&page=1&fbclid=IwAR0pC2C2-J2V-
ZloWSAW8WX2VLqM3fha3zWL-69BnuumFAH72QortG6rbEY 

BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 
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https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

CNN Murdoch's New York Post dumps Trump, calling him 'unworthy to be 
chief executive again'

MSNBC Joe: Trump's biggest enablers were begging him to stop. How is 
he not already in jail? Morning Joe

Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
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States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 
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EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
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harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”
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CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky [ america’s kind of 
place! ]

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
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be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
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post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
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gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
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running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/spx
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/comp
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/djia
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/bear-market-stocks-whats-next-51655150790?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-panel-says-evidence-173305500.html


such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-forces-destroy-last-bridge-to-key-eastern-ukrainian-city-11655202739
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/ukrainian-troops-struggle-to-hold-back-russian-advance-in-east/ar-AAYqeGu


US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It When War 
With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-
industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-
erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]
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THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 

https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/10/fired-fox-news-editor-chris-stirewalt-to-testify-at-jan-6-riot-committee-hearing.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/media/3519284-nearly-20m-watched-jan-6-hearing-nielsen
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-calls-deadly-insurrection-greatest-193328621.html
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UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 
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https://www.msn.com/en-xl/news/other/china-will-not-hesitate-to-start-war-over-taiwan-beijing-tells-us/ar-AAYisrt
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10901419/McCarthy-says-country-responsible-Jan-6-pressed-Trumps-fault.html
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 
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ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 

https://www.facebook.com/susan.blank?__cft__[0]=AZVGvhjiSxGnjWz-LN1hLrt-aZERuH0PnG03UnsNEqhUcmu8tji41KXA8gSPX1OdMtaxPYgX5zHqHLdFB47IYBha_VhuUIONFV7lhrhbMfxB3fUSiPJAMdbT-Ekkqx2RcIH6jVbHjnRdnwyLewnxvu_HCG_Le8GADYmNiVTogj9heg&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
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AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
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DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

YAHOO We are seeing evidence that Donald Trump committed treason. 
Where is Merrick Garland? https://www.yahoo.com/news/seeing-evidence-
donald-trump-committed-100000305.html How many more Republican 
former officials have to come forward for the attorney general to act? 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com
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8-9-22
Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
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partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
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(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 



proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
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AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE Goldman Jumps As Traders Spark Q2 Revenue Beat But 
Total Earnings Plunge 47% Amid Major Investment Losses 
DRUDGE Hope for depositors dwindles as crypto lender files for 
bankruptcy... Crypto Takes New Hit as Thousands of SOLANA Wallets 
Hacked… YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-
senate-house-trading-2021-9 ]. Pelosi 'Appears To Have Taken Advantage'
Of Inside Information: Former Dallas Fed Chief Fisher Artificial Wealth Vs 
GDP: Why Earnings & The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
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hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-hold-your-seats


official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT How many animal species (including people)     have   
caught Covid? 

https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2022/08/05/1114357154/how-
many-animal-species-have-caught-covid-first-global-tracker-has-partial-
answe 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths near/exceed 
2021 numbers]
111,251 AUG 08 2022
110,333 AUG 08 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
491 AUG 08 2022
516 AUG 08 2021 
How Pandemic Changed Americans' Health for Worse… 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-covid-19-pandemic-changed-
americans-health-for-the-worse-11659260165 Heart disease and drug 
overdoses are among afflictions exacting a higher toll than before [ More 
than 1 million; 350 per day ]
More cities mull indoor masking… Indoor mask rules expected next week 
as L.A. virus wave worsens... Fauci Annual Pension Payout Exceeds 
POTUS Salary… Republicans plot Fauci probe… [Incompetent, greedy 
guinea] Covid Rises Across USA Amid Muted Warnings and Murky Data… 
WHO: Covid triples across Europe; Hospitalizations double... MONKEYPOX
PANDEMIC? WHO TO RECONVENE Most Americans Now in Areas With 
High Virus Levels… Deaths in LA rising as ultra-contagious subva  riants   
spread… https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-
covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 'Several hundred 
thousand' new covid cases a day NOT reported; Hospitalizations 
climbing... https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-
thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-
keep-climbing-11657298622 

DALLAS TURNS HOTSPOT... 
New variant 'Centaurus' detected... 

https://www.the-sun.com/health/5814174/new-covid-variant-centaurus-detected-uk/
https://www.dallasnews.com/news/2022/07/19/three-things-to-know-about-the-highly-contagious-covid-19-variant-spreading-right-now/
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month
https://www.wsj.com/articles/most-of-u-s-population-now-in-areas-with-high-covid-19-levels-as-ba-5-subvariant-spreads-11657923100
https://www.wsj.com/articles/most-of-u-s-population-now-in-areas-with-high-covid-19-levels-as-ba-5-subvariant-spreads-11657923100
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220714-who-to-reconvene-monkeypox-emergency-panel-on-july-21
https://news.yahoo.com/shocking-monkeypox-screw-means-admit-030643200.html
https://news.yahoo.com/shocking-monkeypox-screw-means-admit-030643200.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-united-nations-world-organization-06bccc307fa13d428e59babf4b9d8403
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/18/covid-rises-across-u-s-amid-muted-warnings-and-murky-data/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3571232-gop-plots-fauci-probe-after-midterms/
https://openthebooks.substack.com/p/dr-faucis-retirement-pension-414667
https://openthebooks.substack.com/p/dr-faucis-retirement-pension-414667
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/la-county-mask-mandate-likely-a-week-away-as-covid-cases-keep-climbing/ar-AAZPrHB
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/la-county-mask-mandate-likely-a-week-away-as-covid-cases-keep-climbing/ar-AAZPrHB
https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/25/politics/covid-19-mask-mandates/index.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-covid-19-pandemic-changed-americans-health-for-the-worse-11659260165
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-covid-19-pandemic-changed-americans-health-for-the-worse-11659260165
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-covid-19-pandemic-changed-americans-health-for-the-worse-11659260165
https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2022/08/05/1114357154/how-many-animal-species-have-caught-covid-first-global-tracker-has-partial-answe
https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2022/08/05/1114357154/how-many-animal-species-have-caught-covid-first-global-tracker-has-partial-answe
https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2022/08/05/1114357154/how-many-animal-species-have-caught-covid-first-global-tracker-has-partial-answe
https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2022/08/05/1114357154/how-many-animal-species-have-caught-covid-first-global-tracker-has-partial-answe
https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2022/08/05/1114357154/how-many-animal-species-have-caught-covid-first-global-tracker-has-partial-answe


Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 20% effective 
after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at 
Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as 
Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... Ultra-
contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 

UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

DRUDGEREPORT FBI RAIDS TRUMP [ Better late than never! ]
MAR-A-LAGO 'UNDER SIEGE, OCCUPIED' 
MORE HEAT ON THE DON TRUMPBALONI [ Gone in the blink of an eye, 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11093449/FBI-agents-raid-Mar-Lago-Trump-says-home-siege-agents.html
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/aug/8/mar-lago-raided-fbi-agents-donald-trump-says/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-says-mar-lago-home-was-raided-large-group-fbi-agents-rcna42133
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10929687/Germany-considers-making-mask-wearing-COMPULSORY-October-March-public-places.html
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-709799
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5682058/urgent-warning-anyone-attending-mass-gatherings-weekend/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/monkeypox-town-hall-new-york
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5674230/uk-covid-cases-heading-for-record-high-zoe/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.yahoo.com/now/covid-could-screw-worse-reinfection-084337273.html
https://www.studyfinds.org/covid-19-meat-in-freezer-weeks/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/08/ba5-become-this-summers-subvariant
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/macao-shutter-casinos-week-covid-19-outbreak-86545719
https://news.yahoo.com/macau-locks-down-landmark-lisboa-011323085.html
https://news.yahoo.com/macau-locks-down-landmark-lisboa-011323085.html
https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says
https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/nyc-neighborhoods-top-25-covid-positivity-as-new-cases-surge-again/3764698/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/as-the-ba5-variant-spreads-the-risk-of-coronavirus-reinfection-grows/ar-AAZpFDy


future collectibles/tradables; a treasure trove for the Don.]
AGENTS CRACK SAFE
WAS THERE A RAT? 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-
says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html 

Agent With Machine Gun Outside Of Compound...
Under Intense Legal Scrutiny... 
Disqualified from holding office ever again? Code on records could bar 
him...
Bernie Kerik Predicts Assassination...
MCCARTHY: It's about Jan. 6...
Republicans vow revenge on FBI, Garland...
Supporters Call for Civil War... 

Last crisis, Beijing outmatched. Not now… 
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-
crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560 

White House summons Chinese ambassador as crisis escalates...
Simulating Attack on Island... 'Sinking American warships'...
Tells USA: Can't 'treat countries like George Floyd'...
Xi Builds Security Fortress...
Does Beijing Have Own Space Plane?
Pentagon chiefs calls go unanswered...
Top Taiwan Missile Official Found Dead in Hotel Room...
Fears Japan on front line...
UN chief warns in Hiroshima… 
APPLE Bends Knee on Label Demands…

China conducts missile strikes in Taiwan Strait... Smoke trails fill sky...
Carrier group moved towards island...
'Western powers can no longer run amok'...
Pentagon delays another test...
USS Ronald Reagan remains in region...
Expert warns 'Pearl Harbor-style attack'... 
How Far Will Xi Go?
Cuts ties with USA...
The Coming War...
Taipei Urgent Fighter Pilot Shortage...

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/taiwan-faces-urgent-fighter-pilot-123340764.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-coming-war-over-taiwan-11659614417
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-china-asia-beijing-b252479810add6a225fa1e4a6d441983
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/pelosi-taiwan-visit-china-united-states-relationship-future-rcna41098
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5935484/china-pearl-harbor-attack-taiwan/
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/04/china-taiwan-missile-aircraft-00049925
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11081935/Pentagon-DELAYS-intercontinental-ballistic-missile-test-avoid-angering-China.html
https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-08-04/ugly-shameless-evil-china-blasts-g-7-eu-attempts-to-deescalate-taiwan-crisis
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5929070/china-taiwan-airspace-aircraft-missiles/
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/all-out-war-fears-as-china-launches-missiles-directly-over-taiwan-smoke-trails-fill-sky/ar-AA10ipb2
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-asia-navy-china-air-force-4bd08ab9ecd2a9f7d450cf61618d28af
https://www.mediaite.com/tech/apple-bends-the-knee-warning-suppliers-shipping-from-taiwan-to-strictly-obey-chinas-label-demands-after-pelosi-visit/
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/asia/nuclear-weapons-loaded-gun-un-chief-warns-hiroshima-2863491
https://www.npr.org/2022/08/05/1115384641/japan-taiwan-china-yonaguni-island
https://www.newsweek.com/taiwan-missile-official-found-dead-hotel-room-after-heart-attack-ou-yang-li-hsing-1731492
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/05/pentagon-china-calls-taiwan-00050175
https://www.19fortyfive.com/2022/08/the-air-force-would-freak-out-does-china-have-its-very-own-x-37b-space-plane/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/06/in-turbulent-times-xi-builds-a-security-fortress-for-china-and-himself/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11083987/China-SANCTIONS-Nancy-Pelosi-family-vicious-provocative-visit-Taiwan.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5942632/china-sink-us-aircraft-carriers-hypersonic/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/taiwan-says-china-simulating-attack-035002189.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/white-house-summons-chinese-ambassador-as-crisis-escalates/ar-AA10kAmc
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560
https://www.vice.com/en/article/5d39zq/trump-supporters-civil-war-fbi-search-mar-a-lago
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11093665/Republicans-vow-revenge-FBI-response-rogue-behavior-raids-Trumps-Mar-Lago.html
https://nypost.com/2022/08/09/trump-raid-not-about-classified-documents-its-about-jan-6/
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/bernard-kerik-says-democrats-may-try-to-orchestrate-trumps-assassination-after-fbi-raid/
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-disqualified-holding-office-lawyer-us-code-fbi-raid
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trump-disqualified-holding-office-lawyer-us-code-fbi-raid
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-under-intense-legal-scrutiny-after-fbi-searches-mar-a-lago/ar-AA10sx88
https://radaronline.com/p/donald-trump-mar-a-lago-first-photo-fbi-raid-agent-machine-gun/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11095517/Retired-FBI-agent-says-informant-likely-handed-evidence-led-Mar-Lago-raid.html
https://apnews.com/article/donald-trump-mar-a-lago-government-and-politics-9e8d683afe87389407950af7ccfdbdd6


Battle or Surrender: Generational Divide on Threat... 

JULY JOBS BLOWOUT: PAYROLLS INCREASE 528K… 
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE FALLS TO 3.5%...  'It is WHOPPER!'   
Gas prices drop 50 straight days... 
Musk Declares Inflation Past Peak...Sees 'mild recession' for 18 months… 

Powell pummeled from all sides... Home Sellers Cut Prices... 

BUST: More Americans Going Hungry…
Household Debt Surpasses $16 Trillion… 
RECESSION 2022: Americans Buying More Essentials at Dollar Stores... 
Dollar-Store Dinners and Vats of Shampoo… 
61% now living paycheck to paycheck... 
Inflation Everywhere -- Even Commercials... 
Home prices cooling at record pace...
ORACLE layoffs... 

UN warns humanity 'one miscalculation away from nuclear annihilation'…
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-
danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html 
US Aircraft Carrier, Amphibious Assault Ships Operating Near Taiwan... 
PUTIN: USA MAIN THREAT TO RUSSIA [ Truth be told, USA MAIN THREAT
TO RUSSIA, CHINA, USA, WORLD ] 
CNN: SHE'S GOING 
CHINA MILITARY WARNING 
TAIWAN READIES FOR CONFLICT 
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-
leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war 

Midterm Misery for Biden? Key Economy Gauge Flags 30-Seat Loss... 
Corporations on front lines say cracks forming... https://www.msn.com/en-
us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-
cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc In Silicon Valley, profits at tech 
companies like Google and Apple generally beat expectations, but 
executives said there are signs of some niche slowing in consumer 
spending. Consumer products giant Procter & Gamble said it is expecting
a tougher 2023, although it’s still raising prices. Mastercard said 
spending was steady among the wealthy, but slowing among lower-
income customers 

https://www.pginvestor.com/financial-reporting/press-releases/news-details/2022/PG-Announces-Fourth-Quarter-and-Fiscal-Year-2022-Results/default.aspx
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/midterm-misery-biden-key-economy-111529922.html
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://news.yahoo.com/china-warns-military-not-sit-075623828.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/01/politics/nancy-pelosi-taiwan-visit/index.html
https://www.yahoo.com/video/putin-says-russian-navy-hypersonic-084124580.html
https://news.usni.org/2022/08/01/carrier-uss-ronald-reagan-two-f-35b-big-decks-operating-near-taiwan-as-pelosi-arrives-in-singapore-china-renews-threats
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/oracle-starts-job-cuts-in-u.s.-the-information
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/home-prices-cooled-at-record-pace-in-june-according-to-housing-data-firm.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/inflation-is-everywhereeven-in-tv-commercials-11659351601
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/as-inflation-surges-more-americans-are-living-paycheck-to-paycheck.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/us-household-debt-surpasses-16-150000549.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/04/more-americans-are-going-hungry-and-it-costs-more-to-feed-them/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/home-sellers-cut-prices-as-housing-market-cools-11659671674
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/05/fed-powell-rate-hikes-00049561
https://news.yahoo.com/elon-musk-predicts-us-mild-234254035.html
https://news.yahoo.com/elon-musk-predicts-us-mild-234254035.html
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/gas-prices-tumble-at-fastest-rate-in-over-a-decade
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/it-is-a-whopper-cnbcs-rick-santelli-stunned-by-july-jobs-report-that-more-than-doubled-expectations/
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-united-states-economy-unemployment-4895f1aa41fbe904400df8261446b737
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/05/jobs-report-july-2022-528000.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/05/fight-or-surrender-taiwans-generational-divide-on-chinas-threats/


DRUDGEREPORT Top 10 best places to live in world…USA not on list... 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-
worst-places-to-live.html Here’s the rest of the top 10 best places to live

1.Vienna, Austria
2.Copenhagen, Denmark
3.Zurich, Switzerland
4.Calgary, Canada
5.Vancouver, Canada
6.Geneva, Switzerland
7.Frankfurt, Germany
8.Toronto, Canada
9.Amsterdam, Netherlands
10.Osaka, Japan and Melbourne, Australia (tie)

Danger ahead...Economy has yet to face biggest recession challenge... 
‘The 2-year Treasury note yield exceeded that of the 10-year note by the 
highest margin in about 22 years Friday afternoon. That phenomenon, 
known as an inverted yield curve, has been a telltale recession sign 
particularly when it goes on for an extended period of time. In the present
case, the inversion has been in place since early July’ 
Restaurants, Bars, Hotels STILL Don't Have Enough Workers... 
Credit-card debt soaring... 

INFLATION NOW HIGHEST SINCE 1982...
Retail's 'Dark Side': Inventory Piles Up... 
White House insists economy strong as allies grow uneasy about Fed...
Yellen denies recession...
Inflation highest since 1982... 
Big Tech Results Spotlight Breadth of Upheaval... 
RECESSION 2022 
GDP 2ND STRAIGHT QUARTERLY DROP 
Yield curve flashing more warning signs of risks ahead...
FED HIKES AGAIN... MORE TO COME...

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11054989/Fed-rate-hike-Central-bank-raises-key-rate-0-75-points.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/fed-decision-july-2022-.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/analysis-u-yield-curve-flashing-211417380.html
https://apnews.com/article/united-states-economy-economic-growth-government-and-politics-4ffd93331422cb131a974223dad5825f
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/gdp-q2-.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/from-apple-to-microsoft-big-tech-results-spotlight-breadth-of-economic-upheaval-11659094604
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/yellen-says-the-economy-is-not-in-a-recession-despite-gdp-slump.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/white-house-insists-economy-is-strong-as-allies-grow-uneasy-about-fed/ar-AA105XbV
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/30/retails-dark-side-as-inventory-piles-up-liquidation-warehouses-are-busy/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.axios.com/2022/08/06/inflation-recession-credit-card-debt
https://www.wsj.com/articles/restaurants-bars-and-hotels-keep-hiring-and-say-they-still-dont-have-enough-people-11659734572
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/05/danger-ahead-the-us-economy-has-yet-to-face-its-biggest-recession-challenge.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html


VOX layoffs; Tech firms tighten belts...
FACEBOOK First Ever Revenue Drop...
COMCAST Broadband Growth Grinds to Halt...
BEST BUY latest retailer to cut outlook...
100 Wealthiest Americans Lose $622 Billion Since November... 

WORLD'S BIGGEST CONSUMER NAMES ANNOUNCE SOARING PRICE 
INCREASES... 
Inflation hits bodega favorite: Bacon, egg and cheese... 
Half Americans fall deeper in debt...
SHOPIFY cuts staff; Tech firms tighten belts ...
GOOGLE Growth Slows as Pressures Mount on Ad Market...
$9.4 Trillion Results Day Looms in Test for Stock Market...
Pending home sales fall 20%... 
Economist: Prices to Plunge… 
Fed Readies Largest Rate Hikes Since Volcker... Developing... 

Difficulty Paying Bills Tops Pandemic High...
Inflation Altering Shopping Habits...
Fed set for ANOTHER big rate hike...
WALMART cuts outlook...
ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms... 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

2 Americans dead in Donbas… Apocalyptic vision behind Putin 'golden 
billion' argument… [ From my direct observation and experience, 
pervasively mentally ill, corrupt, criminal america is indisputably the 
globally destructive bad guy. That is so ab initio! ]
U.S., allies weigh providing Ukraine fighter jets to counter Russia… 
Putin 'too healthy' says CIA chief... https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-
putin-health/ “Ukrainian, US, and British would-be media professionals 
have been spreading bogus stories about the president’s health condition
in recent months. This is all hoax,” he said. 
Ukraine graft concerns resurface as war goes on... China threatens 
'strong measures' if Pelosi visits Taiwan… Looming Gas Crunch Poses 
'Historic Test' for Europe, IEA Says… Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With 
Iran, Turkey in Rare Trip Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More 
Aggressive Phase of Ukraine War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/07/16/russia-ukraine-war-putin-news-live-updates/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-zelenskyy-government-and-politics-494af1bc0145fb2d16c76b0abf3f5cda
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.euronews.com/2022/07/21/vladimir-putin-entirely-too-healthy-says-cia-chief
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/us-allies-weigh-providing-ukraine-fighter-jets-to-counter-russia/ar-AAZNC4L
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://thehill.com/policy/international/russia/3571651-two-americans-dead-in-donbas-region-of-ukraine/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://news.yahoo.com/walmart-cuts-profit-outlook-inflation-204311068.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fed-inflict-more-pain-economy-130000297.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/26/more-signs-emerge-that-inflation-is-altering-shopping-habits/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/difficulty-paying-bills-tops-pandemic-191151129.html
https://ca.news.yahoo.com/fed-readies-largest-rate-hikes-100116313.html
https://nypost.com/2022/07/26/us-home-prices-to-plunge-substantially-on-cratering-demand/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/pending-home-sales-fell-20percent-in-june-versus-a-year-earlier-as-mortgage-rates-soared.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/9-4-trillion-results-day-075131597.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-alphabet-googl-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658802135
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/shopify-sinks-12percent-after-company-plans-to-lay-off-10percent-of-workers.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/nearly-half-of-americans-fall-deeper-in-debt-as-inflation-boosts-costs.html
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-new-york-prices-bd26a709a13cbccce503b2e986301edb
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://bnanews102.bna.com/daily-tax-report/the-100-wealthiest-americans-lost-622-billion-since-november
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/best-buys-shares-fall-10percent-as-it-cuts-its-forecast-for-second-quarter-cites-weaker-demand.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/comcast-earnings-2q-2022.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/meta-facebook-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658883684
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/27/vox-media-layoffs-economic-uncertainty


China satellite swarms hunt down and destroy enemy targets… Russia 
building laser weapon to disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke
attack preparedness PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts 
photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as 
pipeline from Russia shuts off… Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to 
citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   
Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 

https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/russian-doomsday-submarine-armed-nuclear-drones-service
https://news.yahoo.com/relentless-russian-shelling-east-ukraine-073615708.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-pleads-weapons-war-spotlight-043837619.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/


monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 

https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
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Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 

https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
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https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
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https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
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https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
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https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
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https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
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Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

HISTORY Here are notable past Taiwan Headlines 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-
headlines ...news in the extremely fluid Taiwan theater of pre-war. 

SOME POSTED REACTIONS TO PELOSI TAIWAN VISIT:

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
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https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/stimulus-checks-rewired-how-some-americans-see-money.html
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2022/06/17/bidens-america-sriracha-peanut-butter-latest-items-short-supply/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/travel/news/americans-are-starting-to-pull-back-on-travel-and-restaurants/ar-AAYBEka
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https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-sinks-below-20000-as-crypto-meltdown-intensifies.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-price-drops-below-18600-as-sell-off-accelerates.html
https://theankler.com/p/pod-hollywoods-economic-armageddon#details
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/once-feted-for-pandemic-heroics-worlds-central-banks-now-face-an-uneasy-crowd-0
https://news.yahoo.com/shock-swiss-rate-hike-sets-015937838.html
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-companies-start-to-rescind-job-offers-11655865283
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/


the ho is in taiwan china bluffed.... 

D o n 't  a l l o w  t h a t  h a g  t o  i n t e r f e r e  w i t h  y o u r  s o v e r e i g n t y . 

T h e s e  w e s t e r n  b a s t a r d s  M U S T  b e  p u t  i n  t h e i r  p l a c e . 

Let her land, then arrest her. That should wipe the smirk off of the 
Democrats, and Republican's faces. 

Neocons are mad dogs 

I'm sure they booked her a room with a broom closet. 

Pelosi looks like a witch from hades. Set a couple dozen drones against 
her plane path and see if they collide. If successful call it a good day. 

American gangsters do not stop their bullying, they must be stopped at 
all costs. 

Hope the old wrinkle gets it. One says that wisdom grows with age but 
there seem to be exceptions. Mainly in the USA. 

USA would very much like to start another proxy war without any risk for 
their people and military.
But will the Taiwanese prove foolish enough to sacrifice themselves by 
doing a favour to the puppet master? 

Will she be handing out cookies? 

I hope that China blows her plane out the sky. 

really wish china follows through with shooting down this thing's plane 

She looks like Vomit 

Who said Medusah was a fantasy, one look at Pelosi and you will be 
vaporized or wish you had !

this is just being done by a power hungry very old senile hag, saying Look



at Me! 

Yes, I'll go with Pelosi is grandstanding to draw attention away from her 
personal corruption scandal. 

witch 

Crazy , corrupt Nancy is not worth a war in any way, shape, or form . This
is insane! 

This isn't going to end well... 

China accuses US of provocation 

Russia stands in 'absolute solidarity' with China – Kremlin 

https://www.rt.com/news/560065-russia-pelosi-taiwan-visit/
https://www.rt.com/news/560075-china-us-taiwan-provocation/


The New Age Of Orwellianism https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-
age-orwellianism Remarkably, it is the same ideologues who are eager to
change the well-accepted definitions of “recession” and “inflation” who 
remain perplexed as to what exactly a “woman” is.

DRUDGEREPORT US-China ties on precipice after Pelosi visit to Taiwan...
'AMERICAN WITCH'...
On Internet, Fury Turns to Frustration...
Beijing fires missiles, encircles island...
Demonstrates ability to blockade in war... 

ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security 
Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]

ZELENSKY DRAGGED OVER VOGUE SHOOT... Russia To Quit Space 
Station… Will build rival… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-
to-quit-international-space-station-2024/ Kremlin to keep up gas squeeze 
on Europe... 

USA Leads Globally in Known Monkeypox Cases… More than 85% of 
Americans experience temps above 90… Extinction threat may be 
greater than previously thought, new global study finds… 
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-
greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/ The global 
extinction crisis underway may be more intense than previously thought 

https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/
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https://www.tmz.com/2022/07/27/ukraine-president-volodymyr-zelensky-dragged-vogue-cover-shoot/
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https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/asia/china-taiwan-military-exercises-intl-hnk-ml/index.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/on-chinas-internet-fury-at-pelosis-visit-to-taiwan-turns-to-frustration-11659610844
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/how-taiwan-reacted-to-pelosi-s-visit-from-welcome-to-american-witch/ar-AA10gHee
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as humans continue to tear up land, overuse certain resources and heat 
up the planet...Nearly one in three species of all kinds — 30% — face 
global extinction or have been driven to extinction since the year 1500, 
according to the new survey published in the journal "Frontiers in Ecology
and the Environment."

DRUDGE Earth records shortest day ever; Planet 'spinning faster'... 

GOOGLE NEWS *Scientists baffled as Earth spins faster than usual New 
York Post 
*Gravitas: Earth just completed a rotation in less than 24 hours! WION 
*NASA warns of horrific solar flares! Earth will be impacted HT Tech
*NASA Records Huge Flare From New, Active Region Emerging on Sun's 
Surface Newsweek

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 
ROGAN CALLS TRUMP MAN BABY; SAYS WAS ON DRUGS IN WHITE 
HOUSE...  FLASHBACK: THE HIGHEST OFFICE; ADDERALL JUNKIE...   
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office [trump the 
adderall/blow man baby] NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 
9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS
JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
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https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/bonds-slump-inflation-surge-fuels-130720879.html
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-prices-consumer-74e1a5c9bced40460e4079f62e980095
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/economy/inflation-producer-index-june-near-highest-record
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https://www.fox5ny.com/news/nyc-monkeypox-new-vaccination-sites-opening
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office
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https://www.mediaite.com/entertainment/joe-rogan-calls-donald-trump-a-man-baby-theorizes-he-was-on-adderall-during-his-presidency/
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https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEEwlougLPG8qLN49d1DippIqGQgEKhAIACoHCAow77zbCjDiq8wBMKiCsgU?uo=CAUiS2h0dHBzOi8vd3d3Lm5ld3N3ZWVrLmNvbS9uYXNhLXNvbGFyLWZsYXJlLWVydXB0cy1zdW4tc291cmNlLXN1bnNwb3QtMTcyOTcwNtIBAA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMJK_nQswo8m1Aw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiENIvLS6mC4NCOM99I0ypemcqGQgEKhAIACoHCAowkr-dCzCjybUDMISBlgc?uo=CAUieGh0dHBzOi8vdGVjaC5oaW5kdXN0YW50aW1lcy5jb20vdGVjaC9uZXdzL25hc2Etd2FybnMtb2YtaG9ycmlmaWMtc29sYXItZmxhcmVzLWVhcnRoLXdpbGwtYmUtaW1wYWN0ZWQtNzE2NTkyNzY1NTU2MDEuaHRtbNIBAA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CCAiC0QyclV0cDdnM21zmAEB?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMISviwIw-Mks?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMISviwIw-Mks?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5903038/earth-shortest-day-spinning-fast/


infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 

https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2022/06/alex-holder-trump-was-utterly-irrational-after-january-6.html
https://www.mediaite.com/news/liz-cheney-blasts-trump-over-jan-6-in-blistering-reagan-library-speech-praises-courage-of-bombshell-witness-cassidy-hutchinson/
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/editorials/trump-proven-unfit-for-power-again
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https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.mediaite.com/news/mitt-romney-calls-out-americas-national-malady-of-denial-warns-that-a-return-to-trump-would-render-it-incurable/
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2022/07/mitt-romney-republican-denial-biden-election/661468/
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https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2022/07/09/trump_elon_musk_is_a_bullshit_artist.html
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https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/twitter-announces-mass-layoffs-17291249.php
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/12/half-of-g-o-p-voters-ready-to-leave-trump-behind-poll-finds/
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Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/experts-say-there-are-mounting-signs-that-the-kremlin-is-purging-its-top-generals-in-ukraine-the-latest-hint-of-deep-dysfunction-in-putin-s-army/ar-AAYKxsd
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/22/russian-novoshakhtinsk-oil-refinery-struck-drone-possible-attack-inside-borders
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/germany-trigger-phase-two-three-065910268.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/germany-looks-at-rationing-natural-gas-after-russia-cuts-supply-11655978153
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/23/russia-crimps-gas-flows-just-as-europe-races-to-stock-up-for-winter/
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/justice-department-raids-home-of-former-doj-official-at-center-of-jan-6-panel-s-investigation/ar-AAYNmvR
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/jan-6-committee-doj-seek-footage-of-roger-stone-from-danish-filmmakers/ar-AAYOQgG
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/jan-6-panel-to-hone-in-on-trumps-efforts-to-meddle-at-doj-00041708
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/bill-barr-suggests-trump-came-very-close-to-staying-in-power-im-not-sure-we-would-have-had-a-transition-at-all/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/23/politics/trump-jan-6-documentary-footage-pence-25th-amendment/index.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-holder-jan-6-documentarian-says-trump-had-secret-air-force-one-call-with-putin-just-before-election
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-holder-jan-6-documentarian-says-trump-had-secret-air-force-one-call-with-putin-just-before-election
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
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https://finance.yahoo.com/news/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-230100860.html
https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-06-27/pentagon-blasts-putins-cavalier-nuclear-saber-rattling-as-russia-seeks-new-advantages-in-ukraine
https://thehill.com/homenews/house/3539911-aide-says-trump-knew-jan-6-attendees-had-weapons-theyre-not-here-to-hurt-me/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-threw-dishes-and-flipped-tablecloths-when-he-was-angry-ex-aide-testifies-2022-6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10962011/Meadows-told-aide-Cassidy-Hutchinson-January-6-read-real-bad-just-days-riot.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
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https://www.mirror.co.uk/film/cats-review-musical-leave-you-21122229
https://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/donald-trump
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/us-news/donald-trump-played-song-cats-27355368
https://www.mediaite.com/news/secret-service-is-reportedly-prepared-to-testify-trump-didnt-try-to-commandeer-limo-on-jan-6-despite-hutchinson-account/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/secret-service-is-reportedly-prepared-to-testify-trump-didnt-try-to-commandeer-limo-on-jan-6-despite-hutchinson-account/
https://www.nationalreview.com/2022/06/cassidy-hutchinsons-testimony-against-trump-is-devastating/
https://kdhnews.com/news/politics/explosive-jan-6-hearing-delivers-political-blow-to-trump-that-his-rivals-couldnt-land/article_dd6737d4-bad9-555b-a613-97c29f9c9b81.html
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https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/30/gop-megadonors-turn-on-trump-look-for-2024-alternatives-after-jan-6-hearings.html


Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

An Attempt To Summarize The Current State Of Our Country In Just 12 
Tweets http://endoftheamericandream.com/an-attempt-to-summarize-the-
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current-state-of-our-country-in-just-12-tweets/ 

1. President Biden struggles to put on his blazer before dropping his 
trademark Aviators 

2. This Is The Speaker Of The House… PELOSI: “When I was a little girl, I 
was told at the beach if I dug a hole deep enough we would reach China. 
So, we’ve always felt a connection there.” 

3. This Is The Majority Leader Of The Senate… @SenSchumer on 
negotiating the Inflation Reduction Act: "[Sen. Joe Manchin] said we have
to do this in secret, you and I only, and we did. [...] Under Joe Manchin's 
request, which I honored, the White House didn't know any of the details 
until everybody else did." 

4. This Is Our Economy… "Biden administration tried to redefine 
recession.We are in a recession. The economy has been shrinking all 
year. Real wages are at an all—time low, and at the same time inflation is
the highest in the lifetime of most Americans," Carlson said. 

5. The Solution That Our Leaders Have Come Up With To Fix Inflation Will
Actually Make Inflation Even Worse… Kevin "Mr. Wonderful" O'Leary on 
the Bidenflation Scam: "Naming it 'anti-inflation' is a joke. This is gonna 
be very inflationary almost immediately because we're printing billions of
dollars." 

6. These Are Our Streets… “It’s not safe to do anything no more...Not 
even hang out on your porch.” 

7. This Is Our System Of Education… Elementary teacher in @AustinISD 
played a video for students to teach them about drag which also 
encourages kids to be drag performers

8. This Is The New Disease That Is Going Around… Houston man with 
monkeypox says pain, stigma, isolation are the hardest ... 

9. The Biden Administration Decided That It Would Be A Good Idea To 
Fight A Proxy War With Russia. It Isn’t Going Particularly Well… 

https://twitter.com/AustinISD
https://twitter.com/SenSchumer
http://endoftheamericandream.com/an-attempt-to-summarize-the-current-state-of-our-country-in-just-12-tweets/


10. As If A Proxy War With Russia Wasn’t Enough, Now The Biden 
Administration Has Us Dangerously Close To A War With China… 

11. For Some Reason, Very Few Young Adults Are Eager To Join The 
Military… 

12. This Is Our Culture… Drag king makes audience “pledge allegiance” 
to drag shows at a “family-friendly” pride festival in Iowa 

Every 11 Seconds… http://endoftheamericandream.com/every-11-seconds/
even more children will have died from acute malnutrition 

ZEROHEDGE Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg
China Has Established A “Blockade” Around Taiwan And Plans To Shoot 
Missiles Directly Over The Island     
http://endoftheamericandream.com/china-has-established-a-blockade-
around-taiwan-and-plans-to-shoot-missiles-directly-over-the-island/     

Insiders Are Dumping The Most Stocks Since January As Retail Buying-
Panic Re-Emerges
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/insiders-are-dumping-most-stocks-
january-retail-buying-panic-re-emerges     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[Of course that’s true; but, that would be nothing new for criminal 
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america. 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]
ZEROHEDGE The Earth Just Started Spinning Faster Than Ever Before 
And Scientists Don't Know Why 
https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/earth-just-started-spinning-faster-
ever-and-scientists-dont-know-why Experts fear the consequences could 
be "devastating"... 

AP NEWS BIG STORIES APNews.com 

• Floods strike new blow in place that has known hardship   
JACKSON, Ky. (AP) — Evelyn Smith lost everything in the floods that
devastated eastern Kentucky, saving only her grandson's muddy 
tricycle. But she's not planning to leave the mountains that have 
been...Read More

• Wildfires in West explode in size amid hot, windy conditions   
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Wildfires in California and Montana exploded in 
size overnight amid windy, hot conditions and were quickly 
encroaching on neighborhoods, forcing evacuation orders for over 
100 homes...Read More

• New York City declares monkeypox a public health emergency   
NEW YORK (AP) — Officials in New York City declared a public 
health emergency due to the spread of the monkeypox virus 
Saturday, calling the city “the epicenter” of the outbreak....Read 
More 

DRUDGEREPORT ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK 
National Security Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
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the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]
Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the 
Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, 
Slower And Dumber http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-
the-midst-of-a-mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-
slower-and-dumber/

Ranchers Are Selling Off Their Cattle In Unprecedented Numbers Due To 
The Drought, And That Has Enormous Implications For 2023

Microplastics Are Literally Everywhere, And They Are An Existential 
Threat To The Future Of The Human Race 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/microplastics-are-literally-
everywhere-and-they-are-an-existential-threat-to-the-future-of-the-human-
race/ 

https://youtu.be/PSxihhBzCjk 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 

https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-predicts-134441495.html
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https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

ANALYSIS
From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

YAHOO Politics Former FBI official likens Matt Gaetz, Roger Stone, and 
Trump to the Mafia: 'It's a criminal organization' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-fbi-official-likens-matt-
045920601.html 
BUT WAIT: “There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

DRUDGEREPORT China threatens 'strong measures' if Pelosi visits 
Taiwan...
Kissinger Warns Biden Against Endless Confrontation... 
Beijing Dumps $100 Billion Worth Of Treasuries... 

ZEROHEDGE These Are All The Countries Capable Of Launching Space 
Rockets https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-are-all-countries-
capable-launching-space-rockets 
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ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 

YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
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he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 

5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.
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AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' After US 
Lawmaker Slams Zelensky

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS

One dead in Ukrainian shelling of city hosting nuclear plant 

Three killed in Israeli airstrikes, Syria says 

Ivan Timofeev: Beijing and Moscow can lead resistance against West 
dictating to rest of world   https://www.rt.com/news/560353-west-world-  
hegemony-lesson/ [ Resistance is the proper word. From direct 
observation an experience, america is hardly a paragon of perfection; but
rather, an egregious example of concentrated criminality, as purveyors of
which is the american nightmare wrought for gain by whatever means, 
toward whatever target. ]

The US keeps reneging on arms control agreements, so why should 
Russia trust Joe Biden’s latest overtures? [They shouldn’t; you can’t trust
america, that’s my direct observation and experience.]

Amnesty fully ‘stands by’ report on Ukraine 

China ignores phone calls from Pentagon – Politico 

Zelensky accuses Amnesty International of supporting terrorism 

Today, Ukraine bombed a Donetsk hotel full of journalists – here’s what it 
felt like to be there 

US ‘artificially’ stokes tensions – Kremlin 

From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 
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The US is in a recession and it’s worse than you think 
https://www.rt.com/business/560011-us-recession-fed-inflation/ 

Zelensky and US to blame for ‘bloodbath’ in Donbass – Russia 

Wall Street is collapsing – NYC mayor 

FBI manipulating domestic terror stats – whistleblowers 

US plunges into recession 

EU ban on Russian gas ‘impossible’ – Austria 

Kremlin comments on claims about Russian military casualties 

Zelensky’s Vogue photoshoot raises eyebrows 

Biden met with 14 of his son’s business associates – media 

NATO’s arsonist-in-chief Jens Stoltenberg wants the Western public to 
pay for a Ukrainian fire he helped to ignite 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

Russia to quit International Space Station after 2024 

Russia issues rebuke to Israel 

Grain deal won’t affect military op in Ukraine – Moscow 

UK candidates’ militancy and imperialism threaten to bring Britain down 

Kiev confirms arrival of heavy weapons from Germany 

US sends more weapons to Ukraine 

Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the fallout 

https://www.rt.com/russia/559196-eu-citizens-pay-war-ukraine/
https://www.rt.com/news/559485-himars-drones-ukraine-pentagon/
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from their failed Russia policy 

EU eases sanctions on Russian oil exports 

Russia’s Lavrov talks Ukraine, sanctions and nuclear war with RT (FULL 
VIDEO) 

• Putin suggests motive behind Canada’s gas turbine delay   
• UN chief ‘under huge pressure’ over Ukraine – Russian FM   
• Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the   

fallout from their failed Russia policy Op-ed
• Zaporozhye Nuclear Power Plant attacked by Ukrainian drones   

Putin tells US to stop ‘looting’ Syria 

Former Russian president lists ‘Western sins’ 

Russian warns of ‘tougher’ terms for talks with Ukraine 

Dmitri Trenin: How a smart Middle East strategy can help Russia play a 
significant role in shaping the new world order 

Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 

IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 

Iran issues warning to US and Israel 

Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
industrial complex war monster’]

Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
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attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

HUFFPOST SUSPICIOUS: SECRET SERVICE CAN’T FIND JAN. 6 TEXTS! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/national-archives-deleted-secret-service-
texts_n_62d6c6bbe4b008a2d03f1ac4 [ Ooooh … the mystery of it all … 
magical disappearance of text messages … could be ghosts … or 
gremlins … or salem witchcraft … WAKE UP! … AMERICA IS A TOTAL 
FRAUD! … AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 
MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). ]

The most intelligent, rational legal position:

Laurence Tribe, a Harvard law professor, argued that not holding Trump 
accountable would be equally harmful.
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"I certainly recognize that indicting a former president would generate 
lots of social heat, perhaps violence," Tribe said. "But not indicting him 
would invite another violent insurrection."

Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All Incredibly Depressed. 
Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" Some very concerning 
market observations from Goldman trader John Flood discussing the real 
rot below the market surface: Monday was the lightest volume session of
the year with 9.32b shares trading across all US equity exchanges 
breaking previous low mark of 9.4b back on 7/11/22. YTD daily avg for 
shares traded across all US equity exchanges sits @ 12.5b. Monday was 
also the lightest notional trading session of the year w/ $392b trading vs 
ytd daily avg of $638b. Our desk was a 3 on 1 – 10 scale in terms of 
overall activity levels. I am personally taken aback by how resilient mkt 
has been over the past few weeks. I don’t see L/Os putting their ~$210b 
of cash to work. I am seeing them use pockets of strength to sell lower 
conviction more illiquid names in block form and raise even more cash. 

Trump comic-con-show 
https://www.facebook.com/reel/523496502845404/?
s=single_unit&__cft__[0]=AZWPFQ3WczUIfIkH48JzeY46IoAd31UE03J6BK
gdB2FnhC4ZMwHrSlFnIZRzSdcm0iOvj82iS31DRdv7o07VE1dKwlJ-
o8PrhTfe_ujCAUFuOSNPQHEmqhCXpuyaLM_w2FExUX2P3sub6YXf8JZ_JO
SnUwrv6N77_T472Z5wMAIl1mh2SytZjOOe004Qi410SWP8G3HBHdMEgTY
aaiWHeOxK&__tn__=H-R 

ZEROHEDGE As Taiwan Warns Chinese "Maritime & Aerial Blockade" 
Ensuing, Pelosi Says Real Issue Is 'I'm A Woman' [Riiight!] Pelosi Departs
Taiwan After Whirlwind Tour As China Declares "Median Line" No Longer 
Exists Global Markets Slump With Terrified Traders Tracking Pelosi's 
Next Move Forget inflation, stagflation, recession, depression, earnings, 
Biden locked up in the basement with covid, and everything else: today's 
it all about whether Nancy Pelosi will start World War 3 when she lands 
in Taiwan in 3 hours. https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/taiwans-
independence-worth-war Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just 
purely on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant 
Fed policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls 
off a miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 
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Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
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but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale 
and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on
Stock Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-
violations-senate-house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why 
Earnings & The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
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Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook 
Worsens Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign 
Buyers Flee https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-
highest-yield-2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y 
auction which was somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp 
concession today which saw yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million 
Americans Priced-Out As Home Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan 
Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As 
Layoffs Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-
jobless-claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished 
Mr.Powell? Forget the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
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believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg

As Taiwan Warns Chinese "Maritime & Aerial Blockade" Ensuing, Pelosi 
Says Real Issue Is 'I'm A Woman' [Riiight!] Pelosi Departs Taiwan After 
Whirlwind Tour As China Declares "Median Line" No Longer Exists Global 
Markets Slump With Terrified Traders Tracking Pelosi's Next Move Forget
inflation, stagflation, recession, depression, earnings, Biden locked up in 
the basement with covid, and everything else: today's it all about 
whether Nancy Pelosi will start World War 3 when she lands in Taiwan in 
3 hours. https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/taiwans-independence-
worth-war Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just purely
on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant Fed 
policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls off a 
miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 

Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
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Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
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[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
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house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Turkey Agrees To Pay For Russian Gas With Rubles Credit 
Suisse Set To Slash Thousands Of Jobs Despite Handing Out Hundreds Of
Millions To Retain Top Talent https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/credit-
suisse-set-slash-thousands-jobs-despite-handing-out-hundreds-millions-
retain-top The bank is looking to cut its overall cost base by $1 billion... 

"I Don't Feel The Pain Of Inflation Anymore" Says Wealthy SF Fed Chair 
From Ivory Tower YAHOO Business 'The market is not the economy' and 
the July rally in the stock market was premature, top economist 
Mohamed El-Erian says https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/market-not-
economy-july-rally-174829466.html El-Erian said a comment by Powell led
investors to believe rate hikes would likely slow, but that's at odds with 
what the data shows. Weak Manufacturing Surveys Signal 'Peak 
Inflation'; Plunge in Orders, Production, & Jobs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/weak-manufacturing-surveys-
signal-peak-inflation-plunge-orders-production-jobs "With the exception of
pandemic lockdown periods, July saw US manufacturers report the 
toughest business conditions since 2009..." 

Biden's America: Too Broke To Bet?   Chicago PMI Unexpectedly Plunges   
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To 2-Year Lows https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/chicago-pmi-
unexpectedly-plunges-2-year-lows ...stagflation signals as prices paid 
jumped and production and new orders fell... "Expert" Narratives Are 
Collapsing The house of cards continues to fall apart Yellen: "Recession"
Doesn't Mean What You Think It Means [ Riiight! ] Sentiment sours amid 
Kremlin updates, EU Energy deal & US-earnings in focus -   Delusional   
Biden Admin Front-Runs Recessionary GDP Print... By Redefining 
Recession https://www.zerohedge.com/political/delusional-biden-admin-
front-runs-recessionary-gdp-print-redefining-recession It's not a recession
until the White House gives economists on its payroll permission to 
declare it a recession... [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!] US PMI Crashes 
Into Contraction In July: "A Worrying Deterioration In The Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-pmi-crashes-contraction-july-
worrying-deterioration-economy "Excluding pandemic lockdown months, 
output is falling at a rate not seen since 2009 amid the global financial 
crisis..." There's An Amazing Glut Of Office Space In Every Major Metro 
Area https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/theres-amazing-glut-office-
space-every-major-metro-area Occupancy is an engine of local 
economies. But there's a huge glut of space available... US Existing 
Home Sales Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses US Homebuilders 
Abandon Single-Families In June As They Brace For Rate Shock 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-builders-abandon-single-
family-home-startspermits-june-anticipating-renter ...multi-family starts 
and permits surged double-digits in June as single-family plunged... 
Homebuilder Confidence Collapses In July 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-confidence-
collapses-july ...the largest MoM drop (ex-COVID-lockdown) in history... 
Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
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ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER
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A Winter Of Anger https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/winter-anger
... if you’d ask most citizens of whichever EU country if they are willing to
risk being unable to feed and heat their children in order to support 
Ukraine and Zelensky, they would say NO. Hell no! "Revolution Has 
Begun": 75,000 Brits To Stop Paying Power Bills Amid Inflation Storm 
German Electricity Prices Hit Record High As Heatwave Curbs Power 
Generation ... and it's not even winter yet. "Widespread Civil Unrest" 
Looming In UK Over Cost-Of-Living Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/widespread-civil-unrest-
looming-uk-over-cost-living-crisis Movement to stop paying bills 

snowballs... 

Pound Crashes After BOE Hikes By Most Since 1995, Starts Gilt Sales Yet
Warns Of Crushing Stagflationary Recession Germany's Uniper Warns Of 
Possible "Irregular Operation" At Major Power Plant As Rhine River Runs 
Dry "You Can't Switch Off Death": German Crematoriums Warn Of Energy 
Crisis German Barge Traffic Slumps As Rhine Water Levels Near Record 
Lows "Miserable" German Retail Sales Crash The Most On Record As 
Europe Slumps Into Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/miserable-german-retail-sales-crash-
most-record-europe-slumps-recession Germany is "sinking into an 
increasingly steep downturn, adding to the region’s recession risks”. Gas
Levy Could Triple Household Heating Bills In Germany EU Consumer 
Confidence Crashes To Record Lows As German CPI Unexpectedly Re-
Accelerates "We Are In A Very Critical Moment": IMF Cuts Global GDP, 
Raises Inflation Outlook, Warns "World Teetering On Edge Of Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-are-very-critical-moment-imf-
cuts-global-gdp-raises-inflation-outlook-warns-world "It’s easy to cool off 
the economy when the economy is running hot. It’s much harder to 
reduce inflation when the economy is close to a recession." Germans 
Taking Fewer Showers In Response To Cost Of Living Crisis China And 
Japan Hold The Keys To Euro Recovery 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/china-and-japan-hold-keys-euro-
recovery While the direction of Europe’s economy continues to be a 
hostage to Russian energy -- as today’s dispiriting PMI numbers attest -- it
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is the Asian nations of China and Japan who are in a position to alleviate 
Europe’s capital-outflow problem and stabilize the euro. PMIs Signal 
Eurozone Recession Day After First ECB Rate-Hike In 11 Years 

19% Of The World's Population Lives In 'Chindia' (& Buys Russian Oil) 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/19-worlds-population-lives-
chindia-buys-russian-oil India is expected to become the most populous 
nation on Earth by mid-2023, surpassing China whose population growth 
has all but stopped.. Oil Surges After Biden Fails To Win Saudi Pledge To 
Pump More Crude These Are The Countries With The Highest Default Risk
The Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial Production Unexpectedly 
Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker month since September 
2021... David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 

Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
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come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 
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ZEROHEDGE The Government is Hiding a Dark Secret About the Economy
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-08-09/government-hiding-dark-
secret-about-economy About those supposedly fantastic July jobs 
numbers... Nvidia Plunges After Preannouncing Terrible Q2 Results, 
Slashes Guidance, Blames "Macroeconomic Headwinds" Something 
Snaps In The Job Market: Multiple Jobholders Hit All Time High As 
Unexplained 1.8 Million Jobs Gap Emerges 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/something-snaps-job-market-
multiple-jobholders-hit-all-time-high-unexplained-18-million ‘...So what's 
going on here? The simple answer: Fewer people working, but more 
people working more than one job, a rotation which picked up in earnest 
some time in March and which has only been captured by the Household 
survey. And since the Establishment survey is far slower to pick up on 
the nuances in employment composition, while the Household Survey has
gone nowhere since March, the BLS data engineers have been busy 
goalseeking the Establishment Survey (perhaps with the occasional 
nudge from the White House especially now that the economy is in a 
technical recession) to make it appear as if the economy is growing 
strongly, when in reality all they are doing is applying the same erroneous
seasonal adjustment factor that gave such a wrong perspective of the 
labor market in the aftermath of the covid pandemic (until it was all 
adjusted away a year ago). In other words, while the labor market is 
already cracking, it will take the BLS several months of veering away 
from reality before the government bureaucrats accept and admit what is
truly taking place...’

July Payrolls Smash Expectations Soaring To 528K, Wages Come In Red 
Hot As Unemployment Rate Drops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/july-payrolls-smash-expectations-
soaring-528k-wages-come-red-hot We are now well and truly in bizarro 
world. 

Futures Flat As Crushing 37bps Curve Inversion Screams Recession The 
Misery Index Is At Recession Levels Lying About The Economy Will Only 
Make The Coming Crash Worse Senior Economist 'Fact Checked' By 
Facebook For Saying US Is In Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/senior-economist-fact-checked-
facebook-saying-us-recession “We live in an Orwellian hell-scape.” [Yes, 
we do!] Here’s why you shouldn’t invest in ETFs. UMich Inflation 
Expectations Rose Intra-Month, Democrats' Confidence Drops Further 
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Inflation, Recession Or Both? Reporter Exposes White House's Blatant 
Redefining Of "Recession" Yellen: "Recession" Doesn't Mean What You 
Think It Means Gold & The Upcoming Recession Luongo: None Dare Call 
It A Recession Lest The Democrats Lose The Mid-Terms Democrats 
Prepare To Unleash Hell On Fed Chair Powell For The Coming Recession 
"2023 Will Be A Year From Hell" - Martin Armstrong Warns Of Inflation-
Driven Civil-Unrest https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/2023-will-be-
year-hell-martin-armstrong-warns-inflation-driven-civil-unrest "...you are 
looking at revolutions... The euro looks like death warmed over... This is 
just not over yet." "Japanese Economy Continues To Crater "- Another 
Casualty Of The Energy Crisis The Danger Of Drought In Europe 
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/danger-drought-europe ...the current 
heatwave is bound to further exacerbate water shortages in Southern and
Southeast Europe... Record-Breaking Heat In Europe Meanwhile, 
Southern Europe is also experiencing extreme heat that has caused 
wildfires... UK Records Hottest Day Ever Amid Heat Apocalypse   "Heat   
Apocalypse" Blasts Europe As UK And France Brace For Hottest Days On 
Record   https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/heat-apocalypse-blasts-  
europe-uk-and-france-brace-hottest-days-record "Today and tomorrow will
be one of the worst, if not the worst heatwave events in the modern 
history of western Europe." The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 
2022 http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In 
Government Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 
4Chan Found After Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
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Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
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are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

ZEROHEDGE Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
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trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE Recession is "crashing" closer to a complacency point 
where one actually could start shorting the market again.. The Great 
Recession: Facts Vs Denials 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/great-recession-facts-vs-denials 
Once again, the US is facing a recession which Main Street feels, Wall 
Street whistles past, and DC simply denies... 
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"Deteriorating Situation" Shows Rent Growth "Collapsing" In Sunbelt 
Markets https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/deteriorating-situation-
shows-rent-growth-collapsing-sunbelt-markets Rogan Slams Biden Admin 
For "Gaslighting" Americans About Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/rogan-slams-biden-admin-
gaslighting-americans-about-recession "...they’re literally changing the 
definition...and it should be pushed back against in a big way. It should 
be something that people get angry about..." 'Great News' Jobs Reports 
Sparks Selloff In Bonds, Stocks, & Gold 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/great-news-jobs-reports-sparks-
selloff-bonds-stocks-gold ...good news is really bad news... 

Initial Jobless Claims Hit 8 Month Highs, Continuing Claims Jump Ahead 
Of Payrolls Print https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-
jobless-claims-hit-8-month-highs-continuing-claims-jump-ahead-payrolls 
Jobless claims are now completely decoupled from the headlines payrolls
data... Pay Attention; This Is Not The '70s 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/pay-attention-not-70s In the late 
70s, P/Es on stocks were in the single digits, and debt levels were 
negligible. Today, valuations are nearly four times those levels, and debt 
as a percentage of GDP is at levels considered unthinkable not that long 
ago... Chinese Jets Buzz Taiwan Strait, Govt Websites Hit By 
Cyberattack With Pelosi Plane En Route War on China: the real target are 
the American people China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off Taiwan With US 
Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia Nuclear War 
Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security Advisor China's 
Army Posts "Get Ready For War!" Message On Social Media, State 
Mouthpiece Says PLA Has "Right" To Intercept Pelosi's Plane Inflation, 
Recession Or Both? [BOTH!] Welcome To The Biden Recession: Q2 GDP 
"Unexpectedly" Shrinks 0.9%, 2nd Consecutive Decline Peter Schiff: The 
White House Recession Denial https://www.zerohedge.com/political/peter-
schiff-white-house-recession-denial "When you’re losing, just change the 
rules of the game, then declare victory.” Recession? All Of A Sudden 
Yield Spreads Are Collapsing https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/no-
recession-all-sudden-yield-spreads-are-collapsing … we suggest 
continuing to follow risk management protocols until indicators indicate 
a reversal of that economic risk.

1. Tighten up stop-loss levels to current support levels for each position. 

2. Hedge portfolios against significant market declines. 
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3. Take profits in positions that have been big winners 

4. Sell laggards and losers. 

5. Raise cash and rebalance portfolios to target weightings.

Peter Schiff: It's Getting Harder To Deny Recession Reality 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-schiff-its-getting-harder-deny-
recession-reality "This should be obvious, but people have been in denial 
about the weakness in the economy..." Wall Street's Biggest Bear: One 
Down, But Two More Things Must Happen Before Stocks Bottom 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/wall-streets-biggest-bear-one-down-
two-more-things-must-happen-stocks-bottom Recession reflections 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/everyoneknows [ Recession 
is coming but everyone knows it ] The Number Of Americans Filing For 
First-Time Unemployment Claims Soared To 8-Month-Highs Last Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/number-americans-filing-
first-time-unemployment-claims-soared-8-month-highs-last ...and 
continuing claims are the highest since April... US Existing Home Sales 
Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses Sinkhole 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sinkhole "At present, the 2s10s 
spread is –18 bps. This is indicative of a recession 12-18 months ahead, 
which means the second half of 2023. Note that we have been 
forecasting a recession for 2023H2 since April." Recession Already Here 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-may-already-be-here The 
debate about recession risk is pointless.We are already in a recession... 
The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
an odd beast in any case. 

Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 

idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
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a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
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jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
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is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE Russia Suspends US Inspections Of Its Nuclear Arsenal 
Under New START Treaty China Extends Taiwan Drills Past Sunday 
Deadline, Says Training Under "Real War Conditions" Which Nations Face 
The Biggest Disruption From China's Taiwan-Trade-Blockade? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/which-nations-face-biggest-
disruption-chinas-taiwan-trade-blockade China's export stop on sand, a 
resource essential for the manufacturing of semiconductors, could prove 
devastating for countries like the United States... The Growing Threat 
From North Korea Taiwan Says China's Drills Are Simulating A Full Attack
On The Island https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/taiwan-says-chinas-
drills-are-simulating-full-attack-island Following Pelosi's visit, Chinese 
media said the military will demonstration the "mainland's absolute 
control over the Taiwan question." Anger From Ukraine's Backers After 
Damning Amnesty Report Spotlights 'Human Shields'

China Sanctions Pelosi, Halts US Talks Including Military Ties, As Jets 
Breach Taiwan Median Line 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/china-sanctions-pelosi-halts-us-
talks-including-military-ties-jets-breach-taiwan China has begun its 
retaliation against Washington by announcing Friday the cancellation of a
series of meetings with the United States 

Ballistic Missiles Soar Over Taiwan, "Hundreds" Of PLA Fighters Breach 
Airspace, As 5-Day Drills Commence 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ballistic-missiles-soar-over-
taiwan-hundreds-pla-fighters-breach-airspace-5-day-drills China Summons
US Ambassador Overnight, Says Washington "Must Pay The Price" EOAD 
Are Chinese Tanks Massing On The Shores Of Fujian Because An Invasion
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Is Imminent? 8-2-22 We Were Specifically Warned About This Coming War
With China All The Way Back In The 1990 ZH Here Are All The Latest 
Taiwan Headlines https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-
latest-taiwan-headlines All the latest news in the extremely fluid Taiwan 
theater of pre-war. 'US Military Moving Assets', Markets Stall On Reports 
Pelosi To Visit Taiwan Tuesday 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-sink-pelosi-taiwan-headlines 
Pelosi is reportedly expected to land in Taiwan on Tuesday night, and 
meet lawmakers on Wednesday. China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off 
Taiwan With US Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia
Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security 
Advisor China Is Issuing The Same "Red Line" Warnings About Taiwan 
That Russia Issued About Ukraine THE SUN AI predicts last selfie on 
Earth… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-
earth-prediction-tiktok/ EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To 
Absolutely Love It When War With China Erupts 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-industrial-complex-is-
going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-erupts/ ZH Russia Unveils
Large-Scale Military Exercises In East, Signaling Force Strength 
'Unaffected' By Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-
unveils-large-scale-eastern-military-exercises-signaling-force-strength-
unaffected Prior "Vostok" (East) drills included sizable Chinese PLA 
military participation... If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End 
Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm

How A Russian Gas Freeze Would Curtail European GDPs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/how-russian-gas-freeze-would-
curtail-european-gdps ...a complete shut-off from the Russian side would 
have disastrous effects for European economies... Ukraine Moves To 
Criminalize Russian Passport Application there is a lot of Ukrainian blood 
on the red Russian passport [What?] Russia Boasts It's Already Taken 
Out 4 US-Supplied Long Range Rocket Systems Russia Informs Turkey It 
Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa Port Attack It's Official: Russia And 
China Announce "New Global Reserve Currency" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-22/its-official-russia-and-china-
announce-new-global-reserve-currency And once again no one has 
noticed and no one seems to care. [ Yes, it’s official; NEW WORLD 
ORDER! ]

Pelosi: Pentagon Might Be Worried China Would Shoot Down Her Plane If 
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She Visits Taiwan AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant 
Corruption' After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky US "Started" The Ukraine
Crisis, China Says, In Fiercest Official Criticism Yet 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-started-ukraine-crisis-china-
says-fiercest-official-criticism-yet "As the one who started the Ukraine 
crisis & the biggest factor fueling it..." [ Yes...Sadly, that is indisputably 
true; it’s the american way.] Russia Plans 'Annexation Votes' For 
Captured Ukraine Territories By Mid-September: Report Russia Resumes 
Nord Stream Natural Gas Deliveries To Europe "...likely to lead to a 
collective sigh of relief from not just the European gas market, but from 
the wider economy," Russia Declares War Goals Have Expanded After 
West Pumped More Arms Into Ukraine Strengthening Ties With Iran, Putin
Meets With Supreme Leader In Tehran 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/strengthening-ties-iran-putin-
meets-supreme-leader-tehran “Our relations are developing at a good 
pace,” said Putin 

Putin Says Russia Will Honor Gas Commitment But Flows Will Drop As 
Much As 20% Of Capacity Vladimir Putin warned that flows via the Nord 
Stream pipeline could be curbed soon if sanctions prevent additional 
maintenance on its components Russian Military Given Formal Order To 
Target Ukraine's Long-Range Weapons From US 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-issues-formal-order-military-
target-ukraines-long-range-weapons-us Ukraine officials called the 
HIMARS a "game-changer"... [Riiight] Gazprom Declares Force Majeure, 
Will Halt Gas Flows To Germany Indefinitely "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”

Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
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helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
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for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
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Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
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bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
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makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com
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[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

POST: FIRST MOON LANDING
NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 
Fake-NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv

http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm     

Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake Dutch     
'  moon rock  ' revealed   Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon rock 

given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of 
petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon Rock  ' in   
Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at 
Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
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yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

Al Peia

Riiight...and they haven't been back because...oh yeah, they got rid of 
their Saturn rockets ... and, they were in the past but not in the 
present/future impervious to radiation; ie., van allen belt, etc.. Oh, they 
probably could do it now, arguably; they're working on it. But, of course, 
Mars is quite another thing. The amounts of money for these 
boondoggles/frauds are staggering; yet, pale in comparison to the frauds 
on wall street. YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand 
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act... ].

albertpeia.com 

https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-house-trading-2021-9?fbclid=IwAR09dFVyNoZm5AbSc6RvuLX7_txNfPp6HYV8SBSjQeJPd8_JdRMongZa5Og
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ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

YAHOO Nearly one in three Americans say it may soon be necessary to 
take up arms against the government

https://www.yahoo.com/news/nearly-one-three-americans-may-
202408076.html A majority of Americans say the U.S. government is 
corrupt and almost a third say it may soon be necessary to take up arms 
against it, according to a new poll from the University of Chicago’s 
Institute of Politics. 

DRUDGEREPORT ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms… 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

*Hopes for a mild recession are "delusional," said Nouriel Roubini, the 
economist who called the 2008 financial crisis. 

*He said debt ratios are historically high, while bailouts during the 
pandemic have resulted in "zombie corporations." 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
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mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It 
When War With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-
military-industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-
china-erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]

ZEROHEDGE FBI Likely Did 'Intentionally Undermine' A Congressional 
Probe On Hunter Biden: Senator https://www.zerohedge.com/political/fbi-
likely-did-intentionally-undermine-congressional-probe-hunter-biden-
senator "The FBI can no longer be trusted 

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
The US is in a recession and it’s worse than you think 
https://www.rt.com/business/560011-us-recession-fed-inflation/ 
DRUDGEREPORT 
UN warns humanity 'one miscalculation away from nuclear annihilation'…
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-
danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html 

YAHOO Business 'The market is not the economy' and the July rally in the
stock market was premature, top economist Mohamed El-Erian says 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/market-not-economy-july-rally-
174829466.html El-Erian said a comment by Powell led investors to 
believe rate hikes would likely slow, but that's at odds with what the data
shows.
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ANALYSIS
From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

YAHOO Politics Former FBI official likens Matt Gaetz, Roger Stone, and 
Trump to the Mafia: 'It's a criminal organization' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-fbi-official-likens-matt-
045920601.html 
BUT WAIT: “There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

China Has Established A “Blockade” Around Taiwan And Plans To Shoot 
Missiles Directly Over The Island     
http://endoftheamericandream.com/china-has-established-a-blockade-
around-taiwan-and-plans-to-shoot-missiles-directly-over-the-island/     

Insiders Are Dumping The Most Stocks Since January As Retail Buying-
Panic Re-Emerges
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/insiders-are-dumping-most-stocks-
january-retail-buying-panic-re-emerges     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[DUH! Of course that’s true; but, that’s the reality of criminal america.] 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]
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'All the data points currently align with a cover-up' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-pentagon-secret-service-texts-
deleted-cover-up-accusations-170030306.html The House Jan. 6 
committee is scrutinizing evidence of information erased, wiped, deleted 
and otherwise obscured by former members of the Trump administration. 

SOP Standard Operating Procedure-That’s my experience 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[DUH! Of course that’s true; but, that’s the reality of criminal america.] 
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AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-ukraine-war
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10934571/Oregon-Citys-mayoral-candidate-says-homeless-Japanese-style-pods-overdoses-rise.html
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Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
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and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg


the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

Al Peia
DRUDGEREPORT Top 10 best places to live in world…USA not on list... 
https://www.cnbc.com/.../global-liveability-index-2022... Here’s the rest of 
the top 10 best places to live
1. Vienna, Austria
2. Copenhagen, Denmark
3. Zurich, Switzerland
4. Calgary, Canada
5. Vancouver, Canada
6. Geneva, Switzerland
7. Frankfurt, Germany
8. Toronto, Canada
9. Amsterdam, Netherlands
10. Osaka, Japan and Melbourne, Australia (tie)

Susan Edelman Blank
Al Peia I’ll take any one of those!

Al Peia
Even just a decade ago, who would have thought america would have 
fallen so far, so fast. Careful what you say, we're getting near the 

https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDIyNTI0NjY0NTY2NTcyNl82MDI0MjMzNjc5MTUyNDI%3D&__cft__[0]=AZVj-jqkpOIB01XXAA2BQYWt9vKEliE6drRDrPmWW6rN7b0WhqCkEMN2xzq3fIhjX-WOaEFFySfPOZss6DGT7E3OtmluxrZV8R4vbDyDGwu0rFxeTPbeHoYmYbaHBWWBQjs&__tn__=R]-R
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https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDIyNTI0NjY0NTY2NTcyNl81NzkyNDQyNDM2OTg3NzE%3D&__cft__[0]=AZVj-jqkpOIB01XXAA2BQYWt9vKEliE6drRDrPmWW6rN7b0WhqCkEMN2xzq3fIhjX-WOaEFFySfPOZss6DGT7E3OtmluxrZV8R4vbDyDGwu0rFxeTPbeHoYmYbaHBWWBQjs&__tn__=R]-R


desperate phase (not worth it - ask the Kennedy's). Doctor Peter referred 
to you as "a warrior". A compliment, to be sure; but, for you and your 
family, not worth it. This guy's really good, worth a look 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=crCGYeo0PBE

YOUTUBE.COM
BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER https://secure.sjuggerudtruewealth.com/?
cid=MKT650099&eid=MKT657482&channel=102120d0fc4158ded364c744
bc11a4&assetId=AST254109&page=1&fbclid=IwAR0pC2C2-J2V-
ZloWSAW8WX2VLqM3fha3zWL-69BnuumFAH72QortG6rbEY 

BILL BONNER'S 4TH AND FINAL WARNING: AMERICA'S NIGHTMARE 
WINTER

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 
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https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

CNN Murdoch's New York Post dumps Trump, calling him 'unworthy to be 
chief executive again'

MSNBC Joe: Trump's biggest enablers were begging him to stop. How is 
he not already in jail? Morning Joe

Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
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https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing


States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 
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EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
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harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”
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CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky [ america’s kind of 
place! ]

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
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be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
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post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
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https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/14/30-year-mortgage-rate-surges-to-6point28percent-up-from-5point5percent-just-a-week-ago.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/14/real-estate-firms-compass-and-redfin-announce-layoffs-as-housing-market-slows.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/property-values-fall-across-us-145849058.html
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gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 

https://www.yahoo.com/news/newsom-joins-trump-truth-social-211434474.html
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/gov-gavin-newsom-wins-big-in-california-could-he-be-president/ar-AAYgUlw
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running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/spx
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/comp
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/djia
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/bear-market-stocks-whats-next-51655150790?link=MW_latest_news
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https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-panel-says-evidence-173305500.html


such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It When War 
With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-
industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-
erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]
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THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 

https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/10/fired-fox-news-editor-chris-stirewalt-to-testify-at-jan-6-riot-committee-hearing.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/media/3519284-nearly-20m-watched-jan-6-hearing-nielsen
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-calls-deadly-insurrection-greatest-193328621.html
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UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10901419/McCarthy-says-country-responsible-Jan-6-pressed-Trumps-fault.html
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 
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ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 

https://www.facebook.com/susan.blank?__cft__[0]=AZVGvhjiSxGnjWz-LN1hLrt-aZERuH0PnG03UnsNEqhUcmu8tji41KXA8gSPX1OdMtaxPYgX5zHqHLdFB47IYBha_VhuUIONFV7lhrhbMfxB3fUSiPJAMdbT-Ekkqx2RcIH6jVbHjnRdnwyLewnxvu_HCG_Le8GADYmNiVTogj9heg&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
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AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
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DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

YAHOO We are seeing evidence that Donald Trump committed treason. 
Where is Merrick Garland? https://www.yahoo.com/news/seeing-evidence-
donald-trump-committed-100000305.html How many more Republican 
former officials have to come forward for the attorney general to act? 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
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8-8-22
Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
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partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
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(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 



proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
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ZEROHEDGE Goldman Jumps As Traders Spark Q2 Revenue Beat But 
Total Earnings Plunge 47% Amid Major Investment Losses 
DRUDGE Hope for depositors dwindles as crypto lender files for 
bankruptcy... Crypto Takes New Hit as Thousands of SOLANA Wallets 
Hacked… YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-
senate-house-trading-2021-9 ]. Pelosi 'Appears To Have Taken Advantage'
Of Inside Information: Former Dallas Fed Chief Fisher Artificial Wealth Vs 
GDP: Why Earnings & The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
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hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
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official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT How many animal species (including people)     have   
caught Covid? 

https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2022/08/05/1114357154/how-
many-animal-species-have-caught-covid-first-global-tracker-has-partial-
answe 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths near/exceed 2021 
numbers]
117,153 AUG 07 2022
108,451 AUG 07 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
497 AUG 07 2022
506 AUG 07 2021 
How Pandemic Changed Americans' Health for Worse… 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-covid-19-pandemic-changed-
americans-health-for-the-worse-11659260165 Heart disease and drug 
overdoses are among afflictions exacting a higher toll than before [ More 
than 1 million; 350 per day ]
More cities mull indoor masking… Indoor mask rules expected next week 
as L.A. virus wave worsens... Fauci Annual Pension Payout Exceeds 
POTUS Salary… Republicans plot Fauci probe… [Incompetent, greedy 
guinea] Covid Rises Across USA Amid Muted Warnings and Murky Data… 
WHO: Covid triples across Europe; Hospitalizations double... MONKEYPOX
PANDEMIC? WHO TO RECONVENE Most Americans Now in Areas With 
High Virus Levels… Deaths in LA rising as ultra-contagious subva  riants   
spread… https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-
covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 'Several hundred 
thousand' new covid cases a day NOT reported; Hospitalizations 
climbing... https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-
thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-
keep-climbing-11657298622 

DALLAS TURNS HOTSPOT... 

https://www.dallasnews.com/news/2022/07/19/three-things-to-know-about-the-highly-contagious-covid-19-variant-spreading-right-now/
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New variant 'Centaurus' detected... 
Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 20% effective 
after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at 
Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as 
Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... Ultra-
contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 

UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

DRUDGEREPORT Last crisis, Beijing outmatched. Not now… 
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-
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crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560 

White House summons Chinese ambassador as crisis escalates...
Simulating Attack on Island... 'Sinking American warships'...
Tells USA: Can't 'treat countries like George Floyd'...
Xi Builds Security Fortress...
Does Beijing Have Own Space Plane?
Pentagon chiefs calls go unanswered...
Top Taiwan Missile Official Found Dead in Hotel Room...
Fears Japan on front line...
UN chief warns in Hiroshima… 
APPLE Bends Knee on Label Demands…

China conducts missile strikes in Taiwan Strait... Smoke trails fill sky...
Carrier group moved towards island...
'Western powers can no longer run amok'...
Pentagon delays another test...
USS Ronald Reagan remains in region...
Expert warns 'Pearl Harbor-style attack'... 
How Far Will Xi Go?
Cuts ties with USA...
The Coming War...
Taipei Urgent Fighter Pilot Shortage...
Battle or Surrender: Generational Divide on Threat... 

JULY JOBS BLOWOUT: PAYROLLS INCREASE 528K… 
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE FALLS TO 3.5%...  'It is WHOPPER!'   
Gas prices drop 50 straight days... 
Musk Declares Inflation Past Peak...Sees 'mild recession' for 18 months… 

Powell pummeled from all sides... Home Sellers Cut Prices... 

BUST: More Americans Going Hungry…
Household Debt Surpasses $16 Trillion… 
RECESSION 2022: Americans Buying More Essentials at Dollar Stores... 
Dollar-Store Dinners and Vats of Shampoo… 
61% now living paycheck to paycheck... 
Inflation Everywhere -- Even Commercials... 
Home prices cooling at record pace...
ORACLE layoffs... 

https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/oracle-starts-job-cuts-in-u.s.-the-information
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/home-prices-cooled-at-record-pace-in-june-according-to-housing-data-firm.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/inflation-is-everywhereeven-in-tv-commercials-11659351601
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/as-inflation-surges-more-americans-are-living-paycheck-to-paycheck.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/us-household-debt-surpasses-16-150000549.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/04/more-americans-are-going-hungry-and-it-costs-more-to-feed-them/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/home-sellers-cut-prices-as-housing-market-cools-11659671674
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/05/fed-powell-rate-hikes-00049561
https://news.yahoo.com/elon-musk-predicts-us-mild-234254035.html
https://news.yahoo.com/elon-musk-predicts-us-mild-234254035.html
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/gas-prices-tumble-at-fastest-rate-in-over-a-decade
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/it-is-a-whopper-cnbcs-rick-santelli-stunned-by-july-jobs-report-that-more-than-doubled-expectations/
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-united-states-economy-unemployment-4895f1aa41fbe904400df8261446b737
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/05/jobs-report-july-2022-528000.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/05/fight-or-surrender-taiwans-generational-divide-on-chinas-threats/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/taiwan-faces-urgent-fighter-pilot-123340764.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-coming-war-over-taiwan-11659614417
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-china-asia-beijing-b252479810add6a225fa1e4a6d441983
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/pelosi-taiwan-visit-china-united-states-relationship-future-rcna41098
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5935484/china-pearl-harbor-attack-taiwan/
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/04/china-taiwan-missile-aircraft-00049925
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11081935/Pentagon-DELAYS-intercontinental-ballistic-missile-test-avoid-angering-China.html
https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-08-04/ugly-shameless-evil-china-blasts-g-7-eu-attempts-to-deescalate-taiwan-crisis
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5929070/china-taiwan-airspace-aircraft-missiles/
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/all-out-war-fears-as-china-launches-missiles-directly-over-taiwan-smoke-trails-fill-sky/ar-AA10ipb2
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-asia-navy-china-air-force-4bd08ab9ecd2a9f7d450cf61618d28af
https://www.mediaite.com/tech/apple-bends-the-knee-warning-suppliers-shipping-from-taiwan-to-strictly-obey-chinas-label-demands-after-pelosi-visit/
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/asia/nuclear-weapons-loaded-gun-un-chief-warns-hiroshima-2863491
https://www.npr.org/2022/08/05/1115384641/japan-taiwan-china-yonaguni-island
https://www.newsweek.com/taiwan-missile-official-found-dead-hotel-room-after-heart-attack-ou-yang-li-hsing-1731492
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/05/pentagon-china-calls-taiwan-00050175
https://www.19fortyfive.com/2022/08/the-air-force-would-freak-out-does-china-have-its-very-own-x-37b-space-plane/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/06/in-turbulent-times-xi-builds-a-security-fortress-for-china-and-himself/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11083987/China-SANCTIONS-Nancy-Pelosi-family-vicious-provocative-visit-Taiwan.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5942632/china-sink-us-aircraft-carriers-hypersonic/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/taiwan-says-china-simulating-attack-035002189.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/white-house-summons-chinese-ambassador-as-crisis-escalates/ar-AA10kAmc
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560


UN warns humanity 'one miscalculation away from nuclear annihilation'…
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-
danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html 
US Aircraft Carrier, Amphibious Assault Ships Operating Near Taiwan... 
PUTIN: USA MAIN THREAT TO RUSSIA [ Truth be told, USA MAIN THREAT
TO RUSSIA, CHINA, USA, WORLD ] 
CNN: SHE'S GOING 
CHINA MILITARY WARNING 
TAIWAN READIES FOR CONFLICT 
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-
leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war 

Midterm Misery for Biden? Key Economy Gauge Flags 30-Seat Loss... 
Corporations on front lines say cracks forming... https://www.msn.com/en-
us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-
cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc In Silicon Valley, profits at tech 
companies like Google and Apple generally beat expectations, but 
executives said there are signs of some niche slowing in consumer 
spending. Consumer products giant Procter & Gamble said it is expecting
a tougher 2023, although it’s still raising prices. Mastercard said 
spending was steady among the wealthy, but slowing among lower-
income customers 

DRUDGEREPORT Top 10 best places to live in world…USA not on list... 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-
worst-places-to-live.html Here’s the rest of the top 10 best places to live

11.Vienna, Austria
12.Copenhagen, Denmark
13.Zurich, Switzerland
14.Calgary, Canada
15.Vancouver, Canada
16.Geneva, Switzerland
17.Frankfurt, Germany

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/07/global-liveability-index-2022-best-and-worst-places-to-live.html
https://www.pginvestor.com/financial-reporting/press-releases/news-details/2022/PG-Announces-Fourth-Quarter-and-Fiscal-Year-2022-Results/default.aspx
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/midterm-misery-biden-key-economy-111529922.html
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://news.yahoo.com/china-warns-military-not-sit-075623828.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/01/politics/nancy-pelosi-taiwan-visit/index.html
https://www.yahoo.com/video/putin-says-russian-navy-hypersonic-084124580.html
https://news.usni.org/2022/08/01/carrier-uss-ronald-reagan-two-f-35b-big-decks-operating-near-taiwan-as-pelosi-arrives-in-singapore-china-renews-threats
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html


18.Toronto, Canada
19.Amsterdam, Netherlands
20.Osaka, Japan and Melbourne, Australia (tie)

Danger ahead...Economy has yet to face biggest recession challenge... 
‘The 2-year Treasury note yield exceeded that of the 10-year note by the 
highest margin in about 22 years Friday afternoon. That phenomenon, 
known as an inverted yield curve, has been a telltale recession sign 
particularly when it goes on for an extended period of time. In the present
case, the inversion has been in place since early July’ 
Restaurants, Bars, Hotels STILL Don't Have Enough Workers... 
Credit-card debt soaring... 

INFLATION NOW HIGHEST SINCE 1982...
Retail's 'Dark Side': Inventory Piles Up... 
White House insists economy strong as allies grow uneasy about Fed...
Yellen denies recession...
Inflation highest since 1982... 
Big Tech Results Spotlight Breadth of Upheaval... 
RECESSION 2022 
GDP 2ND STRAIGHT QUARTERLY DROP 
Yield curve flashing more warning signs of risks ahead...
FED HIKES AGAIN... MORE TO COME...
VOX layoffs; Tech firms tighten belts...
FACEBOOK First Ever Revenue Drop...
COMCAST Broadband Growth Grinds to Halt...
BEST BUY latest retailer to cut outlook...
100 Wealthiest Americans Lose $622 Billion Since November... 

WORLD'S BIGGEST CONSUMER NAMES ANNOUNCE SOARING PRICE 
INCREASES... 
Inflation hits bodega favorite: Bacon, egg and cheese... 
Half Americans fall deeper in debt...
SHOPIFY cuts staff; Tech firms tighten belts ...
GOOGLE Growth Slows as Pressures Mount on Ad Market...
$9.4 Trillion Results Day Looms in Test for Stock Market...
Pending home sales fall 20%... 
Economist: Prices to Plunge… 
Fed Readies Largest Rate Hikes Since Volcker... Developing... 

https://ca.news.yahoo.com/fed-readies-largest-rate-hikes-100116313.html
https://nypost.com/2022/07/26/us-home-prices-to-plunge-substantially-on-cratering-demand/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/pending-home-sales-fell-20percent-in-june-versus-a-year-earlier-as-mortgage-rates-soared.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/9-4-trillion-results-day-075131597.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-alphabet-googl-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658802135
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/shopify-sinks-12percent-after-company-plans-to-lay-off-10percent-of-workers.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/nearly-half-of-americans-fall-deeper-in-debt-as-inflation-boosts-costs.html
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-new-york-prices-bd26a709a13cbccce503b2e986301edb
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://bnanews102.bna.com/daily-tax-report/the-100-wealthiest-americans-lost-622-billion-since-november
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/best-buys-shares-fall-10percent-as-it-cuts-its-forecast-for-second-quarter-cites-weaker-demand.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/comcast-earnings-2q-2022.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/meta-facebook-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658883684
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/27/vox-media-layoffs-economic-uncertainty
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11054989/Fed-rate-hike-Central-bank-raises-key-rate-0-75-points.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/fed-decision-july-2022-.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/analysis-u-yield-curve-flashing-211417380.html
https://apnews.com/article/united-states-economy-economic-growth-government-and-politics-4ffd93331422cb131a974223dad5825f
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/gdp-q2-.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/from-apple-to-microsoft-big-tech-results-spotlight-breadth-of-economic-upheaval-11659094604
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/yellen-says-the-economy-is-not-in-a-recession-despite-gdp-slump.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/white-house-insists-economy-is-strong-as-allies-grow-uneasy-about-fed/ar-AA105XbV
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/30/retails-dark-side-as-inventory-piles-up-liquidation-warehouses-are-busy/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.axios.com/2022/08/06/inflation-recession-credit-card-debt
https://www.wsj.com/articles/restaurants-bars-and-hotels-keep-hiring-and-say-they-still-dont-have-enough-people-11659734572
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/05/danger-ahead-the-us-economy-has-yet-to-face-its-biggest-recession-challenge.html


Difficulty Paying Bills Tops Pandemic High...
Inflation Altering Shopping Habits...
Fed set for ANOTHER big rate hike...
WALMART cuts outlook...
ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms... 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

2 Americans dead in Donbas… Apocalyptic vision behind Putin 'golden 
billion' argument… [ From my direct observation and experience, 
pervasively mentally ill, corrupt, criminal america is indisputably the 
globally destructive bad guy. That is so ab initio! ]
U.S., allies weigh providing Ukraine fighter jets to counter Russia… 
Putin 'too healthy' says CIA chief... https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-
putin-health/ “Ukrainian, US, and British would-be media professionals 
have been spreading bogus stories about the president’s health condition
in recent months. This is all hoax,” he said. 
Ukraine graft concerns resurface as war goes on... China threatens 
'strong measures' if Pelosi visits Taiwan… Looming Gas Crunch Poses 
'Historic Test' for Europe, IEA Says… Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With 
Iran, Turkey in Rare Trip Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More 
Aggressive Phase of Ukraine War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... 
China satellite swarms hunt down and destroy enemy targets… Russia 
building laser weapon to disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke
attack preparedness PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts 
photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as 
pipeline from Russia shuts off… Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to 
citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   
Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/russian-doomsday-submarine-armed-nuclear-drones-service
https://news.yahoo.com/relentless-russian-shelling-east-ukraine-073615708.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-pleads-weapons-war-spotlight-043837619.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/07/16/russia-ukraine-war-putin-news-live-updates/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-zelenskyy-government-and-politics-494af1bc0145fb2d16c76b0abf3f5cda
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.euronews.com/2022/07/21/vladimir-putin-entirely-too-healthy-says-cia-chief
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/us-allies-weigh-providing-ukraine-fighter-jets-to-counter-russia/ar-AAZNC4L
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://thehill.com/policy/international/russia/3571651-two-americans-dead-in-donbas-region-of-ukraine/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://news.yahoo.com/walmart-cuts-profit-outlook-inflation-204311068.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fed-inflict-more-pain-economy-130000297.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/26/more-signs-emerge-that-inflation-is-altering-shopping-habits/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/difficulty-paying-bills-tops-pandemic-191151129.html


forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce


Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/


ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/20/politics/supreme-court-june-preview/index.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-companies-start-to-rescind-job-offers-11655865283
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/abortion-ruling-highlights-diverging-paths-of-justices-john-roberts-samuel-alito-11656149400
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html


democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

HISTORY Here are notable past Taiwan Headlines 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-
headlines ...news in the extremely fluid Taiwan theater of pre-war. 

SOME POSTED REACTIONS TO PELOSI TAIWAN VISIT:

the ho is in taiwan china bluffed.... 

D O N 'T  A L L O W  T H A T  H A G  T O  I N T E R F E R E  W I T H  Y O U R  S O V E R E I G N T Y . 

T h e s e  w e s t e r n  b a s t a r d s  M U S T  b e  p u t  i n  t h e i r  p l a c e . 

Let her land, then arrest her. That should wipe the smirk off of the 
Democrats, and Republican's faces. 

Neocons are mad dogs 

I'm sure they booked her a room with a broom closet. 

Pelosi looks like a witch from hades. Set a couple dozen drones against 
her plane path and see if they collide. If successful call it a good day. 

American gangsters do not stop their bullying, they must be stopped at 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/07/04/recession-talk-surges-in-washington-00043818
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/stimulus-checks-rewired-how-some-americans-see-money.html
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2022/06/17/bidens-america-sriracha-peanut-butter-latest-items-short-supply/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/travel/news/americans-are-starting-to-pull-back-on-travel-and-restaurants/ar-AAYBEka
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-sinks-below-20000-as-crypto-meltdown-intensifies.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-price-drops-below-18600-as-sell-off-accelerates.html
https://theankler.com/p/pod-hollywoods-economic-armageddon#details
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/once-feted-for-pandemic-heroics-worlds-central-banks-now-face-an-uneasy-crowd-0
https://news.yahoo.com/shock-swiss-rate-hike-sets-015937838.html
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm


all costs. 

Hope the old wrinkle gets it. One says that wisdom grows with age but 
there seem to be exceptions. Mainly in the USA. 

USA would very much like to start another proxy war without any risk for 
their people and military.
But will the Taiwanese prove foolish enough to sacrifice themselves by 
doing a favour to the puppet master? 

Will she be handing out cookies? 

I hope that China blows her plane out the sky. 

really wish china follows through with shooting down this thing's plane 

She looks like Vomit 

Who said Medusah was a fantasy, one look at Pelosi and you will be 
vaporized or wish you had !

this is just being done by a power hungry very old senile hag, saying Look
at Me! 

Yes, I'll go with Pelosi is grandstanding to draw attention away from her 
personal corruption scandal. 

witch 

Crazy , corrupt Nancy is not worth a war in any way, shape, or form . This
is insane! 

This isn't going to end well... 

China accuses US of provocation 

Russia stands in 'absolute solidarity' with China – Kremlin 

https://www.rt.com/news/560065-russia-pelosi-taiwan-visit/
https://www.rt.com/news/560075-china-us-taiwan-provocation/


The New Age Of Orwellianism https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-
age-orwellianism Remarkably, it is the same ideologues who are eager to
change the well-accepted definitions of “recession” and “inflation” who 
remain perplexed as to what exactly a “woman” is.

DRUDGEREPORT US-China ties on precipice after Pelosi visit to Taiwan...
'AMERICAN WITCH'...
On Internet, Fury Turns to Frustration...
Beijing fires missiles, encircles island...
Demonstrates ability to blockade in war... 

ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security 
Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]

ZELENSKY DRAGGED OVER VOGUE SHOOT... Russia To Quit Space 
Station… Will build rival… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-
to-quit-international-space-station-2024/ Kremlin to keep up gas squeeze 
on Europe... 

USA Leads Globally in Known Monkeypox Cases… More than 85% of 
Americans experience temps above 90… Extinction threat may be 
greater than previously thought, new global study finds… 
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-
greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/ The global 
extinction crisis underway may be more intense than previously thought 
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as humans continue to tear up land, overuse certain resources and heat 
up the planet...Nearly one in three species of all kinds — 30% — face 
global extinction or have been driven to extinction since the year 1500, 
according to the new survey published in the journal "Frontiers in Ecology
and the Environment."

DRUDGE Earth records shortest day ever; Planet 'spinning faster'... 

GOOGLE NEWS *Scientists baffled as Earth spins faster than usual New 
York Post 
*Gravitas: Earth just completed a rotation in less than 24 hours! WION 
*NASA warns of horrific solar flares! Earth will be impacted HT Tech
*NASA Records Huge Flare From New, Active Region Emerging on Sun's 
Surface Newsweek

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 
ROGAN CALLS TRUMP MAN BABY; SAYS WAS ON DRUGS IN WHITE 
HOUSE...  FLASHBACK: THE HIGHEST OFFICE; ADDERALL JUNKIE...   
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office [trump the 
adderall/blow man baby] NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 
9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS
JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
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infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 

https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2022/06/alex-holder-trump-was-utterly-irrational-after-january-6.html
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Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/experts-say-there-are-mounting-signs-that-the-kremlin-is-purging-its-top-generals-in-ukraine-the-latest-hint-of-deep-dysfunction-in-putin-s-army/ar-AAYKxsd
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/22/russian-novoshakhtinsk-oil-refinery-struck-drone-possible-attack-inside-borders
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/germany-trigger-phase-two-three-065910268.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/germany-looks-at-rationing-natural-gas-after-russia-cuts-supply-11655978153
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/23/russia-crimps-gas-flows-just-as-europe-races-to-stock-up-for-winter/
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https://www.ajc.com/politics/breaking-kemp-to-testify-in-fulton-co-trump-probe/PXZ4ZEMJRJCSTCJJBYVU6IK7EU/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/justice-department-raids-home-of-former-doj-official-at-center-of-jan-6-panel-s-investigation/ar-AAYNmvR
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/jan-6-committee-doj-seek-footage-of-roger-stone-from-danish-filmmakers/ar-AAYOQgG
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/jan-6-panel-to-hone-in-on-trumps-efforts-to-meddle-at-doj-00041708
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/bill-barr-suggests-trump-came-very-close-to-staying-in-power-im-not-sure-we-would-have-had-a-transition-at-all/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/23/politics/trump-jan-6-documentary-footage-pence-25th-amendment/index.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-holder-jan-6-documentarian-says-trump-had-secret-air-force-one-call-with-putin-just-before-election
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-holder-jan-6-documentarian-says-trump-had-secret-air-force-one-call-with-putin-just-before-election
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-middle-east-africa-56399743fe9ad28692c88c007bb901d6
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https://finance.yahoo.com/news/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-230100860.html
https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-06-27/pentagon-blasts-putins-cavalier-nuclear-saber-rattling-as-russia-seeks-new-advantages-in-ukraine
https://thehill.com/homenews/house/3539911-aide-says-trump-knew-jan-6-attendees-had-weapons-theyre-not-here-to-hurt-me/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-threw-dishes-and-flipped-tablecloths-when-he-was-angry-ex-aide-testifies-2022-6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10962011/Meadows-told-aide-Cassidy-Hutchinson-January-6-read-real-bad-just-days-riot.html
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https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/us-news/donald-trump-played-song-cats-27355368
https://www.mediaite.com/news/secret-service-is-reportedly-prepared-to-testify-trump-didnt-try-to-commandeer-limo-on-jan-6-despite-hutchinson-account/
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https://www.nationalreview.com/2022/06/cassidy-hutchinsons-testimony-against-trump-is-devastating/
https://kdhnews.com/news/politics/explosive-jan-6-hearing-delivers-political-blow-to-trump-that-his-rivals-couldnt-land/article_dd6737d4-bad9-555b-a613-97c29f9c9b81.html
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Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/gov-gavin-newsom-wins-big-in-california-could-he-be-president/ar-AAYgUlw
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https://www.sfgate.com/politics/article/The-Atlantic-dreams-about-Newsom-replacing-Biden-17249234.php
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3529645-watergate-prosecutor-georgia-case-could-send-donald-trump-to-prison/
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/trump-asked-if-he-expects-to-be-taken-out-of-mar-a-lago-in-shackles/ar-AAYE04i
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https://apnews.com/article/climate-science-health-and-environment-4f23d928ea637d239147c0e4adbad6dc
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10934571/Oregon-Citys-mayoral-candidate-says-homeless-Japanese-style-pods-overdoses-rise.html
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/netanyahu-prepares-for-a-comeback-in-israel-e2-80-99s-next-elections/ar-AAYHWpl
https://metro.co.uk/2022/06/22/russian-colonel-who-carried-putins-nuclear-codes-briefcase-found-shot-16873192/


Every 11 Seconds… http://endoftheamericandream.com/every-11-seconds/
even more children will have died from acute malnutrition 

ZEROHEDGE Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg
China Has Established A “Blockade” Around Taiwan And Plans To Shoot 
Missiles Directly Over The Island     
http://endoftheamericandream.com/china-has-established-a-blockade-
around-taiwan-and-plans-to-shoot-missiles-directly-over-the-island/     

Insiders Are Dumping The Most Stocks Since January As Retail Buying-
Panic Re-Emerges
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/insiders-are-dumping-most-stocks-
january-retail-buying-panic-re-emerges     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[Of course that’s true; but, that would be nothing new for criminal 
america. 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]
ZEROHEDGE The Earth Just Started Spinning Faster Than Ever Before 
And Scientists Don't Know Why 
https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/earth-just-started-spinning-faster-
ever-and-scientists-dont-know-why Experts fear the consequences could 
be "devastating"... 
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AP NEWS BIG STORIES APNews.com 

• Floods strike new blow in place that has known hardship   
JACKSON, Ky. (AP) — Evelyn Smith lost everything in the floods that
devastated eastern Kentucky, saving only her grandson's muddy 
tricycle. But she's not planning to leave the mountains that have 
been...Read More

• Wildfires in West explode in size amid hot, windy conditions   
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Wildfires in California and Montana exploded in 
size overnight amid windy, hot conditions and were quickly 
encroaching on neighborhoods, forcing evacuation orders for over 
100 homes...Read More

• New York City declares monkeypox a public health emergency   
NEW YORK (AP) — Officials in New York City declared a public 
health emergency due to the spread of the monkeypox virus 
Saturday, calling the city “the epicenter” of the outbreak....Read 
More 

DRUDGEREPORT ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK 
National Security Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]
Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
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dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the 
Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, 
Slower And Dumber http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-
the-midst-of-a-mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-
slower-and-dumber/

Ranchers Are Selling Off Their Cattle In Unprecedented Numbers Due To 
The Drought, And That Has Enormous Implications For 2023

Microplastics Are Literally Everywhere, And They Are An Existential 
Threat To The Future Of The Human Race 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/microplastics-are-literally-
everywhere-and-they-are-an-existential-threat-to-the-future-of-the-human-
race/ 

https://youtu.be/PSxihhBzCjk 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-iceberg
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

ANALYSIS
From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

YAHOO Politics Former FBI official likens Matt Gaetz, Roger Stone, and 
Trump to the Mafia: 'It's a criminal organization' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-fbi-official-likens-matt-
045920601.html 
BUT WAIT: “There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

DRUDGEREPORT China threatens 'strong measures' if Pelosi visits 
Taiwan...
Kissinger Warns Biden Against Endless Confrontation... 
Beijing Dumps $100 Billion Worth Of Treasuries... 

ZEROHEDGE These Are All The Countries Capable Of Launching Space 
Rockets https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-are-all-countries-
capable-launching-space-rockets 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 
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DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 

YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 

https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMJ_NqAswkdjAAw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' After US 
Lawmaker Slams Zelensky

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
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The US keeps reneging on arms control agreements, so why should 
Russia trust Joe Biden’s latest overtures? [They shouldn’t; you can’t trust
america, that’s my direct observation and experience.]

Amnesty fully ‘stands by’ report on Ukraine 

China ignores phone calls from Pentagon – Politico 

Zelensky accuses Amnesty International of supporting terrorism 

Today, Ukraine bombed a Donetsk hotel full of journalists – here’s what it 
felt like to be there 

US ‘artificially’ stokes tensions – Kremlin 

From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

The US is in a recession and it’s worse than you think 
https://www.rt.com/business/560011-us-recession-fed-inflation/ 

Zelensky and US to blame for ‘bloodbath’ in Donbass – Russia 

Wall Street is collapsing – NYC mayor 

FBI manipulating domestic terror stats – whistleblowers 

US plunges into recession 

EU ban on Russian gas ‘impossible’ – Austria 

Kremlin comments on claims about Russian military casualties 

Zelensky’s Vogue photoshoot raises eyebrows 

Biden met with 14 of his son’s business associates – media 

NATO’s arsonist-in-chief Jens Stoltenberg wants the Western public to 
pay for a Ukrainian fire he helped to ignite 
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Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

Russia to quit International Space Station after 2024 

Russia issues rebuke to Israel 

Grain deal won’t affect military op in Ukraine – Moscow 

UK candidates’ militancy and imperialism threaten to bring Britain down 

Kiev confirms arrival of heavy weapons from Germany 

US sends more weapons to Ukraine 

Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the fallout 
from their failed Russia policy 

EU eases sanctions on Russian oil exports 

Russia’s Lavrov talks Ukraine, sanctions and nuclear war with RT (FULL 
VIDEO) 

• Putin suggests motive behind Canada’s gas turbine delay   
• UN chief ‘under huge pressure’ over Ukraine – Russian FM   
• Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the   

fallout from their failed Russia policy Op-ed
• Zaporozhye Nuclear Power Plant attacked by Ukrainian drones   

Putin tells US to stop ‘looting’ Syria 

Former Russian president lists ‘Western sins’ 

Russian warns of ‘tougher’ terms for talks with Ukraine 

Dmitri Trenin: How a smart Middle East strategy can help Russia play a 
significant role in shaping the new world order 

Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 
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IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 

Iran issues warning to US and Israel 

Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
industrial complex war monster’]

Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
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there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

HUFFPOST SUSPICIOUS: SECRET SERVICE CAN’T FIND JAN. 6 TEXTS! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/national-archives-deleted-secret-service-
texts_n_62d6c6bbe4b008a2d03f1ac4 [ Ooooh … the mystery of it all … 
magical disappearance of text messages … could be ghosts … or 
gremlins … or salem witchcraft … WAKE UP! … AMERICA IS A TOTAL 
FRAUD! … AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 
MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). ]

The most intelligent, rational legal position:

Laurence Tribe, a Harvard law professor, argued that not holding Trump 
accountable would be equally harmful.

"I certainly recognize that indicting a former president would generate 
lots of social heat, perhaps violence," Tribe said. "But not indicting him 
would invite another violent insurrection."

Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All Incredibly Depressed. 
Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" Some very concerning 
market observations from Goldman trader John Flood discussing the real 
rot below the market surface: Monday was the lightest volume session of
the year with 9.32b shares trading across all US equity exchanges 
breaking previous low mark of 9.4b back on 7/11/22. YTD daily avg for 
shares traded across all US equity exchanges sits @ 12.5b. Monday was 
also the lightest notional trading session of the year w/ $392b trading vs 
ytd daily avg of $638b. Our desk was a 3 on 1 – 10 scale in terms of 
overall activity levels. I am personally taken aback by how resilient mkt 
has been over the past few weeks. I don’t see L/Os putting their ~$210b 
of cash to work. I am seeing them use pockets of strength to sell lower 
conviction more illiquid names in block form and raise even more cash. 

Trump comic-con-show 
https://www.facebook.com/reel/523496502845404/?
s=single_unit&__cft__[0]=AZWPFQ3WczUIfIkH48JzeY46IoAd31UE03J6BK
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gdB2FnhC4ZMwHrSlFnIZRzSdcm0iOvj82iS31DRdv7o07VE1dKwlJ-
o8PrhTfe_ujCAUFuOSNPQHEmqhCXpuyaLM_w2FExUX2P3sub6YXf8JZ_JO
SnUwrv6N77_T472Z5wMAIl1mh2SytZjOOe004Qi410SWP8G3HBHdMEgTY
aaiWHeOxK&__tn__=H-R 

ZEROHEDGE As Taiwan Warns Chinese "Maritime & Aerial Blockade" 
Ensuing, Pelosi Says Real Issue Is 'I'm A Woman' [Riiight!] Pelosi Departs
Taiwan After Whirlwind Tour As China Declares "Median Line" No Longer 
Exists Global Markets Slump With Terrified Traders Tracking Pelosi's 
Next Move Forget inflation, stagflation, recession, depression, earnings, 
Biden locked up in the basement with covid, and everything else: today's 
it all about whether Nancy Pelosi will start World War 3 when she lands 
in Taiwan in 3 hours. https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/taiwans-
independence-worth-war Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just 
purely on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant 
Fed policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls 
off a miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 

Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
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investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
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REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale 
and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on
Stock Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-
violations-senate-house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why 
Earnings & The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
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believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook 
Worsens Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign 
Buyers Flee https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-
highest-yield-2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y 
auction which was somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp 
concession today which saw yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million 
Americans Priced-Out As Home Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan 
Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As 
Layoffs Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-
jobless-claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished 
Mr.Powell? Forget the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
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Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg

As Taiwan Warns Chinese "Maritime & Aerial Blockade" Ensuing, Pelosi 
Says Real Issue Is 'I'm A Woman' [Riiight!] Pelosi Departs Taiwan After 
Whirlwind Tour As China Declares "Median Line" No Longer Exists Global 
Markets Slump With Terrified Traders Tracking Pelosi's Next Move Forget
inflation, stagflation, recession, depression, earnings, Biden locked up in 
the basement with covid, and everything else: today's it all about 
whether Nancy Pelosi will start World War 3 when she lands in Taiwan in 
3 hours. https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/taiwans-independence-
worth-war Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just purely
on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant Fed 
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policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls off a 
miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 

Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
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my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
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markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
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themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 
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ZEROHEDGE Turkey Agrees To Pay For Russian Gas With Rubles Credit 
Suisse Set To Slash Thousands Of Jobs Despite Handing Out Hundreds Of
Millions To Retain Top Talent https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/credit-
suisse-set-slash-thousands-jobs-despite-handing-out-hundreds-millions-
retain-top The bank is looking to cut its overall cost base by $1 billion... 

"I Don't Feel The Pain Of Inflation Anymore" Says Wealthy SF Fed Chair 
From Ivory Tower YAHOO Business 'The market is not the economy' and 
the July rally in the stock market was premature, top economist 
Mohamed El-Erian says https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/market-not-
economy-july-rally-174829466.html El-Erian said a comment by Powell led
investors to believe rate hikes would likely slow, but that's at odds with 
what the data shows. Weak Manufacturing Surveys Signal 'Peak 
Inflation'; Plunge in Orders, Production, & Jobs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/weak-manufacturing-surveys-
signal-peak-inflation-plunge-orders-production-jobs "With the exception of
pandemic lockdown periods, July saw US manufacturers report the 
toughest business conditions since 2009..." 

Biden's America: Too Broke To Bet?   Chicago PMI Unexpectedly Plunges   
To 2-Year Lows https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/chicago-pmi-
unexpectedly-plunges-2-year-lows ...stagflation signals as prices paid 
jumped and production and new orders fell... "Expert" Narratives Are 
Collapsing The house of cards continues to fall apart Yellen: "Recession"
Doesn't Mean What You Think It Means [ Riiight! ] Sentiment sours amid 
Kremlin updates, EU Energy deal & US-earnings in focus -   Delusional   
Biden Admin Front-Runs Recessionary GDP Print... By Redefining 
Recession https://www.zerohedge.com/political/delusional-biden-admin-
front-runs-recessionary-gdp-print-redefining-recession It's not a recession
until the White House gives economists on its payroll permission to 
declare it a recession... [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!] US PMI Crashes 
Into Contraction In July: "A Worrying Deterioration In The Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-pmi-crashes-contraction-july-
worrying-deterioration-economy "Excluding pandemic lockdown months, 
output is falling at a rate not seen since 2009 amid the global financial 
crisis..." There's An Amazing Glut Of Office Space In Every Major Metro 
Area https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/theres-amazing-glut-office-
space-every-major-metro-area Occupancy is an engine of local 
economies. But there's a huge glut of space available... US Existing 
Home Sales Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses US Homebuilders 
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Abandon Single-Families In June As They Brace For Rate Shock 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-builders-abandon-single-
family-home-startspermits-june-anticipating-renter ...multi-family starts 
and permits surged double-digits in June as single-family plunged... 
Homebuilder Confidence Collapses In July 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-confidence-
collapses-july ...the largest MoM drop (ex-COVID-lockdown) in history... 
Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
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other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
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YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE A Winter Of Anger 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/winter-anger ... if you’d ask most
citizens of whichever EU country if they are willing to risk being unable to
feed and heat their children in order to support Ukraine and Zelensky, 

they would say NO. Hell no! "Revolution Has Begun": 75,000 Brits To Stop
Paying Power Bills Amid Inflation Storm German Electricity Prices Hit 
Record High As Heatwave Curbs Power Generation ... and it's not even 
winter yet. "Widespread Civil Unrest" Looming In UK Over Cost-Of-Living 
Crisis https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/widespread-civil-
unrest-looming-uk-over-cost-living-crisis Movement to stop paying bills 

snowballs... 

Pound Crashes After BOE Hikes By Most Since 1995, Starts Gilt Sales Yet
Warns Of Crushing Stagflationary Recession Germany's Uniper Warns Of 
Possible "Irregular Operation" At Major Power Plant As Rhine River Runs 
Dry "You Can't Switch Off Death": German Crematoriums Warn Of Energy 
Crisis German Barge Traffic Slumps As Rhine Water Levels Near Record 
Lows "Miserable" German Retail Sales Crash The Most On Record As 
Europe Slumps Into Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/miserable-german-retail-sales-crash-
most-record-europe-slumps-recession Germany is "sinking into an 
increasingly steep downturn, adding to the region’s recession risks”. Gas
Levy Could Triple Household Heating Bills In Germany EU Consumer 
Confidence Crashes To Record Lows As German CPI Unexpectedly Re-
Accelerates "We Are In A Very Critical Moment": IMF Cuts Global GDP, 
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Raises Inflation Outlook, Warns "World Teetering On Edge Of Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-are-very-critical-moment-imf-
cuts-global-gdp-raises-inflation-outlook-warns-world "It’s easy to cool off 
the economy when the economy is running hot. It’s much harder to 
reduce inflation when the economy is close to a recession." Germans 
Taking Fewer Showers In Response To Cost Of Living Crisis China And 
Japan Hold The Keys To Euro Recovery 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/china-and-japan-hold-keys-euro-
recovery While the direction of Europe’s economy continues to be a 
hostage to Russian energy -- as today’s dispiriting PMI numbers attest -- it
is the Asian nations of China and Japan who are in a position to alleviate 
Europe’s capital-outflow problem and stabilize the euro. PMIs Signal 
Eurozone Recession Day After First ECB Rate-Hike In 11 Years 

19% Of The World's Population Lives In 'Chindia' (& Buys Russian Oil) 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/19-worlds-population-lives-
chindia-buys-russian-oil India is expected to become the most populous 
nation on Earth by mid-2023, surpassing China whose population growth 
has all but stopped.. Oil Surges After Biden Fails To Win Saudi Pledge To 
Pump More Crude These Are The Countries With The Highest Default Risk
The Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial Production Unexpectedly 
Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker month since September 
2021... David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
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another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 

Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
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"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE Nvidia Plunges After Preannouncing Terrible Q2 Results, 
Slashes Guidance, Blames "Macroeconomic Headwinds" Something 
Snaps In The Job Market: Multiple Jobholders Hit All Time High As 
Unexplained 1.8 Million Jobs Gap Emerges 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/something-snaps-job-market-
multiple-jobholders-hit-all-time-high-unexplained-18-million ‘...So what's 
going on here? The simple answer: Fewer people working, but more 
people working more than one job, a rotation which picked up in earnest 
some time in March and which has only been captured by the Household 
survey. And since the Establishment survey is far slower to pick up on 
the nuances in employment composition, while the Household Survey has
gone nowhere since March, the BLS data engineers have been busy 
goalseeking the Establishment Survey (perhaps with the occasional 
nudge from the White House especially now that the economy is in a 
technical recession) to make it appear as if the economy is growing 
strongly, when in reality all they are doing is applying the same erroneous
seasonal adjustment factor that gave such a wrong perspective of the 
labor market in the aftermath of the covid pandemic (until it was all 
adjusted away a year ago). In other words, while the labor market is 
already cracking, it will take the BLS several months of veering away 
from reality before the government bureaucrats accept and admit what is
truly taking place...’

July Payrolls Smash Expectations Soaring To 528K, Wages Come In Red 
Hot As Unemployment Rate Drops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/july-payrolls-smash-expectations-
soaring-528k-wages-come-red-hot We are now well and truly in bizarro 
world. 
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Futures Flat As Crushing 37bps Curve Inversion Screams Recession The 
Misery Index Is At Recession Levels Lying About The Economy Will Only 
Make The Coming Crash Worse Senior Economist 'Fact Checked' By 
Facebook For Saying US Is In Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/senior-economist-fact-checked-
facebook-saying-us-recession “We live in an Orwellian hell-scape.” [Yes, 
we do!] Here’s why you shouldn’t invest in ETFs. UMich Inflation 
Expectations Rose Intra-Month, Democrats' Confidence Drops Further 
Inflation, Recession Or Both? Reporter Exposes White House's Blatant 
Redefining Of "Recession" Yellen: "Recession" Doesn't Mean What You 
Think It Means Gold & The Upcoming Recession Luongo: None Dare Call 
It A Recession Lest The Democrats Lose The Mid-Terms Democrats 
Prepare To Unleash Hell On Fed Chair Powell For The Coming Recession 
"2023 Will Be A Year From Hell" - Martin Armstrong Warns Of Inflation-
Driven Civil-Unrest https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/2023-will-be-
year-hell-martin-armstrong-warns-inflation-driven-civil-unrest "...you are 
looking at revolutions... The euro looks like death warmed over... This is 
just not over yet." "Japanese Economy Continues To Crater "- Another 
Casualty Of The Energy Crisis The Danger Of Drought In Europe 
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/danger-drought-europe ...the current 
heatwave is bound to further exacerbate water shortages in Southern and
Southeast Europe... Record-Breaking Heat In Europe Meanwhile, 
Southern Europe is also experiencing extreme heat that has caused 
wildfires... UK Records Hottest Day Ever Amid Heat Apocalypse   "Heat   
Apocalypse" Blasts Europe As UK And France Brace For Hottest Days On 
Record   https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/heat-apocalypse-blasts-  
europe-uk-and-france-brace-hottest-days-record "Today and tomorrow will
be one of the worst, if not the worst heatwave events in the modern 
history of western Europe." The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 
2022 http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In 
Government Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 
4Chan Found After Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
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To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
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on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

ZEROHEDGE Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]
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THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 
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ZEROHEDGE The Great Recession: Facts Vs Denials 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/great-recession-facts-vs-denials 
Once again, the US is facing a recession which Main Street feels, Wall 
Street whistles past, and DC simply denies... 

"Deteriorating Situation" Shows Rent Growth "Collapsing" In Sunbelt 
Markets https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/deteriorating-situation-
shows-rent-growth-collapsing-sunbelt-markets Rogan Slams Biden Admin 
For "Gaslighting" Americans About Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/rogan-slams-biden-admin-
gaslighting-americans-about-recession "...they’re literally changing the 
definition...and it should be pushed back against in a big way. It should 
be something that people get angry about..." 'Great News' Jobs Reports 
Sparks Selloff In Bonds, Stocks, & Gold 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/great-news-jobs-reports-sparks-
selloff-bonds-stocks-gold ...good news is really bad news... 

Initial Jobless Claims Hit 8 Month Highs, Continuing Claims Jump Ahead 
Of Payrolls Print https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-
jobless-claims-hit-8-month-highs-continuing-claims-jump-ahead-payrolls 
Jobless claims are now completely decoupled from the headlines payrolls
data... Pay Attention; This Is Not The '70s 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/pay-attention-not-70s In the late 
70s, P/Es on stocks were in the single digits, and debt levels were 
negligible. Today, valuations are nearly four times those levels, and debt 
as a percentage of GDP is at levels considered unthinkable not that long 
ago... Chinese Jets Buzz Taiwan Strait, Govt Websites Hit By 
Cyberattack With Pelosi Plane En Route War on China: the real target are 
the American people China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off Taiwan With US 
Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia Nuclear War 
Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security Advisor China's 
Army Posts "Get Ready For War!" Message On Social Media, State 
Mouthpiece Says PLA Has "Right" To Intercept Pelosi's Plane Inflation, 
Recession Or Both? [BOTH!] Welcome To The Biden Recession: Q2 GDP 
"Unexpectedly" Shrinks 0.9%, 2nd Consecutive Decline Peter Schiff: The 
White House Recession Denial https://www.zerohedge.com/political/peter-
schiff-white-house-recession-denial "When you’re losing, just change the 
rules of the game, then declare victory.” Recession? All Of A Sudden 
Yield Spreads Are Collapsing https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/no-
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recession-all-sudden-yield-spreads-are-collapsing … we suggest 
continuing to follow risk management protocols until indicators indicate 
a reversal of that economic risk.

1. Tighten up stop-loss levels to current support levels for each position. 

2. Hedge portfolios against significant market declines. 

3. Take profits in positions that have been big winners 

4. Sell laggards and losers. 

5. Raise cash and rebalance portfolios to target weightings.

Peter Schiff: It's Getting Harder To Deny Recession Reality 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-schiff-its-getting-harder-deny-
recession-reality "This should be obvious, but people have been in denial 
about the weakness in the economy..." Wall Street's Biggest Bear: One 
Down, But Two More Things Must Happen Before Stocks Bottom 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/wall-streets-biggest-bear-one-down-
two-more-things-must-happen-stocks-bottom Recession reflections 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/everyoneknows [ Recession 
is coming but everyone knows it ] The Number Of Americans Filing For 
First-Time Unemployment Claims Soared To 8-Month-Highs Last Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/number-americans-filing-
first-time-unemployment-claims-soared-8-month-highs-last ...and 
continuing claims are the highest since April... US Existing Home Sales 
Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses Sinkhole 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sinkhole "At present, the 2s10s 
spread is –18 bps. This is indicative of a recession 12-18 months ahead, 
which means the second half of 2023. Note that we have been 
forecasting a recession for 2023H2 since April." Recession Already Here 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-may-already-be-here The 
debate about recession risk is pointless.We are already in a recession... 
The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
an odd beast in any case. 

Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 
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idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
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stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
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Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE China Extends Taiwan Drills Past Sunday Deadline, Says 
Training Under "Real War Conditions" Which Nations Face The Biggest 
Disruption From China's Taiwan-Trade-Blockade? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/which-nations-face-biggest-
disruption-chinas-taiwan-trade-blockade China's export stop on sand, a 
resource essential for the manufacturing of semiconductors, could prove 
devastating for countries like the United States... The Growing Threat 
From North Korea Taiwan Says China's Drills Are Simulating A Full Attack
On The Island https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/taiwan-says-chinas-
drills-are-simulating-full-attack-island Following Pelosi's visit, Chinese 
media said the military will demonstration the "mainland's absolute 
control over the Taiwan question." Anger From Ukraine's Backers After 
Damning Amnesty Report Spotlights 'Human Shields'

China Sanctions Pelosi, Halts US Talks Including Military Ties, As Jets 
Breach Taiwan Median Line 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/china-sanctions-pelosi-halts-us-
talks-including-military-ties-jets-breach-taiwan China has begun its 
retaliation against Washington by announcing Friday the cancellation of a
series of meetings with the United States 
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Ballistic Missiles Soar Over Taiwan, "Hundreds" Of PLA Fighters Breach 
Airspace, As 5-Day Drills Commence 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ballistic-missiles-soar-over-
taiwan-hundreds-pla-fighters-breach-airspace-5-day-drills China Summons
US Ambassador Overnight, Says Washington "Must Pay The Price" EOAD 
Are Chinese Tanks Massing On The Shores Of Fujian Because An Invasion
Is Imminent? 8-2-22 We Were Specifically Warned About This Coming War
With China All The Way Back In The 1990 ZH Here Are All The Latest 
Taiwan Headlines https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-
latest-taiwan-headlines All the latest news in the extremely fluid Taiwan 
theater of pre-war. 'US Military Moving Assets', Markets Stall On Reports 
Pelosi To Visit Taiwan Tuesday 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-sink-pelosi-taiwan-headlines 
Pelosi is reportedly expected to land in Taiwan on Tuesday night, and 
meet lawmakers on Wednesday. China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off 
Taiwan With US Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia
Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security 
Advisor China Is Issuing The Same "Red Line" Warnings About Taiwan 
That Russia Issued About Ukraine THE SUN AI predicts last selfie on 
Earth… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-
earth-prediction-tiktok/ EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To 
Absolutely Love It When War With China Erupts 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-industrial-complex-is-
going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-erupts/ ZH Russia Unveils
Large-Scale Military Exercises In East, Signaling Force Strength 
'Unaffected' By Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-
unveils-large-scale-eastern-military-exercises-signaling-force-strength-
unaffected Prior "Vostok" (East) drills included sizable Chinese PLA 
military participation... If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End 
Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm

How A Russian Gas Freeze Would Curtail European GDPs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/how-russian-gas-freeze-would-
curtail-european-gdps ...a complete shut-off from the Russian side would 
have disastrous effects for European economies... Ukraine Moves To 
Criminalize Russian Passport Application there is a lot of Ukrainian blood 
on the red Russian passport [What?] Russia Boasts It's Already Taken 
Out 4 US-Supplied Long Range Rocket Systems Russia Informs Turkey It 
Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa Port Attack It's Official: Russia And 
China Announce "New Global Reserve Currency" 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-22/its-official-russia-and-china-
announce-new-global-reserve-currency And once again no one has 
noticed and no one seems to care. [ Yes, it’s official; NEW WORLD 
ORDER! ]

Pelosi: Pentagon Might Be Worried China Would Shoot Down Her Plane If 
She Visits Taiwan AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant 
Corruption' After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky US "Started" The Ukraine
Crisis, China Says, In Fiercest Official Criticism Yet 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-started-ukraine-crisis-china-
says-fiercest-official-criticism-yet "As the one who started the Ukraine 
crisis & the biggest factor fueling it..." [ Yes...Sadly, that is indisputably 
true; it’s the american way.] Russia Plans 'Annexation Votes' For 
Captured Ukraine Territories By Mid-September: Report Russia Resumes 
Nord Stream Natural Gas Deliveries To Europe "...likely to lead to a 
collective sigh of relief from not just the European gas market, but from 
the wider economy," Russia Declares War Goals Have Expanded After 
West Pumped More Arms Into Ukraine Strengthening Ties With Iran, Putin
Meets With Supreme Leader In Tehran 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/strengthening-ties-iran-putin-
meets-supreme-leader-tehran “Our relations are developing at a good 
pace,” said Putin 

Putin Says Russia Will Honor Gas Commitment But Flows Will Drop As 
Much As 20% Of Capacity Vladimir Putin warned that flows via the Nord 
Stream pipeline could be curbed soon if sanctions prevent additional 
maintenance on its components Russian Military Given Formal Order To 
Target Ukraine's Long-Range Weapons From US 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-issues-formal-order-military-
target-ukraines-long-range-weapons-us Ukraine officials called the 
HIMARS a "game-changer"... [Riiight] Gazprom Declares Force Majeure, 
Will Halt Gas Flows To Germany Indefinitely "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”
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Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
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Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
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like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
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120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
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game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
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for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
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https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---

[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

POST: FIRST MOON LANDING
NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 
Fake-NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv

http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm     

Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake Dutch     
'  moon rock  ' revealed   Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon rock 

given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of 
petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon Rock  ' in   
Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at 
Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
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In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

Al Peia

Riiight...and they haven't been back because...oh yeah, they got rid of 
their Saturn rockets ... and, they were in the past but not in the 
present/future impervious to radiation; ie., van allen belt, etc.. Oh, they 
probably could do it now, arguably; they're working on it. But, of course, 
Mars is quite another thing. The amounts of money for these 
boondoggles/frauds are staggering; yet, pale in comparison to the frauds 
on wall street. YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand 
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act... ].

albertpeia.com 
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ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

YAHOO Nearly one in three Americans say it may soon be necessary to 
take up arms against the government

https://www.yahoo.com/news/nearly-one-three-americans-may-
202408076.html A majority of Americans say the U.S. government is 
corrupt and almost a third say it may soon be necessary to take up arms 
against it, according to a new poll from the University of Chicago’s 
Institute of Politics. 

DRUDGEREPORT ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms… 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

*Hopes for a mild recession are "delusional," said Nouriel Roubini, the 
economist who called the 2008 financial crisis. 

*He said debt ratios are historically high, while bailouts during the 
pandemic have resulted in "zombie corporations." 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber
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mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It 
When War With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-
military-industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-
china-erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]

ZEROHEDGE FBI Likely Did 'Intentionally Undermine' A Congressional 
Probe On Hunter Biden: Senator https://www.zerohedge.com/political/fbi-
likely-did-intentionally-undermine-congressional-probe-hunter-biden-
senator "The FBI can no longer be trusted 

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
The US is in a recession and it’s worse than you think 
https://www.rt.com/business/560011-us-recession-fed-inflation/ 
DRUDGEREPORT 
UN warns humanity 'one miscalculation away from nuclear annihilation'…
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-
danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html 

YAHOO Business 'The market is not the economy' and the July rally in the
stock market was premature, top economist Mohamed El-Erian says 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/market-not-economy-july-rally-
174829466.html El-Erian said a comment by Powell led investors to 
believe rate hikes would likely slow, but that's at odds with what the data
shows.

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]
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ANALYSIS
From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

YAHOO Politics Former FBI official likens Matt Gaetz, Roger Stone, and 
Trump to the Mafia: 'It's a criminal organization' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-fbi-official-likens-matt-
045920601.html 
BUT WAIT: “There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

China Has Established A “Blockade” Around Taiwan And Plans To Shoot 
Missiles Directly Over The Island     
http://endoftheamericandream.com/china-has-established-a-blockade-
around-taiwan-and-plans-to-shoot-missiles-directly-over-the-island/     

Insiders Are Dumping The Most Stocks Since January As Retail Buying-
Panic Re-Emerges
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/insiders-are-dumping-most-stocks-
january-retail-buying-panic-re-emerges     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[DUH! Of course that’s true; but, that’s the reality of criminal america.] 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]
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'All the data points currently align with a cover-up' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-pentagon-secret-service-texts-
deleted-cover-up-accusations-170030306.html The House Jan. 6 
committee is scrutinizing evidence of information erased, wiped, deleted 
and otherwise obscured by former members of the Trump administration. 

SOP Standard Operating Procedure-That’s my experience 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[DUH! Of course that’s true; but, that’s the reality of criminal america.] 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-ukraine-war
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10934571/Oregon-Citys-mayoral-candidate-says-homeless-Japanese-style-pods-overdoses-rise.html
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Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
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and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg


the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 
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https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

CNN Murdoch's New York Post dumps Trump, calling him 'unworthy to be 
chief executive again'

MSNBC Joe: Trump's biggest enablers were begging him to stop. How is 
he not already in jail? Morning Joe

Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
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States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 
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EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
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harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”
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CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky [ america’s kind of 
place! ]

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
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be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
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post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
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gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/gov-gavin-newsom-wins-big-in-california-could-he-be-president/ar-AAYgUlw
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running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/spx
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/comp
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/djia
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/bear-market-stocks-whats-next-51655150790?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-panel-says-evidence-173305500.html


such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/ukrainian-troops-struggle-to-hold-back-russian-advance-in-east/ar-AAYqeGu


US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It When War 
With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-
industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-
erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]
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THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 

https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/10/fired-fox-news-editor-chris-stirewalt-to-testify-at-jan-6-riot-committee-hearing.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/media/3519284-nearly-20m-watched-jan-6-hearing-nielsen
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-calls-deadly-insurrection-greatest-193328621.html
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UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10901419/McCarthy-says-country-responsible-Jan-6-pressed-Trumps-fault.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
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https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-and-unreleased-video-expected-to-be-focus-of-first-jan-6-hearing/ar-AAYfFly
https://apnews.com/article/jan-6-capitol-riot-hearings-live-updates-eefb79f2cffb705f04bf43ea164db20f


ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 
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ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 

https://www.facebook.com/susan.blank?__cft__[0]=AZVGvhjiSxGnjWz-LN1hLrt-aZERuH0PnG03UnsNEqhUcmu8tji41KXA8gSPX1OdMtaxPYgX5zHqHLdFB47IYBha_VhuUIONFV7lhrhbMfxB3fUSiPJAMdbT-Ekkqx2RcIH6jVbHjnRdnwyLewnxvu_HCG_Le8GADYmNiVTogj9heg&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
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AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
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DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

YAHOO We are seeing evidence that Donald Trump committed treason. 
Where is Merrick Garland? https://www.yahoo.com/news/seeing-evidence-
donald-trump-committed-100000305.html How many more Republican 
former officials have to come forward for the attorney general to act? 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com
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8-7-22
Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
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lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce


(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 



proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
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https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE Goldman Jumps As Traders Spark Q2 Revenue Beat But 
Total Earnings Plunge 47% Amid Major Investment Losses 
DRUDGE Hope for depositors dwindles as crypto lender files for 
bankruptcy... Crypto Takes New Hit as Thousands of SOLANA Wallets 
Hacked… YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-
senate-house-trading-2021-9 ]. Pelosi 'Appears To Have Taken Advantage'
Of Inside Information: Former Dallas Fed Chief Fisher Artificial Wealth Vs 
GDP: Why Earnings & The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
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hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
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official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT How many animal species (including people)     have   
caught Covid? 

https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2022/08/05/1114357154/how-
many-animal-species-have-caught-covid-first-global-tracker-has-partial-
answe 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths near/exceed 2021 
numbers]
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG
117,265 AUG 06 2022
108,451 AUG 06 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
496 AUG 06 2022
506 AUG 06 2021 
How Pandemic Changed Americans' Health for Worse… 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-covid-19-pandemic-changed-
americans-health-for-the-worse-11659260165 Heart disease and drug 
overdoses are among afflictions exacting a higher toll than before [ More 
than 1 million; 350 per day ]
More cities mull indoor masking… Indoor mask rules expected next week 
as L.A. virus wave worsens... Fauci Annual Pension Payout Exceeds 
POTUS Salary… Republicans plot Fauci probe… [Incompetent, greedy 
guinea] Covid Rises Across USA Amid Muted Warnings and Murky Data… 
WHO: Covid triples across Europe; Hospitalizations double... MONKEYPOX
PANDEMIC? WHO TO RECONVENE Most Americans Now in Areas With 
High Virus Levels… Deaths in LA rising as ultra-contagious subva  riants   
spread… https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-
covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 'Several hundred 
thousand' new covid cases a day NOT reported; Hospitalizations 
climbing... https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-
thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-
keep-climbing-11657298622 

DALLAS TURNS HOTSPOT... 
New variant 'Centaurus' detected... 
Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 20% effective 

https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/as-the-ba5-variant-spreads-the-risk-of-coronavirus-reinfection-grows/ar-AAZpFDy
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5814174/new-covid-variant-centaurus-detected-uk/
https://www.dallasnews.com/news/2022/07/19/three-things-to-know-about-the-highly-contagious-covid-19-variant-spreading-right-now/
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https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/18/covid-rises-across-u-s-amid-muted-warnings-and-murky-data/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3571232-gop-plots-fauci-probe-after-midterms/
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after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at 
Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as 
Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... Ultra-
contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 

UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

DRUDGEREPORT Last crisis, Beijing outmatched. Not now… 
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-
crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560 
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https://www.the-sun.com/health/5674230/uk-covid-cases-heading-for-record-high-zoe/
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https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/nyc-neighborhoods-top-25-covid-positivity-as-new-cases-surge-again/3764698/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/


White House summons Chinese ambassador as crisis escalates...
Simulating Attack on Island... 'Sinking American warships'...
Tells USA: Can't 'treat countries like George Floyd'...
Xi Builds Security Fortress...
Does Beijing Have Own Space Plane?
Pentagon chiefs calls go unanswered...
Top Taiwan Missile Official Found Dead in Hotel Room...
Fears Japan on front line...
UN chief warns in Hiroshima… 
APPLE Bends Knee on Label Demands…

China conducts missile strikes in Taiwan Strait... Smoke trails fill sky...
Carrier group moved towards island...
'Western powers can no longer run amok'...
Pentagon delays another test...
USS Ronald Reagan remains in region...
Expert warns 'Pearl Harbor-style attack'... 
How Far Will Xi Go?
Cuts ties with USA...
The Coming War...
Taipei Urgent Fighter Pilot Shortage...
Battle or Surrender: Generational Divide on Threat... 

JULY JOBS BLOWOUT: PAYROLLS INCREASE 528K… 
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE FALLS TO 3.5%...  'It is WHOPPER!'   
Gas prices drop 50 straight days... 
Musk Declares Inflation Past Peak...Sees 'mild recession' for 18 months… 

Powell pummeled from all sides... Home Sellers Cut Prices... 

BUST: More Americans Going Hungry…
Household Debt Surpasses $16 Trillion… 
RECESSION 2022: Americans Buying More Essentials at Dollar Stores... 
Dollar-Store Dinners and Vats of Shampoo… 
61% now living paycheck to paycheck... 
Inflation Everywhere -- Even Commercials... 
Home prices cooling at record pace...
ORACLE layoffs... 

UN warns humanity 'one miscalculation away from nuclear annihilation'…
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/oracle-starts-job-cuts-in-u.s.-the-information
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/home-prices-cooled-at-record-pace-in-june-according-to-housing-data-firm.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/inflation-is-everywhereeven-in-tv-commercials-11659351601
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/as-inflation-surges-more-americans-are-living-paycheck-to-paycheck.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/us-household-debt-surpasses-16-150000549.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/04/more-americans-are-going-hungry-and-it-costs-more-to-feed-them/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/home-sellers-cut-prices-as-housing-market-cools-11659671674
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/05/fed-powell-rate-hikes-00049561
https://news.yahoo.com/elon-musk-predicts-us-mild-234254035.html
https://news.yahoo.com/elon-musk-predicts-us-mild-234254035.html
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/gas-prices-tumble-at-fastest-rate-in-over-a-decade
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/it-is-a-whopper-cnbcs-rick-santelli-stunned-by-july-jobs-report-that-more-than-doubled-expectations/
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-united-states-economy-unemployment-4895f1aa41fbe904400df8261446b737
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/05/jobs-report-july-2022-528000.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/05/fight-or-surrender-taiwans-generational-divide-on-chinas-threats/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/taiwan-faces-urgent-fighter-pilot-123340764.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-coming-war-over-taiwan-11659614417
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-china-asia-beijing-b252479810add6a225fa1e4a6d441983
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/pelosi-taiwan-visit-china-united-states-relationship-future-rcna41098
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5935484/china-pearl-harbor-attack-taiwan/
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/04/china-taiwan-missile-aircraft-00049925
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11081935/Pentagon-DELAYS-intercontinental-ballistic-missile-test-avoid-angering-China.html
https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-08-04/ugly-shameless-evil-china-blasts-g-7-eu-attempts-to-deescalate-taiwan-crisis
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5929070/china-taiwan-airspace-aircraft-missiles/
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/all-out-war-fears-as-china-launches-missiles-directly-over-taiwan-smoke-trails-fill-sky/ar-AA10ipb2
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-asia-navy-china-air-force-4bd08ab9ecd2a9f7d450cf61618d28af
https://www.mediaite.com/tech/apple-bends-the-knee-warning-suppliers-shipping-from-taiwan-to-strictly-obey-chinas-label-demands-after-pelosi-visit/
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/asia/nuclear-weapons-loaded-gun-un-chief-warns-hiroshima-2863491
https://www.npr.org/2022/08/05/1115384641/japan-taiwan-china-yonaguni-island
https://www.newsweek.com/taiwan-missile-official-found-dead-hotel-room-after-heart-attack-ou-yang-li-hsing-1731492
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/05/pentagon-china-calls-taiwan-00050175
https://www.19fortyfive.com/2022/08/the-air-force-would-freak-out-does-china-have-its-very-own-x-37b-space-plane/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/06/in-turbulent-times-xi-builds-a-security-fortress-for-china-and-himself/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11083987/China-SANCTIONS-Nancy-Pelosi-family-vicious-provocative-visit-Taiwan.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5942632/china-sink-us-aircraft-carriers-hypersonic/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/taiwan-says-china-simulating-attack-035002189.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/white-house-summons-chinese-ambassador-as-crisis-escalates/ar-AA10kAmc


danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html 
US Aircraft Carrier, Amphibious Assault Ships Operating Near Taiwan... 
PUTIN: USA MAIN THREAT TO RUSSIA [ Truth be told, USA MAIN THREAT
TO RUSSIA, CHINA, USA, WORLD ] 
CNN: SHE'S GOING 
CHINA MILITARY WARNING 
TAIWAN READIES FOR CONFLICT 
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-
leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war 

Midterm Misery for Biden? Key Economy Gauge Flags 30-Seat Loss... 
Corporations on front lines say cracks forming... https://www.msn.com/en-
us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-
cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc In Silicon Valley, profits at tech 
companies like Google and Apple generally beat expectations, but 
executives said there are signs of some niche slowing in consumer 
spending. Consumer products giant Procter & Gamble said it is expecting
a tougher 2023, although it’s still raising prices. Mastercard said 
spending was steady among the wealthy, but slowing among lower-
income customers 

DRUDGEREPORT Danger ahead...Economy has yet to face biggest 
recession challenge... ‘The 2-year Treasury note yield exceeded that of 
the 10-year note by the highest margin in about 22 years Friday 
afternoon. That phenomenon, known as an inverted yield curve, has been 
a telltale recession sign particularly when it goes on for an extended 
period of time. In the present case, the inversion has been in place since 
early July’ 
Restaurants, Bars, Hotels STILL Don't Have Enough Workers... 
Credit-card debt soaring... 

INFLATION NOW HIGHEST SINCE 1982...
Retail's 'Dark Side': Inventory Piles Up... 
White House insists economy strong as allies grow uneasy about Fed...

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/white-house-insists-economy-is-strong-as-allies-grow-uneasy-about-fed/ar-AA105XbV
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/30/retails-dark-side-as-inventory-piles-up-liquidation-warehouses-are-busy/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.axios.com/2022/08/06/inflation-recession-credit-card-debt
https://www.wsj.com/articles/restaurants-bars-and-hotels-keep-hiring-and-say-they-still-dont-have-enough-people-11659734572
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/05/danger-ahead-the-us-economy-has-yet-to-face-its-biggest-recession-challenge.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/05/danger-ahead-the-us-economy-has-yet-to-face-its-biggest-recession-challenge.html
https://www.pginvestor.com/financial-reporting/press-releases/news-details/2022/PG-Announces-Fourth-Quarter-and-Fiscal-Year-2022-Results/default.aspx
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/midterm-misery-biden-key-economy-111529922.html
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://news.yahoo.com/china-warns-military-not-sit-075623828.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/01/politics/nancy-pelosi-taiwan-visit/index.html
https://www.yahoo.com/video/putin-says-russian-navy-hypersonic-084124580.html
https://news.usni.org/2022/08/01/carrier-uss-ronald-reagan-two-f-35b-big-decks-operating-near-taiwan-as-pelosi-arrives-in-singapore-china-renews-threats
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html


Yellen denies recession...
Inflation highest since 1982... 
Big Tech Results Spotlight Breadth of Upheaval... 
RECESSION 2022 
GDP 2ND STRAIGHT QUARTERLY DROP 
Yield curve flashing more warning signs of risks ahead...
FED HIKES AGAIN... MORE TO COME...
VOX layoffs; Tech firms tighten belts...
FACEBOOK First Ever Revenue Drop...
COMCAST Broadband Growth Grinds to Halt...
BEST BUY latest retailer to cut outlook...
100 Wealthiest Americans Lose $622 Billion Since November... 

WORLD'S BIGGEST CONSUMER NAMES ANNOUNCE SOARING PRICE 
INCREASES... 
Inflation hits bodega favorite: Bacon, egg and cheese... 
Half Americans fall deeper in debt...
SHOPIFY cuts staff; Tech firms tighten belts ...
GOOGLE Growth Slows as Pressures Mount on Ad Market...
$9.4 Trillion Results Day Looms in Test for Stock Market...
Pending home sales fall 20%... 
Economist: Prices to Plunge… 
Fed Readies Largest Rate Hikes Since Volcker... Developing... 

Difficulty Paying Bills Tops Pandemic High...
Inflation Altering Shopping Habits...
Fed set for ANOTHER big rate hike...
WALMART cuts outlook...
ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms... 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

2 Americans dead in Donbas… Apocalyptic vision behind Putin 'golden 
billion' argument… [ From my direct observation and experience, 
pervasively mentally ill, corrupt, criminal america is indisputably the 
globally destructive bad guy. That is so ab initio! ]
U.S., allies weigh providing Ukraine fighter jets to counter Russia… 
Putin 'too healthy' says CIA chief... https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-
putin-health/ “Ukrainian, US, and British would-be media professionals 

https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.euronews.com/2022/07/21/vladimir-putin-entirely-too-healthy-says-cia-chief
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/us-allies-weigh-providing-ukraine-fighter-jets-to-counter-russia/ar-AAZNC4L
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://thehill.com/policy/international/russia/3571651-two-americans-dead-in-donbas-region-of-ukraine/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://news.yahoo.com/walmart-cuts-profit-outlook-inflation-204311068.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fed-inflict-more-pain-economy-130000297.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/26/more-signs-emerge-that-inflation-is-altering-shopping-habits/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/difficulty-paying-bills-tops-pandemic-191151129.html
https://ca.news.yahoo.com/fed-readies-largest-rate-hikes-100116313.html
https://nypost.com/2022/07/26/us-home-prices-to-plunge-substantially-on-cratering-demand/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/pending-home-sales-fell-20percent-in-june-versus-a-year-earlier-as-mortgage-rates-soared.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/9-4-trillion-results-day-075131597.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-alphabet-googl-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658802135
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/shopify-sinks-12percent-after-company-plans-to-lay-off-10percent-of-workers.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/nearly-half-of-americans-fall-deeper-in-debt-as-inflation-boosts-costs.html
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-new-york-prices-bd26a709a13cbccce503b2e986301edb
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://bnanews102.bna.com/daily-tax-report/the-100-wealthiest-americans-lost-622-billion-since-november
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/best-buys-shares-fall-10percent-as-it-cuts-its-forecast-for-second-quarter-cites-weaker-demand.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/comcast-earnings-2q-2022.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/meta-facebook-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658883684
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/27/vox-media-layoffs-economic-uncertainty
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11054989/Fed-rate-hike-Central-bank-raises-key-rate-0-75-points.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/fed-decision-july-2022-.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/analysis-u-yield-curve-flashing-211417380.html
https://apnews.com/article/united-states-economy-economic-growth-government-and-politics-4ffd93331422cb131a974223dad5825f
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/gdp-q2-.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/from-apple-to-microsoft-big-tech-results-spotlight-breadth-of-economic-upheaval-11659094604
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/yellen-says-the-economy-is-not-in-a-recession-despite-gdp-slump.html


have been spreading bogus stories about the president’s health condition
in recent months. This is all hoax,” he said. 
Ukraine graft concerns resurface as war goes on... China threatens 
'strong measures' if Pelosi visits Taiwan… Looming Gas Crunch Poses 
'Historic Test' for Europe, IEA Says… Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With 
Iran, Turkey in Rare Trip Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More 
Aggressive Phase of Ukraine War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... 
China satellite swarms hunt down and destroy enemy targets… Russia 
building laser weapon to disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke
attack preparedness PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts 
photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as 
pipeline from Russia shuts off… Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to 
citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   
Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 

https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/russian-doomsday-submarine-armed-nuclear-drones-service
https://news.yahoo.com/relentless-russian-shelling-east-ukraine-073615708.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-pleads-weapons-war-spotlight-043837619.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/07/16/russia-ukraine-war-putin-news-live-updates/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-zelenskyy-government-and-politics-494af1bc0145fb2d16c76b0abf3f5cda


slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 

https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
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Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
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https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
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Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22
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https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
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HISTORY Here are notable past Taiwan Headlines 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-
headlines ...news in the extremely fluid Taiwan theater of pre-war. 

SOME POSTED REACTIONS TO PELOSI TAIWAN VISIT:

the ho is in taiwan china bluffed.... 

D O N 'T  A L L O W  T H A T  H A G  T O  I N T E R F E R E  W I T H  Y O U R  S O V E R E I G N T Y . 

T h e s e  w e s t e r n  b a s t a r d s  M U S T  b e  p u t  i n  t h e i r  p l a c e . 

Let her land, then arrest her. That should wipe the smirk off of the 
Democrats, and Republican's faces. 

Neocons are mad dogs 

I'm sure they booked her a room with a broom closet. 

Pelosi looks like a witch from hades. Set a couple dozen drones against 
her plane path and see if they collide. If successful call it a good day. 

American gangsters do not stop their bullying, they must be stopped at 
all costs. 

Hope the old wrinkle gets it. One says that wisdom grows with age but 
there seem to be exceptions. Mainly in the USA. 

USA would very much like to start another proxy war without any risk for 
their people and military.
But will the Taiwanese prove foolish enough to sacrifice themselves by 
doing a favour to the puppet master? 

Will she be handing out cookies? 

I hope that China blows her plane out the sky. 

really wish china follows through with shooting down this thing's plane 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines


She looks like Vomit 

Who said Medusah was a fantasy, one look at Pelosi and you will be 
vaporized or wish you had !

this is just being done by a power hungry very old senile hag, saying Look
at Me! 

Yes, I'll go with Pelosi is grandstanding to draw attention away from her 
personal corruption scandal. 

witch 

Crazy , corrupt Nancy is not worth a war in any way, shape, or form . This
is insane! 

This isn't going to end well... 

China accuses US of provocation 

Russia stands in 'absolute solidarity' with China – Kremlin 

https://www.rt.com/news/560065-russia-pelosi-taiwan-visit/
https://www.rt.com/news/560075-china-us-taiwan-provocation/


The New Age Of Orwellianism https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-
age-orwellianism Remarkably, it is the same ideologues who are eager to
change the well-accepted definitions of “recession” and “inflation” who 
remain perplexed as to what exactly a “woman” is.

DRUDGEREPORT US-China ties on precipice after Pelosi visit to Taiwan...
'AMERICAN WITCH'...
On Internet, Fury Turns to Frustration...
Beijing fires missiles, encircles island...
Demonstrates ability to blockade in war... 

ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security 
Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]

ZELENSKY DRAGGED OVER VOGUE SHOOT... Russia To Quit Space 
Station… Will build rival… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-
to-quit-international-space-station-2024/ Kremlin to keep up gas squeeze 
on Europe... 

USA Leads Globally in Known Monkeypox Cases… More than 85% of 
Americans experience temps above 90… Extinction threat may be 
greater than previously thought, new global study finds… 
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-
greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/ The global 
extinction crisis underway may be more intense than previously thought 
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as humans continue to tear up land, overuse certain resources and heat 
up the planet...Nearly one in three species of all kinds — 30% — face 
global extinction or have been driven to extinction since the year 1500, 
according to the new survey published in the journal "Frontiers in Ecology
and the Environment."

DRUDGE Earth records shortest day ever; Planet 'spinning faster'... 

GOOGLE NEWS *Scientists baffled as Earth spins faster than usual New 
York Post 
*Gravitas: Earth just completed a rotation in less than 24 hours! WION 
*NASA warns of horrific solar flares! Earth will be impacted HT Tech
*NASA Records Huge Flare From New, Active Region Emerging on Sun's 
Surface Newsweek

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 
ROGAN CALLS TRUMP MAN BABY; SAYS WAS ON DRUGS IN WHITE 
HOUSE...  FLASHBACK: THE HIGHEST OFFICE; ADDERALL JUNKIE...   
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office [trump the 
adderall/blow man baby] NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 
9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS
JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
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https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/bonds-slump-inflation-surge-fuels-130720879.html
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-prices-consumer-74e1a5c9bced40460e4079f62e980095
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/economy/inflation-producer-index-june-near-highest-record
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https://www.fox5ny.com/news/nyc-monkeypox-new-vaccination-sites-opening
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https://www.mediaite.com/entertainment/joe-rogan-calls-donald-trump-a-man-baby-theorizes-he-was-on-adderall-during-his-presidency/
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https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEEwlougLPG8qLN49d1DippIqGQgEKhAIACoHCAow77zbCjDiq8wBMKiCsgU?uo=CAUiS2h0dHBzOi8vd3d3Lm5ld3N3ZWVrLmNvbS9uYXNhLXNvbGFyLWZsYXJlLWVydXB0cy1zdW4tc291cmNlLXN1bnNwb3QtMTcyOTcwNtIBAA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMJK_nQswo8m1Aw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiENIvLS6mC4NCOM99I0ypemcqGQgEKhAIACoHCAowkr-dCzCjybUDMISBlgc?uo=CAUieGh0dHBzOi8vdGVjaC5oaW5kdXN0YW50aW1lcy5jb20vdGVjaC9uZXdzL25hc2Etd2FybnMtb2YtaG9ycmlmaWMtc29sYXItZmxhcmVzLWVhcnRoLXdpbGwtYmUtaW1wYWN0ZWQtNzE2NTkyNzY1NTU2MDEuaHRtbNIBAA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CCAiC0QyclV0cDdnM21zmAEB?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMISviwIw-Mks?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5903038/earth-shortest-day-spinning-fast/


infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 

https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2022/06/alex-holder-trump-was-utterly-irrational-after-january-6.html
https://www.mediaite.com/news/liz-cheney-blasts-trump-over-jan-6-in-blistering-reagan-library-speech-praises-courage-of-bombshell-witness-cassidy-hutchinson/
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf
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https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.mediaite.com/news/mitt-romney-calls-out-americas-national-malady-of-denial-warns-that-a-return-to-trump-would-render-it-incurable/
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2022/07/mitt-romney-republican-denial-biden-election/661468/
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https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/twitter-announces-mass-layoffs-17291249.php
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/12/half-of-g-o-p-voters-ready-to-leave-trump-behind-poll-finds/
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Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/experts-say-there-are-mounting-signs-that-the-kremlin-is-purging-its-top-generals-in-ukraine-the-latest-hint-of-deep-dysfunction-in-putin-s-army/ar-AAYKxsd
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/22/russian-novoshakhtinsk-oil-refinery-struck-drone-possible-attack-inside-borders
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/germany-trigger-phase-two-three-065910268.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/germany-looks-at-rationing-natural-gas-after-russia-cuts-supply-11655978153
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/23/russia-crimps-gas-flows-just-as-europe-races-to-stock-up-for-winter/
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/justice-department-raids-home-of-former-doj-official-at-center-of-jan-6-panel-s-investigation/ar-AAYNmvR
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/jan-6-committee-doj-seek-footage-of-roger-stone-from-danish-filmmakers/ar-AAYOQgG
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/jan-6-panel-to-hone-in-on-trumps-efforts-to-meddle-at-doj-00041708
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/bill-barr-suggests-trump-came-very-close-to-staying-in-power-im-not-sure-we-would-have-had-a-transition-at-all/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/23/politics/trump-jan-6-documentary-footage-pence-25th-amendment/index.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-holder-jan-6-documentarian-says-trump-had-secret-air-force-one-call-with-putin-just-before-election
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-holder-jan-6-documentarian-says-trump-had-secret-air-force-one-call-with-putin-just-before-election
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
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https://finance.yahoo.com/news/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-230100860.html
https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-06-27/pentagon-blasts-putins-cavalier-nuclear-saber-rattling-as-russia-seeks-new-advantages-in-ukraine
https://thehill.com/homenews/house/3539911-aide-says-trump-knew-jan-6-attendees-had-weapons-theyre-not-here-to-hurt-me/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-threw-dishes-and-flipped-tablecloths-when-he-was-angry-ex-aide-testifies-2022-6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10962011/Meadows-told-aide-Cassidy-Hutchinson-January-6-read-real-bad-just-days-riot.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
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https://www.mirror.co.uk/film/cats-review-musical-leave-you-21122229
https://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/donald-trump
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/us-news/donald-trump-played-song-cats-27355368
https://www.mediaite.com/news/secret-service-is-reportedly-prepared-to-testify-trump-didnt-try-to-commandeer-limo-on-jan-6-despite-hutchinson-account/
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Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

ZEROHEDGE Sowell: The Point Of No Return 

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return
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https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg
China Has Established A “Blockade” Around Taiwan And Plans To Shoot 
Missiles Directly Over The Island     
http://endoftheamericandream.com/china-has-established-a-blockade-
around-taiwan-and-plans-to-shoot-missiles-directly-over-the-island/     

Insiders Are Dumping The Most Stocks Since January As Retail Buying-
Panic Re-Emerges
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/insiders-are-dumping-most-stocks-
january-retail-buying-panic-re-emerges     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[Of course that’s true; but, that would be nothing new for criminal 
america. 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]
ZEROHEDGE The Earth Just Started Spinning Faster Than Ever Before 
And Scientists Don't Know Why 
https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/earth-just-started-spinning-faster-
ever-and-scientists-dont-know-why Experts fear the consequences could 
be "devastating"... 

AP NEWS BIG STORIES APNews.com 
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• Floods strike new blow in place that has known hardship   
JACKSON, Ky. (AP) — Evelyn Smith lost everything in the floods that
devastated eastern Kentucky, saving only her grandson's muddy 
tricycle. But she's not planning to leave the mountains that have 
been...Read More

• Wildfires in West explode in size amid hot, windy conditions   
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Wildfires in California and Montana exploded in 
size overnight amid windy, hot conditions and were quickly 
encroaching on neighborhoods, forcing evacuation orders for over 
100 homes...Read More

• New York City declares monkeypox a public health emergency   
NEW YORK (AP) — Officials in New York City declared a public 
health emergency due to the spread of the monkeypox virus 
Saturday, calling the city “the epicenter” of the outbreak....Read 
More 

DRUDGEREPORT ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK 
National Security Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]
Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
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insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the 
Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, 
Slower And Dumber http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-
the-midst-of-a-mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-
slower-and-dumber/

Ranchers Are Selling Off Their Cattle In Unprecedented Numbers Due To 
The Drought, And That Has Enormous Implications For 2023

Microplastics Are Literally Everywhere, And They Are An Existential 
Threat To The Future Of The Human Race 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/microplastics-are-literally-
everywhere-and-they-are-an-existential-threat-to-the-future-of-the-human-
race/ 

https://youtu.be/PSxihhBzCjk 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 
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ANALYSIS
From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

YAHOO Politics Former FBI official likens Matt Gaetz, Roger Stone, and 
Trump to the Mafia: 'It's a criminal organization' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-fbi-official-likens-matt-
045920601.html 
BUT WAIT: “There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

DRUDGEREPORT China threatens 'strong measures' if Pelosi visits 
Taiwan...
Kissinger Warns Biden Against Endless Confrontation... 
Beijing Dumps $100 Billion Worth Of Treasuries... 

ZEROHEDGE These Are All The Countries Capable Of Launching Space 
Rockets https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-are-all-countries-
capable-launching-space-rockets 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
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YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 

https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMJ_NqAswkdjAAw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' After US 
Lawmaker Slams Zelensky

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
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The US keeps reneging on arms control agreements, so why should 
Russia trust Joe Biden’s latest overtures? [They shouldn’t; you can’t trust
america, that’s my direct observation and experience.]

Amnesty fully ‘stands by’ report on Ukraine 

China ignores phone calls from Pentagon – Politico 

Zelensky accuses Amnesty International of supporting terrorism 

Today, Ukraine bombed a Donetsk hotel full of journalists – here’s what it 
felt like to be there 

US ‘artificially’ stokes tensions – Kremlin 

From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

The US is in a recession and it’s worse than you think 
https://www.rt.com/business/560011-us-recession-fed-inflation/ 

Zelensky and US to blame for ‘bloodbath’ in Donbass – Russia 

Wall Street is collapsing – NYC mayor 

FBI manipulating domestic terror stats – whistleblowers 

US plunges into recession 

EU ban on Russian gas ‘impossible’ – Austria 

Kremlin comments on claims about Russian military casualties 

Zelensky’s Vogue photoshoot raises eyebrows 

Biden met with 14 of his son’s business associates – media 

NATO’s arsonist-in-chief Jens Stoltenberg wants the Western public to 
pay for a Ukrainian fire he helped to ignite 
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Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

Russia to quit International Space Station after 2024 

Russia issues rebuke to Israel 

Grain deal won’t affect military op in Ukraine – Moscow 

UK candidates’ militancy and imperialism threaten to bring Britain down 

Kiev confirms arrival of heavy weapons from Germany 

US sends more weapons to Ukraine 

Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the fallout 
from their failed Russia policy 

EU eases sanctions on Russian oil exports 

Russia’s Lavrov talks Ukraine, sanctions and nuclear war with RT (FULL 
VIDEO) 

• Putin suggests motive behind Canada’s gas turbine delay   
• UN chief ‘under huge pressure’ over Ukraine – Russian FM   
• Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the   

fallout from their failed Russia policy Op-ed
• Zaporozhye Nuclear Power Plant attacked by Ukrainian drones   

Putin tells US to stop ‘looting’ Syria 

Former Russian president lists ‘Western sins’ 

Russian warns of ‘tougher’ terms for talks with Ukraine 

Dmitri Trenin: How a smart Middle East strategy can help Russia play a 
significant role in shaping the new world order 

Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 
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IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 

Iran issues warning to US and Israel 

Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
industrial complex war monster’]

Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
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there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

HUFFPOST SUSPICIOUS: SECRET SERVICE CAN’T FIND JAN. 6 TEXTS! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/national-archives-deleted-secret-service-
texts_n_62d6c6bbe4b008a2d03f1ac4 [ Ooooh … the mystery of it all … 
magical disappearance of text messages … could be ghosts … or 
gremlins … or salem witchcraft … WAKE UP! … AMERICA IS A TOTAL 
FRAUD! … AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 
MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). ]

The most intelligent, rational legal position:

Laurence Tribe, a Harvard law professor, argued that not holding Trump 
accountable would be equally harmful.

"I certainly recognize that indicting a former president would generate 
lots of social heat, perhaps violence," Tribe said. "But not indicting him 
would invite another violent insurrection."

Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All Incredibly Depressed. 
Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" Some very concerning 
market observations from Goldman trader John Flood discussing the real 
rot below the market surface: Monday was the lightest volume session of
the year with 9.32b shares trading across all US equity exchanges 
breaking previous low mark of 9.4b back on 7/11/22. YTD daily avg for 
shares traded across all US equity exchanges sits @ 12.5b. Monday was 
also the lightest notional trading session of the year w/ $392b trading vs 
ytd daily avg of $638b. Our desk was a 3 on 1 – 10 scale in terms of 
overall activity levels. I am personally taken aback by how resilient mkt 
has been over the past few weeks. I don’t see L/Os putting their ~$210b 
of cash to work. I am seeing them use pockets of strength to sell lower 
conviction more illiquid names in block form and raise even more cash. 

Trump comic-con-show 
https://www.facebook.com/reel/523496502845404/?
s=single_unit&__cft__[0]=AZWPFQ3WczUIfIkH48JzeY46IoAd31UE03J6BK
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ZEROHEDGE As Taiwan Warns Chinese "Maritime & Aerial Blockade" 
Ensuing, Pelosi Says Real Issue Is 'I'm A Woman' [Riiight!] Pelosi Departs
Taiwan After Whirlwind Tour As China Declares "Median Line" No Longer 
Exists Global Markets Slump With Terrified Traders Tracking Pelosi's 
Next Move Forget inflation, stagflation, recession, depression, earnings, 
Biden locked up in the basement with covid, and everything else: today's 
it all about whether Nancy Pelosi will start World War 3 when she lands 
in Taiwan in 3 hours. https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/taiwans-
independence-worth-war Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just 
purely on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant 
Fed policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls 
off a miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 

Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
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investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
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REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale 
and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on
Stock Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-
violations-senate-house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why 
Earnings & The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
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believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook 
Worsens Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign 
Buyers Flee https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-
highest-yield-2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y 
auction which was somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp 
concession today which saw yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million 
Americans Priced-Out As Home Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan 
Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As 
Layoffs Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-
jobless-claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished 
Mr.Powell? Forget the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
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Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE As Taiwan Warns Chinese "Maritime & Aerial Blockade" 
Ensuing, Pelosi Says Real Issue Is 'I'm A Woman' [Riiight!] Pelosi Departs 
Taiwan After Whirlwind Tour As China Declares "Median Line" No Longer 
Exists Global Markets Slump With Terrified Traders Tracking Pelosi's 
Next Move Forget inflation, stagflation, recession, depression, earnings, 
Biden locked up in the basement with covid, and everything else: today's 
it all about whether Nancy Pelosi will start World War 3 when she lands in
Taiwan in 3 hours. https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/taiwans-
independence-worth-war Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just purely
on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant Fed 
policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls off a 
miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 

Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
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Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
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price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
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BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
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2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Turkey Agrees To Pay For Russian Gas With Rubles Credit 
Suisse Set To Slash Thousands Of Jobs Despite Handing Out Hundreds Of
Millions To Retain Top Talent https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/credit-
suisse-set-slash-thousands-jobs-despite-handing-out-hundreds-millions-
retain-top The bank is looking to cut its overall cost base by $1 billion... 

"I Don't Feel The Pain Of Inflation Anymore" Says Wealthy SF Fed Chair 
From Ivory Tower YAHOO Business 'The market is not the economy' and 
the July rally in the stock market was premature, top economist 
Mohamed El-Erian says https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/market-not-
economy-july-rally-174829466.html El-Erian said a comment by Powell led
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investors to believe rate hikes would likely slow, but that's at odds with 
what the data shows. Weak Manufacturing Surveys Signal 'Peak 
Inflation'; Plunge in Orders, Production, & Jobs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/weak-manufacturing-surveys-
signal-peak-inflation-plunge-orders-production-jobs "With the exception of
pandemic lockdown periods, July saw US manufacturers report the 
toughest business conditions since 2009..." 

Biden's America: Too Broke To Bet?   Chicago PMI Unexpectedly Plunges   
To 2-Year Lows https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/chicago-pmi-
unexpectedly-plunges-2-year-lows ...stagflation signals as prices paid 
jumped and production and new orders fell... "Expert" Narratives Are 
Collapsing The house of cards continues to fall apart Yellen: "Recession"
Doesn't Mean What You Think It Means [ Riiight! ] Sentiment sours amid 
Kremlin updates, EU Energy deal & US-earnings in focus -   Delusional   
Biden Admin Front-Runs Recessionary GDP Print... By Redefining 
Recession https://www.zerohedge.com/political/delusional-biden-admin-
front-runs-recessionary-gdp-print-redefining-recession It's not a recession
until the White House gives economists on its payroll permission to 
declare it a recession... [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!] US PMI Crashes 
Into Contraction In July: "A Worrying Deterioration In The Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-pmi-crashes-contraction-july-
worrying-deterioration-economy "Excluding pandemic lockdown months, 
output is falling at a rate not seen since 2009 amid the global financial 
crisis..." There's An Amazing Glut Of Office Space In Every Major Metro 
Area https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/theres-amazing-glut-office-
space-every-major-metro-area Occupancy is an engine of local 
economies. But there's a huge glut of space available... US Existing 
Home Sales Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses US Homebuilders 
Abandon Single-Families In June As They Brace For Rate Shock 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-builders-abandon-single-
family-home-startspermits-june-anticipating-renter ...multi-family starts 
and permits surged double-digits in June as single-family plunged... 
Homebuilder Confidence Collapses In July 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-confidence-
collapses-july ...the largest MoM drop (ex-COVID-lockdown) in history... 
Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
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Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
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attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 
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ZEROHEDGE A Winter Of Anger 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/winter-anger ... if you’d ask most
citizens of whichever EU country if they are willing to risk being unable to
feed and heat their children in order to support Ukraine and Zelensky, 

they would say NO. Hell no! "Revolution Has Begun": 75,000 Brits To Stop
Paying Power Bills Amid Inflation Storm German Electricity Prices Hit 
Record High As Heatwave Curbs Power Generation ... and it's not even 
winter yet. "Widespread Civil Unrest" Looming In UK Over Cost-Of-Living 
Crisis https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/widespread-civil-
unrest-looming-uk-over-cost-living-crisis Movement to stop paying bills 

snowballs... 

Pound Crashes After BOE Hikes By Most Since 1995, Starts Gilt Sales Yet
Warns Of Crushing Stagflationary Recession Germany's Uniper Warns Of 
Possible "Irregular Operation" At Major Power Plant As Rhine River Runs 
Dry "You Can't Switch Off Death": German Crematoriums Warn Of Energy 
Crisis German Barge Traffic Slumps As Rhine Water Levels Near Record 
Lows "Miserable" German Retail Sales Crash The Most On Record As 
Europe Slumps Into Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/miserable-german-retail-sales-crash-
most-record-europe-slumps-recession Germany is "sinking into an 
increasingly steep downturn, adding to the region’s recession risks”. Gas
Levy Could Triple Household Heating Bills In Germany EU Consumer 
Confidence Crashes To Record Lows As German CPI Unexpectedly Re-
Accelerates "We Are In A Very Critical Moment": IMF Cuts Global GDP, 
Raises Inflation Outlook, Warns "World Teetering On Edge Of Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-are-very-critical-moment-imf-
cuts-global-gdp-raises-inflation-outlook-warns-world "It’s easy to cool off 
the economy when the economy is running hot. It’s much harder to 
reduce inflation when the economy is close to a recession." Germans 
Taking Fewer Showers In Response To Cost Of Living Crisis China And 
Japan Hold The Keys To Euro Recovery 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/china-and-japan-hold-keys-euro-
recovery While the direction of Europe’s economy continues to be a 
hostage to Russian energy -- as today’s dispiriting PMI numbers attest -- it
is the Asian nations of China and Japan who are in a position to alleviate 
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Europe’s capital-outflow problem and stabilize the euro. PMIs Signal 
Eurozone Recession Day After First ECB Rate-Hike In 11 Years 

19% Of The World's Population Lives In 'Chindia' (& Buys Russian Oil) 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/19-worlds-population-lives-
chindia-buys-russian-oil India is expected to become the most populous 
nation on Earth by mid-2023, surpassing China whose population growth 
has all but stopped.. Oil Surges After Biden Fails To Win Saudi Pledge To 
Pump More Crude These Are The Countries With The Highest Default Risk
The Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial Production Unexpectedly 
Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker month since September 
2021... David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 

Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 
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ZEROHEDGE Something Snaps In The Job Market: Multiple Jobholders Hit
All Time High As Unexplained 1.8 Million Jobs Gap Emerges 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/something-snaps-job-market-
multiple-jobholders-hit-all-time-high-unexplained-18-million ‘...So what's 
going on here? The simple answer: Fewer people working, but more 
people working more than one job, a rotation which picked up in earnest 
some time in March and which has only been captured by the Household 
survey. And since the Establishment survey is far slower to pick up on 
the nuances in employment composition, while the Household Survey has
gone nowhere since March, the BLS data engineers have been busy 
goalseeking the Establishment Survey (perhaps with the occasional 
nudge from the White House especially now that the economy is in a 
technical recession) to make it appear as if the economy is growing 
strongly, when in reality all they are doing is applying the same erroneous
seasonal adjustment factor that gave such a wrong perspective of the 
labor market in the aftermath of the covid pandemic (until it was all 
adjusted away a year ago). In other words, while the labor market is 
already cracking, it will take the BLS several months of veering away 
from reality before the government bureaucrats accept and admit what is
truly taking place...’

July Payrolls Smash Expectations Soaring To 528K, Wages Come In Red 
Hot As Unemployment Rate Drops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/july-payrolls-smash-expectations-
soaring-528k-wages-come-red-hot We are now well and truly in bizarro 
world. 

Futures Flat As Crushing 37bps Curve Inversion Screams Recession The 
Misery Index Is At Recession Levels Lying About The Economy Will Only 
Make The Coming Crash Worse Senior Economist 'Fact Checked' By 
Facebook For Saying US Is In Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/senior-economist-fact-checked-
facebook-saying-us-recession “We live in an Orwellian hell-scape.” [Yes, 
we do!] Here’s why you shouldn’t invest in ETFs. UMich Inflation 
Expectations Rose Intra-Month, Democrats' Confidence Drops Further 
Inflation, Recession Or Both? Reporter Exposes White House's Blatant 
Redefining Of "Recession" Yellen: "Recession" Doesn't Mean What You 
Think It Means Gold & The Upcoming Recession Luongo: None Dare Call 
It A Recession Lest The Democrats Lose The Mid-Terms Democrats 
Prepare To Unleash Hell On Fed Chair Powell For The Coming Recession 
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"2023 Will Be A Year From Hell" - Martin Armstrong Warns Of Inflation-
Driven Civil-Unrest https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/2023-will-be-
year-hell-martin-armstrong-warns-inflation-driven-civil-unrest "...you are 
looking at revolutions... The euro looks like death warmed over... This is 
just not over yet." "Japanese Economy Continues To Crater "- Another 
Casualty Of The Energy Crisis The Danger Of Drought In Europe 
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/danger-drought-europe ...the current 
heatwave is bound to further exacerbate water shortages in Southern and
Southeast Europe... Record-Breaking Heat In Europe Meanwhile, 
Southern Europe is also experiencing extreme heat that has caused 
wildfires... UK Records Hottest Day Ever Amid Heat Apocalypse   "Heat   
Apocalypse" Blasts Europe As UK And France Brace For Hottest Days On 
Record   https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/heat-apocalypse-blasts-  
europe-uk-and-france-brace-hottest-days-record "Today and tomorrow will
be one of the worst, if not the worst heatwave events in the modern 
history of western Europe." The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 
2022 http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In 
Government Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 
4Chan Found After Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 
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Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
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broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

ZEROHEDGE Sowell: The Point Of No Return 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/sowell-point-no-return You either 
believe in laws or you believe in mob rule... [ Sorrowfully, that horse has 
already left the barn. Corruption rampant, AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY 
A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN 
EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 
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Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE The Great Recession: Facts Vs Denials 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/great-recession-facts-vs-denials 
Once again, the US is facing a recession which Main Street feels, Wall 
Street whistles past, and DC simply denies... 

"Deteriorating Situation" Shows Rent Growth "Collapsing" In Sunbelt 
Markets https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/deteriorating-situation-
shows-rent-growth-collapsing-sunbelt-markets Rogan Slams Biden Admin 
For "Gaslighting" Americans About Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/rogan-slams-biden-admin-
gaslighting-americans-about-recession "...they’re literally changing the 
definition...and it should be pushed back against in a big way. It should 
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be something that people get angry about..." 'Great News' Jobs Reports 
Sparks Selloff In Bonds, Stocks, & Gold 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/great-news-jobs-reports-sparks-
selloff-bonds-stocks-gold ...good news is really bad news... 

Initial Jobless Claims Hit 8 Month Highs, Continuing Claims Jump Ahead 
Of Payrolls Print https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-
jobless-claims-hit-8-month-highs-continuing-claims-jump-ahead-payrolls 
Jobless claims are now completely decoupled from the headlines payrolls
data... Pay Attention; This Is Not The '70s 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/pay-attention-not-70s In the late 
70s, P/Es on stocks were in the single digits, and debt levels were 
negligible. Today, valuations are nearly four times those levels, and debt 
as a percentage of GDP is at levels considered unthinkable not that long 
ago... Chinese Jets Buzz Taiwan Strait, Govt Websites Hit By 
Cyberattack With Pelosi Plane En Route War on China: the real target are 
the American people China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off Taiwan With US 
Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia Nuclear War 
Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security Advisor China's 
Army Posts "Get Ready For War!" Message On Social Media, State 
Mouthpiece Says PLA Has "Right" To Intercept Pelosi's Plane Inflation, 
Recession Or Both? [BOTH!] Welcome To The Biden Recession: Q2 GDP 
"Unexpectedly" Shrinks 0.9%, 2nd Consecutive Decline Peter Schiff: The 
White House Recession Denial https://www.zerohedge.com/political/peter-
schiff-white-house-recession-denial "When you’re losing, just change the 
rules of the game, then declare victory.” Recession? All Of A Sudden 
Yield Spreads Are Collapsing https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/no-
recession-all-sudden-yield-spreads-are-collapsing … we suggest 
continuing to follow risk management protocols until indicators indicate 
a reversal of that economic risk.

1. Tighten up stop-loss levels to current support levels for each position. 

2. Hedge portfolios against significant market declines. 

3. Take profits in positions that have been big winners 

4. Sell laggards and losers. 

5. Raise cash and rebalance portfolios to target weightings.
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Peter Schiff: It's Getting Harder To Deny Recession Reality 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-schiff-its-getting-harder-deny-
recession-reality "This should be obvious, but people have been in denial 
about the weakness in the economy..." Wall Street's Biggest Bear: One 
Down, But Two More Things Must Happen Before Stocks Bottom 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/wall-streets-biggest-bear-one-down-
two-more-things-must-happen-stocks-bottom Recession reflections 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/everyoneknows [ Recession 
is coming but everyone knows it ] The Number Of Americans Filing For 
First-Time Unemployment Claims Soared To 8-Month-Highs Last Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/number-americans-filing-
first-time-unemployment-claims-soared-8-month-highs-last ...and 
continuing claims are the highest since April... US Existing Home Sales 
Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses Sinkhole 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sinkhole "At present, the 2s10s 
spread is –18 bps. This is indicative of a recession 12-18 months ahead, 
which means the second half of 2023. Note that we have been 
forecasting a recession for 2023H2 since April." Recession Already Here 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-may-already-be-here The 
debate about recession risk is pointless.We are already in a recession... 
The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
an odd beast in any case. 

Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 

idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
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collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
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Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 
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ZEROHEDGE Which Nations Face The Biggest Disruption From China's 
Taiwan-Trade-Blockade? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/which-
nations-face-biggest-disruption-chinas-taiwan-trade-blockade China's 
export stop on sand, a resource essential for the manufacturing of 
semiconductors, could prove devastating for countries like the United 
States... The Growing Threat From North Korea Taiwan Says China's 
Drills Are Simulating A Full Attack On The Island 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/taiwan-says-chinas-drills-are-
simulating-full-attack-island Following Pelosi's visit, Chinese media said 
the military will demonstration the "mainland's absolute control over the 
Taiwan question." Anger From Ukraine's Backers After Damning Amnesty
Report Spotlights 'Human Shields'

China Sanctions Pelosi, Halts US Talks Including Military Ties, As Jets 
Breach Taiwan Median Line 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/china-sanctions-pelosi-halts-us-
talks-including-military-ties-jets-breach-taiwan China has begun its 
retaliation against Washington by announcing Friday the cancellation of a
series of meetings with the United States 

Ballistic Missiles Soar Over Taiwan, "Hundreds" Of PLA Fighters Breach 
Airspace, As 5-Day Drills Commence 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ballistic-missiles-soar-over-
taiwan-hundreds-pla-fighters-breach-airspace-5-day-drills China Summons
US Ambassador Overnight, Says Washington "Must Pay The Price" EOAD 
Are Chinese Tanks Massing On The Shores Of Fujian Because An Invasion
Is Imminent? 8-2-22 We Were Specifically Warned About This Coming War
With China All The Way Back In The 1990 ZH Here Are All The Latest 
Taiwan Headlines https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-
latest-taiwan-headlines All the latest news in the extremely fluid Taiwan 
theater of pre-war. 'US Military Moving Assets', Markets Stall On Reports 
Pelosi To Visit Taiwan Tuesday 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-sink-pelosi-taiwan-headlines 
Pelosi is reportedly expected to land in Taiwan on Tuesday night, and 
meet lawmakers on Wednesday. China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off 
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Taiwan With US Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia
Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security 
Advisor China Is Issuing The Same "Red Line" Warnings About Taiwan 
That Russia Issued About Ukraine THE SUN AI predicts last selfie on 
Earth… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-
earth-prediction-tiktok/ EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To 
Absolutely Love It When War With China Erupts 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-industrial-complex-is-
going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-erupts/ ZH Russia Unveils
Large-Scale Military Exercises In East, Signaling Force Strength 
'Unaffected' By Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-
unveils-large-scale-eastern-military-exercises-signaling-force-strength-
unaffected Prior "Vostok" (East) drills included sizable Chinese PLA 
military participation... If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End 
Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm

How A Russian Gas Freeze Would Curtail European GDPs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/how-russian-gas-freeze-would-
curtail-european-gdps ...a complete shut-off from the Russian side would 
have disastrous effects for European economies... Ukraine Moves To 
Criminalize Russian Passport Application there is a lot of Ukrainian blood 
on the red Russian passport [What?] Russia Boasts It's Already Taken 
Out 4 US-Supplied Long Range Rocket Systems Russia Informs Turkey It 
Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa Port Attack It's Official: Russia And 
China Announce "New Global Reserve Currency" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-22/its-official-russia-and-china-
announce-new-global-reserve-currency And once again no one has 
noticed and no one seems to care. [ Yes, it’s official; NEW WORLD 
ORDER! ]

Pelosi: Pentagon Might Be Worried China Would Shoot Down Her Plane If 
She Visits Taiwan AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant 
Corruption' After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky US "Started" The Ukraine
Crisis, China Says, In Fiercest Official Criticism Yet 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-started-ukraine-crisis-china-
says-fiercest-official-criticism-yet "As the one who started the Ukraine 
crisis & the biggest factor fueling it..." [ Yes...Sadly, that is indisputably 
true; it’s the american way.] Russia Plans 'Annexation Votes' For 
Captured Ukraine Territories By Mid-September: Report Russia Resumes 
Nord Stream Natural Gas Deliveries To Europe "...likely to lead to a 
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collective sigh of relief from not just the European gas market, but from 
the wider economy," Russia Declares War Goals Have Expanded After 
West Pumped More Arms Into Ukraine Strengthening Ties With Iran, Putin
Meets With Supreme Leader In Tehran 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/strengthening-ties-iran-putin-
meets-supreme-leader-tehran “Our relations are developing at a good 
pace,” said Putin 

Putin Says Russia Will Honor Gas Commitment But Flows Will Drop As 
Much As 20% Of Capacity Vladimir Putin warned that flows via the Nord 
Stream pipeline could be curbed soon if sanctions prevent additional 
maintenance on its components Russian Military Given Formal Order To 
Target Ukraine's Long-Range Weapons From US 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-issues-formal-order-military-
target-ukraines-long-range-weapons-us Ukraine officials called the 
HIMARS a "game-changer"... [Riiight] Gazprom Declares Force Majeure, 
Will Halt Gas Flows To Germany Indefinitely "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”

Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
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Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
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up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
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geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
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Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
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beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
https://www.axios.com/local/seattle/2022/06/02/stretched-thin-seattle-cops-failing-to-take-reports-rape-victims
https://www.axios.com/local/seattle/2022/06/02/stretched-thin-seattle-cops-failing-to-take-reports-rape-victims


EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---
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[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

POST: FIRST MOON LANDING
NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 
Fake-NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv

http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm     

Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake Dutch     
'  moon rock  ' revealed   Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon rock 

given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of 
petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon Rock  ' in   
Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at 
Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
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yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

Al Peia

Riiight...and they haven't been back because...oh yeah, they got rid of 
their Saturn rockets ... and, they were in the past but not in the 
present/future impervious to radiation; ie., van allen belt, etc.. Oh, they 
probably could do it now, arguably; they're working on it. But, of course, 
Mars is quite another thing. The amounts of money for these 
boondoggles/frauds are staggering; yet, pale in comparison to the frauds 
on wall street. YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand 
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act... ].

albertpeia.com 

https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-house-trading-2021-9?fbclid=IwAR09dFVyNoZm5AbSc6RvuLX7_txNfPp6HYV8SBSjQeJPd8_JdRMongZa5Og
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1MzAzNTEyODAzMDY0NDU1XzQ2MjE1NjU2MTk2NTI3OA%3D%3D&__cft__[0]=AZUzCnIb-wZD4OBiRKgibKfqoanC5KXYUOyiE5ihDrzOlvkm7oasBYNz6UFGdx1qg7jGhOOkuzE50zBoUg0SKlxeo7XSnmbdp6XaFGF7zvKJdgLfy1_8zmY04O-FruT1VNfAsw-YnxfMtAJlgHw1mgfZPXMEyEA70ySt3zLU_ZWivHxL7_QKMte-9tS6m4bIXp4&__tn__=R]-R


ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

YAHOO Nearly one in three Americans say it may soon be necessary to 
take up arms against the government

https://www.yahoo.com/news/nearly-one-three-americans-may-
202408076.html A majority of Americans say the U.S. government is 
corrupt and almost a third say it may soon be necessary to take up arms 
against it, according to a new poll from the University of Chicago’s 
Institute of Politics. 

DRUDGEREPORT ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms… 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

*Hopes for a mild recession are "delusional," said Nouriel Roubini, the 
economist who called the 2008 financial crisis. 

*He said debt ratios are historically high, while bailouts during the 
pandemic have resulted in "zombie corporations." 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
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mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It 
When War With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-
military-industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-
china-erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]

ZEROHEDGE FBI Likely Did 'Intentionally Undermine' A Congressional 
Probe On Hunter Biden: Senator https://www.zerohedge.com/political/fbi-
likely-did-intentionally-undermine-congressional-probe-hunter-biden-
senator "The FBI can no longer be trusted 

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
The US is in a recession and it’s worse than you think 
https://www.rt.com/business/560011-us-recession-fed-inflation/ 
DRUDGEREPORT 
UN warns humanity 'one miscalculation away from nuclear annihilation'…
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-
danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html 

YAHOO Business 'The market is not the economy' and the July rally in the
stock market was premature, top economist Mohamed El-Erian says 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/market-not-economy-july-rally-
174829466.html El-Erian said a comment by Powell led investors to 
believe rate hikes would likely slow, but that's at odds with what the data
shows.

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]
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ANALYSIS
From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

YAHOO Politics Former FBI official likens Matt Gaetz, Roger Stone, and 
Trump to the Mafia: 'It's a criminal organization' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-fbi-official-likens-matt-
045920601.html 
BUT WAIT: “There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

China Has Established A “Blockade” Around Taiwan And Plans To Shoot 
Missiles Directly Over The Island     
http://endoftheamericandream.com/china-has-established-a-blockade-
around-taiwan-and-plans-to-shoot-missiles-directly-over-the-island/     

Insiders Are Dumping The Most Stocks Since January As Retail Buying-
Panic Re-Emerges
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/insiders-are-dumping-most-stocks-
january-retail-buying-panic-re-emerges     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[DUH! Of course that’s true; but, that’s the reality of criminal america.] 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]
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'All the data points currently align with a cover-up' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-pentagon-secret-service-texts-
deleted-cover-up-accusations-170030306.html The House Jan. 6 
committee is scrutinizing evidence of information erased, wiped, deleted 
and otherwise obscured by former members of the Trump administration. 

SOP Standard Operating Procedure-That’s my experience 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[DUH! Of course that’s true; but, that’s the reality of criminal america.] 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]

ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10934571/Oregon-Citys-mayoral-candidate-says-homeless-Japanese-style-pods-overdoses-rise.html
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Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
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and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg


the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 
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https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

CNN Murdoch's New York Post dumps Trump, calling him 'unworthy to be 
chief executive again'

MSNBC Joe: Trump's biggest enablers were begging him to stop. How is 
he not already in jail? Morning Joe

Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
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States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 
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EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
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harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”
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CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky [ america’s kind of 
place! ]

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
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be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
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post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
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gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
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running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
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such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It When War 
With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-
industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-
erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]
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THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 

https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/10/fired-fox-news-editor-chris-stirewalt-to-testify-at-jan-6-riot-committee-hearing.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/media/3519284-nearly-20m-watched-jan-6-hearing-nielsen
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-calls-deadly-insurrection-greatest-193328621.html
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UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 
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https://www.msn.com/en-xl/news/other/china-will-not-hesitate-to-start-war-over-taiwan-beijing-tells-us/ar-AAYisrt
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10901419/McCarthy-says-country-responsible-Jan-6-pressed-Trumps-fault.html
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 
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ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 

https://www.facebook.com/susan.blank?__cft__[0]=AZVGvhjiSxGnjWz-LN1hLrt-aZERuH0PnG03UnsNEqhUcmu8tji41KXA8gSPX1OdMtaxPYgX5zHqHLdFB47IYBha_VhuUIONFV7lhrhbMfxB3fUSiPJAMdbT-Ekkqx2RcIH6jVbHjnRdnwyLewnxvu_HCG_Le8GADYmNiVTogj9heg&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
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AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-

https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4
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DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

YAHOO We are seeing evidence that Donald Trump committed treason. 
Where is Merrick Garland? https://www.yahoo.com/news/seeing-evidence-
donald-trump-committed-100000305.html How many more Republican 
former officials have to come forward for the attorney general to act? 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com
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8-6-22
Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
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partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
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(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 



proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
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AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE Goldman Jumps As Traders Spark Q2 Revenue Beat But 
Total Earnings Plunge 47% Amid Major Investment Losses 
DRUDGE Hope for depositors dwindles as crypto lender files for 
bankruptcy... Crypto Takes New Hit as Thousands of SOLANA Wallets 
Hacked… YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-
senate-house-trading-2021-9 ]. Pelosi 'Appears To Have Taken Advantage'
Of Inside Information: Former Dallas Fed Chief Fisher Artificial Wealth Vs 
GDP: Why Earnings & The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
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hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
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official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT How many animal species (including people)     have   
caught Covid? 

https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2022/08/05/1114357154/how-
many-animal-species-have-caught-covid-first-global-tracker-has-partial-
answe 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths substantially exceed 
2021 numbers]
117,465 AUG 05 2022
100,152 AUG 05 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
496 AUG 05 2022
472 AUG 05 2021 
How Pandemic Changed Americans' Health for Worse… 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-covid-19-pandemic-changed-
americans-health-for-the-worse-11659260165 Heart disease and drug 
overdoses are among afflictions exacting a higher toll than before [ More 
than 1 million; 350 per day ]
More cities mull indoor masking… Indoor mask rules expected next week 
as L.A. virus wave worsens... Fauci Annual Pension Payout Exceeds 
POTUS Salary… Republicans plot Fauci probe… [Incompetent, greedy 
guinea] Covid Rises Across USA Amid Muted Warnings and Murky Data… 
WHO: Covid triples across Europe; Hospitalizations double... MONKEYPOX
PANDEMIC? WHO TO RECONVENE Most Americans Now in Areas With 
High Virus Levels… Deaths in LA rising as ultra-contagious subva  riants   
spread… https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-
covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 'Several hundred 
thousand' new covid cases a day NOT reported; Hospitalizations 
climbing... https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-
thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-
keep-climbing-11657298622 

DALLAS TURNS HOTSPOT... 
New variant 'Centaurus' detected... 
Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 20% effective 
after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at 

https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/most-of-u-s-population-now-in-areas-with-high-covid-19-levels-as-ba-5-subvariant-spreads-11657923100
https://www.wsj.com/articles/most-of-u-s-population-now-in-areas-with-high-covid-19-levels-as-ba-5-subvariant-spreads-11657923100
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220714-who-to-reconvene-monkeypox-emergency-panel-on-july-21
https://news.yahoo.com/shocking-monkeypox-screw-means-admit-030643200.html
https://news.yahoo.com/shocking-monkeypox-screw-means-admit-030643200.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-united-nations-world-organization-06bccc307fa13d428e59babf4b9d8403
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/18/covid-rises-across-u-s-amid-muted-warnings-and-murky-data/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3571232-gop-plots-fauci-probe-after-midterms/
https://openthebooks.substack.com/p/dr-faucis-retirement-pension-414667
https://openthebooks.substack.com/p/dr-faucis-retirement-pension-414667
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/la-county-mask-mandate-likely-a-week-away-as-covid-cases-keep-climbing/ar-AAZPrHB
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/la-county-mask-mandate-likely-a-week-away-as-covid-cases-keep-climbing/ar-AAZPrHB
https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/25/politics/covid-19-mask-mandates/index.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-covid-19-pandemic-changed-americans-health-for-the-worse-11659260165
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https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2022/08/05/1114357154/how-many-animal-species-have-caught-covid-first-global-tracker-has-partial-answe
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Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as 
Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... Ultra-
contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 

UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

DRUDGEREPORT Last crisis, Beijing outmatched. Not now… 
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-
crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560 

White House summons Chinese ambassador as crisis escalates...

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/white-house-summons-chinese-ambassador-as-crisis-escalates/ar-AA10kAmc
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10929687/Germany-considers-making-mask-wearing-COMPULSORY-October-March-public-places.html
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-709799
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https://www.the-sun.com/health/5682058/urgent-warning-anyone-attending-mass-gatherings-weekend/
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https://www.fox5ny.com/news/monkeypox-town-hall-new-york
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5674230/uk-covid-cases-heading-for-record-high-zoe/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.yahoo.com/now/covid-could-screw-worse-reinfection-084337273.html
https://www.studyfinds.org/covid-19-meat-in-freezer-weeks/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
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https://www.axios.com/2022/07/08/ba5-become-this-summers-subvariant
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
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https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/macao-shutter-casinos-week-covid-19-outbreak-86545719
https://news.yahoo.com/macau-locks-down-landmark-lisboa-011323085.html
https://news.yahoo.com/macau-locks-down-landmark-lisboa-011323085.html
https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says


Simulating Attack on Island... 'Sinking American warships'...
Tells USA: Can't 'treat countries like George Floyd'...
Xi Builds Security Fortress...
Does Beijing Have Own Space Plane?
Pentagon chiefs calls go unanswered...
Top Taiwan Missile Official Found Dead in Hotel Room...
Fears Japan on front line...
UN chief warns in Hiroshima… 
APPLE Bends Knee on Label Demands…

China conducts missile strikes in Taiwan Strait... Smoke trails fill sky...
Carrier group moved towards island...
'Western powers can no longer run amok'...
Pentagon delays another test...
USS Ronald Reagan remains in region...
Expert warns 'Pearl Harbor-style attack'... 
How Far Will Xi Go?
Cuts ties with USA...
The Coming War...
Taipei Urgent Fighter Pilot Shortage...
Battle or Surrender: Generational Divide on Threat... 

JULY JOBS BLOWOUT: PAYROLLS INCREASE 528K… 
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE FALLS TO 3.5%...  'It is WHOPPER!'   
Gas prices drop 50 straight days... 
Musk Declares Inflation Past Peak...Sees 'mild recession' for 18 months… 

Powell pummeled from all sides... Home Sellers Cut Prices... 

BUST: More Americans Going Hungry…
Household Debt Surpasses $16 Trillion… 
RECESSION 2022: Americans Buying More Essentials at Dollar Stores... 
Dollar-Store Dinners and Vats of Shampoo… 
61% now living paycheck to paycheck... 
Inflation Everywhere -- Even Commercials... 
Home prices cooling at record pace...
ORACLE layoffs... 

UN warns humanity 'one miscalculation away from nuclear annihilation'…
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-
danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html 
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https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/oracle-starts-job-cuts-in-u.s.-the-information
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/home-prices-cooled-at-record-pace-in-june-according-to-housing-data-firm.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/inflation-is-everywhereeven-in-tv-commercials-11659351601
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/as-inflation-surges-more-americans-are-living-paycheck-to-paycheck.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/us-household-debt-surpasses-16-150000549.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/04/more-americans-are-going-hungry-and-it-costs-more-to-feed-them/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/home-sellers-cut-prices-as-housing-market-cools-11659671674
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/05/fed-powell-rate-hikes-00049561
https://news.yahoo.com/elon-musk-predicts-us-mild-234254035.html
https://news.yahoo.com/elon-musk-predicts-us-mild-234254035.html
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/gas-prices-tumble-at-fastest-rate-in-over-a-decade
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/it-is-a-whopper-cnbcs-rick-santelli-stunned-by-july-jobs-report-that-more-than-doubled-expectations/
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-united-states-economy-unemployment-4895f1aa41fbe904400df8261446b737
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/05/jobs-report-july-2022-528000.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/05/fight-or-surrender-taiwans-generational-divide-on-chinas-threats/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/taiwan-faces-urgent-fighter-pilot-123340764.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-coming-war-over-taiwan-11659614417
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-china-asia-beijing-b252479810add6a225fa1e4a6d441983
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/pelosi-taiwan-visit-china-united-states-relationship-future-rcna41098
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5935484/china-pearl-harbor-attack-taiwan/
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/04/china-taiwan-missile-aircraft-00049925
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11081935/Pentagon-DELAYS-intercontinental-ballistic-missile-test-avoid-angering-China.html
https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-08-04/ugly-shameless-evil-china-blasts-g-7-eu-attempts-to-deescalate-taiwan-crisis
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5929070/china-taiwan-airspace-aircraft-missiles/
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/all-out-war-fears-as-china-launches-missiles-directly-over-taiwan-smoke-trails-fill-sky/ar-AA10ipb2
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-asia-navy-china-air-force-4bd08ab9ecd2a9f7d450cf61618d28af
https://www.mediaite.com/tech/apple-bends-the-knee-warning-suppliers-shipping-from-taiwan-to-strictly-obey-chinas-label-demands-after-pelosi-visit/
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/asia/nuclear-weapons-loaded-gun-un-chief-warns-hiroshima-2863491
https://www.npr.org/2022/08/05/1115384641/japan-taiwan-china-yonaguni-island
https://www.newsweek.com/taiwan-missile-official-found-dead-hotel-room-after-heart-attack-ou-yang-li-hsing-1731492
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/05/pentagon-china-calls-taiwan-00050175
https://www.19fortyfive.com/2022/08/the-air-force-would-freak-out-does-china-have-its-very-own-x-37b-space-plane/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/06/in-turbulent-times-xi-builds-a-security-fortress-for-china-and-himself/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11083987/China-SANCTIONS-Nancy-Pelosi-family-vicious-provocative-visit-Taiwan.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5942632/china-sink-us-aircraft-carriers-hypersonic/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/taiwan-says-china-simulating-attack-035002189.html


US Aircraft Carrier, Amphibious Assault Ships Operating Near Taiwan... 
PUTIN: USA MAIN THREAT TO RUSSIA [ Truth be told, USA MAIN THREAT
TO RUSSIA, CHINA, USA, WORLD ] 
CNN: SHE'S GOING 
CHINA MILITARY WARNING 
TAIWAN READIES FOR CONFLICT 
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-
leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war 

Midterm Misery for Biden? Key Economy Gauge Flags 30-Seat Loss... 
Corporations on front lines say cracks forming... https://www.msn.com/en-
us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-
cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc In Silicon Valley, profits at tech 
companies like Google and Apple generally beat expectations, but 
executives said there are signs of some niche slowing in consumer 
spending. Consumer products giant Procter & Gamble said it is expecting
a tougher 2023, although it’s still raising prices. Mastercard said 
spending was steady among the wealthy, but slowing among lower-
income customers 

DRUDGEREPORT Danger ahead...Economy has yet to face biggest 
recession challenge... ‘The 2-year Treasury note yield exceeded that of 
the 10-year note by the highest margin in about 22 years Friday 
afternoon. That phenomenon, known as an inverted yield curve, has been 
a telltale recession sign particularly when it goes on for an extended 
period of time. In the present case, the inversion has been in place since 
early July’ 
Restaurants, Bars, Hotels STILL Don't Have Enough Workers... 
Credit-card debt soaring... 

INFLATION NOW HIGHEST SINCE 1982...
Retail's 'Dark Side': Inventory Piles Up... 
White House insists economy strong as allies grow uneasy about Fed...
Yellen denies recession...

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/yellen-says-the-economy-is-not-in-a-recession-despite-gdp-slump.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/white-house-insists-economy-is-strong-as-allies-grow-uneasy-about-fed/ar-AA105XbV
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/30/retails-dark-side-as-inventory-piles-up-liquidation-warehouses-are-busy/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.axios.com/2022/08/06/inflation-recession-credit-card-debt
https://www.wsj.com/articles/restaurants-bars-and-hotels-keep-hiring-and-say-they-still-dont-have-enough-people-11659734572
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/05/danger-ahead-the-us-economy-has-yet-to-face-its-biggest-recession-challenge.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/05/danger-ahead-the-us-economy-has-yet-to-face-its-biggest-recession-challenge.html
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https://news.usni.org/2022/08/01/carrier-uss-ronald-reagan-two-f-35b-big-decks-operating-near-taiwan-as-pelosi-arrives-in-singapore-china-renews-threats


Inflation highest since 1982... 
Big Tech Results Spotlight Breadth of Upheaval... 
RECESSION 2022 
GDP 2ND STRAIGHT QUARTERLY DROP 
Yield curve flashing more warning signs of risks ahead...
FED HIKES AGAIN... MORE TO COME...
VOX layoffs; Tech firms tighten belts...
FACEBOOK First Ever Revenue Drop...
COMCAST Broadband Growth Grinds to Halt...
BEST BUY latest retailer to cut outlook...
100 Wealthiest Americans Lose $622 Billion Since November... 

WORLD'S BIGGEST CONSUMER NAMES ANNOUNCE SOARING PRICE 
INCREASES... 
Inflation hits bodega favorite: Bacon, egg and cheese... 
Half Americans fall deeper in debt...
SHOPIFY cuts staff; Tech firms tighten belts ...
GOOGLE Growth Slows as Pressures Mount on Ad Market...
$9.4 Trillion Results Day Looms in Test for Stock Market...
Pending home sales fall 20%... 
Economist: Prices to Plunge… 
Fed Readies Largest Rate Hikes Since Volcker... Developing... 

Difficulty Paying Bills Tops Pandemic High...
Inflation Altering Shopping Habits...
Fed set for ANOTHER big rate hike...
WALMART cuts outlook...
ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms... 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

2 Americans dead in Donbas… Apocalyptic vision behind Putin 'golden 
billion' argument… [ From my direct observation and experience, 
pervasively mentally ill, corrupt, criminal america is indisputably the 
globally destructive bad guy. That is so ab initio! ]
U.S., allies weigh providing Ukraine fighter jets to counter Russia… 
Putin 'too healthy' says CIA chief... https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-
putin-health/ “Ukrainian, US, and British would-be media professionals 
have been spreading bogus stories about the president’s health condition

https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.euronews.com/2022/07/21/vladimir-putin-entirely-too-healthy-says-cia-chief
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https://news.yahoo.com/walmart-cuts-profit-outlook-inflation-204311068.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fed-inflict-more-pain-economy-130000297.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/26/more-signs-emerge-that-inflation-is-altering-shopping-habits/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/difficulty-paying-bills-tops-pandemic-191151129.html
https://ca.news.yahoo.com/fed-readies-largest-rate-hikes-100116313.html
https://nypost.com/2022/07/26/us-home-prices-to-plunge-substantially-on-cratering-demand/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/pending-home-sales-fell-20percent-in-june-versus-a-year-earlier-as-mortgage-rates-soared.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/9-4-trillion-results-day-075131597.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-alphabet-googl-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658802135
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/shopify-sinks-12percent-after-company-plans-to-lay-off-10percent-of-workers.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/nearly-half-of-americans-fall-deeper-in-debt-as-inflation-boosts-costs.html
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-new-york-prices-bd26a709a13cbccce503b2e986301edb
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://bnanews102.bna.com/daily-tax-report/the-100-wealthiest-americans-lost-622-billion-since-november
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/best-buys-shares-fall-10percent-as-it-cuts-its-forecast-for-second-quarter-cites-weaker-demand.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/comcast-earnings-2q-2022.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/meta-facebook-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658883684
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/27/vox-media-layoffs-economic-uncertainty
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11054989/Fed-rate-hike-Central-bank-raises-key-rate-0-75-points.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/fed-decision-july-2022-.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/analysis-u-yield-curve-flashing-211417380.html
https://apnews.com/article/united-states-economy-economic-growth-government-and-politics-4ffd93331422cb131a974223dad5825f
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/gdp-q2-.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/from-apple-to-microsoft-big-tech-results-spotlight-breadth-of-economic-upheaval-11659094604
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html


in recent months. This is all hoax,” he said. 
Ukraine graft concerns resurface as war goes on... China threatens 
'strong measures' if Pelosi visits Taiwan… Looming Gas Crunch Poses 
'Historic Test' for Europe, IEA Says… Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With 
Iran, Turkey in Rare Trip Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More 
Aggressive Phase of Ukraine War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... 
China satellite swarms hunt down and destroy enemy targets… Russia 
building laser weapon to disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke
attack preparedness PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts 
photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as 
pipeline from Russia shuts off… Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to 
citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   
Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
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https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/russian-doomsday-submarine-armed-nuclear-drones-service
https://news.yahoo.com/relentless-russian-shelling-east-ukraine-073615708.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-pleads-weapons-war-spotlight-043837619.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/07/16/russia-ukraine-war-putin-news-live-updates/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-zelenskyy-government-and-politics-494af1bc0145fb2d16c76b0abf3f5cda


Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores

https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
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https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
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https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/


a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...

https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/abortion-ruling-highlights-diverging-paths-of-justices-john-roberts-samuel-alito-11656149400
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V


Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

https://www.politico.com/news/2022/07/04/recession-talk-surges-in-washington-00043818
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/stimulus-checks-rewired-how-some-americans-see-money.html
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https://theankler.com/p/pod-hollywoods-economic-armageddon#details
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/once-feted-for-pandemic-heroics-worlds-central-banks-now-face-an-uneasy-crowd-0
https://news.yahoo.com/shock-swiss-rate-hike-sets-015937838.html
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-companies-start-to-rescind-job-offers-11655865283
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
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https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/


HISTORY Here are notable past Taiwan Headlines 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-
headlines ...news in the extremely fluid Taiwan theater of pre-war. 

SOME POSTED REACTIONS TO PELOSI TAIWAN VISIT:

the ho is in taiwan china bluffed.... 

D O N 'T  A L L O W  T H A T  H A G  T O  I N T E R F E R E  W I T H  Y O U R  S O V E R E I G N T Y . 

T h e s e  w e s t e r n  b a s t a r d s  M U S T  b e  p u t  i n  t h e i r  p l a c e . 

Let her land, then arrest her. That should wipe the smirk off of the 
Democrats, and Republican's faces. 

Neocons are mad dogs 

I'm sure they booked her a room with a broom closet. 

Pelosi looks like a witch from hades. Set a couple dozen drones against 
her plane path and see if they collide. If successful call it a good day. 

American gangsters do not stop their bullying, they must be stopped at 
all costs. 

Hope the old wrinkle gets it. One says that wisdom grows with age but 
there seem to be exceptions. Mainly in the USA. 

USA would very much like to start another proxy war without any risk for 
their people and military.
But will the Taiwanese prove foolish enough to sacrifice themselves by 
doing a favour to the puppet master? 

Will she be handing out cookies? 

I hope that China blows her plane out the sky. 

really wish china follows through with shooting down this thing's plane 

She looks like Vomit 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines


Who said Medusah was a fantasy, one look at Pelosi and you will be 
vaporized or wish you had !

this is just being done by a power hungry very old senile hag, saying Look
at Me! 

Yes, I'll go with Pelosi is grandstanding to draw attention away from her 
personal corruption scandal. 

witch 

Crazy , corrupt Nancy is not worth a war in any way, shape, or form . This
is insane! 

This isn't going to end well... 

China accuses US of provocation 

Russia stands in 'absolute solidarity' with China – Kremlin 

https://www.rt.com/news/560065-russia-pelosi-taiwan-visit/
https://www.rt.com/news/560075-china-us-taiwan-provocation/


The New Age Of Orwellianism https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-
age-orwellianism Remarkably, it is the same ideologues who are eager to
change the well-accepted definitions of “recession” and “inflation” who 
remain perplexed as to what exactly a “woman” is.

DRUDGEREPORT US-China ties on precipice after Pelosi visit to Taiwan...
'AMERICAN WITCH'...
On Internet, Fury Turns to Frustration...
Beijing fires missiles, encircles island...
Demonstrates ability to blockade in war... 

ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security 
Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]

ZELENSKY DRAGGED OVER VOGUE SHOOT... Russia To Quit Space 
Station… Will build rival… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-
to-quit-international-space-station-2024/ Kremlin to keep up gas squeeze 
on Europe... 

USA Leads Globally in Known Monkeypox Cases… More than 85% of 
Americans experience temps above 90… Extinction threat may be 
greater than previously thought, new global study finds… 
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-
greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/ The global 
extinction crisis underway may be more intense than previously thought 
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as humans continue to tear up land, overuse certain resources and heat 
up the planet...Nearly one in three species of all kinds — 30% — face 
global extinction or have been driven to extinction since the year 1500, 
according to the new survey published in the journal "Frontiers in Ecology
and the Environment."

DRUDGE Earth records shortest day ever; Planet 'spinning faster'... 

GOOGLE NEWS *Scientists baffled as Earth spins faster than usual New 
York Post 
*Gravitas: Earth just completed a rotation in less than 24 hours! WION 
*NASA warns of horrific solar flares! Earth will be impacted HT Tech
*NASA Records Huge Flare From New, Active Region Emerging on Sun's 
Surface Newsweek

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 
ROGAN CALLS TRUMP MAN BABY; SAYS WAS ON DRUGS IN WHITE 
HOUSE...  FLASHBACK: THE HIGHEST OFFICE; ADDERALL JUNKIE...   
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office [trump the 
adderall/blow man baby] NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 
9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS
JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
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infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 

https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2022/06/alex-holder-trump-was-utterly-irrational-after-january-6.html
https://www.mediaite.com/news/liz-cheney-blasts-trump-over-jan-6-in-blistering-reagan-library-speech-praises-courage-of-bombshell-witness-cassidy-hutchinson/
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/editorials/trump-proven-unfit-for-power-again
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/editorials/trump-proven-unfit-for-power-again
https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/biden-approval-rating/
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/3543867-71-percent-dont-want-biden-to-run-for-reelection-poll/
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/3543867-71-percent-dont-want-biden-to-run-for-reelection-poll/
https://www.bnnbloomberg.ca/biden-s-planned-nomination-of-anti-abortion-judge-outrages-left-1.1786795
https://news.yahoo.com/pressure-builds-biden-turn-executive-110034433.html
https://news.yahoo.com/pressure-builds-biden-turn-executive-110034433.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMiXWh0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmNubi5jb20vMjAyMi8wNy8wOS91cy9jaGljYWdvLXJlc2lkZW50cy1ob2xpZGF5LXdlZWtlbmQtc2hvb3RpbmdzLXJlYWovaW5kZXguaHRtbNIBYWh0dHBzOi8vYW1wLmNubi5jb20vY25uLzIwMjIvMDcvMDkvdXMvY2hpY2Fnby1yZXNpZGVudHMtaG9saWRheS13ZWVrZW5kLXNob290aW5ncy1yZWFqL2luZGV4Lmh0bWw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMiXWh0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmNubi5jb20vMjAyMi8wNy8wOS91cy9jaGljYWdvLXJlc2lkZW50cy1ob2xpZGF5LXdlZWtlbmQtc2hvb3RpbmdzLXJlYWovaW5kZXguaHRtbNIBYWh0dHBzOi8vYW1wLmNubi5jb20vY25uLzIwMjIvMDcvMDkvdXMvY2hpY2Fnby1yZXNpZGVudHMtaG9saWRheS13ZWVrZW5kLXNob290aW5ncy1yZWFqL2luZGV4Lmh0bWw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMiXWh0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmNubi5jb20vMjAyMi8wNy8wOS91cy9jaGljYWdvLXJlc2lkZW50cy1ob2xpZGF5LXdlZWtlbmQtc2hvb3RpbmdzLXJlYWovaW5kZXguaHRtbNIBYWh0dHBzOi8vYW1wLmNubi5jb20vY25uLzIwMjIvMDcvMDkvdXMvY2hpY2Fnby1yZXNpZGVudHMtaG9saWRheS13ZWVrZW5kLXNob290aW5ncy1yZWFqL2luZGV4Lmh0bWw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.mediaite.com/news/mitt-romney-calls-out-americas-national-malady-of-denial-warns-that-a-return-to-trump-would-render-it-incurable/
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2022/07/mitt-romney-republican-denial-biden-election/661468/
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2022/jun/30/poll-americans-guns-against-government
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2022/jun/30/poll-americans-guns-against-government
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-s-new-money-maker-political-speeches-to-fans/ar-AAZjhDL
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/07/07/former-fbi-leaders-who-drew-trumps-ire-were-both-subject-to-unusual-irs-audits/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/07/07/former-fbi-leaders-who-drew-trumps-ire-were-both-subject-to-unusual-irs-audits/
https://thehill.com/opinion/white-house/3549217-what-if-we-did-as-the-brits-do-and-expected-our-presidents-to-resign/
https://thehill.com/opinion/white-house/3549217-what-if-we-did-as-the-brits-do-and-expected-our-presidents-to-resign/
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2022/07/09/trump_elon_musk_is_a_bullshit_artist.html
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2022/07/09/trump_elon_musk_is_a_bullshit_artist.html
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5739130/elon-musk-twitter-sun-valley/
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/twitter-announces-mass-layoffs-17291249.php
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/12/half-of-g-o-p-voters-ready-to-leave-trump-behind-poll-finds/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/12/half-of-g-o-p-voters-ready-to-leave-trump-behind-poll-finds/
https://www.yahoo.com/news/musk-says-time-trump-sail-181049723.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/musk-says-time-trump-sail-181049723.html
https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/


Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/experts-say-there-are-mounting-signs-that-the-kremlin-is-purging-its-top-generals-in-ukraine-the-latest-hint-of-deep-dysfunction-in-putin-s-army/ar-AAYKxsd
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/22/russian-novoshakhtinsk-oil-refinery-struck-drone-possible-attack-inside-borders
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/germany-trigger-phase-two-three-065910268.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/germany-looks-at-rationing-natural-gas-after-russia-cuts-supply-11655978153
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/23/russia-crimps-gas-flows-just-as-europe-races-to-stock-up-for-winter/
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel
https://www.ajc.com/politics/breaking-kemp-to-testify-in-fulton-co-trump-probe/PXZ4ZEMJRJCSTCJJBYVU6IK7EU/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/justice-department-raids-home-of-former-doj-official-at-center-of-jan-6-panel-s-investigation/ar-AAYNmvR
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/jan-6-committee-doj-seek-footage-of-roger-stone-from-danish-filmmakers/ar-AAYOQgG
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/jan-6-panel-to-hone-in-on-trumps-efforts-to-meddle-at-doj-00041708
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/bill-barr-suggests-trump-came-very-close-to-staying-in-power-im-not-sure-we-would-have-had-a-transition-at-all/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/23/politics/trump-jan-6-documentary-footage-pence-25th-amendment/index.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-holder-jan-6-documentarian-says-trump-had-secret-air-force-one-call-with-putin-just-before-election
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-holder-jan-6-documentarian-says-trump-had-secret-air-force-one-call-with-putin-just-before-election
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-middle-east-africa-56399743fe9ad28692c88c007bb901d6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-230100860.html
https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-06-27/pentagon-blasts-putins-cavalier-nuclear-saber-rattling-as-russia-seeks-new-advantages-in-ukraine
https://thehill.com/homenews/house/3539911-aide-says-trump-knew-jan-6-attendees-had-weapons-theyre-not-here-to-hurt-me/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-threw-dishes-and-flipped-tablecloths-when-he-was-angry-ex-aide-testifies-2022-6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10962011/Meadows-told-aide-Cassidy-Hutchinson-January-6-read-real-bad-just-days-riot.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/joe-biden
https://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/joe-biden
https://www.mirror.co.uk/film/cats-review-musical-leave-you-21122229
https://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/donald-trump
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/us-news/donald-trump-played-song-cats-27355368
https://www.mediaite.com/news/secret-service-is-reportedly-prepared-to-testify-trump-didnt-try-to-commandeer-limo-on-jan-6-despite-hutchinson-account/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/secret-service-is-reportedly-prepared-to-testify-trump-didnt-try-to-commandeer-limo-on-jan-6-despite-hutchinson-account/
https://www.nationalreview.com/2022/06/cassidy-hutchinsons-testimony-against-trump-is-devastating/
https://kdhnews.com/news/politics/explosive-jan-6-hearing-delivers-political-blow-to-trump-that-his-rivals-couldnt-land/article_dd6737d4-bad9-555b-a613-97c29f9c9b81.html
https://kdhnews.com/news/politics/explosive-jan-6-hearing-delivers-political-blow-to-trump-that-his-rivals-couldnt-land/article_dd6737d4-bad9-555b-a613-97c29f9c9b81.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/30/gop-megadonors-turn-on-trump-look-for-2024-alternatives-after-jan-6-hearings.html


Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

China Has Established A “Blockade” Around Taiwan And Plans To Shoot 

http://endoftheamericandream.com/china-has-established-a-blockade-around-taiwan-and-plans-to-shoot-missiles-directly-over-the-island/
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-house-2024-00041704
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-house-2024-00041704
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/gov-gavin-newsom-wins-big-in-california-could-he-be-president/ar-AAYgUlw
https://www.wsj.com/articles/january-6-trump-voters-election-fraud-lies-2024-presidential-candidate-hillary-clinton-11655415629
https://www.wsj.com/articles/january-6-trump-voters-election-fraud-lies-2024-presidential-candidate-hillary-clinton-11655415629
https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/
https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/
https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/
https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-california-democratic-party/661313/
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-california-democratic-party/661313/
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-california-democratic-party/661313/
https://www.sfgate.com/politics/article/The-Atlantic-dreams-about-Newsom-replacing-Biden-17249234.php
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3529645-watergate-prosecutor-georgia-case-could-send-donald-trump-to-prison/
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/trump-asked-if-he-expects-to-be-taken-out-of-mar-a-lago-in-shackles/ar-AAYE04i
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-poll/story?id=85482369
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-poll/story?id=85482369
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-poll/story?id=85482369
https://apnews.com/article/climate-science-health-and-environment-4f23d928ea637d239147c0e4adbad6dc
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10934571/Oregon-Citys-mayoral-candidate-says-homeless-Japanese-style-pods-overdoses-rise.html
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-2021-homicide-totals/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-2021-homicide-totals/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-2021-homicide-totals/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-2021-homicide-totals/
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/putin-says-russia-building-new-27282336
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/putin-says-russia-building-new-27282336
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/netanyahu-prepares-for-a-comeback-in-israel-e2-80-99s-next-elections/ar-AAYHWpl
https://metro.co.uk/2022/06/22/russian-colonel-who-carried-putins-nuclear-codes-briefcase-found-shot-16873192/


Missiles Directly Over The Island     
http://endoftheamericandream.com/china-has-established-a-blockade-
around-taiwan-and-plans-to-shoot-missiles-directly-over-the-island/     

Insiders Are Dumping The Most Stocks Since January As Retail Buying-
Panic Re-Emerges
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/insiders-are-dumping-most-stocks-
january-retail-buying-panic-re-emerges     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[Of course that’s true; but, that would be nothing new for criminal 
america. 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]
ZEROHEDGE The Earth Just Started Spinning Faster Than Ever Before 
And Scientists Don't Know Why 
https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/earth-just-started-spinning-faster-
ever-and-scientists-dont-know-why Experts fear the consequences could 
be "devastating"... 

AP NEWS BIG STORIES APNews.com 

• Floods strike new blow in place that has known hardship   
JACKSON, Ky. (AP) — Evelyn Smith lost everything in the floods that
devastated eastern Kentucky, saving only her grandson's muddy 
tricycle. But she's not planning to leave the mountains that have 
been...Read More

• Wildfires in West explode in size amid hot, windy conditions   
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Wildfires in California and Montana exploded in 
size overnight amid windy, hot conditions and were quickly 
encroaching on neighborhoods, forcing evacuation orders for over 
100 homes...Read More
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• New York City declares monkeypox a public health emergency   
NEW YORK (AP) — Officials in New York City declared a public 
health emergency due to the spread of the monkeypox virus 
Saturday, calling the city “the epicenter” of the outbreak....Read 
More 

DRUDGEREPORT ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK 
National Security Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]
Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the 
Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, 
Slower And Dumber http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-
the-midst-of-a-mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-
slower-and-dumber/
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Ranchers Are Selling Off Their Cattle In Unprecedented Numbers Due To 
The Drought, And That Has Enormous Implications For 2023

Microplastics Are Literally Everywhere, And They Are An Existential 
Threat To The Future Of The Human Race 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/microplastics-are-literally-
everywhere-and-they-are-an-existential-threat-to-the-future-of-the-human-
race/ 

https://youtu.be/PSxihhBzCjk 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

ANALYSIS
From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

YAHOO Politics Former FBI official likens Matt Gaetz, Roger Stone, and 
Trump to the Mafia: 'It's a criminal organization' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-fbi-official-likens-matt-
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045920601.html 
BUT WAIT: “There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

DRUDGEREPORT China threatens 'strong measures' if Pelosi visits 
Taiwan...
Kissinger Warns Biden Against Endless Confrontation... 
Beijing Dumps $100 Billion Worth Of Treasuries... 

ZEROHEDGE These Are All The Countries Capable Of Launching Space 
Rockets https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-are-all-countries-
capable-launching-space-rockets 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 

YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
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worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 

https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMJ_NqAswkdjAAw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' After US 
Lawmaker Slams Zelensky

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
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Amnesty fully ‘stands by’ report on Ukraine 

China ignores phone calls from Pentagon – Politico 

Zelensky accuses Amnesty International of supporting terrorism 

Today, Ukraine bombed a Donetsk hotel full of journalists – here’s what it 
felt like to be there 

US ‘artificially’ stokes tensions – Kremlin 

From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

The US is in a recession and it’s worse than you think 
https://www.rt.com/business/560011-us-recession-fed-inflation/ 

Zelensky and US to blame for ‘bloodbath’ in Donbass – Russia 

Wall Street is collapsing – NYC mayor 

FBI manipulating domestic terror stats – whistleblowers 

US plunges into recession 

EU ban on Russian gas ‘impossible’ – Austria 

Kremlin comments on claims about Russian military casualties 

Zelensky’s Vogue photoshoot raises eyebrows 

Biden met with 14 of his son’s business associates – media 

NATO’s arsonist-in-chief Jens Stoltenberg wants the Western public to 
pay for a Ukrainian fire he helped to ignite 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

https://www.rt.com/news/559665-austria-lawmaker-sanctions-ukrainian-oligarchs/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559662-ukraine-plane-hijacking-peskov/
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https://www.rt.com/pop-culture/559771-zelensky-photoshoot-vogue-reactions/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559770-peskov-russia-losses-ukraine/
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Russia to quit International Space Station after 2024 

Russia issues rebuke to Israel 

Grain deal won’t affect military op in Ukraine – Moscow 

UK candidates’ militancy and imperialism threaten to bring Britain down 

Kiev confirms arrival of heavy weapons from Germany 

US sends more weapons to Ukraine 

Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the fallout 
from their failed Russia policy 

EU eases sanctions on Russian oil exports 

Russia’s Lavrov talks Ukraine, sanctions and nuclear war with RT (FULL 
VIDEO) 

• Putin suggests motive behind Canada’s gas turbine delay   
• UN chief ‘under huge pressure’ over Ukraine – Russian FM   
• Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the   

fallout from their failed Russia policy Op-ed
• Zaporozhye Nuclear Power Plant attacked by Ukrainian drones   

Putin tells US to stop ‘looting’ Syria 

Former Russian president lists ‘Western sins’ 

Russian warns of ‘tougher’ terms for talks with Ukraine 

Dmitri Trenin: How a smart Middle East strategy can help Russia play a 
significant role in shaping the new world order 

Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 

IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 

https://www.rt.com/news/559102-italy-governement-crisis-russia/
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the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 

Iran issues warning to US and Israel 

Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
industrial complex war monster’]

Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]
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HUFFPOST SUSPICIOUS: SECRET SERVICE CAN’T FIND JAN. 6 TEXTS! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/national-archives-deleted-secret-service-
texts_n_62d6c6bbe4b008a2d03f1ac4 [ Ooooh … the mystery of it all … 
magical disappearance of text messages … could be ghosts … or 
gremlins … or salem witchcraft … WAKE UP! … AMERICA IS A TOTAL 
FRAUD! … AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 
MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). ]

The most intelligent, rational legal position:

Laurence Tribe, a Harvard law professor, argued that not holding Trump 
accountable would be equally harmful.

"I certainly recognize that indicting a former president would generate 
lots of social heat, perhaps violence," Tribe said. "But not indicting him 
would invite another violent insurrection."

Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All Incredibly Depressed. 
Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" Some very concerning 
market observations from Goldman trader John Flood discussing the real 
rot below the market surface: Monday was the lightest volume session of
the year with 9.32b shares trading across all US equity exchanges 
breaking previous low mark of 9.4b back on 7/11/22. YTD daily avg for 
shares traded across all US equity exchanges sits @ 12.5b. Monday was 
also the lightest notional trading session of the year w/ $392b trading vs 
ytd daily avg of $638b. Our desk was a 3 on 1 – 10 scale in terms of 
overall activity levels. I am personally taken aback by how resilient mkt 
has been over the past few weeks. I don’t see L/Os putting their ~$210b 
of cash to work. I am seeing them use pockets of strength to sell lower 
conviction more illiquid names in block form and raise even more cash. 

Trump comic-con-show 
https://www.facebook.com/reel/523496502845404/?
s=single_unit&__cft__[0]=AZWPFQ3WczUIfIkH48JzeY46IoAd31UE03J6BK
gdB2FnhC4ZMwHrSlFnIZRzSdcm0iOvj82iS31DRdv7o07VE1dKwlJ-
o8PrhTfe_ujCAUFuOSNPQHEmqhCXpuyaLM_w2FExUX2P3sub6YXf8JZ_JO
SnUwrv6N77_T472Z5wMAIl1mh2SytZjOOe004Qi410SWP8G3HBHdMEgTY
aaiWHeOxK&__tn__=H-R 
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ZEROHEDGE As Taiwan Warns Chinese "Maritime & Aerial Blockade" 
Ensuing, Pelosi Says Real Issue Is 'I'm A Woman' [Riiight!] Pelosi Departs
Taiwan After Whirlwind Tour As China Declares "Median Line" No Longer 
Exists Global Markets Slump With Terrified Traders Tracking Pelosi's 
Next Move Forget inflation, stagflation, recession, depression, earnings, 
Biden locked up in the basement with covid, and everything else: today's 
it all about whether Nancy Pelosi will start World War 3 when she lands 
in Taiwan in 3 hours. https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/taiwans-
independence-worth-war Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just 
purely on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant 
Fed policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls 
off a miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 

Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
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Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
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with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale 
and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on
Stock Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-
violations-senate-house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why 
Earnings & The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
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more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook 
Worsens Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign 
Buyers Flee https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-
highest-yield-2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y 
auction which was somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp 
concession today which saw yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million 
Americans Priced-Out As Home Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan 
Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As 
Layoffs Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-
jobless-claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished 
Mr.Powell? Forget the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
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Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE As Taiwan Warns Chinese "Maritime & Aerial Blockade" 
Ensuing, Pelosi Says Real Issue Is 'I'm A Woman' [Riiight!] Pelosi Departs 
Taiwan After Whirlwind Tour As China Declares "Median Line" No Longer 
Exists Global Markets Slump With Terrified Traders Tracking Pelosi's 
Next Move Forget inflation, stagflation, recession, depression, earnings, 
Biden locked up in the basement with covid, and everything else: today's 
it all about whether Nancy Pelosi will start World War 3 when she lands in
Taiwan in 3 hours. https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/taiwans-
independence-worth-war Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just purely
on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant Fed 
policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls off a 
miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 

Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
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competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
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june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
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magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
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Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

ZEROHEDGE Credit Suisse Set To Slash Thousands Of Jobs Despite 
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Handing Out Hundreds Of Millions To Retain Top Talent 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/credit-suisse-set-slash-thousands-
jobs-despite-handing-out-hundreds-millions-retain-top The bank is looking 
to cut its overall cost base by $1 billion... 

"I Don't Feel The Pain Of Inflation Anymore" Says Wealthy SF Fed Chair 
From Ivory Tower YAHOO Business 'The market is not the economy' and 
the July rally in the stock market was premature, top economist 
Mohamed El-Erian says https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/market-not-
economy-july-rally-174829466.html El-Erian said a comment by Powell led
investors to believe rate hikes would likely slow, but that's at odds with 
what the data shows. Weak Manufacturing Surveys Signal 'Peak 
Inflation'; Plunge in Orders, Production, & Jobs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/weak-manufacturing-surveys-
signal-peak-inflation-plunge-orders-production-jobs "With the exception of
pandemic lockdown periods, July saw US manufacturers report the 
toughest business conditions since 2009..." 

Biden's America: Too Broke To Bet?   Chicago PMI Unexpectedly Plunges   
To 2-Year Lows https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/chicago-pmi-
unexpectedly-plunges-2-year-lows ...stagflation signals as prices paid 
jumped and production and new orders fell... "Expert" Narratives Are 
Collapsing The house of cards continues to fall apart Yellen: "Recession"
Doesn't Mean What You Think It Means [ Riiight! ] Sentiment sours amid 
Kremlin updates, EU Energy deal & US-earnings in focus -   Delusional   
Biden Admin Front-Runs Recessionary GDP Print... By Redefining 
Recession https://www.zerohedge.com/political/delusional-biden-admin-
front-runs-recessionary-gdp-print-redefining-recession It's not a recession
until the White House gives economists on its payroll permission to 
declare it a recession... [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!] US PMI Crashes 
Into Contraction In July: "A Worrying Deterioration In The Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-pmi-crashes-contraction-july-
worrying-deterioration-economy "Excluding pandemic lockdown months, 
output is falling at a rate not seen since 2009 amid the global financial 
crisis..." There's An Amazing Glut Of Office Space In Every Major Metro 
Area https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/theres-amazing-glut-office-
space-every-major-metro-area Occupancy is an engine of local 
economies. But there's a huge glut of space available... US Existing 
Home Sales Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses US Homebuilders 
Abandon Single-Families In June As They Brace For Rate Shock 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-builders-abandon-single-
family-home-startspermits-june-anticipating-renter ...multi-family starts 
and permits surged double-digits in June as single-family plunged... 
Homebuilder Confidence Collapses In July 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-confidence-
collapses-july ...the largest MoM drop (ex-COVID-lockdown) in history... 
Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
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and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
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Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE German Electricity Prices Hit Record High As Heatwave 
Curbs Power Generation ... and it's not even winter yet. "Widespread Civil
Unrest" Looming In UK Over Cost-Of-Living Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/widespread-civil-unrest-
looming-uk-over-cost-living-crisis Movement to stop paying bills 

snowballs... 

Pound Crashes After BOE Hikes By Most Since 1995, Starts Gilt Sales Yet
Warns Of Crushing Stagflationary Recession Germany's Uniper Warns Of 
Possible "Irregular Operation" At Major Power Plant As Rhine River Runs 
Dry "You Can't Switch Off Death": German Crematoriums Warn Of Energy 
Crisis German Barge Traffic Slumps As Rhine Water Levels Near Record 
Lows "Miserable" German Retail Sales Crash The Most On Record As 
Europe Slumps Into Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/miserable-german-retail-sales-crash-
most-record-europe-slumps-recession Germany is "sinking into an 
increasingly steep downturn, adding to the region’s recession risks”. Gas
Levy Could Triple Household Heating Bills In Germany EU Consumer 
Confidence Crashes To Record Lows As German CPI Unexpectedly Re-
Accelerates "We Are In A Very Critical Moment": IMF Cuts Global GDP, 
Raises Inflation Outlook, Warns "World Teetering On Edge Of Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-are-very-critical-moment-imf-
cuts-global-gdp-raises-inflation-outlook-warns-world "It’s easy to cool off 
the economy when the economy is running hot. It’s much harder to 
reduce inflation when the economy is close to a recession." Germans 
Taking Fewer Showers In Response To Cost Of Living Crisis China And 
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Japan Hold The Keys To Euro Recovery 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/china-and-japan-hold-keys-euro-
recovery While the direction of Europe’s economy continues to be a 
hostage to Russian energy -- as today’s dispiriting PMI numbers attest -- it
is the Asian nations of China and Japan who are in a position to alleviate 
Europe’s capital-outflow problem and stabilize the euro. PMIs Signal 
Eurozone Recession Day After First ECB Rate-Hike In 11 Years 

19% Of The World's Population Lives In 'Chindia' (& Buys Russian Oil) 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/19-worlds-population-lives-
chindia-buys-russian-oil India is expected to become the most populous 
nation on Earth by mid-2023, surpassing China whose population growth 
has all but stopped.. Oil Surges After Biden Fails To Win Saudi Pledge To 
Pump More Crude These Are The Countries With The Highest Default Risk
The Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial Production Unexpectedly 
Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker month since September 
2021... David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 

Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
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administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 
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ZEROHEDGE Something Snaps In The Job Market: Multiple Jobholders Hit
All Time High As Unexplained 1.8 Million Jobs Gap Emerges 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/something-snaps-job-market-
multiple-jobholders-hit-all-time-high-unexplained-18-million ‘...So what's 
going on here? The simple answer: Fewer people working, but more 
people working more than one job, a rotation which picked up in earnest 
some time in March and which has only been captured by the Household 
survey. And since the Establishment survey is far slower to pick up on 
the nuances in employment composition, while the Household Survey has
gone nowhere since March, the BLS data engineers have been busy 
goalseeking the Establishment Survey (perhaps with the occasional 
nudge from the White House especially now that the economy is in a 
technical recession) to make it appear as if the economy is growing 
strongly, when in reality all they are doing is applying the same erroneous
seasonal adjustment factor that gave such a wrong perspective of the 
labor market in the aftermath of the covid pandemic (until it was all 
adjusted away a year ago). In other words, while the labor market is 
already cracking, it will take the BLS several months of veering away 
from reality before the government bureaucrats accept and admit what is
truly taking place...’

July Payrolls Smash Expectations Soaring To 528K, Wages Come In Red 
Hot As Unemployment Rate Drops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/july-payrolls-smash-expectations-
soaring-528k-wages-come-red-hot We are now well and truly in bizarro 
world. 

Futures Flat As Crushing 37bps Curve Inversion Screams Recession The 
Misery Index Is At Recession Levels Lying About The Economy Will Only 
Make The Coming Crash Worse Senior Economist 'Fact Checked' By 
Facebook For Saying US Is In Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/senior-economist-fact-checked-
facebook-saying-us-recession “We live in an Orwellian hell-scape.” [Yes, 
we do!] Here’s why you shouldn’t invest in ETFs. UMich Inflation 
Expectations Rose Intra-Month, Democrats' Confidence Drops Further 
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Inflation, Recession Or Both? Reporter Exposes White House's Blatant 
Redefining Of "Recession" Yellen: "Recession" Doesn't Mean What You 
Think It Means Gold & The Upcoming Recession Luongo: None Dare Call 
It A Recession Lest The Democrats Lose The Mid-Terms Democrats 
Prepare To Unleash Hell On Fed Chair Powell For The Coming Recession 
"2023 Will Be A Year From Hell" - Martin Armstrong Warns Of Inflation-
Driven Civil-Unrest https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/2023-will-be-
year-hell-martin-armstrong-warns-inflation-driven-civil-unrest "...you are 
looking at revolutions... The euro looks like death warmed over... This is 
just not over yet." "Japanese Economy Continues To Crater "- Another 
Casualty Of The Energy Crisis The Danger Of Drought In Europe 
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/danger-drought-europe ...the current 
heatwave is bound to further exacerbate water shortages in Southern and
Southeast Europe... Record-Breaking Heat In Europe Meanwhile, 
Southern Europe is also experiencing extreme heat that has caused 
wildfires... UK Records Hottest Day Ever Amid Heat Apocalypse   "Heat   
Apocalypse" Blasts Europe As UK And France Brace For Hottest Days On 
Record   https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/heat-apocalypse-blasts-  
europe-uk-and-france-brace-hottest-days-record "Today and tomorrow will
be one of the worst, if not the worst heatwave events in the modern 
history of western Europe." The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 
2022 http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In 
Government Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 
4Chan Found After Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
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Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
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are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
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as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE Rogan Slams Biden Admin For "Gaslighting" Americans 
About Recession https://www.zerohedge.com/political/rogan-slams-biden-
admin-gaslighting-americans-about-recession "...they’re literally changing
the definition...and it should be pushed back against in a big way. It 
should be something that people get angry about..." 'Great News' Jobs 
Reports Sparks Selloff In Bonds, Stocks, & Gold 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/great-news-jobs-reports-sparks-
selloff-bonds-stocks-gold ...good news is really bad news... 

Initial Jobless Claims Hit 8 Month Highs, Continuing Claims Jump Ahead 
Of Payrolls Print https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-
jobless-claims-hit-8-month-highs-continuing-claims-jump-ahead-payrolls 
Jobless claims are now completely decoupled from the headlines payrolls
data... Pay Attention; This Is Not The '70s 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/pay-attention-not-70s In the late 
70s, P/Es on stocks were in the single digits, and debt levels were 
negligible. Today, valuations are nearly four times those levels, and debt 
as a percentage of GDP is at levels considered unthinkable not that long 
ago... Chinese Jets Buzz Taiwan Strait, Govt Websites Hit By 
Cyberattack With Pelosi Plane En Route War on China: the real target are 
the American people China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off Taiwan With US 
Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia Nuclear War 
Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security Advisor China's 
Army Posts "Get Ready For War!" Message On Social Media, State 
Mouthpiece Says PLA Has "Right" To Intercept Pelosi's Plane Inflation, 
Recession Or Both? [BOTH!] Welcome To The Biden Recession: Q2 GDP 
"Unexpectedly" Shrinks 0.9%, 2nd Consecutive Decline Peter Schiff: The 
White House Recession Denial https://www.zerohedge.com/political/peter-
schiff-white-house-recession-denial "When you’re losing, just change the 
rules of the game, then declare victory.” Recession? All Of A Sudden 
Yield Spreads Are Collapsing https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/no-
recession-all-sudden-yield-spreads-are-collapsing … we suggest 
continuing to follow risk management protocols until indicators indicate 
a reversal of that economic risk.

1. Tighten up stop-loss levels to current support levels for each position. 

2. Hedge portfolios against significant market declines. 

3. Take profits in positions that have been big winners 

4. Sell laggards and losers. 

5. Raise cash and rebalance portfolios to target weightings.

Peter Schiff: It's Getting Harder To Deny Recession Reality 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-schiff-its-getting-harder-deny-
recession-reality "This should be obvious, but people have been in denial 
about the weakness in the economy..." Wall Street's Biggest Bear: One 
Down, But Two More Things Must Happen Before Stocks Bottom 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/wall-streets-biggest-bear-one-down-
two-more-things-must-happen-stocks-bottom Recession reflections 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/everyoneknows [ Recession 
is coming but everyone knows it ] The Number Of Americans Filing For 
First-Time Unemployment Claims Soared To 8-Month-Highs Last Week 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/number-americans-filing-
first-time-unemployment-claims-soared-8-month-highs-last ...and 
continuing claims are the highest since April... US Existing Home Sales 
Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses Sinkhole 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sinkhole "At present, the 2s10s 
spread is –18 bps. This is indicative of a recession 12-18 months ahead, 
which means the second half of 2023. Note that we have been 
forecasting a recession for 2023H2 since April." Recession Already Here 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-may-already-be-here The 
debate about recession risk is pointless.We are already in a recession... 
The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
an odd beast in any case. 

Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 

idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
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for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE Taiwan Says China's Drills Are Simulating A Full Attack On 
The Island https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/taiwan-says-chinas-drills-
are-simulating-full-attack-island Following Pelosi's visit, Chinese media 
said the military will demonstration the "mainland's absolute control over
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the Taiwan question." Anger From Ukraine's Backers After Damning 
Amnesty Report Spotlights 'Human Shields'

China Sanctions Pelosi, Halts US Talks Including Military Ties, As Jets 
Breach Taiwan Median Line 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/china-sanctions-pelosi-halts-us-
talks-including-military-ties-jets-breach-taiwan China has begun its 
retaliation against Washington by announcing Friday the cancellation of a
series of meetings with the United States 

Ballistic Missiles Soar Over Taiwan, "Hundreds" Of PLA Fighters Breach 
Airspace, As 5-Day Drills Commence 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ballistic-missiles-soar-over-
taiwan-hundreds-pla-fighters-breach-airspace-5-day-drills China Summons
US Ambassador Overnight, Says Washington "Must Pay The Price" EOAD 
Are Chinese Tanks Massing On The Shores Of Fujian Because An Invasion
Is Imminent? 8-2-22 We Were Specifically Warned About This Coming War
With China All The Way Back In The 1990 ZH Here Are All The Latest 
Taiwan Headlines https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-
latest-taiwan-headlines All the latest news in the extremely fluid Taiwan 
theater of pre-war. 'US Military Moving Assets', Markets Stall On Reports 
Pelosi To Visit Taiwan Tuesday 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-sink-pelosi-taiwan-headlines 
Pelosi is reportedly expected to land in Taiwan on Tuesday night, and 
meet lawmakers on Wednesday. China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off 
Taiwan With US Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia
Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security 
Advisor China Is Issuing The Same "Red Line" Warnings About Taiwan 
That Russia Issued About Ukraine THE SUN AI predicts last selfie on 
Earth… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-
earth-prediction-tiktok/ EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To 
Absolutely Love It When War With China Erupts 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-industrial-complex-is-
going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-erupts/ ZH Russia Unveils
Large-Scale Military Exercises In East, Signaling Force Strength 
'Unaffected' By Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-
unveils-large-scale-eastern-military-exercises-signaling-force-strength-
unaffected Prior "Vostok" (East) drills included sizable Chinese PLA 
military participation... If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End 
Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm
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How A Russian Gas Freeze Would Curtail European GDPs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/how-russian-gas-freeze-would-
curtail-european-gdps ...a complete shut-off from the Russian side would 
have disastrous effects for European economies... Ukraine Moves To 
Criminalize Russian Passport Application there is a lot of Ukrainian blood 
on the red Russian passport [What?] Russia Boasts It's Already Taken 
Out 4 US-Supplied Long Range Rocket Systems Russia Informs Turkey It 
Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa Port Attack It's Official: Russia And 
China Announce "New Global Reserve Currency" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-22/its-official-russia-and-china-
announce-new-global-reserve-currency And once again no one has 
noticed and no one seems to care. [ Yes, it’s official; NEW WORLD 
ORDER! ]

Pelosi: Pentagon Might Be Worried China Would Shoot Down Her Plane If 
She Visits Taiwan AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant 
Corruption' After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky US "Started" The Ukraine
Crisis, China Says, In Fiercest Official Criticism Yet 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-started-ukraine-crisis-china-
says-fiercest-official-criticism-yet "As the one who started the Ukraine 
crisis & the biggest factor fueling it..." [ Yes...Sadly, that is indisputably 
true; it’s the american way.] Russia Plans 'Annexation Votes' For 
Captured Ukraine Territories By Mid-September: Report Russia Resumes 
Nord Stream Natural Gas Deliveries To Europe "...likely to lead to a 
collective sigh of relief from not just the European gas market, but from 
the wider economy," Russia Declares War Goals Have Expanded After 
West Pumped More Arms Into Ukraine Strengthening Ties With Iran, Putin
Meets With Supreme Leader In Tehran 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/strengthening-ties-iran-putin-
meets-supreme-leader-tehran “Our relations are developing at a good 
pace,” said Putin 

Putin Says Russia Will Honor Gas Commitment But Flows Will Drop As 
Much As 20% Of Capacity Vladimir Putin warned that flows via the Nord 
Stream pipeline could be curbed soon if sanctions prevent additional 
maintenance on its components Russian Military Given Formal Order To 
Target Ukraine's Long-Range Weapons From US 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-issues-formal-order-military-
target-ukraines-long-range-weapons-us Ukraine officials called the 
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HIMARS a "game-changer"... [Riiight] Gazprom Declares Force Majeure, 
Will Halt Gas Flows To Germany Indefinitely "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”

Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
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trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
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https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 
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or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
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sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
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be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
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“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---

[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

POST: FIRST MOON LANDING
NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 
Fake-NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv

http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm     

http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm
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Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

Al Peia

Riiight...and they haven't been back because...oh yeah, they got rid of 
their Saturn rockets ... and, they were in the past but not in the 
present/future impervious to radiation; ie., van allen belt, etc.. Oh, they 
probably could do it now, arguably; they're working on it. But, of course, 
Mars is quite another thing. The amounts of money for these 
boondoggles/frauds are staggering; yet, pale in comparison to the frauds 
on wall street. YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand 
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
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data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act... ].

albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
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for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
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criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
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were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896
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such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 
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GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

CNN Murdoch's New York Post dumps Trump, calling him 'unworthy to be 
chief executive again'

MSNBC Joe: Trump's biggest enablers were begging him to stop. How is 
he not already in jail? Morning Joe

Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
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involved in the investigation.

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 
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CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
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there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000
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Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky [ america’s kind of 
place! ]

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
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be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
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post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
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gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
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running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
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such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It When War 
With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-
industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-
erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]
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THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 

https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/10/fired-fox-news-editor-chris-stirewalt-to-testify-at-jan-6-riot-committee-hearing.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/media/3519284-nearly-20m-watched-jan-6-hearing-nielsen
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-calls-deadly-insurrection-greatest-193328621.html
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/breaking-trumps-shocking-comments-that-pence-deserved-to-be-hanged-on-jan-6-revealed-at-hearing/
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UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-08/times-these-second-passport-makes-lot-sense
https://www.msn.com/en-xl/news/other/china-will-not-hesitate-to-start-war-over-taiwan-beijing-tells-us/ar-AAYisrt
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10901419/McCarthy-says-country-responsible-Jan-6-pressed-Trumps-fault.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-and-unreleased-video-expected-to-be-focus-of-first-jan-6-hearing/ar-AAYfFly
https://apnews.com/article/jan-6-capitol-riot-hearings-live-updates-eefb79f2cffb705f04bf43ea164db20f


ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 
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ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 

https://www.facebook.com/susan.blank?__cft__[0]=AZVGvhjiSxGnjWz-LN1hLrt-aZERuH0PnG03UnsNEqhUcmu8tji41KXA8gSPX1OdMtaxPYgX5zHqHLdFB47IYBha_VhuUIONFV7lhrhbMfxB3fUSiPJAMdbT-Ekkqx2RcIH6jVbHjnRdnwyLewnxvu_HCG_Le8GADYmNiVTogj9heg&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
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AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-

https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4
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DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

YAHOO We are seeing evidence that Donald Trump committed treason. 
Where is Merrick Garland? https://www.yahoo.com/news/seeing-evidence-
donald-trump-committed-100000305.html How many more Republican 
former officials have to come forward for the attorney general to act? 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com
8-5-22
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Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
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system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
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party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the



outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
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AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
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ZEROHEDGE Goldman Jumps As Traders Spark Q2 Revenue Beat But 
Total Earnings Plunge 47% Amid Major Investment Losses 
DRUDGE Hope for depositors dwindles as crypto lender files for 
bankruptcy... Crypto Takes New Hit as Thousands of SOLANA Wallets 
Hacked… YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-
senate-house-trading-2021-9 ]. Pelosi 'Appears To Have Taken Advantage'
Of Inside Information: Former Dallas Fed Chief Fisher Artificial Wealth Vs 
GDP: Why Earnings & The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
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hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
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official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT 
How Pandemic Changed Americans' Health for Worse… 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-covid-19-pandemic-changed-
americans-health-for-the-worse-11659260165 Heart disease and drug 
overdoses are among afflictions exacting a higher toll than before [ More 
than 1 million; 350 per day ]

More cities mull indoor masking… Indoor mask rules expected next week 
as L.A. virus wave worsens... Fauci Annual Pension Payout Exceeds 
POTUS Salary… Republicans plot Fauci probe… [Incompetent, greedy 
guinea] Covid Rises Across USA Amid Muted Warnings and Murky Data… 
WHO: Covid triples across Europe; Hospitalizations double... MONKEYPOX
PANDEMIC? WHO TO RECONVENE Most Americans Now in Areas With 
High Virus Levels… Deaths in LA rising as ultra-contagious subva  riants   
spread… https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-
covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 'Several hundred 
thousand' new covid cases a day NOT reported; Hospitalizations 
climbing... https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-
thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-
keep-climbing-11657298622 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths substantially exceed 
2021 numbers]
118,432 AUG 04 2022
96,055 AUG 04 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
489 AUG 04 2022
415 AUG 04 2021 
DALLAS TURNS HOTSPOT... 
New variant 'Centaurus' detected... 
Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 20% effective 
after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at 
Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as 
Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... Ultra-
contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
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Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 

UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

DRUDGEREPORT Last crisis, Beijing outmatched. Not now… 
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/last-time-was-taiwan-
crisis-chinas-military-was-outmatched-us-forces-n-rcna41560 
China conducts missile strikes in Taiwan Strait... Smoke trails fill sky...
Carrier group moved towards island...
'Western powers can no longer run amok'...
Pentagon delays another test...
USS Ronald Reagan remains in region...
Expert warns 'Pearl Harbor-style attack'... 

https://www.the-sun.com/news/5935484/china-pearl-harbor-attack-taiwan/
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/04/china-taiwan-missile-aircraft-00049925
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11081935/Pentagon-DELAYS-intercontinental-ballistic-missile-test-avoid-angering-China.html
https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-08-04/ugly-shameless-evil-china-blasts-g-7-eu-attempts-to-deescalate-taiwan-crisis
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5929070/china-taiwan-airspace-aircraft-missiles/
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/all-out-war-fears-as-china-launches-missiles-directly-over-taiwan-smoke-trails-fill-sky/ar-AA10ipb2
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-asia-navy-china-air-force-4bd08ab9ecd2a9f7d450cf61618d28af
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10929687/Germany-considers-making-mask-wearing-COMPULSORY-October-March-public-places.html
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https://www.jpost.com/international/article-709799
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https://www.the-sun.com/health/5682058/urgent-warning-anyone-attending-mass-gatherings-weekend/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/monkeypox-town-hall-new-york
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5674230/uk-covid-cases-heading-for-record-high-zoe/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.yahoo.com/now/covid-could-screw-worse-reinfection-084337273.html
https://www.studyfinds.org/covid-19-meat-in-freezer-weeks/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
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How Far Will Xi Go?
Cuts ties with USA...
The Coming War...
Taipei Urgent Fighter Pilot Shortage...
Battle or Surrender: Generational Divide on Threat... 

JULY JOBS BLOWOUT: PAYROLLS INCREASE 528K… 
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE FALLS TO 3.5%...  'It is WHOPPER!'   
Gas prices drop 50 straight days... 
Musk Declares Inflation Past Peak...Sees 'mild recession' for 18 months… 

Powell pummeled from all sides... Home Sellers Cut Prices... 

BUST: More Americans Going Hungry…
Household Debt Surpasses $16 Trillion… 
RECESSION 2022: Americans Buying More Essentials at Dollar Stores... 
Dollar-Store Dinners and Vats of Shampoo… 
61% now living paycheck to paycheck... 
Inflation Everywhere -- Even Commercials... 
Home prices cooling at record pace...
ORACLE layoffs... 

UN warns humanity 'one miscalculation away from nuclear annihilation'…
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-
danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html 
US Aircraft Carrier, Amphibious Assault Ships Operating Near Taiwan... 
PUTIN: USA MAIN THREAT TO RUSSIA [ Truth be told, USA MAIN THREAT
TO RUSSIA, CHINA, USA, WORLD ] 
CNN: SHE'S GOING 
CHINA MILITARY WARNING 
TAIWAN READIES FOR CONFLICT 
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-
leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war 

Midterm Misery for Biden? Key Economy Gauge Flags 30-Seat Loss... 
Corporations on front lines say cracks forming... https://www.msn.com/en-
us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-
cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc In Silicon Valley, profits at tech 
companies like Google and Apple generally beat expectations, but 
executives said there are signs of some niche slowing in consumer 
spending. Consumer products giant Procter & Gamble said it is expecting
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https://news.yahoo.com/china-warns-military-not-sit-075623828.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/01/politics/nancy-pelosi-taiwan-visit/index.html
https://www.yahoo.com/video/putin-says-russian-navy-hypersonic-084124580.html
https://news.usni.org/2022/08/01/carrier-uss-ronald-reagan-two-f-35b-big-decks-operating-near-taiwan-as-pelosi-arrives-in-singapore-china-renews-threats
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https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/oracle-starts-job-cuts-in-u.s.-the-information
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/home-prices-cooled-at-record-pace-in-june-according-to-housing-data-firm.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/inflation-is-everywhereeven-in-tv-commercials-11659351601
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/as-inflation-surges-more-americans-are-living-paycheck-to-paycheck.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/us-household-debt-surpasses-16-150000549.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/04/more-americans-are-going-hungry-and-it-costs-more-to-feed-them/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/home-sellers-cut-prices-as-housing-market-cools-11659671674
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/05/fed-powell-rate-hikes-00049561
https://news.yahoo.com/elon-musk-predicts-us-mild-234254035.html
https://news.yahoo.com/elon-musk-predicts-us-mild-234254035.html
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/gas-prices-tumble-at-fastest-rate-in-over-a-decade
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/it-is-a-whopper-cnbcs-rick-santelli-stunned-by-july-jobs-report-that-more-than-doubled-expectations/
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-united-states-economy-unemployment-4895f1aa41fbe904400df8261446b737
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/05/jobs-report-july-2022-528000.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/05/fight-or-surrender-taiwans-generational-divide-on-chinas-threats/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/taiwan-faces-urgent-fighter-pilot-123340764.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-coming-war-over-taiwan-11659614417
https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-china-asia-beijing-b252479810add6a225fa1e4a6d441983
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/pelosi-taiwan-visit-china-united-states-relationship-future-rcna41098


a tougher 2023, although it’s still raising prices. Mastercard said 
spending was steady among the wealthy, but slowing among lower-
income customers 
INFLATION NOW HIGHEST SINCE 1982...
Retail's 'Dark Side': Inventory Piles Up... 
White House insists economy strong as allies grow uneasy about Fed...
Yellen denies recession...
Inflation highest since 1982... 
Big Tech Results Spotlight Breadth of Upheaval... 
RECESSION 2022 
GDP 2ND STRAIGHT QUARTERLY DROP 
Yield curve flashing more warning signs of risks ahead...
FED HIKES AGAIN... MORE TO COME...
VOX layoffs; Tech firms tighten belts...
FACEBOOK First Ever Revenue Drop...
COMCAST Broadband Growth Grinds to Halt...
BEST BUY latest retailer to cut outlook...
100 Wealthiest Americans Lose $622 Billion Since November... 

WORLD'S BIGGEST CONSUMER NAMES ANNOUNCE SOARING PRICE 
INCREASES... 
Inflation hits bodega favorite: Bacon, egg and cheese... 
Half Americans fall deeper in debt...
SHOPIFY cuts staff; Tech firms tighten belts ...
GOOGLE Growth Slows as Pressures Mount on Ad Market...
$9.4 Trillion Results Day Looms in Test for Stock Market...
Pending home sales fall 20%... 
Economist: Prices to Plunge… 
Fed Readies Largest Rate Hikes Since Volcker... Developing... 

Difficulty Paying Bills Tops Pandemic High...
Inflation Altering Shopping Habits...
Fed set for ANOTHER big rate hike...
WALMART cuts outlook...
ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms... 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

2 Americans dead in Donbas… Apocalyptic vision behind Putin 'golden 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://thehill.com/policy/international/russia/3571651-two-americans-dead-in-donbas-region-of-ukraine/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://news.yahoo.com/walmart-cuts-profit-outlook-inflation-204311068.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fed-inflict-more-pain-economy-130000297.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/26/more-signs-emerge-that-inflation-is-altering-shopping-habits/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/difficulty-paying-bills-tops-pandemic-191151129.html
https://ca.news.yahoo.com/fed-readies-largest-rate-hikes-100116313.html
https://nypost.com/2022/07/26/us-home-prices-to-plunge-substantially-on-cratering-demand/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/pending-home-sales-fell-20percent-in-june-versus-a-year-earlier-as-mortgage-rates-soared.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/9-4-trillion-results-day-075131597.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-alphabet-googl-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658802135
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/shopify-sinks-12percent-after-company-plans-to-lay-off-10percent-of-workers.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/nearly-half-of-americans-fall-deeper-in-debt-as-inflation-boosts-costs.html
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-new-york-prices-bd26a709a13cbccce503b2e986301edb
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://bnanews102.bna.com/daily-tax-report/the-100-wealthiest-americans-lost-622-billion-since-november
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/best-buys-shares-fall-10percent-as-it-cuts-its-forecast-for-second-quarter-cites-weaker-demand.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/comcast-earnings-2q-2022.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/meta-facebook-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658883684
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/27/vox-media-layoffs-economic-uncertainty
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11054989/Fed-rate-hike-Central-bank-raises-key-rate-0-75-points.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/fed-decision-july-2022-.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/analysis-u-yield-curve-flashing-211417380.html
https://apnews.com/article/united-states-economy-economic-growth-government-and-politics-4ffd93331422cb131a974223dad5825f
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/gdp-q2-.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/from-apple-to-microsoft-big-tech-results-spotlight-breadth-of-economic-upheaval-11659094604
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/yellen-says-the-economy-is-not-in-a-recession-despite-gdp-slump.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/white-house-insists-economy-is-strong-as-allies-grow-uneasy-about-fed/ar-AA105XbV
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/30/retails-dark-side-as-inventory-piles-up-liquidation-warehouses-are-busy/
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https://www.pginvestor.com/financial-reporting/press-releases/news-details/2022/PG-Announces-Fourth-Quarter-and-Fiscal-Year-2022-Results/default.aspx


billion' argument… [ From my direct observation and experience, 
pervasively mentally ill, corrupt, criminal america is indisputably the 
globally destructive bad guy. That is so ab initio! ]
U.S., allies weigh providing Ukraine fighter jets to counter Russia… 
Putin 'too healthy' says CIA chief... https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-
putin-health/ “Ukrainian, US, and British would-be media professionals 
have been spreading bogus stories about the president’s health condition
in recent months. This is all hoax,” he said. 
Ukraine graft concerns resurface as war goes on... China threatens 
'strong measures' if Pelosi visits Taiwan… Looming Gas Crunch Poses 
'Historic Test' for Europe, IEA Says… Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With 
Iran, Turkey in Rare Trip Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More 
Aggressive Phase of Ukraine War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... 
China satellite swarms hunt down and destroy enemy targets… Russia 
building laser weapon to disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke
attack preparedness PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts 
photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as 
pipeline from Russia shuts off… Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to 
citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   
Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 

https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
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https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
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https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/07/16/russia-ukraine-war-putin-news-live-updates/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-zelenskyy-government-and-politics-494af1bc0145fb2d16c76b0abf3f5cda
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.euronews.com/2022/07/21/vladimir-putin-entirely-too-healthy-says-cia-chief
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/us-allies-weigh-providing-ukraine-fighter-jets-to-counter-russia/ar-AAZNC4L
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs


Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9


TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/abortion-ruling-highlights-diverging-paths-of-justices-john-roberts-samuel-alito-11656149400
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2


Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 

https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2022/06/17/bidens-america-sriracha-peanut-butter-latest-items-short-supply/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/travel/news/americans-are-starting-to-pull-back-on-travel-and-restaurants/ar-AAYBEka
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-sinks-below-20000-as-crypto-meltdown-intensifies.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-price-drops-below-18600-as-sell-off-accelerates.html
https://theankler.com/p/pod-hollywoods-economic-armageddon#details
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/once-feted-for-pandemic-heroics-worlds-central-banks-now-face-an-uneasy-crowd-0
https://news.yahoo.com/shock-swiss-rate-hike-sets-015937838.html
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/20/politics/supreme-court-june-preview/index.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-companies-start-to-rescind-job-offers-11655865283
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv


Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

HISTORY Here Are All The Latest Taiwan Headlines 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-
headlines All the latest news in the extremely fluid Taiwan theater of pre-
war. 

SOME POSTED REACTIONS TO PELOSI TAIWAN VISIT:

the ho is in taiwan china bluffed.... 

D O N 'T  A L L O W  T H A T  H A G  T O  I N T E R F E R E  W I T H  Y O U R  S O V E R E I G N T Y . 

T h e s e  w e s t e r n  b a s t a r d s  M U S T  b e  p u t  i n  t h e i r  p l a c e . 

Let her land, then arrest her. That should wipe the smirk off of the 
Democrats, and Republican's faces. 

Neocons are mad dogs 

I'm sure they booked her a room with a broom closet. 

Pelosi looks like a witch from hades. Set a couple dozen drones against 
her plane path and see if they collide. If successful call it a good day. 

American gangsters do not stop their bullying, they must be stopped at 
all costs. 

Hope the old wrinkle gets it. One says that wisdom grows with age but 
there seem to be exceptions. Mainly in the USA. 

USA would very much like to start another proxy war without any risk for 
their people and military.
But will the Taiwanese prove foolish enough to sacrifice themselves by 
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doing a favour to the puppet master? 

Will she be handing out cookies? 

I hope that China blows her plane out the sky. 

really wish china follows through with shooting down this thing's plane 

She looks like Vomit 

Who said Medusah was a fantasy, one look at Pelosi and you will be 
vaporized or wish you had !

this is just being done by a power hungry very old senile hag, saying Look
at Me! 

Yes, I'll go with Pelosi is grandstanding to draw attention away from her 
personal corruption scandal. 

witch 

Crazy , corrupt Nancy is not worth a war in any way, shape, or form . This
is insane! 

This isn't going to end well... 

China accuses US of provocation 

Russia stands in 'absolute solidarity' with China – Kremlin 

https://www.rt.com/news/560065-russia-pelosi-taiwan-visit/
https://www.rt.com/news/560075-china-us-taiwan-provocation/


The New Age Of Orwellianism https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-
age-orwellianism Remarkably, it is the same ideologues who are eager to
change the well-accepted definitions of “recession” and “inflation” who 
remain perplexed as to what exactly a “woman” is.

DRUDGEREPORT US-China ties on precipice after Pelosi visit to Taiwan...
'AMERICAN WITCH'...
On Internet, Fury Turns to Frustration...
Beijing fires missiles, encircles island...
Demonstrates ability to blockade in war... 

ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security 
Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]

ZELENSKY DRAGGED OVER VOGUE SHOOT... Russia To Quit Space 
Station… Will build rival… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-
to-quit-international-space-station-2024/ Kremlin to keep up gas squeeze 
on Europe... 

USA Leads Globally in Known Monkeypox Cases… More than 85% of 
Americans experience temps above 90… Extinction threat may be 
greater than previously thought, new global study finds… 
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-
greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/ The global 
extinction crisis underway may be more intense than previously thought 
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as humans continue to tear up land, overuse certain resources and heat 
up the planet...Nearly one in three species of all kinds — 30% — face 
global extinction or have been driven to extinction since the year 1500, 
according to the new survey published in the journal "Frontiers in Ecology
and the Environment."

DRUDGE Earth records shortest day ever; Planet 'spinning faster'... 

GOOGLE NEWS *Scientists baffled as Earth spins faster than usual New 
York Post 
*Gravitas: Earth just completed a rotation in less than 24 hours! WION 
*NASA warns of horrific solar flares! Earth will be impacted HT Tech
*NASA Records Huge Flare From New, Active Region Emerging on Sun's 
Surface Newsweek

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 
ROGAN CALLS TRUMP MAN BABY; SAYS WAS ON DRUGS IN WHITE 
HOUSE...  FLASHBACK: THE HIGHEST OFFICE; ADDERALL JUNKIE...   
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office [trump the 
adderall/blow man baby] NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 
9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS
JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
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infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
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https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/12/half-of-g-o-p-voters-ready-to-leave-trump-behind-poll-finds/
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https://www.yahoo.com/news/musk-says-time-trump-sail-181049723.html
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https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/


Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/experts-say-there-are-mounting-signs-that-the-kremlin-is-purging-its-top-generals-in-ukraine-the-latest-hint-of-deep-dysfunction-in-putin-s-army/ar-AAYKxsd
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/22/russian-novoshakhtinsk-oil-refinery-struck-drone-possible-attack-inside-borders
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/germany-trigger-phase-two-three-065910268.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/germany-looks-at-rationing-natural-gas-after-russia-cuts-supply-11655978153
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/justice-department-raids-home-of-former-doj-official-at-center-of-jan-6-panel-s-investigation/ar-AAYNmvR
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/jan-6-committee-doj-seek-footage-of-roger-stone-from-danish-filmmakers/ar-AAYOQgG
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/jan-6-panel-to-hone-in-on-trumps-efforts-to-meddle-at-doj-00041708
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/bill-barr-suggests-trump-came-very-close-to-staying-in-power-im-not-sure-we-would-have-had-a-transition-at-all/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/23/politics/trump-jan-6-documentary-footage-pence-25th-amendment/index.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-holder-jan-6-documentarian-says-trump-had-secret-air-force-one-call-with-putin-just-before-election
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https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
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https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-06-27/pentagon-blasts-putins-cavalier-nuclear-saber-rattling-as-russia-seeks-new-advantages-in-ukraine
https://thehill.com/homenews/house/3539911-aide-says-trump-knew-jan-6-attendees-had-weapons-theyre-not-here-to-hurt-me/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-threw-dishes-and-flipped-tablecloths-when-he-was-angry-ex-aide-testifies-2022-6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10962011/Meadows-told-aide-Cassidy-Hutchinson-January-6-read-real-bad-just-days-riot.html
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Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

China Has Established A “Blockade” Around Taiwan And Plans To Shoot 

http://endoftheamericandream.com/china-has-established-a-blockade-around-taiwan-and-plans-to-shoot-missiles-directly-over-the-island/
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https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3529645-watergate-prosecutor-georgia-case-could-send-donald-trump-to-prison/
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https://metro.co.uk/2022/06/22/russian-colonel-who-carried-putins-nuclear-codes-briefcase-found-shot-16873192/


Missiles Directly Over The Island     
http://endoftheamericandream.com/china-has-established-a-blockade-
around-taiwan-and-plans-to-shoot-missiles-directly-over-the-island/     

Insiders Are Dumping The Most Stocks Since January As Retail Buying-
Panic Re-Emerges
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/insiders-are-dumping-most-stocks-
january-retail-buying-panic-re-emerges     

CNN   Liz Cheney says DOJ not prosecuting Trump if there's evidence   
could call into question the US as 'nation of laws' 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/04/politics/liz-cheney-justice-department-
january-6-ccntv/index.html     
[Of course that’s true; but, that would be nothing new for criminal 
america. 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).]
ZEROHEDGE The Earth Just Started Spinning Faster Than Ever Before 
And Scientists Don't Know Why 
https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/earth-just-started-spinning-faster-
ever-and-scientists-dont-know-why Experts fear the consequences could 
be "devastating"... 

AP NEWS BIG STORIES APNews.com 

• Floods strike new blow in place that has known hardship   
JACKSON, Ky. (AP) — Evelyn Smith lost everything in the floods that
devastated eastern Kentucky, saving only her grandson's muddy 
tricycle. But she's not planning to leave the mountains that have 
been...Read More

• Wildfires in West explode in size amid hot, windy conditions   
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Wildfires in California and Montana exploded in 
size overnight amid windy, hot conditions and were quickly 
encroaching on neighborhoods, forcing evacuation orders for over 
100 homes...Read More
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• New York City declares monkeypox a public health emergency   
NEW YORK (AP) — Officials in New York City declared a public 
health emergency due to the spread of the monkeypox virus 
Saturday, calling the city “the epicenter” of the outbreak....Read 
More 

DRUDGEREPORT ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK 
National Security Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]
Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the 
Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, 
Slower And Dumber http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-
the-midst-of-a-mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-
slower-and-dumber/
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Ranchers Are Selling Off Their Cattle In Unprecedented Numbers Due To 
The Drought, And That Has Enormous Implications For 2023

Microplastics Are Literally Everywhere, And They Are An Existential 
Threat To The Future Of The Human Race 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/microplastics-are-literally-
everywhere-and-they-are-an-existential-threat-to-the-future-of-the-human-
race/ 

https://youtu.be/PSxihhBzCjk 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

ANALYSIS
From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

YAHOO Politics Former FBI official likens Matt Gaetz, Roger Stone, and 
Trump to the Mafia: 'It's a criminal organization' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-fbi-official-likens-matt-
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045920601.html 
BUT WAIT: “There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

DRUDGEREPORT China threatens 'strong measures' if Pelosi visits 
Taiwan...
Kissinger Warns Biden Against Endless Confrontation... 
Beijing Dumps $100 Billion Worth Of Treasuries... 

ZEROHEDGE These Are All The Countries Capable Of Launching Space 
Rockets https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-are-all-countries-
capable-launching-space-rockets 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 

YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
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worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 

https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMJ_NqAswkdjAAw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' After US 
Lawmaker Slams Zelensky

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
Zelensky accuses Amnesty International of supporting terrorism 

https://www.rt.com/russia/560260-zelensky-amnesty-international-report/
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Today, Ukraine bombed a Donetsk hotel full of journalists – here’s what it 
felt like to be there 

US ‘artificially’ stokes tensions – Kremlin 

From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

The US is in a recession and it’s worse than you think 
https://www.rt.com/business/560011-us-recession-fed-inflation/ 

Zelensky and US to blame for ‘bloodbath’ in Donbass – Russia 

Wall Street is collapsing – NYC mayor 

FBI manipulating domestic terror stats – whistleblowers 

US plunges into recession 

EU ban on Russian gas ‘impossible’ – Austria 

Kremlin comments on claims about Russian military casualties 

Zelensky’s Vogue photoshoot raises eyebrows 

Biden met with 14 of his son’s business associates – media 

NATO’s arsonist-in-chief Jens Stoltenberg wants the Western public to 
pay for a Ukrainian fire he helped to ignite 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

Russia to quit International Space Station after 2024 

Russia issues rebuke to Israel 

https://www.rt.com/news/559651-israel-russia-stance-unconstructive/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559652-space-station-quit-timeframe/
https://www.rt.com/news/559665-austria-lawmaker-sanctions-ukrainian-oligarchs/
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Grain deal won’t affect military op in Ukraine – Moscow 

UK candidates’ militancy and imperialism threaten to bring Britain down 

Kiev confirms arrival of heavy weapons from Germany 

US sends more weapons to Ukraine 

Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the fallout 
from their failed Russia policy 

EU eases sanctions on Russian oil exports 

Russia’s Lavrov talks Ukraine, sanctions and nuclear war with RT (FULL 
VIDEO) 

• Putin suggests motive behind Canada’s gas turbine delay   
• UN chief ‘under huge pressure’ over Ukraine – Russian FM   
• Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the   

fallout from their failed Russia policy Op-ed
• Zaporozhye Nuclear Power Plant attacked by Ukrainian drones   

Putin tells US to stop ‘looting’ Syria 

Former Russian president lists ‘Western sins’ 

Russian warns of ‘tougher’ terms for talks with Ukraine 

Dmitri Trenin: How a smart Middle East strategy can help Russia play a 
significant role in shaping the new world order 

Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 

IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 
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Iran issues warning to US and Israel 

Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
industrial complex war monster’]

Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

HUFFPOST SUSPICIOUS: SECRET SERVICE CAN’T FIND JAN. 6 TEXTS! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/national-archives-deleted-secret-service-
texts_n_62d6c6bbe4b008a2d03f1ac4 [ Ooooh … the mystery of it all … 
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magical disappearance of text messages … could be ghosts … or 
gremlins … or salem witchcraft … WAKE UP! … AMERICA IS A TOTAL 
FRAUD! … AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 
MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). ]

The most intelligent, rational legal position:

Laurence Tribe, a Harvard law professor, argued that not holding Trump 
accountable would be equally harmful.

"I certainly recognize that indicting a former president would generate 
lots of social heat, perhaps violence," Tribe said. "But not indicting him 
would invite another violent insurrection."

Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All Incredibly Depressed. 
Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" Some very concerning 
market observations from Goldman trader John Flood discussing the real 
rot below the market surface: Monday was the lightest volume session of
the year with 9.32b shares trading across all US equity exchanges 
breaking previous low mark of 9.4b back on 7/11/22. YTD daily avg for 
shares traded across all US equity exchanges sits @ 12.5b. Monday was 
also the lightest notional trading session of the year w/ $392b trading vs 
ytd daily avg of $638b. Our desk was a 3 on 1 – 10 scale in terms of 
overall activity levels. I am personally taken aback by how resilient mkt 
has been over the past few weeks. I don’t see L/Os putting their ~$210b 
of cash to work. I am seeing them use pockets of strength to sell lower 
conviction more illiquid names in block form and raise even more cash. 

Trump comic-con-show 
https://www.facebook.com/reel/523496502845404/?
s=single_unit&__cft__[0]=AZWPFQ3WczUIfIkH48JzeY46IoAd31UE03J6BK
gdB2FnhC4ZMwHrSlFnIZRzSdcm0iOvj82iS31DRdv7o07VE1dKwlJ-
o8PrhTfe_ujCAUFuOSNPQHEmqhCXpuyaLM_w2FExUX2P3sub6YXf8JZ_JO
SnUwrv6N77_T472Z5wMAIl1mh2SytZjOOe004Qi410SWP8G3HBHdMEgTY
aaiWHeOxK&__tn__=H-R 
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ZEROHEDGE As Taiwan Warns Chinese "Maritime & Aerial Blockade" 
Ensuing, Pelosi Says Real Issue Is 'I'm A Woman' [Riiight!] Pelosi Departs 
Taiwan After Whirlwind Tour As China Declares "Median Line" No Longer 
Exists Global Markets Slump With Terrified Traders Tracking Pelosi's 
Next Move Forget inflation, stagflation, recession, depression, earnings, 
Biden locked up in the basement with covid, and everything else: today's 
it all about whether Nancy Pelosi will start World War 3 when she lands in
Taiwan in 3 hours. https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/taiwans-
independence-worth-war Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just purely
on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant Fed 
policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls off a 
miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 

Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/celsius-bites-dust-biggest-crypto-news-second-week-july
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News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
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line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
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expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
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Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Credit Suisse Set To Slash Thousands Of Jobs Despite 
Handing Out Hundreds Of Millions To Retain Top Talent 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/credit-suisse-set-slash-thousands-
jobs-despite-handing-out-hundreds-millions-retain-top The bank is looking 
to cut its overall cost base by $1 billion... 

"I Don't Feel The Pain Of Inflation Anymore" Says Wealthy SF Fed Chair 
From Ivory Tower YAHOO Business 'The market is not the economy' and 
the July rally in the stock market was premature, top economist 
Mohamed El-Erian says https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/market-not-
economy-july-rally-174829466.html El-Erian said a comment by Powell led
investors to believe rate hikes would likely slow, but that's at odds with 
what the data shows. Weak Manufacturing Surveys Signal 'Peak 
Inflation'; Plunge in Orders, Production, & Jobs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/weak-manufacturing-surveys-
signal-peak-inflation-plunge-orders-production-jobs "With the exception of
pandemic lockdown periods, July saw US manufacturers report the 
toughest business conditions since 2009..." 

Biden's America: Too Broke To Bet?   Chicago PMI Unexpectedly Plunges   
To 2-Year Lows https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/chicago-pmi-
unexpectedly-plunges-2-year-lows ...stagflation signals as prices paid 
jumped and production and new orders fell... "Expert" Narratives Are 
Collapsing The house of cards continues to fall apart Yellen: "Recession"
Doesn't Mean What You Think It Means [ Riiight! ] Sentiment sours amid 
Kremlin updates, EU Energy deal & US-earnings in focus -   Delusional   
Biden Admin Front-Runs Recessionary GDP Print... By Redefining 
Recession https://www.zerohedge.com/political/delusional-biden-admin-
front-runs-recessionary-gdp-print-redefining-recession It's not a recession
until the White House gives economists on its payroll permission to 
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declare it a recession... [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!] US PMI Crashes 
Into Contraction In July: "A Worrying Deterioration In The Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-pmi-crashes-contraction-july-
worrying-deterioration-economy "Excluding pandemic lockdown months, 
output is falling at a rate not seen since 2009 amid the global financial 
crisis..." There's An Amazing Glut Of Office Space In Every Major Metro 
Area https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/theres-amazing-glut-office-
space-every-major-metro-area Occupancy is an engine of local 
economies. But there's a huge glut of space available... US Existing 
Home Sales Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses US Homebuilders 
Abandon Single-Families In June As They Brace For Rate Shock 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-builders-abandon-single-
family-home-startspermits-june-anticipating-renter ...multi-family starts 
and permits surged double-digits in June as single-family plunged... 
Homebuilder Confidence Collapses In July 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-confidence-
collapses-july ...the largest MoM drop (ex-COVID-lockdown) in history... 
Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
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Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
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criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE "Widespread Civil Unrest" Looming In UK Over Cost-Of-
Living Crisis https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/widespread-
civil-unrest-looming-uk-over-cost-living-crisis Movement to stop paying 
bills snowballs... 

Pound Crashes After BOE Hikes By Most Since 1995, Starts Gilt Sales Yet
Warns Of Crushing Stagflationary Recession Germany's Uniper Warns Of 
Possible "Irregular Operation" At Major Power Plant As Rhine River Runs 
Dry "You Can't Switch Off Death": German Crematoriums Warn Of Energy 
Crisis German Barge Traffic Slumps As Rhine Water Levels Near Record 
Lows "Miserable" German Retail Sales Crash The Most On Record As 
Europe Slumps Into Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/miserable-german-retail-sales-crash-
most-record-europe-slumps-recession Germany is "sinking into an 
increasingly steep downturn, adding to the region’s recession risks”. Gas
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Levy Could Triple Household Heating Bills In Germany EU Consumer 
Confidence Crashes To Record Lows As German CPI Unexpectedly Re-
Accelerates "We Are In A Very Critical Moment": IMF Cuts Global GDP, 
Raises Inflation Outlook, Warns "World Teetering On Edge Of Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-are-very-critical-moment-imf-
cuts-global-gdp-raises-inflation-outlook-warns-world "It’s easy to cool off 
the economy when the economy is running hot. It’s much harder to 
reduce inflation when the economy is close to a recession." Germans 
Taking Fewer Showers In Response To Cost Of Living Crisis China And 
Japan Hold The Keys To Euro Recovery 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/china-and-japan-hold-keys-euro-
recovery While the direction of Europe’s economy continues to be a 
hostage to Russian energy -- as today’s dispiriting PMI numbers attest -- it
is the Asian nations of China and Japan who are in a position to alleviate 
Europe’s capital-outflow problem and stabilize the euro. PMIs Signal 
Eurozone Recession Day After First ECB Rate-Hike In 11 Years 

19% Of The World's Population Lives In 'Chindia' (& Buys Russian Oil) 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/19-worlds-population-lives-
chindia-buys-russian-oil India is expected to become the most populous 
nation on Earth by mid-2023, surpassing China whose population growth 
has all but stopped.. Oil Surges After Biden Fails To Win Saudi Pledge To 
Pump More Crude These Are The Countries With The Highest Default Risk
The Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial Production Unexpectedly 
Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker month since September 
2021... David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
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Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 

Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
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Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE July Payrolls Smash Expectations Soaring To 528K, Wages 
Come In Red Hot As Unemployment Rate Drops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/july-payrolls-smash-expectations-
soaring-528k-wages-come-red-hot We are now well and truly in bizarro 
world. 

Futures Flat As Crushing 37bps Curve Inversion Screams Recession The 
Misery Index Is At Recession Levels Lying About The Economy Will Only 
Make The Coming Crash Worse Senior Economist 'Fact Checked' By 
Facebook For Saying US Is In Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/senior-economist-fact-checked-
facebook-saying-us-recession “We live in an Orwellian hell-scape.” [Yes, 
we do!] Here’s why you shouldn’t invest in ETFs. UMich Inflation 
Expectations Rose Intra-Month, Democrats' Confidence Drops Further 
Inflation, Recession Or Both? Reporter Exposes White House's Blatant 
Redefining Of "Recession" Yellen: "Recession" Doesn't Mean What You 
Think It Means Gold & The Upcoming Recession Luongo: None Dare Call 
It A Recession Lest The Democrats Lose The Mid-Terms Democrats 
Prepare To Unleash Hell On Fed Chair Powell For The Coming Recession 
"2023 Will Be A Year From Hell" - Martin Armstrong Warns Of Inflation-
Driven Civil-Unrest https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/2023-will-be-
year-hell-martin-armstrong-warns-inflation-driven-civil-unrest "...you are 
looking at revolutions... The euro looks like death warmed over... This is 
just not over yet." "Japanese Economy Continues To Crater "- Another 
Casualty Of The Energy Crisis The Danger Of Drought In Europe 
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/danger-drought-europe ...the current 
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heatwave is bound to further exacerbate water shortages in Southern and
Southeast Europe... Record-Breaking Heat In Europe Meanwhile, 
Southern Europe is also experiencing extreme heat that has caused 
wildfires... UK Records Hottest Day Ever Amid Heat Apocalypse   "Heat   
Apocalypse" Blasts Europe As UK And France Brace For Hottest Days On 
Record   https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/heat-apocalypse-blasts-  
europe-uk-and-france-brace-hottest-days-record "Today and tomorrow will
be one of the worst, if not the worst heatwave events in the modern 
history of western Europe." The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 
2022 http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In 
Government Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 
4Chan Found After Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
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catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
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prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
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against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE 'Great News' Jobs Reports Sparks Selloff In Bonds, Stocks, 
& Gold https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/great-news-jobs-reports-
sparks-selloff-bonds-stocks-gold ...good news is really bad news... 

Initial Jobless Claims Hit 8 Month Highs, Continuing Claims Jump Ahead 
Of Payrolls Print https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-
jobless-claims-hit-8-month-highs-continuing-claims-jump-ahead-payrolls 
Jobless claims are now completely decoupled from the headlines payrolls
data... Pay Attention; This Is Not The '70s 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/pay-attention-not-70s In the late 
70s, P/Es on stocks were in the single digits, and debt levels were 
negligible. Today, valuations are nearly four times those levels, and debt 
as a percentage of GDP is at levels considered unthinkable not that long 
ago... Chinese Jets Buzz Taiwan Strait, Govt Websites Hit By 
Cyberattack With Pelosi Plane En Route War on China: the real target are 
the American people China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off Taiwan With US 
Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia Nuclear War 
Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security Advisor China's 
Army Posts "Get Ready For War!" Message On Social Media, State 
Mouthpiece Says PLA Has "Right" To Intercept Pelosi's Plane Inflation, 
Recession Or Both? [BOTH!] Welcome To The Biden Recession: Q2 GDP 
"Unexpectedly" Shrinks 0.9%, 2nd Consecutive Decline Peter Schiff: The 
White House Recession Denial https://www.zerohedge.com/political/peter-
schiff-white-house-recession-denial "When you’re losing, just change the 
rules of the game, then declare victory.” Recession? All Of A Sudden 
Yield Spreads Are Collapsing https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/no-
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recession-all-sudden-yield-spreads-are-collapsing … we suggest 
continuing to follow risk management protocols until indicators indicate 
a reversal of that economic risk.

1. Tighten up stop-loss levels to current support levels for each position. 

2. Hedge portfolios against significant market declines. 

3. Take profits in positions that have been big winners 

4. Sell laggards and losers. 

5. Raise cash and rebalance portfolios to target weightings.

Peter Schiff: It's Getting Harder To Deny Recession Reality 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-schiff-its-getting-harder-deny-
recession-reality "This should be obvious, but people have been in denial 
about the weakness in the economy..." Wall Street's Biggest Bear: One 
Down, But Two More Things Must Happen Before Stocks Bottom 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/wall-streets-biggest-bear-one-down-
two-more-things-must-happen-stocks-bottom Recession reflections 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/everyoneknows [ Recession 
is coming but everyone knows it ] The Number Of Americans Filing For 
First-Time Unemployment Claims Soared To 8-Month-Highs Last Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/number-americans-filing-
first-time-unemployment-claims-soared-8-month-highs-last ...and 
continuing claims are the highest since April... US Existing Home Sales 
Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses Sinkhole 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sinkhole "At present, the 2s10s 
spread is –18 bps. This is indicative of a recession 12-18 months ahead, 
which means the second half of 2023. Note that we have been 
forecasting a recession for 2023H2 since April." Recession Already Here 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-may-already-be-here The 
debate about recession risk is pointless.We are already in a recession... 
The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
an odd beast in any case. 

Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 
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idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
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stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
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Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE China Sanctions Pelosi, Halts US Talks Including Military 
Ties, As Jets Breach Taiwan Median Line 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/china-sanctions-pelosi-halts-us-
talks-including-military-ties-jets-breach-taiwan China has begun its 
retaliation against Washington by announcing Friday the cancellation of a
series of meetings with the United States 

Ballistic Missiles Soar Over Taiwan, "Hundreds" Of PLA Fighters Breach 
Airspace, As 5-Day Drills Commence 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ballistic-missiles-soar-over-
taiwan-hundreds-pla-fighters-breach-airspace-5-day-drills China Summons
US Ambassador Overnight, Says Washington "Must Pay The Price" EOAD 
Are Chinese Tanks Massing On The Shores Of Fujian Because An Invasion
Is Imminent? 8-2-22 We Were Specifically Warned About This Coming War
With China All The Way Back In The 1990 ZH Here Are All The Latest 
Taiwan Headlines https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-
latest-taiwan-headlines All the latest news in the extremely fluid Taiwan 
theater of pre-war. 'US Military Moving Assets', Markets Stall On Reports 
Pelosi To Visit Taiwan Tuesday 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-sink-pelosi-taiwan-headlines 
Pelosi is reportedly expected to land in Taiwan on Tuesday night, and 
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meet lawmakers on Wednesday. China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off 
Taiwan With US Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia
Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security 
Advisor China Is Issuing The Same "Red Line" Warnings About Taiwan 
That Russia Issued About Ukraine THE SUN AI predicts last selfie on 
Earth… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-
earth-prediction-tiktok/ EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To 
Absolutely Love It When War With China Erupts 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-industrial-complex-is-
going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-erupts/ ZH Russia Unveils
Large-Scale Military Exercises In East, Signaling Force Strength 
'Unaffected' By Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-
unveils-large-scale-eastern-military-exercises-signaling-force-strength-
unaffected Prior "Vostok" (East) drills included sizable Chinese PLA 
military participation... If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End 
Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm

How A Russian Gas Freeze Would Curtail European GDPs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/how-russian-gas-freeze-would-
curtail-european-gdps ...a complete shut-off from the Russian side would 
have disastrous effects for European economies... Ukraine Moves To 
Criminalize Russian Passport Application there is a lot of Ukrainian blood 
on the red Russian passport [What?] Russia Boasts It's Already Taken 
Out 4 US-Supplied Long Range Rocket Systems Russia Informs Turkey It 
Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa Port Attack It's Official: Russia And 
China Announce "New Global Reserve Currency" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-22/its-official-russia-and-china-
announce-new-global-reserve-currency And once again no one has 
noticed and no one seems to care. [ Yes, it’s official; NEW WORLD 
ORDER! ]

Pelosi: Pentagon Might Be Worried China Would Shoot Down Her Plane If 
She Visits Taiwan AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant 
Corruption' After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky US "Started" The Ukraine
Crisis, China Says, In Fiercest Official Criticism Yet 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-started-ukraine-crisis-china-
says-fiercest-official-criticism-yet "As the one who started the Ukraine 
crisis & the biggest factor fueling it..." [ Yes...Sadly, that is indisputably 
true; it’s the american way.] Russia Plans 'Annexation Votes' For 
Captured Ukraine Territories By Mid-September: Report Russia Resumes 
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Nord Stream Natural Gas Deliveries To Europe "...likely to lead to a 
collective sigh of relief from not just the European gas market, but from 
the wider economy," Russia Declares War Goals Have Expanded After 
West Pumped More Arms Into Ukraine Strengthening Ties With Iran, Putin
Meets With Supreme Leader In Tehran 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/strengthening-ties-iran-putin-
meets-supreme-leader-tehran “Our relations are developing at a good 
pace,” said Putin 

Putin Says Russia Will Honor Gas Commitment But Flows Will Drop As 
Much As 20% Of Capacity Vladimir Putin warned that flows via the Nord 
Stream pipeline could be curbed soon if sanctions prevent additional 
maintenance on its components Russian Military Given Formal Order To 
Target Ukraine's Long-Range Weapons From US 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-issues-formal-order-military-
target-ukraines-long-range-weapons-us Ukraine officials called the 
HIMARS a "game-changer"... [Riiight] Gazprom Declares Force Majeure, 
Will Halt Gas Flows To Germany Indefinitely "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”

Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
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Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
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the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
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said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
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ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
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you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com
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[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

POST: FIRST MOON LANDING
NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 
Fake-NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv

http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm     

Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
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yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

Al Peia

Riiight...and they haven't been back because...oh yeah, they got rid of 
their Saturn rockets ... and, they were in the past but not in the 
present/future impervious to radiation; ie., van allen belt, etc.. Oh, they 
probably could do it now, arguably; they're working on it. But, of course, 
Mars is quite another thing. The amounts of money for these 
boondoggles/frauds are staggering; yet, pale in comparison to the frauds 
on wall street. YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand 
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act... ].

albertpeia.com 

https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-house-trading-2021-9?fbclid=IwAR09dFVyNoZm5AbSc6RvuLX7_txNfPp6HYV8SBSjQeJPd8_JdRMongZa5Og
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1MzAzNTEyODAzMDY0NDU1XzQ2MjE1NjU2MTk2NTI3OA%3D%3D&__cft__[0]=AZUzCnIb-wZD4OBiRKgibKfqoanC5KXYUOyiE5ihDrzOlvkm7oasBYNz6UFGdx1qg7jGhOOkuzE50zBoUg0SKlxeo7XSnmbdp6XaFGF7zvKJdgLfy1_8zmY04O-FruT1VNfAsw-YnxfMtAJlgHw1mgfZPXMEyEA70ySt3zLU_ZWivHxL7_QKMte-9tS6m4bIXp4&__tn__=R]-R


ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 
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Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
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infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
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The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 
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ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

CNN Murdoch's New York Post dumps Trump, calling him 'unworthy to be 
chief executive again'

MSNBC Joe: Trump's biggest enablers were begging him to stop. How is 

https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/joe-trump-s-biggest-enablers-were-begging-him-to-stop-how-is-he-not-already-in-jail-144579141716
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he not already in jail? Morning Joe

Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 
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DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
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by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
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and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky [ america’s kind of 
place! ]

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
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be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
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post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
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gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
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running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/spx
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/comp
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/djia
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/bear-market-stocks-whats-next-51655150790?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-panel-says-evidence-173305500.html


such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-forces-destroy-last-bridge-to-key-eastern-ukrainian-city-11655202739
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/ukrainian-troops-struggle-to-hold-back-russian-advance-in-east/ar-AAYqeGu


US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It When War 
With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-
industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-
erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]
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THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 

https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/10/fired-fox-news-editor-chris-stirewalt-to-testify-at-jan-6-riot-committee-hearing.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/media/3519284-nearly-20m-watched-jan-6-hearing-nielsen
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-calls-deadly-insurrection-greatest-193328621.html
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UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 
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https://www.msn.com/en-xl/news/other/china-will-not-hesitate-to-start-war-over-taiwan-beijing-tells-us/ar-AAYisrt
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10901419/McCarthy-says-country-responsible-Jan-6-pressed-Trumps-fault.html
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 
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ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 

https://www.facebook.com/susan.blank?__cft__[0]=AZVGvhjiSxGnjWz-LN1hLrt-aZERuH0PnG03UnsNEqhUcmu8tji41KXA8gSPX1OdMtaxPYgX5zHqHLdFB47IYBha_VhuUIONFV7lhrhbMfxB3fUSiPJAMdbT-Ekkqx2RcIH6jVbHjnRdnwyLewnxvu_HCG_Le8GADYmNiVTogj9heg&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
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AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
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DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

YAHOO We are seeing evidence that Donald Trump committed treason. 
Where is Merrick Garland? https://www.yahoo.com/news/seeing-evidence-
donald-trump-committed-100000305.html How many more Republican 
former officials have to come forward for the attorney general to act? 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com
8-4-22
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Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
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system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
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party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the



outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
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https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE Goldman Jumps As Traders Spark Q2 Revenue Beat But 
Total Earnings Plunge 47% Amid Major Investment Losses 
DRUDGE Hope for depositors dwindles as crypto lender files for 
bankruptcy... Crypto Takes New Hit as Thousands of SOLANA Wallets 
Hacked… YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-
senate-house-trading-2021-9 ]. Pelosi 'Appears To Have Taken Advantage'
Of Inside Information: Former Dallas Fed Chief Fisher Artificial Wealth Vs 
GDP: Why Earnings & The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
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hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
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official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT 
How Pandemic Changed Americans' Health for Worse… 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-covid-19-pandemic-changed-
americans-health-for-the-worse-11659260165 Heart disease and drug 
overdoses are among afflictions exacting a higher toll than before [ More 
than 1 million; 350 per day ]

More cities mull indoor masking… Indoor mask rules expected next week 
as L.A. virus wave worsens... Fauci Annual Pension Payout Exceeds 
POTUS Salary… Republicans plot Fauci probe… [Incompetent, greedy 
guinea] Covid Rises Across USA Amid Muted Warnings and Murky Data… 
WHO: Covid triples across Europe; Hospitalizations double... MONKEYPOX
PANDEMIC? WHO TO RECONVENE Most Americans Now in Areas With 
High Virus Levels… Deaths in LA rising as ultra-contagious subva  riants   
spread… https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-
covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 'Several hundred 
thousand' new covid cases a day NOT reported; Hospitalizations 
climbing... https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-
thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-
keep-climbing-11657298622 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths substantially exceed 
2021 numbers]
116,288 AUG 03 2022
92,143 AUG 03 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
463 AUG 03 2022
415 AUG 03 2021 
DALLAS TURNS HOTSPOT... 
New variant 'Centaurus' detected... 
Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 20% effective 
after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at 
Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as 
Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... Ultra-
contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 

https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/as-the-ba5-variant-spreads-the-risk-of-coronavirus-reinfection-grows/ar-AAZpFDy
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5814174/new-covid-variant-centaurus-detected-uk/
https://www.dallasnews.com/news/2022/07/19/three-things-to-know-about-the-highly-contagious-covid-19-variant-spreading-right-now/
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https://news.yahoo.com/shocking-monkeypox-screw-means-admit-030643200.html
https://news.yahoo.com/shocking-monkeypox-screw-means-admit-030643200.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-united-nations-world-organization-06bccc307fa13d428e59babf4b9d8403
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/18/covid-rises-across-u-s-amid-muted-warnings-and-murky-data/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3571232-gop-plots-fauci-probe-after-midterms/
https://openthebooks.substack.com/p/dr-faucis-retirement-pension-414667
https://openthebooks.substack.com/p/dr-faucis-retirement-pension-414667
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/la-county-mask-mandate-likely-a-week-away-as-covid-cases-keep-climbing/ar-AAZPrHB
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/la-county-mask-mandate-likely-a-week-away-as-covid-cases-keep-climbing/ar-AAZPrHB
https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/25/politics/covid-19-mask-mandates/index.html
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Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 

UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

DRUDGEREPORT BUST: More Americans Going Hungry…
Household Debt Surpasses $16 Trillion… 
RECESSION 2022: Americans Buying More Essentials at Dollar Stores... 
Dollar-Store Dinners and Vats of Shampoo… 
61% now living paycheck to paycheck... 
Inflation Everywhere -- Even Commercials... 
Home prices cooling at record pace...
ORACLE layoffs... 

https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/oracle-starts-job-cuts-in-u.s.-the-information
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/home-prices-cooled-at-record-pace-in-june-according-to-housing-data-firm.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/inflation-is-everywhereeven-in-tv-commercials-11659351601
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/as-inflation-surges-more-americans-are-living-paycheck-to-paycheck.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735
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https://finance.yahoo.com/news/us-household-debt-surpasses-16-150000549.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/08/04/more-americans-are-going-hungry-and-it-costs-more-to-feed-them/
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https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
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https://www.the-sun.com/health/5674230/uk-covid-cases-heading-for-record-high-zoe/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.yahoo.com/now/covid-could-screw-worse-reinfection-084337273.html
https://www.studyfinds.org/covid-19-meat-in-freezer-weeks/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
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UN warns humanity 'one miscalculation away from nuclear annihilation'…
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-
danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html 
US Aircraft Carrier, Amphibious Assault Ships Operating Near Taiwan... 
PUTIN: USA MAIN THREAT TO RUSSIA [ Truth be told, USA MAIN THREAT
TO RUSSIA, CHINA, USA, WORLD ] 
CNN: SHE'S GOING 
CHINA MILITARY WARNING 
TAIWAN READIES FOR CONFLICT 
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-
leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war 

Midterm Misery for Biden? Key Economy Gauge Flags 30-Seat Loss... 
Corporations on front lines say cracks forming... https://www.msn.com/en-
us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-
cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc In Silicon Valley, profits at tech 
companies like Google and Apple generally beat expectations, but 
executives said there are signs of some niche slowing in consumer 
spending. Consumer products giant Procter & Gamble said it is expecting
a tougher 2023, although it’s still raising prices. Mastercard said 
spending was steady among the wealthy, but slowing among lower-
income customers 
INFLATION NOW HIGHEST SINCE 1982...
Retail's 'Dark Side': Inventory Piles Up... 
White House insists economy strong as allies grow uneasy about Fed...
Yellen denies recession...
Inflation highest since 1982... 
Big Tech Results Spotlight Breadth of Upheaval... 
RECESSION 2022 
GDP 2ND STRAIGHT QUARTERLY DROP 
Yield curve flashing more warning signs of risks ahead...
FED HIKES AGAIN... MORE TO COME...
VOX layoffs; Tech firms tighten belts...
FACEBOOK First Ever Revenue Drop...
COMCAST Broadband Growth Grinds to Halt...
BEST BUY latest retailer to cut outlook...
100 Wealthiest Americans Lose $622 Billion Since November... 

WORLD'S BIGGEST CONSUMER NAMES ANNOUNCE SOARING PRICE 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://bnanews102.bna.com/daily-tax-report/the-100-wealthiest-americans-lost-622-billion-since-november
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/best-buys-shares-fall-10percent-as-it-cuts-its-forecast-for-second-quarter-cites-weaker-demand.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/comcast-earnings-2q-2022.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/meta-facebook-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658883684
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/27/vox-media-layoffs-economic-uncertainty
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11054989/Fed-rate-hike-Central-bank-raises-key-rate-0-75-points.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/fed-decision-july-2022-.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/analysis-u-yield-curve-flashing-211417380.html
https://apnews.com/article/united-states-economy-economic-growth-government-and-politics-4ffd93331422cb131a974223dad5825f
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/gdp-q2-.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/from-apple-to-microsoft-big-tech-results-spotlight-breadth-of-economic-upheaval-11659094604
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/yellen-says-the-economy-is-not-in-a-recession-despite-gdp-slump.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/white-house-insists-economy-is-strong-as-allies-grow-uneasy-about-fed/ar-AA105XbV
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/30/retails-dark-side-as-inventory-piles-up-liquidation-warehouses-are-busy/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.pginvestor.com/financial-reporting/press-releases/news-details/2022/PG-Announces-Fourth-Quarter-and-Fiscal-Year-2022-Results/default.aspx
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
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https://news.yahoo.com/china-warns-military-not-sit-075623828.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/01/politics/nancy-pelosi-taiwan-visit/index.html
https://www.yahoo.com/video/putin-says-russian-navy-hypersonic-084124580.html
https://news.usni.org/2022/08/01/carrier-uss-ronald-reagan-two-f-35b-big-decks-operating-near-taiwan-as-pelosi-arrives-in-singapore-china-renews-threats
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INCREASES... 
Inflation hits bodega favorite: Bacon, egg and cheese... 
Half Americans fall deeper in debt...
SHOPIFY cuts staff; Tech firms tighten belts ...
GOOGLE Growth Slows as Pressures Mount on Ad Market...
$9.4 Trillion Results Day Looms in Test for Stock Market...
Pending home sales fall 20%... 
Economist: Prices to Plunge… 
Fed Readies Largest Rate Hikes Since Volcker... Developing... 

Difficulty Paying Bills Tops Pandemic High...
Inflation Altering Shopping Habits...
Fed set for ANOTHER big rate hike...
WALMART cuts outlook...
ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms... 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

2 Americans dead in Donbas… Apocalyptic vision behind Putin 'golden 
billion' argument… [ From my direct observation and experience, 
pervasively mentally ill, corrupt, criminal america is indisputably the 
globally destructive bad guy. That is so ab initio! ]
U.S., allies weigh providing Ukraine fighter jets to counter Russia… 
Putin 'too healthy' says CIA chief... https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-
putin-health/ “Ukrainian, US, and British would-be media professionals 
have been spreading bogus stories about the president’s health condition
in recent months. This is all hoax,” he said. 
Ukraine graft concerns resurface as war goes on... China threatens 
'strong measures' if Pelosi visits Taiwan… Looming Gas Crunch Poses 
'Historic Test' for Europe, IEA Says… Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With 
Iran, Turkey in Rare Trip Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More 
Aggressive Phase of Ukraine War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... 
China satellite swarms hunt down and destroy enemy targets… Russia 
building laser weapon to disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke
attack preparedness PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts 
photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as 
pipeline from Russia shuts off… Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to 
citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 

https://news.yahoo.com/relentless-russian-shelling-east-ukraine-073615708.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-pleads-weapons-war-spotlight-043837619.html
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/07/16/russia-ukraine-war-putin-news-live-updates/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
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https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.euronews.com/2022/07/21/vladimir-putin-entirely-too-healthy-says-cia-chief
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/us-allies-weigh-providing-ukraine-fighter-jets-to-counter-russia/ar-AAZNC4L
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://thehill.com/policy/international/russia/3571651-two-americans-dead-in-donbas-region-of-ukraine/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://news.yahoo.com/walmart-cuts-profit-outlook-inflation-204311068.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fed-inflict-more-pain-economy-130000297.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/26/more-signs-emerge-that-inflation-is-altering-shopping-habits/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/difficulty-paying-bills-tops-pandemic-191151129.html
https://ca.news.yahoo.com/fed-readies-largest-rate-hikes-100116313.html
https://nypost.com/2022/07/26/us-home-prices-to-plunge-substantially-on-cratering-demand/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/pending-home-sales-fell-20percent-in-june-versus-a-year-earlier-as-mortgage-rates-soared.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/9-4-trillion-results-day-075131597.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-alphabet-googl-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658802135
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/shopify-sinks-12percent-after-company-plans-to-lay-off-10percent-of-workers.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/nearly-half-of-americans-fall-deeper-in-debt-as-inflation-boosts-costs.html
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-new-york-prices-bd26a709a13cbccce503b2e986301edb
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815


PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   
Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/russian-doomsday-submarine-armed-nuclear-drones-service


SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...

https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa


Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/abortion-ruling-highlights-diverging-paths-of-justices-john-roberts-samuel-alito-11656149400
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0


Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

HISTORY Here Are All The Latest Taiwan Headlines 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-
headlines All the latest news in the extremely fluid Taiwan theater of pre-
war. 

SOME POSTED REACTIONS TO PELOSI TAIWAN VISIT:

the ho is in taiwan china bluffed.... 

D O N 'T  A L L O W  T H A T  H A G  T O  I N T E R F E R E  W I T H  Y O U R  S O V E R E I G N T Y . 
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T h e s e  w e s t e r n  b a s t a r d s  M U S T  b e  p u t  i n  t h e i r  p l a c e . 

Let her land, then arrest her. That should wipe the smirk off of the 
Democrats, and Republican's faces. 

Neocons are mad dogs 

I'm sure they booked her a room with a broom closet. 

Pelosi looks like a witch from hades. Set a couple dozen drones against 
her plane path and see if they collide. If successful call it a good day. 

American gangsters do not stop their bullying, they must be stopped at 
all costs. 

Hope the old wrinkle gets it. One says that wisdom grows with age but 
there seem to be exceptions. Mainly in the USA. 

USA would very much like to start another proxy war without any risk for 
their people and military.
But will the Taiwanese prove foolish enough to sacrifice themselves by 
doing a favour to the puppet master? 

Will she be handing out cookies? 

I hope that China blows her plane out the sky. 

really wish china follows through with shooting down this thing's plane 

She looks like Vomit 

Who said Medusah was a fantasy, one look at Pelosi and you will be 
vaporized or wish you had !

this is just being done by a power hungry very old senile hag, saying Look
at Me! 

Yes, I'll go with Pelosi is grandstanding to draw attention away from her 
personal corruption scandal. 



witch 

Crazy , corrupt Nancy is not worth a war in any way, shape, or form . This
is insane! 

This isn't going to end well... 

China accuses US of provocation 

Russia stands in 'absolute solidarity' with China – Kremlin 

The New Age Of Orwellianism https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-
age-orwellianism Remarkably, it is the same ideologues who are eager to
change the well-accepted definitions of “recession” and “inflation” who 
remain perplexed as to what exactly a “woman” is.

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-age-orwellianism
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-age-orwellianism
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-age-orwellianism
https://www.rt.com/news/560065-russia-pelosi-taiwan-visit/
https://www.rt.com/news/560075-china-us-taiwan-provocation/


DRUDGEREPORT US-China ties on precipice after Pelosi visit to Taiwan...
'AMERICAN WITCH'...
On Internet, Fury Turns to Frustration...
Beijing fires missiles, encircles island...
Demonstrates ability to blockade in war... 

ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security 
Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]

ZELENSKY DRAGGED OVER VOGUE SHOOT... Russia To Quit Space 
Station… Will build rival… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-
to-quit-international-space-station-2024/ Kremlin to keep up gas squeeze 
on Europe... 

USA Leads Globally in Known Monkeypox Cases… More than 85% of 
Americans experience temps above 90… Extinction threat may be 
greater than previously thought, new global study finds… 
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-
greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/ The global 
extinction crisis underway may be more intense than previously thought 
as humans continue to tear up land, overuse certain resources and heat 
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https://apnews.com/article/taiwan-asia-beijing-china-taipei-430ee6c9e64c2695057bfcbab4ba3bc4


up the planet...Nearly one in three species of all kinds — 30% — face 
global extinction or have been driven to extinction since the year 1500, 
according to the new survey published in the journal "Frontiers in Ecology
and the Environment."

DRUDGE Earth records shortest day ever; Planet 'spinning faster'... 

GOOGLE NEWS *Scientists baffled as Earth spins faster than usual New 
York Post 
*Gravitas: Earth just completed a rotation in less than 24 hours! WION 
*NASA warns of horrific solar flares! Earth will be impacted HT Tech
*NASA Records Huge Flare From New, Active Region Emerging on Sun's 
Surface Newsweek

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 
ROGAN CALLS TRUMP MAN BABY; SAYS WAS ON DRUGS IN WHITE 
HOUSE...  FLASHBACK: THE HIGHEST OFFICE; ADDERALL JUNKIE...   
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office [trump the 
adderall/blow man baby] NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 
9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS
JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
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Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 

https://kdhnews.com/news/politics/explosive-jan-6-hearing-delivers-political-blow-to-trump-that-his-rivals-couldnt-land/article_dd6737d4-bad9-555b-a613-97c29f9c9b81.html
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Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 

https://metro.co.uk/2022/06/22/russian-colonel-who-carried-putins-nuclear-codes-briefcase-found-shot-16873192/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/experts-say-there-are-mounting-signs-that-the-kremlin-is-purging-its-top-generals-in-ukraine-the-latest-hint-of-deep-dysfunction-in-putin-s-army/ar-AAYKxsd
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/22/russian-novoshakhtinsk-oil-refinery-struck-drone-possible-attack-inside-borders
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/germany-trigger-phase-two-three-065910268.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/germany-looks-at-rationing-natural-gas-after-russia-cuts-supply-11655978153
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/justice-department-raids-home-of-former-doj-official-at-center-of-jan-6-panel-s-investigation/ar-AAYNmvR
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/jan-6-committee-doj-seek-footage-of-roger-stone-from-danish-filmmakers/ar-AAYOQgG
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/jan-6-panel-to-hone-in-on-trumps-efforts-to-meddle-at-doj-00041708
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/bill-barr-suggests-trump-came-very-close-to-staying-in-power-im-not-sure-we-would-have-had-a-transition-at-all/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/23/politics/trump-jan-6-documentary-footage-pence-25th-amendment/index.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-holder-jan-6-documentarian-says-trump-had-secret-air-force-one-call-with-putin-just-before-election
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https://finance.yahoo.com/news/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-230100860.html
https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-06-27/pentagon-blasts-putins-cavalier-nuclear-saber-rattling-as-russia-seeks-new-advantages-in-ukraine
https://thehill.com/homenews/house/3539911-aide-says-trump-knew-jan-6-attendees-had-weapons-theyre-not-here-to-hurt-me/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-threw-dishes-and-flipped-tablecloths-when-he-was-angry-ex-aide-testifies-2022-6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10962011/Meadows-told-aide-Cassidy-Hutchinson-January-6-read-real-bad-just-days-riot.html
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https://www.mediaite.com/news/secret-service-is-reportedly-prepared-to-testify-trump-didnt-try-to-commandeer-limo-on-jan-6-despite-hutchinson-account/
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https://www.nationalreview.com/2022/06/cassidy-hutchinsons-testimony-against-trump-is-devastating/
https://kdhnews.com/news/politics/explosive-jan-6-hearing-delivers-political-blow-to-trump-that-his-rivals-couldnt-land/article_dd6737d4-bad9-555b-a613-97c29f9c9b81.html


Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]
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ZEROHEDGE The Earth Just Started Spinning Faster Than Ever Before 
And Scientists Don't Know Why 
https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/earth-just-started-spinning-faster-
ever-and-scientists-dont-know-why Experts fear the consequences could 
be "devastating"... 

AP NEWS BIG STORIES APNews.com 

• Floods strike new blow in place that has known hardship   
JACKSON, Ky. (AP) — Evelyn Smith lost everything in the floods that
devastated eastern Kentucky, saving only her grandson's muddy 
tricycle. But she's not planning to leave the mountains that have 
been...Read More

• Wildfires in West explode in size amid hot, windy conditions   
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Wildfires in California and Montana exploded in 
size overnight amid windy, hot conditions and were quickly 
encroaching on neighborhoods, forcing evacuation orders for over 
100 homes...Read More

• New York City declares monkeypox a public health emergency   
NEW YORK (AP) — Officials in New York City declared a public 
health emergency due to the spread of the monkeypox virus 
Saturday, calling the city “the epicenter” of the outbreak....Read 
More 

DRUDGEREPORT ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK 
National Security Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
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maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]
Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the 
Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, 
Slower And Dumber http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-
the-midst-of-a-mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-
slower-and-dumber/

Ranchers Are Selling Off Their Cattle In Unprecedented Numbers Due To 
The Drought, And That Has Enormous Implications For 2023

Microplastics Are Literally Everywhere, And They Are An Existential 
Threat To The Future Of The Human Race 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/microplastics-are-literally-
everywhere-and-they-are-an-existential-threat-to-the-future-of-the-human-
race/ 

https://youtu.be/PSxihhBzCjk 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 
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EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

ANALYSIS
From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

YAHOO Politics Former FBI official likens Matt Gaetz, Roger Stone, and 
Trump to the Mafia: 'It's a criminal organization' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-fbi-official-likens-matt-
045920601.html 
BUT WAIT: “There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

DRUDGEREPORT China threatens 'strong measures' if Pelosi visits 
Taiwan...
Kissinger Warns Biden Against Endless Confrontation... 
Beijing Dumps $100 Billion Worth Of Treasuries... 

ZEROHEDGE These Are All The Countries Capable Of Launching Space 
Rockets https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-are-all-countries-
capable-launching-space-rockets 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky 
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ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 

YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 
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GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 

5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' After US 
Lawmaker Slams Zelensky
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RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
US ‘artificially’ stokes tensions – Kremlin 

From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

The US is in a recession and it’s worse than you think 
https://www.rt.com/business/560011-us-recession-fed-inflation/ 

Zelensky and US to blame for ‘bloodbath’ in Donbass – Russia 

Wall Street is collapsing – NYC mayor 

FBI manipulating domestic terror stats – whistleblowers 

US plunges into recession 

EU ban on Russian gas ‘impossible’ – Austria 

Kremlin comments on claims about Russian military casualties 

Zelensky’s Vogue photoshoot raises eyebrows 

Biden met with 14 of his son’s business associates – media 

NATO’s arsonist-in-chief Jens Stoltenberg wants the Western public to 
pay for a Ukrainian fire he helped to ignite 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

Russia to quit International Space Station after 2024 

Russia issues rebuke to Israel 

https://www.rt.com/news/559651-israel-russia-stance-unconstructive/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559652-space-station-quit-timeframe/
https://www.rt.com/news/559665-austria-lawmaker-sanctions-ukrainian-oligarchs/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559662-ukraine-plane-hijacking-peskov/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559598-jens-stoltenberg-calls-allies-pay/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559598-jens-stoltenberg-calls-allies-pay/
https://www.rt.com/news/559778-hunter-biden-joe-meetings/
https://www.rt.com/pop-culture/559771-zelensky-photoshoot-vogue-reactions/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559770-peskov-russia-losses-ukraine/
https://www.rt.com/business/559774-eu-ban-russian-gas-impossible/
https://www.rt.com/business/559790-us-enters-recession/
https://www.rt.com/news/559794-fbi-domestic-extremism-stats/
https://www.rt.com/business/559837-wall-street-collapsing-nyc-mayor/
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Grain deal won’t affect military op in Ukraine – Moscow 

UK candidates’ militancy and imperialism threaten to bring Britain down 

Kiev confirms arrival of heavy weapons from Germany 

US sends more weapons to Ukraine 

Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the fallout 
from their failed Russia policy 

EU eases sanctions on Russian oil exports 

Russia’s Lavrov talks Ukraine, sanctions and nuclear war with RT (FULL 
VIDEO) 

• Putin suggests motive behind Canada’s gas turbine delay   
• UN chief ‘under huge pressure’ over Ukraine – Russian FM   
• Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the   

fallout from their failed Russia policy Op-ed
• Zaporozhye Nuclear Power Plant attacked by Ukrainian drones   

Putin tells US to stop ‘looting’ Syria 

Former Russian president lists ‘Western sins’ 

Russian warns of ‘tougher’ terms for talks with Ukraine 

Dmitri Trenin: How a smart Middle East strategy can help Russia play a 
significant role in shaping the new world order 

Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 

IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 

https://www.rt.com/news/559096-germany-survival-new-path/
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Iran issues warning to US and Israel 

Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
industrial complex war monster’]

Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

HUFFPOST SUSPICIOUS: SECRET SERVICE CAN’T FIND JAN. 6 TEXTS! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/national-archives-deleted-secret-service-
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texts_n_62d6c6bbe4b008a2d03f1ac4 [ Ooooh … the mystery of it all … 
magical disappearance of text messages … could be ghosts … or 
gremlins … or salem witchcraft … WAKE UP! … AMERICA IS A TOTAL 
FRAUD! … AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 
MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). ]

The most intelligent, rational legal position:

Laurence Tribe, a Harvard law professor, argued that not holding Trump 
accountable would be equally harmful.

"I certainly recognize that indicting a former president would generate 
lots of social heat, perhaps violence," Tribe said. "But not indicting him 
would invite another violent insurrection."

Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All Incredibly Depressed. 
Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" Some very concerning 
market observations from Goldman trader John Flood discussing the real 
rot below the market surface: Monday was the lightest volume session of
the year with 9.32b shares trading across all US equity exchanges 
breaking previous low mark of 9.4b back on 7/11/22. YTD daily avg for 
shares traded across all US equity exchanges sits @ 12.5b. Monday was 
also the lightest notional trading session of the year w/ $392b trading vs 
ytd daily avg of $638b. Our desk was a 3 on 1 – 10 scale in terms of 
overall activity levels. I am personally taken aback by how resilient mkt 
has been over the past few weeks. I don’t see L/Os putting their ~$210b 
of cash to work. I am seeing them use pockets of strength to sell lower 
conviction more illiquid names in block form and raise even more cash. 

Trump comic-con-show 
https://www.facebook.com/reel/523496502845404/?
s=single_unit&__cft__[0]=AZWPFQ3WczUIfIkH48JzeY46IoAd31UE03J6BK
gdB2FnhC4ZMwHrSlFnIZRzSdcm0iOvj82iS31DRdv7o07VE1dKwlJ-
o8PrhTfe_ujCAUFuOSNPQHEmqhCXpuyaLM_w2FExUX2P3sub6YXf8JZ_JO
SnUwrv6N77_T472Z5wMAIl1mh2SytZjOOe004Qi410SWP8G3HBHdMEgTY
aaiWHeOxK&__tn__=H-R 

https://www.facebook.com/reel/523496502845404/?s=single_unit&__cft__[0]=AZWPFQ3WczUIfIkH48JzeY46IoAd31UE03J6BKgdB2FnhC4ZMwHrSlFnIZRzSdcm0iOvj82iS31DRdv7o07VE1dKwlJ-o8PrhTfe_ujCAUFuOSNPQHEmqhCXpuyaLM_w2FExUX2P3sub6YXf8JZ_JOSnUwrv6N77_T472Z5wMAIl1mh2SytZjOOe004Qi410SWP8G3HBHdMEgTYaaiWHeOxK&__tn__=H-R
https://www.facebook.com/reel/523496502845404/?s=single_unit&__cft__[0]=AZWPFQ3WczUIfIkH48JzeY46IoAd31UE03J6BKgdB2FnhC4ZMwHrSlFnIZRzSdcm0iOvj82iS31DRdv7o07VE1dKwlJ-o8PrhTfe_ujCAUFuOSNPQHEmqhCXpuyaLM_w2FExUX2P3sub6YXf8JZ_JOSnUwrv6N77_T472Z5wMAIl1mh2SytZjOOe004Qi410SWP8G3HBHdMEgTYaaiWHeOxK&__tn__=H-R
https://www.facebook.com/reel/523496502845404/?s=single_unit&__cft__[0]=AZWPFQ3WczUIfIkH48JzeY46IoAd31UE03J6BKgdB2FnhC4ZMwHrSlFnIZRzSdcm0iOvj82iS31DRdv7o07VE1dKwlJ-o8PrhTfe_ujCAUFuOSNPQHEmqhCXpuyaLM_w2FExUX2P3sub6YXf8JZ_JOSnUwrv6N77_T472Z5wMAIl1mh2SytZjOOe004Qi410SWP8G3HBHdMEgTYaaiWHeOxK&__tn__=H-R
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ZEROHEDGE As Taiwan Warns Chinese "Maritime & Aerial Blockade" 
Ensuing, Pelosi Says Real Issue Is 'I'm A Woman' Pelosi Departs Taiwan 
After Whirlwind Tour As China Declares "Median Line" No Longer Exists 
Global Markets Slump With Terrified Traders Tracking Pelosi's Next Move
Forget inflation, stagflation, recession, depression, earnings, Biden 
locked up in the basement with covid, and everything else: today's it all 
about whether Nancy Pelosi will start World War 3 when she lands in 
Taiwan in 3 hours. https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/taiwans-
independence-worth-war Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just purely
on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant Fed 
policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls off a 
miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 

Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 

https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2022/07/09/trump_elon_musk_is_a_bullshit_artist.html
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5739130/elon-musk-twitter-sun-valley/
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ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
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hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
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come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE "I Don't Feel The Pain Of Inflation Anymore" Says Wealthy 
SF Fed Chair From Ivory Tower YAHOO Business 'The market is not the 
economy' and the July rally in the stock market was premature, top 
economist Mohamed El-Erian says 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/market-not-economy-july-rally-
174829466.html El-Erian said a comment by Powell led investors to 
believe rate hikes would likely slow, but that's at odds with what the data
shows. Weak Manufacturing Surveys Signal 'Peak Inflation'; Plunge in 
Orders, Production, & Jobs https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/weak-
manufacturing-surveys-signal-peak-inflation-plunge-orders-production-
jobs "With the exception of pandemic lockdown periods, July saw US 
manufacturers report the toughest business conditions since 2009..." 

Biden's America: Too Broke To Bet?   Chicago PMI Unexpectedly Plunges   
To 2-Year Lows https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/chicago-pmi-
unexpectedly-plunges-2-year-lows ...stagflation signals as prices paid 
jumped and production and new orders fell... "Expert" Narratives Are 
Collapsing The house of cards continues to fall apart Yellen: "Recession"
Doesn't Mean What You Think It Means [ Riiight! ] Sentiment sours amid 
Kremlin updates, EU Energy deal & US-earnings in focus -   Delusional   
Biden Admin Front-Runs Recessionary GDP Print... By Redefining 
Recession https://www.zerohedge.com/political/delusional-biden-admin-
front-runs-recessionary-gdp-print-redefining-recession It's not a recession
until the White House gives economists on its payroll permission to 
declare it a recession... [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!] US PMI Crashes 
Into Contraction In July: "A Worrying Deterioration In The Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-pmi-crashes-contraction-july-
worrying-deterioration-economy "Excluding pandemic lockdown months, 
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output is falling at a rate not seen since 2009 amid the global financial 
crisis..." There's An Amazing Glut Of Office Space In Every Major Metro 
Area https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/theres-amazing-glut-office-
space-every-major-metro-area Occupancy is an engine of local 
economies. But there's a huge glut of space available... US Existing 
Home Sales Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses US Homebuilders 
Abandon Single-Families In June As They Brace For Rate Shock 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-builders-abandon-single-
family-home-startspermits-june-anticipating-renter ...multi-family starts 
and permits surged double-digits in June as single-family plunged... 
Homebuilder Confidence Collapses In July 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-confidence-
collapses-july ...the largest MoM drop (ex-COVID-lockdown) in history... 
Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
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ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
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my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE Pound Crashes After BOE Hikes By Most Since 1995, Starts 
Gilt Sales Yet Warns Of Crushing Stagflationary Recession Germany's 
Uniper Warns Of Possible "Irregular Operation" At Major Power Plant As 
Rhine River Runs Dry "You Can't Switch Off Death": German 
Crematoriums Warn Of Energy Crisis German Barge Traffic Slumps As 
Rhine Water Levels Near Record Lows "Miserable" German Retail Sales 
Crash The Most On Record As Europe Slumps Into Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/miserable-german-retail-sales-crash-
most-record-europe-slumps-recession Germany is "sinking into an 
increasingly steep downturn, adding to the region’s recession risks”. Gas
Levy Could Triple Household Heating Bills In Germany EU Consumer 
Confidence Crashes To Record Lows As German CPI Unexpectedly Re-
Accelerates "We Are In A Very Critical Moment": IMF Cuts Global GDP, 
Raises Inflation Outlook, Warns "World Teetering On Edge Of Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-are-very-critical-moment-imf-
cuts-global-gdp-raises-inflation-outlook-warns-world "It’s easy to cool off 
the economy when the economy is running hot. It’s much harder to 
reduce inflation when the economy is close to a recession." Germans 
Taking Fewer Showers In Response To Cost Of Living Crisis China And 
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Japan Hold The Keys To Euro Recovery 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/china-and-japan-hold-keys-euro-
recovery While the direction of Europe’s economy continues to be a 
hostage to Russian energy -- as today’s dispiriting PMI numbers attest -- it
is the Asian nations of China and Japan who are in a position to alleviate 
Europe’s capital-outflow problem and stabilize the euro. PMIs Signal 
Eurozone Recession Day After First ECB Rate-Hike In 11 Years 

19% Of The World's Population Lives In 'Chindia' (& Buys Russian Oil) 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/19-worlds-population-lives-
chindia-buys-russian-oil India is expected to become the most populous 
nation on Earth by mid-2023, surpassing China whose population growth 
has all but stopped.. Oil Surges After Biden Fails To Win Saudi Pledge To 
Pump More Crude These Are The Countries With The Highest Default Risk
The Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial Production Unexpectedly 
Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker month since September 
2021... David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 

Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
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administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 
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ZEROHEDGE Futures Flat As Crushing 37bps Curve Inversion Screams 
Recession The Misery Index Is At Recession Levels Lying About The 
Economy Will Only Make The Coming Crash Worse Senior Economist 'Fact
Checked' By Facebook For Saying US Is In Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/senior-economist-fact-checked-
facebook-saying-us-recession “We live in an Orwellian hell-scape.” [Yes, 
we do!] Here’s why you shouldn’t invest in ETFs. UMich Inflation 
Expectations Rose Intra-Month, Democrats' Confidence Drops Further 
Inflation, Recession Or Both? Reporter Exposes White House's Blatant 
Redefining Of "Recession" Yellen: "Recession" Doesn't Mean What You 
Think It Means Gold & The Upcoming Recession Luongo: None Dare Call 
It A Recession Lest The Democrats Lose The Mid-Terms Democrats 
Prepare To Unleash Hell On Fed Chair Powell For The Coming Recession 
"2023 Will Be A Year From Hell" - Martin Armstrong Warns Of Inflation-
Driven Civil-Unrest https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/2023-will-be-
year-hell-martin-armstrong-warns-inflation-driven-civil-unrest "...you are 
looking at revolutions... The euro looks like death warmed over... This is 
just not over yet." "Japanese Economy Continues To Crater "- Another 
Casualty Of The Energy Crisis The Danger Of Drought In Europe 
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/danger-drought-europe ...the current 
heatwave is bound to further exacerbate water shortages in Southern and
Southeast Europe... Record-Breaking Heat In Europe Meanwhile, 
Southern Europe is also experiencing extreme heat that has caused 
wildfires... UK Records Hottest Day Ever Amid Heat Apocalypse   "Heat   
Apocalypse" Blasts Europe As UK And France Brace For Hottest Days On 
Record   https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/heat-apocalypse-blasts-  
europe-uk-and-france-brace-hottest-days-record "Today and tomorrow will
be one of the worst, if not the worst heatwave events in the modern 
history of western Europe." The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 
2022 http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In 
Government Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 
4Chan Found After Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
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Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
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threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
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INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE Initial Jobless Claims Hit 8 Month Highs, Continuing Claims 

https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-hit-8-month-highs-continuing-claims-jump-ahead-payrolls
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Jump Ahead Of Payrolls Print https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-
finance/initial-jobless-claims-hit-8-month-highs-continuing-claims-jump-
ahead-payrolls Jobless claims are now completely decoupled from the 
headlines payrolls data... Pay Attention; This Is Not The '70s 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/pay-attention-not-70s In the late 
70s, P/Es on stocks were in the single digits, and debt levels were 
negligible. Today, valuations are nearly four times those levels, and debt 
as a percentage of GDP is at levels considered unthinkable not that long 
ago... Chinese Jets Buzz Taiwan Strait, Govt Websites Hit By 
Cyberattack With Pelosi Plane En Route War on China: the real target are 
the American people China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off Taiwan With US 
Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia Nuclear War 
Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security Advisor China's 
Army Posts "Get Ready For War!" Message On Social Media, State 
Mouthpiece Says PLA Has "Right" To Intercept Pelosi's Plane Inflation, 
Recession Or Both? [BOTH!] Welcome To The Biden Recession: Q2 GDP 
"Unexpectedly" Shrinks 0.9%, 2nd Consecutive Decline Peter Schiff: The 
White House Recession Denial https://www.zerohedge.com/political/peter-
schiff-white-house-recession-denial "When you’re losing, just change the 
rules of the game, then declare victory.” Recession? All Of A Sudden 
Yield Spreads Are Collapsing https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/no-
recession-all-sudden-yield-spreads-are-collapsing … we suggest 
continuing to follow risk management protocols until indicators indicate 
a reversal of that economic risk.

1. Tighten up stop-loss levels to current support levels for each position. 

2. Hedge portfolios against significant market declines. 

3. Take profits in positions that have been big winners 

4. Sell laggards and losers. 

5. Raise cash and rebalance portfolios to target weightings.

Peter Schiff: It's Getting Harder To Deny Recession Reality 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-schiff-its-getting-harder-deny-
recession-reality "This should be obvious, but people have been in denial 
about the weakness in the economy..." Wall Street's Biggest Bear: One 
Down, But Two More Things Must Happen Before Stocks Bottom 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/wall-streets-biggest-bear-one-down-
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two-more-things-must-happen-stocks-bottom Recession reflections 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/everyoneknows [ Recession 
is coming but everyone knows it ] The Number Of Americans Filing For 
First-Time Unemployment Claims Soared To 8-Month-Highs Last Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/number-americans-filing-
first-time-unemployment-claims-soared-8-month-highs-last ...and 
continuing claims are the highest since April... US Existing Home Sales 
Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses Sinkhole 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sinkhole "At present, the 2s10s 
spread is –18 bps. This is indicative of a recession 12-18 months ahead, 
which means the second half of 2023. Note that we have been 
forecasting a recession for 2023H2 since April." Recession Already Here 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-may-already-be-here The 
debate about recession risk is pointless.We are already in a recession... 
The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
an odd beast in any case. 

Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 

idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
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A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
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sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 
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ZEROHEDGE Ballistic Missiles Soar Over Taiwan, "Hundreds" Of PLA 
Fighters Breach Airspace, As 5-Day Drills Commence 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ballistic-missiles-soar-over-
taiwan-hundreds-pla-fighters-breach-airspace-5-day-drills China Summons
US Ambassador Overnight, Says Washington "Must Pay The Price" EOAD 
Are Chinese Tanks Massing On The Shores Of Fujian Because An Invasion
Is Imminent? 8-2-22 We Were Specifically Warned About This Coming War
With China All The Way Back In The 1990 ZH Here Are All The Latest 
Taiwan Headlines https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-
latest-taiwan-headlines All the latest news in the extremely fluid Taiwan 
theater of pre-war. 'US Military Moving Assets', Markets Stall On Reports 
Pelosi To Visit Taiwan Tuesday 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-sink-pelosi-taiwan-headlines 
Pelosi is reportedly expected to land in Taiwan on Tuesday night, and 
meet lawmakers on Wednesday. China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off 
Taiwan With US Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia
Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security 
Advisor China Is Issuing The Same "Red Line" Warnings About Taiwan 
That Russia Issued About Ukraine THE SUN AI predicts last selfie on 
Earth… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-
earth-prediction-tiktok/ EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To 
Absolutely Love It When War With China Erupts 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-industrial-complex-is-
going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-erupts/ ZH Russia Unveils
Large-Scale Military Exercises In East, Signaling Force Strength 
'Unaffected' By Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-
unveils-large-scale-eastern-military-exercises-signaling-force-strength-
unaffected Prior "Vostok" (East) drills included sizable Chinese PLA 
military participation... If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End 
Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm

How A Russian Gas Freeze Would Curtail European GDPs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/how-russian-gas-freeze-would-
curtail-european-gdps ...a complete shut-off from the Russian side would 
have disastrous effects for European economies... Ukraine Moves To 
Criminalize Russian Passport Application there is a lot of Ukrainian blood 
on the red Russian passport [What?] Russia Boasts It's Already Taken 
Out 4 US-Supplied Long Range Rocket Systems Russia Informs Turkey It 
Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa Port Attack It's Official: Russia And 
China Announce "New Global Reserve Currency" 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-22/its-official-russia-and-china-
announce-new-global-reserve-currency And once again no one has 
noticed and no one seems to care. [ Yes, it’s official; NEW WORLD 
ORDER! ]

Pelosi: Pentagon Might Be Worried China Would Shoot Down Her Plane If 
She Visits Taiwan AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant 
Corruption' After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky US "Started" The Ukraine
Crisis, China Says, In Fiercest Official Criticism Yet 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-started-ukraine-crisis-china-
says-fiercest-official-criticism-yet "As the one who started the Ukraine 
crisis & the biggest factor fueling it..." [ Yes...Sadly, that is indisputably 
true; it’s the american way.] Russia Plans 'Annexation Votes' For 
Captured Ukraine Territories By Mid-September: Report Russia Resumes 
Nord Stream Natural Gas Deliveries To Europe "...likely to lead to a 
collective sigh of relief from not just the European gas market, but from 
the wider economy," Russia Declares War Goals Have Expanded After 
West Pumped More Arms Into Ukraine Strengthening Ties With Iran, Putin
Meets With Supreme Leader In Tehran 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/strengthening-ties-iran-putin-
meets-supreme-leader-tehran “Our relations are developing at a good 
pace,” said Putin 

Putin Says Russia Will Honor Gas Commitment But Flows Will Drop As 
Much As 20% Of Capacity Vladimir Putin warned that flows via the Nord 
Stream pipeline could be curbed soon if sanctions prevent additional 
maintenance on its components Russian Military Given Formal Order To 
Target Ukraine's Long-Range Weapons From US 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-issues-formal-order-military-
target-ukraines-long-range-weapons-us Ukraine officials called the 
HIMARS a "game-changer"... [Riiight] Gazprom Declares Force Majeure, 
Will Halt Gas Flows To Germany Indefinitely "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”
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Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
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Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
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like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-sold-120000-burgers-opening-day
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120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
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game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
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for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
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---

[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

POST: FIRST MOON LANDING
NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 
Fake-NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv

http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm     

Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 

http://news.aol.com/article/moon-rock-in-dutch-museum-is-just/642402
http://news.aol.com/article/moon-rock-in-dutch-museum-is-just/642402
http://news.aol.com/article/moon-rock-in-dutch-museum-is-just/642402
http://www.smh.com.au/national/prized-moon-rock-a-fake-20090829-f3al.html
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8226075.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8226075.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8226075.stm
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm
http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8226075.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8226075.stm
https://www.facebook.com/michele.carmichael.94?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyMjA1MjAyMDgyOTcwMTg2XzIxMDM5MDI3Mjk3ODIwMjA%3D&__tn__=R*F
https://www.facebook.com/elain.mm?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyMjA1MjAyMDgyOTcwMTg2XzU3NzQ0ODcwMDUzMTE2Mw%3D%3D&__tn__=R*F
https://twitter.com/alpeia
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/


http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

Al Peia

Riiight...and they haven't been back because...oh yeah, they got rid of 
their Saturn rockets ... and, they were in the past but not in the 
present/future impervious to radiation; ie., van allen belt, etc.. Oh, they 
probably could do it now, arguably; they're working on it. But, of course, 
Mars is quite another thing. The amounts of money for these 
boondoggles/frauds are staggering; yet, pale in comparison to the frauds 
on wall street. YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand 
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act... ].

albertpeia.com 

https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-house-trading-2021-9?fbclid=IwAR09dFVyNoZm5AbSc6RvuLX7_txNfPp6HYV8SBSjQeJPd8_JdRMongZa5Og
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1MzAzNTEyODAzMDY0NDU1XzQ2MjE1NjU2MTk2NTI3OA%3D%3D&__cft__[0]=AZUzCnIb-wZD4OBiRKgibKfqoanC5KXYUOyiE5ihDrzOlvkm7oasBYNz6UFGdx1qg7jGhOOkuzE50zBoUg0SKlxeo7XSnmbdp6XaFGF7zvKJdgLfy1_8zmY04O-FruT1VNfAsw-YnxfMtAJlgHw1mgfZPXMEyEA70ySt3zLU_ZWivHxL7_QKMte-9tS6m4bIXp4&__tn__=R]-R
http://albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm
http://albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm


ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 

https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-28/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-28/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-28/index.html
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testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 

http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg
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I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896


EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]
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CNN Murdoch's New York Post dumps Trump, calling him 'unworthy to be 
chief executive again'

MSNBC Joe: Trump's biggest enablers were begging him to stop. How is 
he not already in jail? Morning Joe

Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 

https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/
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https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     
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‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )
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'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky [ america’s kind of 
place! ]

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
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be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
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post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
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gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
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running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
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https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-panel-says-evidence-173305500.html


such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-forces-destroy-last-bridge-to-key-eastern-ukrainian-city-11655202739
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/ukrainian-troops-struggle-to-hold-back-russian-advance-in-east/ar-AAYqeGu


US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It When War 
With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-
industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-
erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]
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THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 

https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/10/fired-fox-news-editor-chris-stirewalt-to-testify-at-jan-6-riot-committee-hearing.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/media/3519284-nearly-20m-watched-jan-6-hearing-nielsen
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-calls-deadly-insurrection-greatest-193328621.html
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UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 
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https://www.msn.com/en-xl/news/other/china-will-not-hesitate-to-start-war-over-taiwan-beijing-tells-us/ar-AAYisrt
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10901419/McCarthy-says-country-responsible-Jan-6-pressed-Trumps-fault.html
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 
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ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 

https://www.facebook.com/susan.blank?__cft__[0]=AZVGvhjiSxGnjWz-LN1hLrt-aZERuH0PnG03UnsNEqhUcmu8tji41KXA8gSPX1OdMtaxPYgX5zHqHLdFB47IYBha_VhuUIONFV7lhrhbMfxB3fUSiPJAMdbT-Ekkqx2RcIH6jVbHjnRdnwyLewnxvu_HCG_Le8GADYmNiVTogj9heg&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
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AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
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DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

YAHOO We are seeing evidence that Donald Trump committed treason. 
Where is Merrick Garland? https://www.yahoo.com/news/seeing-evidence-
donald-trump-committed-100000305.html How many more Republican 
former officials have to come forward for the attorney general to act? 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com
8-3-22
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Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
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system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
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party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the



outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
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https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE Goldman Jumps As Traders Spark Q2 Revenue Beat But 
Total Earnings Plunge 47% Amid Major Investment Losses 
DRUDGE Hope for depositors dwindles as crypto lender files for 
bankruptcy... Crypto Takes New Hit as Thousands of SOLANA Wallets 
Hacked… YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-
senate-house-trading-2021-9 ]. Pelosi 'Appears To Have Taken Advantage'
Of Inside Information: Former Dallas Fed Chief Fisher Artificial Wealth Vs 
GDP: Why Earnings & The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
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hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
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official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT 
How Pandemic Changed Americans' Health for Worse… 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-covid-19-pandemic-changed-
americans-health-for-the-worse-11659260165 Heart disease and drug 
overdoses are among afflictions exacting a higher toll than before [ More 
than 1 million; 350 per day ]

More cities mull indoor masking… Indoor mask rules expected next week 
as L.A. virus wave worsens... Fauci Annual Pension Payout Exceeds 
POTUS Salary… Republicans plot Fauci probe… [Incompetent, greedy 
guinea] Covid Rises Across USA Amid Muted Warnings and Murky Data… 
WHO: Covid triples across Europe; Hospitalizations double... MONKEYPOX
PANDEMIC? WHO TO RECONVENE Most Americans Now in Areas With 
High Virus Levels… Deaths in LA rising as ultra-contagious subva  riants   
spread… https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-
covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 'Several hundred 
thousand' new covid cases a day NOT reported; Hospitalizations 
climbing... https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-
thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-
keep-climbing-11657298622 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths substantially exceed 
2021 numbers]
117,598 AUG 02 2022
85,930 AUG 02 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
430 AUG 02 2022
388 AUG 02 2021 
DALLAS TURNS HOTSPOT... 
New variant 'Centaurus' detected... 
Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 20% effective 
after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at 
Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as 
Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... Ultra-
contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 

https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/macao-shutter-casinos-week-covid-19-outbreak-86545719
https://news.yahoo.com/macau-locks-down-landmark-lisboa-011323085.html
https://news.yahoo.com/macau-locks-down-landmark-lisboa-011323085.html
https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says
https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/nyc-neighborhoods-top-25-covid-positivity-as-new-cases-surge-again/3764698/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/as-the-ba5-variant-spreads-the-risk-of-coronavirus-reinfection-grows/ar-AAZpFDy
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5814174/new-covid-variant-centaurus-detected-uk/
https://www.dallasnews.com/news/2022/07/19/three-things-to-know-about-the-highly-contagious-covid-19-variant-spreading-right-now/
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
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https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/most-of-u-s-population-now-in-areas-with-high-covid-19-levels-as-ba-5-subvariant-spreads-11657923100
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220714-who-to-reconvene-monkeypox-emergency-panel-on-july-21
https://news.yahoo.com/shocking-monkeypox-screw-means-admit-030643200.html
https://news.yahoo.com/shocking-monkeypox-screw-means-admit-030643200.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-united-nations-world-organization-06bccc307fa13d428e59babf4b9d8403
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/18/covid-rises-across-u-s-amid-muted-warnings-and-murky-data/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3571232-gop-plots-fauci-probe-after-midterms/
https://openthebooks.substack.com/p/dr-faucis-retirement-pension-414667
https://openthebooks.substack.com/p/dr-faucis-retirement-pension-414667
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/la-county-mask-mandate-likely-a-week-away-as-covid-cases-keep-climbing/ar-AAZPrHB
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/la-county-mask-mandate-likely-a-week-away-as-covid-cases-keep-climbing/ar-AAZPrHB
https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/25/politics/covid-19-mask-mandates/index.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-covid-19-pandemic-changed-americans-health-for-the-worse-11659260165
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Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 

UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

DRUDGEREPORT Household Debt Surpasses $16 Trillion… 
RECESSION 2022: Americans Buying More Essentials at Dollar Stores... 
Dollar-Store Dinners and Vats of Shampoo… 
61% now living paycheck to paycheck... 
Inflation Everywhere -- Even Commercials... 
Home prices cooling at record pace...
ORACLE layoffs... 

https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/oracle-starts-job-cuts-in-u.s.-the-information
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/home-prices-cooled-at-record-pace-in-june-according-to-housing-data-firm.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/inflation-is-everywhereeven-in-tv-commercials-11659351601
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/as-inflation-surges-more-americans-are-living-paycheck-to-paycheck.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dollar-store-dinners-and-vats-of-shampoo-help-families-cope-with-high-prices-11659302735
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/us-household-debt-surpasses-16-150000549.html
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10929687/Germany-considers-making-mask-wearing-COMPULSORY-October-March-public-places.html
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-709799
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https://www.the-sun.com/health/5682058/urgent-warning-anyone-attending-mass-gatherings-weekend/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/monkeypox-town-hall-new-york
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5674230/uk-covid-cases-heading-for-record-high-zoe/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.yahoo.com/now/covid-could-screw-worse-reinfection-084337273.html
https://www.studyfinds.org/covid-19-meat-in-freezer-weeks/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/08/ba5-become-this-summers-subvariant


UN warns humanity 'one miscalculation away from nuclear annihilation'…
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-
danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html 
US Aircraft Carrier, Amphibious Assault Ships Operating Near Taiwan... 
PUTIN: USA MAIN THREAT TO RUSSIA [ Truth be told, USA MAIN THREAT
TO RUSSIA, CHINA, USA, WORLD ] 
CNN: SHE'S GOING 
CHINA MILITARY WARNING 
TAIWAN READIES FOR CONFLICT 
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-
leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war 

Midterm Misery for Biden? Key Economy Gauge Flags 30-Seat Loss... 
Corporations on front lines say cracks forming... https://www.msn.com/en-
us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-
cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc In Silicon Valley, profits at tech 
companies like Google and Apple generally beat expectations, but 
executives said there are signs of some niche slowing in consumer 
spending. Consumer products giant Procter & Gamble said it is expecting
a tougher 2023, although it’s still raising prices. Mastercard said 
spending was steady among the wealthy, but slowing among lower-
income customers 
INFLATION NOW HIGHEST SINCE 1982...
Retail's 'Dark Side': Inventory Piles Up... 
White House insists economy strong as allies grow uneasy about Fed...
Yellen denies recession...
Inflation highest since 1982... 
Big Tech Results Spotlight Breadth of Upheaval... 
RECESSION 2022 
GDP 2ND STRAIGHT QUARTERLY DROP 
Yield curve flashing more warning signs of risks ahead...
FED HIKES AGAIN... MORE TO COME...
VOX layoffs; Tech firms tighten belts...
FACEBOOK First Ever Revenue Drop...
COMCAST Broadband Growth Grinds to Halt...
BEST BUY latest retailer to cut outlook...
100 Wealthiest Americans Lose $622 Billion Since November... 

WORLD'S BIGGEST CONSUMER NAMES ANNOUNCE SOARING PRICE 
INCREASES... 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://bnanews102.bna.com/daily-tax-report/the-100-wealthiest-americans-lost-622-billion-since-november
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/best-buys-shares-fall-10percent-as-it-cuts-its-forecast-for-second-quarter-cites-weaker-demand.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/comcast-earnings-2q-2022.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/meta-facebook-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658883684
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/27/vox-media-layoffs-economic-uncertainty
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11054989/Fed-rate-hike-Central-bank-raises-key-rate-0-75-points.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/fed-decision-july-2022-.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/analysis-u-yield-curve-flashing-211417380.html
https://apnews.com/article/united-states-economy-economic-growth-government-and-politics-4ffd93331422cb131a974223dad5825f
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/gdp-q2-.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/from-apple-to-microsoft-big-tech-results-spotlight-breadth-of-economic-upheaval-11659094604
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/yellen-says-the-economy-is-not-in-a-recession-despite-gdp-slump.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/white-house-insists-economy-is-strong-as-allies-grow-uneasy-about-fed/ar-AA105XbV
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/30/retails-dark-side-as-inventory-piles-up-liquidation-warehouses-are-busy/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.pginvestor.com/financial-reporting/press-releases/news-details/2022/PG-Announces-Fourth-Quarter-and-Fiscal-Year-2022-Results/default.aspx
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
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https://news.yahoo.com/china-warns-military-not-sit-075623828.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/01/politics/nancy-pelosi-taiwan-visit/index.html
https://www.yahoo.com/video/putin-says-russian-navy-hypersonic-084124580.html
https://news.usni.org/2022/08/01/carrier-uss-ronald-reagan-two-f-35b-big-decks-operating-near-taiwan-as-pelosi-arrives-in-singapore-china-renews-threats
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
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Inflation hits bodega favorite: Bacon, egg and cheese... 
Half Americans fall deeper in debt...
SHOPIFY cuts staff; Tech firms tighten belts ...
GOOGLE Growth Slows as Pressures Mount on Ad Market...
$9.4 Trillion Results Day Looms in Test for Stock Market...
Pending home sales fall 20%... 
Economist: Prices to Plunge… 
Fed Readies Largest Rate Hikes Since Volcker... Developing... 

Difficulty Paying Bills Tops Pandemic High...
Inflation Altering Shopping Habits...
Fed set for ANOTHER big rate hike...
WALMART cuts outlook...
ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms... 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

2 Americans dead in Donbas… Apocalyptic vision behind Putin 'golden 
billion' argument… [ From my direct observation and experience, 
pervasively mentally ill, corrupt, criminal america is indisputably the 
globally destructive bad guy. That is so ab initio! ]
U.S., allies weigh providing Ukraine fighter jets to counter Russia… 
Putin 'too healthy' says CIA chief... https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-
putin-health/ “Ukrainian, US, and British would-be media professionals 
have been spreading bogus stories about the president’s health condition
in recent months. This is all hoax,” he said. 
Ukraine graft concerns resurface as war goes on... China threatens 
'strong measures' if Pelosi visits Taiwan… Looming Gas Crunch Poses 
'Historic Test' for Europe, IEA Says… Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With 
Iran, Turkey in Rare Trip Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More 
Aggressive Phase of Ukraine War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... 
China satellite swarms hunt down and destroy enemy targets… Russia 
building laser weapon to disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke
attack preparedness PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts 
photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as 
pipeline from Russia shuts off… Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to 
citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/russian-doomsday-submarine-armed-nuclear-drones-service
https://news.yahoo.com/relentless-russian-shelling-east-ukraine-073615708.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-pleads-weapons-war-spotlight-043837619.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
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https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/07/16/russia-ukraine-war-putin-news-live-updates/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
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https://thehill.com/policy/international/russia/3571651-two-americans-dead-in-donbas-region-of-ukraine/
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https://news.yahoo.com/walmart-cuts-profit-outlook-inflation-204311068.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fed-inflict-more-pain-economy-130000297.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/26/more-signs-emerge-that-inflation-is-altering-shopping-habits/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/difficulty-paying-bills-tops-pandemic-191151129.html
https://ca.news.yahoo.com/fed-readies-largest-rate-hikes-100116313.html
https://nypost.com/2022/07/26/us-home-prices-to-plunge-substantially-on-cratering-demand/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/pending-home-sales-fell-20percent-in-june-versus-a-year-earlier-as-mortgage-rates-soared.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/9-4-trillion-results-day-075131597.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-alphabet-googl-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658802135
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/shopify-sinks-12percent-after-company-plans-to-lay-off-10percent-of-workers.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/nearly-half-of-americans-fall-deeper-in-debt-as-inflation-boosts-costs.html
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-new-york-prices-bd26a709a13cbccce503b2e986301edb


eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   
Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl


SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...

https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa


ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/abortion-ruling-highlights-diverging-paths-of-justices-john-roberts-samuel-alito-11656149400
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html


'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

Here Are All The Latest Taiwan Headlines 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-
headlines All the latest news in the extremely fluid Taiwan theater of pre-
war. 

SOME POSTED REACTIONS TO PELOSI TAIWAN VISIT:

the ho is in taiwan china bluffed.... 

D O N 'T  A L L O W  T H A T  H A G  T O  I N T E R F E R E  W I T H  Y O U R  S O V E R E I G N T Y . 

T h e s e  w e s t e r n  b a s t a r d s  M U S T  b e  p u t  i n  t h e i r  p l a c e . 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-headlines
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Let her land, then arrest her. That should wipe the smirk off of the 
Democrats, and Republican's faces. 

Neocons are mad dogs 

I'm sure they booked her a room with a broom closet. 

Pelosi looks like a witch from hades. Set a couple dozen drones against 
her plane path and see if they collide. If successful call it a good day. 

American gangsters do not stop their bullying, they must be stopped at 
all costs. 

Hope the old wrinkle gets it. One says that wisdom grows with age but 
there seem to be exceptions. Mainly in the USA. 

USA would very much like to start another proxy war without any risk for 
their people and military.
But will the Taiwanese prove foolish enough to sacrifice themselves by 
doing a favour to the puppet master? 

Will she be handing out cookies? 

I hope that China blows her plane out the sky. 

really wish china follows through with shooting down this thing's plane 

She looks like Vomit 

Who said Medusah was a fantasy, one look at Pelosi and you will be 
vaporized or wish you had !

this is just being done by a power hungry very old senile hag, saying Look
at Me! 

Yes, I'll go with Pelosi is grandstanding to draw attention away from her 
personal corruption scandal. 

witch 



Crazy , corrupt Nancy is not worth a war in any way, shape, or form . This
is insane! 

This isn't going to end well... 

China accuses US of provocation 

Russia stands in 'absolute solidarity' with China – Kremlin 

The New Age Of Orwellianism https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-
age-orwellianism Remarkably, it is the same ideologues who are eager to
change the well-accepted definitions of “recession” and “inflation” who 
remain perplexed as to what exactly a “woman” is.

DRUDGEREPORT ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK 
National Security Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]

https://openai.com/blog/dall-e/
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ZELENSKY DRAGGED OVER VOGUE SHOOT... Russia To Quit Space 
Station… Will build rival… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-
to-quit-international-space-station-2024/ Kremlin to keep up gas squeeze 
on Europe... 

USA Leads Globally in Known Monkeypox Cases… More than 85% of 
Americans experience temps above 90… Extinction threat may be 
greater than previously thought, new global study finds… 
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-
greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/ The global 
extinction crisis underway may be more intense than previously thought 
as humans continue to tear up land, overuse certain resources and heat 
up the planet...Nearly one in three species of all kinds — 30% — face 
global extinction or have been driven to extinction since the year 1500, 
according to the new survey published in the journal "Frontiers in Ecology
and the Environment."

DRUDGE Earth records shortest day ever; Planet 'spinning faster'... 

GOOGLE NEWS *Scientists baffled as Earth spins faster than usual New 
York Post 
*Gravitas: Earth just completed a rotation in less than 24 hours! WION 
*NASA warns of horrific solar flares! Earth will be impacted HT Tech
*NASA Records Huge Flare From New, Active Region Emerging on Sun's 
Surface Newsweek

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 
ROGAN CALLS TRUMP MAN BABY; SAYS WAS ON DRUGS IN WHITE 
HOUSE...  FLASHBACK: THE HIGHEST OFFICE; ADDERALL JUNKIE...   
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https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office [trump the 
adderall/blow man baby] NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 
9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS
JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/jan-6-committee-doj-seek-footage-of-roger-stone-from-danish-filmmakers/ar-AAYOQgG
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https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-06-27/pentagon-blasts-putins-cavalier-nuclear-saber-rattling-as-russia-seeks-new-advantages-in-ukraine
https://thehill.com/homenews/house/3539911-aide-says-trump-knew-jan-6-attendees-had-weapons-theyre-not-here-to-hurt-me/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-threw-dishes-and-flipped-tablecloths-when-he-was-angry-ex-aide-testifies-2022-6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10962011/Meadows-told-aide-Cassidy-Hutchinson-January-6-read-real-bad-just-days-riot.html
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https://www.nationalreview.com/2022/06/cassidy-hutchinsons-testimony-against-trump-is-devastating/
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https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2022/06/alex-holder-trump-was-utterly-irrational-after-january-6.html
https://www.mediaite.com/news/liz-cheney-blasts-trump-over-jan-6-in-blistering-reagan-library-speech-praises-courage-of-bombshell-witness-cassidy-hutchinson/
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Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/gov-gavin-newsom-wins-big-in-california-could-he-be-president/ar-AAYgUlw
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https://apnews.com/article/climate-science-health-and-environment-4f23d928ea637d239147c0e4adbad6dc
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10934571/Oregon-Citys-mayoral-candidate-says-homeless-Japanese-style-pods-overdoses-rise.html
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/netanyahu-prepares-for-a-comeback-in-israel-e2-80-99s-next-elections/ar-AAYHWpl
https://metro.co.uk/2022/06/22/russian-colonel-who-carried-putins-nuclear-codes-briefcase-found-shot-16873192/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/experts-say-there-are-mounting-signs-that-the-kremlin-is-purging-its-top-generals-in-ukraine-the-latest-hint-of-deep-dysfunction-in-putin-s-army/ar-AAYKxsd
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/22/russian-novoshakhtinsk-oil-refinery-struck-drone-possible-attack-inside-borders
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/germany-trigger-phase-two-three-065910268.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/germany-looks-at-rationing-natural-gas-after-russia-cuts-supply-11655978153
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/23/russia-crimps-gas-flows-just-as-europe-races-to-stock-up-for-winter/
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/justice-department-raids-home-of-former-doj-official-at-center-of-jan-6-panel-s-investigation/ar-AAYNmvR


Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

ZEROHEDGE The Earth Just Started Spinning Faster Than Ever Before 
And Scientists Don't Know Why 
https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/earth-just-started-spinning-faster-
ever-and-scientists-dont-know-why Experts fear the consequences could 
be "devastating"... 

AP NEWS BIG STORIES APNews.com 

• Floods strike new blow in place that has known hardship   
JACKSON, Ky. (AP) — Evelyn Smith lost everything in the floods that
devastated eastern Kentucky, saving only her grandson's muddy 
tricycle. But she's not planning to leave the mountains that have 
been...Read More

• Wildfires in West explode in size amid hot, windy conditions   
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Wildfires in California and Montana exploded in 
size overnight amid windy, hot conditions and were quickly 
encroaching on neighborhoods, forcing evacuation orders for over 
100 homes...Read More

• New York City declares monkeypox a public health emergency   
NEW YORK (AP) — Officials in New York City declared a public 
health emergency due to the spread of the monkeypox virus 
Saturday, calling the city “the epicenter” of the outbreak....Read 
More 

DRUDGEREPORT ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK 
National Security Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-

https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-prediction-tiktok/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-prediction-tiktok/
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prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]
Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the 
Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, 
Slower And Dumber http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-
the-midst-of-a-mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-
slower-and-dumber/

Ranchers Are Selling Off Their Cattle In Unprecedented Numbers Due To 
The Drought, And That Has Enormous Implications For 2023
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Microplastics Are Literally Everywhere, And They Are An Existential 
Threat To The Future Of The Human Race 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/microplastics-are-literally-
everywhere-and-they-are-an-existential-threat-to-the-future-of-the-human-
race/ 

https://youtu.be/PSxihhBzCjk 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

DRUDGEREPORT China threatens 'strong measures' if Pelosi visits 
Taiwan...
Kissinger Warns Biden Against Endless Confrontation... 
Beijing Dumps $100 Billion Worth Of Treasuries... 

ZEROHEDGE These Are All The Countries Capable Of Launching Space 
Rockets https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-are-all-countries-
capable-launching-space-rockets 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 

YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
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stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 

5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' After US 
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Lawmaker Slams Zelensky

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
From Kosovo to Taiwan, Washington’s tried and trusted recipe for chaos 
rears its ugly head again   https://www.rt.com/news/560058-kosovo-taiwan-  
washingtons-chaos/ 

The US is in a recession and it’s worse than you think 
https://www.rt.com/business/560011-us-recession-fed-inflation/ 

Zelensky and US to blame for ‘bloodbath’ in Donbass – Russia 

Wall Street is collapsing – NYC mayor 

FBI manipulating domestic terror stats – whistleblowers 

US plunges into recession 

EU ban on Russian gas ‘impossible’ – Austria 

Kremlin comments on claims about Russian military casualties 

Zelensky’s Vogue photoshoot raises eyebrows 

Biden met with 14 of his son’s business associates – media 

NATO’s arsonist-in-chief Jens Stoltenberg wants the Western public to 
pay for a Ukrainian fire he helped to ignite 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

Russia to quit International Space Station after 2024 

Russia issues rebuke to Israel 

https://www.rt.com/news/559651-israel-russia-stance-unconstructive/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559652-space-station-quit-timeframe/
https://www.rt.com/news/559665-austria-lawmaker-sanctions-ukrainian-oligarchs/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559662-ukraine-plane-hijacking-peskov/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559598-jens-stoltenberg-calls-allies-pay/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559598-jens-stoltenberg-calls-allies-pay/
https://www.rt.com/news/559778-hunter-biden-joe-meetings/
https://www.rt.com/pop-culture/559771-zelensky-photoshoot-vogue-reactions/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559770-peskov-russia-losses-ukraine/
https://www.rt.com/business/559774-eu-ban-russian-gas-impossible/
https://www.rt.com/business/559790-us-enters-recession/
https://www.rt.com/news/559794-fbi-domestic-extremism-stats/
https://www.rt.com/business/559837-wall-street-collapsing-nyc-mayor/
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Grain deal won’t affect military op in Ukraine – Moscow 

UK candidates’ militancy and imperialism threaten to bring Britain down 

Kiev confirms arrival of heavy weapons from Germany 

US sends more weapons to Ukraine 

Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the fallout 
from their failed Russia policy 

EU eases sanctions on Russian oil exports 

Russia’s Lavrov talks Ukraine, sanctions and nuclear war with RT (FULL 
VIDEO) 

• Putin suggests motive behind Canada’s gas turbine delay   
• UN chief ‘under huge pressure’ over Ukraine – Russian FM   
• Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the   

fallout from their failed Russia policy Op-ed
• Zaporozhye Nuclear Power Plant attacked by Ukrainian drones   

Putin tells US to stop ‘looting’ Syria 

Former Russian president lists ‘Western sins’ 

Russian warns of ‘tougher’ terms for talks with Ukraine 

Dmitri Trenin: How a smart Middle East strategy can help Russia play a 
significant role in shaping the new world order 

Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 

IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 

https://www.rt.com/news/559096-germany-survival-new-path/
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Iran issues warning to US and Israel 

Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
industrial complex war monster’]

Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

HUFFPOST SUSPICIOUS: SECRET SERVICE CAN’T FIND JAN. 6 TEXTS! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/national-archives-deleted-secret-service-
texts_n_62d6c6bbe4b008a2d03f1ac4 [ Ooooh … the mystery of it all … 
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magical disappearance of text messages … could be ghosts … or 
gremlins … or salem witchcraft … WAKE UP! … AMERICA IS A TOTAL 
FRAUD! … AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 
MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). ]

The most intelligent, rational legal position:

Laurence Tribe, a Harvard law professor, argued that not holding Trump 
accountable would be equally harmful.

"I certainly recognize that indicting a former president would generate 
lots of social heat, perhaps violence," Tribe said. "But not indicting him 
would invite another violent insurrection."

Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All Incredibly Depressed. 
Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" Some very concerning 
market observations from Goldman trader John Flood discussing the real 
rot below the market surface: Monday was the lightest volume session of
the year with 9.32b shares trading across all US equity exchanges 
breaking previous low mark of 9.4b back on 7/11/22. YTD daily avg for 
shares traded across all US equity exchanges sits @ 12.5b. Monday was 
also the lightest notional trading session of the year w/ $392b trading vs 
ytd daily avg of $638b. Our desk was a 3 on 1 – 10 scale in terms of 
overall activity levels. I am personally taken aback by how resilient mkt 
has been over the past few weeks. I don’t see L/Os putting their ~$210b 
of cash to work. I am seeing them use pockets of strength to sell lower 
conviction more illiquid names in block form and raise even more cash. 

Trump comic-con-show 
https://www.facebook.com/reel/523496502845404/?
s=single_unit&__cft__[0]=AZWPFQ3WczUIfIkH48JzeY46IoAd31UE03J6BK
gdB2FnhC4ZMwHrSlFnIZRzSdcm0iOvj82iS31DRdv7o07VE1dKwlJ-
o8PrhTfe_ujCAUFuOSNPQHEmqhCXpuyaLM_w2FExUX2P3sub6YXf8JZ_JO
SnUwrv6N77_T472Z5wMAIl1mh2SytZjOOe004Qi410SWP8G3HBHdMEgTY
aaiWHeOxK&__tn__=H-R 
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ZEROHEDGE Pelosi Departs Taiwan After Whirlwind Tour As China 
Declares "Median Line" No Longer Exists Global Markets Slump With 
Terrified Traders Tracking Pelosi's Next Move Forget inflation, 
stagflation, recession, depression, earnings, Biden locked up in the 
basement with covid, and everything else: today's it all about whether 
Nancy Pelosi will start World War 3 when she lands in Taiwan in 3 hours. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/taiwans-independence-worth-war
Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just purely
on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant Fed 
policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls off a 
miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 

Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 

https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2022/07/09/trump_elon_musk_is_a_bullshit_artist.html
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5739130/elon-musk-twitter-sun-valley/
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ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 

https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/wharton-professor-jeremy-siegel-says-165148552.html
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hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
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come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE YAHOO Business 'The market is not the economy' and the 
July rally in the stock market was premature, top economist Mohamed El-
Erian says https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/market-not-economy-july-
rally-174829466.html El-Erian said a comment by Powell led investors to 
believe rate hikes would likely slow, but that's at odds with what the data
shows. Weak Manufacturing Surveys Signal 'Peak Inflation'; Plunge in 
Orders, Production, & Jobs https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/weak-
manufacturing-surveys-signal-peak-inflation-plunge-orders-production-
jobs "With the exception of pandemic lockdown periods, July saw US 
manufacturers report the toughest business conditions since 2009..." 

Biden's America: Too Broke To Bet?   Chicago PMI Unexpectedly Plunges   
To 2-Year Lows https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/chicago-pmi-
unexpectedly-plunges-2-year-lows ...stagflation signals as prices paid 
jumped and production and new orders fell... "Expert" Narratives Are 
Collapsing The house of cards continues to fall apart Yellen: "Recession"
Doesn't Mean What You Think It Means [ Riiight! ] Sentiment sours amid 
Kremlin updates, EU Energy deal & US-earnings in focus -   Delusional   
Biden Admin Front-Runs Recessionary GDP Print... By Redefining 
Recession https://www.zerohedge.com/political/delusional-biden-admin-
front-runs-recessionary-gdp-print-redefining-recession It's not a recession
until the White House gives economists on its payroll permission to 
declare it a recession... [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!] US PMI Crashes 
Into Contraction In July: "A Worrying Deterioration In The Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-pmi-crashes-contraction-july-
worrying-deterioration-economy "Excluding pandemic lockdown months, 
output is falling at a rate not seen since 2009 amid the global financial 
crisis..." There's An Amazing Glut Of Office Space In Every Major Metro 
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Area https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/theres-amazing-glut-office-
space-every-major-metro-area Occupancy is an engine of local 
economies. But there's a huge glut of space available... US Existing 
Home Sales Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses US Homebuilders 
Abandon Single-Families In June As They Brace For Rate Shock 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-builders-abandon-single-
family-home-startspermits-june-anticipating-renter ...multi-family starts 
and permits surged double-digits in June as single-family plunged... 
Homebuilder Confidence Collapses In July 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-confidence-
collapses-july ...the largest MoM drop (ex-COVID-lockdown) in history... 
Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
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the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
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Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE "You Can't Switch Off Death": German Crematoriums Warn 
Of Energy Crisis German Barge Traffic Slumps As Rhine Water Levels 
Near Record Lows "Miserable" German Retail Sales Crash The Most On 
Record As Europe Slumps Into Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/miserable-german-retail-sales-crash-
most-record-europe-slumps-recession Germany is "sinking into an 
increasingly steep downturn, adding to the region’s recession risks”. Gas
Levy Could Triple Household Heating Bills In Germany EU Consumer 
Confidence Crashes To Record Lows As German CPI Unexpectedly Re-
Accelerates "We Are In A Very Critical Moment": IMF Cuts Global GDP, 
Raises Inflation Outlook, Warns "World Teetering On Edge Of Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-are-very-critical-moment-imf-
cuts-global-gdp-raises-inflation-outlook-warns-world "It’s easy to cool off 
the economy when the economy is running hot. It’s much harder to 
reduce inflation when the economy is close to a recession." Germans 
Taking Fewer Showers In Response To Cost Of Living Crisis China And 
Japan Hold The Keys To Euro Recovery 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/china-and-japan-hold-keys-euro-
recovery While the direction of Europe’s economy continues to be a 
hostage to Russian energy -- as today’s dispiriting PMI numbers attest -- it
is the Asian nations of China and Japan who are in a position to alleviate 
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Europe’s capital-outflow problem and stabilize the euro. PMIs Signal 
Eurozone Recession Day After First ECB Rate-Hike In 11 Years 

19% Of The World's Population Lives In 'Chindia' (& Buys Russian Oil) 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/19-worlds-population-lives-
chindia-buys-russian-oil India is expected to become the most populous 
nation on Earth by mid-2023, surpassing China whose population growth 
has all but stopped.. Oil Surges After Biden Fails To Win Saudi Pledge To 
Pump More Crude These Are The Countries With The Highest Default Risk
The Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial Production Unexpectedly 
Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker month since September 
2021... David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 

Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 
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ZEROHEDGE Lying About The Economy Will Only Make The Coming Crash
Worse Senior Economist 'Fact Checked' By Facebook For Saying US Is In 
Recession https://www.zerohedge.com/political/senior-economist-fact-
checked-facebook-saying-us-recession “We live in an Orwellian hell-
scape.” [Yes, we do!] Here’s why you shouldn’t invest in ETFs. UMich 
Inflation Expectations Rose Intra-Month, Democrats' Confidence Drops 
Further Inflation, Recession Or Both? Reporter Exposes White House's 
Blatant Redefining Of "Recession" Yellen: "Recession" Doesn't Mean 
What You Think It Means Gold & The Upcoming Recession Luongo: None 
Dare Call It A Recession Lest The Democrats Lose The Mid-Terms 
Democrats Prepare To Unleash Hell On Fed Chair Powell For The Coming 
Recession "2023 Will Be A Year From Hell" - Martin Armstrong Warns Of 
Inflation-Driven Civil-Unrest 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/2023-will-be-year-hell-martin-
armstrong-warns-inflation-driven-civil-unrest "...you are looking at 
revolutions... The euro looks like death warmed over... This is just not 
over yet." "Japanese Economy Continues To Crater "- Another Casualty 
Of The Energy Crisis The Danger Of Drought In Europe 
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/danger-drought-europe ...the current 
heatwave is bound to further exacerbate water shortages in Southern and
Southeast Europe... Record-Breaking Heat In Europe Meanwhile, 
Southern Europe is also experiencing extreme heat that has caused 
wildfires... UK Records Hottest Day Ever Amid Heat Apocalypse   "Heat   
Apocalypse" Blasts Europe As UK And France Brace For Hottest Days On 
Record   https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/heat-apocalypse-blasts-  
europe-uk-and-france-brace-hottest-days-record "Today and tomorrow will
be one of the worst, if not the worst heatwave events in the modern 
history of western Europe." The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 
2022 http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In 
Government Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 
4Chan Found After Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
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Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
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trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE Pay Attention; This Is Not The '70s 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/pay-attention-not-70s In the late 
70s, P/Es on stocks were in the single digits, and debt levels were 
negligible. Today, valuations are nearly four times those levels, and debt 
as a percentage of GDP is at levels considered unthinkable not that long 
ago... Chinese Jets Buzz Taiwan Strait, Govt Websites Hit By 
Cyberattack With Pelosi Plane En Route War on China: the real target are 
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the American people China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off Taiwan With US 
Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia Nuclear War 
Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security Advisor China's 
Army Posts "Get Ready For War!" Message On Social Media, State 
Mouthpiece Says PLA Has "Right" To Intercept Pelosi's Plane Inflation, 
Recession Or Both? [BOTH!] Welcome To The Biden Recession: Q2 GDP 
"Unexpectedly" Shrinks 0.9%, 2nd Consecutive Decline Peter Schiff: The 
White House Recession Denial https://www.zerohedge.com/political/peter-
schiff-white-house-recession-denial "When you’re losing, just change the 
rules of the game, then declare victory.” Recession? All Of A Sudden 
Yield Spreads Are Collapsing https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/no-
recession-all-sudden-yield-spreads-are-collapsing … we suggest 
continuing to follow risk management protocols until indicators indicate 
a reversal of that economic risk.

1. Tighten up stop-loss levels to current support levels for each position. 

2. Hedge portfolios against significant market declines. 

3. Take profits in positions that have been big winners 

4. Sell laggards and losers. 

5. Raise cash and rebalance portfolios to target weightings.

Peter Schiff: It's Getting Harder To Deny Recession Reality 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-schiff-its-getting-harder-deny-
recession-reality "This should be obvious, but people have been in denial 
about the weakness in the economy..." Wall Street's Biggest Bear: One 
Down, But Two More Things Must Happen Before Stocks Bottom 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/wall-streets-biggest-bear-one-down-
two-more-things-must-happen-stocks-bottom Recession reflections 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/everyoneknows [ Recession 
is coming but everyone knows it ] The Number Of Americans Filing For 
First-Time Unemployment Claims Soared To 8-Month-Highs Last Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/number-americans-filing-
first-time-unemployment-claims-soared-8-month-highs-last ...and 
continuing claims are the highest since April... US Existing Home Sales 
Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses Sinkhole 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sinkhole "At present, the 2s10s 
spread is –18 bps. This is indicative of a recession 12-18 months ahead, 
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which means the second half of 2023. Note that we have been 
forecasting a recession for 2023H2 since April." Recession Already Here 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-may-already-be-here The 
debate about recession risk is pointless.We are already in a recession... 
The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
an odd beast in any case. 

Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 

idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
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- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE China Summons US Ambassador Overnight, Says 
Washington "Must Pay The Price" EOAD Are Chinese Tanks Massing On 
The Shores Of Fujian Because An Invasion Is Imminent? 8-2-22 We Were 
Specifically Warned About This Coming War With China All The Way Back 
In The 1990 ZH Here Are All The Latest Taiwan Headlines 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-
headlines All the latest news in the extremely fluid Taiwan theater of pre-
war. 'US Military Moving Assets', Markets Stall On Reports Pelosi To Visit 
Taiwan Tuesday https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-sink-pelosi-
taiwan-headlines Pelosi is reportedly expected to land in Taiwan on 
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Tuesday night, and meet lawmakers on Wednesday. China Launches Live-
Fire Drills Off Taiwan With US Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En 
Route To Asia Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National 
Security Advisor China Is Issuing The Same "Red Line" Warnings About 
Taiwan That Russia Issued About Ukraine THE SUN AI predicts last selfie
on Earth… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-
earth-prediction-tiktok/ EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To 
Absolutely Love It When War With China Erupts 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-industrial-complex-is-
going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-erupts/ ZH Russia Unveils
Large-Scale Military Exercises In East, Signaling Force Strength 
'Unaffected' By Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-
unveils-large-scale-eastern-military-exercises-signaling-force-strength-
unaffected Prior "Vostok" (East) drills included sizable Chinese PLA 
military participation... If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End 
Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm

How A Russian Gas Freeze Would Curtail European GDPs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/how-russian-gas-freeze-would-
curtail-european-gdps ...a complete shut-off from the Russian side would 
have disastrous effects for European economies... Ukraine Moves To 
Criminalize Russian Passport Application there is a lot of Ukrainian blood 
on the red Russian passport [What?] Russia Boasts It's Already Taken 
Out 4 US-Supplied Long Range Rocket Systems Russia Informs Turkey It 
Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa Port Attack It's Official: Russia And 
China Announce "New Global Reserve Currency" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-22/its-official-russia-and-china-
announce-new-global-reserve-currency And once again no one has 
noticed and no one seems to care. [ Yes, it’s official; NEW WORLD 
ORDER! ]

Pelosi: Pentagon Might Be Worried China Would Shoot Down Her Plane If 
She Visits Taiwan AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant 
Corruption' After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky US "Started" The Ukraine
Crisis, China Says, In Fiercest Official Criticism Yet 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-started-ukraine-crisis-china-
says-fiercest-official-criticism-yet "As the one who started the Ukraine 
crisis & the biggest factor fueling it..." [ Yes...Sadly, that is indisputably 
true; it’s the american way.] Russia Plans 'Annexation Votes' For 
Captured Ukraine Territories By Mid-September: Report Russia Resumes 
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Nord Stream Natural Gas Deliveries To Europe "...likely to lead to a 
collective sigh of relief from not just the European gas market, but from 
the wider economy," Russia Declares War Goals Have Expanded After 
West Pumped More Arms Into Ukraine Strengthening Ties With Iran, Putin
Meets With Supreme Leader In Tehran 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/strengthening-ties-iran-putin-
meets-supreme-leader-tehran “Our relations are developing at a good 
pace,” said Putin 

Putin Says Russia Will Honor Gas Commitment But Flows Will Drop As 
Much As 20% Of Capacity Vladimir Putin warned that flows via the Nord 
Stream pipeline could be curbed soon if sanctions prevent additional 
maintenance on its components Russian Military Given Formal Order To 
Target Ukraine's Long-Range Weapons From US 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-issues-formal-order-military-
target-ukraines-long-range-weapons-us Ukraine officials called the 
HIMARS a "game-changer"... [Riiight] Gazprom Declares Force Majeure, 
Will Halt Gas Flows To Germany Indefinitely "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”

Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
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Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
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the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
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said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
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ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
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you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com
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[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

POST: FIRST MOON LANDING
NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 
Fake-NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv

http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm     

Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
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yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

Al Peia

Riiight...and they haven't been back because...oh yeah, they got rid of 
their Saturn rockets ... and, they were in the past but not in the 
present/future impervious to radiation; ie., van allen belt, etc.. Oh, they 
probably could do it now, arguably; they're working on it. But, of course, 
Mars is quite another thing. The amounts of money for these 
boondoggles/frauds are staggering; yet, pale in comparison to the frauds 
on wall street. YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand 
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act... ].

albertpeia.com 

https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-house-trading-2021-9?fbclid=IwAR09dFVyNoZm5AbSc6RvuLX7_txNfPp6HYV8SBSjQeJPd8_JdRMongZa5Og
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ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 
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Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
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infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
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The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 
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ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

CNN Murdoch's New York Post dumps Trump, calling him 'unworthy to be 
chief executive again'

MSNBC Joe: Trump's biggest enablers were begging him to stop. How is 

https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/joe-trump-s-biggest-enablers-were-begging-him-to-stop-how-is-he-not-already-in-jail-144579141716
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he not already in jail? Morning Joe

Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 
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https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/joe-trump-s-biggest-enablers-were-begging-him-to-stop-how-is-he-not-already-in-jail-144579141716


DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
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by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
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and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky [ america’s kind of 
place! ]

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
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be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
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post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
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gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
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running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
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such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It When War 
With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-
industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-
erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]
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THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 

https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/10/fired-fox-news-editor-chris-stirewalt-to-testify-at-jan-6-riot-committee-hearing.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/media/3519284-nearly-20m-watched-jan-6-hearing-nielsen
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-calls-deadly-insurrection-greatest-193328621.html
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/breaking-trumps-shocking-comments-that-pence-deserved-to-be-hanged-on-jan-6-revealed-at-hearing/
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UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-08/times-these-second-passport-makes-lot-sense
https://www.msn.com/en-xl/news/other/china-will-not-hesitate-to-start-war-over-taiwan-beijing-tells-us/ar-AAYisrt
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10901419/McCarthy-says-country-responsible-Jan-6-pressed-Trumps-fault.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-and-unreleased-video-expected-to-be-focus-of-first-jan-6-hearing/ar-AAYfFly
https://apnews.com/article/jan-6-capitol-riot-hearings-live-updates-eefb79f2cffb705f04bf43ea164db20f


ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 
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ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 

https://www.facebook.com/susan.blank?__cft__[0]=AZVGvhjiSxGnjWz-LN1hLrt-aZERuH0PnG03UnsNEqhUcmu8tji41KXA8gSPX1OdMtaxPYgX5zHqHLdFB47IYBha_VhuUIONFV7lhrhbMfxB3fUSiPJAMdbT-Ekkqx2RcIH6jVbHjnRdnwyLewnxvu_HCG_Le8GADYmNiVTogj9heg&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
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AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-

https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMITuzgEw4fQo?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEOZg_vcDzZRpYUphDpbeHgUqGAgEKg8IACoHCAowhO7OATDh9CgwvaadAg?uo=CAUiM2h0dHBzOi8vYXBuZXdzLmNvbS9mMGJkYzZiMDcwOGUzMTM5YmRhNzYzYjRlOWNjMDJkNNIBAA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/
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https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10962011/Meadows-told-aide-Cassidy-Hutchinson-January-6-read-real-bad-just-days-riot.html
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

YAHOO We are seeing evidence that Donald Trump committed treason. 
Where is Merrick Garland? https://www.yahoo.com/news/seeing-evidence-
donald-trump-committed-100000305.html How many more Republican 
former officials have to come forward for the attorney general to act? 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com
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8-2-22
Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
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partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
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(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 



proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
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ZEROHEDGE Goldman Jumps As Traders Spark Q2 Revenue Beat But 
Total Earnings Plunge 47% Amid Major Investment Losses 
DRUDGE Hope for depositors dwindles as crypto lender files for 
bankruptcy... 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Pelosi 'Appears To Have Taken Advantage' Of 
Inside Information: Former Dallas Fed Chief Fisher Artificial Wealth Vs 
GDP: Why Earnings & The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
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hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
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official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT 
How Pandemic Changed Americans' Health for Worse… 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-covid-19-pandemic-changed-
americans-health-for-the-worse-11659260165 Heart disease and drug 
overdoses are among afflictions exacting a higher toll than before [ More 
than 1 million; 350 per day ]

More cities mull indoor masking… Indoor mask rules expected next week 
as L.A. virus wave worsens... Fauci Annual Pension Payout Exceeds 
POTUS Salary… Republicans plot Fauci probe… [Incompetent, greedy 
guinea] Covid Rises Across USA Amid Muted Warnings and Murky Data… 
WHO: Covid triples across Europe; Hospitalizations double... MONKEYPOX
PANDEMIC? WHO TO RECONVENE Most Americans Now in Areas With 
High Virus Levels… Deaths in LA rising as ultra-contagious subva  riants   
spread… https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-
covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 'Several hundred 
thousand' new covid cases a day NOT reported; Hospitalizations 
climbing... https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-
thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-
keep-climbing-11657298622 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths substantially exceed 
2021 numbers]
125,601 AUG 01 2022
79,775 AUG 01 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
440 AUG 01 2022
362 AUG 01 2021 
DALLAS TURNS HOTSPOT... 
New variant 'Centaurus' detected... 
Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 20% effective 
after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at 
Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as 
Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... Ultra-
contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
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Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 

UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

DRUDGEREPORT 
RECESSION 2022: Americans Buying More Essentials at Dollar Stores... 
Dollar-Store Dinners and Vats of Shampoo… 
61% now living paycheck to paycheck... 
Inflation Everywhere -- Even Commercials... 
Home prices cooling at record pace...
ORACLE layoffs... 

https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/oracle-starts-job-cuts-in-u.s.-the-information
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/01/home-prices-cooled-at-record-pace-in-june-according-to-housing-data-firm.html
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https://www.jpost.com/international/article-709799
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5682058/urgent-warning-anyone-attending-mass-gatherings-weekend/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/monkeypox-town-hall-new-york
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5674230/uk-covid-cases-heading-for-record-high-zoe/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.yahoo.com/now/covid-could-screw-worse-reinfection-084337273.html
https://www.studyfinds.org/covid-19-meat-in-freezer-weeks/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/08/ba5-become-this-summers-subvariant


UN warns humanity 'one miscalculation away from nuclear annihilation'…
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-
danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html 
US Aircraft Carrier, Amphibious Assault Ships Operating Near Taiwan... 
PUTIN: USA MAIN THREAT TO RUSSIA [ Truth be told, USA MAIN THREAT
TO RUSSIA, CHINA, USA, WORLD ] 
CNN: SHE'S GOING 
CHINA MILITARY WARNING 
TAIWAN READIES FOR CONFLICT 
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-
leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war 

Midterm Misery for Biden? Key Economy Gauge Flags 30-Seat Loss... 
Corporations on front lines say cracks forming... https://www.msn.com/en-
us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-
cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc In Silicon Valley, profits at tech 
companies like Google and Apple generally beat expectations, but 
executives said there are signs of some niche slowing in consumer 
spending. Consumer products giant Procter & Gamble said it is expecting
a tougher 2023, although it’s still raising prices. Mastercard said 
spending was steady among the wealthy, but slowing among lower-
income customers 
INFLATION NOW HIGHEST SINCE 1982...
Retail's 'Dark Side': Inventory Piles Up... 
White House insists economy strong as allies grow uneasy about Fed...
Yellen denies recession...
Inflation highest since 1982... 
Big Tech Results Spotlight Breadth of Upheaval... 
RECESSION 2022 
GDP 2ND STRAIGHT QUARTERLY DROP 
Yield curve flashing more warning signs of risks ahead...
FED HIKES AGAIN... MORE TO COME...
VOX layoffs; Tech firms tighten belts...
FACEBOOK First Ever Revenue Drop...
COMCAST Broadband Growth Grinds to Halt...
BEST BUY latest retailer to cut outlook...
100 Wealthiest Americans Lose $622 Billion Since November... 

WORLD'S BIGGEST CONSUMER NAMES ANNOUNCE SOARING PRICE 
INCREASES... 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://bnanews102.bna.com/daily-tax-report/the-100-wealthiest-americans-lost-622-billion-since-november
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/best-buys-shares-fall-10percent-as-it-cuts-its-forecast-for-second-quarter-cites-weaker-demand.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/comcast-earnings-2q-2022.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/meta-facebook-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658883684
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/27/vox-media-layoffs-economic-uncertainty
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11054989/Fed-rate-hike-Central-bank-raises-key-rate-0-75-points.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/fed-decision-july-2022-.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/analysis-u-yield-curve-flashing-211417380.html
https://apnews.com/article/united-states-economy-economic-growth-government-and-politics-4ffd93331422cb131a974223dad5825f
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/gdp-q2-.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/from-apple-to-microsoft-big-tech-results-spotlight-breadth-of-economic-upheaval-11659094604
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/yellen-says-the-economy-is-not-in-a-recession-despite-gdp-slump.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/white-house-insists-economy-is-strong-as-allies-grow-uneasy-about-fed/ar-AA105XbV
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/30/retails-dark-side-as-inventory-piles-up-liquidation-warehouses-are-busy/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.pginvestor.com/financial-reporting/press-releases/news-details/2022/PG-Announces-Fourth-Quarter-and-Fiscal-Year-2022-Results/default.aspx
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/midterm-misery-biden-key-economy-111529922.html
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://news.yahoo.com/china-warns-military-not-sit-075623828.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/01/politics/nancy-pelosi-taiwan-visit/index.html
https://www.yahoo.com/video/putin-says-russian-navy-hypersonic-084124580.html
https://news.usni.org/2022/08/01/carrier-uss-ronald-reagan-two-f-35b-big-decks-operating-near-taiwan-as-pelosi-arrives-in-singapore-china-renews-threats
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11069863/UN-warns-humanity-danger-nuclear-annihilation-extraordinarily-lucky-far.html


Inflation hits bodega favorite: Bacon, egg and cheese... 
Half Americans fall deeper in debt...
SHOPIFY cuts staff; Tech firms tighten belts ...
GOOGLE Growth Slows as Pressures Mount on Ad Market...
$9.4 Trillion Results Day Looms in Test for Stock Market...
Pending home sales fall 20%... 
Economist: Prices to Plunge… 
Fed Readies Largest Rate Hikes Since Volcker... Developing... 

Difficulty Paying Bills Tops Pandemic High...
Inflation Altering Shopping Habits...
Fed set for ANOTHER big rate hike...
WALMART cuts outlook...
ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms... 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

2 Americans dead in Donbas… Apocalyptic vision behind Putin 'golden 
billion' argument… [ From my direct observation and experience, 
pervasively mentally ill, corrupt, criminal america is indisputably the 
globally destructive bad guy. That is so ab initio! ]
U.S., allies weigh providing Ukraine fighter jets to counter Russia… 
Putin 'too healthy' says CIA chief... https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-
putin-health/ “Ukrainian, US, and British would-be media professionals 
have been spreading bogus stories about the president’s health condition
in recent months. This is all hoax,” he said. 
Ukraine graft concerns resurface as war goes on... China threatens 
'strong measures' if Pelosi visits Taiwan… Looming Gas Crunch Poses 
'Historic Test' for Europe, IEA Says… Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With 
Iran, Turkey in Rare Trip Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More 
Aggressive Phase of Ukraine War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... 
China satellite swarms hunt down and destroy enemy targets… Russia 
building laser weapon to disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke
attack preparedness PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts 
photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as 
pipeline from Russia shuts off… Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to 
citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/russian-doomsday-submarine-armed-nuclear-drones-service
https://news.yahoo.com/relentless-russian-shelling-east-ukraine-073615708.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-pleads-weapons-war-spotlight-043837619.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/07/16/russia-ukraine-war-putin-news-live-updates/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-zelenskyy-government-and-politics-494af1bc0145fb2d16c76b0abf3f5cda
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.euronews.com/2022/07/21/vladimir-putin-entirely-too-healthy-says-cia-chief
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/us-allies-weigh-providing-ukraine-fighter-jets-to-counter-russia/ar-AAZNC4L
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://thehill.com/policy/international/russia/3571651-two-americans-dead-in-donbas-region-of-ukraine/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://news.yahoo.com/walmart-cuts-profit-outlook-inflation-204311068.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fed-inflict-more-pain-economy-130000297.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/26/more-signs-emerge-that-inflation-is-altering-shopping-habits/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/difficulty-paying-bills-tops-pandemic-191151129.html
https://ca.news.yahoo.com/fed-readies-largest-rate-hikes-100116313.html
https://nypost.com/2022/07/26/us-home-prices-to-plunge-substantially-on-cratering-demand/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/pending-home-sales-fell-20percent-in-june-versus-a-year-earlier-as-mortgage-rates-soared.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/9-4-trillion-results-day-075131597.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-alphabet-googl-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658802135
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/shopify-sinks-12percent-after-company-plans-to-lay-off-10percent-of-workers.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/nearly-half-of-americans-fall-deeper-in-debt-as-inflation-boosts-costs.html
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-new-york-prices-bd26a709a13cbccce503b2e986301edb


eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   
Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
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https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl


SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...

https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa


ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/abortion-ruling-highlights-diverging-paths-of-justices-john-roberts-samuel-alito-11656149400
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html


'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

SOME POSTED REACTIONS TO PELOSI TAIWAN VISIT:

the ho is in taiwan china bluffed.... 

D O N 'T  A L L O W  T H A T  H A G  T O  I N T E R F E R E  W I T H  Y O U R  S O V E R E I G N T Y . 

T h e s e  w e s t e r n  b a s t a r d s  M U S T  b e  p u t  i n  t h e i r  p l a c e . 

Let her land, then arrest her. That should wipe the smirk off of the 
Democrats, and Republican's faces. 

Neocons are mad dogs 

https://www.politico.com/news/2022/07/04/recession-talk-surges-in-washington-00043818
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/stimulus-checks-rewired-how-some-americans-see-money.html
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2022/06/17/bidens-america-sriracha-peanut-butter-latest-items-short-supply/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/travel/news/americans-are-starting-to-pull-back-on-travel-and-restaurants/ar-AAYBEka
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-sinks-below-20000-as-crypto-meltdown-intensifies.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-price-drops-below-18600-as-sell-off-accelerates.html
https://theankler.com/p/pod-hollywoods-economic-armageddon#details
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/once-feted-for-pandemic-heroics-worlds-central-banks-now-face-an-uneasy-crowd-0
https://news.yahoo.com/shock-swiss-rate-hike-sets-015937838.html
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/20/politics/supreme-court-june-preview/index.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-companies-start-to-rescind-job-offers-11655865283
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms


I'm sure they booked her a room with a broom closet. 

Pelosi looks like a witch from hades. Set a couple dozen drones against 
her plane path and see if they collide. If successful call it a good day. 

American gangsters do not stop their bullying, they must be stopped at 
all costs. 

Hope the old wrinkle gets it. One says that wisdom grows with age but 
there seem to be exceptions. Mainly in the USA. 

USA would very much like to start another proxy war without any risk for 
their people and military.
But will the Taiwanese prove foolish enough to sacrifice themselves by 
doing a favour to the puppet master? 

Will she be handing out cookies? 

I hope that China blows her plane out the sky. 

really wish china follows through with shooting down this thing's plane 

She looks like Vomit 

Who said Medusah was a fantasy, one look at Pelosi and you will be 
vaporized or wish you had !

this is just being done by a power hungry very old senile hag, saying Look
at Me! 

Yes, I'll go with Pelosi is grandstanding to draw attention away from her 
personal corruption scandal. 

witch 

Crazy , corrupt Nancy is not worth a war in any way, shape, or form . This
is insane! 

This isn't going to end well... 



China accuses US of provocation 

Russia stands in 'absolute solidarity' with China – Kremlin 

The New Age Of Orwellianism https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-
age-orwellianism Remarkably, it is the same ideologues who are eager to
change the well-accepted definitions of “recession” and “inflation” who 
remain perplexed as to what exactly a “woman” is.

DRUDGEREPORT ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK 
National Security Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]

ZELENSKY DRAGGED OVER VOGUE SHOOT... Russia To Quit Space 
Station… Will build rival… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-
to-quit-international-space-station-2024/ Kremlin to keep up gas squeeze 
on Europe... 

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/kremlin-keep-gas-squeeze-europe-130034112.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/kremlin-keep-gas-squeeze-europe-130034112.html
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-to-quit-international-space-station-2024/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-to-quit-international-space-station-2024/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-to-quit-international-space-station-2024/
https://www.ndtv.com/world-news/russia-to-quit-international-space-station-after-2024-news-agency-afp-quoting-official-3195166
https://www.ndtv.com/world-news/russia-to-quit-international-space-station-after-2024-news-agency-afp-quoting-official-3195166
https://www.tmz.com/2022/07/27/ukraine-president-volodymyr-zelensky-dragged-vogue-cover-shoot/
https://openai.com/blog/dall-e/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-prediction-tiktok/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-prediction-tiktok/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-prediction-tiktok/
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/nuclear-war-threat-higher-cold-war-uk-national-security-advisor
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/nuclear-war-threat-higher-cold-war-uk-national-security-advisor
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-age-orwellianism
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-age-orwellianism
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-age-orwellianism
https://www.rt.com/news/560065-russia-pelosi-taiwan-visit/
https://www.rt.com/news/560075-china-us-taiwan-provocation/


USA Leads Globally in Known Monkeypox Cases… More than 85% of 
Americans experience temps above 90… Extinction threat may be 
greater than previously thought, new global study finds… 
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-
greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/ The global 
extinction crisis underway may be more intense than previously thought 
as humans continue to tear up land, overuse certain resources and heat 
up the planet...Nearly one in three species of all kinds — 30% — face 
global extinction or have been driven to extinction since the year 1500, 
according to the new survey published in the journal "Frontiers in Ecology
and the Environment."

DRUDGE Earth records shortest day ever; Planet 'spinning faster'... 

GOOGLE NEWS *Scientists baffled as Earth spins faster than usual New 
York Post 
*Gravitas: Earth just completed a rotation in less than 24 hours! WION 
*NASA warns of horrific solar flares! Earth will be impacted HT Tech
*NASA Records Huge Flare From New, Active Region Emerging on Sun's 
Surface Newsweek

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 
ROGAN CALLS TRUMP MAN BABY; SAYS WAS ON DRUGS IN WHITE 
HOUSE...  FLASHBACK: THE HIGHEST OFFICE; ADDERALL JUNKIE...   
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office [trump the 
adderall/blow man baby] NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 
9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
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11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS
JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 

https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/3543867-71-percent-dont-want-biden-to-run-for-reelection-poll/
https://www.bnnbloomberg.ca/biden-s-planned-nomination-of-anti-abortion-judge-outrages-left-1.1786795
https://news.yahoo.com/pressure-builds-biden-turn-executive-110034433.html
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https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.mediaite.com/news/mitt-romney-calls-out-americas-national-malady-of-denial-warns-that-a-return-to-trump-would-render-it-incurable/
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2022/07/mitt-romney-republican-denial-biden-election/661468/
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2022/jun/30/poll-americans-guns-against-government
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-s-new-money-maker-political-speeches-to-fans/ar-AAZjhDL
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https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/twitter-announces-mass-layoffs-17291249.php
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/12/half-of-g-o-p-voters-ready-to-leave-trump-behind-poll-finds/
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https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/bonds-slump-inflation-surge-fuels-130720879.html
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-prices-consumer-74e1a5c9bced40460e4079f62e980095
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/economy/inflation-producer-index-june-near-highest-record


71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
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https://www.ajc.com/politics/breaking-kemp-to-testify-in-fulton-co-trump-probe/PXZ4ZEMJRJCSTCJJBYVU6IK7EU/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/justice-department-raids-home-of-former-doj-official-at-center-of-jan-6-panel-s-investigation/ar-AAYNmvR
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/jan-6-committee-doj-seek-footage-of-roger-stone-from-danish-filmmakers/ar-AAYOQgG
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/jan-6-panel-to-hone-in-on-trumps-efforts-to-meddle-at-doj-00041708
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/bill-barr-suggests-trump-came-very-close-to-staying-in-power-im-not-sure-we-would-have-had-a-transition-at-all/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/23/politics/trump-jan-6-documentary-footage-pence-25th-amendment/index.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-holder-jan-6-documentarian-says-trump-had-secret-air-force-one-call-with-putin-just-before-election
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-holder-jan-6-documentarian-says-trump-had-secret-air-force-one-call-with-putin-just-before-election
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-middle-east-africa-56399743fe9ad28692c88c007bb901d6
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https://finance.yahoo.com/news/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-230100860.html
https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-06-27/pentagon-blasts-putins-cavalier-nuclear-saber-rattling-as-russia-seeks-new-advantages-in-ukraine
https://thehill.com/homenews/house/3539911-aide-says-trump-knew-jan-6-attendees-had-weapons-theyre-not-here-to-hurt-me/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-threw-dishes-and-flipped-tablecloths-when-he-was-angry-ex-aide-testifies-2022-6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10962011/Meadows-told-aide-Cassidy-Hutchinson-January-6-read-real-bad-just-days-riot.html
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https://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/donald-trump
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/us-news/donald-trump-played-song-cats-27355368
https://www.mediaite.com/news/secret-service-is-reportedly-prepared-to-testify-trump-didnt-try-to-commandeer-limo-on-jan-6-despite-hutchinson-account/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/secret-service-is-reportedly-prepared-to-testify-trump-didnt-try-to-commandeer-limo-on-jan-6-despite-hutchinson-account/
https://www.nationalreview.com/2022/06/cassidy-hutchinsons-testimony-against-trump-is-devastating/
https://kdhnews.com/news/politics/explosive-jan-6-hearing-delivers-political-blow-to-trump-that-his-rivals-couldnt-land/article_dd6737d4-bad9-555b-a613-97c29f9c9b81.html
https://kdhnews.com/news/politics/explosive-jan-6-hearing-delivers-political-blow-to-trump-that-his-rivals-couldnt-land/article_dd6737d4-bad9-555b-a613-97c29f9c9b81.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/30/gop-megadonors-turn-on-trump-look-for-2024-alternatives-after-jan-6-hearings.html
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2022/06/alex-holder-trump-was-utterly-irrational-after-january-6.html
https://www.mediaite.com/news/liz-cheney-blasts-trump-over-jan-6-in-blistering-reagan-library-speech-praises-courage-of-bombshell-witness-cassidy-hutchinson/
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/editorials/trump-proven-unfit-for-power-again
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/editorials/trump-proven-unfit-for-power-again
https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/biden-approval-rating/
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/3543867-71-percent-dont-want-biden-to-run-for-reelection-poll/


Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-house-2024-00041704
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-house-2024-00041704
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/gov-gavin-newsom-wins-big-in-california-could-he-be-president/ar-AAYgUlw
https://www.wsj.com/articles/january-6-trump-voters-election-fraud-lies-2024-presidential-candidate-hillary-clinton-11655415629
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https://www.sfgate.com/politics/article/The-Atlantic-dreams-about-Newsom-replacing-Biden-17249234.php
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3529645-watergate-prosecutor-georgia-case-could-send-donald-trump-to-prison/
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/trump-asked-if-he-expects-to-be-taken-out-of-mar-a-lago-in-shackles/ar-AAYE04i
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-poll/story?id=85482369
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-poll/story?id=85482369
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-poll/story?id=85482369
https://apnews.com/article/climate-science-health-and-environment-4f23d928ea637d239147c0e4adbad6dc
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10934571/Oregon-Citys-mayoral-candidate-says-homeless-Japanese-style-pods-overdoses-rise.html
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-2021-homicide-totals/
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https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/putin-says-russia-building-new-27282336
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/putin-says-russia-building-new-27282336
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/netanyahu-prepares-for-a-comeback-in-israel-e2-80-99s-next-elections/ar-AAYHWpl
https://metro.co.uk/2022/06/22/russian-colonel-who-carried-putins-nuclear-codes-briefcase-found-shot-16873192/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/experts-say-there-are-mounting-signs-that-the-kremlin-is-purging-its-top-generals-in-ukraine-the-latest-hint-of-deep-dysfunction-in-putin-s-army/ar-AAYKxsd
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/22/russian-novoshakhtinsk-oil-refinery-struck-drone-possible-attack-inside-borders
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/germany-trigger-phase-two-three-065910268.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/germany-looks-at-rationing-natural-gas-after-russia-cuts-supply-11655978153
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/23/russia-crimps-gas-flows-just-as-europe-races-to-stock-up-for-winter/


ZEROHEDGE The Earth Just Started Spinning Faster Than Ever Before 
And Scientists Don't Know Why 
https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/earth-just-started-spinning-faster-
ever-and-scientists-dont-know-why Experts fear the consequences could 
be "devastating"... 

ZEROHEDGE Here Are All The Latest Taiwan Headlines 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-
headlines All the latest news in the extremely fluid Taiwan theater of pre-
war. 

AP NEWS BIG STORIES APNews.com 

• Floods strike new blow in place that has known hardship   
JACKSON, Ky. (AP) — Evelyn Smith lost everything in the floods that
devastated eastern Kentucky, saving only her grandson's muddy 
tricycle. But she's not planning to leave the mountains that have 
been...Read More

• Wildfires in West explode in size amid hot, windy conditions   
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Wildfires in California and Montana exploded in 
size overnight amid windy, hot conditions and were quickly 
encroaching on neighborhoods, forcing evacuation orders for over 
100 homes...Read More

• New York City declares monkeypox a public health emergency   
NEW YORK (AP) — Officials in New York City declared a public 
health emergency due to the spread of the monkeypox virus 
Saturday, calling the city “the epicenter” of the outbreak....Read 
More 

DRUDGEREPORT ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK 
National Security Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-

https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-prediction-tiktok/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-prediction-tiktok/
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/nuclear-war-threat-higher-cold-war-uk-national-security-advisor
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/nuclear-war-threat-higher-cold-war-uk-national-security-advisor
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prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]
Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the 
Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, 
Slower And Dumber http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-
the-midst-of-a-mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-
slower-and-dumber/

Ranchers Are Selling Off Their Cattle In Unprecedented Numbers Due To 
The Drought, And That Has Enormous Implications For 2023
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Microplastics Are Literally Everywhere, And They Are An Existential 
Threat To The Future Of The Human Race 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/microplastics-are-literally-
everywhere-and-they-are-an-existential-threat-to-the-future-of-the-human-
race/ 

https://youtu.be/PSxihhBzCjk 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

DRUDGEREPORT China threatens 'strong measures' if Pelosi visits 
Taiwan...
Kissinger Warns Biden Against Endless Confrontation... 
Beijing Dumps $100 Billion Worth Of Treasuries... 

ZEROHEDGE These Are All The Countries Capable Of Launching Space 
Rockets https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-are-all-countries-
capable-launching-space-rockets 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/china-has-dumped-over-100-billion-usts-last-6-months
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 

YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
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stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 

5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' After US 
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Lawmaker Slams Zelensky

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
The US is in a recession and it’s worse than you think 
https://www.rt.com/business/560011-us-recession-fed-inflation/ 

Zelensky and US to blame for ‘bloodbath’ in Donbass – Russia 

Wall Street is collapsing – NYC mayor 

FBI manipulating domestic terror stats – whistleblowers 

US plunges into recession 

EU ban on Russian gas ‘impossible’ – Austria 

Kremlin comments on claims about Russian military casualties 

Zelensky’s Vogue photoshoot raises eyebrows 

Biden met with 14 of his son’s business associates – media 

NATO’s arsonist-in-chief Jens Stoltenberg wants the Western public to 
pay for a Ukrainian fire he helped to ignite 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

Russia to quit International Space Station after 2024 

Russia issues rebuke to Israel 

Grain deal won’t affect military op in Ukraine – Moscow 

UK candidates’ militancy and imperialism threaten to bring Britain down 

https://www.rt.com/news/559592-rishi-sunak-liz-truss-candidates/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559606-lavrov-grain-deal-operation/
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Kiev confirms arrival of heavy weapons from Germany 

US sends more weapons to Ukraine 

Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the fallout 
from their failed Russia policy 

EU eases sanctions on Russian oil exports 

Russia’s Lavrov talks Ukraine, sanctions and nuclear war with RT (FULL 
VIDEO) 

• Putin suggests motive behind Canada’s gas turbine delay   
• UN chief ‘under huge pressure’ over Ukraine – Russian FM   
• Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the   

fallout from their failed Russia policy Op-ed
• Zaporozhye Nuclear Power Plant attacked by Ukrainian drones   

Putin tells US to stop ‘looting’ Syria 

Former Russian president lists ‘Western sins’ 

Russian warns of ‘tougher’ terms for talks with Ukraine 

Dmitri Trenin: How a smart Middle East strategy can help Russia play a 
significant role in shaping the new world order 

Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 

IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 

Iran issues warning to US and Israel 

Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]
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Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
industrial complex war monster’]

Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

HUFFPOST SUSPICIOUS: SECRET SERVICE CAN’T FIND JAN. 6 TEXTS! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/national-archives-deleted-secret-service-
texts_n_62d6c6bbe4b008a2d03f1ac4 [ Ooooh … the mystery of it all … 
magical disappearance of text messages … could be ghosts … or 
gremlins … or salem witchcraft … WAKE UP! … AMERICA IS A TOTAL 
FRAUD! … AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 
MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). ]
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The most intelligent, rational legal position:

Laurence Tribe, a Harvard law professor, argued that not holding Trump 
accountable would be equally harmful.

"I certainly recognize that indicting a former president would generate 
lots of social heat, perhaps violence," Tribe said. "But not indicting him 
would invite another violent insurrection."

Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All Incredibly Depressed. 
Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" Some very concerning 
market observations from Goldman trader John Flood discussing the real 
rot below the market surface: Monday was the lightest volume session of
the year with 9.32b shares trading across all US equity exchanges 
breaking previous low mark of 9.4b back on 7/11/22. YTD daily avg for 
shares traded across all US equity exchanges sits @ 12.5b. Monday was 
also the lightest notional trading session of the year w/ $392b trading vs 
ytd daily avg of $638b. Our desk was a 3 on 1 – 10 scale in terms of 
overall activity levels. I am personally taken aback by how resilient mkt 
has been over the past few weeks. I don’t see L/Os putting their ~$210b 
of cash to work. I am seeing them use pockets of strength to sell lower 
conviction more illiquid names in block form and raise even more cash. 

Trump comic-con-show 
https://www.facebook.com/reel/523496502845404/?
s=single_unit&__cft__[0]=AZWPFQ3WczUIfIkH48JzeY46IoAd31UE03J6BK
gdB2FnhC4ZMwHrSlFnIZRzSdcm0iOvj82iS31DRdv7o07VE1dKwlJ-
o8PrhTfe_ujCAUFuOSNPQHEmqhCXpuyaLM_w2FExUX2P3sub6YXf8JZ_JO
SnUwrv6N77_T472Z5wMAIl1mh2SytZjOOe004Qi410SWP8G3HBHdMEgTY
aaiWHeOxK&__tn__=H-R 

ZEROHEDGE Global Markets Slump With Terrified Traders Tracking 
Pelosi's Next Move Forget inflation, stagflation, recession, depression, 
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earnings, Biden locked up in the basement with covid, and everything 
else: today's it all about whether Nancy Pelosi will start World War 3 
when she lands in Taiwan in 3 hours. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/taiwans-independence-worth-war
Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just purely
on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant Fed 
policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls off a 
miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 

Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
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behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
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Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
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hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
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official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE YAHOO Business 'The market is not the economy' and the 
July rally in the stock market was premature, top economist Mohamed El-
Erian says https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/market-not-economy-july-
rally-174829466.html El-Erian said a comment by Powell led investors to 
believe rate hikes would likely slow, but that's at odds with what the data
shows. Weak Manufacturing Surveys Signal 'Peak Inflation'; Plunge in 
Orders, Production, & Jobs https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/weak-
manufacturing-surveys-signal-peak-inflation-plunge-orders-production-
jobs "With the exception of pandemic lockdown periods, July saw US 
manufacturers report the toughest business conditions since 2009..." 

Biden's America: Too Broke To Bet?   Chicago PMI Unexpectedly Plunges   
To 2-Year Lows https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/chicago-pmi-
unexpectedly-plunges-2-year-lows ...stagflation signals as prices paid 
jumped and production and new orders fell... "Expert" Narratives Are 
Collapsing The house of cards continues to fall apart Yellen: "Recession"
Doesn't Mean What You Think It Means [ Riiight! ] Sentiment sours amid 
Kremlin updates, EU Energy deal & US-earnings in focus -   Delusional   
Biden Admin Front-Runs Recessionary GDP Print... By Redefining 
Recession https://www.zerohedge.com/political/delusional-biden-admin-
front-runs-recessionary-gdp-print-redefining-recession It's not a recession
until the White House gives economists on its payroll permission to 
declare it a recession... [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!] US PMI Crashes 
Into Contraction In July: "A Worrying Deterioration In The Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-pmi-crashes-contraction-july-
worrying-deterioration-economy "Excluding pandemic lockdown months, 
output is falling at a rate not seen since 2009 amid the global financial 
crisis..." There's An Amazing Glut Of Office Space In Every Major Metro 
Area https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/theres-amazing-glut-office-
space-every-major-metro-area Occupancy is an engine of local 
economies. But there's a huge glut of space available... US Existing 
Home Sales Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses US Homebuilders 
Abandon Single-Families In June As They Brace For Rate Shock 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-builders-abandon-single-
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family-home-startspermits-june-anticipating-renter ...multi-family starts 
and permits surged double-digits in June as single-family plunged... 
Homebuilder Confidence Collapses In July 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-confidence-
collapses-july ...the largest MoM drop (ex-COVID-lockdown) in history... 
Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 
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Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
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January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE "Miserable" German Retail Sales Crash The Most On Record 
As Europe Slumps Into Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/miserable-german-retail-sales-crash-
most-record-europe-slumps-recession Germany is "sinking into an 
increasingly steep downturn, adding to the region’s recession risks”. Gas
Levy Could Triple Household Heating Bills In Germany EU Consumer 
Confidence Crashes To Record Lows As German CPI Unexpectedly Re-
Accelerates "We Are In A Very Critical Moment": IMF Cuts Global GDP, 
Raises Inflation Outlook, Warns "World Teetering On Edge Of Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-are-very-critical-moment-imf-
cuts-global-gdp-raises-inflation-outlook-warns-world "It’s easy to cool off 
the economy when the economy is running hot. It’s much harder to 
reduce inflation when the economy is close to a recession." Germans 
Taking Fewer Showers In Response To Cost Of Living Crisis China And 
Japan Hold The Keys To Euro Recovery 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/china-and-japan-hold-keys-euro-
recovery While the direction of Europe’s economy continues to be a 
hostage to Russian energy -- as today’s dispiriting PMI numbers attest -- it
is the Asian nations of China and Japan who are in a position to alleviate 
Europe’s capital-outflow problem and stabilize the euro. PMIs Signal 
Eurozone Recession Day After First ECB Rate-Hike In 11 Years 

19% Of The World's Population Lives In 'Chindia' (& Buys Russian Oil) 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/19-worlds-population-lives-
chindia-buys-russian-oil India is expected to become the most populous 
nation on Earth by mid-2023, surpassing China whose population growth 
has all but stopped.. Oil Surges After Biden Fails To Win Saudi Pledge To 
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Pump More Crude These Are The Countries With The Highest Default Risk
The Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial Production Unexpectedly 
Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker month since September 
2021... David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 

Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
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or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE Lying About The Economy Will Only Make The Coming Crash
Worse Senior Economist 'Fact Checked' By Facebook For Saying US Is In 
Recession https://www.zerohedge.com/political/senior-economist-fact-
checked-facebook-saying-us-recession “We live in an Orwellian hell-
scape.” [Yes, we do!] Here’s why you shouldn’t invest in ETFs. UMich 
Inflation Expectations Rose Intra-Month, Democrats' Confidence Drops 
Further Inflation, Recession Or Both? Reporter Exposes White House's 
Blatant Redefining Of "Recession" Yellen: "Recession" Doesn't Mean 
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What You Think It Means Gold & The Upcoming Recession Luongo: None 
Dare Call It A Recession Lest The Democrats Lose The Mid-Terms 
Democrats Prepare To Unleash Hell On Fed Chair Powell For The Coming 
Recession "2023 Will Be A Year From Hell" - Martin Armstrong Warns Of 
Inflation-Driven Civil-Unrest 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/2023-will-be-year-hell-martin-
armstrong-warns-inflation-driven-civil-unrest "...you are looking at 
revolutions... The euro looks like death warmed over... This is just not 
over yet." "Japanese Economy Continues To Crater "- Another Casualty 
Of The Energy Crisis The Danger Of Drought In Europe 
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/danger-drought-europe ...the current 
heatwave is bound to further exacerbate water shortages in Southern and
Southeast Europe... Record-Breaking Heat In Europe Meanwhile, 
Southern Europe is also experiencing extreme heat that has caused 
wildfires... UK Records Hottest Day Ever Amid Heat Apocalypse   "Heat   
Apocalypse" Blasts Europe As UK And France Brace For Hottest Days On 
Record   https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/heat-apocalypse-blasts-  
europe-uk-and-france-brace-hottest-days-record "Today and tomorrow will
be one of the worst, if not the worst heatwave events in the modern 
history of western Europe." The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 
2022 http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In 
Government Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 
4Chan Found After Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
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own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
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golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
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for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE Chinese Jets Buzz Taiwan Strait, Govt Websites Hit By 
Cyberattack With Pelosi Plane En Route War on China: the real target are 
the American people China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off Taiwan With US 
Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia Nuclear War 
Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security Advisor China's 
Army Posts "Get Ready For War!" Message On Social Media, State 
Mouthpiece Says PLA Has "Right" To Intercept Pelosi's Plane Inflation, 
Recession Or Both? [BOTH!] Welcome To The Biden Recession: Q2 GDP 
"Unexpectedly" Shrinks 0.9%, 2nd Consecutive Decline Peter Schiff: The 
White House Recession Denial https://www.zerohedge.com/political/peter-
schiff-white-house-recession-denial "When you’re losing, just change the 
rules of the game, then declare victory.” Recession? All Of A Sudden 
Yield Spreads Are Collapsing https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/no-
recession-all-sudden-yield-spreads-are-collapsing … we suggest 
continuing to follow risk management protocols until indicators indicate 
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a reversal of that economic risk.

1. Tighten up stop-loss levels to current support levels for each position. 

2. Hedge portfolios against significant market declines. 

3. Take profits in positions that have been big winners 

4. Sell laggards and losers. 

5. Raise cash and rebalance portfolios to target weightings.

Peter Schiff: It's Getting Harder To Deny Recession Reality 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-schiff-its-getting-harder-deny-
recession-reality "This should be obvious, but people have been in denial 
about the weakness in the economy..." Wall Street's Biggest Bear: One 
Down, But Two More Things Must Happen Before Stocks Bottom 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/wall-streets-biggest-bear-one-down-
two-more-things-must-happen-stocks-bottom Recession reflections 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/everyoneknows [ Recession 
is coming but everyone knows it ] The Number Of Americans Filing For 
First-Time Unemployment Claims Soared To 8-Month-Highs Last Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/number-americans-filing-
first-time-unemployment-claims-soared-8-month-highs-last ...and 
continuing claims are the highest since April... US Existing Home Sales 
Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses Sinkhole 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sinkhole "At present, the 2s10s 
spread is –18 bps. This is indicative of a recession 12-18 months ahead, 
which means the second half of 2023. Note that we have been 
forecasting a recession for 2023H2 since April." Recession Already Here 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-may-already-be-here The 
debate about recession risk is pointless.We are already in a recession... 
The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
an odd beast in any case. 

Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 

idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
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3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE Here Are All The Latest Taiwan Headlines 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/here-are-all-latest-taiwan-
headlines All the latest news in the extremely fluid Taiwan theater of pre-
war. 'US Military Moving Assets', Markets Stall On Reports Pelosi To Visit 
Taiwan Tuesday https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-sink-pelosi-
taiwan-headlines Pelosi is reportedly expected to land in Taiwan on 
Tuesday night, and meet lawmakers on Wednesday. China Launches Live-
Fire Drills Off Taiwan With US Carrier Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En 
Route To Asia Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National 
Security Advisor China Is Issuing The Same "Red Line" Warnings About 
Taiwan That Russia Issued About Ukraine THE SUN AI predicts last selfie
on Earth… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-
earth-prediction-tiktok/ EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To 
Absolutely Love It When War With China Erupts 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-industrial-complex-is-
going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-erupts/ ZH Russia Unveils
Large-Scale Military Exercises In East, Signaling Force Strength 
'Unaffected' By Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-
unveils-large-scale-eastern-military-exercises-signaling-force-strength-
unaffected Prior "Vostok" (East) drills included sizable Chinese PLA 
military participation... If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End 
Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm
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How A Russian Gas Freeze Would Curtail European GDPs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/how-russian-gas-freeze-would-
curtail-european-gdps ...a complete shut-off from the Russian side would 
have disastrous effects for European economies... Ukraine Moves To 
Criminalize Russian Passport Application there is a lot of Ukrainian blood 
on the red Russian passport [What?] Russia Boasts It's Already Taken 
Out 4 US-Supplied Long Range Rocket Systems Russia Informs Turkey It 
Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa Port Attack It's Official: Russia And 
China Announce "New Global Reserve Currency" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-22/its-official-russia-and-china-
announce-new-global-reserve-currency And once again no one has 
noticed and no one seems to care. [ Yes, it’s official; NEW WORLD 
ORDER! ]

Pelosi: Pentagon Might Be Worried China Would Shoot Down Her Plane If 
She Visits Taiwan AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant 
Corruption' After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky US "Started" The Ukraine
Crisis, China Says, In Fiercest Official Criticism Yet 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-started-ukraine-crisis-china-
says-fiercest-official-criticism-yet "As the one who started the Ukraine 
crisis & the biggest factor fueling it..." [ Yes...Sadly, that is indisputably 
true; it’s the american way.] Russia Plans 'Annexation Votes' For 
Captured Ukraine Territories By Mid-September: Report Russia Resumes 
Nord Stream Natural Gas Deliveries To Europe "...likely to lead to a 
collective sigh of relief from not just the European gas market, but from 
the wider economy," Russia Declares War Goals Have Expanded After 
West Pumped More Arms Into Ukraine Strengthening Ties With Iran, Putin
Meets With Supreme Leader In Tehran 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/strengthening-ties-iran-putin-
meets-supreme-leader-tehran “Our relations are developing at a good 
pace,” said Putin 

Putin Says Russia Will Honor Gas Commitment But Flows Will Drop As 
Much As 20% Of Capacity Vladimir Putin warned that flows via the Nord 
Stream pipeline could be curbed soon if sanctions prevent additional 
maintenance on its components Russian Military Given Formal Order To 
Target Ukraine's Long-Range Weapons From US 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-issues-formal-order-military-
target-ukraines-long-range-weapons-us Ukraine officials called the 
HIMARS a "game-changer"... [Riiight] Gazprom Declares Force Majeure, 
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Will Halt Gas Flows To Germany Indefinitely "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”

Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
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Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
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Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
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Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
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Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
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GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---

[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

POST: FIRST MOON LANDING
NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 
Fake-NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv

http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm     

Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8226075.stm
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm
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museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

Al Peia

Riiight...and they haven't been back because...oh yeah, they got rid of 
their Saturn rockets ... and, they were in the past but not in the 
present/future impervious to radiation; ie., van allen belt, etc.. Oh, they 
probably could do it now, arguably; they're working on it. But, of course, 
Mars is quite another thing. The amounts of money for these 
boondoggles/frauds are staggering; yet, pale in comparison to the frauds 
on wall street. YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand 
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
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almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act... ].

albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins
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ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
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WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
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1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896
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filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 
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GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

CNN Murdoch's New York Post dumps Trump, calling him 'unworthy to be 
chief executive again'

MSNBC Joe: Trump's biggest enablers were begging him to stop. How is 
he not already in jail? Morning Joe

Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
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involved in the investigation.

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 
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CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
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there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000
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Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky [ america’s kind of 
place! ]

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
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be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
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post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
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gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
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running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/spx
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/comp
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/djia
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/bear-market-stocks-whats-next-51655150790?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-panel-says-evidence-173305500.html


such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-forces-destroy-last-bridge-to-key-eastern-ukrainian-city-11655202739
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/ukrainian-troops-struggle-to-hold-back-russian-advance-in-east/ar-AAYqeGu


US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It When War 
With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-
industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-
erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]
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THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 

https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/10/fired-fox-news-editor-chris-stirewalt-to-testify-at-jan-6-riot-committee-hearing.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/media/3519284-nearly-20m-watched-jan-6-hearing-nielsen
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-calls-deadly-insurrection-greatest-193328621.html
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UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 
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https://www.msn.com/en-xl/news/other/china-will-not-hesitate-to-start-war-over-taiwan-beijing-tells-us/ar-AAYisrt
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https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-and-unreleased-video-expected-to-be-focus-of-first-jan-6-hearing/ar-AAYfFly
https://apnews.com/article/jan-6-capitol-riot-hearings-live-updates-eefb79f2cffb705f04bf43ea164db20f


ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 
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ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 

https://www.facebook.com/susan.blank?__cft__[0]=AZVGvhjiSxGnjWz-LN1hLrt-aZERuH0PnG03UnsNEqhUcmu8tji41KXA8gSPX1OdMtaxPYgX5zHqHLdFB47IYBha_VhuUIONFV7lhrhbMfxB3fUSiPJAMdbT-Ekkqx2RcIH6jVbHjnRdnwyLewnxvu_HCG_Le8GADYmNiVTogj9heg&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
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AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
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DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

YAHOO We are seeing evidence that Donald Trump committed treason. 
Where is Merrick Garland? https://www.yahoo.com/news/seeing-evidence-
donald-trump-committed-100000305.html How many more Republican 
former officials have to come forward for the attorney general to act? 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
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Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
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partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
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(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 



proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
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AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE Goldman Jumps As Traders Spark Q2 Revenue Beat But 
Total Earnings Plunge 47% Amid Major Investment Losses 
DRUDGE Hope for depositors dwindles as crypto lender files for 
bankruptcy... 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Pelosi 'Appears To Have Taken Advantage' Of 
Inside Information: Former Dallas Fed Chief Fisher Artificial Wealth Vs 
GDP: Why Earnings & The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
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hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
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official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT 
How Pandemic Changed Americans' Health for Worse… 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-covid-19-pandemic-changed-
americans-health-for-the-worse-11659260165 Heart disease and drug 
overdoses are among afflictions exacting a higher toll than before [ More 
than 1 million; 350 per day ]

More cities mull indoor masking… Indoor mask rules expected next week 
as L.A. virus wave worsens... Fauci Annual Pension Payout Exceeds 
POTUS Salary… Republicans plot Fauci probe… [Incompetent, greedy 
guinea] Covid Rises Across USA Amid Muted Warnings and Murky Data… 
WHO: Covid triples across Europe; Hospitalizations double... MONKEYPOX
PANDEMIC? WHO TO RECONVENE Most Americans Now in Areas With 
High Virus Levels… Deaths in LA rising as ultra-contagious subva  riants   
spread… https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-
covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 'Several hundred 
thousand' new covid cases a day NOT reported; Hospitalizations 
climbing... https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-
thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-
keep-climbing-11657298622 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths substantially exceed 
2021 numbers]
124,312 JUL 31 2022
78,481 JUL 31 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
427 JUL 31 2022
354 JUL 31 2021 
DALLAS TURNS HOTSPOT... 
New variant 'Centaurus' detected... 
Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 20% effective 
after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at 
Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as 
Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... Ultra-
contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 

https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/macao-shutter-casinos-week-covid-19-outbreak-86545719
https://news.yahoo.com/macau-locks-down-landmark-lisboa-011323085.html
https://news.yahoo.com/macau-locks-down-landmark-lisboa-011323085.html
https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says
https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/nyc-neighborhoods-top-25-covid-positivity-as-new-cases-surge-again/3764698/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/as-the-ba5-variant-spreads-the-risk-of-coronavirus-reinfection-grows/ar-AAZpFDy
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5814174/new-covid-variant-centaurus-detected-uk/
https://www.dallasnews.com/news/2022/07/19/three-things-to-know-about-the-highly-contagious-covid-19-variant-spreading-right-now/
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https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220714-who-to-reconvene-monkeypox-emergency-panel-on-july-21
https://news.yahoo.com/shocking-monkeypox-screw-means-admit-030643200.html
https://news.yahoo.com/shocking-monkeypox-screw-means-admit-030643200.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-united-nations-world-organization-06bccc307fa13d428e59babf4b9d8403
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/18/covid-rises-across-u-s-amid-muted-warnings-and-murky-data/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3571232-gop-plots-fauci-probe-after-midterms/
https://openthebooks.substack.com/p/dr-faucis-retirement-pension-414667
https://openthebooks.substack.com/p/dr-faucis-retirement-pension-414667
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/la-county-mask-mandate-likely-a-week-away-as-covid-cases-keep-climbing/ar-AAZPrHB
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https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/25/politics/covid-19-mask-mandates/index.html
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dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 

UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

DRUDGEREPORT
PUTIN: USA MAIN THREAT TO RUSSIA [ Truth be told, USA MAIN THREAT
TO RUSSIA, CHINA, USA, WORLD ] 
CNN: SHE'S GOING 
CHINA MILITARY WARNING 
TAIWAN READIES FOR CONFLICT 
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/foreign/taiwan-cancels-leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war
https://news.yahoo.com/china-warns-military-not-sit-075623828.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/01/politics/nancy-pelosi-taiwan-visit/index.html
https://www.yahoo.com/video/putin-says-russian-navy-hypersonic-084124580.html
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10929687/Germany-considers-making-mask-wearing-COMPULSORY-October-March-public-places.html
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-709799
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
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https://www.the-sun.com/health/5674230/uk-covid-cases-heading-for-record-high-zoe/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
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leave-soldiers-immediately-prepare-war 

Midterm Misery for Biden? Key Economy Gauge Flags 30-Seat Loss... 
Corporations on front lines say cracks forming... https://www.msn.com/en-
us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-
cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc In Silicon Valley, profits at tech 
companies like Google and Apple generally beat expectations, but 
executives said there are signs of some niche slowing in consumer 
spending. Consumer products giant Procter & Gamble said it is expecting
a tougher 2023, although it’s still raising prices. Mastercard said 
spending was steady among the wealthy, but slowing among lower-
income customers 
INFLATION NOW HIGHEST SINCE 1982...
Retail's 'Dark Side': Inventory Piles Up... 
White House insists economy strong as allies grow uneasy about Fed...
Yellen denies recession...
Inflation highest since 1982... 
Big Tech Results Spotlight Breadth of Upheaval... 
RECESSION 2022 
GDP 2ND STRAIGHT QUARTERLY DROP 
Yield curve flashing more warning signs of risks ahead...
FED HIKES AGAIN... MORE TO COME...
VOX layoffs; Tech firms tighten belts...
FACEBOOK First Ever Revenue Drop...
COMCAST Broadband Growth Grinds to Halt...
BEST BUY latest retailer to cut outlook...
100 Wealthiest Americans Lose $622 Billion Since November... 

WORLD'S BIGGEST CONSUMER NAMES ANNOUNCE SOARING PRICE 
INCREASES... 
Inflation hits bodega favorite: Bacon, egg and cheese... 
Half Americans fall deeper in debt...
SHOPIFY cuts staff; Tech firms tighten belts ...
GOOGLE Growth Slows as Pressures Mount on Ad Market...
$9.4 Trillion Results Day Looms in Test for Stock Market...
Pending home sales fall 20%... 
Economist: Prices to Plunge… 
Fed Readies Largest Rate Hikes Since Volcker... Developing... 

Difficulty Paying Bills Tops Pandemic High...

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/difficulty-paying-bills-tops-pandemic-191151129.html
https://ca.news.yahoo.com/fed-readies-largest-rate-hikes-100116313.html
https://nypost.com/2022/07/26/us-home-prices-to-plunge-substantially-on-cratering-demand/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/pending-home-sales-fell-20percent-in-june-versus-a-year-earlier-as-mortgage-rates-soared.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/9-4-trillion-results-day-075131597.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-alphabet-googl-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658802135
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/shopify-sinks-12percent-after-company-plans-to-lay-off-10percent-of-workers.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/nearly-half-of-americans-fall-deeper-in-debt-as-inflation-boosts-costs.html
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-new-york-prices-bd26a709a13cbccce503b2e986301edb
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://bnanews102.bna.com/daily-tax-report/the-100-wealthiest-americans-lost-622-billion-since-november
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/best-buys-shares-fall-10percent-as-it-cuts-its-forecast-for-second-quarter-cites-weaker-demand.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/comcast-earnings-2q-2022.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/meta-facebook-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658883684
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/27/vox-media-layoffs-economic-uncertainty
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11054989/Fed-rate-hike-Central-bank-raises-key-rate-0-75-points.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/fed-decision-july-2022-.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/analysis-u-yield-curve-flashing-211417380.html
https://apnews.com/article/united-states-economy-economic-growth-government-and-politics-4ffd93331422cb131a974223dad5825f
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/gdp-q2-.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/from-apple-to-microsoft-big-tech-results-spotlight-breadth-of-economic-upheaval-11659094604
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/yellen-says-the-economy-is-not-in-a-recession-despite-gdp-slump.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/white-house-insists-economy-is-strong-as-allies-grow-uneasy-about-fed/ar-AA105XbV
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/30/retails-dark-side-as-inventory-piles-up-liquidation-warehouses-are-busy/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.pginvestor.com/financial-reporting/press-releases/news-details/2022/PG-Announces-Fourth-Quarter-and-Fiscal-Year-2022-Results/default.aspx
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc
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Inflation Altering Shopping Habits...
Fed set for ANOTHER big rate hike...
WALMART cuts outlook...
ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms... 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

2 Americans dead in Donbas… Apocalyptic vision behind Putin 'golden 
billion' argument… [ From my direct observation and experience, 
pervasively mentally ill, corrupt, criminal america is indisputably the 
globally destructive bad guy. That is so ab initio! ]
U.S., allies weigh providing Ukraine fighter jets to counter Russia… 
Putin 'too healthy' says CIA chief... https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-
putin-health/ “Ukrainian, US, and British would-be media professionals 
have been spreading bogus stories about the president’s health condition
in recent months. This is all hoax,” he said. 
Ukraine graft concerns resurface as war goes on... China threatens 
'strong measures' if Pelosi visits Taiwan… Looming Gas Crunch Poses 
'Historic Test' for Europe, IEA Says… Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With 
Iran, Turkey in Rare Trip Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More 
Aggressive Phase of Ukraine War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... 
China satellite swarms hunt down and destroy enemy targets… Russia 
building laser weapon to disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke
attack preparedness PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts 
photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as 
pipeline from Russia shuts off… Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to 
citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   
Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
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https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/russian-doomsday-submarine-armed-nuclear-drones-service
https://news.yahoo.com/relentless-russian-shelling-east-ukraine-073615708.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-pleads-weapons-war-spotlight-043837619.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/07/16/russia-ukraine-war-putin-news-live-updates/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-zelenskyy-government-and-politics-494af1bc0145fb2d16c76b0abf3f5cda
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.euronews.com/2022/07/21/vladimir-putin-entirely-too-healthy-says-cia-chief
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/us-allies-weigh-providing-ukraine-fighter-jets-to-counter-russia/ar-AAZNC4L
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://thehill.com/policy/international/russia/3571651-two-americans-dead-in-donbas-region-of-ukraine/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://news.yahoo.com/walmart-cuts-profit-outlook-inflation-204311068.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fed-inflict-more-pain-economy-130000297.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/26/more-signs-emerge-that-inflation-is-altering-shopping-habits/


[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce


Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/


ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/20/politics/supreme-court-june-preview/index.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-companies-start-to-rescind-job-offers-11655865283
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/abortion-ruling-highlights-diverging-paths-of-justices-john-roberts-samuel-alito-11656149400
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html


democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

SOME POSTED REACTIONS TO PELOSI TAIWAN VISIT:

I'm sure they booked her a room with a broom closet. 

Pelosi looks like a witch from hades. Set a couple dozen drones against 
her plane path and see if they collide. If successful call it a good day. 

American gangsters do not stop their bullying, they must be stopped at 
all costs. 

Hope the old wrinkle gets it. One says that wisdom grows with age but 
there seem to be exceptions. Mainly in the USA. 

USA would very much like to start another proxy war without any risk for 
their people and military.
But will the Taiwanese prove foolish enough to sacrifice themselves by 
doing a favour to the puppet master? 

Will she be handing out cookies? 

I hope that China blows her plane out the sky. 

This isn't going to end well... 

https://www.politico.com/news/2022/07/04/recession-talk-surges-in-washington-00043818
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/stimulus-checks-rewired-how-some-americans-see-money.html
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2022/06/17/bidens-america-sriracha-peanut-butter-latest-items-short-supply/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/travel/news/americans-are-starting-to-pull-back-on-travel-and-restaurants/ar-AAYBEka
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-sinks-below-20000-as-crypto-meltdown-intensifies.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-price-drops-below-18600-as-sell-off-accelerates.html
https://theankler.com/p/pod-hollywoods-economic-armageddon#details
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/once-feted-for-pandemic-heroics-worlds-central-banks-now-face-an-uneasy-crowd-0
https://news.yahoo.com/shock-swiss-rate-hike-sets-015937838.html
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm


The New Age Of Orwellianism https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-
age-orwellianism Remarkably, it is the same ideologues who are eager to
change the well-accepted definitions of “recession” and “inflation” who 
remain perplexed as to what exactly a “woman” is.

DRUDGEREPORT ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK 
National Security Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]

ZELENSKY DRAGGED OVER VOGUE SHOOT... Russia To Quit Space 
Station… Will build rival… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-
to-quit-international-space-station-2024/ Kremlin to keep up gas squeeze 
on Europe... 

USA Leads Globally in Known Monkeypox Cases… More than 85% of 
Americans experience temps above 90… Extinction threat may be 
greater than previously thought, new global study finds… 
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-
greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/ The global 
extinction crisis underway may be more intense than previously thought 
as humans continue to tear up land, overuse certain resources and heat 
up the planet...Nearly one in three species of all kinds — 30% — face 
global extinction or have been driven to extinction since the year 1500, 
according to the new survey published in the journal "Frontiers in Ecology
and the Environment."

https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/23/weather/us-extreme-heat-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/23/weather/us-extreme-heat-saturday/index.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-leads-globally-in-most-known-monkeypox-cases-cdc-says-11658835623
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/kremlin-keep-gas-squeeze-europe-130034112.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/kremlin-keep-gas-squeeze-europe-130034112.html
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-to-quit-international-space-station-2024/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-to-quit-international-space-station-2024/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-to-quit-international-space-station-2024/
https://www.ndtv.com/world-news/russia-to-quit-international-space-station-after-2024-news-agency-afp-quoting-official-3195166
https://www.ndtv.com/world-news/russia-to-quit-international-space-station-after-2024-news-agency-afp-quoting-official-3195166
https://www.tmz.com/2022/07/27/ukraine-president-volodymyr-zelensky-dragged-vogue-cover-shoot/
https://openai.com/blog/dall-e/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-prediction-tiktok/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-prediction-tiktok/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-prediction-tiktok/
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/nuclear-war-threat-higher-cold-war-uk-national-security-advisor
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/nuclear-war-threat-higher-cold-war-uk-national-security-advisor
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-age-orwellianism
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-age-orwellianism
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-age-orwellianism


DRUDGE Earth records shortest day ever; Planet 'spinning faster'... 

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 
ROGAN CALLS TRUMP MAN BABY; SAYS WAS ON DRUGS IN WHITE 
HOUSE...  FLASHBACK: THE HIGHEST OFFICE; ADDERALL JUNKIE...   
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office [trump the 
adderall/blow man baby] NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 
9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS
JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 

https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2022/07/09/trump_elon_musk_is_a_bullshit_artist.html
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5739130/elon-musk-twitter-sun-valley/
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/twitter-announces-mass-layoffs-17291249.php
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/12/half-of-g-o-p-voters-ready-to-leave-trump-behind-poll-finds/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/12/half-of-g-o-p-voters-ready-to-leave-trump-behind-poll-finds/
https://www.yahoo.com/news/musk-says-time-trump-sail-181049723.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/musk-says-time-trump-sail-181049723.html
https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/bonds-slump-inflation-surge-fuels-130720879.html
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-prices-consumer-74e1a5c9bced40460e4079f62e980095
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/economy/inflation-producer-index-june-near-highest-record
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/nyc-monkeypox-new-vaccination-sites-opening
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office
https://www.mediaite.com/entertainment/joe-rogan-calls-donald-trump-a-man-baby-theorizes-he-was-on-adderall-during-his-presidency/
https://www.mediaite.com/entertainment/joe-rogan-calls-donald-trump-a-man-baby-theorizes-he-was-on-adderall-during-his-presidency/
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-dont-understand-what-is-happening/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-dont-understand-what-is-happening/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-dont-understand-what-is-happening/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-dont-understand-what-is-happening/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-dont-understand-what-is-happening/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-dont-understand-what-is-happening/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5903038/earth-shortest-day-spinning-fast/


ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

https://thehill.com/homenews/house/3539911-aide-says-trump-knew-jan-6-attendees-had-weapons-theyre-not-here-to-hurt-me/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-threw-dishes-and-flipped-tablecloths-when-he-was-angry-ex-aide-testifies-2022-6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10962011/Meadows-told-aide-Cassidy-Hutchinson-January-6-read-real-bad-just-days-riot.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/joe-biden
https://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/joe-biden
https://www.mirror.co.uk/film/cats-review-musical-leave-you-21122229
https://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/donald-trump
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/us-news/donald-trump-played-song-cats-27355368
https://www.mediaite.com/news/secret-service-is-reportedly-prepared-to-testify-trump-didnt-try-to-commandeer-limo-on-jan-6-despite-hutchinson-account/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/secret-service-is-reportedly-prepared-to-testify-trump-didnt-try-to-commandeer-limo-on-jan-6-despite-hutchinson-account/
https://www.nationalreview.com/2022/06/cassidy-hutchinsons-testimony-against-trump-is-devastating/
https://kdhnews.com/news/politics/explosive-jan-6-hearing-delivers-political-blow-to-trump-that-his-rivals-couldnt-land/article_dd6737d4-bad9-555b-a613-97c29f9c9b81.html
https://kdhnews.com/news/politics/explosive-jan-6-hearing-delivers-political-blow-to-trump-that-his-rivals-couldnt-land/article_dd6737d4-bad9-555b-a613-97c29f9c9b81.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/30/gop-megadonors-turn-on-trump-look-for-2024-alternatives-after-jan-6-hearings.html
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2022/06/alex-holder-trump-was-utterly-irrational-after-january-6.html
https://www.mediaite.com/news/liz-cheney-blasts-trump-over-jan-6-in-blistering-reagan-library-speech-praises-courage-of-bombshell-witness-cassidy-hutchinson/
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/editorials/trump-proven-unfit-for-power-again
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/editorials/trump-proven-unfit-for-power-again
https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/biden-approval-rating/
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/3543867-71-percent-dont-want-biden-to-run-for-reelection-poll/
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/3543867-71-percent-dont-want-biden-to-run-for-reelection-poll/
https://www.bnnbloomberg.ca/biden-s-planned-nomination-of-anti-abortion-judge-outrages-left-1.1786795
https://news.yahoo.com/pressure-builds-biden-turn-executive-110034433.html
https://news.yahoo.com/pressure-builds-biden-turn-executive-110034433.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMiXWh0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmNubi5jb20vMjAyMi8wNy8wOS91cy9jaGljYWdvLXJlc2lkZW50cy1ob2xpZGF5LXdlZWtlbmQtc2hvb3RpbmdzLXJlYWovaW5kZXguaHRtbNIBYWh0dHBzOi8vYW1wLmNubi5jb20vY25uLzIwMjIvMDcvMDkvdXMvY2hpY2Fnby1yZXNpZGVudHMtaG9saWRheS13ZWVrZW5kLXNob290aW5ncy1yZWFqL2luZGV4Lmh0bWw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMiXWh0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmNubi5jb20vMjAyMi8wNy8wOS91cy9jaGljYWdvLXJlc2lkZW50cy1ob2xpZGF5LXdlZWtlbmQtc2hvb3RpbmdzLXJlYWovaW5kZXguaHRtbNIBYWh0dHBzOi8vYW1wLmNubi5jb20vY25uLzIwMjIvMDcvMDkvdXMvY2hpY2Fnby1yZXNpZGVudHMtaG9saWRheS13ZWVrZW5kLXNob290aW5ncy1yZWFqL2luZGV4Lmh0bWw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMiXWh0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmNubi5jb20vMjAyMi8wNy8wOS91cy9jaGljYWdvLXJlc2lkZW50cy1ob2xpZGF5LXdlZWtlbmQtc2hvb3RpbmdzLXJlYWovaW5kZXguaHRtbNIBYWh0dHBzOi8vYW1wLmNubi5jb20vY25uLzIwMjIvMDcvMDkvdXMvY2hpY2Fnby1yZXNpZGVudHMtaG9saWRheS13ZWVrZW5kLXNob290aW5ncy1yZWFqL2luZGV4Lmh0bWw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.mediaite.com/news/mitt-romney-calls-out-americas-national-malady-of-denial-warns-that-a-return-to-trump-would-render-it-incurable/
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-s-new-money-maker-political-speeches-to-fans/ar-AAZjhDL
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/07/07/former-fbi-leaders-who-drew-trumps-ire-were-both-subject-to-unusual-irs-audits/
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https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2022/07/09/trump_elon_musk_is_a_bullshit_artist.html


Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
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https://metro.co.uk/2022/06/22/russian-colonel-who-carried-putins-nuclear-codes-briefcase-found-shot-16873192/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/experts-say-there-are-mounting-signs-that-the-kremlin-is-purging-its-top-generals-in-ukraine-the-latest-hint-of-deep-dysfunction-in-putin-s-army/ar-AAYKxsd
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/22/russian-novoshakhtinsk-oil-refinery-struck-drone-possible-attack-inside-borders
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/germany-trigger-phase-two-three-065910268.html
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poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

AP NEWS BIG STORIES APNews.com 

• Floods strike new blow in place that has known hardship   
JACKSON, Ky. (AP) — Evelyn Smith lost everything in the floods that
devastated eastern Kentucky, saving only her grandson's muddy 
tricycle. But she's not planning to leave the mountains that have 
been...Read More

• Wildfires in West explode in size amid hot, windy conditions   
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Wildfires in California and Montana exploded in 
size overnight amid windy, hot conditions and were quickly 
encroaching on neighborhoods, forcing evacuation orders for over 
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100 homes...Read More
• New York City declares monkeypox a public health emergency   

NEW YORK (AP) — Officials in New York City declared a public 
health emergency due to the spread of the monkeypox virus 
Saturday, calling the city “the epicenter” of the outbreak....Read 
More 

DRUDGEREPORT ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK 
National Security Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]
Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the 
Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, 
Slower And Dumber http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-
the-midst-of-a-mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-
slower-and-dumber/
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Ranchers Are Selling Off Their Cattle In Unprecedented Numbers Due To 
The Drought, And That Has Enormous Implications For 2023

Microplastics Are Literally Everywhere, And They Are An Existential 
Threat To The Future Of The Human Race 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/microplastics-are-literally-
everywhere-and-they-are-an-existential-threat-to-the-future-of-the-human-
race/ 

https://youtu.be/PSxihhBzCjk 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

DRUDGEREPORT China threatens 'strong measures' if Pelosi visits 
Taiwan...
Kissinger Warns Biden Against Endless Confrontation... 
Beijing Dumps $100 Billion Worth Of Treasuries... 

ZEROHEDGE These Are All The Countries Capable Of Launching Space 

https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-are-all-countries-capable-launching-space-rockets
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/china-has-dumped-over-100-billion-usts-last-6-months
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/kissinger-warns-biden-against-endless-confrontation-with-china/ar-AAZL2VS
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Rockets https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-are-all-countries-
capable-launching-space-rockets 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 

YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
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Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 

5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
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with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' After US 
Lawmaker Slams Zelensky

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS

Zelensky and US to blame for ‘bloodbath’ in Donbass – Russia 

Wall Street is collapsing – NYC mayor 

FBI manipulating domestic terror stats – whistleblowers 

US plunges into recession 

EU ban on Russian gas ‘impossible’ – Austria 

Kremlin comments on claims about Russian military casualties 

Zelensky’s Vogue photoshoot raises eyebrows 

Biden met with 14 of his son’s business associates – media 

NATO’s arsonist-in-chief Jens Stoltenberg wants the Western public to 
pay for a Ukrainian fire he helped to ignite 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

Russia to quit International Space Station after 2024 

Russia issues rebuke to Israel 

Grain deal won’t affect military op in Ukraine – Moscow 

https://www.rt.com/russia/559606-lavrov-grain-deal-operation/
https://www.rt.com/news/559651-israel-russia-stance-unconstructive/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559652-space-station-quit-timeframe/
https://www.rt.com/news/559665-austria-lawmaker-sanctions-ukrainian-oligarchs/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559662-ukraine-plane-hijacking-peskov/
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UK candidates’ militancy and imperialism threaten to bring Britain down 

Kiev confirms arrival of heavy weapons from Germany 

US sends more weapons to Ukraine 

Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the fallout 
from their failed Russia policy 

EU eases sanctions on Russian oil exports 

Russia’s Lavrov talks Ukraine, sanctions and nuclear war with RT (FULL 
VIDEO) 

• Putin suggests motive behind Canada’s gas turbine delay   
• UN chief ‘under huge pressure’ over Ukraine – Russian FM   
• Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the   

fallout from their failed Russia policy Op-ed
• Zaporozhye Nuclear Power Plant attacked by Ukrainian drones   

Putin tells US to stop ‘looting’ Syria 

Former Russian president lists ‘Western sins’ 

Russian warns of ‘tougher’ terms for talks with Ukraine 

Dmitri Trenin: How a smart Middle East strategy can help Russia play a 
significant role in shaping the new world order 

Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 

IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 

Iran issues warning to US and Israel 
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Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
industrial complex war monster’]

Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

HUFFPOST SUSPICIOUS: SECRET SERVICE CAN’T FIND JAN. 6 TEXTS! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/national-archives-deleted-secret-service-
texts_n_62d6c6bbe4b008a2d03f1ac4 [ Ooooh … the mystery of it all … 
magical disappearance of text messages … could be ghosts … or 
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gremlins … or salem witchcraft … WAKE UP! … AMERICA IS A TOTAL 
FRAUD! … AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 
MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). ]

The most intelligent, rational legal position:

Laurence Tribe, a Harvard law professor, argued that not holding Trump 
accountable would be equally harmful.

"I certainly recognize that indicting a former president would generate 
lots of social heat, perhaps violence," Tribe said. "But not indicting him 
would invite another violent insurrection."

Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All Incredibly Depressed. 
Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" Some very concerning 
market observations from Goldman trader John Flood discussing the real 
rot below the market surface: Monday was the lightest volume session of
the year with 9.32b shares trading across all US equity exchanges 
breaking previous low mark of 9.4b back on 7/11/22. YTD daily avg for 
shares traded across all US equity exchanges sits @ 12.5b. Monday was 
also the lightest notional trading session of the year w/ $392b trading vs 
ytd daily avg of $638b. Our desk was a 3 on 1 – 10 scale in terms of 
overall activity levels. I am personally taken aback by how resilient mkt 
has been over the past few weeks. I don’t see L/Os putting their ~$210b 
of cash to work. I am seeing them use pockets of strength to sell lower 
conviction more illiquid names in block form and raise even more cash. 

Trump comic-con-show 
https://www.facebook.com/reel/523496502845404/?
s=single_unit&__cft__[0]=AZWPFQ3WczUIfIkH48JzeY46IoAd31UE03J6BK
gdB2FnhC4ZMwHrSlFnIZRzSdcm0iOvj82iS31DRdv7o07VE1dKwlJ-
o8PrhTfe_ujCAUFuOSNPQHEmqhCXpuyaLM_w2FExUX2P3sub6YXf8JZ_JO
SnUwrv6N77_T472Z5wMAIl1mh2SytZjOOe004Qi410SWP8G3HBHdMEgTY
aaiWHeOxK&__tn__=H-R 
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ZEROHEDGE Futures, Oil Fall As Searing Rally Wobbles 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-oil-fall-searing-rally-wobbles 
"The fact that a very weak run of data is seen as equity bullish just purely
on the basis of lower rates speaks to just how utterly dominant Fed 
policy has become in driving investor behavior. Unless the Fed pulls off a 
miracle I am afraid the bear market is absolutely not over." 

Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And Buybacks Will Be 
Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All 
Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
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Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
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having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 
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Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 
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ZEROHEDGE Weak Manufacturing Surveys Signal 'Peak Inflation'; Plunge 
in Orders, Production, & Jobs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/weak-manufacturing-surveys-
signal-peak-inflation-plunge-orders-production-jobs "With the exception of
pandemic lockdown periods, July saw US manufacturers report the 
toughest business conditions since 2009..." 

Biden's America: Too Broke To Bet?   Chicago PMI Unexpectedly Plunges   
To 2-Year Lows https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/chicago-pmi-
unexpectedly-plunges-2-year-lows ...stagflation signals as prices paid 
jumped and production and new orders fell... "Expert" Narratives Are 
Collapsing The house of cards continues to fall apart Yellen: "Recession"
Doesn't Mean What You Think It Means [ Riiight! ] Sentiment sours amid 
Kremlin updates, EU Energy deal & US-earnings in focus -   Delusional   
Biden Admin Front-Runs Recessionary GDP Print... By Redefining 
Recession https://www.zerohedge.com/political/delusional-biden-admin-
front-runs-recessionary-gdp-print-redefining-recession It's not a recession
until the White House gives economists on its payroll permission to 
declare it a recession... [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!] US PMI Crashes 
Into Contraction In July: "A Worrying Deterioration In The Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-pmi-crashes-contraction-july-
worrying-deterioration-economy "Excluding pandemic lockdown months, 
output is falling at a rate not seen since 2009 amid the global financial 
crisis..." There's An Amazing Glut Of Office Space In Every Major Metro 
Area https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/theres-amazing-glut-office-
space-every-major-metro-area Occupancy is an engine of local 
economies. But there's a huge glut of space available... US Existing 
Home Sales Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses US Homebuilders 
Abandon Single-Families In June As They Brace For Rate Shock 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-builders-abandon-single-
family-home-startspermits-june-anticipating-renter ...multi-family starts 
and permits surged double-digits in June as single-family plunged... 
Homebuilder Confidence Collapses In July 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-confidence-
collapses-july ...the largest MoM drop (ex-COVID-lockdown) in history... 
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Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
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millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
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discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE Gas Levy Could Triple Household Heating Bills In Germany 
EU Consumer Confidence Crashes To Record Lows As German CPI 
Unexpectedly Re-Accelerates "We Are In A Very Critical Moment": IMF 
Cuts Global GDP, Raises Inflation Outlook, Warns "World Teetering On 
Edge Of Recession" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-are-very-
critical-moment-imf-cuts-global-gdp-raises-inflation-outlook-warns-world 
"It’s easy to cool off the economy when the economy is running hot. It’s 
much harder to reduce inflation when the economy is close to a 
recession." Germans Taking Fewer Showers In Response To Cost Of 
Living Crisis China And Japan Hold The Keys To Euro Recovery 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/china-and-japan-hold-keys-euro-
recovery While the direction of Europe’s economy continues to be a 
hostage to Russian energy -- as today’s dispiriting PMI numbers attest -- it
is the Asian nations of China and Japan who are in a position to alleviate 
Europe’s capital-outflow problem and stabilize the euro. PMIs Signal 
Eurozone Recession Day After First ECB Rate-Hike In 11 Years 

19% Of The World's Population Lives In 'Chindia' (& Buys Russian Oil) 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/19-worlds-population-lives-
chindia-buys-russian-oil India is expected to become the most populous 
nation on Earth by mid-2023, surpassing China whose population growth 
has all but stopped.. Oil Surges After Biden Fails To Win Saudi Pledge To 
Pump More Crude These Are The Countries With The Highest Default Risk
The Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial Production Unexpectedly 
Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker month since September 
2021... David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
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Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 

Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
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response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE Senior Economist 'Fact Checked' By Facebook For Saying 
US Is In Recession https://www.zerohedge.com/political/senior-
economist-fact-checked-facebook-saying-us-recession “We live in an 
Orwellian hell-scape.” [Yes, we do!] Here’s why you shouldn’t invest in 
ETFs. UMich Inflation Expectations Rose Intra-Month, Democrats' 
Confidence Drops Further Inflation, Recession Or Both? Reporter Exposes
White House's Blatant Redefining Of "Recession" Yellen: "Recession" 
Doesn't Mean What You Think It Means Gold & The Upcoming Recession 
Luongo: None Dare Call It A Recession Lest The Democrats Lose The Mid-
Terms Democrats Prepare To Unleash Hell On Fed Chair Powell For The 
Coming Recession "2023 Will Be A Year From Hell" - Martin Armstrong 
Warns Of Inflation-Driven Civil-Unrest 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/2023-will-be-year-hell-martin-
armstrong-warns-inflation-driven-civil-unrest "...you are looking at 
revolutions... The euro looks like death warmed over... This is just not 
over yet." "Japanese Economy Continues To Crater "- Another Casualty 
Of The Energy Crisis The Danger Of Drought In Europe 
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/danger-drought-europe ...the current 
heatwave is bound to further exacerbate water shortages in Southern and
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Southeast Europe... Record-Breaking Heat In Europe Meanwhile, 
Southern Europe is also experiencing extreme heat that has caused 
wildfires... UK Records Hottest Day Ever Amid Heat Apocalypse   "Heat   
Apocalypse" Blasts Europe As UK And France Brace For Hottest Days On 
Record   https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/heat-apocalypse-blasts-  
europe-uk-and-france-brace-hottest-days-record "Today and tomorrow will
be one of the worst, if not the worst heatwave events in the modern 
history of western Europe." The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 
2022 http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In 
Government Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 
4Chan Found After Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
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since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
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take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 
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Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE War on China: the real target are the American people China
Launches Live-Fire Drills Off Taiwan With US Carrier Group Nearby, As 
Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold 
War: UK National Security Advisor China's Army Posts "Get Ready For 
War!" Message On Social Media, State Mouthpiece Says PLA Has "Right" 
To Intercept Pelosi's Plane Inflation, Recession Or Both? [BOTH!] 
Welcome To The Biden Recession: Q2 GDP "Unexpectedly" Shrinks 0.9%, 
2nd Consecutive Decline Peter Schiff: The White House Recession Denial 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/peter-schiff-white-house-recession-
denial "When you’re losing, just change the rules of the game, then 
declare victory.” Recession? All Of A Sudden Yield Spreads Are 
Collapsing https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/no-recession-all-sudden-
yield-spreads-are-collapsing … we suggest continuing to follow risk 
management protocols until indicators indicate a reversal of that 
economic risk.

1. Tighten up stop-loss levels to current support levels for each position. 

2. Hedge portfolios against significant market declines. 

3. Take profits in positions that have been big winners 

4. Sell laggards and losers. 

5. Raise cash and rebalance portfolios to target weightings.

Peter Schiff: It's Getting Harder To Deny Recession Reality 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-schiff-its-getting-harder-deny-
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recession-reality "This should be obvious, but people have been in denial 
about the weakness in the economy..." Wall Street's Biggest Bear: One 
Down, But Two More Things Must Happen Before Stocks Bottom 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/wall-streets-biggest-bear-one-down-
two-more-things-must-happen-stocks-bottom Recession reflections 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/everyoneknows [ Recession 
is coming but everyone knows it ] The Number Of Americans Filing For 
First-Time Unemployment Claims Soared To 8-Month-Highs Last Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/number-americans-filing-
first-time-unemployment-claims-soared-8-month-highs-last ...and 
continuing claims are the highest since April... US Existing Home Sales 
Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses Sinkhole 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sinkhole "At present, the 2s10s 
spread is –18 bps. This is indicative of a recession 12-18 months ahead, 
which means the second half of 2023. Note that we have been 
forecasting a recession for 2023H2 since April." Recession Already Here 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-may-already-be-here The 
debate about recession risk is pointless.We are already in a recession... 
The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
an odd beast in any case. 

Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 

idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
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have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 
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ZEROHEDGE 'US Military Moving Assets', Markets Stall On Reports Pelosi 
To Visit Taiwan Tuesday https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-
sink-pelosi-taiwan-headlines Pelosi is reportedly expected to land in 
Taiwan on Tuesday night, and meet lawmakers on Wednesday. China 
Launches Live-Fire Drills Off Taiwan With US Carrier Group Nearby, As 
Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold 
War: UK National Security Advisor China Is Issuing The Same "Red Line" 
Warnings About Taiwan That Russia Issued About Ukraine THE SUN AI 
predicts last selfie on Earth… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-
e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-prediction-tiktok/ EOAD The Military Industrial 
Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It When War With China Erupts 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-industrial-complex-is-
going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-erupts/ ZH Russia Unveils
Large-Scale Military Exercises In East, Signaling Force Strength 
'Unaffected' By Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-
unveils-large-scale-eastern-military-exercises-signaling-force-strength-
unaffected Prior "Vostok" (East) drills included sizable Chinese PLA 
military participation... If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End 
Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm

How A Russian Gas Freeze Would Curtail European GDPs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/how-russian-gas-freeze-would-
curtail-european-gdps ...a complete shut-off from the Russian side would 
have disastrous effects for European economies... Ukraine Moves To 
Criminalize Russian Passport Application there is a lot of Ukrainian blood 
on the red Russian passport [What?] Russia Boasts It's Already Taken 
Out 4 US-Supplied Long Range Rocket Systems Russia Informs Turkey It 
Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa Port Attack It's Official: Russia And 
China Announce "New Global Reserve Currency" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-22/its-official-russia-and-china-
announce-new-global-reserve-currency And once again no one has 
noticed and no one seems to care. [ Yes, it’s official; NEW WORLD 
ORDER! ]

Pelosi: Pentagon Might Be Worried China Would Shoot Down Her Plane If 
She Visits Taiwan AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant 
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Corruption' After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky US "Started" The Ukraine
Crisis, China Says, In Fiercest Official Criticism Yet 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-started-ukraine-crisis-china-
says-fiercest-official-criticism-yet "As the one who started the Ukraine 
crisis & the biggest factor fueling it..." [ Yes...Sadly, that is indisputably 
true; it’s the american way.] Russia Plans 'Annexation Votes' For 
Captured Ukraine Territories By Mid-September: Report Russia Resumes 
Nord Stream Natural Gas Deliveries To Europe "...likely to lead to a 
collective sigh of relief from not just the European gas market, but from 
the wider economy," Russia Declares War Goals Have Expanded After 
West Pumped More Arms Into Ukraine Strengthening Ties With Iran, Putin
Meets With Supreme Leader In Tehran 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/strengthening-ties-iran-putin-
meets-supreme-leader-tehran “Our relations are developing at a good 
pace,” said Putin 

Putin Says Russia Will Honor Gas Commitment But Flows Will Drop As 
Much As 20% Of Capacity Vladimir Putin warned that flows via the Nord 
Stream pipeline could be curbed soon if sanctions prevent additional 
maintenance on its components Russian Military Given Formal Order To 
Target Ukraine's Long-Range Weapons From US 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-issues-formal-order-military-
target-ukraines-long-range-weapons-us Ukraine officials called the 
HIMARS a "game-changer"... [Riiight] Gazprom Declares Force Majeure, 
Will Halt Gas Flows To Germany Indefinitely "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”

Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
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lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
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Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
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of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
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extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 
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THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---
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[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

POST: FIRST MOON LANDING
NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 
Fake-NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv

http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm     

Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 

http://albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm
http://albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm
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https://www.facebook.com/elain.mm?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyMjA1MjAyMDgyOTcwMTg2XzU3NzQ0ODcwMDUzMTE2Mw%3D%3D&__tn__=R*F


yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

Al Peia

Riiight...and they haven't been back because...oh yeah, they got rid of 
their Saturn rockets ... and, they were in the past but not in the 
present/future impervious to radiation; ie., van allen belt, etc.. Oh, they 
probably could do it now, arguably; they're working on it. But, of course, 
Mars is quite another thing. The amounts of money for these 
boondoggles/frauds are staggering; yet, pale in comparison to the frauds 
on wall street. YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand 
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act... ].

albertpeia.com 

https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-house-trading-2021-9?fbclid=IwAR09dFVyNoZm5AbSc6RvuLX7_txNfPp6HYV8SBSjQeJPd8_JdRMongZa5Og
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1MzAzNTEyODAzMDY0NDU1XzQ2MjE1NjU2MTk2NTI3OA%3D%3D&__cft__[0]=AZUzCnIb-wZD4OBiRKgibKfqoanC5KXYUOyiE5ihDrzOlvkm7oasBYNz6UFGdx1qg7jGhOOkuzE50zBoUg0SKlxeo7XSnmbdp6XaFGF7zvKJdgLfy1_8zmY04O-FruT1VNfAsw-YnxfMtAJlgHw1mgfZPXMEyEA70ySt3zLU_ZWivHxL7_QKMte-9tS6m4bIXp4&__tn__=R]-R


ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 
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Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
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infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!

http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg
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https://www.axios.com/local/seattle/2022/06/02/stretched-thin-seattle-cops-failing-to-take-reports-rape-victims
https://www.axios.com/local/seattle/2022/06/02/stretched-thin-seattle-cops-failing-to-take-reports-rape-victims


The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 
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ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

CNN Murdoch's New York Post dumps Trump, calling him 'unworthy to be 
chief executive again'

MSNBC Joe: Trump's biggest enablers were begging him to stop. How is 

https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/joe-trump-s-biggest-enablers-were-begging-him-to-stop-how-is-he-not-already-in-jail-144579141716
https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/23/media/murdoch-trump-jan-6-new-york-post-wall-street-journal/index.html
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he not already in jail? Morning Joe

Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 
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DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
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by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
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and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky [ america’s kind of 
place! ]

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
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be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
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post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
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gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/gov-gavin-newsom-wins-big-in-california-could-he-be-president/ar-AAYgUlw
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/4358923
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running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/spx
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/comp
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/djia
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/bear-market-stocks-whats-next-51655150790?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-panel-says-evidence-173305500.html


such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/ukrainian-troops-struggle-to-hold-back-russian-advance-in-east/ar-AAYqeGu


US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It When War 
With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-
industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-
erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]
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THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 

https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/10/fired-fox-news-editor-chris-stirewalt-to-testify-at-jan-6-riot-committee-hearing.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/media/3519284-nearly-20m-watched-jan-6-hearing-nielsen
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-calls-deadly-insurrection-greatest-193328621.html
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UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 
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https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-and-unreleased-video-expected-to-be-focus-of-first-jan-6-hearing/ar-AAYfFly
https://apnews.com/article/jan-6-capitol-riot-hearings-live-updates-eefb79f2cffb705f04bf43ea164db20f


ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 
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ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 

https://www.facebook.com/susan.blank?__cft__[0]=AZVGvhjiSxGnjWz-LN1hLrt-aZERuH0PnG03UnsNEqhUcmu8tji41KXA8gSPX1OdMtaxPYgX5zHqHLdFB47IYBha_VhuUIONFV7lhrhbMfxB3fUSiPJAMdbT-Ekkqx2RcIH6jVbHjnRdnwyLewnxvu_HCG_Le8GADYmNiVTogj9heg&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
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AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
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DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

YAHOO We are seeing evidence that Donald Trump committed treason. 
Where is Merrick Garland? https://www.yahoo.com/news/seeing-evidence-
donald-trump-committed-100000305.html How many more Republican 
former officials have to come forward for the attorney general to act? 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com
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7-31-22
Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
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partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
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(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 



proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
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AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE Goldman Jumps As Traders Spark Q2 Revenue Beat But 
Total Earnings Plunge 47% Amid Major Investment Losses 
DRUDGE Hope for depositors dwindles as crypto lender files for 
bankruptcy... 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Pelosi 'Appears To Have Taken Advantage' Of 
Inside Information: Former Dallas Fed Chief Fisher Artificial Wealth Vs 
GDP: Why Earnings & The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
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hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
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official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT 
How Pandemic Changed Americans' Health for Worse… 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-covid-19-pandemic-changed-
americans-health-for-the-worse-11659260165 Heart disease and drug 
overdoses are among afflictions exacting a higher toll than before [ More 
than 1 million; 350 per day ]

More cities mull indoor masking… Indoor mask rules expected next week 
as L.A. virus wave worsens... Fauci Annual Pension Payout Exceeds 
POTUS Salary… Republicans plot Fauci probe… [Incompetent, greedy 
guinea] Covid Rises Across USA Amid Muted Warnings and Murky Data… 
WHO: Covid triples across Europe; Hospitalizations double... MONKEYPOX
PANDEMIC? WHO TO RECONVENE Most Americans Now in Areas With 
High Virus Levels… Deaths in LA rising as ultra-contagious subva  riants   
spread… https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-
covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 'Several hundred 
thousand' new covid cases a day NOT reported; Hospitalizations 
climbing... https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-
thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-
keep-climbing-11657298622 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths substantially exceed 
2021 numbers]
125,653 JUL 30 2022
78,481 JUL 30 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
426 JUL 30 2022
354 JUL 30 2021 
DALLAS TURNS HOTSPOT... 
New variant 'Centaurus' detected... 
Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 20% effective 
after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at 
Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as 
Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... Ultra-
contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 

https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
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dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 

UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

DRUDGEREPORT
PUTIN: USA MAIN THREAT TO RUSSIA [ Truth be told, USA MAIN THREAT
TO RUSSIA, CHINA, USA, WORLD ] 

Midterm Misery for Biden? Key Economy Gauge Flags 30-Seat Loss... 
Corporations on front lines say cracks forming... https://www.msn.com/en-
us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-
cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc In Silicon Valley, profits at tech 
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companies like Google and Apple generally beat expectations, but 
executives said there are signs of some niche slowing in consumer 
spending. Consumer products giant Procter & Gamble said it is expecting
a tougher 2023, although it’s still raising prices. Mastercard said 
spending was steady among the wealthy, but slowing among lower-
income customers 
INFLATION NOW HIGHEST SINCE 1982...
Retail's 'Dark Side': Inventory Piles Up... 
White House insists economy strong as allies grow uneasy about Fed...
Yellen denies recession...
Inflation highest since 1982... 
Big Tech Results Spotlight Breadth of Upheaval... 
RECESSION 2022 
GDP 2ND STRAIGHT QUARTERLY DROP 
Yield curve flashing more warning signs of risks ahead...
FED HIKES AGAIN... MORE TO COME...
VOX layoffs; Tech firms tighten belts...
FACEBOOK First Ever Revenue Drop...
COMCAST Broadband Growth Grinds to Halt...
BEST BUY latest retailer to cut outlook...
100 Wealthiest Americans Lose $622 Billion Since November... 

WORLD'S BIGGEST CONSUMER NAMES ANNOUNCE SOARING PRICE 
INCREASES... 
Inflation hits bodega favorite: Bacon, egg and cheese... 
Half Americans fall deeper in debt...
SHOPIFY cuts staff; Tech firms tighten belts ...
GOOGLE Growth Slows as Pressures Mount on Ad Market...
$9.4 Trillion Results Day Looms in Test for Stock Market...
Pending home sales fall 20%... 
Economist: Prices to Plunge… 
Fed Readies Largest Rate Hikes Since Volcker... Developing... 

Difficulty Paying Bills Tops Pandemic High...
Inflation Altering Shopping Habits...
Fed set for ANOTHER big rate hike...
WALMART cuts outlook...
ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms... 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
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https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/26/more-signs-emerge-that-inflation-is-altering-shopping-habits/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/difficulty-paying-bills-tops-pandemic-191151129.html
https://ca.news.yahoo.com/fed-readies-largest-rate-hikes-100116313.html
https://nypost.com/2022/07/26/us-home-prices-to-plunge-substantially-on-cratering-demand/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/pending-home-sales-fell-20percent-in-june-versus-a-year-earlier-as-mortgage-rates-soared.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/9-4-trillion-results-day-075131597.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-alphabet-googl-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658802135
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/shopify-sinks-12percent-after-company-plans-to-lay-off-10percent-of-workers.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/nearly-half-of-americans-fall-deeper-in-debt-as-inflation-boosts-costs.html
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looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

2 Americans dead in Donbas… Apocalyptic vision behind Putin 'golden 
billion' argument… [ From my direct observation and experience, 
pervasively mentally ill, corrupt, criminal america is indisputably the 
globally destructive bad guy. That is so ab initio! ]
U.S., allies weigh providing Ukraine fighter jets to counter Russia… 
Putin 'too healthy' says CIA chief... https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-
putin-health/ “Ukrainian, US, and British would-be media professionals 
have been spreading bogus stories about the president’s health condition
in recent months. This is all hoax,” he said. 
Ukraine graft concerns resurface as war goes on... China threatens 
'strong measures' if Pelosi visits Taiwan… Looming Gas Crunch Poses 
'Historic Test' for Europe, IEA Says… Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With 
Iran, Turkey in Rare Trip Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More 
Aggressive Phase of Ukraine War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... 
China satellite swarms hunt down and destroy enemy targets… Russia 
building laser weapon to disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke
attack preparedness PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts 
photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as 
pipeline from Russia shuts off… Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to 
citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   
Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 
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https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/russian-doomsday-submarine-armed-nuclear-drones-service
https://news.yahoo.com/relentless-russian-shelling-east-ukraine-073615708.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-pleads-weapons-war-spotlight-043837619.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/07/16/russia-ukraine-war-putin-news-live-updates/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-zelenskyy-government-and-politics-494af1bc0145fb2d16c76b0abf3f5cda
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.euronews.com/2022/07/21/vladimir-putin-entirely-too-healthy-says-cia-chief
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/us-allies-weigh-providing-ukraine-fighter-jets-to-counter-russia/ar-AAZNC4L
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://thehill.com/policy/international/russia/3571651-two-americans-dead-in-donbas-region-of-ukraine/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu


Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700


Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...

https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/


The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 

https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-sinks-below-20000-as-crypto-meltdown-intensifies.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-price-drops-below-18600-as-sell-off-accelerates.html
https://theankler.com/p/pod-hollywoods-economic-armageddon#details
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/once-feted-for-pandemic-heroics-worlds-central-banks-now-face-an-uneasy-crowd-0
https://news.yahoo.com/shock-swiss-rate-hike-sets-015937838.html
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/20/politics/supreme-court-june-preview/index.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-companies-start-to-rescind-job-offers-11655865283
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
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Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

DRUDGEREPORT ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK 
National Security Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]

ZELENSKY DRAGGED OVER VOGUE SHOOT... Russia To Quit Space 
Station… Will build rival… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-
to-quit-international-space-station-2024/ Kremlin to keep up gas squeeze 
on Europe... 

USA Leads Globally in Known Monkeypox Cases… More than 85% of 
Americans experience temps above 90… Extinction threat may be 
greater than previously thought, new global study finds… 
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-
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greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/ The global 
extinction crisis underway may be more intense than previously thought 
as humans continue to tear up land, overuse certain resources and heat 
up the planet...Nearly one in three species of all kinds — 30% — face 
global extinction or have been driven to extinction since the year 1500, 
according to the new survey published in the journal "Frontiers in Ecology
and the Environment."

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 
ROGAN CALLS TRUMP MAN BABY; SAYS WAS ON DRUGS IN WHITE 
HOUSE...  FLASHBACK: THE HIGHEST OFFICE; ADDERALL JUNKIE...   
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office [trump the 
adderall/blow man baby] NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 
9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS
JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
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stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
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nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
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https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

AP NEWS BIG STORIES APNews.com 

• Floods strike new blow in place that has known hardship   
JACKSON, Ky. (AP) — Evelyn Smith lost everything in the floods that
devastated eastern Kentucky, saving only her grandson's muddy 
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tricycle. But she's not planning to leave the mountains that have 
been...Read More

• Wildfires in West explode in size amid hot, windy conditions   
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Wildfires in California and Montana exploded in 
size overnight amid windy, hot conditions and were quickly 
encroaching on neighborhoods, forcing evacuation orders for over 
100 homes...Read More

• New York City declares monkeypox a public health emergency   
NEW YORK (AP) — Officials in New York City declared a public 
health emergency due to the spread of the monkeypox virus 
Saturday, calling the city “the epicenter” of the outbreak....Read 
More 

DRUDGEREPORT ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK 
National Security Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-
prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather 
shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie 
taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to 
asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the 
DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, 
the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet 
discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 
2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn 
almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as 
a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using 
maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," 
according to Open AI. ]
Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
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on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the 
Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, 
Slower And Dumber http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-
the-midst-of-a-mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-
slower-and-dumber/

Ranchers Are Selling Off Their Cattle In Unprecedented Numbers Due To 
The Drought, And That Has Enormous Implications For 2023

Microplastics Are Literally Everywhere, And They Are An Existential 
Threat To The Future Of The Human Race 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/microplastics-are-literally-
everywhere-and-they-are-an-existential-threat-to-the-future-of-the-human-
race/ 

https://youtu.be/PSxihhBzCjk 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 
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DRUDGEREPORT China threatens 'strong measures' if Pelosi visits 
Taiwan...
Kissinger Warns Biden Against Endless Confrontation... 
Beijing Dumps $100 Billion Worth Of Treasuries... 

ZEROHEDGE These Are All The Countries Capable Of Launching Space 
Rockets https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-are-all-countries-
capable-launching-space-rockets 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 

YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
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bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 

https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMJ_NqAswkdjAAw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' After US 
Lawmaker Slams Zelensky

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]
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Zelensky and US to blame for ‘bloodbath’ in Donbass – Russia 

Wall Street is collapsing – NYC mayor 

FBI manipulating domestic terror stats – whistleblowers 

US plunges into recession 

EU ban on Russian gas ‘impossible’ – Austria 

Kremlin comments on claims about Russian military casualties 

Zelensky’s Vogue photoshoot raises eyebrows 

Biden met with 14 of his son’s business associates – media 

NATO’s arsonist-in-chief Jens Stoltenberg wants the Western public to 
pay for a Ukrainian fire he helped to ignite 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

Russia to quit International Space Station after 2024 

Russia issues rebuke to Israel 

Grain deal won’t affect military op in Ukraine – Moscow 

UK candidates’ militancy and imperialism threaten to bring Britain down 

Kiev confirms arrival of heavy weapons from Germany 

US sends more weapons to Ukraine 

Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the fallout 
from their failed Russia policy 

EU eases sanctions on Russian oil exports 

https://www.rt.com/business/559509-eu-sanctions-russian-oil-eased/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559196-eu-citizens-pay-war-ukraine/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559196-eu-citizens-pay-war-ukraine/
https://www.rt.com/news/559485-himars-drones-ukraine-pentagon/
https://www.rt.com/news/559605-ukraine-germany-gepard-delivery/
https://www.rt.com/news/559592-rishi-sunak-liz-truss-candidates/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559606-lavrov-grain-deal-operation/
https://www.rt.com/news/559651-israel-russia-stance-unconstructive/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559652-space-station-quit-timeframe/
https://www.rt.com/news/559665-austria-lawmaker-sanctions-ukrainian-oligarchs/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559662-ukraine-plane-hijacking-peskov/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559598-jens-stoltenberg-calls-allies-pay/
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https://www.rt.com/news/559778-hunter-biden-joe-meetings/
https://www.rt.com/pop-culture/559771-zelensky-photoshoot-vogue-reactions/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559770-peskov-russia-losses-ukraine/
https://www.rt.com/business/559774-eu-ban-russian-gas-impossible/
https://www.rt.com/business/559790-us-enters-recession/
https://www.rt.com/news/559794-fbi-domestic-extremism-stats/
https://www.rt.com/business/559837-wall-street-collapsing-nyc-mayor/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559900-zelensky-donbass-shelling-pows/


Russia’s Lavrov talks Ukraine, sanctions and nuclear war with RT (FULL 
VIDEO) 

• Putin suggests motive behind Canada’s gas turbine delay   
• UN chief ‘under huge pressure’ over Ukraine – Russian FM   
• Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the   

fallout from their failed Russia policy Op-ed
• Zaporozhye Nuclear Power Plant attacked by Ukrainian drones   

Putin tells US to stop ‘looting’ Syria 

Former Russian president lists ‘Western sins’ 

Russian warns of ‘tougher’ terms for talks with Ukraine 

Dmitri Trenin: How a smart Middle East strategy can help Russia play a 
significant role in shaping the new world order 

Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 

IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 

Iran issues warning to US and Israel 

Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
industrial complex war monster’]

Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 
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RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

HUFFPOST SUSPICIOUS: SECRET SERVICE CAN’T FIND JAN. 6 TEXTS! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/national-archives-deleted-secret-service-
texts_n_62d6c6bbe4b008a2d03f1ac4 [ Ooooh … the mystery of it all … 
magical disappearance of text messages … could be ghosts … or 
gremlins … or salem witchcraft … WAKE UP! … AMERICA IS A TOTAL 
FRAUD! … AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 
MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). ]

The most intelligent, rational legal position:

Laurence Tribe, a Harvard law professor, argued that not holding Trump 
accountable would be equally harmful.

"I certainly recognize that indicting a former president would generate 
lots of social heat, perhaps violence," Tribe said. "But not indicting him 
would invite another violent insurrection."
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Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All Incredibly Depressed. 
Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" Some very concerning 
market observations from Goldman trader John Flood discussing the real 
rot below the market surface: Monday was the lightest volume session of
the year with 9.32b shares trading across all US equity exchanges 
breaking previous low mark of 9.4b back on 7/11/22. YTD daily avg for 
shares traded across all US equity exchanges sits @ 12.5b. Monday was 
also the lightest notional trading session of the year w/ $392b trading vs 
ytd daily avg of $638b. Our desk was a 3 on 1 – 10 scale in terms of 
overall activity levels. I am personally taken aback by how resilient mkt 
has been over the past few weeks. I don’t see L/Os putting their ~$210b 
of cash to work. I am seeing them use pockets of strength to sell lower 
conviction more illiquid names in block form and raise even more cash. 

Trump comic-con-show 
https://www.facebook.com/reel/523496502845404/?
s=single_unit&__cft__[0]=AZWPFQ3WczUIfIkH48JzeY46IoAd31UE03J6BK
gdB2FnhC4ZMwHrSlFnIZRzSdcm0iOvj82iS31DRdv7o07VE1dKwlJ-
o8PrhTfe_ujCAUFuOSNPQHEmqhCXpuyaLM_w2FExUX2P3sub6YXf8JZ_JO
SnUwrv6N77_T472Z5wMAIl1mh2SytZjOOe004Qi410SWP8G3HBHdMEgTY
aaiWHeOxK&__tn__=H-R 

ZEROHEDGE Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And 
Buybacks Will Be Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & 
Liquidity All Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real 
Pullback" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-
sentiment-and-liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I 
am personally taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past 
few weeks." Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager 
SNAP, Crackle And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's 
Terrible Results Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This 
Rally" "Sell Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
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competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
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june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
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magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
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Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Biden's America: Too Broke To Bet?   Chicago PMI   
Unexpectedly Plunges To 2-Year Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/chicago-pmi-unexpectedly-
plunges-2-year-lows ...stagflation signals as prices paid jumped and 
production and new orders fell... "Expert" Narratives Are Collapsing The 
house of cards continues to fall apart Yellen: "Recession" Doesn't Mean 
What You Think It Means [ Riiight! ] Sentiment sours amid Kremlin 
updates, EU Energy deal & US-earnings in focus -   Delusional Biden Admin   
Front-Runs Recessionary GDP Print... By Redefining Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/delusional-biden-admin-front-runs-
recessionary-gdp-print-redefining-recession It's not a recession until the 
White House gives economists on its payroll permission to declare it a 
recession... [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!] US PMI Crashes Into 
Contraction In July: "A Worrying Deterioration In The Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-pmi-crashes-contraction-july-
worrying-deterioration-economy "Excluding pandemic lockdown months, 
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output is falling at a rate not seen since 2009 amid the global financial 
crisis..." There's An Amazing Glut Of Office Space In Every Major Metro 
Area https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/theres-amazing-glut-office-
space-every-major-metro-area Occupancy is an engine of local 
economies. But there's a huge glut of space available... US Existing 
Home Sales Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses US Homebuilders 
Abandon Single-Families In June As They Brace For Rate Shock 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-builders-abandon-single-
family-home-startspermits-june-anticipating-renter ...multi-family starts 
and permits surged double-digits in June as single-family plunged... 
Homebuilder Confidence Collapses In July 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-confidence-
collapses-july ...the largest MoM drop (ex-COVID-lockdown) in history... 
Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
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ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
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my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE Gas Levy Could Triple Household Heating Bills In Germany 
EU Consumer Confidence Crashes To Record Lows As German CPI 
Unexpectedly Re-Accelerates "We Are In A Very Critical Moment": IMF 
Cuts Global GDP, Raises Inflation Outlook, Warns "World Teetering On 
Edge Of Recession" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-are-very-
critical-moment-imf-cuts-global-gdp-raises-inflation-outlook-warns-world 
"It’s easy to cool off the economy when the economy is running hot. It’s 
much harder to reduce inflation when the economy is close to a 
recession." Germans Taking Fewer Showers In Response To Cost Of 
Living Crisis China And Japan Hold The Keys To Euro Recovery 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/china-and-japan-hold-keys-euro-
recovery While the direction of Europe’s economy continues to be a 
hostage to Russian energy -- as today’s dispiriting PMI numbers attest -- it
is the Asian nations of China and Japan who are in a position to alleviate 
Europe’s capital-outflow problem and stabilize the euro. PMIs Signal 
Eurozone Recession Day After First ECB Rate-Hike In 11 Years 

19% Of The World's Population Lives In 'Chindia' (& Buys Russian Oil) 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/19-worlds-population-lives-
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chindia-buys-russian-oil India is expected to become the most populous 
nation on Earth by mid-2023, surpassing China whose population growth 
has all but stopped.. Oil Surges After Biden Fails To Win Saudi Pledge To 
Pump More Crude These Are The Countries With The Highest Default Risk
The Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial Production Unexpectedly 
Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker month since September 
2021... David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 

Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
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2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE Here’s why you shouldn’t invest in ETFs. UMich Inflation 
Expectations Rose Intra-Month, Democrats' Confidence Drops Further 
Inflation, Recession Or Both? Reporter Exposes White House's Blatant 
Redefining Of "Recession" Yellen: "Recession" Doesn't Mean What You 
Think It Means Gold & The Upcoming Recession Luongo: None Dare Call 
It A Recession Lest The Democrats Lose The Mid-Terms Democrats 
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Prepare To Unleash Hell On Fed Chair Powell For The Coming Recession 
"2023 Will Be A Year From Hell" - Martin Armstrong Warns Of Inflation-
Driven Civil-Unrest https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/2023-will-be-
year-hell-martin-armstrong-warns-inflation-driven-civil-unrest "...you are 
looking at revolutions... The euro looks like death warmed over... This is 
just not over yet." "Japanese Economy Continues To Crater "- Another 
Casualty Of The Energy Crisis The Danger Of Drought In Europe 
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/danger-drought-europe ...the current 
heatwave is bound to further exacerbate water shortages in Southern and
Southeast Europe... Record-Breaking Heat In Europe Meanwhile, 
Southern Europe is also experiencing extreme heat that has caused 
wildfires... UK Records Hottest Day Ever Amid Heat Apocalypse   "Heat   
Apocalypse" Blasts Europe As UK And France Brace For Hottest Days On 
Record   https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/heat-apocalypse-blasts-  
europe-uk-and-france-brace-hottest-days-record "Today and tomorrow will
be one of the worst, if not the worst heatwave events in the modern 
history of western Europe." The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 
2022 http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In 
Government Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 
4Chan Found After Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 
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Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
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the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
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Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off Taiwan With US Carrier 
Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia Nuclear War Threat 
Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security Advisor China's Army 
Posts "Get Ready For War!" Message On Social Media, State Mouthpiece 
Says PLA Has "Right" To Intercept Pelosi's Plane Inflation, Recession Or 
Both? [BOTH!] Welcome To The Biden Recession: Q2 GDP 
"Unexpectedly" Shrinks 0.9%, 2nd Consecutive Decline Peter Schiff: The 
White House Recession Denial https://www.zerohedge.com/political/peter-
schiff-white-house-recession-denial "When you’re losing, just change the 
rules of the game, then declare victory.” Recession? All Of A Sudden 
Yield Spreads Are Collapsing https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/no-
recession-all-sudden-yield-spreads-are-collapsing … we suggest 
continuing to follow risk management protocols until indicators indicate 
a reversal of that economic risk.

1. Tighten up stop-loss levels to current support levels for each position. 

2. Hedge portfolios against significant market declines. 
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3. Take profits in positions that have been big winners 

4. Sell laggards and losers. 

5. Raise cash and rebalance portfolios to target weightings.

Peter Schiff: It's Getting Harder To Deny Recession Reality 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-schiff-its-getting-harder-deny-
recession-reality "This should be obvious, but people have been in denial 
about the weakness in the economy..." Wall Street's Biggest Bear: One 
Down, But Two More Things Must Happen Before Stocks Bottom 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/wall-streets-biggest-bear-one-down-
two-more-things-must-happen-stocks-bottom Recession reflections 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/everyoneknows [ Recession 
is coming but everyone knows it ] The Number Of Americans Filing For 
First-Time Unemployment Claims Soared To 8-Month-Highs Last Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/number-americans-filing-
first-time-unemployment-claims-soared-8-month-highs-last ...and 
continuing claims are the highest since April... US Existing Home Sales 
Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses Sinkhole 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sinkhole "At present, the 2s10s 
spread is –18 bps. This is indicative of a recession 12-18 months ahead, 
which means the second half of 2023. Note that we have been 
forecasting a recession for 2023H2 since April." Recession Already Here 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-may-already-be-here The 
debate about recession risk is pointless.We are already in a recession... 
The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
an odd beast in any case. 

Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 

idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
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a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
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jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
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is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE China Launches Live-Fire Drills Off Taiwan With US Carrier 
Group Nearby, As Pelosi's Plane En Route To Asia Nuclear War Threat 
Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security Advisor China Is Issuing 
The Same "Red Line" Warnings About Taiwan That Russia Issued About 
Ukraine THE SUN AI predicts last selfie on Earth… https://www.the-
sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-prediction-tiktok/ 
EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It 
When War With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-
military-industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-
china-erupts/ ZH Russia Unveils Large-Scale Military Exercises In East, 
Signaling Force Strength 'Unaffected' By Ukraine 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-unveils-large-scale-eastern-
military-exercises-signaling-force-strength-unaffected Prior "Vostok" 
(East) drills included sizable Chinese PLA military participation... If We 
Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear 
Cataclysm

How A Russian Gas Freeze Would Curtail European GDPs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/how-russian-gas-freeze-would-
curtail-european-gdps ...a complete shut-off from the Russian side would 
have disastrous effects for European economies... Ukraine Moves To 
Criminalize Russian Passport Application there is a lot of Ukrainian blood 
on the red Russian passport [What?] Russia Boasts It's Already Taken 
Out 4 US-Supplied Long Range Rocket Systems Russia Informs Turkey It 
Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa Port Attack It's Official: Russia And 
China Announce "New Global Reserve Currency" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-22/its-official-russia-and-china-
announce-new-global-reserve-currency And once again no one has 
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noticed and no one seems to care. [ Yes, it’s official; NEW WORLD 
ORDER! ]

Pelosi: Pentagon Might Be Worried China Would Shoot Down Her Plane If 
She Visits Taiwan AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant 
Corruption' After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky US "Started" The Ukraine
Crisis, China Says, In Fiercest Official Criticism Yet 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-started-ukraine-crisis-china-
says-fiercest-official-criticism-yet "As the one who started the Ukraine 
crisis & the biggest factor fueling it..." [ Yes...Sadly, that is indisputably 
true; it’s the american way.] Russia Plans 'Annexation Votes' For 
Captured Ukraine Territories By Mid-September: Report Russia Resumes 
Nord Stream Natural Gas Deliveries To Europe "...likely to lead to a 
collective sigh of relief from not just the European gas market, but from 
the wider economy," Russia Declares War Goals Have Expanded After 
West Pumped More Arms Into Ukraine Strengthening Ties With Iran, Putin
Meets With Supreme Leader In Tehran 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/strengthening-ties-iran-putin-
meets-supreme-leader-tehran “Our relations are developing at a good 
pace,” said Putin 

Putin Says Russia Will Honor Gas Commitment But Flows Will Drop As 
Much As 20% Of Capacity Vladimir Putin warned that flows via the Nord 
Stream pipeline could be curbed soon if sanctions prevent additional 
maintenance on its components Russian Military Given Formal Order To 
Target Ukraine's Long-Range Weapons From US 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-issues-formal-order-military-
target-ukraines-long-range-weapons-us Ukraine officials called the 
HIMARS a "game-changer"... [Riiight] Gazprom Declares Force Majeure, 
Will Halt Gas Flows To Germany Indefinitely "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”

Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
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people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
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Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
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sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
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Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
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fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
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[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

POST: FIRST MOON LANDING
NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 
Fake-NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv

http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm     

Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm
http://news.aol.com/article/moon-rock-in-dutch-museum-is-just/642402
http://news.aol.com/article/moon-rock-in-dutch-museum-is-just/642402
http://news.aol.com/article/moon-rock-in-dutch-museum-is-just/642402
http://www.smh.com.au/national/prized-moon-rock-a-fake-20090829-f3al.html
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8226075.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8226075.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8226075.stm
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm
http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8226075.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8226075.stm
https://www.facebook.com/michele.carmichael.94?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyMjA1MjAyMDgyOTcwMTg2XzIxMDM5MDI3Mjk3ODIwMjA%3D&__tn__=R*F
https://www.facebook.com/elain.mm?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyMjA1MjAyMDgyOTcwMTg2XzU3NzQ0ODcwMDUzMTE2Mw%3D%3D&__tn__=R*F


In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

Al Peia

Riiight...and they haven't been back because...oh yeah, they got rid of 
their Saturn rockets ... and, they were in the past but not in the 
present/future impervious to radiation; ie., van allen belt, etc.. Oh, they 
probably could do it now, arguably; they're working on it. But, of course, 
Mars is quite another thing. The amounts of money for these 
boondoggles/frauds are staggering; yet, pale in comparison to the frauds 
on wall street. YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand 
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act... ].

albertpeia.com 

https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-house-trading-2021-9?fbclid=IwAR09dFVyNoZm5AbSc6RvuLX7_txNfPp6HYV8SBSjQeJPd8_JdRMongZa5Og
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1MzAzNTEyODAzMDY0NDU1XzQ2MjE1NjU2MTk2NTI3OA%3D%3D&__cft__[0]=AZUzCnIb-wZD4OBiRKgibKfqoanC5KXYUOyiE5ihDrzOlvkm7oasBYNz6UFGdx1qg7jGhOOkuzE50zBoUg0SKlxeo7XSnmbdp6XaFGF7zvKJdgLfy1_8zmY04O-FruT1VNfAsw-YnxfMtAJlgHw1mgfZPXMEyEA70ySt3zLU_ZWivHxL7_QKMte-9tS6m4bIXp4&__tn__=R]-R
http://albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm
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ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]
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Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
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you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people

http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg
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are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 

http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

CNN Murdoch's New York Post dumps Trump, calling him 'unworthy to be 
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chief executive again'

MSNBC Joe: Trump's biggest enablers were begging him to stop. How is 
he not already in jail? Morning Joe

Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
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that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
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response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
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justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky [ america’s kind of 
place! ]

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
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be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
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post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
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gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
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running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
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such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It When War 
With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-
industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-
erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]
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THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
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UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 
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ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 

https://www.facebook.com/susan.blank?__cft__[0]=AZVGvhjiSxGnjWz-LN1hLrt-aZERuH0PnG03UnsNEqhUcmu8tji41KXA8gSPX1OdMtaxPYgX5zHqHLdFB47IYBha_VhuUIONFV7lhrhbMfxB3fUSiPJAMdbT-Ekkqx2RcIH6jVbHjnRdnwyLewnxvu_HCG_Le8GADYmNiVTogj9heg&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
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AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
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DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

YAHOO We are seeing evidence that Donald Trump committed treason. 
Where is Merrick Garland? https://www.yahoo.com/news/seeing-evidence-
donald-trump-committed-100000305.html How many more Republican 
former officials have to come forward for the attorney general to act? 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com
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7-30-22
Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
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partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
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(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 



proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
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AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE Goldman Jumps As Traders Spark Q2 Revenue Beat But 
Total Earnings Plunge 47% Amid Major Investment Losses 
DRUDGE Hope for depositors dwindles as crypto lender files for 
bankruptcy... 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Pelosi 'Appears To Have Taken Advantage' Of 
Inside Information: Former Dallas Fed Chief Fisher Artificial Wealth Vs 
GDP: Why Earnings & The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
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hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
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official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT More cities mull indoor masking… Indoor mask rules 
expected next week as L.A. virus wave worsens... Fauci Annual Pension 
Payout Exceeds POTUS Salary… Republicans plot Fauci probe… 
[Incompetent, greedy guinea] Covid Rises Across USA Amid Muted 
Warnings and Murky Data… WHO: Covid triples across Europe; 
Hospitalizations double... MONKEYPOX PANDEMIC? WHO TO 
RECONVENE Most Americans Now in Areas With High Virus Levels… 
Deaths in LA rising as ultra-contagious subva  riants spread…   
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-
deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 'Several hundred thousand' 
new covid cases a day NOT reported; Hospitalizations climbing... 
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-
covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-
11657298622 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths substantially exceed 
2021 numbers]
127,586 JUL 29 2022
71,663 JUL 29 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
432 JUL 29 2022
321 JUL 29 2021 
DALLAS TURNS HOTSPOT... 
New variant 'Centaurus' detected... 
Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 20% effective 
after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at 
Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as 
Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... Ultra-
contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 

https://www.studyfinds.org/covid-19-meat-in-freezer-weeks/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
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https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
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https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
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https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/macao-shutter-casinos-week-covid-19-outbreak-86545719
https://news.yahoo.com/macau-locks-down-landmark-lisboa-011323085.html
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https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says
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https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/nyc-neighborhoods-top-25-covid-positivity-as-new-cases-surge-again/3764698/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/as-the-ba5-variant-spreads-the-risk-of-coronavirus-reinfection-grows/ar-AAZpFDy
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5814174/new-covid-variant-centaurus-detected-uk/
https://www.dallasnews.com/news/2022/07/19/three-things-to-know-about-the-highly-contagious-covid-19-variant-spreading-right-now/
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/most-of-u-s-population-now-in-areas-with-high-covid-19-levels-as-ba-5-subvariant-spreads-11657923100
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220714-who-to-reconvene-monkeypox-emergency-panel-on-july-21
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220714-who-to-reconvene-monkeypox-emergency-panel-on-july-21
https://news.yahoo.com/shocking-monkeypox-screw-means-admit-030643200.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-united-nations-world-organization-06bccc307fa13d428e59babf4b9d8403
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-united-nations-world-organization-06bccc307fa13d428e59babf4b9d8403
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/18/covid-rises-across-u-s-amid-muted-warnings-and-murky-data/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/18/covid-rises-across-u-s-amid-muted-warnings-and-murky-data/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3571232-gop-plots-fauci-probe-after-midterms/
https://openthebooks.substack.com/p/dr-faucis-retirement-pension-414667
https://openthebooks.substack.com/p/dr-faucis-retirement-pension-414667
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/la-county-mask-mandate-likely-a-week-away-as-covid-cases-keep-climbing/ar-AAZPrHB
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https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/25/politics/covid-19-mask-mandates/index.html


How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 

UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

DRUDGEREPORT
Midterm Misery for Biden? Key Economy Gauge Flags 30-Seat Loss... 
Corporations on front lines say cracks forming... https://www.msn.com/en-
us/money/news/corporations-on-the-front-lines-of-the-economy-say-
cracks-are-forming/ar-AA107DRc In Silicon Valley, profits at tech 
companies like Google and Apple generally beat expectations, but 
executives said there are signs of some niche slowing in consumer 
spending. Consumer products giant Procter & Gamble said it is expecting
a tougher 2023, although it’s still raising prices. Mastercard said 
spending was steady among the wealthy, but slowing among lower-
income customers 
INFLATION NOW HIGHEST SINCE 1982...
Retail's 'Dark Side': Inventory Piles Up... 
White House insists economy strong as allies grow uneasy about Fed...

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/white-house-insists-economy-is-strong-as-allies-grow-uneasy-about-fed/ar-AA105XbV
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/30/retails-dark-side-as-inventory-piles-up-liquidation-warehouses-are-busy/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.pginvestor.com/financial-reporting/press-releases/news-details/2022/PG-Announces-Fourth-Quarter-and-Fiscal-Year-2022-Results/default.aspx
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10929687/Germany-considers-making-mask-wearing-COMPULSORY-October-March-public-places.html
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https://www.jpost.com/international/article-709799
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https://www.the-sun.com/health/5682058/urgent-warning-anyone-attending-mass-gatherings-weekend/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/monkeypox-town-hall-new-york
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5674230/uk-covid-cases-heading-for-record-high-zoe/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.yahoo.com/now/covid-could-screw-worse-reinfection-084337273.html


Yellen denies recession...
Inflation highest since 1982... 
Big Tech Results Spotlight Breadth of Upheaval... 
RECESSION 2022 
GDP 2ND STRAIGHT QUARTERLY DROP 
Yield curve flashing more warning signs of risks ahead...
FED HIKES AGAIN... MORE TO COME...
VOX layoffs; Tech firms tighten belts...
FACEBOOK First Ever Revenue Drop...
COMCAST Broadband Growth Grinds to Halt...
BEST BUY latest retailer to cut outlook...
100 Wealthiest Americans Lose $622 Billion Since November... 

WORLD'S BIGGEST CONSUMER NAMES ANNOUNCE SOARING PRICE 
INCREASES... 
Inflation hits bodega favorite: Bacon, egg and cheese... 
Half Americans fall deeper in debt...
SHOPIFY cuts staff; Tech firms tighten belts ...
GOOGLE Growth Slows as Pressures Mount on Ad Market...
$9.4 Trillion Results Day Looms in Test for Stock Market...
Pending home sales fall 20%... 
Economist: Prices to Plunge… 
Fed Readies Largest Rate Hikes Since Volcker... Developing... 

Difficulty Paying Bills Tops Pandemic High...
Inflation Altering Shopping Habits...
Fed set for ANOTHER big rate hike...
WALMART cuts outlook...
ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms... 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

2 Americans dead in Donbas… Apocalyptic vision behind Putin 'golden 
billion' argument… [ From my direct observation and experience, 
pervasively mentally ill, corrupt, criminal america is indisputably the 
globally destructive bad guy. That is so ab initio! ]
U.S., allies weigh providing Ukraine fighter jets to counter Russia… 
Putin 'too healthy' says CIA chief... https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-
putin-health/ “Ukrainian, US, and British would-be media professionals 

https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.euronews.com/2022/07/21/vladimir-putin-entirely-too-healthy-says-cia-chief
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/us-allies-weigh-providing-ukraine-fighter-jets-to-counter-russia/ar-AAZNC4L
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://thehill.com/policy/international/russia/3571651-two-americans-dead-in-donbas-region-of-ukraine/
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://news.yahoo.com/walmart-cuts-profit-outlook-inflation-204311068.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fed-inflict-more-pain-economy-130000297.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/26/more-signs-emerge-that-inflation-is-altering-shopping-habits/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/difficulty-paying-bills-tops-pandemic-191151129.html
https://ca.news.yahoo.com/fed-readies-largest-rate-hikes-100116313.html
https://nypost.com/2022/07/26/us-home-prices-to-plunge-substantially-on-cratering-demand/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/pending-home-sales-fell-20percent-in-june-versus-a-year-earlier-as-mortgage-rates-soared.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/9-4-trillion-results-day-075131597.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-alphabet-googl-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658802135
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/shopify-sinks-12percent-after-company-plans-to-lay-off-10percent-of-workers.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/nearly-half-of-americans-fall-deeper-in-debt-as-inflation-boosts-costs.html
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-new-york-prices-bd26a709a13cbccce503b2e986301edb
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://bnanews102.bna.com/daily-tax-report/the-100-wealthiest-americans-lost-622-billion-since-november
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/best-buys-shares-fall-10percent-as-it-cuts-its-forecast-for-second-quarter-cites-weaker-demand.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/comcast-earnings-2q-2022.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/meta-facebook-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658883684
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/27/vox-media-layoffs-economic-uncertainty
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11054989/Fed-rate-hike-Central-bank-raises-key-rate-0-75-points.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/fed-decision-july-2022-.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/analysis-u-yield-curve-flashing-211417380.html
https://apnews.com/article/united-states-economy-economic-growth-government-and-politics-4ffd93331422cb131a974223dad5825f
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/gdp-q2-.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/from-apple-to-microsoft-big-tech-results-spotlight-breadth-of-economic-upheaval-11659094604
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/29/inflation-figure-that-the-fed-follows-closely-hits-highest-level-since-january-1982.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/yellen-says-the-economy-is-not-in-a-recession-despite-gdp-slump.html


have been spreading bogus stories about the president’s health condition
in recent months. This is all hoax,” he said. 
Ukraine graft concerns resurface as war goes on... China threatens 
'strong measures' if Pelosi visits Taiwan… Looming Gas Crunch Poses 
'Historic Test' for Europe, IEA Says… Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With 
Iran, Turkey in Rare Trip Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More 
Aggressive Phase of Ukraine War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... 
China satellite swarms hunt down and destroy enemy targets… Russia 
building laser weapon to disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke
attack preparedness PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts 
photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as 
pipeline from Russia shuts off… Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to 
citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   
Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
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https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/russian-doomsday-submarine-armed-nuclear-drones-service
https://news.yahoo.com/relentless-russian-shelling-east-ukraine-073615708.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-pleads-weapons-war-spotlight-043837619.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/07/16/russia-ukraine-war-putin-news-live-updates/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-zelenskyy-government-and-politics-494af1bc0145fb2d16c76b0abf3f5cda


escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c


SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...

https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/abortion-ruling-highlights-diverging-paths-of-justices-john-roberts-samuel-alito-11656149400
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244


World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

https://www.politico.com/news/2022/07/04/recession-talk-surges-in-washington-00043818
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/stimulus-checks-rewired-how-some-americans-see-money.html
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2022/06/17/bidens-america-sriracha-peanut-butter-latest-items-short-supply/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/travel/news/americans-are-starting-to-pull-back-on-travel-and-restaurants/ar-AAYBEka
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-sinks-below-20000-as-crypto-meltdown-intensifies.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-price-drops-below-18600-as-sell-off-accelerates.html
https://theankler.com/p/pod-hollywoods-economic-armageddon#details
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/once-feted-for-pandemic-heroics-worlds-central-banks-now-face-an-uneasy-crowd-0
https://news.yahoo.com/shock-swiss-rate-hike-sets-015937838.html
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/20/politics/supreme-court-june-preview/index.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-companies-start-to-rescind-job-offers-11655865283
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/


DRUDGEREPORT AI predicts last selfie on Earth… https://www.the-
sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-prediction-tiktok/ 
[ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather shocking … END 
TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie taken on Earth and 
it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to asking artificial 
intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the DALL-E AI thinks the 
last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, the DALL-E mini 
image generator started going viral after the internet discovered its 
ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 2021, DALL-E is 
known as a transformer language model that can turn almost any idea 
into images. "It receives both the text and the image as a single stream 
of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using maximum 
likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," according to 
Open AI. ]

ZELENSKY DRAGGED OVER VOGUE SHOOT... Russia To Quit Space 
Station… Will build rival… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-
to-quit-international-space-station-2024/ Kremlin to keep up gas squeeze 
on Europe... 

USA Leads Globally in Known Monkeypox Cases… More than 85% of 
Americans experience temps above 90… Extinction threat may be 
greater than previously thought, new global study finds… 
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-
greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/ The global 
extinction crisis underway may be more intense than previously thought 
as humans continue to tear up land, overuse certain resources and heat 
up the planet...Nearly one in three species of all kinds — 30% — face 
global extinction or have been driven to extinction since the year 1500, 
according to the new survey published in the journal "Frontiers in Ecology
and the Environment."

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
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witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 
ROGAN CALLS TRUMP MAN BABY; SAYS WAS ON DRUGS IN WHITE 
HOUSE...  FLASHBACK: THE HIGHEST OFFICE; ADDERALL JUNKIE...   
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office [trump the 
adderall/blow man baby] NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 
9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS
JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
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seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
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USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 

https://www.sfgate.com/politics/article/The-Atlantic-dreams-about-Newsom-replacing-Biden-17249234.php
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/netanyahu-prepares-for-a-comeback-in-israel-e2-80-99s-next-elections/ar-AAYHWpl
https://metro.co.uk/2022/06/22/russian-colonel-who-carried-putins-nuclear-codes-briefcase-found-shot-16873192/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/experts-say-there-are-mounting-signs-that-the-kremlin-is-purging-its-top-generals-in-ukraine-the-latest-hint-of-deep-dysfunction-in-putin-s-army/ar-AAYKxsd
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/22/russian-novoshakhtinsk-oil-refinery-struck-drone-possible-attack-inside-borders
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/germany-trigger-phase-two-three-065910268.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/germany-looks-at-rationing-natural-gas-after-russia-cuts-supply-11655978153
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/23/russia-crimps-gas-flows-just-as-europe-races-to-stock-up-for-winter/
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/justice-department-raids-home-of-former-doj-official-at-center-of-jan-6-panel-s-investigation/ar-AAYNmvR
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/jan-6-committee-doj-seek-footage-of-roger-stone-from-danish-filmmakers/ar-AAYOQgG
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/jan-6-panel-to-hone-in-on-trumps-efforts-to-meddle-at-doj-00041708
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/bill-barr-suggests-trump-came-very-close-to-staying-in-power-im-not-sure-we-would-have-had-a-transition-at-all/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/23/politics/trump-jan-6-documentary-footage-pence-25th-amendment/index.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-holder-jan-6-documentarian-says-trump-had-secret-air-force-one-call-with-putin-just-before-election
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
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unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

DRUDGEREPORT AI predicts last selfie on Earth… https://www.the-
sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-prediction-tiktok/ 
[ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather shocking … END 
TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie taken on Earth and 
it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to asking artificial 
intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the DALL-E AI thinks the 
last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, the DALL-E mini 
image generator started going viral after the internet discovered its 
ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 2021, DALL-E is 
known as a transformer language model that can turn almost any idea 
into images. "It receives both the text and the image as a single stream 
of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using maximum 
likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," according to 
Open AI. ]
Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
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dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the 
Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, 
Slower And Dumber http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-
the-midst-of-a-mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-
slower-and-dumber/

Ranchers Are Selling Off Their Cattle In Unprecedented Numbers Due To 
The Drought, And That Has Enormous Implications For 2023

Microplastics Are Literally Everywhere, And They Are An Existential 
Threat To The Future Of The Human Race 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/microplastics-are-literally-
everywhere-and-they-are-an-existential-threat-to-the-future-of-the-human-
race/ 

https://youtu.be/PSxihhBzCjk 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/
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ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

DRUDGEREPORT China threatens 'strong measures' if Pelosi visits 
Taiwan...
Kissinger Warns Biden Against Endless Confrontation... 
Beijing Dumps $100 Billion Worth Of Treasuries... 

ZEROHEDGE These Are All The Countries Capable Of Launching Space 
Rockets https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-are-all-countries-
capable-launching-space-rockets 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 

YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
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worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 

https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMJ_NqAswkdjAAw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' After US 
Lawmaker Slams Zelensky

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
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Wall Street is collapsing – NYC mayor 

FBI manipulating domestic terror stats – whistleblowers 

US plunges into recession 

EU ban on Russian gas ‘impossible’ – Austria 

Kremlin comments on claims about Russian military casualties 

Zelensky’s Vogue photoshoot raises eyebrows 

Biden met with 14 of his son’s business associates – media 

NATO’s arsonist-in-chief Jens Stoltenberg wants the Western public to 
pay for a Ukrainian fire he helped to ignite 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

Russia to quit International Space Station after 2024 

Russia issues rebuke to Israel 

Grain deal won’t affect military op in Ukraine – Moscow 

UK candidates’ militancy and imperialism threaten to bring Britain down 

Kiev confirms arrival of heavy weapons from Germany 

US sends more weapons to Ukraine 

Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the fallout 
from their failed Russia policy 

EU eases sanctions on Russian oil exports 

Russia’s Lavrov talks Ukraine, sanctions and nuclear war with RT (FULL 
VIDEO) 

https://www.rt.com/russia/559308-lavrov-full-interview-rt/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559308-lavrov-full-interview-rt/
https://www.rt.com/business/559509-eu-sanctions-russian-oil-eased/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559196-eu-citizens-pay-war-ukraine/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559196-eu-citizens-pay-war-ukraine/
https://www.rt.com/news/559485-himars-drones-ukraine-pentagon/
https://www.rt.com/news/559605-ukraine-germany-gepard-delivery/
https://www.rt.com/news/559592-rishi-sunak-liz-truss-candidates/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559606-lavrov-grain-deal-operation/
https://www.rt.com/news/559651-israel-russia-stance-unconstructive/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559652-space-station-quit-timeframe/
https://www.rt.com/news/559665-austria-lawmaker-sanctions-ukrainian-oligarchs/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559662-ukraine-plane-hijacking-peskov/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559598-jens-stoltenberg-calls-allies-pay/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559598-jens-stoltenberg-calls-allies-pay/
https://www.rt.com/news/559778-hunter-biden-joe-meetings/
https://www.rt.com/pop-culture/559771-zelensky-photoshoot-vogue-reactions/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559770-peskov-russia-losses-ukraine/
https://www.rt.com/business/559774-eu-ban-russian-gas-impossible/
https://www.rt.com/business/559790-us-enters-recession/
https://www.rt.com/news/559794-fbi-domestic-extremism-stats/
https://www.rt.com/business/559837-wall-street-collapsing-nyc-mayor/


• Putin suggests motive behind Canada’s gas turbine delay   
• UN chief ‘under huge pressure’ over Ukraine – Russian FM   
• Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the   

fallout from their failed Russia policy Op-ed
• Zaporozhye Nuclear Power Plant attacked by Ukrainian drones   

Putin tells US to stop ‘looting’ Syria 

Former Russian president lists ‘Western sins’ 

Russian warns of ‘tougher’ terms for talks with Ukraine 

Dmitri Trenin: How a smart Middle East strategy can help Russia play a 
significant role in shaping the new world order 

Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 

IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 

Iran issues warning to US and Israel 

Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
industrial complex war monster’]

Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

https://www.rt.com/russia/558992-ukraine-nazi-torture-chamber/
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Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

HUFFPOST SUSPICIOUS: SECRET SERVICE CAN’T FIND JAN. 6 TEXTS! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/national-archives-deleted-secret-service-
texts_n_62d6c6bbe4b008a2d03f1ac4 [ Ooooh … the mystery of it all … 
magical disappearance of text messages … could be ghosts … or 
gremlins … or salem witchcraft … WAKE UP! … AMERICA IS A TOTAL 
FRAUD! … AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 
MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). ]

The most intelligent, rational legal position:

Laurence Tribe, a Harvard law professor, argued that not holding Trump 
accountable would be equally harmful.

"I certainly recognize that indicting a former president would generate 
lots of social heat, perhaps violence," Tribe said. "But not indicting him 
would invite another violent insurrection."

Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All Incredibly Depressed. 
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Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" Some very concerning 
market observations from Goldman trader John Flood discussing the real 
rot below the market surface: Monday was the lightest volume session of
the year with 9.32b shares trading across all US equity exchanges 
breaking previous low mark of 9.4b back on 7/11/22. YTD daily avg for 
shares traded across all US equity exchanges sits @ 12.5b. Monday was 
also the lightest notional trading session of the year w/ $392b trading vs 
ytd daily avg of $638b. Our desk was a 3 on 1 – 10 scale in terms of 
overall activity levels. I am personally taken aback by how resilient mkt 
has been over the past few weeks. I don’t see L/Os putting their ~$210b 
of cash to work. I am seeing them use pockets of strength to sell lower 
conviction more illiquid names in block form and raise even more cash. 

Trump comic-con-show 
https://www.facebook.com/reel/523496502845404/?
s=single_unit&__cft__[0]=AZWPFQ3WczUIfIkH48JzeY46IoAd31UE03J6BK
gdB2FnhC4ZMwHrSlFnIZRzSdcm0iOvj82iS31DRdv7o07VE1dKwlJ-
o8PrhTfe_ujCAUFuOSNPQHEmqhCXpuyaLM_w2FExUX2P3sub6YXf8JZ_JO
SnUwrv6N77_T472Z5wMAIl1mh2SytZjOOe004Qi410SWP8G3HBHdMEgTY
aaiWHeOxK&__tn__=H-R 

ZEROHEDGE Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And 
Buybacks Will Be Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & 
Liquidity All Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real 
Pullback" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-
sentiment-and-liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I 
am personally taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past 
few weeks." Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager 
SNAP, Crackle And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's 
Terrible Results Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This 
Rally" "Sell Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 
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The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
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surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
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look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Biden's America: Too Broke To Bet?   Chicago PMI   
Unexpectedly Plunges To 2-Year Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/chicago-pmi-unexpectedly-
plunges-2-year-lows ...stagflation signals as prices paid jumped and 
production and new orders fell... "Expert" Narratives Are Collapsing The 
house of cards continues to fall apart Yellen: "Recession" Doesn't Mean 
What You Think It Means [ Riiight! ] Sentiment sours amid Kremlin 
updates, EU Energy deal & US-earnings in focus -   Delusional Biden Admin   
Front-Runs Recessionary GDP Print... By Redefining Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/delusional-biden-admin-front-runs-
recessionary-gdp-print-redefining-recession It's not a recession until the 
White House gives economists on its payroll permission to declare it a 
recession... [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!] US PMI Crashes Into 
Contraction In July: "A Worrying Deterioration In The Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-pmi-crashes-contraction-july-
worrying-deterioration-economy "Excluding pandemic lockdown months, 
output is falling at a rate not seen since 2009 amid the global financial 
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crisis..." There's An Amazing Glut Of Office Space In Every Major Metro 
Area https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/theres-amazing-glut-office-
space-every-major-metro-area Occupancy is an engine of local 
economies. But there's a huge glut of space available... US Existing 
Home Sales Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses US Homebuilders 
Abandon Single-Families In June As They Brace For Rate Shock 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-builders-abandon-single-
family-home-startspermits-june-anticipating-renter ...multi-family starts 
and permits surged double-digits in June as single-family plunged... 
Homebuilder Confidence Collapses In July 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-confidence-
collapses-july ...the largest MoM drop (ex-COVID-lockdown) in history... 
Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
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already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
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they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE Gas Levy Could Triple Household Heating Bills In Germany 
EU Consumer Confidence Crashes To Record Lows As German CPI 
Unexpectedly Re-Accelerates "We Are In A Very Critical Moment": IMF 
Cuts Global GDP, Raises Inflation Outlook, Warns "World Teetering On 
Edge Of Recession" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-are-very-
critical-moment-imf-cuts-global-gdp-raises-inflation-outlook-warns-world 
"It’s easy to cool off the economy when the economy is running hot. It’s 
much harder to reduce inflation when the economy is close to a 
recession." Germans Taking Fewer Showers In Response To Cost Of 
Living Crisis China And Japan Hold The Keys To Euro Recovery 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/china-and-japan-hold-keys-euro-
recovery While the direction of Europe’s economy continues to be a 
hostage to Russian energy -- as today’s dispiriting PMI numbers attest -- it
is the Asian nations of China and Japan who are in a position to alleviate 
Europe’s capital-outflow problem and stabilize the euro. PMIs Signal 
Eurozone Recession Day After First ECB Rate-Hike In 11 Years 

19% Of The World's Population Lives In 'Chindia' (& Buys Russian Oil) 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/19-worlds-population-lives-
chindia-buys-russian-oil India is expected to become the most populous 
nation on Earth by mid-2023, surpassing China whose population growth 
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has all but stopped.. Oil Surges After Biden Fails To Win Saudi Pledge To 
Pump More Crude These Are The Countries With The Highest Default Risk
The Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial Production Unexpectedly 
Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker month since September 
2021... David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 

Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE Here’s why you shouldn’t invest in ETFs. UMich Inflation 
Expectations Rose Intra-Month, Democrats' Confidence Drops Further 
Inflation, Recession Or Both? Reporter Exposes White House's Blatant 
Redefining Of "Recession" Yellen: "Recession" Doesn't Mean What You 
Think It Means Gold & The Upcoming Recession Luongo: None Dare Call 
It A Recession Lest The Democrats Lose The Mid-Terms Democrats 
Prepare To Unleash Hell On Fed Chair Powell For The Coming Recession 
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"2023 Will Be A Year From Hell" - Martin Armstrong Warns Of Inflation-
Driven Civil-Unrest https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/2023-will-be-
year-hell-martin-armstrong-warns-inflation-driven-civil-unrest "...you are 
looking at revolutions... The euro looks like death warmed over... This is 
just not over yet." "Japanese Economy Continues To Crater "- Another 
Casualty Of The Energy Crisis The Danger Of Drought In Europe 
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/danger-drought-europe ...the current 
heatwave is bound to further exacerbate water shortages in Southern and
Southeast Europe... Record-Breaking Heat In Europe Meanwhile, 
Southern Europe is also experiencing extreme heat that has caused 
wildfires... UK Records Hottest Day Ever Amid Heat Apocalypse   "Heat   
Apocalypse" Blasts Europe As UK And France Brace For Hottest Days On 
Record   https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/heat-apocalypse-blasts-  
europe-uk-and-france-brace-hottest-days-record "Today and tomorrow will
be one of the worst, if not the worst heatwave events in the modern 
history of western Europe." The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 
2022 http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In 
Government Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 
4Chan Found After Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 
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Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
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broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
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evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE China's Army Posts "Get Ready For War!" Message On Social
Media, State Mouthpiece Says PLA Has "Right" To Intercept Pelosi's 
Plane Inflation, Recession Or Both? [BOTH!] Welcome To The Biden 
Recession: Q2 GDP "Unexpectedly" Shrinks 0.9%, 2nd Consecutive 
Decline Peter Schiff: The White House Recession Denial 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/peter-schiff-white-house-recession-
denial "When you’re losing, just change the rules of the game, then 
declare victory.” Recession? All Of A Sudden Yield Spreads Are 
Collapsing https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/no-recession-all-sudden-
yield-spreads-are-collapsing … we suggest continuing to follow risk 
management protocols until indicators indicate a reversal of that 
economic risk.

1. Tighten up stop-loss levels to current support levels for each position. 

2. Hedge portfolios against significant market declines. 

3. Take profits in positions that have been big winners 

4. Sell laggards and losers. 
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5. Raise cash and rebalance portfolios to target weightings.

Peter Schiff: It's Getting Harder To Deny Recession Reality 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-schiff-its-getting-harder-deny-
recession-reality "This should be obvious, but people have been in denial 
about the weakness in the economy..." Wall Street's Biggest Bear: One 
Down, But Two More Things Must Happen Before Stocks Bottom 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/wall-streets-biggest-bear-one-down-
two-more-things-must-happen-stocks-bottom Recession reflections 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/everyoneknows [ Recession 
is coming but everyone knows it ] The Number Of Americans Filing For 
First-Time Unemployment Claims Soared To 8-Month-Highs Last Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/number-americans-filing-
first-time-unemployment-claims-soared-8-month-highs-last ...and 
continuing claims are the highest since April... US Existing Home Sales 
Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses Sinkhole 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sinkhole "At present, the 2s10s 
spread is –18 bps. This is indicative of a recession 12-18 months ahead, 
which means the second half of 2023. Note that we have been 
forecasting a recession for 2023H2 since April." Recession Already Here 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-may-already-be-here The 
debate about recession risk is pointless.We are already in a recession... 
The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
an odd beast in any case. 

Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 

idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
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Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
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economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE China Is Issuing The Same "Red Line" Warnings About 
Taiwan That Russia Issued About Ukraine THE SUN AI predicts last selfie
on Earth… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-
earth-prediction-tiktok/ EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To 
Absolutely Love It When War With China Erupts 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-industrial-complex-is-
going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-erupts/ ZH Russia Unveils
Large-Scale Military Exercises In East, Signaling Force Strength 
'Unaffected' By Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-
unveils-large-scale-eastern-military-exercises-signaling-force-strength-
unaffected Prior "Vostok" (East) drills included sizable Chinese PLA 
military participation... If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End 
Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm

How A Russian Gas Freeze Would Curtail European GDPs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/how-russian-gas-freeze-would-
curtail-european-gdps ...a complete shut-off from the Russian side would 
have disastrous effects for European economies... Ukraine Moves To 
Criminalize Russian Passport Application there is a lot of Ukrainian blood 
on the red Russian passport [What?] Russia Boasts It's Already Taken 
Out 4 US-Supplied Long Range Rocket Systems Russia Informs Turkey It 
Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa Port Attack It's Official: Russia And 
China Announce "New Global Reserve Currency" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-22/its-official-russia-and-china-
announce-new-global-reserve-currency And once again no one has 
noticed and no one seems to care. [ Yes, it’s official; NEW WORLD 
ORDER! ]

Pelosi: Pentagon Might Be Worried China Would Shoot Down Her Plane If 
She Visits Taiwan AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant 
Corruption' After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky US "Started" The Ukraine
Crisis, China Says, In Fiercest Official Criticism Yet 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-started-ukraine-crisis-china-
says-fiercest-official-criticism-yet "As the one who started the Ukraine 
crisis & the biggest factor fueling it..." [ Yes...Sadly, that is indisputably 
true; it’s the american way.] Russia Plans 'Annexation Votes' For 
Captured Ukraine Territories By Mid-September: Report Russia Resumes 
Nord Stream Natural Gas Deliveries To Europe "...likely to lead to a 
collective sigh of relief from not just the European gas market, but from 
the wider economy," Russia Declares War Goals Have Expanded After 
West Pumped More Arms Into Ukraine Strengthening Ties With Iran, Putin
Meets With Supreme Leader In Tehran 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/strengthening-ties-iran-putin-
meets-supreme-leader-tehran “Our relations are developing at a good 
pace,” said Putin 

Putin Says Russia Will Honor Gas Commitment But Flows Will Drop As 
Much As 20% Of Capacity Vladimir Putin warned that flows via the Nord 
Stream pipeline could be curbed soon if sanctions prevent additional 
maintenance on its components Russian Military Given Formal Order To 
Target Ukraine's Long-Range Weapons From US 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-issues-formal-order-military-
target-ukraines-long-range-weapons-us Ukraine officials called the 
HIMARS a "game-changer"... [Riiight] Gazprom Declares Force Majeure, 
Will Halt Gas Flows To Germany Indefinitely "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”

Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
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assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
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sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
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Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
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EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com
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[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

POST: FIRST MOON LANDING
NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 
Fake-NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv

http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm     

Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
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yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

Al Peia

Riiight...and they haven't been back because...oh yeah, they got rid of 
their Saturn rockets ... and, they were in the past but not in the 
present/future impervious to radiation; ie., van allen belt, etc.. Oh, they 
probably could do it now, arguably; they're working on it. But, of course, 
Mars is quite another thing. The amounts of money for these 
boondoggles/frauds are staggering; yet, pale in comparison to the frauds 
on wall street. YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand 
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act... ].

albertpeia.com 

https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-house-trading-2021-9?fbclid=IwAR09dFVyNoZm5AbSc6RvuLX7_txNfPp6HYV8SBSjQeJPd8_JdRMongZa5Og
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ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 
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Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
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infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
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The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 
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ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

CNN Murdoch's New York Post dumps Trump, calling him 'unworthy to be 
chief executive again'

MSNBC Joe: Trump's biggest enablers were begging him to stop. How is 

https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/joe-trump-s-biggest-enablers-were-begging-him-to-stop-how-is-he-not-already-in-jail-144579141716
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he not already in jail? Morning Joe

Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 
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DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
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by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
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and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky [ america’s kind of 
place! ]

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
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be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
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post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
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gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
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running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
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such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It When War 
With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-
industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-
erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]
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THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 

https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/10/fired-fox-news-editor-chris-stirewalt-to-testify-at-jan-6-riot-committee-hearing.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/media/3519284-nearly-20m-watched-jan-6-hearing-nielsen
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-calls-deadly-insurrection-greatest-193328621.html
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UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 
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ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 

https://www.facebook.com/susan.blank?__cft__[0]=AZVGvhjiSxGnjWz-LN1hLrt-aZERuH0PnG03UnsNEqhUcmu8tji41KXA8gSPX1OdMtaxPYgX5zHqHLdFB47IYBha_VhuUIONFV7lhrhbMfxB3fUSiPJAMdbT-Ekkqx2RcIH6jVbHjnRdnwyLewnxvu_HCG_Le8GADYmNiVTogj9heg&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
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AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-

https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4
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DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

YAHOO We are seeing evidence that Donald Trump committed treason. 
Where is Merrick Garland? https://www.yahoo.com/news/seeing-evidence-
donald-trump-committed-100000305.html How many more Republican 
former officials have to come forward for the attorney general to act? 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com
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7-29-22
Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
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lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
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(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 



proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
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ZEROHEDGE Goldman Jumps As Traders Spark Q2 Revenue Beat But 
Total Earnings Plunge 47% Amid Major Investment Losses 
DRUDGE Hope for depositors dwindles as crypto lender files for 
bankruptcy... 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Pelosi 'Appears To Have Taken Advantage' Of 
Inside Information: Former Dallas Fed Chief Fisher Artificial Wealth Vs 
GDP: Why Earnings & The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
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hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
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official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT More cities mull indoor masking… Indoor mask rules 
expected next week as L.A. virus wave worsens... Fauci Annual Pension 
Payout Exceeds POTUS Salary… Republicans plot Fauci probe… 
[Incompetent, greedy guinea] Covid Rises Across USA Amid Muted 
Warnings and Murky Data… WHO: Covid triples across Europe; 
Hospitalizations double... MONKEYPOX PANDEMIC? WHO TO 
RECONVENE Most Americans Now in Areas With High Virus Levels… 
Deaths in LA rising as ultra-contagious subva  riants spread…   
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-
deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 'Several hundred thousand' 
new covid cases a day NOT reported; Hospitalizations climbing... 
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-
covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-
11657298622 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths substantially exceed 
2021 numbers]
131,220 JUL 28 2022
66,979 JUL 28 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
426 JUL 28 2022
301 JUL 28 2021 
DALLAS TURNS HOTSPOT... 
New variant 'Centaurus' detected... 
Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 20% effective 
after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at 
Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as 
Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... Ultra-
contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
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How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 

UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

DRUDGEREPORT
White House insists economy strong as allies grow uneasy about Fed...
Yellen denies recession...
Inflation highest since 1982... 
Big Tech Results Spotlight Breadth of Upheaval... 
RECESSION 2022 
GDP 2ND STRAIGHT QUARTERLY DROP 
Yield curve flashing more warning signs of risks ahead...
FED HIKES AGAIN... MORE TO COME...
VOX layoffs; Tech firms tighten belts...
FACEBOOK First Ever Revenue Drop...
COMCAST Broadband Growth Grinds to Halt...
BEST BUY latest retailer to cut outlook...
100 Wealthiest Americans Lose $622 Billion Since November... 

https://bnanews102.bna.com/daily-tax-report/the-100-wealthiest-americans-lost-622-billion-since-november
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https://www.the-sun.com/health/5682058/urgent-warning-anyone-attending-mass-gatherings-weekend/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/monkeypox-town-hall-new-york
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5674230/uk-covid-cases-heading-for-record-high-zoe/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.yahoo.com/now/covid-could-screw-worse-reinfection-084337273.html


WORLD'S BIGGEST CONSUMER NAMES ANNOUNCE SOARING PRICE 
INCREASES... 
Inflation hits bodega favorite: Bacon, egg and cheese... 
Half Americans fall deeper in debt...
SHOPIFY cuts staff; Tech firms tighten belts ...
GOOGLE Growth Slows as Pressures Mount on Ad Market...
$9.4 Trillion Results Day Looms in Test for Stock Market...
Pending home sales fall 20%... 
Economist: Prices to Plunge… 
Fed Readies Largest Rate Hikes Since Volcker... Developing... 

Difficulty Paying Bills Tops Pandemic High...
Inflation Altering Shopping Habits...
Fed set for ANOTHER big rate hike...
WALMART cuts outlook...
ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms... 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

2 Americans dead in Donbas… Apocalyptic vision behind Putin 'golden 
billion' argument… [ From my direct observation and experience, 
pervasively mentally ill, corrupt, criminal america is indisputably the 
globally destructive bad guy. That is so ab initio! ]
U.S., allies weigh providing Ukraine fighter jets to counter Russia… 
Putin 'too healthy' says CIA chief... https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-
putin-health/ “Ukrainian, US, and British would-be media professionals 
have been spreading bogus stories about the president’s health condition
in recent months. This is all hoax,” he said. 
Ukraine graft concerns resurface as war goes on... China threatens 
'strong measures' if Pelosi visits Taiwan… Looming Gas Crunch Poses 
'Historic Test' for Europe, IEA Says… Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With 
Iran, Turkey in Rare Trip Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More 
Aggressive Phase of Ukraine War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... 
China satellite swarms hunt down and destroy enemy targets… Russia 
building laser weapon to disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke
attack preparedness PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts 
photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as 
pipeline from Russia shuts off… Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to 

https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/07/16/russia-ukraine-war-putin-news-live-updates/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-zelenskyy-government-and-politics-494af1bc0145fb2d16c76b0abf3f5cda
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.euronews.com/2022/07/21/vladimir-putin-entirely-too-healthy-says-cia-chief
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/us-allies-weigh-providing-ukraine-fighter-jets-to-counter-russia/ar-AAZNC4L
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://thehill.com/policy/international/russia/3571651-two-americans-dead-in-donbas-region-of-ukraine/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://news.yahoo.com/walmart-cuts-profit-outlook-inflation-204311068.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fed-inflict-more-pain-economy-130000297.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/26/more-signs-emerge-that-inflation-is-altering-shopping-habits/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/difficulty-paying-bills-tops-pandemic-191151129.html
https://ca.news.yahoo.com/fed-readies-largest-rate-hikes-100116313.html
https://nypost.com/2022/07/26/us-home-prices-to-plunge-substantially-on-cratering-demand/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/pending-home-sales-fell-20percent-in-june-versus-a-year-earlier-as-mortgage-rates-soared.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/9-4-trillion-results-day-075131597.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-alphabet-googl-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658802135
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/shopify-sinks-12percent-after-company-plans-to-lay-off-10percent-of-workers.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/nearly-half-of-americans-fall-deeper-in-debt-as-inflation-boosts-costs.html
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-new-york-prices-bd26a709a13cbccce503b2e986301edb
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815


citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   
Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/russian-doomsday-submarine-armed-nuclear-drones-service
https://news.yahoo.com/relentless-russian-shelling-east-ukraine-073615708.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-pleads-weapons-war-spotlight-043837619.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html


MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42


High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 

https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
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Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

DRUDGEREPORT AI predicts last selfie on Earth… https://www.the-
sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-prediction-tiktok/ 
[ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather shocking … END 
TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie taken on Earth and 
it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to asking artificial 
intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the DALL-E AI thinks the 
last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, the DALL-E mini 
image generator started going viral after the internet discovered its 
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ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 2021, DALL-E is 
known as a transformer language model that can turn almost any idea 
into images. "It receives both the text and the image as a single stream 
of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using maximum 
likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," according to 
Open AI. ]

ZELENSKY DRAGGED OVER VOGUE SHOOT... Russia To Quit Space 
Station… Will build rival… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-
to-quit-international-space-station-2024/ Kremlin to keep up gas squeeze 
on Europe... 

USA Leads Globally in Known Monkeypox Cases… More than 85% of 
Americans experience temps above 90… Extinction threat may be 
greater than previously thought, new global study finds… 
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-
greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/ The global 
extinction crisis underway may be more intense than previously thought 
as humans continue to tear up land, overuse certain resources and heat 
up the planet...Nearly one in three species of all kinds — 30% — face 
global extinction or have been driven to extinction since the year 1500, 
according to the new survey published in the journal "Frontiers in Ecology
and the Environment."

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 
ROGAN CALLS TRUMP MAN BABY; SAYS WAS ON DRUGS IN WHITE 
HOUSE...  FLASHBACK: THE HIGHEST OFFICE; ADDERALL JUNKIE...   
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office [trump the 
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adderall/blow man baby] NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 
9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS
JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
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https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/twitter-announces-mass-layoffs-17291249.php
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shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/justice-department-raids-home-of-former-doj-official-at-center-of-jan-6-panel-s-investigation/ar-AAYNmvR
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/jan-6-committee-doj-seek-footage-of-roger-stone-from-danish-filmmakers/ar-AAYOQgG
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/jan-6-panel-to-hone-in-on-trumps-efforts-to-meddle-at-doj-00041708
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https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
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https://thehill.com/homenews/house/3539911-aide-says-trump-knew-jan-6-attendees-had-weapons-theyre-not-here-to-hurt-me/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-threw-dishes-and-flipped-tablecloths-when-he-was-angry-ex-aide-testifies-2022-6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10962011/Meadows-told-aide-Cassidy-Hutchinson-January-6-read-real-bad-just-days-riot.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
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https://www.nationalreview.com/2022/06/cassidy-hutchinsons-testimony-against-trump-is-devastating/
https://kdhnews.com/news/politics/explosive-jan-6-hearing-delivers-political-blow-to-trump-that-his-rivals-couldnt-land/article_dd6737d4-bad9-555b-a613-97c29f9c9b81.html
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https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/30/gop-megadonors-turn-on-trump-look-for-2024-alternatives-after-jan-6-hearings.html
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2022/06/alex-holder-trump-was-utterly-irrational-after-january-6.html
https://www.mediaite.com/news/liz-cheney-blasts-trump-over-jan-6-in-blistering-reagan-library-speech-praises-courage-of-bombshell-witness-cassidy-hutchinson/
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/editorials/trump-proven-unfit-for-power-again
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KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/gov-gavin-newsom-wins-big-in-california-could-he-be-president/ar-AAYgUlw
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https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3529645-watergate-prosecutor-georgia-case-could-send-donald-trump-to-prison/
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https://apnews.com/article/climate-science-health-and-environment-4f23d928ea637d239147c0e4adbad6dc
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10934571/Oregon-Citys-mayoral-candidate-says-homeless-Japanese-style-pods-overdoses-rise.html
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/netanyahu-prepares-for-a-comeback-in-israel-e2-80-99s-next-elections/ar-AAYHWpl
https://metro.co.uk/2022/06/22/russian-colonel-who-carried-putins-nuclear-codes-briefcase-found-shot-16873192/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/experts-say-there-are-mounting-signs-that-the-kremlin-is-purging-its-top-generals-in-ukraine-the-latest-hint-of-deep-dysfunction-in-putin-s-army/ar-AAYKxsd
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/22/russian-novoshakhtinsk-oil-refinery-struck-drone-possible-attack-inside-borders
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/germany-trigger-phase-two-three-065910268.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/germany-looks-at-rationing-natural-gas-after-russia-cuts-supply-11655978153
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/23/russia-crimps-gas-flows-just-as-europe-races-to-stock-up-for-winter/
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel
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https://www.ajc.com/politics/breaking-kemp-to-testify-in-fulton-co-trump-probe/PXZ4ZEMJRJCSTCJJBYVU6IK7EU/


USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

DRUDGEREPORT AI predicts last selfie on Earth… https://www.the-
sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-prediction-tiktok/ 
[ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather shocking … END 
TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie taken on Earth and 
it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to asking artificial 
intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the DALL-E AI thinks the 
last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, the DALL-E mini 
image generator started going viral after the internet discovered its 
ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 2021, DALL-E is 
known as a transformer language model that can turn almost any idea 
into images. "It receives both the text and the image as a single stream 
of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using maximum 
likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," according to 
Open AI. ]
Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the 
Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, 
Slower And Dumber http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-
the-midst-of-a-mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-
slower-and-dumber/
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Ranchers Are Selling Off Their Cattle In Unprecedented Numbers Due To 
The Drought, And That Has Enormous Implications For 2023

Microplastics Are Literally Everywhere, And They Are An Existential 
Threat To The Future Of The Human Race 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/microplastics-are-literally-
everywhere-and-they-are-an-existential-threat-to-the-future-of-the-human-
race/ 

https://youtu.be/PSxihhBzCjk 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

DRUDGEREPORT China threatens 'strong measures' if Pelosi visits 
Taiwan...
Kissinger Warns Biden Against Endless Confrontation... 
Beijing Dumps $100 Billion Worth Of Treasuries... 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/china-has-dumped-over-100-billion-usts-last-6-months
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/kissinger-warns-biden-against-endless-confrontation-with-china/ar-AAZL2VS
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
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ZEROHEDGE These Are All The Countries Capable Of Launching Space 
Rockets https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-are-all-countries-
capable-launching-space-rockets 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 

YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
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he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 

5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
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that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' After US 
Lawmaker Slams Zelensky

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS

Wall Street is collapsing – NYC mayor 

FBI manipulating domestic terror stats – whistleblowers 

US plunges into recession 

EU ban on Russian gas ‘impossible’ – Austria 

Kremlin comments on claims about Russian military casualties 

Zelensky’s Vogue photoshoot raises eyebrows 

Biden met with 14 of his son’s business associates – media 

NATO’s arsonist-in-chief Jens Stoltenberg wants the Western public to 
pay for a Ukrainian fire he helped to ignite 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

Russia to quit International Space Station after 2024 

Russia issues rebuke to Israel 

Grain deal won’t affect military op in Ukraine – Moscow 

https://www.rt.com/russia/559606-lavrov-grain-deal-operation/
https://www.rt.com/news/559651-israel-russia-stance-unconstructive/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559652-space-station-quit-timeframe/
https://www.rt.com/news/559665-austria-lawmaker-sanctions-ukrainian-oligarchs/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559662-ukraine-plane-hijacking-peskov/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559598-jens-stoltenberg-calls-allies-pay/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559598-jens-stoltenberg-calls-allies-pay/
https://www.rt.com/news/559778-hunter-biden-joe-meetings/
https://www.rt.com/pop-culture/559771-zelensky-photoshoot-vogue-reactions/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559770-peskov-russia-losses-ukraine/
https://www.rt.com/business/559774-eu-ban-russian-gas-impossible/
https://www.rt.com/business/559790-us-enters-recession/
https://www.rt.com/news/559794-fbi-domestic-extremism-stats/
https://www.rt.com/business/559837-wall-street-collapsing-nyc-mayor/
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UK candidates’ militancy and imperialism threaten to bring Britain down 

Kiev confirms arrival of heavy weapons from Germany 

US sends more weapons to Ukraine 

Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the fallout 
from their failed Russia policy 

EU eases sanctions on Russian oil exports 

Russia’s Lavrov talks Ukraine, sanctions and nuclear war with RT (FULL 
VIDEO) 

• Putin suggests motive behind Canada’s gas turbine delay   
• UN chief ‘under huge pressure’ over Ukraine – Russian FM   
• Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the   

fallout from their failed Russia policy Op-ed
• Zaporozhye Nuclear Power Plant attacked by Ukrainian drones   

Putin tells US to stop ‘looting’ Syria 

Former Russian president lists ‘Western sins’ 

Russian warns of ‘tougher’ terms for talks with Ukraine 

Dmitri Trenin: How a smart Middle East strategy can help Russia play a 
significant role in shaping the new world order 

Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 

IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 

Iran issues warning to US and Israel 

https://www.rt.com/news/559111-iran-us-israel-threats/
https://www.rt.com/news/559096-germany-survival-new-path/
https://www.rt.com/news/559096-germany-survival-new-path/
https://www.rt.com/news/559102-italy-governement-crisis-russia/
https://www.rt.com/business/559128-imf-downgrade-global-outlook/
https://www.rt.com/news/559117-tony-blair-ukraine-china/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559139-russia-middle-east-strategy/
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https://www.rt.com/russia/559242-ukraine-peace-talks-conditions/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559378-medvedev-west-sins-list/
https://www.rt.com/news/559279-putin-iran-turkey-syria/
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https://www.rt.com/news/559592-rishi-sunak-liz-truss-candidates/


Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
industrial complex war monster’]

Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

HUFFPOST SUSPICIOUS: SECRET SERVICE CAN’T FIND JAN. 6 TEXTS! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/national-archives-deleted-secret-service-
texts_n_62d6c6bbe4b008a2d03f1ac4 [ Ooooh … the mystery of it all … 
magical disappearance of text messages … could be ghosts … or 
gremlins … or salem witchcraft … WAKE UP! … AMERICA IS A TOTAL 
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FRAUD! … AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 
MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). ]

The most intelligent, rational legal position:

Laurence Tribe, a Harvard law professor, argued that not holding Trump 
accountable would be equally harmful.

"I certainly recognize that indicting a former president would generate 
lots of social heat, perhaps violence," Tribe said. "But not indicting him 
would invite another violent insurrection."

Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All Incredibly Depressed. 
Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" Some very concerning 
market observations from Goldman trader John Flood discussing the real 
rot below the market surface: Monday was the lightest volume session of
the year with 9.32b shares trading across all US equity exchanges 
breaking previous low mark of 9.4b back on 7/11/22. YTD daily avg for 
shares traded across all US equity exchanges sits @ 12.5b. Monday was 
also the lightest notional trading session of the year w/ $392b trading vs 
ytd daily avg of $638b. Our desk was a 3 on 1 – 10 scale in terms of 
overall activity levels. I am personally taken aback by how resilient mkt 
has been over the past few weeks. I don’t see L/Os putting their ~$210b 
of cash to work. I am seeing them use pockets of strength to sell lower 
conviction more illiquid names in block form and raise even more cash. 

Trump comic-con-show 
https://www.facebook.com/reel/523496502845404/?
s=single_unit&__cft__[0]=AZWPFQ3WczUIfIkH48JzeY46IoAd31UE03J6BK
gdB2FnhC4ZMwHrSlFnIZRzSdcm0iOvj82iS31DRdv7o07VE1dKwlJ-
o8PrhTfe_ujCAUFuOSNPQHEmqhCXpuyaLM_w2FExUX2P3sub6YXf8JZ_JO
SnUwrv6N77_T472Z5wMAIl1mh2SytZjOOe004Qi410SWP8G3HBHdMEgTY
aaiWHeOxK&__tn__=H-R 
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ZEROHEDGE Goldman Warns Of Faceripping Meltup As "CTAs And 
Buybacks Will Be Out In Full Force" Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & 
Liquidity All Incredibly Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real 
Pullback" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-
sentiment-and-liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I 
am personally taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past 
few weeks." Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager 
SNAP, Crackle And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's 
Terrible Results Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This 
Rally" "Sell Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
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to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
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dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
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29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Chicago PMI Unexpectedly Plunges To 2-Year Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/chicago-pmi-unexpectedly-
plunges-2-year-lows ...stagflation signals as prices paid jumped and 
production and new orders fell... "Expert" Narratives Are Collapsing The 
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house of cards continues to fall apart Yellen: "Recession" Doesn't Mean 
What You Think It Means [ Riiight! ] Sentiment sours amid Kremlin 
updates, EU Energy deal & US-earnings in focus -   Delusional Biden Admin   
Front-Runs Recessionary GDP Print... By Redefining Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/delusional-biden-admin-front-runs-
recessionary-gdp-print-redefining-recession It's not a recession until the 
White House gives economists on its payroll permission to declare it a 
recession... [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!] US PMI Crashes Into 
Contraction In July: "A Worrying Deterioration In The Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-pmi-crashes-contraction-july-
worrying-deterioration-economy "Excluding pandemic lockdown months, 
output is falling at a rate not seen since 2009 amid the global financial 
crisis..." There's An Amazing Glut Of Office Space In Every Major Metro 
Area https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/theres-amazing-glut-office-
space-every-major-metro-area Occupancy is an engine of local 
economies. But there's a huge glut of space available... US Existing 
Home Sales Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses US Homebuilders 
Abandon Single-Families In June As They Brace For Rate Shock 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-builders-abandon-single-
family-home-startspermits-june-anticipating-renter ...multi-family starts 
and permits surged double-digits in June as single-family plunged... 
Homebuilder Confidence Collapses In July 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-confidence-
collapses-july ...the largest MoM drop (ex-COVID-lockdown) in history... 
Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
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Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
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welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE EU Consumer Confidence Crashes To Record Lows As 
German CPI Unexpectedly Re-Accelerates "We Are In A Very Critical 
Moment": IMF Cuts Global GDP, Raises Inflation Outlook, Warns "World 
Teetering On Edge Of Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-are-very-critical-moment-imf-
cuts-global-gdp-raises-inflation-outlook-warns-world "It’s easy to cool off 
the economy when the economy is running hot. It’s much harder to 
reduce inflation when the economy is close to a recession." Germans 
Taking Fewer Showers In Response To Cost Of Living Crisis China And 
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Japan Hold The Keys To Euro Recovery 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/china-and-japan-hold-keys-euro-
recovery While the direction of Europe’s economy continues to be a 
hostage to Russian energy -- as today’s dispiriting PMI numbers attest -- it
is the Asian nations of China and Japan who are in a position to alleviate 
Europe’s capital-outflow problem and stabilize the euro. PMIs Signal 
Eurozone Recession Day After First ECB Rate-Hike In 11 Years 

19% Of The World's Population Lives In 'Chindia' (& Buys Russian Oil) 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/19-worlds-population-lives-
chindia-buys-russian-oil India is expected to become the most populous 
nation on Earth by mid-2023, surpassing China whose population growth 
has all but stopped.. Oil Surges After Biden Fails To Win Saudi Pledge To 
Pump More Crude These Are The Countries With The Highest Default Risk
The Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial Production Unexpectedly 
Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker month since September 
2021... David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 

Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
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administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 
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ZEROHEDGE Inflation, Recession Or Both? Reporter Exposes White 
House's Blatant Redefining Of "Recession" Yellen: "Recession" Doesn't 
Mean What You Think It Means Gold & The Upcoming Recession Luongo: 
None Dare Call It A Recession Lest The Democrats Lose The Mid-Terms 
Democrats Prepare To Unleash Hell On Fed Chair Powell For The Coming 
Recession "2023 Will Be A Year From Hell" - Martin Armstrong Warns Of 
Inflation-Driven Civil-Unrest 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/2023-will-be-year-hell-martin-
armstrong-warns-inflation-driven-civil-unrest "...you are looking at 
revolutions... The euro looks like death warmed over... This is just not 
over yet." "Japanese Economy Continues To Crater "- Another Casualty 
Of The Energy Crisis The Danger Of Drought In Europe 
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/danger-drought-europe ...the current 
heatwave is bound to further exacerbate water shortages in Southern and
Southeast Europe... Record-Breaking Heat In Europe Meanwhile, 
Southern Europe is also experiencing extreme heat that has caused 
wildfires... UK Records Hottest Day Ever Amid Heat Apocalypse   "Heat   
Apocalypse" Blasts Europe As UK And France Brace For Hottest Days On 
Record   https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/heat-apocalypse-blasts-  
europe-uk-and-france-brace-hottest-days-record "Today and tomorrow will
be one of the worst, if not the worst heatwave events in the modern 
history of western Europe." The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 
2022 http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In 
Government Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 
4Chan Found After Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
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accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
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committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE Inflation, Recession Or Both? [BOTH!] Welcome To The 
Biden Recession: Q2 GDP "Unexpectedly" Shrinks 0.9%, 2nd Consecutive 
Decline Peter Schiff: The White House Recession Denial 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/peter-schiff-white-house-recession-
denial "When you’re losing, just change the rules of the game, then 
declare victory.” Recession? All Of A Sudden Yield Spreads Are 
Collapsing https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/no-recession-all-sudden-
yield-spreads-are-collapsing … we suggest continuing to follow risk 
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management protocols until indicators indicate a reversal of that 
economic risk.

1. Tighten up stop-loss levels to current support levels for each position. 

2. Hedge portfolios against significant market declines. 

3. Take profits in positions that have been big winners 

4. Sell laggards and losers. 

5. Raise cash and rebalance portfolios to target weightings.

Peter Schiff: It's Getting Harder To Deny Recession Reality 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-schiff-its-getting-harder-deny-
recession-reality "This should be obvious, but people have been in denial 
about the weakness in the economy..." Wall Street's Biggest Bear: One 
Down, But Two More Things Must Happen Before Stocks Bottom 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/wall-streets-biggest-bear-one-down-
two-more-things-must-happen-stocks-bottom Recession reflections 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/everyoneknows [ Recession 
is coming but everyone knows it ] The Number Of Americans Filing For 
First-Time Unemployment Claims Soared To 8-Month-Highs Last Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/number-americans-filing-
first-time-unemployment-claims-soared-8-month-highs-last ...and 
continuing claims are the highest since April... US Existing Home Sales 
Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses Sinkhole 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sinkhole "At present, the 2s10s 
spread is –18 bps. This is indicative of a recession 12-18 months ahead, 
which means the second half of 2023. Note that we have been 
forecasting a recession for 2023H2 since April." Recession Already Here 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-may-already-be-here The 
debate about recession risk is pointless.We are already in a recession... 
The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
an odd beast in any case. 

Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 

idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
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no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
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Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE THE SUN AI predicts last selfie on Earth… https://www.the-
sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-prediction-tiktok/ 
EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It 
When War With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-
military-industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-
china-erupts/ ZH Russia Unveils Large-Scale Military Exercises In East, 
Signaling Force Strength 'Unaffected' By Ukraine 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-unveils-large-scale-eastern-
military-exercises-signaling-force-strength-unaffected Prior "Vostok" 
(East) drills included sizable Chinese PLA military participation... If We 
Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear 
Cataclysm

How A Russian Gas Freeze Would Curtail European GDPs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/how-russian-gas-freeze-would-
curtail-european-gdps ...a complete shut-off from the Russian side would 
have disastrous effects for European economies... Ukraine Moves To 
Criminalize Russian Passport Application there is a lot of Ukrainian blood 
on the red Russian passport [What?] Russia Boasts It's Already Taken 
Out 4 US-Supplied Long Range Rocket Systems Russia Informs Turkey It 
Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa Port Attack It's Official: Russia And 
China Announce "New Global Reserve Currency" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-22/its-official-russia-and-china-
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announce-new-global-reserve-currency And once again no one has 
noticed and no one seems to care. [ Yes, it’s official; NEW WORLD 
ORDER! ]

Pelosi: Pentagon Might Be Worried China Would Shoot Down Her Plane If 
She Visits Taiwan AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant 
Corruption' After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky US "Started" The Ukraine
Crisis, China Says, In Fiercest Official Criticism Yet 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-started-ukraine-crisis-china-
says-fiercest-official-criticism-yet "As the one who started the Ukraine 
crisis & the biggest factor fueling it..." [ Yes...Sadly, that is indisputably 
true; it’s the american way.] Russia Plans 'Annexation Votes' For 
Captured Ukraine Territories By Mid-September: Report Russia Resumes 
Nord Stream Natural Gas Deliveries To Europe "...likely to lead to a 
collective sigh of relief from not just the European gas market, but from 
the wider economy," Russia Declares War Goals Have Expanded After 
West Pumped More Arms Into Ukraine Strengthening Ties With Iran, Putin
Meets With Supreme Leader In Tehran 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/strengthening-ties-iran-putin-
meets-supreme-leader-tehran “Our relations are developing at a good 
pace,” said Putin 

Putin Says Russia Will Honor Gas Commitment But Flows Will Drop As 
Much As 20% Of Capacity Vladimir Putin warned that flows via the Nord 
Stream pipeline could be curbed soon if sanctions prevent additional 
maintenance on its components Russian Military Given Formal Order To 
Target Ukraine's Long-Range Weapons From US 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-issues-formal-order-military-
target-ukraines-long-range-weapons-us Ukraine officials called the 
HIMARS a "game-changer"... [Riiight] Gazprom Declares Force Majeure, 
Will Halt Gas Flows To Germany Indefinitely "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”

Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
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As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
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Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
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Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
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control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
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preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
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https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---

[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

POST: FIRST MOON LANDING
NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 
Fake-NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv

http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm     

Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm
http://news.aol.com/article/moon-rock-in-dutch-museum-is-just/642402
http://news.aol.com/article/moon-rock-in-dutch-museum-is-just/642402
http://news.aol.com/article/moon-rock-in-dutch-museum-is-just/642402
http://www.smh.com.au/national/prized-moon-rock-a-fake-20090829-f3al.html
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8226075.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8226075.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8226075.stm
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm
http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv
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https://www.facebook.com/michele.carmichael.94?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyMjA1MjAyMDgyOTcwMTg2XzIxMDM5MDI3Mjk3ODIwMjA%3D&__tn__=R*F
https://www.facebook.com/elain.mm?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyMjA1MjAyMDgyOTcwMTg2XzU3NzQ0ODcwMDUzMTE2Mw%3D%3D&__tn__=R*F
https://twitter.com/alpeia


In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

Al Peia

Riiight...and they haven't been back because...oh yeah, they got rid of 
their Saturn rockets ... and, they were in the past but not in the 
present/future impervious to radiation; ie., van allen belt, etc.. Oh, they 
probably could do it now, arguably; they're working on it. But, of course, 
Mars is quite another thing. The amounts of money for these 
boondoggles/frauds are staggering; yet, pale in comparison to the frauds 
on wall street. YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand 
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act... ].

albertpeia.com 

https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-house-trading-2021-9?fbclid=IwAR09dFVyNoZm5AbSc6RvuLX7_txNfPp6HYV8SBSjQeJPd8_JdRMongZa5Og
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1MzAzNTEyODAzMDY0NDU1XzQ2MjE1NjU2MTk2NTI3OA%3D%3D&__cft__[0]=AZUzCnIb-wZD4OBiRKgibKfqoanC5KXYUOyiE5ihDrzOlvkm7oasBYNz6UFGdx1qg7jGhOOkuzE50zBoUg0SKlxeo7XSnmbdp6XaFGF7zvKJdgLfy1_8zmY04O-FruT1VNfAsw-YnxfMtAJlgHw1mgfZPXMEyEA70ySt3zLU_ZWivHxL7_QKMte-9tS6m4bIXp4&__tn__=R]-R
http://albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm
http://albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm


ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]
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Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
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you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
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are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 

http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

CNN Murdoch's New York Post dumps Trump, calling him 'unworthy to be 
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chief executive again'

MSNBC Joe: Trump's biggest enablers were begging him to stop. How is 
he not already in jail? Morning Joe

Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
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that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
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response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
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justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky [ america’s kind of 
place! ]

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
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be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
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post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
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gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
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running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
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such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-forces-destroy-last-bridge-to-key-eastern-ukrainian-city-11655202739
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/ukrainian-troops-struggle-to-hold-back-russian-advance-in-east/ar-AAYqeGu


US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It When War 
With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-
industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-
erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]
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THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 

https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/10/fired-fox-news-editor-chris-stirewalt-to-testify-at-jan-6-riot-committee-hearing.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/media/3519284-nearly-20m-watched-jan-6-hearing-nielsen
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-calls-deadly-insurrection-greatest-193328621.html
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UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 
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https://www.msn.com/en-xl/news/other/china-will-not-hesitate-to-start-war-over-taiwan-beijing-tells-us/ar-AAYisrt
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10901419/McCarthy-says-country-responsible-Jan-6-pressed-Trumps-fault.html
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 
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ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 

https://www.facebook.com/susan.blank?__cft__[0]=AZVGvhjiSxGnjWz-LN1hLrt-aZERuH0PnG03UnsNEqhUcmu8tji41KXA8gSPX1OdMtaxPYgX5zHqHLdFB47IYBha_VhuUIONFV7lhrhbMfxB3fUSiPJAMdbT-Ekkqx2RcIH6jVbHjnRdnwyLewnxvu_HCG_Le8GADYmNiVTogj9heg&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
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AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-

https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4
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DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

YAHOO We are seeing evidence that Donald Trump committed treason. 
Where is Merrick Garland? https://www.yahoo.com/news/seeing-evidence-
donald-trump-committed-100000305.html How many more Republican 
former officials have to come forward for the attorney general to act? 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com
7-28-22
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Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
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system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
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party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the



outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
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https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE Goldman Jumps As Traders Spark Q2 Revenue Beat But 
Total Earnings Plunge 47% Amid Major Investment Losses 
DRUDGE Hope for depositors dwindles as crypto lender files for 
bankruptcy... 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Pelosi 'Appears To Have Taken Advantage' Of 
Inside Information: Former Dallas Fed Chief Fisher Artificial Wealth Vs 
GDP: Why Earnings & The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
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hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
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official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT More cities mull indoor masking… Indoor mask rules 
expected next week as L.A. virus wave worsens... Fauci Annual Pension 
Payout Exceeds POTUS Salary… Republicans plot Fauci probe… 
[Incompetent, greedy guinea] Covid Rises Across USA Amid Muted 
Warnings and Murky Data… WHO: Covid triples across Europe; 
Hospitalizations double... MONKEYPOX PANDEMIC? WHO TO 
RECONVENE Most Americans Now in Areas With High Virus Levels… 
Deaths in LA rising as ultra-contagious subva  riants spread…   
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-
deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 'Several hundred thousand' 
new covid cases a day NOT reported; Hospitalizations climbing... 
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-
covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-
11657298622 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths substantially exceed 
2021 numbers]
132,067 JUL 27 2022
63,383 JUL 27 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
437 JUL 27 2022
275 JUL 27 2021 
DALLAS TURNS HOTSPOT... 
New variant 'Centaurus' detected... 
Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 20% effective 
after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at 
Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as 
Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... Ultra-
contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 

https://www.studyfinds.org/covid-19-meat-in-freezer-weeks/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/08/ba5-become-this-summers-subvariant
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/macao-shutter-casinos-week-covid-19-outbreak-86545719
https://news.yahoo.com/macau-locks-down-landmark-lisboa-011323085.html
https://news.yahoo.com/macau-locks-down-landmark-lisboa-011323085.html
https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says
https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/nyc-neighborhoods-top-25-covid-positivity-as-new-cases-surge-again/3764698/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/as-the-ba5-variant-spreads-the-risk-of-coronavirus-reinfection-grows/ar-AAZpFDy
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5814174/new-covid-variant-centaurus-detected-uk/
https://www.dallasnews.com/news/2022/07/19/three-things-to-know-about-the-highly-contagious-covid-19-variant-spreading-right-now/
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
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https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month
https://www.wsj.com/articles/most-of-u-s-population-now-in-areas-with-high-covid-19-levels-as-ba-5-subvariant-spreads-11657923100
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220714-who-to-reconvene-monkeypox-emergency-panel-on-july-21
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220714-who-to-reconvene-monkeypox-emergency-panel-on-july-21
https://news.yahoo.com/shocking-monkeypox-screw-means-admit-030643200.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-united-nations-world-organization-06bccc307fa13d428e59babf4b9d8403
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-united-nations-world-organization-06bccc307fa13d428e59babf4b9d8403
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/18/covid-rises-across-u-s-amid-muted-warnings-and-murky-data/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/18/covid-rises-across-u-s-amid-muted-warnings-and-murky-data/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3571232-gop-plots-fauci-probe-after-midterms/
https://openthebooks.substack.com/p/dr-faucis-retirement-pension-414667
https://openthebooks.substack.com/p/dr-faucis-retirement-pension-414667
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/la-county-mask-mandate-likely-a-week-away-as-covid-cases-keep-climbing/ar-AAZPrHB
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/la-county-mask-mandate-likely-a-week-away-as-covid-cases-keep-climbing/ar-AAZPrHB
https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/25/politics/covid-19-mask-mandates/index.html


How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 

UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

DRUDGEREPORT
RECESSION 2022 
GDP 2ND STRAIGHT QUARTERLY DROP 
Yield curve flashing more warning signs of risks ahead...
FED HIKES AGAIN... MORE TO COME...
VOX layoffs; Tech firms tighten belts...
FACEBOOK First Ever Revenue Drop...
COMCAST Broadband Growth Grinds to Halt...
BEST BUY latest retailer to cut outlook...
100 Wealthiest Americans Lose $622 Billion Since November... 

WORLD'S BIGGEST CONSUMER NAMES ANNOUNCE SOARING PRICE 
INCREASES... 
Inflation hits bodega favorite: Bacon, egg and cheese... 

https://apnews.com/article/inflation-new-york-prices-bd26a709a13cbccce503b2e986301edb
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
https://bnanews102.bna.com/daily-tax-report/the-100-wealthiest-americans-lost-622-billion-since-november
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/best-buys-shares-fall-10percent-as-it-cuts-its-forecast-for-second-quarter-cites-weaker-demand.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/comcast-earnings-2q-2022.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/meta-facebook-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658883684
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/27/vox-media-layoffs-economic-uncertainty
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11054989/Fed-rate-hike-Central-bank-raises-key-rate-0-75-points.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/fed-decision-july-2022-.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/analysis-u-yield-curve-flashing-211417380.html
https://apnews.com/article/united-states-economy-economic-growth-government-and-politics-4ffd93331422cb131a974223dad5825f
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/28/gdp-q2-.html
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10929687/Germany-considers-making-mask-wearing-COMPULSORY-October-March-public-places.html
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-709799
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
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https://www.the-sun.com/health/5682058/urgent-warning-anyone-attending-mass-gatherings-weekend/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/monkeypox-town-hall-new-york
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5674230/uk-covid-cases-heading-for-record-high-zoe/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.yahoo.com/now/covid-could-screw-worse-reinfection-084337273.html


Half Americans fall deeper in debt...
SHOPIFY cuts staff; Tech firms tighten belts ...
GOOGLE Growth Slows as Pressures Mount on Ad Market...
$9.4 Trillion Results Day Looms in Test for Stock Market...
Pending home sales fall 20%... 
Economist: Prices to Plunge… 
Fed Readies Largest Rate Hikes Since Volcker... Developing... 

Difficulty Paying Bills Tops Pandemic High...
Inflation Altering Shopping Habits...
Fed set for ANOTHER big rate hike...
WALMART cuts outlook...
ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms... 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

2 Americans dead in Donbas… Apocalyptic vision behind Putin 'golden 
billion' argument… [ From my direct observation and experience, 
pervasively mentally ill, corrupt, criminal america is indisputably the 
globally destructive bad guy. That is so ab initio! ]
U.S., allies weigh providing Ukraine fighter jets to counter Russia… 
Putin 'too healthy' says CIA chief... https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-
putin-health/ “Ukrainian, US, and British would-be media professionals 
have been spreading bogus stories about the president’s health condition
in recent months. This is all hoax,” he said. 
Ukraine graft concerns resurface as war goes on... China threatens 
'strong measures' if Pelosi visits Taiwan… Looming Gas Crunch Poses 
'Historic Test' for Europe, IEA Says… Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With 
Iran, Turkey in Rare Trip Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More 
Aggressive Phase of Ukraine War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... 
China satellite swarms hunt down and destroy enemy targets… Russia 
building laser weapon to disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke
attack preparedness PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts 
photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as 
pipeline from Russia shuts off… Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to 
citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/russian-doomsday-submarine-armed-nuclear-drones-service
https://news.yahoo.com/relentless-russian-shelling-east-ukraine-073615708.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-pleads-weapons-war-spotlight-043837619.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/07/16/russia-ukraine-war-putin-news-live-updates/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-zelenskyy-government-and-politics-494af1bc0145fb2d16c76b0abf3f5cda
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.euronews.com/2022/07/21/vladimir-putin-entirely-too-healthy-says-cia-chief
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/us-allies-weigh-providing-ukraine-fighter-jets-to-counter-russia/ar-AAZNC4L
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://thehill.com/policy/international/russia/3571651-two-americans-dead-in-donbas-region-of-ukraine/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://news.yahoo.com/walmart-cuts-profit-outlook-inflation-204311068.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fed-inflict-more-pain-economy-130000297.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/26/more-signs-emerge-that-inflation-is-altering-shopping-habits/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/difficulty-paying-bills-tops-pandemic-191151129.html
https://ca.news.yahoo.com/fed-readies-largest-rate-hikes-100116313.html
https://nypost.com/2022/07/26/us-home-prices-to-plunge-substantially-on-cratering-demand/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/pending-home-sales-fell-20percent-in-june-versus-a-year-earlier-as-mortgage-rates-soared.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/9-4-trillion-results-day-075131597.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-alphabet-googl-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658802135
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/shopify-sinks-12percent-after-company-plans-to-lay-off-10percent-of-workers.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/nearly-half-of-americans-fall-deeper-in-debt-as-inflation-boosts-costs.html


THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   
Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 

https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
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https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw


Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 

https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-companies-start-to-rescind-job-offers-11655865283
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/abortion-ruling-highlights-diverging-paths-of-justices-john-roberts-samuel-alito-11656149400
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174


Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

DRUDGEREPORT 
ZELENSKY DRAGGED OVER VOGUE SHOOT... Russia To Quit Space 
Station… Will build rival… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-
to-quit-international-space-station-2024/ Kremlin to keep up gas squeeze 
on Europe... 

USA Leads Globally in Known Monkeypox Cases… More than 85% of 
Americans experience temps above 90… Extinction threat may be 
greater than previously thought, new global study finds… 
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-
greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/ The global 
extinction crisis underway may be more intense than previously thought 

https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/23/weather/us-extreme-heat-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/23/weather/us-extreme-heat-saturday/index.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-leads-globally-in-most-known-monkeypox-cases-cdc-says-11658835623
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/kremlin-keep-gas-squeeze-europe-130034112.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/kremlin-keep-gas-squeeze-europe-130034112.html
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-to-quit-international-space-station-2024/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-to-quit-international-space-station-2024/
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-to-quit-international-space-station-2024/
https://www.ndtv.com/world-news/russia-to-quit-international-space-station-after-2024-news-agency-afp-quoting-official-3195166
https://www.ndtv.com/world-news/russia-to-quit-international-space-station-after-2024-news-agency-afp-quoting-official-3195166
https://www.tmz.com/2022/07/27/ukraine-president-volodymyr-zelensky-dragged-vogue-cover-shoot/
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/07/04/recession-talk-surges-in-washington-00043818
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/stimulus-checks-rewired-how-some-americans-see-money.html
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2022/06/17/bidens-america-sriracha-peanut-butter-latest-items-short-supply/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/travel/news/americans-are-starting-to-pull-back-on-travel-and-restaurants/ar-AAYBEka
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-sinks-below-20000-as-crypto-meltdown-intensifies.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-price-drops-below-18600-as-sell-off-accelerates.html
https://theankler.com/p/pod-hollywoods-economic-armageddon#details
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/once-feted-for-pandemic-heroics-worlds-central-banks-now-face-an-uneasy-crowd-0
https://news.yahoo.com/shock-swiss-rate-hike-sets-015937838.html
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/20/politics/supreme-court-june-preview/index.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs


as humans continue to tear up land, overuse certain resources and heat 
up the planet...Nearly one in three species of all kinds — 30% — face 
global extinction or have been driven to extinction since the year 1500, 
according to the new survey published in the journal "Frontiers in Ecology
and the Environment."

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 
ROGAN CALLS TRUMP MAN BABY; SAYS WAS ON DRUGS IN WHITE 
HOUSE...  FLASHBACK: THE HIGHEST OFFICE; ADDERALL JUNKIE...   
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office [trump the 
adderall/blow man baby] NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 
9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS
JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
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autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
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https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2022/06/alex-holder-trump-was-utterly-irrational-after-january-6.html
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https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.mediaite.com/news/mitt-romney-calls-out-americas-national-malady-of-denial-warns-that-a-return-to-trump-would-render-it-incurable/
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2022/07/mitt-romney-republican-denial-biden-election/661468/
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2022/jun/30/poll-americans-guns-against-government
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-s-new-money-maker-political-speeches-to-fans/ar-AAZjhDL
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https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
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https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/twitter-announces-mass-layoffs-17291249.php
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/12/half-of-g-o-p-voters-ready-to-leave-trump-behind-poll-finds/
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'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/netanyahu-prepares-for-a-comeback-in-israel-e2-80-99s-next-elections/ar-AAYHWpl
https://metro.co.uk/2022/06/22/russian-colonel-who-carried-putins-nuclear-codes-briefcase-found-shot-16873192/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/experts-say-there-are-mounting-signs-that-the-kremlin-is-purging-its-top-generals-in-ukraine-the-latest-hint-of-deep-dysfunction-in-putin-s-army/ar-AAYKxsd
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/22/russian-novoshakhtinsk-oil-refinery-struck-drone-possible-attack-inside-borders
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/germany-trigger-phase-two-three-065910268.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/germany-looks-at-rationing-natural-gas-after-russia-cuts-supply-11655978153
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/23/russia-crimps-gas-flows-just-as-europe-races-to-stock-up-for-winter/
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https://www.ajc.com/politics/breaking-kemp-to-testify-in-fulton-co-trump-probe/PXZ4ZEMJRJCSTCJJBYVU6IK7EU/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/justice-department-raids-home-of-former-doj-official-at-center-of-jan-6-panel-s-investigation/ar-AAYNmvR
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/jan-6-committee-doj-seek-footage-of-roger-stone-from-danish-filmmakers/ar-AAYOQgG
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/jan-6-panel-to-hone-in-on-trumps-efforts-to-meddle-at-doj-00041708
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/bill-barr-suggests-trump-came-very-close-to-staying-in-power-im-not-sure-we-would-have-had-a-transition-at-all/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/23/politics/trump-jan-6-documentary-footage-pence-25th-amendment/index.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-holder-jan-6-documentarian-says-trump-had-secret-air-force-one-call-with-putin-just-before-election
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-middle-east-africa-56399743fe9ad28692c88c007bb901d6
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https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
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https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-threw-dishes-and-flipped-tablecloths-when-he-was-angry-ex-aide-testifies-2022-6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10962011/Meadows-told-aide-Cassidy-Hutchinson-January-6-read-real-bad-just-days-riot.html


Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
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https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3529645-watergate-prosecutor-georgia-case-could-send-donald-trump-to-prison/
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/trump-asked-if-he-expects-to-be-taken-out-of-mar-a-lago-in-shackles/ar-AAYE04i
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-poll/story?id=85482369
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https://apnews.com/article/climate-science-health-and-environment-4f23d928ea637d239147c0e4adbad6dc
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10934571/Oregon-Citys-mayoral-candidate-says-homeless-Japanese-style-pods-overdoses-rise.html


on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the 
Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, 
Slower And Dumber http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-
the-midst-of-a-mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-
slower-and-dumber/

Ranchers Are Selling Off Their Cattle In Unprecedented Numbers Due To 
The Drought, And That Has Enormous Implications For 2023

Microplastics Are Literally Everywhere, And They Are An Existential 
Threat To The Future Of The Human Race 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/microplastics-are-literally-
everywhere-and-they-are-an-existential-threat-to-the-future-of-the-human-
race/ 

https://youtu.be/PSxihhBzCjk 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 
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DRUDGEREPORT China threatens 'strong measures' if Pelosi visits 
Taiwan...
Kissinger Warns Biden Against Endless Confrontation... 
Beijing Dumps $100 Billion Worth Of Treasuries... 

ZEROHEDGE These Are All The Countries Capable Of Launching Space 
Rockets https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-are-all-countries-
capable-launching-space-rockets 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 

YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
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bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 

https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMJ_NqAswkdjAAw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' After US 
Lawmaker Slams Zelensky

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
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EU ban on Russian gas ‘impossible’ – Austria 

Kremlin comments on claims about Russian military casualties 

Zelensky’s Vogue photoshoot raises eyebrows 

Biden met with 14 of his son’s business associates – media 

NATO’s arsonist-in-chief Jens Stoltenberg wants the Western public to 
pay for a Ukrainian fire he helped to ignite 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

Russia to quit International Space Station after 2024 

Russia issues rebuke to Israel 

Grain deal won’t affect military op in Ukraine – Moscow 

UK candidates’ militancy and imperialism threaten to bring Britain down 

Kiev confirms arrival of heavy weapons from Germany 

US sends more weapons to Ukraine 

Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the fallout 
from their failed Russia policy 

EU eases sanctions on Russian oil exports 

Russia’s Lavrov talks Ukraine, sanctions and nuclear war with RT (FULL 
VIDEO) 

• Putin suggests motive behind Canada’s gas turbine delay   
• UN chief ‘under huge pressure’ over Ukraine – Russian FM   
• Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the   

fallout from their failed Russia policy Op-ed
• Zaporozhye Nuclear Power Plant attacked by Ukrainian drones   

https://www.rt.com/russia/559319-zaporozhye-nuclear-power-plant-attacked/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559196-eu-citizens-pay-war-ukraine/
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Putin tells US to stop ‘looting’ Syria 

Former Russian president lists ‘Western sins’ 

Russian warns of ‘tougher’ terms for talks with Ukraine 

Dmitri Trenin: How a smart Middle East strategy can help Russia play a 
significant role in shaping the new world order 

Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 

IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 

Iran issues warning to US and Israel 

Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
industrial complex war monster’]

Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004
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Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

HUFFPOST SUSPICIOUS: SECRET SERVICE CAN’T FIND JAN. 6 TEXTS! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/national-archives-deleted-secret-service-
texts_n_62d6c6bbe4b008a2d03f1ac4 [ Ooooh … the mystery of it all … 
magical disappearance of text messages … could be ghosts … or 
gremlins … or salem witchcraft … WAKE UP! … AMERICA IS A TOTAL 
FRAUD! … AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 
MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). ]

The most intelligent, rational legal position:

Laurence Tribe, a Harvard law professor, argued that not holding Trump 
accountable would be equally harmful.

"I certainly recognize that indicting a former president would generate 
lots of social heat, perhaps violence," Tribe said. "But not indicting him 
would invite another violent insurrection."

Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All Incredibly Depressed. 
Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" Some very concerning 
market observations from Goldman trader John Flood discussing the real 
rot below the market surface: Monday was the lightest volume session of
the year with 9.32b shares trading across all US equity exchanges 
breaking previous low mark of 9.4b back on 7/11/22. YTD daily avg for 
shares traded across all US equity exchanges sits @ 12.5b. Monday was 
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also the lightest notional trading session of the year w/ $392b trading vs 
ytd daily avg of $638b. Our desk was a 3 on 1 – 10 scale in terms of 
overall activity levels. I am personally taken aback by how resilient mkt 
has been over the past few weeks. I don’t see L/Os putting their ~$210b 
of cash to work. I am seeing them use pockets of strength to sell lower 
conviction more illiquid names in block form and raise even more cash. 

Trump comic-con-show 
https://www.facebook.com/reel/523496502845404/?
s=single_unit&__cft__[0]=AZWPFQ3WczUIfIkH48JzeY46IoAd31UE03J6BK
gdB2FnhC4ZMwHrSlFnIZRzSdcm0iOvj82iS31DRdv7o07VE1dKwlJ-
o8PrhTfe_ujCAUFuOSNPQHEmqhCXpuyaLM_w2FExUX2P3sub6YXf8JZ_JO
SnUwrv6N77_T472Z5wMAIl1mh2SytZjOOe004Qi410SWP8G3HBHdMEgTY
aaiWHeOxK&__tn__=H-R 

ZEROHEDGE Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All Incredibly 
Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
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investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
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REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
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believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
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Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE "Expert" Narratives Are Collapsing The house of cards 
continues to fall apart Yellen: "Recession" Doesn't Mean What You Think 
It Means [ Riiight! ] Sentiment sours amid Kremlin updates, EU Energy 
deal & US-earnings in focus -   Delusional Biden Admin Front-Runs   
Recessionary GDP Print... By Redefining Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/delusional-biden-admin-front-runs-
recessionary-gdp-print-redefining-recession It's not a recession until the 
White House gives economists on its payroll permission to declare it a 
recession... [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!] US PMI Crashes Into 
Contraction In July: "A Worrying Deterioration In The Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-pmi-crashes-contraction-july-
worrying-deterioration-economy "Excluding pandemic lockdown months, 
output is falling at a rate not seen since 2009 amid the global financial 
crisis..." There's An Amazing Glut Of Office Space In Every Major Metro 
Area https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/theres-amazing-glut-office-
space-every-major-metro-area Occupancy is an engine of local 
economies. But there's a huge glut of space available... US Existing 
Home Sales Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses US Homebuilders 
Abandon Single-Families In June As They Brace For Rate Shock 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-builders-abandon-single-
family-home-startspermits-june-anticipating-renter ...multi-family starts 
and permits surged double-digits in June as single-family plunged... 
Homebuilder Confidence Collapses In July 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-confidence-
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collapses-july ...the largest MoM drop (ex-COVID-lockdown) in history... 
Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
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who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
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europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE EU Consumer Confidence Crashes To Record Lows As 
German CPI Unexpectedly Re-Accelerates "We Are In A Very Critical 
Moment": IMF Cuts Global GDP, Raises Inflation Outlook, Warns "World 
Teetering On Edge Of Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-are-very-critical-moment-imf-
cuts-global-gdp-raises-inflation-outlook-warns-world "It’s easy to cool off 
the economy when the economy is running hot. It’s much harder to 
reduce inflation when the economy is close to a recession." Germans 
Taking Fewer Showers In Response To Cost Of Living Crisis China And 
Japan Hold The Keys To Euro Recovery 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/china-and-japan-hold-keys-euro-
recovery While the direction of Europe’s economy continues to be a 
hostage to Russian energy -- as today’s dispiriting PMI numbers attest -- it
is the Asian nations of China and Japan who are in a position to alleviate 
Europe’s capital-outflow problem and stabilize the euro. PMIs Signal 
Eurozone Recession Day After First ECB Rate-Hike In 11 Years 

19% Of The World's Population Lives In 'Chindia' (& Buys Russian Oil) 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/19-worlds-population-lives-
chindia-buys-russian-oil India is expected to become the most populous 
nation on Earth by mid-2023, surpassing China whose population growth 
has all but stopped.. Oil Surges After Biden Fails To Win Saudi Pledge To 
Pump More Crude These Are The Countries With The Highest Default Risk
The Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial Production Unexpectedly 
Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker month since September 
2021... David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
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Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 

Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
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response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE Reporter Exposes White House's Blatant Redefining Of 
"Recession" Yellen: "Recession" Doesn't Mean What You Think It Means 
Gold & The Upcoming Recession Luongo: None Dare Call It A Recession 
Lest The Democrats Lose The Mid-Terms Democrats Prepare To Unleash 
Hell On Fed Chair Powell For The Coming Recession "2023 Will Be A Year 
From Hell" - Martin Armstrong Warns Of Inflation-Driven Civil-Unrest 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/2023-will-be-year-hell-martin-
armstrong-warns-inflation-driven-civil-unrest "...you are looking at 
revolutions... The euro looks like death warmed over... This is just not 
over yet." "Japanese Economy Continues To Crater "- Another Casualty 
Of The Energy Crisis The Danger Of Drought In Europe 
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/danger-drought-europe ...the current 
heatwave is bound to further exacerbate water shortages in Southern and
Southeast Europe... Record-Breaking Heat In Europe Meanwhile, 
Southern Europe is also experiencing extreme heat that has caused 
wildfires... UK Records Hottest Day Ever Amid Heat Apocalypse   "Heat   
Apocalypse" Blasts Europe As UK And France Brace For Hottest Days On 
Record   https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/heat-apocalypse-blasts-  
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europe-uk-and-france-brace-hottest-days-record "Today and tomorrow will
be one of the worst, if not the worst heatwave events in the modern 
history of western Europe." The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 
2022 http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In 
Government Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 
4Chan Found After Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
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system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
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destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 
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ZEROHEDGE Welcome To The Biden Recession: Q2 GDP "Unexpectedly" 
Shrinks 0.9%, 2nd Consecutive Decline Peter Schiff: The White House 
Recession Denial https://www.zerohedge.com/political/peter-schiff-white-
house-recession-denial "When you’re losing, just change the rules of the 
game, then declare victory.” Recession? All Of A Sudden Yield Spreads 
Are Collapsing https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/no-recession-all-
sudden-yield-spreads-are-collapsing … we suggest continuing to follow 
risk management protocols until indicators indicate a reversal of that 
economic risk.

1. Tighten up stop-loss levels to current support levels for each position. 

2. Hedge portfolios against significant market declines. 

3. Take profits in positions that have been big winners 

4. Sell laggards and losers. 

5. Raise cash and rebalance portfolios to target weightings.

Peter Schiff: It's Getting Harder To Deny Recession Reality 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-schiff-its-getting-harder-deny-
recession-reality "This should be obvious, but people have been in denial 
about the weakness in the economy..." Wall Street's Biggest Bear: One 
Down, But Two More Things Must Happen Before Stocks Bottom 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/wall-streets-biggest-bear-one-down-
two-more-things-must-happen-stocks-bottom Recession reflections 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/everyoneknows [ Recession 
is coming but everyone knows it ] The Number Of Americans Filing For 
First-Time Unemployment Claims Soared To 8-Month-Highs Last Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/number-americans-filing-
first-time-unemployment-claims-soared-8-month-highs-last ...and 
continuing claims are the highest since April... US Existing Home Sales 
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Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses Sinkhole 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sinkhole "At present, the 2s10s 
spread is –18 bps. This is indicative of a recession 12-18 months ahead, 
which means the second half of 2023. Note that we have been 
forecasting a recession for 2023H2 since April." Recession Already Here 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-may-already-be-here The 
debate about recession risk is pointless.We are already in a recession... 
The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
an odd beast in any case. 

Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 

idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
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investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
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must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To 
Absolutely Love It When War With China Erupts 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-industrial-complex-is-
going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-erupts/ ZH Russia Unveils
Large-Scale Military Exercises In East, Signaling Force Strength 
'Unaffected' By Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-
unveils-large-scale-eastern-military-exercises-signaling-force-strength-
unaffected Prior "Vostok" (East) drills included sizable Chinese PLA 
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military participation... 

How A Russian Gas Freeze Would Curtail European GDPs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/how-russian-gas-freeze-would-
curtail-european-gdps ...a complete shut-off from the Russian side would 
have disastrous effects for European economies... Ukraine Moves To 
Criminalize Russian Passport Application there is a lot of Ukrainian blood 
on the red Russian passport [What?] Russia Boasts It's Already Taken 
Out 4 US-Supplied Long Range Rocket Systems Russia Informs Turkey It 
Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa Port Attack It's Official: Russia And 
China Announce "New Global Reserve Currency" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-22/its-official-russia-and-china-
announce-new-global-reserve-currency And once again no one has 
noticed and no one seems to care. [ Yes, it’s official; NEW WORLD 
ORDER! ]

Pelosi: Pentagon Might Be Worried China Would Shoot Down Her Plane If 
She Visits Taiwan AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant 
Corruption' After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky US "Started" The Ukraine
Crisis, China Says, In Fiercest Official Criticism Yet 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-started-ukraine-crisis-china-
says-fiercest-official-criticism-yet "As the one who started the Ukraine 
crisis & the biggest factor fueling it..." [ Yes...Sadly, that is indisputably 
true; it’s the american way.] Russia Plans 'Annexation Votes' For 
Captured Ukraine Territories By Mid-September: Report Russia Resumes 
Nord Stream Natural Gas Deliveries To Europe "...likely to lead to a 
collective sigh of relief from not just the European gas market, but from 
the wider economy," Russia Declares War Goals Have Expanded After 
West Pumped More Arms Into Ukraine Strengthening Ties With Iran, Putin
Meets With Supreme Leader In Tehran 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/strengthening-ties-iran-putin-
meets-supreme-leader-tehran “Our relations are developing at a good 
pace,” said Putin 

Putin Says Russia Will Honor Gas Commitment But Flows Will Drop As 
Much As 20% Of Capacity Vladimir Putin warned that flows via the Nord 
Stream pipeline could be curbed soon if sanctions prevent additional 
maintenance on its components Russian Military Given Formal Order To 
Target Ukraine's Long-Range Weapons From US 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-issues-formal-order-military-
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target-ukraines-long-range-weapons-us Ukraine officials called the 
HIMARS a "game-changer"... [Riiight] Gazprom Declares Force Majeure, 
Will Halt Gas Flows To Germany Indefinitely "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”

Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
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a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
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we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
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World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
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utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
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imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---

[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

POST: FIRST MOON LANDING
NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 
Fake-NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv

http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm     

http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm
http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-imagine/


Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

Al Peia

Riiight...and they haven't been back because...oh yeah, they got rid of 
their Saturn rockets ... and, they were in the past but not in the 
present/future impervious to radiation; ie., van allen belt, etc.. Oh, they 
probably could do it now, arguably; they're working on it. But, of course, 
Mars is quite another thing. The amounts of money for these 
boondoggles/frauds are staggering; yet, pale in comparison to the frauds 
on wall street. YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand 
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dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act... ].

albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
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cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
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Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
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Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg


more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ffb.watch%2FdRpUPJB24P%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0PNAIu9XPf646ZFh6DqN6_zy93IWPolk2xCNAsiyIP7--X8yfjO0ouWJA&h=AT0YP15NpBWxeDGM0V_2NZdxqTXVnLYnyFuxjfjxkU4AUOhHOwwQEqIgB9HqMBnz_OIcIR258zKXi6NCYhrmhMMr6iL5-WT1jGlV2KpO16x_tIvww1CWzSK8IpRzVeUe6HP0mZI_1Stag75ShZaf&__tn__=R*F&c[0]=AT2ZVvIqD6-l6WEF9h41vtx4mp7g2eBBxXFn7yZxX1U5QOyPvfeDcESlZCqPAAH42dC011o7Juzofu4Kn-zhDGXmq67ATEx086WvqI5WWQGe1gNSpc82fVNXzqDqoI068bqV9137zb2KX_f-GUiKy8x-t-ZVZTGAX613tMYGKMkswotwCHVvblXMpt68QR0MFDOXCLZNwBRX0epIRiOO_gU3Wb8gaI1LmrQ
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing
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GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

CNN Murdoch's New York Post dumps Trump, calling him 'unworthy to be 
chief executive again'

MSNBC Joe: Trump's biggest enablers were begging him to stop. How is 
he not already in jail? Morning Joe

Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.
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https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe
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''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 
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CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 

http://endoftheamericandream.com/biden-now-is-a-time-when-things-are-shifting-theres-going-to-be-a-new-world-order-out-there-and-weve-got-to-lead-it/
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Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!
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BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky [ america’s kind of 
place! ]

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
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be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
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post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
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gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
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running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/spx
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/comp
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/djia
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
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https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/bear-market-stocks-whats-next-51655150790?link=MW_latest_news
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-panel-says-evidence-173305500.html


such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It When War 
With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-
industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-
erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]
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THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 

https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/10/fired-fox-news-editor-chris-stirewalt-to-testify-at-jan-6-riot-committee-hearing.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/media/3519284-nearly-20m-watched-jan-6-hearing-nielsen
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-calls-deadly-insurrection-greatest-193328621.html
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UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 
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https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 
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ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 

https://www.facebook.com/susan.blank?__cft__[0]=AZVGvhjiSxGnjWz-LN1hLrt-aZERuH0PnG03UnsNEqhUcmu8tji41KXA8gSPX1OdMtaxPYgX5zHqHLdFB47IYBha_VhuUIONFV7lhrhbMfxB3fUSiPJAMdbT-Ekkqx2RcIH6jVbHjnRdnwyLewnxvu_HCG_Le8GADYmNiVTogj9heg&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
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AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
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DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

YAHOO We are seeing evidence that Donald Trump committed treason. 
Where is Merrick Garland? https://www.yahoo.com/news/seeing-evidence-
donald-trump-committed-100000305.html How many more Republican 
former officials have to come forward for the attorney general to act? 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
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7-27-22
Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
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partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
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(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 



proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
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https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE Goldman Jumps As Traders Spark Q2 Revenue Beat But 
Total Earnings Plunge 47% Amid Major Investment Losses 
DRUDGE Hope for depositors dwindles as crypto lender files for 
bankruptcy... 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
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won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 
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DRUDGEREPORT More cities mull indoor masking… Indoor mask rules 
expected next week as L.A. virus wave worsens... Fauci Annual Pension 
Payout Exceeds POTUS Salary… Republicans plot Fauci probe… 
[Incompetent, greedy guinea] Covid Rises Across USA Amid Muted 
Warnings and Murky Data… WHO: Covid triples across Europe; 
Hospitalizations double... MONKEYPOX PANDEMIC? WHO TO 
RECONVENE Most Americans Now in Areas With High Virus Levels… 
Deaths in LA rising as ultra-contagious subva  riants spread…   
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-
deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 'Several hundred thousand' 
new covid cases a day NOT reported; Hospitalizations climbing... 
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-
covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-
11657298622 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths substantially exceed 
2021 numbers]
128,731 JUL 26 2022
56,996 JUL 26 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
432 JUL 26 2022
275 JUL 26 2021 
DALLAS TURNS HOTSPOT... 
New variant 'Centaurus' detected... 
Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 20% effective 
after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at 
Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as 
Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... Ultra-
contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.yahoo.com/now/covid-could-screw-worse-reinfection-084337273.html
https://www.studyfinds.org/covid-19-meat-in-freezer-weeks/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
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https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
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https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/macao-shutter-casinos-week-covid-19-outbreak-86545719
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https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/nyc-neighborhoods-top-25-covid-positivity-as-new-cases-surge-again/3764698/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/as-the-ba5-variant-spreads-the-risk-of-coronavirus-reinfection-grows/ar-AAZpFDy
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5814174/new-covid-variant-centaurus-detected-uk/
https://www.dallasnews.com/news/2022/07/19/three-things-to-know-about-the-highly-contagious-covid-19-variant-spreading-right-now/
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/most-of-u-s-population-now-in-areas-with-high-covid-19-levels-as-ba-5-subvariant-spreads-11657923100
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220714-who-to-reconvene-monkeypox-emergency-panel-on-july-21
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220714-who-to-reconvene-monkeypox-emergency-panel-on-july-21
https://news.yahoo.com/shocking-monkeypox-screw-means-admit-030643200.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-united-nations-world-organization-06bccc307fa13d428e59babf4b9d8403
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-united-nations-world-organization-06bccc307fa13d428e59babf4b9d8403
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/18/covid-rises-across-u-s-amid-muted-warnings-and-murky-data/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/18/covid-rises-across-u-s-amid-muted-warnings-and-murky-data/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3571232-gop-plots-fauci-probe-after-midterms/
https://openthebooks.substack.com/p/dr-faucis-retirement-pension-414667
https://openthebooks.substack.com/p/dr-faucis-retirement-pension-414667
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/la-county-mask-mandate-likely-a-week-away-as-covid-cases-keep-climbing/ar-AAZPrHB
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https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/25/politics/covid-19-mask-mandates/index.html


UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

DRUDGEREPORT
WORLD'S BIGGEST CONSUMER NAMES ANNOUNCE SOARING PRICE 
INCREASES... 
Inflation hits bodega favorite: Bacon, egg and cheese... 
Half Americans fall deeper in debt...
SHOPIFY cuts staff; Tech firms tighten belts ...
GOOGLE Growth Slows as Pressures Mount on Ad Market...
$9.4 Trillion Results Day Looms in Test for Stock Market...
Pending home sales fall 20%... 
Economist: Prices to Plunge… 
Fed Readies Largest Rate Hikes Since Volcker... Developing... 

Difficulty Paying Bills Tops Pandemic High...
Inflation Altering Shopping Habits...
Fed set for ANOTHER big rate hike...
WALMART cuts outlook...

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fed-inflict-more-pain-economy-130000297.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/26/more-signs-emerge-that-inflation-is-altering-shopping-habits/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/difficulty-paying-bills-tops-pandemic-191151129.html
https://ca.news.yahoo.com/fed-readies-largest-rate-hikes-100116313.html
https://nypost.com/2022/07/26/us-home-prices-to-plunge-substantially-on-cratering-demand/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/pending-home-sales-fell-20percent-in-june-versus-a-year-earlier-as-mortgage-rates-soared.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/9-4-trillion-results-day-075131597.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-alphabet-googl-q2-earnings-report-2022-11658802135
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/shopify-sinks-12percent-after-company-plans-to-lay-off-10percent-of-workers.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/26/nearly-half-of-americans-fall-deeper-in-debt-as-inflation-boosts-costs.html
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-new-york-prices-bd26a709a13cbccce503b2e986301edb
https://www.wsj.com/articles/dont-expect-big-consumer-brands-to-lower-prices-soon-11658858815
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https://www.the-sun.com/health/5682058/urgent-warning-anyone-attending-mass-gatherings-weekend/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
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https://www.the-sun.com/health/5674230/uk-covid-cases-heading-for-record-high-zoe/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792


ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms... 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-
predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

2 Americans dead in Donbas… Apocalyptic vision behind Putin 'golden 
billion' argument… [ From my direct observation and experience, 
pervasively mentally ill, corrupt, criminal america is indisputably the 
globally destructive bad guy. That is so ab initio! ]
U.S., allies weigh providing Ukraine fighter jets to counter Russia… 
Putin 'too healthy' says CIA chief... https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-
putin-health/ “Ukrainian, US, and British would-be media professionals 
have been spreading bogus stories about the president’s health condition
in recent months. This is all hoax,” he said. 
Ukraine graft concerns resurface as war goes on... China threatens 
'strong measures' if Pelosi visits Taiwan… Looming Gas Crunch Poses 
'Historic Test' for Europe, IEA Says… Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With 
Iran, Turkey in Rare Trip Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More 
Aggressive Phase of Ukraine War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... 
China satellite swarms hunt down and destroy enemy targets… Russia 
building laser weapon to disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke
attack preparedness PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts 
photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as 
pipeline from Russia shuts off… Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to 
citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   
Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
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https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
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https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
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https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/russian-doomsday-submarine-armed-nuclear-drones-service
https://news.yahoo.com/relentless-russian-shelling-east-ukraine-073615708.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-pleads-weapons-war-spotlight-043837619.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
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https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
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https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/07/16/russia-ukraine-war-putin-news-live-updates/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-zelenskyy-government-and-politics-494af1bc0145fb2d16c76b0abf3f5cda
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.euronews.com/2022/07/21/vladimir-putin-entirely-too-healthy-says-cia-chief
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/us-allies-weigh-providing-ukraine-fighter-jets-to-counter-russia/ar-AAZNC4L
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://thehill.com/policy/international/russia/3571651-two-americans-dead-in-donbas-region-of-ukraine/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-looms/ar-AAZXVZu
https://news.yahoo.com/walmart-cuts-profit-outlook-inflation-204311068.html


Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 

https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
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https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce


Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 

https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html


Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…

https://news.yahoo.com/shock-swiss-rate-hike-sets-015937838.html
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/20/politics/supreme-court-june-preview/index.html
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https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-companies-start-to-rescind-job-offers-11655865283
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/abortion-ruling-highlights-diverging-paths-of-justices-john-roberts-samuel-alito-11656149400
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/


Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

DRUDGEREPORT Russia To Quit Space Station… Will build rival… 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-to-quit-international-space-
station-2024/ Kremlin to keep up gas squeeze on Europe... 

USA Leads Globally in Known Monkeypox Cases… More than 85% of 
Americans experience temps above 90… Extinction threat may be 
greater than previously thought, new global study finds… 
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-
greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/ The global 
extinction crisis underway may be more intense than previously thought 
as humans continue to tear up land, overuse certain resources and heat 
up the planet...Nearly one in three species of all kinds — 30% — face 
global extinction or have been driven to extinction since the year 1500, 
according to the new survey published in the journal "Frontiers in Ecology
and the Environment."

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
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https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/23/weather/us-extreme-heat-saturday/index.html
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-leads-globally-in-most-known-monkeypox-cases-cdc-says-11658835623
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/kremlin-keep-gas-squeeze-europe-130034112.html
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5861115/russia-to-quit-international-space-station-2024/
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https://www.politico.com/news/2022/07/04/recession-talk-surges-in-washington-00043818
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/stimulus-checks-rewired-how-some-americans-see-money.html
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2022/06/17/bidens-america-sriracha-peanut-butter-latest-items-short-supply/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/travel/news/americans-are-starting-to-pull-back-on-travel-and-restaurants/ar-AAYBEka
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on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 
ROGAN CALLS TRUMP MAN BABY; SAYS WAS ON DRUGS IN WHITE 
HOUSE...  FLASHBACK: THE HIGHEST OFFICE; ADDERALL JUNKIE...   
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office [trump the 
adderall/blow man baby] NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 
9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS
JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
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'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
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https://thehill.com/homenews/house/3539911-aide-says-trump-knew-jan-6-attendees-had-weapons-theyre-not-here-to-hurt-me/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-threw-dishes-and-flipped-tablecloths-when-he-was-angry-ex-aide-testifies-2022-6
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https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/30/gop-megadonors-turn-on-trump-look-for-2024-alternatives-after-jan-6-hearings.html
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2022/06/alex-holder-trump-was-utterly-irrational-after-january-6.html
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https://www.mediaite.com/news/mitt-romney-calls-out-americas-national-malady-of-denial-warns-that-a-return-to-trump-would-render-it-incurable/
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Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
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https://metro.co.uk/2022/06/22/russian-colonel-who-carried-putins-nuclear-codes-briefcase-found-shot-16873192/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/experts-say-there-are-mounting-signs-that-the-kremlin-is-purging-its-top-generals-in-ukraine-the-latest-hint-of-deep-dysfunction-in-putin-s-army/ar-AAYKxsd
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/22/russian-novoshakhtinsk-oil-refinery-struck-drone-possible-attack-inside-borders
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/germany-trigger-phase-two-three-065910268.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/germany-looks-at-rationing-natural-gas-after-russia-cuts-supply-11655978153
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/23/russia-crimps-gas-flows-just-as-europe-races-to-stock-up-for-winter/
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel
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https://www.ajc.com/politics/breaking-kemp-to-testify-in-fulton-co-trump-probe/PXZ4ZEMJRJCSTCJJBYVU6IK7EU/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/justice-department-raids-home-of-former-doj-official-at-center-of-jan-6-panel-s-investigation/ar-AAYNmvR
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/jan-6-committee-doj-seek-footage-of-roger-stone-from-danish-filmmakers/ar-AAYOQgG
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/jan-6-panel-to-hone-in-on-trumps-efforts-to-meddle-at-doj-00041708
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/bill-barr-suggests-trump-came-very-close-to-staying-in-power-im-not-sure-we-would-have-had-a-transition-at-all/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/23/politics/trump-jan-6-documentary-footage-pence-25th-amendment/index.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-holder-jan-6-documentarian-says-trump-had-secret-air-force-one-call-with-putin-just-before-election
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-holder-jan-6-documentarian-says-trump-had-secret-air-force-one-call-with-putin-just-before-election
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244


Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 

Ranchers Are Selling Off Their Cattle In Unprecedented Numbers Due To 
The Drought, And That Has Enormous Implications For 2023

Microplastics Are Literally Everywhere, And They Are An Existential 
Threat To The Future Of The Human Race 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/microplastics-are-literally-
everywhere-and-they-are-an-existential-threat-to-the-future-of-the-human-
race/ 

https://youtu.be/PSxihhBzCjk 
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/gov-gavin-newsom-wins-big-in-california-could-he-be-president/ar-AAYgUlw
https://www.wsj.com/articles/january-6-trump-voters-election-fraud-lies-2024-presidential-candidate-hillary-clinton-11655415629
https://www.wsj.com/articles/january-6-trump-voters-election-fraud-lies-2024-presidential-candidate-hillary-clinton-11655415629
https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/
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YAHOO Business Veteran investor Jim Rogers predicts the worst bear 
market of his life, a brutal recession, and limited success for bitcoin. 
Here are his 10 best quotes from a new interview 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/veteran-investor-jim-rogers-
predicts-134441495.html 

EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ 
That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber

http://endoftheamericandream.com/humanity-is-in-the-midst-of-a-
mutational-meltdown-that-is-causing-us-to-become-smaller-slower-and-
dumber/

ZEROHEDGE Quinn: The US Titanic Has Already Hit The Iceberg 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/quinn-us-titanic-has-already-hit-
iceberg We are lost in a blizzard of lies and their response has been to 
double down and lie bigger... 

DRUDGEREPORT China threatens 'strong measures' if Pelosi visits 
Taiwan...
Kissinger Warns Biden Against Endless Confrontation... 
Beijing Dumps $100 Billion Worth Of Treasuries... 

ZEROHEDGE These Are All The Countries Capable Of Launching Space 
Rockets https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-are-all-countries-
capable-launching-space-rockets 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
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powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 

YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 
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5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' After US 
Lawmaker Slams Zelensky

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
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NATO’s arsonist-in-chief Jens Stoltenberg wants the Western public to 
pay for a Ukrainian fire he helped to ignite 

Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

Russia to quit International Space Station after 2024 

Russia issues rebuke to Israel 

Grain deal won’t affect military op in Ukraine – Moscow 

UK candidates’ militancy and imperialism threaten to bring Britain down 

Kiev confirms arrival of heavy weapons from Germany 

US sends more weapons to Ukraine 

Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the fallout 
from their failed Russia policy 

EU eases sanctions on Russian oil exports 

Russia’s Lavrov talks Ukraine, sanctions and nuclear war with RT (FULL 
VIDEO) 

• Putin suggests motive behind Canada’s gas turbine delay   
• UN chief ‘under huge pressure’ over Ukraine – Russian FM   
• Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the   

fallout from their failed Russia policy Op-ed
• Zaporozhye Nuclear Power Plant attacked by Ukrainian drones   

Putin tells US to stop ‘looting’ Syria 

Former Russian president lists ‘Western sins’ 

Russian warns of ‘tougher’ terms for talks with Ukraine 

Dmitri Trenin: How a smart Middle East strategy can help Russia play a 
significant role in shaping the new world order 

https://www.rt.com/news/559279-putin-iran-turkey-syria/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559319-zaporozhye-nuclear-power-plant-attacked/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559196-eu-citizens-pay-war-ukraine/
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Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 

IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 

Iran issues warning to US and Israel 

Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
industrial complex war monster’]

Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 
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John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

HUFFPOST SUSPICIOUS: SECRET SERVICE CAN’T FIND JAN. 6 TEXTS! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/national-archives-deleted-secret-service-
texts_n_62d6c6bbe4b008a2d03f1ac4 [ Ooooh … the mystery of it all … 
magical disappearance of text messages … could be ghosts … or 
gremlins … or salem witchcraft … WAKE UP! … AMERICA IS A TOTAL 
FRAUD! … AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 
MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). ]

The most intelligent, rational legal position:

Laurence Tribe, a Harvard law professor, argued that not holding Trump 
accountable would be equally harmful.

"I certainly recognize that indicting a former president would generate 
lots of social heat, perhaps violence," Tribe said. "But not indicting him 
would invite another violent insurrection."

Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All Incredibly Depressed. 
Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" Some very concerning 
market observations from Goldman trader John Flood discussing the real 
rot below the market surface: Monday was the lightest volume session of
the year with 9.32b shares trading across all US equity exchanges 
breaking previous low mark of 9.4b back on 7/11/22. YTD daily avg for 
shares traded across all US equity exchanges sits @ 12.5b. Monday was 
also the lightest notional trading session of the year w/ $392b trading vs 
ytd daily avg of $638b. Our desk was a 3 on 1 – 10 scale in terms of 
overall activity levels. I am personally taken aback by how resilient mkt 
has been over the past few weeks. I don’t see L/Os putting their ~$210b 
of cash to work. I am seeing them use pockets of strength to sell lower 
conviction more illiquid names in block form and raise even more cash. 

Trump comic-con-show 
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https://www.facebook.com/reel/523496502845404/?
s=single_unit&__cft__[0]=AZWPFQ3WczUIfIkH48JzeY46IoAd31UE03J6BK
gdB2FnhC4ZMwHrSlFnIZRzSdcm0iOvj82iS31DRdv7o07VE1dKwlJ-
o8PrhTfe_ujCAUFuOSNPQHEmqhCXpuyaLM_w2FExUX2P3sub6YXf8JZ_JO
SnUwrv6N77_T472Z5wMAIl1mh2SytZjOOe004Qi410SWP8G3HBHdMEgTY
aaiWHeOxK&__tn__=H-R 

ZEROHEDGE Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All Incredibly 
Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
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horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
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happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Yellen: "Recession" Doesn't Mean What You Think It Means [
Riiight! ] Sentiment sours amid Kremlin updates, EU Energy deal & US-
earnings in focus -   Delusional Biden Admin Front-Runs Recessionary GDP   
Print... By Redefining Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/delusional-biden-admin-front-runs-
recessionary-gdp-print-redefining-recession It's not a recession until the 
White House gives economists on its payroll permission to declare it a 
recession... [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!] US PMI Crashes Into 
Contraction In July: "A Worrying Deterioration In The Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-pmi-crashes-contraction-july-
worrying-deterioration-economy "Excluding pandemic lockdown months, 
output is falling at a rate not seen since 2009 amid the global financial 
crisis..." There's An Amazing Glut Of Office Space In Every Major Metro 
Area https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/theres-amazing-glut-office-
space-every-major-metro-area Occupancy is an engine of local 
economies. But there's a huge glut of space available... US Existing 
Home Sales Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses US Homebuilders 
Abandon Single-Families In June As They Brace For Rate Shock 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-builders-abandon-single-
family-home-startspermits-june-anticipating-renter ...multi-family starts 
and permits surged double-digits in June as single-family plunged... 
Homebuilder Confidence Collapses In July 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-confidence-
collapses-july ...the largest MoM drop (ex-COVID-lockdown) in history... 
Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
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be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
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The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE "We Are In A Very Critical Moment": IMF Cuts Global GDP, 
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Raises Inflation Outlook, Warns "World Teetering On Edge Of Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-are-very-critical-moment-imf-
cuts-global-gdp-raises-inflation-outlook-warns-world "It’s easy to cool off 
the economy when the economy is running hot. It’s much harder to 
reduce inflation when the economy is close to a recession." Germans 
Taking Fewer Showers In Response To Cost Of Living Crisis China And 
Japan Hold The Keys To Euro Recovery 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/china-and-japan-hold-keys-euro-
recovery While the direction of Europe’s economy continues to be a 
hostage to Russian energy -- as today’s dispiriting PMI numbers attest -- it
is the Asian nations of China and Japan who are in a position to alleviate 
Europe’s capital-outflow problem and stabilize the euro. PMIs Signal 
Eurozone Recession Day After First ECB Rate-Hike In 11 Years 

19% Of The World's Population Lives In 'Chindia' (& Buys Russian Oil) 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/19-worlds-population-lives-
chindia-buys-russian-oil India is expected to become the most populous 
nation on Earth by mid-2023, surpassing China whose population growth 
has all but stopped.. Oil Surges After Biden Fails To Win Saudi Pledge To 
Pump More Crude These Are The Countries With The Highest Default Risk
The Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial Production Unexpectedly 
Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker month since September 
2021... David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
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another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 

Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
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"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE Yellen: "Recession" Doesn't Mean What You Think It Means 
Gold & The Upcoming Recession Luongo: None Dare Call It A Recession 
Lest The Democrats Lose The Mid-Terms Democrats Prepare To Unleash 
Hell On Fed Chair Powell For The Coming Recession "2023 Will Be A Year 
From Hell" - Martin Armstrong Warns Of Inflation-Driven Civil-Unrest 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/2023-will-be-year-hell-martin-
armstrong-warns-inflation-driven-civil-unrest "...you are looking at 
revolutions... The euro looks like death warmed over... This is just not 
over yet." "Japanese Economy Continues To Crater "- Another Casualty 
Of The Energy Crisis The Danger Of Drought In Europe 
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/danger-drought-europe ...the current 
heatwave is bound to further exacerbate water shortages in Southern and
Southeast Europe... Record-Breaking Heat In Europe Meanwhile, 
Southern Europe is also experiencing extreme heat that has caused 
wildfires... UK Records Hottest Day Ever Amid Heat Apocalypse   "Heat   
Apocalypse" Blasts Europe As UK And France Brace For Hottest Days On 
Record   https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/heat-apocalypse-blasts-  
europe-uk-and-france-brace-hottest-days-record "Today and tomorrow will
be one of the worst, if not the worst heatwave events in the modern 
history of western Europe." The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 
2022 http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In 
Government Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 
4Chan Found After Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
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prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 
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CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE Peter Schiff: The White House Recession Denial 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/peter-schiff-white-house-recession-
denial "When you’re losing, just change the rules of the game, then 
declare victory.” Recession? All Of A Sudden Yield Spreads Are 
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Collapsing https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/no-recession-all-sudden-
yield-spreads-are-collapsing … we suggest continuing to follow risk 
management protocols until indicators indicate a reversal of that 
economic risk.

1. Tighten up stop-loss levels to current support levels for each position. 

2. Hedge portfolios against significant market declines. 

3. Take profits in positions that have been big winners 

4. Sell laggards and losers. 

5. Raise cash and rebalance portfolios to target weightings.

Peter Schiff: It's Getting Harder To Deny Recession Reality 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-schiff-its-getting-harder-deny-
recession-reality "This should be obvious, but people have been in denial 
about the weakness in the economy..." Wall Street's Biggest Bear: One 
Down, But Two More Things Must Happen Before Stocks Bottom 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/wall-streets-biggest-bear-one-down-
two-more-things-must-happen-stocks-bottom Recession reflections 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/everyoneknows [ Recession 
is coming but everyone knows it ] The Number Of Americans Filing For 
First-Time Unemployment Claims Soared To 8-Month-Highs Last Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/number-americans-filing-
first-time-unemployment-claims-soared-8-month-highs-last ...and 
continuing claims are the highest since April... US Existing Home Sales 
Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses Sinkhole 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sinkhole "At present, the 2s10s 
spread is –18 bps. This is indicative of a recession 12-18 months ahead, 
which means the second half of 2023. Note that we have been 
forecasting a recession for 2023H2 since April." Recession Already Here 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-may-already-be-here The 
debate about recession risk is pointless.We are already in a recession... 
The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
an odd beast in any case. 
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Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 

idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
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Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
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deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE Russia Unveils Large-Scale Military Exercises In East, 
Signaling Force Strength 'Unaffected' By Ukraine 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-unveils-large-scale-eastern-
military-exercises-signaling-force-strength-unaffected Prior "Vostok" 
(East) drills included sizable Chinese PLA military participation... 

How A Russian Gas Freeze Would Curtail European GDPs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/how-russian-gas-freeze-would-
curtail-european-gdps ...a complete shut-off from the Russian side would 
have disastrous effects for European economies... Ukraine Moves To 
Criminalize Russian Passport Application there is a lot of Ukrainian blood 
on the red Russian passport [What?] Russia Boasts It's Already Taken 
Out 4 US-Supplied Long Range Rocket Systems Russia Informs Turkey It 
Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa Port Attack It's Official: Russia And 
China Announce "New Global Reserve Currency" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-22/its-official-russia-and-china-
announce-new-global-reserve-currency And once again no one has 
noticed and no one seems to care. [ Yes, it’s official; NEW WORLD 
ORDER! ]

Pelosi: Pentagon Might Be Worried China Would Shoot Down Her Plane If 
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She Visits Taiwan AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant 
Corruption' After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky US "Started" The Ukraine
Crisis, China Says, In Fiercest Official Criticism Yet 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-started-ukraine-crisis-china-
says-fiercest-official-criticism-yet "As the one who started the Ukraine 
crisis & the biggest factor fueling it..." [ Yes...Sadly, that is indisputably 
true; it’s the american way.] Russia Plans 'Annexation Votes' For 
Captured Ukraine Territories By Mid-September: Report Russia Resumes 
Nord Stream Natural Gas Deliveries To Europe "...likely to lead to a 
collective sigh of relief from not just the European gas market, but from 
the wider economy," Russia Declares War Goals Have Expanded After 
West Pumped More Arms Into Ukraine Strengthening Ties With Iran, Putin
Meets With Supreme Leader In Tehran 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/strengthening-ties-iran-putin-
meets-supreme-leader-tehran “Our relations are developing at a good 
pace,” said Putin 

Putin Says Russia Will Honor Gas Commitment But Flows Will Drop As 
Much As 20% Of Capacity Vladimir Putin warned that flows via the Nord 
Stream pipeline could be curbed soon if sanctions prevent additional 
maintenance on its components Russian Military Given Formal Order To 
Target Ukraine's Long-Range Weapons From US 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-issues-formal-order-military-
target-ukraines-long-range-weapons-us Ukraine officials called the 
HIMARS a "game-changer"... [Riiight] Gazprom Declares Force Majeure, 
Will Halt Gas Flows To Germany Indefinitely "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”

Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
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helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
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for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
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Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
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bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
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makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com
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[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

POST: FIRST MOON LANDING
NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 
Fake-NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv

http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm     

Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 

http://news.aol.com/article/moon-rock-in-dutch-museum-is-just/642402
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yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

Al Peia

Riiight...and they haven't been back because...oh yeah, they got rid of 
their Saturn rockets ... and, they were in the past but not in the 
present/future impervious to radiation; ie., van allen belt, etc.. Oh, they 
probably could do it now, arguably; they're working on it. But, of course, 
Mars is quite another thing. The amounts of money for these 
boondoggles/frauds are staggering; yet, pale in comparison to the frauds 
on wall street. YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand 
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act... ].

albertpeia.com 

https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-house-trading-2021-9?fbclid=IwAR09dFVyNoZm5AbSc6RvuLX7_txNfPp6HYV8SBSjQeJPd8_JdRMongZa5Og
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1MzAzNTEyODAzMDY0NDU1XzQ2MjE1NjU2MTk2NTI3OA%3D%3D&__cft__[0]=AZUzCnIb-wZD4OBiRKgibKfqoanC5KXYUOyiE5ihDrzOlvkm7oasBYNz6UFGdx1qg7jGhOOkuzE50zBoUg0SKlxeo7XSnmbdp6XaFGF7zvKJdgLfy1_8zmY04O-FruT1VNfAsw-YnxfMtAJlgHw1mgfZPXMEyEA70ySt3zLU_ZWivHxL7_QKMte-9tS6m4bIXp4&__tn__=R]-R
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ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 
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Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
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infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
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The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896
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ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

CNN Murdoch's New York Post dumps Trump, calling him 'unworthy to be 
chief executive again'

MSNBC Joe: Trump's biggest enablers were begging him to stop. How is 
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he not already in jail? Morning Joe

Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 
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DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
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by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
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and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky [ america’s kind of 
place! ]

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 



https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
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be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
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post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
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gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
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running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
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such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 
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DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 
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https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-and-unreleased-video-expected-to-be-focus-of-first-jan-6-hearing/ar-AAYfFly
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ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 

ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 
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HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 
AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
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background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
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hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

YAHOO We are seeing evidence that Donald Trump committed treason. 
Where is Merrick Garland? https://www.yahoo.com/news/seeing-evidence-
donald-trump-committed-100000305.html How many more Republican 
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former officials have to come forward for the attorney general to act? 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

7-26-22
Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
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same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;
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(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
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system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 



required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)

What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 



Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE Goldman Jumps As Traders Spark Q2 Revenue Beat But 
Total Earnings Plunge 47% Amid Major Investment Losses 
DRUDGE Hope for depositors dwindles as crypto lender files for 
bankruptcy... 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
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professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
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Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT More cities mull indoor masking… Indoor mask rules 
expected next week as L.A. virus wave worsens... Fauci Annual Pension 
Payout Exceeds POTUS Salary… Republicans plot Fauci probe… 
[Incompetent, greedy guinea] Covid Rises Across USA Amid Muted 
Warnings and Murky Data… WHO: Covid triples across Europe; 
Hospitalizations double... MONKEYPOX PANDEMIC? WHO TO 
RECONVENE Most Americans Now in Areas With High Virus Levels… 
Deaths in LA rising as ultra-contagious subva  riants spread…   
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-
deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 'Several hundred thousand' 
new covid cases a day NOT reported; Hospitalizations climbing... 
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-
covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-
11657298622 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths substantially exceed 
2021 numbers]
128,375 JUL 25 2022
52,153 JUL 25 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
436 JUL 25 2022
269 JUL 25 2021 
DALLAS TURNS HOTSPOT... 
New variant 'Centaurus' detected... 
Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 20% effective 
after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at 
Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as 
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Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... Ultra-
contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 

UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

DRUDGEREPORT 
Difficulty Paying Bills Tops Pandemic High...
Inflation Altering Shopping Habits...
Half Americans fall deeper in debt...
Fed set for ANOTHER big rate hike...
WALMART cuts outlook...
ROUBINI: Severe financial crisis looms... 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/nouriel-roubini-says-

https://news.yahoo.com/macau-locks-down-landmark-lisboa-011323085.html
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/as-the-ba5-variant-spreads-the-risk-of-coronavirus-reinfection-grows/ar-AAZpFDy
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5814174/new-covid-variant-centaurus-detected-uk/
https://www.dallasnews.com/news/2022/07/19/three-things-to-know-about-the-highly-contagious-covid-19-variant-spreading-right-now/
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predictions-for-a-mild-recession-are-delusional-as-severe-financial-crisis-
looms/ar-AAZXVZu 

2 Americans dead in Donbas… Apocalyptic vision behind Putin 'golden 
billion' argument… [ From my direct observation and experience, 
pervasively mentally ill, corrupt, criminal america is indisputably the 
globally destructive bad guy. That is so ab initio! ]
U.S., allies weigh providing Ukraine fighter jets to counter Russia… 
Putin 'too healthy' says CIA chief... https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-
putin-health/ “Ukrainian, US, and British would-be media professionals 
have been spreading bogus stories about the president’s health condition
in recent months. This is all hoax,” he said. 
Ukraine graft concerns resurface as war goes on... China threatens 
'strong measures' if Pelosi visits Taiwan… Looming Gas Crunch Poses 
'Historic Test' for Europe, IEA Says… Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With 
Iran, Turkey in Rare Trip Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More 
Aggressive Phase of Ukraine War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... 
China satellite swarms hunt down and destroy enemy targets… Russia 
building laser weapon to disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke
attack preparedness PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts 
photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as 
pipeline from Russia shuts off… Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to 
citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   
Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 
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Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
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Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
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Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 

https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR


Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

DRUDGEREPORT USA Leads Globally in Known Monkeypox Cases… More 
than 85% of Americans experience temps above 90… Extinction threat 
may be greater than previously thought, new global study finds… 
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-
greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/ The global 
extinction crisis underway may be more intense than previously thought 
as humans continue to tear up land, overuse certain resources and heat 
up the planet...Nearly one in three species of all kinds — 30% — face 
global extinction or have been driven to extinction since the year 1500, 
according to the new survey published in the journal "Frontiers in Ecology
and the Environment."

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 
ROGAN CALLS TRUMP MAN BABY; SAYS WAS ON DRUGS IN WHITE 

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-price-drops-below-18600-as-sell-off-accelerates.html
https://theankler.com/p/pod-hollywoods-economic-armageddon#details
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/once-feted-for-pandemic-heroics-worlds-central-banks-now-face-an-uneasy-crowd-0
https://news.yahoo.com/shock-swiss-rate-hike-sets-015937838.html
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/20/politics/supreme-court-june-preview/index.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-companies-start-to-rescind-job-offers-11655865283
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/abortion-ruling-highlights-diverging-paths-of-justices-john-roberts-samuel-alito-11656149400
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/


HOUSE...  FLASHBACK: THE HIGHEST OFFICE; ADDERALL JUNKIE...   
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office [trump the 
adderall/blow man baby] NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 
9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS
JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 

https://www.mediaite.com/entertainment/joe-rogan-calls-donald-trump-a-man-baby-theorizes-he-was-on-adderall-during-his-presidency/
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-dont-understand-what-is-happening/
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-dont-understand-what-is-happening/
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/23/weather/us-extreme-heat-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/23/weather/us-extreme-heat-saturday/index.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-leads-globally-in-most-known-monkeypox-cases-cdc-says-11658835623
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/07/04/recession-talk-surges-in-washington-00043818
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/stimulus-checks-rewired-how-some-americans-see-money.html
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2022/06/17/bidens-america-sriracha-peanut-butter-latest-items-short-supply/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/travel/news/americans-are-starting-to-pull-back-on-travel-and-restaurants/ar-AAYBEka
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-sinks-below-20000-as-crypto-meltdown-intensifies.html


outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
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https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.mediaite.com/news/mitt-romney-calls-out-americas-national-malady-of-denial-warns-that-a-return-to-trump-would-render-it-incurable/
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Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
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Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

Ranchers Are Selling Off Their Cattle In Unprecedented Numbers Due To 
The Drought, And That Has Enormous Implications For 2023

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky 
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Microplastics Are Literally Everywhere, And They Are An Existential 
Threat To The Future Of The Human Race 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/microplastics-are-literally-
everywhere-and-they-are-an-existential-threat-to-the-future-of-the-human-
race/ 

https://youtu.be/PSxihhBzCjk 

DRUDGEREPORT China threatens 'strong measures' if Pelosi visits 
Taiwan...
Kissinger Warns Biden Against Endless Confrontation... 
Beijing Dumps $100 Billion Worth Of Treasuries... 

ZEROHEDGE These Are All The Countries Capable Of Launching Space 
Rockets https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-are-all-countries-
capable-launching-space-rockets 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 

YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
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driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 
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5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' After US 
Lawmaker Slams Zelensky

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
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Kremlin praises foiling of Ukrainian hijack plot 

Austrian politician wants Ukrainian oligarchs sanctioned 

Russia to quit International Space Station after 2024 

Russia issues rebuke to Israel 

Grain deal won’t affect military op in Ukraine – Moscow 

UK candidates’ militancy and imperialism threaten to bring Britain down 

Kiev confirms arrival of heavy weapons from Germany 

US sends more weapons to Ukraine 

Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the fallout 
from their failed Russia policy 

EU eases sanctions on Russian oil exports 

Russia’s Lavrov talks Ukraine, sanctions and nuclear war with RT (FULL 
VIDEO) 

• Putin suggests motive behind Canada’s gas turbine delay   
• UN chief ‘under huge pressure’ over Ukraine – Russian FM   
• Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the   

fallout from their failed Russia policy Op-ed
• Zaporozhye Nuclear Power Plant attacked by Ukrainian drones   

Putin tells US to stop ‘looting’ Syria 

Former Russian president lists ‘Western sins’ 

Russian warns of ‘tougher’ terms for talks with Ukraine 

Dmitri Trenin: How a smart Middle East strategy can help Russia play a 
significant role in shaping the new world order 

Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 
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IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 

Iran issues warning to US and Israel 

Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
industrial complex war monster’]

Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
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that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

HUFFPOST SUSPICIOUS: SECRET SERVICE CAN’T FIND JAN. 6 TEXTS! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/national-archives-deleted-secret-service-
texts_n_62d6c6bbe4b008a2d03f1ac4 [ Ooooh … the mystery of it all … 
magical disappearance of text messages … could be ghosts … or 
gremlins … or salem witchcraft … WAKE UP! … AMERICA IS A TOTAL 
FRAUD! … AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 
MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). ]

The most intelligent, rational legal position:

Laurence Tribe, a Harvard law professor, argued that not holding Trump 
accountable would be equally harmful.

"I certainly recognize that indicting a former president would generate 
lots of social heat, perhaps violence," Tribe said. "But not indicting him 
would invite another violent insurrection."

ZEROHEDGE Goldman: "Positioning, Sentiment, & Liquidity All Incredibly 
Depressed. Feels Like We Are Due For A Real Pullback" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-positioning-sentiment-and-
liquidity-all-incredibly-depressed-feels-we-are-due-real "I am personally 
taken aback by how resilient mkt has been over the past few weeks." 
Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager SNAP, Crackle 
And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's Terrible Results 
Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" "Sell 
Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
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competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
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june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
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magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
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Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Sentiment sours amid Kremlin updates, EU Energy deal & 
US-earnings in focus -   Delusional Biden Admin Front-Runs Recessionary   
GDP Print... By Redefining Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/delusional-biden-admin-front-runs-
recessionary-gdp-print-redefining-recession It's not a recession until the 
White House gives economists on its payroll permission to declare it a 
recession... [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!] US PMI Crashes Into 
Contraction In July: "A Worrying Deterioration In The Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-pmi-crashes-contraction-july-
worrying-deterioration-economy "Excluding pandemic lockdown months, 
output is falling at a rate not seen since 2009 amid the global financial 
crisis..." There's An Amazing Glut Of Office Space In Every Major Metro 
Area https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/theres-amazing-glut-office-
space-every-major-metro-area Occupancy is an engine of local 
economies. But there's a huge glut of space available... US Existing 
Home Sales Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses US Homebuilders 
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Abandon Single-Families In June As They Brace For Rate Shock 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-builders-abandon-single-
family-home-startspermits-june-anticipating-renter ...multi-family starts 
and permits surged double-digits in June as single-family plunged... 
Homebuilder Confidence Collapses In July 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-confidence-
collapses-july ...the largest MoM drop (ex-COVID-lockdown) in history... 
Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
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other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
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YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE "We Are In A Very Critical Moment": IMF Cuts Global GDP, 
Raises Inflation Outlook, Warns "World Teetering On Edge Of Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-are-very-critical-moment-imf-
cuts-global-gdp-raises-inflation-outlook-warns-world "It’s easy to cool off 
the economy when the economy is running hot. It’s much harder to 
reduce inflation when the economy is close to a recession." Germans 
Taking Fewer Showers In Response To Cost Of Living Crisis China And 
Japan Hold The Keys To Euro Recovery 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/china-and-japan-hold-keys-euro-
recovery While the direction of Europe’s economy continues to be a 
hostage to Russian energy -- as today’s dispiriting PMI numbers attest -- it
is the Asian nations of China and Japan who are in a position to alleviate 
Europe’s capital-outflow problem and stabilize the euro. PMIs Signal 
Eurozone Recession Day After First ECB Rate-Hike In 11 Years 

19% Of The World's Population Lives In 'Chindia' (& Buys Russian Oil) 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/19-worlds-population-lives-
chindia-buys-russian-oil India is expected to become the most populous 
nation on Earth by mid-2023, surpassing China whose population growth 
has all but stopped.. Oil Surges After Biden Fails To Win Saudi Pledge To 
Pump More Crude These Are The Countries With The Highest Default Risk
The Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial Production Unexpectedly 
Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker month since September 
2021... David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
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more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 

Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
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have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE Luongo: None Dare Call It A Recession Lest The Democrats 
Lose The Mid-Terms Democrats Prepare To Unleash Hell On Fed Chair 
Powell For The Coming Recession "2023 Will Be A Year From Hell" - 
Martin Armstrong Warns Of Inflation-Driven Civil-Unrest 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/2023-will-be-year-hell-martin-
armstrong-warns-inflation-driven-civil-unrest "...you are looking at 
revolutions... The euro looks like death warmed over... This is just not 
over yet." "Japanese Economy Continues To Crater "- Another Casualty 
Of The Energy Crisis The Danger Of Drought In Europe 
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/danger-drought-europe ...the current 
heatwave is bound to further exacerbate water shortages in Southern and
Southeast Europe... Record-Breaking Heat In Europe Meanwhile, 
Southern Europe is also experiencing extreme heat that has caused 
wildfires... UK Records Hottest Day Ever Amid Heat Apocalypse   "Heat   
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Apocalypse" Blasts Europe As UK And France Brace For Hottest Days On 
Record   https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/heat-apocalypse-blasts-  
europe-uk-and-france-brace-hottest-days-record "Today and tomorrow will
be one of the worst, if not the worst heatwave events in the modern 
history of western Europe." The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 
2022 http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In 
Government Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 
4Chan Found After Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
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collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report
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Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE Recession? All Of A Sudden Yield Spreads Are Collapsing 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/no-recession-all-sudden-yield-
spreads-are-collapsing … we suggest continuing to follow risk 
management protocols until indicators indicate a reversal of that 
economic risk.

1. Tighten up stop-loss levels to current support levels for each position. 

2. Hedge portfolios against significant market declines. 

3. Take profits in positions that have been big winners 

4. Sell laggards and losers. 

5. Raise cash and rebalance portfolios to target weightings.

Peter Schiff: It's Getting Harder To Deny Recession Reality 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-schiff-its-getting-harder-deny-
recession-reality "This should be obvious, but people have been in denial 
about the weakness in the economy..." Wall Street's Biggest Bear: One 
Down, But Two More Things Must Happen Before Stocks Bottom 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/wall-streets-biggest-bear-one-down-
two-more-things-must-happen-stocks-bottom Recession reflections 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/everyoneknows [ Recession 
is coming but everyone knows it ] The Number Of Americans Filing For 
First-Time Unemployment Claims Soared To 8-Month-Highs Last Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/number-americans-filing-
first-time-unemployment-claims-soared-8-month-highs-last ...and 
continuing claims are the highest since April... US Existing Home Sales 
Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses Sinkhole 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sinkhole "At present, the 2s10s 
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spread is –18 bps. This is indicative of a recession 12-18 months ahead, 
which means the second half of 2023. Note that we have been 
forecasting a recession for 2023H2 since April." Recession Already Here 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-may-already-be-here The 
debate about recession risk is pointless.We are already in a recession... 
The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
an odd beast in any case. 

Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 

idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 
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The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
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crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE How A Russian Gas Freeze Would Curtail European GDPs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/how-russian-gas-freeze-would-
curtail-european-gdps ...a complete shut-off from the Russian side would 
have disastrous effects for European economies... Ukraine Moves To 
Criminalize Russian Passport Application there is a lot of Ukrainian blood 
on the red Russian passport [What?] Russia Boasts It's Already Taken 
Out 4 US-Supplied Long Range Rocket Systems Russia Informs Turkey It 
Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa Port Attack It's Official: Russia And 
China Announce "New Global Reserve Currency" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-22/its-official-russia-and-china-
announce-new-global-reserve-currency And once again no one has 
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noticed and no one seems to care. [ Yes, it’s official; NEW WORLD 
ORDER! ]

Pelosi: Pentagon Might Be Worried China Would Shoot Down Her Plane If 
She Visits Taiwan AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant 
Corruption' After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky US "Started" The Ukraine
Crisis, China Says, In Fiercest Official Criticism Yet 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-started-ukraine-crisis-china-
says-fiercest-official-criticism-yet "As the one who started the Ukraine 
crisis & the biggest factor fueling it..." [ Yes...Sadly, that is indisputably 
true; it’s the american way.] Russia Plans 'Annexation Votes' For 
Captured Ukraine Territories By Mid-September: Report Russia Resumes 
Nord Stream Natural Gas Deliveries To Europe "...likely to lead to a 
collective sigh of relief from not just the European gas market, but from 
the wider economy," Russia Declares War Goals Have Expanded After 
West Pumped More Arms Into Ukraine Strengthening Ties With Iran, Putin
Meets With Supreme Leader In Tehran 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/strengthening-ties-iran-putin-
meets-supreme-leader-tehran “Our relations are developing at a good 
pace,” said Putin 

Putin Says Russia Will Honor Gas Commitment But Flows Will Drop As 
Much As 20% Of Capacity Vladimir Putin warned that flows via the Nord 
Stream pipeline could be curbed soon if sanctions prevent additional 
maintenance on its components Russian Military Given Formal Order To 
Target Ukraine's Long-Range Weapons From US 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-issues-formal-order-military-
target-ukraines-long-range-weapons-us Ukraine officials called the 
HIMARS a "game-changer"... [Riiight] Gazprom Declares Force Majeure, 
Will Halt Gas Flows To Germany Indefinitely "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”

Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
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people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
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Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
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sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
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Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
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fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
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[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

POST: FIRST MOON LANDING
NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 
Fake-NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv

http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm     

Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 
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In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

Al Peia

Riiight...and they haven't been back because...oh yeah, they got rid of 
their Saturn rockets ... and, they were in the past but not in the 
present/future impervious to radiation; ie., van allen belt, etc.. Oh, they 
probably could do it now, arguably; they're working on it. But, of course, 
Mars is quite another thing. The amounts of money for these 
boondoggles/frauds are staggering; yet, pale in comparison to the frauds 
on wall street. YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand 
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act... ].
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ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-house-trading-2021-9?fbclid=IwAR09dFVyNoZm5AbSc6RvuLX7_txNfPp6HYV8SBSjQeJPd8_JdRMongZa5Og
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1MzAzNTEyODAzMDY0NDU1XzQ2MjE1NjU2MTk2NTI3OA%3D%3D&__cft__[0]=AZUzCnIb-wZD4OBiRKgibKfqoanC5KXYUOyiE5ihDrzOlvkm7oasBYNz6UFGdx1qg7jGhOOkuzE50zBoUg0SKlxeo7XSnmbdp6XaFGF7zvKJdgLfy1_8zmY04O-FruT1VNfAsw-YnxfMtAJlgHw1mgfZPXMEyEA70ySt3zLU_ZWivHxL7_QKMte-9tS6m4bIXp4&__tn__=R]-R
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Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
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you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
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are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 

http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

CNN Murdoch's New York Post dumps Trump, calling him 'unworthy to be 
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chief executive again'

MSNBC Joe: Trump's biggest enablers were begging him to stop. How is 
he not already in jail? Morning Joe

Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
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that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
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response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
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justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky [ america’s kind of 
place! ]

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
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be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
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post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
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gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
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running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
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such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 
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DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 
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ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 

ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 
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HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 
AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
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background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
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hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

YAHOO We are seeing evidence that Donald Trump committed treason. 
Where is Merrick Garland? https://www.yahoo.com/news/seeing-evidence-
donald-trump-committed-100000305.html How many more Republican 
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former officials have to come forward for the attorney general to act? 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

7-25-22
Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
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Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
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personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
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of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 



household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)

What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 



The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE Goldman Jumps As Traders Spark Q2 Revenue Beat But 
Total Earnings Plunge 47% Amid Major Investment Losses 
DRUDGE Hope for depositors dwindles as crypto lender files for 
bankruptcy... 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
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earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
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Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT More cities mull indoor masking… Indoor mask rules 
expected next week as L.A. virus wave worsens... Fauci Annual Pension 
Payout Exceeds POTUS Salary… Republicans plot Fauci probe… 
[Incompetent, greedy guinea] Covid Rises Across USA Amid Muted 
Warnings and Murky Data… WHO: Covid triples across Europe; 
Hospitalizations double... MONKEYPOX PANDEMIC? WHO TO 
RECONVENE Most Americans Now in Areas With High Virus Levels… 
Deaths in LA rising as ultra-contagious subva  riants spread…   
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-
deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 'Several hundred thousand' 
new covid cases a day NOT reported; Hospitalizations climbing... 
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-
covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-
11657298622 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths substantially exceed 
2021 numbers]
128,710 JUL 24 2022
51,466 JUL 24 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
437 JUL 24 2022
305 JUL 24 2021 
DALLAS TURNS HOTSPOT... 
New variant 'Centaurus' detected... 
Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 20% effective 
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after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at 
Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as 
Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... Ultra-
contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 

UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

DRUDGEREPORT 2 Americans dead in Donbas… Apocalyptic vision 
behind Putin 'golden billion' argument… [ From my direct observation and 
experience, pervasively mentally ill, corrupt, criminal america is 
indisputably the globally destructive bad guy. That is so ab initio! ]

https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/as-the-ba5-variant-spreads-the-risk-of-coronavirus-reinfection-grows/ar-AAZpFDy
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5814174/new-covid-variant-centaurus-detected-uk/
https://www.dallasnews.com/news/2022/07/19/three-things-to-know-about-the-highly-contagious-covid-19-variant-spreading-right-now/
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/most-of-u-s-population-now-in-areas-with-high-covid-19-levels-as-ba-5-subvariant-spreads-11657923100
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220714-who-to-reconvene-monkeypox-emergency-panel-on-july-21
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https://news.yahoo.com/shocking-monkeypox-screw-means-admit-030643200.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-united-nations-world-organization-06bccc307fa13d428e59babf4b9d8403
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U.S., allies weigh providing Ukraine fighter jets to counter Russia… 
Putin 'too healthy' says CIA chief... https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-
putin-health/ “Ukrainian, US, and British would-be media professionals 
have been spreading bogus stories about the president’s health condition
in recent months. This is all hoax,” he said. 
Ukraine graft concerns resurface as war goes on... China threatens 
'strong measures' if Pelosi visits Taiwan… Looming Gas Crunch Poses 
'Historic Test' for Europe, IEA Says… Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With 
Iran, Turkey in Rare Trip Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More 
Aggressive Phase of Ukraine War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... 
China satellite swarms hunt down and destroy enemy targets… Russia 
building laser weapon to disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke
attack preparedness PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts 
photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as 
pipeline from Russia shuts off… Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to 
citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   
Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://thehill.com/policy/international/russia/3571651-two-americans-dead-in-donbas-region-of-ukraine/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10929687/Germany-considers-making-mask-wearing-COMPULSORY-October-March-public-places.html
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-709799
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https://www.the-sun.com/health/5674230/uk-covid-cases-heading-for-record-high-zoe/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.yahoo.com/now/covid-could-screw-worse-reinfection-084337273.html
https://www.studyfinds.org/covid-19-meat-in-freezer-weeks/
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https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/macao-shutter-casinos-week-covid-19-outbreak-86545719
https://news.yahoo.com/macau-locks-down-landmark-lisboa-011323085.html
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https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says
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https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/nyc-neighborhoods-top-25-covid-positivity-as-new-cases-surge-again/3764698/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/


NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
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https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
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https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
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https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/07/16/russia-ukraine-war-putin-news-live-updates/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
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https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-zelenskyy-government-and-politics-494af1bc0145fb2d16c76b0abf3f5cda
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.euronews.com/2022/07/21/vladimir-putin-entirely-too-healthy-says-cia-chief
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/us-allies-weigh-providing-ukraine-fighter-jets-to-counter-russia/ar-AAZNC4L


'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...

https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5


Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/abortion-ruling-highlights-diverging-paths-of-justices-john-roberts-samuel-alito-11656149400
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/


DRUDGEREPORT More than 85% of Americans experience temps above 
90… Extinction threat may be greater than previously thought, new 
global study finds… https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-
threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/ 
The global extinction crisis underway may be more intense than 
previously thought as humans continue to tear up land, overuse certain 
resources and heat up the planet...Nearly one in three species of all kinds
— 30% — face global extinction or have been driven to extinction since 
the year 1500, according to the new survey published in the journal 
"Frontiers in Ecology and the Environment."

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 
ROGAN CALLS TRUMP MAN BABY; SAYS WAS ON DRUGS IN WHITE 
HOUSE...  FLASHBACK: THE HIGHEST OFFICE; ADDERALL JUNKIE...   
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office [trump the 
adderall/blow man baby] NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 
9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS

https://www.politico.com/news/2022/07/04/recession-talk-surges-in-washington-00043818
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/stimulus-checks-rewired-how-some-americans-see-money.html
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2022/06/17/bidens-america-sriracha-peanut-butter-latest-items-short-supply/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/travel/news/americans-are-starting-to-pull-back-on-travel-and-restaurants/ar-AAYBEka
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
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https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-sinks-below-20000-as-crypto-meltdown-intensifies.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-price-drops-below-18600-as-sell-off-accelerates.html
https://theankler.com/p/pod-hollywoods-economic-armageddon#details
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/once-feted-for-pandemic-heroics-worlds-central-banks-now-face-an-uneasy-crowd-0
https://news.yahoo.com/shock-swiss-rate-hike-sets-015937838.html
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/20/politics/supreme-court-june-preview/index.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
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https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-companies-start-to-rescind-job-offers-11655865283
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/


JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 

https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-prices-consumer-74e1a5c9bced40460e4079f62e980095
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SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…
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Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]
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Ranchers Are Selling Off Their Cattle In Unprecedented Numbers Due To 
The Drought, And That Has Enormous Implications For 2023

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky 

Microplastics Are Literally Everywhere, And They Are An Existential 
Threat To The Future Of The Human Race 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/microplastics-are-literally-
everywhere-and-they-are-an-existential-threat-to-the-future-of-the-human-
race/ 

https://youtu.be/PSxihhBzCjk 

DRUDGEREPORT China threatens 'strong measures' if Pelosi visits 
Taiwan...
Kissinger Warns Biden Against Endless Confrontation... 
Beijing Dumps $100 Billion Worth Of Treasuries... 
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/experts-say-there-are-mounting-signs-that-the-kremlin-is-purging-its-top-generals-in-ukraine-the-latest-hint-of-deep-dysfunction-in-putin-s-army/ar-AAYKxsd
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/germany-looks-at-rationing-natural-gas-after-russia-cuts-supply-11655978153


ZEROHEDGE These Are All The Countries Capable Of Launching Space 
Rockets https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-are-all-countries-
capable-launching-space-rockets 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 

YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
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to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 

5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.
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AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' After US 
Lawmaker Slams Zelensky

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS

Grain deal won’t affect military op in Ukraine – Moscow 

UK candidates’ militancy and imperialism threaten to bring Britain down 

Kiev confirms arrival of heavy weapons from Germany 

US sends more weapons to Ukraine 

Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the fallout 
from their failed Russia policy 

EU eases sanctions on Russian oil exports 

Russia’s Lavrov talks Ukraine, sanctions and nuclear war with RT (FULL 
VIDEO) 

• Putin suggests motive behind Canada’s gas turbine delay   
• UN chief ‘under huge pressure’ over Ukraine – Russian FM   
• Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the   

fallout from their failed Russia policy Op-ed
• Zaporozhye Nuclear Power Plant attacked by Ukrainian drones   

Putin tells US to stop ‘looting’ Syria 

Former Russian president lists ‘Western sins’ 

Russian warns of ‘tougher’ terms for talks with Ukraine 

Dmitri Trenin: How a smart Middle East strategy can help Russia play a 
significant role in shaping the new world order 

Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 
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IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 

Iran issues warning to US and Israel 

Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
industrial complex war monster’]

Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
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that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

HUFFPOST SUSPICIOUS: SECRET SERVICE CAN’T FIND JAN. 6 TEXTS! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/national-archives-deleted-secret-service-
texts_n_62d6c6bbe4b008a2d03f1ac4 [ Ooooh … the mystery of it all … 
magical disappearance of text messages … could be ghosts … or 
gremlins … or salem witchcraft … WAKE UP! … AMERICA IS A TOTAL 
FRAUD! … AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 
MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). ]

The most intelligent, rational legal position:

Laurence Tribe, a Harvard law professor, argued that not holding Trump 
accountable would be equally harmful.

"I certainly recognize that indicting a former president would generate 
lots of social heat, perhaps violence," Tribe said. "But not indicting him 
would invite another violent insurrection."

ZEROHEDGE Bear Market Lessons From An Ex-SAC Portfolio Manager 
SNAP, Crackle And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To Snapchat's 
Terrible Results Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This 
Rally" "Sell Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
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DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
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Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
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recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Delusional Biden Admin Front-Runs Recessionary GDP 
Print... By Redefining Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/delusional-biden-admin-front-runs-
recessionary-gdp-print-redefining-recession It's not a recession until the 
White House gives economists on its payroll permission to declare it a 
recession... [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!] US PMI Crashes Into 
Contraction In July: "A Worrying Deterioration In The Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-pmi-crashes-contraction-july-
worrying-deterioration-economy "Excluding pandemic lockdown months, 
output is falling at a rate not seen since 2009 amid the global financial 
crisis..." There's An Amazing Glut Of Office Space In Every Major Metro 
Area https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/theres-amazing-glut-office-
space-every-major-metro-area Occupancy is an engine of local 
economies. But there's a huge glut of space available... US Existing 
Home Sales Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses US Homebuilders 
Abandon Single-Families In June As They Brace For Rate Shock 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-builders-abandon-single-
family-home-startspermits-june-anticipating-renter ...multi-family starts 
and permits surged double-digits in June as single-family plunged... 
Homebuilder Confidence Collapses In July 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-confidence-
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collapses-july ...the largest MoM drop (ex-COVID-lockdown) in history... 
Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
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who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
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europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE Germans Taking Fewer Showers In Response To Cost Of 
Living Crisis China And Japan Hold The Keys To Euro Recovery 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/china-and-japan-hold-keys-euro-
recovery While the direction of Europe’s economy continues to be a 
hostage to Russian energy -- as today’s dispiriting PMI numbers attest -- it
is the Asian nations of China and Japan who are in a position to alleviate 
Europe’s capital-outflow problem and stabilize the euro. PMIs Signal 
Eurozone Recession Day After First ECB Rate-Hike In 11 Years 

19% Of The World's Population Lives In 'Chindia' (& Buys Russian Oil) 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/19-worlds-population-lives-
chindia-buys-russian-oil India is expected to become the most populous 
nation on Earth by mid-2023, surpassing China whose population growth 
has all but stopped.. Oil Surges After Biden Fails To Win Saudi Pledge To 
Pump More Crude These Are The Countries With The Highest Default Risk
The Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial Production Unexpectedly 
Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker month since September 
2021... David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
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Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 

Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
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Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE Democrats Prepare To Unleash Hell On Fed Chair Powell For
The Coming Recession "2023 Will Be A Year From Hell" - Martin 
Armstrong Warns Of Inflation-Driven Civil-Unrest 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/2023-will-be-year-hell-martin-
armstrong-warns-inflation-driven-civil-unrest "...you are looking at 
revolutions... The euro looks like death warmed over... This is just not 
over yet." "Japanese Economy Continues To Crater "- Another Casualty 
Of The Energy Crisis The Danger Of Drought In Europe 
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/danger-drought-europe ...the current 
heatwave is bound to further exacerbate water shortages in Southern and
Southeast Europe... Record-Breaking Heat In Europe Meanwhile, 
Southern Europe is also experiencing extreme heat that has caused 
wildfires... UK Records Hottest Day Ever Amid Heat Apocalypse   "Heat   
Apocalypse" Blasts Europe As UK And France Brace For Hottest Days On 
Record   https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/heat-apocalypse-blasts-  
europe-uk-and-france-brace-hottest-days-record "Today and tomorrow will
be one of the worst, if not the worst heatwave events in the modern 
history of western Europe." The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 
2022 http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In 
Government Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 
4Chan Found After Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
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Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
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Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 
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CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE Peter Schiff: It's Getting Harder To Deny Recession Reality 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-schiff-its-getting-harder-deny-
recession-reality "This should be obvious, but people have been in denial 
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about the weakness in the economy..." Wall Street's Biggest Bear: One 
Down, But Two More Things Must Happen Before Stocks Bottom 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/wall-streets-biggest-bear-one-down-
two-more-things-must-happen-stocks-bottom Recession reflections 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/everyoneknows [ Recession 
is coming but everyone knows it ] The Number Of Americans Filing For 
First-Time Unemployment Claims Soared To 8-Month-Highs Last Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/number-americans-filing-
first-time-unemployment-claims-soared-8-month-highs-last ...and 
continuing claims are the highest since April... US Existing Home Sales 
Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses Sinkhole 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sinkhole "At present, the 2s10s 
spread is –18 bps. This is indicative of a recession 12-18 months ahead, 
which means the second half of 2023. Note that we have been 
forecasting a recession for 2023H2 since April." Recession Already Here 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-may-already-be-here The 
debate about recession risk is pointless.We are already in a recession... 
The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
an odd beast in any case. 

Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 

idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
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Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
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crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 
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ZEROHEDGE Ukraine Moves To Criminalize Russian Passport Application 
there is a lot of Ukrainian blood on the red Russian passport [What?] 
Russia Boasts It's Already Taken Out 4 US-Supplied Long Range Rocket 
Systems Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa Port 
Attack It's Official: Russia And China Announce "New Global Reserve 
Currency" https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-22/its-official-russia-
and-china-announce-new-global-reserve-currency And once again no one 
has noticed and no one seems to care. [ Yes, it’s official; NEW WORLD 
ORDER! ]

Pelosi: Pentagon Might Be Worried China Would Shoot Down Her Plane If 
She Visits Taiwan AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant 
Corruption' After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky US "Started" The Ukraine
Crisis, China Says, In Fiercest Official Criticism Yet 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-started-ukraine-crisis-china-
says-fiercest-official-criticism-yet "As the one who started the Ukraine 
crisis & the biggest factor fueling it..." [ Yes...Sadly, that is indisputably 
true; it’s the american way.] Russia Plans 'Annexation Votes' For 
Captured Ukraine Territories By Mid-September: Report Russia Resumes 
Nord Stream Natural Gas Deliveries To Europe "...likely to lead to a 
collective sigh of relief from not just the European gas market, but from 
the wider economy," Russia Declares War Goals Have Expanded After 
West Pumped More Arms Into Ukraine Strengthening Ties With Iran, Putin
Meets With Supreme Leader In Tehran 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/strengthening-ties-iran-putin-
meets-supreme-leader-tehran “Our relations are developing at a good 
pace,” said Putin 

Putin Says Russia Will Honor Gas Commitment But Flows Will Drop As 
Much As 20% Of Capacity Vladimir Putin warned that flows via the Nord 
Stream pipeline could be curbed soon if sanctions prevent additional 
maintenance on its components Russian Military Given Formal Order To 
Target Ukraine's Long-Range Weapons From US 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-issues-formal-order-military-
target-ukraines-long-range-weapons-us Ukraine officials called the 
HIMARS a "game-changer"... [Riiight] Gazprom Declares Force Majeure, 
Will Halt Gas Flows To Germany Indefinitely "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
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soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”

Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
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american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
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there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
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blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 
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CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
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ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---

[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

POST: FIRST MOON LANDING
NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 
Fake-NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv

http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm     

Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
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rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

Al Peia

Riiight...and they haven't been back because...oh yeah, they got rid of 
their Saturn rockets ... and, they were in the past but not in the 
present/future impervious to radiation; ie., van allen belt, etc.. Oh, they 
probably could do it now, arguably; they're working on it. But, of course, 
Mars is quite another thing. The amounts of money for these 
boondoggles/frauds are staggering; yet, pale in comparison to the frauds 
on wall street. YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand 
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
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powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act... ].

albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
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did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
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EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
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she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
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nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896
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with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

CNN Murdoch's New York Post dumps Trump, calling him 'unworthy to be 
chief executive again'

MSNBC Joe: Trump's biggest enablers were begging him to stop. How is 
he not already in jail? Morning Joe

Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

RT 
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Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 
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‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
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trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
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end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky [ america’s kind of 
place! ]

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 



https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
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be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
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post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
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gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
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running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
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such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 
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DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 
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ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 

ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 
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HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 
AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
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background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
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hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

YAHOO We are seeing evidence that Donald Trump committed treason. 
Where is Merrick Garland? https://www.yahoo.com/news/seeing-evidence-
donald-trump-committed-100000305.html How many more Republican 
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former officials have to come forward for the attorney general to act? 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

7-24-22
Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
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same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;
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(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
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system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 



required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)

What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 



Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE Goldman Jumps As Traders Spark Q2 Revenue Beat But 
Total Earnings Plunge 47% Amid Major Investment Losses 
DRUDGE Hope for depositors dwindles as crypto lender files for 
bankruptcy... 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
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professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
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Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT Indoor mask rules expected next week as L.A. virus 
wave worsens... Fauci Annual Pension Payout Exceeds POTUS Salary… 
[Incompetent, greedy guinea] Covid Rises Across USA Amid Muted 
Warnings and Murky Data… 
WHO: Covid triples across Europe; Hospitalizations double... MONKEYPOX
PANDEMIC? WHO TO RECONVENE Most Americans Now in Areas With 
High Virus Levels… Deaths in LA rising as ultra-contagious subva  riants   
spread… https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-
covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 'Several hundred 
thousand' new covid cases a day NOT reported; Hospitalizations 
climbing... https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-
thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-
keep-climbing-11657298622 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths substantially exceed 
2021 numbers]
128,777 JUL 23 2022
51,466 JUL 23 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
436 JUL 23 2022
305 JUL 23 2021 
DALLAS TURNS HOTSPOT... 
New variant 'Centaurus' detected... 
Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 20% effective 
after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at 
Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as 
Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... Ultra-
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contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 

UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

DRUDGEREPORT 2 Americans dead in Donbas… Apocalyptic vision 
behind Putin 'golden billion' argument… [ From my direct observation and 
experience, pervasively mentally ill, corrupt, criminal america is 
indisputably the globally destructive bad guy. That is so ab initio! ]
U.S., allies weigh providing Ukraine fighter jets to counter Russia… 
Putin 'too healthy' says CIA chief... https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-
putin-health/ “Ukrainian, US, and British would-be media professionals 
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have been spreading bogus stories about the president’s health condition
in recent months. This is all hoax,” he said. 
Ukraine graft concerns resurface as war goes on... China threatens 
'strong measures' if Pelosi visits Taiwan… Looming Gas Crunch Poses 
'Historic Test' for Europe, IEA Says… Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With 
Iran, Turkey in Rare Trip Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More 
Aggressive Phase of Ukraine War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... 
China satellite swarms hunt down and destroy enemy targets… Russia 
building laser weapon to disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke
attack preparedness PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts 
photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as 
pipeline from Russia shuts off… Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to 
citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   
Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
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escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 
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https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/07/16/russia-ukraine-war-putin-news-live-updates/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-zelenskyy-government-and-politics-494af1bc0145fb2d16c76b0abf3f5cda


SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...

https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c


World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/abortion-ruling-highlights-diverging-paths-of-justices-john-roberts-samuel-alito-11656149400
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244


DRUDGEREPORT More than 85% of Americans experience temps above 
90… Extinction threat may be greater than previously thought, new 
global study finds… https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-
threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/ 
The global extinction crisis underway may be more intense than 
previously thought as humans continue to tear up land, overuse certain 
resources and heat up the planet...Nearly one in three species of all kinds
— 30% — face global extinction or have been driven to extinction since 
the year 1500, according to the new survey published in the journal 
"Frontiers in Ecology and the Environment."

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 
ROGAN CALLS TRUMP MAN BABY; SAYS WAS ON DRUGS IN WHITE 
HOUSE...  FLASHBACK: THE HIGHEST OFFICE; ADDERALL JUNKIE...   
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office [trump the 
adderall/blow man baby] NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 
9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS
JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-

https://www.politico.com/news/2022/07/04/recession-talk-surges-in-washington-00043818
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/stimulus-checks-rewired-how-some-americans-see-money.html
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2022/06/17/bidens-america-sriracha-peanut-butter-latest-items-short-supply/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/travel/news/americans-are-starting-to-pull-back-on-travel-and-restaurants/ar-AAYBEka
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-sinks-below-20000-as-crypto-meltdown-intensifies.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-price-drops-below-18600-as-sell-off-accelerates.html
https://theankler.com/p/pod-hollywoods-economic-armageddon#details
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/once-feted-for-pandemic-heroics-worlds-central-banks-now-face-an-uneasy-crowd-0
https://news.yahoo.com/shock-swiss-rate-hike-sets-015937838.html
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/20/politics/supreme-court-june-preview/index.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-companies-start-to-rescind-job-offers-11655865283
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/


buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 

https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/
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https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/bonds-slump-inflation-surge-fuels-130720879.html
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-prices-consumer-74e1a5c9bced40460e4079f62e980095
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/economy/inflation-producer-index-june-near-highest-record
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https://www.mediaite.com/entertainment/joe-rogan-calls-donald-trump-a-man-baby-theorizes-he-was-on-adderall-during-his-presidency/
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Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 

https://www.mediaite.com/news/liz-cheney-blasts-trump-over-jan-6-in-blistering-reagan-library-speech-praises-courage-of-bombshell-witness-cassidy-hutchinson/
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/editorials/trump-proven-unfit-for-power-again
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/editorials/trump-proven-unfit-for-power-again
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https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.mediaite.com/news/mitt-romney-calls-out-americas-national-malady-of-denial-warns-that-a-return-to-trump-would-render-it-incurable/
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2022/07/mitt-romney-republican-denial-biden-election/661468/
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https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-s-new-money-maker-political-speeches-to-fans/ar-AAZjhDL
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/07/07/former-fbi-leaders-who-drew-trumps-ire-were-both-subject-to-unusual-irs-audits/
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https://thehill.com/opinion/white-house/3549217-what-if-we-did-as-the-brits-do-and-expected-our-presidents-to-resign/
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https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2022/07/09/trump_elon_musk_is_a_bullshit_artist.html
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https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5739130/elon-musk-twitter-sun-valley/
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/twitter-announces-mass-layoffs-17291249.php
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/12/half-of-g-o-p-voters-ready-to-leave-trump-behind-poll-finds/
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Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/22/russian-novoshakhtinsk-oil-refinery-struck-drone-possible-attack-inside-borders
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/germany-trigger-phase-two-three-065910268.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/germany-looks-at-rationing-natural-gas-after-russia-cuts-supply-11655978153
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/23/russia-crimps-gas-flows-just-as-europe-races-to-stock-up-for-winter/
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/justice-department-raids-home-of-former-doj-official-at-center-of-jan-6-panel-s-investigation/ar-AAYNmvR
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/jan-6-committee-doj-seek-footage-of-roger-stone-from-danish-filmmakers/ar-AAYOQgG
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/jan-6-panel-to-hone-in-on-trumps-efforts-to-meddle-at-doj-00041708
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/bill-barr-suggests-trump-came-very-close-to-staying-in-power-im-not-sure-we-would-have-had-a-transition-at-all/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/23/politics/trump-jan-6-documentary-footage-pence-25th-amendment/index.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-holder-jan-6-documentarian-says-trump-had-secret-air-force-one-call-with-putin-just-before-election
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-middle-east-africa-56399743fe9ad28692c88c007bb901d6
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https://finance.yahoo.com/news/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-230100860.html
https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-06-27/pentagon-blasts-putins-cavalier-nuclear-saber-rattling-as-russia-seeks-new-advantages-in-ukraine
https://thehill.com/homenews/house/3539911-aide-says-trump-knew-jan-6-attendees-had-weapons-theyre-not-here-to-hurt-me/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-threw-dishes-and-flipped-tablecloths-when-he-was-angry-ex-aide-testifies-2022-6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10962011/Meadows-told-aide-Cassidy-Hutchinson-January-6-read-real-bad-just-days-riot.html
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https://www.nationalreview.com/2022/06/cassidy-hutchinsons-testimony-against-trump-is-devastating/
https://kdhnews.com/news/politics/explosive-jan-6-hearing-delivers-political-blow-to-trump-that-his-rivals-couldnt-land/article_dd6737d4-bad9-555b-a613-97c29f9c9b81.html
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https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2022/06/alex-holder-trump-was-utterly-irrational-after-january-6.html


Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky 

Microplastics Are Literally Everywhere, And They Are An Existential 
Threat To The Future Of The Human Race 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/microplastics-are-literally-
everywhere-and-they-are-an-existential-threat-to-the-future-of-the-human-
race/ 

https://youtu.be/PSxihhBzCjk 

DRUDGEREPORT China threatens 'strong measures' if Pelosi visits 
Taiwan...
Kissinger Warns Biden Against Endless Confrontation... 
Beijing Dumps $100 Billion Worth Of Treasuries... 

ZEROHEDGE These Are All The Countries Capable Of Launching Space 
Rockets https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-are-all-countries-
capable-launching-space-rockets 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
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quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 

YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 
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5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' After US 
Lawmaker Slams Zelensky

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
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US sends more weapons to Ukraine 

Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the fallout 
from their failed Russia policy 

EU eases sanctions on Russian oil exports 

Russia’s Lavrov talks Ukraine, sanctions and nuclear war with RT (FULL 
VIDEO) 

• Putin suggests motive behind Canada’s gas turbine delay   
• UN chief ‘under huge pressure’ over Ukraine – Russian FM   
• Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the   

fallout from their failed Russia policy Op-ed
• Zaporozhye Nuclear Power Plant attacked by Ukrainian drones   

Putin tells US to stop ‘looting’ Syria 

Former Russian president lists ‘Western sins’ 

Russian warns of ‘tougher’ terms for talks with Ukraine 

Dmitri Trenin: How a smart Middle East strategy can help Russia play a 
significant role in shaping the new world order 

Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 

IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 

Iran issues warning to US and Israel 

Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
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industrial complex war monster’]

Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

HUFFPOST SUSPICIOUS: SECRET SERVICE CAN’T FIND JAN. 6 TEXTS! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/national-archives-deleted-secret-service-
texts_n_62d6c6bbe4b008a2d03f1ac4 [ Ooooh … the mystery of it all … 
magical disappearance of text messages … could be ghosts … or 
gremlins … or salem witchcraft … WAKE UP! … AMERICA IS A TOTAL 
FRAUD! … AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 
MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). ]

The most intelligent, rational legal position:
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Laurence Tribe, a Harvard law professor, argued that not holding Trump 
accountable would be equally harmful.

"I certainly recognize that indicting a former president would generate 
lots of social heat, perhaps violence," Tribe said. "But not indicting him 
would invite another violent insurrection."

ZEROHEDGE SNAP, Crackle And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To 
Snapchat's Terrible Results Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are 
Hating This Rally" "Sell Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On 
The Rally https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-
traders-pour-cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short 
squeeze, competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade 
lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
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https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
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Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 
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Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 
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ZEROHEDGE US PMI Crashes Into Contraction In July: "A Worrying 
Deterioration In The Economy https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-
pmi-crashes-contraction-july-worrying-deterioration-economy "Excluding 
pandemic lockdown months, output is falling at a rate not seen since 
2009 amid the global financial crisis..." There's An Amazing Glut Of Office
Space In Every Major Metro Area 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/theres-amazing-glut-office-space-
every-major-metro-area Occupancy is an engine of local economies. But 
there's a huge glut of space available... US Existing Home Sales Plunge 
In June As Affordability Collapses US Homebuilders Abandon Single-
Families In June As They Brace For Rate Shock 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-builders-abandon-single-
family-home-startspermits-june-anticipating-renter ...multi-family starts 
and permits surged double-digits in June as single-family plunged... 
Homebuilder Confidence Collapses In July 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-confidence-
collapses-july ...the largest MoM drop (ex-COVID-lockdown) in history... 
Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
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tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE Germans Taking Fewer Showers In Response To Cost Of 
Living Crisis China And Japan Hold The Keys To Euro Recovery 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/china-and-japan-hold-keys-euro-
recovery While the direction of Europe’s economy continues to be a 
hostage to Russian energy -- as today’s dispiriting PMI numbers attest -- it
is the Asian nations of China and Japan who are in a position to alleviate 
Europe’s capital-outflow problem and stabilize the euro. PMIs Signal 
Eurozone Recession Day After First ECB Rate-Hike In 11 Years 

19% Of The World's Population Lives In 'Chindia' (& Buys Russian Oil) 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/19-worlds-population-lives-
chindia-buys-russian-oil India is expected to become the most populous 
nation on Earth by mid-2023, surpassing China whose population growth 
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has all but stopped.. Oil Surges After Biden Fails To Win Saudi Pledge To 
Pump More Crude These Are The Countries With The Highest Default Risk
The Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial Production Unexpectedly 
Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker month since September 
2021... David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 

Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE "2023 Will Be A Year From Hell" - Martin Armstrong Warns Of
Inflation-Driven Civil-Unrest 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/2023-will-be-year-hell-martin-
armstrong-warns-inflation-driven-civil-unrest "...you are looking at 
revolutions... The euro looks like death warmed over... This is just not 
over yet." "Japanese Economy Continues To Crater "- Another Casualty 
Of The Energy Crisis The Danger Of Drought In Europe 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/danger-drought-europe ...the current 
heatwave is bound to further exacerbate water shortages in Southern and
Southeast Europe... Record-Breaking Heat In Europe Meanwhile, 
Southern Europe is also experiencing extreme heat that has caused 
wildfires... UK Records Hottest Day Ever Amid Heat Apocalypse   "Heat   
Apocalypse" Blasts Europe As UK And France Brace For Hottest Days On 
Record   https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/heat-apocalypse-blasts-  
europe-uk-and-france-brace-hottest-days-record "Today and tomorrow will
be one of the worst, if not the worst heatwave events in the modern 
history of western Europe." The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 
2022 http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In 
Government Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 
4Chan Found After Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
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getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 
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YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE Wall Street's Biggest Bear: One Down, But Two More Things 
Must Happen Before Stocks Bottom 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/wall-streets-biggest-bear-one-down-
two-more-things-must-happen-stocks-bottom Recession reflections 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/everyoneknows [ Recession 
is coming but everyone knows it ] The Number Of Americans Filing For 
First-Time Unemployment Claims Soared To 8-Month-Highs Last Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/number-americans-filing-
first-time-unemployment-claims-soared-8-month-highs-last ...and 
continuing claims are the highest since April... US Existing Home Sales 
Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses Sinkhole 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sinkhole "At present, the 2s10s 
spread is –18 bps. This is indicative of a recession 12-18 months ahead, 
which means the second half of 2023. Note that we have been 
forecasting a recession for 2023H2 since April." Recession Already Here 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-may-already-be-here The 
debate about recession risk is pointless.We are already in a recession... 
The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
an odd beast in any case. 

Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 

idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
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no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
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Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE Russia Boasts It's Already Taken Out 4 US-Supplied Long 
Range Rocket Systems Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" 
With Odessa Port Attack It's Official: Russia And China Announce "New 
Global Reserve Currency" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-22/its-official-russia-and-china-
announce-new-global-reserve-currency And once again no one has 
noticed and no one seems to care. [ Yes, it’s official; NEW WORLD 
ORDER! ]

Pelosi: Pentagon Might Be Worried China Would Shoot Down Her Plane If 
She Visits Taiwan AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant 
Corruption' After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky US "Started" The Ukraine
Crisis, China Says, In Fiercest Official Criticism Yet 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-started-ukraine-crisis-china-
says-fiercest-official-criticism-yet "As the one who started the Ukraine 
crisis & the biggest factor fueling it..." [ Yes...Sadly, that is indisputably 
true; it’s the american way.] Russia Plans 'Annexation Votes' For 
Captured Ukraine Territories By Mid-September: Report Russia Resumes 
Nord Stream Natural Gas Deliveries To Europe "...likely to lead to a 
collective sigh of relief from not just the European gas market, but from 
the wider economy," Russia Declares War Goals Have Expanded After 
West Pumped More Arms Into Ukraine Strengthening Ties With Iran, Putin
Meets With Supreme Leader In Tehran 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/strengthening-ties-iran-putin-
meets-supreme-leader-tehran “Our relations are developing at a good 
pace,” said Putin 

Putin Says Russia Will Honor Gas Commitment But Flows Will Drop As 
Much As 20% Of Capacity Vladimir Putin warned that flows via the Nord 
Stream pipeline could be curbed soon if sanctions prevent additional 
maintenance on its components Russian Military Given Formal Order To 
Target Ukraine's Long-Range Weapons From US 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-issues-formal-order-military-
target-ukraines-long-range-weapons-us Ukraine officials called the 
HIMARS a "game-changer"... [Riiight] Gazprom Declares Force Majeure, 
Will Halt Gas Flows To Germany Indefinitely "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”

Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
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from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
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Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
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According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
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(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
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markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22
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DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---

[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]
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POST: FIRST MOON LANDING
NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 
Fake-NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws); Just another 
boondoggle/fraud. 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv

http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm     

Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

Al Peia

Riiight...and they haven't been back because...oh yeah, they got rid of 
their Saturn rockets ... and, they were in the past but not in the 
present/future impervious to radiation; ie., van allen belt, etc.. Oh, they 

https://www.facebook.com/michele.carmichael.94?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyMjA1MjAyMDgyOTcwMTg2XzIxMDM5MDI3Mjk3ODIwMjA%3D&__tn__=R*F
https://www.facebook.com/elain.mm?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyMjA1MjAyMDgyOTcwMTg2XzU3NzQ0ODcwMDUzMTE2Mw%3D%3D&__tn__=R*F
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probably could do it now, arguably; they're working on it. But, of course, 
Mars is quite another thing. The amounts of money for these 
boondoggles/frauds are staggering; yet, pale in comparison to the frauds 
on wall street. YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand 
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act... ].

albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE Russia Informs Turkey It Had "Nothing To Do" With Odessa 
Port Attack https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/odessa-port-rocked-
airstrikes-hours-after-ukraine-grain-export-deal-signed "The fact that 
such an incident took place right after the agreement we made yesterday
really worried us," Turkey says. 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-

https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1MzAzNTEyODAzMDY0NDU1XzQ2MjE1NjU2MTk2NTI3OA%3D%3D&__cft__[0]=AZUzCnIb-wZD4OBiRKgibKfqoanC5KXYUOyiE5ihDrzOlvkm7oasBYNz6UFGdx1qg7jGhOOkuzE50zBoUg0SKlxeo7XSnmbdp6XaFGF7zvKJdgLfy1_8zmY04O-FruT1VNfAsw-YnxfMtAJlgHw1mgfZPXMEyEA70ySt3zLU_ZWivHxL7_QKMte-9tS6m4bIXp4&__tn__=R]-R
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escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
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totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
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Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/07/03/supreme-court-trust/?itid=hp-top-table-main
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https://apnews.com/article/climate-science-health-and-environment-4f23d928ea637d239147c0e4adbad6dc
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10934571/Oregon-Citys-mayoral-candidate-says-homeless-Japanese-style-pods-overdoses-rise.html
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-2021-homicide-totals/
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supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg


deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

CNN Murdoch's New York Post dumps Trump, calling him 'unworthy to be 
chief executive again'

MSNBC Joe: Trump's biggest enablers were begging him to stop. How is 
he not already in jail? Morning Joe
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Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake  
Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon 
rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a 
lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon   
Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood   Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon
rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly 
brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence 
that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United 
States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed 
yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit (pictured) was originally given to 
Dutch prime minister Willem Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador 
William Middendorf as a souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The 
Rijksmusuem in Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 
1988.

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a geologist 
involved in the investigation.

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 

https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/joe-trump-s-biggest-enablers-were-begging-him-to-stop-how-is-he-not-already-in-jail-144579141716
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/joe-trump-s-biggest-enablers-were-begging-him-to-stop-how-is-he-not-already-in-jail-144579141716
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go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]
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West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
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has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky [ america’s kind of 
place! ]

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
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be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
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post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
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gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
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running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
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such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 
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DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 
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https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/10/fired-fox-news-editor-chris-stirewalt-to-testify-at-jan-6-riot-committee-hearing.html
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https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/media/3519284-nearly-20m-watched-jan-6-hearing-nielsen
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ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 

ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 
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HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 
AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
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background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
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hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
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“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

7-23-22
Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
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bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
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capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
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however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 



2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)

What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     



AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE Goldman Jumps As Traders Spark Q2 Revenue Beat But 
Total Earnings Plunge 47% Amid Major Investment Losses 
DRUDGE Hope for depositors dwindles as crypto lender files for 
bankruptcy... 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
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Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
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zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT Indoor mask rules expected next week as L.A. virus 
wave worsens... Fauci Annual Pension Payout Exceeds POTUS Salary… 
[Incompetent, greedy guinea] Covid Rises Across USA Amid Muted 
Warnings and Murky Data… 
WHO: Covid triples across Europe; Hospitalizations double... MONKEYPOX
PANDEMIC? WHO TO RECONVENE Most Americans Now in Areas With 
High Virus Levels… Deaths in LA rising as ultra-contagious subva  riants   
spread… https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-
covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 'Several hundred 
thousand' new covid cases a day NOT reported; Hospitalizations 
climbing... https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-
thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-
keep-climbing-11657298622 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths substantially exceed 
2021 numbers]
128,246 JUL 22 2022
45,754 JUL 22 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
433 JUL 22 2022
273 JUL 22 2021 
DALLAS TURNS HOTSPOT... 
New variant 'Centaurus' detected... 
Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 20% effective 
after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at 
Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as 
Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... Ultra-
contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
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Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 

UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

DRUDGEREPORT Apocalyptic vision behind Putin 'golden billion' 
argument… [ From my direct observation and experience, pervasively 
mentally ill, corrupt, criminal america is indisputably the globally 
destructive bad guy. That is so ab initio! ]
U.S., allies weigh providing Ukraine fighter jets to counter Russia… 
Putin 'too healthy' says CIA chief... https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-
putin-health/ “Ukrainian, US, and British would-be media professionals 
have been spreading bogus stories about the president’s health condition
in recent months. This is all hoax,” he said. 
Ukraine graft concerns resurface as war goes on... China threatens 
'strong measures' if Pelosi visits Taiwan… Looming Gas Crunch Poses 
'Historic Test' for Europe, IEA Says… Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With 
Iran, Turkey in Rare Trip Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More 
Aggressive Phase of Ukraine War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... 
China satellite swarms hunt down and destroy enemy targets… Russia 
building laser weapon to disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke
attack preparedness PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts 
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https://www.the-sun.com/health/5814174/new-covid-variant-centaurus-detected-uk/
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photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as 
pipeline from Russia shuts off… Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to 
citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   
Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
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Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
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https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/russian-doomsday-submarine-armed-nuclear-drones-service
https://news.yahoo.com/relentless-russian-shelling-east-ukraine-073615708.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-pleads-weapons-war-spotlight-043837619.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/


Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...

https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
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https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
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https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
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https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx


GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-
greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/ The global 

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/abortion-ruling-highlights-diverging-paths-of-justices-john-roberts-samuel-alito-11656149400
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https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804


extinction crisis underway may be more intense than previously thought 
as humans continue to tear up land, overuse certain resources and heat 
up the planet...Nearly one in three species of all kinds — 30% — face 
global extinction or have been driven to extinction since the year 1500, 
according to the new survey published in the journal "Frontiers in Ecology
and the Environment."

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 
ROGAN CALLS TRUMP MAN BABY; SAYS WAS ON DRUGS IN WHITE 
HOUSE...  FLASHBACK: THE HIGHEST OFFICE; ADDERALL JUNKIE...   
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office [trump the 
adderall/blow man baby] NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 
9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS
JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 

https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/
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https://www.politico.com/news/2022/07/04/recession-talk-surges-in-washington-00043818
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/stimulus-checks-rewired-how-some-americans-see-money.html
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2022/06/17/bidens-america-sriracha-peanut-butter-latest-items-short-supply/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/travel/news/americans-are-starting-to-pull-back-on-travel-and-restaurants/ar-AAYBEka
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-sinks-below-20000-as-crypto-meltdown-intensifies.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-price-drops-below-18600-as-sell-off-accelerates.html
https://theankler.com/p/pod-hollywoods-economic-armageddon#details
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/once-feted-for-pandemic-heroics-worlds-central-banks-now-face-an-uneasy-crowd-0
https://news.yahoo.com/shock-swiss-rate-hike-sets-015937838.html
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/20/politics/supreme-court-june-preview/index.html
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https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-companies-start-to-rescind-job-offers-11655865283
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
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https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx


MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
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SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
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2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
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on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky 

Microplastics Are Literally Everywhere, And They Are An Existential 
Threat To The Future Of The Human Race 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/microplastics-are-literally-
everywhere-and-they-are-an-existential-threat-to-the-future-of-the-human-
race/ 

https://youtu.be/PSxihhBzCjk 

DRUDGEREPORT China threatens 'strong measures' if Pelosi visits 
Taiwan...
Kissinger Warns Biden Against Endless Confrontation... 
Beijing Dumps $100 Billion Worth Of Treasuries... 

ZEROHEDGE These Are All The Countries Capable Of Launching Space 
Rockets https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-are-all-countries-
capable-launching-space-rockets 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 
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YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 
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5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' After US 
Lawmaker Slams Zelensky

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
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US sends more weapons to Ukraine 

Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the fallout 
from their failed Russia policy 

EU eases sanctions on Russian oil exports 

Russia’s Lavrov talks Ukraine, sanctions and nuclear war with RT (FULL 
VIDEO) 

• Putin suggests motive behind Canada’s gas turbine delay   
• UN chief ‘under huge pressure’ over Ukraine – Russian FM   
• Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the   

fallout from their failed Russia policy Op-ed
• Zaporozhye Nuclear Power Plant attacked by Ukrainian drones   

Putin tells US to stop ‘looting’ Syria 

Former Russian president lists ‘Western sins’ 

Russian warns of ‘tougher’ terms for talks with Ukraine 

Dmitri Trenin: How a smart Middle East strategy can help Russia play a 
significant role in shaping the new world order 

Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 

IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 

Iran issues warning to US and Israel 

Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
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industrial complex war monster’]

Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

HUFFPOST SUSPICIOUS: SECRET SERVICE CAN’T FIND JAN. 6 TEXTS! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/national-archives-deleted-secret-service-
texts_n_62d6c6bbe4b008a2d03f1ac4 [ Ooooh … the mystery of it all … 
magical disappearance of text messages … could be ghosts … or 
gremlins … or salem witchcraft … WAKE UP! … AMERICA IS A TOTAL 
FRAUD! … AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 
MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). ]
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ZEROHEDGE SNAP, Crackle And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To 
Snapchat's Terrible Results Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are 
Hating This Rally" "Sell Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On 
The Rally https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-
traders-pour-cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short 
squeeze, competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade 
lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
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large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
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YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
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Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE US PMI Crashes Into Contraction In July: "A Worrying 
Deterioration In The Economy https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-
pmi-crashes-contraction-july-worrying-deterioration-economy "Excluding 
pandemic lockdown months, output is falling at a rate not seen since 
2009 amid the global financial crisis..." There's An Amazing Glut Of Office
Space In Every Major Metro Area 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/theres-amazing-glut-office-space-
every-major-metro-area Occupancy is an engine of local economies. But 
there's a huge glut of space available... US Existing Home Sales Plunge 
In June As Affordability Collapses US Homebuilders Abandon Single-
Families In June As They Brace For Rate Shock 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-builders-abandon-single-
family-home-startspermits-june-anticipating-renter ...multi-family starts 
and permits surged double-digits in June as single-family plunged... 
Homebuilder Confidence Collapses In July 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-confidence-
collapses-july ...the largest MoM drop (ex-COVID-lockdown) in history... 
Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
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the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
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Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE Germans Taking Fewer Showers In Response To Cost Of 
Living Crisis China And Japan Hold The Keys To Euro Recovery 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/china-and-japan-hold-keys-euro-
recovery While the direction of Europe’s economy continues to be a 
hostage to Russian energy -- as today’s dispiriting PMI numbers attest -- it
is the Asian nations of China and Japan who are in a position to alleviate 
Europe’s capital-outflow problem and stabilize the euro. PMIs Signal 
Eurozone Recession Day After First ECB Rate-Hike In 11 Years 

19% Of The World's Population Lives In 'Chindia' (& Buys Russian Oil) 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/19-worlds-population-lives-
chindia-buys-russian-oil India is expected to become the most populous 
nation on Earth by mid-2023, surpassing China whose population growth 
has all but stopped.. Oil Surges After Biden Fails To Win Saudi Pledge To 
Pump More Crude These Are The Countries With The Highest Default Risk
The Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial Production Unexpectedly 
Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker month since September 
2021... David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
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Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 

Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
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Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE "2023 Will Be A Year From Hell" - Martin Armstrong Warns Of
Inflation-Driven Civil-Unrest 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/2023-will-be-year-hell-martin-
armstrong-warns-inflation-driven-civil-unrest "...you are looking at 
revolutions... The euro looks like death warmed over... This is just not 
over yet." "Japanese Economy Continues To Crater "- Another Casualty 
Of The Energy Crisis The Danger Of Drought In Europe 
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/danger-drought-europe ...the current 
heatwave is bound to further exacerbate water shortages in Southern and
Southeast Europe... Record-Breaking Heat In Europe Meanwhile, 
Southern Europe is also experiencing extreme heat that has caused 
wildfires... UK Records Hottest Day Ever Amid Heat Apocalypse   "Heat   
Apocalypse" Blasts Europe As UK And France Brace For Hottest Days On 
Record   https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/heat-apocalypse-blasts-  
europe-uk-and-france-brace-hottest-days-record "Today and tomorrow will
be one of the worst, if not the worst heatwave events in the modern 
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history of western Europe." The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 
2022 http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In 
Government Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 
4Chan Found After Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
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small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 
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CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 
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ZEROHEDGE Wall Street's Biggest Bear: One Down, But Two More Things 
Must Happen Before Stocks Bottom 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/wall-streets-biggest-bear-one-down-
two-more-things-must-happen-stocks-bottom Recession reflections 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/everyoneknows [ Recession 
is coming but everyone knows it ] The Number Of Americans Filing For 
First-Time Unemployment Claims Soared To 8-Month-Highs Last Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/number-americans-filing-
first-time-unemployment-claims-soared-8-month-highs-last ...and 
continuing claims are the highest since April... US Existing Home Sales 
Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses Sinkhole 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sinkhole "At present, the 2s10s 
spread is –18 bps. This is indicative of a recession 12-18 months ahead, 
which means the second half of 2023. Note that we have been 
forecasting a recession for 2023H2 since April." Recession Already Here 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-may-already-be-here The 
debate about recession risk is pointless.We are already in a recession... 
The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
an odd beast in any case. 

Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 

idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
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Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
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economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE It's Official: Russia And China Announce "New Global 
Reserve Currency" https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-22/its-
official-russia-and-china-announce-new-global-reserve-currency And once 
again no one has noticed and no one seems to care. [ Yes, it’s official; 
NEW WORLD ORDER! ]

Pelosi: Pentagon Might Be Worried China Would Shoot Down Her Plane If 
She Visits Taiwan AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant 
Corruption' After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky US "Started" The Ukraine
Crisis, China Says, In Fiercest Official Criticism Yet 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-started-ukraine-crisis-china-
says-fiercest-official-criticism-yet "As the one who started the Ukraine 
crisis & the biggest factor fueling it..." [ Yes...Sadly, that is indisputably 
true; it’s the american way.] Russia Plans 'Annexation Votes' For 
Captured Ukraine Territories By Mid-September: Report Russia Resumes 
Nord Stream Natural Gas Deliveries To Europe "...likely to lead to a 
collective sigh of relief from not just the European gas market, but from 
the wider economy," Russia Declares War Goals Have Expanded After 
West Pumped More Arms Into Ukraine Strengthening Ties With Iran, Putin
Meets With Supreme Leader In Tehran 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/strengthening-ties-iran-putin-
meets-supreme-leader-tehran “Our relations are developing at a good 
pace,” said Putin 

Putin Says Russia Will Honor Gas Commitment But Flows Will Drop As 
Much As 20% Of Capacity Vladimir Putin warned that flows via the Nord 
Stream pipeline could be curbed soon if sanctions prevent additional 
maintenance on its components Russian Military Given Formal Order To 
Target Ukraine's Long-Range Weapons From US 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-issues-formal-order-military-
target-ukraines-long-range-weapons-us Ukraine officials called the 
HIMARS a "game-changer"... [Riiight] Gazprom Declares Force Majeure, 
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Will Halt Gas Flows To Germany Indefinitely "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”

Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
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Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
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Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
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Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
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Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
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GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
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http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---

[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

POST: FIRST MOON LANDING
NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws)
http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

Al Peia
Riiight...and they haven't been back because...oh yeah, they got rid of 
their Saturn rockets ... and, they were in the past but not in the 
present/future impervious to radiation; ie., van allen belt, etc.. Oh, they 
probably could do it now, arguably; they're working on it. But, of course, 
Mars is quite another thing. The amounts of money for these 
boondoggles/frauds are staggering. Yet, pale in comparison to the frauds 
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on wall street. YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand 
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act... ].

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 
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CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?
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EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
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Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
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democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg


https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
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Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
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we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]
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Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky [ america’s kind of 
place! ]

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
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be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
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post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
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gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
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running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
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such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 
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DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

https://www.zerohedge.com/contributors/354951
https://www.zerohedge.com/contributors/354951
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-08/times-these-second-passport-makes-lot-sense
https://www.msn.com/en-xl/news/other/china-will-not-hesitate-to-start-war-over-taiwan-beijing-tells-us/ar-AAYisrt
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https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-and-unreleased-video-expected-to-be-focus-of-first-jan-6-hearing/ar-AAYfFly
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ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 

ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 
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HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 
AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
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background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   

https://substack.com/profile/23350277-elizabeth-cronise-mclaughlin
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hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
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“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

7-22-22
Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
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not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
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during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;
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(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 



interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)

What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
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“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE Goldman Jumps As Traders Spark Q2 Revenue Beat But 
Total Earnings Plunge 47% Amid Major Investment Losses 
DRUDGE Hope for depositors dwindles as crypto lender files for 
bankruptcy... 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
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hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
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come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT Indoor mask rules expected next week as L.A. virus 
wave worsens... Fauci Annual Pension Payout Exceeds POTUS Salary… 
[Incompetent, greedy guinea] Covid Rises Across USA Amid Muted 
Warnings and Murky Data… 
WHO: Covid triples across Europe; Hospitalizations double... MONKEYPOX
PANDEMIC? WHO TO RECONVENE Most Americans Now in Areas With 
High Virus Levels… Deaths in LA rising as ultra-contagious subva  riants   
spread… https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-
covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 'Several hundred 
thousand' new covid cases a day NOT reported; Hospitalizations 
climbing... https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-
thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-
keep-climbing-11657298622 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths substantially exceed 
2021 numbers]
128,770 JUL 21 2022
41,543 JUL 21 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
427 JUL 21 2022
273 JUL 21 2021 
DALLAS TURNS HOTSPOT... 
New variant 'Centaurus' detected... 
Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 20% effective 
after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at 
Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as 
Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... Ultra-
contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
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Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 

UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

DRUDGEREPORT Apocalyptic vision behind Putin 'golden billion' 
argument… [ From my direct observation and experience, pervasively 
mentally ill, corrupt, criminal america is indisputably the globally 
destructive bad guy. That is so ab initio! ]
U.S., allies weigh providing Ukraine fighter jets to counter Russia… 
Putin 'too healthy' says CIA chief... https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-
putin-health/ “Ukrainian, US, and British would-be media professionals 
have been spreading bogus stories about the president’s health condition
in recent months. This is all hoax,” he said. 
Ukraine graft concerns resurface as war goes on... China threatens 
'strong measures' if Pelosi visits Taiwan… Looming Gas Crunch Poses 
'Historic Test' for Europe, IEA Says… Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With 
Iran, Turkey in Rare Trip Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More 
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Aggressive Phase of Ukraine War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... 
China satellite swarms hunt down and destroy enemy targets… Russia 
building laser weapon to disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke
attack preparedness PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts 
photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as 
pipeline from Russia shuts off… Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to 
citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   
Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 

https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://www.wsj.com/articles/looming-gas-crunch-poses-historic-test-for-europe-iea-says-11658142916
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/china-beijing-nancy-pelosi-taiwan-newt-gingrich-8ca46ccaeeb78634d455102b7eea31ff
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-zelenskyy-government-and-politics-494af1bc0145fb2d16c76b0abf3f5cda
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-putin-health/
https://www.euronews.com/2022/07/21/vladimir-putin-entirely-too-healthy-says-cia-chief
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/us-allies-weigh-providing-ukraine-fighter-jets-to-counter-russia/ar-AAZNC4L
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-apocalyptic-vision-behind-putin-s-golden-billion-argument/ar-AAZQkQs
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10929687/Germany-considers-making-mask-wearing-COMPULSORY-October-March-public-places.html
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-709799
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5682058/urgent-warning-anyone-attending-mass-gatherings-weekend/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/monkeypox-town-hall-new-york
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5674230/uk-covid-cases-heading-for-record-high-zoe/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.yahoo.com/now/covid-could-screw-worse-reinfection-084337273.html
https://www.studyfinds.org/covid-19-meat-in-freezer-weeks/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/08/ba5-become-this-summers-subvariant


MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 

https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
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https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
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https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700
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https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/russian-doomsday-submarine-armed-nuclear-drones-service
https://news.yahoo.com/relentless-russian-shelling-east-ukraine-073615708.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-pleads-weapons-war-spotlight-043837619.html
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
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https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/07/16/russia-ukraine-war-putin-news-live-updates/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/


BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
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https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
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https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
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Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
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https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
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DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing 
Mass Extinctions On An Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t 
Understand What Is Happening 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 
ROGAN CALLS TRUMP MAN BABY; SAYS WAS ON DRUGS IN WHITE 
HOUSE...  FLASHBACK: THE HIGHEST OFFICE; ADDERALL JUNKIE...   
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office [trump the 
adderall/blow man baby] NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 
9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS
JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 

https://www.politico.com/news/2022/07/04/recession-talk-surges-in-washington-00043818
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https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/


ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2022/07/09/trump_elon_musk_is_a_bullshit_artist.html
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5739130/elon-musk-twitter-sun-valley/
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Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-

https://thehill.com/homenews/house/3539911-aide-says-trump-knew-jan-6-attendees-had-weapons-theyre-not-here-to-hurt-me/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-threw-dishes-and-flipped-tablecloths-when-he-was-angry-ex-aide-testifies-2022-6
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poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky 

Microplastics Are Literally Everywhere, And They Are An Existential 
Threat To The Future Of The Human Race 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/microplastics-are-literally-
everywhere-and-they-are-an-existential-threat-to-the-future-of-the-human-
race/ 

https://youtu.be/PSxihhBzCjk 
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https://metro.co.uk/2022/06/22/russian-colonel-who-carried-putins-nuclear-codes-briefcase-found-shot-16873192/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/experts-say-there-are-mounting-signs-that-the-kremlin-is-purging-its-top-generals-in-ukraine-the-latest-hint-of-deep-dysfunction-in-putin-s-army/ar-AAYKxsd
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/22/russian-novoshakhtinsk-oil-refinery-struck-drone-possible-attack-inside-borders
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/germany-trigger-phase-two-three-065910268.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/germany-looks-at-rationing-natural-gas-after-russia-cuts-supply-11655978153
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https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/jan-6-panel-to-hone-in-on-trumps-efforts-to-meddle-at-doj-00041708
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/bill-barr-suggests-trump-came-very-close-to-staying-in-power-im-not-sure-we-would-have-had-a-transition-at-all/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/23/politics/trump-jan-6-documentary-footage-pence-25th-amendment/index.html
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-middle-east-africa-56399743fe9ad28692c88c007bb901d6
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https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
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https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-06-27/pentagon-blasts-putins-cavalier-nuclear-saber-rattling-as-russia-seeks-new-advantages-in-ukraine


Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 

DRUDGEREPORT China threatens 'strong measures' if Pelosi visits 
Taiwan...
Kissinger Warns Biden Against Endless Confrontation... 
Beijing Dumps $100 Billion Worth Of Treasuries... 

ZEROHEDGE These Are All The Countries Capable Of Launching Space 
Rockets https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-are-all-countries-
capable-launching-space-rockets 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 

YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
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https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3529645-watergate-prosecutor-georgia-case-could-send-donald-trump-to-prison/
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/trump-asked-if-he-expects-to-be-taken-out-of-mar-a-lago-in-shackles/ar-AAYE04i
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-poll/story?id=85482369


White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 
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5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' After US 
Lawmaker Slams Zelensky

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
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Russia’s Lavrov talks Ukraine, sanctions and nuclear war with RT (FULL 
VIDEO) 

• Putin suggests motive behind Canada’s gas turbine delay   
• UN chief ‘under huge pressure’ over Ukraine – Russian FM   
• Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the   

fallout from their failed Russia policy Op-ed
• Zaporozhye Nuclear Power Plant attacked by Ukrainian drones   

Putin tells US to stop ‘looting’ Syria 

Former Russian president lists ‘Western sins’ 

Russian warns of ‘tougher’ terms for talks with Ukraine 

Dmitri Trenin: How a smart Middle East strategy can help Russia play a 
significant role in shaping the new world order 

Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 

IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 

Iran issues warning to US and Israel 

Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
industrial complex war monster’]

Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 
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RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

HUFFPOST SUSPICIOUS: SECRET SERVICE CAN’T FIND JAN. 6 TEXTS! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/national-archives-deleted-secret-service-
texts_n_62d6c6bbe4b008a2d03f1ac4 [ Ooooh … the mystery of it all … 
magical disappearance of text messages … could be ghosts … or 
gremlins … or salem witchcraft … WAKE UP! … AMERICA IS A TOTAL 
FRAUD! … AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 
MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). ]

ZEROHEDGE SNAP, Crackle And Poop: A Horrified Wall Street Reacts To 
Snapchat's Terrible Results Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are 
Hating This Rally" "Sell Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On 
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The Rally https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-
traders-pour-cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short 
squeeze, competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade 
lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
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back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
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pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
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somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE US PMI Crashes Into Contraction In July: "A Worrying 
Deterioration In The Economy https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-
pmi-crashes-contraction-july-worrying-deterioration-economy "Excluding 
pandemic lockdown months, output is falling at a rate not seen since 
2009 amid the global financial crisis..." There's An Amazing Glut Of Office
Space In Every Major Metro Area 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/theres-amazing-glut-office-space-
every-major-metro-area Occupancy is an engine of local economies. But 
there's a huge glut of space available... US Existing Home Sales Plunge 
In June As Affordability Collapses US Homebuilders Abandon Single-
Families In June As They Brace For Rate Shock 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-builders-abandon-single-
family-home-startspermits-june-anticipating-renter ...multi-family starts 
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and permits surged double-digits in June as single-family plunged... 
Homebuilder Confidence Collapses In July 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-confidence-
collapses-july ...the largest MoM drop (ex-COVID-lockdown) in history... 
Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 
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Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
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Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE PMIs Signal Eurozone Recession Day After First ECB Rate-
Hike In 11 Years 19% Of The World's Population Lives In 'Chindia' (& Buys
Russian Oil) https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/19-worlds-
population-lives-chindia-buys-russian-oil India is expected to become the 
most populous nation on Earth by mid-2023, surpassing China whose 
population growth has all but stopped.. Oil Surges After Biden Fails To 
Win Saudi Pledge To Pump More Crude These Are The Countries With The
Highest Default Risk The Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial 
Production Unexpectedly Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker 
month since September 2021... David Stockman On Why The Great 
Reckoning Has Begun https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-
stockman-why-great-reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates 

of the last decade or more have reached their sell-by date and that the 
great money bubble they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat 
Dome Roasting Millions Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan 
Stanley Says US Growth Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of 
The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions 
Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 
ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid Crash, Remain Stubbornly 
High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed Worker Will The Fed Hold 
Its Nerve? https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-
nerve It looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 
2s5s Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-
Trajectory Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another 
Recession https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-
causing-another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-
caused economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 
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Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 
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ZEROHEDGE "2023 Will Be A Year From Hell" - Martin Armstrong Warns Of
Inflation-Driven Civil-Unrest 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/2023-will-be-year-hell-martin-
armstrong-warns-inflation-driven-civil-unrest "...you are looking at 
revolutions... The euro looks like death warmed over... This is just not 
over yet." "Japanese Economy Continues To Crater "- Another Casualty 
Of The Energy Crisis The Danger Of Drought In Europe 
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/danger-drought-europe ...the current 
heatwave is bound to further exacerbate water shortages in Southern and
Southeast Europe... Record-Breaking Heat In Europe Meanwhile, 
Southern Europe is also experiencing extreme heat that has caused 
wildfires... UK Records Hottest Day Ever Amid Heat Apocalypse   "Heat   
Apocalypse" Blasts Europe As UK And France Brace For Hottest Days On 
Record   https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/heat-apocalypse-blasts-  
europe-uk-and-france-brace-hottest-days-record "Today and tomorrow will
be one of the worst, if not the worst heatwave events in the modern 
history of western Europe." The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 
2022 http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In 
Government Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 
4Chan Found After Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
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investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
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Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
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claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE Recession reflections https://www.zerohedge.com/the-
market-ear/everyoneknows [ Recession is coming but everyone knows 
it ] The Number Of Americans Filing For First-Time Unemployment Claims
Soared To 8-Month-Highs Last Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/number-americans-filing-
first-time-unemployment-claims-soared-8-month-highs-last ...and 
continuing claims are the highest since April... US Existing Home Sales 
Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses Sinkhole 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sinkhole "At present, the 2s10s 
spread is –18 bps. This is indicative of a recession 12-18 months ahead, 
which means the second half of 2023. Note that we have been 
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forecasting a recession for 2023H2 since April." Recession Already Here 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-may-already-be-here The 
debate about recession risk is pointless.We are already in a recession... 
The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
an odd beast in any case. 

Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 

idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
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would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
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the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE Pelosi: Pentagon Might Be Worried China Would Shoot Down 
Her Plane If She Visits Taiwan AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of 
Rampant Corruption' After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky US "Started" 
The Ukraine Crisis, China Says, In Fiercest Official Criticism Yet 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-started-ukraine-crisis-china-
says-fiercest-official-criticism-yet "As the one who started the Ukraine 
crisis & the biggest factor fueling it..." [ Yes...Sadly, that is indisputably 
true; it’s the american way.] Russia Plans 'Annexation Votes' For 
Captured Ukraine Territories By Mid-September: Report Russia Resumes 
Nord Stream Natural Gas Deliveries To Europe "...likely to lead to a 
collective sigh of relief from not just the European gas market, but from 
the wider economy," Russia Declares War Goals Have Expanded After 
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West Pumped More Arms Into Ukraine Strengthening Ties With Iran, Putin
Meets With Supreme Leader In Tehran 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/strengthening-ties-iran-putin-
meets-supreme-leader-tehran “Our relations are developing at a good 
pace,” said Putin 

Putin Says Russia Will Honor Gas Commitment But Flows Will Drop As 
Much As 20% Of Capacity Vladimir Putin warned that flows via the Nord 
Stream pipeline could be curbed soon if sanctions prevent additional 
maintenance on its components Russian Military Given Formal Order To 
Target Ukraine's Long-Range Weapons From US 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-issues-formal-order-military-
target-ukraines-long-range-weapons-us Ukraine officials called the 
HIMARS a "game-changer"... [Riiight] Gazprom Declares Force Majeure, 
Will Halt Gas Flows To Germany Indefinitely "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”

Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
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surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
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hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."
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“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
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party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
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infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---

[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
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scam!! [TRUTH!]

POST: FIRST MOON LANDING
NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws)
http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

Al Peia
Riiight...and they haven't been back because...oh yeah, they got rid of 
their Saturn rockets ... and, they were in the past but not in the 
present/future impervious to radiation; ie., van allen belt, etc.. Oh, they 
probably could do it now, arguably; they're working on it. But, of course, 
Mars is quite another thing. The amounts of money for these 
boondoggles/frauds are staggering. Yet, pale in comparison to the frauds 
on wall street. YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand 
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act... ].

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 

https://www.facebook.com/michele.carmichael.94?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyMjA1MjAyMDgyOTcwMTg2XzIxMDM5MDI3Mjk3ODIwMjA%3D&__tn__=R*F
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
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Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10934571/Oregon-Citys-mayoral-candidate-says-homeless-Japanese-style-pods-overdoses-rise.html
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and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
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the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg


https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   
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https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 

https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
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https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
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way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' 
After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-
rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky [ america’s kind of 
place! ]

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
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be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
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post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
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gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
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running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
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such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 
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DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 
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ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 

ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 
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HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 
AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
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background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
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hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
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“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

7-21-22
Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
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proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;
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(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;
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(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 



Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)

What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     



http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE Goldman Jumps As Traders Spark Q2 Revenue Beat But 
Total Earnings Plunge 47% Amid Major Investment Losses 
DRUDGE Hope for depositors dwindles as crypto lender files for 
bankruptcy... 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
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Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT Covid Rises Across USA Amid Muted Warnings and 
Murky Data… 
WHO: Covid triples across Europe; Hospitalizations double... 
MONKEYPOX PANDEMIC? WHO TO RECONVENE Most Americans Now in 
Areas With High Virus Levels… Deaths in LA rising as ultra-contagious 
subvariants spread… https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-
13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 
'Several hundred thousand' new covid cases a day NOT reported; 
Hospitalizations climbing... https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-
hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-
hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths substantially exceed 
2021 numbers]
127,288 JUL 20 2022
38,437 JUL 20 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
414 JUL 20 2022
273 JUL 20 2021 
DALLAS TURNS HOTSPOT... 
New variant 'Centaurus' detected... 
Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 20% effective 
after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at 
Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as 
Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... Ultra-
contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
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Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 
UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

DRUDGEREPORT 
U.S., allies weigh providing Ukraine fighter jets to counter Russia… 
Putin 'too healthy' says CIA chief... https://www.rt.com/russia/559395-cia-
putin-health/ “Ukrainian, US, and British would-be media professionals 
have been spreading bogus stories about the president’s health condition
in recent months. This is all hoax,” he said. 
Ukraine graft concerns resurface as war goes on... China threatens 
'strong measures' if Pelosi visits Taiwan… Looming Gas Crunch Poses 
'Historic Test' for Europe, IEA Says… Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With 
Iran, Turkey in Rare Trip Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More 
Aggressive Phase of Ukraine War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... 
China satellite swarms hunt down and destroy enemy targets… Russia 
building laser weapon to disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke
attack preparedness PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts 
photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as 
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/as-the-ba5-variant-spreads-the-risk-of-coronavirus-reinfection-grows/ar-AAZpFDy
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5814174/new-covid-variant-centaurus-detected-uk/
https://www.dallasnews.com/news/2022/07/19/three-things-to-know-about-the-highly-contagious-covid-19-variant-spreading-right-now/
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pipeline from Russia shuts off… Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to 
citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   
Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 
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https://www.yahoo.com/now/covid-could-screw-worse-reinfection-084337273.html
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MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/russian-doomsday-submarine-armed-nuclear-drones-service
https://news.yahoo.com/relentless-russian-shelling-east-ukraine-073615708.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-pleads-weapons-war-spotlight-043837619.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
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Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42


PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing 
Mass Extinctions On An Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t 
Understand What Is Happening 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/abortion-ruling-highlights-diverging-paths-of-justices-john-roberts-samuel-alito-11656149400
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359


the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 
ROGAN CALLS TRUMP MAN BABY; SAYS WAS ON DRUGS IN WHITE 
HOUSE...  FLASHBACK: THE HIGHEST OFFICE; ADDERALL JUNKIE...   
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office [trump the 
adderall/blow man baby] NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 
9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS
JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
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https://www.politico.com/news/2022/07/04/recession-talk-surges-in-washington-00043818
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/stimulus-checks-rewired-how-some-americans-see-money.html
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2022/06/17/bidens-america-sriracha-peanut-butter-latest-items-short-supply/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/travel/news/americans-are-starting-to-pull-back-on-travel-and-restaurants/ar-AAYBEka
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American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-s-new-money-maker-political-speeches-to-fans/ar-AAZjhDL
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/07/07/former-fbi-leaders-who-drew-trumps-ire-were-both-subject-to-unusual-irs-audits/
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https://thehill.com/opinion/white-house/3549217-what-if-we-did-as-the-brits-do-and-expected-our-presidents-to-resign/
https://thehill.com/opinion/white-house/3549217-what-if-we-did-as-the-brits-do-and-expected-our-presidents-to-resign/
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2022/07/09/trump_elon_musk_is_a_bullshit_artist.html
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2022/07/09/trump_elon_musk_is_a_bullshit_artist.html
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5739130/elon-musk-twitter-sun-valley/
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/twitter-announces-mass-layoffs-17291249.php
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/12/half-of-g-o-p-voters-ready-to-leave-trump-behind-poll-finds/
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https://www.yahoo.com/news/musk-says-time-trump-sail-181049723.html
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https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/
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https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/bonds-slump-inflation-surge-fuels-130720879.html
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-prices-consumer-74e1a5c9bced40460e4079f62e980095
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/economy/inflation-producer-index-june-near-highest-record
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/nyc-monkeypox-new-vaccination-sites-opening
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office
https://www.mediaite.com/entertainment/joe-rogan-calls-donald-trump-a-man-baby-theorizes-he-was-on-adderall-during-his-presidency/
https://www.mediaite.com/entertainment/joe-rogan-calls-donald-trump-a-man-baby-theorizes-he-was-on-adderall-during-his-presidency/
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/


borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
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https://finance.yahoo.com/news/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-230100860.html
https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
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https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-06-27/pentagon-blasts-putins-cavalier-nuclear-saber-rattling-as-russia-seeks-new-advantages-in-ukraine
https://thehill.com/homenews/house/3539911-aide-says-trump-knew-jan-6-attendees-had-weapons-theyre-not-here-to-hurt-me/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-threw-dishes-and-flipped-tablecloths-when-he-was-angry-ex-aide-testifies-2022-6
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https://www.nationalreview.com/2022/06/cassidy-hutchinsons-testimony-against-trump-is-devastating/
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https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/30/gop-megadonors-turn-on-trump-look-for-2024-alternatives-after-jan-6-hearings.html
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2022/06/alex-holder-trump-was-utterly-irrational-after-january-6.html
https://www.mediaite.com/news/liz-cheney-blasts-trump-over-jan-6-in-blistering-reagan-library-speech-praises-courage-of-bombshell-witness-cassidy-hutchinson/
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https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/biden-approval-rating/
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/3543867-71-percent-dont-want-biden-to-run-for-reelection-poll/
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https://www.bnnbloomberg.ca/biden-s-planned-nomination-of-anti-abortion-judge-outrages-left-1.1786795
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https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.mediaite.com/news/mitt-romney-calls-out-americas-national-malady-of-denial-warns-that-a-return-to-trump-would-render-it-incurable/
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2022/07/mitt-romney-republican-denial-biden-election/661468/
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https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

Microplastics Are Literally Everywhere, And They Are An Existential 
Threat To The Future Of The Human Race 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/microplastics-are-literally-
everywhere-and-they-are-an-existential-threat-to-the-future-of-the-human-
race/ 

https://youtu.be/PSxihhBzCjk 

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 

https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-california-democratic-party/661313/
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https://metro.co.uk/2022/06/22/russian-colonel-who-carried-putins-nuclear-codes-briefcase-found-shot-16873192/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/experts-say-there-are-mounting-signs-that-the-kremlin-is-purging-its-top-generals-in-ukraine-the-latest-hint-of-deep-dysfunction-in-putin-s-army/ar-AAYKxsd
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/22/russian-novoshakhtinsk-oil-refinery-struck-drone-possible-attack-inside-borders
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/germany-trigger-phase-two-three-065910268.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/germany-looks-at-rationing-natural-gas-after-russia-cuts-supply-11655978153
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https://www.ajc.com/politics/breaking-kemp-to-testify-in-fulton-co-trump-probe/PXZ4ZEMJRJCSTCJJBYVU6IK7EU/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/justice-department-raids-home-of-former-doj-official-at-center-of-jan-6-panel-s-investigation/ar-AAYNmvR
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/jan-6-committee-doj-seek-footage-of-roger-stone-from-danish-filmmakers/ar-AAYOQgG
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/jan-6-panel-to-hone-in-on-trumps-efforts-to-meddle-at-doj-00041708
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/bill-barr-suggests-trump-came-very-close-to-staying-in-power-im-not-sure-we-would-have-had-a-transition-at-all/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/23/politics/trump-jan-6-documentary-footage-pence-25th-amendment/index.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-holder-jan-6-documentarian-says-trump-had-secret-air-force-one-call-with-putin-just-before-election
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https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
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thought, new global study finds… 

DRUDGEREPORT China threatens 'strong measures' if Pelosi visits 
Taiwan...
Kissinger Warns Biden Against Endless Confrontation... 
Beijing Dumps $100 Billion Worth Of Treasuries... 

ZEROHEDGE These Are All The Countries Capable Of Launching Space 
Rockets https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-are-all-countries-
capable-launching-space-rockets 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 

YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 
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DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 

5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
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resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS

Russia’s Lavrov talks Ukraine, sanctions and nuclear war with RT (FULL 
VIDEO) 

• Putin suggests motive behind Canada’s gas turbine delay   
• UN chief ‘under huge pressure’ over Ukraine – Russian FM   
• Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the   

fallout from their failed Russia policy Op-ed
• Zaporozhye Nuclear Power Plant attacked by Ukrainian drones   

Putin tells US to stop ‘looting’ Syria 

Former Russian president lists ‘Western sins’ 

Russian warns of ‘tougher’ terms for talks with Ukraine 

Dmitri Trenin: How a smart Middle East strategy can help Russia play a 
significant role in shaping the new world order 

Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 

IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 

Iran issues warning to US and Israel 
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Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
industrial complex war monster’]

Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

HUFFPOST SUSPICIOUS: SECRET SERVICE CAN’T FIND JAN. 6 TEXTS! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/national-archives-deleted-secret-service-
texts_n_62d6c6bbe4b008a2d03f1ac4 [ Ooooh … the mystery of it all … 
magical disappearance of text messages … could be ghosts … or 
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gremlins … or salem witchcraft … WAKE UP! … AMERICA IS A TOTAL 
FRAUD! … AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 
MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). ]

ZEROHEDGE Goldman Trading Desk: "Most Clients Are Hating This Rally" 
"Sell Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-pour-
cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
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potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
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Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
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earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE There's An Amazing Glut Of Office Space In Every Major 
Metro Area https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/theres-amazing-glut-
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office-space-every-major-metro-area Occupancy is an engine of local 
economies. But there's a huge glut of space available... US Existing 
Home Sales Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses US Homebuilders 
Abandon Single-Families In June As They Brace For Rate Shock 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-builders-abandon-single-
family-home-startspermits-june-anticipating-renter ...multi-family starts 
and permits surged double-digits in June as single-family plunged... 
Homebuilder Confidence Collapses In July 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-confidence-
collapses-july ...the largest MoM drop (ex-COVID-lockdown) in history... 
Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
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Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
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americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE 19% Of The World's Population Lives In 'Chindia' (& Buys 
Russian Oil) https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/19-worlds-
population-lives-chindia-buys-russian-oil India is expected to become the 
most populous nation on Earth by mid-2023, surpassing China whose 
population growth has all but stopped.. Oil Surges After Biden Fails To 
Win Saudi Pledge To Pump More Crude These Are The Countries With The
Highest Default Risk The Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial 
Production Unexpectedly Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker 
month since September 2021... David Stockman On Why The Great 
Reckoning Has Begun https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-
stockman-why-great-reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates 

of the last decade or more have reached their sell-by date and that the 
great money bubble they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat 
Dome Roasting Millions Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan 
Stanley Says US Growth Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of 
The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions 
Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 
ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid Crash, Remain Stubbornly 
High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed Worker Will The Fed Hold 
Its Nerve? https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-
nerve It looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 
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2s5s Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-
Trajectory Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another 
Recession https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-
causing-another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-
caused economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 

Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
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Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE "2023 Will Be A Year From Hell" - Martin Armstrong Warns Of
Inflation-Driven Civil-Unrest 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/2023-will-be-year-hell-martin-
armstrong-warns-inflation-driven-civil-unrest "...you are looking at 
revolutions... The euro looks like death warmed over... This is just not 
over yet." "Japanese Economy Continues To Crater "- Another Casualty 
Of The Energy Crisis The Danger Of Drought In Europe 
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/danger-drought-europe ...the current 
heatwave is bound to further exacerbate water shortages in Southern and
Southeast Europe... Record-Breaking Heat In Europe Meanwhile, 
Southern Europe is also experiencing extreme heat that has caused 
wildfires... UK Records Hottest Day Ever Amid Heat Apocalypse   "Heat   
Apocalypse" Blasts Europe As UK And France Brace For Hottest Days On 
Record   https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/heat-apocalypse-blasts-  
europe-uk-and-france-brace-hottest-days-record "Today and tomorrow will
be one of the worst, if not the worst heatwave events in the modern 
history of western Europe." The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 
2022 http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In 
Government Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 
4Chan Found After Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
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prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 
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CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE The Number Of Americans Filing For First-Time 
Unemployment Claims Soared To 8-Month-Highs Last Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/number-americans-filing-
first-time-unemployment-claims-soared-8-month-highs-last ...and 
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continuing claims are the highest since April... US Existing Home Sales 
Plunge In June As Affordability Collapses Sinkhole 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sinkhole "At present, the 2s10s 
spread is –18 bps. This is indicative of a recession 12-18 months ahead, 
which means the second half of 2023. Note that we have been 
forecasting a recession for 2023H2 since April." Recession Already Here 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-may-already-be-here The 
debate about recession risk is pointless.We are already in a recession... 
The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
an odd beast in any case. 

Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 

idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
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valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE Russia Plans 'Annexation Votes' For Captured Ukraine 
Territories By Mid-September: Report Russia Resumes Nord Stream 
Natural Gas Deliveries To Europe "...likely to lead to a collective sigh of 
relief from not just the European gas market, but from the wider 
economy," Russia Declares War Goals Have Expanded After West Pumped
More Arms Into Ukraine Strengthening Ties With Iran, Putin Meets With 
Supreme Leader In Tehran 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/strengthening-ties-iran-putin-
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meets-supreme-leader-tehran “Our relations are developing at a good 
pace,” said Putin 

Putin Says Russia Will Honor Gas Commitment But Flows Will Drop As 
Much As 20% Of Capacity Vladimir Putin warned that flows via the Nord 
Stream pipeline could be curbed soon if sanctions prevent additional 
maintenance on its components Russian Military Given Formal Order To 
Target Ukraine's Long-Range Weapons From US 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-issues-formal-order-military-
target-ukraines-long-range-weapons-us Ukraine officials called the 
HIMARS a "game-changer"... [Riiight] Gazprom Declares Force Majeure, 
Will Halt Gas Flows To Germany Indefinitely "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”

Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
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"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
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to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
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nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
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and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22
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DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---

[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]
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POST: FIRST MOON LANDING
NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws)
http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

Al Peia
Riiight...and they haven't been back because...oh yeah, they got rid of 
their Saturn rockets ... and, they were in the past but not in the 
present/future impervious to radiation; ie., van allen belt, etc.. Oh, they 
probably could do it now, arguably; they're working on it. But, of course, 
Mars is quite another thing. The amounts of money for these 
boondoggles/frauds are staggering. Yet, pale in comparison to the frauds 
on wall street. YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand 
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act... ].

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
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ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 
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'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
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be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
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abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg


independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
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ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
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"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."
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“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
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out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
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than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 
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ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 

‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
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these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]
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YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
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Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 

US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/ukraine-has-begun-moving-sensitive-data-outside-its-borders-11655199002
https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-forces-destroy-last-bridge-to-key-eastern-ukrainian-city-11655202739
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/ukrainian-troops-struggle-to-hold-back-russian-advance-in-east/ar-AAYqeGu
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Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 
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DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

https://www.zerohedge.com/contributors/354951
https://www.zerohedge.com/contributors/354951
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-08/times-these-second-passport-makes-lot-sense
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https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-and-unreleased-video-expected-to-be-focus-of-first-jan-6-hearing/ar-AAYfFly
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ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 

ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 
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HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 
AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
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background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
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hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
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7-20-22
Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
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proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;
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(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;
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(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 



Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)

What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
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ZEROHEDGE Goldman Jumps As Traders Spark Q2 Revenue Beat But 
Total Earnings Plunge 47% Amid Major Investment Losses 
DRUDGE Hope for depositors dwindles as crypto lender files for 
bankruptcy... 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
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Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT Covid Rises Across USA Amid Muted Warnings and 
Murky Data… 
WHO: Covid triples across Europe; Hospitalizations double... 
MONKEYPOX PANDEMIC? WHO TO RECONVENE Most Americans Now in 
Areas With High Virus Levels… Deaths in LA rising as ultra-contagious 
subvariants spread… https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-
13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 
'Several hundred thousand' new covid cases a day NOT reported; 
Hospitalizations climbing... https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-
hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-
hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths substantially exceed 
2021 numbers]
124,539 JUL 19 2022
35,705 JUL 19 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
425 JUL 19 2022
273 JUL 19 2021
DALLAS TURNS HOTSPOT... 
New variant 'Centaurus' detected... 
Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 20% effective 
after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at 
Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as 
Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... Ultra-
contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
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Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 
UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

DRUDGEREPORT 
Ukraine graft concerns resurface as war goes on... China threatens 
'strong measures' if Pelosi visits Taiwan… Looming Gas Crunch Poses 
'Historic Test' for Europe, IEA Says… Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With 
Iran, Turkey in Rare Trip Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More 
Aggressive Phase of Ukraine War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... 
China satellite swarms hunt down and destroy enemy targets… Russia 
building laser weapon to disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke
attack preparedness PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts 
photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as 
pipeline from Russia shuts off… Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to 
citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/as-the-ba5-variant-spreads-the-risk-of-coronavirus-reinfection-grows/ar-AAZpFDy
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5814174/new-covid-variant-centaurus-detected-uk/
https://www.dallasnews.com/news/2022/07/19/three-things-to-know-about-the-highly-contagious-covid-19-variant-spreading-right-now/
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THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   
Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 

https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X


Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw


Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 
ROGAN CALLS TRUMP MAN BABY; SAYS WAS ON DRUGS IN WHITE 
HOUSE...  FLASHBACK: THE HIGHEST OFFICE; ADDERALL JUNKIE...   
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office [trump the 
adderall/blow man baby] NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 
9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS
JUMBO FED HIKE? 

https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-companies-start-to-rescind-job-offers-11655865283
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/abortion-ruling-highlights-diverging-paths-of-justices-john-roberts-samuel-alito-11656149400
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174


CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 

https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/bonds-slump-inflation-surge-fuels-130720879.html
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-prices-consumer-74e1a5c9bced40460e4079f62e980095
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/economy/inflation-producer-index-june-near-highest-record
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/nyc-monkeypox-new-vaccination-sites-opening
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office
https://www.mediaite.com/entertainment/joe-rogan-calls-donald-trump-a-man-baby-theorizes-he-was-on-adderall-during-his-presidency/
https://www.mediaite.com/entertainment/joe-rogan-calls-donald-trump-a-man-baby-theorizes-he-was-on-adderall-during-his-presidency/
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/07/04/recession-talk-surges-in-washington-00043818
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/stimulus-checks-rewired-how-some-americans-see-money.html
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http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
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Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]
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Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 

DRUDGEREPORT China threatens 'strong measures' if Pelosi visits 
Taiwan...
Kissinger Warns Biden Against Endless Confrontation... 
Beijing Dumps $100 Billion Worth Of Treasuries... 

ZEROHEDGE These Are All The Countries Capable Of Launching Space 
Rockets https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-are-all-countries-
capable-launching-space-rockets 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/experts-say-there-are-mounting-signs-that-the-kremlin-is-purging-its-top-generals-in-ukraine-the-latest-hint-of-deep-dysfunction-in-putin-s-army/ar-AAYKxsd
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/22/russian-novoshakhtinsk-oil-refinery-struck-drone-possible-attack-inside-borders
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journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 

YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 
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5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS

Russia’s Lavrov talks Ukraine, sanctions and nuclear war with RT (FULL 
VIDEO) 

• Putin suggests motive behind Canada’s gas turbine delay   
• UN chief ‘under huge pressure’ over Ukraine – Russian FM   
• Let the people pay: How EU leaders make their citizens suffer the   

fallout from their failed Russia policy Op-ed

https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMJ_NqAswkdjAAw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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• Zaporozhye Nuclear Power Plant attacked by Ukrainian drones   

Putin tells US to stop ‘looting’ Syria 

Russian warns of ‘tougher’ terms for talks with Ukraine 

Dmitri Trenin: How a smart Middle East strategy can help Russia play a 
significant role in shaping the new world order 

Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 

IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 

Iran issues warning to US and Israel 

Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
industrial complex war monster’]

Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004
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Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

HUFFPOST SUSPICIOUS: SECRET SERVICE CAN’T FIND JAN. 6 TEXTS! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/national-archives-deleted-secret-service-
texts_n_62d6c6bbe4b008a2d03f1ac4 [ Ooooh … the mystery of it all … 
magical disappearance of text messages … could be ghosts … or 
gremlins … or salem witchcraft … WAKE UP! … AMERICA IS A TOTAL 
FRAUD! … AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 
MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). ]

ZEROHEDGE "Sell Strength": Goldman Traders Pour Cold Water On The 
Rally https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sell-strength-goldman-traders-
pour-cold-water-rally "Yesterday is plain and simple a short squeeze, 
competitor survey out taking about positing being multi decade lows." 

The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It "Growth" A 
Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion Investing In 
Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
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investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
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REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
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believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
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Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE US Existing Home Sales Plunge In June As Affordability 
Collapses US Homebuilders Abandon Single-Families In June As They 
Brace For Rate Shock https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
builders-abandon-single-family-home-startspermits-june-anticipating-
renter ...multi-family starts and permits surged double-digits in June as 
single-family plunged... Homebuilder Confidence Collapses In July 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-confidence-
collapses-july ...the largest MoM drop (ex-COVID-lockdown) in history... 
Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
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Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
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welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE 19% Of The World's Population Lives In 'Chindia' (& Buys 
Russian Oil) https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/19-worlds-
population-lives-chindia-buys-russian-oil India is expected to become the 
most populous nation on Earth by mid-2023, surpassing China whose 
population growth has all but stopped.. Oil Surges After Biden Fails To 
Win Saudi Pledge To Pump More Crude These Are The Countries With The
Highest Default Risk The Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial 
Production Unexpectedly Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker 
month since September 2021... David Stockman On Why The Great 
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Reckoning Has Begun https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-
stockman-why-great-reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates 

of the last decade or more have reached their sell-by date and that the 
great money bubble they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat 
Dome Roasting Millions Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan 
Stanley Says US Growth Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of 
The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions 
Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 
ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid Crash, Remain Stubbornly 
High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed Worker Will The Fed Hold 
Its Nerve? https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-
nerve It looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 
2s5s Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-
Trajectory Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another 
Recession https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-
causing-another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-
caused economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 

Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE Record-Breaking Heat In Europe Meanwhile, Southern 
Europe is also experiencing extreme heat that has caused wildfires... UK
Records Hottest Day Ever Amid Heat Apocalypse   "Heat Apocalypse"   
Blasts Europe As UK And France Brace For Hottest Days On Record 
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/heat-apocalypse-blasts-europe-uk-
and-france-brace-hottest-days-record "Today and tomorrow will be one of 
the worst, if not the worst heatwave events in the modern history of 
western Europe." The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 2022 
http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In Government 
Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 4Chan Found After
Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
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hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
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Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 
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THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 
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ZEROHEDGE US Existing Home Sales Plunge In June As Affordability 
Collapses Sinkhole https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sinkhole "At 
present, the 2s10s spread is –18 bps. This is indicative of a recession 12-
18 months ahead, which means the second half of 2023. Note that we 
have been forecasting a recession for 2023H2 since April." Recession 
Already Here https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-may-already-
be-here The debate about recession risk is pointless.We are already in a 
recession... The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
an odd beast in any case. 

Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 

idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
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investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
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must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE Putin Says Russia Will Honor Gas Commitment But Flows 
Will Drop As Much As 20% Of Capacity Vladimir Putin warned that flows 
via the Nord Stream pipeline could be curbed soon if sanctions prevent 
additional maintenance on its components Russian Military Given Formal 
Order To Target Ukraine's Long-Range Weapons From US 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-issues-formal-order-military-
target-ukraines-long-range-weapons-us Ukraine officials called the 
HIMARS a "game-changer"... [Riiight] Gazprom Declares Force Majeure, 
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Will Halt Gas Flows To Germany Indefinitely "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”

Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
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Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
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Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
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Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
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Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
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GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     

http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
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http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---

[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

POST: FIRST MOON LANDING
NEVER HAPPENED – Great video (with flaws)
http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
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Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 
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DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
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be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
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that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
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did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
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go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]
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West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
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has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
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out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
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than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 
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ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 

‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
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these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]
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YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
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Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 

US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/ukraine-has-begun-moving-sensitive-data-outside-its-borders-11655199002
https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-forces-destroy-last-bridge-to-key-eastern-ukrainian-city-11655202739
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/ukrainian-troops-struggle-to-hold-back-russian-advance-in-east/ar-AAYqeGu
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https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
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https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-panel-says-evidence-173305500.html


Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 
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DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 
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https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/media/3519284-nearly-20m-watched-jan-6-hearing-nielsen
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ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 

ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 
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HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 
AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
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background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
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hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
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“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

7-19-22
Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
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FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
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or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
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trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.



(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)

What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 



http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE Goldman Jumps As Traders Spark Q2 Revenue Beat But 
Total Earnings Plunge 47% Amid Major Investment Losses 
DRUDGE Hope for depositors dwindles as crypto lender files for 
bankruptcy... 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
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expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
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Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT Covid Rises Across USA Amid Muted Warnings and 
Murky Data… MONKEYPOX PANDEMIC? WHO TO RECONVENE Most 
Americans Now in Areas With High Virus Levels… Deaths in LA rising as 
ultra-contagious subvariants spread… 
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-
deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 'Several hundred thousand' 
new covid cases a day NOT reported; Hospitalizations climbing... 
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-
covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-
11657298622 Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 
20% effective after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity 
… Europe at Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since 
'20 as Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... 
Ultra-contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths substantially exceed 
2021 numbers]
128,849 JUL 18 2022
32,305 JUL 18 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
420 JUL 18 2022
273 JUL 18 2021 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-services-surveys-signal-bout-stagflation-ahead-employment-contracts-most-covid
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https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/recession-could-crater-p-500-174347230.html


UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

DRUDGEREPORT China threatens 'strong measures' if Pelosi visits 
Taiwan… Looming Gas Crunch Poses 'Historic Test' for Europe, IEA 
Says… Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With Iran, Turkey in Rare Trip 
Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More Aggressive Phase of Ukraine 
War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... China satellite swarms hunt 
down and destroy enemy targets… Russia building laser weapon to 
disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke attack preparedness 
PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts photo of Satan-2 
missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as pipeline from 
Russia shuts off… Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to citizenship... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   

https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.yahoo.com/now/covid-could-screw-worse-reinfection-084337273.html
https://www.studyfinds.org/covid-19-meat-in-freezer-weeks/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/08/ba5-become-this-summers-subvariant
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/macao-shutter-casinos-week-covid-19-outbreak-86545719
https://news.yahoo.com/macau-locks-down-landmark-lisboa-011323085.html
https://news.yahoo.com/macau-locks-down-landmark-lisboa-011323085.html
https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/nyc-neighborhoods-top-25-covid-positivity-as-new-cases-surge-again/3764698/
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https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/as-the-ba5-variant-spreads-the-risk-of-coronavirus-reinfection-grows/ar-AAZpFDy
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/most-of-u-s-population-now-in-areas-with-high-covid-19-levels-as-ba-5-subvariant-spreads-11657923100
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220714-who-to-reconvene-monkeypox-emergency-panel-on-july-21
https://news.yahoo.com/shocking-monkeypox-screw-means-admit-030643200.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/18/covid-rises-across-u-s-amid-muted-warnings-and-murky-data/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/18/covid-rises-across-u-s-amid-muted-warnings-and-murky-data/
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now
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Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
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https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/07/16/russia-ukraine-war-putin-news-live-updates/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10929687/Germany-considers-making-mask-wearing-COMPULSORY-October-March-public-places.html
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-709799
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https://www.the-sun.com/health/5682058/urgent-warning-anyone-attending-mass-gatherings-weekend/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
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https://www.the-sun.com/health/5674230/uk-covid-cases-heading-for-record-high-zoe/


go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
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https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
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https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
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How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html


Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 
ROGAN CALLS TRUMP MAN BABY; SAYS WAS ON DRUGS IN WHITE 
HOUSE...  FLASHBACK: THE HIGHEST OFFICE; ADDERALL JUNKIE...   
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office [trump the 
adderall/blow man baby] NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 
9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS

https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-companies-start-to-rescind-job-offers-11655865283
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/abortion-ruling-highlights-diverging-paths-of-justices-john-roberts-samuel-alito-11656149400
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237


JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 

https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-prices-consumer-74e1a5c9bced40460e4079f62e980095
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/economy/inflation-producer-index-june-near-highest-record
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/nyc-monkeypox-new-vaccination-sites-opening
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office
https://www.mediaite.com/entertainment/joe-rogan-calls-donald-trump-a-man-baby-theorizes-he-was-on-adderall-during-his-presidency/
https://www.mediaite.com/entertainment/joe-rogan-calls-donald-trump-a-man-baby-theorizes-he-was-on-adderall-during-his-presidency/
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/
https://www.theday.com/nation/20220719/extinction-threat-may-be-greater-than-previously-thought-new-global-study-finds/
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/07/04/recession-talk-surges-in-washington-00043818
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/stimulus-checks-rewired-how-some-americans-see-money.html
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2022/06/17/bidens-america-sriracha-peanut-butter-latest-items-short-supply/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/travel/news/americans-are-starting-to-pull-back-on-travel-and-restaurants/ar-AAYBEka
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-sinks-below-20000-as-crypto-meltdown-intensifies.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-price-drops-below-18600-as-sell-off-accelerates.html
https://theankler.com/p/pod-hollywoods-economic-armageddon#details
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/once-feted-for-pandemic-heroics-worlds-central-banks-now-face-an-uneasy-crowd-0
https://news.yahoo.com/shock-swiss-rate-hike-sets-015937838.html
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/20/politics/supreme-court-june-preview/index.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html


SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/editorials/trump-proven-unfit-for-power-again
https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/biden-approval-rating/
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/3543867-71-percent-dont-want-biden-to-run-for-reelection-poll/
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/3543867-71-percent-dont-want-biden-to-run-for-reelection-poll/
https://www.bnnbloomberg.ca/biden-s-planned-nomination-of-anti-abortion-judge-outrages-left-1.1786795
https://news.yahoo.com/pressure-builds-biden-turn-executive-110034433.html
https://news.yahoo.com/pressure-builds-biden-turn-executive-110034433.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMiXWh0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmNubi5jb20vMjAyMi8wNy8wOS91cy9jaGljYWdvLXJlc2lkZW50cy1ob2xpZGF5LXdlZWtlbmQtc2hvb3RpbmdzLXJlYWovaW5kZXguaHRtbNIBYWh0dHBzOi8vYW1wLmNubi5jb20vY25uLzIwMjIvMDcvMDkvdXMvY2hpY2Fnby1yZXNpZGVudHMtaG9saWRheS13ZWVrZW5kLXNob290aW5ncy1yZWFqL2luZGV4Lmh0bWw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMiXWh0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmNubi5jb20vMjAyMi8wNy8wOS91cy9jaGljYWdvLXJlc2lkZW50cy1ob2xpZGF5LXdlZWtlbmQtc2hvb3RpbmdzLXJlYWovaW5kZXguaHRtbNIBYWh0dHBzOi8vYW1wLmNubi5jb20vY25uLzIwMjIvMDcvMDkvdXMvY2hpY2Fnby1yZXNpZGVudHMtaG9saWRheS13ZWVrZW5kLXNob290aW5ncy1yZWFqL2luZGV4Lmh0bWw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMiXWh0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmNubi5jb20vMjAyMi8wNy8wOS91cy9jaGljYWdvLXJlc2lkZW50cy1ob2xpZGF5LXdlZWtlbmQtc2hvb3RpbmdzLXJlYWovaW5kZXguaHRtbNIBYWh0dHBzOi8vYW1wLmNubi5jb20vY25uLzIwMjIvMDcvMDkvdXMvY2hpY2Fnby1yZXNpZGVudHMtaG9saWRheS13ZWVrZW5kLXNob290aW5ncy1yZWFqL2luZGV4Lmh0bWw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]
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ZEROHEDGE These Are All The Countries Capable Of Launching Space 
Rockets https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-are-all-countries-
capable-launching-space-rockets 

Everything Is Dying: We Are Witnessing Mass Extinctions On An 
Unprecedented Scale, But Most People Don’t Understand What Is 
Happening http://endoftheamericandream.com/everything-is-dying-we-are-
witnessing-mass-extinctions-on-an-unprecedented-scale-but-most-people-
dont-understand-what-is-happening/ We were warned that if we stayed on
the path that we were on that we would eventually see mass extinctions 
all over the globe. Unfortunately, nothing was done and now it is already 
happening. The creatures that inhabit our oceans are dying off. The 
insects are dying off. The birds are dying off. All around us there is death 
on a massive scale, but most people don’t understand what is taking 
place. DRUDGEREPORT Extinction threat may be greater than previously 
thought, new global study finds… 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 

YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/netanyahu-prepares-for-a-comeback-in-israel-e2-80-99s-next-elections/ar-AAYHWpl
https://metro.co.uk/2022/06/22/russian-colonel-who-carried-putins-nuclear-codes-briefcase-found-shot-16873192/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/experts-say-there-are-mounting-signs-that-the-kremlin-is-purging-its-top-generals-in-ukraine-the-latest-hint-of-deep-dysfunction-in-putin-s-army/ar-AAYKxsd
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/22/russian-novoshakhtinsk-oil-refinery-struck-drone-possible-attack-inside-borders
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/germany-trigger-phase-two-three-065910268.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/germany-looks-at-rationing-natural-gas-after-russia-cuts-supply-11655978153


White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 
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5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
Russian warns of ‘tougher’ terms for talks with Ukraine 

Dmitri Trenin: How a smart Middle East strategy can help Russia play a 
significant role in shaping the new world order 

Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 

https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMJ_NqAswkdjAAw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 

Iran issues warning to US and Israel 

Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
industrial complex war monster’]

Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
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that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

ZEROHEDGE The Real Policy Error Is Expanding Debt And Calling It 
"Growth" A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
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authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
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an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 
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which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE US Homebuilders Abandon Single-Families In June As They 
Brace For Rate Shock https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
builders-abandon-single-family-home-startspermits-june-anticipating-
renter ...multi-family starts and permits surged double-digits in June as 
single-family plunged... Homebuilder Confidence Collapses In July 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-confidence-
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collapses-july ...the largest MoM drop (ex-COVID-lockdown) in history... 
Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
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who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
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europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE 19% Of The World's Population Lives In 'Chindia' (& Buys 
Russian Oil) https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/19-worlds-
population-lives-chindia-buys-russian-oil India is expected to become the 
most populous nation on Earth by mid-2023, surpassing China whose 
population growth has all but stopped.. Oil Surges After Biden Fails To 
Win Saudi Pledge To Pump More Crude These Are The Countries With The
Highest Default Risk The Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial 
Production Unexpectedly Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker 
month since September 2021... David Stockman On Why The Great 
Reckoning Has Begun https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-
stockman-why-great-reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates 

of the last decade or more have reached their sell-by date and that the 
great money bubble they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat 
Dome Roasting Millions Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan 
Stanley Says US Growth Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of 
The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions 
Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 
ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid Crash, Remain Stubbornly 
High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed Worker Will The Fed Hold 
Its Nerve? https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-
nerve It looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 
2s5s Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-
Trajectory Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another 
Recession https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-
causing-another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-
caused economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 

Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
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administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 
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ZEROHEDGE UK Records Hottest Day Ever Amid Heat Apocalypse   "Heat   
Apocalypse" Blasts Europe As UK And France Brace For Hottest Days On 
Record   https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/heat-apocalypse-blasts-  
europe-uk-and-france-brace-hottest-days-record "Today and tomorrow will
be one of the worst, if not the worst heatwave events in the modern 
history of western Europe." The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 
2022 http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In 
Government Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 
4Chan Found After Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
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GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 
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YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE Sinkhole https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sinkhole "At 
present, the 2s10s spread is –18 bps. This is indicative of a recession 12-
18 months ahead, which means the second half of 2023. Note that we 
have been forecasting a recession for 2023H2 since April." Recession 
Already Here https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-may-already-
be-here The debate about recession risk is pointless.We are already in a 
recession... The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
an odd beast in any case. 

Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 

idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
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collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
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Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 
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ZEROHEDGE Russian Military Given Formal Order To Target Ukraine's 
Long-Range Weapons From US 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-issues-formal-order-military-
target-ukraines-long-range-weapons-us Ukraine officials called the 
HIMARS a "game-changer"... [Riiight] Gazprom Declares Force Majeure, 
Will Halt Gas Flows To Germany Indefinitely "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”

Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
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http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
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end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
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perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
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and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
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wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 
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https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---

[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
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east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.
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DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
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from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
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theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
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for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
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even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

ZEROHEDGE A Humiliated Goldman Sachs Has Quietly Lost $2.6 Billion 
Investing In Stocks In The Past Four Quarters 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/humiliated-goldman-sachs-has-
quietly-lost-26-billion-investing-stocks-past-year The world's most 
powerful trading floor has been unable to make money trading and 
investing in equities in the past 4 quarters 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
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Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
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not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
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out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
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than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 
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ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 

‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
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these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]
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YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
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Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 

US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/ukraine-has-begun-moving-sensitive-data-outside-its-borders-11655199002
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Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 
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DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 
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https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-and-unreleased-video-expected-to-be-focus-of-first-jan-6-hearing/ar-AAYfFly
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ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 

ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 
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HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 
AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
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background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
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hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
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“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

7-18-22
Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
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proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

https://twitter.com/alpeia
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(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;
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(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 



Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)

What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
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AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
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AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
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ZEROHEDGE Goldman Jumps As Traders Spark Q2 Revenue Beat But 
Total Earnings Plunge 47% Amid Major Investment Losses 
DRUDGE Hope for depositors dwindles as crypto lender files for 
bankruptcy... 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
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Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT Covid Rises Across USA Amid Muted Warnings and 
Murky Data… MONKEYPOX PANDEMIC? WHO TO RECONVENE Most 
Americans Now in Areas With High Virus Levels… Deaths in LA rising as 
ultra-contagious subvariants spread… 
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-
deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 'Several hundred thousand' 
new covid cases a day NOT reported; Hospitalizations climbing... 
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-
covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-
11657298622 Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 
20% effective after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity 
… Europe at Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since 
'20 as Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... 
Ultra-contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths substantially exceed 
2021 numbers]
128,515 JUL 17 2022
31,807 JUL 17 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
424 JUL 17 2022
273 JUL 17 2021 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 
UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
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Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

DRUDGEREPORT Looming Gas Crunch Poses 'Historic Test' for Europe, 
IEA Says… Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With Iran, Turkey in Rare Trip 
Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More Aggressive Phase of Ukraine 
War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... China satellite swarms hunt 
down and destroy enemy targets… Russia building laser weapon to 
disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke attack preparedness 
PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts photo of Satan-2 
missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as pipeline from 
Russia shuts off… Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to citizenship... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   
Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
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are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 
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The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...

https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
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https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
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https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
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NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?

https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
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https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
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v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

DRUDGEREPORT ROGAN CALLS TRUMP MAN BABY; SAYS WAS ON 
DRUGS IN WHITE HOUSE...
FLASHBACK: THE HIGHEST OFFICE; ADDERALL JUNKIE... 
https://airmail.news/issues/2020-4-18/the-highest-office [trump the 
adderall/blow man baby] NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 
9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS
JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
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infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
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https://news.yahoo.com/shock-swiss-rate-hike-sets-015937838.html
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Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
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Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]
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https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/us-news/donald-trump-played-song-cats-27355368
https://www.mediaite.com/news/secret-service-is-reportedly-prepared-to-testify-trump-didnt-try-to-commandeer-limo-on-jan-6-despite-hutchinson-account/
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https://www.nationalreview.com/2022/06/cassidy-hutchinsons-testimony-against-trump-is-devastating/
https://kdhnews.com/news/politics/explosive-jan-6-hearing-delivers-political-blow-to-trump-that-his-rivals-couldnt-land/article_dd6737d4-bad9-555b-a613-97c29f9c9b81.html
https://kdhnews.com/news/politics/explosive-jan-6-hearing-delivers-political-blow-to-trump-that-his-rivals-couldnt-land/article_dd6737d4-bad9-555b-a613-97c29f9c9b81.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/30/gop-megadonors-turn-on-trump-look-for-2024-alternatives-after-jan-6-hearings.html


DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 

YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 

https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-house-2024-00041704
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-house-2024-00041704
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/gov-gavin-newsom-wins-big-in-california-could-he-be-president/ar-AAYgUlw
https://www.wsj.com/articles/january-6-trump-voters-election-fraud-lies-2024-presidential-candidate-hillary-clinton-11655415629
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https://www.sfgate.com/politics/article/The-Atlantic-dreams-about-Newsom-replacing-Biden-17249234.php
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3529645-watergate-prosecutor-georgia-case-could-send-donald-trump-to-prison/
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/trump-asked-if-he-expects-to-be-taken-out-of-mar-a-lago-in-shackles/ar-AAYE04i
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-poll/story?id=85482369
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https://apnews.com/article/climate-science-health-and-environment-4f23d928ea637d239147c0e4adbad6dc
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10934571/Oregon-Citys-mayoral-candidate-says-homeless-Japanese-style-pods-overdoses-rise.html
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https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/putin-says-russia-building-new-27282336
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/putin-says-russia-building-new-27282336
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/netanyahu-prepares-for-a-comeback-in-israel-e2-80-99s-next-elections/ar-AAYHWpl
https://metro.co.uk/2022/06/22/russian-colonel-who-carried-putins-nuclear-codes-briefcase-found-shot-16873192/


5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
Dmitri Trenin: How a smart Middle East strategy can help Russia play a 
significant role in shaping the new world order 

Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 

IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMJ_NqAswkdjAAw?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEBgWJ7XwREMZqU6UNg5zSvQqGQgEKhAIACoHCAown82oCzCR2MADMMSK4wc?uo=CAUia2h0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmZveGJ1c2luZXNzLmNvbS9lY29ub215L2NpdGktZm9yZWNhc3RzLWhpc3RvcmljLTEwMC1iYXNpcy1wb2ludC1mZWQtcmF0ZS1oaWtlLWluZmxhdGlvbi1zaG9ja2Vy0gEA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEBgWJ7XwREMZqU6UNg5zSvQqGQgEKhAIACoHCAown82oCzCR2MADMMSK4wc?uo=CAUia2h0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmZveGJ1c2luZXNzLmNvbS9lY29ub215L2NpdGktZm9yZWNhc3RzLWhpc3RvcmljLTEwMC1iYXNpcy1wb2ludC1mZWQtcmF0ZS1oaWtlLWluZmxhdGlvbi1zaG9ja2Vy0gEA&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 

Iran issues warning to US and Israel 

Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
industrial complex war monster’]

Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

https://www.rt.com/business/559128-imf-downgrade-global-outlook/
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ZEROHEDGE Ignore the Fed… Focus On This Instead! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-18/ignore-fed-focus-instead 
Let’s cut through the BS here. Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto 
News For The Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in 
chip stocks before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of 
$50 Billion 'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
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for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
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https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
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the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Homebuilder Confidence Collapses In July 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-confidence-
collapses-july ...the largest MoM drop (ex-COVID-lockdown) in history... 
Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
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the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
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already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE Oil Surges After Biden Fails To Win Saudi Pledge To Pump 
More Crude These Are The Countries With The Highest Default Risk The 
Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial Production Unexpectedly 
Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker month since September 
2021... David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
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more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 

Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
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have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE "Heat Apocalypse" Blasts Europe As UK And France Brace 
For Hottest Days On Record   https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/heat-  
apocalypse-blasts-europe-uk-and-france-brace-hottest-days-record "Today
and tomorrow will be one of the worst, if not the worst heatwave events 
in the modern history of western Europe." The Closest & Biggest 
Asteroid-Flybys Of 2022 http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations 
Fail Trust In Government Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal 
Here's What 4Chan Found After Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
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prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 
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CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE Recession Already Here 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-may-already-be-here The 
debate about recession risk is pointless.We are already in a recession... 
The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
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lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
an odd beast in any case. 

Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 

idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
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Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
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outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE Gazprom Declares Force Majeure, Will Halt Gas Flows To 
Germany Indefinitely "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”

Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
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lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
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Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
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of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
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extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 
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THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---
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[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
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testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 
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I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 
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EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896


RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     
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‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )
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'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
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out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
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than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 
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ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 

‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
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these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]
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YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
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Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 

US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 
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Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 
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DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 
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https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-and-unreleased-video-expected-to-be-focus-of-first-jan-6-hearing/ar-AAYfFly
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ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 

ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 
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HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 
AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
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background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   

https://substack.com/profile/23350277-elizabeth-cronise-mclaughlin
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hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
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“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

7-17-22
Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
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proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

https://twitter.com/alpeia
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(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;
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(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 



Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)

What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     



http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE DRUDGE Hope for depositors dwindles as crypto lender files
for bankruptcy... 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
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happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT MONKEYPOX PANDEMIC? WHO TO RECONVENE Most 
Americans Now in Areas With High Virus Levels… Deaths in LA rising as 
ultra-contagious subvariants spread… 
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-
deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 'Several hundred thousand' 
new covid cases a day NOT reported; Hospitalizations climbing... 
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-
covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-
11657298622 Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 
20% effective after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity 
… Europe at Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since 
'20 as Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... 
Ultra-contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths substantially exceed 
2021 numbers]
128,601 JUL 16 2022
31,807 JUL 16 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
423 JUL 16 2022
273 JUL 16 2021 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 
UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
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US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

DRUDGEREPORT Putin Seeks to Cement Ties With Iran, Turkey in Rare 
Trip Abroad… Moscow Signals Shift to More Aggressive Phase of Ukraine 
War… Forces ordered to intensify attacks... China satellite swarms hunt 
down and destroy enemy targets… Russia building laser weapon to 
disable satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke attack preparedness 
PSA 'as threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts photo of Satan-2 
missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as pipeline from 
Russia shuts off... Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to citizenship... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   
Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 

https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
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'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/russian-doomsday-submarine-armed-nuclear-drones-service
https://news.yahoo.com/relentless-russian-shelling-east-ukraine-073615708.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-pleads-weapons-war-spotlight-043837619.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/07/16/russia-ukraine-war-putin-news-live-updates/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-seeks-to-cement-ties-with-iran-turkey-in-rare-trip-abroad-11658055769
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10929687/Germany-considers-making-mask-wearing-COMPULSORY-October-March-public-places.html
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-709799
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5682058/urgent-warning-anyone-attending-mass-gatherings-weekend/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/


https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 

https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html


Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 

https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs


https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

DRUDGEREPORT NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 9.1% 
PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-
rose-9point1percent-in-june-even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-
intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS
JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/20/politics/supreme-court-june-preview/index.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-companies-start-to-rescind-job-offers-11655865283
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
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operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
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President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
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cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism 
journalism, The Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET
JOURNAL https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-
vogue-11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 
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https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/jan-6-panel-to-hone-in-on-trumps-efforts-to-meddle-at-doj-00041708
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/bill-barr-suggests-trump-came-very-close-to-staying-in-power-im-not-sure-we-would-have-had-a-transition-at-all/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/23/politics/trump-jan-6-documentary-footage-pence-25th-amendment/index.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-holder-jan-6-documentarian-says-trump-had-secret-air-force-one-call-with-putin-just-before-election
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
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https://news.sky.com/story/nato-to-significantly-increase-forces-on-high-alert-to-over-300-000-from-40-000-amid-russia-threat-12641191
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https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-06-27/pentagon-blasts-putins-cavalier-nuclear-saber-rattling-as-russia-seeks-new-advantages-in-ukraine
https://thehill.com/homenews/house/3539911-aide-says-trump-knew-jan-6-attendees-had-weapons-theyre-not-here-to-hurt-me/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-threw-dishes-and-flipped-tablecloths-when-he-was-angry-ex-aide-testifies-2022-6
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YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 
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5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
Era of Western dominance ending – Tony Blair 

IMF to 'substantially' cut global growth outlook — Bloomberg 

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]
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Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 

Iran issues warning to US and Israel 

Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
industrial complex war monster’]

Ukraine threatened with ‘crushing blow’ Russia’s response to Ukrainian 
attack on Crimea…

Germany won’t survive winter without Russian gas – official 
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]
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ZEROHEDGE Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto News For The 
Second Week Of July DR Pelosi husband buys million$ in chip stocks 
before big subsidy vote… ZH Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of $50 Billion 
'CHIPS' Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing [Typical 
guineas/wise guys!] Honestly, how is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 
Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
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REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
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believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
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Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Recession...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings Run Dry 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-spending-fueled-
debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, 
will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since 
Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-
soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... 
Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
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Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
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for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE These Are The Countries With The Highest Default Risk The 
Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial Production Unexpectedly 
Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker month since September 
2021... David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
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Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 

Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
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Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 2022 
http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In Government 
Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 4Chan Found After
Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 
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Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
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broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
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evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE The Strangest Recession Of Our Lifetime 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/strangest-recession-our-
lifetimes The “essential workers” are about to find out just how essential 
they really are... This inflationary recession—also called stagflation—is 
an odd beast in any case. 

Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession Signal "The 

idea that this recession could be anything but severe is farcical. There is 
no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: a Crash is Coming
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
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collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
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Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 
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ZEROHEDGE "All Hell Will Break Loose" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-15/all-hell-will-break-loose “As 
soon as Vladimir Putin has done his work in Seversk, Bakhmut and 
Soledar, after reaching the second line Slaviansk-Kramatorsk-Avdeevka, 
he will come up with a proposal. And if they [the West] don’t accept it, – 
and they won’t – all hell will break loose. As RT notes,Vučić didn't 
elaborate on what that "hell" will look like, but it's worth remembering 
that Europe is already on an economic precipice as is.”

Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb Preparedness Video 
As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive contentment for millions of
people who likely would not survive a full-scale thermonuclear attack. Is 
A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? Russia Continues To Earn More By
Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup 
Attempts https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-
helped-plan-foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, 
lots of work; and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of 
coup embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
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tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
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to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
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DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
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neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
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from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
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Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---

[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 
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ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
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break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
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Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
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fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg


https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 
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The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
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comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
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perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
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out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
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than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 
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ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 

‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
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these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]
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YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
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Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 

US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/ukraine-has-begun-moving-sensitive-data-outside-its-borders-11655199002
https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-forces-destroy-last-bridge-to-key-eastern-ukrainian-city-11655202739
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Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 
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DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 
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https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-and-unreleased-video-expected-to-be-focus-of-first-jan-6-hearing/ar-AAYfFly
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ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 

ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 
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HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 
AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
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background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   

https://substack.com/profile/23350277-elizabeth-cronise-mclaughlin
https://www.facebook.com/susan.blank?__cft__[0]=AZVGvhjiSxGnjWz-LN1hLrt-aZERuH0PnG03UnsNEqhUcmu8tji41KXA8gSPX1OdMtaxPYgX5zHqHLdFB47IYBha_VhuUIONFV7lhrhbMfxB3fUSiPJAMdbT-Ekkqx2RcIH6jVbHjnRdnwyLewnxvu_HCG_Le8GADYmNiVTogj9heg&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
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https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-privately-called-roe-v-172306069.html
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hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
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“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

7-16-22
Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
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longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 

https://twitter.com/alpeia
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controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;
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(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 



interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)

What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
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“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
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ZEROHEDGE DRUDGE Hope for depositors dwindles as crypto lender files
for bankruptcy... 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
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expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
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Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT MONKEYPOX PANDEMIC? WHO TO RECONVENE Most 
Americans Now in Areas With High Virus Levels… Deaths in LA rising as 
ultra-contagious subvariants spread… 
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-
deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 'Several hundred thousand' 
new covid cases a day NOT reported; Hospitalizations climbing... 
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-
covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-
11657298622 Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 
20% effective after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity 
… Europe at Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since 
'20 as Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... 
Ultra-contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths substantially exceed 
2021 numbers]
128,515 JUL 15 2022
28,725 JUL 15 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
422 JUL 15 2022
280 JUL 15 2021 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
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medical problems… 
UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

DRUDGEREPORT Moscow Signals Shift to More Aggressive Phase of 
Ukraine War… 
Forces ordered to intensify attacks... China satellite swarms hunt down 
and destroy enemy targets… Russia building laser weapon to disable 
satellites… UPDATE: NYC launches nuke attack preparedness PSA 'as 
threat continues to evolve'… Russia posts photo of Satan-2 missile… 
UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as pipeline from Russia shuts 
off... Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to citizenship... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP:   
Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…     

https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
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https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
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https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/russian-doomsday-submarine-armed-nuclear-drones-service
https://news.yahoo.com/relentless-russian-shelling-east-ukraine-073615708.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-pleads-weapons-war-spotlight-043837619.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/07/16/russia-ukraine-war-putin-news-live-updates/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/16/moscow-signals-a-shift-to-a-more-aggressive-phase-of-ukraine-war/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10929687/Germany-considers-making-mask-wearing-COMPULSORY-October-March-public-places.html
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-709799
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5682058/urgent-warning-anyone-attending-mass-gatherings-weekend/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/monkeypox-town-hall-new-york
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5674230/uk-covid-cases-heading-for-record-high-zoe/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792


SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx


Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-

https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html


strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

DRUDGEREPORT NYC opening mass vax sites for Monkeypox… 9.1% 
PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-
rose-9point1percent-in-june-even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-
intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS
JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 

https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-companies-start-to-rescind-job-offers-11655865283
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/abortion-ruling-highlights-diverging-paths-of-justices-john-roberts-samuel-alito-11656149400
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
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mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
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ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
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governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

DRUDGEREPORT [ The latest from that daily bastion of capitalism, The 
Wall Street Journal ] Armpit Hair Is Back… WALL STREET JOURNAL 
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https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-threw-dishes-and-flipped-tablecloths-when-he-was-angry-ex-aide-testifies-2022-6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10962011/Meadows-told-aide-Cassidy-Hutchinson-January-6-read-real-bad-just-days-riot.html
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https://www.nationalreview.com/2022/06/cassidy-hutchinsons-testimony-against-trump-is-devastating/


https://www.wsj.com/articles/armpit-hair-back-emma-corrin-vogue-
11657925530?
cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=6&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s 

YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

GOOGLENEWS
Citi forecasts historic 100-basis point Fed rate hike after inflation 
shocker Fox Business 
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5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS

Italy's FM points finger at Russia over government crisis [Riiight… Blame 
the Russians for typical guinea governmental instability...Pathetic!]

Alexander Davydov: Germany has abandoned decades of balancing both 
Russia and US, how long will it survive on its new path? 
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Iran issues warning to US and Israel 

Saudi prince reminds Biden of US torture in Iraq [ Glad someone 
remembers...then there’s that (fake) “yellowcake war thing”! ]

Ukraine gets its first US-made M270 missile system [Feed that ‘military 
industrial complex war monster’]
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

ZEROHEDGE Celsius Bites the Dust: The Biggest Crypto News For The 
Second Week Of July Nancy Pelosi Urges Support Of $50 Billion 'CHIPS' 
Bill Hours After Disclosing $8 Million Nvidia Stake 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nancy-pelosi-throws-her-support-
behind-50-billion-semiconductor-bill-hours-after-disclosing Honestly, how 
is this legal … [ IT’S NOT LEGAL! 65 Members of Congress Caught 
Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of 
revenue for criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as 
big as equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). 
Some banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating
my computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge 
potential/likelihood for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; 
but, upon reading ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice 
to fully understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 
differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so 
large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond 
the pale and of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the 
authorities that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, 
ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. ] 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight 
Month In June Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
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horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
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happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Recession Imminent...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings 
Run Dry https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-imminent-
spending-fueled-debt-savings-run-dry consumer spending, which drives 
some 70% of GDP, will soon be tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars 
To Highest Since Nov 2021 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-
jobless-claims-soars-highest-nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness 
in New York... Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with 
THIS… https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-
dollar-could-be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 
40 years. The first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The 
second was Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s 
plan could pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The 
Euro After Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
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former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE The Only Real Solution Is Default US Industrial Production 
Unexpectedly Tumbles In June There hasn't been a weaker month since 
September 2021... David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has 
Begun https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 

Welcome To The Biden Recession 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 
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ZEROHEDGE The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 2022 
http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In Government 
Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 4Chan Found After
Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
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Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
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Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report
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Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession 
Signal "The idea that this recession could be anything but severe is 
farcical. There is no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: 
a Crash is Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-
official-crash-coming The financial system is now screaming 
“RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild 
Recession" Starting In Second Half Of 2022 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-now-
forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast a 
mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP in
2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 
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The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
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crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE Nuclear Watchdog Groups Mock NYC's Atomic Bomb 
Preparedness Video As 'Delusional' Offers little more than delusive 
contentment for millions of people who likely would not survive a full-
scale thermonuclear attack. Is A US-Russia War Becoming Inevitable? 
Russia Continues To Earn More By Exporting Less Oil John Bolton Admits
He Helped Plan Foreign Coup Attempts 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-helped-plan-
foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, lots of work; 
and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of coup 
embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
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assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
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sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
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Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
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EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---
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[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 

https://twitter.com/alpeia
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf
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testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 
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I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 
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EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896


RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     
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‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )
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'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
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out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
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than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 
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ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 

‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
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these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]
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YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
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Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 

US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/ukraine-has-begun-moving-sensitive-data-outside-its-borders-11655199002
https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-forces-destroy-last-bridge-to-key-eastern-ukrainian-city-11655202739
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Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 
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DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

https://www.zerohedge.com/contributors/354951
https://www.zerohedge.com/contributors/354951
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-08/times-these-second-passport-makes-lot-sense
https://www.msn.com/en-xl/news/other/china-will-not-hesitate-to-start-war-over-taiwan-beijing-tells-us/ar-AAYisrt
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10901419/McCarthy-says-country-responsible-Jan-6-pressed-Trumps-fault.html
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https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-and-unreleased-video-expected-to-be-focus-of-first-jan-6-hearing/ar-AAYfFly
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ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 

ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/oil-jumps-saudi-arabia-hikes-233942441.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/saudis-raise-oil-prices-more-114136411.html
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HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 
AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
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background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
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hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
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“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
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AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

7-15-22
Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
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FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
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or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
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trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.



(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)

What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
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AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE DRUDGE Hope for depositors dwindles as crypto lender files
for bankruptcy... 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
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happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT Deaths in LA rising as ultra-contagious subvariants 
spread… https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-
covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 'Several hundred 
thousand' new covid cases a day NOT reported; Hospitalizations 
climbing... https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-
thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-
keep-climbing-11657298622 Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… 
Boosters less than 20% effective after few months… NYC neighborhoods 
top 25% positivity … Europe at Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts 
First Casino Since '20 as Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos 
due to outbreak... Ultra-contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst 
version of covid' dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab,
prior infection… Defy immunity… 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-
vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths substantially exceed 
2021 numbers]
128,676 JUL 14 2022
30,613 JUL 14 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
426 JUL 14 2022
284 JUL 14 2021 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 
UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
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The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

DRUDGEREPORT China satellite swarms hunt down and destroy enemy 
targets… Russia building laser weapon to disable satellites… UPDATE: 
NYC launches nuke attack preparedness PSA 'as threat continues to 
evolve'… Russia posts photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces 
for gas 'nightmare' as pipeline from Russia shuts off... Putin decree gives 
all Ukrainians path to citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-
gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad 
offensive… 'Massive fighting'... PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE 
SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of 
July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…  
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
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https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
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https://news.yahoo.com/relentless-russian-shelling-east-ukraine-073615708.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-pleads-weapons-war-spotlight-043837619.html
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10929687/Germany-considers-making-mask-wearing-COMPULSORY-October-March-public-places.html
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-709799
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
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10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...

https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine


LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/abortion-ruling-highlights-diverging-paths-of-justices-john-roberts-samuel-alito-11656149400
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/


Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

DRUDGEREPORT 9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS
JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/stimulus-checks-rewired-how-some-americans-see-money.html
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2022/06/17/bidens-america-sriracha-peanut-butter-latest-items-short-supply/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/travel/news/americans-are-starting-to-pull-back-on-travel-and-restaurants/ar-AAYBEka
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
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https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-sinks-below-20000-as-crypto-meltdown-intensifies.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-price-drops-below-18600-as-sell-off-accelerates.html
https://theankler.com/p/pod-hollywoods-economic-armageddon#details
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/once-feted-for-pandemic-heroics-worlds-central-banks-now-face-an-uneasy-crowd-0
https://news.yahoo.com/shock-swiss-rate-hike-sets-015937838.html
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-America-edge-losing-democracy.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/20/politics/supreme-court-june-preview/index.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
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https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-companies-start-to-rescind-job-offers-11655865283
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html


AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
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https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/bonds-slump-inflation-surge-fuels-130720879.html
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-prices-consumer-74e1a5c9bced40460e4079f62e980095
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/economy/inflation-producer-index-june-near-highest-record
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html
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FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
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That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 
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5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

ZEROHEDGE
Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain 
Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-
even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part 
was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what 
can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to
fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. 
But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by 
and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”

Fact. On Operation Z, Russia is using a fraction of its military potential, 
resources and state of the art weapons.

Then we come to the most probable path ahead in the war theater:
“We do not refuse peace negotiations, but those who refuse should know 
that the longer it drags, the more difficult it will be for them to negotiate 
with us.”
As in the pain dial will be ratcheted up, slowly but surely, on all fronts.

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
Ukraine conflict is already a world war – Serbia 

RT visits neo-Nazi torture dungeon in Ukraine (VIDEO) 

Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
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The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

ZEROHEDGE 'Real' Retail Sales Shrink For Second Straight Month In June
Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near Record Highs In 
June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-price-inflation-
unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get back to work 
Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' Real Wages 
Fall For 15th Straight Month https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-
finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-
straight-month ...energy costs surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. 
"Time For Trump To Hang Up His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk 
YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] DRUDGE YAHOO 
REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) 
Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill autistic manchild 
would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF REPUBLICANS ABANDON 
DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-
decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS 
TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when 
I’m constrained to agree with mentally ill, pathological liar, 
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mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: 
Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He Was… 
https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-elon-musk-
devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ 
Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing 
Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a public
spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then signed a 
seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that he — 
unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free to 
change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are
"Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing The Downright Obvious" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-distracted-
confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics, Blacks 
Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
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more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
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Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Recession Imminent...Spending Fueled By Debt As Savings 
Run Dry consumer spending, which drives some 70% of GDP, will soon be 
tapped out. Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since Nov 2021 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-soars-highest-
nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... Biden retiring 
the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
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former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE US Industrial Production Unexpectedly Tumbles In June 
There hasn't been a weaker month since September 2021... David 
Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 

Welcome To The Biden Recession 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 
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ZEROHEDGE The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 2022 
http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In Government 
Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 4Chan Found After
Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
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system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
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destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 
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ZEROHEDGE Slowdown In Money Creation Could Be Another Recession 
Signal "The idea that this recession could be anything but severe is 
farcical. There is no way we can have a shallow recession.” It’s Official: 
a Crash is Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-
official-crash-coming The financial system is now screaming 
“RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild 
Recession" Starting In Second Half Of 2022 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-now-
forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast a 
mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP in
2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
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Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
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economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE Russia Continues To Earn More By Exporting Less Oil John 
Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup Attempts 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-helped-plan-
foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, lots of work; 
and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of coup 
embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
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"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
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to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
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nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
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and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22
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DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---

[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]
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GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.
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DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
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from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
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theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
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for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
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even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 
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Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
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Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

BofA Capitulates, Slashes S&P Target To Street Low 3,600 As Recession 
Unfolds; Warns Of Drop To 3,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bofa-capitulates-slashes-sp-target-
street-low-3600-recession-unfolds-warns-drop-3000 "We lower our year-
end target to 3600 from 4500, a 25% decline (31% is the avg. decline 
amid recessions)... For our S&P 500 floor assumption, we could see 
~3,000-3200" 
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When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-
bubbles-go-bust 

Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being 
Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-
reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine
[ The western way … hmmm ]

On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-
2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies 
http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
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out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
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than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 
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ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 

‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
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these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]
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YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/gov-gavin-newsom-wins-big-in-california-could-he-be-president/ar-AAYgUlw
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Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 

US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/ukraine-has-begun-moving-sensitive-data-outside-its-borders-11655199002
https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-forces-destroy-last-bridge-to-key-eastern-ukrainian-city-11655202739
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/ukrainian-troops-struggle-to-hold-back-russian-advance-in-east/ar-AAYqeGu
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https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/spx
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/comp
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/djia
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
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https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-panel-says-evidence-173305500.html


Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 
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DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 
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ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 

ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/oil-jumps-saudi-arabia-hikes-233942441.html
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HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 
AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
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background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
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hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
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“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

7-14-22

Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
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not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
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during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;
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(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 



interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)

What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-



imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE DRUDGE Hope for depositors dwindles as crypto lender files
for bankruptcy... 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
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Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT Deaths in LA rising as ultra-contagious subvariants 
spread… https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-
covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month 'Several hundred 
thousand' new covid cases a day NOT reported; Hospitalizations 
climbing... https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-
thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-
keep-climbing-11657298622 Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… 
Boosters less than 20% effective after few months… NYC neighborhoods 
top 25% positivity … Europe at Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts 
First Casino Since '20 as Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos 
due to outbreak... Ultra-contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst 
version of covid' dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab,
prior infection… Defy immunity… 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-
vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment… 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths substantially exceed 
2021 numbers]
126,274 JUL 13 2022
29,493 JUL 13 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
433 JUL 13 2022
274 JUL 13 2021 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 
UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
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https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

DRUDGEREPORT China satellite swarms hunt down and destroy enemy 
targets… Russia building laser weapon to disable satellites… UPDATE: 
NYC launches nuke attack preparedness PSA 'as threat continues to 
evolve'… Russia posts photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces 
for gas 'nightmare' as pipeline from Russia shuts off... Putin decree gives 
all Ukrainians path to citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-
gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad 
offensive… 'Massive fighting'... PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE 
SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of 
July parade shooting...   G  ALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…  
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] Beijing using AI to 
'remove human errors' in court… China uses AI to 'improve' courts - with 
computers 'correcting perceived human errors in a verdict' and JUDGES 
forced to submit a written explanation to the MACHINE if they disagree 
[Corrupt america’s worst judicial nightmare – Former corrupt american 
president who knows/used: "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump 
Responds 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 

https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5682058/urgent-warning-anyone-attending-mass-gatherings-weekend/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/monkeypox-town-hall-new-york
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5674230/uk-covid-cases-heading-for-record-high-zoe/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.yahoo.com/now/covid-could-screw-worse-reinfection-084337273.html
https://www.studyfinds.org/covid-19-meat-in-freezer-weeks/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/08/ba5-become-this-summers-subvariant
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/macao-shutter-casinos-week-covid-19-outbreak-86545719
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/macao-shutter-casinos-week-covid-19-outbreak-86545719
https://news.yahoo.com/macau-locks-down-landmark-lisboa-011323085.html
https://news.yahoo.com/macau-locks-down-landmark-lisboa-011323085.html
https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/nyc-neighborhoods-top-25-covid-positivity-as-new-cases-surge-again/3764698/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/nyc-neighborhoods-top-25-covid-positivity-as-new-cases-surge-again/3764698/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/as-the-ba5-variant-spreads-the-risk-of-coronavirus-reinfection-grows/ar-AAZpFDy
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
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https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-13/l-a-county-covid-19-deaths-hospitalizations-double-in-one-month
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now


Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11010077/Chinese-courts-allow-AI-make-rulings-charge-people-carry-punishments.html
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/russian-doomsday-submarine-armed-nuclear-drones-service
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/russian-doomsday-submarine-armed-nuclear-drones-service
https://news.yahoo.com/relentless-russian-shelling-east-ukraine-073615708.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-pleads-weapons-war-spotlight-043837619.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-pleads-weapons-war-spotlight-043837619.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5769029/china-ai-satellite-swarms-hunt-destroy-enemy/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10929687/Germany-considers-making-mask-wearing-COMPULSORY-October-March-public-places.html
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-709799
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/


GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 

https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html


Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
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Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

DRUDGEREPORT 9.1% PRICES GO EVEN HIGHER 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/13/inflation-rose-9point1percent-in-june-
even-more-than-expected-as-price-pressures-intensify.html 
11.3% IN PRODUCER INDEX! 
COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS
JUMBO FED HIKE? 
CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He(RAIN MAN 
MUSK)Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-
buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-
infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ 
Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having 
mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed 
and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently 
believes that he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract 
law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its 
operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit 
stated. YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 
autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
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rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
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Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
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trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 
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5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The 
Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-
things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-
recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already 
here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and 
the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent 
growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row 
would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But 
many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to 
get more evidence of this with each passing day..”

RT TOP HEADLINES [For balanced view beyond u.s.west propaganda]

ANALYSIS
Beijing explains what ‘international community’ means to Western media 
Ivan Zuenko: The US is using the Ukraine crisis to unite the West behind 
its real goal, a face-off with China 
The seeds of the split: How the Russian-speaking Donbass first 
attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 2004

Ukrainian lobby group sues Canada over Russia sanctions waiver 

The untouchable ally: US government lets Israel off the hook in the case 
of Palestinian-American journalist’s death 

When sanctions backfire: The EU doesn't have a plan for life without 
cheap Russia energy, so what happens next? 

John Bolton admits to planning foreign coups [And, on the subject, 
there’s the homegrown variety of coup embraced by american powers 
that be; ie., John F. Kennedy assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. 
america’s a total fraud! ]

ZEROHEDGE Producer Price Inflation Unexpectedly Surges Back Near 
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Record Highs In June https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/producer-
price-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-back-near-record-highs-june ..get 
back to work Mr.Powell US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' 
Real Wages Fall For 15th Straight Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-
june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-straight-month ...energy costs 
surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. "Time For Trump To Hang Up 
His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time
for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' 
[And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!]
DRUDGE YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and 
Infantile' He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-
absolutely-buries-elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-
horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon 
Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ 
He Was...“Having mounted a public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and 
having proposed and then signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, 
Musk apparently believes that he — unlike every other party subject to 
Delaware contract law — is free to change his mind, trash the company, 
disrupt its operations, destroy stockholder value, and walk away,” the 
lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing 
The Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-
markets-are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics,
Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
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massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Initial Jobless Claims Soars To Highest Since Nov 2021 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-jobless-claims-soars-highest-
nov-2021 ...driven by a surge in joblessness in New York... Biden retiring 
the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
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Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
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welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
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water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 

Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
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is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 2022 
http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In Government 
Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 4Chan Found After
Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 
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Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
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broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
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evolutionary disaster. 
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YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE It’s Official: a Crash is Coming 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-14/its-official-crash-coming 
The financial system is now screaming “RECESSION!” The Flood Begins: 
Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild Recession" Starting In Second Half
Of 2022 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-
now-forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast
a mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP 
in 2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
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for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE John Bolton Admits He Helped Plan Foreign Coup Attempts 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/john-bolton-admits-he-helped-plan-
foreign-coup-attempts "It takes a lot of work..."[Yes, John, lots of work; 
and, while on the subject, there’s the homegrown variety of coup 
embraced by american powers that be; ie., John F. Kennedy 
assassination, more recent ‘Jan.6’, etc.. america’s a total fraud! ] The 
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World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
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Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
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the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
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nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
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Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---
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[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonize
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
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testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 
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I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 
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EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896


RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     
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‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )
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'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-imagine/

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover ...
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/ 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
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ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD!
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
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markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
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https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
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come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 
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ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 

‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
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https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
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-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/comp
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/djia
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/bear-market-stocks-whats-next-51655150790?link=MW_latest_news
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-panel-says-evidence-173305500.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/gov-gavin-newsom-wins-big-in-california-could-he-be-president/ar-AAYgUlw
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Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 

US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---
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"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 

Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 
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THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
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UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 
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https://www.msn.com/en-xl/news/other/china-will-not-hesitate-to-start-war-over-taiwan-beijing-tells-us/ar-AAYisrt
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10901419/McCarthy-says-country-responsible-Jan-6-pressed-Trumps-fault.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-and-unreleased-video-expected-to-be-focus-of-first-jan-6-hearing/ar-AAYfFly
https://apnews.com/article/jan-6-capitol-riot-hearings-live-updates-eefb79f2cffb705f04bf43ea164db20f


ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 
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AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
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DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com
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https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
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UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
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Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;
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(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;
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(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 



https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-
senate-house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & 
The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
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world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT 'Several hundred thousand' new covid cases a day NOT 
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reported; Hospitalizations climbing... 
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-
covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-
11657298622 Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 
20% effective after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity 
… Europe at Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since 
'20 as Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... 
Ultra-contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
Long COVID Patients Going Broke, Traveling Overseas For 'Blood 
Washing' Treatment... 
Corona Survives On Frozen Meat For Weeks... 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths now near/at/exceed 
100% of 2021 numbers]
134,043 JUL 12 2022
27,221 JUL 12 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
410 JUL 12 2022
258 JUL 12 2021 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 
UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
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DRUDGEREPORT Russia building laser weapon to disable satellites… 
UPDATE: NYC launches nuke attack preparedness PSA 'as threat 
continues to evolve'… Russia posts photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: 
Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as pipeline from Russia shuts off... 
Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to citizenship... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   GALLUP:   
Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American… 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10929687/Germany-considers-making-mask-wearing-COMPULSORY-October-March-public-places.html
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-709799
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
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https://www.the-sun.com/health/5682058/urgent-warning-anyone-attending-mass-gatherings-weekend/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/monkeypox-town-hall-new-york
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5674230/uk-covid-cases-heading-for-record-high-zoe/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.yahoo.com/now/covid-could-screw-worse-reinfection-084337273.html
https://www.studyfinds.org/covid-19-meat-in-freezer-weeks/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
https://www.studyfinds.org/long-covid-blood-washing/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/08/ba5-become-this-summers-subvariant
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/macao-shutter-casinos-week-covid-19-outbreak-86545719
https://news.yahoo.com/macau-locks-down-landmark-lisboa-011323085.html
https://news.yahoo.com/macau-locks-down-landmark-lisboa-011323085.html
https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/nyc-neighborhoods-top-25-covid-positivity-as-new-cases-surge-again/3764698/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/nyc-neighborhoods-top-25-covid-positivity-as-new-cases-surge-again/3764698/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/as-the-ba5-variant-spreads-the-risk-of-coronavirus-reinfection-grows/ar-AAZpFDy
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
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SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...

https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
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https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
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https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
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https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
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https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/russian-doomsday-submarine-armed-nuclear-drones-service
https://news.yahoo.com/relentless-russian-shelling-east-ukraine-073615708.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-pleads-weapons-war-spotlight-043837619.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/europe-braces-for-gas-nightmare-as-pipeline-from-russia-shuts-off/ar-AAZrfKC
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5759164/russia-photo-satan-2-nuclear-missile-warning/
https://abc7ny.com/nyc-nuclear-attack-psa-emergency-management/12044514/
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https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711858


ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
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'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. YAHOO REUTERS 
Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the
sunset' [And take mentally ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with 
you!] POLL: HALF REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech 
company... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
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124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-companies-start-to-rescind-job-offers-11655865283
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
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KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
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https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

YAHOO [ musk/trump/biden, perfect metaphor for dying disfunctional, 
disunited nation america: “When (fellow grifter) Elon Musk came to the 
White House asking me for help on all of his many subsidized projects, 
whether it’s electric cars that don’t drive long enough, driverless cars 
that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which subsidies he’d be 
worthless,” Trump wrote, “and telling me how he was a big Trump fan 
and Republican, I could have said, ‘drop to your knees and beg,’ and he 
would have done it.”… ["...electric cars that don’t drive long enough, 
driverless cars that crash, or rocketships to nowhere, without which 
subsidies he’d be worthless…" But they gave him money that defacto 
bankrupt america doesn't really have...print/inflate/inflation]

Like trump, paypal mafia man musk is a mentally ill fraud/grifter! 

DRUDGEREPORT CRAMER: Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' 
He Was… https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-
elon-musk-devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-
he-was/ Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter 
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Filing Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a 
public spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then 
signed a seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that 
he — unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free 
to change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. 

ZEROHEDGE US Consumer Prices Soared In June, Americans' Real Wages
Fall For 15th Straight Month https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-
finance/us-consumer-prices-soared-june-americans-real-wages-fall-15th-
straight-month ...energy costs surged... rent rose the most since 1986.. 
"Time For Trump To Hang Up His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, Says Musk 
YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] DRUDGE YAHOO 
REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) 
Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill autistic manchild 
would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF REPUBLICANS ABANDON 
DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-
decree-gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS 
TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when 
I’m constrained to agree with mentally ill, pathological liar, 
mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a line of sh*t musk has! ] CRAMER: 
Filing Shows How 'Horrendous and Infantile' He Was… 
https://www.mediaite.com/news/jim-cramer-absolutely-buries-elon-musk-
devastating-twitter-filing-shows-how-horrendous-and-infantile-he-was/ 
Jim Cramer Absolutely Buries Elon Musk: ‘Devastating’ Twitter Filing 
Shows How ‘Horrendous and Infantile’ He Was...“Having mounted a public
spectacle to put Twitter in play, and having proposed and then signed a 
seller-friendly merger agreement, Musk apparently believes that he — 
unlike every other party subject to Delaware contract law — is free to 
change his mind, trash the company, disrupt its operations, destroy 
stockholder value, and walk away,” the lawsuit stated. Blain: Markets Are
"Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing The Downright Obvious" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-distracted-
confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics, Blacks 
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Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
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earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Biden retiring the US dollar? Could be replaced with THIS… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/biden-retiring-us-dollar-could-
be-replaced These currency upheavals happen about every 40 years. The 
first was Roosevelt confiscating private gold in 1934…The second was 
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Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1971… Now, Biden’s plan could 
pave the way for “retiring” the US dollar… The Fate Of The Euro After 
Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
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liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
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they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 

Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
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policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 2022 
http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In Government 
Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 4Chan Found After
Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
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Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
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Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 
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Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE The Flood Begins: Bank Of America Now Forecasts "Mild 
Recession" Starting In Second Half Of 2022 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flood-begins-bank-america-now-
forecasts-mild-recession-starting-second-half-2022 "We now forecast a 
mild recession in the US economy this year and expect 4Q/4Q real GDP in
2022 to decline 1.4%, followed by an increase of 1.0% in 2023" 
[Mild...riiight...take that to the bank...hmmm] US Small Business 
Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most 
Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
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A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
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sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE The World Braces For Europe's July 22 "Doomsday" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/world-braces-europes-july-22-
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doomsday "There simply is no substitute available for Russian gas." 
Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine Despite US 
Pledge Of $54BN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-
controls-area-size-mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to 
surpass astronomical Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: 
How the Russian-speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence 
from Ukraine in 2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
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foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
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to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
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There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
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chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---
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[Miscellaneous posts]

Post: S.Kern – Billionaires escaping to space while world burns 
(preposterous).
Al Peia: That famous philosopher, Jimmy Morrison (The Doors), said it 
best: 'Nobody gets out of here (earth) alive'. 
Elain May honestly this idea was completely divorced from reality and modern 
scientific capability and I'm surprised it circulated for so long, thank you for the
shareable pin to that balloon 
Michele Carmichael I have always thought the billionaires say they will colonise
moon or mars so governments and business throw money at them, it is one big 
scam!! [TRUTH!]

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
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testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 
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I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 
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EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896


RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     
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‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )
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'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-imagine/

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover ...
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/ 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
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ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD!
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
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markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
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https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
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come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 
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ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 

‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
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https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
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-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/comp
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/djia
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/bear-market-stocks-whats-next-51655150790?link=MW_latest_news
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-panel-says-evidence-173305500.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/gov-gavin-newsom-wins-big-in-california-could-he-be-president/ar-AAYgUlw
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Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 

US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---
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"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 

Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 
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THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
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UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 
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https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 
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https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
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ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 
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AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
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DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
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v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
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sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;
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(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;
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(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 



https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-
senate-house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & 
The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
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world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT 'Several hundred thousand' new covid cases a day NOT 
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reported; Hospitalizations climbing... 
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-
covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-
11657298622 Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 
20% effective after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity 
… Europe at Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since 
'20 as Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... 
Ultra-contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths now near/at/exceed 
100% of 2021 numbers]
133,678 JUL 11 2022
22,822 JUL 11 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
396 JUL 11 2022
224 JUL 11 2021 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 
UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
Monkeypox cases double again in NYC... US monkeypox cases hit 142… 
US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
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“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

DRUDGEREPORT UPDATE: NYC launches nuke attack preparedness PSA 
'as threat continues to evolve'...
Russia posts photo of Satan-2 missile… UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 
'nightmare' as pipeline from Russia shuts off... Putin decree gives all 
Ukrainians path to citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-
gives-ukrainians-path-124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad 
offensive… 'Massive fighting'... PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE 
SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of 
July parade shooting...   GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…  
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10929687/Germany-considers-making-mask-wearing-COMPULSORY-October-March-public-places.html
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https://www.jpost.com/international/article-709799
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https://www.the-sun.com/health/5674230/uk-covid-cases-heading-for-record-high-zoe/
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https://www.yahoo.com/now/covid-could-screw-worse-reinfection-084337273.html
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https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
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https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/macao-shutter-casinos-week-covid-19-outbreak-86545719
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https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/as-the-ba5-variant-spreads-the-risk-of-coronavirus-reinfection-grows/ar-AAZpFDy
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Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
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a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...

https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
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https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/


Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

DRUDGEREPORT YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally ill 

https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
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autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] POLL: HALF 
REPUBLICANS ABANDON DON Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 
with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
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'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
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Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

ZEROHEDGE "Time For Trump To Hang Up His Hat" For DeSantis 2024, 
Says Musk YAHOO REUTERS Musk says time for (MENTALLY ILL 
MOBSTER/CRIMINAL) Trump to 'sail into the sunset' [And take mentally 
ill autistic manchild would be martian musk with you!] Blain: Markets Are 
"Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing The Downright Obvious" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-distracted-
confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics, Blacks 
Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
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securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
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Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE The Fate Of The Euro After Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Why Nations Fail https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail
The irony is that the suppression of dissent is the suppression of 
competing ideas that generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... 
Gradually, Then Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks 
collapse, currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: 
Welcome To 1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-
1984 The endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest 
rates, forced tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes 
and constant surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over 
Sanctions Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure 
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Is (Almost) Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A 
Matter Of Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality
Trounces ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
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criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 

Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
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mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 2022 
http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In Government 
Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 4Chan Found After
Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
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catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
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prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
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against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE US Small Business Optimism Outlook Crashes To Record 
Low, Yield Curve Inverts Most Since 2007 Why One Chart Shows 
Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
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rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
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crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE Rabobank: The Fate Of Eurozone Fragmentation Is In The 
Hands Of Putin Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine 
Despite US Pledge Of $54BN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-controls-area-size-
mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to surpass astronomical 
Afghan war spending... RT The seeds of the split: How the Russian-
speaking Donbass first attempted to win independence from Ukraine in 
2004 ZH China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing "Imagined 
Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
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american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
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there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
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blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 
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CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
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https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---

[Miscellaneous posts]

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 
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CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?
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EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
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Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
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democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896
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https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 
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‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
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tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-imagine/

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover ...
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http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/ 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD!
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
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entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22
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CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html
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Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
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Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 

‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
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critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%
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nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/djia
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
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Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 

US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---
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"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 

Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 
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THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
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UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/10/fired-fox-news-editor-chris-stirewalt-to-testify-at-jan-6-riot-committee-hearing.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 
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https://www.msn.com/en-xl/news/other/china-will-not-hesitate-to-start-war-over-taiwan-beijing-tells-us/ar-AAYisrt
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10901419/McCarthy-says-country-responsible-Jan-6-pressed-Trumps-fault.html
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ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 
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AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
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DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 

https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMITuzgEw4fQo?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

7-11-22

Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
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https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
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v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
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sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;
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(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
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(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 



https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-
senate-house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & 
The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
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world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
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“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

DRUDGEREPORT 'Several hundred thousand' new covid cases a day NOT 
reported; Hospitalizations climbing... 
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-
covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-
11657298622 Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 
20% effective after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity 
… Europe at Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since 
'20 as Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... 
Ultra-contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths now near/at/exceed 
100% of 2021 numbers]
113,726 JUL 10 2022
22,448 JUL 10 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
327 JUL 10 2022
225 JUL 10 2021 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 
UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
US monkeypox cases hit 142… US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… 
UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
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https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/

DRUDGEREPORT UPDATE: Europe braces for gas 'nightmare' as pipeline 
from Russia shuts off... Putin decree gives all Ukrainians path to 
citizenship... https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html Kremlin threatens broad offensive… 'Massive fighting'... 
PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago bloody weekend 
eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING 
THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   GALLUP:   
Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American… 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 
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Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
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man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...

https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
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https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
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https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
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https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
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https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
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https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/


PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

DRUDGEREPORT Mass layoffs hit tech company... 
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-decree-gives-ukrainians-path-
124047461.html LET'S TALK ABOUT MARS TRUMP: MUSK 'BULLSHIT 
ARTIST' [ An exceedingly rare moment when I’m constrained to agree 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
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https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
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https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V


with mentally ill, pathological liar, mobster/criminal trump: Yes...what a 
line of sh*t musk has! ] BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, 
and expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] 
UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress 
seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… 
[What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
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https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
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TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
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The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

ZEROHEDGE Blain: Markets Are "Distracted, Confused, & Not Seeing The 
Downright Obvious" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-
are-distracted-confused-not-seeing-downright-obvious Hispanics, Blacks 
Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-disproportionately-
dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage of whites own 
cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
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etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
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month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE The Fate Of The Euro After Parity Is In The Hands Of Putin 
Why Nations Fail https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail
The irony is that the suppression of dissent is the suppression of 
competing ideas that generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... 
Gradually, Then Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks 
collapse, currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: 
Welcome To 1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-
1984 The endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest 
rates, forced tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes 
and constant surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over 
Sanctions Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure 
Is (Almost) Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A 
Matter Of Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality
Trounces ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
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recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
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role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 

Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
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Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 2022 
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http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In Government 
Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Here's What 4Chan Found After
Hacking Into Hunter Biden's iCloud 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-what-4chan-found-after-
hacking-hunter-bidens-icloud Biden’s Selling Of Oil From Reserve To 
Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans Watch: 
Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud"
In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
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Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 
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CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 
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ZEROHEDGE Why One Chart Shows Economic Collapse is Inevitable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/why-one-chart-shows-economic-
collapse-inevitable Perhaps, the implications are just too profound for 
many people to really entertain What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks 
have not yet fully discounted recessionary earnings … The Big Lie Of 
Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The 
most significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” 
changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of
A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
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Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE Russia Controls Area The Size Of Mississippi In Ukraine 
Despite US Pledge Of $54BN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-now-controls-area-size-
mississippi-despite-54-billion-pledged On track to surpass astronomical 
Afghan war spending... China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing 
"Imagined Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
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Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
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of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
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extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 
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THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---
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[Miscellaneous posts]

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
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taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
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wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
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Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg
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ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 
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Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
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https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
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George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-imagine/

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover ...
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/ 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD!
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
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SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
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case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
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Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
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fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
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world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-panel-says-evidence-173305500.html


US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 
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DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

https://www.zerohedge.com/contributors/354951
https://www.zerohedge.com/contributors/354951
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-08/times-these-second-passport-makes-lot-sense
https://www.msn.com/en-xl/news/other/china-will-not-hesitate-to-start-war-over-taiwan-beijing-tells-us/ar-AAYisrt
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10901419/McCarthy-says-country-responsible-Jan-6-pressed-Trumps-fault.html
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https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-and-unreleased-video-expected-to-be-focus-of-first-jan-6-hearing/ar-AAYfFly
https://apnews.com/article/jan-6-capitol-riot-hearings-live-updates-eefb79f2cffb705f04bf43ea164db20f
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ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 

ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/oil-jumps-saudi-arabia-hikes-233942441.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/saudis-raise-oil-prices-more-114136411.html
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HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 
AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
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background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
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hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
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“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

7-10-22

Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
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proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;
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(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;
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(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 



Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)

What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     



http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-
senate-house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & 
The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 
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Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 
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DRUDGEREPORT 'Several hundred thousand' new covid cases a day NOT 
reported; Hospitalizations climbing... 
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-
covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-
11657298622 Risk of coronavirus reinfection grows… Boosters less than 
20% effective after few months… NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity 
… Europe at Center of ANOTHER Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since 
'20 as Outbreak Widens… Macao to shutter casinos due to outbreak... 
Ultra-contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
Defy immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths now near/at/exceed 
100% of 2021 numbers]
111,987 JUL 09 2022
11,522 JUL 09 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
327 JUL 09 2022
225 JUL 09 2021 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 
UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
US monkeypox cases hit 142… US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… 
UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
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DRUDGEREPORT PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago 
bloody weekend eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH 
MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade 
shooting...   GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…   
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 
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https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5682058/urgent-warning-anyone-attending-mass-gatherings-weekend/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5674230/uk-covid-cases-heading-for-record-high-zoe/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.yahoo.com/now/covid-could-screw-worse-reinfection-084337273.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/08/ba5-become-this-summers-subvariant
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/macao-shutter-casinos-week-covid-19-outbreak-86545719
https://news.yahoo.com/macau-locks-down-landmark-lisboa-011323085.html
https://news.yahoo.com/macau-locks-down-landmark-lisboa-011323085.html
https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/nyc-neighborhoods-top-25-covid-positivity-as-new-cases-surge-again/3764698/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/nyc-neighborhoods-top-25-covid-positivity-as-new-cases-surge-again/3764698/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/as-the-ba5-variant-spreads-the-risk-of-coronavirus-reinfection-grows/ar-AAZpFDy
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
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https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622


The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 

https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/russian-doomsday-submarine-armed-nuclear-drones-service


Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 

https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8


SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

DRUDGEREPORT BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, and 
expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] UPDATE: 
IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress seeks 
probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… [What a
pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American… 
DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll 
surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more 
outcry,' mother says NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 

https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
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https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-companies-start-to-rescind-job-offers-11655865283
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/abortion-ruling-highlights-diverging-paths-of-justices-john-roberts-samuel-alito-11656149400
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
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https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
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71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
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Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]
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ZEROHEDGE Hispanics, Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto 
Crash   https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-  
disproportionately-dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage 
of whites own cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
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the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
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already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
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Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 

Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
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Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE The Closest & Biggest Asteroid-Flybys Of 2022 
http://albertpeia.com/wipeout.mp4 Why Nations Fail Trust In Government 
Lower Now Than After Watergate Scandal Biden’s Selling Of Oil From 
Reserve To Hunter Biden-Tied Chinese Firm 'Impeachable': Republicans 
Watch: Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As "Biggest Media
Fraud" In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From Strategic Petroleum
Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for “an independent 
prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of command” to investigate 
the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
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massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
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Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 
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YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE What Happens After The Bottom? Stocks have not yet fully 
discounted recessionary earnings ... The Big Lie Of Woke Capitalism Fear 
Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The most significant risk to
investors is when the “fear of missing out” changes to the “fear of being 
in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
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stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
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Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE China Blasts FBI & MI5 Allegations As Chasing "Imagined 
Demons" [ Mob infested america projecting 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     ]   "Social Peace Is In Great 
Danger": Germany Is Quietly Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes 
Economy RT Kiev blasts calls for oversight of US military aid to Ukraine 
ZH Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In
Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s 
tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in 
connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A
Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
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Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
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sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
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Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant 

CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland 
Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
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fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com
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---

[Miscellaneous posts]

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 
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Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
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entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
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cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 
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ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

RT 
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Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
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peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
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US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-imagine/

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover ...
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/ 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD!
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
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albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
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thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
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incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
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appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 
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YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 

‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 
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DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%
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s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/comp
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/djia
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/bear-market-stocks-whats-next-51655150790?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-panel-says-evidence-173305500.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/gov-gavin-newsom-wins-big-in-california-could-he-be-president/ar-AAYgUlw


This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 

US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 
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Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 

Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 
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ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 
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In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

https://www.msn.com/en-xl/news/other/china-will-not-hesitate-to-start-war-over-taiwan-beijing-tells-us/ar-AAYisrt
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10901419/McCarthy-says-country-responsible-Jan-6-pressed-Trumps-fault.html
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https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-and-unreleased-video-expected-to-be-focus-of-first-jan-6-hearing/ar-AAYfFly
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ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 

ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 
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HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 
AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
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background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
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hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
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“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

7-9-22

Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
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not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
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during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;
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(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 



interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)

What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-



imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-
senate-house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & 
The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
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happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT 'Several hundred thousand' new covid cases a day NOT 
reported; Hospitalizations climbing... 
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-
covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-
11657298622 
Boosters less than 20% effective after few months… 
NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at Center of ANOTHER 
Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as Outbreak Widens… Ultra-
contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… 
New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… Defy 
immunity… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths now near/at/exceed 
100% of 2021 numbers]
109,872 JUL 08 2022
19,782 JUL 08 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
324 JUL 08 2022
205 JUL 08 2021 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 
UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
US monkeypox cases hit 142… US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… 
UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…
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https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/

DRUDGEREPORT PUTIN ROLLS OUT 'DOOMSDAY' NUKE SUB… ...Chicago 
bloody weekend eclipsed toll... AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH 
MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade 
shooting...   GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American…   
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10929687/Germany-considers-making-mask-wearing-COMPULSORY-October-March-public-places.html
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-709799
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5682058/urgent-warning-anyone-attending-mass-gatherings-weekend/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5674230/uk-covid-cases-heading-for-record-high-zoe/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.yahoo.com/now/covid-could-screw-worse-reinfection-084337273.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/08/ba5-become-this-summers-subvariant
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/08/ba5-become-this-summers-subvariant
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
https://news.yahoo.com/macau-locks-down-landmark-lisboa-011323085.html
https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says
https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/nyc-neighborhoods-top-25-covid-positivity-as-new-cases-surge-again/3764698/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/covid-boosters-might-be-less-than-20-effective-after-a-few-months-study/3766207/
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/several-hundred-thousand-new-covid-cases-a-day-arent-being-reported-as-hospitalizations-keep-climbing-11657298622


SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...

https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/russian-doomsday-submarine-armed-nuclear-drones-service
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/


ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 

https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa


'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

DRUDGEREPORT BERNIE GOLDBERG: What if we did as Brits do, and 
expected presidents to resign? [DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH!] UPDATE: 
IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with audits…Congress seeks 
probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to fans… [What a
pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American… 
DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/abortion-ruling-highlights-diverging-paths-of-justices-john-roberts-samuel-alito-11656149400
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
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https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
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Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
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https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]
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ZEROHEDGE Hispanics, Blacks Disproportionately Dinged By Crypto 
Crash   https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hispanics-blacks-  
disproportionately-dinged-crypto-crash A significantly lower percentage 
of whites own cryptocurrencies 
YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the 
industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have 
an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 
securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 
skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 
massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading ‘FLASH 
BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand dark 
pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in data/stock
price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be almost 
unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and of a 
magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities that be
look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, 
etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 
https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-senate-
house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The 
Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Why Nations Fail 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-nations-fail The irony is that
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the suppression of dissent is the suppression of competing ideas that 
generate systemic stability via rapid adaptation... Gradually, Then 
Suddenly It’s the way nation states go bankrupt, banks collapse, 
currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... Rickards: Welcome To 
1984 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
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already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
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Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 

Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
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Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE Why Nations Fail Trust In Government Lower Now Than 
After Watergate Scandal Watch: Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop 
Coverup As "Biggest Media Fraud" In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million 
Barrels From Strategic Petroleum Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter 
Invested In Calls for “an independent prosecutor who’s not beholden to 
the chain of command” to investigate the case... ...Headed For An "Auto 
Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless 
Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
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slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
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is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
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YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE The Big Lie Of Woke Capitalism Fear Of Missing Out? Wall 
Street & Retail Hang On The most significant risk to investors is when 
the “fear of missing out” changes to the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The
World Is On The Brink Of A Rather Severe Recession" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-rather-severe-
recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial 
Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
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3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE "Social Peace Is In Great Danger": Germany Is Quietly 
Shutting Down As Energy Crunch Paralyzes Economy Senators 
Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand Insurgency" In Russian-
Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like blumenthal’s tears of 
sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – worked in connecticut-
PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A Nuclear 
Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
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Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
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of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
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extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 
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THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---
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[Miscellaneous posts]

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
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taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
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wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
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Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg
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ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 
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Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
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https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
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George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-imagine/

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover ...
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/ 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD!
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
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SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
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case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
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Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
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fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
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world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-panel-says-evidence-173305500.html


US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 
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DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

https://www.zerohedge.com/contributors/354951
https://www.zerohedge.com/contributors/354951
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-08/times-these-second-passport-makes-lot-sense
https://www.msn.com/en-xl/news/other/china-will-not-hesitate-to-start-war-over-taiwan-beijing-tells-us/ar-AAYisrt
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https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-and-unreleased-video-expected-to-be-focus-of-first-jan-6-hearing/ar-AAYfFly
https://apnews.com/article/jan-6-capitol-riot-hearings-live-updates-eefb79f2cffb705f04bf43ea164db20f
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ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 

ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/oil-jumps-saudi-arabia-hikes-233942441.html
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HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 
AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
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background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
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hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
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“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

7-8-22

Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
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no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;
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(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
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system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 



required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)

What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 



Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

ZEROHEDGE YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-
senate-house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & 
The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
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Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

DRUDGEREPORT 
NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at Center of ANOTHER 
Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as Outbreak Widens… Ultra-
contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' 
dominant… 
New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-
vaccine/index.html 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths now near/at/exceed 
100% of 2021 numbers]
107,518 JUL 07 2022
22,028 JUL 07 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
314 JUL 07 2022
188 JUL 07 2021 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 
UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
US monkeypox cases hit 142… US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… 
UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
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DRUDGEREPORT ...Chicago bloody weekend eclipsed toll... AMERICAN 
MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR Multiple dead 
in IL 4th of July parade shooting...   GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be   
American… https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-
proud-american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of 
americans who are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is 
predominantly a shit nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 
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https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
https://news.yahoo.com/macau-locks-down-landmark-lisboa-011323085.html
https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says
https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/nyc-neighborhoods-top-25-covid-positivity-as-new-cases-surge-again/3764698/
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now


The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 

https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-c
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl


Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 

https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8


SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

DRUDGEREPORT UPDATE: IRS targeted Trump's political enemies with 
audits…Congress seeks probe… The Don's new money-maker: Political 
speeches to fans… [What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% 
Proud to Be American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
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https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-companies-start-to-rescind-job-offers-11655865283
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/abortion-ruling-highlights-diverging-paths-of-justices-john-roberts-samuel-alito-11656149400
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804


Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
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Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

ZEROHEDGE YAHOO Crypto scams the ‘biggest source of revenue for 
criminals’ in the industry: Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as 
equities/frauds. I have an MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some 
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banking, minimal securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my 
computer skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood 
for massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 
‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully understand
dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second differentials in 
data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a scale so large to be 
almost unimaginable) the wall street gang scams are beyond the pale and
of a magnitude so large that almost without exception, the authorities 
that be look the other way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, 
powell, etc.. 65 Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock 
Trades https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act-violations-
senate-house-trading-2021-9 ]. Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & 
The Stock Market Will Get Crushed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-gdp-why-
earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no reason to 
believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business Wharton 
professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is already in a 
recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much smaller rate 
hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the S&P 500 by 
more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already worse than 
expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of 
Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse 
Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
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Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Gradually, Then Suddenly It’s the way nation states go 
bankrupt, banks collapse, currencies implode, and prime ministers fall... 
Rickards: Welcome To 1984 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
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an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 
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Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 
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ZEROHEDGE Trust In Government Lower Now Than After Watergate 
Scandal Watch: Greenwald Slams Hunter Biden Laptop Coverup As 
"Biggest Media Fraud" In A Decade Biden Sold 1 Million Barrels From 
Strategic Petroleum Reserve To Chinese Firm Hunter Invested In Calls for
“an independent prosecutor who’s not beholden to the chain of 
command” to investigate the case... ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" 
As Delinquencies Begin To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims 
Accelerate As Layoffs Soar https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-
continuing-jobless-claims-accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in 
the labor market last month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors 
To Watch Out https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-
are-warning-investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to 
fact that a recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears 
Trump Tariff Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an 
Economic Collapse is Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-
07-03/governments-own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The 
collapse in Real Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which 
occurred during the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
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economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
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than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE Fear Of Missing Out? Wall Street & Retail Hang On The most
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significant risk to investors is when the “fear of missing out” changes to 
the “fear of being in.” Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of A Rather 
Severe Recession" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-
brink-rather-severe-recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are 
Exiting Artificial Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
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Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE Senators Blumenthal & Graham Call For "Hand-to-Hand 
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Insurgency" In Russian-Occupied Ukraine [Sounds like a plan...NOT...like 
blumenthal’s tears of sorrow for his fraudulent military service story – 
worked in connecticut-PATHETIC!] Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying 
To Punish A Nuclear Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
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take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
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TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
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declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
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Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
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in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---

[Miscellaneous posts]

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
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ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
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WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
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1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
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filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg


GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ffb.watch%2FdRpUPJB24P%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0PNAIu9XPf646ZFh6DqN6_zy93IWPolk2xCNAsiyIP7--X8yfjO0ouWJA&h=AT0YP15NpBWxeDGM0V_2NZdxqTXVnLYnyFuxjfjxkU4AUOhHOwwQEqIgB9HqMBnz_OIcIR258zKXi6NCYhrmhMMr6iL5-WT1jGlV2KpO16x_tIvww1CWzSK8IpRzVeUe6HP0mZI_1Stag75ShZaf&__tn__=R*F&c[0]=AT2ZVvIqD6-l6WEF9h41vtx4mp7g2eBBxXFn7yZxX1U5QOyPvfeDcESlZCqPAAH42dC011o7Juzofu4Kn-zhDGXmq67ATEx086WvqI5WWQGe1gNSpc82fVNXzqDqoI068bqV9137zb2KX_f-GUiKy8x-t-ZVZTGAX613tMYGKMkswotwCHVvblXMpt68QR0MFDOXCLZNwBRX0epIRiOO_gU3Wb8gaI1LmrQ
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CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
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Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!
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The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-imagine/

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover ...
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/ 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD!
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
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Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22
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EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
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drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]
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YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 

‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
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basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know
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• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 
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US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 

US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."
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---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 

Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 
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THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
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UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 
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https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/10/fired-fox-news-editor-chris-stirewalt-to-testify-at-jan-6-riot-committee-hearing.html
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https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 
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ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 
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AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
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DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 

https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMITuzgEw4fQo?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com
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Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
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system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
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party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
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outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 



https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

DRUDGEREPORT 
NYC neighborhoods top 25% positivity … Europe at Center of ANOTHER 
Wave… Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as Outbreak Widens… Ultra-
contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version of covid' will be 
dominant this month… 
UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-
vaccine/index.html 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths now near/at/exceed 
100% of 2021 numbers]
106,477 JUL 06 2022
19,994 JUL 06 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
315 JUL 06 2022
188 JUL 06 2021 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 
US monkeypox cases hit 142… US hits 201 cases… US cases hit 605… 
UK monkeypox cases hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/
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DRUDGEREPORT ...Chicago bloody weekend eclipsed toll... AMERICAN 
MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR Multiple dead 
in IL 4th of July parade shooting... 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10929687/Germany-considers-making-mask-wearing-COMPULSORY-October-March-public-places.html
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-709799
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5682058/urgent-warning-anyone-attending-mass-gatherings-weekend/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.yahoo.com/now/covid-could-screw-worse-reinfection-084337273.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5674230/uk-covid-cases-heading-for-record-high-zoe/
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
https://news.yahoo.com/macau-locks-down-landmark-lisboa-011323085.html
https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says
https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3184382/covid-19-cases-30-cent-2-weeks-europe-centre-new-wave-who-says
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/nyc-neighborhoods-top-25-covid-positivity-as-new-cases-surge-again/3764698/
https://twitter.com/alpeia
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf


The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 

https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/with-little-outcry-chicagos-bloody-weekend-eclipsed-highland-park-toll/ar-AAZimgl


Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 

https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8


SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

DRUDGEREPORT The Don's new money-maker: Political speeches to 
fans… [What a pathetic fraud!] GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be 
American… DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 

https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-see-072309250.html
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-companies-start-to-rescind-job-offers-11655865283
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
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Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
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Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

ZEROHEDGE Artificial Wealth Vs GDP: Why Earnings & The Stock Market 
Will Get Crushed https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/artificial-wealth-vs-
gdp-why-earnings-stock-market-will-get-crushed ... there is simply no 
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reason to believe fantasyland earnings estimates. YAHOO Business 
Wharton professor Jeremy Siegel says there's 'no question' the US is 
already in a recession and the Fed could shock markets with a much 
smaller rate hike this month if data weakens A recession could crater the
S&P 500 by more than 20% to 3,000, and the market downturn is already 
worse than expected, Morgan Stanley says ZH US Services Surveys 
Signal "Bout Of Stagflation" Ahead, Employment Contracts Most Since 
COVID Collapse Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To 
Your Seats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-
will-be-fast-hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the 
decline and won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
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Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Rickards: Welcome To 1984 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rickards-welcome-1984 The 
endgame for CBDCs... would be a world of negative interest rates, forced 
tax collection, government confiscation, account freezes and constant 
surveillance. Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions 
Impacting Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost)
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 
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ZEROHEDGE David Stockman On Why The Great Reckoning Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-why-great-
reckoning-has-begun ...the artificially low cap rates of the last decade or 
more have reached their sell-by date and that the great money bubble 
they fostered is now heading for the wall... Heat Dome Roasting Millions 
Across Central US YAHOO BusinessMorgan Stanley Says US Growth 
Slowdown Worse Than Expected EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is 
Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl Conditions Return And Water 
Resources Dry Up http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-
southwest-is-turning-into-death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-
water-resources-dry-up/ ZH Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid 
Crash, Remain Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed
Worker Will The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 

Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
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or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE ...Headed For An "Auto Loan Crisis" As Delinquencies Begin 
To Rise Initial & Continuing Jobless Claims Accelerate As Layoffs Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/initial-continuing-jobless-claims-
accelerate-layoffs-soar Something snapped in the labor market last 
month.. Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
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the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
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inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
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fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE Goldman: "The World Is On The Brink Of A Rather Severe 
Recession" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-world-brink-
rather-severe-recession “...severe recession" El-Erian: "Markets Are 
Exiting Artificial Regime" That Fed Supported For Far Too Long 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-markets-are-exiting-
artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... resulted in frothy 
valuations, relative price distortions, resource misallocations and 
investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
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Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE Russia's Medvedev Warns US Trying To Punish A Nuclear 
Power 'Risks Existence Of Humanity' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-medvedev-warns-us-
trying-punish-nuclear-power-risks-existence-humanity Follows US 
Attorney General Merrick Garland backing international efforts to 

investigate alleged Russian war crimes. (Right after they investigate 
american war crimes, Iraq, etc..) Escobar: The Empire Is Not Done 
Torturing Afghanistan US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-
60, A Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
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while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
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anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
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Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---
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[Miscellaneous posts]

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
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taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
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wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
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Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

EOAD Much Of The Southwest Is Turning Into ‘Death Valley’ As Dust Bowl
Conditions Return And Water Resources Dry Up 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/much-of-the-southwest-is-turning-into-
death-valley-as-dust-bowl-conditions-return-and-water-resources-dry-up/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg
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https://www.axios.com/local/seattle/2022/06/02/stretched-thin-seattle-cops-failing-to-take-reports-rape-victims
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ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 
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Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
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https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
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George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-imagine/

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover ...
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/ 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD!
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
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SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
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case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
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Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
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fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
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running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
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such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 
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DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 
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https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
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ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 

ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 
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HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 
AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
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background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   

https://substack.com/profile/23350277-elizabeth-cronise-mclaughlin
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hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
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“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

7-6-22

Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
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proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

https://twitter.com/alpeia
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(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;
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(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 



Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)

What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
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https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

DRUDGEREPORT Macau Shuts First Casino Since '20 as Outbreak 
Widens… Ultra-contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst version 
of covid' will be dominant this month… 
UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-
vaccine/index.html 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths now near/at/exceed 
100% of 2021 numbers]
101,047 JUL 05 2022
18,372 JUL 05 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
312 JUL 05 2022
197 JUL 05 2021 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 
US monkeypox cases hit 142… US hits 201 cases… UK monkeypox cases
hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…
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https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS 
SHOOTING THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting... 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10929687/Germany-considers-making-mask-wearing-COMPULSORY-October-March-public-places.html
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-709799
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https://www.the-sun.com/health/5674230/uk-covid-cases-heading-for-record-high-zoe/
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
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go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
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https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
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https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
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How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
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https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html


Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American… 
DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
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Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
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Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

ZEROHEDGE US Services Surveys Signal "Bout Of Stagflation" Ahead, 
Employment Contracts Most Since COVID Collapse Von Greyerz: This 
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Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your Seats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-fast-
hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline and
won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
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zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Norway-Russia Tensions Escalate Over Sanctions Impacting
Arctic Islands "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost) 
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
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ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE Job Openings Plunge By Most Since Covid Crash, Remain 
Stubbornly High: Nearly 2 Openings For Every Unemployed Worker Will 
The Fed Hold Its Nerve? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/will-fed-hold-its-nerve It 
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looked like “bad news was good news” once again on Tuesday... 2s5s 
Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-Rate-Trajectory 
Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-causing-
another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-caused 
economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 

Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
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through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE Three Charts That Are Warning Investors To Watch Out 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-06/three-charts-are-warning-
investors-watch-out The stock market is finally waking up to fact that a 
recession is already here. Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff 
Optimism The Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is 
Underway! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-
own-data-tells-us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real 
Disposable Personal Incomes is larger than that which occurred during 
the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
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the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 
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THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 

ZEROHEDGE El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial Regime" That Fed 
Supported For Far Too Long https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-
markets-are-exiting-artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... 
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resulted in frothy valuations, relative price distortions, resource 
misallocations and investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign 
fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
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Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE US, G7 Discuss "Capping" Russian Oil Price At $40-60, A 
Move Which Could Send Oil Soaring Up To $380 Russia Asserts Full 
Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall Of Lysychansk 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-control-over-
luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor says the "city 
is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for Lysychansk ends with 
Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend 
Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, as neighboring 
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Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western Sanctions Speeding   
Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
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sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
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Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---

[Miscellaneous posts]
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GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
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former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
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immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
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It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
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for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
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even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 
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Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
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Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-imagine/

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover ...
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/ 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD!
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]
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DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
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than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 
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ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 

‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
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https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/14/30-year-mortgage-rate-surges-to-6point28percent-up-from-5point5percent-just-a-week-ago.html
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these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]
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YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
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Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 

US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/ukraine-has-begun-moving-sensitive-data-outside-its-borders-11655199002
https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-forces-destroy-last-bridge-to-key-eastern-ukrainian-city-11655202739
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Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 
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DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

https://www.zerohedge.com/contributors/354951
https://www.zerohedge.com/contributors/354951
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-08/times-these-second-passport-makes-lot-sense
https://www.msn.com/en-xl/news/other/china-will-not-hesitate-to-start-war-over-taiwan-beijing-tells-us/ar-AAYisrt
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10901419/McCarthy-says-country-responsible-Jan-6-pressed-Trumps-fault.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-and-unreleased-video-expected-to-be-focus-of-first-jan-6-hearing/ar-AAYfFly
https://apnews.com/article/jan-6-capitol-riot-hearings-live-updates-eefb79f2cffb705f04bf43ea164db20f
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
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https://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/media/3519284-nearly-20m-watched-jan-6-hearing-nielsen
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-calls-deadly-insurrection-greatest-193328621.html
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/breaking-trumps-shocking-comments-that-pence-deserved-to-be-hanged-on-jan-6-revealed-at-hearing/


ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 

ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 
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HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 
AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
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background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
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hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
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Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
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not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy 
in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because 
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the
RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh
Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard 
declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;
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(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;
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(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 



Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)

What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
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DRUDGEREPORT Ultra-contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst 
version of covid' will be dominant this month… 
UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-
vaccine/index.html 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths now near/at/exceed 
100% of 2021 numbers]
92,710 JUL 04 2022
19,938 JUL 04 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
328 JUL 04 2022
214 JUL 04 2021 
How Corona Could Screw You Worse With Each Reinfection… Serious 
medical problems… 
US monkeypox cases hit 142… US hits 201 cases… UK monkeypox cases
hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
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The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
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DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS 
SHOOTING THIS YEAR Multiple dead in IL 4th of July parade shooting... 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto Domino Effect Is 
Widening, Threatening More Pain… Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century 
Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case 
Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... 
EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-c  onflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/   Putin 
slams 'imperial' alliance... 

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10929687/Germany-considers-making-mask-wearing-COMPULSORY-October-March-public-places.html
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-709799
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5682058/urgent-warning-anyone-attending-mass-gatherings-weekend/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5682058/urgent-warning-anyone-attending-mass-gatherings-weekend/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.wsj.com/articles/health-risks-of-covid-19-reinfections-for-patients-detailed-in-new-research-11656691792
https://www.yahoo.com/now/covid-could-screw-worse-reinfection-084337273.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5674230/uk-covid-cases-heading-for-record-high-zoe/
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
https://twitter.com/alpeia
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg


Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 

Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… 

MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores

https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-american.aspx
https://abc7chicago.com/highland-park-police-fourth-of-july-4th-deerfield/12017116/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-government-and-politics-united-states-3afaab2efa613b5218dbc19ea4bd598d
https://twitter.com/alpeia
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf
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https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/


a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...

https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/


Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 
Recession talk surges in Washington... 7-4-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American… 
DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 

https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/abortion-ruling-highlights-diverging-paths-of-justices-john-roberts-samuel-alito-11656149400
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V


https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… ROMNEY WARNS NATION AT RISK 
'CATACLYSMIC THREATS' 

AMERICAN MADNESS NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-
shooting-was-nations-309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

Pressure builds on Biden to turn to executive action despite limits, 
risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 
71% do NOT want him to run again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE 
SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this sh*t up! 
http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
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https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
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Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
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trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

ZEROHEDGE Von Greyerz: This Implosion Will Be Fast... Hold On To Your 
Seats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-implosion-will-be-
fast-hold-your-seats Investors will be shocked by the speed of the decline
and won’t react before it is too late... 

Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & The Dollar 
Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-recession-stocks-
purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest economy in the 
world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
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month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE "Many Unholy Trinities" - ECB Failure Is (Almost) 
Guaranteed Europe - staring into the abyss "Parity Is Just A Matter Of 
Time Now": Euro Crashes To 20 Year Low As Recession Reality Trounces 
ECB Rate Hike Delusions Rabobank: Global Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-global-recession Even 
ahead of Friday’s data releases estimates of Q2 US GDP growth were 
already being revised down, with some market estimates even pointing to
the risk of technical recession in the US in H1 given the negative print for
Q1 US GDP. Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" 

Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting 
Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-
sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one 
who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
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Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
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on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE 2s5s Inverts For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns As Fed-
Rate-Trajectory Tumbles Here We Go Again: The Fed Is Causing Another 
Recession https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/here-we-go-again-fed-
causing-another-recession ...this will likely be the biggest government-
caused economic catastrophe since the Great Depression... 

Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
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response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE Futures Slide As Recesson Fears Trump Tariff Optimism The
Government’s OWN Data Tells Us an Economic Collapse is Underway! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-03/governments-own-data-tells-
us-economic-collapse-underway The collapse in Real Disposable Personal
Incomes is larger than that which occurred during the 2008 recession. 

Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to cope with 
massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & 
Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
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Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 
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CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war 

Battle for Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report

Ukrainian fighters spent weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep 
it from falling to Russia, as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago. 
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ZEROHEDGE El-Erian: "Markets Are Exiting Artificial Regime" That Fed 
Supported For Far Too Long https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/el-erian-
markets-are-exiting-artificial-regime-fed-supported-far-too-long ... 
resulted in frothy valuations, relative price distortions, resource 
misallocations and investors losing sight of corporate and sovereign 
fundamentals 

The Economic Growth That Never Was 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/economic-growth-never-was Now 
would be an excellent time to wake up... 

Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of Capitulating To The Bear
Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a Anatomy 
Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue Market If Earnings 
Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden 
administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
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in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE Russia Asserts Full Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall 
Of Lysychansk https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-
control-over-luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor 
says the "city is on fire"... YAHOO World Ukrayinska Battle for 
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Lysychansk ends with Russian victory: Report Ukrainian fighters spent 
weeks trying to defend Lysychansk and to keep it from falling to Russia, 
as neighboring Sievierodonetsk did a week ago.   Putin Says Western   
Sanctions Speeding Up Russia-Belarus Unification

Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds
for war Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On Kaliningrad 
Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue enforcing 
restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western 
sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West blames 
Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's help 
while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-
foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors 
On Ground In Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, 
the US simply takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end 
up in "wrong hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's 
Snake Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not 
hinder efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory 
of Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep 
Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
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like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
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120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
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game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
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Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food     Production – Are You Prepared   
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP SHOCK: ONLY 38% PROUD TO BE AMERICAN 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394202/record-low-extremely-proud-
american.aspx [ And those 38% are part of the majority of americans who
are criminals or mentally ill or both. america is predominantly a shit 
nation of shit people; an evolutionary disaster. ] 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com
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---

[Miscellaneous posts]

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
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possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
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markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 
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WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
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wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
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Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 
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'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
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knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-imagine/

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover ...
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/ 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD!
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
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ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
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be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
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post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
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gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
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face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 
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Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
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https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
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US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 
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DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 
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https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-and-unreleased-video-expected-to-be-focus-of-first-jan-6-hearing/ar-AAYfFly
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ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 

ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/oil-jumps-saudi-arabia-hikes-233942441.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/saudis-raise-oil-prices-more-114136411.html
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HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 
AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
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background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
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hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ] 
WASHPOST Trust in Supreme Court falters after Roe decision

YAHOO Politics INSIDER Mitt Romney says a return of Donald Trump 
would feed the nation's 'sickness, probably rendering it incurable' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mitt-romney-says-return-donald-
184526716.html What about the crimes Law professor who taught 
Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360 Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection. 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     

Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or 
insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again 
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-
052858860.html 

DRUDGEREPORT AMERICAN MADNESS 
NATION'S 309TH MASS SHOOTING THIS YEAR https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/us/highland-park-fourth-of-july-parade-shooting-was-nations-
309th-this-year/ar-AAZca3X 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
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“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

7-4-22

Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
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not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
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during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;
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(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 



interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)

What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-



imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
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AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

7-3-22

Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
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FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
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or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
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trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.



(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)

What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 



http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

DRUDGEREPORT Ultra-contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst 
version of covid' will be dominant this month… 
UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-
vaccine/index.html 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths now near/at/exceed 
100% of 2021 numbers]
107,389 JUL 02 2022
20,104 JUL 02 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
358 JUL 02 2022
223 JUL 02 2021 
US monkeypox cases hit 142… US hits 201 cases… UK monkeypox cases
hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
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DRUDGEREPORT Monthly car payments cross record $700… Crypto 
Domino Effect Is Widening, Threatening More Pain...
Worst Stock Selloff In Half Century Might Not Be Done Yet... JPMORGAN 
predicts $380 oil on worst-case Russian output cuts… Mafia Built Port 
Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... EOAD If We Keep Escalating This 
Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 
Putin slams 'imperial' alliance... Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of 
Wartime Crisis Mode… 
Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen
since 1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 
SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10929687/Germany-considers-making-mask-wearing-COMPULSORY-October-March-public-places.html
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-709799
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https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5674230/uk-covid-cases-heading-for-record-high-zoe/
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
https://twitter.com/alpeia
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Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...

https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
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https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/worst-stock-selloff-half-century-090513988.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cryptos-domino-effect-is-widening-threatening-more-pain-11656754202
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109105779/monthly-car-payments-record-700


Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 

https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR


Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 

DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American… 
DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… Pressure builds on Biden to turn to 
executive action despite limits, risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-
Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 71% do NOT want him to run 
again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP
IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You 
can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
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https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
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Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
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personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

ZEROHEDGE Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & 
The Dollar Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-
recession-stocks-purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest 
economy in the world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-
Themselves Mode" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-
are-still-denialfool-themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, 
meaning corporate earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly 
Insolvent" Cryptos Ensure More Chaos Coming 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-
ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to the man that knows the 
industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As Fed Hikes Rates 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-coming-fed-
hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase which makes
risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... Funds Sell Oil At 
Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens Poor 2Y Auction
Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" Rabobank: 
It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting Today 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-sadly-
match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one who 
said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the 
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
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liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
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In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 
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ZEROHEDGE Cruel to Be Kind One guy asks his virtual friends how to 
cope with massive financial loss US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New 
Orders & Jobs Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-
manufacturing-slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has
fallen in June to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a
drag on GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-
Half https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-
out-catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half 
decline since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com
bust, and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It 
Is Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
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broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
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evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war

ZEROHEDGE Goldman's Permabullish Trader On The Verge Of 
Capitulating To The Bear Market Welcome To The Biden Recession With 
hyperinflation, a Anatomy Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed Can't Rescue 
Market If Earnings Tankworld war, a bear market and now a recession, 
the Biden administration can finally declare victory. 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
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in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE Russia Asserts Full Control Over Luhansk Region With Fall 
Of Lysychansk https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-claims-full-
control-over-luhansk-region-fall-lysychansk Ukrainian regional governor 
says the "city is on fire"... Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A 
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Plan On Kaliningrad Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to 
continue enforcing restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda 
Medvedev says Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war
RT As West blames Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with
Moscow's help while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT 
Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors On Ground In Ukraine To Track 
Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, the US simply takes Ukrainian 
officials' "word for it" that they won't end up in "wrong hands"... Russia In
"Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's Snake Island To Free Up Grain 
Exports Demonstrates that it "does not hinder efforts... for the export of 
agricultural products from the territory of Ukraine," a Russian military 
statement said. EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End 
Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-
cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. US Officials 
Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, White House "Losing 
Confidence" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-
ukraine-can-take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN 
report: Advisers to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally 
how and whether Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition 
of a Ukrainian "victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built 
a 'state within a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
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of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
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extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 
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THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---

[Miscellaneous posts]

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
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east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

Law professor who taught Merrick Garland predicts he will indict Trump 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2022/07/02/merrick-garland-trump-
possible-indictment-ac360-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/ 
Anderson Cooper 360Laurence Tribe, a Harvard Law professor who 
taught Attorney General Merrick Garland, predicts that Garland will indict
former President Donald Trump for his role in the January 6 insurrection.
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DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ]

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
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Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
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“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
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deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
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SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
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true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
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According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!
The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-imagine/

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover ...
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/ 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD!
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
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That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22
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EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
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Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
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bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 

‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
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https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 
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MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-panel-says-evidence-173305500.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/gov-gavin-newsom-wins-big-in-california-could-he-be-president/ar-AAYgUlw
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/4358923
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https://www.theverge.com/2022/6/16/23170228/spacex-elon-musk-internal-open-letter-behavior
https://nypost.com/2022/06/16/elon-musk-sued-for-258-billion-over-dogecoin-pyramid-scheme/
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Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 

US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/ukraine-has-begun-moving-sensitive-data-outside-its-borders-11655199002
https://www.wsj.com/articles/ukraine-has-begun-moving-sensitive-data-outside-its-borders-11655199002
https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-forces-destroy-last-bridge-to-key-eastern-ukrainian-city-11655202739
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/ukrainian-troops-struggle-to-hold-back-russian-advance-in-east/ar-AAYqeGu
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https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/comp
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/djia
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
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https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/bear-market-stocks-whats-next-51655150790?link=MW_latest_news


Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 
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DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 
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ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 

ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 
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HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 
AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
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background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
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hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

'SHE'S 10': CHILD RAPE VICTIM'S ABORTION DENIAL SPARKS OUTRAGE 
ON TWITTER https://www.newsweek.com/shes-10-child-rape-victims-
abortion-denial-sparks-outrage-twitter-1721248 Newsweek By Andrew 
Stanton On 7/2/22 [ Sick nation america, predominantly the land of 
criminals and mentally ill! america the sh*t nation of sh*t people! ]

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

7-2-22

Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
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broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
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https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
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affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
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the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 



https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

DRUDGEREPORT Ultra-contagious subvariants fueling CA wave… 'Worst 
version of covid' will be dominant this month… 
UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? Hospital admissions 
among elderly rise... 
New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-
vaccine/index.html 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths now near/at/exceed 
100% of 2021 numbers]
113,182 JUL 01 2022
19,722 JUL 01 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
380 JUL 01 2022
256 JUL 01 2021 
US monkeypox cases hit 142… US hits 201 cases… UK monkeypox cases
hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/

DRUDGEREPORT JPMORGAN predicts $380 oil on worst-case Russian 
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output cuts… Mafia Built Port Now Global Cocaine Hub... 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-
cocaine [Guinea-land(italy)] Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... EOAD If We Keep Escalating This 
Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 
Putin slams 'imperial' alliance... Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of 
Wartime Crisis Mode… 
Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen
since 1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 
SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 

Supreme Court conservatives flex...
Limit Indian tribe sovereignty!
The case experts say could bring 'chaos' to elections... 
Protesters target Coney Barrett home...
Coming Rise of Abortion as Crime...
Biden Sounds Alarm on Arrests...
Will decision lead to interstate travel bans?
GOOGLE to delete user data on trips to clinics...
TX blocks order that resumed procedures...
10-year-old girl denied in Ohio... 

'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 

https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10929687/Germany-considers-making-mask-wearing-COMPULSORY-October-March-public-places.html
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-709799
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html
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https://www.the-sun.com/health/5587281/monkeypox-us-cases-update-cdc-data/
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https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5674230/uk-covid-cases-heading-for-record-high-zoe/
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://news.yahoo.com/ultra-contagious-omicron-subvariants-ba-120056379.html
https://twitter.com/alpeia
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/
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DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3544588-10-year-old-girl-denied-abortion-in-ohio/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-health-texas-houston-ken-paxton-493c7e983d2eae397459d3e2e756b0b2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/google-to-delete-user-data-on-trips-to-abortion-clinics/ar-AAZ5Rdh
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/07/01/metro/will-roe-decision-lead-interstate-travel-bans/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/its-going-to-happen-biden-sounds-alarm-on-red-states-arresting-women-for-getting-abortions-in-other-states/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-coming-rise-of-abortion-as-a-crime/ar-AAZ4lJR
https://nypost.com/2022/07/01/pro-abortion-protesters-target-justice-amy-coney-barretts-home/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/supreme-court-case-voting-rights-experts-say-bring-chaos-elections-rcna34033
https://sports.yahoo.com/tribe-members-react-supreme-court-080000166.html
https://rollcall.com/2022/06/30/supreme-court-conservatives-flex-in-term-full-of-controversial-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-government-and-politics-f67dd594ae5d713147e107ed7321f4b9
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.vice.com/en/article/88qa3a/calabrian-mafia-ndrangheta-port-cocaine
https://www.msn.com/en-ae/money/news/jpmorgan-predicts-dollar380-oil-on-worst-case-russian-retaliatory-output-cuts/ar-AAZ6ug9


Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 

https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/abortion-ruling-highlights-diverging-paths-of-justices-john-roberts-samuel-alito-11656149400
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
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DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP: Record-Low 38% Proud to Be American… 
DISUNITED STATES RED-BLUE DIVIDE DEEPENS 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/07/02/spurred-by-the-supreme-court-a-nation-
divides-along-a-red-blue-axis/ Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and 
rigged'… 25% open to armed revolt… Pressure builds on Biden to turn to 
executive action despite limits, risks... Planned Nomination of Anti-
Abortion Judge Outrages Left... POLL: 71% do NOT want him to run 
again… Approval rating stuck at 39%... WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP
IS A DISGRACE; SHOULD NEVER BE SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You 
can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
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Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
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Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

ZEROHEDGE Inflation 'Off', Recession 'On': Stocks Purged As Bonds & 
The Dollar Surged https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-
recession-stocks-purged-bonds-dollar-surged ..so it's not the "strongest 
economy in the world" Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-
Themselves Mode" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-
are-still-denialfool-themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, 
meaning corporate earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly 
Insolvent" Cryptos Ensure More Chaos Coming 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-
ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to the man that knows the 
industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As Fed Hikes Rates 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-coming-fed-
hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase which makes
risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... Funds Sell Oil At 
Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens Poor 2Y Auction
Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
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Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" Rabobank: 
It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting Today 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-sadly-
match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one who 
said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the 
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
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Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE Welcome To The Biden Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-biden-recession With 
hyperinflation, a world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden
administration can finally declare victory. "One Of The Worst Downturns 
In Recent History": Zuck Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For 
Layoffs The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
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2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & Jobs 
Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
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Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
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Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ] January 6 
committee's Kinzinger: Secret Service agent ( tony ornato – typical 
guinea ) who may dispute Hutchinson claim 'likes to lie'
YAHOO Michael Cohen says Trump is using a 'mob boss' playbook amid 
claims Trump allies sought to intimidate Jan. 6 witnesses 

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says Western sanctions 
against Russia may be grounds for war
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ZEROHEDGE Welcome To The Biden Recession With hyperinflation, a 
world war, a bear market and now a recession, the Biden administration 
can finally declare victory. Anatomy Of A Bear Market: Even The Fed 
Can't Rescue Market If Earnings Tank 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/anatomy-bear-market-even-fed-cant-
rescue-market-if-earnings-tank Be careful with the idea that a change in 
Fed monetary policy alone can mark a turning point for the direction of 
stocks. This was certainly not the case in 2001... Morning Rundown | 
Finally Someone Admits We Are in a Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-rundown-finally-
someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY SILVER IS 
CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
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The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE Poland Says EU & Russia Agree They Need A Plan On 
Kaliningrad Poland breaks with Lithuania, which is vowing to continue 
enforcing restrictions.. YAHOO World Ukrayinska Pravda Medvedev says 
Western sanctions against Russia may be grounds for war RT As West 
blames Moscow for 'food crisis', ships sail from Mariupol with Moscow's 
help while Ukraine holds vessels in its ports 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558011-foreign-ships-leave-mariupol/ RT 
Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors On Ground In Ukraine To Track 
Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, the US simply takes Ukrainian 
officials' "word for it" that they won't end up in "wrong hands"... Russia In
"Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's Snake Island To Free Up Grain 
Exports Demonstrates that it "does not hinder efforts... for the export of 
agricultural products from the territory of Ukraine," a Russian military 
statement said. EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End 
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Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-
cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. US Officials 
Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, White House "Losing 
Confidence" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-
ukraine-can-take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN 
report: Advisers to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally 
how and whether Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition 
of a Ukrainian "victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built 
a 'state within a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
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to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
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nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
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and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
GOOGLENEWS Three police die in Kentucky shooting while serving 
domestic violence warrant

Time to put 'law in america' in its proper perspective. Specifically, much 
as would be so in an exclusively maximum security prison environment 
for convicts of the most serious crimes, the notion of laws, rules of law is
preposterous. Beyond the propaganda, obfuscation, etc., lies the greatest
fraud, certainly of the 20th and 21st centuries; viz., america. 
Anthropologically speaking, america is unequivocally a total, unmitigated
evolutionary disaster. 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
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in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---

[Miscellaneous posts]

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
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did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved' hanging, and   
didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide testifies 
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-28/index.html [ america … that 
bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
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wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
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Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896
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cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
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that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 

DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
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https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 

Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
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way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!
The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-imagine/

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover ...
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/ 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD!
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
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https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
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than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 
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ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 

‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
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these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]
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YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
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Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 

US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/ukraine-has-begun-moving-sensitive-data-outside-its-borders-11655199002
https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-forces-destroy-last-bridge-to-key-eastern-ukrainian-city-11655202739
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/ukrainian-troops-struggle-to-hold-back-russian-advance-in-east/ar-AAYqeGu
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism
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https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/spx
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/comp
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/djia
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
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https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
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https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/bear-market-stocks-whats-next-51655150790?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-panel-says-evidence-173305500.html


Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 
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DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

https://www.zerohedge.com/contributors/354951
https://www.zerohedge.com/contributors/354951
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-08/times-these-second-passport-makes-lot-sense
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https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-and-unreleased-video-expected-to-be-focus-of-first-jan-6-hearing/ar-AAYfFly
https://apnews.com/article/jan-6-capitol-riot-hearings-live-updates-eefb79f2cffb705f04bf43ea164db20f
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ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 

ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/oil-jumps-saudi-arabia-hikes-233942441.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/saudis-raise-oil-prices-more-114136411.html
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HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 
AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
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background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
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hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com
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Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
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case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE
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(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
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the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.



(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
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AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

DRUDGEREPORT 'Worst version of covid' will be dominant this month… 
UK cases close to 300,000 a day; Peak pandemic? 
Hospital admissions among elderly rise... 
New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior infection… 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-antibodies-covid-
vaccine/index.html 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths now near/at/exceed 
100% of 2021 numbers]
113,691 JUN 30 2022
12,541 JUN 30 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
375 JUN 30 2022
271 JUN 30 2021 
US monkeypox cases hit 142… US hits 201 cases… UK monkeypox cases
hit 1,235… 
Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/

DRUDGEREPORT Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... EOAD If We Keep Escalating This 
Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 

https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 
Putin slams 'imperial' alliance... 
Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 
Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen
since 1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 
SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 
'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10929687/Germany-considers-making-mask-wearing-COMPULSORY-October-March-public-places.html
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-709799
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https://www.aol.com/covid-19-hospital-admissions-among-142913317.html
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5674230/uk-covid-cases-heading-for-record-high-zoe/
https://news.yahoo.com/the-worst-version-of-covid-is-spreading-can-we-update-our-vaccines-in-time-131933423.html
https://twitter.com/alpeia
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Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
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https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
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https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
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https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
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https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
https://nypost.com/2022/06/28/jeffrey-epstein-assistant-ghislaine-maxwell-sentenced-to-20-years-for-sex-trafficking/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
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Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 

DRUDGEREPORT Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'… 25% 
open to armed revolt… WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE;
SHOULD NEVER BE SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this 
sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 

https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/real-estate/the-worlds-bubbliest-housing-markets-are-flashing-warning-signs
https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-companies-start-to-rescind-job-offers-11655865283
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
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https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/abortion-ruling-highlights-diverging-paths-of-justices-john-roberts-samuel-alito-11656149400
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
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DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
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POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

ZEROHEDGE Blain: "Markets Are Still In Denial/Fool-Themselves Mode" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blain-markets-are-still-denialfool-
themselves-mode Supply chain issues remain difficult, meaning corporate
earnings will remain under pressure... "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos 
Ensure More Chaos Coming https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to 
the man that knows the industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As
Fed Hikes Rates https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-
coming-fed-hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase 

which makes risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... 
Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens
Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
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somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Nomura Now Forecasts Global Recession As Its Base Case 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-now-forecasts-global-
recession-12-months "In addition to the US, we now forecast a number of 
other major economies – euro area, UK, Japan, South Korea, Australia 
and Canada – to tip into recession within the next 12 months" Rabobank: 
It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We Are All Drifting Today 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-lenins-ideas-sadly-
match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was also the one who 
said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the 
millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To Friendly Central 
Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
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WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE "One Of The Worst Downturns In Recent History": Zuck 
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Warns Facebook Employees To Brace For Layoffs The 2022 Market 
Disaster... More Pain To Come https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-
market-disaster-more-pain-come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions 
Scream Stagflation https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-
revisions-scream-stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. 
Soaring Inflation And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great 
Purge" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-
crashing-rates-are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking 
market crash was in 2019. The current market could end up worse for 
small truckload fleets... “  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation   

Rally? https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-
crash-or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is 
more likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: 
Goldman, JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of 
Imminent Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE US Manufacturing Slumps In May, New Orders & Jobs 
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Contract https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-
slumps-may-new-orders-jobs-contract "The PMI survey has fallen in June 
to a level indicative of the manufacturing sector acting as a drag on 
GDP..." Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
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markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

THERE ARE PEOPLE IN PRISON FOR LESS THAN WHAT ALITO IS 
INDISPUTABLY GUILTY OF! http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-
al.jpg 

ZEROHEDGE Morning Rundown | Finally Someone Admits We Are in a 
Recession https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-07-01/morning-
rundown-finally-someone-admits-we-are-recession PODCAST: WHY 
SILVER IS CRATERING Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As 
Layoffs Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-
jobless-claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans 
filed for jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among 
US Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
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crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 
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ZEROHEDGE Pentagon Agency Wants Arms Monitors On Ground In 
Ukraine To Track Billions In Hardware Shipped Currently, the US simply 
takes Ukrainian officials' "word for it" that they won't end up in "wrong 
hands"... Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's Snake Island To
Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not hinder efforts... for 
the export of agricultural products from the territory of Ukraine," a 
Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep Escalating This 
Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
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anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
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Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
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“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---

[Miscellaneous posts]

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 
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CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved' hanging, and   
didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide testifies 
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-28/index.html [ america … that 
bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
Most Americans agree govt 'corrupt and rigged'...
25% open to armed revolt… 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
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trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
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long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 
ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896
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ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=853312208157830&ref=sharing 
Released June 24, 1953, Robot Monster a.k.a. Monster from Mars is an 
independently made American black-and-white 3D science fiction film 
produced and directed by Phil Tucker, written by Wyott Ordung, and 
starring George Nader, Claudia Barrett, and George Barrows. Robot 
Monster Trailer: https://fb.watch/dRpUPJB24P/ 

GOOGLENEWS 'Second pandemic'? Biden alarms Twitter with his cryptic 
comments: 'Here we go again' Fox News 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/second-pandemic-biden-alarms-twitter-
with-his-cryptic-comments-here-we-go-again 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx [You can’t fool all of the people all of the time!]

RT 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it 
despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ 

Not worth your sympathy: The story of Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov battalion 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 
Western media has been bending over backwards trying to explain how 
people covered in Nazi tattoos are not neo-Nazis. However, it turns out 
that sporting symbols related to Adolf Hitler's odious Third Reich is not 
even close to being the worst of the crimes committed by the Azov. 
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DRUDGEREPORT SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 
Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There 
will be nuclear war if we stay on this path. 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-
worse-than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 

‘  ‘  Go to hell,’ Ukrainian ambassador tells German intellectuals   
https://www.rt.com/russia/558164-melnik-appeal-german-intellectuals/     

‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]

West violated key NATO-Russia treaty – Lavrov 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558156-russia-nato-founding-act/ 

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give up their 
language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass 
https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/ 
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Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is
true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this 
to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root Causes Of The 
Russia-Ukraine War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-
justification-provocation-chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is
not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level 
US official in the diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia 
and Eastern Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is 
the opinion of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who 
has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to 
George Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, 
including the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who 
knows anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and 
provocative to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes
way before (Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) 
Gorbachev, all said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join 
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NATO, this is the geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

CNN The former Trump White House aide told the Jan. 6 committee that 
she was contacted by someone attempting to influence her testimony 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/30/politics/january-6-committee-witnesses-
trump-world/index.html [ Profile in Courage, to be sure! ]

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!
The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-imagine/

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover ...
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/ 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD!
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
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out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
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than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 
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ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 

‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
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these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]
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YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
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Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 

US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/ukraine-has-begun-moving-sensitive-data-outside-its-borders-11655199002
https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-forces-destroy-last-bridge-to-key-eastern-ukrainian-city-11655202739
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/ukrainian-troops-struggle-to-hold-back-russian-advance-in-east/ar-AAYqeGu
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Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 
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DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

https://www.zerohedge.com/contributors/354951
https://www.zerohedge.com/contributors/354951
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-08/times-these-second-passport-makes-lot-sense
https://www.msn.com/en-xl/news/other/china-will-not-hesitate-to-start-war-over-taiwan-beijing-tells-us/ar-AAYisrt
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10901419/McCarthy-says-country-responsible-Jan-6-pressed-Trumps-fault.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-and-unreleased-video-expected-to-be-focus-of-first-jan-6-hearing/ar-AAYfFly
https://apnews.com/article/jan-6-capitol-riot-hearings-live-updates-eefb79f2cffb705f04bf43ea164db20f
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Ginni-Thomas-pressed-29-Arizona-lawmakers-to-help-17233198.php
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https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/10/fired-fox-news-editor-chris-stirewalt-to-testify-at-jan-6-riot-committee-hearing.html
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https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/media/3519284-nearly-20m-watched-jan-6-hearing-nielsen
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-calls-deadly-insurrection-greatest-193328621.html
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/breaking-trumps-shocking-comments-that-pence-deserved-to-be-hanged-on-jan-6-revealed-at-hearing/


ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 

ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/oil-jumps-saudi-arabia-hikes-233942441.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/saudis-raise-oil-prices-more-114136411.html
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/3/gas-prices-verge-doubling-bidens-first-day-oval-of/
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HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 
AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
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https://finance.yahoo.com/news/u-faces-unacceptable-levels-inflation-134146225.html
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background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   

https://substack.com/profile/23350277-elizabeth-cronise-mclaughlin
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hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

6-30-22

Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
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case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE
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(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
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the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.



(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 



https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

DRUDGEREPORT New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior 
infection… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths now near/at/exceed 
100% of 2021 numbers]
112,658 JUN 29 2022
12,263 JUN 29 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
382 JUN 29 2022
282 JUN 29 2021 
US monkeypox cases hit 142… US hits 201 cases… Most Long-COVID 
Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/

DRUDGEREPORT Biden commits more US forces in Europe... 
NATO Returns to Combat Stance... EOAD If We Keep Escalating This 
Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 
Putin slams 'imperial' alliance... 
Patient and Confident, Vlad Shifts Out of Wartime Crisis Mode… 
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Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… WHAT ABOUT THE 
MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, trump, clinton, 
wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps against 
monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying 
crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than 
Ever… MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen
since 1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 
SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 
'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...

https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/30/patient-and-confident-putin-shifts-out-of-wartime-crisis-mode/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-demands-ukraine-surrender-g7-142035841.html
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/nato-returns-to-combat-stance-to-counter-a-new-and-hostile-world/ar-AAZ0zU5
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/biden-commits-to-more-us-forces-in-europe-as-nato-invites-sweden-and-finland-to-join/ar-AAYZrMk
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10929687/Germany-considers-making-mask-wearing-COMPULSORY-October-March-public-places.html
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-709799
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NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?

https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
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v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 

DRUDGEREPORT WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; 
SHOULD NEVER BE SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] You can't make this 
sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
Reagan Library Erupts in Applause at Cheney Evisceration of Trump... 
Filmmaker Alex Holder says The Don lost mind after Jan 6... [DUH!] 
Donors jump ship... Hearing Delivers Political Blow That His Rivals 
Couldn't Land… 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
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https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 
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Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

ZEROHEDGE "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos Ensure More Chaos Coming 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-
ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to the man that knows the 
industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As Fed Hikes Rates 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-coming-fed-
hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase which makes
risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... Funds Sell Oil At 
Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens Poor 2Y Auction
Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
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recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Rabobank: It's Lenin's Ideas That Sadly Explain Where We 
Are All Drifting Today https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-its-
lenins-ideas-sadly-match-where-we-are-all-sadly-drifting-today He was 
also the one who said, “The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them
between the millstones of taxation and inflation.” Putin Travels To 
Friendly Central Asian Countries In 1st Trip Abroad Since War Began 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-travels-friendly-central-
asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin confirms Putin will 
attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has declared he'll 
boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo bojo!] Medvedev 
Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves On It Would Trigger
WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further Eroding 
The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-
liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered 
liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar 
options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt
In The EU? Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE The 2022 Market Disaster... More Pain To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-market-disaster-more-pain-
come Gold matters... US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
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Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE Stocks, Cryptos Tumble To Close Out Catastrophic First-Half
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-cryptos-tumble-close-out-
catastrophic-first-half The S&P 500 is set for its biggest first half decline 
since 1970, the Nasdaq 100 since 2002, the height of the dot.com bust, 
and Europe since 2008, the height of the global financial crisis. "It Is 
Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will Shatter" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-world-
system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
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Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

CNN OPINION: THIS IS SO MUCH WORSE THAN WATERGATE [DUH!] 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/29/opinions/jan-6-cassidy-hutchinson-worse-
than-watergate-hemmer/index.html 
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ZEROHEDGE Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate-0 231,000 Americans filed for 
jobless benefits for the first time last week... Optimism Among US 
Business Leaders Drops To New Low Amid Rising Inflation, Supply 
Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
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3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE Russia In "Goodwill" Withdrawal From Ukraine's Snake 
Island To Free Up Grain Exports Demonstrates that it "does not hinder 
efforts... for the export of agricultural products from the territory of 
Ukraine," a Russian military statement said. EOAD If We Keep Escalating
This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A Nuclear Cataclysm 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-escalating-this-conflict-the-
end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ There will be nuclear war if we 
stay on this path. US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, 
White House "Losing Confidence" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-officials-doubt-ukraine-can-
take-back-territory-white-house-losing-confidence CNN report: Advisers 
to President Joe Biden have begun debating internally how and whether 
Ukrainian President Zelensky should shift his definition of a Ukrainian 
"victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within 
a state,' and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
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like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
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120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
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game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---
[Miscellaneous posts]

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

EOAD If We Keep Escalating This Conflict, The End Result Will Be A 

http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
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Nuclear Cataclysm http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-we-keep-
escalating-this-conflict-the-end-result-will-be-a-nuclear-cataclysm/ 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved' hanging, and   
didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide testifies 
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-28/index.html [ america … that 
bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?
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EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
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Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
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democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!
The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-imagine/

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover ...
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/ 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD!
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg


THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

MarketWatch Bitcoin could experience a ‘final washout’ decline before 
reaching a bottom of $13,000, this technical analyst says 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/4af56d68-1f0a-308b-9001-
6c640a922687/bitcoin-could-experience-a.html 6-29-22
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EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 
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DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

https://www.vice.com/en/article/n7zwj7/the-bitcoin-crash-is-taking-el-salvadors-big-bet-with-it
https://www.cnbc.com/quotes/.DJI
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/14/30-year-mortgage-rate-surges-to-6point28percent-up-from-5point5percent-just-a-week-ago.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/14/real-estate-firms-compass-and-redfin-announce-layoffs-as-housing-market-slows.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/property-values-fall-across-us-145849058.html
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YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 

‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
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basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
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confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
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US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 

US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-forces-destroy-last-bridge-to-key-eastern-ukrainian-city-11655202739
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/ukrainian-troops-struggle-to-hold-back-russian-advance-in-east/ar-AAYqeGu
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism
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https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/spx
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/comp
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/djia
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news


---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 

Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 
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THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
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UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 
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https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/10/fired-fox-news-editor-chris-stirewalt-to-testify-at-jan-6-riot-committee-hearing.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jan-6-police-officer-recalls-100035394.html
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https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/media/3519284-nearly-20m-watched-jan-6-hearing-nielsen
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 
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https://www.msn.com/en-xl/news/other/china-will-not-hesitate-to-start-war-over-taiwan-beijing-tells-us/ar-AAYisrt
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10901419/McCarthy-says-country-responsible-Jan-6-pressed-Trumps-fault.html
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https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-and-unreleased-video-expected-to-be-focus-of-first-jan-6-hearing/ar-AAYfFly
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ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 
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AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
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DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
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AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

6-29-22

Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
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was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor

https://twitter.com/alpeia
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/


child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
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participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
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DRUDGEREPORT New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior 
infection… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths now near/at/exceed 
100% of 2021 numbers]
108,785 JUN 28 2022
11,839 JUN 28 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
390 JUN 28 2022 
289 JUN 28 2021
US monkeypox cases hit 142… US hits 201 cases… Most Long-COVID 
Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
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AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

DRUDGEREPORT Ghislaine sentenced to 20 years in Epstein sex case… 
WHAT ABOUT THE MEN? [Yes; how about them wealthy pedos … gates, 
trump, clinton, wexner, dershowitz, etc.] Officials announce more steps 
against monkeypox outbreak... 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets 
destroying crops in West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out 
Than Ever… MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… 
Not seen since 1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 
SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 
'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10929687/Germany-considers-making-mask-wearing-COMPULSORY-October-March-public-places.html
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https://www.jpost.com/international/article-709799
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Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
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https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/politics/football-coach-prayer-high-school-supreme-court-kennedy/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
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https://vickyward.substack.com/p/where-are-the-men-who-should-be-held
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PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 

DRUDGEREPORT WASHINGTON EXAMINER: TRUMP IS A DISGRACE; 
SHOULD NEVER BE SUPPORTED AGAIN… [DUH!] 
ANDREW MCCARTHY: Devastating... Secret Service to Challenge Her 
Account? [Defend indefensible american hitler at all cost]
PLAYED 'CATS' MUSIC TO CALM Donald Trump's staff would play the 
song Memory from the Broadway musical Cats to soothe the former US 
President when he was stressed, it has been revealed. [american 
nuthouse-you can’t make this sh*t up!]
SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
BROKE DISHES, FLIPPED TABLECLOTHES 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
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https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
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KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 
Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO INCREASES FORCES 
TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-threw-dishes-and-flipped-tablecloths-when-he-was-angry-ex-aide-testifies-2022-6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10962011/Meadows-told-aide-Cassidy-Hutchinson-January-6-read-real-bad-just-days-riot.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/trump-lunged-at-secret-service-agent-in-rage-when-told-he-couldnt-go-to-capitol-on-jan-6-aide-testifies.html
https://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/joe-biden
https://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/joe-biden
https://www.mirror.co.uk/film/cats-review-musical-leave-you-21122229
https://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/donald-trump
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/us-news/donald-trump-played-song-cats-27355368
https://www.mediaite.com/news/secret-service-is-reportedly-prepared-to-testify-trump-didnt-try-to-commandeer-limo-on-jan-6-despite-hutchinson-account/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/secret-service-is-reportedly-prepared-to-testify-trump-didnt-try-to-commandeer-limo-on-jan-6-despite-hutchinson-account/
https://www.nationalreview.com/2022/06/cassidy-hutchinsons-testimony-against-trump-is-devastating/
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/editorials/trump-proven-unfit-for-power-again
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/editorials/trump-proven-unfit-for-power-again
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/stimulus-checks-rewired-how-some-americans-see-money.html
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2022/06/17/bidens-america-sriracha-peanut-butter-latest-items-short-supply/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/travel/news/americans-are-starting-to-pull-back-on-travel-and-restaurants/ar-AAYBEka
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/big-crypto-investment-frauds-are-happening-linkedin
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https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

ZEROHEDGE "Secretly Insolvent" Cryptos Ensure More Chaos Coming 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-29/secretly-insolvent-cryptos-
ensure-more-chaos-coming All according to the man that knows the 
industry the best. Earnings Recession Coming As Fed Hikes Rates 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-coming-fed-
hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase which makes
risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... Funds Sell Oil At 
Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens Poor 2Y Auction
Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Putin Travels To Friendly Central Asian Countries In 1st Trip
Abroad Since War Began https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-
travels-friendly-central-asian-countries-1st-trip-abroad-war-began Kremlin
confirms Putin will attend upcoming G20 summit; the UK's Johnson has 
declared he'll boycott if "pariah" attends… [Promises, promises bozo 
bojo!] Medvedev Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO Moves 
On It Would Trigger WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS,
Further Eroding The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-
establishes-liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has 
long offered liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating 
similar options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The 
Highest Debt In The EU? Hello hard landing! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/hardlanding How this is 
changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s already started in long 
bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The Recession' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-welcome-
recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling back to 
earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, Beyond A 
Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump Committed 
Attempted Murder https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-
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doubt-beyond-reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-
committed Just for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared 
evidence supporting criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction 
of justice, criminal election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, 
espionage, and treason by Trump or his family. He has now added 
attempted murder in an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” 
[Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in my direct experience 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , they’ll still do nothing,
at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: Trump should be charged 
with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-americans-trump-charged-
130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say former President Donald 
Trump should be charged with a crime for his role in the Jan.6 attack at 
the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. YouTube Removes Jan. 6 
Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ] Politics Donald Trump 
'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on January 6 in a 
desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH Public Opinion 
On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace Over Seeking 
Russian Defeat https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-
ukraine-shifts-europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian 
Glaring discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their 
citizens on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE US Q1 GDP Revisions Scream Stagflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-q1-gdp-revisions-scream-
stagflation ...not exactly what The Fed wants to see. Soaring Inflation 
And Crashing Rates Are Sparking Trucking's "Great Purge" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-inflation-and-crashing-rates-
are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last trucking market crash was in
2019. The current market could end up worse for small truckload fleets... 
“  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally?   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
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have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE "It Is Possible - Even Probable - That The World System Will 
Shatter" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/it-possible-even-probable-
world-system-will-shatter If it’s “perhaps even probable” that “the world 
system shatters”, perhaps markets should start thinking about what it 
implies for rates and FX? That thinking is currently served up in such 
small portions. Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
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on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

ZEROHEDGE Optimism Among US Business Leaders Drops To New Low 
Amid Rising Inflation, Supply Issues, Labor Shortages 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/optimism-among-us-business-
leaders-drops-new-low-amid-rising-inflation-supply-issues Just 9 percent 

of business leaders expressed optimism over the global economy... 
Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed Survey Plunges To 
COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
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crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 
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ZEROHEDGE US Officials Doubt Ukraine Can Take Back Territory, White 
House "Losing Confidence" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-
officials-doubt-ukraine-can-take-back-territory-white-house-losing-
confidence CNN report: Advisers to President Joe Biden have begun 
debating internally how and whether Ukrainian President Zelensky should
shift his definition of a Ukrainian "victory"... RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov 
Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' and it despises both Russia 
and the liberal West   https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-  
azov-ideology/ The Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of 
‘National Idea,’ loosely modelled on Mussolini's Italy Worse Than The 
Cuban Missile Crisis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-
cuban-missile-crisis "The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war 
with Russia as, in June 1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On 
Foreign Debt' For First Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western 
Sanctions https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-
debt-first-time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in 
the know understands that this is not a default at all... This whole 
situation looks like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': 
Chomsky On Root Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
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lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
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irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
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immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
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albertpeia.com

---
[Miscellaneous posts]

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved' hanging, and   
didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide testifies 
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-28/index.html [ america … that 
bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
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break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

Typical corrupt jersey guinea alito:'...
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located.
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Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New

Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!
The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 

WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth 
Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. 
It’s also about the death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so 
long in America it’s hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born
in 1971, and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 
things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land 
theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the 
“discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and 
the end of the enslavement of Black Americans as a distant historical 
event (as though the repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given 
that slavery was the foundation of American capitalism and white 
supremacy). Even as recently as the past few years, many of us have 
fallen for the lie that this is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, 
requires real representation and rule by the people, under the theory that 
the people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct 
opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether monarchs or 
oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme wealth disparity, 
abuse of power, and control of the many to benefit those in power. I ask 
you: which one sounds like more like America today? As but one 
example, over the past few days I’ve seen polling that indicates that 
more than 88% of Americans favor background checks on gun sales, and 
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more than 67% favor an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any 
such legislation will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the 
filibuster, the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 
people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was a lie. 
Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the promise of a 
nation that never was?..." 

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 

Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!
The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-imagine/

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover ...
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/ 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD!
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg


Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
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Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
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bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 

‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
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https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 
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MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-panel-says-evidence-173305500.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/gov-gavin-newsom-wins-big-in-california-could-he-be-president/ar-AAYgUlw
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/4358923
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https://www.theverge.com/2022/6/16/23170228/spacex-elon-musk-internal-open-letter-behavior
https://nypost.com/2022/06/16/elon-musk-sued-for-258-billion-over-dogecoin-pyramid-scheme/
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Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 

US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/ukraine-has-begun-moving-sensitive-data-outside-its-borders-11655199002
https://www.wsj.com/articles/ukraine-has-begun-moving-sensitive-data-outside-its-borders-11655199002
https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-forces-destroy-last-bridge-to-key-eastern-ukrainian-city-11655202739
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/ukrainian-troops-struggle-to-hold-back-russian-advance-in-east/ar-AAYqeGu
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https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/comp
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/djia
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
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https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/bear-market-stocks-whats-next-51655150790?link=MW_latest_news


Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 
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DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 
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ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 

ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 
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HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 
AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
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background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK: TRUMP LUNGED AT SECRET SERVICE 
'I'M THE F***ING PRESIDENT' 
DRIVER REFUSED RIDE TO CAPITOL 
KNEW ABOUT WEAPONS: 'NOT HERE TO HURT ME' 

RT Ukraine's neo-Nazi Azov Battalion has built a 'state within a state,' 
and it despises both Russia and the liberal West 
https://www.rt.com/russia/557743-neo-nazi-regiment-azov-ideology/ The 
Ukrainian regiment adheres to its own brand of ‘National Idea,’ loosely 
modelled on Mussolini's Italy 

HUFFPOST EX-AIDE EARTHQUAKE: TRUMP KNEW OF JAN. 6 WEAPONS 
— MORE DAMNING DETAILS https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-
supporters-weapons-capitol-riot_n_62bb3440e4b0adb8aa4d48e8 

CNN live updates   Trump lunged at Secret Service, said Pence 'deserved'   
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hanging, and didn't care that supporters were armed, Meadows aide 
testifies https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/january-6-hearings-june-
28/index.html [ america … that bastion of faux liberty, injustice, and 
untruth! ]

Sick nation america, predominantly the land of criminals and mentally ill! 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

6-28-22

Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
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of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
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disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
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in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.



(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 



https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

DRUDGEREPORT New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior 
infection… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths now near/at/exceed 
100% of 2021 numbers]
121,255 JUN 27 2022
11,839 JUN 27 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
398 JUN 27 2022
308 JUN 27 2021 
US monkeypox cases hit 142… US hits 201 cases… Most Long-COVID 
Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/

DRUDGEREPORT 'Biblical' swarms of giant crickets destroying crops in 
West… GALLUP: World Unhappier, More Stressed Out Than Ever… 
MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 
SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
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SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 
'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw
https://apnews.com/article/supreme-court-coach-prayer-2981a8073ea82a1a688c367270c941aa
https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394025/world-unhappier-stressed-ever.aspx
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/mormon-cricket-swarm-us-crops-b2110478.html
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10929687/Germany-considers-making-mask-wearing-COMPULSORY-October-March-public-places.html
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-709799
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Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 

https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
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https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
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https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
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Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 

DRUDGEREPORT Pentagon Blasts Putin Nuke Saber-Rattling… NATO 
INCREASES FORCES TO 300,000… Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First 
Time Since 1918… 
$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/bitcoin-price-drops-below-18600-as-sell-off-accelerates.html
https://theankler.com/p/pod-hollywoods-economic-armageddon#details
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/once-feted-for-pandemic-heroics-worlds-central-banks-now-face-an-uneasy-crowd-0
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https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
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equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

ZEROHEDGE Earnings Recession Coming As Fed Hikes Rates 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/earnings-recession-coming-fed-
hikes-rates We are just starting the negative revision phase which makes
risk management in portfolios a key priority for now... Funds Sell Oil At 
Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic Outlook Worsens Poor 2Y Auction
Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As Foreign Buyers Flee 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-tails-highest-yield-
2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y auction which was 
somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp concession today which saw 
yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home 
Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial 
Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Medvedev Says Crimea Is Russia's "Forever" & Any NATO 
Moves On It Would Trigger WW3 China Establishes Liquidity Agreement 
With BIS, Further Eroding The Dollar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-establishes-liquidity-
agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has long offered liquidity 
arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating similar options in 
Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The Highest Debt In The 
EU? Hello hard landing! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/hardlanding How this is 
changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s already started in long 
bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The Recession' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-welcome-
recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling back to 
earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, Beyond A 
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Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump Committed 
Attempted Murder https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-
doubt-beyond-reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-
committed Just for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared 
evidence supporting criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction 
of justice, criminal election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, 
espionage, and treason by Trump or his family. He has now added 
attempted murder in an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” 
[Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in my direct experience 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , they’ll still do nothing,
at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: Trump should be charged 
with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-americans-trump-charged-
130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say former President Donald 
Trump should be charged with a crime for his role in the Jan.6 attack at 
the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. YouTube Removes Jan. 6 
Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ] Politics Donald Trump 
'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on January 6 in a 
desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH Public Opinion 
On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace Over Seeking 
Russian Defeat https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-
ukraine-shifts-europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian 
Glaring discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their 
citizens on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE Soaring Inflation And Crashing Rates Are Sparking 
Trucking's "Great Purge" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-
inflation-and-crashing-rates-are-sparking-truckings-great-purge The last 
trucking market crash was in 2019. The current market could end up 
worse for small truckload fleets... “  Something Breaking” Crash or Fed   
Capitulation Rally? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
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have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE Special: G7 Communiqué All But Declares Economic War- 
Analysis https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/special-g7-
communique-all-declares-ecnomic-war-analysis There is little 
economically left for the west to do now except to take action outside 
the financial world G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; 
Unclear What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-
set-impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
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Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

ZEROHEDGE Consumer Confidence Crashes In June, Richmond Fed 
Survey Plunges To COVID Lockdown Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/consumer-confidence-
crashes-june-richmond-fed-survey-plunges-covid-lockdown-lows 'hope' 
was never a strategy... Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler 
Comments https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-
sec-gensler-comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk 
in classic securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
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must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE Worse Than The Cuban Missile Crisis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-28/worse-cuban-missile-crisis 
"The US in June 2022 is every bit as much at war with Russia as, in June 
1941, it was with Germany." Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First 
Time Since Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
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Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
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control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---
[Miscellaneous posts]

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 
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ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over 
The Western World?

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
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entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
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chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
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incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
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bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 

‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
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that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%
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nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/djia
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
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Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 

US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---
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"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 

Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 
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THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
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UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 
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https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/10/fired-fox-news-editor-chris-stirewalt-to-testify-at-jan-6-riot-committee-hearing.html
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https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-08/times-these-second-passport-makes-lot-sense
https://www.msn.com/en-xl/news/other/china-will-not-hesitate-to-start-war-over-taiwan-beijing-tells-us/ar-AAYisrt
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10901419/McCarthy-says-country-responsible-Jan-6-pressed-Trumps-fault.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
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https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
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ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 
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AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
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east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

6-27-22

Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
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RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:
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(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:
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(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 



as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)

What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 



The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

DRUDGEREPORT New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior 
infection… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths now near/at/exceed 
100% of 2021 numbers]
110,386 JUN 26 2022
11,878 JUN 26 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
370 JUN 26 2022
307 JUN 26 2021 
US monkeypox cases hit 142… US hits 201 cases… Most Long-COVID 
Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
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seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/

DRUDGEREPORT MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and 
moon… Not seen since 1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 
SUPREMES RULE FOR PRAYER ON FIELD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Where did the love 
go?]
SCHOOL CAN'T PROHIBIT 

The Fetus Will Defeat US   https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8   

https://youtu.be/KHaSUrhFwLs 
RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-
wade-saturday/index.html 
'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Doctors who perform abortions WILL be targeted for prosecution, S 
Dakota gov declares… 
Tech Companies Won't Say If They'll Give Cops Data...
Conservative Push on Court 50 Years in Making...
Lawmaker calls ruling 'victory for white life' as Trump rally cheers...
High demand for abortion pills as women 'stockpiling'... 
Providers Confront New Landscape...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Churches Move Cautiously, Call for Calm... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10929687/Germany-considers-making-mask-wearing-COMPULSORY-October-March-public-places.html
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NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?

https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/25/chief-john-roberts-court-00039237
https://www.wsj.com/articles/churches-move-cautiously-on-abortion-and-call-for-calm-post-roe-11656268174
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-politics-reproductive-rights-cb1ea0156e9faac86470ad8ce89794f0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-wake-of-roe-v-wade-ruling-abortion-providers-confront-new-landscape-11656268445
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10956807/Huge-spike-demand-abortion-pills-women-stockpile-Roe-v-Wade-ruling.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://www.wsj.com/articles/roe-v-wade-overturned-supreme-court-11656110804
https://www.vice.com/en/article/v7vmm4/tech-companies-wont-say-abortion-data-roe-v-wade
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/3537449-doctors-who-perform-abortions-will-be-targeted-for-prosecution-south-dakota-governor-says/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
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v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are H  appening Via LinkedIn   ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 

DRUDGEREPORT Russia Defaults on Foreign Debt First Time Since 1918…

$1.8 trillion economy showing no sign of sinking… 
https://au.investing.com/news/economy/a-default-when-flush-with-cash-
five-signs-russia-aint-sinking-yet-2595396 
USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
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Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]
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ZEROHEDGE Funds Sell Oil At Fastest Rate In 15 Weeks As Economic 
Outlook Worsens Poor 2Y Auction Tails At Highest Yield Since 2007 As 
Foreign Buyers Flee https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/poor-2y-auction-
tails-highest-yield-2007-foreign-buyers-flee This was a disappointing 2Y 
auction which was somewhat unexpected in light of the sharp 
concession today which saw yields spike as futures rose. 4 Million 
Americans Priced-Out As Home Rents Rise Significantly, Home Loan 
Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As 
Layoffs Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-
jobless-claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished 
Mr.Powell? Forget the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE China Establishes Liquidity Agreement With BIS, Further 
Eroding The Dollar https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/china-
establishes-liquidity-agreement-bis-further-eroding-dollar The BIS has 
long offered liquidity arrangements denominated in dollars, but creating 
similar options in Chinese currency is something new. Who Has The 
Highest Debt In The EU? Hello hard landing! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/hardlanding How this is 
changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s already started in long 
bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The Recession' 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-welcome-
recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling back to 
earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, Beyond A 
Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump Committed 
Attempted Murder https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-
doubt-beyond-reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-
committed Just for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared 
evidence supporting criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction 
of justice, criminal election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, 
espionage, and treason by Trump or his family. He has now added 
attempted murder in an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” 
[Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in my direct experience 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , they’ll still do nothing,
at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: Trump should be charged 
with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-americans-trump-charged-
130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say former President Donald 
Trump should be charged with a crime for his role in the Jan.6 attack at 
the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. YouTube Removes Jan. 6 
Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ] Politics Donald Trump 
'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on January 6 in a 
desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH Public Opinion 
On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace Over Seeking 
Russian Defeat https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-
ukraine-shifts-europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian 
Glaring discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their 
citizens on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE “Something Breaking” Crash or Fed Capitulation Rally? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-26/something-breaking-crash-
or-fed-capitulation-rally Assessing which of these two scenarios is more 
likely How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent 
Recession Spark "Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
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Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE G7 Set To Impose "Price Caps" On Russian Oil; Unclear 
What This Actually Does https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/g7-set-
impose-price-caps-russian-oil-unclear-what-actually-achieves Europe 
threatens to cut imports from Russia further, and pretend to pay less, but 
only if Russia doesn't cut exports to Europe even more first. Global 
Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The high
Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also piled
on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between Soaring 
Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
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inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

ZEROHEDGE Stocks & Crypto Dive After SEC Gensler Comments 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-dive-after-sec-gensler-
comments "There's a lot of risk in crypto but there's also risk in classic 
securities markets..." Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
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Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE Russia 'Defaults On Foreign Debt' For First Time Since 
Bolshevik Revolution Amid Western Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-defaults-foreign-debt-first-
time-bolshevik-revolution-amid-western-sanctions “Everyone in the know 
understands that this is not a default at all... This whole situation looks 
like a farce.” 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
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said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
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ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
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you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

---
[Miscellaneous posts]

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
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east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
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beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22
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CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html
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Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
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Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 

‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
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critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%
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nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/djia
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
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Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 

US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---
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"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 

Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 
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THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
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UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 
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https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 
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ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 
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AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
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east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
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RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:
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(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:
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(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 



as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)

What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 



The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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DRUDGEREPORT New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior 
infection… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths now near/at/exceed 
100% of 2021 numbers]
109,740 JUN 25 2022
11,878 JUN 25 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
372 JUN 25 2022
307 JUN 25 2021 
US monkeypox cases hit 142… Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle 
Neurological Issues… https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-
neurological-symptoms/     'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination,   
Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again…

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
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seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/

DRUDGEREPORT MORNING AFTER Epic alignment of 5 planets and 
moon… Not seen since 1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 
ROE RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-
roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html 
'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
How Roberts lost control… 
Zero support for middle of road effort... 
Conservative Push 50 Years in Making...
NEXT: Critics fear Clarence Thomas 'extreme' position on birth control… 
Fight looms over pills… 
Rep. thanks Trump: 'Victory for white life'...
Prosecutors vow NOT to go after women seeking procedures...
Uncertainty in states with 'trigger' laws...
ROE RAGE, TEARS AND TEAR GAS… 
Vandals target Virginia pro-life center: 'You ain't safe'...
Christian pregnancy clinic in Colorado burned...
LA man torches officer... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...

https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10929687/Germany-considers-making-mask-wearing-COMPULSORY-October-March-public-places.html
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Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are Happening Via LinkedIn ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/06/24/biden-abortion-presidenct/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/24/politics/abortion-ruling-gay-rights-contraceptives/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/biden-other-critics-fear-thomas-e2-80-99s-e2-80-98extreme-e2-80-99-position-on-contraception/ar-AAYQqbv
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-eliminates-constitutional-right-to-abortion-11656080124
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights/
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-supreme-court-decision-854f60302f21c2c35129e58cf8d8a7b0
https://ktla.com/news/lapd-arrest-man-accused-of-attacking-officer-with-torch-during-abortion-rights-protests/
https://nypost.com/2022/06/25/christian-pregnancy-center-in-colorado-vandalized-burned-after-roe-v-wade-reversal/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/vandals-target-virginia-pro-life-center-graffiti-you-aint-safe
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952655/Aspiring-male-GOP-senator-Rhode-Island-SLAPS-female-rival-Roe-v-Wade-protest.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/roe-v-wade-reversal-brings-uncertainty-in-states-with-trigger-laws/
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rep-miller-thanks-trump-victory-white-life-campaign-says-misread-remar-rcna35359
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3536457-next-big-fight-looms-over-abortion-pills/
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https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/06/25/analysis-the-supreme-court-rolls-back-a-right-and-inflames-a-divided-country/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/america-is-growing-apart-possibly-for-good/ar-AAYOl0V
https://www.wsj.com/articles/political-violence-jan-6-capitol-hill-riot-2020-summer-rioting-looting-kavanaugh-assassin-abortion-guns-civil-war-11655997537
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-00042244
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/violent-extremism-roe-wade-abortion-dhs-memo
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10952241/Anti-abortion-activists-tear-gassed-breach-Arizona-Capitol-building.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/06/24/extremists-violence-abortion-ruling/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html
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https://www.jpost.com/science/article-710035
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https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-gloria-steinem-government-and-politics-5b174a67f33902328198c8493290dd42
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/


DRUDGEREPORT USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/18/stimulus-checks-rewired-how-some-americans-see-money.html
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2022/06/17/bidens-america-sriracha-peanut-butter-latest-items-short-supply/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/travel/news/americans-are-starting-to-pull-back-on-travel-and-restaurants/ar-AAYBEka
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https://theankler.com/p/pod-hollywoods-economic-armageddon#details
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/once-feted-for-pandemic-heroics-worlds-central-banks-now-face-an-uneasy-crowd-0
https://news.yahoo.com/shock-swiss-rate-hike-sets-015937838.html
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-companies-start-to-rescind-job-offers-11655865283
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/us-could-face-more-inflation-surprises-feds-jerome-powell/articleshow/92392632.cms
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-86d884ee9ca6cf8bbc3c00da3445fbbc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/elon-musk-says-tesla-e2-80-99s-car-factories-are-e2-80-98gigantic-money-furnaces-e2-80-99/ar-AAYM20g
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https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/06/24/nation/trump-privately-called-roe-v-wade-reversal-bad-his-party-2/


Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

ZEROHEDGE 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home Rents Rise 
Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial Jobless Claims 
At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3529645-watergate-prosecutor-georgia-case-could-send-donald-trump-to-prison/
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/trump-asked-if-he-expects-to-be-taken-out-of-mar-a-lago-in-shackles/ar-AAYE04i
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/netanyahu-prepares-for-a-comeback-in-israel-e2-80-99s-next-elections/ar-AAYHWpl
https://metro.co.uk/2022/06/22/russian-colonel-who-carried-putins-nuclear-codes-briefcase-found-shot-16873192/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/experts-say-there-are-mounting-signs-that-the-kremlin-is-purging-its-top-generals-in-ukraine-the-latest-hint-of-deep-dysfunction-in-putin-s-army/ar-AAYKxsd
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/22/russian-novoshakhtinsk-oil-refinery-struck-drone-possible-attack-inside-borders
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/germany-trigger-phase-two-three-065910268.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/germany-looks-at-rationing-natural-gas-after-russia-cuts-supply-11655978153
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/23/russia-crimps-gas-flows-just-as-europe-races-to-stock-up-for-winter/
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/justice-department-raids-home-of-former-doj-official-at-center-of-jan-6-panel-s-investigation/ar-AAYNmvR
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/jan-6-committee-doj-seek-footage-of-roger-stone-from-danish-filmmakers/ar-AAYOQgG
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/jan-6-panel-to-hone-in-on-trumps-efforts-to-meddle-at-doj-00041708
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/bill-barr-suggests-trump-came-very-close-to-staying-in-power-im-not-sure-we-would-have-had-a-transition-at-all/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/23/politics/trump-jan-6-documentary-footage-pence-25th-amendment/index.html
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ZEROHEDGE Who Has The Highest Debt In The EU? Hello hard landing! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/hardlanding How this is 
changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s already started in long 
bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The Recession' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-welcome-
recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling back to 
earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, Beyond A 
Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump Committed 
Attempted Murder https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-
doubt-beyond-reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-
committed Just for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared 
evidence supporting criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction 
of justice, criminal election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, 
espionage, and treason by Trump or his family. He has now added 
attempted murder in an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” 
[Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in my direct experience 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , they’ll still do nothing,
at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: Trump should be charged 
with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-americans-trump-charged-
130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say former President Donald 
Trump should be charged with a crime for his role in the Jan.6 attack at 
the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. YouTube Removes Jan. 6 
Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ] Politics Donald Trump 
'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on January 6 in a 
desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH Public Opinion 
On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace Over Seeking 
Russian Defeat https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-
ukraine-shifts-europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian 
Glaring discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their 
citizens on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: 
Goldman, JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out 

Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent Recession Spark "Bad News Is 
Good News" Reversal https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-
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rebound-hopes-imminent-recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal 
"If it appears that rates have reached the peak, then financial conditions 
will loosen and the policy won’t work. So they need a couple more 
months of this." Stocks Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news 
America - inevitable recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) 
rate-cuts and QE response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year 
Low In May, NAR Warns 'Worse To Come' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-existing-home-sales-
tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this is the 5th monthly 
drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial Real Estate Is On 
The Brink https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-
brink The aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make
their way through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage 
Rates Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE Global Imbalances Back Who Has The Highest Debt In The 
EU? https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/who-has-highest-debt-eu The 
high Greek debt is well-known, but a number of other countries have also
piled on debt that is higher than their own GDP The Link Between 
Soaring Food Prices & Political Instability 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
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broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

ZEROHEDGE Tchir: The Fed Blinked 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-fed-blinked "Many in D.C. 
became aware of the fact that while inflation is bad, a recession is worse
for those seeking re-election!" The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & 
Political Instability Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE 'Not A Justification But A Provocation': Chomsky On Root 
Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/not-justification-provocation-
chomsky-root-causes-russia-ukraine-war "This is not just my opinion," 
said Chomsky, "it is the opinion of every high-level US official in the 
diplomatic services who has any familiarity with Russia and Eastern 
Europe." - “"This is not just my opinion," said Chomsky, "it is the opinion 
of every high-level US official in the diplomatic services who has any 
familiarity with Russia and Eastern Europe. This goes back to George 
Kennan and, in the 1990s, Reagan's ambassador Jack Matlock, including 
the current director of the CIA; in fact, just everybody who knows 
anything has been warning Washington that it is reckless and provocative
to ignore Russia's very clear and explicit red lines. That goes way before 
(Vladimir) Putin, it has nothing to do with him; (Mikhail) Gorbachev, all 
said the same thing. Ukraine and Georgia cannot join NATO, this is the 
geostrategic heartland of Russia."

“Though various US administrations acknowledged and, to some extent, 
respected the Russian red lines, the Bill Clinton Administration did not. 
According to Chomsky, "George H. W. Bush ... made an explicit promise 
to Gorbachev that NATO would not expand beyond East Germany, 
perfectly explicit. You can look up the documents. It's very clear. Bush 
lived up to it. But when Clinton came along, he started violating it”

And, just a reminder:
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TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD 
DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 

New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's Unrestricted 
Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded McDonald's Sold 
120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
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declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
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Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 
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---
[Miscellaneous posts]

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
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EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
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USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22
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EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
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drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]
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YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 

‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
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basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
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confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 
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US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 

US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."
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---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 

Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 
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THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
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UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 
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https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/10/fired-fox-news-editor-chris-stirewalt-to-testify-at-jan-6-riot-committee-hearing.html
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https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-08/times-these-second-passport-makes-lot-sense
https://www.msn.com/en-xl/news/other/china-will-not-hesitate-to-start-war-over-taiwan-beijing-tells-us/ar-AAYisrt
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10901419/McCarthy-says-country-responsible-Jan-6-pressed-Trumps-fault.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
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ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 
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AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

GOOGLE NEWS Russia fires missiles across Ukraine, cements gains in 
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east The Associated Press https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-kyiv-
donetsk-f0bdc6b0708e3139bda763b4e9cc02d4 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

6-25-22

Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
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RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy 
in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because 
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the
RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh
Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard 
declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:
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(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:
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(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 



as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)

What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 



The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

DRUDGEREPORT New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior 
infection… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths now near/at/exceed 
100% of 2021 numbers]
105,167 JUN 24 2022
11,668 JUN 24 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
353 JUN 24 2022
314 JUN 24 2021 
US monkeypox cases hit 142… Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle 
Neurological Issues… https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-
neurological-symptoms/     'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination,   
Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again...
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DRUDGEREPORT Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 
ROE RAGE https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/25/us/supreme-court-overturns-
roe-v-wade-saturday/index.html 
'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES 
DHS WARNING 

SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age? Jacksonian and Antebellum Age explores
a pivotal era in American history, a time that saw the return of the two-
party system, heightened voter turnout, and the age of the common 
man ... 
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
BALZ: Supremes inflame divided country... 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Roe's demise marks new phase in state-by-state battle over abortion...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away! SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 
states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Ruling Highlights Diverging Paths of Roberts, Alito... 
Critics fear Thomas 'extreme' position on contraception...
LGBTQ community braces for rollback of rights...
Next big fight looms over pills...
Biden confronts bombshell that could define presidency...
Trump Publicly Credits God -- Privately Says 'Bad'...
Kavanaugh Gave Assurances. Collins Says He 'Misled' Her...
World leaders call decision horrific...
Corporations scramble to determine what will cover...
Prosecutors vow not to go after women seeking procedures... 
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
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Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are Happening Via LinkedIn ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 

DRUDGEREPORT USA Paying More to Borrow as Fed Raises Rates… 
Costs on Debt Up 30%… https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-paying-more-to-
borrow-as-fed-raises-rates-inflation-stays-elevated-11656165602 
Inflation sparks global wave of protests for higher pay, aid... 
SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 

https://www.mediaite.com/uncategorized/what-is-happening-here-emotional-pelosi-slashes-at-trump-and-the-republicans-over-cruel-roe-v-wade-decision/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-historic-low.aspx
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/courts/thomas-reconsider-protecting-contraception-same-sex-marriage
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/supreme-court-protest-abortion-case-reaction-washington-dc/3077833/
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/attacks-violence-abortion-provider-roe-bans
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jun/23/us-braces-violence-against-conservatives-pro-life-/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/06/24/supreme-court-decision-texas-abortion-ken-paxton-memorial/7722676001/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/mike-pence-celebrates-overturning-of-roe-v-wade-by-calling-for-a-national-ban-on-abortion/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10945997/The-26-states-abortion-likely-illegal-SCOTUS-overturned-Roe-vs-Wade.html
https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/3536355-elected-prosecutors-vow-not-to-go-after-women-seeking-abortions/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jun/24/corporations-scrambling-to-determine-what-theyll-c/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/supreme-court-roe-v-wade-abortion-rights-international-response/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/24/kavanaugh-gave-private-assurances-collins-says-he-misled-her/
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Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
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house-2024-00041704 ]

ZEROHEDGE 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home Rents Rise 
Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial Jobless Claims 
At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
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criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   (Sucker’s) Rally Bounce: 
Goldman, JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out 

Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent Recession Spark "Bad News Is 
Good News" Reversal https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-
rebound-hopes-imminent-recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal 
"If it appears that rates have reached the peak, then financial conditions 
will loosen and the policy won’t work. So they need a couple more 
months of this." Stocks Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news 
America - inevitable recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) 
rate-cuts and QE response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year 
Low In May, NAR Warns 'Worse To Come' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-existing-home-sales-
tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this is the 5th monthly 
drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial Real Estate Is On 
The Brink https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-
brink The aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make
their way through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage 
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Rates Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & Political Instability
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/link-between-soaring-food-prices-
political-instability As of early June, food prices had already fueled 
protests all over the world, including in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Europe... Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be 
Nervous About Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, 
Too Late' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-
are-too-little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a 
golden era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 
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ZEROHEDGE The Link Between Soaring Food Prices & Political Instability
Where are we in this bear market? https://www.zerohedge.com/the-
market-ear/earningsfall and how much must earnings fall? Doug Casey On
Crashing Markets, Commodities, & What Happens Next 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-crashing-markets-
commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory” - a word those 
fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at the edge of a 
precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: The Bear Market
Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell Toedipal 
Effecthe economy has reached an inflection point where everything that 
is unsustainable finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift 
In Global Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE New 6-Nation Pacific Pact Proposed To Beat Back Beijing's 
Unrestricted Warfare [The ‘Oedipal Effect’] Russia's Rebranded 
McDonald's Sold 120,000 Burgers On Opening Day 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russias-rebranded-mcdonalds-
sold-120000-burgers-opening-day Dasvidanya, McDonald's. Privet, Vkusno
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& Tochka EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

---
[Miscellaneous posts]

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
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did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
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utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
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than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 
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ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 

‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
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these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]
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YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
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Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 

US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/ukraine-has-begun-moving-sensitive-data-outside-its-borders-11655199002
https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-forces-destroy-last-bridge-to-key-eastern-ukrainian-city-11655202739
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/ukrainian-troops-struggle-to-hold-back-russian-advance-in-east/ar-AAYqeGu
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https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-500-threatens-to-open-in-bear-market-territory-what-investors-need-to-know-11655121858?link=MW_latest_news
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jan-6-trump-evidence-indict-trump_n_62a6969ee4b04a617350c1f0
https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-panel-says-evidence-173305500.html


Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 
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DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 
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ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 

ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 
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HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

YAHOO Trump called Roe ruling 'bad for Republicans'

The fetus will defeat us … https://youtu.be/vWF1glZWQa8 

YAHOO World Associated Press Iran orders US to pay compensation for 
slain nuke scientists
A court in Iran on Thursday ordered the United States government to pay 
over $4 billion to the families of Iranian nuclear scientists who have been
killed in targeted attacks in recent years, state-run media reported … 

[ The time has come for america to pay for its lawless behavior, including
war crimes, ie., Irag, etc.. Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 
AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 

"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
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background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’

Why Are So Many Strange Pestilences Starting To Spread All Over The 
Western World? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/why-are-so-many-strange-pestilences-
starting-to-spread-all-over-the-western-world/ June 23, 2022 by Michael 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com
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Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
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“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme’ 
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CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;
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(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
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issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
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DRUDGEREPORT New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior 
infection… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths now near/at/exceed 
100% of 2021 numbers]
99,595 JUN 23 2022
11,309 JUN 23 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
326 JUN 23 2022
305 JUN 23 2021 
US monkeypox cases hit 142… Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle 
Neurological Issues… https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-
neurological-symptoms/     'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination,   
Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again...

DRUDGEREPORT Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 
SHOCKWAVES 
Could This Be Antebellum Age?
MAG: America Growing Apart, Possibly for Good… 
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
The Court giveth and the Court taketh away!
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
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PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
Assaults against clinics, patients surge… 
Protests erupt... Developing...
CLARENCE THOMAS: BIRTH CONTROL, GAY MARRIAGE IS NEXT...
GALLUP: CONFIDENCE HISTORIC LOW... 
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are Happening Via LinkedIn ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 

DRUDGEREPORT SHOCKWAVES LIST: 26 states where it will become 
ILLEGAL… 
Doc Maker Claims Trump Had Secret Call With Putin Just Before 
Election... 
FOOTAGE: Pence 25th amendment...
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Barr Suggests Ex-President WAS Very Close to Staying in Power...
Lawmakers asked for pardons...
Committee seeks video of Roger Stone... 
Feds raid top DOJ official...
KEMP TO TESTIFY IN GA PROBE... 
Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
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for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) https://www.politico.com/news/2022/06/23/newsom-biden-white-
house-2024-00041704 ]

ZEROHEDGE 4 Million Americans Priced-Out As Home Rents Rise 
Significantly, Home Loan Qualifications 'Skyrocket' Initial Jobless Claims 
At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs Accelerate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-claims-5-
month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished Mr.Powell? Forget 
the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
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Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE How Far Will This Dead-  Dog   Rally Bounce: Goldman, 
JPMorgan Traders Duke It Out 

Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent Recession Spark "Bad News Is 
Good News" Reversal https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-
rebound-hopes-imminent-recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal 
"If it appears that rates have reached the peak, then financial conditions 
will loosen and the policy won’t work. So they need a couple more 
months of this." Stocks Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news 
America - inevitable recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) 
rate-cuts and QE response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year 
Low In May, NAR Warns 'Worse To Come' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-existing-home-sales-
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tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this is the 5th monthly 
drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial Real Estate Is On 
The Brink https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-
brink The aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make
their way through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage 
Rates Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE Inflation Is Causing More Americans To Be Nervous About 
Their Savings Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, Too Late' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-are-too-
little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a golden 
era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 
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ZEROHEDGE Where are we in this bear market? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/earningsfall and how much 
must earnings fall? Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & 
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-
crashing-markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory”
- a word those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at 
the edge of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: 
The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell The economy 
has reached an inflection point where everything that is unsustainable 
finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift In Global 
Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE EU & NATO Appear To Be Forming A Bloc For War Against 
Russia: Lavrov https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/eu-nato-appear-
be-forming-bloc-war-against-russia-lavrov "Today the EU and NATO are 
bringing together such a contemporary coalition to fight and, to a large 
extent, wage war against Russia." "Russia is done with the West. The 
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
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EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
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in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

---
[Miscellaneous posts]

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by 
deceit, at every step of the way... 

DRUDGEREPORT CONFIDENCE SINKS TO HISTORIC LOW 
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https://news.gallup.com/poll/394103/confidence-supreme-court-sinks-
historic-low.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
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https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
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Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
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bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 

‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
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https://www.vice.com/en/article/n7zwj7/the-bitcoin-crash-is-taking-el-salvadors-big-bet-with-it
https://www.cnbc.com/quotes/.DJI
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/14/30-year-mortgage-rate-surges-to-6point28percent-up-from-5point5percent-just-a-week-ago.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/14/real-estate-firms-compass-and-redfin-announce-layoffs-as-housing-market-slows.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/property-values-fall-across-us-145849058.html
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https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 
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MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/
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https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-panel-says-evidence-173305500.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/gov-gavin-newsom-wins-big-in-california-could-he-be-president/ar-AAYgUlw
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Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 

US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/ukraine-has-begun-moving-sensitive-data-outside-its-borders-11655199002
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-forces-destroy-last-bridge-to-key-eastern-ukrainian-city-11655202739
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/ukrainian-troops-struggle-to-hold-back-russian-advance-in-east/ar-AAYqeGu
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Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 
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DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 
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ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 

ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 
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HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com
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Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
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comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy 
in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because 
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the
RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh
Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard 
declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO 
scheme’ ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:
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(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:
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(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 



as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)

What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 



The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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DRUDGEREPORT New subvariants escape antibodies from jab, prior 
infection… https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/22/health/ba4-ba5-escape-
antibodies-covid-vaccine/index.html 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths now near/at/exceed 
100% of 2021 numbers]
97,608 JUN 22 2022
11,364 JUN 22 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
302 JUN 22 2022
309 JUN 22 2021 
US monkeypox cases hit 142… Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle 
Neurological Issues… https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-
neurological-symptoms/     'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination,   
Cognitive Issues'… 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again...
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DRUDGEREPORT Epic alignment of 5 planets and moon… Not seen since 
1864… https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 
Musk says TESLA car factories 'gigantic money furnaces'… Losing 
billions… 
Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… Expects more 
'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's Bubbliest Housing 
Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market 
Losses… https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-
strategists-see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are Happening Via LinkedIn ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 

DRUDGEREPORT Russia and China eye NATO's 'Arctic Achilles heel'… 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220623-russia-and-china-eye-
nato-s-arctic-achilles-heel 
Moscow Crimps Gas Flows Just as Europe Races to Stock Up for Winter…

Germany Looks at Rationing… 
Warns of LEHMAN-Like Contagion… 
Drone crashes into refinery... 
Mounting signs Putin purging top generals... 
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Colonel who carried nuclear codes briefcase found shot... 
Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next elections… [ 5 
governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their corrupt 
equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, they 
brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] Putin 
vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 major 
cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

ZEROHEDGE Initial Jobless Claims At 5-Month Highs As Layoffs 
Accelerate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/initial-jobless-
claims-5-month-highs-layoffs-accelerate Mission Accomplished 
Mr.Powell? Forget the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
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recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Hello hard landing! https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-
ear/hardlanding How this is changing the tactical macro backdrop and it’s
already started in long bonds... Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The 
Recession' https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-
welcome-recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling 
back to earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, 
Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump 
Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
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January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE Futures Rebound As Hopes Of Imminent Recession Spark 
"Bad News Is Good News" Reversal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-rebound-hopes-imminent-
recession-spark-bad-news-good-news-reversal "If it appears that rates 
have reached the peak, then financial conditions will loosen and the 
policy won’t work. So they need a couple more months of this." Stocks 
Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news America - inevitable 
recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) rate-cuts and QE 
response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE Ron Paul: Fed Rate-Hikes Are 'Too Little, Too Late' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ron-paul-fed-rate-hikes-are-too-
little-too-late This new stagflation will make the 1970s look like a golden 
era... Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

ZEROHEDGE Doug Casey On Crashing Markets, Commodities, & What 
Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/doug-casey-crashing-
markets-commodities-what-happens-next This is not “transitory” - a word 
those fools no longer use. It’s going to get much worse; we’re at the edge
of a precipice. We’re headed for real chaos... Michael Wilson: The Bear 
Market Will End At 3,000 When The Recession Begins 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-bear-market-will-end-
3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 3400 discounts a full-blown 
economic recession (i.e., an unemployment cycle). In our view, such an 
outcome would imply a much lower trough for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 
Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, Wallops 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-more-
crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised and 
deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul (Volcker). A 
Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell The economy 
has reached an inflection point where everything that is unsustainable 
finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift In Global 
Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE G7 Commits To 'Indefinite' Military & Financial Support To 
Ukraine [Sounds like a plan … Hmmm] "Russia is done with the West. The
divorce is nearly complete"- Analysis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/russia-done-west-divorce-
nearly-complete-analysis In the past few days we’ve heard from all major 
Russian leaders the same thing, “The West will play by our rules now.” 
There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

---
[Miscellaneous posts]

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
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ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by deceit,
at every step of the way... 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
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Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
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trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
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to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
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NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
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face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 
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Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 
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DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 
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ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 

ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 
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HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com
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Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
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https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/07/fed-gdp-tracker-shows-the-economy-could-be-on-the-brink-of-a-recession.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/u-faces-unacceptable-levels-inflation-134146225.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/07/politics/raimondo-gas-prices-white-house-cnntv/index.html
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case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO 
scheme’ ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
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disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
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in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.



(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 



https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

DRUDGEREPORT US monkeypox cases hit 142… Most Long-COVID 
Sufferers Battle Neurological Issues… 
https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-symptoms/     
'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'... 

COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths now near/at/exceed 
100% of 2021 numbers]
97,998 JUN 21 2022
11,237 JUN 21 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
285 JUN 21 2022
311JUN 21 2021 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again...

DRUDGEREPORT Powell facing rising criticism for inflation missteps… 
Expects more 'surprises'... Companies Rescind Job Offers... World's 
Bubbliest Housing Markets Flashing Warning Signs... MORGAN, 
GOLDMAN See More Market Losses… 
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-
see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
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want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are Happening Via LinkedIn ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 

DRUDGEREPORT Netanyahu prepares for comeback in Israel's next 
elections… [ 5 governments in 3 years, nutjob israelis pave way for their 
corrupt equivalent of hitler – The last time the crazy israelis did such, 
they brutally assassinated the truly great man, leader Yitzhak Rabin. ] 
Putin vows to build new world order… [New, new, new world order?] 5 
major cities already on track to break '21 homicide totals… 
https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-break-their-
2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
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for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

ZEROHEDGE Forget the Forecasts, the U.S. is Already In a Recession! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-22/forget-forecasts-us-already-
recession The people trying to predict it in the future are ignoring the 
clear and obvious signs right in front of them Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets [Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament 
Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian Culture [ There! Take that, 
Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart (NOT!) … hmmm ] When The
Lies Come Home https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-
come-home After lying for months, the media are preparing the public for 
Ukraine’s military collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: 
Dial Back The "Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Former NY Fed Chief: 'Welcome To The Recession' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/former-ny-fed-chief-welcome-
recession "Much like Wile E. Coyote heading off a cliff...Falling back to 
earth will not be a pleasant experience." "Without Any Doubt, Beyond A 
Reasonable Doubt, Beyond Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump Committed 
Attempted Murder https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-
doubt-beyond-reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-
committed Just for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared 
evidence supporting criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction 
of justice, criminal election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, 
espionage, and treason by Trump or his family. He has now added 
attempted murder in an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” 
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[Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in my direct experience 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , they’ll still do nothing,
at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: Trump should be charged 
with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-americans-trump-charged-
130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say former President Donald 
Trump should be charged with a crime for his role in the Jan.6 attack at 
the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. YouTube Removes Jan. 6 
Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ] Politics Donald Trump 
'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on January 6 in a 
desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH Public Opinion 
On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace Over Seeking 
Russian Defeat https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-
ukraine-shifts-europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian 
Glaring discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their 
citizens on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE Stocks Higher... Here's Why ..bad news is good news 
America - inevitable recession closer and the inevitable (inflationary) 
rate-cuts and QE response US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year 
Low In May, NAR Warns 'Worse To Come' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-existing-home-sales-
tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this is the 5th monthly 
drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial Real Estate Is On 
The Brink https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-
brink The aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make
their way through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage 
Rates Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
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inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough for
the S&P 500 of ~2900." Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, 
Bangs, Wallops   https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-  
heading-more-crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more 
financialised and deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall
Paul (Volcker). A Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell The economy 
has reached an inflection point where everything that is unsustainable 
finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift In Global 
Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
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drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. Ukraine Bans Main 
Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 
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THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
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Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

---
[Miscellaneous posts]

ZEROHEDGE There's Something About Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-21/theres-something-about-
ukraine-war A comedian in charge of a catastrophe. 

ZEROHEDGE Michael Wilson: The Bear Market Will End At 3,000 When 
The Recession Begins https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-
wilson-bear-market-will-end-3000-when-recession-begins "We don't think 
3400 discounts a full-blown economic recession (i.e., an unemployment 
cycle). In our view, such an outcome would imply a much lower trough 
for the S&P 500 of ~2900." 

ZEROHEDGE Zuesse: How Did America Become Ruled By Its Military-
Industrial Complex? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zuesse-how-
did-america-become-ruled-its-military-industrial-complex It happened by deceit,
at every step of the way... 

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
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totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
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Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
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Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
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bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 

‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
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https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/14/30-year-mortgage-rate-surges-to-6point28percent-up-from-5point5percent-just-a-week-ago.html
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https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 
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MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 
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Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 

US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 
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Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 
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DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 
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https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-and-unreleased-video-expected-to-be-focus-of-first-jan-6-hearing/ar-AAYfFly
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ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 

ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 
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HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

6-21-22

Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
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of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy 
in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because 
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the
RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh
Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard 
declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO 
scheme’ ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.
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(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
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have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 



has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)

What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 



http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

DRUDGEREPORT Most Long-COVID Sufferers Battle Neurological 
Issues… https://www.braintomorrow.com/long-covid-brain-neurological-
symptoms/     'Never-Before-Seen Motor Coordination, Cognitive Issues'...   
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths now near/at/exceed 
100% of 2021 numbers]
87,380 JUN 20 2022
11,133 JUN 20 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
267 JUN 20 2022
300 JUN 20 2021 
The Variant Scientists Dreading... https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-
covid-variant-scientists-dreading-072005463.html 
NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again...
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DRUDGEREPORT MORGAN, GOLDMAN See More Market Losses… 
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/morgan-stanley-goldman-strategists-
see-072309250.html 
SUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are Happening Via LinkedIn ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 

DRUDGEREPORT Putin vows to build new world order… [New, new, new 
world order?] 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 
POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting insurrection… 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-charged-jan-riot-
poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
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california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

ZEROHEDGE Ukraine Bans Main Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
[Nazis!] Ukraine Parliament Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge Russian 
Culture [ There! Take that, Russkies! As they’re breaking Russia’s heart 
(NOT!) … hmmm ] When The Lies Come Home 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-come-home After lying 
for months, the media are preparing the public for Ukraine’s military 
collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: Dial Back The 
"Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE "Without Any Doubt, Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond 
Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     , 
they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO Most in U.S. agree: 
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Trump should be charged with crime https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-
americans-trump-charged-130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say 
former President Donald Trump should be charged with a crime for his 
role in the Jan.6 attack at the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. 
YouTube Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ]
Politics Donald Trump 'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on 
January 6 in a desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH 
Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace 
Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE US Existing Home Sales Tumble To 2-Year Low In May, NAR 
Warns 'Worse To Come' https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-
existing-home-sales-tumble-2-year-low-may-nar-warns-worse-come ...this 
is the 5th monthly drop in home sales in the last 6 months... Commercial 
Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE Visualizing The Three Different Types Of Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/visualizing-three-different-types-
inflation While the price of everyday goods, including food and energy, is 
the most widely cited type of inflation, other forms exist across the 
broader economic system... The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off 
Guard https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-
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markets-guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness 
is deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." 
Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

ZEROHEDGE Rabobank: We Are Heading For More Crashes, Bangs, 
Wallops   https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-we-are-heading-  
more-crashes-bangs-wallops ... because of how much more financialised 
and deindustrialised the US economy is now than under Tall Paul 
(Volcker). A Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell The economy 
has reached an inflection point where everything that is unsustainable 
finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift In Global 
Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE Ukraine Bans Main Opposition Party, Seizes All Its Assets 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-bans-main-opposition-
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party-seizes-all-its-assets [ Yet another embarrassment for the west. 
Zelensky is a cruel joke! Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit 
(zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his 
nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers
and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the 
irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 
11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP 
CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-
declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and 
neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into 
NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: 
“Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New 
World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money 
sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient 
Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain 
(from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be 
blamed for not trusting america et als. Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone 
As Civilian Deaths Surpass 10,000: UN 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-grim-milestone-
civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: This tragic 
scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this war! (Fog of war 
money sub rosa, ‘wag the dog’ diversion)] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
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infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
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https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

---
[Miscellaneous posts]

DRUDGEREPORT 5 major cities already on track to break '21 homicide 
totals… https://nypost.com/2022/06/20/5-us-cities-already-on-track-to-
break-their-2021-homicide-totals/ 
Addicts passed out all over Portland...
Sweltering streets: Hundreds of homeless die in extreme heat… 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
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case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

SHOCK AD: GOPer GOES ‘RINO HUNTING’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eric-greitens-rino-hunting-
ad_n_62ab9451e4b06594c1d3f516 [ Sick dude! ]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
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thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
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post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
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gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 
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https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/14/30-year-mortgage-rate-surges-to-6point28percent-up-from-5point5percent-just-a-week-ago.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/14/real-estate-firms-compass-and-redfin-announce-layoffs-as-housing-market-slows.html
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
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face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 
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Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 
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US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 
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DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

https://www.zerohedge.com/contributors/354951
https://www.zerohedge.com/contributors/354951
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-08/times-these-second-passport-makes-lot-sense
https://www.msn.com/en-xl/news/other/china-will-not-hesitate-to-start-war-over-taiwan-beijing-tells-us/ar-AAYisrt
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10901419/McCarthy-says-country-responsible-Jan-6-pressed-Trumps-fault.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
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https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-and-unreleased-video-expected-to-be-focus-of-first-jan-6-hearing/ar-AAYfFly
https://apnews.com/article/jan-6-capitol-riot-hearings-live-updates-eefb79f2cffb705f04bf43ea164db20f
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ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 

ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 
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HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

6-20-22

Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
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action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO 
scheme’ ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE
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(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
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the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.



(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 



https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

DRUDGEREPORT The Variant Scientists Dreading... 
https://sports.yahoo.com/news/may-covid-variant-scientists-dreading-
072005463.html 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths now near/at/exceed 
100% of 2021 numbers]
97,553 JUN 19 2022
11,522 JUN 19 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
293 JUN 19 2022 
301 JUN 19 2021 

NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease alongside covid… 
ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill covid patients... 
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-in-number-of-
seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again...

DRUDGEREPORTSUPREMES SET FOR GRAND FINALE 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTBmgAOO0Nw [Grand indeed,where 
did the love go?]
CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
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Crypto Investment Frauds Are Happening Via LinkedIn ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 

DRUDGEREPORT POLL: 6 in 10 say Trump should be charged for inciting 
insurrection… https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/10-americans-trump-
charged-jan-riot-poll/story?id=85482369 
The Don asked if he expects to be taken out in shackles! 
Watergate prosecutor: Georgia case could 'send Donald to prison'... 

Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and Biden are 
unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it is...Nothing 
personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

ZEROHEDGE Ukraine Parliament Passes New Laws Seeking To Purge 
Russian Culture [ There! Take that, Russkies! As they’re breaking 
Russia’s heart … hmmm ] When The Lies Come Home 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-come-home After lying 
for months, the media are preparing the public for Ukraine’s military 
collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: Dial Back The 
"Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
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zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE "Without Any Doubt, Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond 
Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience, they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YAHOO 
Most in U.S. agree: Trump should be charged with crime 
https://www.yahoo.com/gma/6-10-americans-trump-charged-
130009380.html Nearly 6 in 10 Americans say former President Donald 
Trump should be charged with a crime for his role in the Jan.6 attack at 
the Capitol, a new ABC News/Ipsos poll finds. YouTube Removes Jan. 6 
Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ] Politics Donald Trump 
'handed down a death sentence to Mike Pence' on January 6 in a 
desperate attempt to stay in power, says Mary Trump ZH Public Opinion 
On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace Over Seeking 
Russian Defeat https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-
ukraine-shifts-europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian 
Glaring discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their 
citizens on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE Commercial Real Estate Is On The Brink 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/commercial-real-estate-brink The 
aftershocks of the idea of a coming recession continue to make their way
through every industry... Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates 
Explode Price Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
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"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE The Perfect Storm In Oil Caught Markets Off Guard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perfect-storm-oil-caught-markets-
guard "The markets moved faster and the fundamental tightness is 
deeper than what we would have thought three or six months ago..." Why
Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

ZEROHEDGE A Look At The Last Five US Recessions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/look-last-five-us-recessions It takes 
3-4 years for S&P 500 earnings power to recover fully after a recession 
and in the interim aggregate EPS can drop by anywhere from 24 – 57 
percent Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell The economy 
has reached an inflection point where everything that is unsustainable 
finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift In Global 
Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 
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ZEROHEDGE Ukraine War Hits Grim Milestone As Civilian Deaths Surpass 
10,000: UN https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-war-hits-
grim-milestone-civilian-deaths-surpass-10000-un-agency [ Remember: 
This tragic scenario could have bee avoided; but, THEY wanted this 
war! ] Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

---
[Miscellaneous posts]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
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https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
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Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
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bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 

YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 

‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
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https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 
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MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 
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Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 

US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 
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Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 
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Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 
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DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10901419/McCarthy-says-country-responsible-Jan-6-pressed-Trumps-fault.html
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https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-and-unreleased-video-expected-to-be-focus-of-first-jan-6-hearing/ar-AAYfFly
https://apnews.com/article/jan-6-capitol-riot-hearings-live-updates-eefb79f2cffb705f04bf43ea164db20f
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ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 

ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 
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HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com
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Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
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of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO 
scheme’ ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.
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(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
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have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 



has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)

What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 



http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
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AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
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AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
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https://twitter.com/alpeia 
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DRUDGEREPORT NKorea reports outbreak of unidentified disease 
alongside covid… ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill 
covid patients... https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-
in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again... 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths now near/at/exceed 
100% of 2021 numbers]
98,015 JUN 18 2022
11,522 JUN 18 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
291 JUN 18 2022
301 JUN 18 2021 

DRUDGEREPORT CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons, like the trumps, 
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want to be free to do all the crime they want to do. That’s their idea of 
democracy. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era…
Bitcoin Briefly Below $17,800 in Record-Breaking Rout... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are Happening Via LinkedIn ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom fantasy grows... [Reality counts … Harris and 
Biden are unelectable, jointly or severally in 2024...That’s the way it 
is...Nothing personal.] Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

ZEROHEDGE When The Lies Come Home 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/when-lies-come-home After lying 
for months, the media are preparing the public for Ukraine’s military 
collapse... Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: Dial Back The 
"Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
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happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE "Without Any Doubt, Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Beyond 
Any Doubt": Tribe Declares Trump Committed Attempted Murder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/without-any-doubt-beyond-
reasonable-doubt-beyond-any-doubt-tribe-declares-trump-committed Just 
for the purposes of keeping score, Tribe declared evidence supporting 
criminal charges of witness tampering, obstruction of justice, criminal 
election violations, Logan Act violations, extortion, espionage, and 
treason by Trump or his family. He has now added attempted murder in 
an interview on CNN’s “Erin Burnett OutFront.” [Bravo Mr. Tribe; but, as in
my direct experience, they’ll still do nothing, at great cost to all. YouTube
Removes Jan. 6 Panel Video Of Trump Claiming Election Fraud ] Public 
Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back Immediate Peace Over 
Seeking Russian Defeat https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-
opinion-ukraine-shifts-europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-
russian Glaring discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views 
of their citizens on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates Explode Price 
Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE Why Food Inflation Is Only Getting Started 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-17/why-food-inflation-only-
getting-started The US has just experienced an 8.8% increase in food 
prices. The problem (and there are many, actually) is that this doesn’t 
take into account the spiraling costs farmers are now experiencing. The 
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Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's What Happens 
Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-stagflationary-
collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has known for 
years that the current path would lead to inflation and then market 
destruction, and here’s the proof... 

ZEROHEDGE Our Economy In A Nutshell 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/our-economy-nutshell The economy 
has reached an inflection point where everything that is unsustainable 
finally starts unraveling... Visualizing The Coming Shift In Global 
Economic Power (2006-2036)` 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-shift-global-
economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has long been 
drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE Russia's New Rules 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/luongo-russias-new-rules “The 
game of nominal value of money is over, as this system does not allow to 
control the supply of resources... Our product, our rules.. The Great 
Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy 
makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
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infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
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https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

---
[Miscellaneous posts]

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
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markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
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“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html

Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
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interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

ZEROHEDGE Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals Volcker-
Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers to a 
sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear market
decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear market. 
Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT 
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] 
YAHOO Politics CNN guest calls out 'feckless Democrats' for not 
following through with investigations of Trump 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cnn-guest-calls-feckless-
democrats-072926235.html [ Typical american 
corruption/fraud/theft/criminality ]

YAHOO New poll reveals stunning numbers on U.S. sentiment 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/poll-half-of-americans-now-predict-us-may-
cease-to-be-a-democracy-someday-090028564.html A new Yahoo 
News/YouGov poll shows that most Democrats (55%) and Republicans 
(53%) now believe it is "likely" that America will "cease to be a 
democracy in the future." 

Politics Woodward And Bernstein Compare Nixon And Trump — And 
Guess Who's Worse HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-
bernstein-compare-nixon-trump-105730567.html 

ZEROHEDGE Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-16/buckle-things-are-about-get-
really-nasty Stocks are imploding again... here's why. 
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YAHOO Newsom joins Trump’s Truth Social to call out ‘Republican lies’ 
THE HILL 

‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT
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Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%
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ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 

Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 
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This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 

US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

---

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 
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Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 

Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

--- 

THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 
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ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 
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In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

https://www.msn.com/en-xl/news/other/china-will-not-hesitate-to-start-war-over-taiwan-beijing-tells-us/ar-AAYisrt
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10901419/McCarthy-says-country-responsible-Jan-6-pressed-Trumps-fault.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
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https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-throws-ivanka-under-the-bus-she-was-checked-out-and-not-involved-in-studying-election-results/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-and-unreleased-video-expected-to-be-focus-of-first-jan-6-hearing/ar-AAYfFly
https://apnews.com/article/jan-6-capitol-riot-hearings-live-updates-eefb79f2cffb705f04bf43ea164db20f
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ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 

ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/oil-jumps-saudi-arabia-hikes-233942441.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/saudis-raise-oil-prices-more-114136411.html
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HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

6-18-22

Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
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of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO 
scheme’ ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.
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(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
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have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 



has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)

What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 



http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

DRUDGEREPORT ANOTHER WAVE? Israel sees 70% jump in seriously ill 
covid patients... https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-sees-sharp-70-jump-
in-number-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-within-a-week/ 
Germany considers making mask-wearing COMPULSORY again... 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths now near/at/exceed 
100% of 2021 numbers]
101,038 JUN 17 2022
12,212 JUN 17 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
306 JUN 17 2022
308 JUN 17 2021 

DRUDGEREPORT CLINTONS WARN DEMOCRACY ON BRINK 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10928697/The-Clintons-claim-
America-edge-losing-democracy.html [ Hmmm...clintons like the trumps 
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want to be free to do all the crime they want to do 
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] Speaking of crime:
WALL ST WORST WEEK SINCE PANDEMIC… 
World's central banks now face uneasy crowd...
H'WOOD: First recession of Streaming Era... 
Bitcoin sinks below $20,000 as crypto meltdown intensifies... [ ZH Big 
Crypto Investment Frauds Are Happening Via LinkedIn ]
Americans pull back on travel, restaurants... 
Now Peanut Butter in Short Supply... 
Stimulus checks rewired how some see money... 

DRUDGEREPORT Newsom Wants More Aggressive Party 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2022/06/gavin-newsom-
california-democratic-party/661313/ Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call 
out lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-
trumps-truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters 
Need New Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? 
That’s should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 
for this nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. 
Optimal Vice Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,
Texas (new political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for 
Attorney General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for 
USA. ) 

ZEROHEDGE Biden Signals To Own Officials & Zelensky: Dial Back The 
"Winning" Rhetoric As Russian Gains Now Evident 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-signals-own-officials-
zelensky-dial-back-winning-rhetoric-russia-gains-now "Biden was not 
happy when Blinken & Austin talked about winning in Ukraine," an admin 
official told NBC. "He was not happy with the rhetoric." 

ZEROHEDGE Public Opinion On Ukraine Shifts As Europeans Back 
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Immediate Peace Over Seeking Russian Defeat 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/public-opinion-ukraine-shifts-
europeans-back-immediate-peace-over-seeking-russian Glaring 
discrepancy between rhetoric from governments & views of their citizens
on how the conflict in Ukraine should conclude... 

ZEROHEDGE Housing Crash Imminent: As Mortgage Rates Explode Price 
Cuts Soar And Buyer Demand Collapses 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/housing-crash-imminent-
mortgage-rates-explode-price-cuts-soar-and-buyer-demand-collapses 
"While a lot of home sellers are already dropping their prices, more 
homeowners will likely decide to stay put now that the mortgage rate on 
a new home is significantly higher than their current one.“ 

ZEROHEDGE The Engineered Stagflationary Collapse Has Arrived – Here's
What Happens Next https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/engineered-
stagflationary-collapse-has-arrived-heres-what-happens-next The Fed has 
known for years that the current path would lead to inflation and then 
market destruction, and here’s the proof... 

ZEROHEDGE Visualizing The Coming Shift In Global Economic Power 
(2006-2036)` https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/visualizing-coming-
shift-global-economic-power-2006-2036 The world’s economic center has 
long been drifting from Europe and North America over to Asia... 

ZEROHEDGE The Great Reset: Turning Back The Clock On Civilization 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-reset-turning-back-clock-
civilization Drastic changes to the world order like the Great Reset do not 
happen spontaneously; rather, they are designed by global policy makers... 

THE END OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
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Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 

EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
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Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
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same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy 
in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because 
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the
RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh
Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard 
declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989...”

FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO 
scheme’ ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
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or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
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trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the
outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.



(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)

What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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BARRONS Ex-Treasury Secretary: Economy Is Headed for a Hard Landing 
https://www.barrons.com/articles/larry-summers-economy-fed-hard-
landing-inflation-recession-51655402216 

CNN A team of 'nerd warriors' is trying to destroy Russia's economy 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/17/politics/nerd-warriors-treasury-
department-sanctions-economic-war-russia/index.html 

‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
fact one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close 
scrutiny, these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted 
with intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead 
literally balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., 
Snoopy (doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on 
Buffet, ‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic 
part. I did like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 
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Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

YAHOO SpaceX reportedly fires employees involved in letter critical of 
Musk [ So much for musky free speech.]

'Free Speech' Elon made sex accuser sign NDA… [Musky Man is so full of 
s**t … perfect metaphor for fraudulent america!] MUSK MADNESS: Mixed 
messages on job cuts send everyone on wild ride… DRUDGE Musk Wants 
'Free Speech' After Spending Years Silencing Critics… Elon 'Mad As Hell' 
Musk Just Blew Up 2022 Twitter Board 'Intends To Close The 
Transaction' With Musk Despite Spam Controversy AP AP Suggests Elon 
Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But Using It To "Attack" 
His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-suggests-elon-musk-
hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-critics Musk’s SNL 
sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, that’s comedy/fiction 
Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed full of animals to 
Mars…   https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-
mars/4358923   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.
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AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

Musk says he wants Twitter to be place of 'free speech' utube

Elon Musk says free speech is 'essential' in leaked town hall ... 

EOAD If The Streets Of America Are This Chaotic Now, What Will They Be 
Like When Things Really Start Hitting The Fan? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-streets-of-america-are-this-
chaotic-now-what-will-they-be-like-when-things-really-start-hitting-the-fan/
6-16-22 “If you are not alarmed by what is happening to our largest cities,
you should check to see if you still have a pulse. Once upon a time, the 
beautiful new cities that our forefathers constructed were the envy of the
entire planet, but now many of them have degenerated into crime-
infested hellholes that are absolutely teeming with violent predators. 
Shoplifting has essentially become a national pastime, open air drug 
markets operate freely right under the noses of indifferent authorities, 
and addicts pull down their pants and take a dump whenever and 
wherever they feel like doing so. Thanks to record levels of illegal 
immigration, gang membership is absolutely exploding, and human 
trafficking has reached truly frightening levels. Of course our steadily 
thinning police forces are overwhelmed at this point. In fact, police in 
Seattle are stretched so thin that they often are not able “to take reports 
from rape victims”. And if you are the victim of a non-violent crime in 
Seattle, good luck ever getting a police officer to pay attention to your 
case. From coast to coast, communities are descending into a state of 
utter lawlessness. So if things are this bad already, what will conditions 
be like when things really start hitting the fan? (Read More...)” 
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EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared 
For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-
disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 
6-15-22

EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22

EOAD Hordes Of Americans Are Moving To MEXICO To Escape Rapidly 
Rising Inflation In The United States 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/hordes-of-americans-are-moving-to-
mexico-to-escape-rapidly-rising-inflation-in-the-united-states/ 6-13-22

MSNBC Mary Trump: Donald Trump ‘handed down a death sentence to 
Mike Pence’ https://www.msnbc.com/katie-phang/watch/mary-trump-
donald-trump-handed-down-a-death-sentence-to-mike-pence-
142361669783 

‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
fact one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story; on close 
scrutiny, these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted 
with intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead 
literally balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., 
Snoopy (doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on 
Buffet, ‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic 
part. I did like Musk's SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/4358923 ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 
Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
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basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed full of 
animals to Mars… https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-
mars/4358923 … 

YAHOO SpaceX reportedly fires employees involved in letter critical of 
Musk [ So much for musky free speech.]
'Free Speech' Elon made sex accuser sign NDA… [Musky Man is so full of 
s**t … perfect metaphor for fraudulent america!] MUSK MADNESS: Mixed 
messages on job cuts send everyone on wild ride… DRUDGE Musk Wants 
'Free Speech' After Spending Years Silencing Critics… Elon 'Mad As Hell' 
Musk Just Blew Up 2022 Twitter Board 'Intends To Close The 
Transaction' With Musk Despite Spam Controversy AP AP Suggests Elon 
Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But Using It To "Attack" 
His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-suggests-elon-musk-
hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-critics Musk’s SNL 
sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, that’s comedy/fiction 
Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed full of animals to Mars… 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/4358923 ... 
DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 
Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed full of 
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animals to Mars… https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-
mars/4358923 ... 

Musk says he wants Twitter to be place of 'free speech' utube

Elon Musk says free speech is 'essential' in leaked town hall ... 

CNN A team of 'nerd warriors' is trying to destroy Russia's economy 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/17/politics/nerd-warriors-treasury-
department-sanctions-economic-war-russia/index.html 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 
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6-17-22

Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.
“...The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants...” “...In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an 
action alleging civil RICO violations in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of New Jersey to recover money owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The
case was assigned to District Judge Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust 
of his claim was that Mr. Dilena diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and 
comingled them with illicit drug profits that were then laundered through 
the Trump casinos. Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff 
claims that he informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the 
RICO scheme and provided him with documents to support his theory. 
After no answer from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. 
Lacey was no longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his 
documents could not be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the 
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could 
not be located. Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the 
FBI, but they were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow 
proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) 
bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse 
Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the 
Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met 
with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join 
Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action 
was dismissed in 1989...”
FAMILY GUY: THOMAS RECUSES FROM SON’S CASES — BUT NOT WIFE! 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/clarence-thomas-recuse-jan-
6_n_6243372ee4b03516d4288d1a [ "Our Legal System Is Corrupt" - Trump
Responds After Sussman 'FBI-Russia-Hoax-Lie' Acquittal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-
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lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce ...“our Judges (and Justices!) are highly 
partisan, compromised, or just plain scared...” - corruption in the legal 
system is something trump knows something about; viz., ‘(Plaintiff Peia) 
sought to recuse Judge (Trump) Barry because she was the sister of 
Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO 
scheme’ ]

28 U.S. CODE § 455 - DISQUALIFICATION OF JUSTICE, JUDGE, OR 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall 
disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might 
reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 
proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge 
or such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity participated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning 
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the 
particular case in controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor
child residing in his household, has a financial interest in the subject 
matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any other 
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to
either of them, or the spouse of such a person:

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a 
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party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially 
affected by the outcome of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary 
financial interests, and make a reasonable effort to inform himself about 
the personal financial interests of his spouse and minor children residing 
in his household.

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall 
have the meaning indicated:

(1) “proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages 
of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law 
system;

(3) “fiduciary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, 
trustee, and guardian;

(4) “financial interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, 
however small, or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active 
participant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that holds 
securities is not a “financial interest” in such securities unless the judge 
participates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 
organization is not a “financial interest” in securities held by the 
organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance 
company, of a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar 
proprietary interest, is a “financial interest” in the organization only if the

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hillary-lawyer-sussman-acquitted-lying-fbi-russia-hoax-farce


outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a “financial interest” in the 
issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect 
the value of the securities.

(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any 
justice, judge, magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter 
has been assigned would be disqualified, after substantial judicial time 
has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or discovery, 
after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or 
as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 
household, has a financial interest in a party (other than an interest that 
could be substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not 
required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse 
or minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the 
interest that provides the grounds for the disqualification.

(June 25, 1948, ch. 646, 62 Stat. 908; Pub. L. 93–512, § 1, Dec. 5, 1974, 88 
Stat. 1609; Pub. L. 95–598, title II, § 214(a), (b), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 
2661; Pub. L. 100–702, title X, § 1007, Nov. 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 4667; Pub. 
L. 101–650, title III, § 321, Dec. 1, 1990, 104 Stat. 5117.)



What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many
on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with 
Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other 
will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before 
the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter 
who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority 
of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is 
why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to 
the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast 
majority of you that are reading this article would die... 

They Want T  he U.S. Milita  ry To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To   
Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-
ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-
intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ 

If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

Wars And Rumors Of Wars – North Korea Edition 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/wars-and-rumors-of-wars-north-korea-
edition/ 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-imagine/

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY 
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 



https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

DRUDGEREPORT Massive surge in UK prompts fears virus back… 
Variants Keep Virus Simmering in USA... 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/why-variants-keep-covid-19-cases-
simmering-in-the-u-s-11654513200 Why are boosted testing positive more 
than those WITHOUT extra shot? 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/why-are-boosted-americans-
testing-positive-for-covid-more-than-those-without-extra-shot/ar-AAYbs7n 
COVID CASES USA 7-DAY AVG [Note: Cases/deaths now near/at/exceed 
100% of 2021 numbers]
105,016 JUN 15 2022
13,621 JUN 15 2021
DEATHS 7-DAY AVG
309 JUN 15 2022
354 JUN 15 2021 
Overlapping, highly contagious COVID subvariants spreading fast in 
Florida… https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/overlapping-highly-
contagious-covid-subvariants-are-spreading-fast-in-florida/ar-AAY3vh6 
Mask rules suddenly back in CA as state hits danger zone... This Wave 
Feels Different… Virus deadly to working-class, researcher says... EOAD 
Scientists Make A Shocking Monkeypox Discovery: “There Are Way More 
Mutations Than Expected” http://endoftheamericandream.com/scientists-
make-a-shocking-monkeypox-discovery-there-are-way-more-mutations-
than-expected/ An Extremely Deadly Disease With A 30 Percent Death 
Rate Has Been Detected At 2 Locations In Georgia 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/an-extremely-deadly-disease-with-a-
30-percent-death-rate-has-been-detected-at-2-locations-in-georgia/ 
DRUDGECovid was vanishing last Memorial Day. Cases five times higher 
now… https://flipboard.com/topic/coronavirus/covid-was-vanishing-last-
memorial-day-cases-are-five-times-higher-now/a-
dE0VfljQRqaNVv8yncmk9g%3Aa%3A3321811660-
87d3974be9%2Fwashingtonpost.com Depression, anxiety signal elevated
risk of long virus... 
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Covid survivors could have thyroid dysfunction for years… 
Viruses on hiatus during Covid back -- behaving in unexpected ways... 
Long symptoms last median of 15 months... 
Hawaii reports highest rate of new cases... 
https://www.axios.com/2022/05/26/hawaii-reports-highest-rate-of-new-
covid-cases 
MONKEYPOX SPREADING THROUGH SEX? BELGIUM FORCES 
QUARANTINES OUTBREAK EXPLODES BIDEN: BE CONCERNED [Thanks 
for the heads up, DumboJoWa...’Monkey’(pox)? Something regressively 
ominous in the name ‘monkey’(pox); viz., human simian descent. 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 ] EOAD How Has Monkeypox 
Spread All Over The Globe At Lightning Speed?
Doctor claimed he had 'miracle cure'. He's going to prison... 
SUMMER BUMMER: NEW COVID WARNING WAVE ACCELERATING NY 
HOSPITALIZATIONS DOUBLE https://www.axios.com/2022/05/19/covid-
cases-rise-in-almost-every-state 
Virus Turning Into Chronic Disease, Researchers Warn... Covid deaths 
rising again… Covid Twice? American Cases Surge Again, With 
Reinfections Rising… https://www.bnnbloomberg.ca/had-covid-at-
christmas-you-could-get-it-again-now-1.1765479 NYC virus transmission 
soars 32% in 10 days… 
CDC restates recommendation for masks on planes, trains... New York 
hospitalizations triple in month... Study into mRNA vax death rates sends 
'danger signals'... Another rare puzzle: They got sick, got treated, got 
virus again... ZH US Hits Grim Milestone Of 1 Million COVID Deaths "I Will 
Probably Never Fly Again": Pilots Injured by COVID Vaccines Speak Out 
White House Admits It Lied About Vaccines US Confirms Monkeypox 
Virus In Massachusetts After UK, Spain, Portugal Cases In Men
DR BILL GATES: NOT SEEN WORST OF COVID… 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10772223/Weve-not-seen-
WORST-Covid-warns-Microsoft-billionaire-Bill-Gates.html 
Covid 5TH WAVE keeps growing in NYC... Developing...
Cases of virus returning pose questions for PFIZER pill... 
EMERGENT Hid Evidence of Jab Problems at Plant, Report Says... 
Clinical trials for mRNA vaccines were fraud? 
Virus causes 'irreparable' damage to brain... 
https://www.the-sun.com/health/5097871/warning-anyone-had-covid-irreversible-
damage-brain/ 
New Crisis Could Spawn Worst Variant Yet… 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/china-s-new-covid-crisis-could-spawn-

https://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/Study-reveals-long-COVID-risks-17200501.php
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the-worst-variant-yet/ar-AAWi4pa Experts warn of FIFTH wave… 

https://www.the-sun.com/health/5229243/two-new-omicron-variants-south-
africa/ 
CA cases rising. New wave? Return of Delta? New York hospitalizations 
triple in month... 
NOW BLINKEN INFECTED… Covid deaths top 1 million in USA… 
MODERNA $21 billion in 'vaccine' sales… 
Mass. confirms rare monkeypox case… 
"Some Misinterpretation"{ZEROHEDGE} Fauci Flip-Flops: Walks-Back 'End
Of Pandemic' Comments Rand Paul: Fauci "Is A Man That Is Against 
Everything That America Stands For" [Typical corrupt, incompetent 
guinea!] Nonprofit Watchdog Uncovers $350 Million In Secret Payments 
To Fauci, Collins, Others At NIH 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/nonprofit-watchdog-uncovers-350-
million-secret-payments-fauci-collins-others-nih "We also find that during 
this period, leadership at NIH was involved in receiving third-party 
payments…" 
"What I've Seen In The Last 2 Years Is Unprecedented": Physician On 
COVID Vaccine Side-Effects On Pregnant Women Hundreds Of CDC
30% of patients suffer from 'long Covid'...     
Employees Still Haven't Received COVID-19 Vaccine
STUDY: Only 29% hospitalized patients fully well year on… 
Trauma among health care workers comparable to combat vets…
Outbreaks give taste of living with virus: 'Get used to it'… 
Inside virus internment camp... 
Male Infertility New Symptom Of Long COVID... 
China reports record cases amid lockdowns... 
UK at Highest Level; Immunity Wanes... 
Massachusetts infections jump 27%... 
Cases in China Hit Record… https://www.wsj.com/articles/covid-cases-in-
china-hit-record-as-shanghai-extends-lockdown-11649154418 
CDC, under fire for covid response, to revamp... 
Panic attacks, fatigue: Doctors say they'll quit over pandemic stress... 
New Variant Most Unpredictable Yet... 
China Crisis Grows With Cases Surging... 
Beijing sends in military to help Shanghai... 
Positive kids separated from parents…
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https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-2e843a971be751e8b8b25575c8bfc60a
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DRUDGEREPORT Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call out lies… 
https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-trumps-truth-
social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters Need New 
Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? That’s 
should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this
nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice 
Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey, Texas (new 
political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney 
General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ) 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

DRUDGEREPORT Five ways Fed rate hikes will impact Americans...
Recession Fears Surge Among CEOs...
Home Price Drops Accelerate...
$3 trillion retirement savings wiped out… 
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/stocks-drop-recession-retirement-
savings-401k-ira-3-trillion-2022/ 
Cost to finance new car hits record...
Crypto Traders Turn Against Each Other...
The 'Poster Child' of Tech Meltdown… 
Super Frugal Made for This Moment...
FED DOES ITS BIG ONE!
LOST ALL CONTROL
'NOT GOING TO BE EASY'
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000 https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/15/stock-market-
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futures-open-to-close-news.html 
BIDEN WARNS OIL COMPANIES: MORE GAS, FEWER PROFITS...
Will use emergency authorities!
'Harks Back' to Carter Era… 
Wall St Sounds Louder Recession Call...
Housing Starts Collapse...
From Great Resignation to Forced Resignation...
China Treasury holdings 12-year low; Japan cuts...
Food Shortage Worries Mount As Farms 'Crushed'...
'Teetering On Edge'... 
Wholesale inflation 10.8%!
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious...
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate layoffs...
Mortgage demand HALF what was year ago... 
30-year rate 6.28%...
Retail Sales Declines... 
When #Vanlife Meets $300 Tank... 
Biden tells oil refiners: More gas, fewer profits... 
Bitcoin tumbles as sell-off accelerates... 
Crash Taking El Salvador Bet With It… 

FED NIGHTMARE: INFLATION RECESSION 
.75% RATE RISE THIS WEEK? 
CRYPTO FIRM HALTS WITHDRAWALS
BITCOIN PLUNGE
STOCKS BACK TO BEAR https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/12/stock-market-
news-open-to-close.html 
BOND SLIDE DEEPENS
COINBASE LAYS OFF 18% WORKFORCE 
'CRYPTO WINTER' 
DIGITAL FORTUNES VANISH
WORLD'S RICHEST LOSE $1.4 TRILLION 

DEMS SAY NO TO JOE '24 AXELROD: JUST TOO OLD NO MORE IN '24: 
GERGEN SAYS BIDEN, TRUMP TOO OLD...

Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential
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running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/breaking-trumps-shocking-comments-
that-pence-deserved-to-be-hanged-on-jan-6-revealed-at-hearing/ MAGA 
MELTDOWN UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus… 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 

https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html Rabbi 
indicted on 7 counts of rape… Church leader pleads guilty to sexually 
abusing children… UPDATE: Clinton aide with Epstein ties found hanging 
from tree with shotgun blast… http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 
DeSantis seeks control over universities, targeting tenure and 
'politicized' classes… Woodward and Bernstein brand 'first seditious 
president'… https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/woodward-and-
bernstein-brand-trump-the-first-seditious-president 'Deception that 
exceeded even Nixon's imagination'… UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near 
Peak… Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... YELLEN NOW SEES 
'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... Fed tracker shows 
recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global 
Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since 
Biden's first day in office… Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... Black Swan 
Investor Watching for 'Greatest Credit Bubble' to Pop... 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/black-swan-investor-watching-greatest-
142544474.html Housing Boom Fails to Lift All Homes to Previous Peak… 
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Larry Fink Sees Elevated Inflation for Years… Crypto firms say thousands 
of digital currencies will collapse… $10 a gallon in CA? OIL EXECS CASH 
OUT WHILE GAS PRICES SOAK AMERICANS… HEADED FOR $5 
NATIONWIDE ENERGY CRISIS… History shows inflation can take YEARS 
to return to normal -- even when Fed hikes above 10%! Car sales at 
'recessionary levels'… Headed for Downturn? Ask Sex Workers… 
INFLATION OUT OF CONTROL… GAS HITS $8 IN LA… 
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/chevron-responds-la-gas-station-charging-
8-a-gallon Coal Prices Threaten Power Bills... BIDEN SHOWDOWN WITH 
FED CHAIR MISJUDGED INFLATION THREAT YELLEN ADMITS SUDDEN 
URGENCY 
PUMP PRICE ANOTHER HIGH GALLUP: PESSIMISM GROWING 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/393176/economic-pessimism-growing.aspx 
Boy threatens mass shooting days after TX massacre; Publicly arrested…
LABASH: AMERICA NUTHOUSE… 
Ukraine suffers on battlefield while pleading for U.S. arms… 'Hunger 
catastrophe' looms... Water scarce… War grinds on, with more dissent 
from Russians... Oligarch superyachts vanish from tracking systems… 
Lavrov denies Putin ill... 
Musk Loses His Cool… 
https://www.thestreet.com/investing/cryptocurrency/elon-musk-loses-his-
cool 
WHEELS FALL OFF TESLA MUSK TO CUT 10% OF JOBS SUPER BAD 
FEELING FEDS PROBE 'PHANTOM BRAKING' TWITTER DEAL WAITING 
PERIOD EXPIRES MUSK: BRING ON THE RECESSION TO BANKRUPT THE 
LOSERS! https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-
mars/4358923   LABASH: AMERICA NUTHOUSE… Robots Pick Up More 
Work at Busy Factories… More signs of softening housing market as 
summer begins...  Sellers slashing prices…   Bubble trouble? Consumer 
sentiment falls further... Savings Rate Lowest Since Financial Crisis... 
HOLIDAY STICKER SHOCK:BEEF, CHICKEN ALL-TIME HIGH GAS PRICE 
ANOTHER RECORD Trump loses appeal, must testify in New York civil 
probe... Developing… https://apnews.com/article/new-york-manhattan-
donald-trump-government-and-politics-
80c1c81e3c00d845f460175a45e7ebd4 The Don Blasts Kellyanne: Go 
Back to Your Crazy Husband! KISSINGER: Ukraine must give Russia 
territory… Pentagon to send troops to protect US Embassy in Kyiv? 
Americans becoming less supportive of punishing Moscow... SOROS: May
be start of 'third world war'… Union blasts: Flight attendants not just 
another accessory… MUSK BLASTS BIDEN, DEMS OVER 'HATE'...
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STOCK -44% FOR YEAR… 'THERE WILL BE BLOOD'… PRESSURE 
INTENSIFIES ON WORLD'S RICHEST MAN… TESLA's golden moment 
over?
Kicked Off Index For Socially Responsible Companies… 'Free Speech' 
Elon made sex accuser sign NDA… [Musky Man is so full of s**t … perfect
metaphor for fraudulent america!] MUSK MADNESS: Mixed messages on 
job cuts send everyone on wild ride… 
W. Bush called Iraq war 'unjustified and brutal.' He meant Ukraine… 
Moscow touts new generation of 'blinding' laser weapons... NUKES TO 
FINLAND BORDER [ Hmmm… ] Finland, Sweden at Turkey's Whim After 
Submitting NATO Bids... WEEK OF THE CRYPTO LOSERS… Perfect Storm 
of Fear and Panic… Luna $0… Inside Flamboyant Life of Wannabe 
Kingpin... BATTLE OF BOTS… MORE MUSK CHAOS… TWIT ON 'HOLD' 
MUSK TWITTER DEAL UNRAVELS... TWO-THIRDS of users are bots? 
Stock wipes ALL gains… New filing reveals full drama... DRAMA: TRUMP 
PREDICTS MUSK WILL NOT BUY TWITTER… Trump-Backed Candidate 
Wants to Ban Birth Control… [ SOUNDS LIKE A PLAN ] Legal team tells 
Elon he violated NDA… Will Bit Billionaire End up at MCDONALD'S? 
Stocks longest losing streak since 2001… Bezos spars with Biden on 
TWITTER about inflation... BIT OF PANIC… $200 BILLION CRYPTO GONE 
IN DAY… Billionaire Wealth Destroyed… Plummet tests hype-driven 
industry... Luna now almost worthless! TESLA slide raising doubts about 
Musk buying TWITTER...
EL-ERIAN: USA nearing 'cost-of-living crisis'… 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/05/11/inflation-us-is-nearing-cost-of-living-
crisis-says-mohamed-el-erian.html Jobless Claims Rise… Senate to Give 
Powell ANOTHER Term Leading Fed...
Wholesale inflation hits 11%... INFLATION STAYS RED HOT  8.3%   BITCOIN
IN CRISIS… COINBASE warns bankruptcy could wipe out user funds… 
Crypto market awaits rescue… Fear and Loathing Return to Tech Start-
Ups… Turmoil Spreads to Junk Bonds… Two-thirds now living paycheck 
to paycheck... STOCKS LONGEST LOSING STREAK IN DECADE… STOCKS
STRUGGLE 'NOWHERE NEAR BOTTOM' 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/05/06/nowhere-near-the-bottom-top-
economist-says-as-global-markets-crater.html STOCK SLAUGHTER DOW -
1063 https://www.cnbc.com/2022/05/04/stock-market-futures-open-to-
close-news.html TECH COLLAPSE https://finance.yahoo.com/news/stocks-
bonds-jump-powell-quells-214638927.html 
LABASH: AMERICA NUTHOUSE… 2022… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-05-10/2022 
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STORM SOAKS SO FLO 12" OF RAIN MIAMI FLOODS [6-3-22]
TEXAS SCHOOL ATTACK: 2 KIDS DEAD — SEVERAL MORE HOSPITALIZED
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/children-killed-shooting-at-texas-
elementary-school-report_n_628d386de4b0edd2d01c027a 14 killed in 
shooting at Uvalde elementary school, active shooter killed, officials say 
15 killed in shooting at Uvalde elementary school, active shooter killed, 
officials say 
DRUDGE SCHOOL SLAUGHTER: 14 STUDENTS DEAD IN TX TEEN 
SHOOTER 
BUBBLE BURSTING...
40% bitcoin investors underwater!
Crypto Fad Fades… https://www.spectator.co.uk/article/crypto-is-dead 
PALANTIR Plunge Hits Thiel...
GAS PRICES FRESH RECORD… 
Summer Travel Faces New Hurdle: Inflation... 
Fed Set to Pull Back Economic Help Rapidly. Too Late? 
Steak Prices Will Keep Rising, Major Meatpacker Says... 
From coffee to ketchup, retailers seek 'shields' as inflation runs riot… 
Trade Deficit Widens to Record… 
STOCKS MORE UGLY… 
NETFLIX -71% YEAR TO DATE...
SNAP -50% FACEBOOK -41% UBER -40% AMAZON -34% DISNEY -30% 
TESLA -25% GOOGLE -22%
BITCOIN BATTERED...
Crypto Fad Fades... 
World Hunger to Worsen After Spiking 25%… 
Stocks and Bonds Falling in Lockstep at Pace Unseen in Decades... 
Bubble' hitting 50% of market, top investor warns… Tudor Jones says he 
can't think of worse financial environment… 

MUSK ACCUSED OF SEX HARASSMENT CASH PAYOFF 
https://www.businessinsider.com/spacex-paid-250000-to-a-flight-
attendant-who-accused-elon-musk-of-sexual-misconduct-2022-5 
'WILD ACCUSATIONS' https://www.cnbc.com/2022/05/20/musk-denies-
wild-accusations-against-him-in-apparent-reference-to-harassment-
report.html 
TESLA STOCK -40% FOR YEAR 
MUSK 'DEATH' TWEET RAISES ALARMS 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5294369/elon-musk-fans-concerned-
chilling-post-on-twitter/ BIG BIRD! https://apnews.com/article/elon-musk-
twitter-takeover-2d0eb4e0511fe0e296fd6974a851a252 Musk has 
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described himself as a “free-speech absolutist” but is also known for 
blocking or disparaging other Twitter users who question or disagree 
with him. First Brain Computer Interface Enters Human Trials… The 
Many Failed Predictions & Promises By Elon Musk 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   LABASH: AMERICA NUTHOUSE… 
https://mattlabash.substack.com/p/groundhog-day?s=w “...It’s not that I 
think today’s DemoRats and ReTrumplicans (as the two sides call each 
other-subtlety is not their strong suit) are indistinguishable. They’ve each
helped wreck the country in their own peculiar way. And I say this in the 
spirit of pure, undiluted objectivity, without seeking to alienate readers or
to bestow partisan favor: Of the two-party system’s current standard-
bearers, one (biden) should be in assisted living, the other (trump), in 
jail...” TRUMP MELTDOWN 
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5166374/moment-donald-trump-storms-off-
piers-morgan-interview/ 'TURN THE CAMERAS OFF HOLDER: TRUMP 
SHOULD BE INDICTED… [DUH!] YAHOO Politics Trump Lawyers Tried to 
Hide His Bizarre, Fruity Testimony https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-
lawyers-tried-hide-bizarre-084536547.html After a transcript leaked last 
week of former President Donald Trump decrying “very dangerous” fruits 
he feared protesters might throw at him, Trump’s legal team sprang into 
action.New emails show that Trump’s lawyers were so bothered by the 
deposition becoming public that they actually tried to un-make it 
public.Even after The Daily Beast published a story about Trump 
expressing bizarre concerns about people hurling “pineapples, tomatoes 
Trump's Latest Boast Gets Brutal Fact-Check From His Own Niece 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trumps-latest-boast-gets-brutal-     
082524550.html “And also because he knows it isn’t true,” said Mary 
Trump, who is a psychologist. “He knows he’s a deeply unintelligent 
person. He knows that he’s severely damaged and has severe limitations 
so he’s always trying to fill a need that is unfillable.” YAHOO Mary Trump 
slams Susan Sarandon as a 'moron' for suggesting it's pointless to vote 
for the Democratic party https://www.yahoo.com/news/mary-trump-slams-
susan-sarandon-164724935.html Mary Trump criticized longtime activist 
and actress Susan Sarandon, who has become increasingly critical of the
Democratic Party. [ Sarandon, a purblind trump supporter, is quite 
ridiculous, actually. ] BOOK: 'Exhilarated' McConnell said Jan. 6 
'discredited' Trump… 
MCCONNELL 'STUPID'; PENCE 'WEAK FOOL'
PIERS MORGAN BLOCKBUSTER 
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'I've Had It With This Guy': Republican Leaders Privately Blasted Trump 
Aft  er Jan. 6…   
'Son of a B*tch'…HE DESERVED IMPEACHMENT! [DUH!] 
Manhattan DA's Star Witness: Indict The Don NOW or I'm Out… 
HOLDER: TRUMP SHOULD BE INDICTED… 
AUDIO: McCarthy said he would urge Trump to resign... 
The Plot to Out Reagan… [ Who woulda thunk it? ]
Maddow Plays Recording After GOP Leader Denied... 
The Don admitted bearing some responsibility for Capitol attack…
Year after disappearing, informant in Trump probe found dead at high 
school… 
McCarthy scrambles to contain fallout from leaked tape... 
WARREN: 'He's a liar and a traitor'... 
Jan. 6 revelations will 'blow roof off House,' Rep. Says… 
After Pardon for Bannon, 2 Admit Bilking Donors for 'Border Wall'…
BOOK: Trump wanted to shoot George Floyd protesters… 
'In the legs or something?'     
LABASH: AMERICA NUTHOUSE… 2022… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-05-10/2022 1 In 3 People Would 
Choose Their Pet Over Their House Or Spouse… Clarence Thomas: Govt 
institutions can't be 'bullied'...     [ But they can bully, bully … Riiight, 
corrupt uncle thomas (and) cabin(et), along with corrupt jersey guinea 
scalito (who as one sarcastically said makes uncle thomas look like 
Oliver Wendel Holmes, my personal favorite jurist) … what a DUMMY 
uncle thomas is! Of course, not alone, with scalito and corrupt j. kennedy 
who resigned before the posse scrutinized his corruption, misdeeds, etc.. 
What a dope uncle thomas is! ] HUFFPOST Carl Bernstein Rips ‘Rogue’ 
Justice Clarence Thomas On Call For Respect Of Institutions 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/carl-bernstein-rogue-clarence-ginni-
thomas-step-aside_n_62798a2ce4b009a811c769c9 
Hostilities between 'Proud Boys' and 'Oath Keepers' Revealed… 
Musk Wants 'Free Speech' After Spending Years Silencing Critics… 
YAHOO Whistleblower linked to FBI investigation into Trump and 
Deutsche Bank found dead in LA ZEROHEDGE Deutsche Bank Offices 
Raided By Police On Money Laundering Concerns 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/deutsche-bank-offices-searched-
authorities-after-bank-reportedly-tips-money-laundering GEEK Musk's 
Hollywood makeover: From Silicon Valley Geek to Met Gala Glam... 
Politics Business Insider Elon Musk says the US has 'very, very ancient 
leadership,' believes there's 'a serious issue with gerontocracy' in many 
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countries https://www.yahoo.com/news/elon-musk-says-us-very-
194033911.html [Musk’s point is well taken, to be sure; but, I believe that
to be a subset of an older philosophical theme; viz., ie., ‘Aristotle in book 
5 of his Politics distinguishes between democracy and ochlocracy, which
latter essentially means rule by those incapable of ruling even 
themselves.’ And, as important which Musk ignores, is the fact of in 
america particularly, the maladaptive nature of indisputably positive 
traits in favor of indisputably negative, ie., criminal, traits and genetic 
predisposition to same in breeding populations (Musk needs to bone up 
on anthropology and evolution to seriously expound on the pressing 
issues facing a species facing extinction as he already has alluded to)…
Musk has alluded to the idea that we're living in a simulation and believes
that we are characters in some advanced civilization's video game … 
Hmmm … Riiight … The richest man in the world … What a line of s**t he 
has … I give him that much … beginnings with paypal mafia ... I 
personally found paypal to be dysfunctional, adding no real value, but 
building a bureaucratic layer of geek enrichment at ultimately the 
expense of the less tech savvy. Mars colony? He’s really pulled it off. 
Let’s include the paypal mafia et als here as well. I did like his SNL 
sojourn; particularly with Chad on Mars... Says he will fly Noah's ark 
spaceship packed full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   MUSK: MAN ON MARS IN 7 YEARS… The Many Failed Predictions & 
Promises By Elon Musk https://analyticsindiamag.com/the-many-failed-
predictions-promises-by-elon-musk/ [ CHAD is the man! Elon Musk Calls 
Biden "Damp Sock Puppet", Says He Is "Treating The American Public 
Like Fools" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/elon-musk-calls-biden-
damp-sock-puppet-human-form-after-potus-photo-op-gms-mary-barra 
"Biden is treating the American public like fools," he later Tweeted. Et tu,
Elon. Elon doesn't make life on Mars sound very fun… 
MUSK PRIORITIZES THE HUMANOID… 'MOST POWERFUL AI'… Experts 
Ring Alarms Over Brain Implants…
UPDATE: SpaceX rocket will crash into moon after 'chaotic orbit'... 
MUSK: All species on Earth are doomed… [That’s TRUE, actually!] 
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-692709
MUSK MOMENT: NAMED TIME PERSON OF YEAR...   
Elon compares Bill Gates to pregnant man emoji…   
Musk accuses AOC of flirting…   
MUSK FAKEOUT  
TWIT ON 'HOLD'   
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https://www.mediaite.com/trump/former-ag-eric-holder-says-trump-should-be-indicted-in-reversal-of-previous-stance-he-has-to-be-held-accountable/
https://ca.movies.yahoo.com/manhattan-da-star-witness-indict-091218324.html
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SHOCK CLAIM: World to run out of food in 27 years…  
Yellen says more shocks likely to challenge economy…   

MAG: Humans doomed to go extinct… 
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/humans-are-doomed-to-
go-extinct/   [ I strongly   recommend ‘Interstellar’ by the great 
director Christopher Nolan 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interstellar_(film      ) .       ] A (Very) Short 
History of Life on Earth   (St. Martin’s Press, 2021)   

‘DON’T LOOK UP’ ENDING EXPLAINED https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=_MmFhKwcx_Y 

ZH AG Garland Stonewalls Over Special Counsel Investigation Of Hunter 
Biden 75% Of The U.S. Is Suffering From A "Mental Health Crisis" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/75-young-adults-believe-us-suffering-
mental-health-crisis We know ‘crazy’ when we see it… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-04-27/we-know-crazy-when-we-
see-it Give the crazies a platform, let them keep talking, and watch the 
disaster unfold 
STUDY: Avg Man Rates Mental Health 6 Out Of 10; Feels Down 3 Times A 
Week… https://www.studyfinds.org/men-mental-health-feels-down/ 
Chicago's Wealthy Neighborhoods Hire Private Police as Crime Rises... 
NYC: Men on motorcycle rob 6 women in 90 mins... 
Buffett rips Wall St for turning market into 'gambling parlor'... 
W  ouldn't buy all Bitcoin for $25...   
Stocks worst start to year since WWII... 
CA gas avg tops $6... 

DRUDGEREPORT 
West pledges more arms for Kyiv as Moscow and Beijing renew ties... 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/west-pledges-more-arms-for-
ukraine-as-russia-and-china-renew-ties/ar-AAYroxS 
CHINA LAUNCHES HIGH-TECH CARRIER IN MILESTONE
CATCHING UP WITH USA 
Ukraine's NATO Allies Strain to Keep Up Pressure on Russia… Ukrainian 
troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... Moscow Forces 
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https://news.yahoo.com/elon-musk-twitter-grab-big-084721828.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10769311/Elon-Musk-accuses-AOC-FLIRTING-tweet-blaming-explosion-hate-crimes.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10745545/Elon-Musk-likens-Bill-Gates-controversial-pregnant-man-emoji-scathing-tweet.html
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Destroy Last Bridge… Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data Outside Borders... 
Russia to seize control of eastern Ukraine -- within weeks! 
https://www.stripes.com/theaters/europe/2022-06-12/russia-seize-all-
luhansk-6316009.html 
Russian army ramps up recruitment as steep casualties thin ranks... 
American Fighters Captured… 
Mystery plane crossed six NATO countries before vanishing... 
Sanctions So Far Fail to Dent War Effort...
Judgment Day Coming for Zelensky...
Ukraine running out of ammo as prospects dim on battlefield... 
200 soldiers killed each day… 
Teen drone hero 'happy we destroyed someone'... 
Race to Expand Coalition Against Russia Meets Resistance... 
Preview of 'possible world chaos'...
Putin bodyguards 'collect his excrement on foreign trips'... 

Putin compares self to Peter the Great… [Riiight Vladdy … and your bro 
trump’s the reincarnation of Catherine the Great] 
PEW: Trust in government near 'historic lows'… https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/politics/american-trust-in-government-near-e2-80-98historic-lows-
e2-80-99-pew-finds/ar-AAYfyq8 
UKRAINE TROOPS SET TO RETREAT... https://apnews.com/article/russia-
ukraine-kyiv-moscow-sergei-shoigu-6fccf9b6adfc1fd9c3ede4f475dcf010 
Fear and Destruction Turn Cities Into Ghost Towns… Russia sends in 
more troops amid barrage of eastern Ukraine... Eyes another key city... 
Moscow Weaponizing Food Supplies... DOJ moves to seize planes from 
Abramovich... 
Putin warns West against sending arms; Kyiv hit by missiles… 
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-putin-kyiv-travel-government-
and-politics-fd34c02c14247c39589bd93cd85ff818 
Destroy tanks donated by West...
Russia Loses Another General...
'Nuke war coming'… 
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1620877/Putin-Russian-
propaganda-nuclear-WW3-threat-warning-weapons-Ukraine-US-NATO-vn 
Japan considers joining NATO summit...
US warship calms Sweden nerves... 
Ukraine anger as Macron says 'Don't humiliate Russia'...
Missiles strike Kyiv, shattering sense of calm...
Destroyed tanks donated by West...

https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-forces-destroy-last-bridge-to-key-eastern-ukrainian-city-11655202739
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Zelensky losing 60 to 100 soldiers a day... 
Battle in Key Eastern City... 
Moscow threatens to strike West...
Putin's pundit: 'Nuclear war coming'… 
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1620877/Putin-Russian-
propaganda-nuclear-WW3-threat-warning-weapons-Ukraine-US-NATO-vn 
Japan considers joining Nato summit...
US warship calms Sweden's nerves... WAR TURNS: Hail of Russian 
artillery tests Ukrainian morale... 'They're in hell'… 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/theyre-in-hell-hail-of-russian-
artillery-tests-ukrainian-morale/ar-AAY3MQM
Zelenskyy losing 60 to 100 soldiers a day... 
Could've prepared better?
Moscow threatens to strike West... https://metro.co.uk/2022/06/04/russia-
threatens-to-strike-the-west-if-ukraine-hits-it-with-us-rockets-16768243/ 
Biden Forced to Rewrite Security Plan... 
100 DAYS OF WAR… ZELENSKY: Russia controls 20% of country… Putin 
Treated for Cancer in April, Intel Says...
Vlad thinks West will blink first...  Electronic warfare shapes conflict...   
Kremlin propaganda declares 'WW3 has started'… Putin Coffers Swelling 
Despite Sanctions… Threatens to wipe out USA with just four Satan II 
missiles... https://www.the-sun.com/news/5460070/russia-threatens-to-hit-
us-with-satan-missiles-ukraine/ Biden agrees to provide Ukraine With 
Advanced Rocket Systems... Cracks Show in Western Front… 
How the world is paying for war... 
Russian Oil Producers Stay Step Ahead of Sanctions... 
Cracks in Western Front...
Oligarch megayacht hides in UAE creek... 
'Unicorn' LGBTQ soldiers head for war...
Airstrike hits nitric acid tank... Extends Control Over Key City… PRICE 
TO PAY: Policymakers misjudged inflation threat until too late… Gas 
prices hit ANOTHER record on Monday… Israeli nationalists chant 'Death 
to Arabs' in Jerusalem march… https://apnews.com/article/politics-middle-
east-jerusalem-israel-0a6080b491cebc2aa830986029816976 NYT: 
SECRET PLANS FOR APOCALYPTIC SCENARIOS https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/politics/documents-shed-light-on-secret-u-s-plans-for-apocalyptic-
scenarios/ar-AAXLmoW Snap Goes The Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/snap-goes-economy NFT BUST: They
spent fortune on pictures of apes and cats. Do they regret it? [And they 
thought the roaring 20’s (preceding the great depression was bad) … 
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y’aint seen nothin’ yet!] Water becoming increasingly scarce… HARD 
TIMES: 2 In 3 Trying To Keep Financial Struggles Secret… Wall St selloff 
continues... Developing… https://www.cnbc.com/2022/05/23/stock-market-
futures-open-to-close-news.html Rush for cash… Social Media Stocks Set 
to Erase $100 Billion on SNAP Warning... SUMMER: Stock Selloff to 
Intensify as Fresh 10% Plunge Looms? https://www.yahoo.com/now/stock-
selloff-intensify-fresh-10-233000022.html 
Celeb-endorsed NFTs leaving investors crippled… 
$5 Trillion 'Wealth Shock' Cracking American Nest Eggs… 
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/5-trillion-wealth-shock-cracking-
132734925.html 
More Horrors Await After $550 Billion Retail Earnings Meltdown... 
Tech stocks longest losing streak since dot-com bust... 
Celebrity-endorsed NFTs leaving investors 'financially crippled'... 
Tech stocks longest losing streak since dot-com bust… 
Crypto-pocalypse comes for MiamiCoin...
MAYOR BET MILLIONS OF TAX DOLLARS... 
Digital Currency Might Have Insider Trading Problem... 
UPDATE: Stocks enter bear market... 
https://www.nbcnews.com/business/markets/sp-500-enters-bear-market-
first-time-2020-rcna29615 
GAS PRICES NEW RECORD... 
Home sales lowest since pandemic... 
Crypto-pocalypse comes for MiamiCoin... 
Mass Outflows Hit Every Asset Class as Recession Fears Climb... 
STOCKS ON BRINK OF BEAR… 
GAS PRICES HIT RECORD... 
Pumps reprogramed for $10-a-gallon… 
USA barreling toward recession, experts say...
Home sales lowest since pandemic... 
More Borrowers Missing Loan Payments… 
Chicken wings inflation marker... 
Age of Scarcity Begins... https://news.yahoo.com/age-scarcity-begins-1-6-
040109341.html 
Babies hospitalized over formula shortage... 
The Fed's $2.7 trillion mortgage problem… ESCAPE FROM USA 
https://news.yahoo.com/record-number-wealthy-americans-buying-
113000971.html Half Americans Think Life In France Better... 
https://www.studyfinds.org/french-way-of-life-move-to-france/ WEALTHY 
BUY SECOND PASSPORTS Reservations for getting off planet 
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skyrocketing… AMERICAN PSYCHO... Buffalo shooter targeted Black 
neighborhood… Inspired by racist theory underpinning global carnage… 
Had plans to continue attack... Terrified shoppers jumped in freezers… 
New generation of killer: Shedding blood with internet winks, memes, 
livestreams... Gov. calls for social media crackdown; 'Instruments of 
evil'… Copycats becoming deadlier... Grim chronology...
UPDATE: One dead, multiple injured in CA church shooting; Taiwanese 
congregation... LABASH: Politicized Churches Dropping Christ from 
Christianity… HORROR: 10 dead in mass shooting at Buffalo 
supermarket… 'Armageddon-like'… Terrified shoppers jumped in 
freezers… Witness recalls shooter's 'blank' expression… Suspect live-
streamed… COPS: Racially motivated...
18-Year-Old 'Nazi'… 'N****r' scrawled on his rifle… Sought Revenge for 
Waukesha Parade Victims? Manifesto Rails About Mass Immigration… 
Motivated by Antisemitic Conspiracy Theories… NYC goes on HIGH 
ALERT... 
Housing Market Crash Next? Crypto Meltdown Perfect Storm of Fear and 
Panic… COINBASE Customers Sue… Luna worthless!
Suicide Threats Spike on REDDIT...
Ban on 'Excessive' Gas Prices Heading for House Vote...
Newsom proposes $400 checks...
Will mighty dollar become problem?
World's a Mess. So They've Stopped Saving for Tomorrow... 
Video Shows Israeli Soldiers Beating Pallbearers Carrying Slain 
Journalist's Casket… https://www.mediaite.com/news/watch-palestinian-
pall-bearers-lose-control-of-slain-journalists-coffin-after-getting-beaten-
by-israeli-soldiers/ Shot dead in West Bank… Arab world condemns... 
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5314214/israeli-troops-accused-
assassinating-al-jazeera-journalist/ Violent scenes in Jerusalem… EOAD 
The El  ite Will Use Their “Golden Passports” To Flee The Country And   
Leave The Rest Of Us To Face Nuclear War The Rioting That We Warned 
You About Has Now Begun YAHOO Harvey Baker saved the lives of 2 
Marines in Vietnam War. He was killed Thursday in Topeka. [american 
story: survived war, murdered in america.] Why do so many crimes go by 
unreported in the states? https://wp.nyu.edu/dispatch/2018/08/31/why-do-
so-many-crimes-go-by-unrepo  rted-in-the-states/   “The majority of crimes 
committed in the United States are never reported to the police. Worse 
still, the crimes that are reported are usually never solved. In 2016 a 
miserable 42 percent of violent crime and an even more miserable 36 
percent of property crime was reported to US authorities.” [ For 
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/us-may-be-barreling-toward-recession-in-next-year-more-experts-say/ar-AAXsJrH
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egregious example, look at american presidents, ie., clinton, trump, 
etc.. ] Bodies found in Lake Mead renew interest in Vegas mob lore… 
LABASH: AMERICA NUTHOUSE… 2022… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-05-10/2022 
NASA wants to send nudes to space to attract aliens… [ Sounds like a 
plan! ] 
Putin new flagship on fire after missile strike… 
US intel helped sink warship? 
Vlad to send 'doomsday' warning to West... 
https://www.usnews.com/news/world/articles/2022-05-06/putin-to-send-
doomsday-warning-to-west-at-russias-ww2-victory-parade 
Putin practices nuke strikes, chemical attack… 
On Victory Day, Putin defends war as fight against 'Nazis'...
Oligarch says nuke threat real and 'psychiatric health bad'… 
Protesters soak ambassador to Poland in red paint... 
Running out of MISSILES?
Unexplained attacks inside Russia raise prospect of wider conflict...
Anti-Vlad Citizens Leaving... 
FOOD SUPPLY TARGETED... 
U.S. Intel Helping Ukraine Kill Generals... 
In Ukrainian villages, whispers of collaboration with Kremlin... 
As Coffins Come Home, Russians Confront Toll of Invasion... 
Coup rumors grow in Moscow... 
Patriarch Kirill, loyal cleric facing sanctions... 
Pope Says NATO Started War! https://www.thedailybeast.com/pope-
francis-says-nato-started-war-in-ukraine-by-barking-at-putins-door 
KISSINGER: Ukraine must give Russia territory… 
Pelosi Secret Vist to Kyiv… 
Talk of 'Victory' Has Some Allies Nervous... 
Erdogan opposes letting Finland, Sweden join NATO… 
UPDATE: Russia accuses Israel of supporting neo-Nazis… 
State TV simulates nuke strike on Europe...
More danger than Cuban Missile Crisis? 
State TV shows simulation of 3-minute nuke strike on UK… 
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1603743/ukraine-live-russia-
vladimir-putin-sarmat-missiles-uk-nuclear-war-volodymyr-zelensky 
PUTIN TO UNDERGO CANCER OP? 
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5236303/putin-undergo-cancer-operation/ 
China Calls Russia Relationship 'New Model' for World… 
Putin could declare WWIII in two days... 
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Ex-NATO commander warns West: Prepare... 
PUTIN WARNS HE'LL NUKE WEST... Amid talk of WWIII, diplomacy losing 
steam... 
RUSSIA CUTS OFF THE GAS GDP(USA) SHRINKS 1.4% 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/04/28/us-q1-gdp-growth.html 
USA Wants to See Russia Weakened, Says Defense Secretary… Nuke-
capable missiles loaded onto subs… [Hmmm...Sounds like a (Vietnamish) 
plan...What could possibly go wrong?] RUSSIAN NUKE BOMBER BUZZES 
UKRAINE https://www.the-sun.com/news/5145610/putins-sends-nuclear-
bomber-close-to-ukraine-border/ 
Putin test-fires nuclear missile… 
MARKETWATCH ‘We’re dancing on the Titanic,’ observes stock-trading 
legend Thomas Peterffy, as Russia’s Lavrov warns against 
underestimating nuclear-war risk 
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/were-dancing-on-the-titanic-
observes-stock-trading-legend-thomas-peterffy-as-russias-lavrov-warns-
against-underestimating-nuclear-war-risk-11650990080?
link=MW_latest_news 
World's Most Powerful! [Russia Tests Nuclear-Capable ICBM As Putin 
Warns Enemies It's "Food For Thought"]
Russian foreign minister warns 'do not underestimate threat of nuclear 
war'… 
Top general: Greatest security threat since WWII… 
USA restarts diplomatic activity inside Ukraine, pledges more aid... 
Sends artillery... 
Russia warns of WWIII... 
Looming ground battle crucial phase… 
Nuke-capable missiles loaded onto subs... 
Radiation Level At Chernobyl 'Abnormal'…
Global military spending reaches record levels… 
Plot to invade Moldova...
General Lets Slip Secret Plan... 
'Second stage' of brutal invasion laid bare… 
2 Oligarchs Die in Mysterious Circumstances 24 Hours Apart...
Hundreds of Ethiopians line up to join Kremlin's fight... 
Russian TV broadcasts captured 'Britons' demanding release...
Mariupol on brink as fighters defy surrender demands...
Lviv sees first casualties amid strikes...
Lethal darts fired into neighborhood by the thousands... 
Warship sinking raises tense questions about fate of crew... 
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Mystery as 'dead' captain at 'survivors' parade...
Orthodox leader backs war, divides faith... 
Syrians ready to join next phase of conflict... 
Concerns in Taiwan Over Fragile Internet Links...
In Montana, the nuke next door...
POPE PRAYS FOR PEACE...
Putin demands Russia gain control of Jerusalem church… 
Crew of sunken warship 'shown for first time'...
Mystery as 'dead' captain filmed at 'survivors' parade...
Putin Gamble Pivots to Very Different Battlefield...
STATE TV DECLARES WW3 'ALREADY BEGUN'…
POPE WARNS OF NUKES 'EASTER OF WAR' 
ZELENSKY NUKE WARNING TO WORLD… 
Zelensky urges Ukrainians to buy anti-radiation pills...
Mariupol on the brink as surrender deadline passes... 
Moscow sends Washington formal diplomatic note...
Warns against sending more arms...
War far from over as Kyiv strikes renewed... 
CIA Director Airs Concern He Might Turn to Nukes… 
https://dnyuz.com/2022/04/14/c-i-a-director-airs-concern-that-putin-might-
turn-to-nuclear-weapons/ 
Kyiv Rocked by Explosions as Moscow Steps Up Attacks...
Ukraine scanning faces of dead invaders, then contacting mothers... 
Boris surprise Kyiv visit… [BOZO BOJO (that moronic smirk plus frazzled 
hair) and the Z-hobbit* … the new global imbecilic fric and frac] Boris 
fined for lockdown parties… First sitting PM to receive a punishment for 
breaking the law... Renewed calls for him to step aside… 
(Putin) Says Peace Talks Hit 'Dead End,' Vows to Continue Fight…
UPDATE: Blast Badly Damages Flagship of Russian Black Sea Fleet... 
Crew evacuated...
CLAIM: Hit by missiles traveling 650mph!
Polish, Baltic presidents visit Ukraine in show of support...
USA Expands Flow of Intelligence, Sends More Arms...
POLL: 82% think Putin is war criminal...
Vlad Losing Control of His Own Spiraling Minions...
World's largest yacht seized by Germany...
Yellen Challenges China in 'Moment for Choosing' on World Order...
TIKTOK created alternate universe just for Russia...
Moscow threatens new nuke deployments if Sweden, Finland join NATO...
Crackdown silences war protests, from benign to bold...
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Brit fighter captured... 
Polish, Baltic presidents visit Ukraine in show of support...
Fighter pilots in old jets take on better-equipped Russians...
Sweden on collision course with Putin after NATO wish...
Finland Takes First Step to Joining… Anonymous hijacks spy satellites...
Abramovich's $120M mansion seized by French authorities... 
Le Pen's Rise Challenges West's Unity Against Moscow...
Macron says she's showing authoritarian streak after journalist ban… 
Kyiv comes back to life with mix of sorrow, dark humor, triumph...
Drones, Facial-Recognition Software Investigate 'War Crimes'...
For Jews fleeing Ukraine, Passover takes on new meaning... 
Inside wartime Russia, Putin IS NOT losing...
China Echoes of Moscow Alternate Reality Intensify...
Invasion has escalated brewing battle over space… 
DEUTSCHE now warning of major recession... 
Housing market correction? 

*Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a comedic actor by 
trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace to devastation 
for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears responsibility in 
part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, 
deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN 
SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als.

ZEROHEDGE A Catastrophic Recession Inevitable..." “While the US 
economy will soon be a smoldering crater ...” "We Appear To Be Entering 
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A Recession": Coinbase Explains Why It Is Firing 18% Of Employees 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-appear-be-entering-recession-
coinbase-explains-why-it-fire-18 The tidal wave of mass layoffs we 
discussed recently is about to become a tsunami. Rabobank: Western 
Leadership Has Successfully Turned Our Economies Into Emerging 
Markets https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-western-
leadership-has-successfully-turned-our-economies-emerging-markets 
"These are not serious people, and I refuse to take them seriously." 
Futures Crash, Dow Down 600 As Recession Reality Sets In "We are still 
living in the same world we were 24 hours ago, one where growth is 
slowing, earnings are still falling and prices keep on rising. This is not a 
great environment for stocks." Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has 
"Ways To Run" Amid 2023 Recession Threats 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-warns-bear-market-
has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of assets were 
purchased during that period that I think a lot of people moving out the 
risk curve will lose money on." US Consumer Prices Reaccelerate In May,
Highest Since 1981 Ukraine Safe-Passage Grain-Talks Fail, Expect Still 
Higher Food Prices Globally Ukraine claims to be deploying US-made anti-
ship missiles [Spread the word … made in USA … Own it ...hmmm] Rabo: 
Biden Is Talking Loudly And Carrying A Small Stick 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabo-biden-talking-loudly-and-
carrying-small-stick Steering towards the ‘unthinkable’.. Russia Targets 
Western-Supplied Tank Depot In Kiev In Rare Cruise Missile Attack Putin 
issues new warning:"We will strike at those targets which we have not 
yet been hitting." RT Ukrainian military shells residential areas (VIDEOS) 
ZH Western Backers Of Ukraine Must Persist For 'Long Haul War Of 
Attrition': NATO Chief MEANWHILE - EOAD The Russians Are Talking 
About Nuking The U.S. Over And Over Again. Why Won’t We Take Them 
Seriously? http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-russians-are-talking-
about-nuking-the-u-s-over-and-over-again-why-wont-we-take-them-
seriously/ ZH NATO’s Mission Imperative: Break Russia Even If Millions 
Worldwide Perish https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-03/natos-
mission-imperative-break-russia-even-if-millions-worldwide-perish “There 
can be no peace in Europe without Russia.” Russia Holds Nuclear Forces 
Drill As Biden Unveils $700M More In Arms For Ukraine 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-holds-nuclear-forces-drill-
biden-unveils-700m-more-arms-ukraine Biden stresses:"We currently see 
no indication that Russia has intent to use nuclear weapons in Ukraine." 
[ Well, if dumbo joe, in the prime of his life says it, it must be true … NOT 
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… What could possibly go wrong? ] US Will Not Send Ukraine Long-Range 
Rockets That Can Reach Russia, Biden Says 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-will-not-send-ukraine-long-
range-rockets-can-reach-russia-biden-says Kremlin welcomed decision, 
calling it "rational"... Victor Davis Hanson: A Cabinency Of Dunces 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/victor-davis-hanson-cabinency-
dunces As the nation sinks inexplicably into self-created crisis after 
crisis, debate rages whether President Joe Biden is incompetent, mean-
spirited, or an ideologue who feels the country's mess is his success... 
Biden Readies Approval Of Long-Range Rockets To Ukraine - Russia 
Warns Over "Red Line" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-
prepares-approve-long-range-rockets-ukraine-russia-warns-over-red-line 
Ukraine forces in retreat in Donbass, leading to calls for bigger, more 
advanced missiles.... Labor Market Signals Weaken As Jobless Claims 
Hold Near 4-Month Highs Obamacare 'Time Bomb' To Hit Right Before 
Midterms Russia Halts Finland's Gas Supply Two Days After Applying To 
NATO MARKETWATCH ‘I feel like I am reliving the summer of 2008.’ 
Strategist David Rosenberg sees bear market sinking the S&P 500 to 
3,300 ZH Ruble Hits 7-Year High As Gas Buyers Bow To Putin's Payment 
Mandate Russia-Ukraine Peace Talks Not Happening in 'Any Form' As 
Stances Harden https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-ukraine-
peace-talks-not-happening-any-form-stances-harden British Prime 
Minister Boris Johnson has said that he "urged" Ukraine not to negotiate 
with the Russians. [ New plan, same as the old plan … BoJo(imbecilic 
smirk, frazzled hair), like DumboJo, can’t feel their pain … great wag the 
dog diversion for both incompetents. ] 1,000 Azovstal Fighters Have 
Surrendered Since Monday, But Top Commanders Remain: Kremlin 
Homebuilder Sentiment Slumps In May Amid "Growing Challenges" In 
Housing Market 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/homebuilder-sentiment-
slumps-may-amid-growing-challenges-housing-market ...but has a long 
way to go to catch down to homebuyer sentiment... Empire Fed 
Manufacturing Survey Unexpectedly Crashes To Post-COVID Lows 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/empire-fed-manufacturing-survey-
unexpectedly-crashes-post-covid-lows ...firms expressed less optimism 
about the six-month outlook than they did earlier this year... The Bizarre, 
Unanimous Dem Support For The $40b War Package To Raytheon And 
CIA: "For Ukraine" https://www.zerohedge.com/political/bizarre-
unanimous-dem-support-40b-war-package-raytheon-and-cia-ukraine "The 
US Anti-War Left is Dead. The Squad's $40b War Vote Just Killed It." US 
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Air Force Deployment In Britain Is Now 3rd Largest In World 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/us-air-force-deployment-britain-now-
3rd-largest-world "If war does happen, we are kind of like the target 
aren’t we, with the base right there, so yeah it is a bit scary 
sometimes..." [DUH!] UK On Verge Of Recession As Economy 
Unexpectedly Shrinks https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/uk-recession-
threat-soars-economy-contracts-march "A recession now feels a bit more
likely." Powell Sees More "Pain" Ahead, Admits 'Soft Landing' Is 'Out Of 
Fed's Control' ZH Crypto Carnage Continues As Stablecoin Crisis Spreads
To Tether The crypto collapse: what you need to know "History 
Repeating": Terraform CEO Do Kwon Was Behind Another Stablecoin That
Failed The NOPEC Bill Could Send Oil Prices To $300 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/nopec-bill-could-send-oil-prices-
300 OPEC’s most influential energy ministers warned against passing the 
legislation, suggesting it could send oil prices soaring by 200% or 300%...
The Mother Of All Collapses Has Begun Greenwald: Biden Wanted $33B 
More For Ukraine. Congress Quickly Hiked To $40B. Who Benefits? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/greenwald-biden-wanted-33b-
more-ukraine-congress-quickly-hiked-40b-who-benefits Tens of billions, 
soon to be much more, are flying out of U.S. coffers to Ukraine as 
Americans suffer, showing who runs the U.S. Government, and for whose 
benefit... [ Ah, yes … as predicted, that ‘fog of war’ money sub rosa 
makes corrupt, dumb, criminals very wealthy you’re paying for their con 
as anticipated. ] Escobar: Megalopolis x Russia - Total War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-megalopolis-x-russia-
total-war After careful evaluation, the Kremlin is rearranging the 
geopolitical chessboard to end the unipolar hegemony of the 
“indispensable nation”... "The Whole Planet Is A Pot, And We're All Frogs"
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/whole-planet-pot-and-were-all-
frogs There seems to be an enormous psychological problem that when 
you discover that you have been conned, you don't want to admit that... 
Global Power Is Changing Hands Behind The Curtain 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-05-07/global-power-changing-
hands-behind-curtain Is the U.S. gearing up for war with Russia? Is China 
returning to a gold standard with Russia? Two Signs The U.S. May Be 
Gearing Up For War David Stockman Slams Sleepy Joe's $33 Billion 
Abomination https://www.zerohedge.com/political/david-stockman-slams-
sleepy-joes-33-billion-abomination ...how quickly we flipped from Trump 
Derangement Syndrome into Putin Derangement Syndrome... Russian TV 
Warns Britain Can Be 'Drowned In Radioactive Tsunami’ By Single 
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Nuclear Sub Strike https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russian-tv-
warns-britain-can-be-drowned-radioactive-tsunami-single-nuclear-sub-
strike State pundit describes: "A single launch, Boris, and there is no 
England anymore." Rabo: There Is War; No Trust; Deranged Speech; And 
Lack Of Endgame Vision From Both Sides 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabo-there-war-no-trust-deranged-
speech-and-lack-endgame-vision-both-sides Tell me in one word how 
markets are going to react. Then tell me in two words. Johnstone: "Oh 
God It's Going To Get So Much Worse" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/johnstone-oh-god-its-going-get-
so-much-worse ..is anyone more afraid of Russian disinformation than 
they are of their own government appointing itself the authority to decide 
what counts as disinformation? China And Russia's "Space War": Where 
Is The US? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/china-and-russias-
space-war-where-us "Space is a warfighting domain now," OFFiCiaL 
TRuTH CZaR...SCReWS THe TruTh 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-04-29/official-truth-czar POWER IS
IN TEARING HUMAN MINDS TO PIECES AND PUTTING THEM TOGETHER 
AGAIN IN NEW SHAPES OF YOUR OWN CHOOSING.--GEORGE ORWELL 
Watch Live: President Biden Explains Why Ukraine Needs Another $33 
Billion Of US Taxpayer Money 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/watch-live-president-biden-
explains-why-ukraine-needs-another-33-billion-us-taxpayer [In for a penny,
in for a pound!] UK Backs Right Of Ukraine To Attack Russian Territory - 
Kremlin Warns London Of "Proportional Response" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/uk-backs-right-ukraine-attack-
russian-territory-while-kremlin-warns-proportional "..London's direct 
provoking of the Kiev regime for such actions..will lead to an immediate 
and proportional response by Russia." Putin Warns Of "Quick Response" 
If West Intervenes In Ukraine 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-warns-quick-response-if-
west-intervenes-ukraine "if someone wants to meddle in Ukraine, 
Russia's response will be quick." Rabobank: US Is Seeking Escalation 
Into Permanent Economic War, And Russia Will Respond In Kind 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-us-seeking-escalation-
permanent-economic-war-and-russia-will-respond-kind "That’s a big 
structural change in the geopolitical environment... "Pouring Fuel On The 
Flames": Kremlin Condemns Blinken Visit To Ukraine & US Arms 
Shipments https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pouring-fuel-flames-
kremlin-condemns-blinken-visit-ukraine-us-arms-shipments "I see only an 
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attempt to raise the stakes, to aggravate the situation, to see more 
losses," the Russian ambassador said. Trashing The Constitution To 
Seize Russians' Property https://www.zerohedge.com/political/trashing-
constitution-seize-russians-property Judge Napolitano:"As if to run even 
further away from constitutional norms, a group of legal academics 
began arguing last week that the property seized from Russians is not 
really owned by human beings." [ THEFT, THIEVES, the real american 
story/history ab initio! ] [ Exceptionalism Sagging? American Penises Are 
Only 59th Biggest In World https://www.zerohedge.com/medical/american-
exceptionalism-sagging-us-mens-Penises-are-only-59th-biggest-world 
[ Now we see the psychological underpinnings of america’s worldwide 
aggression/provocations/machinations. ] 8-Year CIA Program Helped 
Provoke Russian Invasion: Report https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/8-
year-cia-program-helped-provoke-russian-invasion-report Turkey Says 
Some NATO Members Want Prolonged Ukraine War In Order To Weaken 
Russia https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/turkey-says-some-nato-
members-want-prolonged-ukraine-war-order-weaken-russia LABASH: 
AMERICA NUTHOUSE… 2022… https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-05-
10/2022 Turkish foreign minister: "There are countries within NATO who 
want the war to continue." [Sad, but true!] "So Not Even A Fly Can 
Escape": Putin Declares Mariupol 'Liberated' - Orders Besieged Steel 
Plant Sealed Off https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/so-not-even-fly-
can-escape-putin-declares-mariupol-liberated-orders-besieged-steel 
Russia Tests Nuclear-Capable ICBM As Putin Warns Enemies It's "Food 
For Thought" US Officials Admit They're Literally Just Lying To The Public
About Russia https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/us-officials-admit-
theyre-literally-just-lying-public-about-russia BUCHANAN: Should We 
Commit To Fight Russia... For Finland? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/should-we-commit-fight-russia-
finland “… But why would we voluntarily agree to give Sweden and 
Finland these war guarantees? Why would we commit to go to war with 
Putin’s Russia, a war that could, and likely would, escalate to the use of 
tactical nuclear weapons, especially if Russia were losing? Finland was 
neutral during the Cold War. Sweden has been neutral since the 
Napoleonic wars of the early 19th century...”[ Great question from the 
man who presciently advised, ‘TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM 
BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 
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or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.” ] Moscow Warns US In 
Diplomatic Letter: Arming Ukraine To Result In "Unpredictable 
Consequences" Russia demands the Biden administration stop "adding 
fuel" to conflict... Escobar: The Total War To Cancel Russia 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-total-war-cancel-russia 
Vast swathes of NATOstan have been corralled into behaving like a 
Russophobic lynch mob. No dissent is tolerated.. Lavrov Rejects New 
Ukraine Draft Peace Proposal As "Unacceptable", Says US Seeks To 
Undermine Talks https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-jump-then-
dump-lavrov-calls-new-ukrainian-draft-peace-proposal-unacceptable [ Fog 
of war money sub rosa, wag the dog diversion, america the great fraud 
cannot be trusted … ‘Tis Orwellian you see! ] "Are We Living In A Dream 
World?" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/are-we-living-dream-world 
Those who continue "living in a dream world" are likely to awaken to a 
nightmare… Whitehead: "We, The People" Are The New, Permanent 
Underclass In America 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/whitehead-we-people-are-new-
permanent-underclass-america "We’re not living the American dream. 
We’re living a financial nightmare." "Not What We Are Seeing" - US Intel 
Officials Reject Biden's "Genocide" Claims 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/not-what-we-are-seeing-us-intel-
officials-reject-bidens-genocide-claims Biden’s remarks "made it harder 
for the agency to credibly do its job." 

ZEROHEDGE [ DRUDGEREPORT Newsom joins 'Truth Social' to call out 
lies… https://thehill.com/policy/technology/3526926-newsom-joins-trumps-
truth-social-to-call-out-republican-lies/ NOONAN: Trump Voters Need New 
Direction… Newsom won big. Could he be president? ( Could? That’s 
should! Newsom would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this
nation, this world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice 
Presidential running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey, Texas (new 
political face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney 
General (by his appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ) ] 

America's Oil Refiners Expose Biden's Hypocrisy   With Recession Now   
Guaranteed, The "One-Term" White House Begins To Panic "Regret And 
Anxiety": Dems Quietly Panicking, Don't Want Biden To Face Trump In 
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2024 "We need to have specific examples of how we’re dealing with 
things; it can’t just be pie-in-the-sky and kumbaya…" 

US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... US Consumer 
Prices Reaccelerate In May, Highest Since 1981 There's No Stopping A 
Recessionary Reckoning https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-
stopping-recessionary-reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, 
this recession will be unlike any other... Stocks Tank & Yield Curve 
Inverts After Hotter-Than-Expected CPI Print 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-tank-yield-curve-inverts-after-
hotter-expected-cpi-print "... the drop in the 10-year yield on this data and
the flattening of the yield curve is a signal that markets are seeing 
stagflation as an even bigger problem..." Labor Market On Edge: Jobless 
Claims Jump Most Since Last July, Hit 5 Month High 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/labor-market-edge-jobless-claims-
jump-most-last-july-hit-5-month-high The latest jobless claims report and 
it confirmed that indeed, the jobs market is cracking, with initial claims 
jumping from 203K to 229K, the biggest jump in claims since last July. 
Credit Suisse Plunges After Warning Of Q2 Loss, Sees New Round Of Job 
Cuts HUFFPOST WORLD BANK WARNS: DANGER OF ’70s-STYLE 
‘STAGFLATION’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-outlook-
global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad ZH In Latest Flailing 
Attempt To Slow Soaring Energy Costs, Biden Invokes Defense 
Production Act To Push Green Agenda 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/biden-invokes-defense-production-
act-accelerate-solar-fuel-cells-latest-flailing-attempt It's the latest "drop 
in the ocean" response to a massive, looming energy cost crisis... 
Goldman Again Hikes Oil Price Target, Now Sees Barrel Hitting $140, Up 
From $125 Goldman's Bearish View: "Strength Is To Be Sold For A While 
Longer" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldmans-bearish-view-
strength-be-sold-while-longer The 'Absurd Market' Hypothesis 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/absurd-market-hypothesis There's
more to this market thing than the net present value of future cash 
flows... The Top 10 Creepiest & Most Dystopian Things Pushed By The 
World Economic Forum https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/top-10-
creepiest-and-most-dystopian-things-pushed-world-economic-forum-
wef ...WEF as the rogue, illegitimate organization... Is 'Normalcy Bias' 
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Blinding Us To The Looming Economic Storm? Elon Musk To Slash Tesla 
Jobs, Has "Super Bad Feeling" About Economy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/elon-musk-slash-tesla-jobs-has-
super-bad-feeling-about-economy "pause all hiring worldwide" HUFFPOST
Dogecoin Cofounder: Elon Musk Is A ‘Grifter’ Who’s ‘Really Good At 
Pretending’ ZH "Bankruptcies Need To Happen": Elon Musk Says 
Economy Is In For A Necessary "Rude Awakening" [ Says the Oracle of … 
Mars Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed full of animals to
Mars…   https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-
mars/4358923   … ] YAHOO Business Insider Dogecoin cocreator calls 
Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running basic code 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-calls-elon-
082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one day deliver 
what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson Palmer. 
ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-
musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-
care [ YES! … Why? Because AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A CORRUPT 
NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY
DISASTER).] UMich Sentiment Tumbles Accelerates In May, Home-Buying
Confidence Collapse https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-
sentiment-tumbles-accelerates-may-home-buying-confidence-collapse
..current conditions fell to a 13-year-low... Foreclosure-Wave Sweeping 
US Crests In Chicago https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/foreclosure-
wave-sweeping-us-crests-chicago Amid a national surge in residential 
foreclosure rates, Chicagoans are currently losing their homes in greater 
numbers than in any other metro area in the country... Monkyepox-Mania 
NYC Subway Shooter Who Killed Goldman Banker Had "About 20 Prior 
Arrests", Including Murder Charge From 2017 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nyc-shooter-who-killed-goldman-
sachs-banker-had-about-20-prior-arrests-including-second He even has 
"three cases that are still pending", according to new reports. His list of 
charges, including gang related charges, include assault, robbery, 
menacing. attempted murder and grand larceny. He served 4 months of a 
3 year sentence on the attempted murder charge. [ The gangs of new 
york/new jersey (ie., mafia, wall street gang, trumps, etc., etc.). What a 
hapless place new york has become (for jersey there’s no hope or 
redeeming qualities whatsoever). US Navy Sailors Deserting At 
"Staggering" Rate Amid Mental Health Crisis "It's hard for a young person
at that age to grasp the amount ofThe gangs power and control that their
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employer has over their lives." [ What’s more is the reality that said 
employer is either criminal, nutty as a fruitcake (crazy), or both ) ] 
MARKETWATCH ‘I feel like I am reliving the summer of 2008.’ Strategist 
David Rosenberg sees bear market sinking the S&P 500 to 3,300 ZH 

Cracks Appear As Subprime Borrowers Miss Loan Payments Amid 
Recession Threats US Existing Home Sales Slump To 2-Year Lows, NAR 
Warns "More Declines Imminent" https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-
finance/us-existing-home-sales-slump-2-year-lows-nar-warns-more-
declines-imminent “Higher home prices and sharply higher mortgage 
rates have reduced buyer activity,” ...Housing Crash Starting 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/housing-crash-starting ...it will be a 
very painful few months ahead... America's Electric Grid Has A $2 Trillion 
Problem Futures Slide After China's "Huge" Data Miss Sparks "Broad-
Based Recession Talk" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-slide-
after-chinas-huge-data-miss-sparks-broad-based-recession-talk “The 
broad-based recession talk is the major catalyzer this Monday. Activity in
US futures hint that Friday’s rebound was certainly nothing more than a 
dead dog bounce.” Selling low buying high frustration continues… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/painmarket max pain 
market... Elon 'Mad As Hell' Musk Just Blew Up 2022 Twitter Board 
'Intends To Close The Transaction' With Musk Despite Spam Controversy 
AP AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech 
But Using It To "Attack" His Critics 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-
supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, 
with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, that’s comedy/fiction Says he 
will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 
Rabo: Little Cause For Celebration And No Appetite For A Relief Rally 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabo-little-cause-celebration-and-no-
appetite-relief-rally Stocks, bonds, cyclical currencies and commodities 
were all down meaningfully on Monday, effectively only volatility was on 
the rise. (Goldman Trader: The State Of The Market Is To Bleed To Lower 
Lows Interrupted, On Occasion, By Vicious Short Squeezes)Some 
recovery is taking place this morning, but as volatility remains elevated 
these periods of tranquillity tend to be short-lived. Welcome to the Bear 
Market Acceleration Phase https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-05-
09/welcome-bear-market-acceleration-phase The next phase of the bear 
market will turn the bulls into frightened and confused bears. Anti-
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Goldilocks: The 5 Year Bear Market for Everything But Gold 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-05-09/anti-goldilocks-5-year-bear-
market-everything-gold increased volatility in both directions is 
ultimately bearish for stocks and bullish for Gold. Goldman Trader: The 
State Of The Market Is To Bleed To Lower Lows Interrupted, On 
Occasion, By Vicious Short Squeezes 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-trader-state-market-bleed-
lower-lows-interrupted-occasion-vicious-short-squeezes "The logic of 
tighter financial conditions and slower growth is hard to avoid. The more 
resilience that activity and equity markets show, the higher rates will 
likely need to go. For that reason, a period of easing financial conditions 
again sowed the seeds of its own demise." Nomura: "I'm Talking Full-
Blown, Game Of Thrones 'Red Wedding'-Style Liquidation Death" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-im-talking-full-blown-game-
thrones-red-wedding-style-liquidation-death "Full Capitulation Gong 
Show" As "Liquidations Ripple Through The Market" Amid "Outrageous 
Selloff" "What A Crazy 24 Hours" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/what-crazy-24-hours "All's Well 
That's Orwell" - Musk Tosses Tactical Nukes At 'Ministry Of Truth' And 
Trust-Fund Journo [ I’m a big fan of Orwell! ] UNiTeD STaTeS GoNo 
NoTe… https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-05-02/united-states-gono-
note Go Woke, Go Broke! Delusion Reigns At The Eccles Building 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/delusion-reigns-eccles-building 
QT2 will then be replaced with QE (to infinity) in short order “to save the 
economy.” Quite unlike the 2008 to 2018 period during which CPI 
remained benign, the effect this time around will probably be the 
opposite - courtesy of Cantillon effects. Escobar: The Empire Of Lies, 
Operation Z, & The New Global Chessboard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-empire-lies-operation-z-
new-global-chessboard The only antidote to propaganda dementia is 
served by sparse voices of reason, which happen to be Russian, thus 
silenced and/or dismissed... We know ‘crazy’ when we see it… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-04-27/we-know-crazy-when-we-
see-it Give the crazies a platform, let them keep talking, and watch the 
disaster unfold YAHOO Politics Trump Lawyers Tried to Hide His Bizarre, 
Fruity Testimony https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-lawyers-tried-hide-
bizarre-084536547.html After a transcript leaked last week of former 
President Donald Trump decrying “very dangerous” fruits he feared 
protesters might throw at him, Trump’s legal team sprang into 
action.New emails show that Trump’s lawyers were so bothered by the 
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deposition becoming public that they actually tried to un-make it 
public.Even after The Daily Beast published a story about Trump 
expressing bizarre concerns about people hurling “pineapples, tomatoes 
Fidelity To Allow Bitcoin Investments In Retirement Plans [ WOW! ] Tchir:
The Not-So-Good, The Bad, & The Ugly Ugly may have only begun... 
SiTTiNG ON a CoRNFLaKe… https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-04-
22/sitting-cornflake waiting for the van to come... Obama, Clinton Rail 
Against Free Speech Under Guise Of Fighting 'Misinformation' AG Garland
Stonewalls Over Special Counsel Investigation Of Hunter Biden 75% Of 
The U.S. Is Suffering From A "Mental Health Crisis" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/75-young-adults-believe-us-suffering-
mental-health-crisis Pelosi's 'Victory' Rhetoric During Surprise Trip To 
Kiev Making Some Allies Nervous French analyst to NY Times: "the US is 
dragging everyone into a different war." LABASH: AMERICA NUTHOUSE…
https://mattlabash.substack.com/p/groundhog-day?s=w “...It’s not that I 
think today’s DemoRats and ReTrumplicans (as the two sides call each 
other-subtlety is not their strong suit) are indistinguishable. They’ve each
helped wreck the country in their own peculiar way. And I say this in the 
spirit of pure, undiluted objectivity, without seeking to alienate readers or
to bestow partisan favor: Of the two-party system’s current standard-
bearers, one (biden) should be in assisted living, the other (trump), in 
jail...” TRUMP MELTDOWN 
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5166374/moment-donald-trump-storms-off-
piers-morgan-interview/ 'TURN THE CAMERAS OFF' MCCONNELL 
'STUPID'; PENCE 'WEAK FOOL' PIERS MORGAN BLOCKBUSTER 'I've Had 
It With This Guy': Republican Leaders Privately Blasted Trump Aft  er Jan.   
6… 'Son of a B*tch'…HE DESERVED IMPEACHMENT! [DUH!] Manhattan 
DA's Star Witness: Indict The Don NOW or I'm Out… AUDIO: McCarthy 
said he would urge Trump to resign... HUFFPOST Trump Can’t Recall 
Name Of The Ohio Guy He Endorsed For Senate DRUDGE MUSK 
ACCUSED OF SEX HARASSMENT CASH PAYOFF 
https://www.businessinsider.com/spacex-paid-250000-to-a-flight-
attendant-who-accused-elon-musk-of-sexual-misconduct-2022-5 'WILD 
ACCUSATIONS' https://www.cnbc.com/2022/05/20/musk-denies-wild-
accusations-against-him-in-apparent-reference-to-harassment-report.html
TESLA STOCK -40% FOR YEAR MUSK 'DEATH' TWEET RAISES ALARMS 
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5294369/elon-musk-fans-concerned-
chilling-post-on-twitter/ BIG BIRD! https://apnews.com/article/elon-musk-
twitter-takeover-2d0eb4e0511fe0e296fd6974a851a252 Musk has 
described himself as a “free-speech absolutist” but is also known for 
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blocking or disparaging other Twitter users who question or disagree 
with him. First Brain Computer Interface Enters Human Trials… The 
Many Failed Predictions & Promises By Elon Musk 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   LABASH: AMERICA NUTHOUSE… ZEROHEDGE AG Garland Stonewalls 
Over Special Counsel Investigation Of Hunter Biden 75% Of The U.S. Is 
Suffering From A "Mental Health Crisis" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/75-young-adults-believe-us-suffering-
mental-health-crisis 
ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Rebuffs Bill Gates' Philanthropy Request, 
Compares Photo Of Gates To "Pregnant Man" Emoji 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/elon-musk-rebuffs-bill-gates-
philanthropy-request-compares-photo-gates-pregnant-man-emoji Musk 
Tweeted out a photo of Bill Gates, comparing him to the new Apple 
"pregnant man" emoji, with the caption: "in case u need to lose a boner 
fast". DRUDGE Can Musk Still Afford TWITTER After TESLA Wipe Out? 
Musk Wants 'Free Speech' After Spending Years Silencing Critics… 
ZEROHEDGE Internet Searches For "Delete Twitter" Soar As Blue-Check 
Libs Meltdown Over Musk Deal Jeff Bezos Suggests Elon Musk Gives 
China 'Leverage' Over Twitter - Gets Wrecked In Replies Chinese sellers 
make up 40% of the top brands on Amazon and 75% of new sellers… Elon
Musk exposes the Tyranny of the Minority YAHOO Politics Business 
Insider Elon Musk says the US has 'very, very ancient leadership,' 
believes there's 'a serious issue with gerontocracy' in many countries 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/elon-musk-says-us-very-194033911.html 
[Musk’s point is well taken, to be sure; but, I believe that to be a subset 
of an older philosophical theme; viz., ie., ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics
distinguishes between democracy and ochlocracy, which latter 
essentially means rule by those incapable of ruling even themselves.’ 
And, as important which Musk ignores, is the fact of in america 
particularly, the maladaptive nature of indisputably positive traits in favor
of indisputably negative, ie., criminal, traits and genetic predisposition to 
same in breeding populations (Musk needs to bone up on anthropology 
and evolution to seriously expound on the pressing issues facing a 
species facing extinction as he already has alluded to)…Musk has alluded
to the idea that we're living in a simulation and believes that we are 
characters in some advanced civilization's video game … Hmmm … 
Riiight … The richest man in the world … What a line of s**t he has … I 
give him that much … beginnings with paypal mafia ... I personally found 
paypal to be dysfunctional, adding no real value, but building a 
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bureaucratic layer of geek enrichment at ultimately the expense of the 
less tech savvy. Mars colony? He’s really pulled it off. Let’s include the 
paypal mafia et als here as well. I did like his SNL sojourn; particularly 
with Chad on Mars... Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   MUSK: MAN ON MARS IN 7 YEARS… The Many Failed Predictions & 
Promises By Elon Musk https://analyticsindiamag.com/the-many-failed-
predictions-promises-by-elon-musk/ [ CHAD is the man! Elon Musk Calls 
Biden "Damp Sock Puppet", Says He Is "Treating The American Public 
Like Fools" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/elon-musk-calls-biden-
damp-sock-puppet-human-form-after-potus-photo-op-gms-mary-barra 
"Biden is treating the American public like fools," he later Tweeted. Et tu,
Elon. Elon doesn't make life on Mars sound very fun… 
MUSK PRIORITIZES THE HUMANOID… 'MOST POWERFUL AI'… Experts 
Ring Alarms Over Brain Implants…
UPDATE: SpaceX rocket will crash into moon after 'chaotic orbit'... 
MUSK: All species on Earth are doomed… [That’s TRUE, actually!] 
https://www.jpost.com/science/article-692709
MUSK MOMENT: NAMED TIME PERSON OF YEAR...   
Elon compares Bill Gates to pregnant man emoji…   
SHOCK CLAIM: World to run out of food in 27 years…   
LABASH: AMERICA NUTHOUSE…   2022…   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-05-10/2022   
MAG: Humans doomed to go extinct… 
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/humans-are-doomed-to-
go-extinct/   [ I strongly   recommend ‘Interstellar’ by the great 
director Christopher Nolan 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interstellar_(film      ) .       ] A (VERY) SHORT 
HISTORY OF LIFE ON EARTH (St. Martin’s Press, 2021) 

2022… https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-05-10/2022 

‘DON’T LOOK UP’ ENDING EXPLAINED https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=_MmFhKwcx_Y 

Over 120,000 Hunter Biden Emails Uploaded To Searchable Database 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/over-120000-hunter-biden-emails-
uploaded-searchable-database 
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"The Real President Is Whoever Controls The Teleprompter": Musk 
Delivers Scathing Criticism Of Biden 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/real-president-whoever-controls-
teleprompter-musk-delivers-scathing-criticism-biden 

Worst Ever US Home Affordability Is Just 0.5% Away The Notion You 
Need Inflation To Create Growth “Is Just Bullsh*t” 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-04-22/notion-you-need-inflation-
create-growth-just-bullsht Oil Jumps As "Second Wave Of Russian Oil 
Shock" Begins We may be entering the ‘down phase’ of the economic 
cycle https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-04-19/we-may-be-entering-
down-phase-economic-cycle 3 Factors Which Are About To Make The 
Coming Food Shortages Even Worse https://w     
ww.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/3-factors-which-are-about-make-coming-
food-shortages-even-worse The Fed Lied… QE Didn’t End… Protect Your 
Portfolio From Inflation Now! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-04-
18/fed-lied-qe-didnt-end-protect-your-portfolio-inflation-now The Fed are 
total liars. QE didn’t end. In fact, it became larger! Stagflation Fears Soar 
As World Bank Slashes Global Growth Outlook 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/stagflation-fears-soar-world-bank-
slashes-global-growth-outlook ..the decline was spurred by a cut in the 
outlook for Europe and central Asia, which include Russia and Ukraine. 
GDP(USA) SHRINKS 1.4% https://www.cnbc.com/2022/04/28/us-q1-gdp-
growth.html 5G Radiation Studied In South Carolina Study Finds High 
Radiofrequency Radiation on Streets of Downtown Columbia, South 
Carolina from Cell Antennas 

ZEROHEDGE US Consumer Prices Reaccelerate In May, Highest Since 
1981 There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... Buckle Up, Things Are About to Get REALLY Nasty 
Stocks are imploding again... here's why. "We Are Teetering On The 
Edge": Food Shortage Worries Mount As PA Farms "Crushed" By Record 
Diesel Prices https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-are-teetering-edge-
food-shortage-worries-mount-pa-farms-crushed-record-diesel-prices “If 
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the farmers cannot get crops out of the ground, then there is not food on 
the shelves.” Raw Materials Fetch Premium Prices Inflation-Deniers Are 
Finally Admitting They Were Wrong 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/inflation-deniers-are-finally-
admitting-they-were-wrong At the very least we could take measures to 
ensure that such a catastrophe doesn't happen again. However, this will 
require actually holding the deniers of fiscal crisis accountable... A 
Chaotic Tipping Point: Bill Blain Warns "We Are Spiralling Into Something 
Messy" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/chaotic-tipping-point-bill-
blain-warns-we-are-spiralling-something-messy “The tipping point is not a 
question of if, but when...” Sentiment & Positioning do not scream a 
bottom This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall 
Street's Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-
realizes-dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, 
rates shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release 
valve from peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " Eurozone 
Yield Spreads Blow Out, It's Another Crisis For Greece And Italy 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/eurozone-yield-spreads-blow-out-its-
another-crisis-greece-and-italy Global Stagflation Threat Grows As World 
Bank Slashes Growth Forecast, Blames Putin Americans 'Deeply 
Pessimistic' About US Economy, Inflation WTI Rebounds After Inventory 
Data, UAE Warns Prices "Nowhere Near" Their Peak When Will This Bear 
Market End? https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-will-bear-market-
end There is a sizable contingent of investors, and advisors, who have 
never been through a real bear market.. Stocks Slammed As Fed Vice-
Chair Pours Cold Water On A 'Pause' US Factory Order Growth Slowed 
Dramatically In April ADP Employment Data Signals Weakest Labor 
Market Since COVID Collapse https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-
finance/adp-employment-data-signals-weakest-labor-market-covid-
collapse Small businesses have lost 278k jobs in the last four months... 
Atlanta Fed Slashes Q2 GDP Forecast As Stagflation Looms 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/atlanta-fed-slahses-q2-gdp-
forecast-stagflation-looms After this morning's Manufacturing ISM and 
construction spending report... Stagflation Threat Soars As 
Manufacturing Surveys Show Soaring Costs, Weaker Jobs Job Openings 
Plunge By Most Since Covid Crash But Remain Stubbornly Elevated With 
Quits Near Record High You sell here if you think this is a "normal" bear 
market squeeze https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/selllnormal 
YAHOO Business Insider Jeremy Grantham, Michael Burry, and other 
market gurus expect stocks to plunge further. Here's a roundup of their 
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latest comments. https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/jeremy-grantham-
michael-burry-other-104500984.html Grantham and Burry have warned 
the S&P 500 could plunge by at least another 50%, while economist David
Rosenberg sees a further 19% decline. "We Could See A Million Layoffs 
Or More" - Here Comes The Job Market Shock 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-could-see-million-layoffs-or-more-
here-comes-job-market-shock "...a right-sizing cycle is coming, with 
weaker growth in jobs and wages." S&P's 'Line In The Sand': It's A Good 
Time To Buy Puts https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sps-line-sand-its-
good-time-buy-puts ...as markets threaten to breakout to the upside, its 

arguably the best time in a while to buy puts. Kyle Bass: Fed Will Start 
Cutting In 2023 After US Enters Recession Later This Year 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/kyle-bass-fed-will-need-cut-2023-
amid-stagflationary-environment-likely-recession "Clearly printing 40% 
more money than was in circulation in the first place was a little too 
much..." China Will Struggle To Reach Positive GDP This Quarter Premier 
Says, Warning Economy "To Some Degree" Worse Than 2020 US New 
Home Sales Collapse In April https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-
finance/us-new-home-sales-collapse-april ...new home sales crashed 
16.6% MoM... worst since the peak of the COVID crisis lockdowns... It's 
Not Just The USA: The Economic Instability Is Global 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/its-not-just-usa-economic-
instability-global Stagflation is already a fact today; recession is 
inevitable tomorrow. Social discontent is already taking place in various 
parts of the Western world... Indicators Of Market Bottom Are Still 
Missing The Biggest Crash In History Is Coming... Kiyosaki Says So… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/biggest-crash-history-coming-
kiyosaki-says-so Every era of speculation brings forth a crop of theories 
designed to justify the speculation, and the speculative slogans are 
easily seized upon... MARKETWATCH ‘Very, very high’ risk of recession, 
warns Goldman’s Lloyd Blankfein ZH Slow-Motion Crash Drags Futures 
Below 3,900; Yields, Cryptos Tumble 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/slow-motion-crash-drags-futures-
below-3900-yields-cryptos-tumble "What these wild market moves are 
telling us is that investors have very little idea of whether we’re near a 
short-term base, or whether we’ve got further to fall." BlackRock's $9 
Billion Star Stock-Picker Just Turned Bearish 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/blackrocks-9-billion-star-stock-
picker-just-turned-bearish The Great Bloodbath Has Arrived 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-05-09/great-bloodbath-has-arrived 
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The stock market is now in very serious trouble. Meltdown May On Its 
Way https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-05-09/meltdown-may-its-
way ...it still feels like we are due for a limit down morning soon. Peter 
Grandich: "Situation Is Beyond Fed's Control" As Recession Unstoppable 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-grandich-situation-beyond-
feds-control-recession-unstoppable Inflation today compared to the 
1980s "is a completely different animal this time around"... Rabo: The 
Last Thing The Polarized US Needs Is A Spike In Food Prices And A 
Collapse In 401Ks... It'll Probably Get Both 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabo-last-thing-polarized-us-needs-
spike-food-prices-and-collapse-401ks-itll-probably-get Russian Oil Ban Will
Be Like "Dropping Atomic Bomb On Hungary's Economy": Orban 
(DRUDGE)STOCKS STRUGGLE 'NOWHERE NEAR BOTTOM' 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/05/06/nowhere-near-the-bottom-top-
economist-says-as-global-markets-crater.html US Services Surveys 
Scream Stagflation: Orders Slow As Prices Surge At Record Pace 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-services-surveys-scream-
stagflation-orders-slow-prices-surge-record-pace Input prices and output 
charges increased at the sharpest rates on record... "Tesla Is Netflix" 
And "This Stock Market Is Going Much Lower": Mark Spiegel 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tesla-netflix-and-stock-market-
going-much-lower-mark-spiegel Mark's April 2022 investor letter updates 
his outlook on the market. "The End Of Euphoria": Earnings Season Turns
Dire As Corporate Sentiment Plummets EOAD -Here Are 5 New 
“Pestilences” That Have Suddenly Appeared Around The Globe 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/here-are-5-new-pestilences-that-have-
suddenly-appeared-around-the-globe/ Awkward: Both Zelensky & Putin 
Invited To Attend G-20 Summit In Indonesia 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/awkward-both-putin-zelensky-
invited-attend-g-20-summit-indonesia Biden has called on Russia to be 
expelled, while Ukraine is not a member... China And Russia's "Space 
War": Where Is The US? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/china-
and-russias-space-war-where-us "Space is a warfighting domain now," Oil
Spikes After EU Says Russian Embargo 'Imminent' As Germany Drops 
Opposition https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/eu-embargo-russian-oil-
imminent-germany-drops-opposition "Germany is now ready to stop 
buying Russian oil." Four European Buyers Fold To Russian Demands, Pay
For Gas In Rubles, As EU Threatens Companies European Union To Cut 
Russian Oil And Gas Imports To Zero By 2027 
https://www.zerohedge.com/energy/european-union-cut-russian-oil-and-
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gas-imports-zero-2027 Populism Averted For Now, But 'Chaos Is 
Infectious' https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/populism-averted-now-
chaos-infectious ...globe populism will likely be fanned by inflation, food 
and energy insecurity and become an increasingly destabilising force on 
markets. Tchir: The Not-So-Good, The Bad, & The Ugly 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tchir-not-so-good-bad-ugly Ugly may 
have only begun... Bundesbank Warns Of "Severe Crisis Scenario" Upon 
Russian Gas Embargo https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bundesbank-
warns-severe-crisis-scenario-upon-russian-gas-embargo The Political 
Class Is Starting To Get Spooked By Biden's Wobbly Economy The US 
Consumer Is Starting To Fail, Near-Guaranteeing A Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-04-19/us-consumer-starting-fail-
near-guaranteeing-recession We're seeing more and more signs that the 
consumer is starting to tap out as the point of "debt saturation" 
approaches GDP(USA) SHRINKS 1.4% 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/04/28/us-q1-gdp-growth.html Traders Bet ECB
Will Raise Rates Above 0% By Year-End For The First Time Since 2012 
Newsquawk US Market Open: Equities are negative across the board as 
yields climb while USD/JPY soars 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/newsquawk-us-market-open-
equities-are-negative-across-board-yields-climb-while-usdjpy-soars 
European bourses and futures are negative across the board, ES -0.3%, as 
initial contained trade gave way under further yield advances, NQ -0.4% lags as 
such Commodities Soar As Bonds, Stocks, & Bitcoin Rollercoaster Wildly 
https://w   ww.zerohedge.com/markets/commodities-soar-bonds-stocks-  
bitcoin-rollercoaster-wildly ...chaotic and illiquid trading with Europe still 
closed… Russia and China’s plan to reintegrate gold and silver as money 
Goldman Trader: The Best Days Are Behind Us, And We've Never Seen A 
Setup Quite Like This Before 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-trader-best-days-are-
behind-us-and-weve-n  ever-seen-setup-quite   "How are we NOT headed 
towards a scenario where the Fed will be forced to tighten into a 
slowdown.... the trajectory we’re on is a photographic negative of 
Goldilocks." DRUDGE Home prices jump another 20%… GDP(USA) 
SHRINKS 1.4% https://www.cnbc.com/2022/04/28/us-q1-gdp-growth.html 
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ZEROHEDGE BearLord: A Recession Cometh Philly Fed Plunges Into 
Contraction For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/philly-fed-plunges-
contraction-first-time-covid-lockdowns ...as hope collapses to its lowest 
since 2008 The Big Swindle Of 2020–22 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/big-swindle-2020-22 "It all seems 
suspiciously benevolent..." US Producer Price Inflation Hovers Near 
Record Highs, Energy Costs Dominate 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-producer-price-inflation-
hovers-near-record-highs-energy-costs-dominate Nearly two thirds of the 
May increase was due to an advance in goods prices, especially energy. 
Lyn Alden: Stagflation is Imminent 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-12/lyn-alden-stagflation-
imminent perfect storm Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, 
Sparks Global Market Turmoil 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-inflation-
narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since the Great 
Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... Red-Hot US Inflation Is No 
Longer An Outlier The median global inflation is now 7.9% YoY. It was 
3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global phenomenon with Asian 
economies generally the least effected The Inevitable Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/inevitable-recession Ousted 
Ukrainian Official Breaks Silence, Admits She Lied About Mass Rape By 
Russians To Garner More Aid/Arms EOAD Homeland Security Tells Us To 
Brace For “Mass Casualty Violence” As The U.S. Enters A Summer Of 
Extreme Chaos http://endoftheamericandream.com/homeland-security-
tells-us-to-brace-for-mass-casualty-violence-as-the-u-s-enters-a-summer-
of-extreme-chaos/ ... the Department of Homeland Security just issued an 
advisory warning specifically of “mass casualty violence” ... ZH "It Was 
Chaos" : 3 Dead, 11 More Injured In Philadelphia Mass Shooting 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/14-people-shot-3-dead-philadelphia-
mass-shooting "People were coming off the street with blood splatters on
white sneakers and skinned knees and skinned elbows," At least 14 dead
and injured in US shooting   https://www.rt.com/news/556660-philadelphia-  
shooting-tenth-weekend/ Israel Uses US Weapons To Blow Up US 
Humanitarian Projects in Gaza A two-front assault on American taxpayers
accompanies Gaza's devastation.. YAHOO 3 people dead after shooting 
in Iowa church parking lot https://www.yahoo.com/news/three-people-
dead-shooting-iowa-015340681.html CNN Hundreds mourn Texas family 
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killed by escaped inmate YAHOO A man shot and killed two women 
outside an Iowa church and then turned the gun on himself, police said, 
in the latest incident of gun violence to rock the U.S. Another shooting 
wounds 2 at Wisc. funeral GOOGLENEWS (6-5-22) Philadelphia mass 
shooting on South Street leaves 3 dead, about a dozen injured ZH 
"Catastrophic": Five Dead Including Shooter At Tulsa Medical Building 
Chicago 'Mass Shootings'? 52 Shot, 10 Killed Over Memorial Day 
Weekend Mass Shootings: The Vicious Cycle Fueled By America's Toxic 
Cult Of Violence Memorial Day Gasoline Prices Are At An All-Time High 
US Savings Rate Crashes To Lowest Since Lehman, Fed's Favorite 
Inflation Signal Near 40-Year Highs https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-
finance/us-savings-rate-crashes-lowest-lehman-feds-favorite-inflation-
signal-near-40-year ...spending soared (nominally) and incomes only grew
modestly sending the savings rate to just 4.4%... the lowest since Sept 
2008. US Pending Home Sales Plunge To Weakest Since 2014 As Unsold 
Inventory Spikes By Record https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-
finance/us-pending-home-sales-plunge-weakest-2014 ...the 6th straight 
monthly decline in sales

NANCY PELOSI FINALLY LOSES SOME MONEY BY Sovereign Man 
Here’s...the most ridiculous stories from around the world:

..."FORGET ELON MUSK. HUNTER BIDEN MUST CLEARLY BE THE 
GREATEST BUSINESSMAN OF ALL TIME. 
Yesterday, NBC News released an analysis of Hunter Biden’s hard drive, 
showing that the Big Guy’s son earned a whopping $11 million over the 
past few years from Ukrainian and Chinese firms with which he did 
business. It’s not clear exactly what Hunter, now a famous artist (what a 
Renaissance Man!), did to earn such a prodigious sum. Don’t worry, 
though. President Biden is “sure his son did not break the law”. Just like 
he was sure the Taliban would not recapture Afghanistan.
NANCY PELOSI FINALLY LOSES SOME MONEY
Nancy Pelosi’s investment acumen is the stuff of legends, perhaps only 
rivaled by Hunter Biden’s business acumen. For years, the US Speaker of 
the House raked in millions upon millions of dollars from conveniently 
well-timed stock and options trades— from which she has become one of 
the wealthiest women in the world. Not bad for a gal who has been in 
politics for her entire life. She truly embodies the American Dream!"… 
"Devout" Catholic Nancy Pelosi Banned From Receiving Holy Communion 
Over Abortion Support [Banned and damned! … hmmm] PeLoSi D.U.I.
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ZEROHEDGE "Dirty Political Trick": Bill Barr Says Hillary Clinton Guilty Of 
'Sedition' [ To be sure, the clintons, like the trumps and other so-called 
american leaders are criminals http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ; 
but so is Barr http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg . america is 
predominantly a nation of criminals and mentally ill people; an 
evolutionary disaster.] DAILYKOS Jocelyn Benson To NBC News: Trump 
sent armed thugs to my home 
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2022/5/23/2099289/-Jocelyn-Benson-To-
NBC-News-Trump-Sent-Armed-Thugs-To-My-Home [AW SHUCKS … just a 
little jersey/new york/florida mob-rough-and-tumble...eh, what the 
heck...no big deal] TRUMP’S RUSSIAN LAUNDROMAT | The New Republic 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises
to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a 
failed real estate developer into the White House

AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY 
ILL PEOPLE.
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‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]
ZEROHEDGE "Dirty Political Trick": Bill Barr Says Hillary Clinton Guilty Of 
'Sedition' [ The clintons, like the trumps and other so-called american 
leaders are criminals http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ; but so is 
Barr http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg . america is predominantly
a nation of criminals and mentally ill people; an evolutionary disaster. ]

ZEROHEDGE Biden Nominates Michael Barr For Top Fed Banking 
Regulator Job https://www.zerohedge.com/political/biden-nominates-
michael-barr-top-fed-banking-regulator-job The nomination comes despite
opposition from Republicans and some progressive groups. Barr has been
accused of being a vocal supporter of bank bailouts, among other 
things... obama/holder/biden … Remember those guys? [To be fair and 
balanced, there’s also the bush/cheney/paulsen axis of evildoing/war 
crimes/fraud in the factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at its most 
despicable. Eric Holder spent six years as attorney general, and failed to 
prosecute banks for their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank executives
behind bars. Now, he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar criminal defense 
firm, making millions each year helping Wall Street bankers avoid 
criminal consequences. Worse, it was just reported that the firm, 
Covington & Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor corner office for Holder
awaiting his return. Combined with Holder’s purchase a year ago of a $1.5
million condo just 300 feet from his new office raises serious questions 
about how long Holder knew he would be getting a major payday from his
old firm even while it continued to represent companies under 
Department of Justice investigation. If the firm and Holder agreed on a 
future job offer, that alone could violate criminal laws. …”] NY Times 
Finds Obama's "Most Precise Air Campaign In History" Killed Thousands 
Of Civilians Previously hidden Pentagon documents show thousands of 
civilian deaths in Iraq & Syria, including children. 
http://albertpeia.com/corrupt-criminal-america.htm   [Only a s**t nation,   
with s**t people could feature an encore for a failed, incompetent, 
mentally ill mobster/criminal piece of s**t like trump,   et als   …]
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Wells Fargo CEO Warns "No Question" Worst Is Yet To Come For 
Americans https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/wells-fargo-ceo-warns-
no-question-worst-yet-come-americans “...some kind of recession..." The 
Death Blow to Crypto https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-05-18/death-
blow-crypto "The entire bitcoin movement … MARKETWATCH ‘I feel like I
am reliving the summer of 2008.’ Strategist David Rosenberg sees bear 
market sinking the S&P 500 to 3,300 The Fed Put "Expired" - Nomura 
Warns Dip-Buyers That Strength Begets Weakness 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-put-expired-nomura-warns-dip-
buyers-strength-begets-weakness "Be careful ... The Everything Bubble 
Has Officially Burst 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-05-16/everything-bubble-has-
officially-burst It's finally happened... High Gasoline And Diesel Prices Are
Here To Stay Target's Plunge Exposes Inflation's Risk To Margins post-
earnings plunges in Target and Walmart are highlighting the damage 
inflation can do to profit margins. Curveballs In The Housing Bubble Bust 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/curveballs-housing-bubble-bust 
Goldman Trader: "I Have Never Seen Stats Like This Before" 
MARKETWATCH ‘Very, very high’ risk of recession, warns Goldman’s 
Lloyd Blankfein GOOGLENEWS Goldman's Blankfein Says Companies 
Should Prepare for Recession Bloomberg 
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-05-15/goldman-s-
blankfein-says-companies-should-prepare-for-recession ZH One Step 
Closer To Recession: Goldman Cuts S&P Price Target To 4,300; Slashes 
GDP Forecast Goldman's contagious (and always wrong) optimism is 
vaporizing one day at a time... China, Cryptocurrencies & Why CPI "Has 
Not Peaked" El-Erian Warns: Beware A Global Economy With Little Fires 
Everywhere https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/el-erian-warns-
beware-global-economy-little-fires-everywhere UMich Sentiment Slumps 
Back To 11 Year Lows As Inflation Fears Surge 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-slumps-
back-11-year-lows-inflation-fears-surge “Inflation remains on the forefront
of consumers’ minds,” US Producer Prices Rise More Than Expected In 
April https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/us-producer-prices-rise-more-
expected-april ...data suggest persistent inflation in the production 
pipeline will continue to filter through to consumer prices... Inflation 
Threat "Starts With The Fed" - President Biden Comments On Hotter Than
Expected CPI https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/cpi-prints-hotter-
expected-april-hovers-near-40-year-high "...the fact remains that inflation 
is unacceptably high..." US Gasoline Prices Hit Record And Peak Driving 
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Season Has Yet To Come https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-
gasoline-prices-hit-record-weeks-major-driving-season Goldman Trader: 
"The Set Up For An Equity Market Crash Is As High As I Have Seen It" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-trader-set-equity-market-
crash-high-i-have-seen-it "This is the top of book depth of S&P futures 
divided by 1mo ATM vol. It is flashing red. The set up for an equity market
crash is as high as I have seen it." Morgan Stanley: "We Live In The Most 
Chaotic, Hard-To-Predict Macroeconomic Times In Decades" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/morgan-stanley-we-live-most-
chaotic-hard-predict-macroeconomic-times-decades Fears of a global 
recession abound, and in the past three months we have revised our 
global growth forecast down 170bp while inflationary pressures have 
risen. Buckle Up For A Crashing Economy And More Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/buckle-crashing-economy-
and-more-inflation "If Powell relies on unemployment numbers to explain 
why the economy is 'strong', he will simply ‘eviscerate' his credibility..." 
"The Market Is Softening, Full Stop": Zillow Plunges After Company 
Issues Dire Housing Outlook https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/market-
softening-full-stop-zillow-plunges-after-company-issues-dire-housing-
outlook ADP Signals Weakest Job Gains In April Since COVID Lockdowns 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/adp-signals-weakest-job-gains-april-
covid-lockdowns Small business saw huge job losses... Global 
Manufacturers Lose Momentum As Inflation Worsens: Kemp 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/global-manufacturers-lose-
momentum-inflation-worsens-kemp "We're Out Of The Bubble Extremes", 
But Bridgewater's Dalio Warns 'Overvalued' US Stock Market Still Not 
"Safe" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-out-bubble-extremes-
bridgewaters-dalio-warns-overvalued-us-stock-market-still-not-safe "US 
stocks in aggregate still look overvalued by our measures... once the 
popping begins, bubbles more often over-correct to the downside..." 
DRUDGE Stocks and Bonds Falling in Lockstep at Pace Unseen in 
Decades... Bubble' hitting 50% of market, top investor warns… Tudor 
Jones says he can't think of worse financial environment… "The End Of 
Euphoria": Earnings Season Turns Dire As Corporate Sentiment Plummets
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/end-euphoria-earnings-season-turns-
dire-corporate-sentiment-plummets Weakest guidance & revisions since 
2Q20… Peter Schiff: The Fed Has Already Lost The Inflation Fight 
"Americans Are Broke" - Peter Schiff Warns Fed 'Double-Speak' Has 
Reached A New High https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/americans-are-
broke-peter-schiff-warns-fed-double-speak-has-reached-new-high "...the 
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reverse wealth effect as a lot of Americans watch their stock market 
wealth go up in smoke.” May-Day Mayhem: Stocks Dump'n'Pump, Bonds 
Blowout, & Commodities Chaotic European Stocks Slammed After "Very 
Substantial Transaction" Sparks Nordic Markets Flash-Crash 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/european-stocks-slammed-after-
very-substantial-transaction-sparks-nordic-markets-flash "...very clear to 
us that the cause of this move in the market is a very substantial 
transaction made by a market participant..." A Series Of “Mega 
Disasters” Could Make This A Catastrophic Year For Food Production In 
The United States http://endoftheamericandream.com/a-series-of-mega-
disasters-could-make-this-a-catastrophic-year-for-food-production-in-the-
united-states/ -EOAD "Tick-Tock": Hartnett Turns Apocalyptic, Says 
Carnage To Accelerate With "Max Pain" And "Exit" Waiting Below 4,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tick-tock-hartnett-turns-apocalyptic-
says-carnage-accelerate-max-pain-and-exit-waiting "inflation in America, 
stagflation in Europe, deflation/devaluation in China/Japan, bear market 
on Wall Street." Inflation Expectations Hit 41-Year-Highs As UMich Survey
'Hope' Fades During The Month 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/inflation-expectations-hit-41-year-
highs-umich-survey-hope-fades-during-month Buying Conditions slipped 
lower for vehicles, homes, and large appliances... Chronic Shortages Of A
Few Items Now Will Evolve Into Chronic Shortages Of Hundreds Of 
Products Later In 2022 Shutdown Of Foxconn's Factories In China 
Threatens Apple's Supply Chain Consumer Confidence Disappoints In 
April After March's 'Hope' Crash https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-
finance/consumer-confidence-disappoints-april-after-marchs-hope-crash
...middle-aged folks (35-54) saw the biggest drop in confidence. Global 
Markets Tumble On Hawkish Central Bank Anguish, China Lockdown 
Fears https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/global-markets-tumble-
hawkish-central-bank-anguish-china-lockdown-fears “...recession by the 
end of the year." "I'm So Bearish, Even I'm Miserable": One Bank's Clients
Crack... Yet The Real Selling Is Only Just Starting 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/im-so-bearish-and-even-im-
miserable-one-banks-clients-crack-yet-real-selling-only-just "Everyone 
bearish, but redemptions just starting..." CNN A major recession is 
coming, Deutsche Bank warns 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/04/26/economy/inflation-recession-economy-
deutsche-bank/index.html ZEROHEDGE Recession Warnings Rise, 
Limiting Fed's Inflation Fight Recession On Deck: US GDP Shockingly 
Contracts In Q1 Driven By Inventory, Exports Plunge 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-deck-us-gdp-shockingly-
contracts-q1-driven-inventory-exports-plunge One more negative GDP 
print quarter and technical recession here we come. Germany Borrows 
Another 40 Billion Euros To Cushion Fallout From War In Ukraine Markets 
Puke After Nomura Warns Of Multiple 75bps Rate-Hikes This Year 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/markets-puke-after-nomura-warns-
multiple-75bps-rate-hikes-year Newsquawk US Market Open: Europe 
reacts to hawkish Central Bank commentary after APAC/Wall St. pressure
"Beneath The Surface... It's A Mess" - S&P 500 Rejects Key Technical 
Level https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/beneath-surface-its-mess-sp-
500-rejects-key-technical-level A Shocked Wall Street Reacts To The 
Netflix Implosion https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/shocked-wall-
street-reacts-netflix-implosion-0 Why would anyone expect Wall Street to 
actually do its job and anticipate what will happen... Rabo: Is Team NWO 
Willing To Make A Deal, Or Are We Past The Rubicon 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabo-team-nwo-willing-make-deal-or-
are-we-past-rubicon Can’t we see the era of ‘cheap’ is over? "We Hope 
You Enjoyed Your Ride Through Fantasy-Land, Now Watch Your Step As 
You Exit…" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-hope-you-enjoyed-
your-ride-through-fantasy-land-now-watch-your-step-you-exit Oil Spikes 
After EU Says Russian Embargo 'Imminent' As Germany Drops Opposition 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/eu-embargo-russian-oil-imminent-
germany-drops-opposition "Germany is now ready to stop buying Russian 
oil." 

ZEROHEDGE US Manufacturing Output Unexpectedly Shrinks In May 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-output-
unexpectedly-shrinks-may ...first contraction in manufacturing since 
January... US Jobless Claims Continue To Trend Higher US Housing 
Starts, Permits Collapse In May Dow Dumps Back Below 30,000; Lowest 
Since Dec 2020 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/dow-dumps-back-
below-30000-lowest-sicne-dec-2020 The Dow is now just 1% above pre-
COVID highs... Fed Hikes Rates By The Most In 28 Years, Signals 
Volcker-Era Is Back [Stocks rally (hmmm)… BEAR MARKET RALLY refers 
to a sharp, short-term rebound in share prices amid a longer-term bear 
market decline... A bear market rally is when prices rise during a bear 
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market. Also referred to as a SUCKER'S RALLY, BULL TRAP, or DEAD CAT
BOUNCE, bear market rallies can trick … case you didn’t know, that’s 
bad news for stock prices/valuations] US Retail Sales Unexpectedly 
Tumble In May https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-retail-
sales-unexpectedly-tumble-may ...the myth of the 'strong consumer' is 
dead. Stocks Stage Feeble Attempt At Dead   Dog   Bounce After Losing 
$1.3 Trillion In One Day https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-
stage-feeble-attempt-dead-cat-bounce-after-losing-13-trillion-one-day 
“Inflation is still a huge problem and central banks need to be very 
aggressive to fight it. This is a very negative outlook for stocks, so we 
would be sellers of any rally.” Black Monday: All Hell Breaks Loose As 
Stocks Plunge Into Bear Market, Curve Inverts, Cryptos Crater 
US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” We Are Hurtling Toward Stagflation The Market Is "On The 
Edge Of A Huge Collapse": Andy Schectman 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-09/market-edge-huge-collapse-
andy-schectman ...chaos to unfold... OECD Slashes Global Growth 
Outlook As Stagflation Threats Grow, Blames Putin Higher-Rates 
Blamed... But There's More Going On Than That How to Prepare For the 
Next Leg Down in This Bear Market 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-06/how-prepare-next-leg-down-
bear-market Stocks are currently in a bear market. The average bear 
market is 9 months long and sees stocks lose 30%. Le Terrible Accident 
Avec L'Économie Américaine! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-
04/le-terrible-accident-avec-leconomie-americaine Putin l'a fait aussi! 
Switzerland Risks Power Shortages Next Winter RT US, EU inflation 
result of ‘unprecedented’ money-printing – Putin [ That’s true, of course, 
and that’s been discussed, referenced, warned against on this 
(albertpeia.com) and many other websites (“weimar dollar effect”); all for 
the sake, enrichment of the frauds in washington and on wall street. ] 
ISM Services Slumps To Weakest Since May 2020 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/ism-services-slumps-weakest-may-
2020 After a disastrous collapse in US macro data in May (and despite a 
surprising - though small - rise in ISM Manufacturing survey), May's ISM 
Services fell more than expected from 57.1 to 55.9 (lower than the 56.5 
expected)... Former Goldman Sachs PhD: "Never returning to normal" 
Americans who are hoping for a ‘return to normal’ are going to be 
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shocked when they see what happens next in America. US Factory Order 
Growth Slowed Dramatically In April 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-factory-order-growth-slowed-
dramatically-april Bear in mind this is April data, meaning all of May's 
maelstrom is yet to hit... RT Major EU states oppose granting Ukraine 
candidate status – Italy (Except for the typically corrupt wops of italy - 
World doesn't share West's negative views of Russia – poll Russia names 
profiteers from Ukraine crisis ) European Inflation Soars To Record High, 
Pressures ECB https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/european-inflation-
soars-record-high-pressures-ecb The surge in European inflation is 

dominated by energy prices rising, and a Russian oil embargo won't help 
that... German Inflation Hits 60-Year-High, 'Worse To Come', Says Allianz 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/german-inflation-hits-60-year-high-
worse-come-says-allianz “Inflation is an enormous economic risk,” 11 
Statistics That Expose The Reality Facing US Consumers In This Rapidly 
Deteriorating Economy https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/11-
statistics-expose-reality-facing-us-consumers-rapidly-deteriorating-
economy Prices are soaring, there are widespread shortages of certain 
items all over the nation, and at the same time U.S. economic activity 
appears to be really slowing down YAHOO The US will enter a recession 
as soon as this year and the Fed can't stop food and energy inflation, 
hedge fund manager Kyle Bass says 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/us-enter-recession-soon-fed-
170218196.html "Clearly printing 40% more money than was in 
circulation in the first place was a little too much [during COVID]," Kyle 
Bass told CNBC. Americans Are Increasingly Wary Of US Efforts To Harm 
Russia Causing Economic Damage In America 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/americans-are-increasingly-wary-us-
efforts-harm-russia-causing-economic-damage-america ... the majority of 
Americans are now opposed to harming the American economy to 
advance the anti-Russia crusade... "People Are Not In A Good Place" 
"Where can I go to stop getting poorer?... I don’t think we’re anywhere 
near the bottom…" US Economy Contracted Even More Than Expected In 
Q1, Raising Odds Of Recession https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/us-
economy-contracted-even-more-expected-q1-raising-odds-recession The 
contraction in Q1 - which nobody expected - was even worse, and now 
that Q2 indicators are suddenly slumping, keep a close eye on Atlanta 
Fed and other real-time indicators for timing on the next recession. US 
Durable Goods Orders Disappoint In April 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-durable-goods-orders-
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disappoint-april [A leading indicator, that’s a big deal!] ECB Hopes To End
Negative Interest Rates By The End Of The Third Quarter 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/ecb-hopes-end-negative-interest-
rates-end-third-quarter Despite inflation at 7.5%, the ECB struggles to get
rates above zero percent. A liftoff to zero is my Hoot of the Day. [Sounds 
like a plan … hope springs eternal … riiight … hmmm.] Peter Schiff: The 
Recession Is Already Here And It Won't Be Mild 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/peter-schiff-recession-already-
here-and-it-wont-be-mild "... this recession is going to be worse than the 
Great Recession that started following the 2008 financial crisis...because
the economy has a lot more debt now than it did in 2008" A "Lost 
Decade" Ahead For Markets? Stocks Dump, Bonds & Bullion Jump After 
Dismal Data 2022 Has Been The Worst Year Ever For Hedge Funds, Who 
Are Now Massively Shorting To Chase Stocks Lower 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2022-has-been-worst-year-ever-
hedge-funds-who-are-now-massively-shorting-chase-stocks-lower ... 
which means bone-crushing short squeezes will be a regular and 
recurring theme of this bear market. Profits And Margins Plunge In Q1: 
Expect More Margin Contraction As Fed Squeezes Inflation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/profits-and-margins-plunge-q1-
expect-more-margin-contraction-fed-squeezes-inflation Based on the 
preliminary data from the GDP report, operating profits fell roughly 10% in
Q1 relative to Q4. A decline of that magnitude would drop aggregate 
company profits back to the Q1 2021 level, or nearly $300 billion below 
the record level of Q4 2021. "Who Will Be This Recession's Lehman?": 
Wall Street's Most Accurate Analyst Says "3600 Is The New Bull Case" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/who-will-be-recessions-lehman-wall-
streets-most-accurate-analyst-says-3600-new-bull-case Two weeks ago, 
just when everyone thought that he couldn't turn any more bearish, 
BofA's chief investment strategist Michael Hartnett, Wall Street's biggest
bear who is by extension has also emerged as the most accurate sellside
analyst (the average S&P price target of his peers was around 5,000 
when he first correctly warned a recession and bear market were 
coming), stunned everyone when he told readers that according to his 
calculations, the bear market we are in now - and which is official as of 
today - would end in October with the S&P sliding to 3,000. "Build 
Blackouts Better": Half Of America Faces Power Blackouts This Summer, 
Regulator Warns The Global Debt Bubble About To Burst? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/global-debt-bubble-about-burst 
“…a very rapidly shrinking economic system that cannot accommodate...”
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...Housing Crash Starting https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/housing-
crash-starting ...it will be a very painful few months ahead... US Housing 
Starts, Permits Plunge In April As Mortgage Rates Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-housing-starts-permits-
plunge-april-mortgage-rates-soar "The housing market is facing growing 
challenges," The Disinflationary Impact Of Fed Policy On Equities US 
Retail Sales Growth Slows In April Crash Watch 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/crash-watch The template of 1929 
and 1987 is coming into focus in recent trading days... MARKETWATCH 
‘Very, very high’ risk of recession, warns Goldman’s Lloyd Blankfein   Labor  
Market Cracking: Jobless Claims Rise To 3 Month High The Mother Of All 
Collapses Has Begun 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-05-12/mother-all-collapses-has-
begun What happens when the Fed is forced to raise rates to 5%? Stocks,
Bonds, & Bitcoin Battered As 'Hot' CPI Sparks Surge In Rate-Hike Odds 
Wall Street's Most Accurate Analyst: "Today's Bear Market Ends In 
October With The S&P At 3,000" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/wall-streets-most-accurate-analyst-
todays-bear-market-ends-october-sp-3000 Wall St to spend much of '22 
working through "inflation shock", "rates shock", "recession shock" = 
negative, volatile returns in absolute terms The Great Crash Of 2022... 
What Happens Next? https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/great-crash-
2022-what-happens-next US Trade Deficit Explodes To Record High In 
March https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-trade-deficit-explodes-
record-high-march The gap in goods and services trade grew 22.3% to 
$109.8 billion.. We're In "Uncharted Territory" - Paul Tudor Jones "Can't 
Think Of A Worse Environment" For Bond & Stock Investors 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-uncharted-territory-paul-tudor-
jones-cant-think-worse-environment-bond-stock-investors We're In a 
Recession, Putin Did It 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-05-02/were-recession-putin-did-it 
To put it in perspective, we believe the US and likely world economy is 
already in recession by the actual definition of one. We also believe that 
due to politics and job security, neither the Fed nor politicians will admit 
this... A Plethora Of New Macro Trends "The End Of Euphoria": Earnings 
Season Turns Dire As Corporate Sentiment Plummets ISM Manufacturing 
Disappoints, Employment Tumbles, Inflation Shows "No Signs Of 
Relenting" https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ism-manufacturing-
disappoints-employment-tumbles-inflation-shows-no-signs-relenting ... 
firms continued to pass higher material and staff costs on to clients in 
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April Sanctions: The Straw Breaking The Dollar's Back- Goldman Sachs 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-04-29/why-dollar-will-globally-
decline-goldman-sachs Why The Dollar Will Continue To Decline - 
Goldman Sachs Recession On Deck: US GDP Shockingly Contracts In Q1 
Driven By Inventory, Exports Plunge 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/recession-deck-us-gdp-shockingly-
contracts-q1-driven-inventory-exports-plunge One more negative GDP 
print quarter and technical recession here we come. US Pending Home 
Sales Tumble For 5th Straight Month As Rates Soar, Mortgage Apps 
Plunge https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-pending-home-
sales-tumble-5th-straight-month-rates-soar-mortgage-apps-plunge Lowest
level of pending home sales since May 2020...likely far more pain to 
come... US Durable Goods Orders Growth Slowest In 13 Months 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/china-pledges-support-markets-after-
stock-rout-traders-demand-more DRUDGE GDP(USA) SHRINKS 1.4% 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/04/28/us-q1-gdp-growth.html US Dollar 
Defaults On Petro Dollar And RU Banking Obligations 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-04-25/us-dollar-defaults-petro-
dollar-and-ru-banking-obligations Crash Is King 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/crash-king ...when speculative 
excesses collapse under their own extremes, the crash crushes all other 
narratives and becomes the dominant dynamic. Markets "Remain Blind" 
To Long-Term Economic Consequences Of Ukraine War 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/markets-remain-blind-long-term-
economic-consequences-ukraine-war ...the market is significantly 
underestimating how the rollover from Ukraine consequences will hit the 
global economy – and thus long-term markets… DRUDGE DEUTSCHE now 
warning of major recession… Housing market correction? Lagarde 
Demands ECB Dissenters Keep Quiet As Central Bank Prepares For Liftoff
Rabo: All Market Memes And Narratives Must Be Bullish... The More 
Bullish They Are, The Less Sense They Have To Make 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabo-all-market-memes-and-
narratives-must-be-bullish-more-bullish-they-are-less-sense-they The First 
Bank To Forecast A US Recession Now Warns To "Prepare For A Hard 
Landing" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/first-bank-forecast-us-
recession-now-warns-prepare-hard-landing US Existing Home Sales Slump
Near 2-Year Lows As Mortgage Rates Soar 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-existing-home-sales-
slump-near-2-year-lows-mortgage-rates-soar "The housing market is 
starting to feel the impact of sharply rising mortgage rates and higher 
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inflation taking a hit on purchasing power," DRUDGE Home prices jump 
another 20%… Perma-Bulloney! 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/perma-bulloney The economy is 
faltering, and markets are becoming chaotic. In spite of this, the 
mainstream financial media is busy convincing investors that the bull 
market is solidly intact... The US Consumer Is Starting To Fail, Near-
Guaranteeing A Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-04-19/us-consumer-starting-fail-
near-guaranteeing-recession We're seeing more and more signs that the 
consumer is starting to tap out as the point of "debt saturation" 
approaches GDP(USA) SHRINKS 1.4% 
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/04/28/us-q1-gdp-growth.html 
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ZEROHEDGE After Putin-Xi Call, Gazprom CEO Pledges "Energy Stability 
For Russia's Friends" Turkey & Russia Say 3 Ukrainian Ports Can Now Be 
Accessed By Grain Ships RT China pledges support for Russia ZH Pope 
Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was 
"Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-
ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may 
say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True 
is true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted 
this to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a 
comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace
to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears 
responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage,
harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: 
BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 
or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

Russia Has Become India's Second Largest Oil Supplier The evidence 
that Russia is mostly unaffected by NATO sanctions continues to 
mount... Russian Forces Seize Center Of Last Holdout City In Luhansk 
Province https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russian-forces-seize-center-
last-holdout-city-luhansk-province Ukrainian official says "we are out of 
ammo" while army commander admits Russia has "tenfold" advantage 
with artillery... Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 
'Brushed Off' Invasion Warnings 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-
bus-ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings "There was no doubt," 
Biden said. "And Zelenskyy didn't want to hear it." Ukraine Belatedly 
Admits 'Heavy Casualty Rate' In Appeal For More Weapons From West 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-belatedly-admits-heavy-
casualty-rate-appeal-more-weapons-west Top military officials say 
Ukraine is "losing against Russia on the frontlines"... Ousted Ukrainian 
Official Breaks Silence, Admits She Lied About Mass Rape By Russians 
To Garner More Aid/Arms https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ousted-
ukrainian-official-breaks-silence-admits-she-lied-about-mass-rape-
russians ..and it worked. RT Ukraine to ban ‘War and Peace’ 
[Hmmm...Very Orwellian] Kiev being pressed into concessions to 
Moscow – Zelensky Ukrainian victory not in the cards – former top US 
official   https://www.rt.com/russia/556701-ukraine-us-negotiations-  
zelensky/ ZH Crude Hits 3-Month High After Saudis Raise Oil Prices More
Than Expected On Easing Chinese Restrictions 6.8 Million Now Seeking 
Refuge From Russian Invasion ...most of the people fleeing have crossed 
over at the Polish border. Sanctions On Russia Backfire On The West 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-04/sanctions-russia-backfire-us
Ukrainian military shells residential areas (VIDEOS) NATO’s Mission 
Imperative: Break Russia Even If Millions Worldwide Perish As Invasion 
Enters 100th Day, Russia Now Holds 20% Of Ukraine: Zelensky 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/invasion-enters-100th-day-russia-
now-holds-20-ukraine-zelensky "almost 125 thousand square 
kilometers..." HUFFPOST UKRAINE LOSING UP TO 100 SOLDIERS A DAY
HOW LONG CAN IT HOLD OUT? ZH Russia Uses Chinese Ships And 
Indian Refiners To Stay Ahead of Oil Sanctions 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-uses-chinese-ships-and-
indian-refiners-stay-ahead-oil-sanctions As the US and EU pile on 
sanctions, Russia finds more ways to avoid them... RT EU agrees new 
anti-Russia sanctions   Ukraine Fires Own Human Rights Chief For   
Perpetuating Russian Troop 'Systematic Rape' Stories 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-fires-human-rights-chief-
perpetuating-russian-troop-systematic-rape-stories Increasingly 
fantastical, gruesome claims spread in Western media, but investigators 
couldn't find evidence... Moscow Shrugs Off EU Oil Ban: 'Russia Will Find
Other Importers' https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/moscow-
shrugs-eu-oil-ban-russia-will-find-other-importers "Very quick change of 
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the mindset indicates that the #E.U. is not in a good shape..." RT Anti-
Russian sanctions don’t work – Croatia RT ... Russia Claims Control Of 
Key Railway Hub, Solidifying Eastern Ukraine Gains Zelensky Signals 
Donbas Could Soon Fall: "Indescribably Difficult" Russian Onslaught 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/zelensky-signals-donbas-soon-fall-
indescribably-difficult-russian-onslaught AP confirms "close-quarter 
combat" after Russians storm final holdout city in Luhansk.. In Stunning 
Shift, WaPo Admits Catastrophic-Conditions, Collapsing-Morale Of 
Ukraine Front-Line Forces https://www.zerohedge.com/military/wapo-
stunning-first-admits-catastrophic-conditions-collapsing-morale-ukraine-
forces-front "We are being sent to certain death," said a volunteer fighter 
in Donbass. "The casualties here are largely kept secret to protect 
morale among troops & the general public." RT ‘Go f**k yourselves’ 
Zelensky office tells Western officials https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-
arestovich-territories-concessions-response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ 
Zelensky office tells Western officials Presidential advisor called 
Westerners urging concessions in the name of peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-
HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played by the corrupt criminal 
americans … Tragic/pathetic!] EOAD World War 3: The Stage Is Being Set 
For The United States To Go To War With China And Russia 
Simultaneously http://endoftheamericandream.com/world-war-3-the-
stage-is-being-set-for-the-united-states-to-go-to-war-with-china-and-
russia-simultaneously/ May 23, 2022 by Michael Snyder 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/world-war-3-stage-being-set-us-
go-war-china-and-russia-simultaneously "This is a time of wars and 
rumors of wars, and I believe that World War 3 has already started..." 
[Sounds like a plan!] Ukraine Will Seize Assets of Citizens Sympathetic 
to Russia [Hmmm...Sounds like democracy at work] Mitt Romney Calls 
On NATO To Prepare For Potential Russian Nuclear Strikes YAHOO The 
Telegraph Henry Kissinger: Ukraine must give Russia territory Veteran 
US statesman Henry Kissinger has urged the West to stop trying to inflict
a crushing defeat on Russian forces in Ukraine, warning that it would 
have disastrous consequences for the long term stability of Europe RT 
Biden’s response to the killing of Palestinian-American journalist 
encourages more of the same   https://www.rt.com/news/555843-israel-  
palestina-journalist-investigation/ RT EU’s weapons stockpile depleted – 
Borrell   Ukraine ‘15 or 20 years away’ from joining EU – France   RT “We 
have to be honest. If we say that Ukraine will join the EU in six months, 
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one year or two years, we are lying. It’s not true. It's probably 15 or 20 
years. It takes a very long time,” Beaune told Paris-based Radio J. China
Launches Military Exercises In South China Sea As Biden Arrives In Asia 
Belgium Begins Monkeypox Quarantines, Biden Warns "Everybody Should
Be Concerned" [Thanks for the heads up, DumboJoWa...’Monkey’(pox)? 
Something regressively ominous in the name ‘monkey’(pox); viz., human 
simian descent. Then, of course, there’s covid, variants, and war and 
rumors of war http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 ] Finland & 
Sweden Seek To Calm Russia By Ruling Out NATO Bases & Nuke-Hosting 
Stop The Denial: Ukraine Is A Proxy War That Will Lead To Wider World 
War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/stop-denial-ukraine-proxy-
war-will-lead-wider-world-war “To understand the gravity of this situation 
we have to first examine...” Ongoing Surrender "On Far Bigger Scale 
Than Kyiv Has Acknowledged" At Azovstal 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/ongoing-surrender-far-bigger-scale-
kyiv-has-acknowledged-azovstal Russia says over 1,700 soldiers have 
emerged from plant, while Ukrainian officials have stayed silent. 
MARKETWATCH George W. Bush condemns ‘unjustified’ invasion of Iraq. 
Oops, Ukraine! The S&P 500 Is Near a Bear Market. History Says It's Not 
Done Falling. RT Pentagon investigates itself, finds it did nothing wrong 
https://www.rt.com/news/555651-pentagon-report-syria-strike/ [ Isn’t that 
the Orwellian american story ab initio! ] Another NATO state wants to 
block Sweden and Finland from joining https://www.rt.com/news/555719-
croatia-sweden-finland-nato/ Italy forced into ‘economic warfare’ against 
Russia, journalist claims   https://www.rt.com/news/555680-italy-forced-  
economic-warfare-russia/ [Typical wops] Azov commander boasts about 
gruesome photos of executed civilians   https://www.rt.com/russia/555714-  
azov-kharkov-opposition-executions/ CNN Russia's war in Ukraine: Live 
updates BBC News Mariupol falls to Russian forces as defending troops 
evacuated - BBC News ZH Turkey Blocks Sweden, Finland NATO 
Accession Talks; Issues List Of Demands 1,000 Azovstal Fighters Have 
Surrendered Since Monday, But Top Commanders Remain: Kremlin West 
used Ukraine as pretext for ‘undeclared war’ with Russia, Moscow 
[CORRECTLY] claims Ukraine controlled by US and UK – Russia 
ZEROHEDGE Erdogan Slams Door On Approving Sweden, Finland NATO 
Bids: 'Nesting Ground For Terrorist Orgs' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/erdogan-slams-door-approving-
sweden-finland-nato-bids-nesting-ground-terrorist-orgs [ HMMM… ] 
Escobar: The Empire Of Bioweapon Lies & The Return Of Nord Stream 2 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-empire-bioweapon-lies-
return-nord-stream-2 Russian unmasking of the bioweapon racket will 
drive a toxic section of American political elites to turbo-charge their 
warmongering [RT America's selective outrage over Ukraine is fashioned
by a well-oiled propaganda machine... just ask the people of Yemen 
https://www.rt.com/news/555356-hatred-russia-mcdonalds-us/ RT] 
Finland's President Informs Putin Of Application To Join NATO 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/finlands-president-informs-putin-
application-join-nato Niinisto announced Sunday The Real Reason Behind 
The EU's Drive To Embargo Russian Oil 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/real-reason-behind-eus-drive-
embargo-russian-oil The bigger Davos plan of destroying the old global 
order to Build it Back Better, where they own everything and you will 
own nothing and like it or else, is the script... Biden Encourages Finland 
& Sweden's Move Into NATO As Russia Cuts Electricity Supply Overnight 
Not Favorable To 'Terror Safe-Havens' Sweden, Finland Entering NATO: 
Erdogan https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/turkey-not-favorable-
terror-safe-havens-sweden-finland-entering-nato-erdogan Enlargement 
requires unanimous agreement among the 30 NATO member states... 
Finland Will Seek NATO Membership "Without Delay" As Russia Warns Of 
'Threat' To National Security 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/finlands-president-announces-
country-apply-nato-membership-without-delay Kremlin sounds 
alarm:"NATO is moving toward us." DRUDGE Erdogan opposes letting 
Finland, Sweden join NATO… https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-
middle-east-turkey-moscow-sweden-49d5297a0dff391e5de9f24f6b3a390a
ZH Russian-Captured Ukrainian Territories Will Soon Ask To 'Join 
Russia': State Media https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russian-
captured-ukrainian-territories-will-soon-ask-join-russia-state-media 
Kremlin says it will be "up to local residents"... Russia: NATO Not Taking 
Nuclear Threat Seriously https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-
nato-not-taking-nuclear-threat-seriously Russian ambassador lays out 
scenarios where nukes would be justified… EOAD The Elite Will Use Their
“Golden Passports” To Flee The Country And Leave The Rest Of Us To 
Face Nuclear War http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-elite-will-use-
their-golden-passports-to-flee-the-country-and-leave-the-rest-of-us-to-
face-nuclear-war/ “Did you think that the ultra-wealthy were just going to 
sit here and get blown to bits with everyone else? Just like you, they can 
see where things are heading, and many of them have been feverishly 
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developing contingency plans.” US Intel Assisted In Sinking Russian 
Flagship Vessel: Officials Claim Bombshell Escalation 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-intel-assisted-sinking-russian-
flagship-vessel-officials-say-bombshell-revelation In case you are 
wondering how WWIII starts… Russia Again Warns Any NATO Vehicle 
Entering Ukraine With Weapons Will Be Destroyed 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-again-warns-any-nato-vehicle-
entering-ukraine-weapons-will-be-destroyed Cruise missile strikes 
pummeled Ukraine transport & rail infrastructure last night... Buchanan: 
Will Putin Submit To US-Imposed 'Weakening'? 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-will-putin-submit-us-
imposed-weakening If we are going to bleed Russia into an irreversible 
strategic decline, is Putin a ruler of the mindset to go quietly into that 
good night? No, Jim Cramer, The Bear Market Isn't Over 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-04-30/no-jim-cramer-bear-market-
isnt-over "Tick-Tock": Hartnett Turns Apocalyptic, Says Carnage To 
Accelerate With "Max Pain" And "Exit" Waiting Below 4,000 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tick-tock-hartnett-turns-apocalyptic-
says-carnage-accelerate-max-pain-and-exit-waiting "inflation in America, 
stagflation in Europe, deflation/devaluation in China/Japan, bear market 
on Wall Street." Marketwatch The Stock Market Isn’t Falling Like It Did In
the 1970s—It’s Even Worse Earnings Season Has Been Just One More 
Reason to Sell Stocks https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/stock-
market-apple-big-tech-earnings-51651276622?link=MW_latest_news Fed's
Favorite Inflation Signal Hits 40 Year High As Savings-Rate Crashes 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/feds-favorite-inflation-signal-hits-40-
year-high-savings-rate-crashes For the 3rd straight month, the increases 
in spending outpaced the rise in incomes pushing the savings rate to its 
lowest since Dec 2013 Inflation Expectations Hit 41-Year-Highs As 
UMich Survey 'Hope' Fades During The Month U.S. East Coast Inventories 
Hit With Supply Shock Ahead Of Summer Driving Season 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-east-coast-inventories-hit-
supply-shock-ahead-summer-driving-season This can only mean one 
thing: higher prices at the pump. DXY Hits COVID-Crisis Highs - Pride 
Goeth Before The USDollar's Fall 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/pride-goeth-us-dollars-fall [U.S. 
Dollar Index (USDX, DXY, DX, or, informally, the "Dixie") is an index (or 
measure) of the value of the United States dollar relative to a basket of 
foreign currencies, often referred to as a basket of U.S. trade partners' 
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currencies] US Equities Erase Yesterday's Gains, Bond Yields Tumble 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/us-equities-erase-yesterdays-gains-
bond-yields-tumble "The Biggest Story No-One Is Talking About": Why 
Albert Edwards Expects "Something In The Market Is About To Snap" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/biggest-story-no-one-talking-about-
why-albert-edwards-expects-something-market-about-snap "Surely all of 
us working in finance realize by now that something is likely to snap in 
the financial system and probably quite soon...” US Dollar Defaults On 
Petro Dollar And RU Banking Obligations 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-04-25/us-dollar-defaults-petro-
dollar-and-ru-banking-obligations The mainstream media has distracted 
people's attention away from the Soft US Dollar default that happened 
The Global Monetary Landscape Will Never Be The Same 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-04-23/global-monetary-landscape-
now-changed-forever Scenarios that could see gold rise 5x, why Israel is 
dumping the U.S. dollar & China is now buying Russian LNG assets. 
Yellen Cautions EU On Russian Oil Ban: 'More Harm Than Good' 
https://www.zerohedge.com/energy/yellen-cautions-eu-russian-oil-ban-
more-harm-good "...and, counterintuitively, it could actually have very 
little negative impact on Russia." Lagarde Demands ECB Dissenters Keep
Quiet As Central Bank Prepares For Liftoff Oil Jumps As "Second Wave Of
Russian Oil Shock" Begins Stockman Exposes The "Inflationary Hell" 
That's About To Break Loose 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/stockman-exposes-inflationary-
hell-thats-about-break-loose Washington’s war on the global trading and 
payments system is now open-ended and can theoretically go on for 
years.. Peter Schiff: Real Incomes Collapsing At An Unprecedented Rate 
Oil Jumps As "Second Wave Of Russian Oil Shock" Begins EU To Impose 
Full Embargo On Russian Oil Next Week, Will Send Price Above $185 
According To JPMorgan https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/full-
embargo-russian-oil-would-send-brent-185bbl-jpmorgan IMF Slashes 
Global Growth Outlook, Blames Putin; Fears 'Social Unrest' & 'Global 
Instability' https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/imf-slashes-global-
growth-outlook-blames-putin-fears-social-unrest-global-instability "The 
effects of the war will propagate far and wide, adding to price pressures 
and exacerbating significant policy challenges..." "Battle Of Donbas" In 
Full Swing As Russia Launches 'Hellish' All-Out Assault 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/battle-donbas-full-swing-russia-
launches-hellish-all-out-assault One local official described new phase of 
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war "hell" amid "constant fighting"... Pentagon Convenes 'Classified' 
Meeting Of Top 8 US Arms Makers As They Reap Ukraine Windfall 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-convenes-meeting-top-8-us-
arms-makers-they-reap-ukraine-windfall On the agenda includes planning 
for a long-term conflict… [ The insanity of the ‘method to their madness’.
Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky)*, a comedic actor by 
trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace to devastation 
for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears responsibility in 
part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, 
deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN 
SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 
or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. ] Greenwald Opines On Extreme Censorship Of 
Western Dissent From US/NATO Policy On Ukraine 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/greenwald-opines-extreme-
censorship-western-dissent-usnato-policy-ukraine Russia Warns Of Baltic 
Nuclear Build-Up If Finland & Sweden Enter NATO 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-warns-nuclear-
deployment-border-if-finland-sweden-enter-nato "no more talk of a 
nuclear–free Baltic" 

*Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a comedic actor by 
trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace to devastation 
for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears responsibility in 
part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, 
deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN 
SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
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Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In 
The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-
tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when 
Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding 
NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

---------------
[Miscellaneous Random Posts]

RT Russia attacked the neighboring state in late February, following 
Ukraine’s failure to implement the terms of the Minsk agreements, first 
signed in 2014, and Moscow’s eventual recognition of the Donbass 
republics of Donetsk and Lugansk. The German- and French-brokered 
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protocols were designed to give the breakaway regions special status 
within the Ukrainian state… ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells 
Western officials https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-
concessions-response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western 
officials Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the
name of peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… IS THE DUMB F**K WHO GOT 
TOTALLY PLAYED BY THE CORRUPT CRIMINAL AMERICANS WHO 
WANTED THIS FOG OF WAR ENRICHMENT, WAG THE DOG DIVERSION … 
TRAGIC/PATHETIC!] ZH Servant Of The Corrupt How Ukraine President 
Zelensky, called the Churchill of our time by George Dumbya Bush, has 
been a servant of a corrupt oligarch. RT Europol concerned over fate of 
western arms in Ukraine 

RT US, EU inflation result of ‘unprecedented’ money-printing – Putin 
[ That’s true, of course, and that’s been discussed, referenced, warned 
against on this (albertpeia.com) and many other websites (“weimar dollar
effect”); all for the sake, enrichment of the frauds in washington and on 
wall street. ]

DAILYKOS Jocelyn Benson To NBC News: Trump sent armed thugs to my 
home https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2022/5/23/2099289/-Jocelyn-
Benson-To-NBC-News-Trump-Sent-Armed-Thugs-To-My-Home [AW 
SHUCKS … just a little jersey/new york/florida mob-rough-and-tumble...eh,
what the heck...no big deal] TRUMP’S RUSSIAN LAUNDROMAT | The New 
Republic http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian 
Trump’s Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury 
high-rises to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and 
propel a failed real estate developer into the White House

AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY 
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
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‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-
response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials 
Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of
peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played 
by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!]
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ZEROHEDGE "Dirty Political Trick": Bill Barr Says Hillary Clinton Guilty Of 
'Sedition' [ To be sure, the clintons, like the trumps and other so-called 
american leaders are criminals http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ; 
but so is Barr http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg . america is 
predominantly a nation of criminals and mentally ill people; an 
evolutionary disaster. ]

ZEROHEDGE Biden Nominates Michael Barr For Top Fed Banking 
Regulator Job https://www.zerohedge.com/political/biden-nominates-
michael-barr-top-fed-banking-regulator-job The nomination comes despite
opposition from Republicans and some progressive groups. Barr has been
accused of being a vocal supporter of bank bailouts, among other 
things... obama/holder/biden … Remember those guys? [To be fair and 
balanced, there’s also the bush/cheney/paulsen axis of evildoing/war 
crimes/fraud in the factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at its most 
despicable. Eric Holder spent six years as attorney general, and failed to 
prosecute banks for their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank executives
behind bars. Now, he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar criminal defense 
firm, making millions each year helping Wall Street bankers avoid 
criminal consequences. Worse, it was just reported that the firm, 
Covington & Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor corner office for Holder
awaiting his return. Combined with Holder’s purchase a year ago of a $1.5
million condo just 300 feet from his new office raises serious questions 
about how long Holder knew he would be getting a major payday from his
old firm even while it continued to represent companies under 
Department of Justice investigation. If the firm and Holder agreed on a 
future job offer, that alone could violate criminal laws. …”] NY Times 
Finds Obama's "Most Precise Air Campaign In History" Killed Thousands 
Of Civilians Previously hidden Pentagon documents show thousands of 
civilian deaths in Iraq & Syria, including children. 
http://albertpeia.com/corrupt-criminal-america.htm   [Only a s**t nation,   
with s**t people could feature an encore for a failed, incompetent, 
mentally ill mobster/criminal piece of s**t like trump,   et als   …]
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YAHOO 3 people dead after shooting in Iowa church parking lot 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/three-people-dead-shooting-iowa-
015340681.html A man shot and killed two women outside an Iowa 
church and then turned the gun on himself, police said, in the latest 
incident of gun violence to rock the U.S. Another shooting wounds 2 at 
Wisc. funeral

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

albertpeia.com 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-
zelensky-under-bus-ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings "There was
no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 
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CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
https://www.rt.com/russia/556825-cia-fourth-man-soviet/ 13 Jun, 2022 
[ True, of course. There’s no denying, without exception, american 
corruption, incompetence throughout all agencies, branches of 
government; literally bringing the nation down from within. ] 
CIA man's ‘tell-all’ book reveals more about internal agency 
incompetence than Russian malfeasance 
“...The “fourth man,” Baer claims, was “more senior and better placed 
than [Aldrich Ames],” someone who spied for “the game” and not money, 
and who was never caught, let alone charged, with spying – the “Holy 
Grail” of American counterintelligence “who knew how to play the game 
to win.” I remain unconvinced. I look at the CIA’s abysmal track record in 
post-Soviet Russia, and I see an agency trapped by mediocrity and a lack 
of imagination, a Russia Department staffed by second-tier players (the 
first team was off fighting terrorists) and guided by erstwhile post-Soviet 
Russian “experts” who comprehended the rise of Vladimir Putin even less
than they understood post-Soviet Russia as a whole, and who were more 
than willing to allow the fiction of the “fourth man” to be promulgated in 
order to absolve them of their utter incompetence.”

DRUDGEREPORT Wholesale inflation 10.8%! 
Market Rout Evokes Memories of LEHMAN...
Hedge Fund Selling Never More Furious… 
Property Values Falling Across USA, Europe...
Real estate firms announce layoffs...
Mortgage rate surges to 6.28%...
GOODBYE, DOW 30,000? 
Bitcoin Crash Taking El Salvador Big Bet With It... 

DRUDGE, THE MOVIE? https://deadline.com/2022/06/matt-drudge-movie-
bill-clinton-monica-lewinsky-cross-creek-cody-brotter-black-list-script-
drudge-report-1235040985/ ‘...Drudge revelations of evidence such as the 
semen-stained dress forced Clinton to cop to the embarrassing 
affair...’ANOTHER DRUDGE FILM IN WORKS SECOND DRUDGE FILM IN 
DEVELOPMENT 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/13/media/matt-drudge-film/index.html
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Pentagon: US Will Arm Ukraine For Years To Come 
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-us-will-arm-ukraine-years-
come So far, the US has allocated about $54 billion to spend on Ukraine’s
war effort… 

RT The Pope weighs in (in pertinent part): ““What is before our eyes is a 
situation of world war, global interests, arms sales, and geopolitical 
appropriation ...The pontiff reiterated his concern, first made public in an
interview last month, that NATO may have instigated Moscow’s military 
offensive against Kiev. He recalled a conversation with a head of state, 
whom he identified only as “a wise man,” a couple of months before the 
fighting began. “He told me that he was very concerned about the way 
NATO was acting. I asked him why, and he said, ‘They are barking at the 
gates of Russia, and they don't understand that the Russians are imperial
and they will not allow any foreign power to approach them.’” 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 

DRUDGEREPORT
Newsom won big. Could he be president? [ Could? That’s should! Newsom
would be the optimal Presidential choice in 2024 for this nation, this 
world, and of course, his home state California. Optimal Vice Presidential 
running mate would be, ie., Matt McConaughey,Texas (new political 
face/hope); and, ie., Letitia James, New York, for Attorney General (by his
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https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/14/30-year-mortgage-rate-surges-to-6point28percent-up-from-5point5percent-just-a-week-ago.html
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appointment). That’s the ticket/deal! Victory for USA. ]

YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST JAN. 6 PANEL:   ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO INDICT TRUMP   [ DUH! ]

RT Ukraine to decide how much territory it trades for peace – NATO 
https://www.rt.com/news/557057-stoltenberg-ukraine-give-territory/ 

MARKETWATCH

• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run

dow

30,516.74
-876.05
-2.79%

nasdaq

10,809.23
-530.80
-4.68%

s&p 500

3,749.63
-151.23
-3.88%

ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 
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The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
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Ukrainian troops struggle to hold back Russian advance in east... 
Moscow Forces Destroy Last Bridge... Kyiv Moving Sensitive Data 
Outside Borders... 

Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' 
Invasion Warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy 
didn't want to hear it." 

US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" 
Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-
dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the 
end game?” 
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https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/spx
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Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-
ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is 
now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global 
phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 

US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."
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"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 

Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 

Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 
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Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market 
Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-
inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since 
the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... Red-Hot US 
Inflation Is No Longer An Outlier The median global inflation is now 7.9% 
YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global phenomenon 
with Asian economies generally the least effected 

This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's 
Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-
dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates 
shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from
peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. " 

US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket 
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-
input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 
30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead... 

Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 
Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-
warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of 
assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people 
moving out the risk curve will lose money on."

"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First 
Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-
markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close 
call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing 
our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our 
forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023. 
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Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-
past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will 
make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us.. 

Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June 
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-
record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job 
gains..." - Janet Yellen 

Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is 
Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-
solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US 
now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial 
policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet 
the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical 
power. 

------

MARKETWATCH
• The Bear Market Is Officially Here. What You Should Do Now.   

• The S&P 500 just confirmed a bear market: What investors need to   
know

• What is a bear market? S&P 500 slides more than 20% from peak,   
confirming the end of its pandemic bull run
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s&p 500

3749.63
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-3.88

6-16-22

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-is-a-bear-market-s-p-500-slides-more-than-20-from-peak-confirming-the-end-of-its-pandemic-bull-run-11655159922?link=MW_latest_news
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‘RAINMAN MUSK’ (autistic), world’s richest man (battered by peers as a 
child with lasting ramifications), a metaphor for a dying planet in an 
already dead solar system. Numerical baby name, mars colony, etc.; ho 
hum … boring. Talk about the grift. What a line of s**t this guy has … that 
one must concede. A paypal mafia geek to riches story, on close scrutiny,
these admittedly very bright geeksters have, when confronted with 
intellectual disciplines requiring time, effort, study have instead literally 
balled them over or, in the infamous words of another dog, viz., Snoopy 
(doge coin no relation), ‘baffled them with bulls**t’. Thiel on Buffet, 
‘Sociopathic grandpa’? Projecting, to be sure; the sociopathic part. I did 
like his SNL visitation; but, that’s comedy. 

https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/spx
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/comp
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/djia


https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

DRUDGEREPORT Sued for $258 billion over dogecoin 'pyramid scheme'... 
SPACEX employees open letter denouncing Elon's behavior… 

Dogecoin cocreator calls Elon Musk a 'grifter' who had trouble running 
basic code https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dogecoin-co-creator-
calls-elon-082330556.html Musk "sells a vision in hopes that he can one 
day deliver what he's promising, but he doesn't know that," said Jackson 
Palmer.

AP Suggests Elon Musk Is A Hypocrite For Supporting Free Speech But 
Using It To "Attack" His Critics https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ap-
suggests-elon-musk-hypocrite-supporting-free-speech-using-it-attack-his-
critics Musk’s SNL sojourn, with Chad on Mars, was a total hoot; but, 
that’s comedy/fiction Says he will fly Noah's ark spaceship packed 
full of animals to Mars…   
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/43589
23   ... 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com 



ZEROHEDGE The Five Stages Of Totalitarianism 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/five-stages-totalitarianism How have
such regimes come about historically and what are the warning signs? 

THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22)
Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory 
as new details emerge

New York Post 

Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout 
with police

LiveNOW 

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP: PENCE DESERVES TO BE HANGED 
MAGA MELTDOWN 
20 MILLION TUNE IN TO PRIMETIME HEARING...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
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The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Fired FOXNEWS editor to testify...
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
Ginni Thomas pressed 29 AZ lawmakers to help overturn defeat, emails 
show... 
UPDATE: HEARINGS GO PRIMETIME...
Unreleased Video In Focus...
Trump at Center of 'Attempted Coup'...
Depicted as Would-Be Autocrat... 
Cabinet Discussed Removing From Office... 
Ivanka rejected election fraud claims... 
The Don Throws Her Under the Bus... 
Capitol Police Officer Recalls Fight With Mob...
'Slipping in Blood'... 
Proud Boys, Tarrio blast sedition charge as politically orchestrated... 
McCarthy: 'Everyone in country' was responsible... 
China will 'not hesitate to start war' over Taiwan, Beijing tells USA... 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

https://news.yahoo.com/trump-aides-words-center-stage-091022898.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/betsy-devos-says-trump-cabinet-including-pence-discussed-25th-amendment-to-remove-him-from-office/
https://dnyuz.com/2022/06/09/trump-is-depicted-as-a-would-be-autocrat-seeking-to-hang-onto-power-at-all-costs/
https://www.malaymail.com/news/world/2022/06/10/us-capitol-riot-probe-puts-trump-at-heart-of-attempted-coup/11568
https://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/media/3519284-nearly-20m-watched-jan-6-hearing-nielsen
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-calls-deadly-insurrection-greatest-193328621.html
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ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10901419/McCarthy-says-country-responsible-Jan-6-pressed-Trumps-fault.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/proud-boys-tarrio-blast-sedition-charge-as-politically-orchestrated/ar-AAYhyTc
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-and-unreleased-video-expected-to-be-focus-of-first-jan-6-hearing/ar-AAYfFly
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ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

Bombshell email: Trump team involved in scheme 

An email has unveiled new information on a scheme concocted by 
Trump's campaign in Georgia that involved getting fake electors to cast 
electoral votes for him. 

Email was sent by a Trump campaign staffer»

UAE: Oil Prices Nowhere Near Peak… 
Commerce Sec: Not much can be done... 
YELLEN NOW SEES 'UNACCEPTABLE' LEVELS OF INFLATION... 
Fed tracker shows recession... HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims 
Outlook For Global Economy: Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ 

HUFFPOST World News World Bank Dims Outlook For Global Economy: 
Warns Of ‘Stagflation’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/world-bank-dims-
outlook-global-economy_n_629f9a12e4b0b1100a69b9ad 

ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-
musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-
care [ YES! … Why? Because AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A CORRUPT 
NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY
DISASTER).]

ZEROHEDGE It's Not Just The USA: The Economic Instability Is Global 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/its-not-just-usa-economic-
instability-global Stagflation is already a fact today; recession is 
inevitable tomorrow. Social discontent is already taking place in various 
parts of the Western world... Indicators Of Market Bottom Are Still 
Missing The Biggest Crash In History Is Coming... Kiyosaki Says So… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/biggest-crash-history-coming-
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kiyosaki-says-so Every era of speculation brings forth a crop of theories 
designed to justify the speculation, and the speculative slogans are 
easily seized upon...

Ann Coulter@AnnCoulter David Perdue is only the most recent Republican
to realize, "Shouldn't have listened to Trump." 
Mentally ill mobster/criminal trump man: FORT DRUM, N.Y. (Feb. 21, 2013)
-- An NFL football legend tackled the tough topic of mental health last 
week in front of hundreds of 10th Mountain Division (LI) Soldiers gathered
at the Multipurpose Auditorium, here.

Herschel Walker-he was diagnosed with dissociative identity disorder 
(formerly multiple personality disorder) following an exceptional football 
career. "It is hard to accept a mental illness," the soft-spoken Walker 
explained. "I have to tell myself it exists."[Which self, Hershel?]

LABASH: AMERICA NUTHOUSE… 2022… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-05-10/2022 

The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states 
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 
Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

TEXAS SCHOOL ATTACK: 2 KIDS DEAD — SEVERAL MORE HOSPITALIZED
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/children-killed-shooting-at-texas-
elementary-school-report_n_628d386de4b0edd2d01c027a 14 killed in 
shooting at Uvalde elementary school, active shooter killed, officials say 
15 killed in shooting at Uvalde elementary school, active shooter killed, 
officials say 

DRUDGE SCHOOL SLAUGHTER: 
14 STUDENTS DEAD IN TX 
TEEN SHOOTER 

ZEROHEDGE 18 Children, 1 Teacher Killed After Texas School Massacre; 
Biden To "Turn Pain Into Action" ...the deadliest shooting at an American 
elementary school since Sandy Hook in 2012...DRUDGE (latest) SCHOOL 
SLAUGHTER: 19 DEAD IN TX 
CNN 19 children and 2 adults killed at Texas elementary school
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ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For 
Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In 
Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-
approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-
rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a 
slowdown." 

In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign
Man

In light of such obvious signs, it certainly makes sense to have a Plan B.

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-
reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be 
unlike any other... 

ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-
increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since 
there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to 
borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 
trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...” 

Gas prices on verge of DOUBLING since Biden's first day in office… 
Saudis Raise AGAIN! Oil $120... 

https://www.cnn.com/us/live-news/texas-elementary-school-shooting-05-25-22/index.html
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ZEROHEDGE Elon Musk Wonders Why DOJ Hasn't Leaked Epstein Client 
List - And Media Doesn't Care https://www.yahoo.com/news/email-shows-
fake-trump-electors-032630774.html 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/elon-musk-wonders-why-doj-hasnt-
leaked-epstein-client-list-and-media-doesnt-care 

ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden 
Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-
prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles 
babe..." 

Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office 
again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-
do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-
141609541721 

ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out 
Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession 
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-
numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US
consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas. 

DRUDGEREPORT 
MONKEYPOX SPREADING THROUGH SEX? BELGIUM FORCES 
QUARANTINES OUTBREAK EXPLODES BIDEN: BE CONCERNED [Thanks 
for the heads up, DumboJoWa...’Monkey’(pox)? Something regressively 
ominous in the name ‘monkey’(pox); viz., human simian descent. 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 ] 
SUMMER BUMMER: NEW COVID WARNING WAVE ACCELERATING NY 
HOSPITALIZATIONS DOUBLE https://www.axios.com/2022/05/19/covid-
cases-rise-in-almost-every-state 

GOOGLENEWS Monkeypox Cases Are Exploding, We Should Be Worried 
Says Dr. Eric Feigl-Ding TMZ Monkeypox Symptoms and 7 Other Facts 
from Epidemiologists msn
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HTTP://ALBERTPEIA.COM/THEENDOFTHEWORLD.MP4 
HUFFPOST ‘OVER AND OVER AND OVER AGAIN’: MASS DEATH 
AMERICA’S NEW NORM https://www.huffpost.com/entry/buffalo-
supermarket-shooting-accepting-death_n_62892b4ae4b01a50ab591a04 
[Don’t forget...criminal america wanted the Ukraine debacle; viz., money 
sub rosa, wag the dog diversion, anti-Russia gambit…Tragic!]

Larry Rosefield
Is it just me or does fb seems constipated?...the same posts seem to hang on 
for days.....very irritating!!!!

2 Comments
• Al Peia

Yes ... the facebook post for me comprises predominantly a new headline/link 
and prior of such by quarter. For the last week it doesn't take the new post 
except in the comment with greater limitation as to size. For me, it's just a 
marker/pdf file (ie., http://albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf ) ultimately 
for my website ... no big deal.

• Reply
• 6h
• Edited

• Al Peia
I post "for the corrupt u.s. government slugs"; no big deal.
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YAHOO FINANCE US STOCKS-Wall Street ends mixed after punishing 
week https://finance.yahoo.com/news/us-stocks-wall-street-ends-
202902429.html?.tsrc=rss The Dow suffered its eighth consecutive 
weekly decline, its longest since 1932 during the Great Depression. 
MARKETWATCH U.S. stocks end mixed, but book weekly losses as Dow 
suffers longest losing streak since 1932 
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/u-s-stock-futures-climb-after-china-
rate-cut-as-dow-headed-for-its-worst-losing-streak-in-history-
11653036426?link=MW_latest_news RT Azovstal ‘fully liberated’ – Russian
military   https://www.rt.com/russia/555848-azovstal-surrender-liberated-  
military/ The last members of Ukraine’s neo-Nazi Azov unit have 
surrendered in Mariupol 

YAHOO Business Insider Jeremy Grantham, Michael Burry, and other 
market gurus expect stocks to plunge further. Here's a roundup of their 
latest comments. https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/jeremy-grantham-
michael-burry-other-104500984.html Grantham and Burry have warned 
the S&P 500 could plunge by at least another 50%, while economist David
Rosenberg sees a further 19% decline.

MARKETWATCH A Wall Street Seer Sees a Profit Recession Brewing. Her 
Advice: Hunker Down in Cash.   https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/a-  
wall-street-seer-sees-a-profit-recession-brewing-51653019262?
link=MW_latest_news 
ZEROHEDGE "Build Blackouts Better": Half Of America Faces Power 
Blackouts This Summer, Regulator Warns
Goldman Trader: The State Of The Market Is To Bleed To Lower Lows 
Interrupted, On Occasion, By Vicious Short Squeezes Suckers’ bear 
market, short-covering and computerized flash trades rally into the close;
wall street americona (suck those suckers in) - total fraud and bull s**t!

ZEROHEDGE Nancy Pelosi Finally Loses Some Money BY Sovereign Man 
Here’s our Friday roll-up of the most ridiculous stories from around the 
world:
..."FORGET ELON MUSK. HUNTER BIDEN MUST CLEARLY BE THE 
GREATEST BUSINESSMAN OF ALL TIME. 
Yesterday, NBC News released an analysis of Hunter Biden’s hard drive, 
showing that the Big Guy’s son earned a whopping $11 million over the 
past few years from Ukrainian and Chinese firms with which he did 
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business. It’s not clear exactly what Hunter, now a famous artist (what a 
Renaissance Man!), did to earn such a prodigious sum. Don’t worry, 
though. President Biden is “sure his son did not break the law”. Just like 
he was sure the Taliban would not recapture Afghanistan. [ Hunter Biden 
Used Burner-Phone And Data-Recovery Apps: Former US Secret Service 
Agent ]

NANCY PELOSI FINALLY LOSES SOME MONEY
Nancy Pelosi’s investment acumen is the stuff of legends, perhaps only 
rivaled by Hunter Biden’s business acumen.
For years, the US Speaker of the House raked in millions upon millions of 
dollars from conveniently well-timed stock and options trades— from 
which she has become one of the wealthiest women in the world. Not 
bad for a gal who has been in politics for her entire life. She truly 
embodies the American Dream!"…

YAHOO World INSIDER Pelosi's communion ban by San Francisco 
archbishop over abortion rights support prompts sharp reactions 
Associated Press Archbishop: Pelosi will be denied communion over 
abortion Reuters U.S. House Speaker Pelosi barred from Catholic 
communion over abortion stance [ Pelosi: Banned and Damned! ]

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-imagine/

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/ 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY 
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
albertpeia.com

HUFFPOST QUESTIONS STIR: GOP REP GAVE TOUR OF CAPITOL — ON 
JAN. 5 [ Aha! Eye on capitol … american democracy at work! ]
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ZEROHEDGE MARKETWATCH George W. Bush condemns ‘unjustified’ 
invasion of Iraq. Oops, Ukraine! The S&P 500 Is Near a Bear Market. 
History Says It's Not Done Falling. RT Pentagon investigates itself, finds 
it did nothing wrong   https://www.rt.com/news/555651-pentagon-report-  
syria-strike/ [ Isn’t that the Orwellian american story ab initio! ] Another 
NATO state wants to block Sweden and Finland from joining 
https://www.rt.com/news/555719-croatia-sweden-finland-nato/ Italy forced
into ‘economic warfare’ against Russia, journalist claims 
https://www.rt.com/news/555680-italy-forced-economic-warfare-russia/ 
[Typical wops] Azov commander boasts about gruesome photos of 
executed civilians   https://www.rt.com/russia/555714-azov-kharkov-  
opposition-executions/ CNN Russia's war in Ukraine: Live updates BBC 
News Mariupol falls to Russian forces as defending troops evacuated - 
BBC News ZH Turkey Blocks Sweden, Finland NATO Accession Talks; 
Issues List Of Demands 1,000 Azovstal Fighters Have Surrendered Since 
Monday, But Top Commanders Remain: Kremlin West used Ukraine as 
pretext for ‘undeclared war’ with Russia, Moscow [CORRECTLY] claims 
Ukraine controlled by US and UK – Russia 
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GOOGLENEWS Goldman Sachs CEO advises clients to be cautious 
because Fed policy has unpredictable consequences CNBC [DUH!] 'No 
question' of a downturn, hard to avoid recession: Wells Fargo boss 
Markets Insider

ZEROHEDGE ...Housing Crash Starting 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/housing-crash-starting ...it will be a 
very painful few months ahead... 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
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AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
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albertpeia.com

MARKETWATCH ‘Very, very high’ risk of recession, warns Goldman’s 
Lloyd Blankfein 

ZEROHEDGE Wall Street Reacts To The Biggest Fed Rate Hike In 22 
Years (suckers’ rally) - wall street americona-total fraud and bull s**t!

ZEROHEDGE Mark Mobius: Stocks Are Probably Going Lower 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/mark-mobius-stocks-are-probably-
going-lower While we haven't reached "the bottom" yet, we might be at 
the "beginning of the bottom"... Goldman Trader: The State Of The 
Market Is To Bleed To Lower Lows Interrupted, On Occasion, By Vicious 
Short Squeezes Suckers’ bear market, short-covering and computerized 
flash trades rally into the close; wall street americona (suck those 
suckers in) - total fraud and bull s**t!
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GOOGLENEWS Goldman's Blankfein Says Companies Should Prepare for 
Recession Bloomberg https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-05-
15/goldman-s-blankfein-says-companies-should-prepare-for-recession ZH 
One Step Closer To Recession: Goldman Cuts S&P Price Target To 4,300; 
Slashes GDP Forecast Goldman's contagious (and always wrong) 
optimism is vaporizing one day at a time...

The 'who done it' (leak of a supreme court draft)? 'Knives Out' ... call 
Blond, James Bond!

Ann Coulter@AnnCoulter
“The more I think about it, this leak of a supreme court draft really is 
pretty egregious. It must immediately be investigated by the FBI, or 
alternatively, by an actual law enforcement agency.”

https://gavinnewsom.com/

Here is the truth:
I find it the height of perversity that those celebrating a potential 
Supreme Court ruling overturning Roe v. Wade call themselves pro-life.

• Many of those celebrating the draft opinion oppose funding for 
prenatal care.

• Many of those celebrating oppose paid family leave.

• Many of those celebrating tried to take away health care under the 
Affordable Care Act.

• Many of those celebrating oppose a Build Back Better agenda that 
would make pre-K universal and expand support for child care.

• These people don’t even believe in climate science, and that is to 
say NOTHING of their handling of the pandemic.

Give me a break.

These people aren’t pro-life. They are pro-birth. And then you are on your 
own.
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So this November we have to beat them. Every far-right radical running 
for office here in California. And we also have to pass a constitutional 
amendment protecting the right to access an abortion here in California.

NEWSOM FOR CALIFORNIA – GOVERNOR (future President)– 2022 

Ann Coulter@AnnCoulter

Lawrence Anderson - COMMUTED BY GOV STITT -"murdered his neighbor,
a 41-year-old white woman named Andrea Lynn Blankenship. He carved 
her heart out Temple of Doom-style, he took the heart back to his 
apartment, he cooked it with potatoes for dinner.."

Replying to @AnnCoulter

Lawrence Paul Anderson, 42, confessed to breaking into 41-year-old 
Andrea Lynn Blankenship’s home in Chickasha, Oklahoma, on Feb. 12 by 
breaking down her back door with his shoulder. He then allegedly 
confessed to killing her and cutting out her heart, taking it across the 
street to his aunt and uncle’s home and sauteing it with potatoes. He 
then tried to force them to eat it to “release the demons” before he 
fatally attacked his uncle and nearly killed his aunt. He is also charged 
with murdering their 4-year old granddaughter Kaeos Yates.

Replying to @AnnCoulter

WOW! ... Only in america.

MARKETWATCH How to prepare your finances for another recession: ‘We 
think a hard landing will ultimately be unavoidable’ 
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/we-think-a-hard-landing-will-
ultimately-be-unavoidable-how-to-prepare-your-finances-for-a-recession-
11650552800?link=MW_latest_news 

ZEROHEDGE Biden Nominates Michael Barr For Top Fed Banking 
Regulator Job https://www.zerohedge.com/political/biden-nominates-
michael-barr-top-fed-banking-regulator-job The nomination comes despite

https://gavinnewsom.com/
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/one-step-closer-recession-goldman-cuts-sp-price-target-4300-slashes-gdp-forecast
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/one-step-closer-recession-goldman-cuts-sp-price-target-4300-slashes-gdp-forecast
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-05-15/goldman-s-blankfein-says-companies-should-prepare-for-recession
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-05-15/goldman-s-blankfein-says-companies-should-prepare-for-recession
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMOLs8Aowhd27Ag?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEK_pqAT7EoMKyLc63VpaoCoqGQgEKhAIACoHCAow4uzwCjCF3bsCMIrOrwM?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEK_pqAT7EoMKyLc63VpaoCoqGQgEKhAIACoHCAow4uzwCjCF3bsCMIrOrwM?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen


opposition from Republicans and some progressive groups. Barr has been
accused of being a vocal supporter of bank bailouts, among other 
things... obama/holder/biden … Remember those guys? [To be fair and 
balanced, there’s also the bush/cheney/paulsen axis of evildoing/war 
crimes/fraud in the factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at its most 
despicable. Eric Holder spent six years as attorney general, and failed to 
prosecute banks for their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank executives
behind bars. Now, he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar criminal defense 
firm, making millions each year helping Wall Street bankers avoid 
criminal consequences. Worse, it was just reported that the firm, 
Covington & Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor corner office for Holder
awaiting his return. Combined with Holder’s purchase a year ago of a $1.5
million condo just 300 feet from his new office raises serious questions 
about how long Holder knew he would be getting a major payday from his
old firm even while it continued to represent companies under 
Department of Justice investigation. If the firm and Holder agreed on a 
future job offer, that alone could violate criminal laws. …”] NY Times 
Finds Obama's "Most Precise Air Campaign In History" Killed Thousands 
Of Civilians Previously hidden Pentagon documents show thousands of 
civilian deaths in Iraq & Syria, including children. 
http://albertpeia.com/corrupt-criminal-america.htm   [Only a s**t nation,   
with s**t people could feature an encore for a failed, incompetent, 
mentally ill mobster/criminal piece of s**t like trump,   et als   …]
Escobar: Russian Geoeconomics Tzar Introduces The New Global 
Financial System https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-
russian-geoeconomics-tzar-introduces-new-global-financial-system The 
world's new monetary system, underpinned by a digital currency, will be 
backed by a basket of new foreign currencies and natural resources. And
it will liberate the Global South from both western debt and IMF-induced 
austerity. "Every Fed Hiking Cycle Ends With Default And Bankruptcy Of 
Governments, Banks And Investors" 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/every-fed-hiking-cycle-ends-default-
and-bankruptcy-governments-banks-and-investors Debt Saturation: Off 
The Cliff We Go https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/debt-saturation-cliff-
we-go When the system can't borrow more and distribute the insolvency, 
it implodes. And so off the cliff we go... 

LABASH: AMERICA NUTHOUSE… 2022… 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-05-10/2022 
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TEXAS SCHOOL ATTACK: 2 KIDS DEAD — SEVERAL MORE HOSPITALIZED
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/children-killed-shooting-at-texas-
elementary-school-report_n_628d386de4b0edd2d01c027a 14 killed in 
shooting at Uvalde elementary school, active shooter killed, officials say 
15 killed in shooting at Uvalde elementary school, active shooter killed, 
officials say 

DRUDGE SCHOOL SLAUGHTER: 
14 STUDENTS DEAD IN TX 
TEEN SHOOTER 

popularmechanics.com · There Used to Be Aliens in Our Galaxy, but They 
Killed Themselves Off ETs have a thing for self-annihilation. [ Only when 
the ETs are humans … What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-
look-like/ MUSK MOMENT: NAMED TIME PERSON OF YEAR...   Elon 
compares Bill Gates to pregnant man emoji…   
SHOCK CLAIM: World to run out of food in 27 years…   
LABASH: AMERICA NUTHOUSE…   2022…   
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-05-10/2022   
MAG: Humans doomed to go extinct… 
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/humans-are-doomed-to-
go-extinct/   [ I strongly   recommend ‘Interstellar’ by the great 
director Christopher Nolan 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interstellar_(film      ) .       ] A (VERY) SHORT 
HISTORY OF LIFE ON EARTH (St. Martin’s Press, 2021) 

Robin Brown Guist HOW ABOUT THIS: Flamzy Mapo 

Have a history teacher explain this if they can. 
Abraham Lincoln was elected to Congress in 1846. 
John F. Kennedy was elected to Congress in 1946. 
Abraham Lincoln was elected President in 1860. 
John F. Kennedy was elected President in 1960. 
Both were particularly concerned with civil rights. 
Both wives lost a child while living in the White House. 
Both Presidents were shot on a Friday. 
Both Presidents were shot in the head. 
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Now it gets really weird. 
Lincoln's secretary was named Kennedy. 
Kennedy's Secretary was named Lincoln. 
Both were assassinated by Southerners. 
Both were succeeded by Southerners named Johnson. 
Andrew Johnson, who succeeded Lincoln, was born in 1808. 
Lyndon Johnson, who succeeded Kennedy, was born in 1908. 
John Wilkes Booth, who assassinated Lincoln, was born in 1839. 
Lee Harvey Oswald, who assassinated Kennedy, was born in 1939. 
Both assassins were known by their three names. 
Both names are composed of fifteen letters. 
Now hang on to your seat. 
Lincoln was shot at the theater named "Ford." 
Kennedy was shot in a car called "Lincoln" made by "Ford." 
Booth and Oswald were assassinated before their trials. 
And here's the "kicker": 
A week before Lincoln was shot, he was in Monroe, Maryland. 
A week before Kennedy was shot, he was with Marilyn Monroe. 
AND...................: 
Lincoln was shot in a theater and the assassin ran to a warehouse... 
Kennedy was shot from a warehouse and the assassin ran to a theater... 
I saw this had to share just in case anyone did not know.
https://twitter.com/i/status/1462921803958001667 

ZEROHEDGE THe PoiSon SHiLL… https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-
04-18/poison-shill 
'If liberty means anything at all it means the right to tell people what they
do not want to hear.'—George Orwell 

YAHOO The Manhattan DA's office appears to have stopped trying to 
build a criminal case against Trump, suggesting he won't be charged, 
report says National Review https://www.yahoo.com/news/manhattan-da-
prosecutors-seem-stopped-122220555.html [Why am I not surprised … 
When you think about it, new york, new jersey, connecticut, virginia, 
florida, america have substantial corruption/organized crime 
presence/power and must be faulted, bear responsibility for the nation-
destroying ubiquitous presence of same … Trump Unlikely to Face 
Indictment in Manhattan Court for Business Practices Trump appears 
poised to avoid criminal charges in Manhattan grand jury probe 
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http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/ 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf
Beyond his criminality, trump’s mental illness/instability/psychopathy is 
once again front and center 'Crazy' president could start nuclear war: 
Bob Woodward https://www.yahoo.com/news/woodward-pushes-25th-
amendment-says-a-crazy-president-could-trigger-nuclear-war-
181154513.html “My God, the Chinese thought we were going to attack 
them before the 2020 election,” Woodward said. “General Milley and 
people in the Pentagon were — and not just disturbed, were apoplectic 
about it, and apoplectic about Trump and his mental state.” YET, THESE 
SO-CALLED PUNDITS REMAIN FEARFUL OF CALLING FOR PROSECUTION 
OF TRUMP FOR HIS CRIMES, INCLUDING NO LESS THAN A COUP. Simply 
put, americans lack the fortitude to dispense with the likes of the hitlers,
mussolinis, trumps of this world which portends nothing short of disaster 
for this nation and the world.

I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of 
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people 
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid 
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke! 

Cheryl Stephan
I am very afraid for those of us who have not aged out of this.
Susan Edelman Blank
My body aged out long ago, but my heart and mind will be in it till the end.
I remember all too well what life was like before 1973.
Susan Edelman Blank It’s disgusting to see them roll back every progress
we made in the 60s and after. Sanctimonious hypocrites every one of 
them This is all to put women back under their thumb.
Beverly Bukovich
Republicans have been working toward this for decades. Trumps election
sealed the deal and McConnell made sure Obama didn’t get a pick and 
Amy Cony Barrett would be pushed through in record time. And I can’t 
believe the majority opinion was leaked out.… 
See more
Susan Edelman Blank
Beverly Bukovich perhaps there was never a need for it before.
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• Gail Druker Illman
We are going back in time with many things. The future is only for those 
of means.
I am appalled!!!!’n
So now the abortion Underground Railroad will reactivate. I can’t believe 
the regression and suppression of women’s rights is happening again.
Susan Edelman Blank
Ellen Garbuny soon to be followed by Gay rights.
Susan Edelman Blank and biracial marriage.
Settled law my a$$
Susan Edelman Blank
Marlene supposedly, alito’s convoluted logical claims that neither 
abortion or a guarantee of privacy are stitched into the constitution.

• HollyHall Intuitive LifeCoach
WHAT HAPPENED?

• Gabriele Chorney
Outrageous

• Gail Druker Illman
It’s not passed yet
Al Peia

• Reply
Typical corrupt jersey guinea:'...Plaintiff delivered another package of the
same documents several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After
no contact for several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no 
longer working in the U.S. Attor… 
See more

• Reply
Al Peia
‘...informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme 
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer 
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no 
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not 
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents 
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for 
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in 
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located. 
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they 
were not receptive. As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his 
1987 RICO action, Plaintiff filed for (Chapter 11) bankruptcy in New 
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Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he sought to recuse Judge Barry because 
she was the sister of Donald Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved
in the RICO scheme. At this time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy 
Trustee Hugh Leonard to convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse.
Mr. Leonard declined. The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989.’
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• Al Peia
I inserted this here to emphasize what incompetent (I looked in on one of 
his cases/trial-he was pathetic), corrupt guinea alito is guilty of; people 
are in prison for far less (disappeared probative documents twice, quid 
pro quo appointments-3rd cir., sct.). Criminal america's jurisprudence is a
cruel joke!

The mentally ill mobster/criminal former president of the disunited states 
https://twitter.com/i/status/1530322212309200896 
Fallen corrupt criminal america is so tragically pathetic!

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-
imagine/ 
“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/ 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

Susan Edelman Blank WELCOME TO AMERICA 
AMERICA'S MAGICAL THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin 
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"...But it’s not just that about which we are in denial. It’s also about the 
death of American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 
hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, and I was 
raised with history lessons in school that included things like Manifest 
Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, land theft, and the use of 
Chinese slave labor to build railroads), the “discovery” of America by 
Columbus (to justify violent colonialism), and the end of the enslavement 
of Black Americans as a distant historical event (as though the 
repercussions of it don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the 
foundation of American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as 
recently as the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this
is a real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real representation 
and rule by the people, under the theory that the people have the right to 
rule. Democracy is supposed to be in direct opposition to autocracy, 
where power of the few (whether monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over 
the many through extreme wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control 
of the many to benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like 
more like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 
I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans favor 
background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor an assault 
weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation will pass, though, 
is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, the end to which lies in the 
hands of a tiny, tiny number of people. Some of us have known for a long 
time that America was a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do 
you grieve the promise of a nation that never was?..."

*The rub: ‘Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between 
democracy and ochlocracy, which latter essentially means rule by those 
incapable of ruling even themselves.’
----- 

DAILYKOS Jocelyn Benson To NBC News: Trump sent armed thugs to my 
home https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2022/5/23/2099289/-Jocelyn-
Benson-To-NBC-News-Trump-Sent-Armed-Thugs-To-My-Home [AW 
SHUCKS … just a little jersey/new york/florida mob-rough-and-tumble...no 
big deal]

america is predominantly a nation of criminals and mentally ill people.
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CORRUPTION IN WASHINGTONDC FAR WORSE THAN MOST IMAGINE 
There is no Mafia said FBI's Hoover 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/ 
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com

ZEROHEDGE Goldman Trader: The State Of The Market Is To Bleed To 
Lower Lows Interrupted, On Occasion, By Vicious Short Squeezes 
Suckers’ bear market, short-covering rally into the close.

DRUDGEREPORT 17 LA gangs have sent out crews to follow and rob 
city's wealthiest... https://news.yahoo.com/17-l-gangs-sent-crews-
184119012.html [ Hmmm … Well, I’m not LA’s wealthiest; but, I was 
targeted and mugged in LA by 6 blacks, 2 hispanics, who stole money, my
passport, etc.. ]

YAHOO How alleged subway shooter helped police find him 
https://www.yahoo.com/gma/york-city-subway-shooting-suspect-
211433421.html Frank James was arrested after a 30-hour manhunt as a 
result of on-the-ground detective work, technology and possibly a tip from
the fugitive himself, investigators said. [ Yes, Frank and his brother, 
Jesse James, were famous american outlaws. ]

Why Inflation Could Be Much Higher—and Last Much Longer—Than Most 
Expect https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/inflation-could-be-higher-
last-longer-than-expected-51647656706?link=MW_latest_news 
What Percentage Of Americans Believe That We Are Living In The “End 
Times”? http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-percentage-of-
americans-believe-that-we-are-living-in-the-end-times/ 
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If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New 
Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-
the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-
are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022 

GOOGLE NEWS Deutsche Bank warns of a 20% bear market in 2023 
Yahoo Finance

Deutsche Bank is the first big bank to forecast a US recession

CNN Wall Street ends lower after Fed minutes Reuters.com Minutes 
Signal Fed to Shrink Balance Sheet by $95B/Month Bloomberg Markets 
and Finance

MARKETWATCH Nasdaq drops 2.3% as stocks end sharply lower after 
remarks by Fed's Brainard https://www.marketwatch.com/story/nasdaq-
drops-23-as-stocks-end-sharply-lower-after-remarks-by-feds-brainard-
2022-04-05?link=MW_latest_news 

DRUDGEREPORT PAPER: Newsom already running for president... 
https://www.sfgate.com/politics/article/Gavin-Newsom-needs-a-reality-
check-17078264.php CALIFORNIA CAKEWALK? NO BIG-NAME RIVALS 
FOR NEWSOM… https://apnews.com/article/2022-midterm-elections-gavin-
newsom-kevin-faulconer-california-elections-
558a85071e197ba95821e57468818e86 YAHOO Politics Column: Newsom 
for President? Democrats might have no one else 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/column-newsom-president-democrats-
might-170024309.html [ YES! A wise choice for Democrats, Americans, 
California, the nation; and, truth be told, the world. ]

NEWS GOOGLE Jamie Dimon sees ‘storm clouds’ ahead for U.S. economy later
this year 
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEJIBJC5qr7xgZtarK9ULXUEqGQgEK
hAIACoHCAow2Nb3CjDivdcCMM_rngY?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen 

CNN RNC unanimously votes to withdraw from commission that sponsors 
presidential debates https://www.cnn.com/2022/04/14/politics/rnc-
withdraws-from-presidential-debates/index.html [ Very hitlerian! ]
• Analysis: Donald Trump's fingerprints are all over the RNC debate 
decision https://www.cnn.com/2022/04/14/politics/rnc-debate-donald-
trump/index.html [ Very hitlerian! ]
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CAT SAVES BABY A human baby was abandoned into a cardboard box in 
the freezing cold and survived thanks to a homeless cat that kept him 
warm... A heartwarming story always worth sharing 
http://pailokhabar.com/stray-cat-saves-%c6%85a%c6%85y-from-freezing-
to-death-in-russia/?
fbclid=IwAR0IAtDbtOs6ewLt4EEsRZY9BeXoUDpWJqnNesLXXI55VQ7nUF
s8To6zKmU 

… 

DRUDGEREPORT 17 LA gangs have sent out crews to follow and rob 
city's wealthiest... https://news.yahoo.com/17-l-gangs-sent-crews-
184119012.html [ Hmmm … Well, I’m not LA’s wealthiest; but, I was 
targeted and mugged in LA by 6 blacks, 2 hispanics, who stole money, my
passport, etc.. ]

YAHOO How alleged subway shooter helped police find him 
https://www.yahoo.com/gma/york-city-subway-shooting-suspect-
211433421.html Frank James was arrested after a 30-hour manhunt as a 
result of on-the-ground detective work, technology and possibly a tip from
the fugitive himself, investigators said. [ Yes, Frank and his brother, 
Jesse James, were famous american outlaws. ]

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-imagine/

“  There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover …   
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf     
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
albertpeia.com
CORRUPTION IN WASHINGTONDC FAR WORSE THAN MOST IMAGINE 
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There is no Mafia said FBI's Hoover 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/ 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 
albertpeia.com

ZEROHEDGE Greenwald Opines On Extreme Censorship Of Western 
Dissent From US/NATO Policy On Ukraine 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/greenwald-opines-extreme-
censorship-western-dissent-usnato-policy-ukraine 

---

White House gift records for Trump, Pence missing, State Department 
says https://www.cnbc.com/2022/04/08/white-house-gift-records-for-
trump-pence-missing-state-department-says.html CNBC
Justice Department eyes Trump's handling of White House records CBS 
News 

ZEROHEDGE "Atlas Slugged" - One Bank Turns Apocalyptic With 
"Inflation Shock" Worse; "Rate Shock" Starting; "Recession Shock" On 
Deck https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/atlas-slugged-one-bank-turns-
apocalyptic-inflation-shock-worse-rate-shock-starting Not only does BofA 
see a "big slowdown coming" but warns that social instability in 
emerging market is now inevitable... 

ZEROHEDGE Global Food Prices Explode Higher In March As Ukraine 
Supply Shock Strikes https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/global-
food-prices-hit-new-record-ukraine-supply-shock Inflation riots already 
beginning... The world is careening towards a food crisis... 

ZEROHEDGE David Stockman On The Coming Stock Market 'Crash Of 
Biblical Proportions' https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-
stockman-coming-stock-market-crash-biblical-proportions 
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ZEROHEDGE Escobar: Sit Back & Watch Europe Commit Suicide 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-sit-back-watch-europe-
commit-suicide If the US goal is to crush Russia's economy with 
sanctions and isolation, why is Europe in an economic free fall instead? 

ZEROHEDGE US Officials Admit They're Literally Just Lying To The Public
About Russia https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/us-officials-admit-
theyre-literally-just-lying-public-about-russia Biden admin has been 
rapidly pushing out “intelligence”... that is “low-confidence” or “based 
more on analysis than hard evidence”, or even just plain false, in order to 
fight an info-war against Putin. [DUH!]

ZEROHEDGE A World At Odds: The Great Principles Wipe 
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-04-09/world-odds-great-p  rinciples-  
wipe “One believes things because one has been conditioned to believe 
them.” ― Aldous Huxley, Brave New World 

ZEROHEDGE Greenwald Opines On Extreme Censorship Of Western 
Dissent From US/NATO Policy On Ukraine 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/greenwald-opines-extreme-
censorship-western-dissent-usnato-policy-ukraine 

ZEROHEDGE Biden Signs Bill Downgrading Russia's Trade Status, Paving 
Way For Tariffs https://www.zerohedge.com/political/biden-paves-way-
tariffs-signs-bill-downgrading-russias-trade-status So far the sanctions 
campaign has done nothing to stop the fighting in Ukraine. 

DRUDGEREPORT drudgereport.com PETER THE CRYPTO(Paypal mafioso)
: Thiel unloads on enemies of bitcoin… 

Calls Buffett 'sociopathic grandpa'… 
https://fortune.com/2022/04/07/peter-thiel-bitcoin-warren-buffett-jamie-
dimon-larry-fink/
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Touts revolutionary youth movement… 
Dissatisfied With Their Party, Wealthy Republican Donors Form Secret 
Coalitions… 

ZEROHEDGE 16 Injured, 10 Shot In Brooklyn Subway Station Attack; 
NYPD Says Active Shooter Not A Terrorist 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/reports-shooting-explosion-brooklyn-
subway-station "An individual on that train donned what appeared to be a
gas mask. He then took a canister out of his bag and opened it. The train 
at that time began to fill with smoke ..."opened fire, striking multiple 
people. Rotten apple, trumpy kind of place: The Week Manhattan 
prosecutor who resigned says Trump is guilty of 'numerous' felonies 
[ DUH! That trump’s a criminal is the very reason he was president. 
america is a s**t criminal nation of predominantly s**t criminal people. At
once, tragic and pathetic! ] DRUDGEREPORT MANHATTAN DA PROTECTS
THE DON 
https://www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/nation-politics/trump-is-guilty-
of-numerous-felonies-prosecutor-who-resigned-says/     PROSECUTOR:   
TRUMP GUILTY OF FELONIES New York Lt. Gov. Arrested On Charges Of 
Bribery, Fraud And Falsification Of Records [ Swoppable new york 
trumpish crimes ]

ZEROHEDGE Lavrov Rejects New Ukraine Draft Peace Proposal As 
"Unacceptable", Says US Seeks To Undermine Talks 
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-jump-then-dump-lavrov-calls-
new-ukrainian-draft-peace-proposal-unacceptable [ Fog of war money sub
rosa, wag the dog diversion, america the great fraud cannot be trusted … 
‘Tis Orwellian you see! ]
ZEROHEDGE US Officials Admit They're Literally Just Lying To The Public
About Russia https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/us-officials-admit-
theyre-literally-just-lying-public-about-russia Biden admin has been 
rapidly pushing out “intelligence”... that is “low-confidence” or “based 
more on analysis than hard evidence”, or even just plain false, in order to 
fight an info-war against Putin. [DUH!] Escobar: The Total War To Cancel 
Russia https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-total-war-cancel-
russia Vast swathes of NATOstan have been corralled into behaving like 
a Russophobic lynch mob. No dissent is tolerated.. 
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Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a comedic actor by 
trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace to devastation 
for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears responsibility in 
part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, 
deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN 
SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-
nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither 
we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO 

or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A 
Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order 
Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then 
there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als 
some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own
direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not 
trusting america et als.

CNN A major recession is coming, Deutsche Bank warns 
https://www.cnn.com/2022/04/26/economy/inflation-recession-economy-
deutsche-bank/index.html 

MARKETWATCH How to prepare your finances for another recession: ‘We 
think a hard landing will ultimately be unavoidable’ 
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/we-think-a-hard-landing-will-
ultimately-be-unavoidable-how-to-prepare-your-finances-for-a-recession-
11650552800?link=MW_latest_news 

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most Americans 
Can Possibly Imagine http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-
in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-imagine/

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … 
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/     
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg     
AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY 
ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf 
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf 
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AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD!
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ 
https://twitter.com/alpeia 
albertpeia.com
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	What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast majority of you that are reading this article would die... They Want The U.S. Military To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022
	ZEROHEDGE I HEARD A SILLY RUMOR – THIS IS THE END https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-08-18/i-heard-silly-rumor-end https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eqgXGMAS__M What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast majority of you that are reading this article would die... They Want The U.S. Military To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/
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	Reasons to be incrementally more bearish https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/morebearish What comes after the systematics finished the buying Target Slumps Amid Growing Inventory Glut As Consumer Spending Continues To Shrink
	ZEROHEDGE Tribe: The Criminal Case Against Trump Is Another "Slam Dunk" https://www.zerohedge.com/political/tribe-criminal-case-against-trump-another-slam-dunk ...another in the litany of “slam dunk” crimes that the Harvard Law prof has declared against Trump, none of which have been actually charged. YAHOO Daily Beast Putin World Declares ‘Agent Trump’ Is Irreversibly Screwed Tue, August 16, 2022 The Last Word Tribe: Merrick Garland has a 'slam dunk case' against Trump https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/tribe-merrick-garland-has-a-slam-dunk-case-against-trump-146341957900 MSNBC Prosecutors ‘looking to indict’ Giuliani in GA election probe, says fmr. Prosecutor https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/prosecutors-looking-to-indict-giuliani-in-ga-election-probe-says-fmr-prosecutor-146253893996
	FBI search of Mar-a-Lago helps show how probe of Trump documents has changed The Washington Post HUFFPOST TRUMP TOOK THE FIFTH MORE THAN *400 TIMES* [ Hillary Clinton promotes 'But Her Emails' merch after FBI search of Trump's Mar-a-Lago Yahoo News Let’s not forget the clintons, bush, et als; but, that’s no get out of jail free card for trump. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm obama/holder/biden ... Remember those guys? 
[To be fair and balanced, there’s also the bush/cheney/paulsen axis of evildoing/war crimes/fraud in the factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at its most despicable. Eric Holder spent six years as attorney general, and failed to prosecute banks for their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank executives behind bars. Now, he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar criminal defense firm, making millions each year helping Wall Street bankers avoid criminal consequences. Worse, it was just reported that the firm, Covington & Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor corner office for Holder awaiting his return. Combined with Holder’s purchase a year ago of a $1.5 million condo just 300 feet from his new office raises serious questions about how long Holder knew he would be getting a major payday from his old firm even while it continued to represent companies under Department of Justice investigation. If the firm and Holder agreed on a future job offer, that alone could violate criminal laws. ...”] NY Times Finds Obama's "Most Precise Air Campaign In History" Killed Thousands Of Civilians Previously hidden Pentagon documents show thousands of civilian deaths in Iraq & Syria, including children.] Google search: 'A Brief History of Donald Trump and the Mafia' About 1,180,000 results (0.58 seconds)
	A Brief History of Donald Trump and the Mafia - VICE
	Saturday Report 8/13/22 - What starts in the Arctic doesn't stay ...
	The Truth About Trump and the Mob - Newsweek
	Tim Robbins Looks Back at Bob Roberts, 25 Years Later
	The Untold Story of Donald Trump and the Russian Mafia
	Tim Robbins Says America's Living a Bad Version of 'Back to ...
	House of Trump, House of Putin: The Untold Story of Donald ...
	Tim Robbins on satirizing Trump, and the time he turned him ...
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	ZEROHEDGE Putin Warns Macron "Large-Scale Catastrophe" Looms At Ukraine Nuclear Plant https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-warns-macron-large-scale-catastrophe-looms-ukraine-nuclear-plant Only two of six reactors at Zaporizhzhia are working after repeated shelling... DRUDGE Zelensky faces unprecedented criticism over war warnings…
	NUKE DISASTER FEARS GROW PUTIN WARNS 'CATASTROPHE' FAMILIES FLEE FALLOUT MAP RT US military expert backs Putin’s claims
	What Will You Say When Millions Of People Starve To Death? http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-will-you-say-when-millions-of-people-starve-to-death/ The Book of Revelations in the New Testament lists the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse as conquest, war, famine and death, while in the Old Testament’s Book of Ezekiel they are sword, famine, wild beasts and pestilence or plague.
	Is Monkeypox A Plague Of The End Times? http://endoftheamericandream.com/is-monkeypox-a-plague-of-the-end-times/ ...far worse than most of the experts originally anticipated. The number of confirmed cases has continued to rise at an exponential rate, and many victims have experienced extreme agony for weeks after contracting the virus. So could it be possible that monkeypox is a plague of the end times? The Bible does tell us that “pestilences” will be one of the signs of the end times, and we have certainly seen multiple “pestilences” erupt over the past couple of years.
	More Nightmarish Pestilences Continue To Erupt All Over The World http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-nightmarish-pestilences-continue-to-erupt-all-over-the-world/ Now They Are Telling Us That The Rain That Falls From The Sky Is Extremely Dangerous And Can Cause Cancer http://endoftheamericandream.com/now-they-are-telling-us-that-the-rain-that-falls-from-the-sky-is-extremely-dangerous-and-can-cause-cancer/ The Earth Just Started Spinning Faster Than Ever Before And Scientists Don't Know Why https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/earth-just-started-spinning-faster-ever-and-scientists-dont-know-why Experts fear the consequences could be "devastating"... 


DRUDGEREPORT ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," according to Open AI. ] 
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RT Taiwan independence means war, Chinese envoy warns https://www.rt.com/news/561065-china-taiwan-independence-war/ 
Ukraine conflict could end Western hegemony – Hungary 
Child among civilians killed by Ukrainian shelling – officials 
Yuan trounces dollar on Moscow Exchange 
Eurozone inflation hits all-time high
	ZEROHEDGE Russia, China And India To Hold Massive "Vostok" War Games In Two Weeks
	DRUDGEREPORT China to send troops to Russia for joint military exercise... Warns USA Against Sailing Warships Through Strait... Westerners sponsoring slogans written on bombs... Putin Plotting to Unleash Hell on Independence Day? Return of 'rasputitsa'... Kremlin Launches Missile After Fishing Dispute...
	Microplastics Are Literally Everywhere, And They Are An Existential Threat To The Future Of The Human Race http://endoftheamericandream.com/microplastics-are-literally-everywhere-and-they-are-an-existential-threat-to-the-future-of-the-human-race/
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	The New Age Of Orwellianism https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-age-orwellianism Remarkably, it is the same ideologues who are eager to change the well-accepted definitions of “recession” and “inflation” who remain perplexed as to what exactly a “woman” is. DRUDGEREPORT US-China ties on precipice after Pelosi visit to Taiwan... 'AMERICAN WITCH'... On Internet, Fury Turns to Frustration... Beijing fires missiles, encircles island... Demonstrates ability to blockade in war... ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," according to Open AI. ]
	Every 11 Seconds… http://endoftheamericandream.com/every-11-seconds/ even more children will have died from acute malnutrition
	EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber
	5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to get more evidence of this with each passing day..” ZEROHEDGE Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”
	CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says

	EOAD More Major Disasters Hit U.S. Food Production – Are You Prepared For What Comes Next? http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-major-disasters-hit-u-s-food-production-are-you-prepared-for-what-comes-next/ 6-15-22
	EOAD The Crypto Apocalypse Is Here http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-crypto-apocalypse-is-here/ 6-14-22
	In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud
	YAHOO Nearly one in three Americans say it may soon be necessary to take up arms against the government
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	More Nightmarish Pestilences Continue To Erupt All Over The World http://endoftheamericandream.com/more-nightmarish-pestilences-continue-to-erupt-all-over-the-world/ Now They Are Telling Us That The Rain That Falls From The Sky Is Extremely Dangerous And Can Cause Cancer http://endoftheamericandream.com/now-they-are-telling-us-that-the-rain-that-falls-from-the-sky-is-extremely-dangerous-and-can-cause-cancer/ The Earth Just Started Spinning Faster Than Ever Before And Scientists Don't Know Why https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/earth-just-started-spinning-faster-ever-and-scientists-dont-know-why Experts fear the consequences could be "devastating"... 


DRUDGEREPORT ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," according to Open AI. ]
	Microplastics Are Literally Everywhere, And They Are An Existential Threat To The Future Of The Human Race http://endoftheamericandream.com/microplastics-are-literally-everywhere-and-they-are-an-existential-threat-to-the-future-of-the-human-race/
	https://youtu.be/PSxihhBzCjk
	The New Age Of Orwellianism https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-age-orwellianism Remarkably, it is the same ideologues who are eager to change the well-accepted definitions of “recession” and “inflation” who remain perplexed as to what exactly a “woman” is. DRUDGEREPORT US-China ties on precipice after Pelosi visit to Taiwan... 'AMERICAN WITCH'... On Internet, Fury Turns to Frustration... Beijing fires missiles, encircles island... Demonstrates ability to blockade in war... ZH Nuclear War Threat Higher Than In Cold War: UK National Security Advisor AI predicts last selfie on Earth… https://www.the-sun.com/tech/5881528/dall-e-ai-last-selfie-on-earth-prediction-tiktok/ [ WOW! … Had to post this … quite ominous … rather shocking … END TIMES Creepy DALL-E AI asked to predict last selfie taken on Earth and it’s horrifying … A TIKTOK account dedicated to asking artificial intelligence disturbing questions revealed what the DALL-E AI thinks the last selfie on Earth would look like … In June 2022, the DALL-E mini image generator started going viral after the internet discovered its ability to create funny and disturbing images. Created in 2021, DALL-E is known as a transformer language model that can turn almost any idea into images. "It receives both the text and the image as a single stream of data containing up to 1280 tokens and is trained using maximum likelihood to generate all of the tokens, one after another," according to Open AI. ]
	Every 11 Seconds… http://endoftheamericandream.com/every-11-seconds/ even more children will have died from acute malnutrition
	EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber
	5 Things That You Should Start Doing Immediately To Prepare For The Severe Recession That Is Ahead http://endoftheamericandream.com/5-things-that-you-should-start-doing-immediately-to-prepare-for-the-severe-recession-that-is-ahead/ “..Sadly, it is likely that a recession is already here. The U.S. economy contracted during the first quarter of 2022, and the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is currently projecting -1.2 percent growth for the second quarter. Two quarters of negative growth in a row would mean that we are officially in a recession at this moment. But many experts are warning that much worse is ahead, and we continue to get more evidence of this with each passing day..” ZEROHEDGE Escobar: Russia & China Haven't Even Started To Ratchet Up The Pain Dial https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-russia-china-havent-even-started-zto-ratchet-pain-dial The “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet” part was at least formulated to be understood even by simpletons:
“Today we hear that they want to defeat us on the battlefield, well, what can I say, let them try. We have heard many times that the West wants to fight us to the last Ukrainian – this is a tragedy for the Ukrainian people. But it looks like it’s all coming to this. But everyone should know that, by and large, we haven’t really started anything yet.”
	CNN Chicago's 4th of July weekend death toll surpassed the Highland Park shooting. 'I thought there would be more outcry,' mother says
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	In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud
	YAHOO Nearly one in three Americans say it may soon be necessary to take up arms against the government
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	EOAD The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It When War With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]
	ZEROHEDGE FBI Likely Did 'Intentionally Undermine' A Congressional Probe On Hunter Biden: Senator https://www.zerohedge.com/political/fbi-likely-did-intentionally-undermine-congressional-probe-hunter-biden-senator "The FBI can no longer be trusted
	'All the data points currently align with a cover-up' https://www.yahoo.com/news/jan-6-pentagon-secret-service-texts-deleted-cover-up-accusations-170030306.html The House Jan. 6 committee is scrutinizing evidence of information erased, wiped, deleted and otherwise obscured by former members of the Trump administration.
	Fake Dutch 'moon rock' revealed A treasured piece at the Dutch national museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe | Fake Dutch 'moon rock' revealedPrized moon rock a fake - A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... 'Moon Rock' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm
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	When Bubbles Go Bust… https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-bubbles-go-bust Officials Reveal Haphazard, Chaotic Way Western Arms Are Being Distributed In Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/officials-reveal-haphazard-chaotic-way-western-arms-are-being-distributed-ukraine [ The western way … hmmm ] On The Menu For The Remainder Of 2022: War, Pestilence, Famine http://endoftheamericandream.com/on-the-menu-for-the-remainder-of-2022-war-pestilence-famine/ [ End times as per innumerable prophesies http://albertpeia.com/eveofdestruction.mp4 ] ZEROHEDGE AP Highlights 'Ukraine's History Of Rampant Corruption' After US Lawmaker Slams Zelensky https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ap-highlights-ukraines-history-rampant-corruption-after-us-lawmaker-slams-zelensky [ america’s kind of place! ]
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“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover … http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/ http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts5-26-22.pdf https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts3-26-22.pdf AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! https://www.facebook.com/alpeia/ https://twitter.com/alpeia albertpeia.com You can't make this sh*t up! http://albertpeia.com/crazy-donny-trump.pdf 
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	Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected
	This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. "
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	"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023.
	Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us..
	Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job gains..." - Janet Yellen
	Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical power.
	EOAD July 26, 2022 Humanity Is In the Midst Of A ‘Mutational Meltdown’ That Is Causing Us To Become Smaller, Slower And Dumber
	The Military Industrial Complex Is Going To Absolutely Love It When War With China Erupts http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-military-industrial-complex-is-going-to-absolutely-love-it-when-war-with-china-erupts/ [Hmmm...Sounds like a plan!]
	THE LATEST AMERICAN MASSACRE/TRAGEDY (6-9-22) Joe Louis Esquivel charged in deadly mass shooting at Maryland factory as new details emerge
	Maryland mass shooting: New details on Smithsburg suspect's shootout with police


	ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be unlike any other...
	ZEROHEDGE "We're Approaching A Slowdown": Bridgewater Braces For Stagflationary Shock And Fed Rate Cut Capitulation; Buys Billions In Credit Index Swaps https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/were-approaching-slowdown-bridgewater-braces-stagflationary-shock-and-fed-rate-cut "We’re in a radically different world. We’re approaching a slowdown."
	In times like these, a second passport makes a lot of sense BY Sovereign Man
	ZEROHEDGE There's No Stopping A Recessionary Reckoning https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/theres-no-stopping-recessionary-reckoning ...with all five conditions in confluence, this recession will be unlike any other...
	ZEROHEDGE The Corruption Is Now Increasingly Brazen And Blatant https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-07/corruption-now-increasingly-brazen-and-blatant When does China pull the rug? “...Since there is no actual cash in the piggy bank the US government has to borrow it. Meanwhile, debt spirals higher. Total US debt now tops $90 trillion with unfunded liabilities clocking in at $169 trillion...”
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	ZEROHEDGE Hunter's Hooker Scored $20,000 PPP Loan As Joe Biden Entered White House https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-prostitute-scored-20000-ppp-loan "I went to Walmart to get needles babe..."
	Woodward: Trump will hold power in 'frightening' ways if he takes office again https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/woodward-trump-will-do-some-things-to-hold-power-that-are-frightening-if-he-takes-office-again-141609541721
	ZEROHEDGE Shocking Consumer Credit Numbers: Everyone Maxing Out Their Credit Card Ahead Of The Recession https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/shocking-consumer-credit-numbers-everyone-maxing-out-their-credit-card-ahead-recession-0 The US consumer just hit empty... and continues to floor the gas.
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	Watergate prosecutor says slapping Trump with a charge of rebellion or insurrection could prevent him from ever holding office again https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-prosecutor-says-slapping-trump-052858860.html

	What Would A Global Nuclear Conflict Look Like? http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-would-a-global-nuclear-conflict-look-like/ I simply do not understand why so many on the left and so many on the right seem determined to push us into a military conflict with Russia. If we get into a shooting war with Russia, one side or the other will inevitably decide that they want to use their nuclear weapons before the other side conducts a surprise first strike of their own. But no matter who strikes first, the whole world would lose, because the vast majority of the global population would end up dead within a few years. This is why I have been so adamant about trying to find a peaceful solution to the crisis in Ukraine. If we have a nuclear conflict with Russia, the vast majority of you that are reading this article would die... They Want The U.S. Military To Go Into Ukraine, But We Have No Way To Protect Our Population From Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles http://endoftheamericandream.com/they-want-the-u-s-military-to-go-into-ukraine-but-we-have-no-way-to-protect-our-population-from-intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/ If The U.S. Is Dragged Into WW3, Where Will Biden Find Enough New Troops That Are Willing To Fight? http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-the-u-s-is-dragged-into-ww3-where-will-biden-find-enough-new-troops-that-are-willing-to-fight/ April 6, 2022
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	FBI search of Mar-a-Lago helps show how probe of Trump documents has changed The Washington Post HUFFPOST TRUMP TOOK THE FIFTH MORE THAN *400 TIMES* Hillary Clinton promotes 'But Her Emails' merch after FBI search of Trump's Mar-a-Lago Yahoo News Let’s not forget the clintons, bush, et als; but, that’s no get out of jail free card for trump. http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm obama/holder/biden ... Remember those guys? [To be fair and balanced, there’s also the bush/cheney/paulsen axis of evildoing/war
crimes/fraud in the factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at its most
despicable. Eric Holder spent six years as attorney general, and failed to
prosecute banks for their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank executives
behind bars. Now, he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar criminal defense
firm, making millions each year helping Wall Street bankers avoid
criminal consequences. Worse, it was just reported that the firm,
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despicable. Eric Holder spent six years as attorney general, and failed to
prosecute banks for their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank executives
behind bars. Now, he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar criminal defense
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	Worst Ever US Home Affordability Is Just 0.5% Away The Notion You Need Inflation To Create Growth “Is Just Bullsh*t” https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-04-22/notion-you-need-inflation-create-growth-just-bullsht Oil Jumps As "Second Wave Of Russian Oil Shock" Begins We may be entering the ‘down phase’ of the economic cycle https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-04-19/we-may-be-entering-down-phase-economic-cycle 3 Factors Which Are About To Make The Coming Food Shortages Even Worse https://w ww.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/3-factors-which-are-about-make-coming-food-shortages-even-worse The Fed Lied… QE Didn’t End… Protect Your Portfolio From Inflation Now! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-04-18/fed-lied-qe-didnt-end-protect-your-portfolio-inflation-now The Fed are total liars. QE didn’t end. In fact, it became larger! Stagflation Fears Soar As World Bank Slashes Global Growth Outlook https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/stagflation-fears-soar-world-bank-slashes-global-growth-outlook ..the decline was spurred by a cut in the outlook for Europe and central Asia, which include Russia and Ukraine. GDP(USA) SHRINKS 1.4% https://www.cnbc.com/2022/04/28/us-q1-gdp-growth.html 5G Radiation Studied In South Carolina Study Finds High Radiofrequency Radiation on Streets of Downtown Columbia, South Carolina from Cell Antennas
	ZEROHEDGE BearLord: A Recession Cometh Philly Fed Plunges Into Contraction For First Time Since COVID Lockdowns https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/philly-fed-plunges-contraction-first-time-covid-lockdowns ...as hope collapses to its lowest since 2008 The Big Swindle Of 2020–22 https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/big-swindle-2020-22 "It all seems suspiciously benevolent..." US Producer Price Inflation Hovers Near Record Highs, Energy Costs Dominate https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-producer-price-inflation-hovers-near-record-highs-energy-costs-dominate Nearly two thirds of the May increase was due to an advance in goods prices, especially energy. Lyn Alden: Stagflation is Imminent https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-12/lyn-alden-stagflation-imminent perfect storm Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... Red-Hot US Inflation Is No Longer An Outlier The median global inflation is now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected The Inevitable Recession https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/inevitable-recession Ousted Ukrainian Official Breaks Silence, Admits She Lied About Mass Rape By Russians To Garner More Aid/Arms EOAD Homeland Security Tells Us To Brace For “Mass Casualty Violence” As The U.S. Enters A Summer Of Extreme Chaos http://endoftheamericandream.com/homeland-security-tells-us-to-brace-for-mass-casualty-violence-as-the-u-s-enters-a-summer-of-extreme-chaos/ ... the Department of Homeland Security just issued an advisory warning specifically of “mass casualty violence” ... ZH "It Was Chaos" : 3 Dead, 11 More Injured In Philadelphia Mass Shooting https://www.zerohedge.com/political/14-people-shot-3-dead-philadelphia-mass-shooting "People were coming off the street with blood splatters on white sneakers and skinned knees and skinned elbows," At least 14 dead and injured in US shooting https://www.rt.com/news/556660-philadelphia-shooting-tenth-weekend/ Israel Uses US Weapons To Blow Up US Humanitarian Projects in Gaza A two-front assault on American taxpayers accompanies Gaza's devastation.. YAHOO 3 people dead after shooting in Iowa church parking lot https://www.yahoo.com/news/three-people-dead-shooting-iowa-015340681.html CNN Hundreds mourn Texas family killed by escaped inmate YAHOO A man shot and killed two women outside an Iowa church and then turned the gun on himself, police said, in the latest incident of gun violence to rock the U.S. Another shooting wounds 2 at Wisc. funeral GOOGLENEWS (6-5-22) Philadelphia mass shooting on South Street leaves 3 dead, about a dozen injured ZH "Catastrophic": Five Dead Including Shooter At Tulsa Medical Building Chicago 'Mass Shootings'? 52 Shot, 10 Killed Over Memorial Day Weekend Mass Shootings: The Vicious Cycle Fueled By America's Toxic Cult Of Violence Memorial Day Gasoline Prices Are At An All-Time High US Savings Rate Crashes To Lowest Since Lehman, Fed's Favorite Inflation Signal Near 40-Year Highs https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-savings-rate-crashes-lowest-lehman-feds-favorite-inflation-signal-near-40-year ...spending soared (nominally) and incomes only grew modestly sending the savings rate to just 4.4%... the lowest since Sept 2008. US Pending Home Sales Plunge To Weakest Since 2014 As Unsold Inventory Spikes By Record https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-pending-home-sales-plunge-weakest-2014 ...the 6th straight monthly decline in sales

NANCY PELOSI FINALLY LOSES SOME MONEY BY Sovereign Man Here’s...the most ridiculous stories from around the world:
	ZEROHEDGE "Dirty Political Trick": Bill Barr Says Hillary Clinton Guilty Of 'Sedition' [ The clintons, like the trumps and other so-called american leaders are criminals http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ; but so is Barr http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg . america is predominantly a nation of criminals and mentally ill people; an evolutionary disaster. ] ZEROHEDGE Biden Nominates Michael Barr For Top Fed Banking Regulator Job https://www.zerohedge.com/political/biden-nominates-michael-barr-top-fed-banking-regulator-job The nomination comes despite opposition from Republicans and some progressive groups. Barr has been accused of being a vocal supporter of bank bailouts, among other things... obama/holder/biden … Remember those guys? [To be fair and balanced, there’s also the bush/cheney/paulsen axis of evildoing/war crimes/fraud in the factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at its most despicable. Eric Holder spent six years as attorney general, and failed to prosecute banks for their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank executives behind bars. Now, he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar criminal defense firm, making millions each year helping Wall Street bankers avoid criminal consequences. Worse, it was just reported that the firm, Covington & Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor corner office for Holder awaiting his return. Combined with Holder’s purchase a year ago of a $1.5 million condo just 300 feet from his new office raises serious questions about how long Holder knew he would be getting a major payday from his old firm even while it continued to represent companies under Department of Justice investigation. If the firm and Holder agreed on a future job offer, that alone could violate criminal laws. …”] NY Times Finds Obama's "Most Precise Air Campaign In History" Killed Thousands Of Civilians Previously hidden Pentagon documents show thousands of civilian deaths in Iraq & Syria, including children. http://albertpeia.com/corrupt-criminal-america.htm [Only a s**t nation, with s**t people could feature an encore for a failed, incompetent, mentally ill mobster/criminal piece of s**t like trump, et als …]
	ZEROHEDGE After Putin-Xi Call, Gazprom CEO Pledges "Energy Stability For Russia's Friends" Turkey & Russia Say 3 Ukrainian Ports Can Now Be Accessed By Grain Ships RT China pledges support for Russia ZH Pope Doubles Down On NATO-Ukraine Comments: Russian Invasion Was "Provoked" https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pope-doubles-down-ukraine-war-comments-russian-invasion-was-provoked "Someone may say to me at this point: but you are pro-Putin! No, I am not." [ Yes. True is true. This tragic scenario did not have to happen; but, some wanted this to happen. (Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward. )

Russia Has Become India's Second Largest Oil Supplier The evidence that Russia is mostly unaffected by NATO sanctions continues to mount... Russian Forces Seize Center Of Last Holdout City In Luhansk Province https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russian-forces-seize-center-last-holdout-city-luhansk-province Ukrainian official says "we are out of ammo" while army commander admits Russia has "tenfold" advantage with artillery... Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' Invasion Warnings https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy didn't want to hear it." Ukraine Belatedly Admits 'Heavy Casualty Rate' In Appeal For More Weapons From West https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-belatedly-admits-heavy-casualty-rate-appeal-more-weapons-west Top military officials say Ukraine is "losing against Russia on the frontlines"... Ousted Ukrainian Official Breaks Silence, Admits She Lied About Mass Rape By Russians To Garner More Aid/Arms https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ousted-ukrainian-official-breaks-silence-admits-she-lied-about-mass-rape-russians ..and it worked. RT Ukraine to ban ‘War and Peace’ [Hmmm...Very Orwellian] Kiev being pressed into concessions to Moscow – Zelensky Ukrainian victory not in the cards – former top US official https://www.rt.com/russia/556701-ukraine-us-negotiations-zelensky/ ZH Crude Hits 3-Month High After Saudis Raise Oil Prices More Than Expected On Easing Chinese Restrictions 6.8 Million Now Seeking Refuge From Russian Invasion ...most of the people fleeing have crossed over at the Polish border. Sanctions On Russia Backfire On The West https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-06-04/sanctions-russia-backfire-us Ukrainian military shells residential areas (VIDEOS) NATO’s Mission Imperative: Break Russia Even If Millions Worldwide Perish As Invasion Enters 100th Day, Russia Now Holds 20% Of Ukraine: Zelensky https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/invasion-enters-100th-day-russia-now-holds-20-ukraine-zelensky "almost 125 thousand square kilometers..." HUFFPOST UKRAINE LOSING UP TO 100 SOLDIERS A DAY HOW LONG CAN IT HOLD OUT? ZH Russia Uses Chinese Ships And Indian Refiners To Stay Ahead of Oil Sanctions https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-uses-chinese-ships-and-indian-refiners-stay-ahead-oil-sanctions As the US and EU pile on sanctions, Russia finds more ways to avoid them... RT EU agrees new anti-Russia sanctions Ukraine Fires Own Human Rights Chief For Perpetuating Russian Troop 'Systematic Rape' Stories https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-fires-human-rights-chief-perpetuating-russian-troop-systematic-rape-stories Increasingly fantastical, gruesome claims spread in Western media, but investigators couldn't find evidence... Moscow Shrugs Off EU Oil Ban: 'Russia Will Find Other Importers' https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/moscow-shrugs-eu-oil-ban-russia-will-find-other-importers "Very quick change of the mindset indicates that the #E.U. is not in a good shape..." RT Anti-Russian sanctions don’t work – Croatia RT ... Russia Claims Control Of Key Railway Hub, Solidifying Eastern Ukraine Gains Zelensky Signals Donbas Could Soon Fall: "Indescribably Difficult" Russian Onslaught https://www.zerohedge.com/military/zelensky-signals-donbas-soon-fall-indescribably-difficult-russian-onslaught AP confirms "close-quarter combat" after Russians storm final holdout city in Luhansk.. In Stunning Shift, WaPo Admits Catastrophic-Conditions, Collapsing-Morale Of Ukraine Front-Line Forces https://www.zerohedge.com/military/wapo-stunning-first-admits-catastrophic-conditions-collapsing-morale-ukraine-forces-front "We are being sent to certain death," said a volunteer fighter in Donbass. "The casualties here are largely kept secret to protect morale among troops & the general public." RT ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials https://www.rt.com/russia/556103-arestovich-territories-concessions-response/ ‘Go f**k yourselves’ Zelensky office tells Western officials Presidential advisor called Westerners urging concessions in the name of peace ‘dumb f**ks’. [ Z-HOBBIT… is the dumb f**k who got totally played by the corrupt criminal americans … Tragic/pathetic!] EOAD World War 3: The Stage Is Being Set For The United States To Go To War With China And Russia Simultaneously http://endoftheamericandream.com/world-war-3-the-stage-is-being-set-for-the-united-states-to-go-to-war-with-china-and-russia-simultaneously/ May 23, 2022 by Michael Snyder https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/world-war-3-stage-being-set-us-go-war-china-and-russia-simultaneously "This is a time of wars and rumors of wars, and I believe that World War 3 has already started..." [Sounds like a plan!] Ukraine Will Seize Assets of Citizens Sympathetic to Russia [Hmmm...Sounds like democracy at work] Mitt Romney Calls On NATO To Prepare For Potential Russian Nuclear Strikes YAHOO The Telegraph Henry Kissinger: Ukraine must give Russia territory Veteran US statesman Henry Kissinger has urged the West to stop trying to inflict a crushing defeat on Russian forces in Ukraine, warning that it would have disastrous consequences for the long term stability of Europe RT Biden’s response to the killing of Palestinian-American journalist encourages more of the same https://www.rt.com/news/555843-israel-palestina-journalist-investigation/ RT EU’s weapons stockpile depleted – Borrell Ukraine ‘15 or 20 years away’ from joining EU – France RT “We have to be honest. If we say that Ukraine will join the EU in six months, one year or two years, we are lying. It’s not true. It's probably 15 or 20 years. It takes a very long time,” Beaune told Paris-based Radio J. China Launches Military Exercises In South China Sea As Biden Arrives In Asia Belgium Begins Monkeypox Quarantines, Biden Warns "Everybody Should Be Concerned" [Thanks for the heads up, DumboJoWa...’Monkey’(pox)? Something regressively ominous in the name ‘monkey’(pox); viz., human simian descent. Then, of course, there’s covid, variants, and war and rumors of war http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 ] Finland & Sweden Seek To Calm Russia By Ruling Out NATO Bases & Nuke-Hosting Stop The Denial: Ukraine Is A Proxy War That Will Lead To Wider World War https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/stop-denial-ukraine-proxy-war-will-lead-wider-world-war “To understand the gravity of this situation we have to first examine...” Ongoing Surrender "On Far Bigger Scale Than Kyiv Has Acknowledged" At Azovstal https://www.zerohedge.com/military/ongoing-surrender-far-bigger-scale-kyiv-has-acknowledged-azovstal Russia says over 1,700 soldiers have emerged from plant, while Ukrainian officials have stayed silent. MARKETWATCH George W. Bush condemns ‘unjustified’ invasion of Iraq. Oops, Ukraine! The S&P 500 Is Near a Bear Market. History Says It's Not Done Falling. RT Pentagon investigates itself, finds it did nothing wrong https://www.rt.com/news/555651-pentagon-report-syria-strike/ [ Isn’t that the Orwellian american story ab initio! ] Another NATO state wants to block Sweden and Finland from joining https://www.rt.com/news/555719-croatia-sweden-finland-nato/ Italy forced into ‘economic warfare’ against Russia, journalist claims https://www.rt.com/news/555680-italy-forced-economic-warfare-russia/ [Typical wops] Azov commander boasts about gruesome photos of executed civilians https://www.rt.com/russia/555714-azov-kharkov-opposition-executions/ CNN Russia's war in Ukraine: Live updates BBC News Mariupol falls to Russian forces as defending troops evacuated - BBC News ZH Turkey Blocks Sweden, Finland NATO Accession Talks; Issues List Of Demands 1,000 Azovstal Fighters Have Surrendered Since Monday, But Top Commanders Remain: Kremlin West used Ukraine as pretext for ‘undeclared war’ with Russia, Moscow [CORRECTLY] claims Ukraine controlled by US and UK – Russia ZEROHEDGE Erdogan Slams Door On Approving Sweden, Finland NATO Bids: 'Nesting Ground For Terrorist Orgs' https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/erdogan-slams-door-approving-sweden-finland-nato-bids-nesting-ground-terrorist-orgs [ HMMM… ] Escobar: The Empire Of Bioweapon Lies & The Return Of Nord Stream 2 https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-empire-bioweapon-lies-return-nord-stream-2 Russian unmasking of the bioweapon racket will drive a toxic section of American political elites to turbo-charge their warmongering [RT America's selective outrage over Ukraine is fashioned by a well-oiled propaganda machine... just ask the people of Yemen https://www.rt.com/news/555356-hatred-russia-mcdonalds-us/ RT] Finland's President Informs Putin Of Application To Join NATO https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/finlands-president-informs-putin-application-join-nato Niinisto announced Sunday The Real Reason Behind The EU's Drive To Embargo Russian Oil https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/real-reason-behind-eus-drive-embargo-russian-oil The bigger Davos plan of destroying the old global order to Build it Back Better, where they own everything and you will own nothing and like it or else, is the script... Biden Encourages Finland & Sweden's Move Into NATO As Russia Cuts Electricity Supply Overnight Not Favorable To 'Terror Safe-Havens' Sweden, Finland Entering NATO: Erdogan https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/turkey-not-favorable-terror-safe-havens-sweden-finland-entering-nato-erdogan Enlargement requires unanimous agreement among the 30 NATO member states... Finland Will Seek NATO Membership "Without Delay" As Russia Warns Of 'Threat' To National Security https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/finlands-president-announces-country-apply-nato-membership-without-delay Kremlin sounds alarm:"NATO is moving toward us." DRUDGE Erdogan opposes letting Finland, Sweden join NATO… https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-middle-east-turkey-moscow-sweden-49d5297a0dff391e5de9f24f6b3a390a ZH Russian-Captured Ukrainian Territories Will Soon Ask To 'Join Russia': State Media https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russian-captured-ukrainian-territories-will-soon-ask-join-russia-state-media Kremlin says it will be "up to local residents"... Russia: NATO Not Taking Nuclear Threat Seriously https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-nato-not-taking-nuclear-threat-seriously Russian ambassador lays out scenarios where nukes would be justified… EOAD The Elite Will Use Their “Golden Passports” To Flee The Country And Leave The Rest Of Us To Face Nuclear War http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-elite-will-use-their-golden-passports-to-flee-the-country-and-leave-the-rest-of-us-to-face-nuclear-war/ “Did you think that the ultra-wealthy were just going to sit here and get blown to bits with everyone else? Just like you, they can see where things are heading, and many of them have been feverishly developing contingency plans.” US Intel Assisted In Sinking Russian Flagship Vessel: Officials Claim Bombshell Escalation https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-intel-assisted-sinking-russian-flagship-vessel-officials-say-bombshell-revelation In case you are wondering how WWIII starts… Russia Again Warns Any NATO Vehicle Entering Ukraine With Weapons Will Be Destroyed https://www.zerohedge.com/military/russia-again-warns-any-nato-vehicle-entering-ukraine-weapons-will-be-destroyed Cruise missile strikes pummeled Ukraine transport & rail infrastructure last night... Buchanan: Will Putin Submit To US-Imposed 'Weakening'? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-will-putin-submit-us-imposed-weakening If we are going to bleed Russia into an irreversible strategic decline, is Putin a ruler of the mindset to go quietly into that good night? No, Jim Cramer, The Bear Market Isn't Over https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-04-30/no-jim-cramer-bear-market-isnt-over "Tick-Tock": Hartnett Turns Apocalyptic, Says Carnage To Accelerate With "Max Pain" And "Exit" Waiting Below 4,000 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/tick-tock-hartnett-turns-apocalyptic-says-carnage-accelerate-max-pain-and-exit-waiting "inflation in America, stagflation in Europe, deflation/devaluation in China/Japan, bear market on Wall Street." Marketwatch The Stock Market Isn’t Falling Like It Did In the 1970s—It’s Even Worse Earnings Season Has Been Just One More Reason to Sell Stocks https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/stock-market-apple-big-tech-earnings-51651276622?link=MW_latest_news Fed's Favorite Inflation Signal Hits 40 Year High As Savings-Rate Crashes https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/feds-favorite-inflation-signal-hits-40-year-high-savings-rate-crashes For the 3rd straight month, the increases in spending outpaced the rise in incomes pushing the savings rate to its lowest since Dec 2013 Inflation Expectations Hit 41-Year-Highs As UMich Survey 'Hope' Fades During The Month U.S. East Coast Inventories Hit With Supply Shock Ahead Of Summer Driving Season https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-east-coast-inventories-hit-supply-shock-ahead-summer-driving-season This can only mean one thing: higher prices at the pump. DXY Hits COVID-Crisis Highs - Pride Goeth Before The USDollar's Fall https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/pride-goeth-us-dollars-fall [U.S. Dollar Index (USDX, DXY, DX, or, informally, the "Dixie") is an index (or measure) of the value of the United States dollar relative to a basket of foreign currencies, often referred to as a basket of U.S. trade partners' currencies] US Equities Erase Yesterday's Gains, Bond Yields Tumble https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/us-equities-erase-yesterdays-gains-bond-yields-tumble "The Biggest Story No-One Is Talking About": Why Albert Edwards Expects "Something In The Market Is About To Snap" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/biggest-story-no-one-talking-about-why-albert-edwards-expects-something-market-about-snap "Surely all of us working in finance realize by now that something is likely to snap in the financial system and probably quite soon...” US Dollar Defaults On Petro Dollar And RU Banking Obligations https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-04-25/us-dollar-defaults-petro-dollar-and-ru-banking-obligations The mainstream media has distracted people's attention away from the Soft US Dollar default that happened The Global Monetary Landscape Will Never Be The Same https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-04-23/global-monetary-landscape-now-changed-forever Scenarios that could see gold rise 5x, why Israel is dumping the U.S. dollar & China is now buying Russian LNG assets. Yellen Cautions EU On Russian Oil Ban: 'More Harm Than Good' https://www.zerohedge.com/energy/yellen-cautions-eu-russian-oil-ban-more-harm-good "...and, counterintuitively, it could actually have very little negative impact on Russia." Lagarde Demands ECB Dissenters Keep Quiet As Central Bank Prepares For Liftoff Oil Jumps As "Second Wave Of Russian Oil Shock" Begins Stockman Exposes The "Inflationary Hell" That's About To Break Loose https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/stockman-exposes-inflationary-hell-thats-about-break-loose Washington’s war on the global trading and payments system is now open-ended and can theoretically go on for years.. Peter Schiff: Real Incomes Collapsing At An Unprecedented Rate Oil Jumps As "Second Wave Of Russian Oil Shock" Begins EU To Impose Full Embargo On Russian Oil Next Week, Will Send Price Above $185 According To JPMorgan https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/full-embargo-russian-oil-would-send-brent-185bbl-jpmorgan IMF Slashes Global Growth Outlook, Blames Putin; Fears 'Social Unrest' & 'Global Instability' https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/imf-slashes-global-growth-outlook-blames-putin-fears-social-unrest-global-instability "The effects of the war will propagate far and wide, adding to price pressures and exacerbating significant policy challenges..." "Battle Of Donbas" In Full Swing As Russia Launches 'Hellish' All-Out Assault https://www.zerohedge.com/military/battle-donbas-full-swing-russia-launches-hellish-all-out-assault One local official described new phase of war "hell" amid "constant fighting"... Pentagon Convenes 'Classified' Meeting Of Top 8 US Arms Makers As They Reap Ukraine Windfall https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-convenes-meeting-top-8-us-arms-makers-they-reap-ukraine-windfall On the agenda includes planning for a long-term conflict… [ The insanity of the ‘method to their madness’. Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky)*, a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not trusting america et als. ] Greenwald Opines On Extreme Censorship Of Western Dissent From US/NATO Policy On Ukraine https://www.zerohedge.com/political/greenwald-opines-extreme-censorship-western-dissent-usnato-policy-ukraine Russia Warns Of Baltic Nuclear Build-Up If Finland & Sweden Enter NATO https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-warns-nuclear-deployment-border-if-finland-sweden-enter-nato "no more talk of a nuclear–free Baltic" 

*Not ready for prime time player Z-hobbit (zelensky), a comedic actor by trade/experience, foolishly exposed his nation/populace to devastation for the sake of his world order puppeteers and bears responsibility in part, along with biden et als, for the irrevocable damage, harm, injuries, deaths … TUESDAY, JAN 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM BUCHANAN: BIDEN SHOULD DECLARE NATO MEMBERSHIP CLOSED https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-nato-membership-closed “Ukraine is not a member of NATO, and neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans to bring Ukraine into NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war guarantee.”[Dumbo Joe] Biden: “Now Is A Time When Things Are Shifting. There’s Going To Be A New World Order Out There, And We’ve Got To Lead It.” ‘Fog of war’ money sub rosa; then there’s the ‘wag the dog’ aspect to give mentally deficient Biden et als some breathing room. Tragic, pathetic! One thing is certain (from my own direct observation and experience): Russia cannot be blamed for not trusting america et als. 1991:When America Tried To Keep Ukraine In The USSR https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/1991-when-america-tried-keep-ukraine-ussr Washington's about-face on all this came when Washington realized it could extend its "unipolar moment" by expanding NATO... in spite of the promise to not extend NATO eastward.
	ZEROHEDGE "Dirty Political Trick": Bill Barr Says Hillary Clinton Guilty Of 'Sedition' [ To be sure, the clintons, like the trumps and other so-called american leaders are criminals http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ; but so is Barr http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg . america is predominantly a nation of criminals and mentally ill people; an evolutionary disaster. ] ZEROHEDGE Biden Nominates Michael Barr For Top Fed Banking Regulator Job https://www.zerohedge.com/political/biden-nominates-michael-barr-top-fed-banking-regulator-job The nomination comes despite opposition from Republicans and some progressive groups. Barr has been accused of being a vocal supporter of bank bailouts, among other things... obama/holder/biden … Remember those guys? [To be fair and balanced, there’s also the bush/cheney/paulsen axis of evildoing/war crimes/fraud in the factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at its most despicable. Eric Holder spent six years as attorney general, and failed to prosecute banks for their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank executives behind bars. Now, he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar criminal defense firm, making millions each year helping Wall Street bankers avoid criminal consequences. Worse, it was just reported that the firm, Covington & Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor corner office for Holder awaiting his return. Combined with Holder’s purchase a year ago of a $1.5 million condo just 300 feet from his new office raises serious questions about how long Holder knew he would be getting a major payday from his old firm even while it continued to represent companies under Department of Justice investigation. If the firm and Holder agreed on a future job offer, that alone could violate criminal laws. …”] NY Times Finds Obama's "Most Precise Air Campaign In History" Killed Thousands Of Civilians Previously hidden Pentagon documents show thousands of civilian deaths in Iraq & Syria, including children. http://albertpeia.com/corrupt-criminal-america.htm [Only a s**t nation, with s**t people could feature an encore for a failed, incompetent, mentally ill mobster/criminal piece of s**t like trump, et als …]
	YAHOO 3 people dead after shooting in Iowa church parking lot https://www.yahoo.com/news/three-people-dead-shooting-iowa-015340681.html A man shot and killed two women outside an Iowa church and then turned the gun on himself, police said, in the latest incident of gun violence to rock the U.S. Another shooting wounds 2 at Wisc. funeral
	Biden Throws Zelensky Under The Bus: Ukraine Leader 'Brushed Off' Invasion Warnings https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings "There was no doubt," Biden said. "And Zelenskyy didn't want to hear it."
	US Is "Beyond Bankrupt" - Kim Dotcom Fears "Controlled Demolition" Enabling A "New Dystopian Future" https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/its-worse-many-can-imagine-kim-dotcom-sees-controlled-demolition-enabling-new-dystopian “What’s the end game?”
	YAHOO Rep. Schiff: Enough evidence uncovered to indict Trump [ DUH! ]
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	Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/biden-throws-zelensky-under-bus-ukraine-leader-brushed-invasion-warnings The median global inflation is now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected
	This Is Worse Than Anyone Realizes: A Dire Outlook From Wall Street's Biggest Bear https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/worse-anyone-realizes-dire-outlook-wall-streets-biggest-bear "inflation shock not over, rates shock just starting (Table 1), growth shock coming, no release valve from peak in yields, bear market rally too consensus. "
	US Farmer Sentiment Dives As Ag Input-Costs Skyrocket https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/us-farmer-sentiment-dives-ag-input-costs-skyrocket Production costs are expected to grow by at least 30% this year... signaling more food inflation ahead...
	Druckenmiller Warns Bear Market Has "Ways To Run" Amid 2023 Recession Threats https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/druckenmiller-warns-bear-market-has-ways-run-amid-2023-recession-threats "Alot of assets were purchased during that period that I think a lot of people moving out the risk curve will lose money on."
	"The Fed Now Has Good Reason To Surprise Markets": Barclays Is First Bank To Call For 75bps Next Week https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-now-has-good-reason-surprise-markets-barclays-first-bank-call-75bps-next-week We realize it is a close call and that it could play out in either June or July. But we are changing our forecast to call for a 75bp hike on June 15. We have also lifted our forecast for the terminal rate by 25bp, to 3.00-3.25%, in early 2023.
	Social Security: Whistling Past The $96 Trillion Graveyard https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/social-security-whistling-past-96-trillion-graveyard The question is whether elected leaders will make needed changes now, or later when they are forced upon us..
	Consumer Sentiment Collapses To Record Low In June https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/umich-sentiment-collapses-record-low-june "...amazing how pessimistic households are given job gains..." - Janet Yellen
	Rabobank: There Are Just Two Solutions To This Inflation Shock - One Is Extremely Painful, The Other One Is Worse https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabobank-there-are-just-two-solutions-inflation-shock-one-extremely-painful-other-one-worse The US now needs an *inverse* 70’s reform that favors onshoring and industrial policy to increase supply. Yes, that is inflationary as a one-off shock. Yet the alternative is permanently higher inflation *and* loss of geopolitical power.
	Soaring CPI Crushes 'Peak Inflation' Narrative, Sparks Global Market Turmoil https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soaring-cpi-crushes-peak-inflation-narrative-sparks-global-turmoil ...S&P's the worst stretch since the Great Depression......and no, stocks aren't cheap... Red-Hot US Inflation Is No Longer An Outlier The median global inflation is now 7.9% YoY. It was 3.05% last June. Inflation is now truly a global phenomenon with Asian economies generally the least effected
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